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53D CONGRESS, } HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. { MIS. Doc.184, 
2d Session. . Part 1. 
ANNUAL REPORT 
OF THE 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
OF THE 
SMITI-ISONIAN INSTI'I1U~l1ION, 
SHOWING · 
THE OPERATIONS, EXPENDITURES, AND CONDITION 
OF THE INSTITUTION 
TO 
JULY!' 1893. 
---·+-·---
WASHINGTON: 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 
1894. 
FIFTY-THIRD CONGRESS, SECOND SESSfON. 
Concurrent resol·ution adopted by the Senate Jannary 1'7, 1894, and by the House of Repre-
sentatives January 18, 1894. 
Re-9olved by the Senate (the House of Representativ,es concurr-ing), That there be printed 
of the Report of the Smithsonian Institution and of the National Museum for the 
year ending J nne 30, 1893, in two octavo volumes, 10,000 copies, of which 1,000 copies 
shall be for the use of the Senate, 2,000 copies for the nse of the House of Represent-
ati ve-1'1, 5_.000 copies for the use of the Smithsonian Institution, and 2,000 copies for 
the use of the National Museum. 
II 
LETTER 
FRO lH THE 
SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
ACCOMPANYING 
The a,nnual report of the Board of Regents of the Institution, for the year 
ending June 30, 18.93. 
SMI'l'HSONIAN 1NS1'I'l'UTION, 
Washington, D. O., July 1, 1893. 
To the Congress of the United States: 
In accordance with section 5593 of tbe Revised Statutes of the United 
States, I have the honor, in bebalf of the Board of Regents, to submit 
to Congress the annual report of the operations, expenditures, and con-
<lition of the Smithsonian Institution for the year ending June 30, 1893. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
- S. P. LANGLEY, 
Secretary of Sm'ithsonian Institution. 
Hon. ADLAI E. STEVENSON, 
Pres,ident of the Senate. 
Hon. CHARLES F. C~ISP' 
Speaker of the House of Representatirl)es. 
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION FOR THE 
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1893. 
SUBJEC'l'S. 
1. Proceeding1-; of the Board of Regents for the session of January, 
1893. 
2. Report of the Executive Committee, exhibiting the :financial affairs 
of the Institution, including a statement of the Smithson fund, aud 
receipts and expenditures for the year ending June 30, 1893. 
_ 3. Annual report of the Secretary, giving an account of t he opera-
tions and condition of the Institution for the year ending June 30, 1893, . 
with statistic1, of exchanges, etc. 
4. General appendix, comprising a selection of miscellaneous me-
moirs of interest to collaborators and correspondents of the Institu-
tion, teachers, and ·others engaged in the promotion of knowledge. 
These memoirs relate chiefly to the calendar year 1893. 
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MEMBERS EX OFFICIO OF THE "ESTABLISHMENT." 
(January, 1893.) "' 
BEN.JAMIN HARRISON, President of the United States. 
LEVI P. MORTON, Vice-President of the United States. 
MELVILLE W. FULLER, Chief-Justice of the United StateR. 
JOHN W. FOSTER, Secretary of State. 
· CHARLES FOSTER, Secretary of the Treasury. 
STEPHEN B. ELKINS, Secretary of War. 
B8NJAMIN F. TRACY, Secretary of the Navy . 
. JOHN WAN AMA KER, Postmaster-General. 
WILLIAM H. H. MILLER, .Attorney-General. 
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"A change of administration took place March 4, 1893 
REGENTS OF THE INSTITUTION. 
(List given ~m the following page.) 
OFFICERS OF THE INSTITUTION. 
SAMUEL P. LANGLEY, Secretary. 
Director of the Institution a:ncl of the U. S. National Museum. 
G. BROWN Goorm, Assistant Secretary. 
JX 
REGENTS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
By the organizing act approved August 10, 1846 (Revised Statutes, 
Title Lxxnr, section 5580), "rrhe business of the Institution shall be 
conducted at the city of Washington by a Board of Regents, named 
the Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, to be composed of the Vice. 
President, the Chief.Justice of the United States [ and the Governor of 
the District of Columbia], three members of the Sellate, and three mern· 
bers of the House of Representatives, together with six other persons, 
other than members of Congress, two of wbom sl1a1l be resident in the 
city of Wa~hington and the other four shall be inlJabitants of some 
State, but no two of tbe same State." 
REGENTS FOR THE YEAR 18.9.'3. 
The Chief.Justice of the United States : 
MELVILLE W. FULLER, elected Chancellor a11<l President of the Board Jan·-
uary 9, 1889. 
The Vice.President of the United States: 
LEVI P. MORTON. 
United States Senators: Term expires. 
JUSTIN S. MORRILL (appointed Feb. 21, 1883, and Dec. 15, 1891) .Mar. 3, 1897. 
SHELBYM. CULLOM (appointed Mar. 23, 1885, and Mar. 28, 1889).Mar. 3, 1895. 
GE9RGE GRAY (aprointed Dec. 20, 1892, and Mar. 16, 1893) .. _.-· .Mar. 3, 1899. 
Members of the House of Representatives: 
JOSEPH WHEELER (appointed Jan. 5, 1888, and Jau. 15, 1892) .. Dec. 27, 1893. 
HENRY CABOT LODGE (appointed Jamrn.ry 15, 1892) ........... Dec. 27, 1893. 
W. C. P. BRECKINRIDGE (appointed .January 15, 1892) .......... Dec. 27, 1893. 
Citizens of a State: 
HENRY COPP.EE, of Pennsylvania (fii:st appointed Jan. 19. 1874) .Jan. 26, 1898. 
JAMES B. ANGELL, of Michigan (appointed Jan. 19, 1887, reap· 
pointed Jan. 9, 1893) ................................ . .......... Jan. 19, 1899. 
ANDREW D. WHITE, of New York (fir:,;t a,ppointed Feb. 15, 1888) .Feb. 15, 1894. 
WILLIAM P. JOHNSTON, of Louisiana (appointed Jan. 26, 189~).Jan. 26, 1898_ 
Citizens of Washington: 
JAMES C. WELLING (first appointed May 13, 1884) .............. May 22, 1896. 
JOHN B. HENDERSON (appointed .January 26, 1892) ............ .Jan. 26, 1898. 
Executive CornrwitlPe o.f th e Rocwd of Rege·ni8. 
JAME' . \Y ELLING, Chafrnurn. ,}. B. H1<:NDE RSON. 
X 
JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF 
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
ANNUAL MEETING OF THR BOARD OF REGEN'l'S. 
,JANUARY 25, 1893. 
The annual meeting of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution was held to-day at 10 a. rn. Present: The ebancellor, Mr. 
Chief Justice Fuller; Vice-PresidentL. P. Morton; the Hon. J. S.Mor-
rill; the Hon. S. M. Cullom; the Hon. George Gray; the Hon. Joseph 
Wheeler ; the Hon. Henry Cabot Lodge; the Hon. W. C. P. Breckin-
ridge; Dr. J. C. Welling; Dr. Henry Coppee; Dr. vVilliam Preston 
,Tohuston ; John B. Henderson, csq., and the secretary. 
A letter was read from Dr. J. B. Angell, stating that bis nonattend-
ance was on account of important business engagements. 
The secretary then presented the minutes of the last annual meeting 
of January 27, 1892, and of 11he special meeting of March 29, 1892, which, 
at the suggestion of the chancellor, he read in abstract. Referring to 
the mention there of authority given by the Regents at the last regular 
meeting to bring the matter of an additional appropriation for admin-
istrative expenses before Congress, the secretary remarked that the 
time had not been considered opportune and that the Regents' authori-
zation had not yet been acted upon. 
The minutes of both meetings were approvep.. 
The secretary then announced that the Vice-President, on December 
20, 1892, appointed as Regent the Hon. George Gray, a U. S. Sen-
ator, in place of the Hon. R. L. Gibson, deceased. Also that by 
joint resolution, approved by the President January 9, 1893, Dr. J.B. 
Angell had been reappointed a Regent to succeed himself, his term 
expiring January 19, 1893. 
The secretary announced the death of the Hon. R. L. Gibson on 
December 15, 1892, remarking that one who had known him longer 
and better than he had, would doubtless say what was fitting in this 
connection. 
Dr . J ohnston then moved that a committee be appointed to draft a 
suitable memorial and resolutions, which was carried, and the chancel-
lor appointed Dr. Johuston, Senator Morrill, and the secretary a com-
xr 
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mittee of three to report the resolutions to the board. Dr. Johnston then 
presented the following memorial and resolutions, which were adopted: 
Tim . BOARD OF REGENTS: 
Your committee report that the Hon. Randall Lee Gibson was appointed a Regent 
of the Smithsonian Institution December 19, 1887, and filled that office until his 
death, December 15, 1892. 
Senator Gibson brought to the performance of his duties as Regent a rare prepa-
ration as student, scholar, and statesman. With inherited talents for oratory and 
with strong literary tendencies, he was surrounded in youth by all the influences 
that, direct the energies of man to the public welfare. At Yale College he took a 
very prominent stand in a group noted for talents and enthusiasm. Foreign travel, 
the study of the law, the life of a planter, a distinguished military career, and long 
service in the Congress of the United States filled his capacious mind with a store 
of a rich and varied experience and trained him for the highest duties. Life was 
to him a consecration to public duty, and the performance of that duty his highest 
felicity. Benevolent, br.ave, patient, prudent, faithful, his gra,ce and gentleness 
were the rich drapery of an inflexible will and tenacious purpose. 
He came to the Smithson ion Institution as a servant a,nimated by the fullest sense 
of his responsibilities and self-pledged to a rigid performance of them. His interest 
in the institution has been limited only by the conditions of bis pos1.tion . . His 
death is a loss to his State and his country,· in whose councils he bas served for 
eighteen years. 
In view of these facts, it is-
Resolved, That in the _ death of the Hon. Randall Lee Gibson the Smithsonian 
Institution has l-0st a zealous and useful regent, and its board a valued member 
whose .services can HI be spared. 
Resolved, 'I'hat we lament his loss as an acceptable colleague, a gracious gentle-
man, a patriotic citizen, and a wise statesma.n, whose interest in the spread of 
knowledge among men fitted him well for his duties on this board. 
Resolved, That these resolutions be entered on the minutes of the board and a 
copy be transmitted to the family of our friend. 
Dr. Johnston added that Senator Gibson's death was a particular 
sorrow to him; they bad been friends from boyhood with never a single 
cloud in their friendship. He was with Senator Gibson in his last hours 
and felt in bis death a great persoual loss, and he did not doubt that 
all who knew him personally regretted his loss to themselves and to 
the country. 
The secretary then announced the death on March 4, 1892, of Dr. 
·Noah.Porter, a former Regent. 
The secretary presented bis repvrt for the year ending June 30, 1892, 
stating that it was confined to matters of major importance, matters of 
detail being found in the appendix. He bad endeavored to put into it 
only matters that might demand publicity, aud had arranged the report 
in this form so as to permit it to be read. He had dwelt at some length 
on the features of the National Zoological Park. The rest of the report 
would speak for itself, but he might call attention to statements about 
the di position of the income of that portion of Mr. Hodgkin's gift which 
was specially directed to one purpose, and to the form of some of the 
letters written to dis:tinguisbed men all over the world in relation to it. 
The report was accepted. 
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Dr. Welling, on behalf of his colleagues, presented the report of the 
executive committee to June 30, 1892, which was adopted. 
Dr. Welling also said that he would here present the usual resolu-
tion relative to the income and expenditures of the institution, which 
was adopted, as follows: 
Resofoed, That the income of the Institution for the fiscal year ~nding June 30, 
1894, be appropriate<l for the _service of the institution, to be expende<l by the Secre-
tary ,vith the advice of the executive committee, upon the basis of the operations 
des.cribed in the last annual report of said committee, with full discretion on the 
part of the secretary as to items of expenditures properly falling under each of 
the heads embraced in the established conduct of tlle institution. 
Dr. Welling then said that at the last regular meeting, the secretary 
had presented a i.:;tatement of the burdens imposed by the need of his 
personally signing all purely routine money papers, and the boaw had 
referred a resolution on the subject to the executive committee, with 
power to act. He would now present the result of their action as fol-
lows: 
WASHINGTON, D. C., .April 15: 1892 . 
Whereas a member of the Board of Regents, at their last meeting on January 27, 
1892, offered the following resolution: . 
. ''Resolved, That the Secretary be empowered to appoint some suitable person who, 
in case of need, lllay sign such requisitions, vouchers, abstracts of vouchers, accounts 
current, and indorsements of checks and drafts, as are needed in the current business 
of the Institution or of any of its bureaus, and are customarily signe<l in the bureaus 
of other Departments of the Government.'1 
And whereas this was referred to the executive committee with power to act-
.Resolved, That the executive committee approve the resolution in the terms pro-
posed, and confirm the Secretary in the powers therein mentioned. 
JAMES C. WELLING, 
HENRY COPPEE, 
J. B. HENDERSON, 
Executive Committee.. · 
Dr. Welling added that the action was ·taken simply to relieve the 
Secretary of what was becoming a too heavy tax upon his time au.din 
other ways an increasing burden, and it was to further provide that, in 
ca.se of his absence, the work of the Institution should not be sus-
pwded; that he had now power to delegate authority to sign such 
routine .papers. 
The Secretary announced the death of Mr. Thomas G. Hodgkins on 
November 25, 1892, and read the following obituary notice: 
Mr. Thomas G. Hodgkins, who died at Setauket, Loug Island, on November · 25, 
1892, was born in London, England, in. 1803. His ancestors were clergymen, and 
belonged to the class of Euglish gentlemen, but his father, who was in reduced cir-
cumstances, was unable to keep him at Eton or Harrow, and sent him to France, 
where he remained for his education until he was about 15 years old. During this 
time his language, habits, and manners became rather French than English. 
He returned to Englaud, but troubles with a stepmother made his home -1.nbear-
able, and against the urgent entreaty of his father he shipped before the mast in a 
trading ves~el . bound for Calcutta. The vessel was wrecked _near the mouth of the 
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Hoogly, and young Hodgkins found hiruself penniless and friendless in Calcutta, 
where he was taken ill anll carried to the hospital. He has since said that it was 
here, and when he was a sick lad, who was told that be bad not six months to live, 
that he made up bis mind that he would live, .that be would acquire a fortune, and 
that be would devote it to large and philanthropic ends. 
He recovered sufficiently to prepare a petition to the Governor-General of India, 
wllo was then the Marquis of Hastings, asking for aid to return to England; and 
he walked a long distance into the country, where the Governor-General was staying 
at bis country seat, to deliver it. He arrived at the vice-regal residence bare. footed 
aml ill-clad, and asked an audience with the ruler of India with such persistence 
that the attendants, who at first refused, finally consented to present his petition. 
This so impressed the viceroy when he read it that he directed that the young 
sailor should be admitted to see bim, and t,he interview that followed ended by his 
offering young Hodgkins a position in his househohl which any gentleman's son 
might have been willing to accept, but which he refused frorn his overmastering 
wish to return to his father. 
I think this curious ad venture ( as it way almost be called) deserves narration as 
an instance both of the rcmarkrLule force of Mr. Hodgkins's chara.cter and of the evi-
dence of gentle breeding bis manuers always bore_. and of the influence both had on 
others even in his earliest years. 
After going home he went to Spain, and later, returui ng to England, he married, and 
in 1830 ca.me to this country. He immediately engaged in business, which he pursued 
with unremitting energy for thirty years, when he retired on what was at that time 
considered a handsome fortune. The fifteen years following this be spent in trav_ 
elling over Europe and America, and in 1875 he settled down in Setauket, Long 
Island, upon his place "Brambletye Farm," which he rarely left, except for an 
occali1ional visit to New York, until his death. 
Mr. Hodgkins was a man of remarkably self-poised mind, singularly independent 
in bis modes of thought, and independent also of the neetl of social conYerse or of 
adven.titious interests. His opinions were his own, and he found in the reading 
which confirmed them and in the care of his little farm abundant and agreeable 
occupation for his declining years. He was a man of keen inttlligence, and by 
nature, perhaps, still more a thinker and a scholar than a man of affairs, though 
even in the latter capacity his ability was proven by his success in business. He 
possessed a strong will, and had deliberately formed and tenaciously held opinions 
of his own in r elation to religious arnl philosophical questions. In regard to the 
former, it may be sufficient to say that his mind was of a devout cast, and that 
while he had thought much for himself, he retained to the last an absolute trust in 
the divine guidance as the leading motive of bis life. 
Mr. Hodgkins bad for more than thirty years made a special study of the atmos-
phere in its relations to the well-being of humanity. He believed that most of the 
physical evils to which mankind are subject arise from the vitiation of tl1e air 
which they breathe, and that the study of the atmosphere is not unimportant even 
with relation to man's moral and spiritual, as well as his physical health; and 
though be did not point out any line of investigation likely to bear fruit in the latter 
direction, it was his hope that tbe concentration of thought upon the atmosphere 
and its study from every point of view, would in time l ead to results which would 
justify his almost devout interest in the subject. 
In this last respect. his , beliefs about the atmosphere, otherwise clear enough, 
were not a,lways easy to follow, but though all those who talked to him were not 
sure that they here understood bis full meaning, it was at least plain that be was 
well content to place his trust in the charge of such an institution as the Smith-
sonian, and to leave it to the future to shape the result. 
He was very explicit, however, in his statements that it was not for sanitary sci-
ence or for w.~te.grgJogy, or fu1· tl:w W,~ brnnchet:J Qf study alQµ(} qi· fQr those which 
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might seem most obviously suggested by tho words of his trnst, to profit exclu-
sively by it, for he believed that every department of philosophy (using the term 
in its widest sense) would be found to be finally connected with every other, through 
this common bond of union; so that it was his particular desire to have such varied 
investigations in the atmosphere made as would aid in the knowledge of each and 
all of these aspects of' knowledge. 
Mr. Hodgkins brought to all his studies, as to this, a very retentive m~.wory, 
while general reading and travel bad stored his mind with singularly varied infor-
mation. He was a good French scholar and loved to quote from the French classics. 
His catholicity of mind was snfficient to include a not inconsiderable sense of humor, 
and his favorite quotation from Boileau pointed to bis consciousness of a perhaps 
too imaginative indulgence in bis fayorite th emes. He was a punctilious corres-
pondent, and what it is not too much to call his real literary ability, was never shown 
more happily than in bis letters, which were in many respects models of epistolary 
ease, and even of charm, of diction. He was hospitable and enjoyed entertaining 
the few friends whom he atlmitted to his table, where his manner, as a host of the 
old school, was a happy one. 
Mr. Hodgkins had no family and no known blood relations, and, recognizing the 
difficulties which often arise over the settlements of large estates, he chose to be 
his own executor rather than leave the disposition of his affairs to those who might 
either misinterpret or disregard his requests when he could no longer appear as a 
witness in his own behalf. He therefore gave away his entire estate, amounting to 
about half a million dollars, to various public institutions. 
His funeral was unostentatious1 as he requested it should be, only his intimate 
friends attending. Among these he (the S1:icretary) was numbered; for while he felt 
it his official duty to represent this Institution at the funeral of one to whom it owed 
so much, he d esires to say, in concli.lcling thisbriefnotice, thathewastherealsofrom 
a feeling of r eal friendship n.nd regard to an old mari whose singubr powers, whose 
lonely life, and whose perhaps often unmet affection had drawn the speaker to him 
as to a .p ersona.I friend. 
Mr. ·wheeler remarked that the gentleman who had given the Insti-
tution so.much deserved some special record of his death, and he moved 
that tbe notice should be extended by the Secretary, should include a 
statement of the gifts he had made, and should be spread·upon the 
records of the Board. The motion ·was carrieLl. · 
The Secretary then presented the portrait of Mr. Hodgkins, which 
he stated he had wished to_. order 1~nder the instructions of the Board 
during Mr.- Hodgkins's lifetime, but owiug to that gentleman's reluc-
t_ance to be portrayed1 it wa-; not executed until after his death, and 
from a photograph. It was not yet fiiiished, the artist, Mr. Robert 
Gordon Hardie, desiring its return in order that he might elaborate it. 
The Secretary added that from his knowledge of the original he consid-
ered, and that the assista~1t secretary Dr. Goode (who was well quali-
fied to judge), also considered the picture a very satisfactory likeness 
indeed. Dr. Welling remarked that it looked as if it could hardly be 
much improved as a likeness by much greater elaboration. Mr. Lodge 
said that while he could not, of course, speak of the likeness in case of 
one he had not seen, the picture bore its own evidence that it was a 
piece of good work. Other commendatory remarks were made. 
The secretary called the attention of the Regents to the action taken · 
W~~~ r~~·ar~ fi<? ~q~~ p<?rtion of t4e Hodg~tris fmi<t which w~s, esp~.Gi~lly 
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devoted to scientific purposes. He had taken counsel with many enl 
nent scientific men in Europe as well as at home, as to the best dispo-
sition to make of this fund, and given the matter much thought. A 
portion of the results of this care was embodied in the cfrcular which 
he then presented for the consideration of the board. 
He stated that it was the intention to send tltis circular to all parts 
of the world, and that after eliminating from the lis.t of the correspond-
ents of the institution, those which it was not considered should receive 
it-about two-thirds iu all-there yet remained about 8,000 to be sup-
plied; and these were scattered all over· the inhabited parts of the 
globe, including Africa, and the small islands of the Pacific. 
In affixing the old seal of the institution to these, ~he secretary had 
noticed that it bore no legend or indication of the institution's pur-
poses, although to the vast majority of those receiving it, these were 
unknown. He had been led by thig to prepare a new seal in which the 
words of .Smithson, "For the increase and diffusion of knowledge among 
men" should take the place of his face. He would speak of this later. 
The circular was examined by the mern bers of the board. The chan-
. ceUor said it might be well to state on the beading of the circular that 
tlie President of the United States was ex-o:fficio presiding officer of 
the institution, and the secretary stated that he would act on the f?Ug-
gestion. 
After reading the circular in brief, the secretary recurred to the sub-
ject of the seal. 'He said he bad consultect a number of sources for 
such a design, without much success, until be had finally been fortu-
rnite in securing one from Mr. St. Gaudens, who had made one from 
the secretary's indications, which he was glad to submit to tbe regents. 
The Secretary rernarke<l. tbat tbe preparation of the circular and the 
announcement of the prizes and medal bad been made under the instruc-
tions of the board that this portion of the income should be expended 
in carrying out the express wishes of the donor. The circular had been 
carried down to Setauket and was one of the last ·things that had occu-
pied the attention of Mr. Hodgkins. He was personally consulted about 
it and approved the plan. 
Mr. Lodge then offered the followiug resolution, which was adopted: 
Resolved, That the Secretary be authorized to procure a new seal for the institu-
t_ion, with a suitable motto and device, io comprehend the words of Smithson, "For 
t_he increase and diffusion of knowledge among men," and also the words, "Smith-
sonian Institution, Washiugton, 1846." 
The Secretary then read a portion of the will of Mr. Hodgkins where 
he makes the in~titu tion his residuary leg!}itee. He wished to state that 
he had learned from the executor, but altogether unofficially, that tbe 
amount coming to the institution under this will, as residuary legatee, 
was but a few thousand dollars, Mr. Hodgkins having meant to . give 
away as far as possible all of his property at the time of hi8. a.e~tb~ Re 
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also stated that it was, however, probable that certain bonds deposited 
by Mr. Hodgkins in a trust company, though· forming no portion of the 
residuary estate, would come to the institution, and lie asked the instruc-
tions of the Regents as to their disposition. 
Dr. Welling then re.ad the following resolution: 
Resolved, That the Secretary be authorized to sell at the ~1arket price, any bonds 
or securities which may accrue to the institution as residuary legatee of the late 
Thomas G. Hodgkins, or from any trust instituted by him in its favor, if it is in the 
Secretary's judgment desirable to do so; and should there accrue any further sum 
not demanding the special consideration of the Regents by its importance, that he 
be authorized tu apply it to the general purposes of the institution. 
On motion of Senator Cullom, the resolution was adopted. 
The Secretary, then brought before the board the matter of the 
change in the organization of the establishment, calling attention to 
two points for consideration: 
At a meeting of the Regents on January 28, 1891, the Secretary stated 
that he bad been authorized by the President, the Vice-President, the 
Chief-Justice, and other members of the establishment to ask for legis-
lation to make the establishment consist of the President, Vice-Pres-
ident, Chief-Justice, and all the heads of Departments. 
Since the Institution was established the place filled by the Commis-
sioner of Patents would seem to have been taken by th~ creation of the 
Secretary of the Interior. The Secretary of Agriculture bas been cre-
ated, while the office of the governor of the District of Columbia no 
long-er exists. 
The proposed change would be covered by the following aet: 
Be it enacted, ~tc , That "An act to establish the Smithsonian Institution for the 
increase and diffusion of knowledge among men," approved August 10, 1846, Revised 
Statutes, Title LXXIII, be, and the same is hereby, amended in Section 5579 of said 
act by striking out the words "the Secretary of State, the Secretary of the Treasury, 
the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, the Postmaster-General, the Attor-
uey-General, the Commissioner of the Patent-Office, and the governor of the District 
of Columbia, and such other persons as they may elect honorary members," and 
-inserting tlie words "the heads of Executive Departments," so that the section will 
read: 
"SEC. 5579. The President, the Vice-President, the Chief-Justice, and the h.eads 
of Executive Departments are hereby constituted an establisbmeut by the name of 
the I Smithsonian Institution.' for the increase and diffusion of knowledge among 
men; and by that name shall be known and have perpetual succession, with the 
powers, limitati<;ms, and restrictions hereinafter contained, and no other." 
The Secretary said that he had consulted the President, the Vice-
President, the Chief Justice, the Secretary of State, and those two 
members of the Cabinet mostly interested, and had their sanction in 
making this suggestion, and · though it was a matter· which concerns 
the establishment, he thought it proper to state his J)r~posed action to 
the Regents, and if there were no objection 011 their part, be would 
infer their assent to this the first amendment sought. 
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The second change proposed by the Secretary, after consultation 
with the Chief Justice, and after an examination ,of the fundamental 
act by Mr. H. E. Davis, was as follows: 
To amend Section 5591 of the Revised Statutes by the addition of 
these words: 
But this shall not operate as a limitation on the power of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion to receive money or other property by gift, bequest, or devise, and to hold and 
dispose of the same in promotion of the pnrposes thereof, and as proYi<led in the next 
section. 
The chancellor said, with regard to legislation concerning the fund", 
that section 5591 might possibly as it stood appear to operate as a limit-
ation; and that, though he did not himself consider that any reason-
able doubt could arise as to the right of the Regents to hold property 
outside of the million any more than to deposit sums within it, yet, out , 
of abundant precaution, he had approved of the addition of the words 
as read. 
, A motion by Senator Morrill that the Secretary be authorized to draw 
up a bill providing for such changes_ in the legislation as were desir-
able in sections 5579 and 5591 of the Reyised Statutes, and to present 
the same to the Senate and House through Congressional Regents, was 
then put by the chancellor and carried. 
There being· no further business to come before the boa.rd, on motion 
it adjourned. 
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE BOA RD OF 
REGENTS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 
FOR 'l'HR YEAR ENDING JUNR 30, 1893. 
To the Boa.rd of Regents of ~he Smithsonian Institution : 
Your executive committee respectfn11y submits the following report 
in relation to the funds of the Institution, the appropriations by Con· 
gress, and the receipts and expenditures for the Smithsonian Institution, 
the U.S. National Museum, the International Exchanges, the Bureau of 
Ethnology, the National ZoologfoalPark, aud theAstro.Physical Observ· 
atory for the year ending 30th June, 1893, and balances of former years: 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
Condition of the fund July 1, 1893. 
The amount of the bequest of James Smithson deposi+ed in the Treai;. 
ury of the United States, according to the act of Congress of August 
10, 18'46, was $515,169. To this was added, by authority of Congress, 
February 8, 1867, the residuary legacy of Smithson, savings from income 
and'other sources, to the amount of $134-,B31. 
To this also have been added a bequeflt from James Hamilton, of 
Pennsylvania, of $1,000; a bequest of Dr. Simeon Habel, of New York, 
of $500; the proceeds of the sale of Virginia bonds, $51,500, and a gift 
from Thomas G. Hodgkins, of New York, of $200,000, making in all, as-. 
the permanent fund, $903,000. 
Statement of the recei11ts anrl e:cpenditw1·es from Jnly 1, 189"!, to Jnne 30, 1893. 
RECEIPTS. 
Cash ou hand July 1, 1892 ............. ~ .................... $47,875.33. 
Interm,t on fund July 1, 1892 .................... $27,090.00 
Interest on fnncl .Tan nary 1, 1893........... . . . . . 27, OHO. 00 
--- 54,180.00 
----' $102,055.33 
Casn froiu ·sales of puLlicatious.... .... . ................ .... 556.58 
Cash from repayments, freight, etc...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 235. 96 
3,792.54 
Total rece ipt,H.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 105,847.87 
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l•:xPgNDITURI<::", 
Building: 
Repairs, care, and improvements ........ .. ..... $2,609.94 
Furniture and fi;x:tnres.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 688. 18 
---- $3,298.12 
General expenses : 
'Meetings ...............••........•..•......... 
Postage and telegraph ....... -..•.....•.....•.. 
Stationery ................................... . 
General printing .......................•...... 
Incidentals (fuel, gas, etc.) .................. . 
Library (books, periodicals) ................. . 
Salaries* .................................... . 
Publications and researches: 
492.00 
356. 18 
628.08 
2'19.83 
3,793.72 
1,655.75 
18,751.92 
---- 25,957 .48 
Smithsonian contributions . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 2,731.62 
Miscellaneous collections . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 6, 670. 64 
Reports... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 801. 60 
Researches.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 010. 95 
Apparatus . ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 808. 56 
Museum .•.... ... .... · ........... -.............. 1,045.38 
Hodgkins fund .......•......... .'.... . . . . . . . . . 1, 912. 13 
---- 17,980.88 
Literary aud scientific exchanges_.. ........... ..... ..... 1,518.57 
$48,755.05 
Balance unexpended J uue 30, 1893...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57,092.82 
The cash received from the sale of publications, from repayments for 
freights, etc., is to be credited to the items of expenditure as follows: 
Incidentals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. _. $12. 25 
Smithsonian contributions ....................................... $3}5. 32 
Miscellaneous colleet.ions ............. ~.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172. 16 
Reports... . . . . . . • . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69. 10 
Apparatus ..........................................•..................... 
Museum .. . ......... ............................... ..................... . 
Exchanges .............................................................. . 
Services ...................................................... . .... .. ... . 
556. 58 
14~. 50 
1,541.22 
1,483.99 
50.00 
3,792.54 
The 11et expenditures of the Iustitution for tlrn year eudiug ,June 30, 
1893, were therefore $44,962.51, or $3,792.54 less t an the gross expendi-
tures, $48,755.05, as above stated. 
All moneys received by the Smithsouiau- Institution from interest, 
sales, refunding of moneys temporarily adva,nced, or otherwise are 
deposited with the Treasurer of the U nitecl States to the credit of the 
Secretary of the Institutiou, and all payments are made by bis checks 
on the Treasurer of the United States. 
" In addition to the abo\'e $18,751.92 paill for salari es under general expenses 
$6,719.81 were paid for servkes, v iz, $141.07 charged to apparatus acconnt, $1,500 to 
building account, $823. 7 to library account, $2,854.05 to rt'searches account., and 
$1,399.9'J to 'mithsonian contribution a,ccounts. 
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. XXI 
Your committee also presents the following statements in regard to 
appropriations and expenditures for objects intrusted by Congress to 
the care of the Smithsonian Institution: 
INTERN;\TIONAL EXCHANGES. 
· Receipts. 
Appropriated by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, "for the expenses 
qf the system of international exchanges between the United States and foreign 
countries, under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, including salaries or 
compensation of all necessary employes." 
Sundry civil act, August 5, 1892 ......................... - .......... $12, 000. 00 
Deficiency act, March 3, 1893 ........................... - . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000. 00 
Expenditures /rorn July 1, 1892, to J ,une 30, 1893. 
Salaries or compensation: * 
1 curator, 12 months, at $225 ........... ___ ... . 
1 clerk, 12 months, at $160 .............. ___ ... . 
1 clerk, 12 months, at $120 ....... ____ .. 7 ••• ---- . 
1 clerk, 12 months, at $85 ................ : .... . 
1 clerk, 12 montbs, at $80 ........... ~ .......... . 
1 clerk, 12 months, at $75 ...... ____ ........ ___ _ 
1 clerk, 12 months, at $75 ............ _ ........ . 
1 clerk, 12 months, at $65 ..................... . 
1 clerk, 1-½ months1 at $45 .............. ,,. ...... . 
1 clerk, 2 months, at $40, $80; 17 days, at $40, 
$22. 67 ............ - - . - - - - - - - - - . - - - . - . - - - - -
1 stenographer, 3 months, at $45 .............. . 
1 copyist, 1 month, at $40, $40; 15 days, at $40, 
$19. 55 ................. -- - - . - - : - - - - - - - - . - -
1 packer, /'>months, at$75, $375; 7months, at$50, 
$350 ---· -- ---- --- . ------ ---· -- . --- ---- ----
1 packer, 5 months, at $50 ...... _____________ _ 
1 laborer, 5 months, at $35 ______ . ___ . ________ _ 
I laborer, 92 days, at $1.50 .... _______________ _ 
1 agent, 6 months, at $83.33¼---· ____ ...... ___ _ 
1 agent, 6 months, at $50 .... __ ........ __ .. __ . _ 
~ . 
$2,700.00 
1,920.00 
1,440.00 
1,020.00 
960.00 
900.00 
900.00 
780.00 
67.50 
102. 67 . 
135.00 
59.35 
725.00 
250.00 
175.00 
138.00 
500.00 
300.00 
Total salaries or compensation .. _._. _. ____ • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $13, 072. 52 
General expenses: 
Freight ........... : _ ~ .. _ ..... _ . ____ ... ___ . ___ _ 
Packing boxes .... ____ ........ _______________ _ 
Printing and binding .... · ......... _. _____ .. __ _ 
Postage .......................... ___ . ____ .... _ . 
Stationery and supplies ..... ___ ._: .. _ .... _ .. __ 
1,537.57 
,Ul. 40 
198.60 
150.00 
337.68 
2,665.25 
17,000.00 
Total expenditure from July 1, 1892, to June 30, 1893 •.. _ .... _ _ _ _ _ 15,737.77 
Balance ,July 1, 1893, to meet outstanding liabilit,ies .. _. _. _. ___ .. _ 1,262.23 
*The payments of salaries for parts of months in January, March, July, Angust, 
October, and December are made on the basis of 31 d.-1ys, and for the other monthG 
(except February) at 30 days. 
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NORTH AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY. 
Appropriation by Congress for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, "for continuing 
ethnological researches among the American Indians, under the direction of the 
Smithsonian Institution, including salaries or compensation of all necessary 
employes." (Sundry civil act, August 5, 1892) ...................... $40,000.00 
Balance July 1, 1892, as per last annual report ............ ,........... .. 15,008.06 
55,008.06 
The actual conduct of these investigations has been continued by the 
Secretary in the hands of Maj. J. W. Powell, Director of t'he U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey. 
Expenditures July 1, 1892, to June 30, 1893. 
Salaries or compensation: 
1 ethnologist, 12 months, at $250 ........................ . 
1 ethnologist, 7 months, at $250 . . . ... ........... •........ 
2 ethnologists, 12 months, at $200 ....................... . 
1 ethnologist, 12 months, at $166.66 ..................... . 
2 ethnologists, 12 months, at $150 . . .................. ... . 
1 ethnologist, 13 months, at $133.33 ............ . ........ . 
1 assistant ethnologist, 9 months, at $116.66, $1,049.94; 
21 days, at $116.66, $87.49; 14 days, at $116.66, $54.44 .. 
1 assistant ethnologist, 2 months, at $100, $200; 10 months, 
at $116.66, $1,166.60 . . .............................. . 
1 assistant ethnologist, 2-½ months, at $75, $187.50; 9½ 
months, at $100, $950 ........................ ....... . 
1 assistant ethnologist, 7½ months, at $60 ............... . 
1 archreologist, 12 months, at $216.66 .................... . 
1 assistant archreologist, 12 months, at $125 ......... : ... . 
2 assistant archreologists, 12 months, at $100 ............ . 
1 stenographer, 12 months, at $125 ..... . ............ ... . . 
1 stenographer, 1 month, at $60 ......... . .. . ............ . 
1 draftsman, 2 months, at $183.33, $366.66; 14 days, at 
$183.33, $82.79 ................................ ..... . 
1 draftsman, 2 months, at $116;66, $233.32; .14 days, at 
$116.66, $52.68 ........... . ......................... . 
1 clerk, 12 months, at $100 .. ....... ..................... . 
2 clerks, 12 months, at $60 ............................ _ .. 
1 copyist, 12 months, at $70 ............................. . 
1 copyist, 2½ months, at $83.33, $208.32; 9½ months, at $100, 
$950 ............................................... _ 
1 copyist, 12 months, at $50 .. ~ .......................... . 
1 messenger, 12 months, at $50 .......... _ ........ _ .. . _ .. . 
1 laborer, 12 months, at $50 ..................... _ ....... . 
1 modeler, 12 months, at $60 ......................... __ .. 
$3,000. 00 
1,750. 00 
4,800. 00 
1,999.92 
3,600. 00 
1,733.29 
1, 191.87 
1,366.60 
1,137.50 
452.14 
2,599.92 
1,500.00 
2,400.00 
1,500.00 
60.00 
449. 45 
286.00 
1,200. 00 .. "' 
1,440.00 
840.00 
1,158.32 
600.00 
600.00 
600.00 
720.UO 
Total salaries or compensation ... _ . . . __ .. . ....... _ . _.. 36, 985. 01 • , ~.t;. 
Miscellaneous : 
Traveling expenses .. ................. _ ... . .. . 
Field expenses ......................... __ ..... · 
Drawings ...... .. .. _ ................. _ . _ ..... . 
Stationery .......... _ ... ............ _ .... __ .. . 
Freight ............. _ ..... __ ................ _ .. 
Field material ............ _ .......... _ ... __ . _. 
Supplies ........ .. ....................... ___ .. 
$3, !:l81. 36 
311. 50 
970.25 
159. 05 
229, 53 
137,'73 
1, 711. 14 
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Miscellaneous-Continued. 
Publications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $399. 36 
Specimens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 00 
Miscellaneous.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310. 84 
---- $7,513.76 
$44,498.77 
Balance July 1, 1893 ............ . ... ...... ..................... . 10,509.29 
===== 
Expenditures reclassified by subject-matter: 
Sign language and picture writing .... . ................. . 
Exploration of mounds .................................. . 
Researches in archreology ............................... . 
Researches, language of North American Indians ......... . 
Salaries in office of Director ............................. . 
Illustrations for reports . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... · ............. . 
Researches among Pueblos .............................. . 
Contingent expenses .· ................................... . 
$4,408.65 
2,401.80 
12,280.59 
13,015.59 
7,398.32 
2,196.34 
1,621. 77 
1,175.71 
Total expenditures North Arnerican ethnology .................... $44, 498. 77 
Balance Jnly 1, 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,509.29 
Summary. 
July 1, 1892. Balauce on hand ..... ....... ... .................. .... $13, 008. 06 
Appropriation for North American ethnology......... 40,000.00 
55,008.06 
Expended . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44, 498. 77 
Bala.11cc .Jnly 1, 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,509.29 
NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
P1rns1<:RVATION Ol<' COLLECTIONS, JULY 1, 1892, T<) JUNE 30, 1893. 
Receipts. 
Appropriation by Congress for th~ fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, "for continuing 
the preservation, exhibition, and increase of the collections from the surveying and 
exploring expeditions of the Government, and from other sources, including salariea 
or compensation of aJ.l necessary employes: " 
Sundry civil act, August 5, 1892 ................................... $132, 500. 00 
Deficiency act, March 3, 1893 .................... ·.... ...... .... .... 2,000.00 
134,500.00 
Expenditures. 
Salaries or compern,ation: 
DIRECTION. 
1 Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, in 
charge of U.S. National Museum, 12 months, at $333. 33 ............ $3,999.96 
SCIENTIFIC STAFF 
1 curator (in charge), 12 months, at $225 ............... . 
3 curators, 12 months, at $200 .... ... .... . . ...... ~ ..... . 
1 curator, 12 months, at $175 .......................... . 
1 curator, 12 months, at $100 ........ : . . . . ............ . 
$2,700.00 
7,200.00 
2,100.00 
1,200.00 
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Salaries or compensation-Continued. 
1 curator, 6 months, at $150; 6 months, at $155 ......... . 
1 curator (acting), 12 months, at $140 ...... ........... . 
1 assistant curator, 12 months, at $166.66 .............. . 
1 assistant curator, 10 months 13 days, at $140 ......... . 
1 assistant curator, 11 months 14 days, at $133.33 ...... . 
1 assistant curator, 9 months 27 days, at $125; 1 month, 
at $100 ............................................. . 
1 assistant curator, 230 days, at $5 ............... . .... . 
1 assistant, 12 months, at $80 .......... · . ............... . 
1 assistant, D months, at $85 .......... . ............... . . 
1 aid, 12 months, at $100 ........ .. .................... . 
1 aid, 12 months, at $80 .................. . 7 • ~ •••••••• •• 
1 ai<l, 1 month 16 days, at $80 ................ : . ...... . . 
1 ai<l, 2 months 20 days, at $75 ............ ...... ...... . 
1 aid, 12 months, at $61) . ......................... . .... . 
1 aid, 15 days, at $60 ................ . ..... . ........ ... . 
1 aid, 4 months 15 cla.ys, at $50 ....................... ~. 
1 aid, 1 month, at $50; 25 days, at $50 per month, $40.32; 
23 days, at $50 per month, $38.33; 7 days, at $50 per 
month, $11.29 .. _ ................................... . 
1 aid, 12 monthr::, at $-tO . ............... .. .............. . 
1 aid, 3 months 8 days, at $40 ..... . ................ .. . 
1 ai<l, 1 month 16 days, at $40 ......................... . 
1 collector, 3 months 15 days, at $140 .................. . 
1 coll~ctor 2 months, at $50 ...... . ............ ... ... .. . 
CLKRICAL STAFF . 
1 chief clerk; 12 months, at $187 .50 .................... . 
1 chief of division, 6 months, at $175; 6 months, at $185 .. 
1 registrar, 12 months, at $158.33 ........... ·_ .......... . 
1 disbursing clerk, 12 months, at $100 ................. . 
1 assistant librarian, 12 months, at $100 ............... . 
1 stenographer, 12 months, at $85 ..................... . 
1 stenographer, 5 mouths H days, at $50 ......... · ..... _ 
1 clerk, 12 months, at $125 .. ........................... . 
2 clerks, 12 months, at $115 ............. .. ......... . __ .. 
2 clerks, 12 months, at $100 ........................... . 
1 clerk, 1 month, at $100 ......... . ...... · .............. : 
1 clerk, 12 months, at$90 ...................... : ....... . 
1 clerk, 12 months, at $83.33 ...... ... _ ................. . 
1 clerk, 6 months 8 days, at $75 . _ ..................... . 
1 clerk, 12 months, at $70 .. .... ................... .... _ 
1 clerk, 9 months, at $70 ............... . · .............. . 
1 clerk, 9 months, at $70; 3 months, at $60 ............. . 
2 clerks, 12 months, at $60 ............ _ ...... _ ........ . 
1 clerk, 6 months 16. days, at $60 ........... _ ..... _ .... . 
1 clerk, 3 months, at $60 . .............. _ .. _ ......... _ .. 
1 clerk, 1 month, at $60 . ............................. . . 
3 clerks, 12 months, at $55 . ........... ..... _ ......... .. . 
1 clerk, 11 months 28 days, at $55 ......... . ........... . 
3 clerks, 12 months, at $50 . ................. _ . ...... .. . 
1 clerk, 5 months, at $50 .. . ...... . .................... . 
1 cl rk, 3 month .· , at$50 ... . ............. _ .... _ ..... _. _. 
1 lerk, days, at $50 ..... . ........................... . 
$1,830.00 
1,680.00 
1,999.92 
1,458.71 
1,528.85 
1,335.61 
1,150.00 
960.00 
765.00 
1,200.00 
960.00 
1:.ll. 29 
200.00 
720.00 
29.03 
224. 19 
139.94 
480.00 
130.32 
60.65 
487.74 
100.00 
2,250.00 
2,160.00 
1,899.96 
1,200.00 
1,200.00 
1,020.00 
267.74 
1,500.00 
2,760.00 
2,400.00 
100.00 
1,080.00 
999.96 
469.35 
840.00 
630.00 
810.00 
1,440.00 
390.97 
180. 00 
60.00 
1,980.00 
654.68 
1,800.00 
:250.00 
150.00 
12.90 
$30,101, 25 
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Salaries or compensation-Continued. 
1 copyist, 12 months, at $55 ... ... ... . ......... ........ . 
2 copyists, 12 months, at $50 .......................... . 
1 copyist, 6 months 26 days, at $50 .................... . 
1 copyist, 4 months 28 days, at $50 .. ___ ............... . 
1 copyist, 3 months, at $50 . ... .. ...... . .... . ........... . 
1 copyist, 11 months, a.t $45; 1 month, at $35 ........... . 
5 copyists, 12 months, at $40 ............... ~ . ........ . . 
1 copyist, 2 months, at $40 ................... ......... . 
1 copyist, 1 month 16 days, at $40 ........... .. .. ...... . 
1 copyist, 12 months, at $35 ...... _ .................... . 
1 copyist, 8 months, .at $35 .. . ......................... . 
1 copyist, 3 mouths 12 days1 at $35; 7 months, at $30 ... . 
1 copyist, 12 months, at $30 ........................... . 
1 copyist, 11 months 29 days, at $30 ............. . ..... . 
1 typewriter, 9 mouths, at $50, $450; 28 days, at $50 per 
month, $45.16; 26 days, at $50 per month, $43.33; 26 
days) at $50 per month, $41.94 ....................... . 
1 typewriter, 1 month 7 days, at $50; 3 months 24 days, 
at $30. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... . 
PREP AHA TORS. 
1 pre para tor, 12 months, at $120 ....................... . 
1 prepa.rator, 8 months, at $100 per month, $800; 23 days, 
at $100 per month, $74.19; 16 days, at $100 per month, 
$51.61 ................. ...... ~ .................... _ .. . 
1 preparator, 9 months 16 days, at $80 .... .... ........ . 
1 preparator, 1 month 16 days, at $75 ....... . . a ••••••••• 
1 preparator, 16 days, at $75 per month ................ . 
1 preparator, 5 months, at $60, $300; 28 days, at $60 per 
month, $54.19; 28 days, at $60 per month, $54.19; 1 day, 
at $60 per month, $2.14 .............................. . 
1 preparator, 4 months 21 days, at $40 ~ ........ ........ . 
1 preparator, 1 month 16 days, at $40 .................. . 
1 preparator, 1 month, at $24 ......... _ .. ___ ... ___ ... . . . 
1 artist, 12 months, at $110 ............................ . 
1 photographer, 12 months, at $158.33 ... _ ............. . 
1 taxidermist, 12 months, at $125 ... __ ................. . 
1 taxidermist, 1 month 17 dayR, at $80 ........ . ........ . 
1 taxidermist, 12 mon tbs, at $60 ..................... _ .. 
1 taxidermist, 1 month 16 days, at $60 ...... ........... . 
l 1axidermist; 1 month 16 days, at $60 ................. . 
1 taxidermist, 16 days, at $50 per month, $25.81; 15 days, 
at $50 per month, $25 ...... . ........ __ ... _ ... _ ... ____ . 
1 taxidermist, 16 days, at $50 per month ............. _ .. 
1 taxidermist, 1 month 16 days, at $40 ......... _ ........ . 
1 taxidermist, 2,504 hours, at 45 cents .... _ ....... _. _ .. . 
Bt:ILDINOS A:-;D LABOH. 
1 superintendent, 12 months, at $137.50 ...... ... __ _ . _ .. . 
1 assistant snperintendent, 2 months, at $100; 10 months, 
at $90 ................ . . _ ..... __ .... _ .. ____ .. __ .... _ .. 
3 cliiefs of watch, 12 montlis, at $65 ..... _ ...... _ ...... . 
l wat<-hman , 12 mouths, at $65 .... .. .... ....... _ .. ____ . 
$660.00 
1,200.00 
341. 94 
246.67 
150.00 
530.00 
2.400.00 
80.00 
60.64 
420.00 
280.00 
328.55 
360.QO 
359.00 
580.43 
174.52 
1,440.00 
925.80 
761. 29 
1-1.3. 71 
38.71 
410.52 
190.00 
60.65 
24.00 
1,320.00 
1,899.96 
1,500.00 
123.87 
720.00 
90.97 
90.97 
50.81 
25.81 
60.65 
1,126.80 
1,650.00 
1,100.00 
2, 3110. 00 
780.00 
XXV 
$36. 677. 31 
10,974.52 
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Salaries or compensation-Conti11ued. 
7 watchmen, 12 months, at $50 .. ~ ................ .. ... . $4,200.00 
1 watchman, 10 months, a.t $50, $500; 30 days, at $50 per 
month, $48.39; 26 days, at $50 per month, $46.43 ..... . 594.82 
1 watchman, 11 months, at $50, $550; 30 days, at $50 per 
month, $48.39 ................................. .. ..... . 598.39 
1 watchman, 11 mo11 ths, at $50 ........................ . 550.00 
1 watchma11, 11 months 29 days, at $50 ................ . 5Q8.33 
1 watchman, 11 months, at $50, $550; 30 days, at $50 per 
month, $48.39 ........ .. . , ........................... . 598.39 
1 watchman, 11 months 16 daJ·s, at $50 ................ . 575. 81 
3 _watchmen, 12 months, at $45 ........... . ....... . ... . . 1,620.00 
1 watchman, 10 months 29 da,ys, at $45 . ............... . 492. 10 
1 watchman, 27 days, at $1.75 ......................... . 47.25 
1 skilled laborer, 12 months, at $52 .................... . 624. 00 
1 skilled la.borer, 1 month, at $50 .................... .. . 50.00 
1 skillecl laborer, 8 months, at $45; 26 days, at $2 ...... . 412. 00 
3 laborers, 12 months, at $40 ...................... .... . 1, 4,w. oo 
1 laborer, 1 month, at $43; 2 months: at $44.50; 6 month;, 
at $46; 3 months, at $47.50 .................. . .. ..... . 5;')0,50 
1 laborer, 1 month, at $49.50; 4 months, at$51; 4 months, 
at $48; 2 months, at $46.50; 1 month, at $45 ......... . 583.50 
1 laborer, 9 months 26 clays, at $JO; 1 month, at $44.50; 
_1 month, at $41.50 . . ............................ _____ _ 479.55 
1 laborer, 1 month, at $41.50; 10 months23 clays, at $40 .. 471 . 18 
1 laborer, 1 month 16 days, at $60; 55 clays, at $1.50 ... . 173.47 
1 laborer, 1 month 16 da;ys, at $40 ....... ____ .......... . 60.65 
1 laborer, 11 months 24 clays, at $40 ... __ : ............. . 470.97 
1 laborer, 16-0 days, at $1.50 ; ....... __ .............. _ .. . 240.00 
1 laborer, 287 days, at $1.50 ................ _ .......... . 430.50 
1 laborer, 208 days, at $1.50 .......... _. __ . . _ ... __ .. _ .. _ 312.00 
11aborer, 313 days, at $1.50 . ___ ...... __ .... __ ... __ .. _ .. 469.50 
1 laborer, 166 days, at $1.50 ... _ ... ___ ... ____ .. __ ... _ .. . 249.00 
1 laborer, 297 days, at $1.50 ............... _ .. ...... _ . . . 445.50 
1 laborer, 297 days, at $1.50 ........ _ ....... _ . _ .. _ .. _ .. ~ 445.50 
1 laborer, 320 clays, at $1.50 ....... . ................... . 480.00 
1 laborer, 297 days, at $1.50 ................. .. .. . .. _. _ .. 445.50 
1 laborer, 353 d~ys, at $1.50 ..... _ ..................... . 529.50 
1 laborer, 327 days, at $1.50 ........ _ .................. . 490.50 
1 laborer, 319½ days, at $1.50 ... _ ........... _ ......... . 479.25 
1 laborer, 341½ days, at $1.50 ...... _ .......... _ .... ____ _ 512.25 
1 laborer, 319 days, at $1.50 ...... _ .... _ .... _ .... __ .... . 478.50 
1 laborer, 150 days, at $1.50 .................... _______ _ 225.00 
1 laborer, 86 days, at $1.50 .. _ ... _ .. _. _ ..... _ ... __ . _ .... 129.00 
1 laborer, 10 days, at $1.50 .... _ .... _ ... _. _ . . _ ..... ____ . 15.00 
I laborer, 9 days, at $1.50 . _ .. _ ... _ .... __ ... ____ . __ .... _ 13.50 • 
1 laborer, 40 days, at $1.50 .. .... _ .. _. _ .. . . . __ .... . . _ .. _ 60.00 
1 laborer, 7 days, at $1.50 ....... __ ................ ____ _ 10. 50 
I laborer, 2 days, at $1.50 ...... _ ............ _ .... ___ . _. 3.00 
1 laborer, 44 days, at $1.50 _. __ .... ___ . .. _ .. _ ....... _ .. _ 66.00 
1 attendant, 12 months, at $40 ... _. _ .. __ . _ .... ___ .. __ _ . _ 480.00 
1 attenclant, 10 months, at $40, $400; 27 clays, at $40 per 
month, $36; 37 clays, at $40 per rnon th, $38. 71. . .. _ ... _ 474.71 
2 cleauers, 12 months, at $30 _ ... _. __ . _ .. _ .. __ ... _. _. _. _ 720.00 
1 cleaner, 9 month 89½ days, at $30 . ___ ..... __ , __ .. __ . _. 357.55 
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1 cleaner, 11 months 30-½ days, at $30 ........... _ ...... . 
1 cleaner, 312-½ days, at $1. ............................ . 
1 cleaner, 312 days, at $1. •.............• . ....... ~ ..... . 
1 cleaner, 29 days, at $1 .....•...•.......•.............. 
1 messenger, 12 months, at $50 ........................ . 
1 messenger, 12 months, at $45 .................•....... 
2 messengers, 12 months, at $30 ........................ . 
2 messengers, 12 months, · at $20 ............ . .......... . 
1 messenger, 1 month, at $25; 6 months, at $20 ......... . 
1 in.essenger, 1 month, at $20; 11 m~nths, at $25 .. .. .... . 
1 messenger, 4 months 24_ days, at $20 ................. . 
1 messenger, 3 months 24 days, at $20 ................. . 
1 messenger, 2 months 3 days, at $20; 6 m011ths, at $15 .. 
1 messenger, 3 mouths, at $15 .....•..................... 
Special services by job or contract .................... . 
Total expenditures for services .. ~ ................... . 
$359.52 
312.50 
312.00 
29.00 
600.00 
540.00 
720.00 
480.00 
145.00 
295.00 
96.00 
75.48 
131. 94 
45.00 
Surnmary: Preseri,ation of oo lleoti.ons, 1893. 
Direction .................................................... _ ... . 
Scientific staff ................................................... . 
Clerical staff .... ... .......................................... .... . 
Preparators ...................................................... . 
Building and labor .............................................. . 
Special or contract work ......................................... . 
Total salaries or compensation ........ .. .......... ....... .. . 
Miscellaneous: 
Supplies ................. · .............................. . 
Stationery . ...... ...................................... . 
Specirnens ....................... . .............. _ .... .. . 
Books and periodicals .............. ............. .. .... . 
Travel .... , .................................. · .......... . 
Freight and cartage .. ................................. . 
$1, 8.88. 31 
723.25 
3:630.02 
]44.28 
407.88 
1,8~9.75 
Total expenditures to J uue 30, 1893, for preservation of collec-
tions, 1893 .· ....................................... __ ... _. _. 
Balance July 1, 1893, to meet outstanding lh1bilities ............ . 
F-urnit·ure and fixtures, July 1, 1892, to June 30, 1893. 
RECEIPTS. 
Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, "for 
-cases, furniture, fixtures, and applia-nces required for the exhibition 
and. safe-keeping of the collections of the National Museum, including 
salaries or compensation of all necessary employes." (Sundry civil 
XXVII 
$33,764.11 
116,177.15 
2,224.83 
118,401.98 
$3,999.96 
30,761.25 
36,677.31 
10,974.52 
33,764. 11 
2:224.83 
118,401.98 
8,683.49 
127,085.47 
7,414.53 
act, August 5, 1893.)................................................ $15,000.00 
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EXPENDITURES. 
Salaries or compensation-Continued. 
1 engineer of property, 15 days, at $175 per month .................. . 
1 carpenter, 294 days, at $3. ~ ................ ... ................. _ .. 
1 carpenter, 234 days, at $3 .. _ ........................... .. _ ... _ .... . 
1 carpenter, 40 days, at $3 ... _ ........................... . __ ...... . _. 
1 carpenter, 33 days, at $3 .............. _ . ......................... . 
1 carpenter, 21 days, at $3 ........................ _ ...... . .......... . 
1 carpenter, 1 month, at $91. ..................... ............... ... . 
1 cabinetmaker, 297 days, at $3 ....... , ............. ....... : ___ . __ . 
1 painter, 11 months 20 days, at $65 per month . . .. ................. . . 
1 storekeeper, 3 months, at $70 .... _ .................. .......... ___ . 
1 property clerk, 12 months, at $90 ................. ............... . . 
1 skilled laborer, 8 months, at $60, $480; 26½ days, at $60 per month, 
$53; 29 days, at $60 per month, $56.13; 2 months, at $50, $100 ..... . 
1 skilled laborer, 11 months 15¼ days, at $50 ................. ....• ... 
1 skilled laborer, 1 month 8 days, at $50 ................. . .......... . 
1 skilled laborer, 288 days, at $2 ......... ...... ..... . .............. . 
1 skilled laborer, 61 days, at $2 ... :. · ............................... . 
1 skilled laborer, 40 days, at $2 .................................... . 
1 skilled laborer, 179 days, at $1. 75 ..... ~ ............. . ....... .... .. . 
1 laborer, 8 months 29 days; at $40; 2 months, at $41.50 ............. . 
1 laborer, 1 month 16 days, at $40 ......... _ ............... ......... . 
Special service by job or contract .... __ ... _ ........ _ .... _. _. _ ...... . 
$84.68 
882.00 
702.00 
120.00 
99.00 
63.00 
91. 00 
891. 00 
756.94 
210. 00 
1,080.00 
689.13 
575.00 
67.40 
576.00 
122.00 
80.00 
313.25 
440.42 
60.65 
7,903.47 
91.22 
Total expenditnre for salaries ....... _ .. . .. _ ......... ____ .......... 7,994.69 
Miseellaneous : 
Cases . . .. _ ....................... __ ............. __ ... _ ... _ . _ 
Drawings for cases ...................... ·.~--. _ ........... . .. . 
Drawers, trays, boxes ........ ~ ............................. . 
Frames, stands, etc .......... _ ............... ___ . _ ... _ .. __ .. 
Glass ........... ... _______ . ___ .. _ .... _ . _. _ .. ____ ·. __________ _ 
H arJ. ware .................. _ ........ _ ... _ . __ .. _ .... ____ .. __ 
Tools .•........................... _ .. __ .... _ .......... __ . _ .. 
Cloth, cotton, etc ....................................... ... . 
Glass jars ....................... _ _ _ .. ___ ... _ ... _ .. __ ... __ _ 
Lumber ........... . _ ............... ... .................... . 
Paints, oils, etc ........................ _ . __ ....... __ ..... _ .. 
Office furniture .......................... _ ... _. __ . _ . _. _ .. __ . 
Metals ............ __ . . .... .. __ .. __ . __ .. __ . _ .. _ .. ___ . __ . _. _ . . 
Rubber and leather ................. _ ........ ___ .... _ ...... . 
Apparatus ................ _ ..... _ .. _ ...... _ .. _. __ . __ .. _____ _ 
Slatt>-, brick, etc ..................................... __ .. ___ . 
Sky-lights .......... . ................................... ___ _ 
556.5:3 
34.50 
252.60 
16.00 
774.92 
649.50 
25.08 
47.53 
438. 10 
501. 44 
383.35 
48.22 
30.89 
21. 86 
118.20 
6.50 
160.00 
Total expenditure July 1, 1892, to June 30, 1893, for furniture and 
4,065.22 
fixtures, 1893 ............... _ .. __ . __ . _ ..... _ ....... _. _ . . .. ..... . 12, 059. 91 
Balaoc-e .July 1, 1893, to meet o~tstanding liabilities ...... _........ 2,940.09 
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Heatinu, lighting, electric and telephonic service, July 1, 1892, to June 80, 1893. 
RECEIPTS. 
Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, "for expenses. 
of heating, lighting, electric, telegraphic, and telephonic service for the National 
Museum": 
(Sundry civil act, August 5, 1892) .. ____ .. _. _. - ........ _·_ ........... $11,000.00 
' Deficiency act of March 3, 1893) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000. 00 
EXPENDITURES. 
Salaries or compensation; 
1 engineer, 12 months, at $115 .. _ ....... ·- ....... .. .. _ .... . 
2 firemen, 12 months, at $50 ........... -................. . 
1 fireman, 11 months, 12 days, at $50 ................. _ ... . 
1 telephone clerk, 12 months, at $60 ..... ___ .. _ ... __ . ____ . 
1 assistant telephone clerk, 12 months, at $35. ______ . ____ _ 
1 laborer, 1 month, at $45; 5 months, at $40.50; 3 months, 
at $39; 1 inonth, at $37. 50; 2 months, at $36 .. _____ . __ _ 
Special service by job or contract ...... • .. .. ....... . ...... 
$1,380.00 
1,200.00 
570.00 
720 00 
420.00 
474.00 
19.00 
13, 000.00 
Total expenditure for salaries .. _ ............ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~4, 783. 0() 
General expenses : 
Coal and wood ........................... _. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,003. 04 
Gas .... .. .. - . - . - .... - . - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l , 253. 64 
Telephone .......... " ....... - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 730. 09 
Electric supplies . .. . ................... . ....... - . . . . . . . . . 67. 73 
Re:ntal 0f call-boxes.------------ ...... ------ ........ ---- 100. 00 
Heating supplies ............................... ___ . _. __ _ 222.47 
7,376.97 
Total expenditure July 1, 1892, to June 30, 1893, for heat-
ing and lighting, etc., 1893 ........ , .............. .. ......... _ _ _ 12,159.97 
Balance July 1, 1893, to meet outstanding liabilit,ies . . . . . 840. 03. 
Postage; July 1, 1892, to June 30, 1893. 
RECEIPTS. 
Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, "for 
postage stamps and foreign postal cards for the National Museum" 
(sundry civil act, August 5, 1892) .. _ .. . .. _________ . ___ . . ____ . _______ _ 
EXPENDITURES. 
City post-offi ce, for postage and postal canls ____ . ____ . _______ .. ________ _ 
Appropriation all expended July 1, 1893. 
P1·intiny, ,Ju.ly 1, 1892, to June 30, 1893 
RECEIPTS. 
Appropriation by Congress f?r the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, "for 
the SmitLsonian Institution, for printing labels and blanks and for the 
'Bulletin' and volumes of th.e Proceedings of the National Museum " 
$500 .. 00 
$500.00 
(sundry civil act, August 5, 1892) ______ .. ____________________________ $12,000.00 
XXX REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 
EXPli:NDlTURES. 
Bulletins Nos. 40, 43, 44) 45 ...................... ............. . 
Bulletin No. 39, extras.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
Bulletins, special, Nos. 1 ancl 2 . ......... .. ........ . ...... .... . 
Proceedings, vols. 14, 15, 16 ... . .... .. ... . ..••.... ... ....... ... 
Reports, extras ....... __ ............ . .... . ...... . .. _ .... ... . . 
Lists, etc ........ . ...... .. ...................... ... .... .. .. . . 
Labels for specimens ............................... . . . .. .... . 
Letter heads, pads, and envelopes ........................... . 
Blanks ................. . . • .... . ................ . ............ 
Record books .............. .. .......... . . . ... . ..... ...... . .. . 
Electros ......... . .................... ~ ............... ...... . 
Congressional Recol'ds ....... . .... .. ......... ... .. . . ........ . 
$2,351. 23 
155. 05 
1,315.70 
2,804. 67 
2,228.40 
80.18 
2,128. 82 
268.53 
230.05 
48.22 
7.00 
24. 00 
Total expenditure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . $11, 641. 85 
Balance July 1, 1893 .......... -; . .. ... . .. . ..... .. . ............... . 
Building. 
Balance July 1, 1892, as per last annual report .. .. .. . .. .. ... . 
EXPENDITURES. 
From July 1, 1892, to June· 30, 1893 ........................ . .. ...... .. . 
Balance carried, under the provisions of the Revised Statutes, sec-
tion 3090, by the Treasury Department to the credit of the surplus 
fund, June 3, 1893 . ...... . .......... . : .. .......... ........... . 
D'lities on articles imported for the National Museiirn. 
Balance July 1, 1892, as per last annual r eport ......... ............... . 
Paid direct by Treasury Department .............. . ..... ......... _ ... . 
358.15 
$525. 36. 
$522.53 
2.83 
$58.25 
5.00 
-----
Balance carried, under the provisions of Revised Statutes, sect10n 
3090, by the Treasury Department to the credit of the surplus 
fond, June 30, 1893 ....... ... ...................... ............ . 
Preservation of collections, 1891. 
Balance as per last. report, July 1, 1892 .................. ............ .. 
Expenditu:es to June 30, 1892: 
Specimens ............................. . ......... _ . __ .. . 
Books ................................................. . 
Freight ............ ..... .............................. .. 
'Total expenditure ........... .. ... .. ... .. ..... ___ . __ . __ . 
$260.23 
6.03 
24.28 
Balance July 1, 1893, carrried under the provisions of Revised 
Statutes, eection 3090, by the Treasury Department to the credit 
53.25 
$291. 58 
290.54 
of the surplus fund, June 30, 1893 ..... ................... _.... 1. 04 
P1·eservation of collections, 1892. 
Balance as per last r eport, July 1, 1892 ......... ........ _ .......... _... $8,818.14 . 
Expenditures to June 30, 1893: 
, alaries ............... .... ..... ..... ..... ...... $440.00 
-Sp cial ·&vices ... . ... _ .. _ . . .. .. ........ .... . . _. . 330. 11 
$770.11 
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Expenditures to Jnne 30, 1893--Continued. 
Supplies ................... ... .................. $337. 50 
Statione.ry...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 375. 80 
Specimens ................. .. ................... 6, 220. 23 
Travel. ...... :.................................. 89. 69 
Freight. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . 593. 30 
Books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 414. 46 
$8,030.98 
XXXI 
Total expenditure to June 30, 1893 ......... . . ................... . 
Balance July 1, 1893 -to meet outstanding liabilities ............ . 
$8,801.09 
17.05 
Total expendUures of the app1·opriat-ion for pl'eseri•ation of collection 8, 1892. 
[Appropriation, $145,000.] 
From July 1. From July 1, I 
1 1891, to June 1892, to June Total. 
, ______________ ! a0,1892. _ 3_0_,1_s_9_3._. , _____ _ 
Salaries .......... . .. ....... . ..... ... . 
Supplies ............................ . 
Stationery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Specimens ................. · ......... . 
Trav-el ............ ..... ... ........ .. . 
Freight ............................. . 
Rooks ............................... . 
Total. ..... ......... . .... . · ..... . 
Balance.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .. . . - . 
$122.751.43 
2. 038. 76 
842. 79 
6,340. 12 
I, 574. 81 
2. 180. 95 
453. 00 
!~6. 18i. 86 
8,818.14 
$770. 11 $12'1, 521. 54 
337. 50 2,376.26 
375. 80 1, 218.59 
Ii. 220. 23 12,560.35 
89. 69 l, 664. 50 
593. 30 2,774.25 
414. 46 867. 46 
--- --
8. 80]. 09 144,982.95 
17. 05 17. 05 
·------ ·-·- - ·-----· 
Furniture tind ji,xt·u1·es, 1891. 
Balance July 1, 1892, as per last auuual report ............................... $2. 35 
Carried , under the provisions of the Revised Statutes, section 30~0, by the Treasury 
Department to the credit of the surplus fund, June 30, 1893. 
Furniture and fixtures, 1892. 
Balance Jnly 1, 1892, as per last mmnal report . . . .... _._ ... _ .. _ ........ _. $~, 300. 37 
Expenditures from July 1, 1892, to Jnne 30, 1893: 
Cases ............ ..... ............. .... ................... $1,778.00 
Drawers, trays, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56. 05 
Frames . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 166. 50 
Glass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 038. 14 
Hard,-vare ....... .... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... .... 4-3.88 
Tools... ..... . ..... ....... . . .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19. 48 
Cloth, etc.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 00 
Glass jars.................................................. 22. 29 
Lumber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47. 97 
Office furniture .... : . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. 6. 00 
Metals...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 94 
Rubber and leather............ . .... ....... .... ....... . .... 13. 32 
Apparatus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36. 32 
TraYel . ......... ............ ......... ............. _........ 3. 70 
Special Rervice ........................................... _. 30.00 
Total expenditure.···-· · .. · ···-· ...... . ......................... . 3,272.59 
-----
Balance .July 1, 1893, to meet ontst.anding liabilities .. . _ .......... . 27.78 
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1'otat expenditures of the approp1·iationfor fu,rniture and fixtu:res, 1892. 
I Appropriation, $25,000. J 
--------------------- - - --- ---·---- --
Salaries'. __ ............ . ...... _ ... _ .. . 
Exhibition cases ...... ... ........... . 
Drawings for cases ................. . 
Drawers, trays, boxes ...... . ....... . 
Frames, stands, etc ..... . ........... . 
Glass .............. : ........ , ....... . 
Hardware ..... ....................... ' 
Tools ... .. . ..... . ... . ............ ... . 
Cloth, cotton, etc ... , ... ... · ......... . 
Glass jars ... .. ..... .. . .............. . 
Lumber .. .............. . . . ...... ... . 
Paints, oils, brushes ................ . 
Office furniture.: ................... . 
Metals .......................... . ... . 
Rubber and leather ...... . ......... . . 
~::va:i~t.~~::::::::: ~::::.: :: : : : : : : : : :l 
Plnml.Jing ..... :-··· ··················1 
Halan:•tru : ::: : :·:::::::: ::: I 
From July 1, l From July 1, ' 
1891, to June I 1892, to J t1ne ,
1 
· Total. 
30, 1802. i 30, 1893. 
- --- --1- ----
$1B, 973. 77 
350. 00 
15. 00 
543. 72 I 
169. 50 
$30. 00 
1,778.00 
56. 05 
166. 50 
281. 75 I , 038.14 
1,016. 95 43. 88 
45. 59 : 19. 48 
63. 05 8. 00 
1,062. 97 ::12. 2D 
1,660.21 I 47. 97 
499. 70 ' .... . . .... . . . . 
765. oo I 6. oo 
:;67. 14 i 2. 94 
122. 28 13. 32 
$14,003.77 
2,128.00 
15. 00 
599. 77 
336. 00 
1,319. 89 
l, 060. 83 
65. 07 
71. 05 
l, 085. 26 
1,708.18 
499. 70 
771. 00 
370. 08 
135. 60 
129. 00 36. 3:t 165. 32 
2. 00 ! 3. 70 5. 70 
632. oo ;_. _· . ____ ., ___ 63_2_. _00_
1 
21,699.63 1 3, 272.59 24, 972. 22 
3,300.37 27. 78 ~7. 78 
I 
Heating and lighting, 189.Z. 
Balance July 1, 1892, as per last auuual report .. _._. __ ..... _ . . _ .. _ .. __ . .. .. - . $1. 6fl 
Carried, under the Revised Statutes; section 3090, by the Treasury Department to 
the credit of the surplus fund, Jnne 30, 1893. 
Heating, lighting, etc., 1892. 
Balance as per last report, July 1, 1892 ... _ .. ___ ...... _ ... . . _ ....... . ...... $486. 44 
Expenditure to June 30, 1893: 
Special services_ ... __ . .'. ___ .. . __ ......... ___ .......... _.... . . . . $3. 00 
Gas .. _ ..... - ... _ .......... __ ....... _ ... _. ·...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89. 00 
Telephone .. __ . __ ......• _ ........... _ .... ___ .. __ .. _ .... __ .. . . . . 201. 55 
Electric work ......... ___ ...................... . ........... _.. 15. 00 
Electric supplies .......... _ .......... __ ... _ ... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . 14. 44 
Rental of call boxes .......... ___ .............. . ........ _... . . . . 20. 00 
He~ting supplies .. __ _ .. ___ .. _ ............................. . ... . 
New boilers .... . ......... . ..... ·- - · ................. '. . ........ . 
81. 57 
60.00 
Total expe11ditu re .... . . . .. _. _ . .. . . ........ __ ..... ~ . ...... . . ..... . ... . 484. 56 
Ba lan ce to meet ont.standiug liabilities July 1, 1893 .......... ··.··_···· 1.88 
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Total expenditures of the appropriations for lwatiug a-nd lighting, etc., 1892, 
[.A.ppropriation, $15,000.] 
I >'rnm July 1, 
1891, to 
Jnne30, 1892. 
Salaries ... ... ....................... . $5,238.93 
Coal and woo(l .... ... ... . ............ · 3,365.85 
Gas ................................. . 1, 360.51 
Telephones ......................... . 622. 65 
E lectric work ... . .... .......... . .... . 37. 00 
Electric supplies . ................... . 87. 53 
Rental of call uoxes ................. . 100. 00 
Heating repairs ....... · .............. . 329. 00 
Heating supplies .................... . 433. 62 
From July 1, 
1892, to 
June 30, 189:.l. 
$3. 00 
---- -- -------· 
89. 00 
201. 55 
15, 00 
14. 44 
20. 00 
---··-- - -- - ---
81.57 
Total. 
$5, 24]. 93 
3,365.85 
1,449.51 
824. 20 
52. 00 
101. 97 
120. 00 
329. 00 
515.19 
New boilers ............. .... ... . .. .. . 2,938.47 60. 00 2,998.47 · 
Total .......................... . 14, 513.56 484. 56 
Balance ...... .... . . .. . - . . .. -........ . 486. 44 J. 88 
SMJTHSOXIAN INSTITUTJON JIUILDlNG. 
Repairs. 
RECEIPTS. 
14,998.12 
1. 88 
Balance July 1, 1892, as per last auuual report . ......... . . ..... __ ....... $11,861.08 
EXPENDITURES FROM JULY 1, 1892, '~0 JUNE 30, 1893. 
Building material, lime, cement, etc ......................... . _. $317. 36 
Carting...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138. 50 
Glass ......................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22. 80 
Hardware...................................................... 16. 03 
Miscellaneous..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 . 00 
Moving workshop/ cont ract) .. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115. 00 
Paints, oils, etc................................................ 77. 50 
Pipes and cutters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-08. 66 
Roofing.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 263. 45 
Slate work .................................. · ................... ·_ 356. 00 
Services ....................................................... 2, 034.16 
Total expenditure, Jnly 1, 1892, to Jnne 30, 1893 ...... . . . ........ . 
Balance .July l, 1893 ... . . . . ..................... . . . . .. ... .... ... . 
A"TROPI-IYSJCA L O B>\ERVATOR\'-- SMITJ-ISONJAN I NST ITUTION, 1893 . 
Receipts. 
3,774.46 
8,086.62 
Appropriation by Congress "for the maintenance of tl.te Astrophysical Observatory 
under the direction of the Smithsonian Iustitution, including s::ilaries of assist-
ants, apparatus, and miscellaneous expenses'1 (sundry civil act, August 5, 1892.) 
· · - · - - · - - - - - - .. - · · - - - - - - - . - . - ........................ - ... - - ... - . . . . . . $10, 000. 00 
Expenditures from July 1, 1892, to June 30, 1893. 
Salaries or compensation: 
1 senior assistant, 2-½ months, at $200.......... . . .. $500. 00 
1 senior assistant, 8 months, at $200, $11 600; 22 days, 
at $200 per month, $141.94 ....... _ ............... 1,741.94 
SM 93--nr 
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Salaries or compensation,--Continued. 
1 assistant, 15 days, at $166.66 per month, $80.64; 15 · 
days, at $166.66 per month, $80.64; 10 days, at 
$166.66 per month, $53.76; 2 months, at $166.66, 
$333. 32 ... __ - ........ - - - . . _ . _ ... ____ . . _____ .... . 
1 assistant, 10 days, at $116 66 per month, $37.63; 1 
month, at $116.66 ... -----· ........ ____ .... ··----
1 aid, 15 days, at $40 per month, $19.35; 15 days, at 
$40 per month, $19.35 .......................... . 
1 photographer, 6 months, at $40, $240; 19 days, at 
$40 per month, $24.52 ...... _ .. .. .. _ ... . ......... . 
1 photographer, lt months, at $150, $225; 11 days, at 
$150 per month, $55 ............ . ........... .... . 
1 clerk, 3 months, at $50, $150; 11 days, at $50 per 
month, $17.74 .................................. . 
1 copyist, 19 days, at $35 per month, $21.4/'i; 1 month, 
at $35 ....... ·· - ·· ....... ... .......... . . ........ . 
1 instrument-maker, 14 days, at $83.33 per month , 
$38.34; 7 days, at $83.33 per month, $19.44; 4- days, 
at $83.33 per month, $10.75; 5t days, at $83.33 
per month, $15.27; ½ month, at $83.33 per month, 
$41.67 ................ - .. . ...... - ............. - - . 
1 instrument-maker, 15 days, at $60 per month, 
$29.03; 16 days, at $60 per mouth, $30.97; 11 days, 
at $60 per month, $21.29:. ____ ................. . . 
1 instrument-maker, 8 months at $60. _ ... _ ... _ ... . 
1 janitor, 22 days, at $40 per month, $28.39; ½ month, 
at $40,$20 .......... · .......... ..... ... ____ ...... . 
1 stenographer, 10 hours, at 50 cents ........... __ . . 
1 carpenter, 5 days, at $91 per month, $14.68; 7½ 
days, at $91 per month; $22.02; 8 days, at $91 per 
month, $23.48; 2 days, at $91 per month, $6.07; t 
month, at $91, $45.50 ..................... _ ..... . 
1 carpenter, 2½ days, at $3, $7.50; 90r30 hours, $33.86. 
1 carpenter, 16-½ days, at $3 ........ _ .. ~ .... -:. ...... . 
1 carpenter, 19¼ days, at $3 ..... . _ ................ . 
1 laborer, 4½ months, at $50 .......•............. __ . 
154.29 
38.70 
264.52 
280.00 
167. 74 
56.45 
125.47 
81.29 
480.00 
48.39 
5.00 
111.75 ;,. 
41. 36 
49.50 
57.75 
225.00 
Total salaries or compenisation ....................... $4,977.51 
General expenses: 
Apparatus and appliances ................. _ . . .... . 
Drawings ................................ _ ....... . 
Freight .... ·---·- ................................ . 
Lumber .......................................... . 
Miscellaneous supplies .......... __ ....... _ .... __ .. 
Office furniture ............................ · ...... _ 
Postage and telegraph .............. _ ...... _ ..... . 
Plumbing and" gas-fitting ................ ....... . . 
Reference books and binding ....... .............. _ 
Stationery ....... ............................. __ .. 
Traveling expenses ............... _ ............ .. . 
2,923.46 
524.75 
71. 05 
49.06 
698.12 
48.00 
6.71 
5.90 
234.64 
57.76 
136.08 
---- 4,755.53 
Total expend iture, July 1, 1 92, to J1me 30, 1893 ....... ... ..... $9,733.04 
Balance July 1, 1 93, to meet outstanding liabilities ........... . 266.96 
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ASTRO-PHYSICAL OBSERVATORY--SM!THSONIAN INSTITUTION, 1892. 
Balance July 1, 1892, as per last annual report _______________________ .... $1,156.39 
Expenditures July 1, 189~, to June 30, 1893. 
Apparatus ..................................................... . 
Drawings ... _ ......... _ .... ____ ............... ~ __ ...... _ . ___ ... . 
Freight .. :~ ... ____ . ... ... __ .... _ .. _ .. __ .... _ .... _____ . __ . _ .. ___ .. 
Printing and stationery. ____ . _. _ ... _ ..... __ ... __ ...... _ ...... .. . 
Reference books .......... ______________ .... ___________________ _ 
Salaries __ .... __ ..... __ . ___ . _ ... __ . _ . ________ ... ____ . ________ . __ 
Supplies ............ ________ .... · .................... ---~ ....... . 
Tools and implements .......................................... . 
$634.76 
38.25 
.11.53 
4.00 
366.71 
30.00 
22.60 
41. 51 
Tota.I expenditure July 1, 1892, to June 30, 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,119.36 
Balance .July 1, 1893, _to meet outstanding liabilities . .. _ ....... _.... 37. ()3_ 
NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK, 1893. 
Appropriation by Congress for "con tinning the construction ofroads, walks, 
bridges, water supply, sewerage, and drainage; and for grading, plant-
ing, and otherwise improviug the grounds; erecting and r·epairing the 
buildings and inclosures for animals; and for administrative purposes, 
care, subsistence, and transportation of animals, including sn,laries or 
compensation of all necessary employes and general incidental expenses 
not otherwise provided for, $50,000, one-half of which sum shall be paid 
from the revenues of the District of Columbia and the other half from 
the Treasury of the United States; and a report in detail of the expenses 
on account of the National Zoological Park shall be made to Congress 
t the pegiuning of each regular session" (sundry civil act, August 
5, 1892) ... ........ - - ........ - ......................................... $50, 000. 00 
Expenditures Jiily 1, 189i!, to June SO, 1893. 
Building material, lime, stone, and cement ................ __ .. $2, 950. 70 
Fuel ......................................................... _ 829. 04 
Copper, cornice (contract) ................... __ . __ ... _ .... ___ . 288. 00 
Food for animals .............. , ................... __ .. . . . . . . . . 3, 832. 08 
Freight, transportation, and hauling ............. _____ .... _... 990. 19 
Iron, steel, piping, fencing, and bard wan,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 615. 17 
Lumber ...... -~ ......... - ......................... · ....... _..... 1, 560. 81 
Paints, oils, etc ............................. _ .. _ ............ _. 80. 9;J. 
Postage, telephone, and telegraph_ ............ _ .......... _.... 148. 08 
Stationery, printing, etc ................................. _.... 304. 00 
Surveying, plans, drawings, etc .......................... ,.... 1,014.00 
.Traveling expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60. 89 
Tools a,nd implements ................. _ .... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350. 6,t 
Trees, plants, fertilizers, etc .... , .... __ .. _ ...... _ .. _ ....... _ .. _· 258. 86 
·water supply, sewerage, etc ..... _ ... _ ......... _. __ _ ........ :. 649. 43 
Supplies ....... .. ...... __ .... ~ ............... _ ...... ___ .. _.... 560. 37 
Salaries or compensation ....... _. _ .... _ ....... _ .. _ ... _.. . . . . . . 18, 181. 51 
Labor, constructing wing walls of bridge, riprapping banks of 
creek, bnildjngs, inclosures, and ponds, roads, and banks, and 
laying water pipes ... •. ................. __ ..... _________ ___ . 13, 126. 34 
Total expenditures ............ . ............................. ··:---$47,801.02 
Balance July 1, 1893, to meet outstanding liabilities . .. _......... . . 2, 198. 98 
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Organization, improvement, maintenance. 
Balance July 1, 1892, as per last annual·report __ ...... _. " .. _. _ .... _. __ . _. $1,778.34 
Expenditure.~ Jr01n July 1, 18993, to June SO, 18.93. 
Artificial ponds, etc ... ___ . .. ___ .. _ .. _. _ .... _ .. _. __ ........ _ .. . 
Current expenses ... ... .... . --·· ... . .......................... . · 
$910.86 
23.75 
--- · · $934. 61 
Balance July 1, 1893, to meet outstanding liabilities .............. . 843. 73 
Statement of the tota.l expenditnres of the app1'0priation for the Zoological Park, act of 
Ap1·il 30: 1890. 
From April From July 1, 
30, 1890, to 1892, to June 
June 30, 1892. 30, 1893. 
Shelter of animals . __ ..... ______ ... _ .. $1.l, 925. 21 ·-------·-----
· Shelter barns, cages, fences, etc .... - - 8,956.06 -------- ----- -
Repairs to Holt mansion, etc ..... _ .. . 2,000. 00 ------- -------
Artificial ponds, etc . ...... .......... . 1, 089.14 $910. 86 
Water supply, sewerage, and drainage. 7, 000. 00 - - - . - - - . - - -
Roads, walks,.·and bridges ... ....... . . 15,000.00 --·------ - -
Miscellaneous supplies .............. _. 5,000.00 ------------·-
Current expenses ................... . 36,251.25 23. 75 
Total ... ....... . ......... _ ...... . 90,221.66 934, 61 
Balance ... . ..... ·- . .. . __ . --·.-·. __ ·- __ . 1, 778. 34 843. 73 
National Zoological Par·k--buildi11gs, 1892 . 
Total to June 1· 
30, 1893. 
$14, 925. 21 I 
8, 956.06 
2,000.00 
2,000. 00 
7,000.00 
15,000.00 
5,000.00 
36,275. 00 
91,156.27 
843. 73 
Balance July 1, 1892, as per last report ............... _ .. . ..... _ ....... _ .. _ . $231. 54 
Expenditures, July 1, 1892, to June 30, 1893: 
Lumber---··· ............ -······-·- ..... ............. ......... · · · ·· -
Paints, oils, etc ...... _. _ .......... __ ................... _ .... _ ... . _. _. 
Plans, drawings, etc_ ..... _ ............. __ ................... _ .. _. ___ . 
Plum bing supplies_ ......... _ ................... _ ... _ ............ _ .. . 
Stone_ ............................ _. __ .... _ ... _ .... _ .... _ ... __ ... _ .. _ 
140. 74 
38.43 
13.25 
14.12 
25.00 
231. 54 
Statement of the total expendit-ures of the appropriation for National Zoolog'ica l Park-
7J11.ilclings, 1892. 
[Appropriation , $18,000; act Marcb 3, 1891.) 
1891, to 1892, to 
FromJ11lyl, 1FromJulyl, Totalto I 
June 30, 1892.? une 30, 1893. June 30, 1893. , 
Fencing .. ... -·-·_ . ... . ..... __ .. . ·--· __ 
1' ucl.--···. _ - . . _ - · ·-· - .. ··- . - . --·· ... . 
Glass, paints, oils, etc . .... _._ ._ ...... . 
Hardware, tools, etc . ....... _ ........ . 
Heating apparatus .... _ ...... . .. _._ .. . 
Lumber · ··············---··-·· · ·--··· 
Miscellaneous· ·· -···-·· · ·-·-· · ····· ·· 
$107. 50 
4. 20 
227. 40 
1,249, 98 
3, 545.00 
3,023.41 
83.10 
$38. 43 
140, 74 
Plans, drawings, etc . _ . . . ...... _ . . . . . . 575. 00 13. 25 
Plnmbingsuppli s ···· ··· ··-········· ··· --·-·· ··· ·· 14.12 
Salaries or compeusation . . . . .. . . . . . . . ' 8, 624. 32 j _. _ .. .. _ ...... 
' tone, brick, lime, cemeut . ....... _.... 328. 55 ! 25. 00 
17,768. 46 I 
-----------~--.!..-
Total·- · · · · ·· ········· · ·· · · · ··· · 231. 54 1 
$107. 50 
4. 20 
265. 83 
1,249.98 
3, 545.00 
3, 1G4. 15 
83. 10 
588. 25 
14.12 
8,624.32 
353. 55 
18,000.00 
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National Zoological Pa1·k-irnp1·overnents, 1892 . 
Balance July 1, 1892, as per last annual report ........................... . 
Expenditures July 1, 1892, to June 30, 1893: 
Hard ware .................................................. . 
Plans and drawings .... ·····: ............ - 7 -- ••••••••••• : -··· 
Trees, shrubs, plants, etc ........................... - ........ . 
$7.54 
100. 00 
8.80 
XXXVII 
$121. 34-
116. 34 
Balance Jnly l, 1893, to meet outstanding liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 00 
Statement of the total expenditure of the approp·riation jo1· the National Zoological 
Parle :-Impro1:ements, 1892. 
[ Appropriation, $15,000, act March 3, 1891.J 
From July 1, From July 1, Total to 1891, to June 1892. to June June 30, 1893. 30, 1892. 30, 1893. 
Building bridge (contract) .. .......... . $1, 742. 50 --- -···-------· $1,742. 50 
Building material. ................... . 544.17 ----- -- ------ · 5-14.17 
Freight ................ ·.·. · ........... . 74. 00 --- --- ------- 74. 00 
Hardware .. ................ ......... . . 17. 20 $7.5..1 24. 74 
Lumber .............................. . 333. 09 ••••• ••n ••• • • 333. 09 
Salaries or compensation ... . ......... . 8, )81. 84 ------------- 8, 181'. 84 
Settees, etc .......................... . 420. 00 ··-- -- --- ---- 420. 00 
Supplies ... . . ....... ..... ............ . 81. 95 ------------- 81. 95 
Surveying, plans, and drawings ...... . 2,961.79 100. 00 3, 061. 79 
Tools and implements .... . ........... . )73. 77 -------------- 173. 77 
TraYeling expenses, etc ............. . 68. 50 -- ---- ---- ---· 68. 50 
Trees, plants, and fertilizers ......... . 279. 85 8. 80 288. 65 
Total . ............. ...... .... . . . 14 ,878. 66 ]J6. 34 14, 995.00 
Balance July 1, 1893, to meet outstanding liabilities ...... ........... . . .... $5. 00 
National Zoological Park :-Maintenance
1 
1892. 
Balance July 1, 1892., as per last anuual report ......... , ........ . ........ $1
1 
386. 50 
Expenditures from July 1, 1892, to June 301 1893: 
Coal and wood .................... · ..................... _ ........... _ 
Draft-horses .......... , ................... _ .................. _ ...... . 
Food' and animals . .... . . ..................... _ ....... _._ .... _. __ ... . 
Fretght and hauling ............ _ .................................. . 
Miscellaneous expenses ............................................ . 
Plans, drawings, etc ............................................... . 
Specimens .............................................. ···"·· ..... . 
Stationery and printing ......... _ ....................... . .......... . 
Telephones ..................•.......••............................. 
180.00 
365.00 
189.28 
2. 65 
99.03 
200. 00 
296.17 
16.87 
37.50 
1,386.50 
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Staternent of the total exp endit1tre of the apprnpriation for the National Zoological Park-
maintenance, 1892. 
[Appropriation, $13,500, acts March 3, 1891, and March 8, 1892.] 
I From J u_ly 1, Froin July 1, Total to 1831, to June 1892, to June June 30, l893. I 30, 1s92. 30 . 1893. 
Coal and wood ... .......... . ........ . $263.12 
Draft-horses ... ... . ..... ........ ...... . ........... . 
Food for animals ............. : . . . . . . 3, 738. 12 
.Freight and liauling................. 222. 91 
Hard.ware, etc.. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76. 05 
Horseshoeing .. . ........ . ........... . 
Lumber ............................. . 
Miscellaneous expenses ............. . 
33.14 
27. 50 
394. 22 
Plans, drawings, etc .............................. . 
Salaries or compensation . . . . . . . . . . . . !0, 984. 12 
Stationery and printing . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72. 77 
Specimens .......................... . ], 301. 55 
Telephones .............................. , ......... . 
Total ......................... . 17,113.50 
RECAPITULATION. 
$180. 00 $443.12 
365. 00 365. 00 
]89. 28 3, 927.40 
2. 65 225. 56 
--- ----------- 7(?..05 
--- --- -------- 33.14 
·-------- -· - ·· 27. 50 
99. 03 493. 25 
200. 00 200. 00 
....... ........ 10,984.12 
16. 87 89. 64 
296.17 ] , 597. 72 
37. 50 37. 50 
1,886.50 18, 500._00 
The total amount of funds administered by the institution during the year ending 
June 30, 1893, appears from the foregoing sta.tements and the account books to have 
been as follows: 
Sm,ithsonian Institution. 
From balance of last year, July 1, 1892 ............ . ..... . $47, 875.33 
(Including cash from executors of Dr. J. H. Kid-
der .. ~ ............... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5, 000. 00 
lnclus.ing cash from gift of Dr. Alex. Graham 
Bell) ................. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000. 00 
10,000.00 
From interest on Smithsonian fund for the year ........... . 54, 1so.·oo 
From sales of publications .... _ ..... _ ............... ~ .... . 556.58 
From repayments of freight, etc ........................ __ . 3,235.96 
----. $105,847.87 
App1·opriations comm,itfed by Congress to th e care of th e Tn sti tntion. 
International exchanges-Smithsonian Institution: 
From appropriation for 1892-'!:13 ...... ............... . __ .. _ . .. _ . . . . $17, 000. 00 
North American ethnology: 
From balance of last year, July 1, 1892.... . . . . . . . . . . . . $15, 008. 06 
From appropriation for 1892-'93 ... . ..... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40, 000. 00 
Preservat.ion of collections-Museum: 
From balance of 1890-'91. .......... _ ................. . 
From balance of 1891-'92, July 1, 1892 ................ . 
From appropriation 1892-'93 . ........... ..... ........ . 
Printing-Mu eum: , 
From balance of 1891-'92 ......................... .. . • .. 
From appropriations for 1892-'93 .. _ ............ .. __ . . . 
291. 58 
8,818.14 
134,500.00 
( '839. 43 
12,000.00 
55,008.06 
14-3,609.72 
16,839.43 
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Furniture and :fixtures-Museum: 
From balance of 1891 ______ . __ : .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2. 35 
From balance of 1891-'92 ____ ........................ -- 3, 300. 37 
From appropriation 1892-'93 ......... - - - - - - - - - - - . - -_- - -__ 1_5,_0_o_o._o_o 
Heating and lighting, etc.-Musemn: 
From balance of 1891 ............................ - - - --
From balance of 1891-'92, July 1, 1892 ..... - - - - - - - - - -- . 
From appropriation for 1892-'93 ............. - - - - - . - - - -
Postage-Mus13um: 
1. 65 
486.44 
13,000.00 
.From apr,'l'opriation for 1892-'93 ........... - ........ - - - - - - - - - - - -- - . 
Builcling-.:_·;}fational Mus'Jum: 
From balance for 1891-'92 ... . ........ .. .. -...... .. . - .. - . - . - - - - - - - . 
Duties on articles imported for the National Museum: 
From balance for 1891-'92 ............... - - - - - .. - ... - .... ......... . 
N :;i,tional Zoological Park: 
From balance of 1889-'90, July 1, 1891. .... .... ........ . 
From balance of 1891--'92 ............. _·_ .............. . 
From appropriation, 1892-'93 .... _____ ; . ..... ---- ···:·· 
Smithsonian Institution building-repairs: 
$1,778.34 
1,739.38 
50,000.00 
XXXIX 
$18,302.72 
13,488.09 
500.00 
525.36 
58.25 
53,517.72 
From balance of appropriation, July 1, 1892...... .............. .... l'l, 861. 08 
Astro-Phy~ical Observatory, Smithsonian Institution: 
From balance of July 1, 1892.......................... $1,156.39 
From appropriation for 1892-'93 ..... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000. 00 
SUMMARY. 
Smithsonian Institution .. ................. . ........ .... ......... .... . 
Exchanges ............................................. _ . _ ........ ___ _ 
Ethnology ........................................................... _ 
Prnservation of collections .... ________ ·----- ___ _____ ____ __ ............ . 
Furniture an<l fixtures ______________ .. .. ____ ....... ____ ...... ______ ... . 
Heating and lighting ______ -----· ____ .. ........ __________ ............ _ 
Postage ____ ................. ·----- .... _____ ............ ____ ........... . 
Printing ......................................... _. __ . _ .. _ .. __ . ___ . __ . 
Building, National Museum-----· ..... . _ ............................. . 
Duties on articles for National Museum .. _:: . ~ .. .. _ ... ___ . ________ .... _ 
National Zoological Park .......... __ __ ... _____ . _ .... _____________ .. __ 
Smithsonian Institution building, repairs._ ........... _____ .. ___ .. __ ... . 
Astro-Physical Observatory . ................ .. ....... ____ ....... __ ... . 
11,156.39 
$105,847.87 
17,000.00 
55,008.06 
143,609.72 
18,302.72 
13,488.09 
500.00 
16,839.43 
525.36 
58.25 
53,517.72 
11,861.08 
11,156.39 
$447,714.69 
The committee bas examined the vouchers for payment from the 
Smiths,,nian income during the year ending June 30, 1893, each of 
which bears the approval_ of the _secretary, or in his absence, of the 
acting secretary, and a certificate that the materials and service~ 
charged were applied to the purposes of tp_e Institution. 
The committee has also examined the accounts of the several appro-
priations committed by Congress to the Institution and finds that the 
balances hereiribefore given correspond with the certificates of the dis-
bursing clerk of the Smithsonian Institution, whose · appointment as 
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such disbursing officer has been accepted and bis boJJds approved by 
the Secretary of the Treasury. 
The quarterly accounts-current, tbe vouchers, aud journals have 
been examined and found correct. 
Staternent of re{ltlla.r incom e from the S r.nithsonian fun d available for use ·in the year 
ending Jun e 30, 1894. 
Balance Qn hand June pO, 1893 ..... . . . ......... . . .... . .. . ......... , ..... $57,092.82 
(Including the cash from executors of J. H. Kidder) . .... .... .. $5, 000. 00 
(Including the cash from Dr. Alex. Graham Bell).... . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000. 00 
10,000.00 
Interest due and receivable July 1, 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 090. 00 
Interest due anrl. r eceivable J anuary 1, 1894 .... . . .. ... ... . .... 27,090.00 
54,180.00 
Total ava ilable for year emliug J u11 e 30, 1894 ......... .... . .....•.. 111,272.82 
Respectfully submitted, 
WASHING'l'~:>N, D. C., November 18, _1893. 
JAMES 0. WELLING, 
HENRY COPP.EE, 
J. B. HENDERSON, 
Executive Committee. 
ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS RELATIVE TO THE 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, NATIONAL MUSEUM, ETC. 
(In continuation from previous Reports.) 
[Fifty-second Congress, second session, 1893.] 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representcdives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the vacancy in the Board 
of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, of the class other than 
Members of Congress, shall be filled by the reappointment of James B. 
A ngell, of Michigan, whose term of office expires on January 19, 1893. 
(Joint Resolution No. 4. Approved, January 9, 1893.) 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the 
Smithsonian Institution be, and he hereby is, authorized to prepare 
and send, for exhibition in the Woman's Building of the World's Colum-
bian E xp.ositi011, any article now in bis custody, or on exhibition in the 
National Museum, illustrative of the life and development of the indus-
tries of women. (Joint Resolution No. 19. Approved, March 3, 1893. 
Statutes, Vol. xxvn, p. 757.) . 
Smithsonian building.-For completing the repairs upon the Smith-
sonian building, and for such other work as is needed to protect the 
building from further deterioration, and to place it in proper sanitary 
condition, any unexpended balance remaining to the credit of the appro-
priation for fireproofing, :tnd so forth, shall be available for the pur-
poses above stated; this work to be done under the direction of the 
Architect of the Capitol, and in accordance with the approval of the 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. (Sundry civil appropriation 
act. Approved, March 3, 1893. Chap. 208, Statutes, p. 581.) 
War Department.-Buildings and grounds.-For improvement, main-
tenance, and care of Smithsonian grounds, including construction of 
asphalt roads and paths, two thousand five hundred dollars. (Sundry 
civil appropriation act~ Approved, March 3, 1893. Chap. 208, Statutes, 
p. 597.) 
For two day watchmen in Smithsonian grounds, at six hundred and 
sixty dollars each, one thousand three hundred and twenty dollars. 
For two night watchmen in Smithsonian grounds, at seven hundred 
and twenty dollars each, one thousand four hundred and forty dollars. 
(Legislative, executive, and judicial act. .Approved, March 3, 1893. 
Chap. 211, Statutes, p. 700.) 
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IN'l'ERNA'l'IONAL EXCHANGES. 
For expenses of the system of international exchanges between the 
United States and foreign countries, under the direction of the Smith-
sonian Institution, including salaries or compensation of all necessary 
e:rnployees, fourteen thousand five hundred dollars. (Sundry civil 
appropriation act. Approved, March 3, 1893. Chap. 208, Statutes, p. 
58.t.) 
For expenses of the system of international exchanges between tlle 
United States· and foreign countries, under tlJe direction of the Smith-
sonian Institution, including salaries or compensation of all necessary 
employees, five thousand dollars. (Deficiency appropriation act. 
Approved, March 3, 1893. Chap. 210, Statutes, p. 649. 
Wa,r Department.-For the transportation of reports and maps to 
foreign countries through the Smithsonian Institution, one hundred 
dollars. (Sundry civil act. Approved, March 3, 1893. Uhap. 208, 
Statutes, p. 600.) · 
Navy Department.-Naval Observatory.-For repairs to buildings, :fix-
tures, and fences, g·as, furniture, chemicals, stationery, freight, including 
transmission of public documents through the Smithsonian exchange, 
foreign postage, expressage, plants, fertilizers, and all contingent expen-
ses, two thousand five hundred dollars. (Legislative, executive, and 
judicial ~ct. Approved, March 3, 1893. Chap. 211, Statutes, p. 702.) 
Department of the Interior.- United States Patent Ojfice.-For purchase 
of professional and scientific books and expenses of transporting pub -
lications of patents issued by the Patent Office to foreign govern-
ments, two thousand dollars. (Legislative, executive, and judicial act. 
Approved, March 3, 1893. Chap. 211, Statutes, p. 706.) · 
United States Geological Survey-For the purchase of necessary books 
for the library, and the payment of the transmission of public docu-
ments through the Smithsonian exchange, two thousand dollars. (Sun-
dry civil act. Approved, March 3, 1893. Chap. 208, Statutes, p. 595.) 
NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
For continuing the preservation, exhibition, and increase of the col-
lections from the surveying and exploring expeditions of the Govern-
ment, and from other sources, including salaries or compensation of aU 
necessary employees, one hundred and.thirty-two thousand five hundred 
dollars. 
For cases, furniture, :fixtures, and appliances required for the exhibi-
tion and safe-keeping of the collections of the National Museum, includ-
ing salaries or compensation of all necessary employees, ten thousand 
dollars. 
For expense of heating, lighting, electrical, telegraphic, and tele-
phonic service for the National Museum, eleven thousand dollars. 
For po tage stamps and foreign postal cards for the National Museum, 
five hundred dollars. (Sundry civil appropriation act. Approved, 
March 3, 1893. Chap. 208, Statutes, p. 581.) 
:For expenses of heating the United States National Museum, two 
thousand dollars. 
For continuing the preservation, exhibition, and increase of the col-
lection from the surveying and exploring expeditions of the Govern-
ment, and from other sources, including salaries or compensation of all 
nece sairy employees, two thousand dollars. (Deticiency appropriation 
act. Approved, March 3, 1893. Chap. 210, Statutes, p. 649.) 
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Treasury .Department.-V nder Smithsonian Institution: For preser-
vation of collections, National Museum, one dollar and thirty seven 
cents. (Deficiency appropriation act. Approved, March 3, 1893. 0.hap. 
210, Statutes, p. 668.) . 
Public printing and binding.-For the Smithsonian Institution, for 
printing labels and blanks a11d for the "Bulletjns" and annual volumes 
of the" Proceedings" of the National Museum, twelve thousand dollars. 
(Sundry civil appropriation act. Approved, March 31,893. Chap. 208, 
Statutes, p. 611.) 
SEC. 3. That hereafter no building owned or used for public pur-
poses by the Government of the United States shall be draped in 
mourning and no part of the public fund shall be used for such purpose. 
SEC. 4. That hereafter the Executive Departments of the Govern-
ment shall not be closed as a mark to the memory of any deceased ex-
official of the United States. (Legislative, executive, and judicial act. 
Approved, March 3, 1893.) 
NORTH AMERICAN E'l'HNOLOGY. 
For continuing ethnological researches among the American Indians, 
under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, including salaries 
or compensation of all necessary employees, forty thousand dollars, of 
which sum not exceeding one thousand dollars may be used for rent of 
building. (Sundry civil appropriation act. Approved, March 3, 1893. 
·chap. 208, Statutes, p. 58:!.) 
ASTRO-PHYSICAL OBSERVATORY. 
Formainteuance of astro-physical observatory, under the direction of 
the Smithsonian Institution, including salaries of assistants, apparatus, 
and miscellaneous expenses, nine thousand dollars. (Sundry civil 
appropriation act. .Approved, March 3, 1893, Chap. 208, Statutes. p. 
582.) -
NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL I' ARK. 
For continuing the construction of roads, walks, bridges, water sup-
ply, sewerage, and drainage; and for gTading, planting, and otherwise 
improving the grounds; erecting and repairing buildings and inclos-
ures for animals; and for administra~ive purposes, care, subsistence, 
and transportation of animals, including salaries or com11ensation of 
all necessary employeeR, an<l general iucidental expenses not otherwise 
provided for, fifty thousand dollars; one-half of which sum shall be 
paid from the revenues of the District of Uolumbia and the other half 
from the 'freasury of the United States; a report in detail of the 
expenses on account of the National Zoological Park shall he made to 
Cougress at the beg~nning of each regular session . (Sundry civil. 
appropriation act. Approved, March 3, 1893, Chap. 208, Statutes, 
p. 582.) 
WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION AT CHICAGO. 
Trea_sury_ Departn!ent.-For the selecti.on, purchase, preparation, trans-
portation, mstallat10n, care and custody, and return of such articles 
and materials as the heads of the several Executive Departments the 
Smith~onian Institution and National Museum 1 and the United States 
Fish Commission may decide shall be embraced in the Government 
exhibit, and such additional articles as tbe President may designate 
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for said Exposition, and for the employment of proper persons as 
,officers and assistants to the Board of Control and Management of the 
Government exhibit, appointed by the President, of-which not exceed-
ing ten thousand dollars may be expended by said board for clerical 
.services, one hundred and fifty thousand seven hundred and fifty dol-
lars; of which sum fifty thousand dollars shall be immediately avail-
.able: Provided, That the sum of eight thousand dollars, or so much 
thereof as may be necessary, may be expended under the supervision 
of the Board of Control of the United States Government exhibit in . 
the collection, preparation, packing, transportation, installation, and 
,care while exhibited of articles loaned or donated by the colleges of 
.agriculture and mechanic arts in the several States for the display in 
the agricultural building oft.he Exposition, of the means and methods 
·Of giving instruction in the so-called land-grant co11ege of the United 
States, and for repacking and returning this property at the close of 
the Exposition, the same to be taken from the sum apportioned to the 
Agricultural Department; and ten thousand dollars additional for 
s_pecial expenses attending the naval exhibit of the model of a battle 
ship. (Sundry civil appropriation act. Approved, March 3, 1893. 
Chap. 208, Statutes, p. 585.) . . 
REPORT OF S. P. LANGLEY, 
SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
FOR T~IE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1893. 
To the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian I nstit,ution: 
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to submit herewith a report of the 
· operations of the Smithsonian Institution for the year ending June 30, 
1893, including the work placed by Congress under its supervision in 
the National Museum, the Bureau of Ethnology, the Bureau of Inter-
national Exchanges, the Zoological Park, and the Asiro-Physical Ob-
servatory. 
I have endeavored to give in the body of the report, and as briefly as 
possible, a general account of the affairs <;>f the Institution for the year, 
reserving for the appendix the more detailed and statistical reports 
from the officers in charge of the different branches of work. 
The report upou t.he National Museum py the Assistant Secretary, 
Dr. G. Brown Goode, is here given only in abstract. Its full presenta-
tion occupies a separate volume. (Report of the Smiths.onian Institu-
tion, National Museup:i, 1893.) 
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
THE ~STABLIS;EIMENT. 
Since the change of executive officers of the United States Govern-
ment on March 4, 1893, the ~mithsonian establishment consists of the 
following ex officio members: 
GR0YER <;)LEVEL.A.ND, President of the United States . 
.ADLAI E. STEVENSON, Vice-President of the United States . 
. MELVILLE vV. FULLER, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the 
United States. · 
WALTER Q. GRESH.AM, Secretary of State. 
JOHN G. CARLISLE, Secretary of the Treasury. 
DANIEL S. LAMONT, Secretary of War. 
HILARY A. HERBERT, Secretary ofthe Navy. 
WILSON S. BISSELL, Postmaster-General. 
RICHARD OLNEY, Attorney-General. 
JORN S. SEYMOUR, Commissioner of Patents. 
The Hon. W. E. Simonds was succeeded on .April 16, 1893, as Com: 
piissioner of Patents by the Hon, Jolm S~ Seymour, 
,SM 93-1 ~ 
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THE TIO.A.RD OF REGENTS. 
In accordance with a resolution of the Board of Regents ado11ted 
January 8, 1890, hy which its stated annual meeting occurs on the 
fourth Wednesday ia each year, the board met on January 25, 1893, 
at 10 o'clock .A._. M, The journal of its proceedings will be found, as 
hitherto, in the annual report of the board to Congress, though refer-
ence is here made to several matters upon which action was taken at 
this meeting. 
The changes that have take~ place in the membership of the Board 
of Regeuts have been- . 
First, through the qeath of Senator R. L. Gibson, which occurred on 
. December 15, 1892. Senator George Gray, of Delaware, was appointed 
on December 20, 1892, by the Vice-President to fill the unexpired term 
of Senator Gibson, and having been re-elected as Senator from Dela-
ware, was re-appointed Regent on March 16, 1893. 
A brief sketch of Senator Gibson's life is given in the necrological 
not.ices that close the present report; but I may qu0te here the follow-
ing resolutions prepa,red by a committee consisting of Dr. Wm. Preston 
Johnston, Senator J. S. Morrill, and the Secretary, which were pre-
sented at the meeting of the Regents on January 25, 1893: 
Resolved, That in the. death of Hon. Randall Lee Gibson, the Smith-
sonian Institution has lost a zealous and useful Regent, and its bo_ard 
a valuable member whose serv.ices can ill be spared. 
Resolved, That we lament his loss as an acceptable colleague, a 
gracious gentleman, a patriotic citizen, and· a wise statesman, whose 
interest in the spread of knowledge among men fitted him well for· 
his duties on the _board. 
Resol·ved, That these resolutions be entered on the minutes of the 
board, and a copy be transmitted to the family of our friend. · 
Second, President James B. Angell, of tµe Univers_ity of Michigan, 
whose previous term of office expired on January 13, 1893, was reap-
pointed for six years by a joint resolution introduced by Senator J. S. 
Morrill, of Vermont, which passed the Senate on December 20, 1892, 
the Rouse of Representatives on January 6, 1893, and was approv~d 
by the President January 10, 1893. 
ADMINISTRATION. 
I have called attention to the desirability of securing from Congress 
an appropriation to meet actual outlays incurred in administering Gov-
ernmental trusts. These direct outlays for matters not equitably 
chargeable to the fund of James Smithson, are growing a more consid-
erable tax upon it each year. They are incurred in serving purely 
Governmental interest , but tltey are not met by any of the present 
appropriations, since they belong not singly to the National MuS\eum, 
or the Bureau of Ethnology, or to the International .Exchang~ service, 
or the like, but to expenditures common to all of them, and which 
are not provided for by the terms of the ai)propriatiom~ for any one. · 
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It is in the interests of economy that this expenditure should be met 
froni some common source, owing to the limited size of the establish-
ments in qu-estion, some of which are rather assimilable to divisions 
than to bureaus. It is evident, for instance, that an appropriation of 
$17,000 for international exchanges, or an appropriation of $10,000 for 
an observatory, can not each so well bear the separate provision of a dis-
bursing officer, a stenographer, and the other like employes, as in the 
case oflarger bureaus, but that their limited needs can be better and more 
ec;onomically managed by not duplicath~g such offices. There is, how-
ever, no practicable way of arranging this in compliance with the pres-
ent terms of the appropriations, which may be said to tacitly assume 
that each of these bureaus or divisions is thus completely provided for. 
It is in some cases impossible that it should be so without the expen-
diture of greatly more than the appropriated sum, and the terms of the 
appropriations should in the interest of economy, either recognize the 
propriety of meeting each bureau's share of these common expenses out 
of each one's appropriation, or else out of a special appropriation made 
in their common interest. 
FINANCES. 
The permanent funds of the Institution remain the same as at the 
time of my last report, and are as follows: 
Bequest of Smithson, 1846 ........................................... . 
Residuary legacy of Smithson, 1867 .................................. . 
Deposits from savings of income, 1867 ..... ... .................... ·_ ... . 
Bequest of James Hamilton, 1875 .................. .. ................. . 
Bequest of Simeon Habel, 1880 ... a ••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Deposits from proceeds of sale of bonds, 1881 ~ ... _ ......... _ ......... _ 
Gift of Thomas G. Hodgkins, 1891. ........ . ...... ............. _ ...... . 
Total permanent fnnd .................... 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• 
$515,169.00 
26,210.63 
108,620.37 
. 1,000. oo . 
500.00 
51,500.00 
200,000.00 
903,000.00 
This sum of $903,000 is deposited in the Treasury of the United 
States, and by act of Congress bears interest at 6 per cent per annum, 
the interest alone being used in carrying out the aims of the Institution. 
At the beginning of the fiscal year, July 1, 1892, the balance on hand 
was $47,875.H3. Interest on the invested funds;amounting to $54,180, 
was received during the year, which, together with a sum of$3,792.54, 
received from the sale of publications, and from miscellaneous sources, 
made the total receipts $57,972.54. 
The total expenditure during the year was $48,755.05, for the details 
of which reference is made to the report of the executive committee~ 
The unexpended balance on June 30, 1893, was $57,092.82, which 
includes the sum of $10,000 referred to in previous reports, $5,000 hav-
ing been received from the estate of Dr. Kidder, and a like sum from 
Dr. Alexander Grabam Bell, the latter a gift made personally to the 
Secretary to promote certain physical investigations. 
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This latter sum was, with the donor's consent, deposited by the Sec-
retary to the credit of the current funds of the Institution. 
This $10,000 is not, then, a portion of ~he invested funds, but is held 
partly to erect a building _whenever Congress shall provide a site for 
a permanent Astrophysical Observatory, and partly to meet antici-
pated expenditures in certain investigations. 
This balance also includes the interest accumulated on the Hodgkins 
donation and on the Hamilton fund, which is awaiting the Regents' 
disposition, besides certain relatively considerable sums held to meet 
obligations which may be expected to mature as the result of different 
scientific investigations or publications in progress. 
The Institution bas been charged with the disbursement, during the 
fiscal year 1892-'93, of the following appropriations: 
For international exchanges ... .................... o• ••••• _ ••••••. :. _ •••••• $17,000 
For North American Ethnology ....... __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .•• . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40, 000 
For U. S. National Museum: · 
Preservation of collections . _ ...... _ ............ ................. _ ... _ 134, 500 
Furniture and fixtures .. ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 000 
Heating and lighting . . .... __ ......... ~ .......................... _ . . . . 13,000 
Postage .................. _ .... _ .. _ .... _ .......... _ . .. _. _ .............. _ 500 
For National Zoological Park ..................... ~ ..... _ .. ..... _ ... __ ..... 50,000 
For Astrophysical Observatory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 
All vouchers and checks for the disbursements have been examined 
by the executive committee, and the expenditures win be found reported 
in accordance with the provisions of the sundry civil act of October 
2, 1888, in a letter addressed to the Speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives. 
The vouchers for all the expenditures from the Smithsonian fund 
proper have been likewise examined and their correctness certified to 
by the executive committee, whose statement will be published together 
with the accounts of the funds appropriated by Congress, jn that com-
mittee's report. 
The estimates for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, for carrying 
on the Government interests under the charge of the Smithsonian 
Institution, were as follows: 
International exchange ............... __ .... ____ ..... _ . __ . _. _____ . _ ...... _ $23, 000 
North American Ethnology ............. .... .... _. _ ..... ___ ... ________ . . . . 50, 000 
National Museum: 
Preservation of collections .............. _ . __ .. ~ ... _ ..... ____ . ______ . _ _ 180, 000 
Heating and lighting ...•................. __ , _______ ... _. _____ . _ .... _. _ 15, 000 
Furniture ancl fixtures. __ .. _ . _ ... _ . _ ... _ . __________ . _ .. _. _____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 30, 000 
Po. tage ...... _ ..... _ .. _ .. __________________________ . _________ . ___ . _ _ _ 500 
Galleries . _ ........... _ .. __ . ________ . _. ________ .. __ . ____ .. ___ . _____ __ _ 
National Zoological Park .. _ .... ________ .. ___ _ . _. __ . _. __ . _ ..•. __ .. ___ . ___ . 
Astrophysical Observatory .. . _____ . _ . _ .... _________ . _____ . _,, . .. . __ . ____ _ 
Bnilding, mitbf:wnian Institution . · ........ _. ____ . _. __ .. ___ . _,,, ......... . 
8,000 
75,000 
10,000 
5,000 
Wi h regard to the general expenditures of the Institution, it may 
be rema.rked that those for cl~ri~~l sefvtc~s ~1Hl fqr fn~iq.ent~l e~pen-
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ses have for the last seven years, owing to increasing economies, been 
diminishing until they are now considerably less in proportion to the 
amount administered than at any former time. It is doubtful whether 
these economies can be advantageously pushed any further, as it bas 
become difficult, with the present force, to keep abreast of the actual 
current demands, and· there has been no considerable renewal of the 
perishable furnitures of the building during the period mentioned. It 
seems probable, therefore, that the proportionate cost of these items 
is not likely to be again lower than it is at present. 
BUILDINGS. 
It may perhaps seem superfluous, in consideration of the serious 
reductions that have been made in the appropriations for the current 
expenses of the Museum, to repeat my recommendation that more 
adequate accommodat1ons should be provided for it by the erection of a 
new and thoroughly :fireproof building, but while this is needed for 
many reasons, ~he repetition is opportune now, since valuable material 
may come to tlie Museum at the close of the World's Columbian Expo-
sition in Chicago, and because if there are storage and exhibition rooms 
available, many exhibits at Chicago may be secured, whfoh it will 
otherwise perhaps be necessary to refuse. · 
I must repeat what I have stated in previous reports, that since the 
present Museum building was :finished and occupied in 1881, the col-
lections have increased to such an extent that a new building quite as 
large as the present one could have been advantageously :fi.Jled, and 
that the need grows yet more pressing. 
The improvement of buildings in the Zoological Park to the limited 
extent that the appropriations allowed, is detailed in the report of the 
actii1g manager. · 
REP A.IRS TO '1.'HE SMITHSONIAN BUILDING. 
A restrictive clause contained in the appropriation of August 30, 
1890, for r~pairs to the Smithsonian building was removed by a clause 
in the sundry civil act for the year ending June 30, 1894, so that a por-
tion of the amount unexpended became available for making neces-
sary repairs to the roof of the eastern wing and improving the sanitary 
condition of the building, as well as for increasing the space available 
for storing documents and handling the Government exchanges. The 
plumbing in the eastern part of the building has been thoroughly over-
hauled, and a suite of dark and damp rooms in the basement on the 
south side has been transformed into well-lighted and comfortable 
offices, thus freeing several rooms upon the :first floor, needed for other 
purposes, and making it possible to handle more expeditiously the 
great number of books passing through the exchange office; though 
even with these new rooms, additional storeroom for the Government 
exchanges will be called for at no distant day. 
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It may be of interest to note that a mark was placed, by my direction, 
at the side of ·the window of the northeast corner room in the base-
ment of the Smithsonian building, 31 feet above the datum plane used 
by the engineer office of the District of Columbia, situated at the cor-
ner of Fifteenth and B streets NW., or about l9.87 feet above the 
highest flood mark recorded, that of June 2, 1889. 
RESEARCH. 
It appears to be an essential portion of the original scheme of the 
government of the Institution that its Secretary should be expected 
to advi:tince knowledge, whether in letters, or in science, by personal 
research; and resolutions of the Regents formally request the Secre-
tary to continue his investigations in physical science, and to present 
their results for publication in the Smithsonian " Contributions." 
The advancement of science through original research at the hands 
of those eminent men, Henry and Baird, the former Secretaries of this 
Institution, is known to all, but though the Secr~tary may be still 
expected to personally contribute to the advancement of science, or art, 
or letters, by his individual efforts, it is certain that the increasing 
demands of time for labors of administration· bad greatly limited the 
possibility of this, even in the time of Henry, and that at the present 
day administrative duties, and especially those connected with the care 
of Government interests, constitute a barrier to such investigations, 
which is all but impassable. 
I have never abandoned, however, the hope to thus continue the tra-
dition of the Institution and the usage of former Secretaries by person-
ally contributing, as far as I could, to the objects stated, and I have, 
where administrative duties would permit, continued during the pres-
ent year the researches, of which a portion has been published, in 
August, 1891, · in a treatise entitled "Experiments in Aerodynamics." 
Interesting results have since been reached here, which appear to be of 
wide utilitarian itnportap.ce, but though I trust, before the close of 
another year, to be able to make some communication of them to the 
public, they are not yet complete. 
In this same connection, ih pursuit of an investigation begun some 
years ago, and in continuation of the Institution's interest in the 
promotion of meteorological studies, I have made experiments upon the 
variations continually going on in the atmosphere, in what is regarded 
for ordinary meteorological purposes as a steady wind. Specially 
light anemometers have been constructed and mounted upon the 
north tower of the Smithsonian building, and connected with a suit-
able recording appai-atus. · The results, which promise conclusions of 
practical,importance, are being collated and will be published at a later 
elate. I am under obligation s to the Chief of the U.S. Weather Bureau 
for the loan of a portion of these anemometers, the others having been 
con tructed in the small workshop of the Institution. 
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I have continued to give what time and thought I can to investiga-
. tions in astro-physics, which are so extensive and, I hope, so important, 
as to justify a considerable separate mention under the title, .Astro-
·physical Observatory, in the Appendix of this report. 
In what I have said I have principally referred to research in the 
physical sciences, since aid to original research iu the biological sci-
ences has been largely, though indirectly, provided through the 
Institution's connection with the National Museum and otherwise. It 
would, therefore, seem proper that what aid to scientific men can be 
given from the original Smithsonian fund should be principally devoted 
to the physical sciences, which are not otherwise cared for . .. 
As in previous years, aid to a limited extent has been given to 
original investigators who are not immediately connected with the 
Institution. · Prof. E. W. Morley has continued . his determinations of 
the density of oxygen and hydrogen, for which special apparatus has 
been provided by the Institution . 
.A paper by Prof. A . .A. Michelson, upon the ".Application of interfer-
ence methods to spectroscopic measurements," with a view to increased 
precision in measuring specific wave-lengths of light, has been published 
· in connection with his ·work upon a universal standard of length. ].\fr. 
F. L. 0. Wadsworth was detached from the Observatory staff, and sent 
(at the expense of the Smithsonian fund) to the Bureau Internationale 
des Poids et Mesures near Paris to assist Prof. Michelson during a .stay 
of six weeks in the preparation of this standard. · 
Prof. Holden, the director of the Lick o ·bservatory, Mount Hamilton, 
· Qal., is still engaged in lunar photography, for which some occasional 
aid h-as been giy,en in previous years by the Institution. · 
The subscription for twenty copies of the .Astronomical Journal, 
which are distributed abroad as exchanges of the Institution, · has 
been continued. · 
In the .Astro-physical Observatory the investigations of radiant 
energy alluded to in my previous reports have been continued, . and 
very interesting results have been obtained. I have referred~ on 
another page, somewhat at length to the work of the Observatory, 
and further . details are contained in the report in the .Appendix. 
The Hodgkins researches have already promised to assume such 
importance that they have also been . given a special place upon a 
later page of the present report. · 
EXPLORATIONS. 
I am much gratified to report the safe return of Mr .. W.W. Rockhill 
from bis dangerous journey ·in Tibet. His explorations have added 
much to our knowledge of these region8, and a portion of the collection 
he has made will'eventually be placed in the National Museum. Mr. 
Rockhill is now engaged upon the preparation of a special r~port of 
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his journey, which will be published in the Miscellaneous Collections 
of the Institution, while a brief popular abstract of his paper is now 
in print and will form a part of the Appendix to the Annual Report of 
the Regents for the year ending June 30, 1892, soon to be issued. 
The principal other explorations of the Institution have been made 
through the Bureau of Ethnology, to the report of whose Director the 
reader is referred. 
PUBLICATIONS. 
Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.-The quarto series of publi-
cation's ·under this title, inaugurated by the Institution in 1848, bas 
always been regarded as the most important of its issues-not merely hy 
priority in date, but as including only memoirs of extended original 
investigations and researches, advancing what are believed to be new 
truths, and constituting therefore positive additions to human knowl-
edge. 
The hope of its originator-the first Secretary-to be able to send 
forth a quarto volume annually (after the practice of the Royal Society 
of London), has not been realized; partly from the insufficiency of 
material presented judged worthy of the position, partly from the cost. 
Volume xxvrn of the " Contributions to Knowledge" has been. 
issued during the year; consisting entirely of · a memoir entitled "Life 
Histories of North American Birds, with special reference to their 
breeding habits .and eggs," by Capt. Charles E. Bendire (U. S. Army, 
retired), honorary curator of the oological collections in the U. S. 
National Museum. This somewhat elaborate work is illustrated with 
well-executed chromo-lithographic plates of birds' eggs, representing 
eight families and over 100 different species. It has been received with 
exceptional favor by European as well as by American men of science. 
Another memoir published during the year, which, though brief, 
is regarded as an important scientific '' contribution," is a discussion, by 
Prof. A. A. Michelson, of '' the application of interference methods to 
spe·ctroscopic measurem~nts," with a view to an increased preci.sion in 
measuring- specific wave~lengths of light, which may ultimately be em-
ployed as :fixed standards of comparison for units of linear metrology. 
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Oollections.-Of this series two volumes 
have been issued during the year, Volumes xxxrv and xxxvr, the 
former comprising a collection of ten articles previously published 
separately. 
The latter consists of a new bibliography of chemistry for the past 
four hundred years, a work of remarkable research by Dr. Henry Car-
rington Bolton, extending to more than 1,200 octavo pages. 
Volume xxxv of this . eries has uot yet beer!. completed, though the 
fir t contribution thereto has been issued, namely, a volume of" Smitb-
onian meteorological tables" of over 300 pages. It forms the :first 
of three projected volumes of tables-(A) meteorological, (B) geograph-
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· icaJ, (C) physical-designed to supersede the tables of Dr. Guyot, first 
published by this Institution in 1852, which have had so wide au.d so 
useful a currency, but which are now so far out of date that it seems 
better to replace than to revise and reprint them. 
Smithsonian Annual· .Reports.-The report of the U. S. National 
Museum to the Secreta.ry of the Sruitbsonian Institution for the year 
ending June 30, 1890, has only been received from the printer this year. 
rr1ie Smithsonian Report for the year ending June 30, 1891, as well as the 
Museum Report for the same period, have not yet been rec.eived from 
the Government Printing Office. 
Reports of the Bureau of Ethrwlogy.-The Seventh Annual Report of 
the Director of the Bureau of Ethnology to the Secretary of the Smith-
s01lian fostitution, published during the year, maintains the usual char-
acter of excellence. 
LIBRARY. 
The plan detailed in my report for 1887-'88 for increasing the acces-
sions to the library and for completing the series of scientific journals 
already in posse·ssion of the Institution has been continued, with grati-
fiyiug results. Since the plan was first put in operation 1,350 new peri-
odicals have been added to the list and 909 defective series have been 
either completed or filled out as far as the publishers wen~ able to sup-
ply missing parts. 
The reading room no longer has sufficient accommodations for the 
growing exchanges of the Institution, nor for the persons desiring to 
· consult this important ·collection of current scientific liter.ature. 
Ever since 1890 I have called attention in my reports to the fact that 
the present quarte1~s of the library are insufficient, the natural expan-
sion of the library having been prevented by the fact that the rooms 
adjacent to it were occupied by the international exchanges. It will 
be possible shortly to assign other quarters to the exchanges, and plans 
have been prepared for book shelves and a gallery in one of the rooms 
made vacant. It is estimated that space will thus be secured for about 
6,000 volumes. 
Mr. John Murdoch, whose resignation as librarian was referred to in 
· my last report, was succeeded in charge of the library on July 16, 1892, 
by Mr. J. Elfreth Watkins. 
Mr. Watkins on October 1, 1892, resigned his position, and on Decem-
ber 1, 1892, Dr. Cyrus Adler, of the Johns Hopkins University, was 
appointed to fill the vacancy. Dr. Adler's report on the library for the 
year is given in Appendix IV. 
The Institution has possessed for many years a number of costly 
illustrated works of art, engravings and etchings, which were acquired 
by the Regents, by purchase, of the late Mr. Marsh, our minister at 
Rome. These were understood to have been temporarily deposited with 
the Library of Congress for safekeeping in 187 4-. Some correspondence 
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with regard to them took place between the Secretary and the Librarian 
on May 10 of the present year, from which it appears that the bound 
volumes are, in general, accessible, but that a large portion of the un-
. bound engravings which the catalogue-an imperfect· one,-appears to 
· call for,-can not at present be found, nor is it, indeed ( owing ~6 the im-
perfection of the present catalogue and lists), yet certain that all of these 
were in fact sent to the Library of Congress. 
I mention in connection with the expression of the interest that the 
Institution is intended to take in art, the fact that the Regents, at their 
meeting of October, 1891, having instructed the Secretary to cause 
· to be painted a portrait of Mr. Hodgkins, he placed the execution of this 
in the hands of Mr. Robert Gordon Hardie, who produced (though aided 
only by a photograph and a description given by friends) a portrait of 
Mr. Hodgkins both valuable as a work of art and singularly true as a 
likeness. This was submitted to the Regents at their meeting in J anu-
. ary, an1 rece~ved their general approbation. 
In this same connection it may be observed that the portrait of Henry, 
executed by the Regents' instructions in former years, was sent to 
form a portion of the Smithsonian exhibit at the World's Fair in Chi-
cago. 
THE HODGKINS FUND. 
As stated in the Secretary's Report for 1892, the gift to the Smith-
sonian Institution of $200,000 by Mr. Thomas George Hodgkins, of 
Setauket, N. Y., was formally accepted at a special meeting of the Board 
of Regents on the 21st of October, 1891. 
On the 2·3a of the same month Mr. Hodgkins added to his will a 
codicil making the Smithsonian Institution his residuary legatee, but 
the sum thus added to the original gift will not, it is understood, be 
considerable. 
The committee appointed to advise upon matters connected with the 
Hodgkins foundation* submitted the following circular, which · was 
approved, and published in l\larch, 189?., and has since then beeu 
widely distributed, more than 8,000 copies having been sent throughout 
the world to lean.led institutions and toinvestigators, and, on request, 
to all expressing themselves interested in the researches which, in 
accordance with the wish of the founder, it is the design to have 
specially furthered by the income from the Hodgkins fund. 
SMITHSONIAN INS'.l.'ITUTION. 
[Presidin~ officer ex officio: The President of the United States. Chancellor: The Chief Justice of the 
United 'tate.;i. A ll corre pondence should be addressed to the secretary, S. P. Langley.] 
CIRCULAR CONCERNING THE HODGKINS FUND PRIZES. 
In October, 1891, Thomas George Hodgkins, Esq., of Setauket, N. Y., 
made a donation to the Smithsonian InstiLtion, the income from a 
part of which was to be devoted" to the increase and diffusion of more 
~ See ecretary's Report for 1892, p: 20. 
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exact knowledge in regard to the nature and properties of atmospheric · 
air in connection with the welfare of man." · I 
With the intent of furthering the donor's wishes, the Smithsonian 
Institution now annouuces the following prizes, to be awarded on or 
after July 1, 1894, should satisfactory papers be offered in competition: 
(1) A prize of $10,000 for a treatise embodying some new and i:JU-
portant discovery in regard to the nature or properties of atmospheric 
air. These properties may be considered in their bearing upon any or 
all of the sciences, e. g., not only in regard to meteorology, but fo con-
nection with hygiene, or with any department whatever of biological 
or physical knowledge. · 
(2) A prize of $2,000 for the most satisfactory essay upon (a) the · 
known properties of atmospheric air, considered in their relationships 
to research in every department of natural science, and the importance 
of a study of the atmosphere, considered in view of these relationships; 
(b) the proper direction of future research, in connection with the im-
perfections of our knowledge of atmospheric air, and of the connections 
of that knowledge with other sciences. . 
The essay, as a whole, should tend to indicate the path best calcu-
lated to lead to worthy results in connection with the future adminis-
tration of the Hodgkins foundation. · · · 
. (3) A prize of $1,000 for the best popular treatise upon atmospheric 
air, its properties and relationships (including those to hygiene, phys-
ical and mental). This essay need not exceed 20,000 words in length; 
it should be written in simple language, and be suitable for publication 
for popular instruction. · · 
(4) A medal will be established, under the name of The Hodgkins 
Medal of the Smithsonian Institution, which will be awarded annua1ly 
or biennially, for impartant contributions. to our knowledge of the na: 
ture and properties of atmospheric air, or for practical applications of 
our existing knowledge of them to the welfare of mankind. ·This medal 
will be of gold, .and will be accompanied by a duplicate impression in 
silver or bronze. · · 
The treatises may be written in English, French, German, or Italian, 
and should be sent to the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, before July 1, 1894, except those in competition for the 
first prize, the sending of which may be delayed until December 31, 1894. 
The papers will be examined and prizes awarded by a committee to 
be appointed as follows: One member by the Secretary of the Smith- . 
sonian Institution; one member by the president of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences; one by the president pro tempore of the American 
Associati@ for the Advancement of Science; and the committee will 
act together with the secretary of the Smithsonianinstitution as mem-
ber ex officio. The right is reserved to award no prize if, in the judg-
ment of the committee, no contribution is -ottered of sufficient merit to 
warrant an award. An advisory committee of not more than three 
European men of.science may be added at the discretion of the com-
mittee of award. · 
If no disposition be made of the first prize at the time now announced 
the Institution may continue it until a later date, should it be made 
evident that important inveRtigations relative to its object are in prog-
ress, the results of which it is intended to offer in competition for the 
prize. The Smithsonian Institution reserves the right to limit or modify 
the conditions for this prize after December 1, 1894, should it be found 
necessary. Should auy of the minor prizes not be awarded to papers 
sent in before July 1, 1894, the ,said prizes will be withdrawn from 
competition. 
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A principal motive for offering these prizes is to call attention to the 
Hodgkins fund and the purposes for which it exist s, and accordingly 
this circu}ar is sent to the principal universities, and to all learned 
societies known to the Institution, as well as to representative men of 
science in every nation. Suggestions and recommendations in regard 
to the most effective upplication of this fund are invited. 
It is probable that special grants of money may be made to special-
ists eiigaged' in original investigation upon atmosph eric air and its 
properties. Applications for grants of this nature should have the 
indorsement of some recognized academy of . sciences or other institu-
tion of learning, and should be accompanied by evidences of the 
capacity of the applicant in the form of at least one memoir already 
published by him, based upon original investigation. . 
To prevent misapprehension of the founder's wishes it is repeated 
that the discoveries or applications proper to be brought to the con-
sideration of the committee of award may be in the field of any 
science or any art without restriction~ provided only t hat they have to 
do with "the nature and properties of atmospheric air in connection 
with the Wf'-lfare of man." 
Information of any kind desired . by persons intending to become 
competitors will be furnished on applicatior.. 
All communications in regard to the Hodgkins fund, the Hodgkins 
prizes, the Hodgkins medals, and the Hodgkins fund publications, or 
applications for grants of money, should be addressed t o S. P. Langley, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, W ashington, U. S. A. 
[SEAL.] . S. P. LANGLEY, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Washington, March 31, 1893. 
Some desire being expressed for a more explicit declaration of the 
scope of the investigations permitted by the Hodgkins foundation, 
the following supplementary circular was issued in April, 1893, in further 
explanation of the purport of the donor's intentions : 
SMITH.SONIAN INSTITUTION. 
HODGKINc PRIZES. 
W ASHINGTON, April, 1893. 
In answer to inquiries and in further explanation of statements made 
in the Hodgkins circular, it may be added that any branch of natural 
science may offer a subject of discussion for the Hodgkins prizes,where 
this subject is related to the study of the at mosphere in connection 
with the welfare of man. · 
Thus, the anthropologist may consider the history of man as a,ffected 
by climate through the atmosphere; the geologist may study in this 
special connection the crust of the earth, whose constituents and whose 
form are largely modified by atmospheric influences ; the botanist, the 
atmospheric relations oft-h e life of the plant; the elect rician, the atmos-
pheric electricity; the mathematician and physicist , problems of aero-
dyn amics in their utilitarian application; and so on t hrough the circle 
of the natural sciences, both biological and physical, of which there is 
perhaps not one which is necessarily excluded. 
In explanation of the donor's wishes, which the Institution desires 
scrupulousiy to observe, it may be added that Mr. Hodgkins illus-
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trated. the. catholicity of his plan by citing the experiments of Franklin 
in atmospheric electricity, and the work of the late Paul Bert upon 
tbe relations of the atmosphere to life, as su~jects for research, which, 
in his own view, might be properly considered in this relapionshii) . . 
While the wide range of the subjects which the founder's purpose 
makes admissible can not be too clearly stated, it is equally important 
to emphasize the fact that the prizes in the different classes can be 
awarded. only in recognition of distinguished merit. : 
S. P. LANGLEY, 
Secretar;t; 
Numerous applications, which are referred. to the advisory committee 
for consideration, have already been made for grants from the fund to 
aid original investigations upon the nature of atmospheric air and its 
properties. Two have been approved, a grant of $500 having been 
made to Dr. 0. Lummer and Dr. E. Pringsheim, members of the Phy-
sical Institute of the Berlin University, for researches on the deter-
mination of an exact measure of the cooling of gases while expanding, 
with a view to _revising the value of that most important constant which . 
i~ technically termed the" gamma" function. Drs. Lummer and Pring-
sheim were recommended for this work by the eminent Professor Dr. H. 
von Helmho]tz, of Berlin. 
A second grant of $1,000 has been made to Dr. J. S. Billings, U. S. A., 
Army Medical Museum; Washington, and to Dr. ·weir Mitchell, of 
Philadelphia, for an investigation into the nature of the peculiar sub-
stances of organic origin contained in the air expired by human beings, 
with a specific reference to the practical application of the results 
obtained to the problem of ventilation for inhabited rooms. 
It is the intention 'that all applicatio.ns for special grants shall be 
thoro1.1ghly weighed by the committee first appointed, one of whose 
functions it is to ad vise upon matters . of this nature. They will then 
be referred to the second, or committee of adjudication, for final action, 
which shall be reached only a.fter a comparative estimate of the value 
of the researches proposed, and their relation to the object for which 
the Hodgkin fund was established. 
Numerous papers have already been submitted in competition for the 
prizes, all of which ,vill be carefully examined and passed upon by the 
committees before a final decision as to their merit can be reached. 
~he Secretary has under advisement the designs for the medal estab-
lished in connection with the Hodgkins competition, .and which it has 
been determined to award annually or biennially. 
The death of Mr. Hodgkins occurred O:Q. the 25th of November, 1892, 
when he had reached the age of nearly 90 years. In this event the 
Institution lost not only a generous benefactor but a frie~d whose 
counsel was rendered valuable by the breadth of his views no less 
than by the earnestness of his purpose to enlarge the doma,in of prac-
tical sciencP- in its relation to the welfare of man, 
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MISCELLANEOUS. 
The Naples table.-In the spring of 1893 a petition, signed by nearly 
200 working biologists, who re~reseuted some eighty universities and 
scientific institutions, was presented to me, asking that a table· be 
maintained by the Smithsonian Institution at the Naples Zoological 
Station, for the 'benefit of American investigators. 
This ·step, urged by su large a numbe1~ of representative scientific 
men, having been duly considered and favorably decided upo n, the fol-
lowing letter was addressed to Dr. C. W. Stiles, of the American Mor-
phological Society, through whom the petition referred to reached me: 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
Washington, .April 7, 1893. 
DEAR SIR: I have given careful consideration to the petitions and 
papers presented by you, and I bave decided, iu behalf of the Smith-
sonian Institution, to rent a table at the Naples Zoological Station for 
three years, and have already taken steps to secure it. . · 
I shall be glad to be able to learn the opinions of the representative 
biologists of the United States in regard .to the best administration of 
this table, and I shall esteem it a favor if, through your mediation, an 
advisory committee of four persons may be formed, one to be nomi-
nated by the president of the National Academy of Sciences, one by 
the pl'esident of the American Society of Naturalists, one by the presi-
dent · of the Morphological Society, and one by the president of the 
Association of American Anatomists, with the understanding that I 
may, if need arise, feel at liberty to ask their counsel in regard to the 
regulations for the use of the table, or as to the merits of applicants 
for it. . 
The table will be known as the Smithsonian table. Publications 
resulting from its use.will bear the name of the Smithsonian Institution, 
and such of them as are of sufficient importance will probably be printed 
in the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. 
While the exact conditions will be determined later, I may say, sub-
ject to better advices, th~tt it seems to me now that applications for 
the use of the table should qe made to the Secretary of the Institution, 
who will probably desire to feel aut,horized to consult the above-men-
tioned committee concerning them whenever in his judgment occasion 
arises for doing so. 
If this meets your approval will you kindly communicate to the 
president of each of the societies named my request that he nominate 
a member of the advisory committee in question. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
S. P. LANGLEY, 
Secretary. 
Dr. C. W. STILES. 
Four members of an advisory committeP- were nominated in acc01~d-
ance with my request, as follows: 
M~i- John . Billings, U . S. A., nominated. by Prof. 0. 0. Marsh, 
president of the National Aca,demy of Sciences. 
E. B. Wil on, PH. n., profes or of zoology, Columbia University, 
nominated by Prof. Chittenden, president of the Society of American 
Naturalists. 
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C. W. Stiles, PH. n., zoologist, Bureau of Animal Industry, U. S. 
Department of Agriculture, nominated by Prof. C. 0. Whitman, presi-
dent of the American Morphological Society. 
John A . . Ryder, PH. D., professor of eff.-;1ryology, University of 
Pennsylvania, nominated by Prof. Allen, president of the Association 
of American Anatomists. 
These nominations having been approved, I designated Dr. J. S. 
Billings, U. S. A., chairman and Dr. C. W. Stiles secretary of the com- . 
mittee. · _ 
Satisfactory conditions as to the occupancy of the table were arranged 
with Dr. Dohrn, the director of the station at Naples, and the follow-
ing contract was duly signed and completed: , 
[Translation.] 
CON'l'RA.CT. 
1. The director, Dr·. A. Dohrn, places a study table in the laborato-
ries of the Zoological Station at Naples at the disposition of the Smith-
sonian Institution under the following conditions and on the _terms 
stated in article 11 of this contract: 
2. The table will be prepared for the occupancy of the student desig-
nated by the Smithsonian Institution within one week from the time 
the administration shall have been advised of his arrival. 
3. The table must be supplied with the objects enumerated below, as 
follow8: 
r a) The principal chemical reagents; 
(b) Instruments ordinarily needed in anatomy and microscopy; 
_ (c) Implements for drawing. · 
The laboratories will be found provided with the more complicated 
instruments and apparatus which are commonly used; these, however, . 
will be provided only in duplicate or in triplicate, while they are to 
serve for the general use. The station does not provide optical instru-
ments for the tables, it being understood that those who come there to 
work are to furnish their own. 
4. The table is supplied with a sufficient number of sinall aquaria with 
flowing water, to serve for any experiments which the student may 
need to make. 
5. The animals which are the object of the research, will be rep.ewed 
as often as possible, and according to the student's needs. It will also 
be practicable to have material prepared and preserved-in known ways, 
in order that the studies commei1eed at Naples may be continued else-
where. 
6. The great aquarium attached to the Zoological Station will be 
open gratis to the occi1pant of the table, either for his entertainment 
or for his studies upon animal habits. _ 
7. The library of the Zoological Station is in a hall adjacent to the 
lal?oratories, and is accessible to the occupant of the table, who may use 
it as a reading or a writing room. 
8. The laboratories will be open at 7 o'clock in the morning in sum-
mer and 8 o'clock: in winter. In exceptional cases, other arrangeme11ts 
may be made with the administration, though the emp1oyes are not 
obliged to open the laboratories before the given hour. From June 20 
to August 20 the laboratories will be closed. · 
JAiE L\BR 
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9. The occupant of the table wm have the right to share in the fish-
ing expeditions sent out from the station, as well as to learn the different 
methods in use. 
10. Injudes to the instrume.nts and utensils caused by the occupant 
of the table, will be at the cost of the administration, so long as the 
amount <loes not exceed 20 francs. 
11. The present contract is for the term of three years, and. the 
Smithsonian Institution promises to pay Dr. Anton Dohrn, the Direc-
tor of the Zoological Station, yearly in advance, the sum of 2,500 francs, 
in gold, for the rent of the table in the laboratories of the Zoological 
Station. 
Signed in duplicate, 
Washington, June 9, 1893. 
Naples, May 16, 1893. 
S. P. LANGLEY, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 
Professor Dr. ANTON DOHRN, 
Director of the Zoologica,l Station of Naples. 
Numerous applications for the occupancy of the taple have been 
received, but at the close of the fiscal year sufficient consideration had 
not been given them to render it possible to make any definite assign-
lnent. 
With a desire for the information necessary to a right administra-
tion of the affairs of the table, I have requested that all applications 
shall be accompanied by credentials showing the qualifications of the 
candidate to carry on original investigations in some field for which 
especial facilities are offered at the Naples Station. These credentials 
are to be accompanied by a scientific history of the candidate, together 
with a list of such original papers as he may have published. 
Those appointed to the table will be expected to make a report at 
the end of their term of occupation, or, in case of a long residence at 
the station, to submit such a report to the Institution every three 
months. 
Secil of the Institution.-lt having been found advisable that _the 
Institution should have a new seal, a device was prepared by Mr. St. 
Gaudens, the eminent sculptor, whose resthetic value, as compared with 
the one it replaced, is incontestable. One of the first uses of this seal 
was to affix it to the circular concerning the Hodgkins gift, which has 
just been referred to. Its use as the s·eal of the Institution was for-
mally recognized by the resolution of the Regents of January 25, 1893. 
Lunar photography.-! have been interested for a considerable time 
in the possibility of preparing a chart of the moon by photography, 
which would enable geologists and selenographers to study its surface 
in their cabinets with all the details before them which astronomer~ 
bave at command in the use of the most powerful telescopes. 
Such a plan would have seemed chimerical a few years a.go, and it is 
, tiU urrounded with difficultie , but it is probable that within a com-
paratively few y ars it may be succe sfully carried out. No definite 
~ cale ha been adopted, but it is desirable that the disk thus presented 
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should approximate in size- one two-millionth of the lunar diameter; 
but while photographs have been made on this scale, I do not think 
. that any of them show detail which may not be given on a sm.aller one. 
I have been favored with the cooperation and interest in this work 
of the directors of the Uarvard College Observatory, of the Lick 
Observatory,and others, who in. response to a, letter addressed to them 
on February 10, 1893, have o}?liged me with many valuable sugges-
tions. This important work is still under advisement. 
Delegates to universities cmd learned societies.-The Smithsonian 
Institution is not infrequently invited to send representatives to special 
celebrations instituted by learned societies or universities with which it 
is in correspondence both in this country and abroad. Whenever 
practicable, special delegates have been designated by the Secretary to 
represent the Institution on such occasions. 
Dr. James .C. Welling, president of the Columbian University and 
Regent of the Smithsonian '.fostitution, who was proceeding abroad as 
a Commissioner of the United States to the Exposition at Madrid in 
1892, w:as appointed delegate of the Smithsonian Institution to the 
Tercentenary celebration of the founding of Trinity Col1ege of the Uni-
versity of Dublin, which took place on July 5-8, 1892. 
Dr. George Vasey, botanist of the U. S. Department of Agriculture 
and honorary curator of the department of botany in the U. S. 
National Museum, represented the Smithsonian Institution and the 
National Museum at the Botanical Congress, Geneva, on the occasion 
of the Columbian festivities, from the 4th to the 12th of September, 1892. 
At the celebration of the one hundred and :fiftieth anniversary of the 
founding of the American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia, from 
May 22 to May 26, 1893; the Smithsonian Institution was represented 
by Prof. William C. WinlockJ Assistant in charge of office; Dr. Goode, 
the Assistant Secretary, having been un;:i,ble to attend. 
Assignment of Rooms.-A room. is still reserved in the basement for 
the use of the officers of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey for pen-
dulum experiments. 
The American Historical Association.-The annual _report of the 
American Historical A.ssociation was on February 27, 1893, communi-
cated to Congress in accordance with the act approved J an_uary 4, 1889, 
and the usual public document ·number of 1,900 copies was ordered 
printed. · 
Stereotype plates and cu'ts.-The collection of stereotype plates of the 
Smithsonian and Museum, and of engravers' wood cuts and process 
plates is now so large that its proper . cataloguing and storage has 
called for serious attention. It has always been the policy of the 
Institution to permit the use of these plates by publishers under reason-
able conditions, and the requests for electrotype copies· o.,, cuts have 
grown more numerous. The original cuts are placed in the bands of 
SM 93--2 
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an engraver and electrotype copies are furnished at very small cost, 
the expense being met by the applicant. 
Special Smithsonian correspondent in Paris.-M. 0. Reinwald & 0o., 
15 rue des Saints-Peres, Paris, were designated, on June 6, 1893, as 
special correspondents of the Smithsonian Institution, through whom 
commissions can be conveniently attended to. I should add that no 
compensation is attached to this agency. 
Russian Physico-Ohemical Society.-! deem it not inappropriate 
to give the following letter received June 29, 1892, from the Russi.an 
Physico-Chemical Society : 
ST. PETERSBURG, May 31, 1892. 
Russian Phyisco,Ohemical Society University to the Smithsonian Insti-
tution at Washington: 
The universal science reposes on the brotherhood of nations. T~e 
United States of America in sending bread to the Russi.an people m 
time of scarcity and need gave the most affecting instance of brotherly 
feeling. The Russian chemists who devote themselves to the service of 
universal science, at their meeting of the 7 /19 of May decided to ~sk 
their brethren of the Smithsonian Institute, to transmit the expression 
of their sincere thanks fo all persons or institutions who contributed 
to the fulfillment of this brotherly aid. 
President D. MENDELEEFF. 
Secretary D. KoN0WALOW . 
. A copy of this letter was communicated to the chairman of the Rus-
sian Famine Relief Committee and to the public press. 
Oorrespondence.-Minor changes have been made in the methods of 
handling correspondence, with a view to disposing of all letters with 
the greatest dispatch compatible with the character of the work, and 
the number of clerks that can be assigned to such duties. Duriug the 
preceding year a plan was adopted of separating the files in the Secre- · 
tary's office according to the different branches of the work, inde-
pendent files being assigned to the Secretary's correspondence con-
cerning the Smithsonian routine proper, the obi;ervatory, the museum, 
the park, etc.; and with each file, separate press-copy books. The 
files have been designated as follows : 
1. Smithsonian proper. 
2. The National Museum. 
4. The Bureau of Ethnology. 
5. The Zoological Park. 
6. The Astro-physical Observatory. 
11. Assistant in charge. 
20. Aerodynamics. 
25. Hodgkins fund. 
A card index was begun on January 1, 1893, for both letters received 
and letters written, to facilitate reference to the various files, and this 
index wiU be extended back to all letters since January 1, 1892, as 
opportunity offers, 
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Each letter of importance is registered as I have described in pre-
vious reports, and its course is traced until it is finally disposed of. In 
addition to letters registered, many are forwarded directly to the 
Museum, the Bureau of Ethnology, the Zoological Park, the Bureau 
of International Exchanges, etc., for disposition. Many others, con-
cerning publications, are sent directly to the document room there to be 
filed and accounted for. Referring now only to letters that are regis-
tered in the Secretary's office, 3,184 entries were made for the fiscal 
year 1892-'93. 
A further change in treating correspondence has gradually been 
forced upon the Secretary, and with the object of obviating the neces-
sity of giving so much of his time to matters of purely clerical routine, 
a decision was finally reached, to delegate authority to the Assistant 
in charge of office, to the acting Curator in charge of the Museum, and 
to the Librarian, to sign routine letters bearing exclusively upon desig-
nated classes of correspondence. This has relieved the Secretary of 
personally attending to cor-respondence of this class, without impairing 
his proper sup~rvjsion of official business. 
THE NATION.AL ·MUSEUM. 
The Museum of the Smithsonian Institution, the nucleus of which 
was Smithson's cabinet of minerals, was formed in part, and for a time 
entirely maintained, at the expense of the _Smithson fun.d. Subse-
quently, at the bidding of Congress, the Institution assumed charge 
of the so-called "National Cabinet of Curiosities," which included 
the collections of the United States exploring expedition; the collec-
tions of the National Institute founded in 1840, and numerous other 
objects and collections which had accumulated under the charge of the 
Commissioner of Patents. For thirty-five years these two series of 
collections have been housed and cared for conjointly, and form the 
nucleus of what is now known as the National Museum. 
Each year since 1858 Congress has appropriated a certain sum of 
money for the maintenance of the National Museum, but up to this 
time it has not made any special provision for the improvement of 
the collections by purchase, while it is becoming evident that those 
received by gift or from other Government sources, though of consider-
able extent, are of rapidly diminishing consequence, since these things 
are attaining each year a higher and higher market value, and are 
tending to be commanded only by purchase. 
In respect of this pr:ovision for purchase, the National Museum stands 
at the foot of all American museums, being surpassed even by every 
municipal museum of note with which I am acquainted.* The disad-
* The American Museum of Natural History, for example, expended $23,552.89 for 
additions to its natural history collections during 1892, while the National Museum, 
which is of very much wider scope, expended only $5,769.75 during the fiscal year 
1892-'93, for collections of all kinds. 
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vantage in which it stands, when compared with what are now its com-
petitors in the national collections of the leading countries of Europe, 
has grown painfully obvious. Important collections made in this coun-
try of the objects·mustrating the vanishing life of its own native races 
of men and animals-collections which can never be made again, and 
never be replaced-are being permanently withdrawn to enrich the 
museums of Europe. This has already gone so far that it is necessary 
in order to study the past life of our own Mississippi Valley to go to 
England, while for that of southern Alaska wo must go to Berlin, and 
for the Californian coast we must go to Paris, and so on. It is already 
then, in European capitals more than in our own, that we have to go 
for some of the most important studies of our native races; and at tbe · 
present rate, within a few more years, wben the American collector 
has nothing more left to gather and to sell abroad, it will be in Europe 
and not in America that the student of past American history must 
seek for nearly everything that most . fully illustrates the ancient life 
and peoples of the American continent. 
This is an exceedingly regrettable circumstance an~ one which I sin-
cerely hope the National Legislature will be disposed to modify. I may _ 
remark in this connection that- the National Museum is in danger of 
forfeiting its proper status also on account of the competition of private 
collections. With the increase of wealth in the country the desire for · 
Lhe establishment of museums in various cities has been realized 
and the amount spent for objects in many of them is far greater than 
the National Museum has ever had at its disposal. While the National . 
Museum has always desired to cooperate fully with private establish-
ments of like nature, it is felt that the scientific and educational collec-
tion of the Government should be in nowise inferior. 
During the past year the Museum has been, as hitherto, under tbe 
charge of Dr. G. Brown Goode, the Assistant Secretary of the Institu-
tion. Mr. Frederick W. True was designated by me curator-in-charge, 
and has assumed the general management of the Museum at different 
timeH during the absence of the Assistant Secretary. 
· .A .. full report upon the operations of the Museum has been prepared 
by Dr. Goode, and will form a separate volume, of which an abstract 
is given here later. 
The Museum has been engrossed during the year·in completing the 
-preparations for the exhibits at the World's Columbian Exposition, 
and this work caused the practical suspension of many regular oper-
ations. The exhibits were ready at the appointed time and were 
installed in the Government building in the Exposition by the curators 
of the Mu eum, under the direction of the Assistant Secretary, who was 
tb . repre entative of the Institution on the Government board. 
tatement regarding the exhibits of the Museum will be found in 
the report of the A . i tant Secretary. 
In connection with this work mention hould be made of the Colum-
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bian Histqrical Exposition held in Madrid in tlte fall and winter of 
1892. This Exposition was a part of the very extensive celebration of 
the four hundredth anniversary of the sailing of Columbus, held in the 
various cities of Spain under the direction of the Spanish Government. 
A commission·was appointed by the President to represent the United 
States, consisting of Rear Admiral Luce, U. S. N., Dr. J. 0. Welling, 
one of the regents of this Institution,* and J\fr. Goode, its Assistant 
. Secretary, and a liberal appropriation made for the expenses of trans-
portation and maintenance of the e~hibits. Extensive collections were 
sent by the Smithsonian Institution, taken froru its own collections 
and borrowed from its collaborators and correspondents. They were 
ethnological, archeological, and historical, and were supplemented by 
other collections sent by the University of Pennsylvania, the Bureau 
of American Republics, and the Hemenway Expedition. The exhibi-
tion in Madrid was as a successful one, and the exhibit of the United · 
States was highly appreciated by the Spanish Government, and led to 
its extraordinarily generous participation in the subsequent celebra-
tion in Chicago. Gold medals were awarded to the Smithsonian Insti-
tution, to the Museum, and the Bureau of Ethnology. 
The Museum building has been visited by a larger number of persons 
during the past year than ever before, the total number exceeding 300,000. 
This growing interest in the collections on the part of the public, is a 
gratifying circumstance, and leads to the belief that the care bestowed 
upon the exhibition series is not unappreciated: 
On account of the crowded condition of the · exhibition halls, the 
effective display of many of the collections of the Museum is prevente<l. 
The proper lighting of the ca.ses is interfered with and the arrange-
ment of the specimens is necessarily less systematic than is desirable. 
The Museum has continued to distribute to educational establish-
ments throughout the country such collections of duplicate natural-
history_ specimens as it has been found practicable to prepare. Some-
what more than 13,000 specimens have been sent out during the year. 
'fhese, however, have been far from sufficient to meet the demands of 
applicants and numerous requests remain unacted upon. I regard 
this distribution of ·specimens as one of the most important operations 
of the Museum, and one on which much more time and money could be 
profitably spent. With the resources available it has been impossible 
to prepare collections in more than a few lines, and these have all been 
more or less imperfect. The high schools of the country, to which such 
collections would be of much value, can not at present be supplied. 
My attention has been called by'the Assistant Secretary to the inade-
quate size of the editions of the publications of the Museum. It is not 
at present possible to supply all the larger libraries of the world, and 
the majority of the smaller ones, in many of which they would be of 
* Dr.Welling was recalled by official business after r eaching London, and was 
replaced b y Dr. Daniel G. Brinton, of the University of P ennsylvania. 
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high utility, are entirely unprovided. Individuals do not receive the 
volumes at all, but only such pa,pers extracted from them as relate to 
the scientific work in which they are immediately concerned. It is 
much to be desired that larger editions should be provided for. 
During the year two volumes of the Proceedings and one complete 
nq.mber and parts of another number of the Bulletin were published. 
The Museum has been benefited, as in previous years, by the co-
operation of the several Departments and Bureaus of the Government. 
· Special mention should be made in this connection of the many cour-
tesies received from the consular service of the Department of State. 
The Quartermaster's Department of the Army has assisted materi-
ally by :providing transportation for bulky collections coming to the 
National Museum frolll remote localities. The Museum has further 
been able to avail itself of the services of officials of the Navy Depart-
ment, Department of Agriculture, the U. S. Geological Survey, and 
U.S. Pish Commission, who have acted in the capacity of honorary 
curators. 
BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY. 
The researches of the Bureau of Ethnology relating to the American 
Indians were continued during the year in accordance with law, under 
the direction of Maj. J. vV. Powell, who also directed the work of the 
U.S. Geological Survey. 
As during previous years the work of the Bureau has been con-
ducted with special reference to the American Indians in their primitive 
condition, with a view of securing the largest possible amount of infor-
mation, both in the form of records for print and in the form of mate-
rial objects for preservation and future study in the Nationa~ Museum. 
Thus extensive collections are made annually, and the value of these 
collections is greatly enhanced by reason of the full notes al ways pre-
pared and the extended publications sometimes rnade1"by the .collect-
ors. 
The non-material collections of data relating directly to the native 
Americans, to the distribution of tribes, to their habits and customs, 
to their arts, languages, institutions, and beliefs, are also abundant 
and, it is believed, of permanent value. Detailed information on these 
subjects is published in three series of reports additional to the 
abstracts appearing in the Report of the Secretary of the Smithsonian 
Institution. The thirty volumes already published form a rich store-
house of facts relating to our native races. Four volumes were added 
to this library during the year. 
One of the most interesting questions ever raised concerning the 
early peoples of this country related to the artificial mounds scattered 
abundantly over the Mississippi Valley and with less abundance over 
mo t of our territory. Many investigators have given attention to 
the e works of a vanished race; and it came to be a general opinion 
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that ~he builders of the mounds were a distinct people ante-dating the 
uative races found in possession of the land on the advent of the E:uro-
peans. Within the last five years extended surveys of the mound 
territory have been made by collaborators of the Bureau under imme-
diate instructions from the Director and by Dr. Cyrus Thomas. An 
elaborate report on this subject bas beep_ prepared. during the ·year 
and is now in press. It is the united opinion · of the officers of the 
Bureau that this document contains the solution to the mystery of the 
mounds; very greatly to the surprise of the investigators who began 
the work, they have been Jed to believe that the mounds and the art 
products contained therein are in no wise distinct from the works of 
the modern Indians, and that the distribution of tribes can now be 
studied from the mounds themselves as well as from other aboriginal 
records. 
The work of the Bureau on Archeology or prehistoric arts has been 
conducted with energy and exceptional success. Until recently many 
of the leading students of American antiquities were :Europeans; and 
thus it happened that the classification-of American art products was 
to a large extent an imported one, corresponding to foreign generali-
zations and ideals rather than to any indigenous standard: Thus a 
history of succession of peoples, representing increasing grades of cul-
ture, has been wrought out. A~ will be seen from the reports of the 
Director and collaborators of the Bureau, however, an indigenous clas-
sification has been also developed by it, and it bas been shown to be 
probable that the objects supposed to represent the series of culture 
stages are in most cases at least the handiwork of single tr~bes during 
the :::iame epoch. These researches were conducted chiefly by Prof. 
W. H. Holmes, with the assistance of Messrs. Fowke and Dinwiddie. 
If these important results obtain general acceptance, the effect will be 
to shorten the earlier estimates of the antiquity of man on this conti-
nent, and in this respect it will be observed that they are coincident 
with those flowing from the mound researches. 
Important investigations concerning the beliefs of the Indians of 
different parts of the country have been conducted during the year, 
notably hy Mrs. M. 0. Stevenson and Mr. F. ,H. Cushing among the 
Zufiis, and Dr. Hoffman among the remnants of the Lake Superior 
tribes. An elaborate memoir by the first-named collaborator was sent 
to pre8s during the year. 
The principal work relating to the sociology or institutions of the 
aborigines was that of continuing the preparation of a tribal synonymy 
or dictionary of tribal names, including not only those names applied 
by white men, but the names _current among the Indians themselves. 
Connected with this work is a detailed study of the literature relating 
to the Indian languages by Mr. James Constantine Pilling. The results 
of this study form a bibliography which has already come to be recog-
nfaed as a standard by the bibliographic students of the world. 
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An important line of investigation related to the means of interchang-
ing ideas among our native races, including gesture, speech, and pic-
ture writing, as well as spoken language. The primitive modes of 
expression by means of gestures or pantomime and by means of glyphs 
or pictures are held by students as of special interest, in that they repre-
sent the beginnings of language. These modes of conveying ideas have 
received much attention by collaborators of the Bureau, notably Col. 
· Garrick Mallery. An elaborate memoir on the "Picture writing of the 
American Indians" is incorporated in the tenth annual report of the 
Bureau. This memoir is a practically exhaustive monograph on the 
subject to which it relates; the illustrations, which number nearly 
fourteen hundred, represent the aboriginal picture writing of all por-
tions of the country with fidelity, while the meanings of the glyphs are 
interpreted and discussed in detail in the text. A large body of 
material relating to the· sign language of the aborigines has been col-
lected, and during the year progress was made in arranging this 
material for publication. In no other part of the world have the oppor-
tunities for collecting detailed information concerning primitive modes 
of expression been so favorable as in North America; and it is thought 
that these reports ·prepared by collaborators of the Bureau, will serve 
at onee as a record of past and passing races and a basis for philological 
reseaNhes in other countries. 
The spoken languages of various tribes of Indians were studied and 
recorded~ One of the most extensive aboriginal linguistic families was 
the Siouan, including the Indians of the northern plains from the Rocky 
Mountains to the Mississippi, and from the Saskatchewan nearly to the 
Red River of the South. One of the publications of the year was a 
"Dakota-English Dictionary," in which the language of the best-known 
division of the Siouau family is made accessible to students, this work, 
begun by the late Dr. Riggs, being completed by Mr. J. Owen·Dorsey, 
a linguist especially familiar with the languages of _this . stock. The 
dictionary forms a quarto volume of nearly seven hundred pages. The 
language of the Biloxi Indians of Louisiana w:as also investigated during 
the year by Mr. Dorsey; Dr. Gatschet made a detailed study of the 
Peoria, Shawnee, Arapaho, and Cheyenne languages in Indian Terri-
tory, the work on the Peoria being complete with respect to both 
vocabulary and grammar. 
· The Iroquoian languages also were the subject of study by Mr. J. N. 
B. Hewitt. Unwritten language is one of the most evanescent of human 
characters; already the languages of many of our native tribes have 
entirely disappeared, save for a few greatly modified terms preserved 
a geographic names; and it seems especially important to record the 
rapidly changing native languages thus far remaining. Some of the 
vocabularies and grammars collected by the Bureau were derived from 
half a dozen or fewer individuals who alone represent their tribe; in 
one case (the Chinooken) the language was preserved through infor-
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mation obtaiued from the. Jast representative of his people. A large 
part of the publications of the-Bureau relate · to aboriginal languages; 
yet the more or less fragmentary material, incomplete but constantly 
growing, relating to this subject is still more voluminous; and stud.en ts 
of linguistics throughout the world are to be congratulated on the 
existence of this rich storehouse of material collected through the labors 
of the Smithsoniawlristitution and of the Bureau of Ethnology. 
In addition to the researches in :field and office several collaborators 
of the Bureau were employed during the closing months of the year in 
preparing an ethnologic exhibit for the World's Columbian Exposition 
at Chicago. This exhibit was completed and installed duly; and it is 
a source of gratification to be able to say that it proves constantly · 
attractive to visitors, and it is believed to have been also highly 
·instruetive. . 
The details of the work of the Bureau are set . forth in the report of 
the Director, Maj. J. W. Powell, which forms the accompanying.Appen-
dix IL 
SMITHSONIAN INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE SERVICE. 
lhe International Exchange Service has always been intimately 
connected with the parent institution, which has until lately aided it 
largely from its private funds, and which still aids it by giving it rooms 
rent free and in other ways. 
It may be said to be at present upon as satisfactory a basis as it seems 
possible to place it with the appropriations that are now made by Congress. 
As an illustration of the extent of this special part o{thelnstitution's 
activities, it may be stated that it has now about 24,000 active corre-
spondents, of whom 14,000 are in Europe, 200 in Africa, 500 in Australia, 
and about 9,000 in the various countries of th:e Western Hemisphere. 
In the course of this work the Institution has gathered at Washington 
an immense collection of books, found nowhere else to so great an 
extent, bearing chiefly upon discovery and invention, which,with others, 
now occupy nearly 300,000 titles. These are deposited temporarily with 
the National Library at the Capitol. 
The deta,ils of the operations of the service are to be found in the 
curator's report appended. Improvements in the service are needed in 
an increase in the clerical force for office work, or rather a · return to t,he 
number employed in 1891-'92. There is need also for securing a more 
prompt dispatch and distribution of packages abroad, which can only 
be brought about by an increase of appropriation. 
The United States Government is under treaty obligation to maintain 
an exchange service with t~n foreign countries, and with France, Eng-
land, and Germany a special exchang(j arrangement is in existence. In 
the two latter countries, where there are paid agents of the Institution, 
and in ot,her countries where official exchange bureaus have been estab-
lished the transmission of publications, while somewhat slow, is gene-
rally efficient. In other cases, however, the present arrangement is by 
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no means satisfactory, and it seems desirable, either through diplomatic 
channels or through a special representative of the Institution sent 
abroad, to secu,re the interest and cooperation of the foreign govern-
ments and the learned societies where no official exchange bureau bas 
been established. 
The greater part of the expense of the service is now met by direct 
appropriation for the purpose by Congress to the ~ithsonian Institu-
tion. A part of the expense is also met by appropriations to different 
Government bureaus from their contingent funds, the Regents of the 
Institution having decided to make a charge to all Government bureaus 
of 5 cents per pound weight for the transmission of their publications 
or for the publications received for them from abroad. 
Speci11l acknowledgments are due to the Treasury Department for 
designating one of its officers at the New York custom-house to receive 
and transmit to Washington the international exchange cases addressed 
to the Institution, and I may in this connection again quote the remark 
made by Prof. Henry in his report for 1854 : 
There is, therefore, no port to which the Smithsonian packages are 
shipped where duties are charged on them, a certified invoice of con-
tents by the Secretary being sufficient to pass them through the custom-
house free of duty. On the other hand, all packages addressed to the 
Institution arriving at the ports of the United States are admitted 
without detention, duty free. 
By referring to the report of the curator, in the appendix, it will be 
seen that over 100 tons of books passed through the exchange office 
duringthe:fiscalyear 1892-'93, and while the service is used almostexclu-
sively for the transmission of printed matter of a scientific nature, nat-
ural history specimens, ·having no commercial value, are occasionally 
transmitted under special permission, when they can not be conveniently 
forwarded by the ordin~ry means of conveyance. 
The expenditures for the year have been $18,518.25, of which $17,000 
were appropriated by Congress, $1,396.64 were paid by Government 
bureaus, $87 .35 by State institutions and others, leaving a deficiency 
of $34.26. 
The amount estimated for the exchange bureau for the year 1893-'94 
was $23,000, a sum which it was hoped would render it unnecessary to 
call upon the different Government Departments for a part of the 
expense attending the transmission of their publications, and would 
also render it possible to put into effect a second· treaty entered into by 
tbe United States and other countries at the same time as the treaty 
referred to above, by which each country undertook to distribute its 
parliamentary proceedings immediately when issued. On account of a 
lack of appropriations for this purpose no action has yet been taken by 
the United States for carrying out this latter agreement. 
In my report for 1890 I tated that there had been expended from the. 
Smith onian fu d for the support of the international exchange sys-
~m, in the interest and by the authority of the National Government, 
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$38,141.01 in excess of appropriations, advanced from January 1, 1868. 
to June 30, 1886, for the exchange of official Government documents; . 
and $7,034.81 in excess of appropriations from July 1, 1886, to June 3.0: 
1889 advanced for the purpose of carrying out a convention entered ' . 
into by the United States, or an aggregate of $45,175.82, which has 
been paid from the private fund of James Smithson, for purely govern-
mental expenses. This has still to be reimbursed to the Institution. 
A memorandum in regard to the matter was duly transmitted to a 
member of tq.e Board of Regents, in the House of Representatives, for 
the purpose of taking the necessary steps to procure a return by Con-
gress to the Smithsonian fund of this last-mentioned sum, namely, 
$45,175.82, but I am not aware that action has been taken upon it. 
NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK. 
It should always be remembered that the establishment* of the 
National Zoological Park resulted largely from a desire to keep from 
extinction· specie~. of American animals, several of which are now 
upon the point of vanishing from the face of the earth, and will vanish 
for~ver if something is not done at once to preserve them. 
The paramount nood of preserving these races by immediate legis-
lative action, if they are to be preserved at all, the great and con-
stantly increasing difficulty of obtaining specimens of some of them, 
the little that is known of their habits, and the impossibility of ever 
learning more, unless some immediate measures are taken to make 
careful obser~ation possible, render it exceedingly desirable that such 
measures should be taken officially, and no more economical or effective 
plan could be devised than that of providing a moderate extent of land, 
near the seat of Government, duly protected and guarded, where such 
animals as could be secured might be kept in a state as near as pos-
sible to that to which they had been accustomed, and under condi-
tions where they might be expected to breed, and continue their spe-
cies, as they are known not to do in ordinary menageries. 
It was not indeed thought that any efficient check could be given 
to the final extinction of these animals solely by such a limi~;ed num-
ber as could be thus preserved, but it was considered that ~'cieir pres-
ence here at the Capital would be not only useful as regarded the num-
ber saved, but as a constant object lesson, under the eyes of the leg-
islature, and in this way, a most important adjunct to the larger reser· 
vations like the Yellowstone Park; while it was evident that oppor-
tunJty could thus be afforded to study and observe their habits and 
characteristics, where they were under the eyes of the numerous natu-
ralists in the Government service, in a more satisfactory manner than 
would be possible in a remote wilderness. 
The act providing for the purchase and cre.ation of the National 
Zoological Park introduced also a subordinate feature, that of the 
Reference may be made to the following 11ages in the Annual Reports of the 
Smithsonian Institution: Report for 1888, p. 42; for 1889, p. 27; for 1890, p. 34, and 
Secretary's Report for 1891, p. 21, and 1892, p. 28. . · 
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recreation of the people, but by placing· one-half of the expense of 
purchase and maintenance upon the taxpayers of the District, Con-
gress in fact, though presumably not in intent, made this subordinate 
feature predominant in a plan whose inception arose in a simpler and 
more utilitarian idea. · 
This predominance arose from the natural wish of the local ta.xpayer 
tu receive entertainment for his money and not to spend it for objectR 
of remote and national importance. This demand must be admitted to 
have been but reasonable, from the point of view of residents of the 
District, and it made itself felt through Congress in many ways, if not 
through the terms of formal legislation . 
. ThoRe to whom was delegated the power of carrying out the man-
dates of Congress were thus confronted by a different task from that 
originally contemplated: by one in some way not consonant with it, and 
· by a far more expensive one. In place, for instance, of the large inex-
pensive paddocks for inclosing and sheltering the animals under the 
conditions of wild life, and secluding them with the aim of enabling them 
to increase in the undisturbed retirement necessary, must be substi-
uted comparatively expensive buildings, with the opposite aim of exhib-
itiugthe animals obtained. A system ofroadways that should afford the 
public access to ali" parts of the nark where 0,nimals are kept had to be 
devised, and in ways too numerous for detail the necessity was imposed 
of forming the National Zoological Park more on the model of an ordi-
inary zoological garden than of the :first large and simple idea. 
It was impossible to do this within the sum calculated to carry out 
the original plans, but no more has been granted: What has been 
done has been done, then, incompletely, though with an extremely 
economical expenditure, and it is perhaps a matter of congratulation 
that it has been possible to do so much with so limited an amount. 
The appropriation made for the National Zoological Park by the sun-
dry civil bill passed August 5, 1892, was in the following terms: 
For continuing the construction of · roads, walks, bridges, water 
supply, sewerage and drainage, and for grading, planting, and other-
wise improving the grounds, erecting and repairing buildings and 
inclosures for tho animals, and for administrative purposes, care, sub-
sistence, and transportation of anjmals, iucluding salaries and compen-
.sation of all necessary employes, and general incidental expenses not 
otherwise provided for, :fifty thousand dollars, one-half of which sum 
shall be paid from the revenues of the District of Columbia .and the 
othe~ half from the Treasury of ~he United States; and a report in 
detail of the expenses of the N at10nal Zoological Park shall be made 
to Congress at the beginning of each regular session. 
The previou year had fully demonstrated that the park successfully 
fulfilled one of the purposes for which it was created-that of ·the 
''in truction and recreation of the people." After having done all tbn,t 
lay in my power for the promotion of the primary objects of the park* 
* full statement of the number and condition of these animals will be founcl in 
tb report of the acting manager. It ma.y be 3t ted here, however, that indigenous 
wild animals constitute at pr sent a large majority of the whole . 
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it became necessary to further, as far as possible, and in the same con-
nection, the recreation of the public. To this end, and to that of con-
venience and safety, the roadways have been widened and extended, 
footways have been placed on the bridge, the access to the principal 
animal house and to the principal outdoor cages has been improved, 
and all inclosures considered· unsafe have been properly strengthened 
or defended. 
Since the Rock Creek electric railway has been in operation many 
passengers qy that route enter the park by the western entrance upon 
Connecticut avenue extended. More than 2,000 persons have some-
times entered here during a single day. This has made it necessary to 
extend the main road through the park to that entranc·e, which has 
been done on the lines indicated by Mr. F. L. Olmsted, and gives a 
driveway through the most beautiful part of the park. The funds at 
the disposal of the park were insufficient to complete this road in a 
permanent manner. As soon as practicable it should be macadamized 
and made equal to the suburban roads with which it communicates . 
. It is necessary to emphasize the fact that the number of visitors to 
the park ~o far exceeds all the earlier calculations that unexpected 
outlays have become necessary. A wider sidewalk of a permanent 
character is needed from the Quarry road entrance to that at Connec-
ticut avenue. A temporary wooden walk has been placed to the ani-
mal house from the first-named point, but is far too narrow for the 
crowds entering there every Sunday and holiday, while no sidewalk 
exists from the western entrance of the park. 
The bridge near the Quarry road entrance bas proved quite insuf-
ficient for the crowds of carriages and foot passengers _that throng it 
upon every holiday. It was and still is greatly to be regretted that 
under the actual appropriations a larger and more tasteful structure 
could not have been built at this point; it was erected under the neces- · 
sity of getting visitors across the river in some way, an_d is in a form 
entirely unsatisfactory to those who, under such necessity, designed it. 
Some relief has been given during the year by the addition of narrow 
footways on either side of the dr·iveway. These are quite too narrow, 
but are all that the present st.ructure will allow compatible with safety. 
It may be found necessary to build a footbridge at a point higher up 
the stream to somewhat relieve the pressure at this point. 
The addition to the principal animal house mentione'1 in last year's 
report has beeu completed and fully occupied. It is merely a frame 
shed built in as cheap a manner as is consistent with safety, and 
warmth, and it appears incongruous when compared with the solid stone 
structure of which it forms an annex. The original design of con-
stntcting this entire building of stone should not be abandoned. It is 
already found to be insufficient for the needs of the park, and must at 
no distant day be further extended. It will be necessary hereafter to 
bear in mind that the cages for animals must be larger and confined 
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usually to but one side of the building. The throngs of visitors are 
now sometimes so great that it is impossible for them to view the 
animals properly when the cages are small and scattered along both 
sides of a passageway. · 
The lack of any provision for the purchase of animals has worked 
serious disadvantage to the collection. Under the most favorable cir-
cumstances the mortality in a collection of animals confined under 
unnatural conditions is very great, and constant additions must be 
made if its scientific value is to be maintained. The park . has for the 
last year been forced to depend upon gifts, loans, and collections sent 
frull1 the Yellowstone Park. Gifts have been rare and mostly insig-
nificant. The animals collected at the ·Yellowstone Park by direction 
of the honorable the S.ecretary of the Interior have, while important 
and valuable, cost more for transportation alone than similar animals 
would have cost if purchased of dealers and safely delivered at their 
expense. Various other schemes of collection have been tried, all of 
which have proved more expensive than purchase would have been. 
It is hoped that in time, as the National Zoological Park becomes 
more widely known, the same advantages of cheap purchase will be 
offered to it as are now made use of by dealers; that is, that the ani-
mals brought in by sailors or captured by hunters will be sent to it at 
low prices. Even now such offers are frequently made, though they 
are necessarily refused, as the appropriation does not allow any pur-
chases. 
Experience has shown that there should be provision made for a res-
ident superintendent. At present the entire p,Lrk and animals are left 
at night in charge of watchmen only . . If any exigency arises it must 
wait for morning to bring relief. The isolation of the buildings hous-
ing t,he animals, and the distance of the park from town, make it the 
more necessary that there should al ways be at hand, within cali, some 
person of authority to direct in case direction is needed. For this the 
Holt house may be made available. It is in a part of the park reserved 
for administrative purposes, and a portion of it now accommodates the 
office. With a small outlay it could be made a suitable dwelling. The 
advantages of such an arrangement are too obvious to be recounted, 
and the effect upon the ernployes of the constant presence of the super-
intendent would be very beneficial. 
The number of animals at present in the park is 504. Of these 322 
are native and 182 foreign. In the appendix to this report tables are 
given showing the accessions in detail. 
ASTRO-PHYSIOAL OBSERVATORY. 
In my report for 1890-'91 reference was made to the circumstances 
whi h 1 d to th establi hmeut of the astro-physical ob ervatory, and 
in that of last year I gave a brief description of the general object and 
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scope of such an establishment, touching upon some of the essential 
features of the work which had been undertaken under my direction. 
An explicit description of the specially important investigation which 
has been continued during the last year, and which is now drawing to 
a completion, can not so well be given here as in a later portion of 
the report to which the reader is referred, but the general object 
of the immediate work is, as has already been stated, the detailed 
invedtigation of that great spectral region, still nearly unknown, where 
yet the greater portion of the solar energy is known to be displayed; 
or, in other ,rnrds, of that invisible portion of the solar spectrum which 
lies beyond the limit of the red. 
That the solar spectrum did not cease at the limit of visibility has 
long been known, and the attention of many distinguished physicists 
has been directed to the jnvestigation of this invisible part, whose 
presence is manifest neither to the eye nor to ariy ordinary process of 
photography, but which nevertheless comprises more than three-fourths 
of the energy which the s.un sends to us. Were the range of the human 
eye vastly extended so as to enable us to receive impressions corre-
sponding in character to the kind of energy which is present in this 
infra-red region we should see in it phenomena of precisely the same 
character as we now see in the limited spectral region to which we are 
physiologically limited. It was probably this idea which led Melloni 
to the use of the term '' heat color" to convey to the mind some idea 
of this similarity between the invjsible and the ordinary visible spec-
trum, and this term expresses by the force of association the charac-
teristics distinguishing one portion of this regi_on from another, char· 
acteristics which, although unrecognized by the eye or by any of our 
senses directly, are yet more striking in their various physical results 
than the various colors which mark out to the eye the great divisions 
of ·the visible spectrum. 
The invisible spectrum, then, is marked by narrow bands or lines, 
which are almost entirely<levoid of energy, quite like those which appear 
in the visible spectrum as black lines and are known as the "Frauenhofer 
lines." It is to the study of these Frauenhofer lines of the visible spec-
trum, that we owe nearly all those recent advances which have not only 
given us definite information as regards the constitution and nature of 
the heavenly bodies, but have been of immense advantage iu the study 
of meteorological and atmospheric phenomena on the earth. The prac-
tical importance of the study of the character of these lines in the invis-
ible spectrum (where their intensity and probably their number is far 
greater than in the visible) then is evident. 
Here, however, all ordinary methods of spectroscopic investigation 
fail; but long since the writer devised a method which has in the course 
of the last two years been perfected to such a degree as to enable us 
to search out the lines in this invisible spectrum and to map them with 
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a degree of accuracy only inferior to that which can be attained by the 
eye. 
The instrument by which this is accomplished is the bolometer, which, 
as now constructed, is a minute strip of metal barely 5 h of an inch 
wide, and less than 5 loo of an inch thick. . Through this frail thread 
of metal a · current of electricity is continually kept flowing. When 
the spectrum~ visible or invisible, is thrown upon it, the thread is 
warmed and the current decreased by an amount corresponding to 
the intensity of the effect received, while novel instruments specially 
mounted and constructed, are in electric connection with the thread and 
now automatically record every minute change in this current. 
With late improvements these instruments are so delicate that a 
change of temperature of one millionth of a degree is readily detected 
nd even measured, and it is easy to see that as a consequence of this 
delicacy the greatest care must be taken in their use. Thus the labora-
tory must be almost completely rlarkened, and closed tightly, so as to 
exclude all drafts and to keep it at as nearly a uniform temperature 
as possible, while for other reasons it must be kept under constant 
hygrometric conditions. · 
The passage o(wagons or carriages in the neighboring streets even 
is liable to cause serious trouble. Hence, the necessity for as complete 
isolation of the laboratory as possible, and the rigorous exclusion at 
all times of all whose presence is not indispensable. 
In addition to these difficulties ther·e are others of specially trying 
character due to the nature of the work. 
To maintain other n~cessary conditions, the opening of a door or 
window for purposes of ventilation is forbidden, even in summer, 
although the temperature sometimes rises to 100° and even 110°, ren- · 
dering the work of observing in the small, non-ventilated and darkened 
room very trying to the health of the observer.. Frequent changes in 
the staff of the Observatory have been necessary for this and other 
reasons, and the progress of the work has been delayed in consequence. 
In spite of these and other difficulties, most of which are due to the 
very temporary and inefficient nature of the small wooden building 
in which the work is carried on, and its proximity to the trafficJaden 
streets, the expectations of last year have been largely realized, and 
a detailed publication of the work accompanied by charts showing 
several hundred new and before unknown lines, will shortly be issued. 
Important as these results are, they a.re but the beginning of what 
it may be hoped will be accomplished, with proper facWties. 
In view of wbat bas been already accomplished, I hope that Con-
gre will see fit to make provision for the needs of the Astra-phys-
ical Ob ervatory in the provision of a suitable site: the money for 
a small permanent building being already available through the pro-
vi ions made by fri~nds of the Institution whose contributions for this 
purpo. have already been acknowledged. 
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RAND.A.LL LEE GIBSON. 
Randall Lee Gibson was born at Spring Hill near Versailles, Ky., 
· September 10, 1832; was e<lncated in 1 exington, Ky.; in Terre Bonne 
Parish, La.; at Yale College, and in the law department of the Tulane 
University of Louisiaua. Duri11g the civil war he commanded a com-
pany, regiment, l>riga<le, and <livision in the Confederate army. He was 
a representative iu the Forty-fourth, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth, and Forty-
seventh Congress, a,11(]. was dectecl to the Senate in 1883, and bis sec-
ond term as Senator would have expired on March 3, 1895. 
Senator Gibson was _appointed a Regent of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion December 19, 1887, and was reappointed March 28, 1889, filling the 
office till his death, on December 15, 1892. His services as a Regent 
were warmly recognized in the memorial and resolutions presented at 
the meeting of the Board on January 25, 1893. 
Senator Gibson brought to the performance of his duties as Regent a 
rare preparation as student, scl10lar, and statesman. With inherited 
·ltalent~ for oratory, and with stroug literary tendencies, he was sur-
Tounded iu youth by all the influences that direct the energies of a man 
·, to the public welfare. At Yale College he took a very prominent stand 
in a group noted for talent, and enthusiasm. Foreign travel, the study 
1 of law, the life of a planter, a distinguished military ca,reer, and long' 
service in the Congress of th-e United States, filled his capacious mind 
· with a store of a rich an<l varied experience, and trained him for the 
. highest duties. Life was to him a consecration to public duty, and the 
perforrna11ce of that duty bis highest felicity. Benevolent, brave, 
patient, prudent, faithful, his grace and gentleness wne the rich 
drapery of an inflexible will and tenacious purpose. 
He came to the Smithsonian Institution as a servant animated by the 
fullest sense of his responsibilities and self-pledged to a rigid perform-
ance of them. His interest in the Institution has been limited only by 
the conditions of his position. His death, which -occurred at Hot 
Springs, Ark., on December 15, 1892, is a loss to his State and his 
country, iu whose councils he has served for eighteen years. 
THOMAS GEORGE HODGKINS. 
Thoma~ George Hodgkins was born in England in 1803, and his 
iearly boyhood was spent there. When a.bout 17 years of age, led by 
:a, youth's love of adventure, as well as by the desire to aid his family, 
·.the11 in somewhat reduced circumstances, he -shipped on one of the 
East India Company's vessels, and made a voyage to the farther east, 
where he narrowly escaped death by shipwreck. Consequent upon 
·,this misadventure, came confinement in a hospital in Calcutta for some 
·months. During this period of enforced quiet and physical inactiou, 
he formed the resolve that bis life, if spared, should henceforth be 
,devoted to adva,nciug· the welfa,re of his fellow men. 
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After recovery he retur'ned to England, where he married. A few 
years later he came to the United States, and in 1830 established him-
self as a manufacturer in New York City. Such success attended his 
business ventures ~bat in 1859 he withdrew from active pursuits and 
returned to Europe, where be traveled for some years. His heart, 
however, led him again to this country, which he .had chosen-as the 
home of his early manhood, and which he now made the abiding place 
of his mature years. In 1873 he bought a country place near_ the vil-
lage of Setauket, on Long Island·, which he named "Brambletye 
Farm," and which l>ecame his home for the remainder of his life. 
Those who had the privilege of a personal acquaintance with Mr. 
Hodgkins saw in him not only a man of unusual judgment iu business 
affairs, of broad and far-reaching philanthropy, and of deep sincerity 
in his purpose to benefit his fellow-creatures, but tbey were struck by 
the breadth of his views as expressed in connection with subjects gen-
erally held to pertain more exclusively to 1mrely scientific research, 
every do~ain of which he gladly sought to make contributory to his 
earnest desire to l>enefit mankind. 
His life was simple and his wants but few, and requiring only a small 
portion of the produets of the home farm for his own use, he pursued 
his long-established habit of systematic benevolence by giviIJg the 
remainder to those around him. 
Fulfilling also the purpose, formed long years before, to further the 
g·ood of mankind by all means at his command, he devoted the greater 
part of his large fortune to various benevolent objects, reserving but a 
comparatively smali sum for his own support. _ 
His sympathy for the helpless and weak led him to contribute largely 
to the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, and 
- to the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. He 
gave $100,000 to the Royal Institution of Great Britain and $200,000 to 
the Smithsonian Institution, stipulating that while the latter sum 
should be included with the original Smithson F.oundation, that the 
income from one-half of it should be devoted to researches and inves-
tigations on atmospheric air in connection with the welfare of man. 
The death of Mr. Hodgkins occurred at his home in Setauket on the 
25th of November, 1892. Those whose duty it is to carry out the plans 
· and to administer the trust laid upon them by the bequest of this man, 
who so simply and earnestly determined to make the world better by bis 
life, are glad to know that he had-the satisfaction of living to see, and 
to approve the initiatory steps taken in administering the Hodgkins 
fund of the Smithsonian Institution. A biography of him, in some 
respects fuller and more personal, will be found in the minutes of the 
Board of Regents for the present year. 
Respectfully submitted, 
S. P. LANGLEY, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 
APPENDIX TO SECRETARY'S · REPORT. 
APPENDIX I. 
THE NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
The detailed report of the Assistant Secretary in charge, upon the operations of 
the Museum for the year will be published as Part II of the Report of the Smith-
sonian Institution. I shall here speak of only the more important matters. · 
·Additions to the collections.-The additions to all departments of the Museum dur-
ing the year number 82,148 specimens. These were for the most part miscellaneous 
in character, and, while valuable in themselves, di<l. not tend to so lar~e an extent 
to supply gaps in the various series as would be the case were larger funds avail-
able for purchases. Important collections made by the U. S. Geological Survey, U. 
S. Fish Commission, and several other bureaus of the Government, in connection 
with their regular work, have been transmitted to the Museum. ·with the care of 
such collections the Museum is charged by act of Congress. 
· A table showing the number of specimens now in each department of the Museum 
and for each year since 1882 accompanies the report of the Assista.nt Secretary 
which has been already referred to. 
The scientific staff.-The number of scientific departments in the Museum remains 
the same as last year, and few changes in the personnel have been made. Mr. Fred-
erick vV. True, curator of mammals, has been designatecl "Curator-in-charge" and 
acts as the executive officer· of the Museum, in the absence of the Assistant Secretary. 
The proportion of honorary curators remains the same as last year. About five-
sevenths of the departments are presided over by unpaid officers who are officially 
attached to other departments and bureaus of the Government, especially the U.S. 
Geological.Survey and the U.S. Fish Commission. This arrangement is in the interest 
of economy, but it is not conducive to the general welfare of the Museum that the 
proportion should be so large as at present, since the necessity of devoting most of 
their time to other matters makes.it impossible for the honorary curators to advance 
the work of their departments as they could if they were attached to the Museum 
alone. 
Distribution of specimens.-It has for many years been customary to distribute to 
educational establishments, as far as practicable, the duplicate material separated 
from the Museum collections. This . has been possible hitherto, as a part of the 
systematic operations of the Museum, only in the case of :fishes, marine invertebrates-
rocks, minerals, and casts of prehistoric implements, although special collections 
-have occasionally been prepared to meet special needs. A large number of sets of 
rocks and minerals have been sent out during the year. During the two decades 
from 1871 to 1890 about 278,000 specimens in all were distributed. The duplicates in 
other departments of the Museum are being arranged in sets for distribution as fast 
as the facilities at the disposal of the curators permit. 
During the year ending June 30, 1893, the number of specimens sent out in 
exchange or distributed to educational institutions was 13,581. 
Visitors.-The totalnumberofvisitors to the Smithsonian building during the year 
was 174,188, and to the Museum building 319,930, giving a total of 494,188 persons who 
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• visited the two buildings. This total shows an increase of 109,476 over the previous 
year. 
P.u,blications.-The Report of-the National Museum for 1890 (Part II of the Smith, 
_sonian Report) has been published, and that for 1891 will shortly be issued. The 
rep'ort for 1892 is in the hands of the Public Printer. 
Volume XIV of the Proceedings of the Museum has been issued in bound form, and 
all the separate papers composing Volume xv have been received ;,.,nd distributed. 
The manuscript of a number of papers belonging to Volume xvr hns also been 
sent to the Public Printer, ancl several of these were issued in pamphlet form before 
the close of the fiscal year. 
Part F, of Bulletin No. 39, ''Directions for collecting and preserving insects," by 
C. V. Riley, and Part G, of the same Bulletin, •'Instructions for collecting mollusks 
and other useful hints for the conchologist," by William H. Dall, and also Bulletin 40, 
"The Published Writings of George Newbold Lawrence, 1844-1891," by L.S. Foster, 
have been published. Bulletin 41,· "The Published ·writings of Dr. ChaTles Girard," 
by G. Brown Goode, and Bulletin 42, "A preliminary descriptive catalogue of the 
systematic collections in economic geology and metallurgy in the U. S. National 
·Museum,'' by Frederic P. Dewey, were issued dnring the preceding year. 
The manuscript for Bulletin 43, "A Monograph of the Bats of North America," by 
Harrison Allen, M. D., Bulletin 44, "Catalogue of the Lepidopterous Superfamily 
Noctuidai found in Boreal America," by John B. Smith, Bulletin 45, "The Myriapoda 
of North America," by Charles Harvey Bollman, and Bulletin 46, "Monograph of the 
NorthAmericanProctotrypidai," by vVilliam H. Ashmead, has beeu sent to the Public 
Printer, the illustrations have been engraved, and the text put in type. Special 
Bulletin No. 1, "Life Histories of North American Birds," by Capt . Charles E. 
Bendire, honorary curator ~f birds' eggs in the Museum, has been issued. This is 
the first quarto volume publishetl. by the Museum. Special Bulletin No. 2, "Oceanic 
Ichthyology," a monograph of the deep sea and pelagic fislles of the world, by G. 
Brown Goode and Tarleton H. Bean, is in the hands of tlte Public Printer, and it 
is expected that the volume will be ready for distribution early in the next year. 
The demand for the Museum publications has increased to such an extent that 
many worthy applications are daily refused. An increase in the allotment for 
printing can not be too strongly urged, in or<ler that the Museum may be enabled to 
place a full series of its publications in representative libraries iu different parts of 
each State: If a wi<ler distribution of publications of the Museum were provided 
for, the Museum would undoubtedly r eceive in exchange the valuable publications 
of many scientific institutions which are at present only meagerly represented in 
its library. 
Tli e World's Columbian Exposition.-On April 25, 1890, an act "to provide for 
celebrating the four hnndre<Hh anniversary of the discovery of America by Christopher 
· Columbus by holding an international exhibition of arts, iudustries, manufactures, 
anu the product of the soil, mine, and sea in the city of Chicago, in the State of 
Illinois," was approved by the President of the United States. This act authorized 
t.hc participation of the Executive Departments, the Smithsonian Institution and 
National Museum, and the U. S. Fish Commission in the Exposition . A Gov-
e~nment Board of Control was organized, consisting of representatives of each 
of these Departments. They were appointed by the President of the United States, 
and under their control was placed the preparation, installation, and administration 
of the GoYernment exhibit. Upon my recommenc1ation, Dr. G. Brown Goode, 
As istant ecretary of the Smithsonian Institution in charge of the Natioual 
1:nseum, was appointed Representative of the Smithsonian Institution and National 
Museum. 
As soon as the character and scope of the exhibit had been decided upon, agents 
w ·re at on o instructed to proceed to various localities, with a view to collecting 
ma,terial necessary for illustratino- the condition of the continent at the time oftts 
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discovery by Columbus, and · for representing the animal life and the natural 
resources of the country. The work of mounting and arranging the specimens was 
immediately begun, and continued until the beginning of the present calendar year. 
In February, the first shipments to Chicago were made. The entire-exhibit filled 
twenty-nine cars. On the opening day, May 1, the exhibits were all in, place and 
were fonp.ally opened to tlle pn blic. 
In the act authorizing the Exposition special provision was made for the con-
struction of a separa.te bl!,ilding for the exhibits of the United States Government, at 
a cost of $400,000. A bout 22,000 square feet of floor space were assigned to the Smith-
sonian Institution and National Museum at the south center of the building. 
Before closing these statements I feel it my duty again to $1,llude to the over-
crowded condition of the halls of . the present Museum building. This has been 
. temporarily alleviated to some extent by the transmission of a large number of 
specimens from several departments of the Museum to the vVorld's Columbian 
Exposition, but at the close of the Exposition these objects will be returned. Some 
provision must also be made for the objects which were acquired especially for the 
:Expositio1i, as well as for material which will doubtless be presented to the United . 
States by foreign governments and private exhibitors. 
I have already called attention to the large number of specimens, now in the 
storerooms, which have never yet been provided for, and which are in danger of 
deteriorating, owing to the impossibility of properly caring for them. I am aware 
that the burden of these remarks has become au annual repetition, but I feel it my 
duty to continue to make these representations until Congress, upon whom the 
responsibility falls, shall erect an additional Museum building, or at least :fire-proof 
storage-sheds. 
I must again call attention to the need of larger appropriations for the current 
work. The number of visitors and the demands of the public are constantly 
increasing, and more money is necessary in order to carry on legitimate work in a bus-
iness like and effective manner. The clerical employes are paid less than in the 
Executive Departrnents, and many of them leave after a short period of service, to 
the serious detriment of the Museum, which is compelled to train new clerks, 
In the matter of heating and lighting, to which I eailed special attention in my 
last report, I trust that the full amount asked for, including the cost of new heating 
apparatus, which I have estimateu at $4,000, will be allowetl by Congress. I may 
add that rnnch sickness has occurred during previous· winters owing to the impossi-
bility of keeping all the offices in the lrnilding properly heated with the small 
amonnt of coal which could be purchased. 
APPENDIX II. 
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY FOR THE 
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1893. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report on the work of the Bureau 
under my charge during the :fisQ.al year ending June 30, 1893. In recent years the 
researches of the Bureau have been largely topical and carried forward along lines 
representing the chief natural divisions of ethnologic science. The report is arranged 
bv th~e subjects of investigation. 
PICTOGRAPHY AND SIGN LANGUAGE. 
Researches concerning the pictography and sign language of the native American 
tribes were continued by Col. Garrick Mallery, who spent a part of the year in 
the :field in 11orthern New England and contiguous territory in special work among 
the survivors of the Abnaki, Micmac, and other Algonquian tribes. The work 
resulted in sub·sta~1tial additions to knowledge of the picture writing and gesture 
speech among these people. During the greater part of the year Col. Mallery was 
occupied in the office :first in preparing and afterward in revising and correcting 
the proof sheets of his extended report entitled "Pict{ire writing of the Ameri-
can Indians," which forms the greater part of the tenth annual report of the 
Bureau. This elaborate treatise is a practically exhaustive monograph on the sub-
ject to which it relates, The plates and text illustrations, which together comprise 
nearly fourteen hundred figures, were collected with care and represent the aborigi-
nal picture writing of all p.ortions of the country with :fidelity, while t _he signifi.-
cance and relations of the glyphs are discussed in detail in the text. 
During the later portion of the year, in intervals of the work of proof revising, 
Col. Mallery continued the collection and arrangement of material relating to 1'1e 
sign language of the American aborigines . A preliminary treatise on this subject 
was published in one of the early reports of the Bureau; but since that time, partly 
through the stimulus to study of the habits and customs of our native tribes afforded 
by that publication, a large amount of additional material has been obtained. It is 
the purpose to collate and discuss this material in a final monograph, which will be, 
it is believ~d, even more comprehensive than that on pictography, and Col. Mallery 
has ma,de satisfactory progress in this work. 
Dr. W. J. Hoffman, who has for some years been associated with the work on pic-
tography and sign lang1.1age, was occupied during the greater part of the year in 
collateral researches relating to the ceremonies of a secret society (the "Grand 
M dicine Society") of the Menomoni Indians of Wisconsin. Beginning with the 
study of the pictographs and gestures of these Indians he gradua,lly extended his 
inve tigations to other characteristics of the tribe, and for three years in succession 
attended the initiation of candidates into their most important secret society, and 
wa. thus enabled to obtain the archaic linguistic forms used only in the language 
employed in thee oteric ritual. The data collectecl were sub.se<J.ueutly collated with 
a vi w to publication. ome attention was also given to linguistic matter, includ~ 
ing sture speech, collected among the Absaroka Indians in Montana and the Leech 
lake band of Ojibwa Indians in Minnesota. 
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ARCHEOLOGY. 
Archeologic researches were actively coutinned by Prof. W. H. Holmes,. with sev-
eral collaborators and assistants, in different eastern States-a.nd in the interior. The 
work in eastern United States has been notably rich in results of scientific value. 
Prof. Holmes examirn;id in detail the novaculite quarries of Arkansas, .the pipestone 
quarries of Minnesota, ancl the ancient copper mines of Isle RQyale, Mich. He also 
made important studies at various points in the valleys of Potomac, Genesee, and 
Ohio rivers, and his surveys and examinations in the Delaware valley, particularly . 
about Trenton, were especially extended. At the la.st-named locality advantage 
was taken of the excavation of a broad and deep trench parallel with the river frout 
at Trenton to study carefully the late glacial gravels commonly supposed to yield 
human relics. F'or a period of six weeks the excellent exposures made in this trench, 
·25 t,o 35 feet deep, were constantly watched by Pro_f. Holmes and Mr. William Din-
widdie, without, however, the :finding of a single artificial object in the previously 
undisturbed gravels. This negative result is believed to be of great importance to 
American archeology. Special examinations, frequently requiring excavations, were 
made of the ancient soapstone quarries of the District of Columbia and in Virginia, 
Mr. Dinwiddie ancl Mr. Gerard Fowke aiding in the work; and toward the close of 
the year Mr. De Lancey W. Gill, of the U.S. Geological Survey, was detailed to make 
an examination of the ancient mica mines of North Carolina. Valuable collections 
of material representing aboriginal arts and industries grew out of this work. 
In December Prof. Holmes was placed in charge of the exhibit of the Bureau of 
Ethnology for the World'8 Columbian Exposition at Chicago, and several months 
were occupied mainly in pre.paring, classifying, fabeling, and arranging the exhibit, 
which includes (1) a, series of collections illustrating aboriginal quarrying, mining, 
and implement-maki'ng industries; (2) various copections of ethnologic material 
made chiefly by collaborators of the Bureau; an~l (3) a series of life-size :figures 
illustrating the domestic life, arts, ancl industries of the aborigines. It is a ple_asure 
to observe that this exhibit attracted great attention among v isitors to the Fair. 
Messrs. H. W. Henshaw, James Mooney, F. H. Cushing, and Gerard Fowke aided 
in thepreparation of this exhibit. 
At intervals throughout the year Prof. Holmes continued researches concerning 
the development of the shaping arts. Hitherto, American archeologists have in 
general been content to accept the cla.ssification of prehiAtoric -peoples into culture 
stages based on the products _of art work in stone, the classification being derived 
from European .studieR. During the last decade different a;rcheologists have devoted 
much attention to the development of pristine cultnre as indicated by the art.ificial 
stone implements, weapons, ancl other objects found in ma,ny parts of this country, 
and have come to question the applicability of the European classification. While 
t,he investigation can :riot be regarded as complete, it is worthy of note that a large 
body of data has been brought together which seem to afford a basis for an indige-
nous classification of primitive American art products. This classification will, it 
is believed, eventually give character to t1rnt branch of American archeology which 
deals with art in stone. 
Mr. Cosmos Minde]eff continued bis study of the Pueblo relics and prepar~d an 
elaborate treatise on the subject for the press. This work, under the title "Aborig-
inal Remains in the Valley of the Rio Verde," is now completed and forms part of 
the thirteenth annual report. It illustrates in detail the architecture and various 
industrial arts recorded in the ruined cities of ·pre-Columbian tribes in the 
Southwest. 
In addition to the surveys and researches already noted, Mr. Gerard Fowke was 
employed for several months in archeologic explorations in Ohio. He was able to 
obtain much valuable material. 
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INDIAN MOUNDS. 
The 1.·esearches concerning the ancient Indian mounds distributed over many por-
tions of the country, particularly the Mississippi Valley, have been continued by 
Dr. Cyrus Thomas. The chief work during tho year has been the preparation of 
matter for publication antl the revision of prooft:i of text and illustrations. The ' 
principal results of D~. Thomas's researches am fr1corporatctl in a monograph of over· 
700 pages in the eleventh annual report: Several minor papers relating to differ-· 
ent classes of articles collectecl from mounds also are in variow stages of preparaJ 
tion, two being reatly for publication. _ 
In addition to his special work on the Indian mounds, Dr. Thomas was able td 
deYote some time to the study of certain Mexican codices of exceptiona l archeo-
logic interest. Considerable progress has been made in analyzing the characters of' 
the Maya codices, and it is believecl that these highly significant inscriptions may' 
ultimately be deciphered by means of the methods devised arnl pnrsued by him. 
No field work was wnducted in this branch of the Bureau during the year. 
SOCIOLOGY. 
The ·work on sociology of the American Irnlians was continued. by Mr. H. W. HenJ 
shaw. The earlier part of the year was spent in collecting sociologic and linguistic 
materials among the Indians of Butte, Menclocino, and San Diego counties, CaliforJ 
nia. Early in 1893 Mr. Henshaw was unfortunately compelled 1.Jy ill health to ask 
for indefinite leave of absence. 
Mr. James Mooney spent the greater part of the year in the tield collecting infor-
mation concerning the Sioux ghost dance, aml concerning the habits, customs, and 
social relations of the Kiowa and other tribes, visiting the Sioux Indians at Pine 
Ridge, S. Dak., the Shoshoni and northern Arapaho in Wyoming, and. the 
Cheyenne, southern Arapahos, Kiowa, Comanche, and associated tribes in Okla-
homa.. In addition to valuable literary material, he made important collections of 
objects representing aboriginal life, including n, series of Kiowa sliield models with 
illustrative pictography affording data for a study of primitive heraldry, and three 
important calendars. 
In December Mr. Moorniy was commissioned to make collections amoI)g the Nava-
jos and Moquis of New Mexico and Arizona for exhibition at tho V1orld's Fair. This 
work resulted in a remarkable collection of unique material from two of our most 
interesting native tribes, including the products of industrial arts, costnmery, etc., 
as well as the photographs and materials needed for preparing and exhibiting a 
series of groups of life-sized figures illustrating domestic life, industries, and cere-
monies. In addition an unprecedentedly extensive collectiou of Indian food products 
was obtained for the National Museum. 
LINGUISTICS. 
Linguistic researches were continued by Rev. J. Owen Dorsey, Dr. Albert S. 
Gatschet, and Mr. J. N. B. Eewitt. Mr. Dorsey continued his im·estig.ations in con-
nection with the report on Indian synonymy, making a thorough study of the 
Catawba ~ribes and thc~r habitats. He also resumed work on the Biloxi language, 
at firs~ usrng the material collected during the previous year, arranging the Biloxi 
v~rbs_m fou:rteen conjugations, making a list of Biloxi onomatopes, and compiling a 
B1lox1-Eughsh vocabulary of about two thousand entries too-ether with a cataloo-ne 
0 ~ ~iloxi roots. For the purpose of carryh1g this in-resti;ation to completion°he 
visited L ecompte, La., during the winter and spent two months with the survivors 
of this interesting tribe. In addition lie practically finished the work of editino-
the manuscript of Rigg, , ''Dakota Grammar, Texts and Ethnoo-raphy" which co1~ 
stitut Volume IX of the series of Contributions to North .Americ;n Ethuoloo·r. 
Pro ~s of this work, which is about to leave the press, were revised during the latt~r 
portion of the year. 
The <1,rlier part of the year was spent hy Dr. Gatscbet iu the stutly of the Wichita 
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language a.t the Educational Home for Indian boys in Philadelphia. Special atten -
tiou was given to the Wichita verb, which, like the verb of all the Caddoan lan-
guages, is highly complex in its inflections and in the permutability of its conso-
nants. From October 1 np to the end of April Mr. Gatscbet was occupied in the 
study of the Peoria, Shawnee ( or Shawano), Arapaho, and Cheyenne languageti in 
Incliaii Territory. Eight weeks were devoted to the Peoria language, during which 
period over three thousand terms and a corresponding number of phrases and sen-
tences were collected and revised. This stndy is deemed of exceptional interest, 
since no texts of the Peoria language arc known to have appeared in print. 
The Shawnee was the language next taken up. Assisted in the field by good 
interpreters, Dr. Gatscbet obtained copies and reliable material in texts of the 
phraseology and terms of the Shawnee language, a number of verbal and nominal 
paradigms, and a choice selection of.instances showing them ultiplicity of duplication. 
Subsequently be took up the Arapaho and Cheyenne languages. Both are nasal-
izing and are spoken in several dialects differing but little from each other. Ample 
collections were made of lexical and phraseological material, with texts and some 
poetic specimens. The ethnographic study of these genuine prairie Indians is highly 
interesting, since they have bad but a few years of intercourse with the white man 
and his civilizing, as well as corrupting, inflnences. 
Mr. Hewitt continued his work on the Iroquoian languages, with which he is 
thoroughly familiar. He was able to ascertain and formulate the principles or canons 
governing the number, kind, and position of notional stems in symphrases, or wor<l-
sen tences, Six rules are formula.ted which establish and govern the morphologic 
ground plan of words and word-sentences. These are as follows: 
First. The simple or the cornpouud stem of a notional word of a word-sentence 
niay not be emp'.oyed as an element of discourse without a prefixed simple or com-
plex personal pronoun, or sign or flexion denotive of gender, ·the prefixion of the 
latter taking place with nouns <lllly. 
Seconu.. Only two notional steins may be combined in the same word-sentence, 
aud they must belong respectively to different parts of speech. 
Third. An adjective-stem may not combine with a verb-stem, but it may unite 
with the formative thli', to make or cause, or with the incboative i;i. 
Fourth. The stem of a verb or adjective may com1ine ,vith the stem of a noun, 
and such stem of a verb or adjective must be placed after and neYcr before the noun-
stero. 
Fifth. A qualificative or other word or element mnst not be interposed between 
the two combined stems of compound notional words, nor between the simple or 
compound notional stem and its simple or complex pronominal prefix. 
Sixth. Derivative anu. formtttive change may be effected only by the pre:fixion or 
suffixion of suitable flexions to ·the morphologies fixed by the foregoing rules or 
canons. 
Mr. Hewitt also continued his general study of the Iroquoian languages de-
scribed in previous reports, and collected additional material relating to the man-
nen,, customs, and history of the Iroquis Iudians, chiefly by translation and abstrac-
tion from tho Jesuit relations and accounts of the early French explorers. He also 
continued work on the Tnskarora-English dictionary and grammar. 
MYTHOLOGY. 
The researches in mythology, by Mr. Frank Hamilton Cushing and Mrs. Matilda 
Coxe Stevenson, were continued throughout the year. Mr. Cushing was occupied 
chiefly in arranging anu collating material previously collected, with a view to pub-
lication. An important result of bis work is the demonstration of the fact that tlte 
mythic concepts, which form so large a part of the intellectiial life of primitive 
peoples are greatly modified by the bodily organs and functions exercised in their 
expression. In some cases this ·relation between organ or function on the one hand 
and concept on the other is so intimate as to justify the ascription of the modern con-
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cept to dual causes, of which the firr,;t is intellectual, while the·hardly less essential 
second·cause is physiologk; e. g., it may be shown conclusively that the decimal sys-
tem forming the basis of the arithmetic of certain southwes+ern tribes is essentially 
indigenous and has grown up through successive generations from counting on the 
fingers in certain definite ways. This relation between concepts and physiologic 
structure is especially significant in its bearing on the development of primitive 
mythology. . 
Mrs. Stevenson was occupied during a part of the year in revising for the press 
her report entitled "The Sia," which forms the leading paper of the twelfth annual 
report of the Bureau, now in the hands of the printer. She was also engaged for 
several ~onths in the preparation_ of a memoir on the secret societies and ceremo-
nials of the Zuni Indians. Mrs. Stevenson's researches OU these southwestern tribes 
have not only resulted in important contributions to knowledge of the primitive 
beliefs by whiqh the daily life of these peoples was governed, but have also thrown 
light on the migrations and ethnic relations of their ancestors. The monogra.ph on 
this subject, which is illustrated by numerous graphic representations, is approach-
ing completion. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY, 
The work on bibliography of native American languages was continued by Mr. 
James C. Pilling. Two numbers of the series of bibliographies were issued as 
bulletins of the Bureau during the year, another was sent to press, and a fourth was 
nearly completed in manuscript. · The later proofs of the sixth of the series, which 
re1::ttes to the Athapascan languages, were revised early in the year. _The work 
was subsequently issued as a bulletin of 138 pages, embracing 544 titular entries 
with 4 facsimile re~roductions. Although the publication was not dh;tributed 
until spring of the present calenilar year, it has already been favorably noticed in 
scientific journals in this and other countries; and the critical reviews show that 
the students of our native languages place this work by Mr. Pilling on the same 
high plane accorded the previous volumes of t,he series. 
The bibliography of the Chinookan languages (including the Chinook jargon) 
was sent to press in October and proof revision was finished in April. In the com-
pilation of this bibliography much attention was given to the origin and growth of 
the Chinook jargon, or "trade language," of the northwestern coast, which has 
come to be an international dialect, affording the established means of communica-
tion between tbe whites and the several native tribes occupying the region between 
the State of ·washington an<l Alaska, whose languages are many and diverse. 
While this bibliography (the seventh of the series) comprises but 94 pages and 
includes only 270 titular entries, it is believed that it will prove no less valuable to 
linguistic students than the earlier numbers, since it js substantially a record of a 
dead language, there being but one man now living who ful1y understands the 
tongue on which the linguistic relations of the family rest. The edition of this bul-
letin was delivered by the Public Printer in May. 
The manu cript of the bibliography of the Sa,lishan langnages was sent to press 
in March, and proof revision is in progress. 'This work exceeds in volume the 
Chinookan bibliography, and, like that, deals with the records of.one of the highly 
interesting group of native tono-nes of our Pacific region, which, though doomed 
t early extinction, are among the most important sources of information concerning 
the dev lopm nt of language. 
Toward the close of the year Mr. Pilling was occupied h1 preparing for the press 
the bibliography of the Wakashan languages, the ninth number of the series, which 
i now well adYanced. 
The• va1ue of th veral bibliographies has been greatly enhanced, and their prep-
aration ha b n ma rially facilita.ted through the cooperation of linguistic 
tu nt in i~ r nt parts f the ountry . , pecial acknowledgments are due Mr. 
liorati Ha.I , th well-known pbilologi t, anu Mr. J. K. Gill, author of a dictionary 
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of the Chinook jargon, for aid in the preparation of Chinookan bibliography; and 
Mr. Pilling acknowledges equal obligations to the Rev'. Myron Eells and Dr. Franz 
Boas for information concerning the Chinookan and Salishan languages. 
SYNONYMY OF INDIAN TRIBES. 
The preparation of this work, which has engaged the attention of nearly all the 
collaborators of the Bureau at various times, · is well advanced. During the year 
Messrs H. W. Henshaw, F. Webb Hodge, James Mooney, and J. Owen Dorsey have 
contributed to the work. The portions of the synonymy relating to the tribes of 
the following stocks are ready for publication: 
Attacapan, Beothukan, Kalapooian, Karankawan, Kusan, Lutuamiau, Muskho-
gean, Natchesan, Skittagetan, Tirrmquauan, Tonikan, Uchean, Yakonan, and Yuman. 
In addition, the Algonquian and Iroquoian families-two of the largest and most 
important-require comparatively little elaboration by Mr. Mooney (to whom these 
stocks were originally assigned) to make them read.y for press. 
When his other duties permitted Mr. Hodge devoted attention to the elaboration 
of material pertaining to the Piman family, as well as that of the Pueblo stocks 
(Zunian, Keresan, Tafioan, and the Tusayan division -of the Shoshonean). Very 
little work is now required to finally complete for publication the material 
relating to these tribes . In addition, Mr. Hodge introduced into the descriptions 
formerly made of some twenty stocks (principally i_n California) a large body of 
new material made known by r ecent investigators. 
PSYCHOLOGY. 
Within recent years it has come to be recognized by many ethnologists that the 
mythic concepts, and through these the social institutions, of primitive peoples are 
depe1ident on a limited number of factors, including (1) individual and tribal envi-
ronment and (2) individual and collective modes and habits of thought. Now the 
first of these factors has received the attention of nearly all investigators, while the 
second has receivedmuch less consideration and is frequently ignored. Accordingly, 
it has been thought desirable to undertake the investigation of intellectual method 
for the purpose of developing the principles of psychology, and thus affording a more 
definite basis for the researches in mythology and sociology. To this subject the 
Director has devoted a considerable part of the year, and a tentative system of psy-
chology which will, it is belieYed, prove a useful guide for further researches has 
been formulated. 
EXPLORATION. 
The Dil'ector spent several weeks.in ethnologic exploration in the Northern Pacific 
slope. The territory lying between the Sierra Nevaua Mountains and the Pacific is 
of exceptional value to ethnologists by reason of the r emarkable number of independ-
·ent linguistic stocks crowded into a relatively small area; three-fourths of the dis-
tinct groups of peoples in this country, and fully half of all known on the Western 
Hemisphere, are found in this locality. The northern part of the tract has never 
been explored by students; anrl in the hope of discovering additional stocks among 
the remainiug tribes, and in t.1.1e hope of gaining additional knowledge concerning the 
origin of this remarkable diversity of languages, an exploratory trip was planned. 
The results of the observations are incorporated in repo'rts now in course of prepara-
tion for the press. Mr. Henshaw, in southern California, and Mr. Mooney, in the 
northern Rocky Mountain region, also penetrated areas and encountered Indians not 
previously seen by scientific students. 
MISCELLANEOUS WORK. 
As incidentally noted in preceeding paragraphs, much time and thought have 
been g-iven to the installation of an cthnologic exhibit in the World's Columbian 
Exposition at Chicago. This exhibit occupies the southern portion of the Govern-
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ment building. It comprise~ a large amount of material of popular as well as sci-
entific interest, derived from various portions of the country, a considerable part 
of this material having been collected or prepared especially for the Exposition. 
Most of the collaborators of the Bureau have contributed directly or indirectly to 
this exhil>it. 
The work of the modeling department has been continued. The chief work has 
lain in the restoration and repair of models previously constructed and exhibited at 
the expositions in New Orleans and Madrid. A nnmber of new mode1s and several 
replicas of models already constructed have, however, been executed, chiefly for 
use in the Columbian Exposition. 
During the year an exceptional number of applications for definite information 
concerning our native tribes have been received from the publishers of encyclopedias, 
dictionaries, physical geographies, and other standard works, and in view of the 
educational value of these publications and. the manifest public advantage to be 
gained from the diffusion of the results of the latest scientific researches, it bas been 
deemed important to respond to such applications as fully as possible. Much infor-
mation has been disseminated in this way during the year, and several encyclopedia 
articles have been prepared by the director and different collaborators of the Bureau. 
ILLUSTRATIONS. 
The work connected with th~ illustration of reports has been con:tinued under the 
supervision of Mr. DeLancey W. Gill, chief of the division of illustrations ·of the 
Geological Survey, the actual l abor of executing drawings being performed in large 
part by Miss Mary Irvin Wright and Miss Mary M. Mitchell. Most of the work 
done by the former artist is highly elaborate, comprising drawings of pueblo life 
and ceremomals and representations of scenes in t,he ceremonials of the Sioux 
ghost dance. The chief work of the latter has been the preparation of drawings of 
Indian implements, principally objects of stone. Two hundred and :fifty-seven orig-
inal drawings designed for reproduction by various processes were executed during 
the year. 
One thousauu three hundred and forty-four engraved proofs have been received 
from the Pnblic Printer during the fiscal year and have been examined, revised or 
approved, arnl returneu. The printed editions of all chromolithographs used in tbe 
publications of the Bnreau have also been examined and the imperfeet sheets 
rejected. 
Tbe photographic work of the Bureau has been ably uirected, as in previous years, 
by Mr. J. K. Hillers. The following statement includes the work done in the pho-
tographic laboratory during the year: · 
Size. 
28 by 34 ii;chcs . .......... _ .. 42 
22l>y28inches ..... _ .... - .. . 
20by24inches .. ... ......... 20 
14 by 17 inches..... ..... .... 05 
11 by 14 inches.............. 42 
8 by 10 inches ........ ...... ·1 2G 
5 by 8 inches._ .. ... . _._ .. __ ...... __ . _. 
4 by 5 inches ... _ . . .......... ___ ...... . 
I have the honor t0 b : yonrs, with respect, 
fr. . P. LA GLJff, 
ecreta1·y of the mithsonian In stitittion 
137 
10 
83 
309 
85 
172 
· 020 
1, 15J 
J. W. Powgu., 
l>ireoto1'. 
APPENDIX Ill. 
REPORT OF THE CURATOR OF EXCHANG8S FOR THE YEAR ENDING 
JUNE 30, 1893. 
Sm: I have the honor to prese,nt the following brief report, chiefly statistical, of 
the operations of the Burea11 of International Ex:changes for the fiscal year ·ending 
June 30, 1893: 
TABULAR STATEMENT OF THE WORK 01•' THE BUREAU. 
The work of tlie bnrean for the year is succinctly given in the annexed table, pre-
. pared in a form adopted in preceding reports: 
Transaction.s of the Bti1·eau, of Intemat-ional Exchanges cltwing the fl8cal year 1892-'93. 
Date. 
1892, 
July .............. . 
.August ........... . 
September ........ . 
Octouer ........... . 
NoYember ........ . 
December. .. ...... . 
1893. 
January ...... ... . . 
.February ......... . 
March ...... ...... . 
.April ......... .. . . . 
Nay . ............. . 
June .............. . 
7,460 
13,635 
14,592 
5, 905 
5,508 
11 ,994 
5, 687 -
6, 038 
7,379 
5,344 
11, 741 
5,771 
Total . . . . . . . . 101, 063 
Increase ov e r 
19,228 
15,028 
14, 725 
17,342 
18,599 
16,449 
12,883 
20,305 
22. 894 
12,023 
20,328 
11 , 124 
Ledger accounts. 
162 
216 
157 
153 
150 
139 
165 
145 
187 
166 
202 
173 
147 
299 
173 
146 
126 
288 
147 
170 
195 
158 
243 
227 
200,928 1i, 896 2,414 8,554 5,010 29,454 19,996 878 2,013 2, l59 
1891-'92 ......... . 4,036 ~-25, 589 692 370 644 486 3,854 *-3, 140 *-137 *-310 *-493 
•· Decrease. 
For comparison with previous years I add a tabular statement from 1886 to 1893, 
inclusive, by which the growth of the service is made apparent: 
----------------
-----------I -1-8·8- -G-__ •8-' 7_. ~~7~~11888-'89 . . ~89-'~ 1890-~ 0l. 
1891-'92. 1 1892-'93. 
·- ---l-----
1 
Number of packages received. 61,940 75,107 75, 96G 
Weightof packages received. 141,263 149,630 179,928 
Ledger accounts: 
Foreign societies ..... . .. 
7,396 
4,194 4,466 
J!'oreign individuals ..... . 4, 153 ' 4. 699 
Domestic societies ...... . 1,070 1,355 : 
Domestic inclh7 idnals . ... 
2,165 
1,556 2,610 I 
Domestic packages sent .. ... 10,294 12, 301· 17, 218 
Invoices written ........ ..... 15,288 18,525 14,095 
Cases shipped abroad ........ 692 663 693 
Letters received .. ........... 1,13 1 1,062 1,214 
Lotters written .............. 1,211 I 1,804 2,050 
82,572 90; 666 
202,657 237,612 
I 
5,131 5,981 I 
6,340 7,072 I 
1, 43t 1,588 
H, 100 4,207 
13, 216 29,047 
16,948 21,923 
873 962 
1,501) 2,207 
1,625 2,417 
97, 027 ! 101,063 
226,517 ! 200, 1)28 
i 
6,204 i 
7,910 
2,044 
4. 524 
26,000 
23, 136 
1,015 
2,323 
2,752 
49 
6,896 
8,554 
2,414 
5,010 
29, 45i 
10,996 
878 
2,013 
2. 259 
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EXPEN_SES. 
The expense of the Exchange Bureau are met in llart by direct appropriation 
by Congress and in part by appropriations made to Government Departments or 
Bureaus, either in their contingent fonds or in specific terms for repayment to the 
Smithsonian Institution of a portion ~f the cost of transportation. In 1878 the Board 
of Regents established a charge of 5 cents per pouncl weight for the publications 
sent out or received by the various Government bureaus, this charge being neces-
sary to prevent an undue tax upon the resources of the Institution, as the appro-
priations made by Congress have never been sufficient to meet the entire cost of the 
&ervice. For similar reasons it has been found necessary to make a charge of the 
same amount to Btate institutions, and from these a further small sum has been 
received. . 
The appropriation made by Congress for the :fiscal year 1892-'93 was in the fol-
lowing terms: "For expenses of the system of international exchanges between the 
United States aml foreign countries, under the direction of the Smithsonian Insti-
tution, including salaries or compensation of all necessary employes, twelve thou-
sand dollars," which amount was supplemented by a deficiency appropriation of 
$5,000~ . 
The receipts and disbursements by the accounting officer of the Smithsonian 
Institution on account of international exchanges, under elate of July 1, 1893, cov-
ering the :fiscal year immediately preceding, were as follows: 
RECEIPTS. 
Direct appropriations by Congress _____ . ____ . ____ . _______ . ___ ___ .. _____ $17,000.00 
Repayments to the Smithsonian Institution from United States Govern-
ment Departments. ___ . ________ . _____ . _____ . _____ . _____ . ____ . ___ . _ _ _ _ 1, 396. 64 
State institutions. _____ . ___ . _____ . ____________ . ___ .________ ____ ________ · 63. 85 
Repayment of freight advanced for New South Wales government board 
for international exchanges _____ ______ . ___ .. _ .... ________ __ .. __ ._____ 23. 50 
Total_ - -- -- -- . _ . _________________ . _____ . _____ . ______________ _ .. _ _ 18, 483. 99 
EXPENSES. 
For-
From spe-
cific Con-
gressional 
appropria-
tions. 
Salaries ancl compensations................................................ $13,872.52 
Freight .................................. .. .................. --- ....... -- . . 1,805. 01 
Packing.boxes . . ...... . ........ . ........ . .................. .. ......... ____ . 
Printing ............................. _ ..... _ .... __ . ...... ___ ........ _ .. _ .. . 
441.40 
217. 85 
Postage .. . .................... _............................................ 150. oo 
From other 
sources. 
Stationery ......................................................... • .... .. ·1 16, :~:: :: i--$1_,_51_8_. 4_9 
Total · - - · · · - -- - - · · - - · · - - - - - · - - . - - - - . - - - . - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 518. 25 
The foreuoing table shows that the entire amount received from Government 
bureaus and other ource was $1,483.99, making the sum practic~lly available for 
the specific purpo e of exchano-e $18,483.99, while the expenses have amounted to 
$1 ,51 .25, the d ficiency of $34.26 being made up from the Smithsonian fund. 
For the year 1 92-'93 an e timate for the entire expense of the service of $23,000 
wa submitted, this um being intend d to include in a single appropriation various 
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small items in different appropriation bills, and also an item of $2,000 to cover the 
expense of an immediate exchange of parliamentary documents with the countries 
entering into the treaty of Brussels in 1886. To this latter treaty for the immediate 
exchange of the · Congressional Record no effect has yet been given by reason of 
lack of funds. The amount originally appropriated for the service of the year 
1892-'93 was $12,000, as stated above, and this was subsequently increased by a 
deficiency appropriation of $5,000 upon urgent representation of the need of this 
further amount to carry the work through the year. 
CORRESPONDENTS. 
The new · list of corresponnents begun upon small leuger cards, January 1, 1892, 
· has proved of great convenience, and it is only by introducing labor-saving devices 
in the arrangements for handling the records that it has been at all possible to meet 
the growth of the service with the smal.ler clerical force. 
The number of new ledger cards on July 1, 1892, was 9,808, and on June 30, 1893, 
16,340, classified as follows: 
New list, since .Jan-
uary 1, 1892. Entire list. 
___________________ 
1
_ F_o_re_i_gr_1._1-_D_o_m_e_s_t1-·c_. 1-F-' o_r_e_ig_n_. , Domestfo. 
Societi es and institutions --------- -- - -~------------- 6,610 1,775 6,896 · 2,414 
Individuals._ ... __ .. _ - ___ . __ ... - - .. - - - ... - - ... - - - - - - - - · 5, 3ff8 2,587 8,554 5,010 
'.I'otal ____ . __ . _ . _ .. __ ____ . ___ .. __ . ___ .. ___ _____ _ 11,978 4,362 .15, 450 7,424 
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE OF OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS. 
Under the treaty of Brussels of 1886, the text of which was given in full in the 
report of the curator of exchanges . for 1887-'88, the exchange of the official publi-
cations oftheUnited States Government with other countries has been continued by 
the Institution, and it now forms a very large proportion of the bureau's work. 
The entire number of publications sent abroad during the year under the provision 
of the act of Congress of March 2, 1867, and of the treaty above referred to was 
31,850, and there have been received in return 5,196 packages. The United States 
Government Departments have forwarded to their correspondents abroad 16,074 
packages, and have r eceived in return 12,922 packages. The total number of 
exchanges for Government liLraries has therefore been 18,118 packages received and 
47,924 packages sent abroad, a total of 66,042 packages, or about 65 per cent of the 
entire number handled. · 
The very inadequate return for the great number of documents sent out is in part 
undoubtedly dne to the fact that no other country publishes on such a lavish scale 
as our o_wn. Direct solicitation made by a special representative to the governments 
with which W!3 are in correspondence would also probably result in a considerable 
increase to th~ Library of Congress. 
The exchange on account of Government burearn; is shown in cletail in the follow-
ing table: 
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Statenien t of Governnient exchanges during the yea,· 189,"d-'98. 
Packages- P ackages-
Name or b t'Lreau. Recei ved Sent Name of L11roa11. Received Sent 
Smithsonian Ins ti tu t ion ... . .. . 
A stro·physical Obser vatory . 
BUl'eau of Ethnology . ... . . . . 
Bllreau of International E x. 
changes . ..... .... ... ... . . . 
N ational Zoological Park . ... . . 
U. S. Agricultural Depar t ment. 
U . S. Army Medical Museum .. 
U.S. Botanic Garden .... . ..... . 
U . S. Bureau of Education . . .. . 
U .S. :C ureau of N"avigation .. . . . 
U . S. Bureau of' Ordnance, Navy 
Department ...... ..... .. . . .. 
U.S. Bureau of' Ordnance, '\Var 
Department .... . . . . ... . . ... . 
U. S. Bureau of' Statisti cs, 
Treasury Depar tment ...... . 
U . S. Census Office., .... ... .. .. 
U . S. Coast:mdGeodetic Sun-ey 
U .S. Commissioner of'Wcights 
and Measures ........... . ... _ 
U. S. Comptroller of the Cur. 
r ency ........ .. ... . .. ... . ... . 
U . S. Con_gressional Library . . . _ 
U.S. Department of .Justice .... -
U. S. Depar tmen t of L abor . . .. . 
U.S. Engineer Office ... .. . .. . . . 
U.S . Entomological Commission 
t. fJ. Fish Commission ..... . .. _ 
for . L,r . for. by. 
- --1---- --------, -------
11, 126 :1,616 ' U.S. General Land Ottice ..... _ 
7 1 U.S. Geological Snrvey ...... _ 
107 016 ! 
I 
U. S. Hydrographic 01i:ice .... . 
U. S. Indian affairs Office .... _ 
U.S. Inte-rior Department . . .. . 
U. S. Interstate Commerce I 
130 19 Commission ............... . 
3 U.S. Light.House Board ..... . 
6J ::::::: :1 U. S. Marine.Hospital SeITice . U.S. Mint . . .. . ............. .. 
2 I U.S. National Academy ..... -
U. S. National Board of Healt.11-
. .. .... . 
1 
U.S. National Museum ..... .. 
I U. S. Nau t ical Almanac Office 
U.S. Naval Observatory .... . 
I! U. S. Navy Department ..... . 
U.S. Patent Office ............ . 23 
U.S. Pli.blic Pri11 :c1· .......... . 
Gl 19 U. S. Senate ................. .. 
U . S. Signal Service .... ...... . 
U. S. State Department ..... - . 
U.S. Surgeon.General's Office 
2 .. . . . . .. 1 (Army) .. . ................ . 
5, lfJG . ... . ... : U.S. Surgeon.General's Office 
(Navyi .. ....... .. ........ . . 
18 3 . U.S. Treasury Drpnrtment . . . 
:;1 08 
1 
U.S. War Department ....... . 
7 .. ... . . . 
1 
U . S. WeatberBureau ....... .. 
70 I 24G I Totnl .. .............. . .. 
EFFIC I ENCY OF T ill•~ SE I-tVICE. 
40G 
71 
3 
23 
Gl 
1 . . 
I 
l Gl 
17 
l CG 
1 
::8 
30 
li 
170 
04.9 
295 
989 
G, 103 
141 
1,200 
573 
31, 850 
554 
H 219 
65 126 
18, 116 47, 024 
I beg to call attention to tlic nnsatisfactory f;tatc of tl10 exchange Telations with 
sev ral conntricf;, a condit ion of affairs which c~m pcrhap~ in some instances be 
remediecl. by proper representations throngh <liplomn.tic chn.nncls . The transmission 
of xchano-cs to Greece lrns been entirely snspcmle<l , n, lctt-er having been rcceivecl. 
from the librarian of the nitetl National and University Libraries, formerly acting 
as the medium for cl.istrib ut ing publ ications, requesting that with the excep t ion of 
their own exchano-e no farther boxes ue forwarcl.et1, on. acconnt of the expense 
att nding the cl.i. tribution of the pac1rngcs . Correspomleucc has been opene<l with 
a vi w to establi hing a new exchange relation, bnt so far without success. All 
transmi ·sions to Brazil ancl Chile were for a time snspcnded, owing to tr.the unsettled 
conditionofth ecountries. ·with.Mexico oar exchange relations aro also extremely 
un ati factory. 'orre pondents iu Nicaragna meet with what wouhl seem t o be 
unrea onablc cl.clay in receiving packages acl<lressetl to tJ1em, ancl I regret to stat e 
that the overnment authoritie at Calcutta have cl.eclined to receive arnl clispat cb 
packag s adclre sed to oth r than Government officials. On the other han d, very 
ffici nt international exchange 1,urcaus arc now nncl r Government auspices in 
w, nth Wal sand rn11uay . 
t rrino- to cl rical details of th offic work, it s, mi:; desirable t<> keep befor~ 
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the minds of Smithsonian correspondents the system of accounting for the material, 
often of considerable value, that passes through the exchange office. 
Under the name of each individual or society sending or receiving a package 
through tho exchange bureau, an account of all such packages is kept, with the date 
of transmission and of acknowledgment, It was found possible to abbreviate some-
what the records made npon the cards used for the purpose, and· a wuch smaller card 
was brought into use on January 1, 1892, thereby greatly facilitating the work of 
the record room. A further saving was effected by giving the "invoice numbers" 
only for the packages upon the receipt cards transmitted with tho packages, as a 
means of identification. Attention is called by a printed notice upon the outside of 
the package to this invoice number, which must be carefully compared with that 
upon the receipt carcl, and the latter is to be returned promptly. All these receipts 
are carefully arranged. and :filed. 
Only by such abbreviation of the records was -it possible to carry the exchange 
work through the year in the face of a curtailed appropriation by Congress. The 
clerical force was reduced by dropping three clerks and two packers from the roll, 
though at the end of the year, when the deficiency appropriation became available, 
a part of the force was temporarily restored, to be again reduce<l. when the :fiscal year 
closed. 
Notwithstanding these reductions 4,036 more packages were handled during 1892-
'93 than in the previous year, and at the end of June only 73 packages remained on 
hand. 
I take much pleasure in bearing witness to the efficiency of the employes in the 
exchange office and in expressing appreciation of their efforts to keep up with the 
added volume of work in spite of the unavoidable reduction in the force to handle 
it, aml I heg leave to call to your notice the careful attention to the interests of the 
Institution on the part of its special agents abroad, Dr. Felix FlU.gel, in Leipzig, and 
Messrs. William Wesley & Son, in London. 
Grateful acknowle<l.gments are also due to the following transportation compa-
nies and others for their c,mtinued liberality in granting the privilege of free freight 
or in otherwise assisting in the transmission of exchange parcels and boxes, while 
to other firms thanks are due for reduced rates of transportation in consideration of 
the disinterested services of the Institution in the diffusion of knowledge. 
LIST OF SHIPPING AGENTS AND CQNSULS TO WHOM THE EXCHANGE SERVICE IS 
INDEBTED FOR SPECIAL COURTESIES. 
d'Almeirim, Baron, Royal Portuguese consul-general, New York. 
American Boanl of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, Boston. 
Anchor Steamship Line (Henderson & Bro., agents), New York. 
Atlas Steamship Company (Pim, Forwood & Co.), New York. 
Bailey, H.B., & Co., New York. 
Bors, C., consul-general for Sweden and Norway, New York. 
Boulton, Bliss & Dallett, New York. 
Cal<l.eron, Climaco, consul-general for Colombia, New York. 
Cameron, R. W., & Co., New York. 
Baltazzi, X., consul-general for Turkey, New York. 
Compagnie G6nerale Transatlantique (A. Forget, agent), New York. 
Cunarcl Royal Mail Steamship Company (Vernon H. Brown & Co., agents), New 
York. 
Espriella, Justo R. de la, consul-general for Chile, New York. 
Hamburg-American Packet Company (R. J. Cortis, manager), Ne-w York. 
Hensel, Bruckmann & Lorbacher, New York. 
Mantez, Jose, consul-general for Uruguay, New York, 
Munoz .v Espriella, New York. 
Sl\'l: 93--4 
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Navigazione Generale Italiana (Phelps Bros . & Co.), New York. 
Netherlands American Steam Navigation Company (W. H. Vanden Toorn, agent), 
New York. 
North German Lloyd (agents: Oelrichs & Co., New York; A. Schumacher & Co., 
Bal ti more). 
Obarrio, Melchor, consul-general for Bolivia, New York. 
Pacific Mail Steamship Company (H. J. Bullay, superintendent), New York. 
Pioneer Line (R. W. Cameron & Co.), New York. · 
Perry, Ed., & Co., New York. 
Pomares, Maria:c.o, consul-general for Salvador, New York. 
Red Star Line (Peter Wright & Sons, agent:;;), New York and Phila,clelphia. 
Rohl, C., consul-general for Argentine Republic, New York. 
Royal Danish Consul, New York. 
Ruiz, Domingo L., consul-general for Ecuador. 
Stewart, Alexander, consul-general for Paraguay, Washington, D. C. 
Toriello, Enrique, consul-general for Guatemala, New York. 
White Cross Line of Antwerp (Funch, Edye & Co.), New York. 
LIST OF THE CORRESPONDENTS OF THE SMITHSONIAN THROUGH WHOM INTERNA· 
TIONAL EXCHANGES ARE TRANSMITTED • . 
Algeria: Bureau Frarn;ais des Echanges Int{'.rnationaux, Paris, France. 
Argentine Republic: Museo Nacional, Buenos Ayres. 
A.ustria-Hungary: Dr. Felix Fltigel, No. 1, Robert Schumann Strasse, Leipzig, Ger-
many. 
Brazil: Bibliotheca N acional, Rio Janeiro. 
Belgium: Commission des Echanges Internationaux, Rue du Mnsee, No. 5, Brussels . . 
Bolivia: University, Chuquisaca. 
British America: McGill College, Montreal, and Geological Survey Office, Ottawa. 
British Colonies: Crown Agents for the Colonies, London, England. 
British Guiana : The Observatory, Georgetown. 
Cape Colony: Colonfa,l Secretary, Cape Town. 
China: Dr. D. W. Doberck, Government Astronomer, Hongkong; for Shanghai: 
Zi-ka-wei Observatory, Shanghai. 
Chile: Museo Nacional, Santiago. 
Colombia (U. S. of): National Library, Bogota. 
Costa Rica: Instituto Fisico-geografico Nacional, San Jose. · 
Cuba: Dr. Frederico Poey, Calle del Rayo, 19, Habana, Cuba. 
Denmark: Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab, Copenhagen. 
Dutch Guiana: Surinaamsche Koloniaale Bibliotheek, Paramaribo. 
East India: Director General of Stores, India Office, London.-
Ecuador: Observatorio clel Colegio Nacional, Quito. 
Egypt: Societe KMdiviale de Geographie, Cairo. 
France : Bureau Fran9ais des Echanges lnternatiouaux, Paris. 
Germany: Dr. Felix Fltigel, No. 1, Robert Schumann Strasse, Leipzig. 
Great Britain and Irelanil: William Wesley & Son, 28 Essex street, Strand, London. 
Guatemala: Iustituto Nacional de Guatemala, Guatemala. 
Guadeloupe: (See France.) 
Haiti: Secretaire d'Etat des Relations Exterieures, Port-au-Prince. 
Honduras: Bibliotheca Nacional, Tegucigalpa. 
Iceland: Icelands Stiptisbokasafn, Reykjavik. 
Italy: Biblioteca 1: azionale Vittoria Emanuele, Rome. 
Japan : Minister of Foreign Affairs, Tokyo. 
Java: ( ee Holland,) 
Liberia: Liberia College, Monrovia. 
Madeira: Director-General, Army Medical Department, Lon<lou, England. 
Malta: (See Madeira,.) 
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Mauritius: Royal Society of Arts and Sciences, Port Louis. 
Mozambique: Sociedad de Geogra:fia, Mozambique. 
Mexico: Packages sent by mail. 
New Caledonia: Gordon & Gotch, London, England. 
Newfoundland: Postmaster-General, St. Johns. 
New South Wales: Government Board for International Exchanges, Sydney. 
Netherlands: Bureau Scienti:fique Central Neerlandais, Den Helder. 
New Zealand: Colonial Museum, Wellington. 
Norway; Kongelige Norske Fiederiks Universitet, Christiania. 
Paraguay: Government, Asunc;ion. 
Peru: Biblioteca Nacional, Lima. 
Philippine Islands: Royal Economical Society, Manila. 
Polynesi~: Department of Foreign Affairs, Honolulu. 
Portugal: Bibliotheca Nacional, Lisbon. 
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Queensland: Government Meteorological Observatory, Bri~bane. 
Roumania: ( See Germany.) 
Russia: Commission Russe des Echanges Internationaux, Bibliotheque Imperiale 
-Publique, St. Petersburg. 
St. Helena: Director-General, Army Medica,l Department, London, England. 
San Salvador: Museo Nacional, San Salvador, 
_Servia : ( See Germany.) 
South Australia: General Post-Office, Adelaide. 
Spain: R. Academia de Ciencias, Madrid. 
Swed en: Kongliga Svenska Vetenskaps Akademien, Stockholm. 
Switzerland: Central Library, Bern. 
Tasmania: Royal Society of Tasmania,, Hobarton. 
Turkey: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, Boston, Mass. 
Uruguay: 0:ficina de Dep6sito, Reparto y Canje Internacional, Montevedio. 
Venezuela: University Library, Caracas. 
Victoria: Public Library, Museum and National Gallery, Melbourne·. 
TransmisBion of exchanges to foreign countries. 
Country. Date of transmission, etc. 
Argentine Republic ... February 1; June 17, 30, 1893. 
Austria-Hungary ...... July 12, August 4, 16, September 3, 7, 23, October 7, November ll, 23, 
December 13, 1892; January 7, February 18, March 15, 22, April 1, 22, May 
17, 31, June 7, 26, 1893. 
Belgium ............... August 3, September 6, October 20, 1892; March 27, June 13, 24, 1893. 
Bolivia ................ February 1, 1893. 
Brazil. ............ .... . F ebruary 1, June 17, 1893. 
British Colonies . ...... September 9, October 12, November 15, 1892; January 19, February 25, April 
8, 26, May 20, June 5, 27, 1893. 
Cape Colony. . . . . . . . . . . October 22, 1892; June 22, 1891l. 
Chin,1. ... ........ . ...... September 14, 1892; February 7, June 17, 1893. 
Chile .. ................ F ebruary 1, June 17, 1893. 
Colombia ...... . . ...... February 1, June 17, 1893. 
Costa Rica ............ . February 4, June 20, 1893. 
Cuba .................. February 4, April 10, June 20, 24, 1893. 
Denmark .............. August 9, October 24, 1892; April 28, June 22, 1893. 
Dutch Guiana . . . . . . . . . February 1, 1893. 
East India ....... . ..... September 16, 1892; February 9, 1893. 
Ecuador ............... February 1, June 17, 1893. 
Egypt ................. December 23, 1892; June 22, 1893. 
France and Colonies ... July 14, 21, August 5, 24, September 8, 22, October 10, 22, November 12, 26, 
December 2, 1892; January 14, February 23, Maren 1, 13, 24, April 4
1 
211, 
:May 16, June 2, 29, 1893, 
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Transmission of exchanges to foreign countries-Continued. 
Country. Date of transmission, etc. 
Germany .............. July 12, 20, ·August 4, 16, September 3, 7, 23, October 7, November 11, 23, 
December 5, 13, 1892; January 7, 26, February 17, 18, March 3, 15, 22, .A.pril 
1, 22, May 17, 20, 31, June 7, 26, 1893. 
Great Britain, etc ..... July 8, 15, 21,' August 6, 20, September (), 28, October 12, November 15, 30, 
December 8, 1892; January 7, 19, Febr1iary 25, March 15, 22, April 8. 2_6, 
May 20, June 5, 27, 1893. 
Guatemala.......... . .. February 4, June 20, 1893. 
Haiti.................. February 4, June 20, 1893. 
Honduras ............. , February 4, June 20, 1893; 
Italy ................... July 19, .A.ugust 8, September 13, October 13, December 3, 1892; January,,, 
March 16, 24, May 1, June 9,-24, 1893. 
Japan .................. September 14, 1892; June 24, 1893. 
Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (By registered mail:) 
New South Wales ..... September 16, December 20, 1892; February 9, April 12, June 19, 1893. 
Netherlands and Col· July 22, September 29'. 18_92; February 16, May 3, June 10, 1893. _ 
onies. 
New Zealand . . . . . . . . . . September 16, December 20, 1892; February 9, April 12, June 19, 1893. 
Nicaragua..... ... . ... . Febrnary 4, June 20, 1893. 
Norway . ... . .. . . . . . . . . August 11, October 18, 1892; February 17, June 13, 24, 1893. 
Peru.... . .............. February 1, June 17, 1893. 
Polynesia ...... ...... .. September 16, December 20, 1892; June 19, 1893. 
Portugal. ... .. •• "..... August 11, October 24, 1892; May 23, June 22, 1893. 
Queensland............ September 16, December 20, 1892; February 0, .April 12, June 19, 27, 1893. 
Roumania . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Included in Germany.) 
Russia ....... .. ... ..... July 15, August 2, September 13, October 17, December 10, 1892; March 17, 24, 
May 25, June 13, 24, 1893. 
San Salvador . . . . . . . . . . February 4, June 20, 1893. 
Servia ............ . .... (Included in (;-ermany.) 
South Australia....... September 16, December 20, 1892; February 9, April 12, June 19, 1893. 
Spain.................. September 29, 1892; March 24, May 25, June 24, 1893. 
Sweden ................ July 15, August 11, September 13, October 17, December 10, 1892; March, 21, 
May 25, June 13, 24, 1893. 
Switzerland ........... August 11, October 1-!, 1892 ; March 20, 24, May 26, June 24, 1893. 
Tasmania.............. December 20, 1892; February P, June 19, 1893. 
Tur key . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . June 22, 1893. 
Uruguay ............... February 1,June 17, 1893. 
Venezuela. .... ........ February 1, June 17, 1893. 
Victoria............... September 16, December, 20, 1892; February 9, .April 12, June 19, 1893. 
Shipments of U. S. Congressional publications were made on August 22, Decem-
ber 31, 1892, and May 17, 1893, to the governments of the following-named countries : 
Argentine Republic. Colombia. Netherlands. South Australia. 
Austria. Denmark. New South Wales. Spain. 
Baden. France: New Zealand. Sweden . 
Bavaria. Germany. Norway. Switzerland. 
Belgium. England. Peru. Tasmania. 
Buenos Ayre, Province of. Haiti. Portugal. Turkey. 
Brazil. Hungary. Prussia. *Uruguay. 
Canada (Ottawa). India. Queensl::ind. Venezuela. 
Canada (Toronto). Italy. Russia. Victoria. 
hil . Japan. Saxony. Wiirtemberg. 
* ruguay wa added to the list of exchanging governments an.don September 27, 
1892, the fir t transmission of 44 cases was made to that country. 
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The distribution of exchanges to foreign countries was made in 710 cases, repre-
senting 242 transmissi0ns as follows: 
Argentine Republic ________ .. ___ .... 8 
Austria-Hungary ............. ___ .__ 40 
Belgium . . . . . . . . . . _ .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
Bolivia .. _ ............ _ .. _ . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Brazil ...... _ ..... _ ............. _ . . . 6 
British Colonies.................... 11 
Cape Colony ....... __ . . ........ ___ . 3 
China ............ _ .......... __ ... _ . 3 
Chile .. _ ..... _ ......... _ . . . . ... _ . . . 6 
Colombia ..................... ·.-··· 2 
Costa Rica .. ~...................... 2 
Cuba ...... ···-·· .............. ·-·· 4 
Denmark ···--· .......... --·· .. .... 8 
East India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 
Ecuador ......................... _ . . . 2 
Egypt............................. 3 
France and Colonies·-··-·· .......... 80 
Germany ....................... _ . _ . 133 
Great Britain ................... : .. 127 
Guatemala··-···................... 2 
Haiti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Honduras· · -··- .......... ···--· . ... 2 
Italy ..................... _ . . . . . . . . . 48 
Japan .............................. 11 
Liberia ........................... . 
Mexico (by mail). 
New South Wales ......... ~ ....... . 
Netherlands .. _ ........... _ ........ . 
New Zealand ...................... . 
Nicaragua ............... _ ... _ ... _ .. 
Norway ........................... . 
Peru .......... : ................. _ .. 
Polynesia ... · ........... ··-··· ..... . 
Portugal .... _ ... _ .... _ .. _ .. · ....... . 
Queensland .......... _____________ _ 
Roumania (included in .Germany). 
Russia ... _ .... ___ ... _ ... _. _. __ ~ ___ . 
San Salvador .. __ .. _. _ ... ____ .. ___ .. 
Servia (included in Germany). 
South Australia._. ___ --·· _________ _ 
Spain _. __ ~ .. __ . ___ .... _____ .. _ .. _ .. 
Sweden ______ ·--··· _______________ _ 
Switzerland .... __ ... __ .. ___ .. __ .... 
Tasmania ______ ···--· ______ -······-
Tur key. ____ . ___ - . _ . . - - ~ - - - .. - . - - - . 
Uruguay. : .. ·--·-·- ________ . ____ ···-
Venezuela .. __ .. __ ... _ . _ ... ___ . ____ _ 
Victoria ________ ·---·· _______ : _____ _ 
RECAPITULATION. 
10 
18 
6 
2 
10 
2 
4 
7 
11 
34 
2 
5 
10 
21 
18 
3 
2 
3 
9 
Total Government shipments. ___ ....... ___ . __ ... . _ . _____ .. __ . __ . _. _____ . ___ . 168 
Total miscellaneous shipments .. _. _ ... __ . _ . ... __ . _ ~. __ .. ______ . _. _____ . ___ . . 710 
Total shipments - _ -.. ___ ...... _ .... _ ... ___ ... _____ . ___ . ___ ... _. _ .. ___ . 878 
Total shipments last year_._. __ ... ___ . _ . _. ___ .. ___ .. ___ .. __ . __ .......... _ .. _ 1, 015 
Decrease from last year .. _ . _ .. _ ... ______ .... _ .... _ ....... ___ . _ .. _ . _ _ _ _ 137 
Respectfully submitted. 
W. C. WINLOCK, 
Curator of Exchanges. 
Mr. S. P. LANGLEY, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institutio11. 
APPENDIX IV. 
REPORT OF THE ACTING MANAGER OF THE NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL 
PARK FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1893. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of the 
National Zoological Park for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1893. 
By act of Congress dated August 5~ 1892, the · sum of $50,000 was appropriated to 
maintain and improve the park. As no provision was made by this act for the pur-
chase of animals, calculations were made as to the cost of maintaining the collection 
aJready on hand and plans for further improvement were based upon the balance 
then available. Th~ buffalo, · elk, and other native wild animals have naturally 
received the most attention. Effort has been made to place them as far as possible 
in natural conditions by extending the paddocks assigned to them. While it has 
not been practicable to give them large ranges, many acres in extent, as was at 
:first intended, since it is now found desirable that they be kept where they can be 
readily viewed by the· public, yet the inclosures are of considerable size. The 
accompanying engraving represents a group of buffalo now in the Park. 
In the preceding year it was necessary to })lace in the large anim;;i,l house the 
animals requiring heat, although that house was still in an unfinished state. During 
the present year it has been completed, except the outer cages, and a tile roof 
has been substituted for the temporary one. The plans for the house contem-
pfated additions to the main structure, and as more room was urgently needed and 
the available funds were insufficient for .a stone addition, a frame extension has been 
built conforming to the original plan in size and form. A row of permanent cages 
occupies either side of this extension and a large tank in the middle of the room 
accommodates aquatic animals. By this means it has been possible to give the animals 
comfortable and suitable quarters where they can be easily seen by the public. It 
is, however, a matter of great r egret that the entire structure was not built of stone 
and nothing but pressing necessity can excuse the erection of the present extension. 
On the meadow upon the right bank of the creek paddocks have been inclosed 
and a small thatched barn built to shelter a Arnall herd of llamas. These animals 
were purchased last year in South America through the kindness of Col. W. P. 
Tisdel, of the Bureau of American Republics. 
The plan submitted by the landscape architects provided for a large pond for 
waterfowl and other aquatic animals at the bend of the creek below the bridge. 
This pond has been excavated, but fencing and shelters are needed before animals 
can be put in 1t. 
The principal road through the park was last year completed only to the hill in 
front of the buffalo house. J?rom this point to the park limit, near Connecticut 
Avenue Extended, an old wood road had been used, but it was of too steep a grade. 
A new road has therefore been projected. and begun. This road will wind around 
the spur of the hill sloping downward towaru Rock Creek, bringing to view some 
of the most beautiful natural scenery of the park, and as it will lead by easy and 
gradual ascent toward the roads that connect the western entrance with the Wood-
1 y road it can not fail to be a favorite and much frequented drive. 
Th re i great need of ·some easier access to the park than now exists. From the 
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Rock Creek Railway at either end of the park to the animal house is half a mile, 
and from the Fourteenth street car line a still greater distance. This is a serious 
inconvenience to many people, particularly the aged and . infirm, who have only 
this means of reaching the park. For carriagfls the Quarry road is far too narrow 
and very steep, the grade being 9 per cent in. some places. 
During the year the District authorities improved this road considerably, prop-
erly grading and guttering it ancl building a suitable sidewalk. While this is a 
great improvement, the grade of the road is such that it can never be suitable for a 
principal avenue of access. It is possible that when the projected improvement of 
Kenesaw avenue is completed that some amelioration of this condition may ensue. 
There seem1:1 to be no reason why street cars should not find ready ·access to the park 
by this r oute. 
The unexpected number of visitors made it essential to increase the capacity of 
the bridge and to protect foot passengers who use it. Footways have accordingly 
been added to the original structure. These a-re not wide enough to properly accom-
modate t he public, but are as wide as is consistent with the safety of the structure. 
The offices of the park remain in the dilapidated house known as the Holt man-
sion. When the park was first projected it was expected that the superintendent 
woulcl reside on the premises, and this building seemed to offer a suitable residence. 
The experience of the last two years has shown that that plan was a wise one. 
There should undoubtedly be some one always at hand in the park to respond to 
any calls that may be made in an emergency. Besides this the park is never closed 
to the public, and it is therefore desirable that the Superintendent should be always 
accessible. During the past year several valuable deer have been attacked by dogs 
during the night and _ either worried to death or injured so that they had to be 
killed. 
A list of t he animals now in the park is herewith submitted, together with state-
ments of those that have been received from various sources. .A. few animals have 
been presented, among the most notable. being two :fine 'YOlf-hounds from Southern 
Russia by Mr. Byron G. Daniels, U. S. consul at H~ll, England; an alligator over 
10 feet in length by Mr. E. S. Schmidt, of this city, and a black wolf by Mr. R. M. 
Middleton, jr., of South Pittsburg, Tenn. These gifts are properly appreciated, yet 
it is fou nd that increa~es from such sources can not be · depended on to kee·p up 
the collection. 
From the Yellowstone National Park 17 animals were received. These were kept 
at that park for some time before shipment., and were then transported by freight, 
in charge of a keeper. Unless animals can be obtained in greater numbers it will 
be found that this is a very expensive and precarious method of obtaining them. 
A few animals have been loaned, notably a tiger, by Mr. J. T. McCaddon, manager 
of the Adam Forepaughshows, and a zebu by Mr. A. E. Randle, of this city. These 
are subject to recall by their owners. Although such animals do not become the 
property of the park, yet an opportunity is afforded of exhibiting them for a con-
siderable time for the mere expense of their care and feeding. 
The provisions of the appropriation were such that no animals could be purchased 
during the year, and a number of fine opportunities for acquiring specimens was 
thus lost. 
A few animals were born in the park, among which were a bison, a deer, two elk, 
and a llama. 
The losses by death have been considerable, amounting to as much as 20 per cent 
of the entire collection. 
The total number of animals now on hand is 504, being an increase of 56 over the 
number on hand at the :first of the year. 
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Animals in the collection Jiine 30, 1893. 
Name. No. Name. No. 
American bison (Bison americanns) ........ . 
Zebu (Bos indicus) ........ ........ .... ... ... . 
Common goat ( Capra hircus) ............... . 
Angora goat ( Capra hircus angorensis) . .... . 
Llama (A uchenia glama)........ .. . .... .... . 
American elk ( Gervus canadensis) .... . . . ... . 
Virginia deer ( Gervus virginianu~) .......... . 
Mule deer (Oervusmacrotis) ... ... ... ....... . 
Peccary ( Dicotlyes taja,;u) . ... · ...... . ... .... . 
Indian elephant (Elephai; indicus) .... ... ... . 
"Himalayan" rabbit (Lepus cunici1lus) ... .. . 
Musk r at (Fib er zibethicus) ... .............. . 
Coypu (Myopotamus coypu)...... . .... ... . .. 
Beaver ( Castor canadensis) .... ............. . 
Prairie dog ( Cynomys ludovicianiis) ......... . 
Striped ground-squirrel (Sperrnophilus tri-
decimlineatus) . . ... ... . .. ...... .. ..... .... . 
Chipmunk (Tam-ias striatus) ................ . 
Gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) ......... . 
.Albino gray squirrel (Scfarus carolinen11is) .. 
Red squirrel (Sciurus hudsonfas) . . . .. .. . .. . . 
Grested porcupine (Hystrix cristata) .. . . ... . . 
Canada porcupine (Erethizon clorsatus) ..... . 
Capybara (Hydrochrerus ·capybara) ...... .. . . 
Par.a (Crelogenys paca ) ..... ......... .. ...... . 
Agouti (Dasyprocta aguti) ....... .... ....... . 
.Acouchy (Dasyprocta acouchy) .· ... ... . .. ... . 
Diana monkey ( Cercopithecu11 diana) ..... . .. . 
Grivet monkey ( Ghlorocebus engythithea) ... . 
Patas monkey ( Chlorocebus ruber) ... ... . ... . 
Kra monkey (Macacus cynomolgus) . ... ..... . 
Macaque monkey (Macacus sp.) ............. . 
.A pella monkey ( Cebus apella) ...... ........ . 
Monk cebus ( Cebus xanthocephalus) ........ . 
Black-facecl coaita (Ateles ater) ............. . 
Spider monkey (.A teles grisescens) ..... . ..... . 
Douroucouli (Nyctipithecus trivirgatus) ... . . . 
Pincbe monkey (Midas cedipus) .. ........... . 
Europeau h edgehog (Erinaceus europceus) .. . 
Lion (Felis leo) ............... ........ .... .. .. 
Tiger (Felis tigris) . ............. ............ . 
Puma (Feli.s concolor) ....... .......... ...... . 
Ocelot (Felis pardalii) ...................... . 
Wild cat (Lynx rufus maculatus) .......... . . 
Russian wolf.bound ( Ganis familiaris1 ...... . 
B ack wolf ( Canis occidentalis) . .......... .. .. J 
Coyote (Canis latrans) ....... .......... .... .. 
:Red fox (Vulves fulvus) .. .. .................. 1 
·wift i x (Vulpesvelox) ...... ............... . 
ray fox (Vulpea 1:irginianu11) ............. .. 
Mink (Puto1ius vison) ..................... .. 
• rr t (l'utorius Juro) .... .................. . 
Kinkajou ( Cercoleptea caudivolvulus) ........ . 
ray oati-mundi (~Yaaua narica) . .. .... .... . 
.Red coati-mundi (Na,ua 1·uja) ...........•... 
7 
2 I 
1 i 
7 I 
i I 
1 J 
100 ! 
American civet-cat (Bassaris astuta) ... : ... . 
Raccoon (Procyon lotor) ......... .... ........ . 
American badger (Tax·idea americana) . ... . . 
Black bear ( Ursiis arnericanus) ............. . 
Ciunnamon bear ( Ursus americanus) .. -.... . 
Grizzly bear ( Ur.ms horribilis) ..... . . ....... . 
Polar bear (Thalassarctos maritimiis) ....... . 
Opossum (Didelphys virginiana) .... .. ·:· ... . 
Bald eagle (Haliceetus leiicocephalns) . .... . -.. 
Sparrow hawk (Falco sparverius) ... . ... . ... . 
Reel-tailed hawk (Buteo boreaUs) ... - .... - · · · 
Marsh hawk ( Circus hudsonius) .. - .. - .... -· · 
Snowy owl (Nyctea nivea) ........ ..... - - . -· · · 
Grea1, horned owl (Bubo virginianiis ) . ... --- · 
Barred owl (Syrniiim nebui.osuin) ....... . - . - · 
Barn owl (Strix prntincola) .•....... . . .. -- · -· 
Screech owl (Megascops asio) .......... -· · · · 
Yellow and blue macaw (Ara araraunea). --. 
Red and blue macaw (Ara chloroptera) ... -. · 
Red and yellow and blue macaw (Ara ·macao) 
Sulphur-crested cockatoo ( Gacatiia galerita) . 
Green parrot ( Chrysotis sp.) . ..... ....... -· · · · 
Mocking bird (Mimus polyglottus) ....... - · · · 
Common crow ( Corvus americanus) ...... - · · · 
Clarke's nutcracker (Picicorviis columb·ianus) 
Domestic fowl (Gallus dornesticus) varieties .. 
Curassow ( Crax alee tor) ..... ......... - . ---· · · 
Pea fowl (Pavo cristatiis) .... ... . .... -- · · · -- · 
Guinea fowl (Numida 1neleagris) ......... -- · · 
Bob white (Oolinus virginianus) ............ -
1 European quail ( Coturnix communis) ..... · - · 
1 California quail ( Callipepla californica) ... -- · 
Cariama ( Oariama cristata) ............. .. - · · 
Sand-hill crane (Grus canaden~is) . .. . ..... - · · 
Black-crowned night heron (Nycticorax 
1 ncevius) .. .. ..................... - .. · · · ·· · · · 
3 Scarlet ibis ( Guara rubra) .......... ........ - · 
Canada goose (Branta canadens-is) ........ - -· 
Swan ( Cygnus gibbus) . ............. ...... · · · · 
Black swan ( Chenopsis atrata) ........ .... -- · 
1 Chinese goose (.J.nser sp.) ............. ... · · 
1 H erring gull (Larus argentatiis) ........... -. 
2 Gannet (Sula bassana) .................... - · -
8 
Alligator (Alligator missi~sippiensis) • . ....... 
Snapping turtle ( Chelydra serpentina) ..... • . 
2
2
1 Florida gopher (Testiido carolina) ..... . .... . . 
Mud turtle (Chrysemys sp.) ...... .... ... . ... . 
7 "Gila monster" (Heloderma s1ispectum ) . .. . . 
"Chu ·kmolly" (Sauromalus·ater) ........ .. 
Ilorn d toad (Phrynosoma douglassii) ... . .. . . 
2 Tig r rattlesnake ( Grotalus tigri,s) .......... . 
10 1 Diamond rattlesnake ( Crotalus adamanteus). 
1 Confluent rattlesnake ( Crotal11.s conjluentis) . 
1 Ground rattlesnake (Caiidisona miliarii;) ... . 
Water moccasin (.A. ncistrodon piscivorus) •• •• 
2 
10 
5 
10 
1 
1 
4 
4 
2 
4 
1 
2 
13 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
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Animals in the collection June 30, 1893-Continued. 
Name. No. Name. No. 
CopJ>orhead (A ncistrodon contortrix) ........ . 
Boa (Roa con~trictor) .. ........... ........... . 
1 Hog.nosed snake (Heterodon platyrhinus) . . . 4 
2 . Soutl1.A.mericanfrogsand toads (unidentified) 14 
Auacon<1a ( E11,nectes muriniis) .... ... ..... ... 1 SUMMARY . .-
King- snake ( Ophibolits getiilus) .. .... ........ 2 
Pino snake (J>ityophis sayi) ................. . 
Blark snake (Rascan ion constrictor) . . . . . . •. 2 
Gartrr H11rtke (Eutrenia sirtalis)...... . ....... 2 
Indigenous animals... .................. ... .. 322 
l ~oreign animals, not domesticated . . . . . . . . . . 87 
Forei-gn animals, u sually domesticated . . . . . . 95 
Water snake (Tropidonotus sipedon)......... 10 Tota] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 504 
Name. 
.List of acccssion8 . 
.A.NIM.A.LS PRESENTED. 
Donor. 
Marrnos(•t, . . .. . . . . .. . . . C. 0. Chenault, New Orleans, La ............ .. ...... .... ...... ...... . 
mack wolf ... ..... . . ... It M. Midclloton, jr., South Pittsburg, Tenn ......................... . 
Gray fox.. . .. .. .... .... Dr. T. M. Ilyneman , Norfolk, Va ................ . ................... . 
Do ...... . . . . .... 1~. F. Coop r, tafforcls Store, Va .. .. . ... .. . ........ .. ............... . 
no......... ...... J". R. Willia.ms, W ashington, D. C ................ ................. .. . 
l)o ....... ........ Jos. ch ultz and F . J". Simonds, Washington, D. C ..... . ......... .... . 
Coaf i.111111Hli .... . . ..... C. 0. Ch nault, New Orleans, La .................................... . 
Mink.. . ........ . .. .... uperintendent Rock reek Rwy., Wasbingtou, D. C ............... . 
Bia<'k bear .... .. . ..... . L K rr and Eugene Pence, Columbia ]'alls, Mont ........ ........ . . 
Do .... . ....... ... W. II. McClain, Greenville, Miss ................ ... .. ............... . 
Hac<"oo11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. J3. Saunders, Wa bington, D. C ... ... ............................. . 
Do ..... . . ....... . ......... .. ........ ....... .. ................. .... .................... . 
Ru sH ian wolf.hounds . . Hon. B. G. Daniels, U.S. consul at Hull, England .............. ...... . 
Goat ....... . .. ..... .... F. M. Thom tt, .A.nacostia, D. C .. ................................... . 
Gui11 ea pig . . . . . . . . . . . . Otto IfoUenortl1, Washington, D. C ................................. . 
nahlii L ........... .... . R. n. Clarko,.Wasl1ington, D. C ....... ... .................... . ....... . 
IIilll alayan ral,bi t . . ... IT. Burner, Wai;hington, D. C ....... .. .............................. . 
Gray Hq 11 i1T1·l. •. ..•••.. F. ' . ·weav r , vVasbington,D. C . . .... . ...... . . .. ... ..... ........... . 
Opos!-! um ........ .... .. J". D. Mor y, Washington, D. C ...................................... . 
Sparrow hawk .. ...... . W. ]) . .Appich, Alexandria, Va ...................................... . 
Uo .. . ....... ..... F . L. Thomas, Ashton, Md . .......... .... ........................... . 
R ed.t aikcl ltawk ..... .. G. C. "ichols, Cazenovia, N. Y .................... : .............. ... _. 
Manih hawk .. ... . .. ... P.W. kinner,Wasbington,D.C ........ ........... . ...... .......... . 
Snowy owl. . .. .... ..... Frank Bolles, Chocorua Falls, N . .H ........ _ ........... : ......... . .. . 
Great hornell owl. . . . .. ... .. . do ...... . ....... _ ..... _ ................ · ................... . ..... . 
Do . . ... ......... . Camm Brothers, Lynchburg, Va . ................................... . 
D o ... . . ...... ... . J. U. Fren ch, Bristersburg, Va ................... ... ... .. ..... ... .. . 
Do . . .. .. . ... ..... Mrs. Carpenter, Washington, D. C .... __ ................... . ........ . 
Barn owl . . . . . ... .. . ... Mbs J". B. Gray, }'rec1ericksburg, Va ....................... ... . .... . 
Golden.winged wood· M. E. C. Sproesser, WashingtonD. C ...... ... ....... . : ......... . ... . 
pecker. 
Kingfisher ..... ........ ·Alice Buckney and Susie Mathews, Washington, D. C .............. . 
Mocking.bird . .... ..... C. E. In gersoll, U.S. Fish Commission .... __ ....................... . 
Common crow . ..... ... J". F. Edwards, Washington, D. C . ... . . _ ............................ . 
European quail . .. . ... . Mr. Loeffler, Washington, D. U .... ....... ......... . ....... .. ....... . 
Virginia quail .. ....... B. T. Rhodes, Washington, D. C ...... ....... ....................... . 
Pea fowl. .......••..... Hon. Benjamin .Harrison, ·washiugton, D. C .................. ...... . 
Num. 
ber of 
speci · 
mens. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
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List of accessions-Continued. 
ANIMALS PRESENTED-Continued. 
Name. Donor. 
Coot ............... ! ... J. Q. Larmer, Washington, D. C .................................... . 
. Long-tailetl cluck . ..... George Schaffer, .Alexandria, Va ............................ -....... . 
Canada goose .....•.... W.H. Green, Washington, D. C .............................. ...... . 
Gannet ................ Taylor Brothers, Washington, D. C ................................ · · 
AlUgator .............. E.W. Tanner, Washington, D. C ......... ............. _. ......... ... . 
Do ............... J'. A. Balrer, Washington, D. C .............. ......... ... .... ..... · · · 
Tio ....... .. ...... E. S. Schmid, Washington, D. C . . ....... .. ................. .. ... .. ·· 
Do . .............. R. P. Carlton, Washington, D. C ........... ... ..... ........... ...... . 
Floriclagopher ......... D. C. Harrison, U .. S. Geological Survey ..... ............... _. ...... -·· 
Gila monster........... Dr:M. M. Crocker, Gila Bend, Ariz ............................ · · · · 
Horntel toad ........... Miss Davis, Washington, D. C ............. ........ ... ........ · · -· · · · 
Glasb snake ............ Capt. Henry Romeyn, Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala ........... .. -.. -
Rattlesnalrn ........... W.A.ShoupandJ'.L. Spear, Spear, Okla .......................... . 
Black snake ......... . Harry Salais, Washington, D. C ......... .... .................. ..... . 
Do ........ ........ F. S. Watrous, Washington, D: C ............................. -... - · · 
Hog.no~ed snake ...... J'. E. Blascott, Washington, D. C .......... .. ... .............. -... · · · 
Garter snake .......... F. ·C. Watrous, Washington, D. C .................................. . 
Water snake ................. do ......... .. .................. ........................... ······· 
Do ..• .... ....... . U.S. Fish Commission ........................ .............. ... . ···· 
ANIMALS RECEIVED IN EXCHANGE. 
Name. Received from. 
Macaque monkey...... E. s. Schmid, Washington, D. C . -................................... . 
Durukuli monkey ...... · ..... do ..........•......... . ........... ... .......... ......... ... ... ... 
"Black.faced coaita ........... do ........................... . ... ..... ....... ................ ... . 
Animals born in the National Zoological Parle. 
Num. 
berof 
speci-
mens. 
10 
86 
Num· 
ber of 
·speci· 
mens. 
American bison (Bison americanus) ...•........ ~ ... . ... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Virginia Jeer ( Cariacus virginianus) . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
American elk ( Cervus canadensis) .......••....•........•........ ........ ...... : 2 
Russian wolf hounds ( Canis f amiliaris) ...... .. "... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Red fox ( V-ulpes fulvus) .......•..•• _ •....... ... ......•.. _ .... _ .. _......... . . . . . 6 
Swift or kit fox ( Vulpes velox) ............ __ .... _ ........ ......... _........... 4 
Llama (Auchenia glama) ..•......•.............................•. _ ..... _....... 1 
Peccary (Dicotyles taja9u) ...•................. _ .. __ ........... _ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Cre-~tecl porcupine (Hystrix cristata) .............. _......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Opossum (Didelphys vfrg-iniana) ..•••................. : . _ ......... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Animals captured in the National Zoological Parle. 
Opossum (Didelphys virginiana). •••• •.•• .... .. .. .. . ... ... ... . . . ... .... ... . ...• 2 
Hog.nosed snake (Heterodon platyrhinus) ........... ..... _....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Water snake ( Tropid-Onotus sipedon) •••• .•.....• _... . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • 1 
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Animals obtained by purchase.* . 
Llama (Auchenia glama), through Col. W. P. Tisdel, of the Bureau of American 
Republics ................................................... ._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
List of animals received from the Yellowstone National Park. 
Red fox (Vulpes ful1,us) ...••• ........................ _ .... .... .... .. .... ...... 2 
Cinnamon bear ( Ursus americanus) _ .............. ~ _ ............... ·~ ...... c • • • • 2 
Black lJear ( Ursus amet·icanus) . .•• _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Badger ( Taxidea americand) ...................... _ ... _ .. _ .............. ~ . . . . . . 1 
Mule d~er ( Ca1·iacus macro tis) .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 
American elk ( Cervus canadensis) .... _ ......... : .........•........ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Beaver ( Castor canadensis) ...• _ ............... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Porcupine (Erethizon dorsatus). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
SUMMARY OF ACCESSIONS. 
Animals presented . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86 
. Animals loaned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 
Animals received in exchange ........... ::- .............................. _... . . . 4 
Animals purchased ............................................................ · 8 
Animals born in the Zoological Park ........... _ ................ _. _... . . . . . . . . 80 
Animals captured in the Zoological Park .... _. _. _ ............ _ ... __ ... ____ . __ . 4 
Animals received from Yellowstone National Park ........................ __ ._. 15 
Total accessions ...... . ... _ ......................... ~ ......... ____ .... _. 251 
Number of animals on hand June 30, 1892 ............ _ ........ _. _ ............. 448 
Accessions during the year ending .Jnne 30, 1893 ............................... 251 
'fotal ... ~ .............................. ·_ ............................. _ . . 699 
Deduct. 
Deaths ......................................... _ ....................... _ . 119 
Animals exchanged ............ .. ................... _ .................. _ . . 4 7 
Animals returned to owners . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
-195 
Animals on hand June 30, 1893 ............................ 
0
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 504 
Respectfully submitted. 
FRANK BAKER, 
Acting Manager. 
""These. animals were actually purchased during the fiscal year 1891-'92, but did not arrive at the 
Park until after the beginning of the next fiscal year. 
APPENDIX V. 
ASTRO-PHYSICAL OBSERVATORY. 
At present the astro-physical observatory is under the immedi,:1,te direction of 
t he Secretary, but owing to the pressure of other occupations, the conduct of the 
work in det ail has b in largely in -the hands of Mr. F. L. 0. Wadsworth, who 
received the appointment of senior assistant on October 10, and to whose efficient aid 
the Secretary is pleased to acknowledge his obligation. 
The general work of the observatory for the year has pertained to t he investiga-
tion of the infra-red portion of the spectrum, briefly referred to last year, and 
described in general in the body of my r eport. It may conveniently be classified 
under three general heads : 
A. General spectro-bolographic work. 
B. Special spectro-bolographic work. 
C. Instrumental work, including manufacture of new apparatus and t b.e 
perfection of old. 
A. The general holographic work of the year, (which can be carried on only when 
the sky is unobscurecl by clouds or haze), is summed up as follows: 
.(A" Bolograph" is an aiitomatic reproduction of the energy curve, made by the 
new process. ) 
1892. 
July . ..... . ... . . .. . 
August ....... ... . . 
September ........ . 
October .. ...... ... . 
November . .. . . . .. . 
December ... . .... . 
1893. 
January ..... ..... . 
February ..... .... . 
March ....... . ... . . 
April ............. . 
May .......... .... . 
June ............. . 
Days Number 
f ~rat~}i: of bolo. 
metric graphs 
work. taken. 
Character of holographs. Remarks. 
10 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Time mostly occupied by work 
[ on wave.length apparatus. 
1 Taken with glass prism . ... Observatory closecl fifteen 
4 10 ...... clo .................... . 
8 ·•····· •·· ............................. . 
8 
6 
23 Glass prism ......... .. ... . . 
22 .•.... clo ..... ....... .. ... .. . . 
clays. 
Do. 
Observatory closed ten days. 
4 . • .. • . • • • . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . • • . Time ocmrpiecl with grating 
work. 
4 
13 
6 
14 
5 
8 Grating ....... .... ......... . Do, 
24 Glass and rock salt ........ . 
14 .... .. do .. .................. . 
40 ..••.. do ... ................. . 
27 Rock.salt prism ........... . 
--- ----------- ------
UMM.A.RY: 
Total number of ,lays availablf1 (i. e., of snnsbino days) for bolometric work.................. .... 83 
Total numb r of bolo~apbs tak n: -
li~ \vii~ ~1~Jf~~i~.::::~~·:::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::: ::~:::: :::::::::::: ::: ::: :::::::::::: 1~i 
Total .......... ........ .. . ........... .. . . ........... ...........•......................... 176 
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Comp_lete records of all of these holographic curves have been kept in the book 
specially provided for that purpose, and from them by another automatic process are 
produced the linear spectra of which an illustration follows. As elsewhere stated, 
the result of the year's work h as been the discovery and approximate determination 
of position of_ about 150 or 200 n ew lines in this hitherto almost unexplored r egion. 
The accompanying illustration of one of the 11 rock-salt" spectra of the invisible 
spectrum obtained by the n ew process is intended to give a general, if crude, idea of 
the novelty, the extent, and (it may b e hoped) the value, of this field of labor. 
The visible solar spectrum, first investigated by Sir Isaac Newton, is represented 
as to its length by the blank space on the left; the number .4 (i.e., the part where 
wave-length is four-tenths of a mi cron) and .8 (i. e., the part where wave-length is 
eighth-tenths of a micron) representing the extremities of the solar spectrum as 
known to him. 
Below this all is invisible, and the iuvestig·ations made at this Observatory by th6 
novel bolometric methods here referred to h ave been chiefly instrumental in carrying 
the mapping of lines to 6.0 (six microns), or through nearly thirteen times the extent 
known to Newton. The great majority of all the lines which fill this space have 
been discovered and laid clown by the new bolometric method, and most of them 
here in Washington during the last two years. . 
B. The special holographic work, which is carried on during the cloudy weather. 
during which the r egular work is necessarily interrupted, includes the classification, 
detailed examination, and, finally, the reduction of the holographs taken to linear 
representati ves of the infra-red spectrum, in which the final result is a line photo-
graph which is precisely similar, as far as automati c reduction processes will admit, 
to the line spectrum photographs of the visible part of the spectrum. Owing to the 
labor involved in this reduction it h as been deemed desirable to apply this process 
of reduction only to the best of the holographs taken. The result of this portion of 
the work is b.riefly summed up as follows: 
Line spectrnrn photographs. 
Number. Character of holograph. Region represented. 
1892. 
July ........................ . 
.August ..................... . 
September .................. . 
October ..................... . 
November......... 7 T aken with glass prism. . . . . . . . . . . Infra.red spectrum down to wave 
length ,\ = 2·5,,. 
December . ...... .. 11 ...... do .......................... . Do. 
1893. 
J anuary .... ................ . 
February .......... ..... . . .. . Infra.red spectrum down to wave 
length "-=2·5 µ. 
March ............ . 
.April ............. . 
May ... ..... .... .. . 
June ... . .. ........ . 
1 
10 Taken with glass -prism . . . . . . . . . . Do . 
3 Taken with rock salt prism . . . . . . Infra-reel spectrum clown to wave 
length ,\=5,,. 
3 •••••. do ..... . ........ . .... ....... . 
5 .••••. do ........ . .............. . .. . 
Do. 
Do. 
i~i:~ :~~: ~~:~s s~ns;:i~~·::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : if 
.Aggregate .................................................................................... "s9 
These represent complete line spectrum charts of the invisible portion of the 
apectrum down to about 2·5µ for the glass aud 5µ for the rock salt prism. 
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While this number seems small in comparison with the whole number. of bolo-
gmphs taken: it nevertheless represents even more work. In this particular work 
the history of the year is one of continual change an.cl improvement and many of 
the holographs of the earlier part of the year have been reduced hy three different 
processes, each of which involves three distinct photographic steps, and in conse-
quence the 39 :final line spectrum. photographs stand for more than 200 finished 
photographs, and as many more which are experimental. 
After a large amount of experimental work, a process has :finally been perfected 
which is fairly satisfactory, and bas been adopted provisionally as a working 
method. Experiments, however, are still in progress with a view to further modifi-
cat10n and improvement. 
In addition to this bolometric work proper, experiments on three special methods 
of investigation of the infra-red spectrum, have formed a considerable portion of 
the year's work: · 
(1) Preliminary experiments on the measurement of wave-lengths in the invisible 
spectrum by interference methods. 
(2) Experiments on photographing the invisible spectrum by the aid of phos-
phorescent :films. 
(3) Preliminary experiments on bolometric investigation of the infra-red normal 
(grating) spectrum. 
I. During the month of July, 1892, a series of prelimina,ry experiments was made 
on a method of measurement of wave-lengths in the invisible spectrum, with special 
reference to the establishment of a few datum points with great accuracy. The 
apparatus employed for this purpose, which was kindly lent by Clark University, 
was a modification of the inferential wave comparer used with so much success by 
Prof. Michelson, in the establishment of a wave-length standard. 
As the method of working was entirely new, considerable time was required to 
put the apparatus in working order. Some preliminary results were obtained in 
the region just above" A," by Mr. Wadsworth, in whose hands I placed it, but the 
work was interrupted by his departure for Paris, and has not since been resumed. 
The accuracy and practicability of thh, method of determining wave-lengths has, 
however, been demonstrated, and it is hoped time will be found in the near future 
to continue this work. 
II. During the month of October ·1 made a number of experiments to determine 
the practicability of photographing the infra-red spectrum directly with the aid of 
phosporescent :films. 
After considerable experimentation on the best method of working, a number of 
photographs of the invisible portion of the spectrum extending as far as wave-length 
1·5 µ were thus obtained. Although the detail is very much less than that obtained 
by the bolometer, the method is valuable in furnishing a general check on the 
results of the more analytical method. With greater care in the preparation of 
films, still better resnls could be obtained. Other :films sensitive to heat rays were 
tried, particularly those containing a salt of mercury, but without adequate results. 
III. During the winter months of January and February, in which regular bolo-
metric work was almost entirely interrupted by bad weather, attention was devoted 
to the theoretical investigation of a method of bolometrically investigating the nor-
mal grating spectrum, the essential feature of which was tlie employment of a 
"lifting" prisru, by the use of which the superposed spectra were to be · avoided. 
After determination of the best instrumental conditions, provisional apparatus 
was constructed and installed, and a few experimental holographs taken. The 
approach of good observing weather then necessitated its removal. · A paper 
describing the method ancl containing the essential results of the investigation of 
the instrumental conditions has been prepared for publication. 
C. What might almost be said to have been the chief work of the Observatory for 
the year has been the improvement of tbe apparatus and instrumental conditions 
Qfworking. 
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The lines of development have been: (1) In the increase of delicacy; (2) in the 
increase of stability and accuracy. 
With a view to increased delicacy much time has been devoted through the year 
to the improvement of the gal~anometer. 
During the absence in Europe of th.e present senior assistant, he, by my direction, 
d~voteEl two weeks exclusively to this work, and the elements of three galvanometers 
were constructed after his design, two by Nalder Bros. and one by Elliott Bros. 
After his return, the work of improvement of my earlier designs for the old galvan-
ometer and of the new ones was at once begun. Pending the completion of the new 
galvanometers, the improvement of the three old ones already in use was undertaken, 
and the delicacy of each was more than doubled. Up to date only one of the new 
galvanometers has been completed, and this owing to the introduction of an almost 
unprecedentedly light, magnetic system, and through other improvements, has been 
found to be about 35 times more delicate than the best of these previously in use. 
This degree of delicacy will, it is probable, be exceeded by one of the two remain-
ing forms, but lack of time has prevented further improvement at present. Indeed 
the conditions of use at present are such as to render only about one-tenth of this 
increased delicacy available, and only a new laboratory will enable the full increase 
of delicacy to be perfectly utilized. 
An ~bbreviated statement of the galvanometer work for the year is appended: 
Galvanometer. Description. 
(Old) . ...... . .. .... ..... ... . .... . ... D'.A.rsonval. ....•........ . .. 
White (old) Alleghany pattern..... Thomson .................. . 
Queen (old) ................. · .....•....•.. do . .... , .............. . 
New constant 
Old constant.* (after improve· 
ment). 
0 ·00000010000 
0 ·00000000150 
0 ·00000000160 
·00000002000 
·00000000070 
·00000000040 
Elliott Bros. special design new .......... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·00000000004 
Naldo~!'.'.'. ~~,~-~~~n-no~ ::: ~~::::-:.'.:t"p.lo)f ::: ::: ::::: :: :::: :::::\ Not~:::t"" 
* Current which deflects image o~e millimetre at distance of 1 metre, when the time of' a single 
vitration is 10 seconds . 
t Partially finished. 
For use in these new galvanometers, the laboratory has received during the year, 
alot of very fine quartz :fibers, made to special order by Prof. C. C. Hutchins, and 
some very small, light, and accurate concave mirrors from J. A. Brashear, the use of 
which in the new galvanometer bas been already referred to. A very considerable 
improvement in the mechanical steadiness of this part of the apparatus has also been 
effected by mounting the whole galvanometer in a massive metal case, which rests 
on a series of stone blocks placed one above another and separated from each other 
by sheets of rubber. In spite of these precautions, the vibrations due to passing 
teams and wagons are at times still very troublesome. 
(2) The improvement in the other parts of the apparatus has been mainly in the 
direction of increased accuracy. The siderostat has been provided with a new elec-
tric control, by means of which inaccuracies of running may be quickly compensated 
for from in ide the building. Considerable improvement has also been effected in 
the minor parts of the instrument, but it still needs to be thoroughly overhauled. 
The changes for which there is most pressing need are the remounting of the 
equatorial axis on ball bearings and the construction of a new governor for the clock. 
The pe tro-bolometer and its accessories is that part of the train of apparatus 
which has undergone the most radical change. The principal changes which have 
b en mad in its constru tion and working during the past year are : 
. (1) '!'he a loption of a r.efl.ecting mirror secured to the pri m and r evolving with 
it, which ha r ndered it possible to fix both the spectro.bolometer slit and the 
bolometer it elf in position, thereby avoiding the use of a long revolving arm. 
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This device permits of indefinite extension of the bolometer arm, and consequently 
the reduction of the angular value of the bolometer strip to a very minute quantity. 
(2) The provision of a new adjustable tangent arm for slowly rotating the axis 
of the spectro-bolometer with great accuracy. 
(3) The adoption of a new $ystem of clock-work for synchronously driving this 
tangent arm, and the photographic plate on which the galvanometer record is 
_taken, in place of the two independent driving clocks before used, 
(4) The ~ounting of all parts of the spectro-bolometer on rigid iron or stone · 
supports. . 
The improvements in the method of working which have accompanied these 
improvements in apparatus are: 
(1) The substitution of glass plates for flexible :films for the photographic records. 
The irregular errors due to shrinkage of the film have thus been eliminated and the 
subsequent photographic processes rendered much easier by reason of the greater 
facility of handling. 
(2) The reduction, and in some cases almost entire elimination, of the "drift" by 
the use of a water-jacket about the fixed bolometer case, together with careful 
attention to all the electrical details of the bolometer and galvanometer connections, 
and the substitution of storage battery cells for the Daniel cells, formerly used to 
supply the current to the brjdge circuit. The "drift," however, still remains a 
source of great trouble and I expect to secure its elimination only (if at all) by the 
establishment of uniform temperature conditions, which it is impossible to obtain in 
the present laboratory (at least during the summer months). 
The laboratory building itself has been considerably improved during the past 
year. A small annex, which is used as a photographic dark room, was erected in 
the spring of 1893, and has greatly facilitated the photographic work of the obser-
vatory. During the summer a small air-cooling plant was placed in the basement, 
and served not only to increase the comfort of the observers, but also to secure 
more favorable conditions for the work then being carried on with rock salt. 
During the past year the observatory al~o fitted up a small instrument shop for 
the construction and repair of its apparatus, comprising an instrument-maker's 
lathe, built to my speli:ial order, a small planer from the Hendley Machine Company, 
and a fairly complete stock of small tools, and stock material. A dynamo, for sup-
plying current to the observatory for charging the storage batteries and to the shop 
for power purposes, was also purchased and temporarily placed in the National 
Museum. · Owing to the lack of suitable quarters the shop has not yet been perma-
nently located, but occupies a temporary shed south of the Smithsonian building. 
The important pieces of apparatus acquired during the year may be divided into 
two general classes: (1) Physical apparatus of precision; (2) accessory apparatus, 
I. To the former class belongs: 
(1) Three new galvanometers and sets of galvanometer coils from Elliott 
Brothers and Nalder Brothers. 
(2) Resistance boxes one of 100,000 ohms and one of 1,000 ohms from Nalder 
Brothers. 
(3) A set of fine quartz fibers, from Prof. C. C. Hutchins. 
(4) Six fr-ie galvanometer mirrors, from J. A. Brashel:j.r. 
(5) One large glass priRm, from J. A. Brashear. 
(6) Two large glass lenses, from J. A. Brashear. 
(7) Two new large rock salt lenses, from M. E. Kahler. 
(8) A collection of Yaluable rock salt crystals, from Germany. 
(9) Three new i 6-milometer bolometers, fro:.n Grunow. 
(10) One large 24-inch camera, a fine Ross lens, and a complete photographic 
outfit, from Sooville & Co. · 
(11) A new tangent arm for spectro-holometer, from J. A. Brashear. 
(12) A new prism holder, with large glass flat, from J. A. Brashear: 
SM:93-5 
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U, Accessory apparatus: , 
(1) A complete instrument-maker's lathe, with outfit of tools and chuckl!I. 
{2) A 30-inch hand and power planer for metal work, with chuck, etc., from 
the Hendley Machine Company. 
(3) A 40-light h1candesoent dynamo, with rheostats, etc., from Westing-
house Electric Company. 
(4) A one-half horse power motor, from Akron Electric Company. 
(5) A one-fourth horse-power water motor and Sturtevant pressure fan, with 
accessory app~ratus for cooling the air of the Observatory. 
Thi;) total value of the apparatus purchased during the year was about $3,000. 
MINOR WORK OF THE YEAR, 
In addition to Mr. Wadsworth's work with Prof. Michelson in the establishment 
of the length of the st;:i,ndard meter in ~terms of the wave length of light, at the 
International Bureau of Weights and Measures, reference to which has already been 
made, the following special work, which has been done during the year, may be 
mentioned: 
(1) The preparation of a complete series of line-shaded drawings of the principal 
pieces of apparatus in the observatory on a scale requisite to show their detailed 
construction. 
(2) The preparation of a series of enlargements of moon photographs from the 
Kenwood and Lick observatories, photographs. 
(3) Experiments in temperature and radiation work. 
During the latter part of the year preliminary experiments were begun and carried 
on at intervals looking to the systematic preparation for another extended research, 
which I have proposed to soon begin to determine the physical relation between 
temperature and radiation. The experiments have mostly been directed to the 
establishment of a sath;factory source of temperature and means of measuring the 
same. The various apparatus, etc., for the prosecution of this work at an early date 
has either been ordered or already installed. 
(4) Some further attempts have been made at solar photography, bnt, as the 
experience of last year conclusively showed, the atmospheric conditions here in the 
city are very unfavorable to any satisfactory work in this direction. 
PERSONNEL. 
The force of the Observatory consists of a Senior assistant, and an instrument-
maker, and an assistant instrument-maker. During the past year the Observatory 
has also had at different times special assistants, among whom I wish to acknowl-
edge the assistance of M:r. J. G. Hubbard, to whose photographic skill several 
improvements of this part of the -work are due. 
APPENDIX VI. 
REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1893. 
&a: 1 have the honor to submit herewith a report upon the operations of the 
library ort.&e-Smithsonian Institution during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893. 
The work of recording accessions has been conducted as in.the preceding yea,rs. 
The entry numbers in the accession book extend from 246, llO 'to 268, 386. 
The following table shows the number of volumes; parts of volumes, pamphlets, 
and charts received during t~e year: 
Publications rcceivcc between Jnly 1, 1892, and June 30, 1893, 
Quarto or Octavo or Total. 
larger. smaller. 
Volumes .................. . ....................................... . 
Parts of volumes .................................................. . 
Pamphlets ....................... . ....... .. ....................... . 
594 
16, 650 
870 
1,245 
6,299 
3,581 
Charts ......................................................................... · ······· ; ··· 
Total ....................... -.... · · · · · · · · · -· · · · - · · -· · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · I 
1,839 
22, 94_9 
4,451 
249 
29,488 
- - . ·------- ---------------------- - ------
Of these publications, 272 volumes, 6,981 parts of volumes, and 821 pamphlets, 
8!074 in all, were retained for use in the U. S. Nationa,IMnsenm. 
Nine hundred and sixty-three medical dissertations were deposited in the library 
of the Surgeon-General U. S. Army; the remaining publications were sent to the 
Library of Congress on the Monday after their receipt. 
In carrying out the plan formulated by the Secretary for increasing the library 
by exchanges, 781 letters asking for publications not on our list, or asking for num-
bers to complete the series already in the library, have been written. It gives me 
pleasure to report that as a result of this correspondence 246 new exchanges were 
acquired by the Institution, while 81 defective series were completed, either wholly 
or as far as the publishers were able to supply missing parts. 
Since this plan of the Secretary was :first formulated in 1887, 4,512 letters have 
been written with a view of increasing tho number of periodicals and trai1sactions 
of learned societies in the library of tho Smithsonian Institution. The result of 
this work has been most gratifying; 11350 new periodicals have been added to the 
list and 909 defective series have been either completed or filled out as far as the 
publishers were able to supply missing parts. 
The reading room is now taxed to its utmost capacity; the 494 boxes for the use 
of scieutific periodical literature are all :filled and periodicals which it would be 
desirable to keep in the general reading room must l.l13 placed elsewhere for lack of 
space. The reading ro'bm no longer has sufficient accommod:1tions for the growing 
exchanges of the Institution nor for the persons desiring to consnlt tL:s important 
collection of current scientific literature. 
Ever since 1890 the Secretary has called attention in hie annnal report to the fact 
that the present quarters of the library are insufficient; the natural expansion of 
the library has been prevented by the fact that th.e rooms adjacent to the library 
were occupied by the bureau of international exchanges. It will be possible shortly 
to assign other quarters to the bureau of international-exehal..lges, and plans have 
been prepared for book shelves in one of the roomc made vacant. It is estimated 
that space will thus be secured for about 6,000 volumes. 
In addition to the strictly scientific liter2iture vhich is contained in the readinc-
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room, the liforary magazines are ali$_o on file and their use by the officers and 
elilployes of the Institution and tho National Museum is constn,ntly increasing. 
Below is'a comparative statement of the operations of the library since June 30, 
1890: 
Number of publications received. 
1890-'91. 1891-'92. 1892-'93. 
---
Volumes ............•...•...............•.......•...... , , •.•.... -.. , ... 2, 681 1,989 1,839 
farts of volumes .. ...... .. . .......................... , .....• , . , . .. , .. ~o. 525 23,729 22,949 
Pamphlets .. ,, ........... , , , .....•.....•.•.................... , ...•.... ?, 769 3,589 4,449 
Ch:i,rts . ..... ..•... ........ ..................... , ......... , ..... , •...... 319 621 249 
------------
Total .................... . .. , ...•..•....•.......... . . ,, .. , ....•.. 27,294 29,928 29, 488 
· It will be observed that this compa1:ative table shows a slight decrease in the 
number of publications received during the current year over the preceding year. 
The decrease, however, is in volumes, and is due to the fact that the limit of the 
possibility of completing series of publications by exchange, seems to have been 
reached. . 
The number of titles for the past year shows an increase of almost 2,000 over that 
of the year preceding. 
The following table shows the number of titles received per year for the past six 
years: 
Number of titles rf)ceived. 
1887-'88 ....•.. · ..•.. ·----· ..•... ·----· ·----- ·----· --·- .... -- -----· -----· ---· 12,105 
1888-'89 .. __ .......... __ ... ____ .. _ .. __ ... _________ : _____ , ____ . ______ ... ·_. _.. 11, 370 
1889-'90 .. _ .. __ . _ ....... _ .. _ .. _ ......... ____ . __ ... __ . __ . _____ . ____ .. ___ . . . . . . 13, 4 7 4 
1890-'91 ... _ ... _. __ ................ _____ . _ ... ____ .. ________ .. ____ . __ ... __ ... 18, 409 
1891-'92 ........................... __ ........ ____ . __ ... _ .. ___ . ___ ... _ ....... . 20, 523 
1892-'93 _ ......................... _ . _____ .. _ : __ .. __ .. _____ . _____ . __ .... __ . . . 22, 276 
It will be seen from the above table that the number of titles received by the 
library has almost doubled since 1887, a gratifying fact, yet one which severely 
taxes the library force in the rec,ording and arrangement of the material received. 
No fewer than 4,087 acknowledgments of publications were _made by the post card 
and other printed forms, while many gifts were acknowledged by special letter. 
The following universities have sent complete sets of their academic publications, 
including inaugural dissertations: 
Basel, 
Berlin, 
Bern, 
Bonn, 
Breslau, 
Dorpat, 
Erlangen, 
FreiburO', Br., 
Giessen, 
Greifswald, 
Halle, A. S., 
Heidelburg, 
Helsingfors, 
Jena, 
Johns Hopkins, 
Kiel, 
Konigsberg, 
Leipzig, 
Louvain, 
Lund, 
Marburg, 
Strasburg, 
Tu.bingen, 
Utrecht, 
Wurz burg, 
Zurich. 
On July 1 , 1 92, Mr. J. Elfreth Watkins was appointed Assistant in charge of the 
library, a po ition which he h eld until the first of October. From that date until 
Dec mb r 1, Mr. . P. cudcler wa acting Librarian. 
ry r p ·tfu11 y, yours, 
Ir. L ANGLEY, 
ecretary of th e milhsonian ln slilution. 
CYRUS ADLER, 
Librarian. 
APPENDIX VII. 
REPORT OF THE EDITOR FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1893. 
Srn: I have the honor to submit the following report upon th6 publications of the 
Smithsonian Institution for the year ending June 30, 1893: 
I. SMITHSONIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE. 
Of the Volume xxvn of the quarto series of "Contributions" (having the serial 
No. 839 in the Smithsonian list of publications) only a part has yet been issued, 
namely, No . . 801, "Experiments in Aerodynamics," By S. P. Langley. This was 
mcluclecl in last year's list of publications . . 
No. 840. "Life Histories of North American Birds, with special reference to their 
breeding habits, ancl eggs; with twelve lithographic plates." By Charles Bcndire. 
Quarto volume of x +446 pages: illustrated with 12 plates of 185 chromo-lithograpbic 
figures of birds' eggs. 
No. 841. "Smithsonian.Contributions to Knowledge. Volume XXVIII." This volume 
is entirely occupied with the "Life Histories of American Birds," etc., just above 
described. Agreeably to the established practice of the Institution, a separate edi-
tion of 250 copies of the work ha1:1 been issued as No. 840, for special .distribution to 
those more particularly interested in the subject, the principal edition of 1,000 
· copies b6ing designed for deposit with the leading scientific societies and public 
libraries, in continuation of the series of" Contribution" volumes. With the extra 
title-page and preliminary matter this volume comprises xxi+446 pages, illustrated 
with 12 chromo-lithographic plates. 
No. 842. "The Application of Interference Met bods to Spectroscopic Measurements, 
with five plates." By Albert H. Michelson. Quarto volume of 24 pages; illustr~ted 
with 5 plates. 
. II. SMITHSONIAN MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS. 
No. 843. ' 1 The Mechanics of the Earth's Atmosphere. A collection of Translations, 
by Clevelanc1Abbe." Octavo volume of 324 pages; illustratecl with 46 figures. 
No. 844. '' Smithsonian Meteorological Tables." Octavo volume oflix+262 pages. 
· This work will fonn the first part of Volume xxxv of the ''Miscellaneous Collec-
tions," which volume is not yet completed. 
No. 849. " Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Volume XXXIV ." Tllis volume . 
contains: Article 1, The Toner Lectures. Lecture rx.-Mental Overwork and Prema-
ture Disease among Public and Professional Men. By Charles K. Mills, M. D., 
,January, 1885. Article 2, 'rransactions of the Anthropological Society of Washing-
ton, Volume m, November 6, .1883-May 19, 188i'i, 1886. Article 3, Index to the 
Literature of Columbium, 1801-1887. By Frank W. Traphagen, PH. D., 1888. Arti-
cle 4, Bibliography of Astronomy for the year 1887. By William C. Winlock, 1888. 
Article 5, Bibliography of Chemistry for the year 1887. By H. Carrington Bolton, 
1888. Article 6, The Toner Lectures. Lecture x.-A clinical study of the skull. 
By H:-..rrison Allen, M. D., March, 1890. Article 7, Index to the Literature of Ther-
modynamics. By Alfred Tuckerman, PH. D., 1890. Article 8, The Correction of 
Sextants for Errors of Eccentricity and Graduation. By Joseph A. lfogers, 1890. 
Article 9, Bibliography of the Chemical Influence of Light. By Alfred Tuckerman, 
PH. D., 1891. Article 10, The Mechanics of the Earth's Atmosphere. A collection 
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of Translations, by Cleveland .Abbe, 1891. The whole forms a volume of v+1054 
pages: illustrated with 69 :figures. 
No. 850. "A Select Bibliography of Chemistry, 1492-1892." By Henry Carrington 
Bolton. Octavo volume of xiii+1212 pages. 
No. 851. "Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Volume xxxvr." This volume 
consists of a single work: the "Select Bibliography of Chemistry" just above 
described, 250 copies of the bibliography having been issued as an independent book, 
and 1,000 copies (with additional title page) as the 36th volume of the "Miscella-
neous" series, for libraries and societies. Octavo volume of xviii+1212 pages. 
No. 852. Tables of natural sines and co-sines, t angents and co-tangents, together 
with useful physical constants, etc. Octavo pamphlet of 8 pages. 
III.-SMITHSONIAN ANNUAL REPORTS. 
No. 845. "Report of S. P. Langley, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, for 
the year ending June 30, 1892," to the Regents of the Institution. Octavo pamphlet 
of iii+83 pages. Illustrated with 5 figures. 
No. 846. "Report of the National Museum, annual report of the Board of Regents 
of the Smithsonian Institution, showing the operations, expenditures, and condition 
of the Institution for the year ending June 30, 1890." This volume comprises five 
sections: I. Report of the assistant secretary of the Smithsonian, G. Brown Goode, 
in charge of the National Museum, upon the condition and prospect of the Museum; 
II. Reports of the curators of tho National Museum upon the progress of work dur-
ing the year; III. Papers describing and illustrating the collections in the Museum; 
IV. Bibliography of publipations and papers relating to the Museum during the year; 
and V. List of accessions to the Museum during the year. The whole forms an octavo 
volume of xviii +81l pages, illustrated with 163 plates and 99 figures. 
No. 848, the Smithsonian report to July 1, 1891, and No. 853, the Museum report to 
July 1, 1891, have not yet been received fr~m the Public Printer. 
IV. REPORTS OF THE BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY. 
No. 847. "Seventh Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the Secretary 
of the Smithsonian Institution, 11385, 1886 :" By J. W. Powell, Director. This volume 
contains the introductory report of the director_ (27 pages), together with accom-
panying papers, to wit: "Indian Linguistic Families of America north of Mexico," 
by J. W. Powell; "The Midewiwin or 'Grand Medicine Society' of the Ojibwa," by 
W. J. Hoffman; "The sacred Formulas of the Cherokees," by James Mooney. A 
royal-octavo volume of xliii + 409 pages; illustrated with 39 :figures in the text, 
and 26 plates, of which 2 are maps, and 6 are chromo-lithographs. 
Respectfully submitted. 
Mr. S. P. LANGLEY. 
Secretat·y nf the Smithsonian Institution. 
w. B. TAYLOR, 
Editor . 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 
The object of the GENERAL APPENDIX to the Annnal Report of the 
Smithsonian Institution is to furnish brief accounts of scientific discov-
ery in particular directions; reports of investigations made by collab-
orators of the Institution; and memoirs of a general character or ou 
special topics that are of interest or value to the numerous correspond -
ents of the Institution. . 
It has been a prominent object of the Board of Regents of the Smith-
sonian Institution, from a very early° date, to enrich the annual report 
required of them by law, with memoirs illustrating the more remarka, 
ble and important developments in physical a_nd biological discovery, 
· as well as showing the general character of the operations of the Insti-
tution; and this purpose has, during the greater part of its history, been 
carried out largely by the publication of· such papers as would possess 
an interest to all attracted by scientific progress. 
In ~880 the Secretary, induced in part by the discontinuance of an 
annual summary of progress which for thirty years previous had been 
issued by well-known private publishing firms, had prepared by com-
petent collaborators a series of abstracts, showing concisely the promi-
nent features.of recent scientific progress in astronomy, geology, meteor-
ology, pbysics, chemistry, mineralogy, botany, zoology, and anthropol-
. ogy. This latter plan was continued, though not altogether satisfac-
torily, down to and including the year 1888. 
In the report for J,889 a return was made to the earlier method of 
presenting a miscellaneous selection of papers (some of them original) 
embracing a considerable range of scientific investigation and discus-
sion. This lliethod has been continued in the present report, for 1893. 
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THE W A.NDERINGS OF THE NORTH POLE.* 
By Sir ROBERT B.ALL, F. R. s. 
On a recent visit to Cambridge, Prof. Barnard, the discoverer of the 
fifth satellite of Jupiter, exhibited at the Cavendish Laboratory his most 
interesting colle~tion of photographs made at the Lick Observatory. 
These pictures were obtained by a 6-inch photographic lens of 3 feet 
focus, attached to an ordinary equatorial, the telescope of which was 
used as a guider when it was desired to obtain a picture of the stars 
with a long exposure. Among the advantages of this process may be 
reckoned the large field that is thereby obtained, many of the plates that 
he exhibited being as much as 4 degrees on the edge. I am however 
not now going to speak of Barnard's marvellous views of the milky way, 
nor of the plate on which a comet was discovered, nor of the vicissitudes 
of Holmes's comet, nor of that wonderful picture in which Swift's comet 
actually appears to be producing, by a proce~s of gemmation, an off-
shoot which is evidently adapted for an independent cometary exist-
ence. The picture to which I wish specially to refer in connection with 
our immediate subject is one- in which the instrument was directed 
towards the celestial pole. In this particular case the clock-work which 
is ordinarily employed to keep the stars acting at the same point of the 
plate was dispensed with. The telescope, in fact, remained fixed while 
the heavens rotated in obedience to the diurnal motion. Under these 
circumstances each star, as minute after minute passed by, produced 
an image on a different part of the plate, the consequence of which was 
that the record which the star was found to have left, when the picture 
was developed, was that of a long trail instead of a sharply defined 
point . A.s each star appears to describe a circle in the sky around the 
pole, and as, in the vicinity of the pole, these circles were small enough 
to be included in the plate, this polar photograph exhibits a striking 
spectacle. It displayed a large number of concentric circles, or rather, 
I should say, of portions of circles, for the exposures having lasted for 
about four hours, about one-sixth of each circumference was completed 
during that time. 
"' From the Fortnightly Review, August, 1893; vol. LIV, pp. 171-183. 
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The effect thus produced was that of a number of circular arcs of 
varying sizes and of different degrees of brightness. Most conspicu-
ous amongst them was the trail produced by the actual polar star 
itself. It is well known, of course, that though the situation of the 
pole is conveniently marked by the fortunate circumstance that a 
bright star happened during the present century to lie in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the veritable pole, yet, of course, this star is not actually 
at the pole, and consequently, like all tl).e other stars, Polaris itself 
must be revolving in a circle whereof the center lies at the true pole. 
The brighter the star the brighter is the trail which it produces, so 
that the circle made by Polaris is much more conspicuous than the 
circles produced by the other stars of inferior luster. It is however 
to be noted that some of the faint stars lie much closer to the pole than 
Polaris itself. There is indeed one very minute object so .close to the 
JJOle that the circle in which its movements are performed seems very 
little more than a point when represented on the screen on which the 
slide was projected. The interesting circumstance was noted that there 
appeared to be occasional interruptions to the continuity of the circular 
arcs. This was due to the fact that clouds had interposed during the 
intervals represented by the interruptions. A practical application is 
· thus suggested, which has been made to render useful service at Har-
vard College Observatory. Every night, and all night long, a plate is 
there exposed to this particular part of the sky, and the degree in 
which the Pole-star leaves a more or less complete trail affords an indi-
cation of the clearness or cloudiness of the sky throughout the course 
of the night. From the positions of the parts where the trail bas been 
interrupted it is possible not only to learn the amount of cloudiness 
that has prevailed, but the particul~r hours during which it has lasted. 
This interesting system of concentric polar circles affords us perhaps 
the most striking visual representation that could possibly be obtained 
of the existence of that point in the heavens which we know as the 
J 
pole. The picture thus exhibited was a striking illustration of the 
Copernican doctrine that the diurnal stellar movement was indeed only 
apparent, being of course due to the rotation of the earth on its axis. 
Suppose that a photograph, like that I have been describing, were to 
be taken at intervals of a century, it would be found that the center 
of the system of circles, that is to say, the veritable pole itself, was 
gradua1ly changing on the heavens. I do not by this mean that the 
tar themselves would be found to have shifted their places relatively 
to each other. No doubt there is some effect of this kind, but it is an 
in igui:ficant one, and need not at present concern us. The essential 
point t be noti ed i 'that tbe stars which happen to lie in the vicinity 
of th pole w uhl have a changed relation to the pole in consequence 
of the fact that thi latter point is itself in incessant movement. At 
h rn· ,·ent tim he pol i, advan ing in uch a direction that it is 
g ting nearer t th I ole- tar, o that the actual circle which the Pole-
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star is describing is becoming less and less. The time will come when 
the circle which this star performs will have reached its lowest dimen-
sions, but still the pole will ue moving on its way, and then, of course, 
the dimensions of the circle traversed. by the Pole-star will undergo a 
corresponding increase. .As hundreds of years and thousands of years 
roll by the pole will retreat farther and farther from the Pole-star, so 
that in the course of a period as far on in the future as- the foundation 
of Rome was in the past, the pole will be no longer sufficiently near 
the Pole-star to enable the latter to render to astronomers the peculiar 
services which it does at present. 
Looking still farther ahead, we find that in the course of about twelve 
thousand years the pole will have gained a position as remote as it 
possibly can from that position which it now occupies. This most criti-
cal point in the heavens will then lie not far from the star Vega, the 
brightest point in the northern sky, and then it will commence to return, 
so that after the lapse of about twenty-five thousand years the pole 
will be found again in the same celestial neighborhood_ where it is 
to-night, having, in the meantime, traversed a mighty circle through the 
constellations. In all this there is no·novelty; these movements-of the 
pole are so conspicuous that they were detected long before the intro-
duction of accurate instruments. · They were discovered so far back as 
the time of Hipparchus, and the cause of them was assigned by New-
ton as one of the triumphs of his doctrine of universal gravitation. In 
giving the title of" The Wanderings of t)le North Pole" to thi~ paper 
I did riot however intend to discourse of the movements to which I 
have hit)lerto referred. They are so familiar that every astronomer has 
to attend to them practically in the reclilction of almost every observa-
tion of the place of the celestial body. It was however necessary to 
make the reference which I have done to this subject in order that the 
argument on which we are presently to enter should be made suffi-
ciently clear. It must be noted that the expression "the North Pole" 
is ambiguous. It may mean either of two things, which are quite dis-
tinct. In the case we have already spoken of, I understand by the 
North Pole that point on the cel~stial sphere which is the center of the 
system of concentric circles described by the circumpolar stars. The 
other sense i~ which the North Pole is used is the terrestrial one; it 
denotes that point on this earth which has been the goal of so many 
expeditions, and to reach which has been the ambition of so many illus-
trious navigators. We have a general notion that the terrestrial North 
pole lies in a desolate region of eternal ice, somewhat relieved by the 
circumstance that for six months of the year the frozen prospect is 
brightened by perpetual day, though on the other hand, during the 
remaining six months of the year this region is the abode of perpetual 
night. 
The North Pole is that bitberto unattainable point on our globe on 
which, if an observer could take his station, Le would find that the 
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phenomena of the rising and the setting of the stars, so familiar else-
where, were non-existent. Each star viewed from the coign of vantage 
offered by the North Pole would move round and round in a horizontal 
eirel~ and thff system o-f eoucentrie- cireles wonld oo directly overhead. 
In midsummer the suu would seem to revolve around, remaining prac-
tically at the same elevation above the horizon for a few days, unt.H it 
slowly began to wend its way downwards in a spiral. In a couple of 
months it would ·draw near the horizon, and as day after day passed 
by the luminary would descend lower and lower until its edge grazed 
the horizon all round. The-setting-of the sun for the long winter would 
.then be about to commence, and gradually less and less of the disk 
would remain perceptible. Finally the sun would disappear altogether, 
thoug·h for many days afterwards a twilight glow would travel round 
the whole hemisphere, ever getting less arid less, until at last all indi-
cations of the sun had vanished. The utter darkness of winter would 
then ensue for months, mitigated only so far as celestial luminaries 
were concerned by starlight or occasional moonlight. Doubtless, how-
ever, the fitful gleams of the aurora would often suffice to render the 
surrounding desolation visible. Then as the spring drew near, if, 
indeed, such a word as spring be at aii applicable to an abode of utter 
dreariness, a faint twilight would be just discernible. Tile region thus 
illuminated would move round and round the horizon each twenty-four 
hours, gradually becoming more and more conspicuous, until at last the 
edge of the sun app~ared. Then, by a spiral movement inverse to that 
with which its descent was accomplished, the great luminary would 
steal above the horizon, there to continue for a period of six months 
until the commencement of t·he ensuing winter. Indeed, the actual 
duration of apparent summer would be somewhat protracted in conse-
quence of the effect of refraction in raising the sun visually above the 
horizon when in reality it was still below. The result would be to 
lengthen the summer at one end and to anticipate it at the other. 
Such would be the astronomical conditions of the North Pole; that 
anomalous point, from whence every other locality on the globe lies due 
south, that mysterious point which up to the present seems never to 
have been approached by man within a distance less than 400 miles, 
unless, indeed, as is not improbably the case, the pre-glacial man who 
lived in the last genial period found a temperate climate and enjoyable 
conditions even at the latitude of goo. 
For our present purpose it will be necessary to get a very clear idea 
as to the precise point on the earth which we mean when we speak of 
the North Pole. As our knowledge of it is almost entirely derived from 
a tronomical phenomena, it i necessary to assign the exact locality of 
the pol by a tri ·t definition depending on astronomical facts. Sup-
po ing that an: n doe ucceed in his expedition, as everyone hopes 
ha h will an d e penetrate within that circle of 400 miles radius 
h :f t of ·i vilize<l man ha never yet trod, how is he to identify 
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that particular spot on this globe which is to be defined by the North 
Pole¥ It was for this purpose that at the commencement of this paper 
I referred to that photograph of the concentric cilclPs which illustrated 
so forcibly the position of the pole in the heavens. Imagine that your 
eye was placed at the center of the earth, and that you had a long slen-
der tube from that center to the surface throug:h which you could look 
out at the celestial sphere; if that tube be placed in such a way that, 
when looking from the center of the earth through this tube, your vision 
was directed exactly to that particular point of the heavens which is 
the center of the circle now described by the Pole Star and the other 
circumpolar stars, then that spot in which the end of the tube passes 
out through the surface of the earth is the North Pole. Imagine a 
stake to be driven into the earth at the place named, then the position 
of that stake is the critical spot on our globe which has been the object 
of so much scientific investigation aud of so much maritime enterprise. 
The reader must not think that I am attempting to ue hyper-accurate 
in this definition of the North Pole; no doubt, in our ordinary language 
we often think of the pole as something synonymous with the polar 
regions, an ill-defined and most vaguely known wilderness of ice. For 
scientific purposes it is, however, essential to understand that the pole 
is a very definitely marked point, and we must assign its position accu-
rately, not merely to within miles, but even to within feet. Indeed, it 
is a truly extraordinary circumstance that, considering no one, with the 
possible exception just referred to, has ever yet been within so many 
hundred miles of the pole, we should be able to locate it so precisely 
that we are absolutely certain of its position to within an area not 
larger than that covered by a small town, or even by a good-sized draw-
ing room. 
We have seen that the North Pole in the sky is in incessant move. 
meut, and that the travels which it accomplishes in the course of many 
centuries extend over a wide sweep of the heavens; this naturalJy sug-
gests the question, Does the pole in the earth move about in any simi-
lar manner, and ·if so, what is the nature and extent of its variation 1 
Here ts the point about which those modern researches have been made 
which it is my sp.ecial object to discuss in this paper. Let us first see 
clearly the issue that is raised. At the time of the building of the 
Pyramids the pole in the heavens was in quite a different place from 
its present position; the Pole Star had not at that time the slighte~t 
title to be called a pole star; in fact, the point around which the heav-
ens revolved lay in a wholly different constellation. It was certainly 
not far from the star Alpha Draconis about 3000 B. c., and we could 
indicate its position quite definitely if we had any exact knowledge as 
to tbe date of the Pyramids' erection . It is, however, plain that the 
difference was so patent between the celestial pole at the time of the 
Pyramids and the celestial pole of later centuries, that it could not be 
overlooked in attentive observation of the heavens. As the North 
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Pole in the sky was, therefore, so different in tbe time of the Pharaohs 
from the North Pole in the ~ime of Victoria, it is proper to ask whether 
there was a like difference, or any difference at all, between the terres-
trial pole at the time of the building of tbe Pyramids and that terres-
trial pole in whose quest Nansen is just setting off. If Pharaoh had 
despatched a successful expedition to the North Pole and driven a post 
in there to mark it, and if Nansen were now successful, would he find 
that the North Pole in the earth which he was to mark occupied the 
same position or a different position from that which had been discov-
ered thousands-of years previously,. .At first one might hastily say 
that there :i;nust be such a difference, for it will be remembered that I 
have defined the North Pole in the earth as that point through which 
the tube passes which would permit an eye placed at the center of the 
earth to view the North Pole in the sky. If, therefore, the North Pole 
in the sky had undergone a great change in its position, it might seem 
obvious that the tube from the earth's center to its surface which would 
now conduct the vision from that centre to the north celestial pole 
_ would emerge at a different point of the earth's crust from that which 
it formerly occupied. We have here to deal with the case-that arises 
not unfrequently in astronomy, in which a fact of broad general truth 
requires a minute degree of qualification; indeed, it is not too much to 
say that it is in this qualification of broad general truths that many of 
the greatest discoveries in physical science have consisted. .And such 
is the case in the present instance. There is _a broad general truth and 
there is the qualification of it. It is the qualification that constitutes 
the essential discovery which it is my object herein to set forth. But 
before doing so it will be necessary for me to lay down the broad gen-
eral truth that the North Pole of the earth as it existed in the time of 
the Pharaohs .appears to be practically the same as the North Pole of 
the earth now. It seems perfectly certain that at any time within the 
last ten thousand years the North Pole might have been found within 
a region on the earth's surface not larger than Hyde Park. Indeed, 
the limits might be drawn much more closely. It is quite possible that 
many a,n edifice in London occupies an area sufficiently great to cover 
the holes that would be made by all the posts that might be driven to 
mark the precise sites of the North Pole on the earth not only for the 
the last five or ten thousand years, but probably for periods much 
more ancient still. It is very likely that the North Pole at the time of 
the glacial epoch was practically indistinguishable from the North 
Pole now; in fact, the constancy, or sensible constancy I should, per-
hap , rather say, of the situation of this most critical point in our globe 
i one of the mo ta toni ·hing facts in terrestrial physics. 
L t u , theu, a · urne this broad general fact of the permanency in 
th po ition of the North Pole, and deduce the obvious consequences it 
implie with r gard to the earth's moveme11t. .At this point we find 
the conv nienc of the time-honored illu 'tl'ation in our geogr~phy books 
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which likens the earth to au orange. Let us thrust a knitting needle 
through the orange along its shortest diameter to represent the axis 
about which the earth rotates. Not only does the earth perform one 
revolution about this axis in the space of each sidereal day, but the 
axis itself has a movemeut. If the earth's axis always remained :fixed, 
or never had any motion except in a direction parallel to itself, then the 
point to which it was directed on the sky would. never change~ We 
have however seen that the pole in the sky is incessantly altering its 
pm,ition; we are therefore taught tqat the direction of the earth's axis 
of rotation is constantly changing. To simulate the movement by the 
orange and knitting needle, we must imagine the orange to rotate 
around its axis once in that period of twenty-three hours and :fifty six 
minutes which is well known as the length of the sidereal clay; while at 
the same time the knitting needle, itself bearing, of course, the orange 
with it, performs a conical movement with such extreme slowness that 
not less than twenty-five thousand years is occupied in making the cir-
cuit. The movement, as has often been pointed out, is like that of a 
peg top which rotates rapidly on its axis while at the same time the 
axis itself has a slow revolving motion. Thus the phenomena which 
are presented in the rotation of the earth demonstrate that the axis 
about which the earth rotates occupies what is, at all events, approx-. 
imately a fixed position in the earth, though not a :fixed position in 
space. We can hardly be surprised at this result; it merely implies 
that the earth acts like a rigid body on the whole, and does not permit 
the axis about which it is turning to change its position. 
It will now be easily understood how it comes to pass that the posi-
tion of the North Pole upon the earth h.as not appreciably changed in 
the course of thous.ands of years. The axis a~ound which the earth 
rotates has retained a permanent position relative to the earth itself; 
it has however continuously changed, it is at this moment changing, 
and it will continue to change with regard to its direction in space. So 
far our knowledge extended up to within the last few years, but in these 
modern days a closer inquiry has been made into this, as into as many 
other physical subjects, and the result bas been to disclose the impor-
tant fact that, though the phenomena as just described are very nearly 
true, they must receive a certain minute qualification. Complete exam-
ination of this subject is desirable, not only on account of its nat,ural 
import~nce, but also because it Hlustrates the refinements of which 
modern astronomical processes are susceptible. I have stated the 
broad general fact that the position of the terrestrial pole undergoes 
no large or considerable :fluctuation. But while we admit that no large 
:fluctuation is possible, it is yet very proper to consider whether there 
may not be a, small :fluctuation. It is certain that the position of the 
pole as it would be marked by a post driven into the earth tu-day can 
not differ by a mile from the position in which the same point would be 
marked. last year or next year. But does it differ at aln Is it abso-
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lutely exactly the same 0? Would there be a difference, not indeed of 
miles but of yards or of feet between the precise position of the pole on 
the earth determined at successive intervals of time? Would it be the 
same if we carried out our comparisons, not merely between one year 
and another, but day after day, week after week, month after month 01. 
No doubt the more obvious phenomena proclaim in the most umnistak, 
able manner that the position of the pole is substantially invariable. 
If therefore there be any :fluctuations in its position, those could only 
be disclosed by careful scrutiny of minute phenomena which were too 
delicate to be detected in the coarser methods of observation. There 
is indeed a certain presumption in favor of the notion that absolute 
constancy in the position of the pole need not be expected. Almost 
every statement of astronomical doctrine' requires its qualification, and 
it would seem indeed unlikely that, when sp.ffi.cient refinement was intro. 
duced into the measurements the position of the pole in the earth should 
appear to be absolutely unalterable. Until a very recent period the 
evidence on the subject was almost altogether negative; it was no 
doubt recognized that there might be .some :fluctuations in the position 
of the pole, but it was known that they would only be extremely small, 
and it was believed that in all probability those :fluctuations must be 
comprised within those slender limits which are too much affected 
by inevitable errors of observation to afford any reliable result. Per· 
severance _in this interesting inquiry has been at last rewarded ; and 
as in so many similar cases we are indebted to the labors of many inde· 
pendent workers for the recent extension of our knowledge. We are, 
however, at present most interested by the labors of Mr. Chandler, a 
distinguished American astronomer, who has made an exhaustive exam· 
ination into the subject. The result has been to afford a conclusive 
proof that the terrestrial pole does undergo movement. Mr. Chandler 
has been so successful as to have determined the law of those polar 
movements, and he has found that when they are taken into ·consider· 
ation, an important improvement in certain delicate astronomical inquir· 
ies is the result. These valuable investigations merit, in the highest 
degree, the attention, not only of those who are specially devoted to 
astronomical and mathematical researches, but of that large and ever-
increasing class who are anxious for general knowledge with regard to 
the phy ical phenomena of our globe. 
t first sight it might seem difficult indeed to conduct the investi-
gation of tbi question. Here is a point on the earth's surface, this 
wonderful North Pole, which, so far as we certainly know, has never 
yet been approached to within 400 miles, and yet we are so solicitous 
about the po ition of this pole and about it movement that we demand 
a kn wl dg of it. whereabout · with an accuracy which at first appears 
wholly unat ainable. It sounds almost incredible when we are told 
ha a, hift in the po, ition of the North Pole to the extent of 20 yard , 
or even 20 feet, i appreciable, notwith. tamling that we have never 
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been able to get nearer to it than from one end of l)]ngland to the other. 
Indeed, as a matter of fact, our knowledge of the movements of the 
pole are derived from observations made not alone hundreds but even 
many thousands of miles distant. It is in such observations as those 
at Greenwich or Berlin, Pulkowa or Washington, that the determina-
tions have been made l>y which changes in the position of the pole can 
be ascertained with a delicacy and precision for which· those would 
b rdly be prepared who were not aware of the refinement of modern 
astronomical methods. I do not however imply that the observations 
conducting- to the discoveries now about to be considered have been 
exclusively.obtained at the observatories I have named. There are a 
large number of similar institutions over the globe which have been 
made to bear their testimony. Tens of thousands ·of different observa-
tions have been brought together, and by discussing them it has been 
found possible to remove a large part of the errors by which such work 
is 11ecessarily affected, and to elicit from the vast mass those grains of 
truth which could not have been discovered had it not been for the 
enormous amount of material that was available. Mr. Cllandler has 
discussed these matters in a remarkable se-ries of papers, and it will be 
necessary for me now to enter into some little detail, both as regards 
the kind of observations that have been made, and the results to which 
astronomers have been thereby conducted. · 
Greenwich Observatory lies more than 2,000 miles from the North 
Pole, and yet if the pole were to shift by as much as the width of 
Regent street, the. fact that it had done so would be quite pe.rceptible 
at Greenwich. Let me endeavor_ to explain bow such a measurement 
could be achieved. In finding the latitude at any locality we desire, 
of course, to know the distance between the locality and the equator, 
expressed in angular magnitude. But though this is distinctly the 
definition of latitude, it does not at once convey the idea · as to how 
this element can be ascertained. How for instance would an astrono.: 
mer at Greenwich be able to learn the angular distance of the observa-
tory from the equator , The equator is not marked on the sky, and it 
is obvious that the observer must employ a somewhat indirect process 
to ascertain what be wants. Here, again, we have to invoke the aid 
of th~t celestial pole to which I have so often referred. Think of that. 
point on the sky which is the common center of the circles exhibited 
on Prof. Barnard's photograph. That point is not indeed marked by 
any special star, but it is completely defined by the circulnstance that 
it is the center of the track performed by the circumpolar stars . . We 
thu s obtain a clear idea of this definite point in the sky, and the hori-
zon is a perfectly definite line, at all events from any station where 
the sea is visible. It is uot difficult to imagine that by suitable meas-
urements we can ascertain the altitude of this point in the heavens 
above the horizon. That altitude is the latitude of the place· it is in 
' ' fact, the very angle which lies between the locality on the earth and 
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the equator. It is quite true that as the pole is implied by these circles 
rather than directly marked by them, the measurement of the altitude 
can not be effected quite directly. The actual process is to take the 
Pole-star, or some one of the other circumpolar stars, and to measure 
the greatest height to which it ascends above the horizon, and the 
lowest altitude to which it declines about twelve hours later. The 
former of these is as much above the pole as the latter is below it, so 
between them we are able to ascertain the altitude of the pole with a 
high degree of accuracy. It is true that in a fixed observatory such 
as Greenwich the:re is no visible sea horizon, and even if there were 
it would not provide so excellent a method as is offered by the equiv-
alent process of first observing the star directly and then observing 
its reflection from a dish of mercury. In this way the altitude of the 
star above the horizon is determined with the utmost precision. 
The practical astronomer will however rem em her that of course be 
bas to attend to the effects of atmospheric refraGtion, which invariably 
shows a star higher up than it ought to be. This can be allowed for, 
and in this way the latitude of the observatory is ascertained with all 
needful accuracy. When the highest degree of precision is sought for, 
and it is only observations with a very high degree of precision which 
are available for our present purpose, a considerable _number of . stars 
have to be employed, an<l. very many observations have to be taken ati 
different seasons of the year so as to eliminate, as far as possible, all 
sources of casual error. -When, however, due attention has been pa,id 
to those precautions which the experience of astronomers suggests, the 
result that is obtained is characterized by extraordinary precision. 
How great that precision may be I must endeavor to explan. The lati-
tude of every important observatory is obtained from a large number 
of observations, and it would be unlikely tb~t it was more than one or 
two-tenths of a second different from the actual mean value. Now a 
tenth of a second on the surface of the earth corresponds to a distance 
of about 10 feet, and this means that the latitude of the observatory, or, 
as we must now speak very precisely, the latitude of the center of the 
meridian circle in the observatory, is known to a degree of precision 
represented by a few paces. It will thus be seen that with the accu-
racy attainable in our modern observations, it would often be an appre-
ciable blunder to mistake the latitude of one wall of the observatory for 
that of the opposite wall; in other words, we know accurately to within 
the tenth of a econd, or within not much more than the tenth of a sec-
ond, the distance from the center of the transit circle at Greenwich, 
down to the earth'. equator. But, of cour e, the distance from the 
pole to the equator ·i 90°, and this being so it follows that the distance 
from the north ole of the earth to the center of the transit cirolc at 
r enwich Ob ervatory ha been accurately ascertained to within one 
r tw -tenth f a cond. If any chancre took place in the di tance 
b we n the ole aud h meridian circle at Greenwich, then it mu t be 
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manifested by the chauges of latitude. We shall now be able to under-
stand how any movemeut of the pole, or rather of the position which it 
occupies in the earth, would be indicated at Greenwich. Suppose, for 
instance, that the ·pole actually advanced towards Great Britain, and 
that it moved to a difltance of, let us say, 30 feet, the effect of this would 
be to produce a diminution of the distance between the pole and Green-
wich, that is to say, there must be an increase in the distance from · 
Greenwich to the equator. This would correspond to a change in the 
latitude of Greenwich; that latitude would diminish by three-tenths of 
a second, which is a magnitude quite large enough to be recognizable 
by the observations I have already indicated as proper for the determi. 
nation of latitude. A shift of the pole to a distance of 60 feet would be 
a conspicuous alteration announced in every observatory in Europe pro-
. vided with instruments of good modern construction. 
Until the last few years there was not much reason to think that the 
pole exhibited any unequivocal indications of movement. .No doubt, 
displacements resembling those wh1ch ·have now been definitely a!-!cer-
tained have existed.for many years, but they were·too small to produce 
any appreciable effect, e~cept with instruments of a more refined de-
scription than those with which the earlier observatories were equipped. 
It was obvious that the pole did not make movements of anything like 
a hundred yard!-! in extent; had it done so the resulting variations in 
latitude would have been conspicuous enough to have obtained notice 
many years ago. The actual movements which the pole does make are 
of that small character which require very minute discussion of the 
observations to ·establish them beyond reach of cavil. There is how-
ever one striking method of confirming such observations as have been 
made which leaves no doubt of the accuracy of the results to which 
they point. Suppose, for instance, that the great observatories in 
Europe indicate at a certain time that their latitudes have all increased; 
this necessarily implies that the equator has receded from them, and 
that, tlierefore, the North Pole has approached Europe. If however 
the North Pole has approached Europe it must have retreated from 
those regions on the opposite side of the world-say, for instance, the 
Sandwich Islands. Observations in the Sandwich lsiands should 
therefore indicate, if our reasoning has been correct, that the pole has 
retreated from them, and that the equator has therefore advanced in 
such a way that the latitudes of _localities in the Sandwich Islands have 
diminished. The various observations which have been brought to-
gether by the diligence of Mr. Chandler, including those which he bas 
himself made with an ingenious apparatus of his own design, have been 
submitteu to this test, and they have borne it well. The result has 
been that it is now possible to follow the movements of the pole with a 
considerable degree of completeness. Prof. Ohaudler has tracked the 
pole month after month, year after year, through a period of more than 
a century of exact observations, anu he has succeeded in determining 
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the movements which this point undergoes. Let me here endeavor to 
describe the result at which he has arrived. · 
In that palreocrystic ocean which Arctic travellers have described, 
where the masses of ice lie heaped together in the wildest confusion, 
lies this point which is the object of so much speculation. Let us think 
of this tract, or a portion of it, to be leveled to a plain, and at a par-
ticular center let a circle be drawn, the radius of which is about 30 feet; 
it is in the circumference of this circle that the pole of the earth is con-
stantly to be found. In fact, if at different times, month after mouth 
and year after year, the position of the pole was ascertained as thl~ 
extremity of that tube from which an eye placed at the center of the 
earth would be able to see the pole of the heavens, and if the succes-
sive positions of this pole were ma,rked by pegs driven into the ground, 
then the several positions in which the pole would be found must nec-
essarily trace out the circumference of the circle that has been thus 
described. The period in which each revolution of the pole around the 
circle iakes place is about four hundred and twenty-seven days; the 
result therefore of these investigations shows, when the observations 
are accurate, that the l.~ orth Pole of the earth is not, as has been so 
long supposed, a fixed point, but that it revolves around in the earth, 
accomplishing each revolution in about two months more than the 
period that the earth requires for the performapce of each revoluti?n 
around the sun. 
The discovery of the movement of the pole which I have here 
described must be regarded as a noteworthy achievement in astronomy, 
nor is the result to which it leads solely of interest in-consequence of 
the lesson it teaches us with regard to the circumstances of the earth's 
rotation. It has a higher utility, which the practical astronomer will 
not be slow to appreciate, and of which he has, irideed, already experi-
enced the benefit. There are several astronomical investigations in 
which the latitude of the observatory enters as a significant element. 
Latitude is, in fact, at every moment employed as an important factor 
in many astronomical determinatious. To take one of the most simple 
cases, suppose that we are finding, the place of a planet in the observa-
tory. Wededuceits position by measuring its zenith distance, and then 
to obtain the declination the lat,itude of the observatory has, of course, 
to be considered. Now astronomers have hitherto been in the habit of 
accepting the determination of their latitude which had been estab-
lished by a protracted series of observations, and treating it as if it 
were a constant. This method will be no longer admissible when astro-
nomical work of the highest cla. sis demanded. No doubt, from the 
ailor' point of view, an alteration in latitude which at most amounts 
to a bift of 60 feet-not a quarter, per hap ' , of the length of his vessel-
i. immaterial. But in the more refined lJart of a tronomieal work 
h , di v rie can no long r be overlooke l; indeed, Mr. Chandler 
ha ·how hat mauy li er panei s by which a tronomer had been 
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baffled can be removed when note is taken of the circumstance that the 
latitude of the observatory is in au incessant condition of transforma-
tion in accordance with the law which his labors have expounded. It 
will ere long be uecessary in ever.y observatory where important work 
is beiug done to obtain for every day the correction to the mean vahte 
of the latitude, in order to obtain the value appropriate for that day. 
There are also other grounds of a somewhat profounder character 
on which the discoveries now made are eminently instructive. 
Those who are inter~sted ill the physics of our globe often discuss 
the question as to whether the internal heat, which the earth certainly 
possesses, is sufficiently intense to render the deep-seated portions of 
our globe more or less fluid. On the other hand, the effects of pres-
sure, especially of such pressures as are experienced in the depths 
hundreds and thousands of miles below the surface, must go far to con· 
solidate the materials to form what must be sensibly a rigid bod,r. 
The questiou, therefore, arises: Is the earth to be regarded as a rigid 
mass, or is it not"? The phenomena of the tides had already to some 
extellt afforded information on this subject, and now Mr. Uliandler's 
investigation adds much further li_g·ht, for it is certain from his result 
that .the earth can not be a rigid body. It is quite true that, even 
though the earth were rigid, the pole mjglit go round in a circle and 
that circle might have a, 30-feet radius, but ju such a case the period 
would be only about three-quarters of the four hundred and twenty-
seven days which lie has found. In the interest, therefore, of the theo-
retical astronomer, as well as on the other grounds which I have set 
forth, Mr. Chaudler's investigations must be regarded as a most impor-
ta11t c011tribution to modern astronomy. · 

1-'HE GREAT LUNAR CRATER TYOHO.* 
By A. C. Hi.A.NY.A.RD. 
The late Prebendary Webb used to speak of Tycho as the metropol-
itan crater of the moon. Though by no means the largest of the lunar 
craters, it is one of the most striking features of the lunar landscape, 
especially when the moon is near to the full, and the shadows of the 
mountains have all disappeared. The crater of Tycho is then seen as 
a conspicuously white spot, from which radiate in all directions a great 
number of whitish rays that extend over more than a third of the visi-
ble hemisphere of the moon, indicating that the crater has been the 
center of a colossal disturbance which seems to have shattered the 
lunar crust in all directions. We have, as far as I am aware, no evi-
dence in the terrestrial geologic record that a corresponding cataclysm 
has ever similarly shattered the earth's crust; but our terrestrial vol-
canoes are puny things compared with the giant craters of our smaller 
companion planet. 
As might be expected, the strange phenomena presented in so unpar-
alleled a degree by Tycho have been. a fruitful stimulus to speculation 
as to the origin of the lunar craters and the radiating systems of rays 
with which many of the moon's craters are evidently intimately con· 
nected. Many able men have doubted whether there is any true 
analogy between terrestrial volcanoes and the gigantic lunar ring 
mountains and circular depressions which we ordiuarily speak of as 
craters. The ring of Tycho is 54 mHes in diameter, and tile great cra-
ter Clavius, which lies to the south of it, is more than 140 miles in 
diameter; but Ola vi us is by no means the largest of the lunar craters. 
If tile lunar Apennines and the other monnt~:i.ins forming a bro.ken 
ring round the Mare Imbrium are the remnants of a crater, it must 
have had a diameter of over 600 miles, while the largest terrestrial cra-
ters are not more than 15 or 16 miles in diameter.t Vesuvius and the 
*From Knowledge, August, 1893; vp]. xvi, pp. 149-153. 
t Accorcliug to Mr. G. K. Gilbert, in a paper published in the Bulletin of the Phil()-
s~phical Society of Washi.ngton, vol. xrr, p. 247, (l) the old crater containing 'Lake 
Bombon, Isle of Luzon, is mapped (Reclus) as 1.6 by 14 miles in extent; (2) the cra-
ter of Asosn.u, Isle of Kiasl.i.iu, Japan, is 15 miles across (Milne); (3) Scrope men-
tions a circular crateriform lake, about 15 miles in diameter, in Northern Kam-
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Monte Sumna would appear as insignificant little hills if they were 
dropped into the center of the crater of Tycho, whose ring wall towers 
· to a height of 17,000 feet above the plain it incloses. 
Robert Hooke compared the lunar craters to the cup-shaped pits 
formed on the surface of boiling mud by escaping· vapor, and the idea, 
has been a fascinating one to many minds since his day, though it needs 
but li.ttle considetation to recognize that bubbles or blisters formed in 
a plastic material on a scale corresponding with that of the lunar craters 
would rapidly sink down and be obliterated. 
Yr. S. E. Peal has ingeniously advocated a theory which seems to 
me almost equally untenable. He assumes that tJie lunar surface con-
sists entirely of ice, and that the craters and pit-like depressions are 
due to the action of hot, spr~ngs which have not flowed continuously, 
but that water has from time to time issued from vents in the soil, and 
has melted the ice above the vent. The water is then supposed to hav11 
flowed back to the warm interior of the moon, taking with it a part of 
the surface ice that has been melted, and by a series of such ebbs and 
flows Mr. Pea,l conceives the terraced walls of the lunar craters to have 
been built up above the level of surrounding plains. Putting on one 
side the difficulty of conceiving of nearly perpendicular ice cliffs of 
17,000 to 20,000 feet high, standing for ages without :flowing down as 
glaciers to the plains at their feet, we have to account for the fact that 
the lunar plains and the floors of the deeper lunar craters are generally 
of a uni.ch darker tint than the hig·her ground upon the moon, while if 
the whole of the lunar surface were composed of ice and snow there 
wouid be no reason for such a difference of tint, unless, as Mr. Peal 
suggests, the lunar plains are surfaces of virgin ice while the moun-
tains are formed of snow. But virgin ice would reflect the ligbtof the 
sun specularly, and in the equatorial and tropical parts of the moon 
from which the sun's rays could be specularly reflected to us there are 
no traces of such specular reflection. The theory also fails to account 
for the small craters frequently found on the rims of large craters a1 1d 
on the sloping sides of mountains. Such small craters are far abnve 
the assumed rock surface of the moon, and warm water issuing from 
them would flow down the sides of the mountains leaving marked trar,es 
of its flow. The meteoric theory of the formation of lunar craters has 
also had many advocates. It is alleged that if a pebble be dropped 
into mud the scar produced has a raised rim and n, central hill, which 
resembles a lunar crater. Even Mr. Proctor had an inclination for this 
theory. At I age 346 of his book on the moon he says: '' So far as the 
, mall r crater. a·re co11cerned, there j · nothing incredible in the suppo-
s liatlrn ( 'Volcanoes 'second edi tion, London, 1.862, p. 457); (4-) an imperfect cra-
ter irq11e on ~fauritin. 1 mentioned by Charles D~trwin, is mapped (AdmiraHy) as 
abont 13 hy 1 mile: in extent; (5) the craJ,er walls surrouucling L ake .BolP-sua, 
Italy ar mapp cl a: 11 by D mile. iu xtent; (6) th crnt •r containing Lake Ma'l iuju,· 
urna ra, i rnapp cl (Re<:111 ) ai; 1:- hy 7 mil H in extent. 
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sition that they were due to meteoric rain falling when the moon was 
in a plastic condition. Indeed, it is somewhat remarkable how strik-
ingly certain parts of the moon resemble a surface which has been 
rained upon, while sufficiently plastic to receive the impressions, but 
not too soft to retain them. Nor is it any valid objection to this sup-
position, that the rings left by meteoric down fall would only be circu-
lar when the falling matter chanced to strike the moon'R surface 
squarely, for it is far more probable that even when the surface was 
struck obliquely, and the opening first formed by the meteoric mass or 
cloud of bodies was therefore markedly elliptic, the plastic surface 
would close in round the place of impact until the impression actually 
formed had assumed a nearly circular shape." .After inviting attention 
to the lunar photographs published with his book, Mr. Proctor contin-
ues: "It will be seen that tlie multitudinous craters near the southern 
part of the moon are strongly suggestive of the kind of process I have 
referred to, and that, in fact, if one judged solely by appearances one 
would be disposed to adopt somewhat confidently the theory that the 
moon had had her present surface contour chiefly forme<l by meteoric 
downfaJls during· the period of her existei.1ce when she was plastic to 
impressions from without. I am however sensible that the great 
craters, under close telescopic scrutiny, by no means correspond in 
appearance to what we should expect if they were formed by the down-
fall of great masses from without. The regular, and we may almost 
say battlemented, aspect of some of these craters, the level floor, and 
the central peaks so commonly rncognized, se-em altogether different 
from what we should expect if a mass fell from outer space upon the 
moon's surface. It is indeed ju-st possible that under the tremendous 
heat generated by the downfall, a vast circular region of the moon's 
surface would be rendered liquid, and that in rapidly solidifying while 
still traversed by the ring waves resulting· from the downfall, something 
like the present condition would result." _ 
More recently the meteoric theory of the formation of lunar craters 
ha,s been taken up and consjderably elaborated by an .American, Mr. 
G. K. Gilbert, who has made the theory the subject of an address deliv-
ered when ietiriug from the presidency of the Washington Philosophical 
Society 011 December 10, 1892. Recogniziug the difficulty alluded to by 
Mr. Proctor·, viz, that most of the lunar craters are circular, while if the 
meteoric bodies came from outer space ma,ny of them ought to strike 
the moon's surface very obliquely and produce elliptic rings, Mr. Gil-
bert made a series of experiments in the laboratory and found that 
when projectiles were thrown obliquely against a target of plastic mate-
rials a crater-sbaped hole of elliptic contour was formed. In order to 
obviate this objection to the theory he assumes that the bombardiug 
masses which gave ri. e to the lunar craters did not come from outer 
space, but ,vere origiua1ly parts of a ring· about the earth similar to the 
ring which encircles the planet Saturn. From thil3 ring he supposes 
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that the moon was gTadually formed, the small bodies constituting the 
ring having first coalesced into a large number of moonlets which finally 
all united into a single sphere. .According to this hypothesis the lunar 
craters are the scars produced by the collision of the moonlets which 
last surrendered their individuality, and according to Mr. Gilbert and 
~t mathematical friend who aided him in the investigation, 58 per cent 
of the moonlets would, under the circumstances imagined, strike the 
surface of the moon, making an angle of less than 20° with the vertical, 
while 70 per cent would strike at an angle of less than 30°, and 80 per 
ce?t at an angle of less than 40°. From laboratory experiments Mr. 
Gilbert found that the ellipticity of the scars on bis plastic target 
increased slowly up to au incidence of 40° to the vertical, and that 
beyond that incidence the resulting scars showed considerable ellip-
ticity. He assumes that, owing to the flat character of the Saturnian 
ring about the earth, the moonlets must have approached the moon 
approximately in the plane of its equator, but the fact is not attested 
by the grouping of the craters in a medial zone. Mr. Gilbert therefore 
assumes that the axis of the moon's rotation has shifted under the suc-
cessive impulses of the bombardment, and that the moon's equator has 
occupied successively all parts of its surface: He assumes that the 
veloeity of impact due to the moon's gravity would be sufficient to melt 
the rocks of the lunar surface, and that they would during a short period 
behave as if they were composed of plastic material, but would become 
hardened before the crater could subside. 
The theory does not at all commend itself to my mind. M. Roche, of 
Montpelier, showed that a ring about a planet would break up. if it 
extended be.yond a distance of 2 11-25ths the radius from the center of 
the planet, and if the density of the planet increased towards its center 
the maximum limit to which a ring could extend would be still further 
contracted. A moon formed just outside such a ring would have an 
ellipticity greater than that of an ordinary hen's egg; and as tidal 
action carried the moon away from its primary it would gradually 
approximate to a spherical"form. One can -hardly conceive that such a 
change of shape could take place without obliterating scars on its sur-
face; but there is another objection to tlie theory, which, to my mind, 
is even more conclusive. There are upon the moon many lines or 
string of small craterlets which fall very ·evidently into line with one 
another. If we are forced to treat them as scars upon a target, we 
must rngard their allineation as the result of mere chance distribution; 
but the number of such strings precludes any such assumption; there 
mu. t therefore be a physical reason for the allineation, and the most 
obvious as umption eems to be that the craterlets mark out a line of 
w ~kne sin tbe cru t of th moon and lie along a volcanic .fissure or 
lunar fault. 
There i ever gradation in ize a11d in type from the small craterlets 
or cup- haped depr i n up t th gigantic walled rings, aud any 
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theory which professes to account for cra.terlets must account for the 
types of crater into which they gTadually merge. We therefore seem 
driven back to the volcanic hypothesis, and have to explain why upon _ 
the moon, which is so much smaller than the earth, the volcanic out-
breaks have been on so colossal a scale. We are not even in a posit ion 
to say that the moon is made of similar materials to the earth- indeed, 
we know that its average density is considerably less, the earth being 
about 5·66 times as heavy as a similar globe of water, while the moon 
is only about 3·39 times as dense as water, or, according to Dr. Gill's 
recent determination, about 1 per cent less. We must not however 
conclude from this difference that the moon is made of different mate-
-rials from the earth, for we know too little as to the behavior of solids 
under the enormous pressures that they must be subjected to at even 
a few miles beneath the earth's surface. The average density of the 
rocks of which the earth's surface is composed is only about two and 
a half times that of water, but it does not follow that the central parts 
of the earth are composed of different and heavier material. The great 
rigidity of the earth under the tidal strains imposed upon it by the sun 
and moon points to the conclusion that the solid materials of which the 
earth is built up are rendered rigid by compression, and that the idea 
of a fluid interior must be abandoned. Mr. George F. Becker, of the 
U. S. Geological Survey, bas recently pointed out that the slags, i11:to 
which most of the stratified rocks of the earth's · surface would be 
reduced by melting, increase in bulk on fusion, and are not like iron 
and water, which expand on solidifying; consequently, he argues that 
any crust which formed on the surface of a molten sphere of slag would 
speedily break up by its own weight and sink, and tha~ the process 
wonld go on until the whole mass had been reduced in ·temperature by 
such upheavals to near the melting point of the slag. But if the liquid 
slag, or other materials of which the earth is composed, were capable 
of being reduced by' the pressure of the superincumbent mass to the 
solid condition, such upheavals would not take place, and under such 
circumstances it is possible that the heat of tbe earth may go on increas-
ing to its center. 
If below the surface of the earth large masses of highly heated rock 
are kept solid by the enormous pressure of overlying rocks, earth move-
ments, caused by the cooling and contraction which crumple up the 
stratified rocks of the surface and give rise to the 1-i.pheaving of moni.l-
tain chains, may occasionally take off some of the weight from the 
rocks beneath, causing the highly heated rocks to run off into tbe 
liquid state again and :find their way to the surface, causing the phe-
nomena we know as volcanic action. · 
If we adopt this theory of volcanic action, and assume that the moon 
is made of similar materials to the earth, we shall-with lunar gravity 
only equal to one-sixth of terrestrfal gravity-need to pass to a depth 
six times as great upon the moon in order to obtain the pressure neces-
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sary to solidify liquid lava at a temperature equivalent to that at which 
it is solidified beneath the earth's surface, and any change of pressure 
that releases a stratum of rock from the solid to the liquid state would. 
upon the moon release a stratum approximately six times as thick, 
other conditions being similar, and would presumably give rise to lava 
flows on a gigantic scale compared with terrestrial evolutions. Added 
to these considerations, we must remember that under the feeble action 
of lunar gravity crater rings and cliffs may be built up of similar niate-
rial much more steeply upon the moon than at the earth's surface. 
'l'here are many formations upon the moon which do not take the 
form of crater rings. The Riphrean Mountains as shown in a photo-
graph taken by the Brothers Henry in May, 1890, is a very good 
instance to cite. I should like to draw special attention to a curious 
straight black str_eak l>etween the crater's Birt and The bit. It is spoken 
of by Webb as a wall, but it rather seems to be a narrow valley or 
fault. It is shown on several of the photographs taken by the Brothers 
Henry. I would also draw the reader's attention to three dark spots 
on the floor of the crater .Alphonsus, which are shown in all good pho-
tographs, as well as the curious marking, like a capital G. near to the 
centre of the Mare Nubian. 
THE EARLY TEMPLE AND PYRAMID- BUILDERS.* 
By J. NORMAN LOCKYER. 
I have in previous articles discussed the orientation of many temples 
in various parts of Egypt. It will have been seen that jt has been pos-
sible to divide them into solar and stellar temples, and that in the case 
of the former both solstices and equinoxes have been in question. 
I have also referred to the very considerable literature which already 
exists as to the pyramids, and shown how the most carefully constructed 
among them are invariably oriented truly to the four cardinal points, 
and further that it is possible that some parts of their structures might 
have served some astronomical purpose, since astronomical methods 
must certainly have been employed in their construction. 
It has also been suggested that the fundamental difference between 
solstitial and equinoctial worships, indicated by the solstitial temples 
and the pyramids, required nothing less than a difference of race. to 
explain it. I propose now to inquire if there be any considerations 
which can be utilized to continue the discussion of the question thus 
raised on purely astronomical grounds. It is obvious that, if sufficient 
tradition exists to permit us to associate the various structures which 
have been studied astronomically with definite petiods of Egyptian 
history, a study of the larger ou'tlines of that history will enable us to 
determine whether or not the critical changes in dynasties and rulers 
were or were not associated with critical changes in astronomical ideas 
as revealed by changes in temple worship. If there be no connection, 
the changes may have been due to a change of idea only, and the sug-
gestion of a distinction of race falls to the ground. 
In a region of inquiry where the facts are so few and difficult to recog-
nize among a mass of myths and traditions, to say nothing of contra-
dictory assertions by different authors, the more closely we adhere to 
a rigidly scientific method of inquiry the better. I propose to show 
therefore that there is one working hypothesis which seems to include 
a great many ofthefacts, and I hope to give the hypothesis and the facts 
in such a way that if there be anything inaccurately or incompletely 
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stated it will be easy at once to change the front of tlie inquiry and 
proceed along the new line indicated. 
I may begin by remarking that it is fundamental for the hypothesis 
that the temples of On or Heliopolis, as stated . by Maspero and other 
high · authorities, existed before the times of Mini (.Menes) and the 
pyramid-builders, whatever may ha,ve been the date of the original 
foundation of Thebes. 
Before Mini, according to Maspero, "On et les villes du Nord avaient 
eu la part principale dans le developpement de la civilisation Egyp-
tienne. Les prieres ct les hymnes, qui formerent plus tard le noyau des 
livres sacres, avaient ete rediges sa On." * 
The working hypothesis is as follows: 
(1) The first civilization as yet glimpsed in Egypt, represented by 
On or Heliopolis, was a civilization with a solstitial solar worsllip asso-
ciated with the rise ofthe Nile. A northern star was also worshiped. 
(2) Memphis (possibly also Sais, Bubastis, Tanis, and other cities 
with east and west walls) and the pyramids · were built by an invading 
race from a land where the worship was equinoctial. A star rising in 
the east was worshiped at the equinox. 
(3) The blank in Egyptian history between the sixth and eleventh 
dyna ties was associated with conflicts between these races, which were 
ended by the victory of the representatives of the old worship of On. 
After them pyramid building ceased and solsti_ti.al worship was resus-
citated; Memphis takes second place, and Thebes, a south em On, so 
far as solstitial solar wo:rship is concerned, comes upon the scene as the 
eat of the twelfth dynasty. 
(4) The ub equent historical events were largely due to conflicts 
with intruding races. The intruders established themselves in cities 
with ea t and we t walls, and were on each occasion driven out by sol-
ti ial olar wor hipers, who founded dynasties (eighteenth and twenty-
:fiftl1) a,t Tb b . 
I.-0:r-r. 
remain , i 
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show that both solstitial solar wor~hip and star worship ·were carried 
on, if walls had the same relatiou to the included temples at On as they 
had at Thebes. 
The solar temple at Ou has entirely disappeared. As may be gath· 
ered from the remains of the mounds, it Jay in the line of the solstices. 
As the gods included Ra, Atmu, and Osiris, probably like the temple 
of Amen Ra at Thebes, there were two temples back to back. At 
Thebes the temples were directed uorthwest to southeast, at On south-
west to northeast. 
My observations of the orientation of the obelisk show that the tem-
ple of which it formed a part may have possibly been the · first of the . 
series which includes the temple of Mut _at Thebes, and other temples 
·there and at Abydos; that is the worship of Ret was in question, to 
. speak generically. Now, according to Maspero,* Sit or Set formed one 
of the divine dynasties, being associated with the sun and air gods at 
· On, i. e., with Ra, Atmu, Osiris, Horus, ::i,nd Sh0n. 
At Abydos, as also can be determined. by the orientation of the walls, 
one of. the oldest temples was probably a solstitial one. The stellar 
temples, sacred to Set, were built much later than the solar temple. 
Like On, Abydos was a sacred city.t '-C'est comme ville sainte 
qu'elle etait universellement connue. Ses sanctuaires etaient celebres, 
son dieu Osiris venere, ses fAtes suivies par toute l'Egypte; les gens 
riches des autres nomes tenaient a-honneur de se faire dresser une stele 
da.11 s son temple."t 
If it be fop.ncl that the references to "ancestors" and "divine auces-
tors" occur after the eleventh dynasty, the race represented by On may 
be referred to and it m·ay be tbat ·so often referred to as the Hor-shesu. 
Only one star temple, as I have said, is still represented at On; those 
at Abydm; ar;e known to be late. The term, then, of Sun-worshippers 
was highly distinctive, aud there is reason to believe that the stellar 
observations were connected with the solar worship. 
J L.-( a) .'.L'HE EAST AND WEST WALLS AND PYRAMID BUILDER8. 
On the hypothesis these came from a, couutry where the worship was 
equinoctial. 
We are justified from what is knowu regardiug the ri::;e of the Nile 
as dominating and defining the commencement of the Egyptian year 
that other ancient peoples placed under lik~ conditious would act in 
the same way. 
Now what the Nile was to Egypt the valleys of the Tigris aud the 
Euphrates were to the early Chaldean empire. Like the Nile, these 
" Op. cit ., p. 33. t Ma1>pero, op. cit., p. 21. 
t lt is important to inquire if this took pla,co a.fter the advent of the eleveuth 
dynasty. 
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valleys were s.ub_ject to annual iuuudations, aud their fertility depended, 
as in Egypt,· upon the manner in which the irrigation was looked 
after. Bnt unlike the Nile, the commencement of the inundation of these 
rivers took place near the vernal equinox; hence the year, we may 
assume, began the11, and, reasoning by analogy, the worship in all prob-
ability was equinoctial. 
A people entering Egypt from this region, then , would satisfy one 
condition of the problem, but is there any evidence that this people 
built their solar temples aud temple witlls east and west, and tlJat they 
abo built pyramids~ 
There is ample f:vidence, although, alas, the structures in Chalchea, 
beiug generally built in brick and not i11 stone, no longer remain, as do 
those erected in Egypt. Still, in spite of the absence of the possibility . 
of a comparative study, research has shown that in th e whole region 
to the northeast of Egypt the teme~os walls of temples and the wallR 
of towns run east and west; and, though at present actual dates can 
not be given, a high antiquity is suggested in the case of some of them. 
Further, the temples which remain in that region where stone was pro-
Cl!rable, as at Palmyra, Baialbec, Jerusalem, all lie ea.st and west. But 
more than this, it is well.lmovm that from the very earliest times pyrarn-
jdal structures, called ziggurats, some 150 feet high, were erected in 
each important dty. These were really observatories; they were pyra-
mids built in steps, as clearly shown from pictures found on contem-
porary tablets; and one with seven steps and of grnat antiquity, it is 
known, was restored by Nebuchadnezzar, about 600 B. c., at Babylon. 
A second condition of the hypothesis is tllerefore satisfied. · 
But did this equinox-worshiping, pyrarnid-buildiug race live at any-
thing like the time req uirecl ~ Prof. Sayee showed in the Hibbert 
lectures, which were delivered in the year 1887, that receut finds have 
established the existence of a King Sargon I, at Agade in Chaldea, 
3800 B. c. Hence it seems that a tl1ircl condition of tlie hypothesis is 
ati -fled by this recent discovery. There was undoubtedly an equinox-
worshiping pyramid-building race existing in Chaldea at the time the 
Egyptian pyramids are supposed to have been built. 
Hommel, in a recent paper on the Babylonian origin of. Egyptian 
culture, shows that the names of the gods corresponded in many cases 
with the names of deities rnentioned in the oldest Egyptian pyramid 
text . - - The 11am s were represented by exactly the same sigus 
in both Babylonian aud Egyptian hieroglyphics, . tlle name 
and ·ign .· of O iri th Babylonian Asari are represented in both coun-
ri . by rm ey . Ile contend that th re had been a direct communi-
atio11 l, t we .n the two civilization , and that the Babylonian was the 
ol r of th two. 
x 1 tu r turn to E ypt. W find at Memphis, Sais, Buba tis, 
ea. t and w . t wall , ,, hich at on e stamp those citie a 
cliff ri11°· i11 rig-in fr m n .... by<lo ", and Th be , where, a, I have 
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shown, the walls trend either northwest to southeast or northeast to 
southwest. 
For Memphis, Sais, and Tanis, the evidence is afforded by the maps 
of Lepsius. For Bubastis it depends upon the statement of Naville, 
that the walls run "nearly from east to west,'' and with the looseness 
too often associated ,vitlt such statements, it is not said whether true 
or magnetic bearings are indicated. · 
Associated with these east and west walls there is furtller evidence 
of great antiquity. Bubastis, according to Na ville, i, has afforded traces 
of the date of Cheops and 0hephren, and it i8 stated by Manetl10 to 
have existed as early as the second dynasty. 
It is also generally k11own that the pyramids iu Egypt are oriented 
east and west. Nor i8 this all. One of the oldest, if not the oldest, 
pyramid known, is a step pyramid modelled on tlle ziggurat pattern, 
the so-called "step pyramid of Sakkarah." The steps are six in 1mm-
ber, and vary in height from 38 to 29 feet, tbeir width being about 6 
feet. The dimensions are 352 (north and south) x 396 (east and west) 
x 1!)7 feet. Some authorities think th1s pyramid. was erected in the 
first dynasty by the fourth king (Nenephes of Manetho, Ata of the 
tablet of Abydos). The arrauge111ent of chambers in this pyramid is 
quite special. 
The clai111 to the highest antiquity of the step pyramid is disputed 
by sollle in favor of the "false pyramid of Medfim. It also is really a 
step pyramid 115 feet high, its outline, which couceals some of the st€ps, 
shows three stages, 70, 20, and 25 feet high, but in its internal struc-
ture it is really a step pyramid of six stages. · 
This pyramid must, according to Petrie, be attributed to Senefern; 
but De Rouge ha,s given evidence to the contrary t Seueferu was a 
king of the fourth dynasty. 
We have at Dashour the only remaining abnormal pyramid, called 
the blunted pyrc1;ruid, for the reason that the il1clination changes at 
about one-third oft.be height. This pyramid forms one of a group of 
four, two of stone, and, be it carefully borne in mind, two of brick; their 
<limeusions are 700x700x326 feet; 620x620x321 feet; 350x350x90 
foet, and 343 x 343 x 156 feet. 
One of these pyramids was formerly supposed to have been built by 
Se11eferu. If any of them bad been erected by King Ousert_sen III of 
the twelfth dynasty, as was formerly thought, the hypothesis we are 
considering would have been invalid. 
Only after Seneferu then do we come to the normal Egyptian pyra-
mid, the two largest at Gizeh, built by Cheops and 0hepbren (fourth 
dynasty), being-, so far as is accurately known, the oldeHt of the series. 
(According to Mariette, tbe date of Mini is 5004 B. c., and the fourth 
dyna,·ty commenced in423.5 n. c.) 
" " Bul>astis," }>reface, p. iv. t Maspero, op. cit., p. 59 
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Associated with the cities with east and west walls are temples facing 
due east; fit therefore to receive the rays of tbe morning sun rising 
at an equinox . 
.Associated with these pyramids, carefully oriented east and west, we 
find on their eastern sides some distance a way and on a line passing 
through their centers at right angles to a meridian line, temples facing 
due west, ~be clearest possible indication of equinoct.ial worship. At 
sunset at the equinox the sepulchral chamber and the sun were in a 
line from the adytum. The priest faced ~1 double Osiris. 
In the case of the pyramid of Cbephren, not only have we (as I hold) 
such a temple of Osiris, but the Sphinx granite temple was most prob-
ably the crypt of a temple of Isis, its relation to the south face of the 
pyramid being borne in mind.. If this were so, Osiris was a name both 
for the solstitial and equinoctial sun. 
Other pyramids were built at Sakkarah during the sixth dynasty, 
but it is remarkable that such a king as Pepi-Meri-Ra should not have 
imitated the majestic structures of the fourth dynasty. He is said to 
have built a pyramid at Sakkarah, but its obscurity is evidence that 
the pyramid idea was giving way, and it looks as if this dynasty were 
really on the side of On,* for the authority of Memphis declined and 
Abydos w·as preferred, while abroad Sinai was re-conquered and Ethi-
opia was kept in order.t 
The sphinx (oriented true east) ri:mst also be ascribed to the earliest 
pyramid builders; it could not have been built before their intrusion. 
The Colossi of the plain at Thebes was a subsequent reply of the On · 
solstitial worship to it. 
(b) 'l'HE WORSHIP OF THE BULL BY THE PYRA.MiD BUILDERS. 
'l1here is a subsidiary point in connection with the pyramid builders 
and equinoctial worship. 
The worship of .Apis preceded the building of pyramids. Mini is 
credited by Elian with its introduction,+. but at any rate Kakau of the 
secoud dynasty issued proclamations regarding it,§ and a statue of 
Hapi was in the temple of Cheops.II 
It is stated that the first month of the Chald::ean year was dedicated 
to the "propitious bull," ·and that the figure of a bull constantly occurs 
on the monuments as opening the year. Now the sun at the vernal 
equinox 4500 B. c. was in the constellation Taurus. Biot has shown 
that the equinox occurred with the sun near the pleiades in 3~85 B. c . 
"Map ro,op.cit.,11. 0. 
t Further, it i known that there was some connection between Pepi-M ri-Ra, and 
tb 1 v nth dyna y of Thell . '.tl-ia!:ipero, op. cit., p. 91. 
t fa per , op . cit., p . 44, note. 
~ Ma pero, op. cit., p. 46. 
Pla p ro, op. cit., p. 64, 
. .// 
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We seem driven to the conclusion that the constellation of tbe bull 
dates from this time, and that Hapi represented it.* 
( c) '.l'HE ART OF THE PYRAMID BUILDERS.-
Another connecting link is found in the diorite statues found in the 
temple of Cbephren, at the pyramids, and at Tell-lob (ancient Sirgulla) 
by M. de Sarzec in 1881. This last find consisted of some large statues 
of diorite, and the attitude chosen was that of Chephren himself as rep-
resented in the Museum of Gizeb. This indicates equality in the arts 
and the possession of similar tools in Chaldma and Egypt about the 
time in question. 
( d) THE ST AR WORSHIP OF THE PYRAMID BUILDERS. 
I have given before the g-ods of Heliopolis, and have shown that with 
the exception of Sit none are stellar, and that the temple of Sit is still 
represented. But we find in pyramid times the list is vastly changed; 
only the sun gods, Ra, Horus, Osiris, are common to the two. As new 
divinities we find : t 
Isis, 
Hathor, 
Nephthys, 
Ptah, 
Serk-t, 
Sokhit. 
Of these the first two and the last two undoubtedly symbolized stars, 
and there can be no question that the temple of Isis at the pyramids 
was built to watch the rising of some of them.+ Of Isis and Hathor I 
have already written at length, and I think the stars are now known. 
The others are more doubtful, but it may be that Ptah= Capella and 
Serk-t = Antares. 
But it is also stated that at Memphis§ [time not given] there were 
temples dedicated_ to Soutekh and Baal. Now this is of great impor-
tance, for I suppose there is now no question among Egyptologists that 
the gods Set, Sit, Typhon, Bes, Soutekh, Soutkhou are identical. It is 
also equally well known that Soutekh was a god of the Canaanites; II 
that the hippopotamus, the emblem of Set and Typhon, was the hiero-
glyph of the Babylonian god Baal, t and Bes is identified with Set in 
the book of the dead.** 
" Not .only the bull; there is evidence in favor of the view that the goddess Serk-t= 
Antares. If so, the scorpion constellation had also been established and both 
equinoxes marked by constellations in the time of Cheops. 
t Maspero, op. cit., p. 64. 
+The temple of Sa"is, as I have said, had east and west walls. and so had Mem-
phis, according to Lepsius. The form of Isis at Sa'is was the goddess Neith which 
:1cconling to' some authorities, was the precursor of Athene. The temple of A then; 
at Athens was oriented to the pleiades. 
§ Maspero, op. cit., p. 357. 
Ii Maspero, op. cit., p, 165. 
~ Pierret, p. 4. 
-o Idem, p. 48. 
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Jensen, in his Kosmologie der Babylonier, p. 16, points out that Bil 
was the name for the pole of the equator. If this be the Baal referred 
to by Pierret, we get t lle most marvellous coincidence between tbe 
· Egyptian and Babylonian star worship and suggestion of a common 
origin among an astronomically minded people. 
This suggests that the founders of On and Memphis bad a common 
origin, and the Memphitic intrusion took place after solar solstitial 
worship bad been introduced at On. This worship could not have 
been brought into Egypt from any other country bordering on Chal-
drea, and its ultimate predominance is the origin of the myth of Horus 
slaying the hippopotamus. Nay, it may be also suggested that the 
. predominance was brought about by men and ideas reaching On from 
the south , so that the myth had a single celestial and a double terres-
trial side. 
The Hawk God of EdfCi, Barhouditi, had for servants a number of 
individuals called Masniou or Masnitiou=blacksmiths, just as the 
Hawk God of the Delta, Harsiisit, has for his entourage the Shosou 
Horou. Maspero, in a most interesting paper,* has recently called atten-
tion to some customs still extant among the castes of blacksmiths in 
Central Africa which have suggested to him that the followers of the 
Edfi't. Horns may have come from that province. 
He writes: "C'est du sud de l'Egypte que les forgerons sont remontes 
vers ie nord; leur siege primHif etait le sud de l'Egypte, la par tie du 
· pays qui a le plu8 des rapports avec Jes regions centrales de I' Afrique 
et leurs habitants." 
Then, after stating the present conditions of these workers in equato-
rial Africa, where they enjoy a high distinction, he concludes : 
"J e pense qu'on peut st3 representer l'Horus d'Edfou comme etant au 
debut, dans l'une de ses formes, le cbef et le dieu d'une tribu d'ouvriers 
travaillant le metal ou plutot ti-availlant le fer. On ne saurait en effet 
se dissimuler qu'il y a m1e affinite · reellc eutre le fer et la persorn1e 
d'UornR en certains mythes. Horns est la face celeste (horou), le ciel, 
le firmament, et ce firmament est de toute antiquite, un toit de fer, si 
bieu qne le fer e.n prit le norn de ba-na-pit, metal du ciel, metal dont 
e _t forme le ciel: Horns Faine, Horus d'Edfou, est done en realite un 
d1eu de fer. 11 est, de pln ', muni de la pique ou cle la javeline a point 
de fer, et les dieux qni lui sont apparentes, Anhouri, Shou, sont de 
piquier' com me lui, au contrairc des dieux du nord de l'Egypte, Ra, 
Phtah, etc., qui n'ont pas d'annes a l'ordinaire. La legende d'Harhou-
diti c011qu ,rant l'Egypte avec les masniou serait-elle done l'eclto ointain 
d'un fait qui e serait pas e au temps anterieurs ~'t l'histoire 'f Quelque 
h e comme l'arrivee de. E pagno1s au milieu de:, populations du Nou-
veau Moncle, !'irruption n Egypte de tribus connaissant ct employaut 
l f, r a ant parmi e1Ie. une caste de forgerons et apportant le culte 
du i lliqueux qui aurait et ' un Iloru on e i;;erait confondu avec 
I Horn <l pr u i 1· Egypti 11 pour former Bardouditi. Ces tribus 
aurai n •w n 1 . .-. airemeut d'origine Afri 'aine et auraient apporte de 
11 uv c ux lements fri ain a ceux qu renfermait, dej a la civili ation 
* L' A.nthropologie, July-Augu t,1891, No. 4. 
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du bas Nil. Les forgerons auraient perdu peu ~\ peu leurs privileges 
pour se fondre au reste de la population: a Edfou seulement et dans 
les villes ou Fon pratiquait le culte de l'Horus d'Edfou, ils auraient 
conserve un caractere sacre et se seraient transformes en une sorte de 
domesticite religieuse, les masniou du mythe d'Horus, compagnons et 
serviteurs du dieu guerrier."* 
III.-THE WORK OF THE ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH DYNASTIES. 
We have next to consider what happened after the great gap in 
Egyptian history between the sixth and twelfth dynasties, 3500 B. c.-
2851 B. c. (Mariette), from Nitocris to Amenemhat I. We pass to the 
Middle Empire. 
Amenemhat I built no pyramids, be added no embellishments to 
Memphis, but be took Heliopolis under his care, and now we first hear 
of Thebes.t 
Usertesen I built no pyramids, be added no embellishments to Mem-
phis, but he also took Heliopolis under his care and added obelisks to 
the temples, one of which remains to this day. Further, he restored 
the temple of Osiris at Abydos and added to the temple of Amen-Ra 
at Thebes. t 
Surely it is very noteworthy that the first thing the kings of the · 
twelfth dynasty did was to look after the only three temples in Egypt 
of which traces exist, which I have shown to have been oriented to 
the solstice. It is right however to remark that there seems to have 
been a mild recrudescence of pyramid building toward the end of the 
twelfth dynasty, and immediately preceding the Hyksos period, whether 
as a precurser of that period or not. 
U sertesen's views about bis last home have come down to us in a 
"The H orus of Edfou was represented as the chief and god of a tribe working in 
metal, more especially in iron. There is no doubt that in certain myths there is a 
connection between the person of Horns and iron. Horus represented the sky, the 
firmament; in antiq nity the sky was thought to be a roof of iron, so much so that 
tl1e EgyptianR called iron the sky metal. Horus nsnally carried an iron pointed 
pike or javelin, as do the allied gods Anhouri and Shou, while the gods of the 'north 
of Egypt, Ra, Pbtah, etc., are unarmed. ls not the legeud of Horhonditi conquering 
Egypt with the h elp of the masniou (blacksmitlls), an echo of an event which occurred 
in the prehistoric period of Egypt. Comparable to the arrivfLl of the Spa,niards in 
North America, , .. rns the invasion into Egypt of tribes knowing and using iron, having 
among them a spec ial caste of smiths, who brought witll them the cult of a warlike 
god, who they either called Horus or identified with the Horns of the early Egyptian 
afterwards narnet1 Horboncliti. These tribes were of cmuse of African origin, and 
they bronght 11cw African elements to those already contained in the civilization of 
the lower Nile. The smiths by arn1 by lost their ancient privileges as they were 
gradually merged in the rest of tllc popnlati011; only at Edfou and in the towus which 
p~acticecl the cult of the Horns of Edfon did they preserve a sacred character, being· 
transformed into ·a kind of domestic religious class, i. e ., the rnasniou of the myth of 
Horus, companionR and servants of the· warlike god. 
t ~spero, op. cit., p. 112. 
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writing by his scribe Miri :* "Mon maitre m'euvoya en mission pour 
lui preparer une grande demeure eterneJle. Les couloirs et la chamhre 
interieure etaient en mac;onnerie et renouvelaient les merveilles de 
construction des <lieux. Il y eut en elle des . colonnes, sculptees, belles 
comme le ciel, un bassin creuse qui communiquait avec le Nil, des 
portes, des obelisques, une fac;ade en pierre de Houou.'' 
There was nothing pyramidal about this idea, but one hundred and 
fifty years later we find Amenemhat III returning both to the gigantic 
irrigation works and the pyramid building of the earlier dynasties. 
The scene of these labors was the Fayyf1m, where, to crown tbe 
new work, two ornamental pyramids were built, surmounted by statues, 
and finally the king himself was buried in a pyramid near the Laby-
rinth. 
IV.-THE WORK OF THE EIGHTEEN'rH DYNASTY. 
· The blank in .Egyptian history between the twelfth and eighteenth 
dynasties is known to have been associated with the intrusion of the 
so-cal1ed Hyksos. It is supposed these made their way into Egypt 
from the countries in and to the west -of Mesopotamia. It is known 
that they settled in the cities with east and west walls. They were 
finally driven out by Aahmes, the king of solstitial solar Thebes, who 
began the eighteenth dynasty. 
In (a) I have shown what happened after the first great break in 
Egyptian history-a resuscitation of the solstitial worship at On, Aby-
dos, and Thebes. 
I have next to show that precisely the· same thing happened after 
the Hyksos period (Dyn. 13 (~)Mariette, 2233 Brug.sch; Dyn. 18, 1703 
n. c., Marietta) had disturbed history for some five hundred years. 
It is known from the papyrus Sellier ( G. C. 257) that Aahmes, the 
first king of the eighteenth dynasty, who re-established the independ-
ence of Egypt, was in reality fighting- the. priests of Soutekh in favor 
of the priests.of Amen-Ra, th<-'. solstitial ~olar god, a modern represent-
ative of Atmu of On. 
Amen-Ra, was the successor of Menthu, the successor of Atmu of On. 
So close was the new worship to the ol<lest at On, that at the highest 
point of Theban power the third priest of Amen took the same titles as 
the rand Priest of On, "who was the head of the first priesthood in 
Egypt." t The "Grand Priest of On," who was also called the "Great 
Ob rver of Ra and Atmu," bad the privilege of entering at all times 
into the Habenben or Naos. The priest Padoirnmen, whose mummy 
wa found in 1 91, bore the e among his other titles. · 
The as umption of the title was not only to associate the Theban 
I ri , tbo d with th ir northern confreres, but surely to proclaim that 
h Id n w r hip was ompletely re tored. • 
.. Masp ro, op . cit., p. 113. 
t irey, '' ew ' izeh Catalogue," p. 263. 
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V.-THE WORK OF THE TWENTY-FIFTH DYNASTY. 
There was another invasion from Syria,, which founded the twenty-
second dynasty~ and again the government is carried on in cities with 
east and west walls (Sais, Tanis, and Bubastis). The solstitial solar 
priests of Thebes withdraw to Ethiopia. They return, however, in 700 
n. c., drive out the Syrian invadets, and, under Shabaka and Taharga, · 
found a dynasty (the twenty-fifth) at Thebes, and embellish the solsti-
tial solar temples there. 
VI.-AN'l'HROPOLOGICAL EVIDENCE. 
It will be seen then that a general survey of Egyptian history does 
suggest conflict between two races, and this, of course, goes to 
strengthen the view that the temple building phenomena suggest two 
different worships, depending upon race distinctions. 
We have next to ask if there is any anthropological evidence at our 
disposal. It so happens that Virchow has directed his attention to 
this very point.* 
. Premising that a strong race distinction is recognized between peo-
ples having brachycephalic or short, and dolichocephalic or long, skulls, 
and that the African races belong .to the latter group, I may give the 
following extract from his paper: 
"The craniological type in the ancient empire was different from that ,· 
in the middle and new. The skulls from the ancient empire are brachy-
cephalic, those from the new and of the present day are either dolcbo-
cephalic or mesatice.phalic; the difference is therefore at least as 
great as that between the dolichocephalc skulls of the ;Frankish graves 
aild the predominantly brachyce.phalic skulls of the present population 
of South Germany. I do not deuy that we have hitherto had at our 
disposal only a very limited number of skulls from the ancient empire 
which have been certainly determined; that therefore the question 
whether the brachycephalic skull-type deduced from these was the 
general or at least the predominant one can not yet be answered with 
certainty, but I may appeal to the fact that the sculptors of the ancient 
empire made the brachycephaHc type the basis of their works of art, 
too.1' · 
It will be seen then that the anthropological as well as the histor-
ical evidence" runs on all fours" with the results to be obtained from 
such a study of the old astronomy as the temples afford us. 
* Prof. R. · Vircbow : "Lan<l nnd L eute im al ten und neuen Aegypten." Verhand-
liingen der Geselschajftfiir Et·dkunde zu Berlin, Band xv, No. 9, pp. 434-436. 

VARIABLE STARS.* 
By rrof. C: A. YOUNG. 
For the most part the stars maintain their places and brightness 
apparently unchanged; the · heavens of to-day are substantially the 
same as those of Job and Homer. The comparison of a modern ·star 
catalogue with that of Hipparchus as preserved by Ptolemy shows that 
with few and generally slight exceptions the principal stars still hold 
the same relative positions and the same rank in brightness which they 
did two thousand years ago. And yet we know that all the time they 
have been swiftly moving in all difoctions at rates sometimes ·exceed-
ing 100 miles a second-some approaching us and some recediug. 
Then, too, they have all been growing old together, some advancing 
from stellar infaucy toward adult vigor, and some descending toward 
ex..,tinction. The apparent permanence is apparent only,- due simply to 
the fact that the scale of human life and all our terrestrial surround-
ings is practically infinitesimal · as compared with that of the stellar 
universe. Even the nearest star is so remote that if 1t were rushing 
directly toward us with the speed of 100 miles a second it would gain 
in brightness only about 2½ per cent in a century, an amount barely 
observable by our best photometers. As to changes due merely to -
advancing age, a century bears only some such ratio to the lifetime of 
a, star. as a single minute to that of an aged man. 
But while all this is true there are several hundred stars which are 
known as " variables,'' and undergo considerable changes of bright-
ness, sometimes quite rapidly. They form the subject of a most inter-
esting and important chapter in astronomy,-a chapter which · may be 
regarded as opened by Tycho's observations of the marvellous star of 
1572, but even yet only begun; in fact, nearly all the systematic work 
that has been done in this line has been accomplished within the last 
sixty years. 
These ''variables" may be roughly classified as follows: First, we 
have a few stars that seem to be gradually, and more or less steadily, 
growing brighter or fainter, judging from their present rank as com-
pared with that which they used to hold; Alpha Geminorurn is a case 
- -- -----
* From 1'he Popular Science News, Boston, Dec., 1893; vol. xxvn, pp. 177,178 . 
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in point, being now distinctly fainter than its neighbor, Beta, although 
presumably when Bayer assigned the letters, about three hundred 
years ago, the reverse was the case. A second class consists of those 
which oscillate. in brightness, but without any apparent regularity, 
like Eta Argus, and Alpha Orionis. The third class is made up of the 
so-called ''temporary stars," stars which suddenly shine out and after 
a, few months disappear or become very faint. There have been about 
a dozen instances of this kind, the last being the "new star in Auriga," 
which appeared in 1892. The fourth clas8, and by far the most numer-
ous, is made up of those which vary periodically in brightness in a 
manner which admits of mathematical ·-prediction. Among these 
periodic stars, at least three sub-classes are to be distinguished: (a) 
Those which at regular intervals brighten up for a comparatively short 
time and then fall back to their normal condition until the next maxi-
mum. These are often referred to as the " Omicron Oeti type," 
because that star usually called Mira, or the "wonderful," is the most 
· conspicuot-is and longest known of all that belong to it. The majority 
of the periodic stars belong to this sub-class, and generally repeat 
their changes about once a year, though their periods range aU the 
way from one hundred and ten day.s to six hundred and ten. (b) The 
second sub-class includes the stars which, like Betct Lyrm, are in a 
continual state of activity; they often. present more than one maxi-
mum of brightness within a single complete period, which is usually 
somewhere between five days and sixty. (c) Finally, we have the ten 
stars of the so-called "Algol type," which behave in a manner Ifre-
cisely the opposite of that of th·e stars of the first sub-class, i. e., they 
undergo periodical diminutions or eclipses of their light1 remaining 
for t.he remainder · of the time steadily bright. Their periods are 
always short, ranging from seven hours to ten days. The type of the 
class is Beta Persei, better known as Algol. 
The variations of the stars of this class can be very simply explained 
as merely due to actual eclipses, and the truth of this explanation has 
been practically established within the last three years by the spectro· 
scopic work of Vogel, at Potsdam. The period of Algol is a trifle under 
sixty-nine hours, and the photographs show that seventeen hours before 
tbe obscuration tbe lines of its spectrum. are displaced toward the red 
by an amount which indicates that it is then receding from us at the 
rate of about 27 rnileR ~L second, while seventeen hours after the obscu-
ration it i found to be approaching at the same rate; in short, tbe 
ob ervations prove that the star is moving in an orbit nearly circular, 
a little more thau 2,000,000 miles in diameter, and lying in a plane 
nearl pa. sing through the observer. Now if the periodical ob cura-
tion i' really cau ed by the interposition of an eclipsing body, the 
bright tar mu t n ce arily ircnlate around the common center of 
gravity etween it lf and it du 'ky attendant in just this sort of way, 
, nd th dete tion of , u h motion fa]]. little hort of a d monstration of 
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the hypothesis. · We may go further; taking into account the fact that 
the whole" eclipse" lasts for about eight hours, and that the star loses 
about two-thirds of its light at the·time of maximum obscuration (when 
the brightness remains without change for about twenty minutes), it 
can be safely inferred that the dark attendant is just about four-finhs 
the diameter of the bright star and about half as heavy. Also that 
the distance between the two is about 3,250,000 miles, the diameters of 
the two bodies being respectively about 1,060,000 and 840,000 miles. 
Moreover, the combined mass of the two is about two-thirds that of the 
sun, and their density only one-fifth as great, not much exceeding that 
of cork. 
Nor is this all; since the discovery of the variability of the star in 
1782, a slight but <listinct variation of the per:iod has been observed, of 
such a :character as to set the times of eclipse alternately backward and 
forward by about two hours and a half in the interval between 1804 and 
1869. From this, combined with certain minute irregularities in the 
"proper motion" of the star, Mr. Chandler two years ago showed that 
Algol and its companion must be moving together in a great orbit, 
nearly as large as that of the planet Uranus, completing the revolution 
in a period of about one hundred and thirty years; at least, such a revo-
lution would account for the facts, while no other hypothesis yet proposed 
will do so. And if this revolution is real, it must be around some neigh-
boring body, so faintly luminous that it has not yet been detected. The 
story of Algol opens up to us a new universe of "dark stars "-bodies 
invisible, but massive and powerful. Presumably the other stars of the 
Algol class admit of a similar ~xplanation, although as yet they have not 
been spectroscopically studied, being all of them small and too faint for 
investigation with the instruments at present available. When the great 
Yerkes telescope, nownearing completion, is mounted at Lake Geneva 1t 
is expected that one of its earliest applications will be to investigations 
of this sort. It should be added also that certain peculiarities in the 
light curves of some of these stars seem to indicate that we have not 
quite reached the bottom of the matter; that in addition to the eclipse, 
and perhaps caused by it, there are real variations in the light-giving 
power of the star. 
As to the other classes of variables, there is no such satisfactory 
explanation nor any generally received theory. In the case of Beta 
hyrw and its congeners, we have apparently -mechanical and other 
causes combined-the axial revolution of a star, perhaps, or possibly 
the whirling of a group of stars, accompanied by tidal changes in the 
brightness and spectroscopic characteristics of their light, for while 
the J¥inima of the Algol variables are not accompanied by any. altera-
tion of the character of the lines in their spectra, it is not so with the 
other variables; their spectra are almost all of them characterized by 
bright lines, which become especially brilliant at the time of maximum 
brightness. Beta Lyrw presents conspicuously in its spectrum both 
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bright and dark lines, due to hydrogen; and these shift back and forth 
with reference to each other in such a way as apparently to indicate 
the presence of two or more bodies whirling around each other, one of 
them giving t,he ordinary dark-line spectrum and th_e other the bright-
line spectrum of the gas. 
The stars of the first and much the most numerous sub-class are 
uearly all distinctly red and show in their spectra ·the bright lines of 
hydrogen, but do not as yet furnish any certain evidence that their · 
periodicity is of a mechanical origin-due; that is, to a revolution of 
some sort. Possibly the explanation proposed by Lockyer may ulti-
mately be verified-that the sudden evolution of ]ight is due to the 
collision between two swarms of meteors which revolve around their 
common center of gravity, and brush against each other as they pass 
their perihelion point. But the periodicity of this class of variables is 
har<l.ly regular enough to suit this explanation, and the sudden out-
burst of the bright lines in the spectrum of a star suggests rather some 
such action, though on a vastly grander scale, as that which causes the 
sun spots and the solar promineuces,-causes operating within the star 
itself. 
As to the" temporary stars" opinion is much divide<l. On the one 
hand Lockyer and his numerous followers attribute the phenomena to 
the collision of swarrns of meteors, while on the other Huggins and 
Vogel are disposed to assimilate them to the solar eruptions. The 
latest instance of the kind, the '' Nova Aurigre'' already alluded to, 
which appeared in February, 1892, has been most exhaustively studied 
by a great number of observers. It is agreed on all hands that at 
first its spectrum was full of bright lines; and dark liues also; and that 
among these lines those of hydrogen, both bright and dark, were spec-
ially conspicuous, just as in the spectrum of Beta Lyrm; and more-
over, that the bright lines were so shifted towards the red end of the 
spectrum with respect to the dark lines as to indicate the tremendous 
relative velocity of more tlia,n 500 miles a second in the two masses to 
which the lines were respectively due. As to the other lines there was 
dispute. Lockyer maintained that they were the same that are found 
in the 11ebulre; other observers, no doubt correctly, identified them 
with certain lineR which are conspicuous in the spectrum of the solar 
chro1110sphere in every important eruption. The star faded to apparent 
extinction in Apl'il, 1892, but mosi,t unexpectedly brightened up again 
the following Augu t, though not so as to be seen with the.naked eye; 
with th tele 'Cope it i still visible. Its spectrum, however, has under-
gon a remarkabl trau ' formation, many of the lines wllich were 
form rly m t <·on pjcuon · having disappeared, while others have taken 
th ir pla , ·o that at pre eut it i unquestionably a nebular spectrum. 
-' :i.\Ir. ampbell, of the Lick Ob ervatory, who has perhap, the best 
p al- an horitati el , put· it, "The lines of the present 
d n o · ·upy the p< iti ll8 ·oi.' the li11e in the :February 
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spectrum, nor the positions of the lines in the solar chromosphere, nor 
the positions of the lines in tl.te spectra of any of tbe bright-lines stars; 
they do occupy the positions of the Jines in the nebulIB, and the spec-
trum resembles 1?-ebulre spectra as closely as well-known nebulIB 
spectra resemble each other." This is said in answer to some high 
authorities who find it difficult to admit so surprising a fact as such a 
transformation. It certainly looks as if we ha<l to do with a reversion 
of the ordinary course of stellar development; i11stead of tue forma-
tion of a star by the slow condensation of a nebula, we seem to have 
the sudden formation of a nebula by the violent explosion of a star. 
But speculation on so small a basis of fact is hardly sound. 
I must not close ,vitbout a reference to the important, though unpre-
tending, catalogue of variable stars just published by Mr. Chandler, 
of Cambridge, who, smce the death of Schonfeld, may be regarded as 
at the head of the department of variable stars, so far at least as relates 
to the mathematical aspects of the subject. The first step to any real 
mastery of it must be an accurate collection of facts, such as this cata-
logue embodies. It gives a list of all the stars which are certainly 
known at present to be variable, 260 in number (62 of them naked-eye 
stars), and adds a subsidiary list of 100 more which are more or less 
strongly suspected. · Of the 260, about 35 are known to be irregular 
and unpredictable in their variations, aud about as many more are 
still in doubt as regard s the periodicity of their changes. The remain-
ing- 190 are clearly periodic, and lVIr. Chandler gives for each of them 
the formula by means of which its variations can be predicted, thus 
embodying in a few modest figures the result of an enormous amount 
of skillful labor. Ten of the variables belong to the Algol class, a,bout 
25 to that of Beta Lyrce, and the rest resemble Omicron Ceti more or 
less perfectly. It should be added ~1ilso that the list of variables is 
constantly growi_ug-cl.tief:l.y, of course, among the telescopic stars. 

THE LUMINIFEROUS .A3JTHER. * 
By Sir GEORGE G. STOKES. 
I intend to bring before you to-night a subject which the study of 
hght has caused me to think a good deal about: I refer to _the nature 
and properties of the so-called luminiferous rnther. This subject is, in 
one respect, specially fasciuating, scientifically considered. It Ues, we 
may say, in an especial manner on the borderland between what is 
known and what is unknown. In the study of it, it 1s quite conceivable 
that great discoveries may be made, and in fact great discoveries 
have already been made, and I may say even quite recently, and we 
do not at present know how much additional light on the system of 
Nature may be in store for the men of science; possibly even in the 
near future, possibly not until many generations have passed away. 
I will assume, as what is familarly known to you all, and what is well 
established by methods into which 1 will not enter, that the heavenly 
bodies are at an immense distance from our earth. More especially is 
this the case with the fixed stars. Their distance is so enormous that 
even when we take as a base line, so to speak, the diameter of the 
earth's orbit, which we know to be about 184,000,000 of miles, the 
apparent displacement of the stars due to parallax is so minute as 
almost to elude our investigation. Nevertheless that distance is more 
or less accurately determined in the case of a few of the fixed stars. 
But the vast majority, as we have every reason to believe, are at such 
an enormous distance that even this method fails with them. 
To give a conception of the immense distance of the fixed stars, I 
will assume _as known that light travels at the rate of about 186,000 
miles in one second, a rate which would carry it nearly eight times 
round and round the earth in that time; and yet if we take the star 
which, so far as we know, is our nearest 11eighbor, it would take about 
four years for light from that star to reach the earth. Now as we 
see the :fixed · stars there must be some link of connection between us 
and them in order that we should be able to perceive them. Probably 
all of you know that two theories have been put forward as to the 
nature of light, as to the nature accordingly of that connection of 
* Presidential address at anniversary meeting of Victoria Institute, June 29, 1893. 
(Natii1·e, July 27, 1893; vol, XLVIll, pp. 306-308.) 
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which I have spoken. According to one idea, light is a substance 
darted forth from the luminous body with an amazing velocity; accord-
ing to the other, it consists in a change of state taking _place, propa-
g;-ated through a medium, as it is called, intervening between the body 
from which tlle light proceeds and the eye of the observer. For a con-
siderable time tbe first of these theories was tha,t chiefly adopted by 
scientific men. It was that, as you know, which N ewtou himself adopted; 
and probaLly the prestige of his name had much to do with the favor-
able reception which for a long time it received. But more recent 
researches have so completely established the truth of the other Yiew, 
and refuted the old doctrine of emissions, tbat it is now universally 
held -by scientific men that light consists in au undulatory movement 
propagated in a medium existing in all the space through which light 
· is capable of passing. 
This necessity for filling all space~ or at least such an inconceivably 
great extent of space, with a medium, tlle office of which; so far as was 
known in the first instance, was simply that of propagating light, was 
an obstacle for a time to the reception by the mind::; of some of the 
theory of undulations. Men bad been in the habit of regarding the 
inter-planetary and inter-stellar space as a vacuum, and it seemed too 
great an assumption to fill all this supposed vacuous sp·ace with some 
kind of me.dium for the sole purpose of transmitting light. Notwith-
standing, even long ago stro.ng opinions were entertained to the effect 
that there must be something i1itervening between the different heav-
enly bodies. In a letter to Bentley, Newton expresses himself in very 
strong language to this effect: "That gravity should be innate, inher-
ent and essential to ma.tter, so that one body may act upou another at 
a distance through a vacuum, without the mediation of anything else, 
by and through which their action and force may be conveyed from 
oue to another, is to me so great an absurdity that I believe tllat no 
man who has in philosophical matters a competent faculty of thinking, 
can ever fall into it. Gravity must be caused by an agent actiug con-
stantly according to certain fixed laws; but whether this agent be 
material or immaterial, I have left to the consideration of my readers." 
What thetnature of the connection between the earth and the ·sun, 
for example, may be whereby the sun is able to attract the earth and 
· thereby keep it in its orbit-in other words, what the cause of gravi-
tation·may be-we do not know; for anything we know to the contrary, 
it may be connected with this intermediate medium or luminiferous 
, ther. There are other offices, we believe, which this luminiferous 
rether fulfills, to which I hall have occasion to allude presently. 
Iu onnection with the nece ity for :filling such vast rPgions of space 
witl thi medium, a curious question naturally presents itself. We 
a not conceive of pace as other than infinite, but we habitually think 
f matt r a, oc ·upying here or there limited portions of space, as for 
example the different heavenly bodies. The interveuing space we 
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commonly think of as a vacuum, and it is only the phenomena of light 
· that led us in the first inst~nce to think ot it as filled with some kind 
of material. The question naturally presents itself to the mind-is this 
rether absolutely infinite like space 1 This is a question to which 
science can give no auswer. Though we can not help thinking of space 
as infinite, yet when we turn our thoughts to some material existing in 
space perhaps we more readily think of .it as finite than infinite. But 
if the :::ether, however vast the portion of space over which it extends,. 
be really limited, we can hardly fail to speculate what there may be 
outside its limits. Space there might be wholly vacuous, or possibly 
outside altogether this vast system of stars and rether there may be 
another system subject to the same laws, or subject to different laws, 
as the case may be, equally vast in extent; and if there be; then so far 
as we can gather from such phenomena as are open to our investiga-
tion, there can be no communication between that vast portion of 
space in part of which we live and an ideal system altogether outside 
the rether of which we have been speaking. 
But the properties of the :::ether are no less remarkable than its vast 
or even possibly limi1less extent. Matter of which our senses give us 
any cognisance is heavy, that is to say, it gravitates toward other 
matter which agrees with it in so far as being accessible to our senses. 
'rhe question presents itself to the mind, does the rether gravitate 
toward what we call ponderable matter? This is a question to which 
we~are not able to give any positive scientific answer. If the rether be 
in some way or other connected with the cause of gravitation it would 
seem more likely that it itself does not gravitate toward ponderable 
matter. · 
Again, we have very strong reason for believing that ponderable 
matter consists of ultimate molecules. First, that supposition accords 
in the simplest way with the laws of crystallography. Chemical laws 
afford still stronger confirmation of the hypothesis, through the atomic 
theory of Dalton, now universa11y accepted. Comparatively recently, 
the <leduction of the fundamental property of gases from the kinetic 
theory, as it is called, affords strong additional confirmation of that 
view of the constitution of matter. Still more recently, the explana-
tion which has been afforded by that theory of that most remarkable 
instrument the" radiometer" of Crookes has lent further confirmation in 
the same direction. None of these evidences apply to the rether, and 
accor<lingly we are left in doubt whether it too consists of ultimate 
molecules, or whether on the other hand it is continuous, as we can not 
beJp couceiving_ space to be. 
The undulatory theory of light was greatly promoted in the first 
instance l>y the known phenomena of sound, and the explanation which 
they received from the hydro-dynamical theory. Accordingly, since 
sound, as we know, consists of an undulatory movement propagated 
through the air (or it may be through other media), and depending 
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upon condensation and rarefaction, it was supposed naturally that 
light was propagated in a similar manner, by virtue of the forces brought 
mto play by tlie condensation and rarefaction of the rether. But there 
1s one whole class of phenomena which have actually no counterpart 
in those of sound; I refer to polarization and double refraction. 
The evidence for the truth of the theory of undulations as regards 
the phenomena of common light depends iu great measure upon the 
fact of interference arnl the explanation which the theory gives of the 
eomplicated phenomena of diffraction. But in studying the interfer-
ence of polarized light, additional phenomena present,ed themselves 
which ultimately pointed out that the vibrations with which we ~re 
concerned in the case of the rether differ altogether in their characte.r 
from those which belong to sound .. The phenomena of the interference 
of polarized light prove incontestably that there exists in light an 
element of some kind having relation to directions transverse to that 
of propagation, and admitting of composition and resolution in a plane 
perpendicular to the direction of transmission according to the very 
same laws as those of the composition and resolution of forces, or 
velocities, or displacements in such a plane. This requires us to 
attribute to the rether a constitution altogether different from that of 
air. It points out the existence of a sort of elasticity whereby the 
retber tends to check the gliding of one layer over another. Have we 
no example of such a force in the case of ponderable matter~ We have. 
We know that au elastic solid, which for simplicity I will suppose to 
be uncrystalline, and alike in all directions, has two kinds of elasticity, 
by one of which it, like air, tends to resist compression and rarefaction; 
while by the other it tends to resist a continuous gliding of one portion 
over another, and to restore itself to its primitive state if such a 
gli<ling bas taken place. There is no direct relation between the 
magnitude of these two kinds of elasticity, and in the case of an elastic 
solid such as jelly the resistance to compression is enormously great 
·compared to tlie resistauce to a glidi11g displacement. 
Ifwe assume that in the rether there is really an elasticity tending to 
re 'tore it to its primitive condition when one layer tends to glide over 
another, an ela ticity which it appears to be absolutely necessary to 
admit in order to account for the observed laws of interference of polar-
ized. light, the <1uestion arise , can we thereby explain double refrac-
tion i 
The arlie~ t attempt to explain it in accordance with the theory of 
tran ver e vibration were made by attributing to the retber a molecular 
on titn iou more or le aualogou to that which we believe to exist in 
p nd rable ma ter. Followin , out , peculations fouuded upon that 
i w, tb ·el brat d Fre nel was 1 d to the di covery of the actual 
law f dou l r fra ·tion; th theory however wl1ich he gave was by 
m 1 t · ina mu ·ha the r ~"ult were not rigorou ly deduced 
r mi . Oauchy an<l. umann, inuependently and a,bout 
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simultaneously, took up Fresnel's view of the constitution of the rether 
and applied it to explain the laws of double refraction. In their theory 
the conclusions arrived at were rigorously derived from the premises; 
but the results did not altogether agree with observation; that is to 
say, although they could by the adoption of certain suppositions be 
forced into a near accordance with the observed laws of double refrac-
tion, yet they pointed out the necessity of the existence of other phe-
nomena which were belied by observation. Our own countryman Green 
was the :first to deduce Fresnel's laws from a rigorous dynamical theory; 
although nearly simultaneously, MacUull:;i,gh arrived at a theory in 
some respects similar, though on the whole I think less satisfactory. 
Still all these theories followed pretty closely the analogy of ponder-
able matter; and at least in· the first three mentioned the rether was 
even imagined to consist of discrete molecules, acting on one another, 
like the bodies of the solar system reg~rded as points, by forces in the 
direction of the joining line, and varying as some function of the dis-
tance. I have already quoted the very strong language in which New-
ton rejected the idea of the beaveuly bodies acting on one another 
across intervening spaces which were absolntely void. But the concep-
tion bas nothing to do with the magnitude of the intervening spaces; 
and the conception of action at a distance across an intervening space 
which is absolutely void, is not a bit easier when the space in question 
is merely that separating two adjacent molecules, when the rether is 
thought of as consisting of discrete molecules, than it is when the spac~ 
is that separat~ng two bodies of the solar system, though in this latter 
case it may amount to many millions of miles. If the ::ether be in some 
unknown manner the link of connection whereby two heavenly bodies 
are enabled to exert on one another the attraction of gravitation, then . 
according to the hypothetical constitution of the rether that we have 
been considering, we seem compelled to invent an ::ether of the second 
order, so to speak, to form a link of connection between two separate 
molecules of the lnminiferous rether. But since the nature of the rether 
is so very different as it must be from that of ponderable matter, it may 
be that the true theory must proceed upon lines in which our previous 
conceptions derived from the study of ponderable matter are in great 
measure departed from. · 
If we think of the ::ether as a sort of gigantic jelly, we can hardly 
imagine but that it would more or less resist the passage of the heav-
enly bodies-the planets for instance-through it. Yet there appears 
to be no certain indication of any such resistance. It has been 
observed indeed in the case of Encke's comet, that at successive revo-
lutions the corpet returned to its perihelion a little before the calcu-
lated time. This would be accounted for · by the supposition that it 
experienced a certain amount of resistance from the ::ether. Although 
at first sight we might be disposed to say that such a resistance would 
retard perihelion passage, yet tbe fact that it would accelerate it 
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becomes easily. intelligible, if we consider that the resistance experi-
enced would tend to check its motion, and so prevent it from getting 
away so far from the sun at aphelion, and wou1d consequently bring it 
more nearly into the condition of a planet circulating round the sun in 
a smaller orbit. 
Many years ago I asked the highest authority in this country on 
physic.al astronomy, the late Prof. Adams, what he thought of the evi-
dence a,ftorded by Encke's comet for the existence of a retarding force, 
::,uch as might arise fro"'.Il the IBther. H·e said to me that he t hought we 
did not know enough as to whether there might not possibly be a planet 
or planets within the orbit of Mercury which would account for it in a 
different way. But quite independently of such a supposition it is 
worthy of note that the remarkable phenomena presented by the tails 
of comets render it by no means unlikely that even without the presence 
of a resisting· medium, and without the disturbing force arising from 
the attraction of an unknown planet situated so near to the sun as not 
to have been seen hitherto, the motion of the head of a comet might 
not be quite the same as that of a simple body representing the nucleus, 
and being subject to the gravitatfon of the sun and pla11ets and noth-
ing else. It appears that the tails consist of some kind of matter 
driven from the comet with an enormou s velocity by a sort of repulsion 
emanating from the sun. If the nucleus loses in . this manner at each 
perihelion passa,ge an exceedingly small portion of its mass, which is 
repelled from the sun, it is possible that the residue may experience an 
attractwn towards the sun over and above that due to gravitation, and 
that possibly this may be the cause of the observed acceleration in the 
time of passing perihelion even though there be no resistance on the 
part of the IBther. So that, the question of resistance or no resistance 
must be left an open one. · 
The supposition that the IBther would resist in thi s manner a body 
movin g through it is derived from what we observe in the cas~ of solids 
moving through fluids, liquid or gaseous, as the case may be. . In ordi-
nary cases of resistance, the main r epresentJtive of the work appar-
ently lost in propelling the solid is in the first instance the molecular 
kin tic energy of the trail of eddies in the wake. The formation of 
the e eddies i however an indirect effect of the internal friction, or 
ifw prefer the term-viscosity, of the fluid. Now the viscosity of gases 
ha b eu ex lained on th kinetic theory of gases, and in the case of a 
liquicl we annot w 11 douot that it is connected with the constitution 
of th ·ub tan a not being ab olutely continuous but molecular. 
u if tb , tb r b ith r non-mol nlar, _or molecular in ome totally 
from ponderable matt r, we cannot . with safety infer 
bat tb moti n fa olid tbroug-11 it ne s arily implies re i. tance. 
Tb luminrn r u , th r tou h on another mysteriou agent, t be 
f w i h i unknown alth ugh it· law, are in many respe ts 
nd it i' p li d th ev ry-day want of life, and its appli-
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cations are even regulated by Acts of Parliament; I allude to e]ectric-
ity. I said that the nature of electricity is unknown. More than forty 
years ago I was sitting at dinner beside the illustrious Fara<lay, and I 
· said to him that I thought a great step would have been made if we 
coulcl say of electricity something analogous. to what we say of light, 
when we affirm that light consists of un<lulations; and be said to me 
that he thought we were a long way off that at present. But, as I said 
relations have recent]y been _discovered between light and e]ectricity 
which lead us to believe that the latter is most closely connected with 
the luminiferous mther. 
Olark-Ma~well showed that the ratio of two electrical constants 
(which are capable of being determined by laboratory experiments, and 
which are of such a nature that that ratio expresses a velocity) agrees 
with remarkable accuracy with the known velocity of light. This 
formed the starting-point of the electro-magnetic theory of light which 
is so closely associated with the name of Maxwell. 

ATOMS AND SUNBEAMS.* 
By Sir ROBER'l' BALL, Ii'. H.. s. 
In recent years au important change has taken place in the manner 
in which many physical problems are approached. The philosopher 
who now seeks an explanation of great natural phenomena not unfre-
quently :finds much assistance from certam remarkable discoveries as to 
the ultimate constitution of matter. Many an obscure question in 
physics bas been rendered clear when some of the properties of mole-
cules have been brought to light. No doubt our knowledge of the 
natural history of the molecule is still vastly wanting in detail. It 
must· however be admitted that we have traced an outline of that 
wonderful chapter in nature which is specially serviceable in the ques-
tion w bich I now propose to discuss. 
The problem before us may be stated in the following terms. We 
llave to illustrate bow the sun is enabled to · maintain its tremendous 
expenditure of light and heat without giving any signs of appproaching 
exhaustion. It will be found that the atomic theory of the constitu-
tion of matter exhibits the mechanism of the process by which that 
capacity of the great luminary for supplying the radiation so vital to 
the welfare of mankind is sustained from age to age. 
Let me here anticipate an objectton which may not improbably be 
raised. Those who have paid attention to this subject are aware that 
the remarkable doctrine :first propounded by Helmholtz removed all 
real doubt from the matter. It is to this eminent philosopher we owe 
an explanation of what at first seemed to be a paradox. He explained 
how, notwithstanding that the sun radiates its heat so profusely, no 
indications of the inevitable decline of beat can be as yet discovered. 
If the sun ba,d been made of solid coal from center to surface, and if 
that coal had been hluned for the purpose of sustaining the radiation, 
it can be demonstrated that a few thousand years of solar expenditure 
at the present rate would suffice to exhaust aU the hea.t ·which the com-
bustion of that great sphere of fuel could generate. We know how-
ever tl1at the sun bas been radiating beat, not alone for thousands of 
years, but for millions of year . The existence .of fossil pfants and ani-
mals would alone suf6ce to demonstrate this fact. We have thus to 
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account for the extremely remarkable circumstance that our great 
luminary has radiated forth already a thousand times as much heat as 
could be gei.1erated by the combustion of a sphere of coal as big as the 
sui{ is at present, and yet, notwithstanding this expenditure in the 
past, physics declares that for millions of years to come the sun may 
continue to dispense light and beat to its attendant worlds with the 
same a,bundant prodigality. To have shown how the apparent pa.ra-
dox could be removed is one of the most notable achievements of' the 
great German philosopher. 
What Helmoltz did was to refer to the obvious fact that the expendi-
ture of beat by radiation inust necessarily lead to shrinkage of the 
solar volume. This shrinkage has the effect of abstracting from a store 
of potential energy in the sun and transforming what it takes into the 
active form of heat. The transformation advances pari passu with the 
radiation, so that the loss of heat arising from the radiation is restored 
by the newly produced heat derived from the latent reservoir. Such is 
an outline of the now famous doctrine universally accepted among 
physicists. It fulfils the couditions of the problem, and when tested 
by arithmetical calculation it is not found wanting. , 
But the genuine student of nature loves to get to the heart of a great 
problem like this. He loves to be able to follow it, not through mere 
formulre or abstract principles, Lut so as to be able to visualise its truth 
and feel its certainty. He will therefore often desire something in 
addition to the bare presentation of the theory as above stated. It 
may be no doubt sufficient 'for the mathematician to know that the total 
potential energy in the sun, due to the dispersed nature of its materi-
als, is so vast that as contraction brings the materials, on the whole, 
somewhat nearer together, the potential energy thus surrendered is 
transformed into a supply of heat quite adequate to compensate for the 
los es arising from the radiation by which the contraction was pro-
duced. The tudent who admits-and who is them that does not 
admit,-tbe doctrine of the conservation of energy, knows that in this 
argument be i on thoroughly reliable grounu. At the same time the 
argument doe not actually offer any very clear conception, or indeed 
any con eption at all, of the precise modus operandi by which, as the 
active potential energy vanishe , its eqmvalent in available heat 
ap ar . I hav alway felt that · this was the unsati sfactory part of 
an otherwi perfect th ory. It wa, therefore with much interest that 
I b ·am a ·quaint d a h rt time ago with a development of the mole-
ular th ry of a whi h afforded preci ely what seemed wanted to 
mak ry link in the hain of the great argument di.sti11ctly percepti-
bl . I me ken u t that th notion, which bave occurred to me on 
·n d · mu.· hav pr nted them Iv . to others al o. I have 
r n t r r b ar in conver ation any use made of the 
in · to et forth. I i el therefore confident 
ku wu at ll, it i rtainly not generally known 
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among the large and ever-increasing circle of readers to whom the 
great questions of physics are of interest. 
The division ·of matter into the three forms of solids, liquids, and 
gases has acquired in these days a special significance now that the 
constitution of matter is becoming in some degree understood. First 
let it be noted that, though matter is capable of subdivision to acer-
tain extent, yet that there is a limit beyond which subdivision could 
not be carried. This statement touches upon the ancient controversy 
as to the infinite divisibility of matter. Even still -we can find tlie 
statement iu some of our old text-books th~t there is no particle of mat-
ter so small that it could not be again subdivided into half. No doubt 
(so far as most ordinary experience goes) this statement may be unques-
tionable. It is quite true that we do not often reduce matter to frag-
ments so small that each of them shall be insusceptible of further con-
ceivable division. But, to illustrate the natural principle now under 
consideration, let us take the example of a body whieh is itself com-
posed of but a single element. Think for instance of a diamond, 
which is, as we aU know, a portion of crystallized carbon. It is true 
that the reduction of diamonds to powder is a laborious process. Still, . 
diamond dust has to be produced in the .finishing of the rough stone, 
and this element will serve the purpose of our present argument better 
than a substance of a composite nature. Each particle of the diamond 
du~t is, of course, as much a particle of carbon as was the original 
crystal. We may however suppose that by a repetition of the process 
a reduction of the diamond dust to powder still finer is accomplished. 
The1 grains thus obtained may have become so minute that they have 
ceased to be visible to the unaided eye, · and require a microscope to 
render them perceptible; but even after this comminution each of these 
particles is still a veritable diamond. It possesses the properties, 
optical, chemical, and mechanical, of the original gem, from which it 
differs merely in the attribute of size. Even when the disiutegration 
has been carried to such a point that each individual particle can be 
only just perceived by the keenest power .of the most powerful micro-
scope, there is still no indication that the particles cease to possess 
the characteristics of the original body. 
These facts being undoubted, it was perhaps not unnatural to suppose 
that the reduction could be carried on indefinitely, and that even if the 
smallest fragment of diamond which could be seen in a powerful micro-
scope were reduced to a millionth part, and each of those to a million 
more, yet that the ultimate particles th us reached would be diamonds 
still. Now~ however, we know that that is not the case. The smallest 
particle visible under a microscope might indee(r°be crushed into a thou-
sand parts, and each one of those parts, though wholly inappreciable to 
our sense of touch or vision, would nevertheless be a genuine diamond. 
If however the subdivision be carried on until the particles produced 
are, roughly speaking, one-millionth part of the bulk of the smallest 
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objects which could be seen in the microscope, we then approach tbe 
limits of partition of which the diamonds would be susceptible. We 
now know that there is an atom of diamond so small that it must refuse 
to undergo any further division. This ultimate atom, be it observed, 
is not an infinitely small quantity. It has definite dimensions; it pos-
sesses a definite weight. All such diamond atoms are precisely alike 
in weight, and probably in other characteristics. It might be thought 
that if this atom has finite dimensions, it is, at all events, conceivable 
that it should admit of further subdivision. In a certain sense this is, 
no doubt, the case. The diamond atom is made up of parts and being 
so made it is of course conceivable that those parts could be separated. 
· The important point to notice is, that no means known to us could pro-
duce this separation, while it is perfectly certain that if the decompo-
sition of the atom of diamond into distinct parts could be affected, those 
parts would not be diamonds at a11, nor anything in the least resembling 
diamonds. 
What we have said as regards the element carbon may be extended 
to every other , elementary substance. Sulphur is familiarly known in 
a form of extreme subdivision, and each little particle of sulphur could 
be further comminuted to a certain point beyond which any further 
partition would be impossible. So too any compm,ite body, such for 
example a,s a lump of sugar, admits of being deconi.posed into mole-
cules so small that any further separation would be impossible if the 
molecule were still to remain sugar. No doubt, a separation of the 
molecule of any composite body into constituent atoms of other elements 
is not alone possible but is incessantly taking place. 
The first step in our knowledge of the constitution of matter has been 
taken when we ha,ve come to recogn_ize that every body is composed of 
a multitude of extremely, but not infinitely, small molecules. The next 
point relates to the condition in which these molecules are found. At 
first it might be thought that in a solid, at all events, the little particles 
must be clustered together in a compact mass. If we depended merely 
on sensible evidence it would seem tba,t a lump of iron, if constituted 
from molecules at all, must be simply a cohering mass of particles, just 
as a multitude of particles of sand unite to form ·; lump of sandstone. 
But the truth is fa,r more wonderful than such a belief would imply. 
· Were the ensibility of our eyes so greatly increased as to make tbem 
a few million times more powerful than our present organs, then indeed 
the di~play of the texture of solid matter would be an astonishing rev-
elation. It would be e'en that the diamond atoms, which, when aggre-
ated in. uffici nt myriad, , form the perfect gem, were each in a condi-
ti n of rapid movem nt of the most complex description; each molecule 
w uld be , en wingin to and fro with tbe utmost violence among the 
n 01igh oring mole ule . It would b seen quivering all over under the 
i flu n f th ho k whi b it would re eive from the vehement en-
uut r wi h o b r mol ul ' which ccur millions of times in each 
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second. Such would be the minute anatomy of the diamond. The well- . 
known properties of such gems seem, at first sight, wholly at variance 
with the curious structure we have assigned to them. Surely, it may be 
said that the hardness and the impenetrability so characteristic of the 
diamond refute at once the supposition that it is no more than a cluster of 
rapidly moving particles. But the natural philosopher now knows that 
his explanation of the qualities of the diamond holds the field against 
all other explanations. The well-known impenetrability of the diamoud 
seems to a~ise from the fact that when you try to press a steel point 
into the stone you fail to do so because the rapidly moving molecules 
of the gem batter the end of the steel ·point with such extraordinary 
vehemence that they refuse to allow it to penetrate or even to mark the 
crystallized surface. When you cut glaf;S with a diamond it is quite 
true that the edge, which seems so intensely hard, is really composed 
of rapidly moving atoms. But the glass . which 1s submitted to the 
operation is also merely a mass of moving molecules, and what seems 
to happen is that, as the diamond is pressed forward, its several parti-
cles, by their superior vigor, drive the little particles of glass out of the 
way. We do . not see the actual details of the myriad encounters in 
which the diamond atoms are victorious over the glassy molecules; we 
only discern the broad result that the diamond bas done its work, and 
that the glass bas been cut. 
It may well be asked bow we know that matter is constituted of 
molecules in intensely rapid movement. The statement seems at the 
first glance to be so utterly at variance with our ordinary experience 
that we demand, -and rightly demand, some convincing proof on the 
matter. There are many arguments by which the required demon-
stration can be forthcoming. The one which I shall give is not perhaps 
the most conclusive, but it has the ad vantage of being one of the sim-
plest and the most readily intelligible. 
Let us see if we can not prove at once that the molecules in, let us 
say, a piece of iron must be in movement. Suppose that the iron is 
warmed so that it radiates heat to a perceptible extent. vVe know 
that the heat which, in this case, affects our nerves has been trans-
mitted from its origin by ffitherial undulations. Those undulations 
have undoubtedly been set in motion by the iron, and yet the parts 
of the metal seem quite motionless relatively to each other, notwith-
• standing- that they pos8ess the power of setting the ::ether into vibra-
tion. It is impossible that such vibrations could be produced were it 
not that there is in the iron a something which vibrates in Huch a 
manner as to communicate the necessary pulses to the ::ether. It 
therefore follows that in the texture of the solid iron there must be 
some molecular movement, timed in such a way as to impart to the 
ffither the actual vibrations which we find it to possess. The argument 
in this case may be illustrated by the analogous phenomena presented 
in the case of sound, As we listen to the notes of a violin, what we 
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actually perceive are vibratious communicated through the air to the 
auditory apparatus. vVe can trace these aerial vibrations back to their 
source, and Wlj find tbey originate from the quivering of the violin 
under the influence of the bow of the performer. Were it not for these 
vibrations of the instrument the aerial vibrations wou1d not be pro-
duced,, and the corresponding sounds would not be heard. Far more 
delicate than the atmospheric waves of sound are the retherial waves 
corresponding to light or to heat, but none the less must these latter 
also originate from the impulse of some vibrating mass. It is thus 
apparent that a bot piece of iron, however still it may seem, must be 
animated by an excessively rapid molecular movement. Nor is the 
validity of this conclusion impaired even if the iron be at ordinary 
temperature. VVe know that a body which is no hotter than the sur-
rounding bodies is still incessantly radiating heat to them and receiving 
heat from them in return. Thus we are led to the conviction that a 
piece of iron, whatever be its temperature, must consist of atoms in a 
state of lively movement. The important conclusion thus drawn with 
regard to·fron may be equally stated with respect to every other _solid, 
or, indeed, every other body, whether solid, liquid , or gaseous. All 
matter of every description is not only known to be composed of mole-
cules, but it is also now certain that those molecules are incessantly 
verforming movements of a ve!y complex type; 
A closer study of this subject will be necessary for our present pur-
pose, and it will be convenient to examine matter in that state in which 
it is exhibited in its very simplest type from the molecular point of 
view. This condition is not presented, as might at first be supposed, 
when the matter is solid, like a diamond, or like a piece of iron. Even 
in a liquid the complexity of molecular constitution, though somewhat 
less than in the case of a solid, is still notably greater than in matter 
which bas the gaseous form. The air that we breathe is matter almost 
of the most simple kind, so far as molecular constitution is concerned. 
It 'hould bowever be noted, th::Lt a,s air consists of a mixture, it would 
be better for our purpo e to think of a gas isolated from any ot.her ele-
ment. Let us take the case of oxygen, the most important constituent 
of our atmosphere. . 
Like every other element, oxygen is composed of molecules, and those 
molecules are iu a state of rapid motion. It might be expected that 
tbe affinity by which the different molecules were allied in the case of , 
21 ga hould be of the implest nature, and this is indeed found to be 
a e. Notwith tanding that oxygen is an invisible body, and not-
with t, nding that the mol~cules are o exces. ively minute a to be 
ral1y quit inappr ciable to our en e , yet we have been able to 
1 am a great deal wjth r ·a,rd to the con titution of the molecLtle" of 
hi. · 0·a . Them utal y or the phi.lo ·o-pher hows him that though 
th ox rr n with whi h a ,iae i filled appears ·to be perfectly quie cent, 
hat uie · n ·e ha h re no real exi ·t nee. He knows that oxygen 
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consists of myriads of molecules identical in weight and in other 
features, and darting about one among the other with velocities which 
vary perhaps between those of express trains and tl10se of rifle bullets. 
He sees that each _little molecule hurries along quite freely for a while 
until it happens to encounter some other molecule equally bent on its 
journey, and tlien a collision takes place. Perhaps it would be more 
correct to say that what usually happens is that the two impinging 
moleeules make a very close approach; then each of them so vehemently 
attracts the other as to make it swerve out of its course arnl start it off 
along a path, iueliued, it may be, even at a right angle to that ,vhich 
it previously pursued. The molecules in a gas at ordinary pressurefl 
are so contiguous that these encounters take place incessantly; in fact, 
we are able to show that each inclivi<l.ual molecule will probably expe-
rience such adventures some millions of tiiues in the · course of each 
second. We are able to calculate the average velocity with which the 
several molecules move wheu the gas h as a c<~rtain temperature. We 
know how to determine the average length of the free path which each 
molecule traverses in the interval between t"'o consecutive encounters. 
We are able to trace how all these circurt1stances wou1d vary if, instead 
of oxygen gas, we took nitrogen, or hydrogen, or any other body iu tlle 
same molecular state. It is in fact characteristic of every gas that · 
each molPcule wanders freely, subject only to those iucesRant encoun-
ters with otlrnr similar wanderers by which its path is so frequeutly 
disturbed. If two gases be placed in the same vesse], one being· laid 
over the other, it will presently be found that the two gases begin to 
. blend; ere long one gas will have diffused uniformly through the other, 
so that the two will have become a perfect mixture just as the oxygen 
and nitrogen have done in our own atmosphere. The molecular theory 
of gases explains at once the actual character of the operation by which 
diffusion is effected. Acro~s the boundary which iriitially separates 
the two gases certain molecules are projected from either side, and this 
process of interchange goes on until the molecules b ecome uniformly 
distributed throughout; 
There is iudeed nothing more remarkable than the fact that infor-
mation so copious and so recondite can be obtained in a region which 
lies altogether beyond the direct testimony of the senses. Just as the 
astronomer staggers out powers of conception by the description of 
appalling distances and stupendous 11eriods of time, and relies with con-
fluence on the evidence which convinces him of the reality of his state-
ments, so the physicist avails himself of a like potent method of research 
to study distances so minute and times so brief that the hnagination 
utterly fails to realize them. 
In the case of a liquid, the freedom enjoyed hy the molecules is con-
siderably more restricted than iu the case of a gas. It would seem that 
in the denser fluid there can be no intervals of undisturbed travel per-
mitted to a molecule; it is almos~ incessant.ly iu a state of encounter 
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with some other similar object. When a moleeule in a liquid breaks 
away from ·its · a.ssociat10n with one group, it is only because it has 
entered into alliance with another. As however two liquids will very 
frequently blend if so placed that diffusion be possible, we have a proof 
that, though the transference of a particular molecule through the 
liquid may be comparatively slow, yet it will gradually exchange asso-
ciation with one group for association with another, and may in this 
way travel throughout any distance to which the liquid extends. 
In the case of a solid there is still further limitation imposed on the 
mobility of each separate molecule. It is now no longer permitted to 
make excursions throughout the entire volume of the body. Each 
molecule is in rapid motion, it is true, but those movements a,re confined 
to gyrations within minutely circumscribed limits. Two solids placed 
in contact do not generally diffuse ~ne into the other, the incapacity for 
diffusion being the direct consequence of the inferior degree of mobility 
possessed by the molecules in this condition of matter. 
It is known that the immediate effect of the application of heat is to 
increase the velocities with which the molecuies move. Apply heat, 
for instance, to the water in a kettle; the moving molecules of water 
are thereby stimulated to even greater activity and it will occasionally 
happen that the velocity thus acquired by a molecule becomes so great 
that the little particle will swing clear away from the influence of the 
other molecules with which it had been associated. When this takes 
place in the case of a sufficient number of molecules, they dart freely 
from the surface of the liquid, thus producing the effect which in our 
ordinary language we describe as giving off steam. If therefore a 
volume of gas be heated, the velocities with which its molecules are 
animated will be in general increased. As the molecular velocities 
thr~ughout the extent of the gas are on the whole augmented, it is 
quite plain that the intensities of the shocks experienced by the mole-
cules in their several encounters will be also accentuated. The more 
rapidly moving particles will strike each against the other with increased 
violence, and the contemplation of this single fact leads us close to one 
of nature's greatest secrets. 
Let us think of the abounding heat which is di8pensed to us from 
the sun. That heat come , as we know, in the form of undulations 
imparted to the rether by the heated matter in the snn, aud transmit-
ted thence acros space for the benefit of the earth and its inhabitants. 
I have already explained that these vibrations in the rnther must take 
their ri from molecular movement8, and it is important to notice 
that th haracter of the vibrations in the rether enables us to learn to 
om e ' tent the preci. e ue cription of molecular movements which 
alone would e competent to produce the particular vibrations corre-
, n 1" · to radiant heat. At fir tit might ue thought that it wa · the 
r pid m n ,' f tran latfon of th molecules them elve , as entire 
if x r rn 1 miuut hodie · which cau ed the retherial vibratio~, but 
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this is not so. We must carefully observe tllat there is another kind 
of molecular motion besides that which the molec~Ie possesses as a 
whole. We have hitherto beAn occupied ouly with the movements of 
each molecule as a little projectile pursuing· its zigzag course, each 
turn of the zigzag being tl1e result of an encounter with some similar 
molecule belonging to the same medium. But we have novv to observe 
that the molecule itself is by no means to be regarded as a simple 
rigid particle; indeed, if it were so it is certain tll.at we should receive 
no heat at all from the sun. We have the best reasons for believing 
that the molecule of matter, so far from resembling a simple rigid par-
ticle, is an elahorate structure, whose parts are in some degree capable 
of independent movement. It will not, indeed, be necessary for us to 
adopt the splendid hypothesis of Lord Kelvin, which supposes that 
molecules of matter are merely vortex rings in that perfect fluid, tlle 
::ether. It seems difficult to doubt that this doctrine repr
1
esents the 
facts, but if anyone should reject it, then I have only to say that its 
assumption is not re~nired for our present argument. .All that is 
necessary for us is to regard each molecule as somewhat resembling an 
elastic structure made of parts which can quiver like springs, and so 
arranged as to be susceptible of many different _ modes of vibration. 
We are to suppose that e.-1ch molecule, in addition to the energy which 
it possesses in virtue of its movement of translation as a whole, has 
also a store of energy corresponding to the oscillations of its electric 
springs. We can, in fact, in some cases determine the ratio which 
exists between the amount of energy which is, on the average, pos-
sessed by molecules in consequence of their velocities of translation, 
and the amount of eHergy which they possess in consequence of the 
vibrations by which their several parts are animated. It is these 
internal molecular vibratious wllich are of essential importance in our 
present inquiry. It is believed that the radiation of light-or of heat 
generally takes rise in the impulses given to ::ether by the internal 
molecular vibrations. Do we not know that the essential character-
istic of those retherial movements which correspond to radiant light 
and heat is that they have tlle nature of oscillations! Such could not 
be imparted by mere rectilinear movements of the molecules as a who1e. 
They must be due to those internal oscillations by which the aetua,l 
molecules are auimated. 
No doubt it i~ difficult to realize that much can be learned with 
regard to the performances that actually go on in the internal parts of 
a molecule, especially wheu it is remernbere~ that each molecule in its 
entirety is so extremely minute as to be entirely beyond the reach of 
our organs of sense. It is nevertheless impossible to doubt that the. 
statements just made correspond to the veritable facts of nature. It 
would be impracticable here to go into any complete detail with regard 
to the evidence on this subject; I can only sketch an outline of it. Let, 
us take, perhaps as the simplest ca,se,, that presented by hydrogen .. 
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At the ordinary temperature of the air, hydrogen is of course invisi. 
ble; this means that the vibrations in the interior of the molecules are 
not sufficiently vehement to impart pulses to the mther with the energy 
that would be required to produce visual effects. Now, let us suppose 
that the hydrogen is heated. The effect of heating is to impart addi-
tional speed to the molecules of the gas, and consequent ly when the 
molecules happen to come together their encounter is more violent. 
The effect of such an occurrence on one of these little elastic bodies is 
to set it quivering with greater vehemence in those particular modes 
of vibration for which it is tuned. If the temperature of the gas bas 
been raised sufficiently high, as it can be by the aid of electricity, 
then the internal energy acquired by the molecules, in consequence of 
the increased vehemence of their collisions, has become so great that 
they are able to impart pulses to the mther with sufficient intensity to 
affect our nerves of vision; thereupon we declare that the hydrogen is 
now so hot as to have become luminous. Suppose we employ a spectro-
scope for the purpose of studyiug the particular character of the light 
which the glowing hydrogen dispenses. It will appear that the spec-
trum consists of a definite nurn ber of .bright lines. We know that e3,ch 
one of these lines corresponds to a particular period of vibration of the 
mther, and hence we see tha,t the light emitted by the hydrogen does 
not consist of vibrations of all periods indiscrimiuately, but only of cer-
tain particular waves which are in unison with the oscillations to which 
the internal parts of the molecule of hydrogen are adopted. Had we 
examined the spectrum of some other gas in a state of incandescence 
. we should have found a wholly different system of lines from those per-
taining to hydrogen. This demonstrates that the molecules of one gas 
differ essentially from those of another in respect to the character of 
the internal vibrations which they are adapted to perform. The extra-
ordinary activity of the movements which take place within the mole-
cules may be appreciated from the following facts. We know that the 
wave corresponding to one of the hydrogen lines has a, length of about 
tlie forty-thousanth of an inch; we also know that iu a single second of 
time light travels over a space of 186,000 miles; a simple calculation 
wil1, therefore, a ure us that certain vibration s in the molecules of 
hydrogen corresponding to t his particular undulation mm~t take place 
with , uch an extraordinary freqnency that about 4G0 millions of millions 
of th mare performed. iu each second of time. 
rovided with the e ·oncept.ions we shall now, I think, be able to 
·e without difficulty how it is that the sun\; heat is sustained. We 
ma for our pre nt purpo e, think of the great luminary as a mass 
of glowing ga . It i ' quite true that the physical condition of the 
ma t r in the interior of the tremendous globe can hardly be that 
, hi ·h w r linarily on -id r a- gaseou . But this need not affect our 
It i · und ubt ly true that those portion of the solar 
light and. heat are mainly di peu ed are 
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gaiseous in their character, or, at all events, come sufficiently near to 
matter in the gaseous state to permit the application of the line ,of 
argument with which we have hitherto been engaged. In consequence 
of the vast mass of the sun the gravitation·with which it draws all 
bodies towards it is very much greater tban the gravitation ori. the 
surface of the earth. On our globe we know that the effect of gravita-
tion is to impart to any body near the surface velocity directed towards 
the earth's center at the rate of 32 feet per second. The sun is more 
than three hundred thousand times as ma_§sive as the earth; we can 
not however assert that the gravitation is increased in the same pro-
portion, because, on account of the vast size of the sun, a particle at 
its surface is in.ore than a hundred times farther away from the solar 
center than a body on the surface of the earth is from the terrestrial 
center. It can however be shown, that taking these various matters 
into account, the actual intensity of gravitation at the solar surface is 
sufficient to tend to impart to an objects an increase of velocity towards 
the sun's center at the rate of 457 feet per second. This would apply 
not only to a meteorite, or other considerable mass, which is falling 
into the sun; it would be equally tr.ue of an o~ject as small as a mole-
cule. Every one of the myriads of gaseous molecules in the outer 
regions of the solar atmosphere must be constantly acted upon by this 
attractive force, which tends in the course of each secolld to add to 
them a downward velocity at that rate per second which has already 
been stated. It is quite true that to a great extent the effect of this 
attraction is masked by counteracting tendencies. In particular we 
may mention that inasmuch as the density of the solar atmosphere 
increases as the sun's center is approached, the flying molecule gener-
erally finds itself more obstructed by encounters with other molecules 
when it js descending than w4en it is ascending. 
We may here contrast the condition of the atmosphere on the earth 
with the condition of the solar atmosphere. Each molecule in our air, 
being acted upon by terrestrial gravitation, has thereby a tendency to 
fall downward with a velocity continually increasing at the rate of 32 
.feet per second. As however the terrestrial atmosphere has long since . 
reached a stable condition, in which it undergoes no further contrac-
tion, the effect of gravitation in adding velocity to the molecules is so 
completely masked by the counteracting tendencies, that on the whole, 
there is no continual increase of molecular velocities downward clue to 
gravitation. Were such an increase at present going on, we should 
necessarily find that the terrestrial atmosphere was decreasing in vol- . 
ume, and ever becomiug more condensed in its lower strata. It is 
however well known that no such changes as are here implied · are 
taking place. The essential difference between the earth and the sun, 
(so far as the matter now before us is concerned,) is to be found in the 
fact that as the suu has not yet passed into the form of a rigid body . . . . ' It Is still contractmg at a rate very much g1 eater than that at which a 
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bo<l.y grnwn so cold as the earth draws its particles closer together. 
The molecules in the solar photosphere accordingly yie]d to a certain 
extent to the gravitation. which constantly seeks to <lraw them down. 
The countera.cting tendencies can not in the sun, as they do in the 
earth, 'mask the direct and obvious Gffect of gravitation. The conse-
quence is that the intense attraction which is capable of adding veloc-
ity to the molecules at the pheno.µienal rate of 457 feet per second, is per-
mitted to accomplish something, and thus increase the average speeds 
with which the molecules hurry along. To express the matter a little 
more accurately, we should say that the downward velocity imparted 
by gravitation, being compounded with the velocities otherwise pos-
sessed by the molecules, tends, on- tfie whole, to increase the rate at 
which tlley move. 
We shall now be able t<Ydiscern what actually takes place as the sun 
contra.cts by dispersing heat, and tn consequence of its decline in bulk 
finds a store of energy liberated which it is permitted to use for the 
purpose of sustaining Hs radiating capacity. Owing to the intense 
heat which prevails in the photosphere, the molecules must there be in 
very rapid movement; their mutual encounters must be of the utmost 
vehemence, and their internal vibrations, which are the consequences 
of the shocks in the encounters, must be correspondingly energetic. It 
is, as we have seen, these internal molecular vibrations which set the 
rether in motion, and thus dispense solar heat and light far and wide 
through the universe. But this the molecules call. onlv do at the 
expe11se of the energy which they possess in virtue of their internal 
vibrations. Unless therefore the internal molecular energy were to 
be in some way recuperated from time to time, the radiating power 
must necessarily flag. It is now plain that the necessary recuperation 
take places in the successive encounters. A molecule whose internal 
. energy of vibration is becomiug exhausted by the effort of setting the 
rether into vibration presently impinges against some other molecule, 
and in consequence of tLe blow is again set into active vibration which 
permit it to carry on the work of radiation anew, until its declining 
energies have again to be sustained by some similar addition arising 
from a fre h collision. Of course, we know that the internal molecular 
energy thus acquired can not be created out of nothing. If the mole-
cule receive uch acce ion of iuternal energy, it must be at the 
of the en rgy which i · elsewhere. Obviously t,he only possible 
our· f ·uch en .rgy mu ·t be found iu the movement of the molecule 
.a a whol , that i to ·ay, in the velocity of translation with which it 
ru. h . bout among the other molecules. Thus we see that the imme-
ia ffe t of xp nditure of heat or light by radiation is to diminish 
th in rnal en r i f th mol cule . These energies are restored by 
h r n fi ren · f 11 rgy taine l from the general velocities of the 
r ar l , l , . moving pr dectil s. It follow that the velocities 
ral par i ·l : mu t u the whole teud to decline; in other 
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words, that the temperature tends to fall. What we have to discover 
is the agent which at present prevents the ~olar temperature from 
falling. We want therefore to ascertain the means by which the molec-
ular velocities are preserved at the same average value, notwith-
standing that there is a constant tendency for these velocities to abate 
in consequence of the losses of light and heat by radiation. We have 
already explained how the gravitation of the sun constantly tends to 
impart additional downward velocity to the molecules in its atmos-
phere. This is precisely the action which we now require. The con-
traction of the sun tends to an augmentation of the molecular velocities, 
and this augmentation just goes to supply the loss of velocities which 
is the consequence of the radiation. A complete ~xplanation of the 
maintenance of the sun's heat is thus afforded. Observation no doubt 
seems to show that the capacity for radiation is at present sensibly 
constant, and this being so, we see that the gain of molecular velocities 
from gravitation and their losses from radiation are at present just 
adapted to neutralize each other. Nothing however that has as yet 
been said demonstrates that the efficiency of the sun for radiating light 
and heat must always be preserved exactly at its present value. 
It is quite possible that if we had the means of studying the sun 
heat for a hundred thousand years, we might find that the capacity 
for radiation was slightly decreasing, or it may be that it would be 
slightly increasing, for it is at least conceivable that the gain of 
molecular velocity due to gravitation may, on the whole, exceed the 
" loss due to the dispersal of energy by radiation. On the other hand, 
i~ is of course possible that the acquisition of velocity by gravitation, 
though 11early sufficient to countervail the expenditure by radiation, 
may not be quite enough, in which case the sun's temperature would be 
slowly declining. , 
It must not however be supposed that the argument which we have 
been here following attributes eternal vigor to the great luminary. It 
will b e noted that it is of the essence of the argument that tbe con-
traction is still in progress. If the contraction were to cease, then the 
restitution of velocity by gravitation would _ cease also, and the speedy 
dispersal of the existing beat by radiation would presently produce 
bankruptcy in the supply of sunbeams. Indeed, such bankruptcy 
must arrive in due time, when, after certain millions of years, the sun 
has so far contracted that it ceases to be a gaseous ,mass. The vast 
accumulated store of energy which is now being draw~1 upon to supply 
the current radiation, will then yield such supplies no longer. Once 
this sta te has been reached, a few thousand years more must witnes8 
the extinction of th~ sun altogether as a source of light, and the great 
orb, at present our splendid luminary, will then pass over into the 
r anks of the innumerable host of bodies which were once suns, but are 
now suns no longer. 

FUNDAMENTAL UNITS OF MEASURE.* 
By '11. C. MENDENHALL, 
Superintendent of ihe U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. 
Engineering is the art of construction; but to limit it to this would 
be to restrict its meaning much within the range of the ordina~y use of 
the word. In a broader sense, engirreering includes all operations whose 
object is the utilization of tbe forces of nature in the interests of man. 
It is both an art and a science, and as a science it consists for the most 
part of mathematics applied to physics and mechanics. It is of neces-
sity, therefore, a measuring science, aud a congress of engineers ought, 
in the nature of things, to be interested in anything relating to progress 
in rnetrology. 
Fortunately the literature of this subject is neither scanty nor diffi-
cult of access. Much attention bas been given to it in all parts of the 
world during the last half of this century, and in the United States 
especially numerous and valuable papers and reports upon the subject 
of weights and measures have appeared during this period. Indeed, it 
would be difficult, if not impossible~ to contribute to either the historical 
or the controversial aspect of the question anything new and of notable 
value. 
In spite of an extensive and widely circulated liter~ture, however, it 
is very distinctly in evidence that the origin and genesis of the units 
of measure in customary use in the United States and among most Eng-
lish-speaking people, and their relation or want of relation to each other, 
are matters concerning which many engineers are not well informed. 
Perhaps not a large maJority of members of the profession in g·ood 
standing would be able to answer accurately the question, What is a 
yard '? or. _What is a pound, In view of this fact no excuse need be 
offered for presenting a statement of facts relating to fundamental 
standards in this country at the present time, and for the sake of clear-
ness this statement will be prefaced by a brief consideration . of the 
principles involved in the evolution and selection of standards, together 
with a resume of genealogical history, showing their origin and ances-
* Read before the Internationa,1 Engineering Congress of the Columbian Exposi-
tion, Chicago, 1893. (From Transactions of the American ~ociety of Civil Engineers, 
October, 1893, pp. 120-134.) 
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try. Of the latter little detail will be given, as the extensive and easily 
accessible literature upon the subject renders it unnecessary. 
The measure of a, magnitude is its numerical evaluation. In a direct 
way this is accomplished by ascertaining how many times it contains 
another magnitude of the same kind or nature which is adopted as a 
unit. Thus a length is selected as a unit for the measurement of length, 
a volume for the niea1mrement of volume, a time for time measurement, 
and so on. At first it seenJS that this condition of sameness of the unit 
and the thing measured is a necessity. A little reflection will show, 
however, that it is open to the objection that it naturally, although 
perhaps not necessarily, leads to a.n almost indefinite multiplication of 
independent units. The discovery and development of inter-rela.tions 
among measurable magnitudes, which bas gone on from the earliest 
times, has tended towards a reduction in the number of units and, cou-
sequently, to a great simplification of the whole subject of metrology. 
So simple and evident a device as relating the unit of volume to the 
unit of length has only been satisfactorily realized in comparatively 
modern times; and, with a single exception, jt may be affirmed that 
units of volume now in use were orig·inally in llO way related to units 
of length, most of them being of accidental and now unknown origin. 
That a legal bushel in the United States must contain 2150·42 cubic 
inches is convincing evidence that the foot or the yard lms no place in 
Hs ancestry, and although there is a plausible explanation of the fact 
that a gallon contains 231 cubic inches, it points only to a modified 
volume and not a selected one. 
Many interesting illustrations of t110 great ad vantage gained by 
neglecting the principle that "like measures like" might be given, and 
0110 or two will, perhaps, be found instructive. In observing that prop-
erty of matter known as "conductivity," either as to heat or electricity, 
qualitative or relative conclusions were for a Jon g time all that was 
required. It was at first i;;ufficient to Ray and to know that one sub-
stance conducted beat or electricity better or worse than another, but 
with the advance of knowledge of physics it became desirable, aud 
oft!cm nece sary, to give numerical expression to these relations. In 
such case. a,· thi.· the practice has usually been to select some partic-
ular ub tance whi ch pos. eRses the property in question in a higher or 
in a lower degr tba11 any other and adopt it as a standard. Thus 
barely a quarter of a century ago conductivitie · of different bodies for 
h < t r 1 tri ity, r expres eel int rm of copper or silver; a la.mp-
la<·k , urf: ·e wa. lie , tarnlarcl for radiation or absorption, and in most 
iu , tan<"e, th stan<lard wa, arbitrarily rat d at 100. The literature of 
ntain. m ny xample. · of labornte and otherwise valuable 
ti a i 11 , whicl1 ar r nd r d quite wort11le by the uncertain and 
unit,· f m rnploy d. .An 'ample of the per istent 
£ undin h ,•till mmon mod of express-
it t th d n ity of a certain 
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kind of matter, namely, water, the numerical representation of the ratio 
being known as "specific gravity." It has taken some years for even 
scientific men to fully appreciate the objectionable features of this sort 
of metrology, because it has required some time to prove beyond doubt 
that all kinds of copper or silver do not conduc1, alike, nor do all sam-
ples of lampblack radiate alike; and also that the conditions under 
which the density of water js constant are difficult of realization. 
Another factor which has been, up to a _very recent time, of .first 
importance in the selection of standards is the tendency to seek in 
nature something of constant dimensions or invariable mass which 
possesses that general availability essential to adoption as standard. 
The nomenclature of metrology bears testimony to this. In our own 
customary system of weights and measures the occurrence of such 
units as the foot, hand, grain, ell, etc., tells of the frequent recourse to 
natural units. This is not alone characteristic of earlier and ruder 
systems, but in modern metrology we have recorded the efforts of sci-
entific men to realize this theoretically desirable condition in the selec-
tion of the quadrant of the earth, the length of a seconds pendulum, 
and the wave length of a particular kind of light for linear standards. 
The only natural standard which up to this time can be said to have 
satisfied the requirements is the unit of time, which is the sirlereal day. 
This might itself be considered a derived rather than a fundamental 
unit, and, indeed, it is difficult to conceive of any time unit other than 
one based on motion. The motion of the earth is assumed to be a uni-
form rotatory motion, and the unit is the duration of a single revolu-
tion. Vibratory or periodic motion seems to offer many advantages ·as 
a time standard, and various forms have been suggested from time to 
time. It bas been shown that the period of a freely suspended inva-
riable pendulum furnishes in practice a mote uniform and ·constant 
time unit than the best clocks or chronometers. All standards of : this 
type depend on the persistence of gravity, however; and of this we can 
not be assured. The prime requisites of a standard are constancy and 
universal availability, and as the present time unit, the sidereal day, 
possesses these in a high degree it is not likely that it will soon be 
supplanted. It would be extremely desirable, however, if a unit of 
time could be devised which would survive such terrestrial or celestial 
disturbances as would materially alter tlte revolution of the earth upon 
its axis. Somethiug of this kind is necessary if° time observations made 
during the present cycle are to be available in future ages, and it is 
possible that the determination of the relation of tbe wave length of 
light -to the generally accepted unit of length may indirectly furnish a 
time unit possessing this characteristic in a high degree. 
The greatest arlvance in the science of metrology in modern times is 
essentially due to Gauss, and it consists of the so-called "al>Solute" 
system of measurement. Quite as much as to the author of this ingen-
ious system metrologists are indebted to the celebrated British Asso-
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ciation Committee qn Units, led by Lord Kelvin, and includiug such 
men as Clerk Maxwell, Foster, Stoney, Fleeming Jenkin, Siemens, 
Bramwell, .A.dams, Balfour Stewart, and Everett. Evincing a freedom 
from national prejudices worthy of the distinguished body which they 
represented, this committee placed the system of Gauss upon a firm 
and enduring basis by deriving its fundamental units from the only 
system of weights and measures which, starting from a scientific basis 
and constructed upon scientific principles~ bas ever found favor among 
a considerable number of people, and which has now become well-nigh 
universal. 
The tendency of tbe absolute system is towards simplicity through 
a reduction of the number of fundamental units to a minimum, whil_e 
at the same time it affords every facility for the multiplication of 
derived units to meet th·e demands of convenience in practice. But 
however complex and numerous these derived units may be, they all 
grow out of the same elements, and are therefore easy of comparison 
and interchange. 
It is not too much to say, and it is important that it should be said, . 
that the beauty, simplicity, and convenience of this system are not yet 
fully understood and appreciated by many eng'ineers who might be 
greatly benefited by its use. .As a single illustration, reference may be 
made to the still very general use of the foot-pound as a unit of work 
and energy. Let no one imagine that the objection to this unit lies in 
the fact that units of the metric system are not used, for kilogram.-
meter, which is also very common, is equally objectionable. The diffi-
culty rests in the introduction of a variable, and in this instance unnec-
essary magnitude, namely, the -force of gravitation. If the furn.la-
mental units, foot, pound, and second, be used, we have a unit of work 
sometimes called the "foot-poundal," and if the centimeter, gram, sec-
ond system be used, we have the well-known '' erg." These units are 
vastly more convenient in practica,l use than their gravitation relatives, 
besides being invariable, whenever and wherever the units oflengtb, 
ma , and time are invariable. 
Modern cientific m troloO'y may be ·aid to rest upon a few simple 
principl which may be summarized as follows: 
Th number of independent fundamental unit::; shon]d be minimum. 
Ing n ral not m r tban· three are required. 
Th y h uld be uch a admit of a ready aud accurate compari ' On 
ith o h r m o-nitude of tbe arne kind. Units of length, mass, and 
tim ' ti fy thi. r uir m ut better than any other that can be selected. 
Th y h ul l a a 1 f u , for such comparisons at i,laces aud 
it , i Jy parat l · h ,n e they ught to be comparatively ea y of 
r · r l i n a11d ran 'portation and, a far a human ingenuity can 
aria 1 in th ir magnitud . Unit of J ng'th, mas , and time 
~t r than uy other. 
· r 1 t d t h th r, a ' far a ' llCh relation 
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is possible, and the multiples and sub-multiples should be so related to 
them that units of every possible dimension and character for couyen-
ience in the measurement of all measureable things may be derived 
from them in the simplest manner, and thus be capable of the easiest 
re-duction and interchange. The units of length, mass, and time, as 
represented by the centimeter, the gram and the second, fulfill these 
requirements almost as perfectly as possible. The second falls short 
of the others because its multiples are not decimally derived, but its 
use is and has long been so nearly universal that it is not likely to be 
modified in that respect in the near future. Indeed, a decimal system 
as applied to time is much less important than when considered in rela-
tion to length and mass. 
As to the constancy of th~se units, an arbitrary length and an arbi-
trary mass are mt1ch more capable of accurate reproduction than any 
natural units of which we now know. When reproduced in considera-
ble numbers and of the best known material, and when widely dis-
tributed throughout the civilized world as they now are, under the direc-
tion of the International Bureau of Weights and Measures, anything 
like destruction or loss of the standards must be regarded as well-nigh 
impossible. Copied in materials of various kinds and preserved under 
conditions widely varying, it is hardly likely that any secular change 
in the standards can escape detection, and the accurate determination 
of the meter in light waves now in progress will afford a valuable check 
on the constancy of the standard of length. 
It thus appears that the metric system with its derived units is to -day 
by far the most perfect system of metrology ever used by man, and 
that it lacks little of theoretical perfection. It can hardly be denied 
that in oue or two matters · of minor importance it is susceptible of 
improvement, but it possesses the inestimable and unapproachable 
advantage of being actually in use by the great majority of civilized 
nation s. Among the innumerable metrological schemes which have 
made their appearance within the past one hundred years, it is quite 
possible that some one of them possesses advantages over that based on 
the meter and the kilogram, and that it would be preferred if we were 
starting afresh with the whole question. But we are not starting· 
afresh, and it is certainly a cause for sincere and earnest congratula-
t ion that a system which is so rapidly advancing in public favor is as 
nearly absolutely perfect as is this. 
Let us turn now to a brief consideration of the origin aµd present 
condition of what Lord Kelvin has justly characterized as the brain-
wearying, intellect-destroying system of weights and measures in use 
among English-speaking people. 
The fundamental unit of length is the yard, and the unit of mass is 
t he pound. In the time or' Edward II it was enacted (.A.. D. 1324) that 
3 barleycorns, round and dry, should make 1 inch and 12 inches make 
1 foot. The earliest actual material standard yard of which there is 
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reliable account dates back to the time of Henry VII (about A. n. 1490). 
In the Transactions of the Royal Socie_ty it is recorded that in 17 42 
"some curious gentlemen, both of the Royal Sopiety of London and of 
the Royal .Academy of Sciences at Paris, thinking it might be of good 
use for the better comparing together the success of experiments made 
in England and in France, proposed some time since that accurate 
standards of the measures and weights of both nations, carefully exam-
ined and madeto agree witheachother,mightbelaid up and preserved 
in the archives both of the Royal Society here and of the Royal Academy 
of Sciences at Paris," and determined to bring about an exchange of 
copies of the standards of weight and mass of the respective countries. 
This led to an examination of the original standards of the exchequer 
and their copies. It was found that the standard yard then iu use was 
a square rod of brass, of breadth and thickness of about half an inch. 
The ends were neither exactly flat nor parallel. The standard was an 
end measure and a matrix was provided for it. Near each end of the 
yard was stamped a crowned E and it dated from about 1588. Con-
sidered as a standard, its character was very inferior, but less so than 
the old standard of King Henry VII, which was examined at the same 
time. This is described as an" old eight-sided rod of brass, of the thick-
ness of about half an inch, very coarsely made, and as rudely divided . 
into 3 feet, and one of these feet into inches." This is the standard 
which dates from A. D.1490, and is the earliest k11own material yard. 
In 1758, under instruction from a committee appointed by Parlia~ent, 
John Bird constructed copies of the then existing standards (Eliza-
bethan), one of which, a line measure, was recommended for adoption 
as the legal standard of length. A copy of this was made by the same 
artist in 1760, and is known as Bird's standard of 1760, to distinguish 
it from l1is first copies made in 1758. Although the subject received 
much consideration during tbe next half century, it was not until 1824 
that any action was actually taken by Parliament. It follows that up 
to this date the legal standard of length in Great Britain and her colo-
nies continued to be the very imperfect standard of Elizabeth referred 
to above. In 1824, however, it was :finally enacted that Bird's standard 
of 1760 hould be the fundamental unit of length, and in the same act 
it was provided that 111 case of loss it should be reproduced by means 
of it snppo ed known ratio to the length of a seconds pendulum at 
London. In 1834, the Parliament hom:i.es, in one of which this standard 
liad been pres rve , were destroye<l by fire. It is interesting to note 
tbat th nflagration wa clue to tL.e burning of the "tallies" or sticks 
n wlii b a ount had been kept by means of notches, and in the use 
f whi h h Gov rnm nt officials ha.cl per. iste 1 for many years after it 
1lad alm ome a lo, t art l .where, thus exhibiting a con ervatism 
f th wh le onr of th English Government in refer-
gy and al.li d i n e . 
nd r h n destroy d in this mann r, it wa 
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found impracticable to reproduce it, as bad been intended, by the use 
of a pendulum, and accordingly a new standard was prepared under 
the direction of Mr. Sheepshanks from a half dozen excellent copies of 
the destroyed standard which were available. This was legalized by 
an act of Parliament in 1855, and is the imperial standard yard of Great 
Britain to-day. It is a line measure, made of bronze, the total length 
being 38 inches and the cross section 1 inch square. At the time it was 
prepared several copies vrnre produced, one of which, known as Bronze 
No. 11, is in the U. S. office of weights and measures at Washington. 
To recur now to ~tanclards of length in the United States, it is 
necessary to repeat the often-published statement that although the 
Constitution authorizes Congress to establish a system of weights and 
measures, it has never exercised t!Jis authority except in the matter of 
legalizing the metric system in 186G. The weights and measures in use 
in ~he colonies before the Revolution were almost entirely those of 
Great Britain, and they continued in use without special legalization 
for a long time after independence was declared. The first Superin-
tendent of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, Mr . .Hassler, requiring an 
accurate standard of length in the operations of that Bureau, obtained 
from Troughton, of London, in 1814, a brass bar about 82 inches long, 
2·5 inches wide, and one-half inch thick. This bar was a direct descend-
ant of the Bird standard of 1760, a number of copies of which had 
been..made by Troughton. 
It being necessary for the Executive Departments of the Government 
to have some standards of weight and measure properly authenticated, 
for the purpose of levying taxes, duties, etc., this bar, or rather one 
particular yard of it, from the twenty-seventh to the sixty-third inch, 
was adopted as the standard of length. It was supposed to be precisely 
equal to the British st~ndard at a temperature of 62° F. A direct 
c9mparison with the copies of the new imperial yard of 1855, however, 
showed that it was too long at that temperature, and this fact gave 
rise to the idea which found its way into scientific literature that the 
English and American yards were different, the latter being the louger. 
The action taken in the office of weights and measures was simply to 
change the temperature at which it was a standard, so as to bring it 
into agreement with the English yard. As a matter of fact its use as a 
staudard was practically discontinued, and the bronze copy of the 
imperial yard was accepted in its place, together with another copy of 
this yard made of Low Moor iron and so desiguated. 
It will thus be seen that, as far as the Government is concerned, we 
have followed the English in the matter of standards of length, and 
their yard and ours have always been as nearly as practicable iden-
tical. 
The same is essentially true in regard to the standard of mass. 
There is an important difference, however, in that Congress did, in 
1828, legalize a standard Troy pound for purposes of coinage. This -
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waa n. copy of the British Troy pouud of 1758, which in 1825 became 
the imperial standard. It iE. preserved iu the mint at Philadelphia, 
and is known as the mint pound. The standard avoirdupois pouud of 
the Treasury Department was derived from this Troy pound. Both are 
very inferior in construction and unsuitable for standards. The pres-
ent impe'rial standard of mass of Great Britain is a platinum avoirdu-
pois pound. It was derived from a copy of the standard referred to 
above, which was lost in the burmng of the Parliament houses. As 
the imperial standard and our own have thus a common ancestor, it is 
assumed that tLey are the same. 
Besides these units of length arnl mass the executive officers of the 
Government adopted two miits of volume, the gallon which contains 
231 cubic inches and the bushel of 2150·42 cubic inches. TLey are old 
English measures a~d differ very materially from the imperial gallon 
and bushel now in use in Great Britain. 
The above statements apply to what may be known as 11ational or 
United States standards only iL1 the limited sense that they are the 
standards of the executive branch · of the Government. The whole 
subject of standards, with the exception as to the metric system already 
noted was, in the absence of definite action by Congress, left to the law-
making authorities of the several States. In view of the great aud 
intelligent interests in this subject exhibited by Washington, Jeffer-
son, Adams, Gallatin, and others of the early statesmen, the omission 
to legislate in Congress must be attributed largely to the fact of great 
dissatisfaction with the present system and a hesitancy to reeommend 
any other, however perfect it might sPem to be, until it had received 
the test of actual trial. Realizing the danger which was impendiug of 
inharmonious and unscientific legislation by the several States, Con-
gress decided in 1836 to encourage uniformity throughout the country 
by tbe distribution among the various State governments of cornplet~ 
set of weights aud mea ures copied from the standards adopted in the 
United States office of weights and measures. Some States had already 
le0 ·alizecl ·tandar ls differing somewhat from these, but they were soon 
accepted by all, thus establishing a practically uniform system tbrough-
Ollt th ountry and one in a,greement with that adopted by the Gov-
ernment Strictly speaking, however, each State has its own tand-
aru ·, an l they are entirely independent of, although copied from, tho e 
in u, at Wa,bington. But, a has already been explained, the latter 
bav not th m elve b en regarded a fundamental standards, being 
nly 01.ie of h imp rial standards of Great Britaiu, in the ca e of 
th ard or de cend d from the same ancestry, as in the case of the 
pound and a um d to 1Je the ame. It thus appears that practically, 
a d until a very r · nt period our whole ystem of length and ma 
m a ur m t wa ma 1 t dep nd upon the imperial yard and pound 
ritain. 
im1 rtan l gi latiou up u thi ubje t from the founding 
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of the Government to the present time is the act of Congress of July 
28, 1866, legaliziug the metric system of weights and measures through-
out the United States. It has not been generally recognized that this 
system is and has been for more than a quarter of a century the only 
system whose use is made legal throughout the whole country by act 
of Congress. Since the passage of this act t_bere )las been a decided 
advance in the use of this system among all civilized nations. This 
remarkable movement, in which the-United States Government, through 
annual contributions of money aud diplomatic negotiations, bas had a 
large part, leaves no room for doubt that in the comparatively near 
future all ma,nkind will be in the fullest enjoyment of the great boon of 
a single, universal system of weights a11d measures, and one as nearly 
perfect in form and design as could well be expected. 
The recognition of this fact bas led to recent action on tlie part of the 
office of weights and measures at Washington, which is of such impor~ 
ta.nee as to justify the repetition here of the words of Bulletin No. 26, 
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, April 5, 1893, in which it was first 
announced. 
FUNDAMENTAL STANDARDS OF LENGTH AND MASS. 
"While the Constitution of the United States authorizes Congress 
to 'fix the standard of weights and measures,' this power has never 
been definitely exercised, and but little legislation bas been enacted 
upon the subject. Washington regarded the matter of sufficient impor-
tance to justify a special reference to it in bis first annual message to 
Congress (Jannary, 1790), and Jefferson, while Secretary of State, pre-
pared a report at the request of the House of Represent,ati ves, in which 
he proposed (July, 1790) 'to reduce every branch to the decimal ratio 
already established for coins. aud thus bring the calculation of the prin-
cipal affairs of life within the arithmetic of every man who can multiply 
and divide.' The consideration of the subject being again urged by 
Washington, a committee of Congress. reported in favor of Jefferson's 
plan, but no legislation tollowed. In the meantime the executive branch 
of the Government found it necessary to procure standards for use in . 
the collection of revenue and other operations fa which weights and 
measures were required, and the Tronghton 82-inch brass scale was 
obtained for the Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1814; a platinum kilo-
gram and meter, by Gallatin, 'in 1821; and a Troy pound from London 
in 1827, also by Gallatin. In 1828 the latter was, by act of Congress, 
made thR staudard of mass for the mint of the United States, and, 
although totally unfit for such purpose, it bas since remained the stand-
ard for coinage purposes. 
"In 1830 the Secretary of the Treasury was directed to cause a com-
parison to be made of the standards of weight and measure used at 
the principal custom-houses, a.s a result of which large discrepancies 
were disclosed in the weights and measures in use. The Treasury 
Department being Qbliged to execute the constitutional provision that 
all duties, imposts, and excises shall be uniform thro1tghout the United 
Sta~es, ad?pted the Trougb~on scale as the standard of length; the 
avoud~1po1s pound to be denved ~rom the Troy pound of the mint, as 
the umt of mass. A.t the same tnne the Department adopted the wine 
gallon of 231 cubic inches for liquid measure and the Winchester bushel 
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of 2150·42 cul)ic inches for dry measure. In 1836, the Secretary of the 
Treasury was authorized to cause a complete set of all weights and 
measures, adopted as standards by the Department for the use of cus-
tom-houses and for other purposes, t.o be delivered to the governor of 
each State in the Union for the w;;e of the States, respectively, the· 
object being to encourage uniformity of weights and measures through-
out the U uion. At this time several States had adopted standards 
differing from those used in the Treasury Departmeut, but after a time 
these were rejected, and, finally, nearly all the States formally adopted 
by act of legislature the standards which had been put in their bauds 
by the National Government. Thus a good degree of uniformity was 
secured, although Congress had not adopted a standard of mass or of 
length other than for coinage purposes as already described . . 
"The next, and in many respects the most important, legislation 
upon the subject was the act of July ~8, 1866, making the use of the 
metric system lawful throughout the United States, and defining the 
weights and measures in common use in terms of the uuits of this sys-
tem. This was the first general legislation upon the subject, and the 
metric system was thus the first and, thus far, the only system maue 
generally legal throughout the country. 
"In 1875, an international metric convention was agreed upon by 
seventeen governments, including the United States, at which it was 
undertaken to eRtablish and maintain at common expense a perma-
nent international bureau of weights a11d measures, the first object 
of which should be the preparation of a new international standard 
meter and a new international standard kilogram, copies of which 
should be made for distribution among the contributing governments. 
Since the organization of the bureau, the United States bas regularly 
contributed to its support; and in 1889 the copies of the new interna-
tional prototypes were ready for distributio11. This was effected _by 
lot, and the United States received meters Nos. 21 and 27, and lolo-
grams Nos. 4 and 20. The meters and kilograms are made from the 
same material, which is an alloy of platinum with 10 per cent of irid-
ium. 
"On January 2, 1890, the seals which had been placed on meter No. 
27 and kilogram No. 20, at the International Bureau of Weights and 
Measures, near Paris, were broken in the Cabinet room of the Execu-
tive Mansion by the President of the United States, in the presence of 
the Secretary of State and the Secretary of the 'freasury, to~:etLer with 
a number of invited guests. They were thus adopted as the national 
prototype meter and kilogram. 
"The Troughton scale, which in the early part of the century bad 
been tentatively adopted as a standard of length, has long been recog-
nized as quite unsuitable for such use, owing to its faulty construction 
and the inf~riority of its graduation . For mauy years, in standardizhtg-
length m a ures, r course to copies of the imperial yard of Great Brit-
ain had beennecessary, and to the copies of the meter of the archives 
in the office of weights and measures. 'fhe standard of mass orig-
inally selected wa likewi e unfit for use for similar reasons, and ha<l 
been practically ignored. 
"The r cent rec ipt of the very accurate copies of the international 
m tric tandards which are constructed in accord with the mo-t 
advan ed ncepti n of mod rn metrology, enables comparisons to be 
mad dir . ~1y w1tb th . e tandard , aR the equations of the national 
r t_ o/P. ar _a curat Jyknown. Itha. eemed, therefore, that great~r 
ta 1bt,y m , 1gl.tt and mea ure , as well as much higher accuracy m 
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their comparison, can be secured by accepting the international proto-
types as the fundamental standards of length and mass. It was doubt-
less the intention of Congress that this should be done when t,he inter-
national metric conve11tion was entered into iri 1875; otherwise there 
would be nothing gained from the annual contributions to its support 
which the Government bas constantly made. Such action will also 
have the great advantage of putting usin directrelationinourweights 
and measures with all civilized nations, most of which have adopted 
the metric system for exclusive use. The practical effect upon our cus-
tomary weights and measures is, of course, nothing. The most care-
ful study of the relation of the yard and the meter has failed, thus far, 
to show that the relation a,s defi.J1ed by Congress in the act of 1866 is in 
error. The pound as there defined, in its relation to the kilogram, dif-
fers from the imperial pound of Great Britain by not more than 1 part 
in 100,000, an error, if it be so called, which utterly vanishes in com-
parison with the allowances in all ordinary transactions. Only the 
most refiued scientific research will demand a closer approximation, and 
in scientific work the kilogram itself is now universally used, both in 
this country and in Eugland.i, 
'' In view of these facts, and the absence of any material normal 
standards of customary weights and measures, the office of weights 
and measures, with the approval of the Secretary of the Tn~asury, will 
in the future regard the international prototype meter and kilogram 
as fnndamental standards, and the customary units, the yard and the 
pound, will be derived therefrom in accordance with the act of July 28, 
1866. Indeed, this course has been practically forced upon this office 
for several years, but it is considered desirable to make this formal 
announcement for the information of all interested iu the science of 
metrology or iu measurements of precision. 
"T. 0. MENDENHALL, 
" Superintendent of Siandard -Weights and Measures. 
"Approved: 
"J. G. O.AH,LISLE, 
"Secretary of the Treasury. 
"APRIL 57 18!)3." 
As a result of this action, our fundamental units of length and mass 
are llOW the new iuternat.ional prototype rn·eter and kilogram preserved 
by the International Bureau of ·weights aud Measures, near Paris, and 
our metrology is in touch with that of the civilized world. This is the 
second great step toward complete emancipation from the" brain-
wearying, intellect-destroying'' system with which we have so long been 
burdened, and let us hope that the time is not far distant when the 
desire of the author of the Declaration of Independence will be realized 
. * Reference to the act of 1866 results in tlie establishment of the following- equa-
tions: 
3600 
1 yar<l. ~ 3937 mete1. 
1 d . d . 1 . poun avoll' upo1s = 2_2046 kilo. 
A more precise value of the English poun<l. avoirdupois is 2_26462 kilo., differing 
from ~he above by about 1 par~ in 100,000, but the equation established by law is 
sufficiently accurate for all ordmary conversions. 
As already stated, in wo~·k of high pn~cision the kilogram is now all but univer-
sally used and no conversion is required, 
SM 93--10 
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by "bringing the calculation of the principal affairs of life within tlte 
arithmetic of every man who can multiply and divide." 
None will be more benefited personally by this action, and none can 
aid more effectually to hasten it, than the distinguished body to which 
this paper is respectfully submitted. If any argument in its favor were 
needed, it would be sufficient to cite the example of one department of 
the great subject of engineering, namely, electrical engineering, which 
is doubtless represented in some degree in this Congress. But, yester-
day a thing unknown, its beautifully simple units of measure and their 
interrelations are as wings which have enabled it to outstr1p those 
that persist in carrying the dead weight of an unscientific and hope-
lessly bad system of metrology. 
UNITS OF ELECTRICAL MEASURE.* 
Within but little more than a decade practical applications of elec-
tricity have developed with a rapidity unparallelled in the history of 
modern industries. Many millions of dollars of capital are now in-
vested in the manufacture of machinery and various devices for the 
production and consumption of electricity. As it has now become 
a commodity of trade, its measurement is a question of the highest 
importance, both to the producer and consumer. Both the nomencla-
ture of electro-tecbnics aud the methods and instruments of measure 
are exceptionally precise and satisfactory, but there bas been lacking, 
up to tl1e present time, the very important and essential element of 
fixed aud invariable units of measure authoritatively adopted. Such 
units have long been in use among scientific men, but the Hecessity for 
the establishment and legalization of practical units for commercial 
purposes became evidei1t in tlrn beginning of the .. recent enormous 
development of the applications of electricity. 
To meet this universally recognized want, conferences and congresses 
of the leading electrieians of the world have been held at occasional 
intervals, the first being the Paris Congress of 1881. These assem-
blages 11ave been international in their character, for it was wisely-
determined i11 the begi1rning that the uew units of measure should be 
intemational and, indeed, univer, ·al in their application. It was con-
veni nt to make them so, a,nd it was important to thus facilitate in-
ternatioual interC'hange of machinery, instruments, etc. Tl.le United 
' tat was repr ntecl l)y official delegate in the Congress of 1881, 
an al ·o i11 nl) f_luent Congresse in 1884. 
Tb diffi ·ulty of tbe mat rial repre enta,tion of some of the unit 
f rn a.·ure wa ,·o ·r-eat at the time of holding the e Congresse that 
n ,· , i ·fa ·tor arr m nt a to all of them ould be arrived at. Some 
r · mm nd i n w re mad , but they at no tim rt>ceived the unani-
u upp r f tho eint ~r , t d and w r admitted by all to be tentative 
in h ir h r· t r. uring h ~ pa t t w year,· th advance of knowl-
llullljtin o. 30, . ' . Uoast and Geodetic , 'urvey. 
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edge and experience among electricians was such as to indicate that 
the time was ripe for the general adoption of the principal units of 
electrical measure. An International Congress of Electricians was 
arranged for, to meet in Chicago, during the World's Columbian Ex-
position of 1893. In this Congress the business of defining and naming 
units of measure was left to what was known as the "Chamber of . . 
Delegates," a body composed of those only who had been officially 
commissioned by their respective governments to act as members of 
said Chamber. The United States, Great Britain, Germany, and 
France were eachallowed ft ve delegates in the Chamber. Othe(nations · 
were represented by three, two, and in some cases one. The princi-
pal nations of tlie world were represented by their leading electrfoiaris, 
and the Chamber embraced many of the most distinguished living 
representatives of physical science. 
The delegates representing the United States have reported to the 
honorable the Secretary of State, under date of November 6, 1893, 
giving the names and definitions of tbe units of electrical measure as 
unanimously recommended by the Chamber ,in a resolution as follows: 
"Resolved, That the several governments represented by the dele-
gate~ of this International Congress of Electricians be, and they are 
hereby, recommended to formally adopt as legal units of electrical 
measure the following: As a unit of resistance, the international ohm, 
which is based upou the ohm equal to 109 units of resistance of the 
Centimeter-Gramme-Second system of electro-magnetic units, and is 
represented lly the resistance offered to an unvarying electric current 
by a column of mercury at the temperature of melting ice 14·4521 
grammes in mass, of a constant cross-sectional area and of the length 
of 106.3 centimeters. 
'' As a unit of current, the international ampere, which is one-tenth of 
the unit of current of the c. G. s. system of eleetro-maguetic units, and 
which is represented sufficiently well for practical use by the unvarying 
current which, when passed through a solution of nitrate of silver in 
water, and in accodrance with accompanying specifications,* deposits 
si_lver at the rate of 0·001118 of a gramme per second. 
* In tho following specification the term silver voltameter means the arrangement 
of apparatus l>y means of which au electric current is passed through a solution of 
nitrate of silver in water. The silver voltameter measures the total electrica.l q uan-
tity which has passed dnring the time of the experiment, and by noting this time, 
the time average of tho cunent, or if t,he current has been kept constaut, the cur-
rent itself can be deduced. 
In employing the silver voltarneter to measure currents of about 1 ampe.re; the 
following arrangements should be adopted: 
'l'be kathode ou which the silver is to be deposited. should take the form of a plat-
iumn bowl, not leRs than 10 centimeters in c:.liameter and from 4 to 5 centimeters in 
depth. 
The anode should be a plate of pure silver some 30 square centimeters in area and 
2 or 3 millimeters in thickness. 
This is supported horizontally in the liquid near the top of the solution by a plat-
inum wire pas eel through holes in the plate at opposite corners. To prevent the 
disintegrated silver which is formed 011 the anode from falliug on to the kathode, 
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"As a unit' of electro-motive force, the internat'ional volt, which is the 
electro-motive force that, steadily applied to a conductor whose 
resistance is one international ohm, will . produce a current of one 
international ampere, and which is represented sufficiently well for 
practical use by H-H of the electro-motive force between the poles or 
electrodes of the voltaic cell known as Clark's cell, at a temperature of 
15° C., and prepared in the manner described in the accompanying 
specification.* 
''As a unit of quantity, the international coulomb, which is the quan-
tity of electricity transferred by a current of one international ampere 
in one second. 
"As a unit of capacity, the international farad, which is the capacity 
of a condenser charged to a potential of one international volt by 
one internatiOl)al coulomb of electricity. 
"As a unit of work, the joule, which is equal to 107 units of work in 
the c. G. s. systen;i, and which is represented sufficiently well for prac-
tical use by the energy expended in one second by an international 
ampere in an international ohm. 
"As a, unit of po'17'er, the watt, which is equal to 107 units of power in 
tbe c. G. s. system, and which is represented sufficiently well for prac-
ticaJ use, by the work done at the rate of one joule per second. 
"As the unit of induction, the henry, which is the induction in a cir-
cuit when the electro-motive force induced in this circuit is one inter-
national volt, while the inducing current varies at the rate of one 
ampere per second." 
Besides the fact that the Congress in which this impol'tant and far-
reaching action was taken was held in the United States, our country 
has been honored by the action of the Chamber of Delegates in placing 
in the list of the illustrious names which are to be perpetuated iu the 
nomenclature of electifoity that of our countryman, Joseph Henry, whose 
splendid contributions to science, made about sixty years ago, have 
only in recent years met with foll recognition. For these and other 
reasons it is extremely desirable that our Government should be among 
the first, if not the first, to adopt the recommendations of the Chamber. 
'l'o make the use of these units obligatory in all parts of the country 
will require an act of Congress, but in the absence of that, it is within 
the power of the Secretary of the Treasury to approve their adoption 
for use in all Departments of the Government. This indeed is pre-
ci,·ely the course long ago followed in reference to the ordinary weights 
and measures of commerce and trade. Congress has never enacted a 
the an de should ue wrapped round with pure filter paper, secured rLt the back with 
ea.lino- wax. 
Th liquid h uld consist of a neutral solution of pure silver nitrate, containing 
about 1 parts by weight of the nitrate to 85 parts of water. 
The resi tauce of the voltameter changes somewhat as the current passes. To 
pr v nt th s hanges having too great an effect on the current, some resistance 
b itle tha of th vol tam t r should be inserted in the circuit. The total metallic 
r i tan of th ir uit should n t be le than 10 ohms. 
Ac mmi e con i ting of le srs . II lmholtz, Ayrton, and Carhart, was ~Lppointed 
to prepare specification for the Clark's cell, Their report has not yet been received. 
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law fixing the value of their units, but the Secretary of the Treasury 
was authorized to establish and construct standards for use in the 
various Departments of the Government. Uniformity has followed on 
account of the universal adoption of these standards by the several 
States. 
The Government is itself a large consumer of electricity and electrical 
machinery, and for its own protection it is important that units of 
measure be adopted. With the approval, therefore, of the honorable 
the Secretary of the Treasury, the formal adoption by the Office of 
Standard Weights and Measures of the names and values of units of 
electrical measure as given above, the same being in accord with the 
recommendations of the International Congress of Electricians of 1893, 
has b~en announced. 

PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE COLORS OF :N"ATURE.* 
By F. E. IVES. 
Heliocbromy-meaning sun-coloring-has bee_n settled upon as a 
name for processes of photography in natural colors, or in the colors of 
nature. There are two kinds of heliochromic processes. In one, the 
light itself produces the colors by direct action upon the sensitive plate; 
in the other, light does not produce colors, but is made to regulate their 
distribution and combination. Some of the colors of the spectrum were 
imperfectly re-produced by a, process of the first kind nearly thirty years 
before the discovery of the Daguerreotype process. Seebeck, of Jena, 
in 1810, found that chloride of silver, after preliminary exposure to 
white light, is colored a brick-red by prolonged exposure to the red 
light of the spectrum, and a meta]ic blue by the blue light. After the 
discovery of the Daguerreotype process, several experimentalists tried 
so to modify the preparation of the chloride of silver plates as to make 
them capable ofre-producing all the colors of nature. In a photographic 
text-book published so long ago as 1853, I find the following statement: 
"Even the long debated question of the re-production of the natural 
colors by the agency of light seems on the point of solution. - -
M. Nie.pee de St. Victor, from whose well-~nown character as an exper-
imental philosopher much might be expected, has forwarded to London, 
as we understand, specimens of proof in which every color is re-pro-
duced with a vigor and richness truly wonderful." Similar announce-
ments have been made since that time, but the best results ever ac-
tually shown were nothing more than interesting curosities. Dr. W. H. 
Vogel,t who recently had an opportunity to compare someoftbe latest 
and most talked about of these "photographs in natural colors" with 
the original colored pictures from which they were printed (by con 
tact), says: 
"The original is one of those transparent window pictures in bright 
colors, brought into market by Grimme and Hembel, in Leipsic, as a 
" A lecture before the Franklin fostitute. From The British Jou1·nal of Photogra-
phy, January 23, February 13, 20, 27, 1891; vol. xxxvn1. 
t Anthony's Bulletin, 1890, p. 325. 
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substitute for glass painting. It represents a cupid with yellowish-
brown hair and wings, and a small blue scarf arouud the waist, whose 
ends wave in the wind. He carries an arrow piercing two hearts of 
ruby color; between the knees be ho1ds a quiver with yellow orna-
mented opening, and yellow mountings, the lower part of which rests, 
with the :figure, upon an idealistic thistle blossom of red leaves. The 
stem is of the same color, and the plant shows fresh green leaves. The 
picture bas a pale blue background, and red, green, and yellow orna-
mentation around the border in very pronounced colors. This border 
ornamentation affords an excellent m~ans of comparison with the print, 
The latter, in opposition to the bright original, shows a greenish-grey, 
part]y dark, ground. At :first look, one recognizes readi1y that of all 
the colors only the red of the origirial has been distinctly re-produced. 
But it is not true to nature; it bas a copper-red color, and differs 
decided]y from the vermilion and carmine red of the original. Besides 
this copperred, only the blue of the scarf and the mountings of 
the cross-bow and quiver come out a very pale light blue, with no 
natural resemblance. The black lines of tlle border decoration appear 
alongside of this as a violet-black. These are the tones which, to some 
extent, have a similarity of color, but with the other colors it is not so 
favorable. The yellow squares and green trapezoids of the border 
decoration appear neither yellow nor green, but llave a greyish-red 
tone. The blue :field:;; are 1)ot blue, but greenish grey, like the ground. 
It is most singular that several parts are re-produced in red which 
actually are uot red, but brown-yellow, as, for instance, the hair, the 
wings, the cross-bow, the thistle, etc. The green leaves in the print 
show no fresh color, and the red leaves of the blossom and the body of 
cupid show only a pale flesh color. - - - The resemblance of the new 
photographic pictures to natural colors is, therefore, not very favorable. 
Only two colors can be recognized distinctly in the copy, of which the 
red is the best; in a less degree the blue, which is weaker a.s far as the 
picture is concerned. The blue in the ornamentation around the border, 
and all other colors, either have not been re-produced at all, or are 
entirely unlike the original. - - - If I compare the sample before 
me with the pictures I have seen in 1867 of Niepce de St. Victor, 
Becquerel, and Dr. Zenker, I must confess that those much older pro-
·ductions were richer in color, although the tones deviated likewise con-
siderably from the natural ones." 
According to Capt. Abney, the red end of the spectrum produces red 
by promoting oxidation; the blue end, blue, by its reducing act.ion.* 
Prof. Mendola t says : "It may at first sight appear improbable that 
tlrn coincidence between the colors of the spectrum and the colors 
of the impre ed film is a mere accident; but although this is difficult 
to believe, I venture to think tl1at it is an accidental coincidence and 
11 thing mor . · · In the best specimens of these photo-chro-
mati :pectra that I have seen, the colors were certainly nothing 
more tl1an approximation to the pure spectrum colors; and even in 
tl1 p ctr, , om of the colored effect was duf\ to the unaltered 
groun<l- ·ol r f th film in re()'ions where . ome p articular color had 
1 r lu d n , ion at all. 
• .Anthony's flnll tin, l )1. 3 7. tChemistry of Photography, p. 324. 
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The progress by which such imperfect results have been obtaiued is 
too slow to be applied sucessfully to camera photography, and the 
results are not permanent. 
In view of all these facts, it would appear that there is no scientific 
basis for a belief that any material improvement can ever be made in 
this process, and that all so-called progress along this line is a delu-
sion. It is true that some disting_uished photographic writers contiuue 
to regard every new modification of this old process, and every new 
result of experiment with it, as another step towards the photographic 
re-production of the natl;tral colors; but I have no doubt that if the 
same writers had lived two hundred yea.rs ago they would have regarded 
the ·production of new yellow-colored metal alloys as steps toward the 
transmutation of the baser metals into gold. 
In my opinion, the first step toward the solution of this problem was 
taken by Henry Collen, Queen Victoria's painting master, who, in 1865, 
invented a plau of composite heliocbrorny. His plan was based upon 
a false conception of the 11ature of color, and means for carrying it out 
were then unknown; but it was a bright Wea, and contained the germ 
of a successful process. Collen's original communication of his idea 
appeared in The British Journal of Photography, October 27, 18G5, and 
reads as follows: 
"It occurred to me this morning tha,t if substances were discovered 
sensitive only to the primary colors-that is, one substance to each 
color-it would be possible to obtain photographs with the tints as in 
nature by some such means as the following: 
'' Obtain a negative sensitive to the blue rays only; obtain a second 
negative sensitive to the red rays only, and a third sensitive to the yel-
low rays only. 
"There will thus have been three plates obtained for printing in 
colors, and each plate haviug extracted all its own peculiar color from 
every part of the subject in which it has been combined with the other 
two colors, and being in a certain degree analogous to the tones used 
in chromo-Iithography. Now, jt is evident that if a surface be prepared 
for a positive picture, sensitive to yellow rays only, and that the two 
nrgatives, sensitive only to blue and red, be super--imposed either on the 
other, and be laid on this surface, the action of light will be to give an 
the yellow existiug in the subject, and if this .process be repeated on 
other surfaces sensitive only to reel or blue, respectively, there will 
have been produced three pictures of a colored object, each of which 
contains a primitive color reflected from that object. ' 
"Now, supposing the first great object achieved, viz., the di.3covery 
of snbstances or preparations, each having sensitiveness to each of the 
primary colors only, it will not be difficu,lt to imagine that the nega-
tives being received on the surfaee of a material quite transparent and 
extremely thin, and that being so obtaiued are used as above, i. e., each 
pair of superimposed negatives to obtain tbe color of the third-that 
three positives will be obtained, each representing a considerable por-
tion of the form of the object, but only one primary of the decomposed 
color of it. Now, if these three positives be received on the same kind 
of material as that nsed for the negatives and be then laid the one on 
the other, with true coincidence as to the form, and all laid upon a 
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white surface, it will not be difficult to imagine that the effect would 
be not only the representation of the form of the object, but that of its 
color also in all its compounds. 
* * * * * * * 
"Although the idea I have endeavored to express in words may be 
utterly worthless, I am unwilling to let it slip away without notice, as 
it may on the other band contain a germ which may grow and bear 
fruit in due season." · 
The language of some parts of this communication is ambiguous, but, 
taken altogether, with due allowance for the writer's unfamiliarity with 
photographic technology, it clearly amounts to a suggestion to make 
three photographic negatives of an object-one by the action of red 
light, one by yellow, one by blue; to print from each pair of these nega-
tives (superposed as one) a transparent positive having the color repre-
sented by the third negative, and to superpose on a white surface the 
three prints thus obtained. 
It was not possible to carry out Collen's suggestion at that time, 
because there was no known process by which plates could be prepared 
which were sensitive to single colors only, and no photographic ph1tes 
were sensitive enough to red and yellow to admit of the production of 
such negatives by exposure through selective color screens. Had it 
been possible to carry it out, the results must have been very imperfect, 
not only because the entire procedure is based upon a false and mislead-
ing theory of color, but also because superposing two negatives to act 
as one would double the intensity of such parts as represented white, 
gray, or pale colored objects, with the r esult that if the color prints 
were made to show all the details of the negatives, the finished heli_o-
chromes would show all bright colors as if JD.ixetl with equal parts of 
black pigment. 
On N ovembei; 23, 1868, DQcos Duhauron, of Paris, applied for a patent* 
for a process which differed fr.om Collen's only in the manner of carry-
ing out the same idea. Like Collen, he assumed that the spectrum is 
made up of three primary color rays and mixtures thereof. He said, 
"My procedure rests on the principle that the simple colors are limited 
to three-the red, the yellow, and the blue-the combination of which 
in diver " proportions produces the infinite variet.y of shades in nature.i' 
Like Collen, he expected to solve the problem by superposing red, yellow, 
and bln print taken from negatives made by yellow aud blue, red and 
blue, and y llow and red light. But, instead of using plates sensitive to 
ingle color only, he propo ed to u" e plates sensitive to all colors, and to 
pr vent th action of olor ray not wanted by filtering them out with 
c lor r en pla ed in front of the photographic objective or sensitive 
lat · an 1 in tead of uperpo ing two negatives to act as cme, from 
, hi h t < k h ]or rint , be propo eel to make two colors (two-
f h ctrum ray ) a t t produc each negative, which 
la vu, s . 3, · rial o. 30 '1. 
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amounts to the same thing, and would not obviate the defect I have 
mentioned as resulting from the doubling of intensity on uncolored 
objects. Heproposed to make one negative throughan "orange" screen, 
calculated to absorb the blue light and transmit the red and yellow; 
one through a "violet" screen, calculated to absorb the yellow light and 
transmit the blue and red; one through a "green" screen, calculated 
to absorb the red -light and transmit the yellow and blue: 
It was no more possible to carry out this idea in Duhauron's way in 
1868, than to carry it out in Collen's way in 1865. It is true, Duhauron 
tried to carry it out, and showed, specimens of work, but the red and 
yellow rays did uot act on his sensitive plates,* and he admitted, in a 
communication to the French Photographic Society, t that "the pro-
duction of good results will - - - involve the manufacture of com-
pounds which have not yet been created." -
Soon after Duhauron showed his first specimens, Charles· Oros, of 
Paris, published another modification of Collen's plan.:j: Like Collen, 
Oros proposed to make one negative by the action of red light, one by 
yellow, and one by blue, but by exposing the sensitive plates through 
red, yellow, and blue screens instead of employing plates sensitive to 
single colors only. Instead of superposing each pair of these nega-
tives to make each color _print, he proposed to make a green print 
from the negative made by red light, a violet print from the negative 
made by yellow light, and an orange print from the negative made by 
the blue light. He also suggested that ordinary positive prints made 
from these negatives might be illuminated each by the kind of light 
which it represented, and the three combined by the aid of suitable 
optical devices so as to form a single picture, showing all the colors. 
Cl'os's plan, although it could not succeed, because based upon the 
same false and misleading theory as that accepted by Collen and 
Duhauron, nevertheless possessed one important advantage over the 
prec6ding methods: it was free from the defect of doubling intensity on 
those parts of the negatives representing pale or uncolored objects. 
But this advantage would be lost again in the production of green, 
violet, and orange colored prints, which will combine to reproduce 
yellows and blues only with a degree of degradation comparable to 
that produced by Duhauron's method. 
On December 3, 1869, M. Poiree, of Paris, in a communication to the 
Photographic Society of France,§ expressed doubts concerning the cor-
rectness of Duhauron's and Oros's theories, and suggested that better 
results might be had by making a greater number of negatives-a sep-
arate negative for each spectrum region. He said, "The process which 
seems likely to succeed best is that in which the colors are analyzed by 
" Yellow pigments were photographed by the green rays which they reflected. 
t Photographic News, 1869, p. 319. 
t Described in Photographic News, October 8, 1869, p. 483. 
~ 1'/ie British Journal of Photography, 1870, p. 26. 
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isolating successively each ray, or at least· the rays of the same sbade. 
This analysis is difficult to make with colored glasses; it 
might be done, as by Newton, by monochtomatic lighting and succes-
sive exposures to simple rays of the same shade. - The synthe-
sis is made by means of black positive images and rays of the same 
nature as those which produced the corresponding negatives. - - -
It will then only be necessary to place one above another the colored 
images so obtained, so as to form one virtually and really. It wm be 
identical with the model, because it will he formed by the same rays, in 
the same relation of intensity." This also could not then be carried 
out because no photographic sensitive plates were sufficiently sensitive 
to yellow, orange, and red spectrum rays. 
In 1873, Dr. H. W. Vogel discovered that bromide of silver can be 
made sensitive to the less refrangible spectrum rays by treatment with 
certain dyes, and the subsequent discovery of other and better color 
sensitisers supplied the means for carrying out either Collen's or Poiree's 
idea. 
Duhauron, one of the first to avail himself of these discoveries, made 
some practical progress, and, in 1876, abandoned Brewster's color theory 
and patented a modified process,* based npon the observation that, 
while there appeared to be seven " principal" spectrum colors, three 
coloring substances would "serve to express them." The coloring sub-
stances he named for this purpose are blue, carmine, and yellow, and he 
decided that, in or<ler to make such a process reproduce the colors of 
na,ture, the negatives should be made by the action of orange, green, 
and violet spectrum rays, which are complementary to the coloring sub-
stances. Some persons have thought that be bad the idea of making 
negatives to represent primary color sensations, but this supposition is 
negatived, not only by the absence of any declaration to that effect, 
but also by the fact that orange does not represent a primary color. en-
ation, either in fact or according to any theory recorded in the text-
book:, and the violet ray are not the ones wliich most powerfully excite 
the blue (violet) sen ation. The plan was also utterly indefinite as 
regards tlie relative effect of intermediate spectrum rays, and Dultau-
ron him elf, owing to the fact that he never tried the method upon the 
p trum, had no accurate knowledge of its capabilWes. In his latest 
and rfect d proc (1878) t he employed no plate sensitive to 
i h r red r orange light. One negative was made chiefly by yelJow 
li h , another by gre n and th third chiefly by violet and invisible 
ultra- i 1 tray . 
Al rt, of Muni 11 al. o to k advantage of th di covery of color 
., 11 i i r t try <.:any out Collen'" principle according to Duhan-
ul ur 1" Paris, 1 78, Photographic News, 
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ron's original plan. He was the first to make the color prints by the 
collotype process, which led to the use of the term ' 4 chromo-collotype." 
In 1879, Oros* abandoned the idea that red, yellow, and blue are pri-
mary spectrum colors, but still held that there are three primary colors 
and mixtures thereof, and that these·primary colors are orange, green, 
and violet. Like Dnhauron, he decided to make negatives by light of 
these colors and prints in blue, red, and yellow. 
In 1884, Dr. F. Stolze, of Berlin, made a series of investigations and 
tried to solve the problem by devising a procedure more in accordance 
with Young's theory of color. t He said: "Although the colors corre-
spond with certain external processes in nature, there is also no doubt 
that color as such is nothing objective, but a subjective sensation, based 
upon the peculiar irritation of the visual nerves by those external pro-
ceedings. We can, therefore, only hope to produce a picture in natural 
colors when we are enabled to reproduce upon the same the proceedings 
which furnish to us the color impression. The general idea of all colors 
being based ·upon the three p-rincipal colors, red, yellow, and blue, is 
an erroneous one. Thomas Y ouug assumes that there are 
three kinds of nerve fibers sensible to red, green, and violet. Ol>jective 
homogenous light excites all three; but with red the first is excited • 
strongly, the second and third weakly; with blue, the second and third 
moderately strong, the. first weakly; with violet, finally, the third 
strongly, aud the first and second weakly. ' If all three kinds of nerve 
fibers are equally strongly excited the impression of white light will 
take place." 
This theory in accordance with which Dr. Stolze tried to devise a 
theoretical solution ot the problem is only partly correct, measurements 
by Clerk Maxwell and others having shown that the red sensa,tiou is 
neither affected by blue-green, blue, or violet rays, nor the blue (vio-
let) 8eusation by red, orange, or yellow rays, nor the green sensation 
by red or violet rays. Neither is it the red rays that chiefly excite the 
red sensation, nor the violet ra,ys that chiefly excite the blue (violet) 
sensation. 
A.s a result of elaborate calculations, which, it mu~t be said, could 
just as well have been made without auy reference to Young's theory 
of color, Dr. Stolze came to the conclusion that if three suitable selec-
tive color screens were used in connection with color sensitive plates 
three negatives of the spectrum might be obtained, from which prints-
in cyan blue, carmine, and yello:V, if superposed, would reproduce the 
color effect of the spectrum. He did not show how to make selective 
color screens calculated to secure the right kind of negatives to carry 
out this idea, nor state what should be the form of the intensity curves 
in such negatives of the spectrum. He merely gave a table, showing 
" Bulletin of the l!'rench Photographic Society, 1879, p. 23. 
t Anthony'a Photographic Bulletin, 18861 pp. 516, 5551 5881 647,678. 
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on what parts of the spectrum each negative-should fix color, and said: 
"If successful - in selecting the color screens in such a man-
ner that they will let the color pass through which are called for in this 
table, one will indeed be able to reproduce· a pure spectrum in this 
way." By further calculations he was able to show that this plan, even 
if successfu1ly carried out, would not insure the correct reproduction 
of mixed colors. He said: " All pure saturated spectrum colors will 
also be obtained quite satisfactorily in the reproduction, but the mixed 
ones only partly." "Oftentimes they have to become more or less 
impure." " But the clearest lights and a number of mixed colors 
appear very unsatisfactory." He added: "The intelligent support of 
the artist can lend improvement," and recommended also the produc-
tion of a fourth (ordinary) negative, to be used in combination with 
the others, to modify the effect, especially in high lights. 
This plan can not be said to definitely represent the application c,f 
Young's theory of color, but it may be practically better than any-
thing that that theory would indicate if we leave out of account the 
suggestion of a fourth negative. 
Iu 1885, Dr.Vogel published a plan,which is a modification of Poiree's.* 
Like Poiree, he proposed to make a separate negative for each spectrum 
# region; but, instead of using plates.. sensitive to all colors and exposing 
through selectiye color screens, o.r illuminating the subject by mono-
chromatic lights, Vogel proposed to sensitise plates specially for each 
spectrum region, which would amount fo the same thing, and instead 
of projecting the pictures with colored lights, he proposed to make as 
many pigment prints as negatives, each in a color complementary to 
the light which acted to produce the respective negative, and to super-
pose them as in the CollQn method. 
There are no known dyes with which this plan could be carried out; 
and even if there were, it is, I believe, too complicated to be practic-
able. 
In February, 18 8, t I demonstrated a procedure based upon the 
as umption that although there are more than three or five or seven 
primary spectrum colors, all of them-and in fact all the colors of 
nature-can be counterfeited to the eye by three type colors and mix-
tur · thereof. 'rhi was not a new observation, and my plan did not 
iffl r ery materially from that of Dr. Stolze, minus the complication of a 
£ ur h n gativ , x pt that it was more definite; and instead of merely 
pn li bing i a a sugge tion, I found means to carry it out, and made a 
ra · i al lemon tration of it. I proved the process by pbotogTaphing 
he ,·p · rum i , If, empl ying compound color screens cat'efully 
ju.· d ur definit int nsity curves in the pectrum negatives, 
th h y, 1<l mak lor print which counterfeited the color 
ff · f h rum , h n np rp . d. The adju trnent of plates 
1111,al II c1 1· Physik (n. .) vol. , ' XVII, p. 1 O; Photographic 
Journal of th Franklin Instilul , 125, 345. 
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and screens to secure spedrurn negatives having definite intensity curves, 
which I believe bad never before been done, made all the difference 
between an indefinite and uncertain method and one definite and pre-
cise. 
Promising results were obtained by this process, but I soon came to 
the conclusio11, already reached .by Dr. Stolze, that a process might 
re-produce the color effect of the spectrum, and yet not be capable of 
re-producing perfectly the compound colors. The solution of the prob-
1em was incomplete until I discovered a new principle, according to 
which such a procedure can be made to re-produce not only the spectrum, 
but also all the hues of nature. 
This new principle, first stated by me in a communication to this 
institution on November 21, 1888,* is that of making sets of negatives 
by the action of light rays in proportion as they excite primary color 
sensations, and images or priuts from such negatives with colors tbat 
represent primary color sensations. 
In order to understand this pri.nciple, I must explain that although 
the spectrum is not made up of three kindiS of color rays and mixtures 
thereof, the eye is only capable of three primary color sensations, a dis-
tinction of the utmost importance, for the reason that the spectrum 
rays, which most powerfully excite a primary color sensation, are not 
the ones which represent the character of that sensation. The primary 
sensations are red, green, and blue (violet J; but it is not the red, 
green, and violet spectrum rays that most powerfully excite these sen-
sations. According to Clerk Maxwell, the orange spectrum rays excite 
the red sensation more strongly than the brightest red rays, but also 
excite the green sensation; the greenish-yellow rays excite the green 
sensation more strongly than the purest green rays, but also -excite the 
red sensation; the yellow rays excite the red sensation as intensely as 
the brightest red rays and the green sensation as intensely as the pur-
est green rays. 
The carrying out of my new principle, according to Maxwell's meas-
urements, therefore, involves the production of one negative by the 
joint action of the red, orange, yellow, and yellow-greeB. rays, in defi-
nite proportions, to represent the red sensation; one by the joint action 
of the orange, yellow, green, and green-blue rays, in definite propor-
tions, to represent the green sensation; and one by the joint action of 
the blue-green, blue, aud violet ra.ys, in definite proportions, to repre-
sent the blue sensation. 
Negatives of the required character can be made by exposing a cya-
nine-stained gelatine-bromide plate through a double screen of chryso-
idine-orange and aniline-yellow of suitable intensity for the red sensa-
tiou, a cyanine-erythrosine gelatine-bromide plate through a screen of 
aniline-yellow of suitable intensity for the green sensation, and an ordi-
nary gelatine-bromide plate through a double screen of crysophenine-
____,__________~------------------------
:' Journal of the Fra11klin Institute, January, 1889. 
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yellow and RR methyl-violet for the blue sensation. The plates and 
screens are correct when they will secure negatives of the spectrum 
showing intensity curves substantially like the curves in Maxwell's 
diagram. The negatives cau also be made ou certain makes of ordinary 
commercial gelatine-bromide plates of the most rapid kind, by the use 
of quite different color screens for the first two, but only with expos-
ures of from five to fifteen minutes on well-lighted landscapes, aperture 
of objective, f--12. 
In photographing objects in a changing light-landscapes, for 
instance,-itis important that the three sensitive plates be exposed simul-
taneously; and in order to ~ccomplish this, I devise a triple camera, hav-
ing three lenses so arranged in connection with reflectors as to bring all 
the points of view within a one-inch circle. With this camera, the pro-
duction of sets of negatives of the required character is a simple and 
easy matter, it being only necessary to insert the plates, raise the flap 
until the exposure is made, take the plates out again, and, when con-
venient, to develop them together in the ordinary way. 
There are two ways of making the heliocbromic pictures from these 
negatives. The first method does not produce a permanent picture, 
but a screen projection. 
Lantern slides made from the heliochrornic 11egatives and exactly 
reversing their light and shade must also represent the effect of the 
object upon the respective color sensations. One lantern positive, 
when seen by transparency in red light, re-produces the effect of the 
object upon the primary red sensation. Another, viewed in the same 
· manner by green light, re-produces the effect of the object upon the 
green sensation. The third, viewed by blue-violet light, re-produces 
the effect upon the blue sensation. Evidently the combination of these 
three images into one must form a re-production of the object as seen 
by the eye, correct in form, color, and light, and shade. Such a com-
bination is effected by projecting the three pictures with a triple optical 
lantern, so tha,t they exactly coincide upon the screen. The result is 
what we h ~we been ]ed. to expect. 
·we have here a, true solntion of the problem of re-producing the 
color of rn.tture in a screen picture, dating from November, 1888. Pi·e-
vi u to the publication of my new principle 1t was assumed by Oros, 
oire , and oth r , that if the projection metho<l were employed each 
pictur hould be projected by the same kind of rays as those which 
a t d to pr duce it. In my method, as I have already stated, a picture 
ma l y the joint action of reel, orange, yellow, and. yellow-green rays, 
ut hi fly by oran°·e, in ·tead of being projected by a similar mixture 
f p trum r y i pr ~ ct d by red rays only. Similarly, the picture 
m d y ran e 11 w, r cu, and gr en-blue rays is pr~jected by 
gr n ray only, and that mad by blu -oTeen, blue, and violet rays, 
. blu - iol t 1· y: nly. 
r. z wh w, on f' h fir t to re ·oguizc tbe genuineue of 
thi ' olu i n of' he pro le , doubted if, even i theory, color prints 
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from the same kind of negatives could be made to furnish suc.h a per-
fect solution. A year ago I also believed that there were theoretical 
difficulties in the way of realizing a perfect process with color prints. 
Only recently have I succeed.ed in showing what relation the colors of 
the prints must bear to the colors of light used in projection, in order 
to perform exactly the same function and, under like conditions of illu-
mination, secure equally perfect fulfillment of theoretical requirements. 
In the projecting method, we build up the luminous image by adding 
light to light.. White light is produced by the mixture of the three 
colored lights used .for projection, and black by their suppression 
But when we carry out the process to produce permanent pictures, the 
paper which may form the basis of the picture is itself white, and it is 
the shadows that are built up by the super-position of color prints. 
Nevertheless, the color print bas t>xactly the same function to perform 
as the lantern positive, i. e., to absorb and suppress by its shading, 
light affecting one primary color sensation. If we remove our three 
positives from the lantern, the screen is evenly illuminated with white 
light. If we then replace the one representing the green sensation, its 
shadows will absorb the green light with the result that the screen bears 
a picture in the complementary color, pink, on a white ground. In the 
color-print method we commence with a white surface which corresponds 
to the fully illmninated screen, and the shadows of the color print repre-
senting the green sensation, when laid upon this surface, absorb the 
same kind of rays as the shadows of the positive in the lantern, and 
with the same result, a pink monochrome picture on a white ~round. 
Superposing the other two color prints upon the first one on paper is 
like inserting the other two positives in the lantern. This explains why 
the primary sensations are_ represented by prints having shades of the 
complementary (absorbing) color. It is the lights and not the shades 
0f' the color prints that represent the effect upon the respective primary 
color sensation. It is only necessary to use dyes that completely absorb 
red light but neither green nor blue-violet for the print represeuting 
the red sensation, green but neither red nor blue-violet for the green 
sensation, blue-violet but neither red nor green for the blue sensation, in 
order to obtain from my negatives a color print heliochrome that exactly 
fulfills all theoretical requirements, provided that it be examined in the 
same kind of white light that we obtain in the screen projections by 
mixing red, green, and blue-violet rays. The dyes mentioned by me in 
my paper of November 21, 1888 (Prussian blue., aniline-magenta, and. 
aniline-yellow), fulfill this requirement, and color-print heliochromes 
made therewith according to my instructions must therefore re-produce 
all the colors of nature under the conditions of illumination just stated. 
In order to obtain colors that would appear of exactly the right kind 
and shade in ordinary white light, it would be necessary to use dyes 
each of which completely absorbed all light affecting the color sensa-
tion which it represented, but no other. The colors would the.11 be 
porrect in ordinary white li~bt7 bµt would a,ppear too d~rk7 rel~tivel;y, 
fi PJ-t. 
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to the white ground. In order to obtain colors tllat would appear 
brighter in ordinary white light, dyes may be used which completely 
absorb only r~ys that excite chiefly single primary sensations and other 
rays in due proportion. The dyes proposed by me also fulfil this 
requirement, so that even in ordinary white light the degradation of a 
color is insignificant except in the greens, where it is noticeable. 
I have seen some of the results produced by the older process of 
composite helichromy, and others who have also seen them will I am 
sure bear me out when I say that the colors have invariably been 
not only untrue, but either very dull or else flat and patchy and want-
ing in the delicate details and gradations of light and shade which 
characterize good monochrome photographs. All that showed bright 
colors resembled nothing so much as cheap chromos. In the compo-
site heliochromes by my process, which I show to-night, the colors 
are, as you can see, as perfect in detail and gradation as the mono-
chrome shades of an ordinary photograph. - - -
In photo-chrorny it is only necessary for the photographer to make one 
negative of the object to be re-produced, and this negative contains a 
register of form and light and shade only. Oomposite heliochromy can 
not be carried out with less than three negatives, which must contain 
a register not only of form and light and shade, but of .color also. In 
photochromy an artist is employed to regulate t.he distribution of col-
ors, according to his taste or judgment; in composite heliochromy it is 
the light itself which regulates their distribution and combination, 
automatically, accor<ling to fixed and true scientific principles. Photo-
chrorny is an art; composite heliochromy a science. - - -
In conclusion I will say that in order to carry out the process in 
strict acco~dance with the theoretical req~irements, means must be 
employed not only to secure three neg·atives and three prints, each of 
which is correct by itself, but each must bear also a certain definite 
relation to the others. A very little over or under exposure of any 
one color print, or a very little too much or too little of the color stuff 
in the film, will change the shade of delicate colors. Fortunately, 
there is a simple optical test by which such a defect can be detected 
without reference to, or knowledge of, the colors of the object photo-
graphed; but at present it is difficult to secure such lJarmony of part · 
when but little time can be spared to devote to the operation of the 
proc ,~. Compo ite h liochromy must always remain a comparatively 
·o, tly pro w heu carried out iu a manner calculated to yield the fine t 
r ,·ult , and Cc n mo t profitably be brought before the public in the 
form of opti al la11t m le ture illn ·trati011 , uot with the trip] lan-
t rn bn wi h trau par ut colorpriut h lio-cbrom(}S mounted a Jan-
rn lid ' , 
PHOTOGRAPHS IN NATURAL COLORS, BY THE PROCESS 
OF L. LUMIERE.* 
By LEON W .A.RNER,KE. 
About two years ago Prof. Lippmann, of the Sorbonne, at Paris, 
succeeded in producing photographically a colored image of the solar 
spectrum, based on the well-known pri1iciples of interfprence. He used 
for that purpose a plate coated with an albumen, collodion, or gelatin 
sensitive film. This sensitive film was during exposure brought into 
contact with metallic mercury, the image of the spectrum beiug pro-
jected on the film, through its glass support. The light, after penetrat-
ing through the thickness of the film, was reflected back from the sur-
face of the mercury, the direct light waves encountering the waYes of 
reflected light, producing the phenomenon of interference in the thick-
ness of the film. The waves of light propagating in opposite direc-
tions cause the vibrations at certain intervals to be neutralized, while 
at others they are intensified. If such a plate could be developed, 
fixed, and dissected, we should find it to consist of strata of the black 
deposit of silver, produced by the developer in the parts corresponding 
with the maximum of light succeeded by transparent strata, correspond-
ing to the minimum of light, where the developer had no action. The 
distance between the strata is equal to half the wave length, wbich is 
600 teu-thom;andths of a millimeter for red light, 583 for orange, 551 
for yellow, 475 for blue, and 423 for violet. In a film of .}-0 millimeter 
thickness there will be about 200 such strata. It is evideut that on 
examining such a plate by reflected light we should observe the colors, 
because it is formed of a series of films of the thickness requisite to 
produce color sensations. 
Subsequent experiments proved that by using a gelatin film, sensi-
tised with a chromium salt, a similar result is obtaine 1, the action of 
interference producing strata of soluble and insoluble gelatin. 
The exposure of the plates produced by Lippmann was very long, 
and,· owing to the variation of sensitiveness of different rays of the 
spectrum, necessitated the masking of the portions exposed to the more 
actinic rays while the others are exposed. L. Lumiere succeeded in 
producing colored images in one operation, and in last May, in a pa.per 
" Read before the Photographic Society of Great Britain, October 11, 1893 (.Journal. 
and Tran8aotion1J of Phot. Soc, G, B. 1 Oct. 281 1893j vol, xvm, VP• 52-54). 
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read before the Paris Academie de Science, gave full particulars of the 
process, as follows: 
To prepare the emulsion the following solutions are made: 
A { ~~~!~~~ ~~~~~:::: ~ ~ ~ : : : : ~ ~ : : : : : : : : ~:: ~:: ~::::: ~:: ~ 
B ~ Distill~d water _- ....... ____ ........... ___ . .. ~ ..... . 
t Potassmm bromide .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ ........... _ .. _ 
5 Distilled water. .... _ .. _ -.... _. _ ....... ____ .... ___ . _ 
C ( Silver nitrate. ____ .-----·-----······ ···· ·-"··-- ·--· 
Parts. 
400 
20 
25 
2·3 
25 
3 
One.half of A is added to B and the other half to 0. These two solu-
tions are mixed by adding the silver to the bromide. A suitable 
sensitiser is added, such al'> ·cyanine, methyl violet, erythrosine, etc., 
and after filtration plates are coated on a tourniquet at a temperature 
of 40° 0. 
When the emulsion is set the plate is immersed in alcohol for a very 
short time, and washed in a continuous stream of water. The film 
being very thin the washing is soon effected. This emulsion should not 
be washed in bulk, lest coarseness of the particles of silver produced 
by re.heating results, and in order to leave the films as transparent as 
possible; for the same reason an excess of bromide is to be avoided. 
The plates are dried, and just before use are immerRed for 2 minutes in: 
Parts. 
Water ...................................... __ .. . . . . . . . . . 200 
Silver nitrate .. .... .... ____ .... ··-··· .... ·-···----····-·· 1 
Acetic acid ............................ ·-·· ···-·····-··.. 1 
This bath helps to produce brilliancy of the image, and to increase 
the sensitiveness. But the plates cannot then be kept. long, because 
the sensjtive surface soon deteriorates. When the plate is dry, it is 
ready for exposure a la Lippmann. viz, with a reflecting surface next to 
tbe film. 
For the developer the following solutions are made: 
Parts. Parts. 
I { Water ............... _.. . . . . . . 100 
Pyrogallic acid...... . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Sol. I···········--··········-·-···- 10 
Sol. IL ............ __ ........ _ . . . . . . 15 
II {Water_ .... ·····_- .............. 100 
Potas mm bromide ........ _. _. 10 
Sol. III ............. _ ..... _. __ . _.... 5 
Water ...... ----·····--· ...... -····· 70 
III 5 Ammonia D. 
( 0·960 dilut cl to 18° 
Tb <l. gr e of one ntration of the ammonia has a great infl.1tence on 
the 1· ult, ven a slight alteration destroying the brilliancy of the 
olor . or fixin°· the plate aft r wa hing is immersed for from 10 to 
15 on l. in a 5 p r cent. solution of potassium cyanide, washed and 
9f Vi toria yellow, µr~nin or :primuline is 
u 
ELECTRIC-SPARK PHOTOGRAPHS OF FLYING BULLETS.* 
By C. V. BOYS, F. R. S. , 
vVhen I was honored by the invitation to deliver this lecture I felt 
sonie <l.oubt as to my ability to find a subject which should be Ruitable, 
for there is a prevailing idea that, in addressing the operative cla~ses, 
it is necessary to speak only of some practical subject which bears 
immediately upon the most important industry of the place in which 
the lecture is being delivered; but it seems to me that this is a polite . 
Ruggestion that the audience are unable to be interested by any subject 
l·xcept that particular one which occupies them daily. Now, though I 
am a comparative stranger in Scotla,r1d, I have heard quite enough and 
I know quite euough, of the superiority of the education of you, who 
have the good fortune to live in this the most beautiful half of Great 
Britain, to be aware that, as is the case with all highly-educated men, 
you are able to take a keen and genuine interest in many subjects, and 
tliat I bad better choose one to which I llave 5pecially devoted myself, 
if I do not wish to expose myself to the risk of being corrected. I 
wm a,sk you therefore in imagination, to leave your daily occupation 
and come with me into the physical laboratory, wllere, by the exercise 
of the art of the experimentalist, problems which might seem to be 
impossible are continually being solved. I wish as an experimentalist 
to present to you au example of experimental inquiry. 
Let us suppose that for some reason we wish to examine carefully and 
aecurately some moviI1g object travelling, if you will, at so great a 
speed tha,t, observed in the ordinary way, it appears as a mere blur, or 
perhaps at a speed so tremendous that it can not be seen at all. In 
such a case, in order to get a clear view of the moving body we may 
either look through an aperture whieh is only opened for a moment as 
the body passes by, or we may suddenly illuminate the object by a 
flash of light when it is in a position in which it may be seen. If in 
either of these cases the hole is o·pen, or the illumination lasts so short 
a time that the object has no time to move appreciably while it is in 
* Lecture delivered at the Edinburgh meeting of the British Associa,tio11 for the 
Advancement Science, August: 1892. (From Natnre, March 2 and 9, 1893, vol. XLVII, 
pp. 415-421, 440-446.) . 
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this way brought into view, we get what may in ordinary language be 
called an instantaneous impression and the object appears clear, sharp, 
and at rest. In the same way if we wish, with the object of obtai11iug 
a permanent record, to pliotogra.pb a moving body we must either allow 
the eye of tlrn camera, to see through a hole for a moment, i.e., we must 
use a rapid shutter-and many such are well known-or we must, keep-
ing the photographic plate exposed and the object in tlle dark, make a 
flash of ligbt at the right time. As before, if the shutter is open or tl1e 
flash lasts so short a time that the object can not mov~ appreciably in 
the time, then, if any impression is left at all, it will be sharp, clear, and 
the same as if the body were at rest. The first method, that of the 
shutter, I do not intend to speak about to-night, but as, owing to the 
kindness of Mr. F. J. Smith, I have with me the most beautiful example 
that I have seen of what can be done by this method, I thought per-
haps I should do well to show it. Mr. Smith was in an express train 
11ear Taunton, travelling at forty miles an hour, aud when ::inother 
express was coming up in the opposite direction at £ixty miles an hour, 
i . e., approaching him at one hundred miles an hour, lte aimed his 
camera at it aud let a sh ntter of his own construction open and shut so 
quickly that the approaching train was photographed sharply. There 
is a special interest about this photograph; it shows one of the now 
extinct broad-gaµge engines on the road. However, this is an example 
of the metbou which we slia,11 not consider this evening.* For our pur-
pose we require what is called instantaneous illumination-a flasb of 
liglit. It is of course obvious that it depends entirely upon the speed 
of the object and the sharpness required, whether any particular :flash 
is instantaneous enough. No flash is absolutelyinstantaueous, though 
some may last a very s~wrt time. 
For instance, a flash of burning magnesium powder lasts so short a 
time that it may be u~ed for the purpose of portraiture, and while it 
lasts even the eye itself has no time to change. Pl. rr, fig. 1, represents 
a pl1otograph of the eye of Mr. Colebrook after be had been some minutes 
in a dark room, taken by the mag11esium :flash; tbe same eye taken in day-
ligl1t appears in Pl. n, fig. 2. The pupil is seen fully dilated and the 
eyelid ha not had time to come down, and so we might reasouably say 
that the flash wa instantaueous; it was for the purpose practically 
iu tantaneou . Yet wben I make this large clock face, 4 feet across, 
revolve at o moderate a I eed that the periphery is only travelling at 
40 mil an hour and illuminate it by a magnesium flash you see no 
fiO'ur r mark, at all, only :1 blur. Thu tbe magne ium flash, which 
for vu purpo e i practically in tan tan ous, i~, tested in tbi' ~ imple 
way found t la ta long tim . Let me now, following Lord Rayleigh, 
11tra.·t u ff tofth magn iumfla hwithtbatofapowerfulelectric 
• ark. t a ·h park the clo k fac appear l>rilli antly illumiuated 
· I hav b arcl that a anuou ball ha. u en photograph d by means of a rapid 
shutter, but I hav n dir ·t iuformatiou on the subj ect. 
Smithsonian Repor t , 1893. PLATE II. 
2. Eye by daylight. 
1. Eye by magnesium flash. 
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and absolutely at rest and clear, and if it were not that I could at once 
illuminate it by ordinary light it would be difficult to believe that it was 
still in motion. 
The electric spark has been often used to produce a flash by means 
of which phenomeua have been observed which we ordinarily can not 
see. For instance, Mr. Worthington bas in this way seen and drawn 
the exact form of the splash produced by a falling drop of liquid. , 
Mr. Chichester Bell, Lord Rayleigh, Mr. F. J. Smith, and others have 
used the illumination produced by an electric spark to photogra·pb 
phenomena which they were investigating. I am able to show one of 
Lord Rayleigh's, a breaking soap-bubble, in which the retreating 
edge, travelling something like 30 miles au hour, is seen with all the 
accuracy and sharpness that is possible with a stationary object. .Mr. 
F. J. Smith has extended the use of sparks for the purpose of physi-
ological inquiry, taking a row of photographs on a moving plate at 
int~rvals that cau be arranged to suit the subject, and is thus putting 
in the hands of the much-abused experimental physiologist a very pow-
erful weapon of research. I had hoped to show one of these serie~ of 
an untechnical character, to wit, a series taken of a cat held by its four 
legs in an inverted position and allowed to drop. -The cat, as every 
one is aware, seems to do that which is known to be dynamically 
impossible, namely, on being dropped upside down to turn round after 
being let go and to come down the right way up. The process can be 
followed by means of one of Mr. Smith's multiple spark photographs. 
However, his cats do not seem to like the experiments, and he has in 
consequence had so much trouble with them that his results, while 
they are of interest, are not, up to the present, suitable for exhibition. 
Let me now return to single-spark photographs. We have seen that 
the magnesium flash, which for the purpose of portraiture is practically 
instantaneous, yet fails to appear so when so moderate a speed as 40 
miles an hour (and i1~deed a far lower speed) is used for the purpose of 
examining it. Is anything of the kind true in the case of the electric 
spark ~ Will the spark, by which we saw the clock-face absolutely 
slrnrp, after all fail to give a sharp view when tested by a much higher 
speed , I have taken such ·a spark and attempted (though I knew 
what the result would be) to photograph by its light the bullet of a 
magazine rifle passing by at the rate of about 2,100 feet a second, or, · 
what is the same thing, at about 1,400 miles an hour; the result (Pl. n, 
fig. 3) shows not a clear, sharp bullet, but a blur; the spark lasted so 
long a time that this bullet was actually able to travel half an inch or 
so .while the illumination lasted. Thus we see, that if we wish to exam-
-ine bullets, etc., in their flight, any electric spark will not necessarily 
do. We shall have to get a spark which while it gives enough light to 
act on the plate yet lasts so short a time tu.at even a rifle bullet can 
not move an appreciable distance during the time that it is in exist-
ence. 
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A knowledge of electrical principles enables one to modify the elec-
trical apparatus employed to make this spark in such a manner that its 
dumtion may be greatly reduced without, at the same time1 a very great 
sacrifice of light; but while this may be done it is important to be able to 
observe how long the spark actually lasts when made by apparatus 
altered little by little in the proper manner. 'I'he desired information 
is at once given by the revolving mirror. For instance, every one is 
aware how, by the turn of the wrist, oue may reflect a beam of sunlight 
from a piece of looking glass so as to travel up the street at a most tre-
mendous velocity; but suppose that, instead of being moved by a mere 
turn of the wrist, the mirror is made to rotate on an axle by mechanical 
means at an enormous speed; then, just as the rotation 1s more rapid, 
so will the beam of li_ght travel at a, higher speed. In the particular 
case that I am now going to bring before your notice, a small mirror of 
hardeued steel was made by Mr. Colebrook, the mechanical assistant 
in the physical iaboratory at South Kensington, mounted so beautifully 
that it would run at the .enormous speed of 1,000 turns a second (not 
1,000 a minute) without giving any trouble. The light from the spark 
was focused by the mirror upon the photographic plate. Now, if t_he 
light were really instantaneous, the image would be as clear and sharp 
as if the mirror were at rest; if, on the other haud, it lasted long enough 
for the image to be carried an appreciable distance, then the photo-
graph would show a band of light drawn out to this distance. The 
mirror is now placed on the front of the platform, and a beam of electric 
liglJt is focused by it upon the screen, from which it is distant about 
20 feet. Now that l turn the mirror slowly you see the spot of light 
drawn out into a band _reaching across the screen, aud this is described 
over and over again as the mirror revolves. Let us suppose that the 
mirror is revolving once a second, then it is easy to show that the spot 
of light is travelling at about 250 feet a second. It 1s not difficult., there-
fore, to see that if the mirror is revolving 1,000 times as fast tlrn spot 
of light will traverse the screen 1,000 times as ·fast also, i . e., about 
250,000 feet a second, or 160,000 miles an hour, a speed which is 200 
times as great as that of a Martini-Henry bullet, while such a bullet 
only travel 14 times as fast as an express train. You will see, then, 
that it i not difficult to observe how long a spark lasts wheu its image 
can b whirled along at uch a speed as this. I have now started _the 
el ctromotor, and the mirror is turniug more and more rapidly. ow 
i ()'iv a mu ical note of the same pitch as that given by the tuuing 
fork lam bowing; it i th refore turning 512 times a second. It is llOW 
gi ing a hio-h r 11ote, i . e., it i turning faster and faster, until at la.tit 
i · h o tav , at which tim it i turning 1,02 turns a ecoud. Tbe 
an<l. flight on th · ·r en i produ d by a pot now travelling at a 
til l hi h r , l than th t wLi ·h I have ju t mentioned. 
I h t b v ·h wn with tbi apparatu, the actual experi-
f 1r ' iug u th 11 ar ntl iu ·tantaueou fla h of a,n el ctric 
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spark into a band of light, but I found that while it was easy to show 
the experiment in a small room, the amount of light was not sufficient 
to be seen in a great room like this. I must therefore be content to 
show one or two of the photographs which were taken lately in the 
physical laboratory at South Kensington by two of the students, Mr. 
Edser and Mr. Stansfield, whom I now take the opportunity of thank-
ing. The next slide show.:; the drawn-out band of a particular spark 
made between magnesium terminals by the discharge of a condenser 
of 2~ square feet of window-glass, the spark being ¼ inch long. Below 
the drawn-out band I have drawn a scale of millionths of a second. 
If the spark had been instantaneous it would have appeared as a fine 
vertical line. This line however has been drawn sideways to an extent 
depending on the duration of the spark. The spark, except at the 
ends, is extinct in rather less than one-millionth of a second, but the 
ends remain alight like two stars, being drawn out in consequence into 
two lines, which have lasted, as measured by the scale, as long as six 
or seven millionths of a second. Such a light is, therefore, seen to last 
when tested with this very powerful instrument so long that it seems 
absurd to call it instantaneous. It lasts too long for the purpose of 
bullet photography. In order to get sparks of shorter duration it is 
neces_fiary to abolish the metal magnesium, in spite of the brilliant 
photographic effect of the two ends of the spark between knobs of this 
material; it is well to avoid all easily volatile metals, such as brass, 
because of the zinc that it contains, and instead to employ beads of 
copper or of platinum. In the second place, the duration of the spark 
proper, which in the last case was nearly a millionth of a second,· can 
be reduced by (1) reducing the size of the condenser, but one must not 
go too far, as the light is reduced also; (2) by replacing any wire 
through which tbe discharge may have taken place by broad bands of 
copper as short as posRible; this has the further advantage of increas-
iug the light; and (3) the light may be increased without much change 
bein g made in the duration by making a second gap in the discharge 
circuit, the spark in which however must be hidden from the plate. 
P l. n, fig. 4, shows the trail of the best spark for the purpose of 
bullet photography that I have obtained up to the present. In this 
case the surface of the condenser is 1 square foot, and the discharge 
is t aken through bands of copper about 2 inches broad, and not more 
tban about 4 iuches long apiece. Extra good contact is made betwP-en 
t hese copper bands and the tin-foil surface by long radiating tongues 
of copper -foil soldered to the end of the copper bands. The knobs are 
platiuum, but this seems no better than copper. The whole of the light 
is extinct in less than one-million th of a; second, while the first blaze, 
which is practically the whole spark (the tail being in comparison of no 
c?nsequence) does not last so long as a ten-millionth of a second; in other 
words, it last so short a time that it bears the same relation to one second 
that one second bears to four months; or again, a magazine-rifle bullet, 
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travelling at the enormous speed that is now attained by the use of this 
weapon, can not go more than one four-hundredth of an inch in this 
time. Other sparks of still less dµration were examined, but this was 
chosen for the purpose of photographing bullets.* 
Now, having obtained a suitable flash of light, I must next show bow 
a spark may be used for the purpose of photographing a bullet in its 
passage. This was fir8t done by Prof. E. Mach,t of Prague, whose 
method is illustrated by the diagram, Pl. n, fig. 5. The squares on the 
right-hand side represent certain electrical apparatus by means of which 
a Leyden jar (J) is charged with electricity to such an extent that, 
while it is unable to make two sparks at B and A, it is nevei'theless 
ahle to, and at once will, make a spark at B when the second gap at A 
is closed by a bullet or other conductor. The dotted lines represent 
wires through which the discharge then takes place. The spark at B, 
magnified by the lens Z in front of it, then fills the field lens L with 
light, so that the camera K focused upon the spark gap A will then 
receive an image of the bullet as it passes, arid thus a photograph is 
secured. I am able to show two of these which Prof. Mach has kindly 
forwarded to me, and what I wish to point out is that in each of these 
photographs-and this is perhaps the most interesting feature which 
any of these exhibit-there are seen, besides the bullet and the wires 
which the bullet strikes in its journey, certain curious shades, one in 
advance of the bulle,t and one from the tail, while a trail is left behind 
very like that seen in the wake of a screw steamer. In fact, the whole 
atmoRpheric phenomenon accompanying th~ bullet is not unlike that 
seen · on the surface of water surrmmding qnd behind a steamship. 
These were seen for the first time, and their visibility by this method 
was (I believe) predicted by Prof. Mach before he made his firs t experi-
ment. 
The part that I have played in this matter is after all very sulwr-
dinate. I have attempted to simplify the means, and the results which 
may be obtained by the modified method which I have devised, are, l 
l>elieve, in some respects-I don't say in all-clearer and more instruct-
ive than those obtained by the more elaborate device of Prof. Mach. 
P l. n, fig. 6, is a diagram of the apparatus that I have used. 0 is 
~ The e parks were made to go off at the time that the mirnr was facing toward 
the pbotoo-raphic plate by the employment of the same device as that described 
below in connection with fig . 4. On the axle of t h e mirror an insulated tail of 
alumin ium wa secur d, o as nearly to bridge a gap in the d isch arge circuit of an 
auxiliary j;u of mall capacity, there being a gap common to both circuits. A self-
ioclu ·tion oil wa. u d instead of the wet string, a being for this purpose prefer-
abl . The 1 ng h of time that the spark lasted was thus mea ured without taking 
th 1 tri ity round by the mirror, wb ich would haYe been quite sufficient to modify 
th dnrati n of h di baro-c, and it was a ier than making and adjusting a second 
refl' ·tin(l' mirror, whi ·h w ulcl have an w red the same purpose. 
ature, vol. XLU, p. 25 . 
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a plate of window glass witb a square foot of tin foil on either side. 
This condenser is charged until its potential is not sufficient to make a 
spark at each of the gaps .E, and E', tbougb it ~ould, if eitLer of these 
were made to conduct, immediately cause a spark to form at the otl.ter. 
c is a Leyden jar of very small capacity connected with C by wire, as 
shown by the continuous lines, and by string wetted with a solution of 
chloride of calcium, as shown by the dotted liue. So long as the gap 
at B is open this little condenser, which is kept at the same potential 
as the large condenser by means of the wire and wet string, is similarly 
unable to 1nake sparks both at Band E', but it could, if B were closed, 
at once discharge at E'. Now, suppose the bullet to join the wires at B, 
a minute spark 1s made at Band at E' by the discharge of c? immediately 
C, finding one of its gaps E' in a conducting state, discharges at E, 
making a brillia.11t spark, which casts a shadow of the bullet, etc., upon 
the photographic plate P. Though this is simple enough, tlJe ends 
that a re gained by this contrivance are not so obvious. In the first 
place the disclrnrge cirenit of C, via E and E' is made of very short 
broad bands of copper, a form which favors both the brilliancy and the 
sl1ortness of duration of tbe spark.5; further, the double gap, of which 
E' may he the longer, causes the intensity of the light of either spark to 
lJe greater than it would be if the other one did not exist-in a particular 
case the light of the shorter was increased six or eightfold- at the same 
time the duration is not greatly affected. For this reason the spark 
at E may be made very short, so that the shadow is almost a:-; sharp 
as if the light came from a poiut. The spark formed at B, which is 
due to the discharge of c 0~1ly, is very feeble, so that it is unable to act 
on the plate, whereas, l1ad the discharge of O been carried round by B, 
the light at this poiut would hopelessly have spoilt the plate, and at 
the same time the li ght at E would have been feebler and would have 
lasted louger. · 
The wet striHg, while it is for the purpose of keeping the condenser 
c drnrged a perfect co11ductor, iR nevertheless, when this discharges at 
E' a11cl B, practically a perfect insulator; if it were replaced by wire, 
then O would also wholly or partially discharge itself by B and E'. 
Finally, in avoidi11g a.11 lenses one is free from the considerable absorp-
tion of the more refraugible rays which sparks provide in great abun-
dimce, and whieh are largely ausorberl by glass. On the othrr hand, the 
photograph is a mere shadow; but this is no drawback, for the bullet 
itRelf i on either system a mere silhouette, whereas the atmospheric 
phenomena are more sharply defined and their character is more clearly 
indicated without lenses than is possible when they are employed. 
Plate III is a phot.ogra.ph of the apparatus set up in one of the pas-
sages in the Royal College of Science, in which the experiments wen, 
made. Ith; appareutly of the rudest possible construction. The rifle 
seen on the left of the figure is of course made to rest freely on six 
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points,* in order that its position every time it is fired may b~ the same. 
'11he bullet theu traverses preeisely the same course, so that wires 
placed. in the line between holes in two cards made by one shot will be 
hit by the next. The two wires which the bullet joins as it _passes by 
are set up in the box seen in the middle of the figure with the lid 
propped up so as to show the interior. _ The photographic plate is on 
the left-haud side, and the spark when made is just within the rectan-
gular prolongation on the right-hand side. Paper tubes with paper 
ends are placed on each side of the box to allow the bullet to enter and 
leave, and yet not permit any daylight to fall directly on the plate. 
All is black inside, and so the small amount of light which does enter 
the box through these holes is not diffused in any harmful manner. 
The large box· at the back is a case 5 foet lon g, fille1.~ with bran, which 
stops the bullets gently without marking them. 
The little condenser is just below the rectan gular prolongation of 
the photographic box, the large condenser is the vertical square sheet 
seen just to the right. The electrical machine used to charge the con-
densers is seen on the table. It is a very beautiful 12-plate Wimshurst 
machine, made by Mr. Wimshurst and presented to the Physical Labo-
ratory. This machine not only works with certainty but is so regular 
in its working that no electrometric apparatus is nec~ssary. All that 
lias to be done is to count the number of turns of the handle which 
are required to produce the sparks at E aud E' when the gap at B is 
not joined, and to count tbe nmTlber which are sufficient to produce a 
spark at E when the gap at B is suddenly closed. 'l'beu if the rifle is 
fired after any number of turns between these, but by preference 
nearer the larger than the sma,ller number, the potential will be right: 
the spark E, inside the box, and the spark E' which is in sight outside 
the box, will be let off, and if a plate is exposed a photograph will be 
taken. If by chance the E' spark is not seen then there is no occasion 
to waste the piate; another bullet may be fired after resetting the 
wires nncl the result will be as good as if one shot bad not faileu. 
When all i in order a failure of this kind is very rare. I also arranged 
a tube in the side of the box with a pocket telescope fixed in it and 
focu ed ou the wires. If a piece of white card or paper is placed in 
the line of vi. ion and so a to be illuminated by a spark let off a 
abov d ,' cribed, but preferably much nearer the card, the bullet will 
be n y a11yone looking through the tele cope. I took this clown 
liowever at once, as the photograph showed more than could ever be 
" ix ind pend nt point of support are require l for a geometrical clamp. In tbi 
a a V 'Ullport n ar th muzzle snpplied two, a V support near the l>reech two 
mort> point . Tbe rifl wa. pr ed forward until a projection under tlie muzzle rested 
acrain t th fron , tbu all wiug fre clom of r coj}, but otherwise preventing all 
1111 ' rlainty of po. ition ex pt that dn to rotation in the i_, which i mad im-
p · il 1 b y the ixtli point- bat i , th low r end of the sto k rosti11g sid ways 
a" ain: a 1 ath r- · v ·r cl wo <leu hra ·ket fa t n d to the same table to which the 
V' w ·r • atta ·h <l. 
APPARATUS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY OF FLYING BULLETS. 
lReprinted from" Nature," by permission of Prof. O. V. Boys.) 
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seen by the eye. The box seen just to the right of the rifle with a coil 
of wire upon it is the one in which the revolving mirror was fixed, and 
in which the trails of sparks made near the door at the end of the 
passage were photographed. The apparatus for photographing the 
bullets was put together and set up by Mr. Barton, a student, whose 
very skillful help in the matter and afterwards duriug the experiments 
I found of very great value. 
1'he first photograph which I am able to show was taken at Christmas, 
before the apparatus just described was put toget,her. It was taken to 
see if the idea would practically succeed, merely using for the purpose 
bits of wire and otber things to be found in any laboratory, which were 
set up in a dark room in less than an hour. The first .shot was suc-
cessful, but the sharpness of the photograph is not what it might be, 
owing to the fact that I used, for the sake of the brilliant light, a spark 
taken between magnesium terminals. How·ever, the bullet is clearly 
enough defined, as are the wires which it bas just struck. This i.:; a 
photograph of a pistol bullet traveling only 750 feet a second. You 
. will notice that unlfae that taken by Prof. Mach, which represented a 
shot going at a much higher speed, this photograph shows no atmos-
pheric pheuomena surrounding the bullet. I would only add, in con-
nection with this photograph, that by some accident the wad remained 
attached to the bullet in this case forming the enlarged tail. I do not 
know if this often happens; it must, if it does, seriously disturb the 
flight of the projectile, and introduce an anomaly that might not easily 
be accounted for. 
The next photograph, Pl. rv, fig. 1, shows a bullet which has just 
left a Martini-Henry rifle. This is taken with the apparatus in its latest 
form, and the bullet appears perfectly sh~rp. There is no sign of any 
movement whatever in so far as the bullet itself is concerned. But 
now that we are dealing with a higher speed, namely, 1,295 feet a sec-
ond, there is evidence of the movement of the bullet in the form of a 
wave of compressed air in front and of other waves at the side of aud 
behind the bullet. I shall explain this in a moment, but I would rather 
first show another photograph, Pl. rv, fig. 2, of a bullet travelling at .a 
still higher speed, a magazine-rifle bullet travelling about 2,000 feet a 
second, in which these air waves are still more conspicuous, and in 
which a, glance is sufficient to make it evident that the waves are much 
more illclined to the vertical than in the previous case. 
Now, as it may not be evident why these waves of air are formed, 
why their inclination varies with the speed, or why existing they are vit:i-
ible at all, a short explanation may not be out of place, more especially 
as they form a most interesting feature in the remaining photographs 
that I have to exhibit, which can not, as a matter of fact, be properly 
interpreted without frequent reference to them. 
I would :first ask you to examine some still water into which a needle 
~l<l v~1;tiic~nr itS allow<}q to dip, Jf yoq mov~ tlle needl~ very slowly 
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not a ripple is formed on the surface of the water; but as the needle is 
moved more quickly at first a speed is reached at which feeble waves 
appear, an<l. then as the speed increases a swallow-tail pattern appears; 
the angle between the two tails become less as the velocity gets higher. 
Now, in the case of water waves the velocity with which they travel 
depeuds on the <l.istance between one and the next, and, for area 'On 
into which I must not now enter, either very long or very short waves 
travel more quickly than waves of moderate dimensions. If they are 
about two-thirds of an inch long they travel most slowly-about O inches 
a second. Now, so long as the needle is travelli11g less quickly than this, 
no disturbance is made; but when this speed is exceeded the swallow-
tail appears. Suppose, for example, the velocity of the needle to be 
double the minimum wave velocity for water, i. e., Jet the needle move 
at 18 inches a second, and let it at any moment have arrived at the point 
p, Pl. v, fig. 1, then any disturbance, started when it was at the 
point A, must have travelled as far as the circle aaa in which Aa is half 
.Ap, similarly for any number of points BO, etc., between A and p any 
disturbance must have travelled as far as the corresponding circles bb, 
cc, etc., the result is that along a pair of lines,pL,pM, touching all the 
drcles tbat could be drawn in this way, a wave will be found, and it is 
clear that as the velocity of the point is made greater the successive 
radii Act Bb·, etc., will become in proportion to Ap less, the circles will 
be smaller, and the angle between Lp and Mp will become less, while 
when the velocity is made less the reverse happens, until at last An 
Bb, etc.,= Ap Bp, etc., and then when they exceed these quantities uo 
lines Lp Mp can be drawn touching all these circlPs, there is no wave 
surface which the disturbances from .all the successive points can con-
spire to produce, and the consequence is there is still water. 
Now consider the case o·r a bullet moving through the_ air. Here 
again we are dealing with a case in which a wave can not travel at less 
than a certain speed which is obviously the velocity of sound (1,100 
feet a second, under ordinary circumstances), but as in the case of sur-
face waves on water, higher speeds are possib_le when the wave is one. 
of very great intensity. The conditions in the two cases are therefore 
very nearly parallel; if tlle bullet is travelling at less than the mini-
mum speed no waves should be formed; the pistol bullet at 750 feet a 
econd did not show any; if the bullet is travelling at higher speeds 
tlian 1,100 feet a ' econd waves should be formed which should include 
a. sharper augle as the peed is made to increase. TLis was foun<l. to be 
o in the ·a:e of the Martini-Remy and the magazine-rifle bullet. 
Tue ·urv <l form of the wave near the apex is due to the fact that 
wh nit i very inten , when the compre ion is very great, the v loc-
f travel i greater and, immediately in front of the bullet, the air 
i · mpr to o great an xtent that the wave at this part can 
tr, l at th 'P of the bullet it elf. 
The 1· a n why the wa,v hould be vi ' ible at all i not difficult to 
S mithsonian Report, 1893. PLATE IV. 
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follow. Consider a shell of compressed air through which rays of light 
from a point are made to traverse. These rays travel in straight lines, 
except where they meet a medium of .different density, and tlie denser 
this is and the more nearly they meet this at a grazing incidence the 
more they will be bent toward the perpendicular. In comparison with 
water or glass a layer of compressed air has very1ittle refractive power, 
and so rays which strike the shell anywhere except at the extreme edge 
are practically uninfluenced in their course and strike the plate prac-
tica.lly in the same place that they would do if the shell of compressed air 
had not been traversed. But those rays ab, ab, PI. v, fig. 2, which strike 
the shell of air almost tangentially, are bent inwards slightly at b and 
again at c, having traversed what is equival~nt to a wide angle prism, 
and strike the plate ate, leaviug the place d, where they would have 
gone had they not been refracted, dark; moreover, ate they meet other 
rays which have been hardly at all refracted since they have passed 
actually into the shell and out again, and therefore e is doubly illumi-
nated. The consequence is th at a wave or shell of com pressed air gives 
rise to an image on the plate, in which there is a dark line and a light · 
liue within it.. Similarly a wave of rarefaction must produce a light 
line with a dark one within it.* 
An examination of the photograph (Pl. iv, fig. 2) will make it evident 
that · not only is the head wave a wave of compression, but the wave 
which starts from the end of a kind of vena contracta behind the bullet 
is also a wave of compression. It is a curious fact which requires ex-
planation that the head and tail waves are not parallel to one another, 
and they do .riot show any sign that they would become parallel if they 
were continued indefinitely. This can only be due to either the tail of 
the bullet travelling considerably faster than the head, or to the actual 
velocity of ptopagation of the tail wave be1ng less than that of the head 
wave The effect observed is true and is not optical, being neither due 
to the refractive effect of the outer shell disturbing rays which are 
tangential to the inner shell, nor to an effect of perspective, for though 
the projection of a, cone from a point upon a plane is .only seen of the 
proper angle when the perpendicular, dropped from the point upon 
the plane, passes through the vertex of the cone, yet when, as in the 
case of Pl. vu, where it passes within both cones, and more within the 
outer one than the inner one, the effect is to make the projections of 
both of a greater obtuseness, and of the outer one to a greater extent 
than the inuer one; nevertheless an examination of the amount of this 
effect of nerspective made by Mr. Barton showed that the distortion 
-- -- - ---------~----:--------------
" It may be worth while to point out that the dark and light lines are-and ought 
to be-parallel to one another as soon as they are so far away from the shadow of 
the bullet as to be practically straight Jines. For if the thickness of the shell is 
divided up into a series of elements, the ray passing through any one of these will 
meet with a refractive me<lium which is less effective, as the diameter of the part of 
the shell considered is greater, while the refractive angles of the elementary prisms 
become inclined more, so as to compens.1te for the diminished deusitY. 
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was not sufficient to be noticeable, as th ediffer~nce in the acutenes of 
the cones certainly is. 
Going back now to the photographs, the rn·xt one was taken with 
the view of illustrating the effect on the inclination of the waves of 
the velocity of the bullet. In this case the bullet was aluminum; it 
was only one-Reventb the weight of the regulation bullet. Ju con e-
quence -of its lightness it travelled about half as fast again as ~be ordi-
nary bullet (not v 7 times as fast as it would have done if the pressure 
of the powder gases bad been the same in the two cases), and in con-
sequence of the higher speed the inclination of the waves is still greater 
than in the previous case. Further, in this case the bullet was made 
to pierce a piece of _ card shortly before it was photographed. The lit-
tle pieces that were cut out were driven forward at a high speed, but, 
being lighter than the bullet, they soon lost a large part of their veloc-
ity; they bad in consequence lagged behiud when they were photo-
graphed, but though travelling more slowly (they were still going at 
more than 1,100 feet a second) they yet made each its own air wave, 
which became less and less inclined as the bits lagged more and more 
behind; each, moreover, produced its own trail of vor.tices like that 
following the bullet. The well-known fact that moving things tend to 
take the position of greatest resistance, to avoid the effect of which 
the bullet has to be made to spin, is also illustrated iu the photograph. 
The little pieces that are large enough to be clearly seen are moving 
broadside on, and not edgeways, as might be expected. 
In order to illustrate the other fact that the angle of the waves al o 
depends on the velocity of sound in the gas, I filled the box with a 
mixture of carbonic-acid gas, and the vapor of ether, a mixture which 
is very dense, and through which sound in consequence travels only 
about half as fast as it does in air, and which will not explode or even 
catch fire when an electric spark i8 made within it, or directly act inju-
riously upon the photographic plate. The increased inclination of the 
waves is very evident in Plate vr. 
These waves, revealed by photography, have a very important eftect 
on the flight of projectiles. Just as in the case of waves produced by 
the motion of a ship, which, as is well known, become enormously more 
energetic as the velocity increases, and which at high velocities pro-
du ·e as a matter of fact an effect of resistance to the motion of the ship 
of far greater importance than the skill friction, so in the case of the 
air wave' produced by bullets; in its fliglit the resistance which 
the bullet meets with increases very rapidly wben the velocity i 
rai d yond the point at which these waves begin to be formed. 
being the ca. e, I have thought it might be interesting to ee 
h r the analogy between the behavior of the two clas, e of wa 
mi ht v n near r han ha, already appeared, and on turning to the 
b an iful r . , r he of r. S ·ott :&u . ell, publi h din th report of the 
·iti ·h '' . ;iati l f r t y a1r !8441 t w ich he give a verr f~l . 
PHOTOGRAPHY OF FLYING BULLETS. 
(Reprinted from "Nature," by permission of Prof. C. V. Boys.) 
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report on the water waves and their properties, I fouud that he had 
made experiments and had given a diagram showing what happens 
when a solitary wave meets a vertical wall. The wave, as would be 
expected, is, under ordinary conditions, reflected perfectly, making an 
angle of r-eflection equal to the angle of incidence, and the reflected and 
incident waves are alike iu all respects. This continues to be the case 
as the angle gets more and more nearly equal to the right angle, i. e., 
until the wave front, uearly perpendicular to the wall, runs along nearly 
parallel to it. It then at last ceases to be reflected at all. The part of 
the wave near the wall instead gathers strength, it gets higher, it tLere-
fore travels faster, and so causes the wave uear tlie wall to run ahead 
of its proper position, producing a bend in the wave front, and this 
goes on until at last the wave near the wall becomes a breaker. 
In order to see if anything similar happens in the case of a.ir waves, 
I arranged the three reflecting surfaces of ~beet copper seen in Plate 
vu, and photographed a magazine-rifle bullet when it had got to 
the position seen. Below tLe bullet two waves strike the reflector at a 
low angle, and they are perfectly reflected, the dark and the light lines 
changing places as they obviously ought to do. The left side of the V-
shaped reflector was met at a nearly grazing incidence; there · there is 
no reflection, but, as· is clear ou the photograph, the wave near the 
reflector is of greater intensity, it bas bent itself ahead of its proper 
position as the water wave was found to do, but it can not form a 
breaker, as there is no such thing in au air wave.. Tlle same photo-
graph shows two other phenomena ·which are of interest. Tue stern 
wave has a piece cut out of it by the lower reflector, and bent up ~t 
the same angle. Now if a wave was a mere advancing thing the end 
of tlie lJent-up piece would leave off suddenly, alHl the bre&k in the 
direct wave would do tbe same. But according to tLe view of wave 
propagation put forward by Huygens, the wave at any epoch is tLe 
resultaut of all thA disturbances which may be considered to have 
started from all points of the wave front at any ,prece<ling epoch. 
The reflector, where it has cut this wave, may be considered as a series 
of points of disturbance arranged continuously in a liue, each how-
ever coming into operation just after the 11eighbor on oue side aud 
just before the neighbor on the other. The reflected wave is the enve-
lope of a series of spheres beginuiug with a point at the place where 
the wave and the reflector cut, growing up to a finite sphere about the 
end of tlie reflector as a ceuter; beyond this there are no more centers 
of disturl>auce, the envelope of all the spheres projected upon the 
plate, that is, the photograph of the reflected wave, is. not therefore a. 
straight line leaving off abrnptly, but it curls round, as is very clearly; 
shown, dying gradually away to nothing. The same is the case, but it 
is le. s marked, at the end. of the direct. wav,e. near. the , part tb.a.t ha~ 
been cut out. · 
Sl\-193--12. 
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The other point to which I would refer is the dark line between the 
nose of the bullet and tbe wire placed to receive it. This is the feeble 
spark due to the discharge of the small condenser which clearly must 
have been 011 the point of going off of its own accord. The fe.eble spark 
precedes-or is to all intents and purposes simultaneous with, it cannot 
follow-the main spark which makes the photograph. The feeble spark 
heated the air, and the light from the main spark coming through this 
line of heated air was dispersed, leaving a clear black shadow on the 
plate. One spark casts a shadow of the other. Now it is evident that 
if the spark at the nose of tbe bullet had followed instead of having 
preceded the main spark by even so much as a three-hundred-millionth 
_ of a second, the time th at light took to travel from one to the other, 
it would not have been able to cast a shadow. We have the means of 
telling, therefore, which of two sparks actually took place first, or per-
haps the order of several, even though the difference of time is so 
minute. Perhaps this method might be of some use in researches now 
attracting so much interest in connection with the propagation of elec-
trical waves. 
On returning to the non-reflection of the air wave in the upper part 
of the figure, we have here, I imagine, optical evidence of ,vha,t goes on 
in a whispering gallery. rrhe sound is probablY. not reflected at all, 
but runs round almost on the surface of the wall from one part to 
another. 
We are now in a position to see how the reflection or non-reflection 
of air waves produced by a passing bullet, when they meet with some 
solid body, may produce a practical result which might be of impor-
tance in some cases. Suppose a, bullet to be passing near and parallel 
to a wa.ll. Then if the velocity of the bullet and its distance from the 
wall are such that the head wave meets the wall at an angle at which 
it ca.n be reflected, especially, as in the case of Plate vu, if the 
reflected ray can only retum into tl1e path of the bullet a.fter it has 
gone, tben no influence whatever can 1>e exerted upon the bullet by its 
proximity to the wall. If however the head wave would if undisturbed 
meet the wall at uch an angle that it could not be reflected, as for 
in tan e in Plate vrn, when the head wave can be refleeted. by 
11 ither of the wall between which the bullet is passing, obviously the 
wave will become stronger and the resistance which it offers wm, I 
imagin , become greater, and if in thi case the upper plate be removed 
t,hi xtra re~· i tan e will be on - ided and must tend to deflect the 
ull t. Thi, i ' quite di tin t from the :well-known effect of a bayonet 
ur nth path of a bullet; when a, bayonet is fixed the rush of powder 
ga , tw en th ullet and the bayonet i, quite ufficient to account 
fi r h fl i 11 which v ry practi ed mark man allow for. 
c: meth d ywbichapoblemof owedifficulty, about 
r I b li e by no m an in accord, may be olved 
f certain . Th r I m i.· thi , to fin wh::\it pro-
PHOTOGRAPHY OF FLYING BULLETS. 
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portion of the velocity of a bulJet is given to it after it has left the bar-
rel, or, what comes to the same thing, to find the position in front of 
the barrel at which the speed is a maximum. The cause of this is evi-
dent. When the bullet has left the muzzle the imprisoned powder 
gases, under enormous pressure, rush out, making a draft past the 
bul1et of the most tremendous intensity tending obviously to drive it 
forward. While this draught does most assuredly hurry the buJlet on 
its forward course, it does not tend to make it spin round any faster. 
Now if the bullet were not hurried on at all after it left the muzzle it 
would, travelling as in a screw of the same pitch all the way from the 
breech of the rifle up to the point at which it is photographed, have 
turned round a certain number of times, which depend upon the dis-
tance traveled and the piteh of the screw. If however the longitudi-
nail motion is hurried and the rotational is left unaltered the pitch will 
be lengthened outside the barrl'l and the rotation will have been less 
for any position than it would have been if the bul1et had not been 
· accelerated in this way. If therefore we can find to what extent the bul-
let has turned actually at the place at which it has been photographed, 
we can find the apparent rotational Jag, and so working backwards 
get a measure of the velocity acquired after leaving the muzzle. In 
order to accomplish this I drilled a series of holes transversely through 
the bullet, each one at an angle to the previous one, the whole series 
being such that to whatever extent the bullet had twisted, one at least, 
and perliaps two, would allow the light of the spark to shine through 
it upon the photographic plate. Then from the photograph it is easy 
to see through which bole the light shone, and knowing in what 
position this was in the breech, it is easy to find what fraction of half 
a turn over or above any whole number of half turns the bullet has 
twisted. Strictly the measure should be made at different distances 
to eliminate all uncertainty, but the only shot I have taken was suffi-
cient to show that there was a rotational lag equivalent, according to 
the measure made by Mr. Barton, to something under a two per cent 
acceleration outside the barrel. I do not attach any importance to this 
figure; the experiment was made with a vfow to see if the method was 
practicable and this it certainly is. I would recommend, where ac-
curacy is required, that having found as above about bow much the 
bull~t has turned, that a second bullet should be drilled with a series 
of holes at about the corresponding position differing very slightly from 
one another in angular position, so that several would let the light 
through and thus give a more accurate measure of the rotation. 
Tbere is a point of interest to sportsmen which has given rise to a 
controversy which the spark photographs supply the means of settling. 
The action of the choke bore has been disputed, some ,having held that 
tl1e shot are made to travel more compactly altogether, while others, 
while they admit that the shot are less scattered Ia.teraJly, as may be 
proverl by firing at a target, assert that they are spread out longitudi-
na1ly, o that if this il:; the case the improved target pattern is no cri-
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terion of harder hitting, especially in the case of a bird flying rapidly 
across the direction of aim. · 
I was unfortunately not able, in the limited space and time that I 
have been able to employ, to take photographs of the shot at a reason-
able distance from the gun, but I have taken comparative photographs 
at three or four yards only in which every shot is clearly defined, and 
in which it is even easy to see on the negative where the shot have 
been jammed into one another and dented. The difference in the scat-
tering at this short distance is not sufficient for the results to give any 
information beyond this, that shot are as easily photographed as bullets, 
and that no difficulty need be apprehended in attempting to solve 
any question of the kind by this method. The photograph, Plate ix, 
represents the shot from the cylindrical or right-hand barrel. The 
velocity now is so low that inq_ividual waves are no longer formed by 
each shot. The whole space however occupied by the shot is filled 
with air waves of the greatest complexity. They are not due to the 
cause already explained, but are, I believe, formed by the imperfect 
mixture of air with powder gases still accompanying the shot. 'fhe 
imperfect mixture of the two gases cp,uses light to be deflected in its 
passage, thus producing strim, just as at the first ruixin g of wbfaky 
and water strim are seen (sometimes attributed to oil!), which disap -
pear when the mixture is complete. I would mention, for the benefit 
of any one who may be tempted to continue these experiments, that a 
pair of wires (such as are found to <lo so well when bullets have to lle 
caught) are not suitable, as one is sure to be shot away before sucl1 a 
bridge of shot is ruade between them as will allow a spark to pas:-;, 
However, by u si11g thick copper wires, one bent in the form of a screw, 
with the other along the axis, no such failure can occur, and every sLot 
that I have taken in this way has been successful. One can of court:ie 
test the action of any material mixed with the shot. For instance, in 
one case I mixed a few drops of liquid oil with the shot and found them 
more widely scattered in cou::;equence, not, as has been stated, held 
together by the oil as if they were iu a wire cartridge. Of course, solid 
grea e or fat may, and no doubt does, produce such a result, but liquid 
oil certainly does not. 
A1 d now I wish to conclude with a series of photographs which show 
how ·ompletely the method i under control, how information of a kind 
that rnigbt · em to be out ide the reach of experiment may be obtained 
from the lectl'ic- park photograph; and how phenomena of an unex-
p t d natur ar liabl to appear when making· any new experiment. 
The r ult howev r i otherwise of but little interest or importance. 
th ught I bould like to watch the proce ·s of the piercing of a gla:-;s 
plat by ull t. fr m the :fir t ,!Jo ·k 8tep by ~tep, until the lrnllet 
h la d from the confu iou it had created. fo Plate x, 
b la : dg way. ju. t after the bullet ha . truck it. 
he ·pl· ·h f la"· du ·t backward · i · alrea.uy 
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four or five times as rapid as the motion of the bullet forwards. A 
neYv air .wave is just beginning to be created in front of the glass-coated 
head of the bullet and two highly inclined w·aves, one on either side of 
the glass, reaching about three-quarters of the way to the edge, have 
sprung into existence. These are more clearly seen in the next figure; 
meanwhile it may be well to point out that the fragments of paper 
which are following the bullets have in this case-as the card was 
much nearer to the glass plate than in those previously taken-some 
of them lost so much of their velocity and have in consequence lagged 
behind in a still higher proportion than the others, that they are trav-
elling at less than 1,100 feet a second; the more backward ones carry 
in consequence no air waves and there is no means of telling from. the 
photograph that tliey are moving at al1. In Pl. xn, fig. 1, the bu1let 
has struggled about half way through the plate. The waves on either 
side of the plate have now reached the edge and a.re on their way back 
towards the center again. They are caused in tliis way: When the 
bullet strikes the plate the violent shock produces a ripple or tremor 
in the glass which travels away radially in all directions, leaving~ the 
glass quiet bell ind. The rate at which this ripple travels may be found 
from the angle which these new air waves make with the plate, for 
taking any point on the plate and measuring up to the point where the 
air wave meets the plat,e and also the distance in air to the nearest 
point of the inclined air wave, we get two distances, the ratio of which 
is the ratio of the velocity of the disturbance in the glass to the veloc-
ity of sound in air. But much more than this is shown. An examina-
tion of the negatives or of a photographic print and even, but less 
clearly, of the print in the text shows that these inclined air waves are 
made up of a series of dark and light lines at a very slight inclination 
to tl..ie air wave itself, so that as we travel along the air wave it is 
alternately dark ontside, and light outside. 
These indicate tlie successive positions in which tlrn glass first moved 
outwards to compress the air or first moved inwards to rarefy it so that 
the wave length of the ripple may thus be found, and finally jt is seen 
that where the waves are waves of compression on one side of the plate 
they are waves to rarefaction on the other, 1ndicating that it was a 
transverse and not a mere longitudinal. disturbance that ran along the 
plate from the center outwards and back again after reflection from the 
edge. In adqition to this fact that tlrn reflected wave is sti11 on its in-
ward course proves that up to this time the plate is whole, as a wave 
can not be propagated in a broken plate. Plate xi, illustrates the 
state of affairs when the bullet llas traveled about 5 inches beyond the 
plate. It has not yet emerged from the cloud of glass dust. The new 
bead wave is very conspicuous. In the original negative, about half-
way between the bullet and the plate, the inclined waves due to the 
tremor in the glass plate may be detected, but they are too delicate to 
be re-produced by the printing process. They supply the information as 
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to how long the plate remained whole or rather if the bullet had been 
caught a little sooner before these faint waves had lost so much of their 
distinctness they would supply this information with gre~ t exactness. 
Meanwhile the figure shows that the plate is now broken up completely. 
It is true it is still standing, and the stern air wave is seen reflected 
from the upper part of it, but this is because the different parts have 
not yet had time to get awa,y; their grinding edges however have cast 
out from the surface little particles, and these are seen over the whole 
extent of the plate. After about 15 inches the bullet is quite clear of 
the cloud of dust (Pl. xn, fig. 2); one piece only of the glass, no doubt 
the piece that was immediately struck, has been punched out and is 
travelling along above the bullet at a speed practically eqU"al to its own. 
I am also able to show the plate itse]f in this and a still later stage, 
when at last the separate pieces have begun to be visibly moved out of 
their position and in some cases slightly turned round. 
I have merely given this evening an account of a, few experiments 
which in themselves perhaps are of little interest, but they at any rate 
show the capability of this method for the examination of subjects 
which would in the ordinary way be considered beyond the reach of 
experiment. It is hardly necessary to say that the examples given by 
no means reach the limit of what may be done. I Lave examined the 
explosions produced by 15-grain fulminate of mercury detonators 
and of heaps of iodide of nitrogen, a material which is rather unman-
ageable, as if a fly even walks over it it violently explodes. In these 
cases the exph>sive flash was used to make the B gap of Pl. n, fig. 5 con-
ducting, for wllich it answered perfectly. One might in tlle same way 
examine the form of the out-rush of powder gases past the bullet, and 
so find at once tlleir velocity with respect to the velocity of the bullet, 
arid I see no great difficulty in tracing, if this should be desired, '(jbe 
whole course of a single bullet for perhaps as much as 100 yards by 
means of photographs taken every few inches on its way. Though it 
may not be evident that these or similar experiments are of any practi-
cal importance, there can be no doubt that information may be readily 
obtained by the aid of the spark photograph, as in fact has l>een shown 
by Prof. Mach, Lord Rayleigh, Mr. F. J. Smith, and others, which with-
out it aid can only be surmised, and that if, as in other subjects, the 
fil' t wi h of the experimentalist is t.o see what he is doing, then in these 
ca e. 'urely, where in geueral people would not think of attempting to 
look with th ir natural eye , jt may be worth while to take advantage 
of thi electro-photographic eye. 
PHOTOGRAPHY OF FLYING BULLETS. 
(Reprinted from" Natm·e," by permission of Prof. C. V. Boys.) 
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MAGNETIC PROPl~RTIES OF LIQUID OXYGEN.* 
By Prof. JAMES DEWAR, F. R. S. 
After alluding to the ge~ierous aio. Nhich he had received both from 
the Royal Institution and from others in connection with his researches 
on the properties of liquid oxygen, and to the untiring a:::;sistance ren-
dered him by his co-workers jn the laboratory, Prof. Dewar said. that on 
the occasion of the commemoration of the centenary of the birth of 
Michael Faraday he bad demonstrated some of the properties of liquid 
oxygen. He hoped that evening t.o go several steps forth.er, and to show 
liquid air, and to render visible some of its more extraordinary prop-
erties. 
The apparatus employed consisted of the gas-engine down stairs, 
which was driving two compressors. The chamber containing the oxy-
gen to be liquefied was surrounded by two circuits, one traversed by 
ethylene, the other by nitrous oxide. Some liquid ethylene was admitted 
to the chamber belonging to its circuit, and there evaporated. It was 
then returned to the compressor as gas and liquefied, and thence again 
into the compressor as required. A similar cycle of operations was 
carried out with the nitrous oxide. There was a hundredweight of 
liquid ethylene prepared for the experiment. Ethylene was obtained 
from alcohol by the action of strong sulphuric acid. Its manufacture 
was exceedingly difficult, because dangerous, and as the efficiency of 
the process only amounted to 15 or 20 per cent the preparation of a 
hundredweight of liquid was no light task. The cycle of operations, 
which, for want of time, was not fully explained, was the same as that 
commonly employed in refrigerating machinery working with ether or 
ammonia. 
The lecturer then exhibited to the audience a pint of liquid oxygen, 
which by its cloudy appearance showed that it containt>:d traces of 
impurity. The oxygen was filtered, and then appeared as a clear trans-
parent liquid with a slightly blue tinge. The density of oxygen gas at 
-182° C. is normal, and the latent beat of volatilization of the liquid is 
about 80 units. The capillarity of liquid oxygen at its boiling-point was 
"A bstra,ct of discourse delivered at the Royal Institution, Friday evening, June 
10, 1892. (From P1·oceecli11g& of the Roylll IriBtitution of Great Brito.in, vol. xn1, pp. 
695-699.) 
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about one-sixih that of water. The temperature of liquid oxygen at 
atmospheric pressure, determined by the specific heat method, using 
platinum and silver, was -180° C. 
Reference was then made to a remarkable experimental corroboration 
of the correctness for exceedingly low temperatures of Lord Kelvin autl 
Prof. Tait's thermo-electric diagram. If the lines of copper and plati-
num were prolonged in the direction of negative temperature, they 
would intersect at - 95° C. £irnilarly, the copper and palladium linPs 
would cut one another at -170° C. Now, if this diagrm.were correct, 
the E. M:. F. of the thermo-electric junctions of these two pairs of metals 
should reYerse at these points. A On-Pt junction connected to a, 
reflecting galvanometer was then placed iu oxygen vapor and cooled 
down. At -100° C. the spot of light stopped and reversed. A Cu-Pu 
junction was afterwards placed in a tube containing liquid oxygen, and 
a similar reversal took place at about -170° C. 
Liquid oxygen is a non-conductor of electricity; a spark taken from 
an induction coil, one millimeter long iu the liquid, requires a potential 
equal to a ·striking distance in air of 25 millimeters. It gave a :flash 
now and thf'.n, when a bubble of the oxygen vapor in the boiling liqu1d 
came between the terminals. Thus liquid oxygen is a high insulator. 
When the spark is taken from a Wimshurstmachine the oxygen appears 
to allow the passage of a discharge to take place with much greater 
ease. The spectrum of the spark taken in the liquid is a -continuous 
one, showing all the absorption bands. 
As to its absorption spectrum, the lines A and B of the solar spectrum 
are due to oxygen, and they came out strongly when the liquid was 
interposed in the p:1th of the rays from the electric lamp. Both tb~ 
liquid and the highly compressed gas show a series of five absorption 
bands, sitirnted respectively in the orange, yellow, green, and blue of 
the spectrum. 
Experiments prove that gl;tseous all(l liquid oxygen have substautia,lly 
tbe same absorntion spectra. This is a very noteworthy conclusion, 
c011 'ideri11g that no compound of oxygen, so far as is known, gives the 
ab, orpti011 s of oxygen. The persist ency of the absorption through the 
tages of gaseous condensation towards complete liquidity implies a 
per i. tency of molecular constitution. which we should hardly haY6 
:xp cted. The absorptions of the class to which A and B belong must 
b tho. ·e rno. t sily assumed by the diatomic molecules (02 ) of ordirn1,ry 
oxy n; ·wh rea the diffu e band above referred to, seeing they have 
int n iiie, proportioned to tlrn quare of tlie density of the gas, must 
d ncl n a ·ba11 produ ·ed by compre io11. Tliis rna,y be brought 
a o in tw wayR, ith r hy the formation of more complex molecules, 
r b th 11 . traint to wl1ich the mol u]e are Rub,iected durin g their 
11 ·01111t r . wi h n an b r . 
h n th , a.1 rntion of liquid oxyg n i. aecelera.tecl by the action 
f lii ·h .·p, 11 i n nm1 and m"1 op 11 t .·t-tuue 1 in , erted into it, tlte 
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tube begins to fill up with liquid atmospheric air, produced at the ordi-
nary barometric pressure. 
Dr. Janssen had recently been making prolonged and careful experi-
ments on Mont Blanc, and be found that these oxygen lines disappeared 
more and more from the solar spectrum as he reacl1ed higher altitudes. 
The lines at all elevations come out more strongly when the sun is low, 
because the rays then have to tra.verse greater thicknesses of the earth's 
atmosphere. 
Michael Faraday's exveriments made in 1849 on the action of mag-
netism on gases opened up a new field of investigation. The following 
table in which + means "magrietic i and - means "negative," sum-
marizes the resu1ts of Faraday's experiments. 
]rfagnetic relations of gases (Faraday). 
In air. 
Air .......... ............ .... . 
Nitrogen···········-········· 
Oxygen ...................... . + 
Carbonic acid .......... . . .. _ ........... _ .. 
Carbonic oxide ... _. _......... • 
Nitric oxide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - weak. 
Ethylene·-· ··· ·· ··· ·· ······· · 
Ammonia .. ......... . ..... ... . 
Hydrochloric acid ........... . 
In ca:r:bonic! In hydro· ll n coal ~-as. 
acid. \ gen. "' 
+ 
+ 
+ 
. I 
+ weak. + 
- strong. 
+ strong. + strong. 
-weak. 
-weak. 
+ 
- weak. 
- weak. 
Becquerel was before Faraday in experimenting upon this subject. 
Becqnerel allowe~ charcoal to absorb gases, and then ·examined the 
properties of such charcoal in the magnetic field. He thus discovered 
the magnetic properties of oxygen to be strong, even in relation to a 
solution of ferrous chloride, as set forth in the following table: 
Specific niagnetisrn, equal iceights (Becquerel). 
Iron···················································--····--···+ .1.000,000 
Oxygen ... , .. ······················-···· .......................... + 377 
Fcrron s ch loride solution , sp. gr .. 1·4334 ...... . . ··········-···--··· + 140 
Air·································· · · · -··················· ······ + 88 
Water ... .. .. ... ...... . ·················-·-· ...................... - 3 
The lecturer took a cup made of rock salt and put in it some liquid 
oxygen. The liquid di,l not wet rock salt, but remained in a spheroidal 
state. The cup and its contents were placed between and a little below 
the poles of an electro.maguet. Whenever the circuit was completed 
the liquid oxygen rose from the cup and connected the two poles, as 
represented in the cut, which is copied from a photograph of the phe-
nomenon. Then it boiled awa,y, sometimes more on one pole than the 
other, and when the circuit was broken it foll off the pole in drops 
back into the cup. He also showed that the magnet would draw up 
liquid oxygen out of a tube. A test-tube containing liquid-oxygen, 
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when placed in the Hughes balance, produced no disturbing effect. 
The magnetic moment of liquid oxygen is about 1,000 when the mag-
netic moment of iron is taken as 1,000,000. On cooling, some bodies 
increased in magnetic power. Cotton wool, moistened with liquid 
oxygen, was strongly attracted by the magnet, and the liquid oxygen 
was actually sucked out of it on to the poles. A crystal of ferrous 
sulphate, similarly cooled, stuck to one of the poles. 
The lecturer remarked that fluorine is so much like oxygen in its 
properties that he ventured to predict that it will turn out to be a mag-
netic gas. 
Nitrogen liquefies at a lower temperature than oxygen, and one 
would expect the oxygen to come down before the nitrogen when air 
is liquefied, as stated in some text-books, but unfortunately it is not 
true. They liquefy together. In evaporating however, the nitrogen 
boils off before the oxygen. He pom~ed two or three ounces of liquid 
air into a large test tube, and a smouldering splinter of wood dipped 
into the mouth of the tube was not re-ignited; the bulk of the nitrogen 
was nearly five minutes in boiling off, after which a smouldering splinter 
dipped into the mouth of the test tube burst into flame. 
Magnetic properties of liquid oxygen. 
Between the pole of the maguet all the liquefied air went to the 
pole,' ; there wa no eparation of the oxygen and nitrogeu. Liquid 
air ha the ame high in ulating power a,s liquid oxygen. The phe-
nomena presented by liquefied gases pre ent an unlimited field for 
inve tigation. At - 200° 0. the molecule of oxygen had only one-
half of their ordinary velocity; and had lmit three-fourths of their 
n rg . t u ·h low t mr erature they eemed to be drawing near 
wbat migb l> mtlled ' th <leath of matter," o far a. chemical action 
wa. n rn · liqui<l oxyo- n, for ju,,tance, had no action upou a piece 
f ph : horn. and pota.· ium or odium dropped into it; and once h 
h n-ht an l pu li ·ly ·t t , that at , uch temperature all cberui al 
<· i n · : d. The t at m nt r quir d ome qualification, becau, e a. 
ph t r phi· plat pla' in li uid xyg u could be acted upon by 
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radiant energy, and at a temperature of-,- 200° C. was still sensitive 
to light. 
Prof. l\f'Kendrick bad tried the effect of these low temperatures 
upon the spores of microbic organisms, by submitting in sealed glass 
tubes blood, milk, flesh, and such like substances, for one hour to a 
temperature of - 182° C., and subsequently keeping them at blood 
beat for some days. The tubes on bein_g opened were all putrid. 
Seeds also withstood the action of a similar amount of cold. · 
[ At a meeting of the Royal Society of London, held March 9, 1893, 
Professor Dewar made an oral statement to the effect that be bad suc-
ceeded in freezing liq uified atmospheric air into a clear transparent 
solid. Whether this solid js a jelly of solirl nitrogen containing liquid 
oxygen, or a, true ice of liquid air, in which both oxygen and nitrogen 
exist in the solid form, was . however stated to be a question for fur-
ther research.-Proceedings of the Royal Society, 1893, vol. LIII, p. 80.J 

THE PROBLEM OF FLYING.
1
* 
By OTTO LILIENTHAL. 
While tbeoretica1ly no difficulty of any considerable importance pre-
cln<les flight, the problem can not be considered solved until the act of 
flying has been accomplished by man. In its application, however, 
unforeseen difficulties arise of which the theorist cau have no concep-
tion. 
The first obstacle to be overcome by the practical constructor i::; that 
of stability. It is an old a<lage that " Wasser hat ke·ine Balken."+ What 
theu, shall be said of air1 
Leaving out of the question propelling mecha,nisms which require 
more than ordinary refinements of construction, theory teaches that a 
properly constructed flying apparatus may be brought to sail in a suffi-
cieutly strong wind; while in still air, such a machine may be made to 
{.?;'lide downward upou a slightly inclined path . In the practical appli-
cation of these two rnetllods, however, it is found that while the appa-
ratus it; supported by moviug air, it is also subjected to the whims of 
the wind, which often places it in uncomfortable positions, overturns 
it, 01· canies it into higher regions and then precipitates it: headfore-
most, to the ground. Lowering of the center of gravity is of little 
avail, nor does the most ingenious change of the wings or the steering 
surfaces alter the case. There is still no trace of _the majestic soaring 
of the bird, for the wind. is a treacherous fellow, who follows his own 
incli11ations and laughs at our art. Therefore let us try the second 
method., the oblique d.escent in still air. 
According to computation the apparatus should desceud at a small 
angle, reaching the ground at a considerable distauce, but this experi-
meut is a success only in short flights. Beyond these the apparatus · 
becomes uumanageable, darts vertically up, turns about, comes to a 
full stop, stand::; on its head, aud descends with uucomfortable rapidity 
to the ground, the contact with which will probably have demolislied 
the machiue, if it tlo not turn a lucky somersault and Ian& upon its 
" Tran slated abstract of a paper from Prorneth eus, No. 205l 1893, vol. rv, pp.769-774. 
t Water has no rafters. 
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back. Nor do repeated changes of the center of gravity alter the case 
beyond making it turn over backward instead of forward, leaving the 
conditions as unstable as before. Fancy the fate of the man who con-
fides in such an apparatus. 
Shall we now give up all hopes of success or shall we try new means 
to deprive the flying machine of its vicious propensities¥ This ques-
tion has been answered in various wayR. On the one hand it is thought 
that it should be possible, by mechanical means, to produce stable 
flight automatically, and an association of engineers of repute at.A.ugs-
burg-an (?xcellent proof that investigations of the art of :flying have 
begun to be taken up by willing and se1f-sl)icri:fi.cing men-has among 
other things proposed. mechanical contrivances for the regulation of 
soaring. 
Frn. 1. 
Tile apparatus is meant to descend from a captive balloon. By tlrn 
applicatio·u of ingeuious methods the sailing surfaces (wings) are forced 
to retain their inclination. According to the report of Engineer M. Von 
Siegsfeld on the subject, no system has as yet been discovered tllat 
would promise sufficient Recurity to any one sailing at a considerable 
elevation . 
.A.s de irabl aH it i ' that these iuve tigations should discover ,:afe 
automatic device " to give stability to oaring;it remain i:; , on the otller 
hand, dou tful wh th r the danger attending such flights could even 
th n be obviated. I am of the opinion that the evolution of the flying 
ma hin will b imilar to th t of the bi ycle, which was not made in a 
h hi ' will not be either. ltbough in oaring the center of 
gravi y ma. be pl cl 1 w th ·enter of pre ure of th upporting 
ir i a pe r , th t v u in thL · ca . on account of the la. ·ti ity of the 
ir i .· lf rman n ,' ili y ul<l. uly be obtained by a constant 
rr ·ti n f the o~iti u f th nter of gravit . Thi 
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is performed by birds incessantly and it is in virtue of a perfect 
adaptation of the form of their wings to any aerial motion that their 
flight appears to us so sure, graceful, and beautiful. 
In the same way a man can move through the air and have the gen-
eral ability to guide his apparatus by a constant shifting of the center 
of gravity. Descent should not be at first tried from great elevations, 
for such a feat requires practice. In the beginning, the height should 
be moderate and the wings not too large, or tbe wind will soon show 
that it is not to be trifled with. In fact, under some circumstances, one 
may be swept off toward still higher regions, the descent from which 
might well be disastrous. It therefore seems bP-st that the wings 
should not exceed from 8 to 10 square meters (somewhat over 80 to 100 
square feet), or that the experiment should be conducted in a·ny wind 
blowing more than 5 meters per second (nearly 1,000 feet a minute), 
which represents a, gentle breeze. A good run against the wind, bow. 
ever, an<l a leap from a safe height of 2 or 3 meters may secure a flight 
of 15 or 20 meters. 
FIG. 2. 
Continual practice ·will enable the experimenter · to withstand a 
stronger breeze, to increase the surface of the wings to 15 square meters 
(160 square feet), and to start from a greater elevation, especially if 
there be a moderate slope beneath him with a soft, yielding surface. 
After becoming sufficiently expert to deviate from a straight line, the 
experimenter rn~y eujoy the sensat.ion of flying, but it is always a nec-
essary condition that be should face the wind while descending, as the 
birds do. If then flight is attempted with the wind, it must be more 
rapid than the wind, or the result will be very apt to be a dangerous 
somersault at the time of coming to the ground, so that it is, on the 
whole, mo t advisable to follow the lessons of the birds
7 
who ~scenq 
c:1,nd descend against the wind, 
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I have been experimenting in this way for three years, and the con-
stant progress made in the perfection of my machine and the increased 
security it gives has convinced me of the correctness of ihe plan. At 
all events, I think it best to perfect the soaring apparatus before 
attempting flight with movable wings. 
FIG. 3. 
After numerous .experiments from low elevations, I gradually ven-
tured to jncrease the height, and for this purpose I erected a tower-
like shed, which, while it gave me room to store my apparatus, enabled. 
me to conduct my experiments from the roof. The illustrations, taken 
from instantaneous photographs, show one of my securely constructed 
machines for soaring and the various phases of tt soaring experiment. 
Figure 1 represents t110 first leap from the roof, the cut showing 
the front view of the apparatus, which in some respects resembles the 
spread wings of a bat, and. folds up like those for convenience of storage 
and transportation. The frame is of willow, covereu with sheeting ; 
the entire ar a contHins nearly 150 square feet, and the entire appara-
tus weigh' about 45 pound'. 'file roof of the tower is rather over 30 
feetiabove the surrounding level, and from this elevation, after suffi-
cient- practice, one may glide over a. distance of over 50 yarus n,t an angle 
of d cen of from 10 to 15 degrees. 
igur 3, 4 .·how the progess of tbe experiment. While flying 
fr ly iu th air li e prop 0 r a11gle of de cent has to be regulated by 
hif'ting h · nter of gra.vit . Of <'Our e, the wind pla"y,· a very impor-
tant I ar h re, all(l it i · only by 1011g and constant 11ractice that we 
·an l arn to mak allowau ·e fur jfa-1 irr gulariti and to steer tll 
< ppan u.· pr 1 =>r] y. Th ·;; pri ·iou:o;1Jes,· of the. wiu<l may exert mi qual 
1 r 11 tl1<• g1· at expnn: of wing, and th nit may happen that 
n , in ,vill l • a • lngh r han the otller. 
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This is shown in :fig. 5. In this case the equilibrium may be restored 
by a change in the center of gravity, which may be effected by extend-
ing the legs as far to the left as possible, and thus adding more weight 
]!'JG. 4. 
to the wiug on that side. -The two steering planes attached to the 
rear aid in enabling one to keep the face to the wind. 
Figure 6 shows the simple manner of grasping the machine. There 
are no straps or buckles, and yet the connection is perfect. Each 
Fro. 5. 
arm rests on a cushion attached to the framework, the hands seize a 
cross-bar, and the remainder of the body haugs free. 
SM 93--13 
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My recent experiments have been made from hills having an eleva-
tion of about 250 feet and sloping uniformly every way at an angle of 
10 to 15°. From the lower ridges I have already sailed a distance of 
over 250 yards. The great difficulty to be encounterecl in the endeavor to 
soar comes in learning to guide the flight, rather than in the difficulty 
of providing power to move the wings. 
Progress iu the mechanics of flying reeei ved at one tim6 a severe 
check through the utterances of a high authority in physics. Starting 
with an 0rroueous hypothesis and putting too high a value ou the 
amount of work required) he claimed that the maximum of possible 
flight had already been developed in the largest birds, and, as man 
repre8ented about four times the heaviest of them) human flight was 
FJG. 6. 
to be discarded as an utter impo~sibility. "N ow
1 
it mm,t be aiirnitted 
that the difficult.ies increase with the size of the flyiug iudivi<l.ual; ut 
flying it 'elf i not the difficulty, for the largest flyers are at the same 
time the be t flyer' when they once get going in the air. 
The object of this paper is to attempt to dispel old prejudices and to 
win new adherent for the problem in question. Even corn,iderecl only 
a a phy ·ical exerci ~e, the sport of flying would create one of the health-
ie t of all e11joym nt, and add one of the most effective remedie~ to the 
m an· now adopte l for the conquest of tho e diseases wh ich are jnci-
nt o m· m c.leru ·ulture, 
PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTS IN SOARING.* 
By OTTO LILIEN'.l'H..A.L. 
My own experiments in flying were begun with great caution . The 
first attempts were made from a grass plot in my own garden upon 
which, at a height of 1 meter from the ground, I bad erected a spring-
board, from which the leap with my sailing apparatus gave me an 
oblique descent through the air. After several hundred of these leaps 
I gradually increased the height of my board to 2½ meters, and from 
that elevation I could safely and without danger cross the entire grass 
plot. I then went to a hi11y section, where leaps from gradually 
increased elevations added to my skill and suggested many improve-
meuts to my apparatus. Tbe readers of Prometheus have already been 
informed of tbe selection of a piece of ground which enabled me to 
extend my flights over a distance of several hundred meters. The 
remainder of the summer since my last publication (in Nos. 204 and 
205 of this journal) bas sufficed to bring these experiments to a termi-
nation and to dispose of some important questions · as to the possible 
results. 
Indulging in subtile inquiries and theorizing does not promote our 
knowledge of flying, nor can the simple observation of natural flight, 
as useful as it may be, transform men into flying beings, although it 
may give us hints pointing towards the accomplishment of our purpose. 
We see buzzards rise skyward without any motion of their wings; we 
observe how the storks intermingle in the flock with outspread wings 
and in beautiful spirals; we see, high up in the air, the piratical falcon 
in quest of booty remain stationary in the wind for minutes at a time. 
We recognize every spot on his brownish plumage, but we do not per-
ceive the leaRt exertion of bis wings to maintain his stationary position, 
and this small bird of prey is not in the least concerned at our pres-
ence. He reciprocates the protection secured for him since Brehm and 
other na,turalists have pointed out his usefulness by undisturbedly pre-
cipitating himself to the grass before our eyes, and, seizing a grass-
hopper, we again see him meters above our heads without having 
detected the least flapping ·of bis wings during the entire performance . 
.,. Translate<l from Prometheus, No. 220, 1893, vol. v. 
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We notice that constant changes are going on in the force of the 
wind, but the falcon does not alter his position by a single inch, although 
having already begun devouring his prey, he can give but divided 
attention to his flight. Now he bends bis bead downward and back-
ward, so that the world below must appear to him inverted, and evi-
dently enjoys eating the insect as his talons leisurely pluck it to pieces. 
In the position in mid-air (which is maintained even during this employ-
ment) he appears like an automaton rooted in the wind. Just the 
faintest balancing motion, apparently serving to compensate for the 
irregularities of the wind, is perceptible in the extreme points of his 
wings, which are slightly inclined backwards. 
This poise of the falcon in mid-air, which appears to uR as a defiance 
to the law of gravity, may be considered not only the most remarkable, 
but also the most instructive example of flight. 
In observing the majestic, circular soaring of other aerjal travellers, 
one can readily believe that these skillful wing artists understand how 
to profit by the periodic currents of the air, and in describi11g spirals 
instinctively transform the force of the opposing current of air into 
lifting or suspensive power; but when the bird, without the least move .. 
ment of his wings, remains stationary in one point of the sky, we are 
led to infer the existence of a peculiar form of surface which may be 
held suspended by the application of a uniformly moving wind. 
While the existence of this possibility may be demonstrated by 
elementary experiments, this does not discover the secret of soariug, 
and though nature conclusively demonstrates that it can not be the 
want of power that prevents our flying, that knowledge alone does not 
provide us with wings. Furthermore, while nature points out how it 
is done, that does not necessarily imply that there may not be found 
other ways or means of doing it. However we may theorize on the 
subject, without a, practical applica,tion of the theory, things will 
remain unchanged and our flight will only be in imagination or in 
dreams. 
My experiment , then, should form tbP, transition, the first step from 
theory to practice. Like others, I too have, in the beginning, att empted 
using machines with movable wings, but this does not apparently aid 
in the development of an art of flight. The mark is too high and not 
immediately attainable, and one's ambition should be fully satisfied by 
with tanding the wind with wings of the ize adapted to flying men. 
Each flight demand a ri ing from the ground and a landing; the 
fi rmer it ~ difficult a· the latter is dangerou , and regardles ~ of the 
mo t ingeniou ly con tructed apparatu , the art of both will have to 
a ·quir d ju t a the child learns to stand and to walk. Anyone 
f x o. ing him If unnece sarily to danger and of rnining 
in fi w ·e on , h c r fully con tructed apparatu need ouly expo e 
bi ma hin to h wind without having familiarized him If with it 
an g m n 11 b will · on know what it mean· to coutr 1 an a.ppa-
Smithsonian Report, 1893 . 
P RACTICAL E XPER IME NTS IN S OARI NG. 
(Reproduced from " Prometheus. ") 
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ratus of from 10 to 15 square meters in area, where other people can 
bnt with difficulty manage an open umbrella. 
To all those who, by their own experience or otherwise, can form a 
correct idea of the difficulties that present themselves, the insfa,nta-
neous · photographs by Mr. Alexander Krajewsky, accompanying this 
papel', may be of interest. 
In continuation of my formerly published experiments, I eudeavor 
wit11 every new trial to gain more complete control over tbe wind, and 
without disregarding any necessary precaution I have already suc-
ceeded in at least temporarily retaining a uniform level and even in 
remaining stationary in the wind for a few seconds. The simplicity of 
my flying machine, which is controlled by shifting the center of gravity, 
haR compelled me to avoid strong breezes, which however might pre-
sumably have aided in securing a stationary position. During my con 
tiuued flights, however, I have been at times surprised by a sudden 
increase in the force of the wind which either carried me upward almost 
perpendicularly or supported me in a· stationary position for a few 
seconds to the great delight of the spectators. 
The freedom from accidents in these apparently daring attP-mpts may 
be considered proof that the apparatus already described offers ample 
security in carrying out my plan of investigation. 
To those who, from a modest beginning and with gradually increased 
extent and elevation of flight have gained full control over the appa-
ratus, it is not in the least dangerous to cross deep and broad ravines. 
It is a difficult task to convey to one who has never enjoyed aerial 
flight a clear perception of the exhilerating pleasure of this elastic 
motion. The elevation above the ground loses its terror, because we 
have learned by experience what sure dependence may be p 1aced upon 
the buoyancy of the air. Gradual iQcrease of the extent of these lofty 
leaps accustoms the eye to look unconcernedly upon the landscape 
below. To the mountain climber the uncomfortable sensation experi-
enced in trusting his foot into the slippery notch cut in the ice or to a 
treacherous rubble above deep abysses, with other dangers of the most 
terrifying nature, may often tend to lessen the enjoyment of the mag-
nificent scenery. The dizzineils caused by this, however, has nothing 
in common with the sensation experienced by him who trusts himself 
to the air; for the air demonstrates its buoyancy in not only separating 
bim from the depth below, but also in keepmg him suspended over it. 
ReRting upon the broad wings of a well-tested flying macliine, which, 
yielding to the least pressure of the body, obeys our directions; sur-
rounded by air and supported only by the wind, a feeling of absolute 
safety soon overcomes that of danger. 
One who has already practiced straight flights for some time will 
naturally endeavor to ne?Ct guide his apparatus in a lateral direction, 
and indeed there is nothing easier than the guiding of the aerodrome, 
which i accomplished by shifting the center of gravity. The steering 
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blades have nothing to do with this, their function being to keep the 
machine facing the wind. 
Plate XIII, fig. 1, illustrates such a serpentine flight~ I started from a 
hill to the right, the uase of which is still visibJe in the figure, and 
soared toward the plain below in a somewhat circuitous path. The 
photograph was taken at the moment when I had almost turned my back 
to the plain. The view shown in Plate XIII, fig. 2, was taken at a time 
when I was lifted and carried upward by a suddenly increasing cur-
rent, which impeded progress and rendered me absolutely stationary. 
In Plate XIV, flights are represented in geometric perspective. The 
lowest dotted line, d e, was described duriug a calm. Even the expert 
flyer must descend during a calm at an angle of from no to 10°. 
The run began upon the top of th~ hill, near a ; at b I left firm ground 
and endeavored to glide along the mountain slope, placing the wings 
at c at such i:i,n angle that the pressure of the wind, L, would not only 
support the machine, but also carry it forward. This increased the 
velocity sufficiently to enter at· d into the line of stable flight. Such 
a maneuver is necessary, because a velocity of 9 mete'rs per second is 
required for a flight in a calm, while but 6 meters were obtained by 
the run. At e the grouwl has almost been reached, and by raising the 
wings slightly in front the momentum is diminished and a landing' 
effected without serious jar. 
The second line, c J; shows a flight in a moderate breeze, in which 
the proper position with a downward inclination of 6° had br.en 
assumed immediately upon . starting. 
Flight against the wind is slower. The distance to be accomplished 
may be extended by a carefully determined and properly maintained 
inclination of the wings; in fact, by careful observation of this the 
soaring may be extended over. a distance eq nal to ten times the height 
of the starting point. 
During a strong breeze a ·sinuous line of flight results from the tem-
porary support given by the wind at times. This is shown in the line 
b g, though such experiments should be undertaken only by one fully 
fa.miliar with the management of the apparatus. The indefinable pleas-
ure however experienced in soaring high up in the air, rocking above 
sunny slopes without jar or noise, accompanied only by the reolian 
mu ic i suing from the wires of the apparatus, is well worth the labor 
gi~en to the ta k of becoming an expert. 
It doe not seem at all impossible that the continuance of such flights 
may lead to free, continuou sailing in agitated air. 
The re ult of ur pre ent experiment already furnish an indication 
f b degree of m banical energy t,bat mu t be added to that involved 
in blique R aring to ena le u to ga.in independent horizontal fliO'bt. 
Th Inti n of thi,• -probl m, * however, would exceed the purpo es 
of h nt arti ·I and c ntent my If by tating that th ondi-
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tions of a motor can easily be met, supposing that the propelling 
mechanism has been properly chosen, and that extraordinary light-
ness is not even essential. 
The interests of the professional flight-essayer demand further 
experiments in practical flight and the gain of further efficiency. But 
even to those who only desire to utilize, as a means of sport, the results 
already obtained, opportunities are offered 'to promote the interest of 
the problem of flight and the way for a more ready prosecution of the 
subject. 
The time has passed when every person harboring thoughts of aerial 
fljght can at once be pronounced a charlatan. If we may hope that our 
aeronautic publications are eventually to be taken seriously by the 
majority of those skilled in allied subjects, it is important at the out-
side to awaken the interest of those whose natural concern this great 
problem should be, but who now shrug their shoulders. We shall 
then at least b e able to show some practical results, and towards these 
ends we here take the first step. 

PHENOMENA CONNECTED WirrJ-J CLOUDY CONDENSATION.* 
By ,JOHN AI'.l'ICEN, F. R. s. 
In the first part of this communication I inteud giving the results of 
an investigation into the pllenomena connected with the clou<ly con-
densation produced when a jet of steam mixes with ordinary air, with 
special reference to the marked change wllicll takes place in the appear-
ance of the jet by electrification and otller causes. In the second part 
will be given the re ults of an investigation into certain color phe-
11orne11a, which can be produced when tlle condensation is made to take 
place under certain c011dition , and it is thought that these experi-
mental colol' pheuomena, if they do not give the explanation of a 
"green i-;un," at least enable us to reproduce it artificially with the 
materia,lH existing in our atmosphere. 
PART I.-STE.A.M JETS. 
Whe11 a, jet of steam escapes into the air condensation at once ensues 
by the expan. ion and the mixing of the steam with the cold air. The 
re~ ult is the j t becomes distinctly visible by the light reflected by the 
minute drops of water carried along in the mixed gases and vapor. 
At fin;t sight there is little that is iuteresting in the changes then tak-
in g place. The i-mbject has therefore attracted but little attention 
and has beeu but little studied. This is evident from the great interest 
tl!at has been taken in the change produced in the appearance of the 
jet when it is electrified, yet I hope to be able to show that this is only 
one of a number of causes which alter the appearance of the con-
densin g steam. 
R. Helmholtz was the first to show that wheu an ordinary jet of 
steam is electrified there is a marked increase in the density of the con-
<lensation. The effect of the electricity is certainly very remarkable. 
The instant the jet is electrified it at once changes and becomes much 
denser, and the condensed particles also become visible much closer 
up to the nozzle from which the steam is escaping. For the conven-
" From the Proceedings of th e Royal Society, April 28, 1892; vol. LI, pp. 403-439. 
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ience of description we shall call this secoud form of condensation dense 
condenscition, while that usually observed we shall call ordinary con-
densation. Not tha,t there is any hard and fast line between these two 
forms, as the one may be made to change by imperceptible degrees 
into the other. All that is meant is that the one is dense compared 
with the other. 
One result of this investigation is that in addition to electrification 
of the jet, there are four other ways in which the ordinary condensa-
tion may be changed into the dense form. These five ways of changing 
the ordinary into the dense form of condensation are: 
1. Electrification of the jet. 
2. An increase in the number of dust nuclei. 
3. Cold or low temperature of the air. 
4. High pressure of the steam. 
5. Obstructions in front of the jet and rough or irregular nozzles. 
We shall now describe some experiments to illustrate each of tllese 
different ways of causing the ordinary condensation to change and 
take the dense form. In the experiments to be described, the steam 
was generally generated in a copper boiler, which could be pressed up 
to fully one atmosphere. The nozzle from which the steam escaped 
was placed at some distance from the boiler to prevent the hot. gases 
influencing the jet. The steam was conveyed by means of a metal 
pipe to the nozzle, and a water trap was placed near the end of this 
pipe to prevent tbe .irregularities which would be pro<lueed if the water 
condensed in the pipe were allowed to issue from the nozzle. The noz-
zle generally used was made of brass, carefully bored to a dia,meter of 
1111 m., the diameter of the bore widening inwards, while the outside of 
the nozzle was turned to a fine edge in front. With this apparatus 
most of the experiments were made, but occasionally glass vessels and 
nozzles were used, as well as vessels and nozzles of other materials, but 
with no marked difference in the results. 
1. Electrijication.-In tbe experiments with electricity only steam of 
a low pre sure should be used. · The reason of this will be understood 
from what follows under division 4. In these experiments sligllt electri-
fication wa · u .ed, a only an old-fashioned cylinder electrical machine 
wa availa,ble for the purpose, and in the damp atmosphere produced 
by tbe team jet the electrification was only capable of giving a park 
of about 1 cm. or g nera1ly les . 
The nece , ar condition for the electricity producing any effect on tlrn 
jet i that the particle in the jet be lectrifiecl either by direct dis-
cbar · or by an induction di. charge. The mere presence of an elec-
trHi body near he jet has no influence whatever. In order that 
i may he v n effi t th lectrified body mu t terminate in a point 
pl, l n ar th j t an b p t ntial mu t b great enough to cau e a 
i:ch rg f th el etri i y to h j t. When thi take place, the jet 
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at once becomes dense and remains in that condition while the discharge 
continues. The electrified body may however electrify the jet by 
induction. If for instance the . electrified body be a sphere, and the 
nozzle from which the steam is issuing be pointed, the electricity dis-
charged by the nozzle will electrify the particles, and the condensation 
becomes dense. But j f the nozzle be not pointed, then the presence of 
the electrified body produces no change, as there is no discharge of 
electricity. But if now we hold a needle, or other pointed conductor 
near the .1et issuing from the rounrled nozzle, it at once becomes deuse 
by the induction discharge from the point. In place of a point in the 
last experiment, we may use a flame; in fact, we may use any influence 
which will enable the electrified body to electrify the particles in the 
jet. 
Another way of making this experiment is to insulate the boiler, and 
electrify it. If the nozzle be pointed, the jet becomes dense on electri-
fication; but if it be rounded, the electrification has no effect. If, how-
ever, we bring a needle or a flame near the rounded nozzle, the jet 
becomes dense. To get no effect from the electrification it is necessary 
that the nozzle be a ball of some size, the orifice through which the 
steam issues being, of course, the same diameter as that of the pointed 
jet. 
The effect of the electrification has been studied by R. Helmholtz and 
by Mr. Shelford Bidwel1,* but neither of them seems to be satisfied 
with any explanation offered. Mr. Bidwell, from a spectroscopic exam-
ination of the light transmitted through the jet under the two condi-
tions, came to the conclusion that in the dense condition the particles 
were larger than in the ordinary form of condensation; and he thinks 
that the increase in size is <lue to the electricity causing the small drops 
of water to coale. ce anu form larger drops. In support of this explana-
tion, he quote. Lord Rayleigh's experiments on the coalescence of drops 
in water jets while under the influence of electricity. As Mr. Bid well 
does not put forth this opinion as final, there is less reason for hesita-
tion in stating that the conclusion I have come to is diametrically 
opposed to Mr. Bid well's. · 
There seems to be no doubt that electricity will act on these very 
small drops of water in the same way as it acts on the drops in a jet of 
water. That its action is similar is easily proved by the following 
experiment with mist drops: Take a small open vessel full of hot water-
it is better to color the water nearly black for convenience of observa-
tion-a cup of tea without cream does very well for the purpose. Place 
the cup on a table between the window and the observer. On now 
looking at the cup from such a position that no bright light is reflected 
from the surface of the liquid, there will be seen what looks like scum 
on the surface of the tea. That scum is, however, only a multitude of 
small mist-drops, which ha,ve condensed out of the rising steam and 
* L. E. D. Phil. Mag., Februa,ry, 1890, vol. xx1x, pp. 158-162. 
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have fallen on the surface of the liquid, where they are seen :floating. 
If now we take a piece of brown paper, or any convenient material, and 
rub it slightly and hold it over the cup, the "scum." will disappear at 
once, and be replaced by other drops when the electrified body is 
removed. .As in Lord Rayleigh's experiments, a very feeble electrifica-
tion is sufficient to cause the absorption of the drops into the body of 
the liquid. It is theref~re not because there i8 supposed to be any 
difference in the action of electricity on large and on very small drops 
that a different conclusion from Mr. Bidwell's has been arrived at, but 
because all the experiments to be described point to the conclusion 
that the dense form of condensation is not due to an increase in the 
size of the drops, but to an increase in the number, accompanied of 
course by a diminution in the size. 
We may suppose the following to be something like the manner in 
which the electricity acts on the jet: In a steam jet the rapid move-
ments of the drops give rise to frequent collisions, and these result in 
the coalescence of many of the drops, so that each drop in ordinary 
condensation is made up of a number; but when the jet is electrified, 
the electrification preveuts the particles coming into contact, as they 
repel each other, and the consequence is we have a greater number of 
particles in a dense and electrified jet than in an ordinary one. 
Lord Rayleigh's experiments on the action of electricity on water 
jets support this view. He has Rhown that in order to produce coales-
cence the electrification must be very slight, and he also points out 
that the coalescence does not seem to be so much due to electrification 
as to a difference of electrification, which would appear to cause a dis-
charge of electricity to take place between the drops, which ruptures 
the films, so causing contact. Further, he has shown that when the 
electrification is strong and the conditions are such that the drops 
become electrified, the effect is diametrically the opposite, and instead. 
of coalescence the particles now scatter far more than the unelectrified 
drops. Now from. the conditions of the experiments with electrified 
steam jets it is evident that the drops are electrified and are in the 
same condition as the electrified scattering water jet. We are there-
fore entitled to expect that the electricity will prevent and not aid the 
coalescence of the small drops in the steam jet. 
Other considerations also point to the increase in the density of the 
j t being due to an increa e, and not to a diminution in the number of 
drop . We know that if we blow steam into air, that the fewer dust 
nuclei there are in the air the thinner is the condensation; and wllen 
tbe du t i n arly all out of the air, only a fine rain falls which can 
ar ely b detected by the unaided eye. Further, the evidence from 
·on n ation produced by expanding moist air points to the arne con-
·lu i u namely that th more du. t particle there are in the air the 
d u. r i th ond n a ion wh n cool cl by expan ·ion, and the purer 
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the air is the thinner is the cloud.* These experiments a11 point to 
the conclusion that the dense form of condensation is due to a large 
number of water di·ops, and the thinner form to a smaller number, 
though of greater individual size. The only condition under which it 
seems probable that the increase in number will not give rise to 
increase in density is when the particles are so small that they are 
unable to reflect waves of auy color of light. So far as bas yet been 
observed, this never happens. However slight the ~mount of expan-
sion, the greater number of particles al ways gives the d~nser form of 
condensation. 
The action of the electricity on the jet does not appea,r to be any-
thing positive; it rather seems to prevent something which takes place. 
under ordinary conditions. For instance, electricity has no effect in 
thickening the cloud of so-called steam rising from a bot and wet sur-
face. The electrically driven current of air from a point when directed 
to the steaming surface has no effect whatever on the density of the 
condensation. Nor has electricity any effect on the steam rising from 
an open vessel. The small drops of water under these conditions move 
but slowly, and there is but little tenq.e11cy for them to come into col-
lision with each other. There are therefore few colfo,ions for the elec-
tricity to prevent, and little or no thickening is produced by electrifica-
tion under those conditions. Further on we shall lia,ve frequent oppor-
tunities of ·seeing that the dense form of condensation is the result of 
an increase in the number of partfoles, and that whatever gives rise to 
an increase in the 11umber causes an increase in the density. 
When the jet is electrified and becomes dense, it bas been noticed 
by others that it emits at the same time a peculiar sound, and I find 
that wheuever the jet become8 dense, from whatever cause, it begins 
"to speak." But wheu the density is due to electrification, the sound 
is slightly diffe1~ent from the sound emitted when dense from any . 
of tlle other causes. When dense from cause other than electri-
fication, the sound is similar to that produced by the jet striking an 
obstruction; but when electrified, the sound is a combination of this 
sound with another due to the discharge of the electricity, and this 
second sound depends on the manner in which tlie electric discharge 
takes place. If the discharging point is uot sharp, and the potential 
is just sufficient to cause discharge, then the discharge is not continu-
ous, but takes place at short iutervals. It becomes, in fact, a series 
of disruptive discharges, and gives rise to a fluttering noise. This 
fluttering sound js greatly increased if the point terminates in a small 
ball of about 1 millimeter diameter, rwd it js entirely abolished if we 
use a very sharp point, or better, a :flame. The discharge with either 
the very sharp point or the flame is perfectly continuous, aud nothing 
but the slight hissing that accompanies all dense forms of condensa-
tion is heard when the jet is electrified. 
• Traw,. Boy. Soc., Ecl-inb11rg!t, vol. xxx, Part 1, pp. 340. 
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It has generally been stated that the effect of the electrification is ·ucl-
den and marked, that whenever the jet is electrified it at once become 
very dense. This however is due to the manner in which the jet has 
generally been electrified. Some degree of potential is necessary to pro-
duce a discharge from the point, and whenever the potential is high 
enough to cause this, it is sufficient to charge the drops high enough to 
give rise to a very dense condensation. But if we make the discharg-
ing point extre~ely fine, or assist the discharge by means of a flame, 
then we may begin with electricity of a very low potential, and the 
increase in the density may be made to begin by almost imperceptible 
degrees and to increase slowly to the dense form by gradually increas-
ing the potential. 
We shall for the present leave the question of the effect of the ordi-
nary and the dense forms of condensation on the light transmitted 
through them, as it will be better discussed after we have consi<lered 
all the ways in which the jet may be made densei and. we shall now 
pass on to consider the second of those given in. our list. 
2. An increase in the n'Umber of dust nuclei.-lt has been noticed 
by previous observers that a flame brought near the jet tended to 
make the condensation dense; but, in describing the experiments, a 
confusion has generally been made between the flame and the pro-
ducts of the combustion taking place in the flame. So far as I have 
been able to observe, flame has no effect on tlie density of conden-
sation. Neither a luminous flame nor the flame of a Bunsen burner 
has any effect so long as the products of combustion are kept awa,y from 
the jet. But if the products are drawn into the jet, they have a very 
marked effect either in increasing or decreasing the density. If the 
flame,is near and tlie gases are hot, they make the jet nearly invis-
ible, but if the gases are cooled or are not in great quantity, then they 
make the jet as dense as if it were electrified. The simplest way of 
studyin g this latter effect is to bring the products of combustion to 
the jet by mean,· of a metal tube 2 or 3 centimeters in diameter, and 
about half a meter long. A small flame about half a centimeter 
hi 0 ·h, placed below the level of the jet, is u ed. One eud of the tube i 
ke1 t ov r the flaime while the other can be brought near the nozzle. 
It will be fonnd that when brought into that po ition the jet will at 
11 e b com d nl::le, :md when it is removed it will return to its ordi-
nary ·onuition, aind b come den e again with every return of the 
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bustion are brought to it is exactly the same as that produced by 
electri.fication. The whole jet becomes dense, the condensed particles 
are visible nearly up to the nozzle, and the jet makes the same sound 
as when electrified by silent discharge, and further, electricity of the 
potential used does not make it any denser. 
It seems probable that the very great number of dust particles in 
tl1e products of combustion act iu two ways: first, by supplying a great 
number of nuclei, and second, as the number is greater the di·ops will 
be smaller, and, ou account of their small size, they will have less inde-
pe11dent motion, as they will be more guided by the gases than larger 
drops; there will therefore be fewer collisions, and not the same 
tendency to the diminution of numbers by the coalescence of a number 
of drops into one. It may be because of the small number of the col-
lisions when the particles are small that electricity has little or no 
effect on the jet when it is dense from a large supply of nuclei. It is 
possible that some of the increased density produced by the products 
of combustion may be due to the slight electrification of gases from 
flames. But as the electrification from this source is very slight, its 
effec~s will be extremely feeble indeed when the dust particles are 
developed to the size of drops, so that the electricity from this source 
is uot likely to have much effect. 
3. Cold or low ternperature of the air.-We now come to the third 
cani:;e of the dense form of condensation, namely, low temperature 
of the air. At first sight it may appear that the above statement 
contains an already well known fact. But while in a certain sense 
this is so, yet there is one point of great importance, which (so far 
as I am aware) bas not previously been observed. If we were asked 
to state what is the effect of the temperature of the air on condensa-
tion of the jet, we probably would say that when the temperature 
of the air is high the condensation is very transparent, owing to there 
being less vapor condensed and to itR ·rapid re-evaporation; and that 
when the temperature became lower and lower the jet gradually 
thickens as the temperature falls, owi1;1g to the greater amount of 
c011deusation caused by the colder ~Lir. Such a description is far from 
a full statement of the facts regarding the cbanges in appearance with 
the fa]l in temperature, and the explanation is correspondingly faulty. 
Tliere is an influence at work in the condensing jet which, though due 
to temperature, is of far more importauce than the effect of tlle tem-
perature on the amount of steam condensed. 
When I first encountered this new influence it greatly puzzled me. 
I had opened the window of the room where the experiments were 
being made, and when the fresh air came in the jet began to behave 
itself in a most uncertain way. At one moment it was quite steady 
ordinary condensation, and the uext it would conduct itself as if elec-
trically excited. Even after the window wa~ closed it continued to 
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change from the ordinary to the dense form of condensation in a puz-
zling way. . It was first thought that outer air might be electrifi.erl, aud 
tests were accordingly made to see if this were the case. These tests 
showed that if it were electrified it could be so but slightly, as it did 
not affect a gold-leaf electroscope, which it would require to have done 
to have produced the increased density observrd in the steam jet. 
Electricity as the solution of the difficulty had, therefore, to be aban-
doned. The only other influence I could think of as likely to cause 
the effect-was some ullknown effect of cold. I therefore took the metal 
tube which had been used in a previous experiment for conveying the 
products of combustion from the flame of the jet and cooled it. On 
now presenting one end of this cold tube to the jet it at once responded, 
and the condensation became_ as dense as if a flame had been at the 
other e11d of the tube, or as if the jet had been electrified. 
This effect was all the more surprising since there was no great 
difference between the temperature of the air in tLe tube and that of 
the room,-not more than 10° F. Some experiments were therefore 
made to find out the temperature at which this change takes place, 
and to see if it was as sudden as it appeard to be. The je~ was 
supplied with air cooled in a pipe, which was surrounded with water 
for regulating the temperature of the air. The steam nozzle was 
placed just inside one end of-the pipe and pointing outwards, so that 
the jet drew its supply of air out of the tube. No very satisfactory 
results were got with tLis apparatus. It may however be mei1tioned 
that when the air was cooled the jet somewhat suddenly became dense, 
and again became ordinary when the temperature was slightly raiseu; 
but with the apparatus it was difficult to say what the temperature of 
the ·air really was when the change took plaee. 
Another method of studying the effect of temperature on the den-
sity was tried with fair success. The nozzle was fitted to the end of a 
horizontal pipe; the nozzle also being pointed horizontally. For this 
experiILent a morning was selected when the temperature of the room 
was low. When the experiments began the temperature was 40° F. 
At this temperature the jet was always dellse, aud neither electrifica-
tion nor the products of combustion increased its density. The room 
was now lowly heated, and tbe jet watched while the temperature 
ro e. Up to a temperature of 46° no change took place, and the jet 
wa not made den er by electricity nor by the products of combu tioll. 
But wh ll the ternperatur ro,· e to 470 the jet began to show igns of 
clearing. Th clearing did not however take place regularly; one 
mom nt be jet wa. den e and the next it wa ordinary. The e fl.uctna-
i u would lu to the un ual t mp rature of the air coming to the 
j t. on m m nt b air would be the air of the temperature of 
h ro m; the n xt woul be thi air lio-htly h ated by the metal pipe 
a d n zzl . bat when he j t dr w it upply of air horizontally 
it nu n ti n w an<l. wh n the air current in the room 
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prevented t!Jis heated air from coming to the jet its condensation was 
dense. 
A slight alteration was t!Jeu made in the arrangement. The jet was 
now directed downward at the end of the horizontal pipe. By this 
means the air heated on the pipe and nozzle was prevented from mixing 
with the jet. The jet was directed at a small angle from the. vertical 
to prevent the hot air and ~apor of the jet rising to the nozzle. With 
this arrangement the following was the result: Up to a temperature of 
460 the condensation was dense, and neither electricity nor the products 
of combustion had any effect 011 the density; but when the temperature 
rose to about 47° electrification began to have just a perceptible effect 
in increasing the density. At about 48° the electricity had an easily 
observed effect, and the products of combustion also had a slight effect. · 
A.t a temperature of 50° the jet had become decidedly thinner, and 
both electricity and the products of combustion had a decided effect 
in increasing its <1,ensity. When the temperature rose to 55° the jet 
lost its dense appearance, and both electricity and the products of com-
bustion ha,d a very marked effect. 
It might be thought that by observing a steam jet in the open air we 
could tell if the temperature of the air was above or below a certain 
point. This however can only be done in a very rough way, as the 
conditions are variable and not within our knowledge. We would 
require to know the pressure of the steam an<l. the degree to which 
the air was heated by the pipe. In a general way it may be stated 
that in the open air a steam jet looks dense if the temperature be below 
50°, and ordinary if above 55°. But it is often difficult to say what is 
ordinary and what is dense condensation, unless the observations are 
made carefully and by examining how close to the nozzle the particles -
are visible. Of course, if we could electrify the jet or supply it with 
the products Of combustion, we could tell wheneYer the temperature 
was over or under 47°. 
The sudden alteration in the appearance of the jet when supplied 
with air at a temperature of 46° points to some change in the influences 
iu action in the condensing jet. The great increase in density can not 
be due to an increase in the amount of vapor condensed, as the fall in 
the temperature is slight. Further, it will be observed that the jet 
hats ceased to be i11:fluenced by electricity and by the products of com-
bustion. .The only explanation I could think of was that at the tem-
perature of the mixed cold air and steam some alteration had taken place 
in the surface films of the water drops. The jet looked as if something 
came into action at that temperature which prevented the drops coa-
le cing when they came into comsion, or what would amount to the 
same thing, that at high temperatures there was no .tendency for the 
drop::; to recoil after impact, and that when tli.e temperature fell this 
property made its appearance and prevented contact in the same way 
as we have supposed the electrification does. 
~M 93,--14 
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'rhe simplest way of testing this . explanation was to repeat Lord 
Rayleigh's experiment with water jets, but in place of cold water using 
hot. The result is, tlle experiment entirely confirms this explanation. 
So long as the water iu the jet is above a certain temperature there is 
no scattering whatever, but perfect coalescence of the drops on con-
tact. As a consequence tbe jet is not influenced in the slightest degree 
by the presence of an elP-ctrified body. It is only after the tempera-
ture falls below a certain point that the scattering commences and 
electricity begins to have an influence. 
Thi~ experiment shows that it is only whei1 the drops are below a 
certain temperature that tlleir surface films act in the way we are 
accustomed to observe at ordinary temperatures-that is, repel each 
other; and that when tbe temperature is high tllere is an entire change: 
and the surface films no longer repel, but coalescence of the drops takes 
place at each collision. It will be noticed that the poiut here is, uot 
the a.ppearance of any new influence with the low temperature, as the 
films are then in the condition with which we are acquainted; it is at 
the liigb temperature that the new condition comes into action and 
the films lose the resisting action with which we are acquainted . . 
Now, it seems extremely probable that the change in the ai>pearance 
of the steam jet when the temperature of the air is lowered is due to 
the temperature of the jet fa.lling to tLe temperature at which this repul-
sive action makes its appearance. 
There is however an experimental link wanting to hind these two 
phenomena together, which I have deRired to. complete, but unfortu-
nately experimental difficulties stopped the way. The link wanting is 
some experimental proof tliat the jet gets dense at the same temper-
ature that the water jet begins to scatter. On attempting to take the 
temperature of the jet difficulties presented themselves. If it is to be 
taken with a tbtrmometer, where is it to be place-a., A very slight 
change in the position of the bulb of a thermometer placed in the jet 
gives a different reading. It does not matter whether the change be 
ma<l.e 11earer or further from the center of the jet or llearer or further 
from the nozzle. In all cases a very slight change gives a con1:;iderable 
difference of temperature. It may liowever be stated that wlien the 
bulb was placed in the center of the jet aud near the uozzle it showed 
a temperature of about 130°,_ but that figure can only be looked upon 
a av ry rough approximation to the true temperature. 
n or two aLtempt were however made to find the temperature at 
wbi b water film. cea ·ed to have any repulsive action. This was clone 
by m an.- of a :mall wat r jet, and jt was fouud that abov 155° there 
wa no .- · ttering. It wa not till the temperature fell below that 
poin that l · rifi ·ation had any ffect. Thi was the t .rnpera,ture of 
h dror 'th m Iv , , not f th upply for the jet, an<l. it may not be 
quit ac · nat , a tb di' p t n to ·ool very qui kly. Another method 
of fin iug hi · t 'llll> "rntnr , a. t b erve th l1ighe t mperature at 
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which the mist drops floated on water in the experiment p_reviously 
described. This method is not very satisfactory, on account of the dif-
ficulty of seeing the drops when the temperature is high, owing to the 
amount of condensed steam hanging over the water. It is also difficult 
to keep the surface of the water clean. The tests by this method gave 
a temperature considerably higher than that given by the water jet. 
Neither of these methods however, promises to give satisfactory infor-
mation on this point; but, if it were desired, the effect of temperature 
on the contact of films could be studied in a more accurate way. 
It is difficult to imagine any sudden change in the action of the films 
at or about the temperatures indicated. There is no corresponding 
change, so far as I am aware, in the surface teusion. We might picture 
to ourselves the change to be brought about by the alteration which 
takes place in the intervening gases. When the drops are cold the 
bounding surfaces are water and air with very little vapor iu it. And 
perhaps we may be permitted to assume that the surface film bas a 
layer of air condensed on it, and it may be this condensed layer of air 
which prevents contact when the drops come into collision. But when 
the temperature is high the conditions are . changed. Tlle bounding 
surfaces are now water and air with a large amount of vapor in it, and 
this vapor may play an important part h1 bringing about the contact, 
by the violent interchange of water molecules taking place at the sur-
faces of the films and weakening the condensed films of air. If this 
explanation be correct, then there is really no sudden change in the 
action of the fi.lms, and the repulsion is a gradually increasing one with 
fall of temperature. Though a somewhat sudden change in the appear-
ance of this jet might seem to indicate a sudden change in the action 
of the films, yet the change may be really a slowly increasing one, and 
the sudden change in the appearance of the jet may be due to the 
repulsion rising to such an amount that the very small particles are 
prevented from coalescing. If the relative temperatures given for the 
coalescence of water drops and mist drops be correct, then the grad-
ual rise in the repulsion with fall in temperature may be th~ explana-
tion of why the drops iri a water jet coalesce at a lower temperature 
than the mist drops on the surface of water. The water may require 
to be cooled to a lower temperature before the repulsion is sufficient to 
prevent the heavier drops from coalescing, while the less repulsion at 
the higher temperature may be sufficient to prevent the lighter mist 
drops from coming into contact. The same explanation helps to account 
for the increased density produced by increasing the dust particles, a 
less repulsion being sufficient to protect the excessively small drops. 
The explanations we have here offered of the action of electricity and 
low temperature are in complete agreement. In ordinary condensation 
when the temperature of the air is high there _is no surface repulsion, 
owing to the high temperature in the jet, and many of the particles 
coalesce on collision with each other; but when the drops are eleetri-
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:tied these mutual repulsions prevent contact, a11d the result is a large 
increase in the number of drops and a dense form of condensati011. On 
the other hand, when the temperature is lowered, surface film repulsion 
comes into action, contact is prevented, and the drops do not coalesce 
on collision, and the result is exactly the same as if they were electrified. 
In these remarks no reference has been made to the effect of the dry-
ness of the air on the density of the condensatiou. It seems probable 
that the relative humidity of the air will have a less influence on the 
deusity than on the duration of the jet; that is, the length of time the 
drops ta,ke to evaporate. 
4. High pressure of the steam.-The fourth cause of tbe dense form of 
condensation is high pressure of the steam. If the temperature be below 
46° the condensation is dense at all pressures, but as the temperature 
rises, the condensation ceases to be dense if the pressure of the stea1n 
be low. But if we now raise the pressure, tlle jet again becomes dense, 
and the higher the temperature of the air the higher the pressure must 
be raised to produce the dense form of condensation. The action of 
the high pressure in producing the dense condensation is more complex 
tllan any of the previous causes. It acts, first, by the more rapid move-
ments of the jet mixing a larger amount of air with the steam, by which 
means a greater number of dust nuclei are taken into the jet; and, sec-
ond, a lower temperature is also produced, whieb probably brings the 
temperature of the drops low enough for the repul~ive action of the 
films to come into play. But in addition to the effects of a greater 
am01mt of air being mixed with the steam, a third action here cometi 
into play. Owing to the violent rush of steam, the condensation takes 
place more rapidly; and it bas been found that the more rapidly the 
condensation is effected the greater is tbe number of particles formed. 
If the condensation takes place slowly, a much less number of nuclei are 
sufficient to ·relieve the super-saturation, as there is time for the move-
ments of the water molecules to take place; but if the rate of conden-
sation be forced, then the tension of super-saturation compels a great 
many more dust particles to become centers of condensation. The 
result of this is, that with two samples of the same mixture of air and 
steam, if one of them be condensed slowly the clouding is thin, while 
if the other be condensed quickly it is thick. This action will . come 
into play in the steam issuing at high pressure, when the i;;team is rap-
idly expanded, cooled, and then mixed with cold air. 
Tbe increased density produced by increa ·e of pressure also take 
place omewhat suddenly, though not quite so :;;uddenly a ·when the 
den. ity i produced by the other cause . The jet fir t graduallythick-
n a the pre, ,·ure ri. e , tben a tage i. arrive<l at when it om wh~tt 
udd nly ecome · cl n e. When thi ]a8t , t'age i~ arrived at, neither 
1 ctrifi. ·ation n r the prnducts of cornbu tion cause a11y increa e in 
h d u i y. Tbe tir. t thi kenin i probably the re. ult of the qui k-
f th nd u a ion and in ·rea.· fa tbe number of du t nuclei ; 
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and the sudden increase in density is probably due to the temperature 
falling low enough for the films of the drops to have a repulsive action, 
sufficient to prevent them from coalescing. 
5. Roitgh nozzles and obstructions in front ofJets.-If we use a nozzle 
of irregnlar form, or· having roughened edges, it is found that it gives 
a dense condensation at a lower pressure tlian a nozzle of circular sec-
tion with smooth bore and thin, even edges. This is owing to the irreg-
ularities in the nozzle, producing eddies in tbe jet, aud mixing a greater 
amount of air with the steam, so cooling it more and supplying it with 
a greater number of nuclei. It, in fact, acts in the same direction as 
increase of pressure, and aids pressure in producing its results with 
a less velocity of steam. 
An obstruction in front of the j et acts in a similar manner, if we 
have a jet of steam of such a pressure that at the temperature of the 
air it gives only the ordi11ary form of condensation. If now we place 
an obstruct.ion in front of tlle jet so as to produce eddies, the conden-
sation at once becomes dense. Wind has also a somewhat similar 
effect. The reason of the increased density in these cases is the same 
as for the jets issuing from irregular nozzles. They all assist the pres-
sure in iutensifying the density of the condensation by lowering the 
temperat~re of the jet, increasing the number of nuclei and quicken-
ing the rate of condensation. 
The seat of the sensiti-veness of the Jet.-The seat of maximum sensi-
tiveness to all infl ueuces tending to change the condensation from 
ordiuary to dense is nea.r the origin of the jet close to the nozzle: The 
different influences, however, affect the j et to different distances from its 
origin. The most limited in the range of its . action is cold, which only 
produces the dense condensation when it acts near the nozzle, whereas 
some of the other influences have some effect, though a gradually 
decreasing one, to a distance of 2 or 3 centimeters from the nozzle. 
The fo11owing experiment illustrates the ~imited range of the action 
of cold: A piece of ice about 2 centimeters thick was selected, and a 
small hole bored through it. Tbe ice was then held so the steam jet passed 
through the opening. While the ice was lield at a distance of 1 centi-
meter from the nozzle, almost no effect was produced, though much 
cold air from the ice was mixing with the jet. But when the ice was 
brought 11earer the origin of the j et, so that the nozzle almost entered 
the plane of the ice, the dense condensation immediately appeared. 
The range· of sensitiveness of the jet to change of condensation by 
obstructions is also very limited. It is only when the obstruction acts 
:near the nozzle that its effect is great. For instance, the blade of the 
1:rnife resting on the nozzle with its back or edge pointing in the direc-
tion of the jet, and depressed so as to deflect the jet slightly, causes 
the jet to become very dense. But if the knife acts on the jet at a dis-
tance of only 1 centimeter from the nozzle very little increase in density 
is produced. 
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The range of action of electricity is much greater than tbat of cold 
or obstruction. If we screen the nozzle and the part of the jet near it 
from electrification, it will be found that at a distance of 3 or 4 centi-
meters a slight increaE-e in density can be produced with the electrifi-
cation used in these experiments. 
The action of the products of combustion has a range similar to that 
of electricity. If the products are supplied to the jet at a distance of 
3 or 4 centimeters from the nozzle, a slight increase in thickness can 
be detected where the impure gases meet the jet; but the effect is very 
slight coml?a,red with that produced when the gases are taken in at the 
origin of the jet. 
The limited range of the action of cold is quite what might be 
expected. Near the nozzle the temperature of the jet is high, and there 
the drops have no repulsive action; but at a short distance from the 
nozzle the temperature is low enough to allow this repulsion to come 
into action, and the consequence is that any further cooling after the 
temperature is below a certain point produces little or no effect. It is 
only when ~be temperature is above this point that the cooling bas any 
influence. The same explanation bolds good for the limited range of 
the action of obstructions in front of the j et. 
At a distance of a few centhneters from the nozzle new drops seem 
still to be forming, as the density of the condensation is slightly_ increa,sed 
by increasing the supply of nncle1 at that distance. The drops seem 
also occasionally to coalesce at a diRtance of 3 or 4 centimeters from the 
nozzle, as electricity slightly increases the <lensity of the condensation 
even at that distance. 
PART II.-COLOR CONNECTED WITH CLOUDY CONDENS.A.'.1.'ION. 
In the followiug remarks it is not intended to discus the many color 
phenomena which are known to be comrncted with cloudy conden a-
tion. Attention will be confined principal1y to some new phenomena, 
the experimental illustration of which has been developed iu the pre · 
ent inve ·tigation. 
fore de cribing the e experiments it may be as well to refer to 
me change which take place iu the constitution of cloudy conden a-
tion, both while it i forming and after it has been developed, a it will 
n e sary for u to keep certain point in view wllile discussing the 
lor h nornena. TbP,re are two point to which special refer nee i 
r quir . The, ar , fir ·t, the mam1er jn which the appearance of the 
nd n a i n i aff t <l by the greater or le ' deo-ree of super-, atura-
b, t i , y h rat at which the ood n ation i · made to take 
· n<l th change. whi ·h tak pla e in the appearanc of 
ti n aft r the t ndency for the vapor to depo it ha 
int m 
w m 
e ond fir t. 
eland leave 
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it undisturbed. If we examine the cloudy condensation after a time we 
shall find that a, considerable cha,nge bas taken place in its appearance. 
The change is due to two causes. Part is due to the gradual descent 
of the particles, by which a clear space is formed in the upper part of 
the vessel. But it will also be observed that the cloudillg in the lower 
part is much thinner than it was at first. Probably part of this thin-
ning is due to some o( the particles having fallen f.o the bottom of the 
vessel, but this is not the principal cause of the cha,uge. The thinning 
is due mainly to a reduction in the number of particles in the air, by 
the smaller particles gradually becoming absorbed by the larger ones. 
This is caused by the vapor pressure at the surface of small particles 
being greater than at the surface of la.r·ger ones, with the result that 
the smaller particles evaporate in air of the same humidity in which 
the larger ones are condensing vapor. 
We are now in a position to understaud onr firsc point, namely, why 
the degree of super-saturation by which the condensation is produced 
should have an effect on the appearance of the condensed vapor. For 
the study of this point the condensation produced by expansion is the 
most convenient, as it is more under our control than the condensation 
in steam jets. Suppose we take a glass flask connected with an air immp. 
If we wet the inside of the flask a.nd then fill it with unfiltered air, the 
slightest expansion of the moist air by the pump will cause condensa-
tion to take place. But the density of the condensation which can be 
produced by a11y degree of expausion will depend on the rate at which 
the expansion is made. If the expansion be made very slowly, the cloud-
ing is very thin, but if it be made rapidly, it is very thick. If the 
expansion be done slowly, the amount of super-saturation is only slight, 
and only the largest dust particleR come into action as active centers 
of condensation; and after a partiele of dust has once become a nucleus, 
it has then, in virtue of its size, au advantage over the particles which 
have not begun to have vapor condensed 0n them. The result of this 
is that so long as tbe degree of super-saturation is very slight, these 
large particles relieve the tension, and if by any chance other dust 
particles become active any reduction in the rate of condensation allows 
tbe large particles, after they have relieved the tension, to rob the 
small ones of their burden of water, so that a slow rate of condensation 
always produces a small number of drops and a thin form of clouding. 
But now suppose you cause the expansion to be made rapidly; the 
super-saturation then becomes much grt>ater, as there is not time for' 
the w,1,ter molecules to select a resting place, and the small number of 
large dust particles can not relieve the tension, and the result is a 
much greater number of nuclei are forced into action. And all these 
nuclei continue to grow so long as the super-saturation is kept up, but 
the larger ones grow most. After the tendency to condense bas begun 
to dimiuish, those particles which have accumulated least are the first to 
feel the change and cease to grow, while the larger ones are still accumu-
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lating. B ut after the tendency to condensation has ceased altogether 
the changes in the clouded air are not at an end. The smaller drops 
begin to lose t11eir accumulated moisture, while the larger ones are still 
growing-growing at the expense of the gradually dimin"ishing smaller 
on('S. This process goes on till most of the small ones have lost all their 
burden of water, which has been absorbed by the overgrown larger ones; 
all(l in the end a comparatively small munber of drops have absorbed 
t1i e moisture which was previously <listrilmted oYer a vast number of 
particles. The largei' particles have; so to speak, eaten up the smaller 
ones. How like the above looks to a page in the "struggle for exist-
ence" in the animal or vegetable world! 
Color phenomena in steam jets.-Stearn escaping into t he atmosphere 
has been observed on a, few occasions to 11avc the power of absorbing 
certain of the rays of light, a11d causing the Rtm,.when seen through 
it, to look" blue" or '· green." Principal Forbes observed colors in the 
steam escaping from a safety valYe. Mr. Lockyer*~ states ti.lat, when 
on Windermere, he saw the sun of a vivid gree11, through the steam of 
a little paddle boat. I believe a few others have seen this phenome-
non under similar conditions, but so far as I am aware no one has fol-
lowed out the suggestion and investigated. the manner in which the 
color is produced. 
Mr. Bid well, in his experiments on the electrification of steam jets, 
studied the action of the jet on light by casti11g the shadow of the jet 
011 a whih~ screen, using for illumination the lime liglit. He found tuat 
the :::·,liadow of the ordina,ry j et-that is, ti.le light transmitted by tlie 
,ict-was nearly colorless, but that wheu it wa~ (•lectrified the shadow 
became of a <l.ark orange-brown color. 
The color of tlrn "green sun" seen through Rteam has heen attrib-
uted to the absorption of both end::; of the spectrum by t he aqueous 
Yapor. This explanation is obviously not the correct one, as it will be 
fou1Hl that a motlera.te length of steam ]ms no perceptible selective 
ab orption. Through ft length of even 1 mL'ter of steam "°liite oh,iects 
are not colored, a 11<l. we slrnll prese11t1y see that the coloring depends 
not on the vapor, bnt on some action of the small cfrops of water in the 
co11rlensing team. 
For the purpo. of Rtudying the colol' phe 11 0111e1m of steam jets I have 
fom1<1 it to be a great advantage to nrronnd the jet by solid walls. 
\Vl1 n a jet 'Oll(len s nrnl 1· ordinary co11ditio11s, the co11stit11tion of 
th .i •t rapidly chang in it;· }H·tssage awny fro:n tl1e nozzle, owing to 
th' air rnixin with it; a1Hl it ha b n fonlHl that L> y inclosi11g- the jet 
i 1 a tnb aft r a c rtain amount of air has b en mixe(l with the st am, 
tha th 11<liti n. an b k pt fairly ·011. tn 11 t for ,'Ollie len o-tb of ti me, 
a11cl th 1 r pb n takillg p]a e ·a,11 tller fore be rnor easil.v 
;tucli cl Ull(l r th ,. , corn1 iti 11,. The tnb u.- <l for thi purpoH Heed 
• , ·11/10·1 .J1111 •· ,, 1 7 j YOJ. X\'111 1 p. 1;"5, 
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not be of any special size. For a jet from a nozzle of 1 millimeter bore 
a tube of 7 ·or 8 centimeters diameter and about half a meter long does 
very well, but a smaller and shorter tube may be used. With the 
larger size of tube it may be necessary to cbBck the current through it. 
This is best clone by plaeing a piece of glass near the exit end of the 
tube, the opening between the glass and the end of the tube being reg-
ulated to tlte required amount by ob~ervation. When a small jet of 
steam is m,ed with the large tube open at both ends too much air is 
drawn in and the effect is much the same as if no tube were used. The 
end of the tube has, therefore, to be closed to a certain extent, to pro-
duce the color phenomena. But when high-pressed steam is used, no 
check on the circulation through the tube is necessary. The steam 
nozzle should be placed outside the tube and a little to one side, so that 
the eye can be brought into a line with the axis of the tube and a clear 
field of view obtained while the jet plays into the open end of the tube. 
This is an experiment which well repays · the trouble of making it. 
When the amount of steam, dust, and other conditions are properly 
proportioned, the colors seen are very beautiful. \Vith ordinary cou-
densatiou the color varies from a fine green to lovely blues of different 
depths. The pale blues equal any sky blue, while the deeper blues are 
finer than the dark blues seen in the sky, as they have none of the cold 
hardness of the dark sky blues, but have a peculiar softness and full-
ness of color. 
Suppose now the tube is fitted up pointing to a clouded sky, or 
other source of light, and that the steam· jet, under slight pressure, is 
blowing through it. If the exit end of the tube be open we shall see 
very little color, and what is seen is only near the origin of the jet. If 
now we partially close the end of the tube with the glass plate, to pre-
vent the jet drawing in so much air, we shall find that color begins to 
appear, and t'!Jat when the plate is prbperly adjusted the tube looks as 
if filled with a transparent colored gas. The first decided color to 
appear is-generally green, though I thiak I have frequently seen a pale 
crimson brfore the green was visible. If circulation be checked still 
further, the color will change to blue of a greater or less depth, accord-
ing to the conditions. 
The above are the effects which may be looked for when the conden-
sation of the jet is ordinary; but suppose it be now caused to change 
to tbe dense form, then the color seen through the tube also changes. 
If, when the jet is condensing in the ordinary way, and the transmitted 
light i8 green, we cause the condensation to change to dense, then the 
co1or also changes and becomes deep blue, or, if the ordinary conden-
sation gaye blue, the co1or changes, when the jet is dense, to a dark 
yel lowish-brown. But between the blue and the yellow there is always 
an intermediate stage when all color disappears and the light is sim-
ply very much darkened. The most common effect of the change of 
the condensation from ordinary to dense is for the transmitted light to 
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change from blue to a yellowish color, and it does uot matter how the 
change in the condensation is effected; the color al ways changes in the 
same ~ay. We can therefore cause the color in the tube to change 
by eleetrifymg the jet, by~ supply of cold air, by a supply of the prod-
ucts of combustion, by increasing the pressure of the steam, and by 
placing an obstruction in front of the nozzle. When any of these, 
either separately or combined, comes into action, the change is al ways 
in the same direction, and if the color was blue it changes to yellow. 
It may be as well to note here that the yellows produced by most 
dense forms of condensation aro far from fine, and can not be compared 
with the blues. The yellows are not at all unlike tlie colors occasion-
ally seen through smoke or in a thunder cloud~ Though this is the 
case with the dense condensation produced by most of the causes, yet 
a very fine yellow is obtained when high-pressure steam is used. 
It has been suggested that, because an electrified jet causes the light 
transmitted through it to be colored of a dark yellow-brown, and as the 
color s~en in thunder clouds is similar, that, therefore, the lurid color of 
thunder clouds is due to the electrification. From what is stated above 
it will be seen that electricity is only one of a number of influences 
which can change the condensation of the steam jet and make the light 
transmitted through it of a yellow-brown color. Further, there is no 
evidence to show that elf~ctricity has any influence of this nature on 
the form of condensation taking- place in clouds, and we are hardly 
entitled to expect it to have any such influence, as the conditions under 
which the steam condenses in a jet are very different from those under 
which condensation takes place ju clouds; and we have seen that elec-
tricity bas no effect in the nature of the condensation when it takes 
place in a mixture of hot moist air and cold air. There is still au other 
fact which points to the same conclusion. If, in the steam jet, the pro-
portion of dust, pressure, etc., are such as to give an earlier stage than 
the blue, suppose the transmitted light be green, then the electrifica-
tion may not change it to yellow, but may only make it blue. At pres-
ent it is, therefore, very doubtful whether tbe electricity i11 a thunder 
cloud ha anything to do with its color. 
Colors observed in cloudy condensation produced by expansion.-TIJough 
previou experiments had made me well acquainted with certain 
olor phenomena, een when cloudy condensation is produced by the 
xpau ~ion of moi t air in a receiver, yet I had never ob erved any 
ol r in the light transmitted directly tluough the clouded air, such 
a ar e n in the jet of steam when inclosed iu a tube. It seemed 
xtr rn l roba le that the rea on for this would be, that when the 
n n · tion i pr due d y expan ion the process is slow, and the 
rti ·l : will th ret r b too few to produce any color effect.. In a 
t m j t h x IL i n, o ling, and conden ation, take place very 
ra idly, an for that r a on th number of water particle formed is 
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very great. An experiment was, therefore, arranged in which the air 
could be very rapidly expanded, so as to produce a high degree of 
super-saturation, which it was hoped would cause a great number of 
dust nuclei to become active. To test this iuea, all tha,t was necessary 
was that the receiver used for hol<ling the moist air should be much 
smaller than usual in comparison with the capacity of the pump, and 
that the light be transmitted through soUJe length of air. The plan 
adopted was to use an air pump of ordinary dimensions, and for a, 
receiver a metal tube closed with glass ends. The first apparatus pre-
pared for this experiment was found to give satisfactory results, and 
the alterations since made have not been of any great advantage. 
The apparatus consiRts of a brass tube 2·3 centimeters diametn· and 
about half a meter long. It is provided with glass ends, fitted on air-
tight, and is provided with a branch pipe at each end. One of these 
branch pipes is connected with an air-pump, aud tbe other bas a stop-
cock fixed to it. This stop-cock is connected with a pipe for bringing. 
to the tube tbe air to be experimented with. If the tube be mounted 
horizontally, the particles rapidly fall and the phenomena are visible 
only a short time. The tube is therefore best mounted vertically, and 
with a mirror placed at the lower end of the tube to reflect the sky or 
other source of light up through the tube to the eye of the observer. 
Tbe air-pump used is a single cylinder instrument of 3·17 centimeters 
diameter and 19·3 centimeters stroke, so that its capacity is about three-
quarters that of the tube receiver. If we take the instrument out:=:id.e 
the house a,nd make one or two strokes of the pump to fill the receiver 
with air of the place, tbeu close the stop-cock, ancl make a rapid stroke 
with the pump, little effect is produced on the light transmitted through 
the tube. But if we take the instrument into a room where gas bas 
been burning, so that the air is fn11 of dust partieles, and repeat the 
experiment, very beautiful colors are seen on looking through the tube 
when the air is expanded. Or better still, if we collect the gases rising 
from a small flame and draw them into the tube, the result is a display 
of an exceedingly lovely series of colors, full, deep, and soft, in some 
respects reminding one of polarization colors. As in thP- steam jet, the 
blues are the finest, and the tube looks, at times, as if filled with a 
solution of Prussian blue. The colors produced in this way are more 
uniform and equal in an parts than those seen in the steam jet, unless · 
when the jet is very carefully adjusted; .the yellows are also much finer, 
and the colors are more varied than those seen in the steam jet. 
There is however one most disappointing thing connected with these 
colors produced by expansion; they are very fleeting. Their full beauty 
lasts but a second or two and they soon fade away, the color growing 
dimmer and feebler every moment. This is owing to the differentiation 
which takes place in thepa,rticles forming the cloudycondensation. As 
has been already explainerl, the small drops rapidly diminish in size 
while tbe large ones increase, and as in these experiments the drops 
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are very close to each other these changes take place the more rapidly. 
These changes are also taking place in the steau1 jet, but owing to the 
constant supp1y of new drops the older ones are swept away before the 
change is observed. '.fhe following experiment will however show that 
these changes are tal,ing place in the steam jet also. If, while the jet 
is condensing and the transmitted light is yellow, we imprison some of 
the jet by closing both ends of the tube, we shall find in an extremely 
short time that the color will change to blue, after which it will fade, 
as the drops increase still further in size, and fa,ll. In this experiment 
we have a proof of the statement that when the jet is electrified the 
drops are smaller than when not electrified, and not larger, as has been 
supposed. As this experiment shows, if we begin with drops transmit-
ting yellow light, as the drops diminish in uurnbers and increase in size 
the transmitted light changes to blue. 
The conditions of the experiments for producing color by cloudy 
condensation, produced l;>y expansion, have been varied in a number 
of ways. After foe air ha.~ been cooled by the expansion, the la,yer of 
cloudy air in contact with the walls of the tube rapidly acquires heat 
from the metal, and the rise in temperature quickly evaporates the 
cloudy particles and causes a clear space all round next the walls, so 
limitmg the color to the center of the tube. The receiver was there-
fore increased in diameter to get rid of the disturbing effects of the heat-
ing of the air on the walls of the tube, so as to have a larger mass of air 
beyond this influence; but no decided advantage has been obtained. 
It was afterwards found that the difficulty of studying these color 
effects in small tubes ca,n be easily overcome by wetting the inside of 
the tube. With this precaution the air next the walls is kept saturated 
and the temperature of the wall is lowered by the heat given off to 
evaporate the water, with the result that the color is the same all over 
the field and close up to the walls. 
Large tubes might be used for showing these color phenomena to an 
audience, a parallel beam of light being· sent through them, which 
would become colored when the dustyair in them was expanded. One 
large tube tried has a diameter of 7 centimeters and is 50 centimeters 
long. With a receiver of that capacity it would behopele s to attempt 
to produce any color eff~ t. with an ordinary air-pump alone ; a vacuum 
r · .iver ha , therefore, be n added to the apparatus. This receiver is 
made of metal; it i 15 centimeters diameter and 60 centimeters long, 
with r un od,· . Th re are two tubes attached to it, one for connect-
ing it with th air-pump, and the other i provided with a stop-cock, to 
wl1i h a tube i atta hed, by which it i connected with the e, peri-
m 11tal r cei r. Tll top- k i clos d, and the pump w rk d t.ill 
f h air i tak n u f he r ei "r · and when it iR de. ir d to 
h ir in th x rim utal tube th top-cock iH opened, wh n 
u, h fair tak he pr ure i. · rapidly low r din 
col r-producin · form of loud-
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The conditions causing the different colors,,-For studying the condi-
tions which give rise to the different colors seen in these tubes, the air 
pump and the small tube will be found to be the most suitable. Sup· 
posing these to be fitted up, the following will show how the colors 
change with the conditions: 
First, the effect of the degree of sataration of the air. If Lhe air be 
dry the colors are not good, and some degree of expansion requ~rcs to 
be ma.de before any effect whatever is produced on the air; and when 
the colors do appear, it is only in the center of tbe tube that they are 
seen, the space all round next the walls being free from condensed par-
ticles. As the humidity is increased, this unclouded space near the 
sides of the tube gradually diminishes. The colors are therefore best 
studied when the air is saturated and the inside of the tube wet. When 
this is done the colors extend to the wall and completely fill the tube. 
Second, the effect of the number of dust particles in the air. If we 
use the ordinary outside air, the colors are very faint or invisible. Sup.-
pose some slight color is visible, then it will be found that a very slight. 
expansion, say one-fifth of a stroke of the pump, will give a pale blue, 
and if the expansion be increased the color will change. If now we 
use air from a room where gas is burning, and fill the tube with it, we 
shall now, on expansion, get a much deeper blue, and it will be observed 
that a greater expansion must now be made to get the best blue, and 
before the color begins to change. If we alter the conditions still fur-
ther, and fill the tube with air in which is mixed a good deal of the 
products of combustion, we shall find that the condensation is now so 
dense that we can scarcely see through the tube;- but it will be noticed 
that the color is a very deep blue, and that a full stroke of the pump 
was necessary to produce this deep blue, but in this case no change of 
color was produced with that large degree of expansion. 
These experiments show that, with few dust particles, a slight expan-
sion will produce the best blue, and that as the number of particles 
increases, the amount of expansion necessary to produce the best blue 
also requires to be increased, the depth of color increasmg with the 
increase in the number of dust particles. The explanation of the differ-
ences here is very simple. With few particles a very slight expansion 
wiJI deposit enough moistuee to make the small number of drops of the 
size sufficient to give the best blue color; but, as the number of particles 
is increased, more moisture must be deposited before the increased 
number of drops are made large enough to give a full blue; hence, 
with a larger number of particles a greater expansion is necessary to 
produce this effect. 
Third, the effect of the size of the condensed particles. As has 
been stated, a slight expansion produces a blue color if the number of 
particles be sma11, and if the expansion be increased after the blue is 
produced, the color changes; and we shall now describe the successive 
colors which appear as the degree of expansion is increased, that is, 
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as the size of the water particles is increased. When the expan ion 
begins, blue is the first distinct color to appear, but very pale yellow 
and slightly reddish colors have been noticed before the expansion wa 
sufficient to produce the blue. These reddj sb colors can be seen very 
distinctly when we use au excessively great number of particles, aucl 
they are best seen with gaslight. These reddish colors imperceptibly 
change into blue as the expansion is increased, and the blue in turn 
changes by minute degrees into green with further expansion, and the 
green in turn changes to yellow; then a brownish color appears, which 
changes to a, somewlrnt mixed purple; then the blue returns again, to be 
followed by green and yellow, as the expansion is still further iucreased. 
It is not easy to get this sequence of colors carried so far. Sometimes 
one stroke of the pump only carries the color on to yellow; sometimes 
it may go tot.he second blue or green, but less frequently to the second 
yellow. The final color depends ou the number of particles present. 
It is necessary to have a good many drops, so that the color may be 
distinct, and yet not too many or the expansion may not be sufficient 
to gro·w the rarticles large enough to give the second serie of colors. 
It is found that a high expansion, produced by two or more strokes of 
the pump, does not give satisfactory results. 
We have seen t,hat by increasing the number of dust particles the 
depth of color was increased; it therefore seemed possible that these 
color phenomena might be- made visible i11 even a short column of air, 
and tha.t they might be shown by means of ordinary glass flasks. The 
following experiment was, therefore, arranged: A fl.ask, about 18 cen-
timeters diameter, was fitted with an India-rubber stopper, through 
which passed two tubes. One tube was connected with a metal vac-
uum rece1ver already described, the other bad a stop-coek attached to 
it. The stop-cock was connected with a long metal pipe which led to a 
wide tube placed over a small flame. Air charged with the products 
of combustion was drawn into the flask forough this pipe ; when suffi-
cient impure air was drawn into the flaRk , the stop-cock was clo ed; 
when the air in the fla k was now suddenly expanded, it looked as ifit 
had been tilled with a trau. pare11t blue gas. The color, when held 
against a white cloud, wa almost exactly the same as that of the blue 
sky. The color in the fl.ask faded rapidly, as in the experiments with 
the tube. The particle being very closely packed in most of the e 
exp r1meut the ., ub equent change iR all the more rapid. 
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At a high temperature each of the colors appeared with a less expansion 
than when the temperature was low. In making these tests the num-
ber of dust pa~tieles i11 the air must be kept as constant as possible. 
For this purpose windows and doors should be kept closed for some-
time before beginning, and the experiments should be repeated without 
chauge of conditions. When tlie air was cooled to about 35°, it took 
two Btrokes of tlie pump to develop a full blue, al1d three strokes made 
it ouly green. At a temperature little over 50°, two strokes made it 
g-reell, wllile if the air was heated to about 80°, two strokes sent it past 
blue and green and on to yellow, and leR8 than one stroke made it full 
blue. The differe11ces are due to more vapor ueing present and being 
cond@sed, with tlie same amonut of expansiou, when the air is hot 
than when it is cold. It should be state<l that in all cases the air was 
saturated, the illside of the tube being ,mt. 
1'he tube was also cooled down to 6° F., bnt no difference was observed 
iu the nature of the phenomena. The particles at that temperature 
seemed to be still in th~ liquid form. 
Light transmitted.-The light transmitted directly through the cloudy 
condensation has been examined by means of a small spectroscope. 
One of the tubes was mounted vertically, j:l,Ilfl a mirror placed at the lower 
end; the spectroscope was temporarily mounted over the upper end of 
the tube; a small mirror was placed between tbe spectroscope and tLe 
glass end of the tube. Th1s small mirror covered half the field of the 
i-pectroscope, and reflected light from the same source as that reflected 
by the mirror at the lower end of the tube, so that one-half of the field 
gave the spectrum of the light, and the other half the light after passing 
through the cloudedcondensat.ion. The conditions in theexperimentare 
too fleeting for satisfactory observation. The only thiug noticed was a 
uarkening of the whole spectrum, with a greater absorption at certain 
points than at others. When the light was blue, in addition to tbe gen-
eral reduction in brightness, the red end was more reduced than any 
other part, and there was also a very marked shortening of the spectrum 
at this end. When the color was yellow the reverse was the case. The 
blue was almost eutirely cut out, while the yellow wa.:::; far the brightest 
part of the spectrum. 
An examination has alRo been made of the diffraction colors as seen 
in the halos surrounding bright lights. The most convenient way tried 
of observiug these colors was to use an ordinary glass flask of 18 cen-
timeter diameter, connected with the metal vacuum receiver, as 
already d~scribed. For the source of light, gas may be used, but a 
. better result is obtained with the light of the sky. In order to observe 
these colors easily the window should be closed, all but a narrow ver-
tical strip; and it improves matters to have all surfaces on each side 
of tl.ie opeuing painted black. Wllen tbe air in the flask is expanded, 
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the vertical bands of diffraction colors are distinctly seen on each side 
of the bright light. If now we keep the amount of dust in the air con-
stant during the experiments, we shall find that, on opening the stop-
cock to the vacuum receiver very slowly, we will get the usual cloudy 
condensation, and that the diffraction colors will be quite distinct. But 
if we repeat the experiment and this time open the stop-cock very sud-
denly, so as to cause a rapid expansion, the colors will be found to be 
very much improved, being far more brilliant. This !S due partly to 
the greater number of particles engaged in producing the effect, but 
chiefly to the much more equal size of the particles when they are sud-
denly developed than when slowly grown. · 
It is found that we m uHt not have too many particles present, or the 
diffraction colors will uot be good; their size does not seem to be great 
enough to produce the phenomena. If, for instance, in place of using 
the air of the room, we take into the flask air coming from a small 
flame, the color phenomena in the flask all change; wlrnn there were 
few particles the light transmitted directly through them has so little 
color it is not noticed, while the diffraction colors are fine; but with 
many particles the direct light becomes colored, while the diffraction 
colors are softened and have lost much of their brilliancy. When the 
particles are sufficiently numerous to cause the d1rectly transmitted 
light to be of a thin blue, the diffractiou color next the blue light is 
nearly the complementary yellow, and thi s yellow light extends to near 
the limits of tlie flask. If more particles be added, the color of the 
transmitted light· becomes deeper blue, but it is difficult now to say 
what the diffraction colors are. The convection curren ts in the fl.ask 
now make themselves visible; the air on each side of the blue direct 
light is suffused with a variety of colors, not now in regular vertical 
bands, but irregularly distributed and in movement through the fl.ask. 
Oa,use of the color.-These experiments show that the color produced 
by the small drops of water depends on the size of the drops, and the 
depth of color in their number. But it is not so easy to follow the man-
ner in which the drops produce the color. If we take the simplest case, 
we can easily see how part at least of the color is produced. In the 
team jet conden ing den. e, and coloring the transmitted light yellow, 
part of the effect is no doubt due to some of the particle. in that form 
f conden 'ation being so ·mall that they reflect and scatter the shorter 
wav H of light, while they allow the longer ones to pass through. The 
·olor in tl.ii ca e i partly caused in the same way as the yellow pro-
c d mall particl ·u pended in liquids, a in Bruck's _experiment 
wi h ma tic r a when ilver chloride i formed from a solutiou of the 
nitrat . Th, li ht r fl cted by the liquids in these e:xperiments i of a 
lui b tin 'Hnpl I ntary to the yellow light transmitted by them 
n l bi l Ii h i p lariz d. It ha. · been found that when the team 
j ti.· f g '·11 w l tran ·mi t d light, it r fleets a good deal of a, 
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bluish light; and, further, this blue light is polarized in tbe same way 
as the light from the small particles in the experiments with liquids. 
vVhile this explanation helps us so far to understand the manner in 
which the yellow light is produced in steam jets, yet it fails to explain 
the succession of colors seen in the expansion experiments, where blue 
first appears, then green and yellow; and when the expansion is still 
further inereased, the blue again returns to give place to a second green 
and yellow. The most ·probable explanation of these color phenomena 
is that they are pr,oduced iu the same way as the colors in plates, some-
what after the manner Newton thought the color of the sky was pro-
duced. The order of succession of the colors in thin plates is the same 
as in these condensation phenomena. As no white follows the first 
blue, it seems probable that the first spectrum, or order of colors, is 
not observed; that the two generally seen are the second and third. 
Some experiments were made with a glass tube receiver, in place of 
the metal one,-to see if there were any colored lig-1.it reflected in these 
expansion experiments of the same kind as is seen under certain con-
ditions in a steam jet; but no such colors have been observed. It is 
possible they may be present; bti.t, owiug to the great amountof white 
light reflected by the larger particles, any colored reflected light that 
may be present is masked. 
Green sun.-On a few occasions the sun has beeu observed to be of a 
decidedly greenish color, while on other occasions it has appeared blue. 
The experiments which have been described in this paper seem to offer 
an explanation of this phenomenon. For a number of days in the begin-
ning of September, 1883, the sun was seen of a decidedly blue or green 
color in India, Trinidad, and other places. Most of the observers who 
have written on the subject have linked this phenomenon with the erup-
tion of Kraka,tao, which took place just before the days on which the 
green or blue sun was seen. From the light thrown ou the subject by 
these experiments, we see that an eruption, such as that of Krakatao, 
would throw into the atmosphere a supply of the very materials neces-
sary for producing a green sun by means of small drops of water, as it 
would send i11to the atmosphere an immense quantity of aqueous vapor 
and an enormous amount of fine dust-a combination the most favor-
able pm,sible for producing a great number of minute drops of water. 
Prof. C. Michie Smith observed the green sun in India, and he says: 
"The main features of the spectrum taken on the sun when green 
were: 
" 1. A very strong general absorption in the red end. 
"2. A great development of the rain-bands and of all other lines that 
are ascribed to the presence of water vapor in the atmosphere."* 
It is evident, therefore, that one of the materials necessary for pro-
ducing this peculiar absorption by means of water drops was present 
in an unu ual amount in the atmosphere at the time; and it also 
ISM 93-15 
.,, Natm·e, Aug. 7, 1884; vol. xxx, p. 347. 
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appears that a fine form of condensation had taken place, as l\}:r. W.R. 
Manley states* that there was at the time a sort of haze all over the 
sky, and from the letters of different observers this haze seems always 
to have accompanied the great sun. 
One ah;nost wonders that a blue or green sun is not oftener seen, as 
there are often present all the materials necessary for producing these 
eulors in foe atmosphere. On a few occasions I have observed the sun 
to be of a silvery whiteness, when the vapor in th~ upper air was begin· 
ning to condense, and tbe sky was covered with a thin :filmy cloud. It 
is however possible that this slightly bluish tint may have been due 
to the sun being seen more in its natural color than usual; that is, made 
much less yellow by onr atmosphere than it generally is. There seems 
to be something preventing the dust and the vapor in our atmosphere 
acting under ordinary conditions in such a way as to color the sun blue 
or green. Perhaps it may be the tendency the particles have to <lif-
ferentiation. This tendency, we have seen from the experiments, 
rapidly destroys all color effects, and from this we might suppose it 
would be impossible that the colors if produced by water drops could 
remain in nature visible for so long a time as they did. But it must be 
remembered that the particles in the experimental vessels are extremely 
close together, and the vapor exchanges can therefore take place quickly. 
If however the drops were widely separated, the exchanges would 
take place slowly. For instance, if the drops in 1 centimeter were 
separated so as to form a column 1 mile long, with a section of 1 square 
centimeter, we should have the same amount of color in 17 miles that 
we had in the 17 centimeters of air in the :flask, and the particles would 
be so far apart that differentiation would then take place extremely 
slowly. But turther, if the supply of dust and vapor were constantly 
kept up by the Yolcano, the color phenomena would continue for the 
same reason that they continue in a steam jet, namely, by the <;lrops 
being constantly renewed. 
A new instrum,ent for test-ing the amount of dust in the air.-As 
this investigation progressed it became evident that these color plle-
nomena placed in our hands an easy and simple way of estimating, 
in a rougb way, the number of dust particles in the atmosphere of our 
roomR, which might be ut:;eful for sanitary purposes. An instrument 
wa therefore constructed to see how far the idea could be practically 
·arried out. Thi new in trument we intend to call a Koniscope. In 
it, pre 11t form thi instrument con i.'ts of an air-pump and a metal 
u e with ·la nd , which we shall call the test-tube. The capacity 
of th ump , ·houl e from half to three-quarters the capacity of the 
t -tu . nd of th te t-tube is a passage by which it com-
t air-pump and 11 ar the other end i attached a 
k for a mi ing h , air to b te ted. The test-tube and air-
y a t ·11 l I r, 11 l to a h oth r, and held vertically wben 
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observi.qg. . If this arrangement be adopted, a mirror mlH,t be attached 
to the lower end of the tube. In practice it is found t<;> be more con-
venient to omit the mirror, and obsenTe with the tube in any position, 
simply directing it to any suitable light. When this arrangement is 
used, tlle pump, for convenience of working, should be attached at 
right angles to the test-tube. It is found that any want of uniformity 
in the color of the field produced by the air heated on the sides of the 
tube can he greatly obviated by lining the inside of the tube with a 
non-conducting substance and keeping it wet. Blotting-paper is 
found to do very well, as it holds plenty of water for saturating the 
air and is a fair non-conductor. When the inside of the tnbe is lined 
with it, the field of color is fairly uniform, owing to the cooling of the 
sides by the evaporation when the air enters and when expansion is 
made. 
For illumination no doubt day-light is · the best when it can be 
obtained, as gas-light is so deficient in blue rays that color is not well 
observed. For convenience of observation, it is found to be best to 
close the far end of the tube with ground glass, and when working 
with artificial light gl'ound glass must be used. 
I have made a few tests with an instrument of this kin<1, and find it 
very easily worked, and, for my practical purposes, it is sufficiently 
accurate. It can not of course compare with the dust counter for _ 
accuracy; but, on the other band, it is a much less expensive instru-
ment, and tests can be made far more ea~ily with it, and little special 
knowledge is required. If we wish to get actual figures for the 
amounts of dust indicated by this instrument, then it must be gradu-
ated l>y a dust counter. The indications at best, however, will only 
be very rough approximations to the numbers. There are three ways 
in which we might graduate this instrument. We might, for instance, 
make one full stroke of the pump and note the color which appeared. 
This color would indicate the number of particles. For instance, if 
there are few particles, one stroke will make the light first blue, then 
green, then yellow, and then a second blue and green, and :finishing 
with yellow. But if there are a good many particles present, the same 
amount of expansion will only make the first series of colors to appear; 
and if a great many particles are present, the one stroke will not give 
the whole of the first series of colors, but may stop at the blue. If the 
temperature of the air were always the same this method might be 
adopted; but, ~s we have seen, an allo,vance would be required to be 
made for temperature, as, with a high temperature, the same degree of 
expansion carries the color further up the series. 
Another method of graduating might be to note the amount of expan-
sion necessary to .give any particular color, say, to give the best blue. 
With few particles a slight expansion gives the blue, while with many 
particles a much greater expansion is necessary. But here again the 
effect of temperature comes in. Temperature observations would there: 
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fore 1~equire -to be taken, and a correction made which it :r;o.ight be 
difficult to carry out in practice. 
At present the best plan of graduating seems to be to note the depth 
of the blue produced, regardless of the amount of expansion required 
to give it, and use only this quantity as an index. With few particles 
the color is pale, and as the particles increase in number the color 
increases in depth. Perhaps some addition might be made to the 
instrumeut for estimating more accurately the depth of color tlian can 
be done mentally. This might be done either by means of colored 
glasses of different depths for comparison, or in some other way. 
A few comparative observations have been made with the koniscope 
and the dust-counter in the impure air of a room. While the number 
of particles was counted by means of the dust-counter, the depth of blue 
giv~n by the lconiscope was noted. A metal tube was fi tted up verti-
cally in the room in such ·a way that it could be raised to any desireu 
height into the impure air near the ceiling, so that suppiies of air of dif-
ferent degrees of impurity might be obtained. To produce the impurity 
the gas war::; li t and kept burning during the experiments. The air was 
drawn down through the pipe by means of the air pump of the koni-
scope, and it passed through the measuring apparatus of tbe dust-
counter on its way to the koniscope. The indications of the two instru-
ments were taken, and are entered in the following table : 
Dust-counter 
p articles Koniscope, depth , 
p er cubic of color. 
centimeter. 
50, 000 Color just visible. 
80,000 Very pale b lue_ 
500, 000 Pale !Jlue. 
1,500,000 Fine b lu e . 
2, 500, 000 Deep blue_ 
4, 000, 000 Very deep blue. 
It i ' probable that the higher numbers are too low, as the measure of 
the c.hrnt-couuter ha a capacity of only 10 cubic millimeters. · With so 
small a measure it is probable tbat a good many of the-particles are 
lo t. When making < anitary inspection, the air outside, or wherever 
he , upply wa drawn from, would be tested first, and the depth of color 
which it gav would be noted. Any increase from that depth would 
indi at that the air wa,· being polluted, and the amount of increa e in 
h d I th of olor would indicate the amount of increase of pollutiou 
ligh col 1· an b trac d though the number of particle · be le ' tha? 
p r ·ubic n im t r, but the color is not very decided, the con-
1 n ati n 1· lu in prin ipally a dark ning effect. It should be noted 
h th abl r f r t a koni cope with ate t tube 50 c nt1-
n with a tub 1 m ter long would be doubly 
1 r with :£ wer particle . 
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It is thought that the koniscope will be useful for sanitary inspec-
tors for investigating questions of ventilation in rooms lighted with gas 
and for other purposes. As an illustration of what this instrument can 
tell us, the fol1owing experiment may be given. It shows us how we 
can trace by means of it the pollution ta.king vlace in our rooms by 
open fl.a.mes. The room in which the tests were made is 24 x 17 x 13 
feet. The object of the tests was to see if the koniscope could tell us 
anything definite about the degree of pollution at the different parts of 
the room, and also about the rate at which it was increasing. For this 
purpose a sma.11 tube was arranged so that one encl of it could be raised 
to the ceiling or into the air of any part of the room from which it was 
desired to take the air; the other end of the tube was connected wit h 
the koniscope. 
The :first thing to be done was to examine the air of the room before 
lighting the gas and beginning the tests. On doing this the air at the 
level of the observer gave a very faint color, scarcely perceptible; afr 
drawn from witbii1 3 inches of the ceiling gave equally little color, and 
the air inside the room gave the same color as the air outside. The 
upper end of the tube connected with the koniscope waR then raised to 
within 3 inchm\ of tbe ceiling, near one end of the room, ancl the lconi-
scope left attached to the lower end. Three jets of gas were now lit in 
the center of the room and observations at once begun with the koni-
scope. Within tliirty-five seconds of striking the match to light the 
gas the products of combustion bad extended to the end of the room; 
this was indicated by the color in the lconiscope suddenly becoming of 
a deep blue. In four minutes the deep blue-producing air was got at 
a distance of 2 feet from the ceiling. In ten minutes there was ~trong 
evidence of the pollution all through the room. It was strongly iudi-
cated near the windows, owing to the clown current of cold air on the 
glass. Ti.tis impure down current could be traced to the floor, and 
onwards to the fire-place; while a pnre current could be traced from the 
floor to the fire-place. In thirty minutes the impurity at 9 feet frou1 the 
floor was very great, the color being a deep blue. 
The wide range of the indications of the lconiscope, from pure whit~ 
to nearly black-blue, makes the estimates of the impurity very easily 
taken with it; and, as there are few parts to get out of order, it is 
hoped it may come into general use for sanitary work. 
The few experiments I have made with tllis instrument have clearly 
vointed out that a window is not an unalloyed blessing as regards the 
purity of the air in our rooms, however much we may have been in the 
habit of thinking otherwise. In all cases it bas been found that in 
rooms where gas is burning the air near the window is very impure. 
This impnre dow.n current of air near, the window has been traced by 
the koniscope in all rooms tested. Tlle impurity is caused by the cold 
air on the window s inking and drawing down the impure air near the 
ceiling, and tllis impure air is mixed with the lower air which we are 
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breathing. This effect is, of course, greatest when the windows are 
unprotected by blinds, shutters~ or curtains. It is evident that, though 
a window may supply pure air when it is open, it yet does much harm 
when closed by bringing down the impure air, which, if undisturbed, 
would have a less injurious effect. 
It is to be regretted that this investigation does not promise to yield 
much of practical value; nevertheless, as we cultivate not only fruits 
but flowers, so, for the same reason that we cultivate the latter, it is 
thought that these experiments will repay the attention of physicists. 
The colors produced by such simple materials RS a little dust and a 
little vapor are as beautiful as anything seen in nature, and well repay 
the trouble of re-producing them. 
ON CHEMICAL ENERGY.* 
By Dr. W. 0S'l'WALD, 
Of the University of Leipzig. 
During the scientific development of chemistry the hypotheses which 
have served as a primary fou11dation have always beeu borrowed from 
a promiuent sister science. At the time of the most rapid development 
of mechanics as founded by Galileo and advanced by his pupils and 
successors, chemistry was mechanical; the solvent action of acids upon 
metals ;as explained by assuming that the former possessed points and 
edges by means of which they disintegrated the latter; bodies which 
combine were supposed to have hooks by means of which they attached 
themselves to each other. When Newton based his theory of astro-
nomical movements upon the assumption of a force acting inversely as 
the square of the distance, chemistry shortly appropriated this idea, 
and traced all processes to the a'Gt,raction and repulsion of particles. It 
is therefore not surprising that the phenomena of the Voltaic pile 
(which later proved to be so intimately connected with chemical c·hanges) 
were at once utilized to serve as a foundation for a theory of chemical 
processes. · These theories, especial1y that of Berzelius, have 'prevailed 
a long time, hut finally have proved themselves just as insufficient to 
represent chemical phenomena as the mechanical and the attraction 
theory. 
Thus the theory of chemical combiuati<,ns is to-day a strange and 
contradictory conglomerate of the fossil constituents of the earlier 
theories. The rudiments of the theory of attractions still play the most 
important role, while there is also considerable discussion about posi-
tive and negative elements, i. e., the residues of the electro-chemical 
theory, and in most recent times we see the long-forgotten mechanical 
conception again stepping to the front in stereo-chemistry and being 
accepted by many as a new step in the progress of science. 
In such times it is of great value, on the one hand, to recaU the his1 
torical development and the evanescence of theories; on the other hand 
to :find in the older theories that which is useful and correct, so as to 
obtain ountl building material for a new theory. 
"Read before the World's Congress of ChemiRts, August 26, 1893. (From .Journal 
of the .Arnerican Chemicaz" Society, August, 1893, vol. xv, pp. 421-430.) 
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Especially are we forced to conclude, from the fate of past theorie~, 
that chemical phenomeua must be explained by their own inter-relations; 
that is, must be logically arranged. The use of analogies from other 
fields of natural science bas indeed often led to suppositions which for 
the moment seemed satisfactory; on trial, however, such analogies have 
always proved themselves more a drawback than a help, since they 
hindered the unbiased comprehension of facts, and they could not (or 
will not in the future) be cast aside without a great struggle and con-
siderable sacrifice of time and labor. 
It is scarcely needful at present to prove that the several provinces 
of quantitative science possess in a single conception both the principle 
which distinguishes them and that common principle which unites them, 
namely, the concept.ion of energy. Mechanical energy is distinct from 
thermal. Similarly, chemical energy is distinct from electrical; and in 
each province progress can only be made by studying the various prop-
erties which the form of energy under examination possesses . 
.A.t the same time, however, the la,ws which determine the correla-
tion and conservation of energy constitute the only bond whicy. unites 
the various fields. If heat could not be changrd into mechanical energy 
and chemical into electrical, these provinces would stand distiuct and 
isolated from each other; and neither thermo-dynamics nor electro-
chemistry would be possible. This shows that progress in the scien-
tific conception of chemical phenomena depends upon primarily deter-
mining the several properties of chemical energy as such, and then its 
relation to other forms of energy. This done, we will be able to cope in 
a scientific manner with each chemical process, no matter whether it 
leads to other chemical changes or causes the appearance or destruc-
tion of other forms of energy. 
The krwwledge of the laws of chemical energy is not only scientific-
ally but a,1so practically of the greatest interest. AU energy, which is 
employed in accomplishing the various purposes of industry, f · derived 
from chemical sources, the combustion of fuel. Besides, each step that 
we take, every word that w speak, in fact -every thought formulated 
by our brain, lead' to sources of chemical energy; animals and plant.:: 
througbont their whole exi tence are ba, eel primarily upon chemical 
en rgy ~ud it law.·, and the ultimate problems of biology are in every 
r , p t chemical. 
Alli rm. of ener ·y have hi in common, that they may be re olved 
into , o fa tor: bo h of which ha,ve definite properties. 'J1he on , 
whi h w ·all illt n ity d t rmine whether the energy may remain at 
r mu un l r >·o an exchange. Thu , for instance, the factor of 
in u.·i f r 11 a i.. temp ratur , ·inc w know that two bodies can be 
a r :t wi h r fi r u • to b ir h at only when th ir t mperature ar 
q ,tl. Tl ,· ·mHl fa tor , all apa ity; it determin how much 
i c•n in 11 i ) i. pr . ntin th obje t un<l r on id ration. 
f r i11: au · • hi: i: ·al1 • Ji at ·apa ·ity. 
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What now are the factors of chemical energy? If we had a measure 
for its factor of intensity, as the thermometer is a measure of the 
intensity of heat, we would be able to determine for each substance 
with reference to another whether it could react with the latter or not, 
j ust as the thermometer sh0ws us whether or not heat can be trans-
mitted from one body to another. Our answer is that this question 
l1as 11ot been completely ·solved, but that from many phenomena we 
a I ready possess a chmnometer, as we might call the instrument-in 
aualogy to the thermometer. 
In order howe-ver to be able to explain the theory of the chemome-
ter, the factors of chemical energy must first be more predsely deter-
mined. 'fhe factor of capacity is in this case most easily discovered. 
The chemical energy which is pi-esent under given circumstances is 
proportional to the weight or mass of the substances involved. Hence 
we sell and buy chemical energy according to weight. This becomes 
more clear from the following consideration: When we buy coal, we do 
not consider the carbon present, but rather the chemical energy, since 
in the use of the fuel we allow the carbon to escape quietly through 
the chimney as carbon dioxide, without making any effort to retain it; 
that however which we husband with the greatest care, is the chemi-
cal energy of the coal, obtained as heat. I have stated with due con-
sideration that the factor of capacity of cbemical energy is proportional 
w the m~ss; yet it is not mass, since this conception belongs solely to 
mechanics. It is therefore by no meaus more correct to say "atom_ic 
mass" instead of "atomic weight," since in this case the degree of 
chemical capaeity is concerned which i:S proportional to both weight · 
and mass, witl.Jout being one or the other. 
The term " degree of intensity" of chemical energy has something in 
common with the conception which has become familiar in the field of 
chemistry under the term of "chemical affinity," more to denote that 
field in which a more accurate knowledge was especially desirable than 
to combine by such a word sufficiently definite ideas. The word was 
there, just as the name of a fµtnre street stands on a signboard in the 
outskirts of a city, in a waste field; tents and barracks of the most 
curious kind have been erected from time to time only to be deserted 
again. Only in most recent times solid buildings and permanent set-
tlements have found a place on this site, and soon a new section of the 
city will be created there, whose importance threatens to throw the 
older portion of the city in the shade. 
J. Willard Gibbs called the degree of intensity of chemical energy 
the chemical potential; analogous to the degree of intensity of elee-
trical energy, which is called the electrical potential. So, to avoid the 
vagueness of the term affinity, we will make use of the term chemical 
potential, or in brief, potential. 
Now, it fo11ows from the definition of the degree of intensity, that 
two snb8tances with like potential can not act on each other: and, con-
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versely, that when two substances act on each other their potential 
must be different. 
That general law which can be regarded as expressive of the Second 
Theorem holds also for the chemical potential, namely : Two potentials 
which individually are equal to a third are equal to each other. This 
proposition seems quite self-evident, and therefore equally meaning-
less. Yet we can draw from it conclusions that are very far reaching. 
It says that two bodies or groups ·of bodies which are in equilibrium 
with each other, can mutually replace each other at pleasure towards 
a third system in every reaction in which this third system (towards 
which equilibrium has been establislied) can react. Thus, for-example, 
every soluble body can be replaced by its saturated solution, every 
liquor by its saturated vapor, every solid body at its fusing point by the 
melted body without causing any alteration in the equilibrium depending 
upon the former. Among other things this shows that while the heat 
of solution, fusion, and evaporation, change the evolution of heat dur-
ing a chemical process, they do not thus affect the eq11ilibrium. The 
thermal theory of affinity, which is even to-day championed by Berthe-
lot and others, is by this circumstance proved to be quite untenable . 
. It is natural in the case of such a far-reaching proposition to require 
proofs. This proof is fouud in the fact that it is impossible to create a 
perpftuum ·rnobile. To have a perpetuum 11iobile it is not necessary to 
create energy from nothing, but only to transform potential euergy into 
kinetic. If it were for instance possible to transform the constant heat 
which is present in enormous amounts in the ocean into work which 
then could change back into heat, we would require no more coal to 
propel our steamships, since all the work which we required for tJieir 
propulsion would be transformed into beat by friction and could return 
to the ocean in unchanged amounts. Such a perpet'lwm mobile will be 
itrntautly possible when two substances which individually are in equi-
librium with a third are not in equilibrium with each other. If we 
assume that a sub tance A, when in contact with a large body B (the 
ocean), a8,'umes a temperature which is different from that imparted to 
a body B, simultaneou. ly in contact and equilibrium with the ocem1, 
we would cam;e a tram~mist-ion of heat b€tween A and B wllich would 
be capable of driving a, machine. This proof is equally true for every 
other form of quilibrium and for every form of energy, a11d thus we 
al. prove our cbemi al propo it.ion. 
Wh n w have tlrn. recognized the conditions under which energy is 
in qnilibrium or at r t, we can directly reason that energy can not be 
ct r t wb n it., pot ntial. are differ nt. A process must then take 
1 la l y m an f which they b come equal. Thi is the mo t common 
b n n non with which we are acquainted; everything which take, 
la , i.- ba m h la . t in tan , upon a.11 equalization of energie of 
t ,nti 1, . 
· i.- a, fa· ha~ a, n v r-cea ing t nd 11cy to 
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equaliz~ itself, the question arises why it bas not <lone so long ago 
during the many thousand years which our system of worlds has 
existed. We continually see differences of potential existing in 
nature-compressed air, galvanic elements; all these contain stores of 
energy which are ever ready to act and must therefore be unequal. 
Likewise the fossil. fuels and the sulphides of tl:e metals are able in 
conjunction with the oxygen of the air to bring forth large amounts of 
energy during their inter-action, and can not, therefore, be in equilib-
rium. Aside from the tendency for equalizat.ion, which is ptculiar 
to energy, other forces are therefore active in nature which hinder or 
detain this, and an accurate understanding of these natural phenomena 
can only be attained when these opposing and detaining causes are 
known. 
For mechanical and electrical energy such hindrances can be easily 
created. A spring may be kept wound by a weight; two electrically 
charged bodies, which tend. to approach ea.ch other, can ·be kept from 
attaining their .equilibrium by the dielectric resistance of an interposed 
medium. All these hindrances however have but this explanation, 
that the differences of energy present are comp<'nsated by the use of 
other energies, so that their equalization is prevented; at the same time, 
we can prove that, accol'ding to the method employed, large quantities 
of one form of energy of auy magnitude can be compensated· by equally 
small quantities of anotlrnr form of energy, for by means of a small 
switch, enormous currents of electricity can be interrupted and closed 
at will. 
In the case of chemical energy we are however very often unable to 
prove such compensations by the application of other energies. When 
a piece of wood is exposed to the air, it would be in accordance with the 
general tendency to equalize the energy present, if combustion took 
place and the wood combined with the oxygen of the air. The same 
would apply to organized bodies. Our body consists of combustible . 
substances; and, in accordance with the chemical affinities present, it 
should combine with the oxygen of the air and burn without cessation. 
Why is it not consumed¥ 
If we should attempt to answer this question we should soon become 
entangled in inexplicable contradictions. We can not ask: "Why is 
our body not consumed ?" since it does actually burn. It continually 
takes up oxygen and gives off · carbon dioxide. The same answer 
applies to other chemical phenomena. A stick of sulphur exposed to 
the air seems unchanged, but it is only apparently so. In reality it is 
oxidized; slowly however, and so slowly in fact, that. we would not 
uotice it in weeks or months. If the process were however continued 
for years or decades of years the oxidation could be measured. The 
rapidity of reaction is clearly proportioned to the surface. If we take 
finely powdered su lphur, :flower or milk of sulphur, whose total surface 
is much greater, we can prove the formation of sulphuric acid in hours 
and days. 
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· What has here been stated for a few cases is a general truth. In 
every case where different substances which could act upon one another 
are in contact without having, practically speaking, any apparent 
action upon each other, we can bring the requirements of the teachings 
of energy into unison with the actual conditions by actually ascribing 
to these substances an action which is, however, so slow that it lies 
beyond the possibilities of measurement. 
We have here the means of entering upon one of the most important 
an<l. mysterious problems, namely, the search after the chemical activ-
ity of organized bodies, for, as all the activity of organisms depends 
upon changes in their chemical energy, all knowledge in this case 
depends upon a correct elucidation of the character of the chemical 
changes. If we can understand how the chemical processes of com-
bustion, to which all physiological sources of energy finally lead, can 
be so regulated that they are able at any moment to adapt themselves 
to the ever-changing requirements of the organism, we have taken a 
step in every respect most important in the know ledge of life. 
Let us take1 for instance, a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen. Under 
ordinary circumstances we can preserve this mixture for a long time 
without the formation of a measurable amount of water. If however 
we place a piece of platinum sponge into it the formation of water 
immediately begins} and it is as suddenly terminated when we remove 
the sponge. The platinum sponge has moreover undergone no change 
and is able to exert this action for an unbounded space of time. 
At first it seems as if we had here the first proposition of our later 
natural science, to rudely dispute "causa arguat effectum," since we 
have here a cause which can bring forth extended and large effects at 
pleasure without becoming exbausted. If we ask however what this 
proposition means by cause and effect we find it to be degrees of energy. 
No energy of any kind can be created without the consumption of an 
equal amount of energy, and no difference in the potential of energies 
can be called forth without the simultaneous disappearance of equiva-
lent differences in the potential of other energies. The truth of these 
propositions is not cast in doubt by the experiment with the mixture 
of oxyg n and hydrogen, since the heat of combustion remains the 
ame both when combination is effected by an electric spark and when 
it is br ught about at the ordinary temperature by mean of platinum 
pong . While therefore the law of cause, clothed in the form of a 
prin iple of en rgy, regulates the final result of the action in au 
uu ba1 g able manner, the time during which this action takes place 
remain ab. lut 1y ind pendent of this principle, and we have ._ ide by 
i l wi h th a ,· lute 11e · . ity of thi, law of cau e, tue fre dom with 
r ~ r n t b irne during which it exert it influenc . Therefore 
11 all p , i 1 pbenornena which, originating from tbe arne 
h :am produ ·t~ auive at the~e with a very dif-
li l>j · t b' rriv cl at i · u11 •lia ngcabl ; wlletlJ r 
r 
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it is however to be accomplished in a second or in several thousand 
years is a circumstance over which we have full control. 
The name'' catalytic bodies" has been given to substances which 
cause chemical reactions without experiencing any change themselves. 
We ,vill now change this definition so as to read thus: Catalytic sub-
stances are those which modify the rapidity of a definite chemical reac-
tion wi.thout changing their own content of energy. To place a cata-
lytic substance into the reacting bodies and to remove it requires the-
oretically no work. This proves that within the strict province of the 
law of energy there still remains room for the greatest variation in the 
temporal extent of the phenomena. 
This peculiar circumstance has its foundation in the fact that in the 
expression of most degrees of energy time is not mentioned, and that 
therefore the equation of energy does not determine the extent of 
time involved iri the phenomena. 
One exception is made in the case of kinetic energy, which depends 
upon the rapidity. What has been stated above does not, therefore, 
apply to this form of energy. Upon what the action of catalytic sub-
stances depends is still a mybtery, the solution of which is the more 
difficult, since it can only be explained by means of new principles, 
which are beyond the law of energy. At present we must be. satisfied 
with the knowledge that it is a fact and must seek to become acquainted 
with the laws involved. A beginning has already been made; from a 
large number of various investigations it has been found that mauy 
chemical reactions, which usually take place very slowly, are hastened 
by the presence of free acids; or, to speak in the language of the mod-
ern theories, by the presence of free hydrogen-ions, and that this· action 
is proportional to the concentration of the latter. The greatest variety 
of phenomena have be~n examined in this respect, partly by me, partly 
by my pupils, and I have as yet found no case where this statement 
did not apply. Free hydrogen-ions are therefore without doubt exceed-
ingly active catalysators of a general character. 
At the same time numberless specific catalysators exist which act 
only upon certain phenomena. These are the ferments organized and · 
unorganized. These also are unable to do more than to change the 
rapidit,y of certain reactions in one or the other respect, and all 
attempts to explain their action must be based upon this their sole 
property. The laws which they obey appear to be of an extremely com-
plicated nature, especially with the more complex e:onstituted ferments. 
This is prob~bly due to the fact that they undergo a change themselves 
while influencing a certain chemical reaction. 
I need not show in an extended manner that the wonderful action of 
living organisms can be traced to a regular impulse upon the chemical 
processes which take place among their constituents in accordance with 
general chemical laws, and that these again may be traced to the 
action of catalytic substances. If the rapidity of reaction in a muscle 
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is hastened which may be regulated from a central organ, this muscle 
will accomplish a correspon<ling amount of work. W hen however the 
supply of energy is exhausted, the influence of a catalystor can not 
force it to any further manifestations. The same is true for all other 
activities of organisms. 
I can not assume to have made clear the mystery oflife in the previ-
ous pages, but I believe that I have solved a more apparent problem, 
namely to show that the science which is seemingly abstract and for-
eign to actual_ life, and which has developed during the last years 
under the name physical chemistry, is a science of the highest real 
importance. If it will be possible for this science to throw light upon 
that most difficult of all the problems of nature, the mystery of life, how 
much easier will it be to explain by means of the new principles the by 
far much easier problems of technical chemistry which have not been 
solved so far. It is quite natural and self-implied, but we must never-
theless repeat again and again that "The more perfect the theoretical 
evolution of the sciences becomes, the greater will be the scope of their 
exphwations and at the same time the greater their practical impor-
tance." 
THE AMERICAN CHEMIST.* 
· By Prof. G. C. CALDWELL. 
I have chosen for the subject of my address as retiring president of 
this society, one that seems appropriate to this occasion of the first 
gathering of a representation of Ameriean chemists on a fully organ-
ized basis as an American Chemical Society. My topic is the "Ameri-
can Chemist; bis Past and Present; '' and if I were but a prophet I 
would venture to add, bis future. Even as a historian I can claim 
neither special gifts nor training, and what I may have to say must be 
rega.rded only as a contribution to the treatment of so large a subject. 
The earlier records of the work of the American chemist are to be 
found only in periouicals of a general scientific character; for it is only 
within comparatively recent years, as we know, that be has been fortu-
nate enough to have journals devoted exclusively tu his own science. 
Before the establishment of these chemical journals, the American Jour-
nal of Scienee a,nd Arts, better knowu as Silliman's Journal, contained 
almost the entire record of his work. Besides and before this_ were only 
Transactions of scientific societies, to which, however, he was but a 
meager contributor, with a few notable exceptions. 
The oldest of these Transactions were those of the American Philo-
sophical Society of Philadelphia; contemporaneous therewith was the 
New York Medical Reposi"tory. My history begins with what I can find 
in these periodicals or Transactions Believing that the whole history 
can be presented in . a more interesting manuer if I divide the· period 
over which it extends into distinct subperiods, .[ will give my account 
of it by decades after and inclusive of the year 1800. What little there 
is on record of the American chemist's work prior to that year may be 
included in one period and set forth in a few words. 
Of that time, just at the close of the last century, Dr. Priestly was -
the most prominent figure in chemical science. Indeed, if it bad not 
been for his coming to this country, and his persistent devotion t.o the 
doctrine of phlogiston, and the opponents whom he aroused, there 
would have been exceedingly little to note of chemical work of any 
"-b,.n address delive-red by the retiring president of the American Chemical Society 
a.t tl.J.e sixth general meeting, Pittsburg, Pa., December 28, 1892.-Prorn Journal dJ 
the American Chemical Society, December, 1892, vol. xrv, pp. 331-349. · 
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kind. As far back before this as 1769 a paper was read before th~ 
American Philosophical Society, and published in the first volume of 
the Transaciions, entitled "An analysis of the chalybeate wa.ter, of 
Bristol, in Pennsylvania," by one Dr. DeNormandie. This being, 1 
think, the first chemical analysis made in this country, an aecouut of it 
in the author1s words will not be inappropriate. It runs as follows: 
Exp. (I) "A small portion of white oak bark infused in the waiters 
induced an immediate change from transparency to a dark purple color, 
which it retained _ twenty-four hours without depositing any sediment. 
(II) Some of the same water after being made hot, or exposed for a 
few hours to the open air, in a great measure lost its irony taste, aud 
received no other color than that of a common tincture from the wltite 
oak bark. (III) One drop of strong oil of vitriol in 2 ounces of the 
water produced no sensible alt~ration, a11d the water after standing 
some time continued transparent, without depositing any okerish or 
other sediment to the sides. (IV) Oi. Tart. pr. deliq. dropped in some 
of the same water induced a change of color, rendering it somewhat 
yellow, and in time precipitated to the bot.tom of the cup a fine gold-
colored oker. (V) -Sixteen ounces avoirdupois carefully evaporated to 
dryness in a china, bowl in B. M. ( bain marie, i. e., sand bath) left one 
grain of a yellowish brown powder of the taste of tart. tartariz. (VI) 
Linen moistened with the scum floating on the top of the spring is 
tinged with a strong iron mold. (VII) This water in weight is exaet.ly 
the same as rain water. From these experiments it is sufficiently evi-
dent that this water in its natural state contains a large portion of iron 
dissolved in pure water by means of an acid, which acid is extremely 
volatile and of the vitriolic kind." 
In another paper the author goes on to describe nine other experi-
ments of the same sort, from which he concludes that his first deduc-
tion 1s confirmed that the water contains considerable iron, that the acid 
must be either vitriolic or nitrous, that there is a small portion of neu-
tral salts in these waters, that they contain sulphur, and that they are 
slightly alkaline. The author then discusses the medical properties of 
the water, comparing it with the German Spa. 
Nothing el e appears till 1793, when there is published an account of 
an earthy ubstan e found near Niagara Falls, and vulgarly called 
" pray of the fall · ." 
W turn from uch crud work a thi , even though probably the be t 
p . i le at th time and place, to that of I rie8tly and his opponent', 
wi b a .n that we have hold of omething of far greater importance 
n if th main writ r wa all wrong in bi theory. Hi ' fir t paper 
print:.d in bi, uutry app ared, I thiuk, in 1796, in the ame Tran ac-
ti n n "Exp rim 11t a11cl 'ervation · relating to analysi' of atmo -
al. further xperiment, relating to ''. Generation of air 
h nclu:ion from wbi ·h i that water i convertibl int 
1 r LU hi y ar n to th ud of the entury he pub-
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Iished numerous short articles in this periodical and in the New York 
Medical Repository. 
In December, 1799, he read a paper before the American Philosophical 
Society on " Change of place in different forms of air through several 
interposing substances," and, says Dr. Bolton, "recognizes distinctly 
for the first time tb.e phenomenon of gaseous diffusion." In the volume 
of the New York Medical Repository for 1798-'99 he published eight let-
ters to Dr. Mitchell defending the doctrine of phlogiston. Iu the same 
journal Dr. J. Woodhouse, professor of chemistry in the University of 
Pennsylvania, had many papers, from 1795 to 1800 and beyond,-oppos-
iug Dr. Priestley's phlogistic views. What meager showing this is, 
when we consider that on the other side of the ocean, we find in the 
Annales de Ohimie, the first volume of which appeared in 1789, such 
names ot French chemists as Fourcroy, Lavoisier, Berthollet, Chaptal, 
Sennebier, Pelletier, Seguin, Yauquelin, Guyton d.e Morveau, arid others, 
as contributors, from 1789 to 1800, of articles on the greatest variety 
of chemical subjects _; qualitative and quantitative analyses of minerals 
and. mineral waters, studies of the chemical properties of elements and 
of their compounds, the chemistry of plant life and animal life, proxi-
mate analyses of some organic substances, the preparation of pure salts 
of various kinds, the illuminating power of different oils, besides the 
discus~ions on phlogiston, which were of course a prominent feature in 
the chemical literature of that period when this theory was receiving 
its death blows at the hands of Lavoisier. Books on chemistry were 
published, such as Methode de Nomenclature Ohimique, Traite de Ohim'ie, 
Essai de Statique Ohimique, System des Oonnaissances Ohiniique, Philo-
sophie Ohimiquej and in that same period the Annales de Ohimie was 
started. In Germany there was Richter, author of Anfangsgriinden 
der Stochiometrie, der Messlcunst Ohemischer Elemente, and '' Ueber die 
neiieren Gegenstiinde in der Chemie," in which he established by his own 
researches "the doctriue of proportions by weight, and showed. that 
acids combined with bases to form sa,lts, and developed the Jaw of neu-
tralization." There was also Klaproth, the first professor of chemis-
try in the University of Berlin, who developed especially quantitative 
analysis, established by his improved methods the composition of many 
minerals, and discovered uranium, titanium, and zirconium. In Swe-
den there was Scheele, who made a multitude of important contribu-
tions to chemistry, of which even a very imperfect enumeration would 
take too much of my time; and Bergmann, eminent as an analytical 
chemist aud for his researches in analytical chemistry. 
Iu England there was Cavendish who established the composition of 
water, an d. of nitric acid. 
We pass on to the next decade, 1800-1809, when in England Sir 
Humphrey Davy first appeared prominently as a discoverer in chem-
istry, and published his account of the isolation of the metals potassium 
~nd sodium, and Dalton with his ti,;rst qeyelopments ot'theatomic theory; 
~M 93-l6 
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when in Sweden there was the great Berzelius, who, from 1807 on, 
devoted his entire energy to one great aim, the development of the 
atomic theory, and the :first volume of whose L ehrbitch appeared in 1808; 
in France, Gay Lussac who, in 1808, announced the law of combination 
of gases by volume; Thenard, beginning in 1807 his investigations on 
the compound ethers; and Proust (really in Madrid, whither he went 
from France), who, in the last year of tl+e preceding decade, began bis 
fight with Bertho1let, contending for eight years for the constancy of 
proportion in the composition of chemical compounds. 
Surely something of the spirit of this great work going on in :Burope 
should begin to make itself felt across the Atlantic, even though the 
communication between the New w· orld and the Old was still so difficult 
and narrowly limited. But there is practically11othing recorded in the 
only journals to w llich I hayc access, those already 11arued, and there 
is good ground for believing that nothing important was doue. Priest-
ley was still contending for phlogiston with Dr. Morehouse and Dr. 
Mitchell, and J)erforming some experiments of small account compared 
with what was being done abroad; such as "Observatious on the dis-
covery of niter in common salt ,Yhich had been previously mixed with 
snow," and "Transmission of acids, etc., in the form of vapor over sev-
eral substances in hot tubes;" "Production of air by tlie freezing of 
water." Robert Hare, jr., first appea,rs in an "Account of fusion of 
strontites and volatilization of platinum," and B. Sillimau in an '' A11al-
ysis of a meteoric stone." Also, there is mention of JJerhaps the first 
soil analysis in America, u11der the title "On the su bstances which 
constitute the minera.l soil of the environs of Boston." 
All records fail me of any work done in the 11ext decade, nothing 
being giveu in the above Transactions, till the appearance of Sillimau'::; 
Journal in 181D; tbe eiglit short papers of that year, oue of t.bem by 
Dr. Hare and the others by Silliman, only one to four pa-ges each, aud 
relating to uuimportant topics, merit no further mention. 
In the tu enties over seventy papers of chemica,l import were giveu in 
Silliman'. Journa1J of which sixteen , mostly by Robert Hare, and very 
short with but four or five exceptions, referred to new forms of chemical 
apparatu or to reag nts; seventeen, from one to seven pages in length, 
r lat d t aualy e' of minera,ls; there were two papers on the present 
tat . of ·h mica1 cie11ce aud three on atomic weight , or points iu 
·11 n i ·al tb 01·y; oth r topic.· were generally of no special intere t . In 
th Tra,11 a· ion f t he 1: merican Philosophical Society, and b th 
urual f th Franklin In. titute which wa started during thi period 
nd th r · diug f th Ly emu of atural Hi tory of New York, 
h r a r , hierty on analy e of min raL. 
b ut on hundred paper appeared in illiman' Jour-
urnal of th Franklin In titute, nearly all of whi .h were 
h fiv a ·e.- lcrn · but the ·ba~a ·t r of th work, o far 
Y h t Ii· ' wa b ming lligher; twenty- ix pap r 
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related to studies of the properties of chemical element~ or their inor-
ganic compounds, and fifteen. to studies in organic chemistry-none of 
them very deep, perhaps, but still on a higher plane than heretofore; 
only fifteen related to analysis of minerals or mineral waters, six or 
eight to technical matters, and seven to analytical methods; the remain-
der were on miRcellaneons topics, mostly of subordinate , importance. 
About twenty-five of cue whole number of papers were contributed by 
Dr. Robert Hare, many of them very short, a11d, as in previom, years, 
on new forms of apparatus or new methods of prtparation of substances, 
in the devising of which he appears to have been very ingenious. No 
other single writer was so prominent iu the records of either this or' tli.e 
preceding decades. 
In the .forties ( l848), a 11ew periodical was a<lded, the Tra~isactions of 
the American Association for the Advancement of Science. FurtherrnorP, 
original work in chemistry took a wonderful start; and well it might; 
for .such names appeared, familiar enough to some of the oldest of us, 
if uot to the younger men jn my audience, as W. B. and R. E. Rogers, 
the fir:st of whom afterwards took an important part in the organiza-
tion. of the :Massachusetts Institute of Technology; J. Lawreuce 
Smith, U. U. Shepard, Johu W. Draper, T. Sterry Bunt, E. N. Hors-
ford, and W. Gibbs, many of whom had received their inspiration in 
the laboratories of Germany. Smith studied under Orfila., Dumas, and 
Liebig; Draper, a native of England, under Dr. Turner, of the Uni-
versity of London; Horsford uuder Liebig; Dr. Gibbs under Rammels-
burg, Rose, Liebig·, and Hegnault. 
Over a hundred papers appeared in the periodicals above named, 
aml, while greater length does not necessarily mean much, nevertbeles8 
when papers of ten, :fifteen, twenty pages -0r over, are the rule, rather_ 
than papers of two to four or five pages, it is not far out of the way to 
suppose that wbeu such men as these I have named, and Silliman and 
Hare, write them, they are not made up of padding. Classifying these 
bundred or more papers roughly, about forty-three of them may prop-
erly be called purely scientific papers on inorganic chemistry, t\'{ enty 
011 organic chemistry, twenty 011 analyses of miuerals aud waters, ten 
on analytical chemistry, and the rest on technical or other topics more 
removed from pure science. J. Lawrence Smith coutributed eight of 
these papers; Bm1t, ten; the Rogers brothers, eight. Dr. Hare was 
still prolific, cont1;ibuting eight papers. Eight of the papers were 
purely theoretical, such as those on "The idea of au atom suggested 
l>y tl1~ phenomena of weight and temperature;" ''Allotropism of 
chlorine as counected with the theory of substitution;'' "Anomalies 
pre ented in the atomic volumes of phosphorous and nitrogen; ·'' "Prin-
ciple8 to be considered in chemical classification;" "Theory of com-
pound salt radicals." 
1n the fifties about one hundred and seventy papers were published 
. ' agamst one hundred in the preceding decade, classified as follows: 
purely scientific, inorganic chemical work, about sixty; organic, eight; 
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analytical, twenty-three; mineral analyses and studies, forty; technical 
subjects, nineteen; miscellaneous, eighteen. Several of these papers 
are theoretical studies; as, '' Comparison between atomic weights anu 
chemical and physical action of barium, strontium, calcium, and mag-
nesium, with some of their compounds;" "Numerical relations between 
the atomic weights, and some thoughts on the classification of the ele-
ments;" "Theoretical relation of water and hydrogen;" '' Apparent 
pBrturbation of the law of defin1te proportions in compounds of zinc and 
of antimony;" "Rational constitutiou of certain organic compounds," 
etc. New and well-known names appearin g prominently were those of 
Genth, Mallet, Cooke (J.P.), Brusb,and C.l\1. Warren . Robert Hare's 
name disappears. Cooke, in his article, above mentioned, on the numer-
ical relations between the atomic weights, etc., classifies the elemeuts 
in six series similar to the series of homologues in organic chemistry; 
in each series the difference between the successive atomic weights is 
a multiple of some whole number, this number being different for the 
different seriys, He shows that the properties of the elements in each 
series follow a law of progression; the numerical law for the progression 
in the specific gravity is given; and when a sufficient number of deter-
minations shall have been made of such other properties as are capable 
of measurement, he predicts that numerical laws for each of these kinds 
of variation can be ascertained. Thus he looks forward to a perfect 
science of chemistry in which we shall be able to foretell with certainty 
the properties, not only of uudiscovered elements in any given series, 
but also of the cornpoun<l.s of these elements. There are ma11y corre-
spondences between his classification a11d tlJat of Mendeleef, and as 
above shown, he forsbadows the idea, already realized with the aid of 
1\Iendeleef's classification, of the possibility of locating and describing 
bitllertouulrnowu elements. Hunt contributed seventeen of the papers, 
largely giveu to the analysis and constitution of minerals; iudeed, the 
examination of American minerals was a very prominent feature of the 
chemical work of this decade, as shown by the number of papers 011 
the subject. J. Lawrence Smith and .Mallet did the largest part of 
their work on this liue, and the former made au important contribu-
tion to the methods of anlaysis of minerals, in his new process for the 
eparatiou of the alkaliei:-. It was in this decade that the famous "·ork 
app ar <l of Gibb and Geuth 011 the Arnmoniao-Cobalt Bases, <:over-
ing 59 quarto pages of tlle Smith oni.:rn Contributiou , · to Knowledg ~-
th l ng t ingle arti •le that had, up to that time, appeared on a cllern-
i al r ear h. Ar -determinntion of tlrn atomic weigLt of lithium m1<1 
f antim ny wa made by Mallet, th fir, ·t worl of thi kincl done by 
an m ri an ch 111i ~t. I rna well he ::iid tL::it thi , is th :flrstdecnd 
f h i ·al r ar ·h in tbi, m1tr,r wbiC'h ha, · ome promineut aud 
baraet rL i<· ,· to li:tin ni h it from tl1e oth rs that pre-
Iu the ·ixti s b ut t, bun re and fifteen pav 1· , were ublislled7 
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against one hundred and seventy in the finie:-;, of which ninety per-
tained to general inorganic chemistry,. forty to organic chemistry, 
twenty-eight to methods of analysis and new forms of apparatus for 
analytical pnrposes, thirty to the analysis of minerals and mineral 
waters; seven were on technical subjects, fourteen on meteorites, four 
on agricultural chemical topics, and three on animal or vegetable phys-
iological chemistry. More attention was given in this decade than in 
the preceding· one to more purely scientific studies in general chemis-
try, for on inorganic and organic chemistry together there were one 
bnn<lred and thirty papers, against only sixty-eight in the earlier period, 
while analyses of new minerals, also genuine scientific work, were 
almost as numerous as before. The most prominent contributor was 
Lea, nearly all of whose papers, o-ver thirty in number, were on impor-
tant topics in both inorganic and. organic chemistry. Cooke and Hors-
ford, of Hal'vard, and Gibbs and J. Lawrence Smith contributed 
important papers, as did also Hunt; Warren made some important 
contributions in organic chemistry. Other contributors were Brush, 
Ordway, Crafts, and Wetherill. Hinrichs first appeared with his theo-
retical essays, which some of us have perhaps attempted to master and 
assimila.te. Of the papers on general inorganic and organic chemistry, 
about forty were from ten to thirty pages in length, indicating, at least 
as to quantity of material to be communicated, research studies of con-
siderable length. The proportion of such long papers was very much 
smaller in the preceding decades. 
There is much work deserving special mention in this decade, such 
as Clark's "Constants of Nature," a collection of all the reliable deter-
minations of specific gravities, boiling points, melting· points, specific 
beats, and expansion by heat, and covering 450 octavo pages of the 
8rnithsonian Miscellaneous Collections; Warren's Monograph, of 100 
quarto pages in The Transactions of the Arnerican Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, on "A new form of apparatus for fractional condensation of 
volatile liquids free from objections incident to the methods in use;" 
and "Researches on volatile hydro-carbons;" also, his papers on "A 
new method for combustion in a current of oxygen gas alone, without 
the use of cupric oxide;" and on" The analysis of organic substances 
containing sulphur and chlorine." 
As one result of his work on the hydro-carbons, Warren showed that 
the elevation of the boiling point for an increment of CH2 in homolo-
gous series is 30°, or much larger than was hitherto supposed; and 
that in certain other series derived from the benzole series, differences 
in boiling points for CH2 added or removed are much smaller than 190, 
Kopp's figure. 
Worthy of mention is Lea's attempt at a classification of the elements 
in several groups, the members of each group differing by 44-45, show-
ing that "the elements thus grouped consist of bodies whose proper-
ties are analogous-and that this classification is in harmony with the 
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distinguishing characteristics of the substances classified." One such 
group starts with Sb, 120·3; As, 75; P, 31; N, 14; Sn, 59, and Pb, 103·5. 
Another comprises Hg, 200; Cd, 112; Zn, 65·5, and Mg, 24·4; all tlle 
members of this last group are in one of Mendeleef's groups, and the 
first four members of the first group are also in another of Mendeleef' .. 
This grouping is founded on a broader basis; but Lea's was publisllcd 
thirty years ago, in 1860. 
Gibb-; showed by reference to the volumetric relation of gaseous 
compounds that if the proposed new atomic weights, 16, 12, and 32, l>e 
accepted for oxygen, carbon, and sulphur, the atomic weights of at lea t 
fifty other elements must be doubled, and as be is not a man to fail to 
give due credit to others it is fair to infer that he was the first to call 
attention to this necessity. Lea's work on the ethyl bases, as lle calls 
them, diethylamine, trietbylamine, etc., is comprised in several papers, 
in which he gives a very full account of their reactions and a new 
method of separating them by picric acid. Ordway ga,ve a very exhaust-
ive paper on soluble glass, its chemistry and applications; Gibbs and 
Lea also made extensive researches on the platinum metals, and very 
notable are the many contributions made by Gibbs on improvements in 
methods of analysis. Everything coming from his laboratory was reli-
able, and there was much of it. Hunt published three papers on the 
chemistry of mineral waters, in which, on the basis of certain general 
principles laid down, and of a number of analyses of waters of tl1e 
Champlain and St. Lawrence basins, he attempted to trace t.lle biRtory 
of these waters and account for their origin, and in another paper he 
attempted also to trace out the origin of the dolomites. Crafts, with 
Friedel, by results of research on the silicic ethers, proved, as he thinks, 
convincingly the tetratomic character of silicium. Gaffield's intere ' t-
ing researches on the action of sunlight on glass were made in thi. 
decade. Gibbs made a, very valuable contribution to the resources of 
physical chemistry by a calculation of the wave lengths of the line::; of 
a large number of the elements, from measurements made by Angstrom 
and Ditscbeiner, and Huggin's scale of wave lengths of 1,000 lines. 
Goessman discussed in a careful and thorough manner the origin of the 
alt beds and the composition of the salt and the brine of the ocean 
water. 
Tbr e notable books appeared in this decade, Cooke's "Chemical 
I bysic ," torer' "Dictionary of Solubilities," and Wormley' "Micro-
cb mi try of Poi on ." 
n b s entie , about 240 papers were publi "bed, a part of them 
in thr n w I erio<li ·al . The American In titute of Mining Engineers 
i u lit fir t v 1ume of Tran ac ion in 1871. Methods of chemical 
naly i na urally o upi cl much of the attention of the chemical mem-
r f bi in i u . Th American hernical Journal and the Journal 
if the Am ri an he1ni al I ociety mad th ir fir t appeara11 e in 1 70. 
Thi t l i. 11 d in 1 77 an<l I u Ii h d two volume, of 
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Transactions prior to tl.Je jssue of tLe first volume of its journal. Dr. 
Chandler's American Chemist also appeared in this decade.* 
Eighty of tlte papers published referred to general inorganic chemis-
try; 4 7 to organic chemistry; 57 to analytical methods and apparatus; 
only 13 to minerals an<l. mineral waters, and the same to technical sub-
jects; 21 short papers were on meteorites; agricultural chemistry had 
14 papers; physiological chemistry 5; and sanitary chemistry 2. Ana-
lytical chemistry was very much more prominent in the work of this 
decade, and in fact than at any time before it; methods of agricultural 
chemical ana.Iysis, as well as of ana.Iysis pertaining to the mining engi-
neering interests, especially of iron and steel, received speci_al atteuti011. 
The prominent contributors were M. C. Lea, J. Lawrence Smith, Gibbs, 
Remsen, and Clarke; there were 130 writers in all, of whom only 14 
contributed 5 or more 11apers, and only 2, Lea and J. Lawrence Smith, 
contributed over 10 papers; but many of these papers were short. In 
mass and importance of material published, Gibbs, Clarke, Mallet, and 
Remsen ranked as high as the more frequent contributors, especially 
if they receive the credit due them for work done in their laboratories, 
although published in the uames of their assistants or students. The 
begiuning of Uhittenden's extended work in physiological chemistry 
appeared in this decade. Remsen, 0. L. Jackson, and A. Michael also 
became prominent as leaders in research in organic chemistry. Gooch, 
besides giving ~s Lis crucible for :filtration, published a valuable work 
on the determination of phosphoTus pentoxide. Gibbs began his long 
and difficult research on complex inorganic acids, of tungsten, and 
molybdenum. Clarke traced out some new relations between the 
atomic volumes of the elements. Hilgard began bis work on the 
methods of analysis of soils, in whieh be is now tlrn univ~rsally recog-
nized authority. J. W. Draper showed that the dfagram given in so 
many works at that time, and occasional1y even now, exhibiting une-
qual distribution of beat and actinism in the solar spectrum is mis-
leading-that, on the contrary, the heat and chemical power are as great 
at one end of the spectrum as at the other, the diffraction spectrum 
showing no such inequality as the diagram represents. Lea continued 
his research on the action of light on silver salts and also made new 
determinations of the atomic weights of nickel and cobalt. J. Law-
rence Smith established the presence of a solid hydro-carbon and free 
sulphur in metf'.orites. Cooke made new determinations of the atomic 
weight of antimony. 
While there are single resea,rches in the preceding decade of higher 
importance than any that appear in this, a careful comparison of the 
whole amount of work done might show that there was little difference 
in the real advance made in the two decades . 
.,. This jonrnal was begun in July, 1870, anfl complete<l seven volumes, ending in 
1876. It had been preceded by an American r eprint of the English Chemical News, 
with an American supplement. 
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In the e'ighties we see an enormous advance in chemrnal work. One 
new chemical periodical appeared~ the Jou,rnal of Analytical Chemistry. 
Exclusive of papers on the examination of foods and drugs in the 
Reports of Boards of Health of three or four States, and of papers in 
Reports of Agricultural Experiment Stations, the whole number pub-
lished was about 875, and inclusive of papers excepted as above the 
total would certainly not be less than 900, or more than three and a 
half times as many as in the preceding d.ecade. About 130 of these 
papers related to general inorganic chemistry; 255 to general organic 
chemistry; 283 to analytical chemistry; over 50 to agricultural chemis-
try, 25 to technical chemistry; 30 to physiological chemistry; 33 to 
· analyses of minerals and mineral waters, and also 33 mostly very short 
papers, to analyses of meteorites. The amount of solid work on these 
several lines may be indica~ed in a measure by the length of the papers; 
a paper of 1, 2, or even 3 pages would as a general thing represent in-
vestigations of minor importance, a,nd comparatively little actual work, 
although there may be some exceptions to the rule. Comparing in this 
respect the 3 leading lines of work, general inorganic chemistry, organic 
chemistry, and analytical chemistry, about GO per cent of the papers in 
analytical chemistry are more than 3 pages long, while only 22 per cent 
of the papers in inorganic chemistry, a,nd 19 per cent of those in organic 
chemistry, exceed that limit. 
About 380 chemists contributed these papers, of whom, however, 
258 appeared but once or twice in the whole decade. The most fre-
quent contributors were Clarke, Chittenden, Gibbs, H.B. Hill,Jackson, 
Morse, Michael, Mabery, Mallet, Remsen, E. F. Smith, and Wiley. 
Several valuable contributions were made by others, who published 
fewer papers, and in some cases very important ones. 
The most notable feature in the work of this decade is the great 
amount of work in organic chemistry, done especially under the lead 
of Remsen, Jackson, and Michael, most of which seemed to find its 
natural way to the public through Remsen's own journal. In these 
times, when the Berichte, Liebig's Annalen, Joiirnal fiir Pralctische 
Chemie, Monatshajte, and the JoU,rnal of the English Chemical Society 
are giving u. · every year their 1,500 pages and more -of papers on 
re earch in organic chemistry, there are at least some of us who are 
not only not conver. ant with this work, our lines of study being in 
oth r dir ctions, hut are each year getting more and more hopelessly 
ut of tou h with it. A one of those I would not presume to pass 
jucl ·m nt on the alue of the re earches in orgauic chemistry that are 
now b in rn l in thi unt1'y; but we can be confident that it is not 
,·u h ,v r~ a: an m ri an n ed be ashamed of. And I am ure we all 
r j i' that hl'ouo·h h e inv tigators our own country is contributing 
f w rth r arch in tui gr at branch of chemical 
C'l1 mi 1·y Dr. ,' co11tinued hi work into this 
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decade on the complex organic acids. Morley contributed his masterly 
papers on the analysis of air and his work on the atomic weight of 
oxygen; Becker, his digest of investigations on determinations of 
atomic weights since 1814, occupying 270 pages of the Smithsonian 
JJfiscellaneoits Collect-ionsj Olarke gave his re-calculations of the 
atomic weights; M. 0. Lea, his discovery of the allotropic forms of 
silver; Cooke and Richards, the re-determination of the atomic 
weights of oxygen and hydrogen; Mallet, his revision of the atomic 
weight of aluminum and determination of the molecular weight of 
hydrofluoric acid; Craft's, his determination of the vapor destiny of 
iodine, with results differing from those of both Deville and Troost, 
and Victor Meyer, and his paper on the vapor density of permanent 
gases; and Warder, some of the first beginnings of work on physical 
chemistry. 
I h~ve had pointed out to me by a competent authority as the most 
significant papers in organic chemistry," Oxidation of substitution prod-
ucts of the aromatic hydronarbons," and "Investigations on the sul- · 
phillides," by Remsen and his pupils; "Researches on the substituted 
benzyl compounds," · by Jackson and his pupils; "Furfurol and its 
derivatives," by H. B. Hill, and "Researches ou allo-isomerism," by 
Michael and his pupils. Other leaders in this organic work were 
Mabery, L. M. Norton, and W. A. Noyes. 
In analytical chemistry nothing more prominent appeared than Mal-
let's most valuable and exhaustive work, in the report of the lamentably 
short-lived U. S. Board of Health, on "The determination oi' the 
organic matter in potable water" and Morley's on "The analysis of -
air." Analytical chemistry was much advanced along certain technical 
lines by the · work of the Association of the Official Agricultural 
Chemists, begun in 1884, and by co-operative work on the analysis· of 
iron and steel, published iu the transactions of the Institute of Mining 
Engineers. _· 
In physiological chemistry, Chittenden continued with Ely and others 
the important work begun in the preceding decade, and publisl1ed 
valuable papers on the digestive liquids and the products of their action 
on the proteids. In sanitary chemistry the work begun by the lamented 
Nicbols in the seventies was carried further in this decade by Mallet 
in the paper on the determination of organic matter in potable watee, 
already referred to, and the valuable papers by Leeds on potable water 
supplies, in report8 of the New Jersey State Board of Health and the 
Journal of this society. A large amount of work on the examination 
of foods and drugs was done nncler the supervision of the boards of 
health of a very few States, notably Massachusetts and New York, and 
of certain cities. 
In agricultural chemistry, under the generous provision made by the 
U. S. Government by an act passed in 18S6, giving $15,000 annually 
to every State in whfoh an agricult,ural college was established under 
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t,he act of 1862, and the no less generous provision made by some of 
tbe States themselves, a very large amount of work has been done. 
So close are the relations of chemistry to agriculture, that the opening 
and liberal equipment of a chemical laboratory for special work was 
among the first steps taken, on the establishment of each agricultural 
experiment station under this grant; thus at present a chemist, with 
often one or more assistants, is exclusively engaged in each State iu 
agricultural chemical investigation. Under the liberal appropriation 
made also by the Department of Agriculture for chemical investigation, 
more liberal than by any other Government, a large amount of valuable 
work bas been done at Washington. In the outcome of these v!1l'ious 
provisions may be included Atwater's papers on the sources of the 
nitrogenous food of the plant, Richardson's on the composition of 
American cereal grains, the work of Jordan, Armsby, and their asso. 
ciates on the digestibility and feeding value of fodder material~, and 
Hilgard's continuation of his work on soil analysis. Many papers were 
published on improvements in methods of agricultural chemical analy·· 
sis, and a very large amount of routine work was clone in the exarnina-
ation of commercial fertilizers for the purpose of protecting tLe con-
sumers from fraud. In all tliis a prominent part was taken also in this 
decaue by Johnson, Goessm'an, Jenkins, Babcock, Osborne, and others. 
Thus my history closes; a hurried one, and therefore imperfect, but 
nevertheless giving, I trust, something of an idea of what we have 
come to in this country, from vety small beginnings. From abont 
eighty papers in the twenties, the first decade in which any work of 
importance was done, to over nine hundred in the eighties is great 
progress; and the progress justly appears greater, when the character 
of the work is also taken into . account. In the twenties the papers 
were mostly about the analysis of minerals, or new forms of apparatus 
or new reagents-and mostly very short papers-and in general much 
below the grade of work that was going on in Europe; in the eighties 
the work was on the same lines and of the same orcler as that done 
elsewhere, and as well as that, rich in imp '.)rtant results. 
But there is room for further progress still, much of it, before we in 
this country shaU accomplish as much as our brother chemists do in 
Europe,-before our Chemical Society shall, if it publishes a journal, be 
able to send out annually uch a volume as the Berlin Society uoes, to 
say nothing of what appears in other German periodicals. 
What are our pro p . ·t , and what our means for doing thi 1 Thi 
kind of work i done at tlrn univer ities of Germany and her techni al 
ho 1 . We hav univ r ities; more of them, so-called, than U-er-
mn,ny ha ; w have a-£ wt clinical ,·cbooL of a high order, and innu-
ra 1 11 , . Th . univ r i i and t chnical schools have their 
b mi ·al 1 hav al o many of the college . Every State 
xp rim nt .·tation with a working chemical lab-
I borat rie . and men in charge of 
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them more or less specially educated as chemists, there is abundant 
provision. Every one of these universities, colleges, a,T?d advanced 
technical schools has a double mission to perform, if it does the whole 
work that is expected elsewhere in the worl<l, of institutions giviug 
higher instrU:ction. One of tbese missions is to teach-to impart 
knowledge that is already a part of the world's possession of know-
ledge, to the students who are seeking it, now in larger numbers tha11 
ever before. Tlie other mission js to gain new knowledge-to acld td 
the world's stock of it.. Here and there is seen a man of wealtlJ, and 
scfontific tastes and acquirements, and an aptitude for research, who' 
investigates in his own private laboratory, and does good work there; 
but such a combination is rare. These higher institutions of learning 
are to be in the future, as th~y have been in the past, the fittest places, 
and indeed almost the only places, for the making of both investigators 
aud investigations. 
Why is it, with so many of these institutions as we have, making 
claim to this high rank in our system of instruction, that ,ve fall so far 
short of contributing our full share of tlJe world's acquisition of new 
kuowledge, year by yearf Tlie first and perhaps most important rea-
son is that those upon whom tliis work devolves, and who would be 
glacl to do it, have no time for it. Their work of instructio11, often 
comprising many branches of science, uses up all their energy. Ti..Jis 
u1:1fortunate condition of affairs is chargeable, to a large extent, to the 
mu1tiplicity of colleges with endowments inadequate for the perform-
ance of the whole work of a college. It may be fairly saicl that no 
i11stitutiou of learning is fully worthy of being called a university, or 
a college of liigh rank, that does not provide teachers enough, so tlrnt 
each one has spare time for investigation. There is room for improve-
ment, in this respect, even in some of our largest · universities. It is 
not alwa,ys practicable for an outsider, such as the average trustee is, 
to get ~o thorough an acquaintance with the inner workings of the 
several departments, as to understand how most of a teacher's time 
may be consumed in the managemeut of the petty details of a labora-
tory full of students, provided that he does bis duty there. 
Secondly, given the time when this important feature of college and 
university comes to be properly appreciated, will there be means for the 
work~ There l~an be little doubt that they will then he provided; if not 
in any otl1erway, when it appears that there are men ready and competent 
to carry on valuable investigations, but who can not forwantofmeans aud 
appliances, new funds for the promotion of such work may perhaps be 
adfled to those alrea_dy in existence, such funds as the Elizabeth 
Thompson science fund, now amounting to $27,000, the Bache research 
fund, aud the Wolcott Gibbs fund for chemical research. 
Given time and means, have we the men in this country for credita-
ble scientific research, I think that such an · answer to this question 
as is indicated by the records of the chemical research in the decade 
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ftom 1880 to 1890 is most encouraging. Great investigators like great 
poets, like men great in anything, are born not made; born, may we 
not truly say, out of the spirit of the country and the period in which 
their great works are done. But when born they must _be nurtureu, 
and the place for their nurture is the university. In this seuse the 
:university must make the investigator as well as the investigation. In 
the land ~ here the spirit of investigation is rife there will be the most 
material out of which to make investigators ; and there too will men and 
women destined to be such be most sure to drift into the line of life 
work for which they are best adapted and receive the best training 
for it. 
It seems to me that the relations of our society to this matter of the 
furtherance of chemical investigation in t his country are of vital impor-
tance; that if it does not appear in its stat ed meetiugs or the meetings 
of its sections scattered throughout the country that it is alive with the 
spirit of research, it will fail to establish its reason for being ; and mem-
bership of it will be of little advantage to anybody, and that the society 
itself will be of little service to the count ry. 
THB HIGHEST METEOROLOGICAL STATION IN THE 
WORLD.* 
By A. L.A WRENCE ROTCH. 
By tbe will of Mr. Uriah A. Boyden, a considerable sum of money was 
left in 1887 to Harvard College Observatory to aid in the establishment 
of an observatory" at such an elevation as to be free, so far as practi-
cable, from the impediments to accurate observation which occur in the 
observatories now existing, owing to atmospheric influences." Pre-
liminary stations were accordingly established in Colorado and in Cali-
fornia, provided with meteorological and astronomical instruments to 
test the meteorological as affecting the visual coniJitions. From these 
observatious it was concluded that the selection of a proper site was 
by no means a question of elevation alone, and it was thought desira-
ble, from theoretical considerations, to secure a location within the 
tropics. 
An expedition was accordingly sent to South America, where a sta-
tion on Mount Harvard, near Lima, Peru, at an elevation of 6,600 feet, 
was occupied for a year, and other sites further south were examined 
by the Messrs. Bailey. Owing to the remarkable clearness and steadi-
ness of the air at Arequipa, Peru, it was finally decided to locate a 
permanent station there, and, under the direction of Prof. W. H. Pick-
eriug, land was purchased ou_tside this city and the observatory build-
ings were erected in 1891. The city of Arequipa is situated above a 
desert about 80 miles from the Pacific Ocean, in a little oasis formed 
by a, river valley at the foot of the Cordillera. The observatory is 
built upon the crest of a hill overlooking this valley, about 400 feet 
above the city and 8,050 feet above the sea. It stands approximately 
in 16° 22' S. latitude and in 71 ° 22' W. longitude. Eastward the 
extinct volcano of Pichu-Pichu rises to a height of 18,600 feet; north-
east, and 10 miles distant, is the quie cent volcano of the Misti, 19,200 
feet in altitude, and 12 miles north rises Charchani, 20,000 feet high, 
wltich iR always snow-capped. 
The meteorological sta,tion, forming the subject of the article, is situ-
ated on the latter mountain just below the permanent snow line. 
"ffom ,,fnieric~n Meteorolo(!ical ,Jo11;rnal1 October1 18931 vol. x, pp. 282-287. 
~gq 
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Southeast of and about 3,400 feet below the summit is a cirqiie, forming 
a plateau less tha.n half a mile squa.re, which drops several hundred 
feet in a precipice on the south. Near the brink, at an elevation of 
16,G50 feet above the sea, is the meteorological station. The instru-
ments are contained iu a small louvred shelter, 22 inches square, placed 
on a, rock, and comprise the "exposed" and maximum and minimum 
tllcrmometers of the U. S. Signal Service pattern, a self-recording ane-
roid barometer, and two self-recording thermometers, all of the well-
known Richard freres' construction. The record cylinders revolve in 
rather more than seven days, but as the clock movements operate dur-
ing ten or twelve days, records for this length of time can be obtained, 
since, as the cylinders do not turn in an even number of days, tLe 
cliurual variations of pressure and temperature.during the second week 
are not superposed upon those of the first week. Near the shelter has 
been erected a stone but, where the person who ascends the mountain 
to care for the instruments can spend the night if necessary. Tllc 
ascent of 8,600 feet from the observatory can be made by mule in about 
eight hours; and though it is intended to have one of the assistants 
visit the station each four weeks, regular ascents have not been prac-
ticable; consequently, during the year the station bas been equipped, 
only portions of ten months' records could have been obtained, and 
uuforeseen stoppages of tlie self-recording instruments have further 
reduced the quantity of complete records to eight. The automatic 
traces of atmospheric pressure and air temperature are controlled by a 
mercurial barometer carried up by the observer and by readings of the 
"exposed" and the ma,ximum and minimum thermometers, the two 
. latter showing the extremes of temperature which have occurred since 
the laiSt visit. The distance in an air line from tbe Rtation to the observa-
tory is about 11 miles, a,ud such i8 the transparence of the air tbat on 
a large white di 0 k, which bas been placed on the edge of the plateau, a 
Llack spot, 1 inch in diameter, can be seen with the 13-inch telescope 
at the ob ~rvatory. 
Th meteorological equipment of the observatory is quite complete; 
and b id ' the ordinary iustrurnents for direct observations there are 
t.he lf-recor<ling barometer and tlrnrmorneter, of Richard freres, an 
an m graph f the ig11al Service type, and photographic sunshine 
r 1 • nl r of the form devi ed Ly Prof. Pickning. Direct observation ' 
thr "tirn a ay, at . M., 2 and 8 P. M., with frequent night ob erva-
ti u ' a 2 . r., h v L en made durillg two years but have 1iot be •n 
r •du d. Th r , ult of be ob ·ervation at both station will be pub-
Ji h lat r in b Annal of Har,vard College Obsen:atory, and th ir 
lL u ion will n oubt add greatly t our knowledge of mountain 
m t r I ny bing rnor than a bri f ummary of som of the 
nr w u]d, th r ~ re, b out of place here. 1 rorn data 
1 f 1- .c., ·it ~cl . Ir f. Ii 1 rinrr in A tron01n..y and 
lay hat th atmo pheric pr ure aud 
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air temperature at Arequipa are very uniform throughout the year. 
The highest barometer reading was 22·67G inches on August 17, and 
the lowest, 22·472, on January 19. The maximum thermometer read-
ing, which was exceptionally high, was 79° on June 3, and the lowest, 
38·5o, occurred eight days afterwards. Although the temperature 
uever descended to freezing, yet tllere are occasional frosts, and in the 
clear season the intense radiation causes thin ice to form. The clear 
season begins about the 1st of April and coutinues with scarcely an 
interruption until the 1st of November. During January and Febru-
ary, 1892, most of the rain fell, amounting to 2 or 3 inches. In Febru-
ary, 1893, 4 inches felJ in a single storn1,. but this appeared. unprece-
dented and did great damage. The mornings a're generally bright 
throughout the year, most of the rain falling in the afternoon or eveu-
i11g. Excepting during the rainy season, the air i:::; exceedingly dry, 
relative humidities of 35 per cent having been re,corded in March, 1893. 
The wind, as at low elevations, reaches its llighest velocity in the mid-
dle of the day, aml it is generally calm at 11ight. For the year above 
quoted, the l1ighest velocity, 17 miles per hour, occurred in December. 
Soon after sunrise a strollg wind blows down from the mountains to 
the nortlieast, after which the wind sllifts, decreases in velocity, aud 
resnrnes its normal course. 
The diurnal periods of the atmospheric pressure and the air temper-
ature are interesting on account of the small amplitude of both, aud 
tlie phases of the former. Taking the barograph records for December · 
at l\follendo at sea level, at Arequipa (8,050 feet), a11d at the camp on 
Cbarchani (16,650 feet), the respective dinrnal amplitudes are 0·1 i11ch, 
0·07 incli, and 0·03 inch. Whereas, at the sea-level station, the chief 
minimum and maximum occur about 5 P. l\L and 11 P. M., respectively, 
with secondades at 4 .A. M. and 9 A. M.; at Arequipa, the chief mini-
mum occurs about 5 A. M., and the secon<lary minimum about 4 P. M. 
The night maximum, which is also the chief one, occurs at about the 
same hour at both stations; but at Arequipa the secondary day maxi-
mum is advanced to about 1 P. 1v1. 
Not enough record~ at the Uharchani station have been reduced to 
determiue definitely the pressure period, but there appears to be a 
double daily maximum and minimum, whose times correspond in gen-
eral to those at Arequipa. The noon and night maxima have uearJy 
equal intensities, but the momiog minimum is deeper than the afternoon 
one as at Arequipa. These facts are the more interesting because some 
preliminary observations by M. Vallot, on the summit of Mont Blallc 
(altitude 15,7R0 feet), showed but a single maximum at about 1 P. M., 
and a single miuimum about 4 A. M., with only a tendency toward a 
secondal'y minimum late i11 the afternoon. At Uhamomiix, in the v~l-
ley, tlie diurnal period is nearly the same as at Arequipa, so that the 
form of the curve at the Charcbani station may be partly due to the 
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situation of the instrument in a depression on the flank of the moun-
tain, the topography of a station being known t.o influence these periods. 
As Las been stated, the permanent snow line 1s above the camp on 
Clrnrcbani, but last March, at the close of the warm and wet season, 
there were 2 feet of snow ou the plateau. Snow covered the ground 
down to 14,700 feet, while ice formed at night as low as 11,500 foet. 
On the night of March 9, the temperature of the air, in the shelter at 
the Charchani camp, _fell to 20·G0 , while over the suow, radiation low-
ered it to 14°. The temperatures do not seem to be greatly influenced 
by the seasons, and the range from January to March, 189.1, wa.s from 
13° to 46° F. The decrease of temperature in the 8,600 feet 0f air 
between the camp and obrnrvatory, as deduced from nearly simulta-
neous ob:-:!ervations at 8 p. 1vr. and 8 A. M. on March 9 and 10, 1893, was 1 
degree for 284 feet in the morning and 1 degree for 309 feet in the even-
fog, which agrees with similar observations previously made in the 
tropics. The relative humidity was completely inverted at tllcse times, 
the evening observations sllowing 34 per cent on the mountain and 56 
per cent at the observatory, while the morning observation gave 56 per 
cent on the mountain and 36 per cent at the observatory, the changes 
from nearly complete saturation to great dryness being very sudden at 
the upper station. · 
The physiological effects of an ascent to the camp on Cbarchani, 
where the atmospheric pressure is reduced to about 16·50 inches, are 
very marked. This seems to be about the limit to which mules cau be 
driven, and seldom in other places have 1they been taken so high. Few 
persons escape the soroche or mountain siclrness in some of its forms, 
especially if tl1ey stop at night. The effect upon the writer during his 
eighteen hours' sojourn may be interesting. Though or<linarily sick at 
lower alt~tudes, there was here no nausea or severe headache, the usual 
s'ymptoms of mountain 8iekness, which may perhaps be attributed to 
the ascent by mule, without muscular exertion, whereas previous high 
ascents bad generally been on foot. Other symptoms however mani-
fested themselves in abnormal excitability and restlessness which made 
sleep impossible, and by a lapRe of memory as well as in a want of 
sequence of ideas. The appetite remained good, and the writer's phys-
ical c011ditio11 made it 1)robaule tliat he could baye climbed bigher 
After a rest of two hours at the hut, the pulsations of the heart were. 
115, and the re piration through the lungs 25 per minute.· These 
<lecrea ed during the night to 88 and 22, respectively, and the temper-
ature of th blood (mea ured under foe arm) from 98·06° to 97·52° , 
th normal. at Arequipa at night being 80, 21, and 97·16°, respectively. 
All tll m teorological data would be much more valuable if obtaine<l 
in the free air u on tl1e umrnit of CbarchanL The establi hment of 
ai tati n 3 4 fi e high r, how ver, is av ry difficult un<lertakiug, as 
wo un . u fol att mpt. have b n made by partie. from the ob, rv-
~tory t climb h.e stee_ and s~ow-coyereq. slope. A thermometer ~h~l-
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ter, intended for the summit station, was carried some distance up on 
one of these occasions. If a suitable site could be selected on the sum-
mit of Cbarchani, and self-recording instruments placed tllere, it seems 
feasible to engage an intelligent native to ascend the monutain once a 
month, or oftener, to keep the instruments i11 operatiou, since it 1s 
known that some natives are less incapacitated by great altitudes than 
are foreigners. It is possible that this plan may be carried out by the 
Harvard Observatory, or, if it is found impracticable, a lower and more 
accessible peak to the west of Charchani may be thus utilized. 
The comparatively elevated temperature and small snow-fall on the 
high mountains of Peru offer opportunities for the establishment of 
loftier meteorological stations than are afforded by any other country, 
and the establishment of such a summit station by the Harvard Observ-
atory would be the crowning of its remarkable series of stations, 
extending from Mollendo, on the Pacific coast, along the railroad which 
crosses the desert of La Joya (4,140 feet), reaches the divide at Vin-
cocaya (14,360 feet), and descends the watershed to Puno on Lake Titi. 
caca (12,540 feet). .Another series, differing little in horizontal distance, 
but relatively greatly ·separated vertically, for which the observatory 
at .Arequipa and the camp on Charchani already furnish steps, would 
make it possible to obtain data of the greatest value for the progress 
of meteorology, which is lookiug more and more to the study of the 
upper air for its advance; and for this study the mountain summits 
furnish the only practical method of obtaining continuous records 
approximating the conditions prevailing in the free air. 
SiVI 93--17 

THE MONT BLANC OBSERVATORY.* 
The project of establishing a meteorological aud astronomical observa-
tory on the summit of Mont Blanc has, under the care of lVL J. Janssen, 
of the Meudon Observatory, made considerable progress during this 
year's summer months. It has been decided to use the snow itself as a 
foundation on which to rest the building. 'rhat thiR can be done with 
security was shown by some experiments carried out at Meudon last 
winter. A miniature mountain was made of snow pressed to the same 
density as that which is found on Mont Blauc at a d~pth of 1 or 2 
meters below the surface. This beiug made level at the top, disks of 
lead, 35 centimeters in.diameter and weighing each about 30 ·kilograms, 
were placed on the snow, one 
upon the other. After twelve 
ofthesehad been piled up,with 
an aggregate weight of 360 
kilograms, they were removed 
and the depth of the impres-
sion measured. It was not 
more than 7 or 8 millimeters. 
Thus a structure measuring 10 
by 5 meters might safely weig 11 
187,000 kilograms without 
sinking into the suow more 
than a few centimeters. 
The sum mit of Mont Blanc 
is formed by a very narrow 
edge of rock 100 meters long, 
running from west to east, and 
covered by suow which is 
thicker on the French thau on 
the Italian side. The Jevel of 
this snow has not shown any 
irnportantoscillati011S through- Mont Blanc Observatory. 
out a number of years. rro obviate the disturbiug effects of the storms 
which frequently rage around the summit, the building is constructed in 
the ·hapeofatruncated pyramid, the lower floor being smik into the snow. 
~ Nalnl'e, December 29, 1892; vo l. XLVII, p. 204: from Comptes Rendus, November 28 
1892. 
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The rectangular uase measures 10 by 5 meters. The upprr floor, which 
will be devoted to the observations, is covered with a flat roof, toward 
which ascent is made by a spiral stair.case leadin g from the basement 
upwards through the whole building, and above the tlat roof to a small 
platform destined for meteorological observations. 
The whole observatory · has double walls to protect the observers 
against the cold. The windows and doors are also double, and pro-
vided on the outside with shutters closing hermetically. The floor is 
made of double planks, and fornished with trap doors giving access to 
the snow supporting the observatory, and to the screw jacks placed 
in position for adjusting the level of the building in case the snow 
should yield. The building will be provided with heatiug apparatus 
and all the furniture necessary to make habitation at such an altitude 
possible. 
Up to the present the observatory bas been transported in parts to 
Ohamorinix. On the Grands-lVIulets a cottage ltas been erected for the 
use of the workmen and for storing the things destined for the observ-
atory. 
On the Grand Rocher Rouge another cottage bas been built, only 
300 meters below the summit, iu which the workers and observers 
can, if necessary, take refuge. 'fhree-quarters of the materials for 
the observatory have been transported to the Grands-Mulets (3,000 
meters) and the rest to the Rocher Rogue (4,500 meters). 
Next year the erection on the summit will be carried out. A.n 
astronomical dome, which is to complete the observatory, will also be 
taken in hand. The work done up to now bas been carried out under 
great difficulties, owing to the fact that everything bad to be carried l>y 
hand. But no accident has, so far, marred the success. 
Dr. Oapus, who accompanied M. Bonvalot in his well-k nown expeui-
tion to the Pamir, bas promised his assistance for certain observations. 
But the observatory will be international and. open to all observers 
who wish to work there. 
THE OBSERVATORY ON MOUNT BLANC ... 
A ' briefly announced in onr notes last week, Dr. Janssen ha recently 
vi it d th ob rvatory on Mount Blanc. In th e current Comptes Ren-
dit h give an account of the expedition from a scientific point of 
i w and the following i a tran lation of hi description: 
W 1 ft Uhamonix on eptember , at 7 A.. M., and arrived at th um-
mi n ept m r 11, at 2: 0 P. M. The ob ervatory was then in front 
of u:. Thi c n. trn ti n ba . ev ral floor .. , of which tlie framework, 
fi rm d y lar a11cl ma:. i b am cro. ed in all <lirection i11 order to 
l ri i li · of th wbol pro,lu <.: '· a deep impre ion upon the 
' .Frolll Xature, 1·tol> r f>, 1 83; vol. XLVIII, p. -19_ 
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One wonders how it has been possible to transport the edifice 
to this altitude and fix it on the snow. However, if the conditions 
offered by the hard, permanent, and· little mobile snows of the summit 
are carefully considered, it is soon recognized that the snows are able 
to support very considerable weights,* and that they will be only slightly 
amenable to displacements, which will render it necessary to straighten 
again the construction which has been fixed upon them. 
On my arrival I made a rapid survey, and saw that the construction 
had not been sunk in the snow as much as I had stipulated of the con-
tractors. I do not approve of this. My guides and myself then took 
possession of the largest underground room. I intended at first to fix 
the instruments for enabling observations to be commenced immedi-
ately, and the provisions were left on the Rocher-Rouge. This circum-
stance put us in a state of perplexity, for the weather suddenly became 
very bad, and we had to remain two days separated from the stores. 
The storm lasted from Tuesday until Thursday morning. Beautiful 
weather then set in, and I was able to begin the observations. 
The observations have for their principal object the question of the 
presence of oxygen in the solar atmosphere. The academy knows that 
I worked at this important point during my ascensions to the Grands-
Mulets (3,050 meters) in 1888, and at M. Vallot's observatory in 1890. 
But the novelty of the.observations of 1893 lies in the fact that they 
have been effected on the very summit of Mount Blanc, and that the 
instrument employed is infinitely superior to that of the two preceding 
ascensions. At the first, in fact, a Duboscq spectroscope, incapable of 
separating the B group into distinct lines, was employed, while the 
instrument about to be employed at the summit of Mount Blanc is a 
grating spectroscope (the dispersive piece of which I owe to the kind-
ness of Rowland), with telescopes having a focal length of 0·75 and 
showing all the details of the B group. This circumstance is of consid-
erable hnportance, for it may lead to the discovery, in the constitution 
of the group in question, of valuable elements for measuring in some 
way the _effects of the diminution of the action of our atmosphere as 
one ascends into it, and, accordingly, to determine whether this diminu-
tion corresponds to total extinction at its limits. In fact, we shall 
learn whether or no the double lines which make up the B group dimin-
ish in intensity as their refrangibilities diminish-that is, as their wave 
lengths increase. 
This circumstance may perhaps be employed with profit, if not to, 
measure at least to observe the diminution of the action of the selective 
,1 bsorption of our atmosphere. It has been ascertained that the most 
feeble don hles fade away one after the other as the atmosphere is 
ascendecl-tliat is to say, as the absorbing action is diminished. Thus, 
under ordinary cin.:umstances, at the surface of our seas or upon our 
" See Comptes R endus for an account of experiments made at Mendon on the ·resist-
ance of slightly compressed snow. (Ante, p. 259.) 
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plains, thirteen or fourteen doubles can be seen, not reckoning that 
which js known~.as the head of B. 
But even at Chamonix-that is, at an altitude of 1,050 meters-the 
thirteenth double· is very difficult to make out,and at the Grauds-Mulets 
(3,050 meters) it is only possible to see from the tenth to the twelfth, 
while at the summit of Mount Blanc I could hardly go beyond the 
eighth. 
It is not to be su-pposed that we establish a proportionality between 
the numerical diminution of the doubles and that of the atmospheric 
action. The law is evidently of a much more complex character. But 
this diminution, especially when considered in connection with the 
expetiments made with tubes full of oxygen, and. able to re-produce the 
series of atmospheric phenomena to which we have referred, is sufficiei1t 
for us to conclude that the B group would totally disappear at the limits 
of our atmosphere. It is remarkable, however, that if we take the 
coefficient 0·566 that represents the diminution of atmospheric action 
at the summit of Mount Blanc according to barometric pressures 
( ~:~~ = 0·566 ) and multiply it by thirteen-the number that repre-
sents the doubles clearly visible on the plain-we obtain 7·4 as tlrn 
result-that js to say, very nearly the number (8) doubles that can be 
seen qe me on the summit of Mount Blanc. 
This result is certainly remarkable, but I repeat that, in my opinion, 
it is only by the compari8on with tubes reproducing the same optical 
conditions as nearly as possjble that any definite conclusions will be 
obtained. These comparative experiments have already been com-
menced in the laboratory of Mendon Qbservatory, and they lead to the 
same result, viz, the disappearance of the groups A, B, and a at the 
limits of the atmosphere. On account of the importance of the ques-
tion, however, the experiments will be repeated and completed. 
The question arises as to whether the high temperatures to which 
solar gases and. vapors are subj ected are not capable of modifying the 
power of selective absorption, and particularly whether tbe absorption 
of oxygen which takes place in the sun's atmosphere would JJOt be alto-
gether different from that indicated by the experiments which have 
been made at ordinary temperatures. 
I have already instituted experiments with the idea of replying to 
thi objection. I ball give an account of them to the academy in due 
our e, but I may say that the absorption spectrum of oxygen, either 
th liu p ctmm or the unre ·olval>le bands, do not appear to be modi-
fied iu an ap r ciable manner ,, ben the oxygen is rai ed to tempera-
t r f a ut 4 0 or 500 d gree . 
whol I think that ob, rvations made on tbe summit of 
l n giv , new alHl mu ·h on11der fo1rndatio11 to tlie ~trnly of 
i n f th pnr 1 t lluri' or igin of tli e ox,vge11 group.' iu tLe 
· r 111 an l a to the ·oncln ' ion· pr viou~ly tated. 
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Independently of these observations I have also given ~ome attention 
to the transparency of the atmosphere of this almost unique station, 
and to the atmospheric phenomena which are included in such an 
extensive view, and across such a, great thickness. I shall speak of 
this on a future occasion. 
The observatory of course is not completed. There yet. remains 
much to be done iudependently of interior arrangements and the instal-
lation of the instruments; but the great difficulty bas been overcome, 
for we are free to work, and no longer have to reckon with the snow-
storms; tbe rest will follow in clue course. 
I hope that the observatory will soon be able to offer a much more 
comfortable sojourn than I have had there; but that will depend upon 
the wea.ther. Be this as it may, I regret nothing. I strongly wished 
to see our work in position, and still more fervently desired to inau-
gurate it by observations which are ever in my mind. I am fortunate 
at havi11g l>een able to realize my desires in spite of some difficulties. 

RELATIONS OF AIR AND WATER TO TEMPERATURE AND 
LIFE.* 
By GARDINER G. HtIBBARD, 
President of the National Geographic Society. 
CIRCULA'l'ION OF AIR AND W A'l'ER. 
It was said in olden times, "'l'he wind bloweth where it listeth, and 
thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh and 
whither it goeth." 
That which was unknown, science hath revealed. The wind in its cur-
rents is governed and directed by laws as :fixed as those of the solar 
system. If a moisture-laden wind passes over the country it leaves 
the land fruitful; but a dry wind leaves it barren. The currents of air 
are amoug the most important factors in the physical geography of our 
earth, affecting not only soil and climate but also vegetal and animal life. 
The winds obta,in their moisture through evaporation, which goes on 
everywhere and at all times; in the equatorial and polar oceans, from 
. the rich cultivated soil and the arid desert, from the valley and the 
snow-clad mountain. Reclus tells us that the evaporation from the 
equatorial ocean i from 13 to 16 feet a year. This estimate is con-
firmed by the U. S. Geological Survey, whicL found the evaporation 
from the outhern Colorado River to be 102 inches, or nearly 9 feet in 
a year. The quantity of water evaporated from the land must be very 
large, as only about two-fifths of the rainfall is returned by the rivers 
to the ocean. A great part, probably more than one-half of this quan-
tity, is re-evaporated to fall the second and third time as rain. 
The movements of the atmosphere depend either directly or indi-
rectly on differences of temperature; without these differences the air 
and ocean would be stagnant. There is a constant interchange of 
atmosphere between the equator and the poles. Cool air from the north 
blows toward the equator, first in a southwesterly, then in a westerly 
direction, crossing the Atlantic about the tropic of Cancer. Cool air 
from the south blows in a northwesterly and westerly direction, aud 
crosses the Atlantic near the equator. The difference of solar acces-
" Address before World's Congress at Chicago, July, 1893. From The National 
Geographic Magazine, vol. v, pp. 112-124. 
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sion between the equator and the poles gives the northward and south-
ward motion to these currents; the rfwolution of the earth on its a,xis 
gives the westerly motion. 
Tllese air currents are the great trade-winds which wafted Columbus 
across the Atlantic and l\fagellan across the Pacific. The trade-winds 
of the northern Atlantic are about 20° in width from north to south; 
those of the southern .Atlantic are not quite so wide. These winds oscil-
late northward in .August and southward in February, following the 
sun. Between the trade-winds of the north aud the trade-winds of tlle 
south there is a zone of calm . 
.. While the winds blow ov~r the land as well as over the ocean, their 
movements, interrupted by hills and mountains and affected by tem .. 
perature, lose that broad sweep and uniformity so characteristic of the 
ocean. 
Return currents of warm air blow across the ocean from the torrid 
zone toward the northeast in the nortb ern .Atlantic, and toward the 
southeast in the southern Atlantic. TlJe trade-winds, or equatorial 
currents, blow around the world from east to west; the polar currents 
blow from west to east. 
The great ocean currents follow the same general courses as the wind 
system. Their movements are initiated by <liflerences in density, caused 
chiefly by tempei·ature and by evaporation; yet the larger part of the 
motive power is derived from the wind. These movements have been 
ascertained by years of observation on vessels in every ocean, sea, and 
gulf, by the cumulative evidence of drifting objects, some of which have 
had their influence on tlJe spread of vegetal ·and animal life and even 
civilization itself, and by the researches of scientific exploring expedi-
tions to polar regions · and remote islallds. These oceanic movements 
are as well understood as those of the great atmospheric ocean above us. 
When water has acquired its movement, the configuration of the bot-
tom of the ocean and of the shore line, the rotation of the globe on its 
axis, and the direction and velocity of the wind modify its movement. 
SOUTH AMERICA. 
By tbi circulation the equatorial waters of the Atlantic blow across 
that ocean, impinge against the coast of South America, and are deflected 
northward aml southward. The southeasterly trade-winds blowing 
over it become urcbarged with moisture and pass directly up the val-
ley of the Amazon, watering the earth with frequent rains for 2,000 
mil to the fo th ill of the Andes, where Home of thi moisture i. 
defl ct by th mountains , outheastward to water southern Brazil; 
her maind r a. cend. the ,·lopes of the Andes until it is conden eel 
an fall a rai1 and now, and only dry winds blow aero s the com-
I, ratiY 1y11,n-rowplain.· betwee11 the.And . and the Pacific. Thevapor 
fro111 th ... \ t1an i falling in rain ovPr th valley of the Amazon an l 
along b rn lope f th ude.· :md the Cordill ra fl.ow back 
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to the ocean through the Orinoco, the Amazon, and la Plata, and makes 
the interior of South America one of _the richest countries of the world. 
The Amazon, a great mediterranean sea, as it is often rightly called, 
is projected into the heart of the continent. Its total fall from the 
foothills of the Cordilleras to the ocean is not over 300 or 400 feet, 
affording for the largest vessels uninterrupted. navigation and innumer-
able harbors for 1,500 miles into the interior and 1,000 miles farther 
for smaller vessels. The aggregate navigable waters of tbe main 
stream and its tributaries are estimated at 50,000 miles. The moist 
winds abundantly water the valley and modify its climate. Their influ-
ence in temperiug the climate is felt directly more than 1,000 miles up 
the valley, and indirectly still farther, through the shadows thrown by 
the clouds and through the rainfall and the cooling effect of the drops 
of rain falling from a high altitude. It is from 8° to 10° cooler than 
on either side of this rain belt, and it is more healthful than other 
equatorial regions. The tropical woods are so thick and the creepers 
and undergrowth so luxuriant that animal life is almost entirely con-
fined to the trees above and the waters below. Nature has thus far 
been more powerful than man, who bas struggled in vain to subdue 
this fertile valley to his use. 
The winds that pass up the valley of Rio de la Plata to the moun-
tains of Peru, Bolivia, and Argentina are not so beavily charged with 
moisture as tbose of the Amazon Ya1ley; consequeutly the thick for-
ests an_d dense vegetation gradually disappear, ·and, instead of an 
foland sea, there are vast plains or pampas over which roam herds that 
could not live in the valley of the Amazou. Thus the difference int-he 
rainfall changes the entire vegetal and animal life. 
Through tbe center of South America, from the Caribbean Sea to 
the straits of Magellan, there is a vast stretch of lowland through 
which run the waters of the Oriuoco, Amazon, and la Plata, with low 
divides betweeu their valleys. A boat can pass up the Orinoco, thence 
by Cassiquiare River to the Rio Negro, a branch of the Amazon, thence 
through the Amazon and its branches to a low divide between the val-
leys of the Amazon and Rio de la Plata. Here there is a carry of 6 or 
8 miles, and then, continuing down la Plata to the Atlantic Ocean, the 
traveller may make a water journey of over 3,000 miles between the 
Cordillera and the eastern plains of South America. 
The easterly curreuts flowing from the Antartic pole are deflected by 
Cape Horn along both the eastern and western coasts of Patagonia. 
On the eastern coast the winds blow offshore, leaviug that coast arid. 
The westerly current, as it approaches the tropics, is deflected further 
westward and forms the greatest of the equatorial currents. The mois-
ture of the winds that blow over this Antarctic current is precipitated 
on the cool shores of Patagonia and lower Chile, and these countries are 
correspondingly enriched, while the same winds continuing oveF the 
heated plains of upper Chile, Peru, an<l southern Ecuador are rarefied 
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and take up what little moisture there is in these plains, to be after-
ward condensed a,nd precipitated on the mountam slopes. 
From this cause the western coast of South America for the 3,000 
lniles from lower Chile to upper Ecuador is dry and barren, and would 
be uninhabited except for the mines of gold and silver in the mountains 
and the deposits of nitrates and guano along the coast and on the 
islands. Yet the rain-fall in South America is greater than in any other 
part of the world, and more than twice as great as tLe rain-fall in Asia. 
NORTH AMERICA. 
The northern equatorial current, less powerful than the southern, 
crosses the Pacific about the tropic of Cancer, where it is deflected by 
Japan, and flows northward as the Kuroshiwo current, re-crossing the 
Pacific in a northeasterly direction. 
The Pacific Ocean is so wide that it is doubtful if this current would 
reach the American coast were it not for the drift caused by the wind 
which blows across the Pacific with strong and steady force. When it 
strikes the shores of North America it is feebler and bas a lower tem-
perature than the Gulf Stream of the Atlantic Ocean ou reaching the 
coast of Europe. 
The currents of wind strikA the coast between the fiftieth and fifty-
fifth degrees of north latitude, the region of greatest rain-fall, and are 
in part deflected northward and southward by the coast range of moun-
tains; the remaining portion blows over the mountains and up the 
valley of the Columbia. Continual fogs and rains abound on these 
shores, and the coasts of southern Alaska, British Columbia, Washing-
ton, and Oregon are covered with the densest and largest growth of 
evergreen forest in the world. These winds prevail as far southward 
as the latitude of San Francisco, where t he southeasterly trade winds 
commence and blow offshore, leaving southern California and . the 
we tern coast of Central America a zone of calms, dry and barren. 
While tµe western coast of the continent is bathed by the waters of 
the Pacific, its eastern shores are washed· by the e(}uatorial current of 
tl1e northern Atlantic, which flows around the West India I slands, 
t-hrougb Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico. The trade winds from 
th Gulf of Mexico water the ea tern coasts of Central America and Mex-
ico, and impinging on the mountains of the interior are deflected toward 
th nor h and ea t over the Southea tern State· and up the Mi. si sippi 
Vall y, wh re th y unite with the warm winds which blow directly up 
the. valley from the Gulf of Mexico, and water the valley of the Mis::,i · 
ip i. The rainfall in the upper part of the valley is derived largely 
fr th Rocky M untain ·, the wat r of the Pacific carri l by tlie 
p it n he Rocky Mountain, a. rain and u w, b ing 
d and arried ea tward to fa]l a rain . 
11 y xt n from anada outhward. t ulf of 
m he ·k ...I uutain a tward to th 
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it is 1,500 miles long and about 2,000 miles wide, ·the largest and rich-
est valley of the temperate zone. 
A very low and narrow divide separates the Missis~ippi Valley from 
another great valley extending from the Rocky Mountains eastward, 
with a gentle slope to Hudson Bay and the Atlantic. It is as long 
from west to east as the valley of the Mississippi is from north to south, 
and is from 500 to 600 miles wide. Tbe western portion or this plain 
is drained by Saskatchewnn River. The winds which blow over this 
valley from the Rocky l\fountains in some years water imperfectly the 
western portion of this plain, but with a, copious rain-fall the land yields 
abundantly; the eastern portion is watered from Hudson Bay, lakes 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, and the other large lakes of that province. As 
the climate is cold, less rainfall is required than in the valley of the • 
Mississippi. 
Another very low divide separates this valley from the great plain, 
2,500 miles long, descending with a gentle slope to the .Arctic Ocean, 
through which runs the Mackenzie River. The winds that blow from 
the Arctic Ocean fall in rain and snow in this valley. 
Thus, through the center of America, from the .Arctic to the Antar-
tic Oceans, there are no high elevations, while there is a more uniform 
di tribution of rain-fall and temperature than on any other continent. 
From the Arctic Ocean cold currents of water flow along both the 
eastern and western coasts of Greenland and bear immense icebergs 
and fields of ice southward until they meet the warm waters .of the 
Gulf Stream, when the ice melts, causing fog banks and depositing the 
debris brought from the Arctic glaciers, thus aiding in the making of 
the great fi shing banks of Newfoundland. The Arctic current, still 
cold, run southward inshore from the Gulf Stream, and affects the cli-
mate of North America to the latitude of New York if not to Cape 
Hatteras. 
From the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico the Gulf Stream 
passes around Florida and flows along the southern Atlantic States. 
The currents of air from the Gulf Stream blow over slightly cooler 
waters and deposit rain on the eastern side of the Alleghanies and 
water the eastern coast of the United States. 
EUROPE. 
The main Gulf Stream is deflected, by the shape of the ocean bottom 
and the contour of North America, northward and eastward toward 
Europe; but its drift is largely increased by the winds. The driftfrom 
the south ward sets around the North Cape of Nor way, 71 ° north lati-
tude, keeping the coast free from ice all the year round, and is felt i11 
the Kara Sea. It is by means of this current that Nansen hopes to 
be borne through the Kara Sea and from the Lena Delta by way of the 
north pole to Greenland. 
The winds that blow over the Gulf Stream water the western coast 
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of Fra,nce, Great Britain, a1Hl Scandirnwia, and temper the cliwate of 
these northern regions to such a degree tbat Stockholm ::md St. Peters-
burg have become great cities, while in a, lower latitude in LabraLlor, 
on the other side of the Atlantic, "The com1try is so rocky and rough 
and t1te temperature so intensely cold in the winter (lower than the 
inhabited parts of Greenland) that Labrador would be worthless and 
uninhabitable except for tbe seals and fish." These currents are 
deflected by the coasts of France aud Spain toward the west and are 
drifted in different directions by the wind, watering the eastern coasts 
of Spain and Portugal, but having precipitated their moisture they 
leave tbe high lands of Spain dry, cold iD winter and hot iu summer. 
-In tlrn Mediterranean the evaporation is much greater than in the 
Atlantic Ocean; its water is therefore salt and heavier. To supply this 
loss by evaporation water flows from the Atlantic into the Mediterra-
nean from west to east as a surface current. The projection of Italy 
and Greece into .the sea deflect these currents along each coast of 
both countries. 
The general course of the winds of southern Europe is interrupted by 
the Alps a.nd Apennines in Haly, and by the high mountains in Greece. 
Land and sea breezes water these countries iu August and September, 
while the winter snow on the Alps fill~ the Italian streams in summer 
and irrigates the land through numerous rnnals. 
A plain, beginning in Holland and Belgium, runs tllrough Germany, 
gradually growing broader, into Russia, wllere it is known as the 
Black zone; thence northeastward through a large part of Siberia. lt 
is low in the west, gradually rising toward tl1e east, thongh in Siberia 
its northern margin dips gently beneath the Arctic Ocean. Tbe west-
eru part of this plain is watered by the wiuds from the Atlantic and 
from tLe North and 13altic sea8 an~l the Gulf of Finland. The e~stern 
part in Siberia iR watered by the winds from tlle Arctic Ocean.~ TLese 
plains are tLe ·granary of Europe and Siberia, although a small part, 
comparatively, of the Siberian plain is gooll for corn. 
A~LJ\. 
The regularity iu tllc motion of the currents of air and water pre-
vailing in the We, tern Hemisphere aud theAtl:rntie Ocean is apparently 
lacking in A ·ia and tlie Indiau Ocean. The mountain of America run 
northward and outhward, and have little, if any, effect in originating 
current of air, and none at all on the ocean ,currents. In A ia tlrn 
lar ·e ·t and hi o·b . ·t ma of mountain. in the world run ea ,t and we 't, 
and fr m their f othill,· the great plain of Irnlia and China extend to 
the Indian · an au the hina ea, bringing a polar climate iuto ·lo ·e 
• 11 a· , ith th torri<l zone. 
ol wiut r wind.· bl w from the Himalaya· and th hio-h plc. t au 
of · ntral ·ia .· utltw ., wal'd into Indian Oc all and Uh iua a and 
drift th ' w, "\ hen tlt ,·un tnrn: toward th north in 
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tlrn summer solstice and the plains in India and China become heated 
by the torrid sun the wind changes and blows toward the northeast. 
At the meeting of tbe winds the monsoon breaks, and the cyclones of 
India and the typlioons of China follow. They are soon over, and then 
the.monsoon blows over Indian Ocean and China Sea. All India, Kash-
mir1 and western Tibet, Farther India, Annam, and eastern China and 
Japan are well watered, 50 inches of rain falling in a year in some parts 
of India. 
In these countrie~ there are generally six months of rainy season and 
six months of dry. In parts of India the water of the rainy season is 
stored iu laige reservoirs for irrigation in the dry season, while iu China 
numerous canals between the different rivers in like manner irrigate the 
land. India and Cllina are among the richest countries of the world 
and have the densest population, though destined to be surpassed in 
the future by the population of the .Amazon and Mississippi valleys. 
We have t,hus seen the effects of the winds and ocean currents in 
modifying the climate awl in enriching the great valleys of South Amer-
foa and North America, of Europe, India, China, and Japan. 
DESERTS OR, BASINS. 
About one-fifth of the territory in each co11tinent is arid and desert 
land. With one or two possible exceptions these arid regions are basins, 
where the rivers arid rain-fall either run into s0Jlt lakes or are lost in the 
desert and. never reach the ocean. These deserts are caused by the 
winds which blow either from colder over warm areas and are there-
fore dry, or over vast plains or mountainous regions upon which they 
have precipitated their moisture. · 
The average rain-fall on the great deserts uoes not exceed 10 inches a 
year, and the evaporation is usually greater than the rain-fall. '.rhey 
are situated generally between the twentieth aud fortieth degrees of 
north latitude and between the twentieth and tbir~ietll degrees of south 
latitude. Iu• tbe northern belt are the Carson auu other basins of 
Nevada, the Salt Lake of Utah, the desert of Sahara, Arabia, Persia, 
the Aral-Caspian desert, the Tanin Gobi. and Mongolia desert. In the 
southern belt is the desert of Atacama in South America, Kalahari in 
South Africa,, and the Australian deserts. These basins in the north-
ern belt contained formerly lakes much greater than are now found in 
either of the continents. 
Salt Lake was formerly much larger and deeper, for its waters once 
beat upon shores 1,000 feet higher up the mountaiu sides than at pres-
ent. Its waters then found their way to the ocean. This was probably 
in the ice age, when the surrounding mountains were covered with snow 
and great glaciers, and the evaporation was much less than the rain-fall 
and the water from the melting glaciers. 
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In the desert of Sahara numerous dry water-courses show where great 
rivers formerly r an into Lake Tchacl. 
In Asia the Caspian and Aral seas were connected, covering a terri-
tory many times greater than at present, with an outlet to the Bos-
phorus and Mediterranean. 
We have not sufficient knowledge of Arabia to know the former con-
dition of that arid country. The process of desiccation is still going 
on, and how much longer it will continue no one can tell. 
MOUNTAINS OF AMERICA. 
Next we will notice the influence of t he mountains on the atmosphere, 
either in enriching or impoverishing a country, or in intensifying the 
movements of the currents of air and water. 
The mountains of America rise at the Arctic Ocean and from the 
divide between the Mackenzie and Yukon rivers. A second range 
runs from northeastern Alaska through Mount St. Elias. Then these 
two bands extend through British Columbia, gradually widening as 
new ranges arise until they obtain a widt h of 500 miles at the boundary 
line between British Columbia and the U nited States, and a width of 
1,000 miles on the line of the Union P acific R ailroad. These two ranges, 
the Sierra Nevada and the Rocky mount ains, come together in southern 
· Mexico and extend as a single range through Central A merica and the 
Isthmus of Panama. On entering Sout h America this r ange again 
divides, forming the Cordilleran and the Andes systems, and thence 
they extend southward, with a varyin g width between them of from 
40 to 200 miles. They are connected from east to west by several cross-
ranges or spurs. From southern Chile t he Andes continues a.s one 
chain through P atagonia and Terra del Fuego to Cape Horn. This is 
the longest and most persist ent chain of mountains in t he world. The 
peaks gradually rise in height fro m north to south until in Chile, 
A concaqua, 22,427 feet in height, is the culminating point; thence 
southerly the range gradually lowers t o an elevation of a few hundred 
feet only at the Straits of Magellan and Cape Horn. Sev.eral volcanoes 
in this long r an ge rise t o a greater elevation than any of the non-
volcanic peak . 
In N rth America the currents of air from the Pacific Ocean, in 
pa ing over the Coast, Sierras, and other ranges, deposit a large por-
tion of their moi ture on the mount ain . Between the e r anges are 
warm vall y , and the wind chilled in crossing the mountai11 s evapo-
rat the little moi. ture in the e valley , and they are left dry and arid 
irrio-ate i by mountain tream . Thu we have a 'ucce ion of 
all y and re nm untain range rnoi ten d with rain and ·now, 
ri h in f re, t' and v g tation. A number of the e vall y are 
d b from which the mountain tream have no ou t l t to • 
f whi ·h. alin lak , are found . 
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MOUNTAINS OF ASIA. 
Iu .Asia we have the largest continent, the highest mouutains, the 
most elevated plateaus, and tbc greatest exteut of desert land in the 
world. 
The Pamir, or "roof of the world"-" the abode of tlie Gods," as it 
was called by the inhabitai:.ts-is a vast plateau of 30,000 square 
miles area, with a north and south -extension of about 400 miles, and 
with a mean elevation of 12,UOO feet. It is traversed by a high rauge 
of mountains, culrniuating in the Taghama,, 25,500 feet iu height. The 
Pamir was the only barrier .Alexander could not pass. Now, the 
English, the Russians, and the Chinese meet on this plateau and struggle 
for the control of Asia. From it branch all the great mountain ranges 
of .Asia. 
The Hindu Kush range runs west through .Afghanistan, between 
Persia and Turkestan, along the southern shore of the Caspian Sea, 
culminating in Mount Ararat, thence as the Caucasus Mountains to 
the Black Sea, while a spur of this chain follows the southern shores of 
the Black Sea to the Mediterranean. The Himalayas run a little south 
of e-:i,st from the southern part of the Pamir for 1,500 miles, separating 
India from Tibet and China. 
The Kuen Luen range, sometimes consillered as an extension of the 
Hindu Kusb, runs from the middle of the Pamir thrnugh western and 
part of central China for 2,700 miles. The Tbian Shan runs from the 
northern end of the Pamir northeast, separating Tarim and Mongolia 
from Siberia. .As it approaches the ocean it turus toward the nortll 
and ends in Kamchatka, forming the great divide betweeu the waters 
of the Arctic and Pacific oceans. Between these mountain ranges are 
elevated plateaus, and the former dominate the rainfall and tempera-
ture of the contiuent. 
Tlle steeper slope of the mou11t::1iius of .Asia is toward the Indian 
Ocean. Between the Himalayas and K ueu Luen ranges and running 
from the Pamir east is the highest and longest plateau in the world, 
varyiug from 17,000 to 10,000 feet, itH lowest elevation . 
.Above this plain the mountains tower from 4,000 to 18,000 feet. 
Their summits are covered with everlasting snow from 8,000 to 10,000 
feet below their crests. Here is truly the "abode of the snow." This 
plateau, from its height and position between two ranges of mountains, 
is cold in winter and hot in summer. This is Tibet, the laud of the 
Llama. Ilere aJl the great rivers that, empty into the Pacific and Indian 
oceans, excepting the Yukon, the Columbia, the Colorado, and the 
Zambesi, have their source. 
In the western part of Tibet ·the Ilidus and Brahmaputra rise, one 
1 unning west through a pass 14,000 feet in height into India; tlie other 
running east, through passes thus far inaccessible and unknown into 
llldia; east of the liead waters of these two river~ rh,e the rivers of 
Siam and farther India. 
S~\I 93--18 
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Farther to the northeast rise the great rivers of China, the Hoang-ho 
and Yang-tse-kiang. Their valleys are separated by high chains of 
mountains, extending in a northwest and southeast direction. The 
Hoang-ho runs north and east through the temperate zone of China, 
and the Yang-tse-kiang south and east through the semitropical 
regions of middle China. As they gradually approach, they inclose a 
great valley and become the arteries of the superabundant life of the 
Empire. The eastern part of this great valley, watered by the winds 
from the China Sea, is crossed from northeast to southwest by parallel 
ridges, from which numerous streams descend. T}Je valley of eastern 
China is thus abundantly watered and the rich soil yields bountiful 
crops. For thousands of years this region has been the home of the 
Chinese, a self-dependent world. It is a limited territory of 1,300 000 
square miles area, uo larger than the valley of the Mississippi; yet it 
sustains a population of 400,000 000 or one-third of the people of the 
globe. 
North of the Kuen Luen Mountains, and the valley of the Hoang-ho 
and south of the Thian Shan, is·the plateau of the Tarim, sometimes 
called Eastern Turkestan. It is much lower than Tibet, and is trav-
ersed by cross-ranges of hills or low mountains, through which flows 
the river Tarim. Little rain falls on this plateau, the sand from the 
desert is gradually covering the fertile valleys, the ancient lakes are .. 
now little more than salt marshes, and where·formerly lived bands of 
Huns and Vandals that over-ran Europe, now only a few shepherds find 
a scanty living. This part of the world seems exhausted. "Without 
a shrub or tree or blade of grass," and no longer fit for the residence 
of man, it has become the sole home of the wild horse and the yak. 
East of this plateau of Tarim are the deserts of Gobi and Mongolia, 
which extend far east-ward toward the sea of Japan, a high range of 
mountains separating Mongolia, however, fromtlle seacoast, so that 
only dry winds blow over these great deserts. 
North of the Thian hau and the Altai mountains i. the great plain 
of iberia. It starb:i from a lower level than that of the Tarim desert 
and descends with a gradual slope northward for 1,500 miles to the 
Ar tic Ocean. The, e plain resemble in some respects the great plains 
of the United Stat s, but the latter slope toward the east and outh 
with a cliwat growing contiuua11y warmer, while the Siberian plains 
1 I toward the n rth, tLe t mperature growing- continually colder. 
Th " ·ind,· in umm r blow from the Arctic Ocean over the e plain to 
th 1tai Motrntain , while in the winter they blow from tLe mountains 
t 11 c an. Th r i.· a, light evaporation from the Arctic Ocean, but 
mp ra ur of ib ria i. ·o low a.ud the ummer so short that 
plai11. c mp rati ely light rain-fall to fertilize them. 
r h r r i n of ia, rabia, er. ia, Turkestan, includ-
n and r 1, a t whi h w hav not articularly r ferred 
ntir ly out id f th infl.uen e of either he m u oou, 
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trade, or other moisture-bearing winds. This territory extends from 
Arabia northeastward beyond the Lake of Balkash into Siberia, a vast 
extent of country, larger than Europe-a dry, rainless desert, hot in 
summer and cold in winter. Part of tu.is region is from 6,000 to 7,000 
feet above the level of the sea, part below the sea level, y~t neither 
Leight nor depression makes any difference in this arid land. · For-
merly sections of these couutries were thickly populated. The Aral 
and Caspian basins were called the "Garden .of the world." In Meso-
potamia were Ninevah, BagJad, a.nd Babylon; in Persia, Susa and 
Persopolis. Historians tell us of great cities, flourishing empires, 
where now is only a barren aud sandy desert. We do not know whether 
the climate bas changed or whether in ancient days the country was 
thoroughly irrigated, and now through neglect has been buried deep 
in the sand of the desert. Although four-fifths of Asia are either 
desert or mountaiuous land and are only scantily inhabited, two-thirds 
of the population of the world are found within its borders, 

THE ICE AGE AND ITS WORK.* 
By A. R w ALLA CE, F. R. s. 
I. ERRATIC BLOCKS AND ICE SH:BETS. 
It is little more than fifty years ago that one of the most potent agents 
in modifying the surface features of our country was first recognized. 
Before 1840,-when Agassiz accompanied Buckland to Scotland, the 
Lake District~ and Wales, discovering everywhere the same indications 
of the former presence of glaciers as are to be fouud so abundantly in 
Switzerland,-no geologist had conceived the possibility of a recent gla-
cial epoch in the temperate portion of the Northern Hemisphere. From 
that year however a new science came into existence, and it was recog-
nized that only bya carefnl study of existing glaciers, of the nature of the 
work they now do, and of the indications of the work the;v have done in 
past ages, could we explain many curious phenomena, that had l.Jitherto 
been vaguely regarded as indicati0ns of diluvial agency. One of the 
first fruits of the new science was the co11version of the author of 
Reliquice Diluv-ianm-Dr. Buckla,nd-wl10, having studied the work of 
glaciers in Switzerland in company with Agassiz, became convinced 
that numerous pbenomeua he bad observed in tliis country could ouly 
be due to tLe very same causes. In ~ovember, 1840, be read a paper 
before the Geological Society on the "Evidences of glaciers -in Scotland 
and th~ nortll of England," and from that time to the present the study 
of glnciers an,1 of their work has been systematically pursued with a 
large amount of success. One after another crude theories have been 
abandoned, facts have steadily accumulated, and their logfoal though 
cautious interpretation has led to a considerable body of well-sup-
pnrted induction:-; 011 which the new science is becoming firmly estab-
lished. Some of the most important and far reachjng of these induc-
tions are however still denied by writers who have a wide acquaintance 
with modern gfaciers; and as several works have recently appeared 
on both , ides of the ~on troversy, the time seems appropriate for a 
popular sketch of the progress of tbe glacial theory, together with a 
more detailed discus~ion of some of the most disputed points as to 
" Selections from nrticle in The T1'ol'fnightly l?eview} overnbcr and December, 1893; 
vol. uv, pp. 616-634, 749-77'1. 
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which it seems to the present writer that sound reasoning is even 
morg tequired than the further accumulation of facts.* 
In the last century Swedenborg, Linrn:eus, Pallas, De Luc, and 
many other eminent writers took notice of the remarkable fact that 
in Scandinavia, Russia, Germauy, and Switzerland detached rocks or 
howlders were found, often in great abundance and of immense size, 
and of a kind that did not exist in sit-u in the same district, but which 
were often only to be discovered in remote localities, sometimes hun-
dreds of miles away. Those who ventured to speculate on the origin 
of these travelled rocks usually had recourse to water power to account 
for their removal; and, as their large size and often elevated position 
· required some unusual force to carry them, there arose the idea of enor-
mous floods sweeping over whole continents; and for a long time this 
diluvial theory was the only one that appeared to lJe available, although 
the difficulties of its application to explain all the pheiiomena became 
greater the more closely those phenomena were studied. StiU, there 
was a,pparently no other known or conceivable means of accounting for 
them, and for the enormous mounds of gravel or clay intermixed with 
bowlders which often accompanied them; and the efforts of geologists 
were therefore directed to the discovery of how the water power bad 
acted and by what means the supposed floods could have been pro-
duced. 
There were not wanting men who saw that no action of water alone 
could account for the facts . Sir James Hall pointed this out witll 
regard to erratics on the Jura, whose source was undoubtedly in the 
far-distant Alps; and Mr. Grainger, in America, described some of the 
parallel grooves and flutings running for nearly a mile in Obio, strongly 
arguing that no action of running water conld llave produced tliem, 
but that a,n agent was required, the direction of whose movement WaR 
fixed and una.lterable for long distances and for a great length of time. 
No light was ho·wever thrown on the problem till 1822, when Venetz, 
a Swiss engineer, finding tbat existing glaciers varied in extent from 
year to year and. that historical records showed them to ba,ve consider-
ably increased during the la t eight centuries, was further led to 
ob ·erve that long before tbe historical era the glaciers bad been 
immensely more extensive, as shown by the smooth and rounded rock , 
by lougitudinal cratches and groove pointing down the valleys, and 
by numb r of old moraine exactly imilar ju form and. materials to 
th , d Io ite<l. by exi tiu g glacier . He read a paper before the Hel-
veti So i ty of atural Hi tory, and nrge<l that glaciers once stretched 
... Th w rks re£ rre<l to are: Do Glacim·s Excavate? by Prof. T. G. Bonney, F. R. . 
(The Geographical Jonn1al, vol. r. o. 6); The Glacial Nightmare and the Flood, by ir 
H. H. Howorth LP. F. R. '. ; Fragments of Earth Lore, by Prof. James eikie, F. R . 
. ; fa11 anrl th la ~icil Pe1·iocl, hy Prof. G. F'. \Vri •ht, F. G. . A.; La Periorle Glaciaire, 
by . Fa]. an· ancl th Glacialisl!1' 1lfagazine, ec1it d by P rcy F. K ndal1 , F. . . ; 
fr m wbi h w rk, ancl fr m tho. of Ly 11 Ram ay Geiki nncl the meri an g olo-
gi t m t ofth fa •t r forr 1 t in th p:,,. 1·11t arti l ar' derived. 
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down the Rhone Valley as far as the Jura, and there deposited the 
erratic blocks which had so puzzled the diluvialists to explain. 
Other writers soon followed the clue thus given. In 1835, Charpen-
t ier, after a close study" of the erratic blocks and of their sources, 
adopted the views of Venet.z. Agassiz followed, and by his strenuous 
advocacy did much to spread correct views as to the former extension 
of the Alpine glaciers, and their capability of explaining the numerous 
superficial phenomena which in all northeru countries had been thought 
to aftord proofs of enormous floods and of the submergence of a large 
part of Europe under a deep sea. He has thl:refore gained the repi;i-
tation of being the originator of the modern school of glacialists, which 
undoubtedly owes much to his energy, research, and powers of exposi-
tion, though all the more important facts, as well as the logical con-
clusions to be drawn from them, had been pointed out · by previous 
writers. 
Before proceeding further, it will be well to give a brief outline of the 
phenomena which led to tlrn · conclusion that glaciers have formerly 
existed iu districts and countries where even perpetual snow on the 
mountain tops is now unknown. These may be briefly classed as (1) 
moraines aud drifts; (2) rounded, smoothed, or planed rocks; (3) strim, 
grooves, and furrows on rock-surfaces; ( 4) erratics and perched blocks. 
(1) Moraines are those heaps or ridges ofrock and other debris which 
are deposited on the surface of a glacier from the precipices or moun-
tain slopes which border it, and which form what are termed lateral 
and medial moraines while upon it, and terminal moraines when, being 
gradually discharged at its end, either from above or from beneath it, 
they form great heaps of rock and gravel corresponding in outline and 
extent to that of the terminal ice-cliff. Such moraines can be seen on 
and near all existing glaciers, and their mode of formation and char-
acteristics are perfectly well known. -
(2) Smoothed and .rounded rock~, called in Switzerland "ro~hes 
moutonnees," from their supposed resemblance at a distance to sheep 
lying down, are perhaps the most general of all the indications of glacial 
action. Every glacier carries with it, imbedded in its under stuface, 
numbers of rocks and stones, which, during the slow but unceasing 
motion over its bed, crush and grind down all rocky projectionR, pro-
ducing in the end gently rounded or almost flat surfaces even on the 
hardest and tougheRt rocks. In many of the va,lleys of Wales, the Lake 
District, and Scotland every exposed rock has acquired this character-
i ' tic outline, and the same feature can he traced on all the rocky slopes 
and often on the summits of the lesser heights; and the explanation of 
how these forms have been produced is not a theory only, but bas been 
ob erved in actual operation in the accessible portions of many glaciers. 
Rocks and stone are to be seen embedded in the ice and actually 
scratching, grooving, and grinding- the rock beneath in their slow but 
irre istible onward motion. - - -
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On the whole, considering their abundan ce in all glaciated regions 
and the amount of information tlley give as to the direction and. grind-
ing power of ice, these rounded rocks afford one of the most in:structive 
indications of the former presence of glaciers; and we must also a.gree 
with the conclusion of Darwin (in a paper written after studying the 
phenomena ofice-action in North Wales, and while fres h from bis obser-
vation of glaciers and icehergs in the Southern Hemisphere) that" one 
of the best criterions between the effects prmluced by the passage of 
glaciers and of icebergs is boss or dome-shaped rocks." 
.(3) Striated, grooved> and tluted rocks, tlwugh d osely connected 
with the preceding, form a distinct kind of evidence of the greatest 
value. Most of the bosses of rock just described lrnve beeu exposed to 
the action of the atmosphere, perhaps since the ice left them, and have 
thus become more or less roughened or even disintegrated; but where 
the rocks l1ave been protected by a covering of drift, or even of turf, 
and have been recently exposed, they often exhibit nmnerous parallel 
strire, varying from the finest scratches to deep furrows a foot. or more in 
diameter. - Perhaps none of the effects of ice so clearly demon-
strate the action of glaciers as opposed to tl1at of icebergs, owing to 
the general constancy of the direction of the strim, and tile long dis-
tances they may be traced up and down slopes, with a steadiuess of 
motion and evenness of cutting power which no tloating mass could 
pos·sibly exert. 
(4) Erratic blocks were among the pllenomeua that first attracted the 
attentio11 of men of science. Large masses of grnnite and ll:1rd meta-
morphic rock, which can be traced to Scandinavia, are fouud scattered 
over the plains of Denmark, Prussia, and 11orthern Germany, where 
they rest either on drift or on quite different formations of the Second-
ary or Tertiary periods. One of tllese blocks, estimated at 1,500 tons' 
weight, lay in a marshy plain near St. Petersburg, and a portion of it 
was m;ed for the pedestal of the statue of Peter the Great. In parts 
of north Germany tl1ey are ·o abumlaut as to hide the surface of the 
grournl, being piled up in irregular masses forming l1ill · of grauite 
bowlder , which are often covered with forests of pine, hircll, and 
juniper. Far . onth, at Fii.r. tenwalde southea t of Berlin, there wa 
a huge block of Swedish red granite, from one-1.J.alf of which the gigan-
tic ba:inwa wrought which stands before the New Mn emu in that 
city. 
It is however in witzerland that we find erratic block which fur-
ni:h u: with the mo t conclu ive te ' tirnony to the former euormous 
x n ·ion of gla ·i r · ~md a,· th , have bern examiued with th great-
and 11 fa ·t .. , :u; w 11 a. the main inductions from the fact , 
,, n rall_ , dn1i t <l by all modem writers, it will b well to con. ider 
m ,. 111 " ·11: i11 ,1 tail. I will b found that they giv u" mo ·t 
both a. tc th clepth and cxtcn. ion of an ·i nt 
ancl al. ·o a: to Ii ' pos:il>lli i ... of moti u 1n ,· t n iv i e-
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The most importc1,nt of' these fa,ets relate to the erratic blocks from 
the lligher Alps, which are found ou the flanks of the Jura Moun· 
tains wliolly formed of limestone, on wbicll it is tllerefore easy to rec~g· 
nize the granites, !Slates, and metamorphic rocks of tlte Alpine cllarn. 
These erratic blocks exten<l along tbe Jura range for a distance of 100 
miles, and np to a Jieight of 2,015 feet above the Lake of Neufchatel. 
The :first important poin_t to notice is tllat this highest elevation is 
attained at a spot exactly opposite, and in the same direction as, the 
Rhone Valley,.. betweeu Martigny and the head of the Lake of Geneva, 
while north or south of this pornt they g-radua11y decline in elevatiqn 
to abont 500 feet above tlie lake. The blocks at the highest elevation 
and central point can be traced to the eastern shoulder of Mont Blanc. 
All those to the southwest come from tl1e left-hand side of tlte Lower 
Rhone Valley, while those tQ tLe northeast are all from the left side of 
the Upper Rhoue Valley and 1ts tributaries. Other rocks coming from 
riglit-1.ia,ucl side of the Upper Rhone Valley are found on the right-
hand or Bernese side of the great valley between the Jura and the 
Bernese Alps.* 
Now, this peculiar and definite distribution, which bas been worked 
out with tlle greatest care by numerous Swiss ge~logists, is a necessary 
consequeuce of well-lrnowu laws of glacier motion. The debris from 
the two sides of the main valley form lateral moraines which, however 
much the glacier may afterwards be contracted or spread out, keep 
their relatirn position uuchanged. EaclJ important tributary glacier 
brings in otlJer lateral moraines, a11d ti.ms when the combined glacier 
ultimately spreads out in a great lowlaud valley the several moraines 
will also spread ont, while keeping their relative position, and never 
crossilig oyer to miugle with each other. So soon as this <l.efi nite posi-
tion of the erratics was worked. out it became evident that tlle first 
explanation-of a great sulJmergence, <luring wltich the lower Swiss 
valleys were arms of the sea and the Rhone glacier broke off in ice-
bergs, which carried the erratics across to the Jura-was altogether 
untenaLle, and that the original explauation of Ve11etz aJ1d Charpen-
tier was the true one. 
We must now consider briefly the distribution of erratics in N ortb 
America, because tbey present some peculiar features aml teacll us 
mncll concerning the possibilities of glacier motion. 
An immense area of the Northeastern States, extending south to 
New York, and then westward in an irregular line to Cincinnati and 
St. Louis, is almost wholJy covered with a deposit of drift material, in 
wliich rocks of various sizes are embedded, while other rocks, often of 
enormon. , ize, lie upon the surface. 'I'hese blocks have been carefully 
stndied by the American geologi ·ts, and they present us with some 
very interesting facts. Not only are the distances from which they have 
bee11 transported very great, but in very many cases they are found at 
" A mnp bowil_)g the lines of di spersal of tlrnsc erratics is given in Lyell's Ant-iq-
uity of Men, p. 344-, ancl i r epro ,1ucr <l in my Island Life, p. 111. 
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a greater elevation than the . place from which they must have come. 
Prof. G. F. Wright found an enormous accumulation of bowlders on a 
sandstone plateau in Monroe' County, Pa. Many of these bowlders 
were granite, and must have come either from the Adirondack Moun-
tains, 200 miles to the north, or from the Canadian Highlands, still 
farther away. This accumulation of bowhlers was 70 or 80 feet high, 
and it extended many miles, descending into a deep valley 1,000 feet 
below the plateau in a nearly continuous line, forming part of the 
southern mor~ine of the great American ice sheet. 
On the Kentucky hills, about 12 miles south of Cincinnati, conglom-
erate bowlders containing pebbles of red jasper can be traced to a 
limited outcrop of the same rock in Cauada to the north of Lake 
Huron, more thari 600 miles distant, and similar bowlders have been 
found at intervals over the whole interveni:o.g country. In both these 
cases the blocks must have passed over intervening valleys and hills, 
tlie latter as high or nearly as high as the source from whence the 
rocks were derived. Even more remarkable are numer~us bowlders of 
Helderberg limestone on the summit of the Blue Ridge, in Pennsyl-
vania, which must have been brought from ledges at least 500 feet 
lower than the p1aces upon which they now lie. The Blue Ridge itself 
shows remarkable signs of glacial abrasion, in a well-defi,ned shoulder 
marking the southern limit of the ice (as indicated also by heaps of 
drift and erratics), so that Mr. Wright concludes that several hundred 
feet of the ridge have been worn away by the ice. 
The crowning example of bowlder transportation is however afforded 
by the blocks of light-gray gneiss discovered by Prof. Hitchcock on· the 
summit of Mount Washington, over 6,000 feet above sea level, a11d 
identified with Bethlehem gneiss, whose nearest outcrop is in ,Jeffer-
son, several miles to the northwest, and 3,000 or 4,000 feet lower than 
Mount Washington. 
These varied phenomena of erratic blocks and rock striations, 
together with the enormous quantity of bowlder clay and glacial drift 
s1>read over the whole of the Eastern States, terminating southward in 
a more or less abrupt line of mounds having all the cbaracteri ~tics of 
an normous moraine, have led American geologists to certain definite 
con ·lu ion in which they all practically agree. It may be well first to 
giv a notion of the enormou amount of the glacial debris under which 
a lar e part of the Ea tern States is buried. In New England. the e 
cl po it are of le, thicknes than farther south, averaging from 10 to 
20 f, et over the whol area. In Penn ylvania and New York, ca t of 
th 11 (Thani . , the d po it are very irregular, often 60 or 70 fe t 
thi ·k dt<l me im moP. We t of th A11eghani , in New York, 
nn ylvani. a]l(l )hi , th tbi ·kn : i much gr at r, b ino- ften l'"'ll 
r - f iu th wicl Yall : a]l{l 40 or 5 ~ ton many of t l1 upland .. 
rf . ... w rry lulct, hatin lli j av>raO' 60fetdep vrau 
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The direction of the strim and of the travelled bowlders, together with 
the form of the great terminal moraines, show that there must have 
been two main centers of outflow for the ice sheet, one oyer Labrador, 
the other over the Laurentian Highlands north of Lake Superior. The 
southern margin of the drift may be roughly represented by portions 
of circles drawn from these two points as centers. The erratics on the 
summit of Mount Washington show that the ice sheet must have been 
a mile thick in its neighborhood, and much thicker at the centers of 
dispersion, while the masses of drift and erratics on plateaus 2,000 feet 
high near its southern boundary indicate a great thickness at the ter· 
mination. The Laurentian plateau is now about 2,000 feet above the 
sea level, but there are numerous indications from buried river chan· 
nels, filled with drift and far below the sea, which lead to the conclu· 
sion that during the Ice Age tlrn land was much higher. That snow 
can accumulate to an enormous extent over land of moderate height 
when the conditions are favorable for such an accumulation is shown · 
by the ca:-,e of Greenland, the greater part of whose surface is a vast 
plateau of ice flowing outward by numerous glaciers into the sea. The 
center of this plateau where Dr. Nansen crossed it was over 9,000 feet 
above. sea-level, and it may be very much higher farther north. It 
therefore seems probable that the great American ice sheet was at 
least as high, and perhaps nmch higher, and this would give sufficient 
slope for the flow to the southern border. Of course, during the suc-
cessive stages of the glaciation there may have been numerous local 
centers from which glaciers radiated, and during the passing away of 
the Ice Age these local glaciers would have left strim and other jndi-
cations of their presence. But so much of the· area covered by the 
drift-all in fact south of the New- England mountains and the Great 
Lakes-is undulating ground, hill, valley, and plateau of moderate 
height; that here all the phenomena seem· to he due to the great con-
fluent ice sheet during the various phases of its advance and its passing 
away. 
It will now be well briefly to sketch the distribution of erratic blocks 
in Great Britain, and the conclusions to be drawn from them as to the 
former existence of an ice sheet under which the greater part of our 
islands was buried. 
Every mountain group north of the. Bristol Channel was a center 
from which, in the earlier and later phases of the Ice Age, glaciers radi-
ated; but many facts prove that during its maximum development these 
separate glacier systems became confluent, and formed · exten~ive ice 
sheets, which overflowed into tlle Atlantic Ocean on the west and spread 
far over the English lowlands on the east and south. This is indicated 
partly by the great height at which glacial strim are found, reaching to 
2,500 feet in the lake district and in Ireland, somewhat higher in North 
Wales, and in Scotland to nearly 3,500 foet; but also by the extraordi-
nary distribution of erratic blocks, many of which can be traced to locali-
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ties wh(ji1ce they could only have been brought across the sea. The 
direction of tbe glacial strim and of the smoothed side of ice-worn rocks 
also indicate that the shallow seas were all filled up by ice. - - On all 
sides of Ireland, except the soutllern coast, the ice flowed outward, but 
on the northf'ast the flow was diverted southward, and on the extreme 
north, westward, by the pressure of the overflowing ice sbeet of Scot-
land which here encountered it. In like manner, the ice marks on the 
east coast of Ireland aud the west coast of vVales are diverted south-
ward by the mutual pressure of their ice sheets, which, together with 
that of the west of Scotland, filled up St. George's Channel. That such 
was the case is further proved by the fact that the Isle of Man is ice-
bound in a general direction from north to south, and to the summit 
of its loftiest mountains, which rise to a height of over 2,000 feet. This 
could only have been done by an ice sheet flowing over it, and this view 
is further supported by some most remarkable facts in the dispersal 
· of local erratics. These are always found to the south of the places 
where they occur iu situ, never to the north; and, what is still more 
noteworthy, they are often found -far above the na.tive rock. Thus 
bowlders of the peculiar Foxdale granite are found about 1,400 feet 
higher than the highest point where there is au outcrop of this rock. 
rrhe -Scotch ice sheet flowed outward on all sides, but on the east it 
wa1::1 met by the southward extenflion of the great Scandinavian ice 
sheet. On the extreme north the meeting of these two ice sheets 
resulted in a flow to the northwest which glaciated the Orlrn~y Islands, 
while the Shetlands, much farther north, received the full impact of 
tlJe Sca11dinavian ice alone, and arc therefore glaciated from the north-
east. The dividing line of the Scotch and Scandinavian ice sheets was 
ill the North Sea, not far from the east coast of Scotland; but farther 
south, at Flamborough Head and Holderness, the latter impinged on 
our coast, bringing with it enormous quantities of Scandinavian rocks. 
Many years a.go Prof. Sedgwick de ' cribed the cliffs of bowlder clay at 
Holderness as containing "an incredible 1rnrnber of smooth ronnd 
block of granite, gnei s, greenstone, mica slate, etc., reseml>ling 110ne 
of the rock of England, but resembling specimens derived from vari-
ou parts of the great Scandinavian chain." '1:he:se are mixed how-
- v r with a number of Briti h rocks from the north a11d west, indi-
·atin · the me ting groun<l of the two conflicting ice sheet.· . Similar 
blo k.· o ur all along the coa t as far as•the clif'f> of Cromer in Norfolk. 
•ro . . the p nin.-ula of Flamborouo·h about 2 miles west of the lig-ht-
11 u.- th r 1: am rain , ridge cont~tining a few Scandinavian bowlder , 
bu m inly mp l of Briti ·h ro k . The e latter con i ·t of nnmer-
u · ·, rboni£ rou. r k fr m th n01th and north we t, togetb r with 
m, ny f ~ 'hap ranit -a p nlia,r ro ·k found nly on , hap Fell, ill the 
a.-t rn , id f h Lak i.' ri ·t, tog th r with a few f Gallo-\vay 
'. 'Ih .- wi11 b e n a<ld furth r onfirmation to the 
r gr a · 11 fl n 11 lt<' .-h 0 t. in<li at d by th i ·e-marking upon 
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the variom, groups of mountains, wltile it is hopelessly impossible to 
explain them on auy theory of local glaeiers, even with the aid of sub-
mergence and of floating ice. 
The center of the greatgfacier sheet of North Wales appears to have 
been over the Arenig Mountains, wheuce erratics of a peculiar volcanic 
rock have been traced to the north and east, mingling with the last-
described group; while a distinct train of these Welsh erratics stretches 
southeastward to the country west of Birmingham. 
In the Isle of Man are found many erratics from Galloway and a few 
from the Lake District. But the most remarkable are those of a very 
pecnliar rock found only on Ailsa Craig, a small island iu the Frith of 
Clyde, and a single bowlder of a peculiar pitchstone found only ia the 
Isle of Arra.n. The Aihm Craig rock bas also been found at Moel Try-
faen, on the west side of Snowdon, and more recently at Killiney County, 
Dnblin, on the seashore.* 
'l 'he case of the bo,vlders in the Isle of Man, which have been carried 
nearly 800 feet above their source, bas already been mentioned, but 
there are many other examples of this phenomenon in our islands; and 
as they are of great importance in regard to the general theory of glacial 
motion, a few of them may be 11oted here. So early as 1818 Mr. vVeaver 
described a granite block on the top of Cronebane, a slate hill in Ireland, 
and several hundred feet higher than any place where similar granite 
was to be found in situ/ and be also noticed several deposits of lime-
stone gravel in places from 300 to 400 feet higher than the bed_s of lime-
Htone rock, which are from 2 to 10 miles off. Debri's of red sandstone is 
also fonncl much higher than the parent rock. Bowlders of Shap gran-
ite, Mr. K endal tells us, Lave passed over Stainmoor by tens of tbon-
sancls, and in doing Ro have been carried about 200 feet above their 
::iom·ce ; and the curiom; Permian rock, "Brockmm," lias been carried 
in tbe same direction no less than 1,000 feet higher than its highest 
poin t of origin. t Iu Scandinavia there a.re still more striking examples, 
erratic blocks llavi 1g been found at an elevation ot 4,500 feet, which 
could not possibly llave come from auy place highei· than 1,800 feet.:j: 
We thus fiucl clear and absolute demon stration of glacier ice moving 
uphill and dragging with it rocks from lower leveh; to elevations vary-
ing from 200 to 2,700 feet above their origin. In Switzerland we have 
proof of tlrn same general fact in the terminal moraine of the northern 
branch of the Rhone glacier beiug about 200 feet higher than the Lake 
of Geneva, with very much hig·her intervening ground. 
The facts thus established render it more easy for us to accept one 
of tlie latest conclusions of British gfacialists. A great submergence 
of a large portion of tbe British Isles during the glacial period, or in 
the mterval b etween successive phases of the glacial period., has long 
" N ature, Mar ch 161, 1893; vol. XLVH, p. 4-G-L 
t Wrig ht's Man and th e Glacial Pei·iod
1 
p. 154-. 
+ James Geikie's G1·eat Ice Age, 2d ed., p. 404. 
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been accepted by geologists, and maps have been often published 
sbowing the sm·all group · of islands to which our country was then 
reduced, the supposed subsidence being aboutl,400feet. The evidence 
for this is the occurrence at a few spots of glacial gravels containing 
marine shells in tolerable abundance, the most celebrated being at Moel 
Tryfaen, on the west side of Snowdon, at a height of more than 1,300 
feet. Shell-bearing drifts have also been found near Macclesfield at a 
height of over 1,100 feet, and to the east of Manchester at between 500 
and 600 feet elevation. Others have since been found ou Gloppa,a hill 
near Oswestry. The fact that the shell-bearing gravels of Moel Try-
faen are nearly 40 feet thick shows that, if they are due to submerg-
ence, the land must have remained stationary at that level for a con-
siderable period of time, and there would probably be other stationary 
periods at lower levels. Yet nowhere in the valleys or on the hill slopes 
of Wales, or the Lake.District, or in the English lowlands are there any 
of the old beaches or sea cliffs, or marine deposits of any kind, that 
must have been formed during such a subsidence and which can hardly 
have been everywhere clea,red away by subsequent glaciation. Another 
difficulty is that the shells of these drifts are such as could not have 
lived together on one spot, some being northern species, others southern, 
some frequenting sandy, others muddy bottoms, some which live only 
below tidal water, while others are shore species. And, lastly, they 
are very fragmentary, only a small percentage of entire shells being 
found. - - -
II. EROSION OF LAKE BASINS. 
Lakes are distributed very unequally over the various parts of the 
world, and they also differ much in their position in relation to other 
physical peculiarities of the _surface. Most of the great continents 
have a considerable number of lakes, many of great size, situated on 
plateaus or in central basins; while the northern parts of Europe and 
North America are thickly strewn with lakes of various dimensions, 
some on the plains, others in sub-alpine valleys, others again high up 
among _the mountains, these latter being of small size and usually 
called tarns. The three cla ses of lakes last mentioned occur in the 
greate t profu, ion in glaciated districts, while they are almost ab ent 
el ewbere; and it was tliis peculiarity of general distribution, together 
with the ob ervation that all the valley lakes of Switzerlaud aud of 
our owu c uutry occurr din the track of the old glaciers, and in situa-
ti n ._ wh r the ero ive power of the ice would tend to form rock-closed 
a 'in ha appear to liav led tlie late Sir Andrew Ramsay to formu-
lat hi' h r f ice er ion to xplain them. He was further greatly 
influ n y the extrem iffi. ·ulty or omplete inadequacy of any po -
i l , lt rn iv theory-a difficulty which we hall ee r main a· 
th im h , r t . 
f h origin of the lake l>a in· of the gla iated regions 
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is especially interesting on account of the extreme divergence of opin-
ion that still prevails on the subject. While the general facts of gfa-
eiation, the extent and thickness of the old glaciers and ice sheets, a11d 
t he work they did in distributing huge erratics many hundred miles 
from their sources and in covering thousands of square miles of coun-
try with thick layers of bowlder clay and drift, are all admitted as 
beyond dispute,· geologists are still divided into two hostile camps when 
the origin of la,ke basins is concerned; and the opposing forces seem 
to be approximately equal. Having for many years given much atten-
tion to this problem, which has had for me a kind of fascination, I am 
convinced that the evidence in favor of glaciation has not been set 
forth in all its cumulative force, while many of the arguments against 
it seem to me to be either illogical or beside tlrn point at issue. I have 
also to adduce certain considerations wllich have hitherto been over-
looked, but which appear to me to afford very strong if not conclusive 
evidence for erosion as against any alternative theory yet proposed. I 
shall therefore first set forth, as fully as the space at my command 
· will allow, the general evidence in favor of the ice origin of certain 
classes of lakes, and the special conditions requisite for the produc-
tion of lakes by this agency. The objections of the best authorities 
will then be considered and replied to, and the extreme difficulties of 
the alternative theories will be pointed out. I shall then describe cer-
tain peculiarities, hitherto unnoticed, which clearly point to erosion, as 
opposed to any form of subsidence and upheaval, in the formation of 
the lakes in question. Lastly, the special case of the Lake of Geneva 
will be discussed as affording a battle-ground tlJat will be admitted to 
be highly favorable to the auti-glacialists, since most of them have 
adduced it as being entirely beyond the powers of the ancient glaciers 
to have produced. 
l. The d~fferent kinds of lakes and their clistribution.-To clear the 
ground at the outset, it may be well to state that the great plateau 
lakes of various parts of the world Lave no doubt been formed by 
some kind of earth movements occurring subsequent to the upheaval 
and partial denudation of the country. It is universally admitted 
that existing lakes can not be very ancient, geologically speaking, since 
they would inevitably be filled up by the ·sediment carried into them 
by the streams and by the win<l. Our lakes must therefore be quite 
modern features of the earth's surface. A considerable proportion of 
these plateau lakes are in regions of little rain-fall, and many of them 
have no outlet. The latter circumstance is a consequence of the for-
mer, since it indicates that evaporatiou balances the inflow. This 
would have favored the formation of such lakes, since it would have 
prevented the overflow o.f the water from the slight hollow first 
formed, and the cutting of an outlet gorge which would empty the 
incipient lake. Capt. Dutton, in his accouut of the geology of the 
Grand Canyon di trict2 lays stres~ on tbi~ fact,. "that the elevation of 
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~ plat.form across the track of a river rarely diverts it from its course, 
for the stream saws its bed into the rocks as fast as the obstacle ri se ." 
Scanty rain-fall and great evaporation seem therefore to be almost 
essential to the formation of the larger plateau lakes. Rarely, such 
lakes may have been formed in comparatively well-watered districts, 
but the earth movements must in tltese cases have been exceptionally 
rapid and extensive, and they are accordingly foun d most often in 
countries subject to volcanic dis turbances. Such are the lakes of 
southern Italy, of Macedonia, of Asia Minor, and perhaps those of 
central Africa. 
Quite distinct from these are the sub-alpine hkes of those mountain 
groups which have been subject to extreme glaciation. These are 
characteristically valley lakes, occurring in the lower portions of the 
valleys ·which have been the beds of enormous glaciers, their fre-
quency, their size, and their depth bearing some relation to the form 
and slope of the valleys and the intensity of the gfaciatiou to which 
they have been subject. In our own country we have in Wales a small 
number of valley lakes; in the lake district, where the ice sheet can 
he proved to have been much thicker and to have lasted longer, we 
have more numerous, larger, and deeper lakes; and in Scotland, still 
more severely giaciated, the lakes are yet more numerous, many of 
those in the west opening out to the sea aud forming the lochs and 
sounds of the western highlands. Coming· to Switzerland, which, as 
we have seen, bears indications of glaciation on a most gigantic scale, 
we find a grand series of valley lakes both on the north and south, 
situated for the most part in the tracks of those enormous glaciers 
whose former existence and great development is clearly proved by the 
vast moraines of northern Italy and the travelled blocks of Switzer-
land and France. In Scandinavia, where the ice age reigned longe t 
and with greatest power, lakes abound in almost a.U the valleys of the 
eaRtem slope, while on the west the fiords or submerged lake are 
qually characteri tic. 
In North America, to the south of the St. Lawrence R iver an<l of lake' 
Ontario au<l Erie, there are numbers of true valley la,ke , as there are 
al o in Canada, be ide innumerable otlrer , scattered over the open 
country, e pecially in the Nortb, where the i<.:e sheet must have been 
thi ·ke t and have linger d longest. And in the soutllern hemi •phere 
w have, iu ew Zealand, a re[)roduction of these phenomena-a grand 
mountain ran · with. xi ting glaciers, indications that the ·e glaciers 
w 'r re ·ent1" mu h more exten ive, a serie. of fine valley lake form-
in · a rue 1, k di 'tri ·t, rivalinff that of witzerlaud in ext nt aud 
~ u y with fl.or n th outhwe:t coa. t comparable with tho e of 
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under lofty precipices; and small or large plateau or low level lakes 
whieh occur literally by thousa11d:-; in northern Canada, in Sweden, Fin-
land, Lapland, and northwestern Russia. The valley lakes aud the 
alpine tarns are admitted by all geologists to be mostly true rock basins, 
while the plateau and low country lakes are many of them hollows in 
the drift with which mucll of tbe country is covered, though rock basins 
are also not unfrequent. 
-Here then we see a remarkable association of lakes of various kinds 
with highly glaciated regions. The question is whether there is any 
relation of cause and effect in the association; and to determine this 
we must take a rapid survey of other monntain regions where indica-
tions of ice action are comparatively slight or altogether wanting, and 
see whether similar lakes occur there also. The comparison will, I 
think, prove very instructive. 
Spain and Portug~l are preeminently mountainous countries, there 
being a succession of distinct ranges and isolated mountain groups from 
east to west and from north to sou th; yet there is not a single valley 
lake in the -whole peninsula, and but very few mountain tarns. Sar-
dinia and Corsica are wholly mountainom;;, but they do not appear to 
possess a single valley lake. Nor does the whole range of the Appe-
nines, though there are many large plateau lakes in southern Italy. 
Farther south we have the lofty Atlas Mountain, but giving rise to no 
subalpine valley lakes. The innumerable mountains and vaileys of 
Asia Minor have no lakes but those of the plateaus; neither has the 
grand range of the Lebanon, 100 miles long, and giving rise to an 
abundance of rivers. Turniug to the peninsula of India we have the 
ranges of the Ghauts, 800 miles long, the mountain mass of the Neil-
gherries and that of Ceylon, all without such lakes as we are seeking, 
though Ceylon bas a few plateau lakes in the north. The same phe-
nomenon meets us in South _Africa and Madagascar-abundance of 
mountains and rivers, but 110 valley lakes. In Australia, again, the 
whole great range of mountains from the uplands of Victoria, through 
New South "\Vales and Queensland to tbe peninsula of Cape York, has 
not a siugle true valley lake. Tnrning now to the New World, we find 
no valley lakes in the southern Alleghanies, while the grand mountains 
of Mexico and Central Americ~L have a few plateau lakes, but none of 
the class we are seeking. The extremely mountainous islands of the 
West Indies-Cuba, Hayti, and Jamaica-are equally deficient. · In 
South America we have on the east the two great mountaiu systems of 
Guiana and B1 azil, furrowed with valleys and rich in mountain streams, 
but none of 1. hese are adorned with lakes. And, lastly, the grand 
ranges of tho equatorial Andes, for 10 degrees on each side of the 
.J:1.Jquator, produce only a few small lakes on the high plateaus, and a 
few in the great lowland river plains-probably tlle sites of old-river 
channels-but no valley lakes in any way comparable with those of 
Switzerland or even of our own insignificant mountains. 
SM 93--19 
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2. The conditions that Ja,vor the product·ion of lakes by ice erosion.-
'fhose who oppose the production of lake basins by ice erosiou often 
argue as if the size of the glacier was the only factor, and urge that 
because there are no lake basins in one valley where large glaciers 
have been at work, those which exist in another valley where the 
glaciers were no larger, could not have been produced by them. But 
this by no means follows, because the production of a lake basin depends 
on a combination of favorable conditions. In the first place it is evi-
dent that ice erosion to some extent must have taken place along the 
whole length of tlie glacier's c·ourse, and that in many cases the result 
might be simply to deepen the valley all along, not quite equally, perliaps, 
but with no such extreme differences as to produce a lake basin. This 
would especially be the case if a valley had a considerable downward • 
slope, and was not very unequal in width or in the nature of the rocks 
forming its floor. The first essential to lake erosion is, therefore, a 
differential action, caused locally either by increased thickness of the 
ice, a more open and level valley .floor, or a more easily eroded rock, or 
by any combination of ·these. . 
It must al ways be remembered that glacial erosion is produced by 
the tremendous vertical pressure of the ice, by its lower strata being 
thickly loaded with hard rocks frozen into its mass, and by its slow 
but continuous motion. In the lower part of its course a glacier would 
be most charged with rocky debris in its under strata, since not only , 
would it have been continually breaking off and absorbing, as it were, 
fresh material during every mile of its onward course, but, more and 
more of its superficial moraines would be engulfed by crevasS1.es or 
moulins, and be added to the grinding material below. That this was 
so is proved by the great quantity of stones and grit in the "till," 
which is thought by Prof. James Geikie to consist, on the average, of 
as much stony matter as clay, sometimes one material preponderating, 
sometimes the other. The same thing is indicated by the enormous 
amount of debris often ·found on the lower parts of large gladers. 
The end of the great Tasman glacier in New Zealand is thus com-
pletely hidden for 5 miles, and most of the other glaciers descending 
from Mount Cook have their extremities similarly buried in debris. 
Dr. Diener founrl the Milam glacier in the Central Himalayas com-
:rietely covered with moraine rubbiRh; a~d Mr. W . M. Conway tates 
that the lowest 20 miles of tlte JJi par glacier (40 miles long) · are 
' ntirely cov-ered with a mantle of moraine." If these glacier· 
,xtend cl to over 100 mile long, as did the Rhone glacier when it 
r a b d th lake of Geneva, much of this debri ·· would probably have 
fi un 1 it. way the ottom, and tli L , npply the nece. ary grin<liug 
ri, 1 an th a nndan . t 11 of th "till" found everywhere in 
f h , ol la i r ·. 
, nd an . lowly chan O'e it .. lrnp to 
·ou iuerable time to adapt it elf to 
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continually cllanging outlines of tbe valley bottom. Hence, where 
great inequalities occur portions of the rocky floor might be bridged 
ovBr for a considerable space, and where a valley had a narrow 
V-shaped bottom the sub-glacial stream might eat away so much of 
the ice that the glacier might rest wholly on the lateral slopes, and 
hardly touch the bottom at all. On a tolerably wide and level valley 
bottom, however, the ice would press with its fullest intensity, and 
its armature of densely packed stones and rock fragments would 
groove and grind the rocky floor over every foot of its surface, and 
with a rate of motion perllaps greater than that of the existing Green-
land and Alaskan glaciers, owing to the more southern latitude and 
therefore higher mean temperature of the soil and the ice. At the same 
time sub-glacial streams, forced onward under great hydrostatic pres-
sure, would insinuate themselves into every vacant groove and furrow 
as each graving tool successively passed on and the one behind it took 
a, slightly different position; and thus the glacial mml, the product of 
the erosion, would be continually washed away, finally escaping at the 
lower extremity of the glacier, or in some cases getting embayed in 
rocky hollows where it might remain permanently as masses of clayey 
"till," packed with stones and compressed by the weigllt of the ice to 
the hardness of rock itself. The continual . lubrication of the whole 
valley floor by water forced onward under pressure, 'together with the 
ever changing form of the under surface of the glacier as it slowly 
molded itself to the varying contours of the rocks beneath, would 
greatly facilitate the onward motion. Owing to these changes of form 
and th~ great upward pressure of the water in all the hollows to which 
it gained access, it seems probable that at any one time not more than 
half the entire bottom surface of the glacier woul<l be in actual contact 
with the rock, thus greatly reducing the friction; while, a1:, the process 
of erosion went on, the rock surfac~s would become continually smoother 
and the inequalities less pronounced, so that even when a rock basin 
had been ground out to a considerable depth the onward motion might 
be almost as great as at the beginning of the process. 
3. Objections of modern writers considered.-Piof. Bonney and many 
other writers ask why lakes are so few, though all the chief valleys of 
the Alps were filled with ice; and why, for instance, there is no great 
lake in the Dora Bal tea Valley whose glacier produced the great moraines 
of Ivrea opposite its outlet into the pla.ins of Italy, an'd which form 
a chain of hills 15 miles long and 1,500 feet high 1 The answer, in the . 
case of the Dora Baltea, is not difficult, since it almost certainly has 
l1ad a, series of lake basins at Aosta, Verrex, and otller places where 
the broad level valley is now :6.Ued with alluvial gravel. But the more 
important point is the extreme narrowness of the lower part of the val-
ley above Donuas and again near its entrance into the valley of the 
Po. The effect of this would be that the great glacier, probably 2,000 
feet thick or more, would move rapidly in its upper layers, carryiug ou~ 
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its load of stones and debris to form the terminal moraine, while the 
lower strata choked in the defiles, would move very slowly. A.nd once 
out in the open valley of the Po, then a great inlet of the warm Medi-
terranean Sea, the ice would rapidly melt away in the water and in the 
warm moist atmosphere, and therefore have no tendency to erode a 
lake basin. - -
4. The cilternative theory and its difficulties.--There is really only one 
alternative theory to that of ice erosion for the origin of the class of 
lakes we have been discussing, viz, that they were formed before the 
, glacial epoch, by earth-movements of the same nature as those which 
are concerned in mountain formation; that is, by lateral pressure caus-
ing folds or flexures of the surface, and where such flexures occurred 
across a :valley a lake would be the result. 
A.s this theory is put forward with so much confidence, and by geolo-
gists of such high reputation, I feel bound to devote some space to its 
consideration, and shall, I think, be able to show that it breaks down 
on close examination. 
In the first place, it does not attempt to explain that wonderful 
absence of valley lakes from a.II the mountain regions of the world except 
those which have been highly glaciated. It is no doubt true that 
during the time the lakes. were filled with ice instead of water they 
would be preserved from filling up by the influx of sediment; and this 
may be fairly claimed as a reason why lakes of this class should be 
somewhat more numerous in glaciated regions, but it does not in any 
wa,y explain their total absence elsewhere. We are asked to believe 
that in the period immediately preceding the glacial epoch-say, in the 
newer Pliocene period,-earth-movements of a nature to produce deep 
lakes occurred in every mountain range without exception that was 
about to be subject to severe glaciation, and not only so, but occurred 
on both sides of each rallge, as in the Alps, or all round a mountain 
range, as h1 our lake cfoitrict, or in every part of a complex mountain 
region, a in Scotland from the Frith of Clyde to the extreme north 
coast-an irr this very limited period of geological time. We are further 
a ked to believe that during t1rn whole periocr, from the commencement 
of the ice age to our day, such earth-movements have never produced a 
ingle gronp of va1ley lakes in any one of the countless mou11tain ranges 
and billy region throuo·hout the whole of the very much more extensive 
non la iated r 0 'ions of the globe. This appea,rs to me to be simply 
iu r dibl . The only way to gr-t over t he difficulty is to suppose that 
arth-mov r nt of thi 11ature oc ·urred only a,t that one period, ju ... t 
bef r th i ag n, and that the lakes produced by them in all 
11 r r 0 i n · ha e . i11c b n fill d up. But is there any evidence of 
thi. l ncl i i pr babl{' that all lake8 o produced in non-glaciated 
w v r 1 rge and cl p th mi ·ht be, and howcv r little 
<l wn th ir intlowi1,g·. tream, , honld yet all 
h ryoftl1 prt> 1'1a·i~1,loriginofth ·e lake thus 
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rests upon a series of highly improbable suppositions entirely unsup-
ported by any appeal to facts. There is however another difficulty 
which is perhaps even greater than those just considered. Whatever 
may be the causes of the compression, elevation, folding, and other earth_ 
movements which have led to the formation of mountain masses, there 
can be no doubt that they have operated with extreme slowness; and 
all the evidence we have of surface movements now going on show that 
they are so slow as to be detected only by careful and long-continued 
observations. On the other hand, the action of rivers in cutting down 
rocky barriers is comparatively rapid, especially when, as in all moun-
tainous countries, they carry in their waters large quantities of sediment, 
and during :floods bring down also abundance of sand, gravel, and large 
stones. -
It is in fact only on account of this powerful agency that we do not 
find valley lakes abounding in every mountainous country, since it is 
quite certain that earth-movements of various kinds must have been 
continually taking place. · But if rivers have always been able to keep 
their ehannels clear, during such movements, among the mountains of 
the tropics aud of all warm countries, some reason must be found for 
their inability to do so in the Alps and in Scotland, in Cumberland, 
Wales, and southern New Zealaud; and as no reason is alleged, or any 
proof offered, that sufficieutly rapid and extensive earth-movements 
actually did occur in the sub-alpine valleys of these countries, we must 
decline to accept such a hypothetical and unsatisfactory explana-
tion. -
5. The contours and outlines of the lakes indicate erosion rather than 
submergence.-While collecting facts for the present articles it occurred 
to me that the rival theories of lake formation-erosion and submerg-
ence-were so different in their mode of action that they ought to pro-
duce some marked difference in the result. There must be some criteria 
by which to distinguish the two modes of origin. Under any system of 
earth-movements a valley bottom will simply become submerged, aud be 
hardly more altered. thau if it had been couverted into a lake by build-
ing au artificial dam iu a convenient situation. We should find there-
fore merely a submerged valley with all its usual peculiarities. If 
however the lake basin has been formed by glacial erosion, then some 
of the special valley features will have been destroyed, and we shall 
have a distinct set of characters which will be tolerably constant in all 
lakes so formed. Now I find that there are three such criteria by which 
we ought to be able to distinguish the two classes of lakes, and the 
application of these tests serves to show that most of the valley lakes 
of glaciated countries were not formed by submergence. 
The first point is that valleys in mountainous countries often have the 
river channel forming a ravine for a few miles, afterward opening out 
into a flat valley, aud then again closing, while at an elevation of a 
hundred or a few hundred feet, at the level of the top of the ravine, 
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the valley walls sloped back on each side1 perhaps to be again flanked 
by precipices. Now, if such a valley were converted into a deep lake 
by auy form of subsidence, these ravines would remain under water 
and form snbmerged r iver channels. But neither in the lakes, which 
have been surveyed by the Swiss Government, nor in the Atlas des 
Lacs Francaises of M. Delebecq ue, nor in those of the German Alps 
by Dr. Alois Geistbeck, nor in the lakes of our own country, can I find 
a11y indications of such submerged river channels or ravines, or any 
other of the varied rock features that so often occur in valleys. Almost 
all these lakes present rather steeply sloping sides with broad, rounded, 
or nearly level bottoms of saucer shape, such as are certainly not 
characteristic of sub-aerial -valley bottoms, but which are exactly what 
we might expect as the ultimate result of thousand~ of years of inces-
sant ice grinding. The point is, not that the lake bottoms may not in 
a few cases represent the contours of a valley, but that they never 
present peculiarities of con tour which are not unfrequent in mountain 
valleys, and never show submerged ravines or those jutting rocky pro-
montories which are so common a feature in billy districts. 
The next point is, that alpine lake-bottoms, whether large or small, 
frequently consist of two or more distinct basins, a feature which could 
not occur in lakes due to submergence unless there were two or more 
points of :flexure for each depression, a thing highly improbable even 
in the larger lakes and almost impossible in the smaller. Flexures of 
almost any degree of curvature are no doubt found in the rocks form-
ing mountain chains; but these fiexures have been produced deep 
down under enormous pressure of overlying strata., whereas the surface 
beds which are supposed to have been moved to cause lakes are free to 
take any upward or downward curves, and as the source of motion is 
certainly deep-seated those_ curves will usually be of very gradual cur-
vature. Yet in the small lake of Annecy there are two separate 
basins; in Lake Bourget also two; in the small lake of Aiguebellette, in 
Savoy, there are three distinct basins of very different depths; and in 
the Lac de St. Point, about 4 miles long, there are also three separate flat 
ba iu . In witzerland the same phe11omenun is often found. 
The exceedingly irregular Lake of Lucerne, formed by the confluence 
of many val leys meeting at various angles hemmed in by precipitous 
mountain , 11a · eight di tinct ba in , mo tly separated by shallow at 
tb narrow opening' between opposing mountain ridges_. This i 
exa tly what would l' ult from gla ier action, the grincbng power of 
whi ·h mu t alway· e at a maximum iu the wider parts of valleys, 
wb re th w ight of the i e could exert Hs full force and the mot.ion be 
1 a t imp d 1 <1. On tll ~ . ub. i nee or curvature theory, however, there 
i · n r a 11 wb b o-r , t t i pth hould occur in one part rather 
h n in 'lll th r whil .· para e a in in the variou.·ly divero·ing arm 
f n 1, k rn im rol>a l 
li thir p in f lifl' ren · b w, 1 11 lake of ro ion aud tho e of 
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submersion is the most important and the most distinctive, and fur-
nishes, I think, what may be termed a diagnosis character of lakes of 
erosion. In most river valleys th\'ough a hilly or mountainous country 
outside of the glaciated districts, the tributary streams entering more 
or less at right angles to the main valley are seen to occupy small val-
leys of their own, which usually open out for a short distance at the 
same level before joining the main valley. Of course there are also 
torrents which rush down steep mountain slopes clirectly to the mam 
river, but even these have usually cut ravines more or less deeply into 
the rock. Now if in such · a valley we could mark out a contour line 
200, 300, or 500 feet above the level of the main stream, we should see 
that line continually turning up each side valley or ravine till it reached 
the given level at which to cross the tributary strAam, and then turn-
ing back to the main valley. The contour line would. thus form a series 
of notches or loops of greater _or less depth at every tributary stream 
with its entering valley or deeply cut ravine, and if the main valley 
were filled with water this line would mark out the margin of the lake. 
As an illustration of this feature we may take the southwest coast of 
England, which has never been glaciated, but which has undergone a 
slight recent subsidence as indicated by the submerged forests which 
occur at several places. The result of this submergence is that the 
lower parts of its larger river valleys have been converted into inland 
tidal lakes, such as Poole Harbor, Dartmouth Harbor, Kingsbridge 
River, Plymouth and Devonport Harbors, and Garrick Road above 
Falmout~. The Dart River is an excellent example of such a sub-
merged valley, and its outline at high-water mark: is shown at (3) on the 
accompanying illustration (Piate xv), where the characteristic outline 
of such a valley is well indicated, the water running up every tributary 
stream as described above. The lower section (4) shows the same fea-
ture by means of a map of the River Tweed, near Peebles, with the 700 
feet contour line marked on it by a dotted line.* If the valley were 
submerged to this depth the dotted line would mark the outliue of a 
lake, with arms ruuniug up every tributary stream just as in the case 
of the river Dart. Although situated in a glaciated .district the val-
ley here is post-glacial, all the old river channels being deeply buried 
in drift. 
It we now turn to the valley lakes in glaciated districts we shall find 
that they have a very different contour, as shown by the two upper 
outline maps on Plate xv; (1) showing the upper part of Ullswater 
on a scale of 1 mile to an inch, as in the Dart and Tweed maps, and 
(2) showing the upper part of Lake Como, taken from the Alpine Club 
map, on a scale of 4 miles to an inch. In both of these it will be seen 
that the water never forms inlets up the inflowing streams, but all of 
these without exception form an even junction with the lake margin, 
" Copied from a portion of the map at p. 144 of Geikie's Great Ice Age, taken from 
the Ordnance Survey Map. ' 
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just as they would do if flowing into a river. Exactly the rnme feature 
is present in the lower portions of these two lakes, and it is equally a 
characteristic of every lake in the lake district, and of all the Swiss 
and Italian lakes. On looking at the maps of any of these lakes one 
-can not but see that the lake surface, not tbe lake bottom,, represents 
approximately the level of the pre-glacial valley, and that the lateral 
streams and torrents enter the lake iu the way they do because they 
could only erode their channels down to the level of tbe old va1ley 
before the ice overwhelmed it. Of course this rule does not apply to 
large tributary valleys carrying separate glaciers, since these would 
be eroded by the ice almost as deeply as the main valley. - - -
The Lalce of Geneva as a test of the rii1al theories.-When I recently 
began to study this question anew I was inclined to think that the 
largest and deepest of t he Alpine lakes, such as Geneva, Constance, 
Lago Maggiore, and Lago di Garda, might perhaps have originated 
from a combination of earth movements with ice erosion. But on fur-
ther consideration it appears that all the characteristic features of ero-
sion are present in these as fully as in the smaller lakes. I'hey are situ-
ated in the largest river valleys or in positions of greatest concentra-
tion of the glacier streams; their contours and outlines are those of 
eroded basins; while all the difficulties in the wayo_f an origin by 
earth movements are as prominent in their case as in that of any 
other of the lakes. I will therefore discuss, :first, some of the chief 
objections to the erosion theory as applied to the above-named lake, 
and then consider the only alternative theory that has o~tained the 
acceptance of mod~rn writers. 
One of the first objections made was that the lake did not lie in the 
direction of the greatest action of the glacier, which was straight 
across to the Jura, where the highest erratic blocks are found. Tbis 
was urged by Sir Chades Lyell immediately after Ramsa,y's paper was 
read, and as it has quite recently been put forth by Prof. Bonney, it 
would appear to be thought to be a real difficulty. Yet a little consid-
eration will show that it has not the slightest weight. No. lake was 
eroded in the liue of motion of the centra,l and highest part of the old 
glacier, becau e tbat line was over an elevated and hilly plateau, which 
is even now from 500 to 1,000 feet above the lake, and was then still 
hi <Ther, incc the ice sheet certainly effected some erosion. The great-
e t amount of ro ion wa · of course in the l>road and nearly level 
all y of the pr -glacial hone, which followed the great curve of tJ1e 
exi. ting lak ', and ad produced . ·o open a valley because the rocks in 
thclt dire ·tion 1c re easily den-u,ded. O~jectors invariably forget or over-
lo k th in i:pu able fa t that the <>xi ·tence of a broad, open, fiat-bot-
t m 1 vall yin< ny part of a river.- <·onr:e l)rove: that the rock w re 
11 re ith r < ft r rm r friabl 01· mor . olubl , or, by ·ome combi-
d nnd ,1. r of favora I 
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The rock was, as we have shown, more easy to erode; owing to the low 
level the ice was thicker and had greater weight there than elsewhere; 
owing to the :flatness and openness of the valley the ice moved more 
freely there; owing to the long previous course of the glacier its under 
surface would be heavily loaded with rock and grit, which, during its 
whole course, would, by mere gravitatiou, have been slowly working its 
,my downward to the lowest level; and, lastly, all the sub-glacial tor-
rents would accumulate in this lowest valley, aud as ero1;ion went on 
would, under great hydrostatic pressure, wash away all the ground-out 
material, and so facilitate erosion. 
Another objection almost equally beside the real questiou is to ask 
why the deepest part of the Ja,ke is near the south or convex side, 
whereas a stream of water always exerts most erosive force against the 
concave side.* The· answer is, that ice is not water, and that it moves 
so slowly as to act, in many respects, in quite a different manner. Its 
greatest action is where it is· deepest, in tlie middle of the ice stream, 
while water acts least where it is deepest, and more forcibly at the side 
than in the middle .. The lake is no doubt deepest in the line of the. 
old river, where the valley was lowest; and that may well have been 
nearer the southern than the northern side of the lake. 
Another frequently-urged objection is, that as the glacier bas not 
widened the narrow valley from Martigny to Bex it could not have 
eroded a lake ·nearly a thousand feet deep. This seems to me a com-
plete non sequitur. As a glacier erodes mainly by its vertical pressure 
and by the completeness of its grinding armature of rock, it is clear that 
its grinding power laterally must have been very much less than verti-
cally, both on account of the smaller pressure because it would mold 
it~elfless closely to the ever-varying rocky protuberances, and mainly, 
perhaps, because at the almost vertical sides of the valley it would 
have a very small stony armature, the blocks continually working their 
way downward to the bottom. Thus, much of the ice in contact with 
the sides of narrow ravines might be free of stones, and would there· 
fore exert hardly any grinding power.. It is also quite certain that tbe 
ice in this narrow valley rose to an enormous height, and that the 
chief motion and also the chief erosion would be on the lateral slopes, 
while the lower strata, wedged in the gorge, would be almost station-
ary. 
The most recent researches, according to M. Falsan, show that the 
thickness of the ice ha~ been usually _under-estimated. A terminal 
moraine on the Jura at Chasserou is 4,000 feet above tbe sea, or 2,770 
fe t above Geneva. In order that the upper smface of the ice should 
have bad sufficient incline to flow onward as it did it was probably 
5,000 or 6,000 feet thick below Martigny and 4,000 or 5,000 feet over 
the middle of the lake. It is certain, at all events, that whatever 
"Palsa11, La J>eriocle Glaciaire, p. 153. Faure, Origine cles Lacs A. lp·ins, p. 4. 
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thickness was necessary to cause ouward motion that thickness could 
not fail to be produced, since it is only by the onward motion to some 
outlet or lowland where the ice can be melted away as fast as it is 
renewed that indefinite enlargement of a glacier is avoided. The essen-
tial condition for the formation of a glacier at all is that more ice should 
be .produced annnally than is melted away. So long as the quantity 
produced is 011 the average more than that melted, the glaciers will 
increase; and as the more extended surface of ice, up to a certain point, 
,.by forming a refrigerator, helps its own extension, a very small perma-
nent annual surplus may lead to an enormous extension of the ice 
Hence, if at any stage in its development the end of a glacier remains 
stationary, either owing to some obstacle in its path or to its having 
reached a level plain where it is unable to move onward, the annual 
surplus of ice produced will go to increase the thickness of the glacier 
and its upper slope till motion is produced. The ice then flows onward 
till it reaches a district warm enough to bring about an equilibrium 
between gr.owth and . dissolution. If, therefore, at any stage in the 
growth of a glacier, a thickness of 6,000, 7,000, or even 8,000 feet is 
needed to bring about this result, that thickness will inevitably be 
produced. 
In view therefore of the admitted facts, al 1 the objections alleged 
by the best authorities are entirely wanting in real force or validity; 
while the enormous size and weight of the glacier and its long duration, 
as indicated by the great distance to which it extended beyond the site 
of the lake, render the excavation by it of such a basin as easy to con-
ceive as the grinding out of a small alpine tarn by ice not one-fourth as 
thick, and in a situation where the grinding material in its lower strata 
would probably be comparatively scanty. 
We have now to consider the theory of Desor, adopted by M. Favre,· 
and set forth in the recent work of M. Falsan as being "more precise 
and more acceptable" than that of Ramsay. We are first ·made 
acquainted with a fact which I have not yet alluded to, and which 
most writers on the subject either fail to notice or attempt to explain 
by theories, as compared with which that of Ramsay is simple, proba-
ble, and easy of comprehension. Th1s fact is, that around Geneva at 
the outlet of the lake, as well as at the outlets of the other great lakes, 
there i spread out an old all,u,vimn which is always found underneath 
the bowlder clay and other glacial deposits. This alluvium is moreover 
admit d to be formed in every ca e of materials largely derived from 
th gr at lpioe range. Now here is a fact which of it elf amounts to 
a <l. mon trati n that the lake di<l not exist before the ice age; becau e, 
i bat a all the Alpine debri would be intercepted by the lake 
( a it i ' 11 w iut re 1 t d) and the alluvium below the glacial depo its 
w ulcl in the ca f , en va that formed by the wa h from the 
a j · n l f th Jura hi iu every ca it would be local not 
lpiu llu ium. -
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Summary of the evidence.-As the subject here discussed is very 
complex, and the argument essentially a cumulative one, it will be well 
briefly to summarize its main points. 
In the first place, it bas been shown that the v.all<:'y lakes of highly 
glaciated districts form a distinct class, which are highly characteristic, 
if not altogether peculiar, since in none of the mountain ranges of 
the tropics or of non-glaciated regions over the whole world are any 
similar lakes to be found. 
The special conditions favorable to . the erosion of Jake basins and 
the mode of action of the ice tool are then discussed, and it is shown 
that these conditions have been either overlooked or ignored by the 
opponents of the theory of ice erosion. 
The objections of modern writers are then considered, anu tlley are 
shown to be founded either on mistaken ideas as to the mode of erosion 
by glaciers, or on not taking into account results of glacieration which 
they themselves either admit or have 11ot attempted to disprove. 
The alternative theory-that earth-movements of various- kinds led · 
to the production of Ja,ke basins in all mountain range, and that those 
in glaciated regions were preserved by being :filled with ice-is shown 
to be beset with numerous difficulties, physical, geological, and geo-
graphical, which its supporters have not attempted to overcome. It is 
al~o pointed-out that this theory in no way explains the occurrence of 
the largest and deepest lakes in tlle largest river valleys, or in those 
valleys where there was the greatest concentration of glaciers, a pecu-
lia,rity of their distribution which points directly and unmistakably to 
ice erosion . 
A crucial test of the two theories is then suggested, and it is shown 
that both the sub-aqueous contours of the lake basins, and the super-
ficial outlines of the lakes, are exactly such as would be produced by 
ice erosion, while they could not possibly have been caused by sub-
mergence due to any form of earth movements. It is submitted that 
we have here a positive criterion, now adduced for the :firs't time, which 
is absolutely fatal to any theory of submersion. 
Lastly, the special case of the Lake of Geneva is discussed, and it is 
shown that the explanation put forth by the anti-glacii:>Jlists is wholly 
uusupported by facts and is opposed to the known laws of glacier motion. 
The geologists who support it themselves furnish evidence against their 
own theory in the ancient alluviuill at Geneva on which the glacial 
deposits rest, and which is admitted to be mainly derived from the 
distant Alps. But as all alluvial matter is necessarily intercepted by 
laro-e and deep lakes, the preRence of this Alpine alluvium immediately 
beneath tlle glacial debris at the foot of the lake indicates that the 
lake did not exist in preglacial times, but that the river Rhone flowed 
froill the Alps to Geneva, carry with it the old alluvium, consisting of 
mud, sand, and gravel, which it bad brought down from the mountains. 
Still more conclusive however is the fact that the three special features 
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which have been shown to indicate erosion rather than submergence 
are pr_esent in this lake as fully as in all other Alpine valley lakes and 
unmistakably point to the glacial origin of all of them. 
On the '_Vhole, I venture to claim that the facts and considerations 
set forth in this paper show such a number of distinct lines of evidence, 
all converging to establish the .theory of the ice erosion of the valley 
lakes of highly glaciated regions-a theory first advocated by the late 
Sir Andrew Ramsay-that that theory must be held to be established, 
at all events provisionally, as the only one by which the whole body of 
the facts can be explained and harmonized. 
GEOLOGIC TIME, AS INDICATED BY THE SEDIMENTARY 
ROOKS OF NORTH AMERIO.A.* 
By CHARLES D. WALCOTT. 
INTRODUCTION. 
Of all subjects of speculative geology few are more attractive or more 
uncertain in positive results than geologic time. The physicists have 
drawn the Jines closer and closer until the geologist is told that he 
must bring his estimates of the age of the earth within the limit of 
from 10,000,000 to 30,000,000 years. The geologist masses his observa-
tions and replies that more time is required, and suggests to the physi-
cist that there may be an error somewhere in his data or the method of 
his treatment. The geologist realizes that geologic time can not be 
reduced to actual time in decades or centuries; there are too many par-
tially recognized or altogether unknown factors; but he cau approxi-
mate the relative position of certain formations and, by comparison of 
their sediments, dimensions, and contained record of life with the esti-
mated rates of denudation, sedimentation, and organic growth, form a 
general estimate of their relative time duration. It is my purpose to-day 
to take up the consideration of the evidence afforded by the sedimentary . 
rocks of our continental area, and largely of a distinct basin of sedimen-
tation, with a view of arriving, if possible, at an approximate time period 
for their deposition. Before proceeding to examine the . conditions of 
denudation, sedimentation, e.tc., that enter as factors into the calcula-
tion of the age of the earth on the basis of sedimentary geology, we will 
refer to some of the opiuions that have been held by geologists on geo-
logic time and the age of the earth. 
Soon after geology emerged from its pre-systematic stage and assumed 
an independent position among the inductive sciences speculations on 
the age of the earth were made by both geologists and physicists. Hut-
ton, Werner, Smith, and Cuvier, among the former, arranged and pub-
lished their observations and those of their predecessors during the 
closing years of the eighteenth century, and in the three succeeding 
decades rapid progress was made in many lines of investigation by 
* Vice-presidential address before section E, American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, Madison, Wis., August 17, 1893. 
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numerous obseryers, and the literature of geology was enlarged by con-
tributionR dealing with nearly every phase of the subject. 
Hutton.-Dr. James Hutton was the founder of physical geology and 
the predecessor of Lyell in advocating the uniformitarian theory of 
geology. It is, in a great measur~, true-as Lyell has well said of Hut-
ton's attempt to give fixed principles to geology-that "too little prog-
ress has been made toward furnishing the necessary data to enable 
any philosopher, however great bis genius, to realize so noble a project."* 
In his first memoir Hutton t speaks of a method of measuring the dura-
tion of geologic time as follows : · -
"Weare investigating the age or' the present earth, from the begin-
ning of that body, which was in the bottom of the sea, to the perfection 
of its nature, which we- consider as in the moment of our existence; and 
we have necessarily another era, which is collateral, or correspondent, 
in the progress of those natural events. This is the time required, in 
the natural operations of this globe, for the destruction of a former 
earth, an earth equally perfect with the present and an earth equally 
productive of growing plants and living animals. Now, it must appear 
that if we had a measure for one of those corresponding operations we 
would have an equal knowledge of the other. 
* * * * * * * 
"The highest mountain may be levelled with the plain from whence 
it springs without the loss of real territory in the land; but when the 
ocean makes encroachment on ·the basis of our earth, the mountain, 
unsupported, tumbles with its weight; and with that accession of hard 
bodies, movable with the agitation of the waveR, gives to th_e sea the 
power of undermining farther and farther into the solid basis of our 
land. This is the operation which is to be measured; this is the mean 
proportional by which we are to estimate the age of worlds that have 
terminated, and the duration of those that are hut beginning." 
He then discusses the data for estimating the length of time it has 
taken for a specific amount of erosion, and concludes "that all the 
. . coasts of the vresent continents are wasted by the sea, and constantly 
wearing away upon the whole; but this operation is so extremely slow 
that we cannot find a measure of the quantity in order to form an esti-
mate. Therefore, the present constituents of earth, wbi.ch we consider 
as in a state of perfection, would, in the natural operations of the 
globe, require a time indefinite for their destruction." 
He believed tbatthe continent~ thus destroyed were formed from tbe 
ruin of pre-exi ting continents, and that there were record of three 
u ·h period , each of which, in our measurement of time, were of indefi-
nite duration.:j: 
Lyell.- n 1 30 ir Charles Lyell began to publi h the re ults of hi 
ro£ und and r hil ophical tudi of geologic phenomena. He :firmly 
e tabli h d th r ad outlin of the law of uniformity a. oppo ed to 
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the doctrine of geologic catastrophes and rendered possible a rough 
computation of the age of the earth on the principle that geologic proc-
esses were the same during geologic time as at the present. Before 
this effort the scientist and theologian (with the exception of Hutton 
and his followers) vied with each other in their attempts to harmonize 
the Mosaic record with that of nature; they expanded the seventeenth 
century views of the former and contracted the inductive reasoning 
from geologic phenomena, and called in the aid of special creations, 
great catastrophes and other unusual phenomena. This was cleared 
away among geologists by Lyell's work, supplemented later by the 
general law of evolution which, since the appearauceof Darwin's Origin 
of Species, has with a few and rare exceptions controlled and directed 
scientific work and thought iu this direction. 
Lyell based an argument for the age of the sedimentary rocks as 
known to him on the rate of modification of the species of mollusca 
since the beginning of the "Cambrian period." He divided the geo-
logic series into twelve periods and estimated that 20,000,000 years 
were demanded for a complete change in the species of each period, or 
240,0001000 years in all. This estimate excluded the Primordial of Bar-
ran de and the" antecedent Laurentian formations."* 
Darwin.-In the chapter summing up the imperfections of the geo-
logical record Darwin concludes that, if his theory of the origin of 
species is true, "it is indisputable that before the lowest Cambrian 
stratum was deposited, long periods elapsed, as long as, or probably 
far longer than, the whole interval from the Cambrian age to the pres-
ent day; and that during these vast periods the world swarmed with 
living creatures." When mentionin g the opinions of various authors 
on the duration of geologic time, he indirectly gives his own views, as 
follows: · 
"Mr. Croll estimates that about 60,000,000 years have elapsed since 
the Cambrian period, but this, judging from the small amount of organic 
change since the commencement ot' the Glacial epoch, appears a very 
short time for the :many and great mutations of life which have cer-
tainly occurred since the Cambrian formation; and the previous 
140,000,000 years can hardly be considered as sufficient for the devel-
opment of the varied forms of life which already existed during the 
Cambrian pedod. It is however probable, as Sir William Thompson 
in sists, that tl.Je world at a very early period was subjected to more 
rapid and violent changes in its physical conditions than those now 
occurring; and such changes would have tended to induce changes at 
a corre ponding rate in the organisms which then existed.''t 
Houghton.-Rev. Samuel HoughtonJ in commenting on the geological 
calcu1us, states that he believes that the-time during which organic life 
has existed on the earth is practically infinite. 011 the basis of the time 
of couling he assigns an age of 1,280,000,000 years for the Azoic period 
and remarks that the globe was habitable, in part at least, for a longer 
" Principles of Geology, 10th ed., 1867, Yol. 1, p. 301. 
t01·igin of Species, Americau <•(I.; from 6th Eng. eel., 1882, p. 286. 
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period.* At a later date, when attempting to assign a minor limit to the 
duration of geologic time, he was driven to the conclusion that geologic 
climates are due to the combined cooling of the earth and sun. On com-
paring the rates of cooling of such a body as the earth with the maxi-
mum measured thickness of the several strata, there is a remarkable 
proportion between them, which leads toward the conclusion that the 
maximum thickness of the strata is proportional to the times of their 
formation. From the combined conclusions deduced from the rate of 
cooling of the earth and the time required for deposition of the sedi-
mentary rocks, he gives for the whole duration of geologic time a mini-
mum of 200,000,000 years.t 
Oroll.-Dr. ~James Croll began his studies of denudation as a factor 
in estimates of geologic time in 1865, and reference is made to it in 
1867. t In the following year a more elaborate paper was published, 
and subsequently numerous references have been made to it and other 
factors that are to be considered in the estimate of geologic time.§ Dr. 
Croll agrees with Sir VV. Thompson that Prof. Tait probably under-esti-
mated the time when he affirms that 10,000,000 years is about the 
utmost that can be allowed, from the physical point of view, for all the 
changes that have taken place in the earth's surface since vegetable 
1ife of the lowest known form was capable of existing there. He 1:e-
marks: 
"And this is certainly all that ever can be expected from gravitation; 
mathematical computation bas demonstrated that it can give no mor~. 
The other theory, founded on motion in space-a cause as real as gravi-
tation-labors under no such limitation. According to it, so far at 
least as regards the store of energy which may bave been possessed by 
the sun, plant and animal life may date back, not to 10,000,000 years, 
but to a period indefinitely more remote. In fact, there is as yet no 
known limit to the amount of heat whieh this cause may have pro-
duced; for this depended upon tbe velocities of the two bodies at tbe 
moment prior to collision, and what these velocities were we have no 
means of knowing. They might have been 500 miles a second, for 
anything which can be shown to the contrary. Of course, I by no 
means affirm that it is as much as 100,000,000 years since life be~an 
upon our earth, but I certainly do affirm th at, in so far as a poss1~>le 
source of the sun's energy is concerned, life may have begun at a period 
as remote." 11 
Dr. Croll considers the geological evidence relating to the age of the 
sun's beat on the principle that, "in order to determine the pr ent 
rate of sub-aerial denudation, we have only to a certain the quantity of 
edim ntan ually carried <lo,yn by the river ·ystems."* After extended 
n i 1 r t ion Qf the evid nc:e be conc1ucle · tu.at a p riotl of 24,000,000 
* Manual of Geology 3d d., 1871, p. 101. 
t alure, .July 4, 1 7 , vol. ·v1rr, pp. 267, 26 . 
t Phil. Jlag. 1-'eh. 167, vol. XXXIII, p. 130. 
~ Phil. :Jlag. Lonc1on, 1fay, 1 6 , vol., ,'XV, pp. 363-3 4; Nov., 186 , vol. x,·xv1, 
pp. ~-3 . Geol. Jlag ., L ndo11 1 71, pp. 97-102. lirnatr a11cl Tirne, London, 1 75, 
p. 3- 3 7. , 'tellar E olution an<l its R lationSJ to Geological Tirne, 1 9, pp 3 -68. 
II E ·olution an<l ·ts RelationSJ to O ologi al Time, 1 9, p. 36. 
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yea.rs would be req_uired for the deposition of the known sedimentary 
rocks. On the theory that the present existing sedimentary rocks 
have on the average passed at least twice through the cycle of destruc-
tion and reformation the period is multiplied by three, which results in 
72,000,000 years for the time of duration since the beginning of · the 
deposition of the sedimentary rocks. He says further," It is impossible 
to tell from geolo'gical data the actual age of the stratified rocks; but 
tbis is not required. What we require is, as already stated, not their 
actual age but an inferior limit to that age." 
lY allaoe.-The chapter on "The earth's age" containe<l in Sir A. R. 
Wallace's Island Life, is an admirable summary of his own views and 
those of various geologists, naturalists, and physicists who have written 
on the mbject. From the consideration of data bearing on the denuda-
tion and deposition of strata as a measure of time he thinks that 
2s,ooo,ooo years will be sufficient for the deposition of the known sedi-
rnen tary rocks. Of the value of this estimate he says, " It is not of 
course supposed that the calculation here given marks any approach to 
accuracy, but it is believed that it does indicate the order of magni-
tude of the time required. We have a certain uumber of data, which 
are not guessed, but the result of actual measurement; such are, the 
amount of solid matter carried down by rivers, the width of the belt 
within which this matter is mainly deposited, aud the maximum thick-
ness of the known stratifie<l rocks." t 
By adopting Croll's theory of glacial epochs occurring at certain 
periods of great eccentricity, several datum points are secured by vVal-
lace that are correlated with certain geologic phenomena of the Ter-
tiary and Pleistocene periods and the probable date of the Miocene 
period. Ile then takes the ratio of Lyell for the duration of the geo-
logic epochs and concludes that 16,000,000 years have passed since Cam-
brian time. On the oasis of Dana's theory that the Tertiary is only 
one-fiftee11th of the Mesozoic and Paleozoic combined, the result is 
60,000,000 years for the same interval. Of these.figures be says: 
"The estimate arrived at for tlie rate of denudation and deposition 
(28,000,000 years) is nearly midway between these, and it is, at all 
events, satiRfactory that the various measures result in figures of the 
same order of magnitude, which is all one can expect on so difficult 
and exceedingly speculative a subject. The only value of such esti-
mates is to define our notions of geological time, and to show that the 
enormous periods of hundreds of millions of years, which have some-
times been indicated by geologists, are neither necessary nor warranted 
by the facts at our command; while the present result places us more 
in harmony with the calculation of physicists, by leaviog a very wi/e 
margin between geological time as defined by the fossiliferous rQ.cils, 
and that far more extensive period which includes all possibility of 
life upon the ea1·th." t 
" Stellar Evolution, ancl its Rel,dions to Geological Tirne, 1889, p. 39. 
t Jsla11d Life, 2d ed., 1892, pp. 222, 223. 
+ Loo. cit., 11p. 235,236. 
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The results obtained by Wallace are questioned by T. Mellard Reade, 
who states that Wallace has not allowed for the erosion and re-deposi-
tion of the same sediments a number of times.* 
TVinchell.-Dr. Alexander Winchell reviews the opinions of phy icists 
and geologists on the age of the 'world or of ceitain periods, and enu-
merates the grounds for the various estimates, as follows : 
"(1) The time required for the sun to contract from a nebulous con-
dition or from the orbit of the earth to its present limits. 
"(2) The time which the sun will require to cool from its present con-
dition to a d"llirkened or planetary state. 
"(3) The time required for the earth to cool from incipient incrusta-
tion to its present state, based on the thermal coujuctivity of rock 
]illasses and the rate of increased heat toward the earth's center. 
4 "(4) Relative time£ required for the deposition of all the rocky sedi-
ments. 
"(5) Calculation based on the obliteration of the rotational effects of 
the upheaval of a continental mass. 
" (6) The time since the middle of the last glacial period, based on 
the theory that epochs of glaciation on the northern hemisphere have 
been caused by extreme eccentricity of the earth's orbit. 
"(7) Estimates based on rates of erosfons and deposition. 
"(8) The rate of Bluff-recession and Terrace formation. 
" (9) Decrease of temperature of ground covered by ice during the 
glacial period, as compared with temperature of ground not chilled by 
the ice sheet." t 
Dr. Winchell was inclined to accord at least equal confidence to the 
later results of geologic action, such as erosion of river gorges and 
lakeside and seaside bluffs, as he would give to the mathematical 
methods of the physicist. On this basis lie deduced the result that the 
whole incrusted age of the world would be 3,000,000 years. In con-
clusion he says : 
"If our attempts to ascertain the age of the world, or the duration 
of any single period of its evolution, yield only nncertain results, they 
suffice at lea t to demonstrate that geological history bas limit, far 
within the wild c011c<'ptious of a certain class of geologists. They 
show, if we may cred'it the indications here regarded most trustworthy, 
a re triction of the modern epoch within limits riot exceeding one-te11th 
or one-twentieth the duration sometimes assigned to it." t 
Geilcie.-Sir Archibald Geikie has recently summed up the ca e ofJbe 
geoloO'i t and phy icist in a very clear statement, as follow : 
. "In cientific a in other mundane questions there may often be two 
1d , and th truth may ultimately be found not to lie wholly with 
ei b r. I frankly on£ that the demand of the early geologi t for 
an unlimit l ·eri of age were extravagant, and even, for their own 
urp e , unn sary, and the physicist did good service in r ducing 
h m. It may al fr 1 admitted that the late t conclu ion from 
_ h ' i al ? id ~ ti n. f he xt n f g ologi ·al time ;require that the 
mt rpr t 1 n g1 n t h re ord of the rock, hould ue vigorou, ly 
r vi ith h i w fa: rtaining h w far that interpr tation may 
Geol. Mag, 1 3, Yol. x, pp. 309, 310. 
World Life, 01· •omparative UeolorrJJ, Chicago, 1883, pp. 355-376. 
t Loo. cit., p. 378. 
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be capable of modification or amendrnen t. But we must also rem~m ber 
that the geological record constitutes a voluminous body of evidence 
regarding the earth's history which can not be ignored, and must be 
explained in accordance with ascertained natural laws. If the conclu-
sions derived from the most careful study of this record can not be recon-
ciled with those drawn from physical considerations, it is surely not too 
much to ask that the latter should be also revised. It has been well 
said that the mathematical mill is an admirable piece of machinery, but 
that the value of what it yields depends upon the quality of what is put 
into it. That there must be some flaw in the physical argument, I can, 
for my own part, hardly doubt, though I do not pretend to be able to 
say where it is to be found. Some assumption, it seems to me, has 
been made, or some consideration has been left out of sight, which will 
eventually be seen to vitiate the conclusions, and which, when duly 
taken into account, will allow time enough for any reasonable interpre-
tation of the geological record."* 
Of the rate of denudation and deposition be sayR: 
"The rate of deposition of new sedimentary formations, over an area 
of sea floor equivalent to that which has yielded the sediment, may 
vary from 1 foot in 730 years to 1 foot in 6,800 years. If now we take 
these results and apply them as measures of the length of time required 
for the deposition of the various sedimenta,ry masses that form the 
outer part of the earth's crust, we obtain some indication of the dura-
tion of geological history. On a reasonable computation these strati-
fied masses, where most fully developed, attain a united thickness of 
11ot less than 100,000 feet. If they were all laid down at the most rapid 
recorded rate of denudation, they would require a period of 731000,000 
years for their completion. If they were laid down at the slowest rate 
they would demand a period of not less than 680,000,000." t 
Reade.-Mr. T. Millard Reade has been a large contributor to the litera-
ture of geologic time, both directly and indirectly. Bis most recent con-
clusion is that there appears to be a consensus of opinion that 1 foot 
in 3,000 years is a fair estimate of the mean rate of such erosion over 
all land areas throughout all geologic time. The . calculation that has 
elapsed since the beginniug of Cambrian time, on this basis, is stated . 
as follows: 
"The mean area of denudation throughout post-Archffian times being 
taken as one-third the entire land areas of th~ globe, the bulk of the 
p~st-Ar~hean rocks being expressed by the land area of the globe 2 
miles tbic~, and _tbe rate of denudation 1 foot in 3,000 years, the time of 
accumulat10n will be 5,280 x 2 x 3,000 x 3 = 95,040,000. The time that 
has elapsed since the commencement of the Cambrian h,, therefore, in 
round figures, 95,000,000 years." t 
Speakiug of Sir Archibald Geikie's conclusion that the earth's age, 
geologically speaking, must be somewhere between 100,000,000 and 
600,000,000 years, he says: 
'-Thi is a large margin, no doubt, but it is an important thing to 
* Presidential Address. Report Sixty-second Meeting Brit. Assoc. Adv. Sci., 1892, 
pp. 19, 20. (Also Smithsonian. Report for 1892, pp. 125, 126.) 
t Loe. cit., p. 21.-Sm. H.eport, 18!l2, p. 127. 
i" Measurement of geological time." Geol. Mag., 1893, vol. x, pp 99,100. 
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know. Different men may put different value on the three factors, bulk 
of sediment, rate of denudation, and area of denudation; but I think a 
fair and impartial examination of the reasoning involved in this paper 
will show that the principle of the calculation is sound. 
"It must not be forgotten that to arrive at the earth's age Archrean 
time has to be added to my estimate of 95,000,000 years, which very 
materially increases the margin of geologic time on which we are 
allowed to draw."* 
In an earlier paper Reade assembles much valuable data on chemical 
denudation, t and later reviews the results obtained by the geologist and 
the mathematician. t 
· M. A. de Lapparent is one of the few European continental geologists 
who have written on geologic time. On the basis of mechanical denuda-
tion and sedimentation lie thinks that from 67,000,000 to 90,000,000 
years, at the present rate of sedimentation, would account for every-
thing that bas been produced since the consolidation of the crust.§ 
· Dana.-In some observations on the length of geologic time, Prof. 
James D. Dana says that geology has no means of substituting posi-
tive lengths of_ time in place of the time ratios be has deduced from 
the relative tliicknesses of the rock series pertaining to the several geo-
logic ages, but tliat it affords facts sufficient to prove the general prop-
osition that geologic "time is long." He cites examples, such as tl!e 
retreat of Niagara Falls and the recent growth of coral reefs. Accord-
ing to bis time ratio, if 48,000,000 years is assigned since the comrneuce-
ment of the Silurian, the Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic time would 
represent, respectively, 36,000,000, 9,000,000, and 3,000,000 years.II 
McGee.-In an article on comparative chronology by Mr. W J McGee, 
the conclusion is reached that the antiquity of the glacial deposits 
rnctrgined by the great terminal moraine is about 7,000 years, and of 
the Columbian formation and of the ice invasion to which it is ascr ibed, 
200,000 years, and of the Lafayette formation of late Tertiary age, 
10,000,000 years. On thi basis the mean estimate of the age of the 
earth is 15,000,000,000 years, and 7,000,000,000 years have elapsed 
ince the beginning of Paleozoic time.~ In a subsequent ''Note on the 
Age oftbe Earth" Mr. McGee modifies his former statement, arnl gives 
a a mean e timate of the age of .the earth 6,000,000,000 years, a,ucl of 
the duration of time sin •e the beginning of the Paleozoic, 2,400,000,000 
y ar , whi ·hi ba ed ou a minimum estimate for the age of tl.ie earth of 
" "Mea ur m nt of Geological Time. " Geolog. Mag.: 1 93, vol. x, p. 100. 
t P1·oc. Lii·e11Jool Oeol. oc., 1 77, vol. nr, pl. iii, pp. 211-235. 
i Geol. Mag., 1 7 , vol. , pp. 145-164. 
~ e la me nr du tempi'! par le phcn m nes de sedimentation. Bull. Soc. Geol. 
Franc, 1 9 , 3d · r., vol. xv1u, pp. 351-3-5. Ladestinee de laterre ferme, et dnree 
d t mp •ol g iqu s. evue des que tion cientifiques, July, 1891. Pamphlet, 
rux 11 , pp. 1-3 . · 
II Manual of G ·ology, 2cl ed., pp. 6 0 591. 
.d1ll, ..tl.ntlo·opologist, 1 92, v ol. , p . 34 . 
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10,000,000 years and a maximum estimate of 5,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo [5 thou-
sand million] years.* Mr. McGee, in speaking of these estimates, says: 
"These general estimates are indefinite, and the minima, mean, and 
maxima are alike unworthy of final acceptance; but they stand for :3' 
real problem and not a merely ideal one, and ~eprcsent actual _condi-
tions of the known earth; and, so far as the science of geolog:y 1_s con-
cerned, the maximum estimate is quite as probable as the mm1mum, 
while the mean is much more probable than either." t 
Upham.-Prof. Warren Upham, after reviewing various estimates of 
geologic time, concludes that th_e "probable leugtb of Glacial an<l. Post-
Glacial time together is 30,000 or 40,000 years, more or less.; but an 
equal or considerably longer preceding time, while the areas that 
became covered by ice were being uplifted to high altitudes, may per-
haps with good reason be also included in the Quaternary era, which 
then would comprise some 100,000 years." He then applies Prof. 
Dana's time ratios and concludes that the time needed for the earth's 
stratified rocks and the unfolding of its plant and animal life must be 
about 100,000,000 years.+ Mr. Upham's paper gives a number of illus-
trations of geologic phenomena from Tertiary and Pleistocene geology 
that bear upon the time duration of tp.ese epochs. 
From the foregoing estimates of geologic time, the only conclusion 
that can be drawn is that the earth is very old, and that man's occupa-
tion of it is but a clay's span as compared with the eons that have 
elapsed since the first consolidation of the rocks with which the geol-
ogist is acquainted. 
When I began the preparation of this paper it was my intention to 
carefully analyze the sedimentary rocks of the entire geologic series as 
exposed upon the North .American continent. I soon found, however, 
that the time at my disposal would make this impracticable, and I 
<lecided to take up the history of the deposits that accumulated in 
Paleozoic time on the western side of our continent, in an area that for 
convenience I shall call the Corclilleran sea. This was chosen because 
(1) I was personally acquainted with many of its typical sections, (2) 
there was a broad and almost uninterrupted sedimentation during Pal-
eozoic time, and (3) there was -a prospect for obtaining more satisfac-
tory data as a basis of calculation, since calcareous deposits are in 
excess of those of mechanical origin. 
We will now consider several points in relation to the growth or evo-
lution of the North .American continent, as the deposition of mechan-
ical sediments depend to a considerable extent on the character of the 
adjoining land area, and chemical sedimentation is also influenced by it. 
GROWTH OF THE CON'l'INEN'l'. 
The .Alg·onkian sediments were deposited iu interior and bordering 
seas that filled the depressions and extended over the margins of the 
"Science, June 9, 1893, vol. xxr, p. 309. 
t Loe. cit., p. 310. 
t Am, Jonr. Sci., 1893, vol. XLV, pp. 217,218. 
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Archean continent. From the great thickness of mechanical sediments 
it was evidently a period of elevated land and rapid denudation. With 
the close of Algonkian time extensive orographic movements occurred 
that out,lined the subsequent development of the continent. The lines 
of the Rocky mountain and Appalachian ranges were emphasized and 
the great basins of sedimentation west of_ them defined. Subsequent 
movements have elevated the old and formed new subparallel ranges. 
These movements were often of long duration and also separated by 
great intervals of time, as is shown by the long continued base levels of 
erosion· during which the great thickness of calcareous deposits accu-
mulated in the Cordilleran and Appalachian sea8. Since Algonkian 
time the growth of the continent has been by the deposition of sedi-
ments in the bordering oceans and interior seas and lakes within the 
limits of the continental plateau; and it is considered that the relative 
position of the continental plateau and the deep sea have not materially 
changed during that period. How much the deposits on the continen-
tal border have increased its area is unknown, as at present they are 
largely concealed beneath the waters of the ocean. During Paleozoic 
time the two areas of greatest known accumulation were the Appa-
lachian and Cordilleran seas, where 30,000 feet or more of sediments 
were deposited. In the Oordilleran sea sedimentation was practically 
uninterrupted (except during a short interval in middle Ordovician 
time) until towards the close of Paleozoic time. In the northern 
Appalachian sea it continued without any marked unconformity, from 
early Cambrian to the close of Ordovician time, and, south of New 
York, with relatively little interruption, until the close of Paleozoic time. 
Certain minor disturbances occurred along the eastern border of the sea, 
but they were not of sufficient extent to affect a general conclusion-
which is that the depression of the areas of deposition within the 
continental platform continued without reversal of the subsidence dur-
ing Paleozoic time. During Cambrian, and, it may be, late Algonkian, 
time, the extended interior Mississippian region was practically leveled 
by denudation, the er~ded material being carried into the Cordilleran 
and Appalachian seas and, probably, to a sea to the south. 
The sedimentation of the Mississippian area in Paleozoic time between 
the Appalachian and the Cordilleran seas was small as compared to 
that which accumulated in the latter. In Devonian time there does not 
appear to have been any sedimentation in the western portion of it 
we t of the ninety-fourth meridian and east of the Oordilleran ea, and 
it wa ight in the ame interval in the Appalachian sea south of the 
t irty-sev nth parallel.* There i little if any evidence in the sedi-
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ments of Paleozoic time to show that they were deposited in the deep, 
open ocean; on the contrary, they were largely accumulated in partially 
inclosed seas or mediterraneans and on the borders of the continental 
plateau. The former is particularly true of the sedimentation of the 
Cordilleran and Appalachian seas and the broad Mississippian sea. 
The close of the prolonged period of Paleozoic sedimentation was 
brought about by what Dana has termed the'' Appalachian revolution." 
The topography of the continent was more or less changed, and the 
conditions of sedimentation that followed were unlike those that pre-
ceded. This revolution raised above the sea level a considerable por-
tion of the Cordilleran and the Appalachian sea beds and also of the 
Mississippian sea, east of the ninety-sixth meridian and north of the 
thirty-fourth parallel. In its effect it may be compared to the Algon-
kian revolution* that preceded the deposition of the Paleozoic sedi-
ments. 
With the opening of new conditions the setiiimentation of the Meso-· 
zoic time began upon tlle Atlantic border and over large areas of the 
western half of the continent with the deposi, of mechanical sed1-
ments--sands, silts, etc.-during Jura-Trias time. They are of a char-
acter that naturally follows a period of disturbance of pre-existing 
conditions and the formation of new basins of deposition with more or 
less elevated adjoining land areas. At its close orographic movements 
affecting the positions of the beds occurred upon the Pacific and 
Atlantic coasts and also, to a more limited degree, throughout the 
Rocky Mountain region. This does not appear to have extended .over 
the plateau region or the central belt between the ninety-seventh and 
one hundred and fifth meridians. 
The Cretaceous formations have their greatest de;velopment between 
the ninety-seventh a11d one hundred and twelfth meridians in Mexico 
and the United States, in a broad belt which extends from the bound-
ary of the latter to the northwest into the British possessions as far as 
the sixty-first parallel. They were of a marine origin until toward 
the close of the period when a prolonged orographic movement ele-
vated a large area of the continent above sea level and locally upturned 
the Cretaceous strata in the Rocky Mountain area. The shoaling of the 
sea was followed by the forma,tion of great inland la.kes in which fresh-
water deposits succeeded the marine and estuarine sediments. Over 
the coastal regions they were of marine origin throughout. 
The Tertiary sediments deposited on the Cretaceous are mM·ine on 
the Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and Pacific coasts, and of fresh-water 
origin in the Rocky Mountain and Great Plains areas, where they 
were deposited in the great inland lakes outlined in the previous period. 
"The term II revolution" is used to describe the culmination of a long series of phe-
nomena that finally resulted in a distinctly marked epoch in the evolution of the con-
tinent. The" Appalachian revolution" began far back in the Paleozoic and culmi-
nated in the later stag_es of the Carboniferous, and the Algonkian r evolution probably 
oegan far back in Algonkian time. 
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GEOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS .A.CCOMP.A.NYIN G '.l'HE DEPOSITION OF PALE-
OZOIC SEDIMENTS IN THE CORDILLER.A.N SE.A.. 
The assumed area of the Cordilleran or· Paleo-Rocky Mountain sea 
includes over 400,000 square miles between the thirty-fifth aud fifty-
fifth parallels. To the eastward, during lower and middle Cambrian 
time, a land area is thought to have extended from cast of the oue 
hundred and eleventh meridian across the continent to the Paleo. 
Appalachian sea. This land was depressed toward the close of middle 
Cambrian time, and the Mississippian sea expanded over the wide 
plateau-like interior region, from the Gulf of Mexico on the south to 
the Lake Superior region on the north; westward. it penetrated among 
.the mountain riuges between the one hundred and :fifth and one hun-
dred and eleventh meridians, laying down the upper Cambrian deposits 
that are now found in New Mexico, Arizona, eastern Utah, the western 
half of Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana, and. still further 
north into Alberta and British Columbia. · During Ordovician, Silu-
• .rian, Devonian, and ·carboniferous time this entire Mississippian 
region, except portions in Devonian time, appears to have been cov-
ered by a relatively shallow sea that was co-extensive with the Appa-
lachian sea and that communicated freely with the Cordilleran sea. 
During this same age, however, the Rocky Mountain area of New 
Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, and Montana formed a more or 
less well-defined boundary of ridges and islands between the Cordilleran 
and the interior sea up to the forty-ninth parallel. To the uorth 
of the latter the conditions appear to have been the same as on the 
eastern side of the continent, where the Appalachian sea communi-
cated freely with the Mississippian sea. From the data that we now 
have I think that the Palezoic (Mississippian) sea extended at times 
over nearly all of the area subsequently covered by the Cretaceous 
and the later formations between the Gulf of Mexico and the Arctic 
ocean. This belt is bounded almost continuously on the east and 
-west by Paleozoic rocks that extend from the Arctic ocean to Mexico, 
and whether of Cambrian, Ordovician, Silurian, or Devonian age they 
carry e sent,ially the sarue fauna throughout their extent. In the 
outcrops of lower strata that rise up through this Cretaceous area the 
Cambrian, Ordovician, and Carboniferous rocks are found encircling 
the pre-Paleozoic ro ks. Instances in which the .A.rchrean rocks have 
been m t with immediately beneath the Cretaceom; in borings in 
Dak ta and l\finne, ota are along the eastern border of the area, next 
to he Ar h:- an rocks, here it is probable that the Cretaceous over-
lap th Pal ozoic to the rchrean. 
Th ·we ter1 ·id of th Cor lillerc n, a .-eern to hav been bounded 
'c Ian ar a hat s par t cl it from the aleozoic ea, whi ·h extended 
br ng-h n ral 'alifi rni, , 1Hl th a ifi bo1 cl r of Briti h Columbia 
an l T~rn uv r · L'l n . 1 rom th po ition of the 'arboniferous 
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deposits of California at the present time, it appears that this land 
varied from 100 to 150 miles in width and was practically continuous 
along the western side of the Cordilleran sea. This view is further 
strengthened by the fact that the Carboniferous fauna of California has -
certain characteristics which are not found in the Carboniferous of the 
Oordilleran area. Our knowledge of the conditions north of the fifty-
fifth parallel js limited by the want of accurate geologic data. If Cam-
brian and Carboniferous rocks were not deposited in the Mackenzie 
River basin and also on the eastern side of the area now covered by 
Cretaceous strata, the inference is that during Cambrian and Car-
boniferous time there was a land area to the east and north of the 
northern Cordilleran sea that may have been tributary to the latter. 
SOURCE OF SEDIMENTS DEPOSITED IN THE CORDILLERAN SEA. 
The sediments deposited in every sea or lake are derived from land 
areas either by mechanical or chemical denudation. 
Mechanical denudation results from the action of the waves and cur-
rents along the shore and the agency of rain, frost, snow, ice, wind, 
heat, etc., on the land. Rain is the most important factor and the 
result depends mainly upon its amount and the slope or the gradient 
of the land. The general average of denudation for the surface of the 
lan<l areas of the globe, now usually accepted, is 1 foot in 3,000 years. 
This varies locally, according to Sir Archibald Geikie, from 1 foot in · 
750 years to 1 foot in 6,000 years.* Of the rate of denudation during 
Paleozoic time about the Cordilleran Sea we know very little, but I 
think that it wa,s relatively rapid in early Cambrian time and during 
the deposition of the ar enaceous sediments of the Ordovician and Car-
boniferous. The material forming the argillaceous shales of the Cam-
brian and Devonian was supplied to the sea more slowly. These con-
clusions are sustained by the slight change in the character of the 
fauna,s where interrupted by the sands and pebbles of the Ordovician 
and Carboniferous and the marked change between the base and summit 
of the argillaceous shales. As a whole, I think we are justified in 
assuming a minimum rate of mechanical denudation-of considerably 
less than 1 foot in 1,000 years-for the area tributary to the Cordilleran 
sea. 
Chemical denudation is the removal of material taken into solution 
by water. Mr. T. Mellard Reade has discussed this phase of denuda-
tion in an admirable manner.t He came to the conclusion from 'what 
' was known of the water discharged into the ocean per year, the aver-
age amount of material in chemical solution, and the area of land sur-
face drainecl by the rivers, that au average of 100 tons of rocky matter 
is dissolved per English square mile per annum. Of this be says: '' If 
* Brit. Assoc. Adv. Sci. , sixty-second meeting, 1892, p. 21. 
t Proo. Liverpool Geol . Soc., 1877, vol. nr, pt. 3, pp. 212-235. Chemical Dooudation 
in relation to Geological Time, 1879, pp. 1-61. 
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we allot 50 tons to carbonate of lime, 20 tons to sulphate of lime, 7 to 
silica, 4 to carbonate of magnesia, 4 to sulphate of magnesia, 1 to perox-
ide of iron, 8 to chloride of sodium, and 6 to the alkaline carbonates and 
sulphates, ·we shall probably be as near the truth as present data will 
allow us to come."* By the use of the data given by Mr. John Murray, 
in a paper on the total annual rainfall on the land of the globe and the 
relation of rainfall to the discharge of rivers, t I obtain 113 tons as the 
total amount of matter in solution discharged into the Atlantic basin 
per annum from each square mile of area drained into it. Of this, 49 
tons consist of carbonate of lime and 5·5 tons of sulphate and phos-
phate of lime. :j: 
Mechanical sediments.-With the geographic conditions described as 
prevailing during Paleozoic time, the source of mechanical sediments 
later than the Middle Cambrian must have been from the broken area 
on the eastern side that extended 100 to 200 miles to the eastward 
and to a much greater extent from the land along the western side of 
the sea~ The enormous deposit of from 10,000 to 20,000 feet of mechan-
ical sediments in early Cambrian time is explained by the assumption 
of favorable topographic conditions of denudation following the A.lgon-
kian revolution and the presence of a land area over the interior por-
tion of the continent, and also, in all probability, between the western 
side of the Cordilleran sea and the western border of the continent. 
Durillg this period the conformable pre-fossiliferous strata of the Cam-
brian accumulated, and about 6,000 feet of the lower fossiliferous rocks 
as they occur in the Eureka district of central Nevada. Following the 
depression of the continent, which carried down the central area and 
also introduced the Upper Cambrian (Mississippian) :::ea into the Rocky 
Mountain area of Colorado, etc., there were dev,osited- of mechanical 
sediments in central Nevada: 
Feet. 
Ordovician sands............................................ 500 
Devonian fine argillaceous muds ... _ .. __ .................. ... 2,000 
Lower Carboniferous sands ...... ____________ ...... __ ________ 3,000 
Upper Carboniferous conglomerate and sands ................ 2,000 
7,500 
making a total of 7,500 feet of mechanical sediments, the remaining 
portion of the section (15,150 feet) being limestone. 
The following table exhibits the relative thickness of mechanical and 
chemical depo it in the Cordilleran sea after the Middle Cambrian 
ub ·id n e: 
" Proc. Liverpool Geolog. oc., 1877, vol. III, p. 229. 
t cottisk Geol. Mag., 1 7, vol. m, pp. 65-77. 
t Total amount r mov din solution pe1· annum by rivers, 762,587 ton per cubic 
mile of riv r We r. Total di charge of riv r wn,ter per annum into the Atlan ic, 
3,. 47 ubi mil . r a rain d, 2 ,400,0 qnar mil . Amount of arbonat of 
lin p r annum 32 ~10 t n per ·uuic mil f river water; of sulphate an<l phos-
phate of lim , 37,274 ons. 
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Wasatch. Central Southwest Montana. .Alberta. NeYada. Nevada. 
Mechanical S('diment ....... 10,000 7,500 2,500 1,000 4,600 
Chemical sediment ......... 10,400 15, 150 13,000 4,COO 15,000 
Ratio ....................... -} ½ 1 ¼ ½ i; 
If an average is taken of the mechanical sedimen~ deposited subse-
quent to the close of Middle Cambrian time, it will be found to be about 
5,000 feet for the entire area, which, I think, does away with any neces-
sity for assuming an additional hypothetical land area for the source 
of the mechanical sediment. The fiue sand composing the quartzites 
and the silt forming the shales, as well as the fine conglomerate of later 
deposits, were derived from the adjoining land areas, and, in all proba-
bility, currents swept through from the ocean to the south or north, 
distributing the mud and sand contributed from the rivers and streams 
along the shores. 
Chemical sediments.-The present supply of the carbonate of lime, 
silica, etc., contained in sea water is derived from waters poured into 
the sea by rivers and streams. TheCordilleran sea undoubtedly received 
a large contribution from the adjoining land areas, but a considerable 
amount was possibly derived from an oceanic current that circulated 
through it, as the southern equatorial currentofthe.A.tlantic now sweeps 
through the Caribbean. From the vast deposits of carbonate of lime 
it mig-ht be assumed, a priori, that the waters of a Mississippi or Amazon 
were poured into it, but there is not any evidence of the existence of 
such a river, although the tributary area may have been very large in 
Cambrian and Carboniferous time if the drainage of the country west 
of Hudson Bay was to the westward. 
Conditions of deposition.-With free communication irito the open 
ocean on the south, and probably ou the north, during most of Paleo-
zoic time strong currents must have circulated through the Cordilleran 
sea. The broad distribution of mechanical sediments of a uniform 
character clearly shows this to have been the case, especially in pre-
Silurian ti.rue. The present known distribution of the mechanical sedi-
ments indicates that they were mainly brought into the sea from the 
west,* although a vast amount was derived from the land on the east-
ern side in pre-Ordovician time; they were quite evenly distributed 
over the sea bed, except where local accumulations of silt and sand 
occurred. near the larger sources of supply, or in the direction of pow-
erful currents within the sea. 
The conditions of the deposition of the carbonate of lime are less 
clearly understood than those governing mechanical sediments, and I 
hall enter upon the discussion of them at considerable length. TI.iere 
are three methods by which it is usually considered it may be depos-
" Geol. Expl. Fortieth Parallel, 1878, vol. 1
1 
p. 247. 
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ited: (1) age~cy of organisms; (2) chemical precipitation; (3) mechan-
ical methods. 
It is the general opionion of geologists that limestone rocks are the 
· result almost entirely of the consolidation of lime removed from the 
sea water through the agency of life, and that they . consist of the 
remaim; of foraminifera, crinoids, corals, etc., or their fragments, em-
bedded in a more or less crystalline matrix resulting from subsequent 
alteration of the original deposits. This, however, has been seriously 
questioned. Sorby, in giving his general conclusions of an extensive 
microscopic examination of limestones, states that-
"Even if it wen~ possible to study in a detached state the finer granu-
lar particles which constitute so large a part of many limestone forma-
tions, it would usually be impossible to say whether they had been 
derived from organisms which can decay down into granules, or from 
other organisms which can only be worn dowu into granules, or from 
ground-down older limestone, or, in some cases, from carbonate of lime 
deposited chemically as granules. The shape and character 
of the identifiable fragments do, indeed, prove that much of this must 
have been derived from the .decayed and worn-down calcareous organ-
isms; and very often we may reasonably infer that the greater part, if 
not the whole, was so derived; but at the same time it is impossible to 
prove, from the structure of the rock, whether some or how much was 
derived from limestones of earlier date, or was deposited chemically, 
as some certainly must have been."* · 
In their memoir on coral reefs and other carbonate-of-lime forma-
tions in modern seas, Messrs. Murray and Irvine show t,bat tempera-
ture of the water has a controlling influence upon the abundance of 
species and individuals of lime-secreting organisms; high temperature 
is more favorable to abundant secretion of carbonate of lime than high 
salinity. t 
Taking the samples of deep-sea deposits collected by the Challenger 
as a guide, the average percentage of carbonate of lime in the whole 
of the deposit covering the floor of the ocean is 36·83; of this it is esti-
mated that fully 90 per cent is derived from pelagic organisms that 
have fallen from the surface water, the remainder of the carbonate of 
lime having been secreted by organisms that lay on, or were attached 
to, the bottom. The estimated area of the various kinds of deposits, 
the av rage depth, and the average percentage of carbonate of lime to 
each are hown in the following table: 
.. Qua?'l. Jour. Geol. Soc., London, 1879, v;l, xxxv, pp. 91-92. 
t Proc. Royal Soo., Edinburgh, 1890, vol. xvu, p. 81. 
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Table showing the est-i1nated area, rnetin clepth, and rnean percentage of CaC03 of the dif-
ferent deposits. * 
Deposit. 
Area, square Mean depth ~=~t ~r-r 
miles. in fathoms. CaC0
3
• 
( Red clay ........... . ............. . 
I Radiolarian ooze ................. . 
Oceanic oozes and clays. ~ Diatom ooze .... .. - ... . -- - - ----- - -
I Globigerina _ooze ......... . -... - - - -
LPteropod .. .. .... -... -...... - -- - - - -
r Coral sands and muds ........... . 
Terrigenons deposits ... ~ Other terrigenous deposits, blue 
l muds, etc ..... ... ... .. ... ---- - - -
50,289,600 
2,790,400 
10,420,600 
47,752,500 
887, 100 
3,219,800 
27. 899,300 
2,727 6·10 
2, 89-i 4 ·01 
1,477 22 ·96 
1,990 64 ·53 
1,118 79 ·26 
710 86·4 
1,010 19 ·20 
"We have little knowledge as to tbe thickness of these deposits; still 
such as we have goes to show that in these organic calcareous oozes alld 
muds we have a vast formation greatly exceeding in bulk and extent 
the coral reefs of tropical seas. They are most widely distributed in 
equatorial regions, but some patches of Globigerina ooze are to be 
found even within the Arctic circle, in the course of the GulfStream."t 
The percentage of carbonate of lime contained in deposits accumu-
lating at different depths, as obtained from 231 samples collected by 
the Challenger, is shown in the following tabulation: 
14 cases under 500 fathoms , m. p. c ......................... - .. -- . . . . . . . . . 86 ·04 
7 cases under 500 to 1000 fathoms, rn. p. c ....... ... ..... . ...... -.. . . . ... . G6 ·86 
24 cases under 1000 to 1500 fathoms, m. p. c ............................... 70 ·87 
42 cases under 1500 to 2000 fathoms, m. p. c . .... ....... .. .... ... ... .. ... .. 60 ·55 
08 cases under 2000 to 2500 fathoms, m. p. c ........................... · . ... 46 ·73 
65 cases under 2500 to 3000 fathoms, m. p. c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 ·36 
8 cases under 3000 to 3500 fathoms, m. p. c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·88 
2 cases under 3500 to 4000 fathoms, m. p. c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O ·OO 
1 case under 4000 fathoms, m. p. c ... . .. ............ . .... . .. .... .... .... Trace. 
The 14 samples under 500 fathoms are chiefly coral muds and sands, 
and the 7 samples from 500 to 1,000 fathoms contain a considerable 
quantity of mineral particles from continents or volcanic islands. Iu 
all the depths greater than 1,000 fathoms the carbonate of lime is 
mostly derived from the shells of pelagic _organisms that have fallen 
from the surface waters, and it will he noticed•that these wholly disap-
pear from the greater depths. t 
By a series of experiments Messrs. Murray and Irvine found, "that 
although sea water under certain conditions may take up a consider-
able quantity of carbonate of lime in solution, yet it is unable perma-
nently to retain in solution more than is usually found to be present in 
sea water, and it is owing to this tha,t the amount of carbonate of lime 
is so constantly low. The reaction between organic matter and the sul-
phates present in sea water (to which we have referred) tends also to 
keep the amount of carbonate of lime in solution at about one-half 
(0·12 grams) of what it might contain (0·28 grams per liter). This pecu-
"Loe, ci t., p, 82. t Loe. cit., pp. 82, 83. t Loe, cit., p. 84. 
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liarity of sea water in taking up a large amount of amorphous carbon-
ate of lime and throwing it out in crystalline form accounts for the 
filling up of the interstices of massive coral with crystalline carbonate 
in coral islands and other calcareomi formations, so that all traces ma,y 
ultimately be lost of the original organic structures.* 
· The authors explain the disappearance of shells and lime deposits in 
the greater depths of the ocean by their being dissolved by the carbonic 
acid in the water, which is present in larger quantity at great depths, 
and also is produced by the decomposition of the animal matter of the 
shell and of the various organisms living in the water and on the bot-
tom. They conclude that-
" On the whole, however, the . quantity of carbonate of lime that is 
secreted by animals must exceed what is redissolved by the action of 
sea water, and at the present time ther~ is a vast accumulation of the 
carbonate of lime going on in the ocean. It bas been the Harne int.he 
past, for with a few insignificant exceptions all the carbonate of lime in 
the geological series of rocks has been secreted from sea water and 
owes its origin to organisms in the same way as the carbon of the car-
boniferous formations; the extent of these deposits appears to have 
been increased from the earliest down to the present geological period." t 
In their report on deep sea deposits, collected by the Challenger expe-
diticn, Messrs. Murray and Renard state that the chemical products 
formed in situ on the floor of the ocean nearly all originate in a sort of 
broth or ooze, in which the sea water is but slowly renewed. Many of 
them appear to be formed at the surface of the deposit-at the line 
separating the ooze from the superincumbent water, where oxidation 
takes place. In the deeper layers of the deposit a reduction of the 
higher oxides frequently occurs, and at the surface of the mud or 
ooze there are ma,ny living animals as well as the dead remains of sur-
face plants and animals.t They also conclude that practically all the 
carbon of marine organisms must ultimately be resolved hlto carbonic 
acid. The quantity of that acid produced in this way must be enormous, 
and ca,n not but exert a great solvent action not only on the dead cal-
careous structure, but also on the minerals in the muds on the floor of 
the ocean.§ Of the effect of this destructive action they say: "In all 
case , however, calcareous structun,s of all kinds are slowly removed 
from the bottom of the ocean on the death of the organisms, unle s rap-
idly covered up by the accumulating deposits, and in this way protect d 
to a certain extent from the olvent action of the sea water. It i evi-
dent from the Challenger inve tigations that whole clas es of animals 
with hard, calcareou hell an i skeletons, remains of which one might 
uppo would be pre erved in modern deposits, are not there repre-
" Lor,. cit. pp . 94-95. 
t Loe. cit. p. 100. 
t p rt on he ci ntific R ults of the Voyage of H. M .. Challenger. Deep- ea 
po it;. 1 1 p. 337. 
~Loo.cit., p. 255. 
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sented; ·although they are now living in immense numbers in the sur-
face waters or on the deposits at the bottom in some regions, yet all 
traces of them have been removed by solution. A similar removal of 
calcareous organic struatures has undoubtedly taken place in the 
marine formations of past geological ages."* 
From the preceding statements it is evident that initially the greater 
part of the carbonate of lime is taken from the sea water by organic 
agency, but in the working over of this material in the chemical labo-
ratory at the bottom of the sea a considerable portion is taken up by 
the sea water as amorphous carbonate of lime and thrown ·out in the 
crystalline form to form the matrix of the undissolved shells, etc. t 
Mr. Bailey Willis bas recently studied the question of the deposi-
tion of carbonate of lime, and states that "chemists describe two con-
rlitions under which bicarbonate of lime may be decomposed into 
neutral carbonate and carbonic add: first, by diminution of the ten-
sion of the carbonic acid in the atmosphere; second, by agitation of the 
solution. 
"Theoreticall.Y either one of three things may occur to tlle neutral 
carbonate of lime, if it be thrown out of-solution by either one of these 
processes. The carbonate may be redissolved, deposited as a calca-
reous mud, or built into organic structures." He studied some recent 
limestone deposited in the Everglades of southern Florida and found it 
to be formed of fragments of shells embedded in calcite. He states 
that "under the microscope the unaltered structure of the organic frag-
ments is strikingly different from that of the coarse holocrystalline 
matrix, in which it is apparent that the crystals developed in place. 
Were this a limestone of some past geologic period it would be con-
cluded, on the evidence of the crystalline texture of some parts of it, 
that it had been metamorphosed and that the organic remains now 
visible had escaped the process which altered the matrix. But the 
observed conditions of its formation preclude the hypothesis of sec-
ondary crystallization."+ Apparently the crystalline matrix is one 
primary product, and the calcareous mud is another, which being pre-
cipitated iu the solution remains an incoherent sediment. 
I think we may accept the conclusion that the deposition of carbonate 
of lime is by both organic agency and chemical precipitation. It is not 
necessary to speak of deposition by mechanical methods except in rela-
tion to the deposition of chemically derived granules. This probably 
takes place, and may be a very important factor in the formation of 
limestones in seas receiving a, large supply of calcium from the land. 
Calcareous conglomerates do not enter as a prominent deposit in the 
Cordilleran area. 
* Loe.cit., p, 277. In this conne~tion I wish to ask the student to read Messrs. 
Murray and Irvine's remarks on pp. 97-99, Proc. Royal Soc. Edinburgh, 1890, vol. xvn. 
t Proc. Royal Soc. Edinb 1wgh, 1890, vol. xvn, pp. U4-, 95. 
t See Mr. WilliR's articl~ in Journal of Geology, Chicago, July-August, 1893. 
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There is no evidence in the marine geologic formations of this conti-
nent that they were deposited in the deep sea; on the contrary, they 
are unlike such deposits and bear positive evidence of having been laid 
down in relatively shallow waters. Limestones with ripple marks a11d 
sun cracks occur, and beds of ripple-marked sandstones alternate with 
shales and limestones. The more massive limestones, however, appear 
to have accumulated in deeper water. The conditions in the Cordilleran 
sea were, I think, more favorable for rapid deposition than in the deep 
open ocean, but probably not as favorable as about coral reefs ancl 
islands. The limestones and often the contained fossils clearly indicate 
the presence of many of the same conditions of deposition as described 
by the authors I have quoted. More or less decomposed shells occur in 
nearly every limestone; and a large proportion of limestones, especially 
the nonmetamorphic marbles, clearly shows that they were deposited 
under the influence of the agencies at work in the laboratory of the sea. 
Willis states that this occurs in the shallow waters of the Everglades of 
Florida, and there is no Cl priori reason why it did not occur throughout 
geologic time; on the contrary, there is no doubt that it did. 
Rate of deposit inforrner times.-lt has frequently been assumed that 
in the earlier epochs the conditions were more favorable for rapid denu-
dation and in consequenee thereof the transportation and deposition of 
sediment were greater. Prof. -Prestwich considers* that prior to the 
sedimentary rocks the land surface consisted of crystalline or igneous 
rocks su1_>ject to ra,pid decomposition owing to the composition of the 
atmosphere and to their inherent tendency to decay. They must. Lave 
yielded to wear and removal with a facility unknown amongst mecha11i-
cally-formed and detrital strata where erosion operates. He tbus 
accounts for one of the factors that gave the large dimensions and 
thicknesses of the earlier formations. Mr. Wallace thinks that geolog-
ical change was probably greater in very remote times,t stating that 
all telluric action increases as we go back into the past time and tbat 
all the forces thit have brought about geological phenomena were 
greater.t 
Dr. Woodward says on the opposite view, that in the earliest geolog-
ical period each bed of sand, clay, limestone, etc., had actually to be 
formed, and that later deposits had the older sedimentary ones to furnish 
.,. Geology, 18 6, vol. 1, pp. 60, 61. 
t I sland Life, 2d d., 189.2, pp. 223-224. 
t ir William Thom on (Lord Kelvin) inferred from bis investigations upon the 
coolino- of the earth, that the general climate can not bo sensibly affected hy con-
duct d beat at any time mor than 10 000 )'ears after the commencement of sup r-
ficial olidification. Treatise on .,_ atural Philosophy, Cambridge, 1883, vol. 1, pt. 2, 
p. 47 . 
ftb degre of the sun h at w know. o little that conjectures in relation to it 
hav little for ea ain the con litions indicated by the sedimentary rocks and their 
contained organic r emains. 
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materia 1, aud therefore tlie newer deposits were laid down more rapidly.* 
This does not impress me strongly; but from my experience among the 
Paleozoic ro<;ks I agree with Sir A.. Geikie, that '' we can see no proof 
whatever, nor eveu any evi<lence which suggests-that on the whole tlie 
rate of waste and sedimentation was more rapid during Mesozoic and 
P aleozoic time than it is to-day."t 
Prof. Huxley, in his presidential address to the Geological Society 
of London in 1870, treats of the distribution of animals, and says of his 
hypothesis that it "requires no supposition that the rate of change in 
organic life has been either greater or less in ancient times than it is 
now; nor any assumption, either physical or biological, which has not 
its justification in analogous phenomena of existing nature."+ 
In the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, A.rizona, there are 11,950 feet 
of strata of Algonkian age extending uncomformably beneath the Cam-
brian. There is nothing in tliis section to indicate that tlle conditions 
of deposition were unlike those of the strata of Paleozoic and Mesozoic 
time. The sandstones, shales, and limestones are identical in appear-
auce and characteristics with those of the latter epocll. The deposition 
of sulphate of lime and gypsum occurred abundantly in the upper por-
tions of the series, and salt is collected by the Indians from the deposits 
formed by the saline waters issuing from tlie sandstone 8,000 feet below 
the summit of the series. The sandstones and slrnles were deposited 
in thill, even larninm and layers, and the sun cracks and ripple marks 
give evidence of slow,_ uniform deposition. In the upper or Chuar ter-
rane, there are 235 feet of limestone. And in one of the layers of lime-
stone, 2,700 feet below the summit of the Chuar terrane, I find abun-
dant evidence of the presence of spiculm of sponges and what appear to 
be worn fragments of some small fossils. There is absolutely notuing 
to indicate more rapid denudation and corresponding deposition in this 
early pre-Cambrian series tlian we find in the Paleozoic, Mesozoic, or 
Cenozoic formations. 
P .A.LEOZOIC SEDIMENTS OF 'l'HE CORD ILLER.AN SE.A.. 
The great sections of sedimentary rocks in Arizona, Nevada, Utah, 
Montaua, and in Alberta, British America, all bear evidence that the 
sediments of which they are built up were deposited in a connected and 
continuous sea that extended from the vicinity of the thirty-fourth 
parallel, on the. south, to the Arctic Ocean on the north. Judging from 
the da.ta now available the width of this sea varies from 300 miles in 
Nevada to 500 miles on the line of the fortieth par:allel, and, with inter-
ruptions py mountain ridges, to 250 miles on the forty-ninth parallel. 
It appears to liave narrowed to the north in Alberta and British Colum-
* Geol. England and Wales, 2d ed., 1887, :p. 23. 
t Rept. Sixty-second Meeting B1·it. Assoc. Adv. SC'i ., 1892, p. 191 
j: Q1iart. Jour. Geol. Soe., 1870, vol. xxvr, p. lxiii . 
Sl\I 03--21 
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bia. Roughly computed, it covered, south of the fifty-fifth parallel, 
400,000 square miles, exclusive of any extension westward into 11orth-
ern-ceutral Ualiforni 1: and south western Oregon and to the eastward over 
the area subs.equently covered by the great interior Cretaceous sea. 
There is also an addition that might be made to allow for the contrac-
tion of the area by the later north-and-south faults and t,hrusts. Dr. 
G. l\'L Dawson estimates that in the Alberta and British Columbia area 
the width of the zone of Paleozoic rocks has probably been reduced one-
half by the foldiug and faulting, or from 200 to 100 miles.* The area 
assumed for the Oord.illeran Sea is on this account probably one-half 
less than it was before the close of the Appalachian revolution. 
The vVasatch section, ou the eastern sid.e of the area under consider-
ation, has 30,000 feet of strata, of which 10,400 feet are limestoue.t 
Further to the west, 250 miles west-southwest, at Eureka, Nev., there 
are 30,000 feet of strata in the entire section, and of this amount rn,ooo 
feet are referred to limestone.t In the Pahranagat range and vicinity, 
200 miles south of the Eureka section,§ the limestones of the Paleo-
zoic measure over 13,000 feet in a section of 15,500 feet. This section 
includes only 350 feet of the upper beds of the lower quartzite series, 
which is upwards of 11,000 feet in thickness in the Schell Creek range 
of eastern Nevada.II 
On the eastern side of the area, in Montana, 300 miles north of tlle 
Wasatch section of Utah, the deposit of Paleozoic sedimeut i~. less in 
volume. Dr. A. 0. Peale's section gives 3,800 feBt of limestoue in 5,000 
feet of strata. ,--r This does not include the 6,000 feet or more of sedi-
ments that occur belo:w the fossiliferous Cambrian. I believe that the 
Paleozoic section will be found to be considerably thicker to the west-
ward, in Idaho. Continuing to the north 450 miles, the sections meas-
ured by Mr. R. G. McConnell give 29,000 feet of Paleozoic strata, 
including 14,000 feet of limestones.** In a "Note on the Geological 
Structure of the Selkirk Range," Dr. Geo. M. Dawson describes a sec-
tion containing upwards of 40,000 feet of mechanical sediments, which 
he refers largely to tbe Cambrian.tt 
The Paleozoic limestones extend to the north, on the line of the east-
ern Rocky Mountains, to the Arctic Ocean. Iu latitude 55° to 60° 
north, the Devonian limestones are over 2,500 feet in thickness, and 
there are other still lower Paleozoic rocks that have not yet be n 
tudi d in detail. The Devonian limestones extend 700 mile in the 
valley f be Mackenzi , from Great Slave Lake to below Fort Good 
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Hope.* No Carboniferous limestones have been 
1
described from this 
region. 
Tabulating the sectious south from the Fifty-fifth parallel aud allow-
iug for a great thinning out of the sediments h1 Idaho and Montana, 
we obtain an approximate general average of 2 l,000 feet of strata, of 
which 6,000 feet are limestone over an area estimated to include 400;000 
square miles. Each square mile includes 27,878,400 cubic feet of 
limestone for each foot in thickness, and 167,270,400,000 cubic feet for 
a thickness of 6,000 feet, whicb, with aJ1 average of 12·5 cubic feet to 
the ton, gives 13,381,632,000 tons of limestone and impurities per 
square mile. The result of 10 analyses of clear limestones within the 
central portion of the area gives an average of 76·5 per cent of carbon-
ate of Iime.t Taking 75 per cent as the proportion of pure carbonate 
of lime (after deducting 50 per cent to allow for arenaceous and argil-
laceous material in partings of strata, etc.), there remain 5,018,112,000 
tons per square mile; multiplying this by 400,000 the result gives tbe 
number of tons of carbonate of lime tllat were deposited in what ,ve 
know of the Cordilleran sea in Paleozoic time-or 2,007,244,800,000,000 
tons, or two thousand trillion tons in round numbers. 
The following mode of presentation of the above was suggested by 
Mr. Willis: 
'In order to proceed with a calculation of the period required to form 
this thickness of 15,000 feet of mechanical sediment plus 6,.000 feet of 
calcareous sediment, it is necessary, first, to compute the cubic volumes 
of the sediments; second, to estimate the area from which they were 
derived; and, third, to divide the cubic contents of the sediments by 
this land area. The result thus obtained represents the depth of ero-
sion required to furnish the whole deposit, from which we may esti-
mate the time under different assumptions of the rate of erosion. 
"But if we express amounts in cubic feet or tons the figures pass all 
comprehension; therefore to simplify the statement it is well to use a 
mile-foot as a unit of volume, that is, the volume of 1 mile square and 
1 foot thick. (1 mile-foot=0.79 kilometer-meter.) This is equal to 
223,000 tons, if 12½ cubic feet of limestone equal 1 ton. 
"Thus stated, mechanical sediments covering 400,000 square miles 
and 15,000 feet thick contain 6,000,000,000 mile-feet (4,740,000,000 kilo-
meter-meters); and calcareous sediments covering the same area and 
6,000 feet thick correspond to 2,400,0001000 mile-feet (1,896,000,000 
kHometer-meters) . In the calcareous ~ediments a liberal allowance of 
one-half may be made for arenaceous and argillaceous matter in the 
limestone and partings, and analyses of 10 clear limestones within the 
central part of the area give a little more than 75 per cent of carbonate 
of lime. .Applying these reductions we get 900,000,000 mile-feet 
(711,000,000 kilometer-meters) of pure carbonate of lime." 
DURATION OF P .A.LEOZOIC TIME IN 1'HE CORDILLER.A.N ARE.A.. 
Estimates from mechanical sedimentcition.-The land area tributary to 
the Cordilleran sea was larger before the depression of the continent, 
'* Rept. Expl. Y.nkon and Ma.olc(';nzie rivers Basins, N. W., Terr., Geol. ancl Nat. Hi{Jt1 
Sur. Canculci, (1888-89) 1890, vol. rv, pp. 13D-18D. 
rneol, Exfl, ll<>rticth Par. YO!, II i Mo~. U, I Gtiol, urvey, vol. • I 
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towards the close of middle Carn brian time, than during subsequent 
Paleozoic time. It included a portion of the region to the eastward 
and probably a belt of land extending well toward the Pacific coast 
of the continental plateau. The interior (Mississippian) region, west 
of the ninetieth meridian, probably drained into the sea to the south, 
forming a Cambrian Mississippi river prior to middle Cambrian time. 
This limits the Cambrian drainage into the Cordilleran sea to an area 
estimated at 1,600,000 square miles. The average thickness of rnecban· 
ical sediments deposited before upper Cambrian time is estimated at 
from 10,000 to 15,000 feet. Taking the minimum of 10,000 foet anll the 
assumed drainage area of' 1,600,000 square miles and the rate of denuda-
tion at 1 foot in 1,000 years, it would have required 2,500,000 years to 
carry to the sea and distribute the 10,000 feet of sediment. This means 
the deposition of 0·048 of an inch per year, which is very small if the 
supposed conditions of denudation _and transportation were as favor-
able us tlie character and mode of occurrence of the sediments indicate. 
If one-fourth of an inch per year is assumed as the rate of deposition, 
the 10,000 feet of sediment would have accumulated in 480,000 years 
or, in round numbers, in 500,000 years, which increases the rate of 
denudation to 1 foot in 200 years.* 
In dealing with the post-middle Cambrian mechanical sediments we 
have a somewhat different problem, but, as a whole, rapid deposition 
is indicated. For instance, the Eureka quartzite of the upper Ordo-
vician is a b ed of sandstone, varying from 200 to 400 feet in thickness. 
distributed over a wide area, perhaps 50,000 square miles. It is made 
almost entirely of a, white, clean sand that was deposited in so _short 
:rn interval that the Trenton fauna in the limestone beneath it and in 
the limestones above it is essentially the same. The sand appears to 
have been swept r apidly into the sea and distributed by strong cur-
rents. The same is true of the 3,000 feet of the lower Carboniferous 
* By Mr. Willis' methotl (ante , p. 323) the mechanical sediments of the Paleozoic 
ago for the area under consideration correspond to 6,000,000,000 mile-feet. Of this 
total the greater part, namely, two-thirds or 4,000,000,000 mile-feet, are of Cambrian 
arre. Dividing this v olume 1,y the land area just given, 1,600,000 square miles, we 
get 2,500£ et as th dept h of erosion during the formation of the Cambrian mechan-
ical sediments. Assuming different rates of erosion we may obtain times differing 
as f llow : 
Carnbriau mechanical sediments. 
Rat of ro. ion ov r land area of I '!';.me in year1, \ Rnt of cl epo ition over sea area of 4~0 000 
l,GOO 000 sri nar mil s. 2°~0l~-!1~ 1_1 0 sriuare mil_es for strata 10 000 f et tb1Ck. 
- ---
l foot in 3,000 ;\·ear . ...... ........ ... . . 
1 foot in 1,00- year . . .... . . ........... . 
1 foot in 20fl ) rnr . .. . ............ . . . . . 
7, 500,000 
1
1 foot in.750 years, 01· 0·016-ioch per annum. 
2,500,000 1 foot in 250 yr arq, or 0·048-in b p r annum. "' 
500,000 l foot in 50 y ar. , or 0·24-inrh per ann um. 
umnla ion coutn-in din th stra,ta th m eh-
en Hlat <1 1 1i:1ml'ly ·24-ipch p r an11 11111 i !'OU-
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san d and the 2,000 feet in the upper portion of the Carboniferous, 
while the shales of the upper Devonian accumulated more slowly. In 
this connection we must bear in mind that during the long periods in 
which the calcareous sediments forming the limestones were being de-
posited, the tributary land areas were, in all probability, base levels of 
erosion, and chemical denudation was preparing a great supply of 
mechanical material that, on the raising of the laud, was rapidly swept 
into the se~1 a,nd distributed. In this manner the time period of actual_ 
mechanical deuu<lation was materially shortened, yet, on account of 
tl1e manifestly slower depositions of the Devonian shales, the rate of 
denudation should be assumed as less than during Cambrian time. 
In post-Cambrian time the area of tlie land surface was materially 
reduced by subsidence, which did not, however, greatly extend the 
Cordilleran sea, and it may fairly be estimated at 600,000 square miles. 
The depth of mechanical sediments already estimated is 5,000 feet and 
their volume 2,000,000,000 mile -feet. Dividing the volume by the area 
of erosion we get 3,300 feet as the depth of erosion required . 
.Again, applying different rates of erosion with allowance for slow 
progress of degradation during Devonian time, we have: 
Post-Cambrian mechanfoal sediments. 
Rat e of erosion o,·er laud area of 
600,000 square miles. 
Time required for 
removal of 3 300 
feet.. 
Rate of deposition in sea of 400,000 
square miles, for 5,000 feet of strata. 
--------------------
1 foot in 3,000 years __ ._ ... _._ ... _ .. _ ... !l ,900,000 years . ... l foot in 1,980 years ,or 0. 006 inch per an-
num . 
1 foot in l ,000 years _ . . _ .... _.. ......... 3,300,000 years .. . ·. 1 foot iu 660 years, or 0.018 inch per an-
num. 
1 foot, in 200 years ........ _ ............. 660,000 years.. . . . . 1 foot lu 132 years, or 0.09 iuc h per an-
num. 
The rate of 1 foot in 200 years is assumed as the most probable and 
660,000 years as the time required for the removal and deposition of 
the 5,000 feet of post-Cambrian mechanical sediments. 
There is oue factor that may need to be taken into consideration in 
estimating the time duration of the deposition of the mecLauical sedi-
ments of the Cambrian and pre( 1)-Cambrian of the northern portion of 
the Cordilleran sea that would materially lengthen the period. Dr. 
George l\L Dawson describes the Nisconlith series, especially in the 
Selkirk range of British Columbia, as composed of" blackish argillite-
~cliists a11d pLyllites, generally calcareous with some heels of limestone 
mid quartzite, 15,000 feet."* It is correlated with the Bow River 
series, which contains, in the upper portion, the lower Cambrian fauua. 
The presence of these calcareous beds ·indicates a slower rate of depo-
sition than we have estimated for the lower portion of the Cambrian 
" Bull. Geol. Soc. Arn ., 1891, vol., H, p. 168. 
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series over the greater part of the Cordiller an sea ; but as yet the corre-
lation with the sediments of the Uordilleran sea is not sufficiently 
well established to warrant our allowing a greater time period to the 
Cambrian on this account. 
Estimcites front chemical sedimentcition.-W e have estimated that the 
Paleozoic sediments of the Cordilleran sea contain 2,007,244,800,000,000 
[2 thousand trillion] tons (900,000,000 mile-feet) of earbouate of lime 
which W3,S derived by organic or chemical agencies from the sea water 
to which it was contributed by the land. If oceanic circulation could 
be excluded from the problem we might proceed directly to estimate the 
time required to obtain this amount of lime from the land area tributary 
to the Cordilleran sea. It may be well to nmke such an estimate on the 
basis that the area of denudation tributary to the Cordilleran sea in post-
middle Cambrian time had 600,000 square miles, from which 30,000,000 
tons of carbonate of lime and 12,000,000 tons of sulphate of lime were 
derived per annum* if we assume T. Mellard Reade's rate of erosion-
of 50 tons of carbonate of lime and 20 tons of sulphate of ]ime per 
square mile per annum. If all of the 42,000,000 tons ( equal to 18·8 mile-
feet) per annum were deposited within the limits of the Cor<lilleran sea, 
it would have taken47,790,000years for the accumulation of the carbo-
nate oflime now estimated to have been deposited in the Oardilleran sea. 
Such a result is manifestly a maximum, based on the consideration of 
one set of phenomena. In addition, however, to this supply of calcium 
the geographic conditions appear to have been favorable to the free 
circulation of oceanic currents through the Oordilleran sea, and the 
temperature was favorable to extensive evapora.tion and to the devel-
opment of organic life, as shown by the occurrence of corals in the 
Middle and Upper portions of the Paleozoic, from the Mackenzie River 
basin ou the north to southern Nevada on the south. These condi-
tions would reduce the time necessary for the deposition of the carbou-
ate of lime. 
Ocean water of tl.te present time contains in solution 151,025,000 
ton of solid matter per cubic mile, which is divided among variou salt-s. 
A compari on of the matter in the sea and river water show that the 
ea cootai11 3.85 parts of ma,gne ium to 1 of calcium, and river water 
coutairn; 3 part of calcium to 1 of magne._ ium. The silica and alumina 
of th riv r water di appear in sea water, while the sodium i accu-
mnlat d. It i from the e considerations and the fact that lime tone 
ar larbely form d of carbonate of Jim tl.tat I have taken the latter 
a ab i ' for ' timat . upon the rate of chemical . edimentation an 
11 wan l> ino- mad for th pre ence f Hilica, alumina aud magne-
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Rate of deposition in recent clepos'its.-Of the rate of deposition in 
receut deposits Messrs. Murray and Renard state, in their report on 
the deep-sea deposits, that-
" It must be admitted. tliat at the present time we have no definite 
knowledge as to the ab-solute rate of accumulation of any deep-sea 
deposit, although we have some iuformatio11 a1id some indicatious as 
to the relative rate of accumulation of the different types of deposits 
among themselves. The most rapid accumulation appears to take 
place in the terrigenous deposits, aud especially i11 the Blue Muds, uot 
far removed from the embouehmes of large rivers. Here no great time 
would seem to have elap~ed since the deposit was formed, so far at 
least as the materials collected by the dredge, trawl, and soundiug tube 
are concerned . 
"Around some coral reefs the accumuHttiou must be ·rapid, for, 
although pelagic species with calcareous sllells may be numerous in 
tlle i:mr!'ace waters, it is often impossible to fletect more than an occa-
sional pelagic shell among· tbe other calcareous debris of the deposits. 
'' The pelagic deposits as a wllo1e, having regard to tbe nature and 
c011dition of tlleir organic and mineralogical constituents, evidently 
accnmulate at a much slower rate than the terrig-euous deposits, in 
which the materials washed down from the land play so large a part. 
The .Pteropod and Globigerina oozes of the tropical regioBs, being 
chiefly made up of the calcareous shells of a, much larger number of 
tropical specieR, must necessarily accumulate at a greater rate than the 
Globig-erina oozes iuextra-tropical areas or other orgauic oozes. Diatom 
ooze, bl'ing composed of both calcareous a11d siliceous organisms, haR, 
agaiu, a more rapid rate of deposition than the Radiolariau ooze, while 
in a Red Olay there is a minimum rate of growth."* · 
Prof. James D. Dana estimates that the rate of iucrease of coral reef 
limestone formations, where all is most favorable, does not exceed per-
haps a sixteenth of an inch a year, or 5 feet in 1 000 years. Of this he 
says : "And yet such limestones probably form at a more rapid rate 
than tllose ma<le of shells."t 
Messrs. Murray and Irvine, in their valuable paper on coral reefs 
an<l. other carbonate of lime formations in modern seas, calculate the 
total arn(?unt of calcium int.he whole ocean to be G28,340,000,000,000 [628 
trillion] tons; also they estimate tha t 925,866,.500 tons of calcium are 
carriecl into the ocean from all the rivers of the globe annually. At this 
rate it would t ake 680,000 years for the river drai11age from tlle laud to 
Ci:lirry <lowu an amount of calcium equal t o tl1at at present existing in 
solution in the whole ocea11. They sa,y further: -'Again, taki11g the ()fta.l-
lenger deposits as a guide, the amount of ealeinm in the8e deposits, if 
they be 22 feet thick, is equal to tl1e total amount of calcium in solution 
in t he wllole ocean at the present time. It follows from this t.bat if the 
salinity of the ocean bas remaiued the same as at -the present duriug 
the whole of this period, then it bas taken GS0,000 years for tlrn deposits 
of the above thickness, or coutaillin g calcium iu amount equal to that 
"Report on the scieni'Vic 1·esulis of tlwvoyar;c of IT. ill. S. C/1.allengcl'; Deep-Sea Deposits. 
1891, pp. 411-412. 
tCorals ~nd Coral Islands, 3d ed., 1890, pp. 396, 3!J7, 
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at present in solution in the ocean, to have accumulated on the fioor of 
the ocean."* According to this calculation the mean rate of accumu-
lation over existing oceanic areas is -68H00 or 0·000032 feet per annnm. 
Was deposition of cheniiccil sediments more rapid during Paleozoic 
Ume ?-It has been claimed that the quantity of lime poured into the 
ocean in eai·lier times was greater than during the later epochs of geo-
logical history, this arising from the more rapid disintegration of the 
Archean, crystalline, and volcanic rocks. It is undoubtedly a fact that 
the ocean was stocked in Archean and Algonkian times with matter in 
solution that produced salinity, but we have no evidence from cLen1i-
cal precipitation that more calci_um was ponred into it than could be 
retained in solution. The Laurentian limestones are crystalline, but, 
as has been shown, this texture is consistent with either chemical or 
organic origin. The unaltered limestones of the A.lgoukian rocks of 
the Colorado canyon section show traces of life in thin sections, and 
they may, to a great extent, be of organic origin. There is no evidence 
in the texture, bedding, or composition of ancient limestones to indi-
cate that they were deposited under conditions of salinity or of supply 
differing materially from those of the present, and I do not find that we 
have reason to believe tltat the deposition of the carbonate of lime was 
more rapid iu tbe Paleozoic than during the Mesozoic and Cenozoic 
times, even though the supply from the land may have been greater. 
Where the conditions were favorable for the deposition of lime, as in 
the Cretaceous sea of northern Mexico, we find evidence of an immense 
accumulation of calcareous sediments. Of the amount of calcareous 
· deposits in the seas outside of the continental areas that are not open 
to our il1spection we know nothing, but judging from the deposition 
that is going on to-day in the great oceans, the accumulation of calca-
reous sedimeut has gone on int.he past as steadily and uninterruptedly 
as at present, subject to varying conditio11s of temperature, life, depth 
of water, etc. 
Area of deposition in Paleozoic time.-We have no proof that the 
alinity of the sea or the amount of calcium contained in it has varied 
from age to age since Algonkian time. If it has not, all of the cal-
cium poured into the ocean during 2,000,000 years would have about 
qua,led the amount now contained in tbe limestones of the Oordilleran 
ar a. We have, however, to account for the calcium <lepo'ited in the 
int ri r Mis i ' ·ippian ea and the ea over other portions of this con, 
tiu u and other ontinental area. rind on portions of the floor of the 
an ha ar 11 t now acce · il>le for ob ervation. It is also to be on-
id r ba h land area ubje t to denudation in Paleozoic time 
of no larO'er extent than at the pre ent time. 
t -day timated to be 55,000,000 qua1.., 
11 13 ,2 
Proc. R oyal oc. Edinburgh 1 . ol. vu, p.101. 
t r. J bu Inrra.y, , cotlii,h og. Mag. , 1 vol. IY p. 40. 
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Mr. T. Mellard Reade estimates the area of the Paleozoic formations 
of Europe at 645,600 square miles in the total area of 3,720,500 square 
mile~. His estimate of tile Pa,Ie-ozoic area is of that which is exposed 
a t the preseut· time and does not include that which is concealed 
beneath otlier formations. I think it will be a minimum estimate to 
cousider that an equal area is covered by the later formations, which, 
with that exposed, would give in round numbers 1,290,000 square miles, 
or one-tbird of the land area of Europe. In North America nearly 
one-half of the total area was covered by the Paleozoic sea; in South 
.A .. merica it was considerably less; and we know too little of the Asiatic 
a11d African continents to place any estimate upon their Paleozoic 
areas. I think, however, if we take one-fourth of the present land 
area as the territory covered by the Paleozoic seas we shall be con-
siderably within the actual amount, even if we add to the surface of the 
contin:ents the margins of the continental platforms now l>eneath the 
sea. Deducting the one-fourth from the total laud area, there remain 
41,250,000 square miles as the land area undergoing denudation duriug 
Paleozoic time. It may l>e claimed that large areas in the archipelago 
region of the Pacific and in the Arctic ocean may have been land area·s 
at that time. To meet this, 8,750,000 square miles may be added to 
the 41,250,000 giving a total of 50,000,000 square miles as the land 
area of Paleozoic time. 
Tlie estimated areas of the various deep-sea deposits of to-day con-
tainiug a large percentage of the carbonate of lime, are as follow8: 
Globigerina ooze, 49,520,000 square miles, mean percentage of carbonate 
of lime, 64·53; Pteropod ooze, 400,000 square mil-es, percentage of car-
bonate of lime, 79·26; coral mud and sand, 2,556,000 square miles, 
mean percentage of carbonate of lime, 8G·41. In addition to this, 
Diatom ooze covers an area of 10,880,000 square miles, with ~2·96 per-
centage of carbonate of lime; and the mean percentage of carbonate of 
lime in the Blue Mud and other terrigenous deposits that cover 16,050,000 
square miles is 19·20. If we consider only those deposits containing 
over 04 per cent of carbonate of lime, we have 52,500,000 square miles, 
over which there is at the present time a deposition of the carbonate of 
lime being made. We have roughly estimated that in Paleozoic time 
the area of the Paleozoic sea, in which deposits were being accumu-
lated, was over 13,000,000 square miles. It does not appear that there 
is auy good reason to suspect that the area of deposition of the car-
bonate of lime in the open ocean during Paleozoic time was not fulJy 
equal to that of the present time. Adding this area of 52,500,000 to the 
13,750,000, we haye over 66,000,000 square miles as the probable area 
in which calcium wa,s being deposited in Paleozoic time. 
Conditions favorable for a rapid deposition of the carbonate of lime.-
The conditions most favorable for the rapid accumulation or deposition 
of tbe carbonate of lime through organic or chemical agency are warm 
water aud a constant supply of water through circulation by cunents. 
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This is shown by the immense abundance of life where tlie margin of 
the continental plateau is touched by the Gulf Stream. Another favor-
able condition is the supply of carbonate of lime Ly river water directly 
into the ocean in the vicinity where the deposition of lime is going on 
either through organic or inorganic agencies. This is well illustrated 
by the conditions produced by the Gulf Stream. The oceanic currents, 
passing along the northeastern coast of South America, sweep the waters 
of the Amazon through the Caribbean Sea into the Gulf of Mexico, 
where they meet the vast volume of water coming from the Mississippi. 
These are poured out through the narrow st,raits between Florida and 
Cuba and carried northward over the sloping margin of the continen-
tal plateau. Under such favorable conditions the deposit must be 
much greater than in areas where there is little circulation and the 
supply of calcium is limited to the average which is contained in sea 
water. If to the preceding there be added extensive evaporation within 
a partially inclosed sea, the rate of deposition of matter in solution 
will be largely increased. 
Estiniate from, rleposition of calcium derived from Oordilleran sea and 
the outer ocean, and froni the depos-ition of mechanical sediments.-The 
area over which calcareous deposition was going on during Paleozoic 
time we have estimated at 66,000,000 square miles, which includes the 
areas of the seas over the continental platforms and those of the sur-
rounding oceans. As tlle conditions appear to have been more favor-
able for the deposition of lime in the Cordilleran and Appalachian seas, 
we will assume that it was four times that of the open oceans.* With 
a land area of 50,000,000 square miles and a rate of chemical denuda-
tion of 70 tons per square mile per annum, the total calcium contributed 
to the ocean per year during Paleozoic time would be 3,500,000,000 tons, 
or 3·78 times as much as that estimated per annum at the present time, 
which is 925,866,500 tons. 'fhis would have provided 50·7 tons for de-
position per annum per square mile in the 65,000,000 square miles of 
ocean and seas, and 202·8 ton, for deposition per annum per square mile 
in tbe 400,000 squa,re miles of the Cordilleran and 600,000 square miles 
of imilar sea,, . On this basis 81,120,000 tons (36·4 mile-feet) were eon-
tribut d p r annum from the ocea,n ,vater to the deposit in the Cordilleran 
a; adding to this the 42,000,000 tons (18·8 mile-feet) contributed per 
ammm by the denudation of the surrounding area to the Cordilleran 
a, w have 123,120,000 tom; (55·2 mile-feet) as the amom~t available 
alcium 
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for deposit per annum in the Oordilleran sea. At this rate it would have 
required 16,300,000 years to have deposited the 2,007,244,800,000,000 
f2 thousand trillion] tons (900,000,000 mile-feet) of calcium in the Cor-
dilleran sea; adding to this the 1,200,000 years estimated for the depo-
sition of the mechanical sediments, we have a total of 17,500,000 years 
as the duration of Paleozoic time. 
In reviewing the preceding estimates we mus~ con-sider that through-
out I have increased the various factors above those usually accepted-
t hus for mechanical sedimentation the erosion of 1 foot in 200 years is 
used. If the usually accepted average of 1 foot in 3,000 years is .taken 
t he time period must be increased :fifteen fold (21,000,000 years), or the 
area of denudation from 1,600,000 square miles to 24,000,000, or tbree 
t imes the present area of the North American Continent. 
In the estimate for the amount of chemical denudation, the largest 
average is taken-70 tons of calcium per square mile per annum- and 
the assumption made that all calcium derived from the adjoining drain-
age area was deposited within the Cordilleran sea. Again, tbe total 
supply provided per annum to ocean waters of Paleozoic time is taken 
as 3·78 times greater than the amount annually contributed to ocean 
waters to-day; of this four times as much is assumed to have been 
taken out per annum per square mile in the Cordilleran sea as was 
taken by the remaining area in which calcium was being deposited. 
The area of the Oordilleran sea is given as 400,000 square miles, but 
it was probably 600,000, if not much more. It may be claimed that the 
area tributary to the Oordilleran sea was greaterthan I have estimated. 
The evidence, such as it is, is against such a view. As a whole, I think 
the estimate of 17,500,000 years for the duration of Paleozoic time in 
the Oordilleran area is L,elow the minimum rather than above it. 
If the estimated rate of the deposition of coral limestones-5 feet in 
1,000 years- g iven by Prof. James D. Dana is correct, the 19,000 feet 
of Paleozoic limestone in central Nevada would have required 3,800,000 
years to have accumulated nuder the most favorable local conditions 
surrounding a coral reef. With the exception of large deposits of 
corals in Devonian rocks no appearance of a coral reef is recorded in 
t lrn Oordilleran area. 
TIME RATIOS OF GEOLOGIC PERIODS. 
The time ratio adopted by Prof. James D. Dana for the Paleozoic, 
Mesozoic, and Cenozoic periods is, 12, 3, and 1, respectively.* Prof. 
Henry S. "Williams applies the term geochronology, giving the standard 
time unit used the name geochrone. The geochrone used by him in' 
obta.h iug a standard scale of geochronology is the period represented 
by the Eoceue. His time-scale gives 15 for the Paleozoic, 3 for the 
Me ozoic, arnl I for the Cenozoic, including the Quaternary and the 
Recent. t 
" Manual of Geology, 1875, p . 586. 
t Journal of Geology, Chicago, 1893, vol. 1, pp. 294,295. 
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The Rev. Samuel Houghton obtained the following time ratios from 
the maximum thickuess of strata a.s they occur iu Europe: 
Scale of geological tirne. 
Period. 
Azoic ...................................... . 
Paleozoic .. ...... .. ..... ...... ...... . ... .. . . 
Neozoic .................................... . 
Total . ........ .. ............... . ..... . 
From theory of 
cooling globe. 
Per cent. 
33 ·0 
41 ·0 
26 ·0 
100 ·0 
From maxim nm 
thickne1,s of 
strata. 
Per cent. 
34 ·3 
42·5 
23 ·2 
100·0 
He draws from this the principle: "The proper relative rnea,sitre of 
geological periods is the niaxinium thickness of the strata formed during 
those periods."* 
In considering the time ratios for the Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Ceno-
zoic rocks of the North American coutinent as given by Dana and 
Williams, I think that a too small proportion has been given to the 
Mesozoic and Cenozoic. In the Mesozoic of the western central area 
occur the coal deposits of the Laramie series and tl1e great developmeut 
of limestones (from 10,000 to 20,000 feet) in the Cretaceous of Mexico. 
The limits of this paper do not permit of a discussion of the available 
data bearing upon geologic time ratios; but from a comparison of the 
Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic strata and the geologic phenome11a 
accompanying their deposition, I would increase the comparative lengtll 
of the Mesozoic and Cenozoic periods so that the time ratios would be: 
Paleozoic, 12; Mesozoic, 5; Cenozoic, including Pleistocene, 2. 
DURATION OF POST-ARCHEAN GEOLOGIC TIME. 
Taking as a basis 17,500,000 years for Paleozoic time, and the time 
ratios 12, 5, and 2 for Paleozoic, Mesozoic, aud Cenozoic (iueludiug 
Plei -tocene), respectively, the Mesozoic is given a time duration of 
7,240,000 year ; the Cenozoic, of 2,900,000 years, and the entire series 
of fo iliferous sedimentary rocks, of 27,650,000 years. To this there 
i to be added the period in which all of the sediments were deposited 
tween the ba _al crystalline Archean complex and the base of tlle 
al ozoi '. ot, itli tandi11g the immense accumulation of mechanical 
dim nt in thi lgonkian time, with th ir unconformities, and the 
gr at di.ffi r ntiati n of life ·at the beginning of Paleozoic time, I am uot 
villiu wi h ur pre nt information to a ign a greater time peri d than 
tha fth 1 z ic- 1·17,500,000year. Eventl.li eemsfxce ive. 
it h' f th fo iliferou edimentary rock , the 
1 Of the duration of 
Xatur ,Jul · , l 7 , vol. xvnr, p. 26 . 
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Archean or pre-Algonkian time I have no eRtimate based on a study of 
Archean strata to offer. If we assume Houghton's estimate of 33 per 
cent for the Azoic period and 67 per cent for the sedimentary rock~, 
Archean time would he represented by the period of 22,250,000 years. 
In estimating for the Archean, Houghton included a large series of 
strata that are now placed in the Algonkian of the Proterozoic of the 
U. S. Geological Survey; and .r think that bis . estimate i~ more than 
one-half too large; if so, 10,000,000 years would be a fair estimate, or 
rather conjecture, for Archean tune. 
1-·------P-er-io_d_. ______ : Timed nration. 
Years. 
Cenozo~c. including Pleistocene .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 Mesozoic ........ _ . .... . .... .. ..... . ...... ... .. . 
;:~~~i:,;.: ••• : ••• :: ••• : •• : •• ::.:.: ••• : •••• : ••: i 
2,900,000 
7, 210, 000 
17,500, OGO 
17,500,000 
( 1) 10, 000, 000 
It is ea y to vary these results by assuming different values for area 
and rate of <lenudatiou, the rate of deposition of carbonate of lime, ete.; 
but there remains after each attempt I have made that was based on 
any reliable ·facts of thickness, extent, and character of strata, a, result 
that does not pass below 25,000,000 to 30,000,000 years as a, minimum 
aud 60,000,000 to 70,000,000 yea.rs as a maximum for post-Archean. geo-
logic time. 
I have not referred to the rate of development of Ufe, as that -is 
virtually controlled by conditions of environment. 
Iu conclusion, geologic time is of great but not of indefinite duration. 
I believe that it can he measured by teus of millions, but not by single 
million s or hundreds of millions, of years. 
DESCRIPTION OF MAP. 
On the map (Plate xvr) the hypothetical areas of the Cordilleran, 
Mississippian, and ·Appalachian seas are clearly indicated. The laud 
area west of the 0ordilleran sea is numbered N o.1, and the Californian 
sea, and the area of Paleozoic deposits of western British Columbia, 
No. 10. The northern extension of the Cordillerau sea (No. 9) is con-
tinued as the Paleozoic-Devonian sea to the Arctic Ocean. The early 
Cambrian land area (No. 2) east of the 0ordilleran sea must have been 
more or less covered by water during later Paleozoic time. The area 
now covered by Mesozoic deposits, indicated by No. 3, was presumably 
covered by the westward a11d 110rthward extension of the Paleozoic-
Mi ·sis. ippian seft,. The area east of the Appalachian sea is indicated 
by o. 4; and the suppo8ed land barrier between the Hudson Bay and 
the Mis:.;is ·ippian ·ea by No. 6; it i not improbable that during Or<1o ... 
vician or Silurian time a sea may hav ·onnected_ tl e two latter seas. 
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The region to the south, indicated by No. 5, is supposed to have been 
covered by the southward extension of the Appalacbia1i, Mississippian, 
and Oordilleran seas. It is now covered by deposits of Mesozoic and 
Cenozoic age. 
A more detailed description of the map can be gained from the sec-
tion on the growth of the continent and on the geographic condition 
accompanying the different depositions of Paleozoic sediments in the 
Cordilleran sea. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893 . PLATE XVI. 
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THE AGE OF THE EARTH.* 
By CLARENCE KING. 
Among the various attempts to estimate geological time none has 
offered a more attractive field for lurther developmeu t than Lord Kel-
vin's mode of limiting the eartll's age from considerations of its prob-
able rate of refrigeration, published in 1862. t At that time the conse-
quences of bis physical reasoning could not be fully applied to the con-
uiti01,s within the earth, so as to test the probability of his hypothet-
ical case, for want of positive knowledge of certain properties of rocks, 
particularly the volume changes of melted rock in approaching and 
experiencing c011gelation, and the qualitative and quantitative effects 
of pressure upon the fusion and freezing points. Data then lacking are 
for the first time available, and with them it is proposed to apply a new 
criterion to the gradient of Lord Kelvin and to compare with it other 
cases of more probable earth-temperature distribution, which should 
have the effect of advancing his method of determiniug tlle earth's age 
to a further order of importance. 
Acce-pting t,he hitherto unshaken results of Kelvin and G. A. Darwin 
as to the tidal effective rigidity of the earth, and the further argument 
for rigidity advanced by Prof. S. Newcomb+ from t,he data of the lately 
ascertained periodic variation of terrestrial latitude, as together war-
ranting a firm belief in the rigid earth, it follows that solidity may be 
used as a criterion to test the probable truth of many cases of earth 
temperature distribution; at least so far as to justify the rejection of 
such as involve considerable liquidity of the upper couches. In an 
earth of which the superficial quarter of radius is composed of mate-
rials that contract from the fluid condition toward and in the act of 
congelation, any temperature gradient in w"hich tbe downward heat 
augmentation exceeds the rate by which advancing pressure raises the 
fusion point, would obviously reach a fused couche, and all such distri-
butions may bP, rejected as violating the requirements of rigidity. 
'" From .drnet·ican Jo111'11al of Scien ce, January, 1893, 3d series, vol. XLV, pp. 1-20. 
t 1'reatise on Natu1'Ctl Philosophy, Thomson & Tait, Part 21 Appendix D. 
t Monthly Notic~s o/ th £; Boyal 4s.tnmor,~ioq,l Sovietv1 18921 Yol , LII1 No. 5, 
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A recent investigation of t be rock diabase in its relations to lleat 
and pressm;e offers the formerly lacking mean s of ·testing the adwis 'i-
bility of many cases of earth-temperature distribution from the poiut 
of view of solidity. Ten years ago in a laboratory established. by me 
in connection with the U. S. Geological Survey, Dr. Carl Barus 1Jega11 
a series of experimental researches t ending toward the solution of some 
of the unknown but important poin ts of geological physics. It uas 
been my privilege to indicate the direction of much of tl~e inquiry. 
The understanding between us maintained his entire independence in 
the mode and prosecution of the investigations, and secured for him the 
fullest responsibility and credit for the purely physical results, many 
of which have at intervals appeared in this . and other journals. For , 
myself was reserved the pl'ivilege of makiug geological applications of 
the laboratory results. One of the most important of these is Dr. 
Barus's lately completed determination of the latent heat of fusion, 
specific heats melted and solid, and volume expansion between the 
solid and melted state, of the rock diabase.* .To him I .am also very 
genera.Uy indebted for aid .in considering the present problem. 
Diabase was chosen by me as fairly illustrative of t he probable den-
sity a11d composition of the surface 0·03 or 0·04 of the earth's radius. 
For Laplace's law of distribution, density at the surface is taken at 
2·75 and down one-tenth of radius at 3·88, yielding a mean density of 
the whole tenth of 3·33 and for the upper :five-hundredths of about 3. 
For the whole tenth a rock like the ·extremely heavy basalt of Baren-
stein t (sp. gr. 3·35) would approach closely a fair mean expression of 
density. Typical hornblende- ::mdesite comes closest to the average 
density at the ll',Urface, but diabase (sp. gr. 2·8 to~), nearly enough fill s 
the conditions of the shell which this study seeks to investigate. The 
particular diabase under examination came from Jersey City, and was 
t akeu from the imme<liate viciuity of the Pennsylvania Railroad cut. 
The following analysis is by G. W . H awes :t 
Sili ca . .. . ..... . . ... ... . .. ... . . . . . ...... . . . .. _ . ..... . . ........... .. •. . .... 53 ·13 
A lumina .. ...... . .... ... .... . .. .. . . . .. _ ....... _ . . . ... ..... .. ....... . . .... 13 ·74 
Ferrous oxicle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 ·10 
Ferric oxide ...................... _ . .. _. __ . . .. .. __ . ____ . . ... . .. _......... 1 ·08 
Manganous oxide . . ..... ..... . . ...... . ____ . .. .. _______ ____ . . ..... . ....... o ·4a 
Lime ... ...... . .. .... ....... . . .... . _____ _ . . __ ...... __ ... ____ . ...... . . . .... 9 ·47 
11agn ia ........................... _. _ ... _________ .. _ .. ____ . .. _ .. __ ..... 8 ·58 
Soda . ... ... . ........................ ___ . _. _. .. . . . . . . ___ . ___ . __ . . . . . . . . . . 2 ·30 
Potash ...... . ........... . ........ __ ....... . ... .. . _ ... . ..... .. .. . .. .. . .. . . 1 ·03 
I "'nition ............. ___ . _ . . ..... , . . ....... . ..... __ . .. _ . ...... ______ .. •... 0 ·90 
09. 76 
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110t twice that of diabase, wllence it appears tllat no probabl'e ch\~mical 
distribution of material could result in a surface eouche of 0·05 of 
radius having a greater specific gravity than 3· to 3·3. 
Waltershausen,t in his interesting scheme of chemical distribution, 
attempts to account for the augmentation of density chiefly hy the 
increase of the heavy baHes, but leaves the whole surface tenth of radius 
in silicates. Eruptions of alkaline eartlls or metals are unknown. In 
fact, with the exception of carbonates of superficial origin the whole 
visible body of the crust is of silicates, aud the earliest rocks are seen 
to be made of the debris of still older ones. All that can be said is 
that there is absolutely no known reason why the surface tenth of radius 
may not be of silicates, nor why specific material of widely different 
thermal properties from diabase should be postulated. 
The two principal conditions within the interior of the earth, upon 
which physical state and all purely physical reactions of the specific 
materials depend, are the distributions from center to surface of pres-
sure and beat. Secular or s-nddcn variations of either or both have the 
power, if carried sufficiently far, to disturb chemical and physical equi-
librium and produce changes of volume, rigidity, viscosity, and con-
ductivity, as well as changes of state from liquidity to solidity, and the 
reverse. Before proceeding to consider in detail some of the results of 
-heat and pressure as existing in the surface 0·05 of radius, it is desira-
ble to glance at the relations of these two great antagonistic energies 
in the whole radius. Plate xvn gives earth-pressures from Laplace's law 
expressed in a gradient of which the ordinates are 100,000 atmospheres 
(larger divisions 1,000,000 atmospheres) and the abscissffi tenths of 
radius: Upon the same diagram are delineated two hypothetical cases 
of earth tempera.ture, tlie abscissffi remaiuing as for the pressure line, 
tenths of radius, and the ordinates corresponding in interval to tlle 
100,000 atmospheres lines, are taken as eaeh 1,000° C. The left verti-
cal boundary of the plate represents the center of the earth and the 
riglit one the surface. The upper heat gradient corresponding to a tem-
perature of 3,900° C. at the earth's center is the 100 x 106 curve of Kel-
vin. The lower is computed for a central temperature of 1,7410 C., 
about the melting point of platinum, and a secular cooling in 20 x 106 
years. Data for -the construction of these gradients are given in the 
tables a few paragraphs later. The feature here called attention to is 
the exceedingly slight change of temperature from very near the sur-
face downward to the center. In the Kelvin gradient even after the 
lavse of 100 x 106 years the original maximum temperature is reached 
within 0·05 of radius and remains thence unchanged to the cent~r. 
Pressure, on the other hand, augments with one downward sweep 
through the entire radius. On plate xvu its line is seen cutting both tem-
perature gradients near the surface, passing the 1,741 ° 0. line at a 
pre sure of 175 000 atmospheres, and the Kelvin line at 390,000 atmos-
~ "Rocks of Sicily anu. Ice1and." 
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-pheres; thence steadily augmenting until at the center it reaches the 
impressive figure of 3,018,000 atmosplleres. 
Since we are to look to heat and pressure for the keys to the physical 
condition of _the matter of the earth, it is important to realizP- from the 
relation of these gradients, first, that the great effect of heat in oppos-
ing and overcoming the results of pressure must be limited to superficial 
earth-depths not exceeding ,200 miles for au earth of tlle Kelvin 
assumptions; secondly, that below this depth and on ward to the center 
there is a complete reversal of relations and a great and continual 
increase of pressure available to oppose and destroy the volumetric 
and other molecular effects of a temperature which has ceased to 
increase. The empire of heat over pressure is th us seen to be purely 
superficial, while that of pressure over heat begins not fa,.r below the 
surface and extends more aud more powerfully to the center. This is 
obviously true only for such moderate assumptious of heat and time 
as are given in the gratUents on Plate xvu, I.mt it will be shown later 
that these figures are, upon the criterion of solidity, far more probable 
than very hot or very old earths. 
Out of the infinite number of possible earth-temperature gradients 
to discriminate the probably true case, is of critical importance in any 
attempt to determilie the earth's thernrnl age or to delimit the period 
of active geological dynamics. 
PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE TABLES. 
The following tables offer figures for the construction of the pressure 
and some of the temperature gradients on both Plates XVII and xvrn. 
Data for the distribution of earth-pressure may be obtained either from 
the formula of Laplace or that of G. H. Darwin for radial earth density, 
combined with the known decreaee of terrestrial gravitation from 
center to surface. 
In table 1, Laplace's law is used as giving the most conservative 
values of density at great depths. For the superficial 0·2 of radius, 
however, the two density laws are near together, and as the thcrnrnl 
phenomena wbicb determine the earth\, age are probably wholly in the 
surface tenth, either law might be applicable to the present purpose. 
A , however, Darwin's law requires a surface density of 3·7, while 
Laplace only 2·75, the latter accords better with the avera.ge specific 
gravity of superficial rock and is therefore here preferred. 
Table 2, 3, and 4 give data for three temperature gradients derived 
by m cbanical quadrature from the well known Fourier equation iu the 
mann r given by Lord Kelvin, and are considered a sufficie11t in 1mm-
b r and vari y t iudi ·ate the character of the data; figures for the 
h r r 1i 11 , h wn n late II are· therefore omitted. 
T 1 .:., pr , ent 1, t .. fi r h • K lviu gradient, 3 900° C. initial x e: , 
rf: · r in l 0 Te , · · ntigr, d 1 p r m t r of depth, aud R Ll-
x 106 y harth t 1 mp ratures in° C. are 0 ·iven £ r 
th in miles and fractions of radiu and 
Smithson ian Report , 1893. PLATE XVII. 
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extend to 250 miles or about 0·06 of radius. Surface rh.te appears both 
in ° F. and feet, and ° C. and meters. Tables 3 and 4 exlJibit similar 
data for earths of lower initial exeess and shorter periods of secular 
cooling. Table 3 is computed for an earth of 1, 740° 0., 20 x 106 secular 
cooling, and table 4 for 1,230° C., 10 x 106 cooling. 
TABLE No. !.-Estimated e.arlh pressures (Laplace's clensiUes), n being rad·ial distances 
frorn the center of the earth ancl p being the pressure corresponcli-ng to n expressed in 
atmospheres. 
n I p n. p. n, p. Earth .Atmos- I Earth Atmos- E arth .A.tmos-
radius. phere. radius. pbere. radius. phere. 
_______ I _, ____ I __ 
1 ·000 0 0 ,94 116, 000 0 5 1,680,000 
0 ,995 8. 600 0 ·92 102. ooo O ·J 2, 100,000 
0 ·990 17,400 0 ·90 109,000 0 ·3 2. 470, 000 
I 
0 ·985 26,400 0 ·80 497,000 
I 
0 '2 ,. 770. oo, I 
0 ·980 3f>, 600 0 ·70 852,000 0 '1 2,950, 000 
0 ·960 74,500 0 ·60 1,260,000 0 3,020,000 
TABLE No. 2.-Estimalecl eal'lh temperatures. Initial excess of 3,900° C. 100
1
000,000 
yeai·s' seculcir cooling with suiface rate of 1° F. fol' 5U·6 feet of depth. Thm·mal conduc-
tion 400 feetz /year ( Lorcl Kelvin's case. 
I Depth in Miles Rate in ° !Rate in ° C, Tempera-
deep. F. and feet. and meters. ture in ° C. earth radius . 
0 0 ·01977 0 ·03600 0 0 -00000 
12 0 ·01924 0 ·03510 726 0 ·00312 
25 0 ·01773 0 ·03200 1,412 6 ·OOti25 
50 0 '01279 0 ·02330 2,543 0 ·01250 
75 0 ·00742 0 ·01350 3. 275 0 ·01875 
JOC, 
! 
0 ·00346 0 ·00630 3, G58 0 ·02500 
125 
! 
0 ·00129 I O ·002:l6 3,825 0 03125 
150 0 ·00039 
I 
0 00071 3,881 0 ·03750 
175 0 {'0009 0 ·00017 3,897 0 ·04375 
200 0 ·00002 0 ·00003 3, 901 0 ·05000 
225 0 ·00000 0 ·00001 3,902 0 ·05625 
250 0 ·()0000 0 ·00000 3,902 (I ·06250 
·--------------'-------------
TABLE No. 3.-Estirnatecl earth temiJeratnres Initial excess 117410 C. (abont rnelting 
point of platiniirn) 20,000,000 years' secular cooling with swj'ace rate of JC F. to 50·6 
feet of depth. Therrnal concluction 400 feet 2 /year. 
Miles I Rat,e ° F. Tempera- Depth in I deep. and feet. ture O U. earth rndins. ___ [ 
0 0 ·01797 0 0 ·00000 
I 
6 ---- · --··-·· 359 0 ·00156 
12 0 ·01726 693 O ·00312 
2.5 0 ·01147 l, 218 0 ·00625 
37 0 ·00581 1,534 0 ·00937 
50 0 ·00224 1,675 0 ·01250 
62 I 0 ·00066 1, 725 0 ·01562 
75 i 0 ·00015 1, 738 0 ·01875 
87 
I 
0 ·00002 1,741 0 ·02187 
100 0 ·00000 1,741 0 ·02500 
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TABLE No. 4.-Estiinated earth tr.·mpe.ratures. Initial excess 1,230° C. 10,000,000 !/ears' 
secular cooling with sn1face rate of 1° .F'. to 50·6 f eet of depth. Th ermal conduction 
, 400 f eeti /year. 
i 
Depth in Mi les Rate ° F. Tempera-
deep. and feet. ture ° C. earth radius. 
------·-- -----------
u ll ·OJ 977 0 0 ·00000 
]2 0 ·01506 662 0 ·00312 
25 0 ·00665 1,063 0 ·00625 
37 0 ·00171 J. 198 0 ·00937 
50 0 ·00025 1,227 0 ·01250 
62 0 ·00002 1,230 0 ·01562 
75 i 0 l. 231 C, ·01875 
87 I u I, 231 0 ·02187 
100 I 
l 
0 1, 231 0 ·02500 
TABLE No. 5.-Estirnated rnelt.ing point and depth fo1· the rock diabase expressed in 
radial earth distance, presstire and melting teniperatU,re. 
n. p. em, n. i p. I rm , Earth Atmos- oc. Earth Atmos-
I 
oc. radius. pbere. radius. phere. 
1 ·000 0 1, 170 0·920 162, 000 5,210 
0 ·995 8,600 1,380 0 ·900 199,000 5, 100 
0 ·990 17,400 1,600 0·8 4il7, 000 14,000 
0 ·985 26,400 1,830 0 ·6 1,260,000 33,000 
0 ·980 35,600 2, 060 0 ·4 2. 100, 00(1 54 , 000 
0 ·960 74, 500 3. 030 0 2 2,770,000 71, 0(10 
0 ·940 116,400 4,080 O ·O 3,020 000 76, coo 
Table 5 contains a prolongation of Barus's line of melting point and 
depth for tbe rock diabase, expressed in radial earth distance n, pre · 
sure p (Laplace's densities), and melting temperatures, (Jm. 
THE CHART. 
The chart constituting Plate xvnr is constructed to present the pas-
sage of certain hypotlietical temperature gradieuts through the upper-
mo t 0.08 of the earth's radius, and the position in tbe same field of 
Baru ' line marking the melting point iu depth of diabase, thus defining 
the r lation of the various distributions of earth-temperat~re to liq-
uidit . The value of the ordinate is each 1,000° 0. the absdssre, which 
ar platted a equal in length to the ordinates, represent hundredth of 
ra<1iu counting d ·wnward from the surface which i indicated by the 
ri ht rti ·all> uudary of the chart. · 
K lvin p li ation f the Fourier equation involve an a urned ini-
tial ft mp ratuee , ud a: igued value of rock conductivity a 
f ·ular co lino· and th surface rat of augmentation of 
m r tur . hu a pli cl t the ca e of the cooling artll, it i 
i u hat whil dy wa f uniform initial heat there would l>e 
u m ntati n ot' t rnperature from the urface downwal'd; or other-
c --~·00 - A 6G 
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wise expressed, the surface rate would be oo; but the moment refrige-
ration began a finite rate of downward increment would be established. 
Since tbe earth's surface is represented on the chart by the right 
vertical boundary, that line would be the thermal distribution for the 
rate oo. A complete process of refrigeration would cause the rate to 
decline until tlie earth reaches the temperature of space and the line -
of initial tangency coincides with radius, and the rate 0. The angular 
relation of the initial taugent of the present as compared with that of 
the rate oo is determined from observed surface augrnentatiou. 
The value of the integral aud the surface rate for any gradient does . 
not change if conductivity and age vary reciprocally, and the surface 
rate does not change if the initial excess of temperature varies at the 
same rate as the square root of the product of conductivity and the 
time of secular cooling. If the square root of the product of conduc-
tivity and age be increased any number of times, and the depth also be 
increased the same number of times, temperature remains unchanged 
if the initial excess js unchanged, but if the initial excess changes, 
temperature will change in the same ratio~ 
Upon the chart are delineated two families of temperature distri-
butious. Those in continuous lines, lettered a to J; are _ calculated in 
accordance with the maximti.rn surface rate of 50.6 feet to 1 ° ·F., being 
the generally accepted rate at the time Kelvin's curve was published. 
Those in dotted line, and lettered g to i, are constructed for the rate of 
75 feet to 1 ° F., the smallest of the observed inland rates. It is the 
value given by Hallock,:,, for the recently completed boring near 
Wheeling, W. Va. The last published value as reduced from all avail-
able data by the B. A. committee is 64 feet to 1 ° F. It is therefore 
extremely probable that unless some general but unrecognized cause, 
like a variation of temperature due to the chemical action of hot water 
and progressive downward either with heat or pressure, tends to raise 
or lower the mean rate, the true surface distribution falls between the 
values of 50.6 and 75 feet per ° F. upon which the two families of 
gradients are based. 
The diabase line for melting temperature and depth DD is traced from 
its superficial fusion point, 1,170° C. downward, according to the law 
established by Dr. Harus and expressed in table 5. This is the special 
point of interest in the chart and in the conclusions to which it ·gives 
rise. In passing from this surface value of 1,170° U. through 0.1 of the 
radius, the fusion temperature is raised to 6,139° C.; continuing thence 
to the center of tbe earth it reaches the surprising value of 76,2000 C. 
In eonsequence in an earth all of diabase any temperature gradient 
having an initial excess of less than the above central value must in 
reaching the surface either intersect the line D D twice or fall wholly 
beneath it. Since this line represents melting temperature, any point 
vertically above it in tlrn chart is necessarily more highly heated than 
" Am. Jour. Sci., vol. xuu, p. 234, 1892. 
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the melting temperature for the sa,me depth, and heuce in fusion. Con-
versely, any point below the diabase line, being below the melting tem-
perature for that pressure and depth, falls into solidity. Thus the chart 
is divided into two areas by the line, that above it representing fluidity, 
and that below, solidity. For a diabase earth to haYe been wholly 
melted an initial excess of 76,200° U. would be required. Obviously 
any earth having an initial excess of less tban tbe surface melting point 
1,170° C. would llave been always completely solid. Any initial excess 
above that figure and below 76,200° C. requires, at the moment before 
refrigeration began, a solid nucleus and a fused zone above it extend-
ing-to the surface, and the lower the initial excess the larger the solid 
nucleus of compression and shallower tbe initial couche of surface 
fusion. Knowing the law of the rise of the fusion-poin t it is a simple 
matt~r of computatiou to determine, for any assumed initial excess, 
exactly the radial value of the original solirl nucleus and of the original 
supernatant fluid couche. For the region covered by the chart these 
values may be d.ireetly scaled off. 
Fourier's equation enables us to go further and assuming that refrig-
eration is the result of conduction alone, to determine the temperature 
distrib~tion for any given periorl of refrigeration, and what is of particu-
lar geological interest-the rate at which the fused couche is encroached 
upon by an overlying superficial crust of congelation, and the exist-
ence, depth, temperature, and pressure differences of any residual fluid 
conche between the upper and lower solids. The relation therefore of 
any temperature gradient to the diabase line offers an immediate test 
of its admissibility as a probable case. .Any temperature gradient 
that in passing across the area of the chart from below to the surface 
intersects the diabase line must in reaching the low temperatures of 
the surface intersect it again, and the zone included between tlle pair 
of points of intersection being above the line, and hence for that inter-
val of radius above the fusion temperatures, must be a melted shell, 
and as 011 the criterion of solidity the existence of any considerable 
fusiou is precluded, such a case of tern perature distribution may be 
rejected. 
I will now trace the several temperature distributious upon tlle chart, 
and note their relations to time and solidity, beginning with the family 
delineated in continuous lines (surface rate 50.6 feet to 1 ° F.). Line b, 
tlle gradieut of Kelvin, 3,9000 C. initial excess, 100 x 106 years secular 
cooli11g, is seen to enter the chart from the lower region , maintaining 
ev n to the hallow d pth of 22G mile from the surface, practically, 
its original maximum t mperature. From tlie center of the earth up 
to tlti p int it bas r maiu d in the initial solid of compres ion. At 
the d pth n t d it int r ect the diabase line and pa se. into fu ion. 
Sin Imo. t the full initial temperature i.· maiutain d up to it " iuter-
it foll w that hat cl p h n arly mark,' th ricrinal urfa f 
li nu 1 u an l hat l.i di c n ·e of 22 miles theuce to the ur-
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face measures the depth of the original couche of fusion. Following 
the gradient toward the surface, it is seen (after c1escribing its great 
convexity in the fluid region) to intersect the dia:base line a, second time 
and enter a congealed shell or crust formed by cooling .-t surface portion 
of the initial fused couche, and leaving between the nucleus and crust 
a residual present shell of fnsion of 200 miles from the top to the bot-
tom. The obvious tidal instability of a 26-mile crust resting upon 200 
miles of truly fluid magma is sufficient basis for the rejection of this 
particular case of temperature distribution. To fulfill the require-
ments of rigidity either the time of cooling must be vastly greater to 
admit of entire congelation, or the initial excess materially less. 
As an illustration of the first of these alternatives, gradient c with 
the same initial excess as b (3,&00° U.) l1as been developed to complete 
solidity, which on computation proves to have required about 600 x 106 
years, at which time it has but just reached tangency with the diabase 
line. Yet we are absolutely precluded from accepting- it as a probable 
case and assigning 600 x iou years as the age of the earth, because the 
temperature values of its emergence at the surface fall below even the 
75 feet to 1° F. surface rate. Its emergence is at a rate of 0·0081° F. 
per foot (124 feet per ° F.), which is far less than the (Hallock) rate 
used in the dotterl gradients, itself much less than the accepted mean 
rate of the British Association committee. 
Gradient d, 1,950° C. initial excess, and 15 x 106 years secular cooliug, 
falls still some millions of years short.of solidity. Tl1e initially fused 
surface couche was about 66 miles ju depth, the present crust 33 miles 
tliiek, and the present residual fluidity of 33 miles depth from top to 
bottom. .Here again the liquid zone involves ti<la] instability and 
requires the rejection of the line. · 
Gradient e offers more satisfactory conditions: With au initial excess 
of 1, 750° C., about the normal melting point of platinum, and an age of 
20 x 106 years, a condition is reached which throws the convexity of 
the gradient below the diabase line in complete solidity and fulfills all 
the conditions. Here then is a possible age for an earth of diabase. 
Its initial surface couche of fusion would have been about 53 miles, a11d 
is now wholly cooled iuto solid crust and united with the original solid 
nucleus of compression. 
Gradient/, initial excess 1,230° C. and 10 x 106 years secular cooling, 
would iu its first stage have shown only about 5 or 6 miles of surface 
fusion, which would very shortly have cooled into solidity. 
For those whose interest centers in earths of great age and high 
temperature, gradient (tis given, initial excess 7,800° C and 400 x 106 
years secular cooling. This has not been projected to the deep, but 
would not reach solidity until over 1,500 x 106 years, a truly uniformi-
tarian specimen. 
Turning· now to tlie family of three gradieuts in dotted line, com-
puted to conform to the surface rate of 75 feet to 1 ° F., the first, g, is 
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seen to Le of the same initial excess as tbe Kelvi n 3,9000 C. line. In 
spite of its long cooling even aft.er 237 x 1or; years it is still very far 
from solidity. Of the original fluid couche of 226 miles, only about GO 
miles has been congealed into crust, 166 miles remaining fused. 
Gradient lt, initial excess 2,560° 0., · and a 100 x 10" years r~frigera-
tion has an original fluid couche of 120 miles with a present crust of 
56 miles and an existing residual couche of fusion of 64 miles, a ca e 
also inadmissible from the point of view of instability. 
Gradient i, initial excess . 1, 760° 0. ( platinum melting point), and 
46 x 106 years of cooling, had originally a 53-mile surface couche of 
fusion which has long since passed into solidity. The following table 
sums up the condition of all the gradientR as to initial excess, initial 
depth of surface fusion, time of cooling, thickness of crust congealed, 
and present residual couche of fusion: 
TABLJ<: 6.-Liquicl solid c01id_itionsfor diabase earth. 
A.--Gradients7iaving the siirface rate of 50·6 to 1° F. 
1
\ \ Initial . .I Thickness ! Residual 
}~~{i~~ coolmg. · congealed. ! fu sion. 
I 
;~~:i:;_ 
1 
depth of Tim~ of I of crust I conche of 
----\----------- ·------
\ 
oo \ Miles. Tears. I Miles. \ M'iles. 
3,900 226 lOO X lOb 26 1 200 
II 1,950 \ 66 15 X ]OG 32 33 
1 741 I 53 · 20 x 1os crustand nucleus united 
1: 230 \ 6 lO X lOG crust and nucleus united 0 
. I 
B.- Gradients having the sn1Jace rate of 75 fe et to 1° P. 
3, 900 \ 
2,560 I 
], 741 I 
226 I 237 X 106 I 50 I 166 
120 \ 1oox 106 \ 56 i 64 
53 
1 
46 X 106 crust and nuclens nnited 0 
I 
Comparison of gradients of equal initial excess and successively 
longer period of secular cooling shows the ratio of their retreat from 
right to left across tbe chart or from lower to higher values of depth 
and time. 
With ach augmentation of age the-iuitial tangent defining the s1u-
face rate i ' seen to have declined further and further from the origiual 
rate cr.:J ·oincid.ing with and :pa si11g fir t the maximum, then the mini-
mum rat th need clining into the region of inadmissible ra.te . 
Tb pr bable ondition, of the true gradient are a to initial exce 
an i ag u ·h a fall low h diaba e line into solidity and emerge, t 
th . urf · , with a rat which ha· not d .clin db low the mean ( B A.) 
f f Frl)IT1 he I oint of view of lidity no gradient 
~ 0 ° '. i. a<lmi .. ibl ; that f 2,o 0° C., , n 
lino·, · i1l how ad p hell of fn ion (G4 mile 
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from top to Lottom ), a ll(l since it emerges on the minimum rate it 1ms 
already fallen below the admissible taugent . 
. Gradient d, 1,950° 0. a.ncl 15 x 106 years, just cooled to the maximum 
surface rate, has still an inadmissible fluid shell, but if refrigeration 
llad been continued for 7 x 106 to 9 x 106 years more the line would have 
fallen below the solidity line and its surface rate would not have passed 
the mean value. Hence a 1,950° 2! x lOli year earth is possible and 
marks about tlie superior limit admissible for initial excess. 
From the point of view of age no greater time of cooling is allowable 
than enough to bring the gradient for any initial excess to the mean 
surface rate. Thus the conditiou for excess and age exclude a line of 
over 2,000° 0. and 24 x 10a years. Conductivity remaining of the value 
used, any higher excess involves fluidity, and an'y greater age an inad-
missible surface rate. 
To the extent, therefore, that solidity is a valid criterion and so far 
as the melting temperature of diabase may be supposed to apply to the 
depth examined, there is no escape from an earth of the low age and 
temperature given except by impugning the rate of surface augmenta-
tion and the value of rock conductivity here employed. 
Whoever bas examined the B. A. committee's reports and summaries 
on underground temperatures must liave realized the obstacles to the 
evaluation of a true mean rate. The range of observations is wide, 
from high rates due to residual vulcanism to low ones produced by 
neighboring bodies of cold wate.r, such as are described by Wheeler 
from mines near Lake Superior.* It is not however likely that by 
rejecting anomalies and assigning probable weight to further observa-
tions tue present value will be moved to an important extent. 
We have ~een that all probable distributions of earth temperature 
involve :ip. the initial stage a great solid nucleus, practically the whole 
body of the earth, witlJ a, shallow surface shell of fusion. In the case 
of the 1,741° O., 20 x lOG year earth there was an initial melted shell 
of 53 miles. Obviously it can not be correct to apply the rock-conduc-
·tivity value obtained at air temperatures and normal pressure to even 
so young and cool an earth with its couche of an initial temperature 
of 1,741 ° 0. and a pressure difference between the top and bottom 
of 22,000 atmospheres. ':I.11.ie probable method of cooling the couche into 
solidity, involves three corrections of the acce,pted rate of refrigeration: 
a,, acceleration of the process hy possible convection; b, the direct 
effect of heat and pressure upon conductivity, and c, the relative con-
ductivity of matter at the some temperature., liquid and solid. 
a. Convection. Leaving out of present consideration possible poly-
merization of the magma, or the descent of solid bodies of crust, ver-
tical transfers of the liquid matter in the fused couche depend upon 
differences of deu ity and this upon the ratio of the rates at which 
den sity is raised by pressure aud lowered by heat. Isometrics of melted 
H Am. Jour. Sci ., 1886, vol. xxxn. 
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rock under high pressure are of course beyond the reach of experimen-
tation, hence we .are forced to look to those of the available materials. 
Isometrics from high-pressure observations have been found to slope a~ 
follows: 
Atmosphere per °C. 
Ether ..... ____ .. _ .•... ___ ..•... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 ·7 
Alcohol._ ..... _. _ .... _ ..... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 ·5 
Tbymol. _____ ... _ ... _ .•.... __ ........... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 ·9 
Dyphenylamine ... _ .............. .......... _ .......... _ ... 15 ·4 
Paratoluidine. ____ ........... ... _ .... __ ..... __ ........... 13 ·9 
Glass, computed .• ___ .... ·_ ........ _ .. _. __ ...... ....... _ .. 10 ·0 
Since ether boils at 34° C. aud dypbenylamine at 310° 0., the range 
here given is wide. It is reasonable, therefore, to take the mean va.lue, 
12·5 atmospheres per ° C., as an index of the slope sought for. In the 
Kelvin earth this rate occurs between 0·010 and 0·015 of radius, the 
crust being 0·0065 of radius thick. In so far therefore as the isomet-
rics can be regarded as parallel straight lines with a slope of the order 
of the value given above, convection can only have taken place in the 
first 52 miles of the initial couche of fusion, and in the present resid-
ual couche of 200 miles only the upper 26 miles would be subject to 
convection. In younger earths the above valne per O 0. will be found 
much nearer the surface, so that in them convection would be confined 
to a shell, which is shallow in proportion as the earth is young. Ini -
tially when the whole earth was at one temperature there could have 
been no conyection, since the change of temperature in depth was nil, 
but the change of density due to pressure was always pronounced. In 
the case of the 1,741 ° 0. earth the zone of convection would have early 
been covered and extinguished by the thickening crust, and therefore 
would have played no very important part in accelerating the loss of 
heat, and thus for this particular initial excess is of small effect in 
shortening the estimate of earth's age. 
b. The direct effects of heat and presimre upon the conductivity of 
matter under such high temperature and pressures are also beyond lab- · 
oratory investigation, and again we are driven to use the determined 
con<luctivity value unmodified, or seek for some other property which 
may be on sider d as it approximate measure. Such an index is found 
in vi ·o ity, which if not of high quantitative significance in defining 
th ·hanging valu s of terre trial conductivity in depth, nevertheless 
affor l data a,pplieable at lea t for determining the sign of an import-
a11t corr ·tion. 
aru ha. lately determined that at leaRt 200 atmosphere of 
ar r uir d p r 1 ° . in ord r that vi co ity may remain on-
v ral t .mpera,tur distributi n of th chart and 
mpu 1 au rn nt( ti n of arth pre, ure, it app ar that 
r 1nir l r 1( i n (.,.. atm ,ph r tolo .)isfouncl (t u ce iv ly 
b fi r I l high r alu , of initial xc · and ag · 
r ], i n af r""' x 10 6 fi und 
un ing f.t· m th rti al 
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broken line v v of the chart intersects the gradient and marks the locus 
of stationary viscosity. As above this point temperature relatively to 
pressure has augme~ted more r_apidly than tbe ratio required for con-
staut viscosity, it follows that viscosity has been diminislied by temper-
ature more than it has been raised by pressure. Below the stationary 
point, on the otller band, an excess of pressure above the required ratio 
is available for increase of viscosity. 
For the gradient of 3,900° C. excess the transitional deptll is indi-
cated by the intersection of the broken line V V. In both cases the 
transitional points occupy positions in their respective gradients not · 
far below their full initial temperatures, and pressure having been most 
stationary the transitional points have moved but little during the 
whole period of secular cooling, and the earth shells passing through 
them have divided radius into a lower solid of higher viscosity and a 
surface couche, partly liquid, partly solid of lower viscosity. So far 
therefore as viscosity indicates the behavior of conductivity, that also 
should have been systematica,lly diminished (relatively to the surface 
value obtained at normal pressure and. temperatures and used in the 
construction of the gradients) 
from the surface <lownward for 
a small fraction of radius, till 
at the appropriate depth for 
each excess and age of cooling 
it reaches a transitional value 
and thence increases. 
How this correction, of at 
present m1known value, affects 
the coordinates of a given gra-
() 
~dient qualitatively, is shown 0 
by the following figure, in >: 
which are given the diabase 
melting point and pressure R ,O 
line, D D, gradient b of 3,900° U. excess and 100 x 10 6 years' cooling, 
with the viscosity transitional line V V intersecting it, also a dotted 
line c, indicating the position of the b gradient corrected for diminished 
conductivity (viscosity). 
Lagging to the right of the uncorrected gradient, obviously the dotted 
line would require longer refrigeration to reach the state of solidity 
and it is equally important to note that its positio:r:i. requires its en;i.e/ 
geuce at the surface with a higher rate than the uncorrected line and 
' thus extends tbe time of cooling down to the mean rate which marks 
for all gradients the preseut limit of tlrn process. 
c. Liquid-solid conductivity. Closely involved iu the above heat-
pressure-viscosity correction is the change of conductivity on passing 
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isotbermaUy from solid to liquid. Here again tlrn results of Dr. Barns* 
throw important light. 
The relatively higher thermometric conductivity of the solid over the 
liquid of equal temperature indicates an additional plus correctiou for 
time values. 
Both the minus correction due to convection, and the plus corrections 
based upon conductivity diminished below the Everett figures, sink in 
irnportauce as we pass from earths of higher to those of lower initial 
excess, so that until some approximate quantitative values can be given 
them we have no warrant for extending tlle earth's age beyond 
24,000,000 years. 
'fhat the application of the criterion of solidity here made to Kel-
viu 's method is open to the objectiou of being based on the physical 
relations of an extremely superficial fraction of radius is obviously 
true. Ignorance of the deeper interior distribution of specific materials 
and of their relations to tlle degree of heat and the range of pressure 
to which they are subjected forbids the construction of a generalized 
line of melting temperatures for the whole of radius. 
It might therefore be contended that a reversal of the diabase con-
ditions is possible, and the deeper materials may possess the property 
of ice fusion, their melting temperatures suffering depression instead 
of elevation. The high densities required in lower earth deptlJS have 
constantly suggested the concentration there of heavy metals and the 
examples of meteorites has further influenced the idea of a metallic 
nucleus chiefly of iron. And as iron at normal pressure unmistakably 
exhibits ice fusion, any great fron mass at the center might be sup-
posed to exist as a liquid in spite of the enormous pressure there 
exerted. 
The distribution of materials and of "state" under this assumptfon 
involves a metallic (iron) nucleus, liquid from ice fusion, overlaid by 
lesR dense couches whieh at some unassignable depth pass into sili-
cates of the diabase type, solid from compression under the law shown 
for diaba e, and solid to the surface a required by tidal effective. rigid-
ity. 
Ice fu ion however is an exceptional phenomenon, nor have we any 
but the mo t limited data a to its range as regards temperature and 
re ure. Iron i conceded to contract in the act of fu ion, but cold 
than the ubstance either just above or ju t below 
th fu i n p int. It i not b you cl the range of probability that exce · 
·iv pr ,' ' Ill' might briug abont th ame clen ity in iron that c oling 
. an thu i b rm ally on ert ic fu i n into the normal typ . and 
ir lu· a . lilnu·l 11..:· . H w er batmaybe,tidaleffe·tiverigidity 
x -lu · fu i n f i h r ty1J fi r at 1 a t ·2 of radiu . 
· Th ban 011 pa. sinir isotb rmall y from solit1 to liquid. 
' . Baru 
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Other methods ba.ve been used for obtaiuing a measu;e of the earth's 
age, or for some definite. portion of geological time. 
E.ARTH AGE FROM TIDAL RETARDATION. 
Kelvin's comparison of the earth's present figure with that of 
a thousand millions of years ago, when the terrestrial day would have 
been only half its present length, is one of the most interesting. The 
earth, if then plastic, would have yielded to four times the present cen-
trifugal force at tlle equator and shown a correspondingly greater flat-
tening at the poles and bulging at the equator, and "therefore," as Ta.it 
expresses it, "as its rate of rotation is undoubtedly becoming slower 
and slower it cannot have been many millions of years back when it 
became solid, else it would have solidified very much flatter than we 
find it." This implies that because a computed earlier and greater 
value of ellipticity does not now exist it could never have existed, in 
other words, that terrestrial rigidity has been and is of such value that 
a form taken in the remote past by the solid earth would not be mod-
ified by the tidal retardation of rotation and its attendant change of 
centrifugal force. 
There is in modern geology a growing body of evidence which is 
believed to prove the very general plasticity of tlielithosphere, by which 
it may experience irnporta11t deformations from very slowly applied 
stresses. So strongly has this belief taken root that many American 
geologists accept "jsostasy" and consider it to be an expression of a 
fluid equilibrium for the earth. 
From abundant geological observation l)lasticity must be admitted 
for slow deformations enormously in excess of the small change of fig-
ure which the stress of tidal attraction would produce but for elastic 
resistance. 
Although rigidity prevents a sudden tidal deformation of 5 feet, it 
does not prevent a slow radial deformation of 5 miles of the surface 
matter. How, then, can it be supposed to resist the slow change of 
stress due to tidal retardation of rotation 1 The excess of the equa-
torial over the polar axis is now roughly 25 miles, while the radial range 
of surface inequalities of the lithosphere is about 12 miles, of which a 
large part dates from this side of the begiuning of Tertiary time. If 
past plasticity equals present values, the earth's ·figure could never 
have been a survival from some assumed earlier epoch when centrifu-
gal force was greater, but must always have been a function of the 
slowly diminishing rate of rotation. 
If the conclusions of the earlier portion of this paper are true they 
go further and exclude the idea of a formerly fluid earth and any epoch 
of solidification. With any admissible assumption of initial excess 
nearly the whole earth must have been solid from the· date of the first 
collocation of its matter. 
To whatever radial depth plasticity may desc~nd, what is euougb. for . 
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geologically recent superficial inequalities is sufficient for a(ljust,ing tbe 
figure of the earth to existing forces of rotation. 
The same coast lines which remain stationary under tidal stress are 
slowly ri:-;ing and falling in a hundred places under the slow applica-
tion of subterranean energy. 
It therefore appears that no time measure c_an ue deduced from tlle 
supposed fixing of the present ellipticity at some p·ast date. 
ASTRONOMICAL MEASURE OF EAR'I'H TIME. 
Croll's hypothesis from which it was proposed to fix <lat.es by secular 
variations of eccentricity and to correlate the clim,atfo effects of those 
variations with geological operations, and thus measure certain inter-
vals of geological time, required so much questionable physical geogra-
phy and left so many physical doubts that few have been found to accept 
the excessively complex chain of effects lying between eccentricity data 
and geological facts. The objections of Prof. Newcomb, noticed rather 
than answered, left Croll's doctrine where it was permissible to believe 
that there was something in it, but not necessarily that definite sequence 
of climates which is the core of the idea. 
The gap in Or_oll's scheme seems to have been successfully stopped 
by Sir Robert Ball, whose interesting proof of the seasonal inequality 
of the thermal element in climate due to position of the equinoxes and 
its intensification in period8 vf high eccentricity offers a new hope for 
the accurate dating oi at least very modern geological climates. From 
this point of view late geological history requires re-examination, and 
if it should appear that a sequence of climates has existed closely par-
allelling the thermal variations which the astronomical values seem to 
afford, an extremely probable case will have been made out. And 1 his 
case would be practically substantiated if the hypothesis of H. Blytt 
should yield the confirmation for which he hopes. Blytt ,)(< proposes 
and ha already attempted to correlate the secular attractional changes 
du to varying eccentricity and precession with the observed succes-
ive ·hifting of beach lines. 
So far a he ha proceeded it is of interest to note that hi time esti-
mate are more in harmouy with the physical than the stratigraphical 
figure . 
riodic cbang in the figure of the hydr9spbere relatively to the 
lid earth, due to alt ration of attraction, might be predicted with 
nfiueu · if it w re clear that the litho phere would under the 
1 d continue to exer ise a degree of rigid resistance 
tit oppo e to the tidal stre , but there is no proof 
ar h und r oing I w d formation to-day 
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which are n.latively permanent, while its effective elastic resistance to 
tidal stress is sufficient to permit a water tide, it appears that either 
the purely telluric stresses are greater than the moon's attraction, or 
that there is for the time rate of application of equal stress a transi-
tional value above which the elastic resistance of the earth-solid is 
enough to conserve figure, and below which plastic deformationiseasy-
a relation of properties such as Kelvin suggests for the mther. Uuder 
the former alternative, deforma,tions due to purely telluric forces might 
by upheaval or subsidence at any time mask or counteract astronomical 
beach shifting. In the latter case, to make use of the astronomical data 
for displacement of beaches, it is required to ascertain the time rate of 
terrestrial plasticity a0curately enough to know that relatively to the 
dhration of eccentricity and precession cycles and their correlative 
attractiona.l variations, the reaction of the lithosphere would differ 
enough from that of the hydrosphere to allow of the beach shifting 
sought. 
Beyond the most modern geological dates the grander earth deforma-
tions have carried ancient beach lines out of all recognizable radial 
relations with each other and the several oceans of which they mark 
the shores, or else, as is frequently the case with rising continents, they 
have been wholly effaced by erosion. Evidently ,the Croll-Blytt time 
measure, interesting as it may prove to be for recent dates, is at present 
inapplicable to any general determination of the earth's age. 
EARTH-AGE MEASURED BY SUN-AGE. 
Since the incrustment of the earth would be almost immediately fol-
lowed by a climate controlled wholly by the sun's heat, re-distribution 
of the crust by water necessitates a sun heat received upon the earth's 
surface sufficient at least to maintain the temperature above that of 
permanent freezing. 
Newcomb * remarks: 
"If we reflect that a diminution of the solar heat by less than one-
fourth its amount would probably mean an earth so cold that all the 
water on its surface would freeze, while an increase of much more than 
one-half would probably boil ~11 the water away, it must be admitted 
that the balance of cause which would result in the sun radiating heat 
just fast enough to preserve the earth in its present state lrns probably 
not existed more than 10,000,000 years." · 
All we know of the earlier strata indicates a water mechanism for the 
denudation, comminution, and deposition of rock. · Exactly the division 
of this work between tidal and river forces we may never know, but 
all evidences confirm the conviction that life was continuous from its 
earliest, or at least an early, appearance, and hence climate must have 
been continuously suitable for the circulation 0f continental waters. 
The range of temperature for the time since the beginning of the Huro-
nian must have been well within Newcomb's limits. So tb'at unless the 
"Popular .Astronomy, p. 511. 
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selective absorption of either the sun's a t mosphere or the earth's or 
both, have varied reciprocally or concurrently with radiation, s~lar 
emission can not have had a wi~e range of either secular or paroxys-
mal change. 
Nevertheless, the age assigned to the sun by Helmholtz and Kelvin 
(15 x 106 or 20 x 106 years) communicated a shock from which geologist 
have never recovered. The tllermo-dynamic reasoning on which the 
brevity of' the sun's life is reached stands undisturbed, yet so powel'ful 
is the influence of the old uniformation method of estimating the age of 
the total stratified crust, that to many geologists it has seemed easier 
to reject the physical conclusions than to seek a source of error in our 
own very vulnerable methods. 
If, as I hold, Kelvin's sug·gestions as to ellipticity and t idal retarda-
tion do not apply to an earth readily deformable by slow stress,as this 
one evidently is,- there remain but three earth-ages to be weighed-
Kelvin's value from terrestrial refrigeration, which this paper seeks to 
advance to a new precision; H elmholtz a nd Kelvin's age of the sun, 
which must sharply limit the date of the re-distributed earth crust; and 
the old stratigraphical method. From this pofot of view the conclu-
sions of the earlier part of this paper become of interest. 'fhe earth's 
age, about twenty-four millions of years, accord~ with the fifteen or 
twenty millions found for the sun. 
In so far as future investigation shall prove a secular augumentation 
of the sun's emission from early to present t ime in conformity with 
Lane's law, his age may be lengthened, and further study of terrestrial 
conduetivity will probably extend that of the earth. 
Yet the concordance of results between the ages of sun and earth, 
certainly strengthens the physical case and t hrow::; the burden of proof 
upon those who hold to the vaguely vast age derived from sedimentary 
geology. 
J 
THE RENEW AL OF ANTARC'fIC EXPLORATION.* 
By JOI-IN MURRAY, LL. D., 
Of the " Challenger" Expcclitio11. 
When we cast a retrospective glance at the history of knowledge 
coucerni11g our planet, we find that nearl all the great advances in 
geography took place among commercial-and in a very special marrner 
among maritime-peoples. Whenever primitive d ,ces commenced to 
look upon the ocean, not a,s a terrible barrier separating lands, but 
rather as a meaus of communication between distant countries, they 
soon acquired increased wealth and power, arnl beheld the dawn of 
new ideas and great discoveries, Down even to our own ·day the 
power and progress of nations may, in a sense, be measured by the 
extent to which their s~amen have been able to bnwe the many perils, 
and their learned men have been able to unravel the many riddles, of • 
the great ocean. The history of civilization runs parallel ·with the 
1.J.istory of navigation iu all its wider aspects. 
Horace and many otlter poets have sung tl.J.e praises of the sailor 
who '' first put forth on cruel ocean, in the frail mde bark. " But in 
navigation, as in all other branches of human activity, there hai:; been 
a slow, gradual, and laborious developnw.nt from the constructio1i and 
management of the simple raft by the river side up to the ironclad and. 
Atlantic greyhound of our own day. Many active and original minds, 
many stout and brave hearts, have contributed to these final results. 
The tempest-tossed sea is now no obstacle and no terror for the 
instructed mariner with a we11-founcl ship. The '' severance of the 
sea :' has disappeared along with the iueas associated with the expres-
siou. Not only so, but the most profound depths of the wide myste-
rious ocean have in our own time been forced to yield up their hidden 
treasures to the persistent efforts of the modern investigator. 
Is the last great piece of ma:"itime exploration on the surface of our 
earth to be undertaken hy Britons, or i8 it to be left to tltose who may 
... Paper r eacl at tbe meeting of t.bc Royal Geographical Society, November 27, 
]893. (From 'The Geographical Joiwnal , Loudon , vol. ru1 p:p. 1-~7- ) 
SM 93--23 g53, 
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be destined to succeed or supplant us on the ocean, That is a qne. _ 
tion which this generation must answer. 
· The civilized nations at the birth of navigation were most probably 
in the same phase of development as the Pacific Islanders of the pre . 
ent clay. Yet it is a, most remarkable fact that at the very dawn of 
history we find a commercial people wllo were able to conduct voyages 
which rival those of the fifteenth century. Long before the olde t 
Rebrew and Greek records, tlie Phenicians had settled aH over tbe 
Mediterranean; tliey were in the 1Egean fourteen-and at Gades on tlie 
Atlantic eleven-centuries before the Christian era; they made long 
voyages in the Erythrrnan Sea or Indian Ocean, as well as 011 the 
Atlantic beyond the Pillars of Hercules. Herodotus tells .us that, 
about six hundred years before Christ, Pbenician sailors reported that, 
in rounding Africa to the south, they bad the sun on their right hand. 
" This, for my part," says Heordotus, " I do not believe ; but others 
may." This observation as to the position of the sun is however 
good evidence tha.t the expedition of N echo really took place. At all 
events this is the first hint to be found in literature of n, visit to the 
Southern Hemisphere, and we do not me.et with any more definite nnd 
satisfactory information till the time of the Renaiesance. 
For all practical purposes, the views of the later Greek philosoplJers, 
with reference to the figure and position of the earth, did not differ 
from those of the modern geographer, except in the difference between 
the geocentric and heliocentric standpoints. Eratosthenes estimated 
the circumference of the earth at 25,000 miles, a very remarkable 
• approximation to the truth, and we find ·him speculating, eighteen 
centuries before Columbus a d Magellan, on the po.5sibility of circum-
navigating the globe. The ancients divided tbe surface of tlrn earth 
into five zones. The torrid zone was uninhabitable from heat; the two 
frigid zones toward the poles were uninhabitable from cold, and in the 
Southern Hemisphere there was a temperate zone similar to that of the 
Northern Hemisphere in which the known world was situated. Aris-
totle does not say that the southern tempera.te .wne is inhabited, but 
Stral>o admits that there may be other worlds inhabited by a, different 
race of men. Pomponius Mela, who lived in the first century of our 
era, peaks as an undoubted fact of the existence of the autochthones 
inhabiting continental land in tbe Southern Hemisphere, although this 
land wa inacce ible owing to the heat of the intervening torrid zone. 
Mela h kl (like mo t of his predeces ors) that the habitable world of 
Eur pe, A ia, and Africa formed a single island surrounded. by the all 
ucir ·li g ea. Marinu of Tyre, who lived in the seconJ cent.ury, 
r j t bi vi w and returned to the le s correct notion of Rippar-
b who had maintain d that the known continent w re united to 
o h r ,· imil r ma. · f 1, nd ,·till unknown, and that tlie Atlantic and 
,·ep rat <l from each oth r, thu fi rming great 
1 ·h , 11 tol my adopt d the view 
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of Marinus, and consequently in his maps united the eastern coast of 
Africa by unknown lands or Southern Ethiopia to the Chinese coast.* 
The science and learning of antiquity were swept away by the destruc-
tive incursions of the barbarians, and there 1s retrogression rather than 
progress to record during the dark and middle ages. 
The Portuguese voyages along the west coast of Afrfoa, initiated by 
Prince Henry, the navigator; must be regarded as amoug the first fruits 
of the Renaissance, and the prelude to the great maritime discoveries 
of the 15th and 16th centuries. The views of' Mela prevailed in Portu-
gal, whereas those of Ptolemy were elsewhere supreme. By the time 
of Prince Henry's death in 1460, tbe Portuguese had reconnoitered the 
coast of ... <1.frica for 1,700 miles, and Bartholomew Diaz reached and 
doubled the Cape of Good Hope in 1486. This mo~t successful rnyage 
produced an immense sensation. A death blow was given to Ptolemy's 
view that the Indian Ocean was an inclosed sea·; the fiery zone of the 
ancients had been crossed; the southern temperate zone of .Aristotle, 
Strabo, and Mela had been reached, and it was inhabited. · Tlie air was 
filled with the. noise of discovery. A few years later Col um bus made 
his ever famous voyage across the Atlantic; Vespucci announced the 
discovery of a new world in the Southern Hemisphere, a fourth part 
unknown to the ancients. Tbe Portuguese sailed to India, the Spice 
Islands, and even China by way of the cape. From a peak in Darien, 
Balboa beheld a boundless ocean beyond the new-found lands in the 
west, and in 1520 Magellan passed into and crossed this great ocean, 
which he called the Pacific, thus completing the first circumnav-igation 
of the world. These great voyages doubled at a single bound all that 
was previously known of the earth's surface. The sphericity of the 
earth, the existence of antipodes, were no longer scientific theories, but 
demonstrated facts. The loss or gain of a day in sailing round the 
world, together with a multitude of other unfamiliar and bewildering 
facts, struck the imagination, and altogether the effect of these stai'tliug 
events was without parallel in the history of the world. The solid 
immovable eartll beneath men's feet was replaced by the mental picture 
of the great floating globe swung in space, supported by some unseen . 
·power. This grand conception can be traced in the literature of the 
succeeding century. Bacon and Milton had the image of the huge 
spinning globe continually before them, and Shakespeare's spirit seemed 
'' To reside 
In thrilling region of thick-ribbed ice; 
To be irnprison'd in the viewless winds 
And blown with restless violence round about 
The pendent world.n 
:Although many voyages were soon undertaken to the Arctic, centu, 
ries passed away before maritime exploration was directed toward the 
" SeeMurra,y, "The Discover~' of AIP.t}fica by Columbus," Scot. Geogr. Mag., 1893
1 
vol. 1x, V· 561, . · 
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Antarctic regions. The unknown lands of Ptolemy aud other geogra-
phers, tliough now cut off from the northern continents, still retaiue<l 
their place on charts down to the second voyage of Ja,mes Cook, und.er 
the names of. Southern Ethiopia, the Austral Contineut, Magella11ica, 
Regio Brasilio, and Regio Patalis. On a globe dated 1534, which I 
lately examined at \Veimar, mountains, lakes, and rivers arc shown on 
a large extent of land in the Pacific, stretching tow.ml the South Pole. 
In 1642 Tasman showed that Australia and Van Dieman's Land. were 
surrounded by the ocean to the south, but the west coast of New Zea.-
land,' which he visited, was believed to. be a part of the great southem 
continent, and this was held by some geographers of the eighteeuth 
century to extend as far east as the island of Juan Fernandez, to be 
greater in extent than the whole civilized part of Asia, and to contain 
50,000,000 inhabitants. Here is a part of the dedication of a collec-
tion of voyages, published in 1770 by a former hydrographei· of the 
Navy: 
"Not to him-who infatnatecl with female blandishment!:;, forgot for 
whcit he went ctbro(td and hastened back to amuse the Europeau worlcl 
with stories of enchantrnent in the New-Cytheria; BU'l' to-the man-
who eniulous of Magalhanes, and the heroes of former times, 1,in(leterr'd 
by difficulties, and unseduc'd by pleasure, shall persist through c-vm:y 
obstacle, and not by chance, but by virtue and good condn?t si~cceer! in 
establishing an intercourse with a southern continent, this lnstorwa,l 
collection of former discoveries in the South Pacific Ocean is preseuiecl 
by Alexander Dalrymple." 
About this time a French navigator reported the discovery of land 
to the southeast of the Cape of GoO(l Hope, and a, French expedition 
under M.. de Kerguelen was sent out iu 1772 to explore it. Kerguelen 
sighted land with high mountains in latitude 49° south and longitude 
69° east, sent a boat on shore, and rather precipitately concluded that 
he bad discovered the great southern continent. On his return to 
France he was llailed as a second Columbus, but on being sent out a 
second time to complete his discovery, the supposed southern continent 
turned out to be the aimost barren island which now bears Kerguelen's 
name. 
Durin g his first expedition James Cook showed that New Zea1a,nd 
wa.· an i larnJ, arnl that there was no sou·thern continent in the Paci.fie 
north of the parallel of 400 south. Cook's second expedition in 1772 
w· . undertaken with the express purpose of settling once for all tbi 
que i n of a southern continent, and he. crossed the whole. southern 
an in ·u ha manner as to leave no room for doubt that., if snch a 
ntin nt lid ~xi.·t, it mu t be ituated within the Antarctic Circle, and 
r l with perp ual now and i ·e. 
k r a h ,1 la it d 71 ° 10' outh, in longitude 106° 54' west, and 
h l r a l :aw the ic -harri r and mountains beyond. He 
l r w .- tr t f and to, ard the _ oqth Pole ex endiD g 
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farther north in the Atlantic and Iudian oceans than elsewl1erc, and 
says: ~ 
"It is true however t lrnt the greatest part of this southern continent 
(supposing there is one) must lie within the Polar Circle, where tbe sea 
is so pestered with ice that the land is thereby inaccessible. '_rhe 
risque one runs in exploring a coast in these unknown and icy seas is 
so very great that I can b~ bold euough to say that no man will ever 
vcuture farther than I have done, and that the lands which may lie to 
the south will never be explored. Thick fogs, snowstorms, intense cold, 
and every other thing that can render navigation dangerous, must be 
encountered, and these difficulties are greatly heightened by the inex-
prP-ssibly horrid aspect of the country, a country doomed by nature 
Hever once to feel the warmth of the sun's rays, but to lie buried in 
everlasting snow and ice. The ports which may be on the coast are, in 
a manner, wholly filled up with frozen snow of vast thickness; but if 
any should be so far open a,s to invite a ship into it, she would run a 
risque of bei11g fixed there for ever, or of coming out in an ice island. 
The islands and floats on the coast, tbe great falls from the ice-cliffs in 
the port, or a heavy snowstorm attended with a sharp frost, would be 
equally fatal." 
Two navigators have however ventured farther than Cook. Wed-
dell in 1823 penetrated to 74° south, but saw no laud. Sir James Clark 
Ross in 1841 and 1842 reached the seventy-eighth parallel, and discov-
ered Victoria Laud. These three explorers, Cook, Weddell, and Ross, 
are the only ones who have passed beyond the seventieth parallel of 
south latitude. 
A great many expeditions have sailed between the sixtieth and sev-
entieth parallels, and nearly all of them have discovered land in these 
southern latitudes. In 1819 Smith discovered the South Shetlands to 
the south _of Oa,pe Horn, aud soon afterward a brisk seal fishery among 
English and American sealers sprang np in these waters, the seat skins 
· bringing a high price in China. Bellingshausen discovered the islands 
of Alexander and Peter the Great; D'Urville discovered Adelie Land; 
the Ullited States exploring expedition discovered Wilkes' Land; 
.Powell discovered the South Orkneys ; Biscoe discovered Enderby'B 
Laud; BaUeny discovered the Balleny Islands and Sabine Laud, and 
Dallman more recently discovered Kaiser Wilhelm Islands and Bis-
marck Strnit to the north of Graham's Land. 
The greatest, the most successful and most important expedition to 
tlte Antarctic was, however, that of Sir James Q_lark Ro:;:;s, just referred 
to, l>etween the years of 1839 and 1843. He has furnished more trust-
worthy information than all the preceding and succeeding expeditions 
1rnt together. The chief object of the expedition was to make magnetic 
observations, and these were carried out with marked success. Ross, 
WltO had previously planted tlJe flag of hiH country On t,he north mag-
netic pole, even sailed within 160 miles of the south magnetic pole. 
Durin g the expedition Ross threw a flood of 11ew light on the physical 
and biological conditions of the Antarctic. He discussed his meteoro-
logical ob ·ervations, and pointed out the p ermanently low atmospheric 
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pressure of the Southern Hemisphere; he took surface arid deep-sea 
temperatures with much regularity; he became a pioneer in accurate 
deep-sea sounding and deep-sea dredging; he recognized that the ani-
nrnls from deep 'Water" were almost identical with tl10:se found at similar 
depths by his uncle in the .A.retie, and be prophesied that a nearly 
uniform low temperature would ultimately"'" be foun d everywhere iu 
deep water, and that living animals would be fouud at the greater 
depths all over the floor of the ocean. In the account of his voyage 
we find the best expression of all the anxieties, the dangers, the suffer-
ings, the charms and fascination, which accompany work in these bit-
ter, appalling, and magnificent realms of ice, where snow-storms, fogs, 
and gales alternate with brilliant sunshine. 
In January, 1841, after passing heavy pack ice far to the south of 
New Zealand, _Ross discovered Victoria Land, consisting of mountain 
ranges from 7,000 to 12,000 and 15,000 feet in height. To the east he 
fomid open navigable water with off-lying islands, on two of which-
Possession and Franklin islands-he landed. Tlns bold coast was 
traced for 500 miles to the south, where it terminated, in la,titude 78° 
south, in the volcanic cones of Mounts Erebus and Terror, Mount Ere-
bus at the time vomiting forth flame and lava from an elevation of 
12,000 feet. Glaciers descending from the mountam summits filled the 
valleys and bays of the coast, and projected several miles into the sea. 
It was impossible to enter any of the indentations or breaks on th.e 
coast, where, in other lands, harbors usually occur. On some days the 
sun shone forth with great brilliancy from a perfectiy serene and clear 
· sky of a most intense indigo blue, and the members of the expedition 
gazed with feelings of indescribable delight upon a scene of gran_deur 
and magnificence beyond anything they bad before seen or could have 
conceived. 
From the eastern foot of Mount Terror, Ross found a perpendicular 
wall of ice from 150 to 200 feet in height, extending away to the east, 
through which, as he says, there was no more chance of sailing than 
through the cliffs of Dover. He traced this ice barrier in an east anu 
west direction for 300 miles; and within a mile of it be obtained a 
depth of 260 fathoms, with a fine soft mud at the bottom. In the fol-
lowing sea on Ross was not so successful; for weeks be was a pri ' oner 
in th pack ice. Still, he reached the ice barrier again in latitude 78° 
10' outb, a little to the east of bis ·position in the previous year, but 
no new land wa di covered. In the third season Ross made explora-
tion among the i land to the south of Cape Horn, ianding on Cock-
bur I land but bi attempt, to follow in the track of Weddell were 
to the heavy pack ice encountered throughout the 
m r d hat Ro was the only .Antarctic explorer 
' pr p ,rly tr ngthen cl and fortified, and this 
£ r hi r mark bl p rtorman e in the pack ice. 
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The oftener I read the account of this rnagmficent expedition, the more 
do I wish that another such commander, and another such expedition, 
might be sent out from this country, provided. with steam power and 
all the appliances for investigation which the experience of the past 
fifty years would be able to suggest. With the same amount of good 
luck, priceless additions would. certainly be made to human knowledge. 
The Challenger was the first, and up to the present time the only 
steam vessel which has crossed. tlie Antarctic Circle. She was wholly 
unprotected for ice work. Her contributions towards the solution of 
Antarctic problems belong for the most part to tlle deeper regions of 
the Antarctic Ocean. During last year, some interesting observations 
have been furni shed by the Scotch and Norwegian whalers, who visited 
the seas and islands immediately to the south of Cape Horn. 
After this brief review of Antarctic e~ploration we may ask: What 
is tbe nature of the snow and ice-covered land observed at so many 
points towards the South Pole i Is there a sixth continent within the 
Antarctic Circle, or is the la,nd nucleus, on which tbe massive ice cap 
rests, merely a group of lofty volcanic hills 1 This is a question still 
asked and answered differently by naturalists and phy&ic.a.l geographers. 
To my mind there seems to be abundant evidence that there exists in 
this region a vast extent of true continental land, the area of which is 
· greater than that of Australia, or nearly 4,000 000 square miles. Of all 
the bold southern explorers Ross and D'Urville are the only two who 
have set foot on land within the Antarctic Circle. I can find no record 
of any ship having come to anchor within the .Antarctic area, or indeed 
south of the latitude of 60° south, although Ross met with shallow 
enough soundings off Possession Island, and Wilkes found rn fathoms 
in Pirier's Bay, Adelie Land. 
Ross reports the rocks of Possession, Franklin, and Cockburn Islands, 
on which he landed, to be of volcanic origin, and in his dre.dgings to 
the east of Victoria Land in depths from .200 to 400.fathoms, be like-
wise procured many volcanic rocks along with some fragments of a 
gray granite.* All explorers report the islands to the south of Cape 
Horn to be composed of volcanic rocks, but the recent soundings in 
this vicinity by Mr. Bruce indicate the presence of metamorphic and 
even sedimentary rocks, and Dr. Donald has brought home some inter-
esting tertiary fossils collected last year on Seymour Island by a Nor-
wegian whaler.t We have thus very good reasons for assuming that 
*McCormick compares the monntairis of Victoria Land to tbose of Anvergne in 
France. His sketches are very different from those of Davis, in showing mnch more 
geological structure a.nd much less snow and ice. See R. McCormick, "Voyages of · 
Discovery in Arctic and Antarctic Seas ;" London, 1884, vol, I. 
tMessrs. G. Sharman an<l E.T. Newton, F. n. s ., pa,lreontologists to the Geological 
Survey, state that the nine fossils from Seyqiour I sland. are of much interest from a 
geolog ical point of view. They arc weathered and somewhat denuded, intlicatiug, 
probably, a long exposure upon a seashore. They belong to the following well-known 
form : Five to Cucullwa, one to Cytherea, one to Nat·ica, and two are piec_es of conif-
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in the Antarctic, facing the great Pacific Ocean, there is a cliain of 
active and . extinct volcanic cones, rising in Mounts Erebus and J\lel-
bourne to 12,000 and 15,000 feet, similar to, or rather a continuation of, 
that ·vast chain of volcanoes which more or less completely surround.· 
the whole Pacific, f;;teing, so to speair, the circle of continental laud 
looking out on that great ocean basin. 
When we rememl>er t.hat tlleir ships were wholly unprotected for jcc, 
the voyages of D'Urville and vVilke~ to the Antarctic Circle south of 
Australia must !Jc regarded ais l)lucky in the extreme. At Adelie Land 
D'Urville passed through tlle vast tabular icebergs and reached open 
water within ai few miles of the land, which at that point rose to a heip;ht 
of 2,000 and 3,000 feet. Herc the members of tbe expedition landed 011 
a small i8land about ·GOO yards from tho mainland. Tile rock. are 
described as granite and gneiss, and from tue description of their l1ard-
ness there can be little doubt that 'ulte fundamental gneiss so character-
istic of continental land wa,s here exposetl. vVilkes was uuabJe to reach 
land, but in the same locality he found very shallow water, antl. lan<lcd 
on an iceberg covered with clay, mud, gravel, stones, and large boulder 
of reel sandstone and ba.salt, 5 or G feet in dimneter. 
There is another way in which a, great de:11 may be learned concerning 
the nature of Antarctic laud. During the Challen!Jer expedition, tram;-
ported fragments of continental rocks were never found toward the 
central portions of the great ocean basins in tropical and sub-tropical 
rngions. The only rocks dredged from these areas were fragment. of 
pumice or angular rock fragments of volcanic origin. In the Cen-
tral Pacific, however, as the fortieth 1,a,rallel of south latitude was 
approached-thereforejust beyond the limit t.o whichAuta.rctic icebergs 
·have ·been observed 1.o drift-a few rounclefl fragmeHts of granite and 
quartz were dredge(l from the bottom. of the sea; similar fragm "nts 
were obtained in the South Atlantic in high la.titucleR, and as the 0 /wl-
lenger proceeded toward the Antarctic Circle in the South Indian Ocean 
these fragments of continental rocks increased in mun ber t.ill, at tbe 
most soutli,erly points reached, they, along with the mineral particles 
and muddy matter derived from continentnl la nd , mad e up l>y far the 
larger pa.rt of the depo it. These fragments consisted of granite , 
quartzi£ rous diorites, schistoid diorite , amphibolites, mica schi t~, 
o-raiu d quartziteR, sand tone, a few fragment. of compact lime:tone, 
and par ially d compo ed earthly shaleH. These lithological type are 
di, tin tly indicative of continental land, and rem mbering what ha 
ju t n aid a, to their di tribntio11, it , eem wholly unne e, sary to 
r fut he, ng e tion that tbe e fragment. may llave be n transport d 
th 11 rtb rn c nti II nt. . 
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Glanconite is another mineral which ,va1, procured in the blue muds 
near Antarctic land. 'l'his rniueral fills the shells of foraminifera and 
· other calcareous organisms, and l1as been found in the muds along 
nearly all continental shores where the debris of continental rocks makes 
up the greater part of the deposit. Glauconite 1s now in process of 
forrnaticm in all these positions, lmt it is apparently wholly absent from 
the pelagic deposits of the great ocean basim; far from continental land, 
as well as from the deposits around volcanic islands. Its presence in 
the blue muds of the far south is therefore most suggestive of an Antarc-
tic continent. 
Wlicn we come to estimate the extent of this sixth continental area, 
greater difficulties are presented. A knowledge of the depths of the 
surrounding ocean would enable the outlines to be drawn with great 
exactitude, but unfortunately the positions where accurate soni1dings 
have been ta.ken are few and far between. lu the South Pacific, South 
Atlantic, and South Indian oceans) between the latitudes of 30° and 
50° south, we have most excellent lines of soundings right round the 
world and in these latitudes the average (lepth of the ocean is over 
2,300 fathoms, or about 2~ miles."' Between the latitudes of 50° and 
6.jo soutll, the indications we possess appear to show a gradual shoal-
iug, with a,n average depth of about 1,700 fathoms, or nearly 2 miles. 
I have been criticised for showing on bathyrnetrica,l charts a. great depth 
in the Soutlieru Ocean to the southwest of south Georgia. This has been 
done because of a sounding by Ross, who paid ont 4,000 fathoms of line 
at tliis spot without finding bottom. Ross knew perfectly well bow to 
take deep-sea soundings, and his observation seems to show that the 
ocean is here deeper tLan 4,000 fathoms, and tllis may well be accepted 
tilJ disproved by more trustworthy results; besides the temperature of 
the deep water to the east of South America points to a great depth in . 
tLis region. The depths obtained by tbe Challenger in the neighbor-
hood of tb e Antarctic Circle were 1,675, 1,800, and 1,300 fathoms, and 
judging from the nature of the deposits I think all these were within 
100 or 200 miles from land. Wilkes obtained depths of GOO and 800 
fathoms about 20 or 30 miles from the shore of Adclie Land, an<l Ross 
ol>tained many soundings of from 100 to 500 fathoms all over a great bank 
cxtendiug 200 miles to the east of Victoria Land; ~imilar depths have 
been found to extend to some distance to the cast of Joinville Land to 
the south of Cape Horn. We have no trustwortlty indications of ridges, 
barriers, or banks extendiug far northwards from Antarctica. It is, 
therefore, most probable that the northern continents are everywhere 
cut off from the Antarctic land mass by a depth approaching to, if not 
exceeding, 2 miles. Taking all these indicati01rn into co11siderat.iou I 
have shown on the map what I believe to be the probable position and 
extent of Antarctica. Like otuer continents it would appear to have 
mou11tain ran ges with volcanoes faciug 011e ocean, and lower bills and 
• See accorn pnn y ill o- map of South Polnr area. 
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great lowland plains stretching toward the other ocean basins. In 
order to account for the <listribution of terrestrial organisms in the 
Southern Hemisphere, some naturalists believe that there must have 
been in recent geological times a great extension of Antarctica toward · 
the tropics. However this may be, all will agree that a very 11ecessary 
preliminary to any profitable discussion of so difficult a subject mu t 
be a fuller knowledge of the present conditions that prevail through-
out the Southern Hemisphere, such as a new expedition alone can be 
expected to supply. 
All observers agree in representing the great Antarctic land mass to 
be buried beneath a heavy capping of perpetual ice and snow. The 
nucleus of rock is only revealed in off-lying islands, or on the face of 
high and bold escarpments. The outlines and larger features of the 
mountain ranges are not obliterated in the highland near the coasts at 
all events,for peak after peak with varied contours are seen to rise,one 
behind the other, towards the interior. 
The snow aud ice. which descend from the steep seaward face of the 
Admiralty aud Prince Albert ranges of Victoria Land, while filling up 
the valleys and bays, do not present an inaccessible face of ice at all 
parts of the coast, although th.is is often stated to be the case. Ros 
himself says: "Had it been possible to have found a place of security 
·(for the ships) upon any part of this coast, where we might have 
wintered in sigbt of the brilliant burning mountain, and so short a 
distance from the magnetic pole, both of these interesting spots might 
ea.si1y have been rea,ched by travelling 11arties in the following spring." 
McCormick, a member of Ross's expedition, recommends Macrnurdo 
Bay, at the foot of Mount Erebus, as a place where winter quarters 
might be found, aud hints that there would be no difficulty iu ascending 
and travelling over the land. 
The ice and snow however which form on the slopes of the mountain 
range facinp; the interior of Victoria Land descend to the lower reacbe 
of the continent, where they acmi.mulate in vast undulating fields and 
plains, hundreds of feet in thickness, and ultimately this great glacier 
or ice cap is pushed out over all the lowlands into the ocean, forming 
there the true ice barrier, a soli<l. perpendicular wall of ice, probably 
from 1,200 to 1,500 feet in thicknes · , rising from 150 to 200 feet above, 
and inking 1,100 to 1,400 feet below the level of the ea. When the 
fi r fr nt · oftbi, gr at r eping gla ierare pushed into depths ofabout 
3 r 400 fath m ~ lar · stretches are broken off and float away a the 
ft. ri d, p rp ndi ular-fa eel, horizontally-stratified, tab1e-topp d 
r , of th Antar i • and outh rn oc aH , whi ·h may e mile in 
ually fl , from 150 t 200 fe tin l1eigh t above tlrn · a 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
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No sooner do these great ice islands-these majestic and sublime sen-
tinel outposts-of Antarctica sail forth on their new career, than they 
collide the one with the other; the fragments of impact are scattered 
over the surface of the ocean, and, with similar fragments derived fro.Ill 
the steeper land slopes, with salt-water ice, and accumulations of snow, 
they form what is known as the pack. This pack, when heavy and 
closely set, has been erroneously called by Wilkes and other writers 
the ice barrier-a name which should only be used to designate the 
solid continuous ice wall that is pushed into the sea from the central 
regions of the continent, such as that along which Ross sailed for 300 
miles. 
Waves dash against the vertical faces of-the :floating ice-islands as 
against a rocky shore, so that at the sea level they are first cut into 
ledges and gullies, and then into caves and caverns of the most heavenly 
blue,* from out of which comes the resounding roar of the ocean, and 
into which the snow-white aud other petrels may be seen to wing their 
way through guards of soldier-like penguins stationed at the entrances. 
As these ice islands are slowly drifted by wind and current to the north, 
they tilt, turn, and sometimes capsize, and then submerged prongs and 
Rpits are thrown high into the air, producing irregular pinnacled bergs 
higher, possibly, than the original table-shaped mass. As decay pro-
ceeds, the imprisoned bowlders, stones, and earth are deposited over 
the ocean's floor as far as sub-tropical regions. 
The late Mr. Croll used to speak of an accumulation of ice and snow 
at the South Po1e 10 and even 20 miles in thickness; but from all we 
know of the properties of ice, and the relation of its melting or freez-
ing point to temperature and pressure, it is highly improbable that such 
a thickness of ice will be found on any part of the Antarctic continent. 
If the snow cap rests on roek of a temperature half a degree below the 
freezing point, then the greatest thickness of ice formed on the conti-
11ent would not likely exceed 1,600 or 1,800 feet, and this appears to be 
just a little more than the greatest thickness of the great ice barrier 
when it is floated oft' into the ocean as ice islands. This may possibly 
represent the greatest thickness that can be formed under existing con-
most probable that the height above water is about one-seventh of the total thick-
ness of the berg.-See Murray, "The Exploration of the Antarctic Regions," Scot. 
Geogr. Mag., 1886, vol. II, p. 553. 
* The deep blue color is due to the fact that all the air has been expelled from the 
deeper parts of the ice cap by the constant melting and regelation which takes place 
throughout the whole mass as it moves over the land. When a cannon ball was 
:fired into this azure-blue ice the ball did not penetrate, but large masses of ice fell 
away., tbe fractures having a conchoidal appearance like glass. When a ball was 
fired into the upper areolar white layers of a table berg it penetrated without pro-
ducing any visible effect. Fragments of the white areolar layers were snbjected to 
pressure and impact on board ship, and it was observed that these fragments could 
be easily deformed, while fragm ents of the transparent azure-blue ice behaved quite 
differently under the same tests, resembling a purely crystalline substance. 
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diti01JS.* A party of well-equipped observer.s-wbo snould spend a 
winter on tlrn Antarctic continent- would doubtless bring back valua-
ble information for the discussion of this iuterestiug problem, such :_1.· 
~eria,l temperatures from b orings in the ice ca.p, botl.i Yertically aud hon 
zontally, the temperatureoftlrn earth;s surface beneath the ice, wllether 
or not water rnns away from nnder the glaciers, as\\ ell as observatio11.-
conceming the appearance of Urn upper sudace of tlle ice fields and 
the motion of tne ice over tile land. 
Our knowledge of the meteorology of the Antarctic regions is hmited 
to a few observations during tlle summer montlls iu very restricted 
localities, and is therefore most imperfect. One of the most remarka-
ble features in the meteorology of the globe is the low a.tmospheric 
pressure, maintained in all seasons, in the Southern Hemispl1ere south 
of latitude 40° south, with its inevitable attendant of strong westerly 
winds, large rain and snow-fall, all round the globe in these latitudes. 
The observations hitherto made point to the existence over certain partl;; 
of these latitudes of a mean pressure of 29·00 inches and under,-,t,S 
for example to the southeast of the Falkland Islands and to the south-
east of New Zealand. 
On the other hand, in the Ar0tic regions there is in the winter months 
no such system of low presst1re in similar latitudes, but instea d tlrnre 
are two systems of low pressure, having a mean of 29·50 inclles, wllich 
are absolutely restricted to the nortllern portions of tbe Atlantic and 
Pacific oceans. Over the rest of the Arctic region s proper the mean 
atmospheric pressure exceeds 30·00 inches, being, roughly speak in g, 
about the same as the mean pressure of -London. ln accorda,nce with 
this distribution of pressure
1 
ob~ervat,10ns show that northerly wind 
immensely preponderate over .Arctic and sub-Arctic regions. The 
large number of meteorological observations mad e during tile pre. ent 
century in tlrn big-h la,titndes of the Nortli~m B ernisphere place the e 
facts in the clearest light, and they are admirably represente(l by Dr. 
Buchan in bis new isobaric charts which accompany the Challenge1' 
report. 
In the Nortllern Hemisphere tlJe land almo;-;t (:Omplete1y surrounds th 
.. , ee Murra~: op . r:it., p. 535: 1886. The motion of glaciers is often compare,l to 
tlrn,t of rivers ancl of viscons botlie ; bnt these con1parison arE- not strictly orrect, 
and may sometimes lJe m1sleadi11g. The peculiarit,y of 1cc motio11 ancJ its cro iv 
power appear to be largely l1ne to tho fact that its melt-iog or fre 1,ziug- poiuL vari 
with tempern.turc :mcl pre. !lure. TLc pre:;sure l,e.1ng u:.1equally distribnted tbrouo-b-
ont tl1 gla ier, mi nut cry, tals of ice are melted where the pres, JHO is greate t.; tlH' 
r nlting wat r occnpyiug less spac ·, regelat1ou at once takes place, and wh •re the 
i1· v "b 11 · mpa t an<.l rystalline pr urc is rxerted in all direction , moti n 
ta.kin pla<· in th 11ath of I a t r istance. The imm n e tlli kne s of ir e some-
tim invok d do no e m n crs ary to account for the ro ive elf t protluced l>y 
tr. ti6 1l appcaranr of the ·onth rn iceb rgs i evideHtly due to th 
con · an m 1 inrr an,l r rrclation whic h go 011 hronghout th 1c cap; in the deep r 
part f th· l><·r~. th .- la~ r.- ar 110 tllic·krr than waf rs1 and where th i · · i 
·holl · ·r · tallin th layer di aprH·ar ultog h r. 
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Arctic Ocean; in tlle Southern Hemisphere the open ocean completely 
surrounds the Antarctic continent, aucl this open oceau carries with it 
the low barometric pressure all round. N o,v, if the low presimre still 
farther deepeucd with increase of latitude towards the South Pole, it is 
certain that the prevailing winds over all these high latitudes would he 
northwesterly aml northerly. But the ohservatiolls made by Ross, tbe 
Cltallenger, and more recently, in latitudes higher than G0° south, by the 
Dundee whalers and others, quite unanimously tell us that in these 
. high southern latitudes the predominating -winds are southerly and 
southeasterly. Thus, during the winter of 18!:>2-'93, in latitudes higher 
than G0° south, halfofthc whole winds recorded bytbe Diana, were south, 
southeast, and east, being directions opposite to the winds which would 
certa.inly prev-ail if pressure diminished steadily to the South Pole. 
Such surface currents as bave been observed in the Antarctic Ocean 
come also from south and southeast. 
All the tea,ching of meteorology therefore indicates that a large 
anti-cyclone with a higher pressure than prevails over the open ocean to 
northwards overspreads the Antarctic continent. While this anti-cy-
clonic region may not be charaeterized by au absolutely high pressure 
at nll seasons, it must be lligh relatively to the very low pressure which 
prevails to the north-;vard. The soutlierly outflowiug wiuds which 
accompany this anti-cyclone will be dry winds and attended by a small 
precipitation. It is probable that about 74° south the belt of excessive 
precipitation has been passed, and it is even couc0ivable that at the 
pole precipitation might be very little in excess of, or indeed not more . 
than equal to, the evaporation. Even one year's observations at two 
points on the Antarctic continent might settle this poiut, and enable us 
to form a tolerably complete idea of the annual snow-fall and evapora-
tion over the whole coi~tinent. An approximate estimate might then 
be given of the annual discha.rge from the solid glacier rivers into the 
surrounding oceau. Indeed it is impossible to over-estimate the value 
of Antarctic observations for the right understa11ding of the general 
meteorology of the globe. 
Not less interesting than the meteorology of the land area is that of 
the ocean in southern latitudes. In the neighborhood of the Antarctic 
Circle the temperature of the air and sea surface is, even in summer, at 
or below the free.r,ing point of fresh water. A sensible rise takes place 
about the sixtieth parallel, and a temperature of 38° F. has been recorded 
in that latitude in March for both tbe air and sea surface. The general 
result of all the ·sea temperatures observed by Cook, Wilkes, Ross, aind 
t;1c Challenger in the Antarctic Ocean 8hows that a_ layer of cold watel' 
underlies in summer a thin warm surface stratum and overlies another 
warm but deeper stratum towards the bottom. The cold stratum exte]l(lS 
like a wedge northwards for about 12° . At depths lJetween 50 and 300 
fathoms at the southern thick end of the wedge tbe temperature is 2so 
F., and at the northern thin end of t,be wedge it increases to ~bout 32-50 
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at 80 fathoms. The surface layer ranges from 29° in the south to 380 in 
the north, ancl the deeper bottom laye.rs range from 320 to 350, 
Mr. Buchanan found that the density of the cold layer, and indeed 
of all the d~eper waters, was higher than that of the surface, and his 
admirable researches on the effects ·produced by freezing sea water, 
appear to give a satisfactory explanation of the effect of these phenomena 
on the distribution of temperature in this ocean. It bas been found 
that sea water on freezing is divided into two sa.li11iferous parts, one 
solid, which is richer in sulphates, and one liquid, which contains J)l'O-
portionally more chlorides than the parent sea water.':« The liquid 
brine thus produced is deuser;an<l sinks .into the underlying water, thus 
rendering the deeper water more saline an<l at the same time lowering 
its temperature. In a basin isolated from general oceanic circulation, 
like the Norwegian basin of the Arctic regions, there is prodnce<l. in this 
way an uniform temperature of about 29° F. iu all the deeper waters, 
but no trace of this state of matters is found in the Antarctic. On the 
contrary, at the greater depths a temperature is found somewhere 
.between 32° and 340 F. as far sou th as the Antarctic circle, and uot 
therefore very different from the temperature of tlle deepest bottom 
water of the tropical region s of the ocean. 
The presence of thi~ relatively warm water in the deeper parts of the 
Antarctic Ocean may be explained by a consideration of geueral oceanic 
circulation. The warm tropical waters which are driven southward· 
along the eastern coasts of South America, Africa, and Australia, into 
the great all-encircling Southern Ocean, there become cooled as they 
are driven to the east by the strong westerly winds. These waters on 
account of their high salinity, can suffer much dilut ion with Antarctic 
water, and still be denser than water from these higher httitudes at the 
same temperature. :Herc again, the density observations indicate that 
the cold water found at the grea,ter depths of the ocean probably leave 
the surface and sinks toward the bottom in the Sontbern Ocean between 
the latitudes M 450 and 060 south. These deeper, but i10 t neces arily 
bottom, layers are then drawn slowly northward toward the tropi · to 
upply the deficiencies there produced by evaporatiou and sontltwar<l-
flowing surface current , and these deeper layers of relatively warm 
water appear likewise to be slowly drawn southwards to the Antarctic 
area to supp~y the place of the ice-cold currents of surface water drifted 
to the north. Thi, warm underlying .water is evidently a potent factor 
in th rn lting and de truction of the huge table-topped iceberg of the 
ou h rn bemi pber . Whil the e views a to circulation appear to 
~ 11 e, tabli. h d still a fuller xamination of these water i ' mo t 
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desirable at different seasons of the year, with improved thermometers 
and other instruments. Here,. again, a new Antarctic expedition would 
supply the knowle<lge essential to a correct solution of many problems 
in Oceanography. Ross describes a strong tidal current aud rip between 
Possession Island an<l. the mairiland of Victoria, but on the whole, we 
bave very little information concerning the tides and surface currents 
in the Antarctic. 
No land animal, and no trace of vegetation, not even a lichen or a 
piece of 8eaweed, bas been found on land within the Antarctic circle. 
On Cockburn Island, in latitude 64° south, Hooker colleeted twenty 
cryptogamic species, three of them seaweeds, and this may be regarded 
as not far from the southern limit of terrestrial vegetation. The fossils 
and fossiliferous beds above referred to distinctly indicate the existence 
of more genial conditions within the Antarctiq in past geological times, 
and should be fully explored. . 
· ·when we-turn to the waters of the Antarctic Ocean, we find at the 
present time a great profusion of life, both an_imal and vegetable. Dur-
ing the Challenger expedition, myriads of minute spherical tetraspone 
were observed to give the sea a peculiar green color over large areas. 
Diatoms were frequently in such enormous abundance, that the tow nets 
were filled to the brim with a yellow-brown slimy masR, with a distress-
ing odor, through which :various crustaceans, annelids, and other animals 
wriggled. 
As these marine alg:::e are the primary source of food in the sea, their 
great development in the Antarctic Ocean leads to a corresponding 
abundance of animals. Occasionally vast qua,ntities of Copepods 
Arnphipods, and Schizopods were observed to give the ocean a dull 
red color, and the more delicate tow nets were at such times so filled 
with these animals, that they occasionally bmst on beiug hauled on 
board ship. These small crustaceans are in turn the chief food of the 
fishes, penguins, seals, and whales, which abound in tl.Je waters of the 
Great Southern Ocean. 
Organisms such as the diatoms and radiolaria, which secrete silica, 
and the foraminifera and pteropods, which secrete carbonate of lime, 
are, on account of their distribution> tlie most interesting of all the 
pelagic creatures captured in the surface and sub-surface waters of the 
ocean. Near Antarctic land the deposits at the bottom of the sea are, 
as already stated, mostly made up of rock fragments and detritus from 
the snow-clad Antarctic continent. A little to the noi:th the number 
of these particles decreases, and they are largely replaced by the dead 
frustrules of diatoms and radiolaria, and then we find a pure white 
siliceous deposit at the bottom, which is called a diatom ooze. Still 
farther to the north, wheu the influence of the warm northern currents 
com:r:nences to be felt, the diatoms are largely replaced on the surface 
by the calcareous shells of foraminifera and pteropods, and at the 
bottom of the sea in these latitudes the dia,tom ooze g·i ves pla.,ce to a 
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pinkish-white gfobigernia ooze1 composed chiefly of carbonate of li111e_ 
Still farther to the north, about the latitude of 408 sontll, the 8ea i.· 
often about 3 miles in depth, and in such depth s where far remore<l 
from contiuental land, the calcareous shells are for the most part di8-
solved, and there is a very remarkable deposit at the bottom, composed 
of a fine reel clay, manganese nodules, zeolitic crystals, magnetic a11d 
metallic spherules of extra-terrestrial origiu, thousarnls of sl..ia,rks' teeth, 
and the remains of whales and other cetaceans. In these red clay areaH 
the trawl brougllt up i11 a single haul over 1,500 sl.iarks' teetl1, some of 
them as large as- and not to l>e distinguisbed from-the specimens of 
Ca.rcharodon of Tertiary age; as~ociated with these teeth were 50 or GO 
earbones of ziphiod whales and otller cetaceans.*' From a careful con-
sideration of a.11 the conditions, it seems to me that deposition is, iu 
these places, at the minimum, and that since Tertiary times there may 
not have been over a few inches of deposit laid down in these re<l clay 
areas. A new expedition might thoroughly explore one of these peculiar 
and instructive deposits. 
All over tbe floor of the Antarctic Ocean there is a most abundant 
fauna, apparently more abundant and more pecuiiar tllau in any other 
region of the ocean's bed. In one haul made by the Cha llenger in a 
depth of 2 miles in latitude 47° south, the trawl brought up (exclud-
ing protozoa) over 200 specimells belonging to SG species of animals, 
of which 73 '-'·ere new to science, inc!uding representatives of 28 new 
genera. This and similar trawlings show a larger number of intli-
. viduals, genera, and species than any single haul from sim ilar depths 
in other regions of the oceans, and I am inclined to think this is inti-
mately connected with the large number of surface creatures which 
a.re killed in these latitude,:; by the mixing of waters from the tropics 
and waters from the Anta.rctie; for these organisms, on falling to the 
bottom, afford a larger supply of food to deep-sea animals here than in 
other localities. 
'rhe following table exhibits the total result of tbe Challenger's 
9 trawling~ aml dretlgings south of the fort.y-tbinl parallel, in cleptlJs 
greater than 1,200 fathoms; 830 animals were captured ( excluding the 
protozoa) belonging to 3!)8 species, of which 326, or nearly an tbo e 
de cribed, were new to science. Of these 102 new- species and 30 new 
g 11era, ,vere not obtained in a,uy other region of the bed of the ocean. 
Among t he e were 8 1 ew genera an<l 56 new pecie~ of e ·hinoderm , 
many of t hem exhibi ing mark cl peculiaritie .t Iany other form~, 
, u ·h a.· om Rp cies of ·croliH a.moug the crn tacea, am limited to tllc 
cl p wat ,r of th outh rn Hemisphere. Tb ab encc of om group ·, 
· 1 ·b a.· tli bra ·hynra, in all tb dredO'ing is likewi , e ugge tive. 
}Inrray ancl R uanl, 'hallenge1· Report on D p-, ea Deposits, 1 91, p. 360. 
1 i'amrl~ Tha11matocrin111J, 'hitonaster, 01Jhioplintlrns, Ophiocymbiurn, , plttagocystis, 
Erliinor·rPpi!t ,,rni<"opalayus an<l cotoa11a8sa . Al xand r Ag-a iz ay. : "Tho lip-
p,·r- hap · l E ·hinoc1·episarnl tho CrLlcril 8-lik rccl1imtB (fountl only in tho c1 p water 
' t11 \ntarctic ar a) r mind u. of typ, wbi ·h fl lll'isb cl iu tbc "' retace us seas,'' 
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Jninuils (exc ludin g the Protozoa) vutaine1l 'in the i-rawl crncl dredge by the Challenger expe-
dition towards th e .J. 11tarctic i·cgions 'in depths greater than 1,200 fathoms. 
Latit.ude. 
I 
net ween 43° uml 50° sou th .. ~ 
I 
l 
l3et1..- eeu 50° and 60° south . ~ 
Between 600 asd 65° sou th .. { 
South of 65° south .. ......... . 
. -I 
Statiou. / J?opth in INnmberof Numb_erof l Number_or l Number of_ 
I 1::ttboms. i specimens. species . n e w species, n ew genera. • 
-------1------ ----- -- - I 
146 J, 375 2CO 78 66 i 17 
147 l, 600 2GO 8!l 73 , 28 
l[j!) 2, 150 20 10 4 
160 2, 600 50 :JO 25 10 
157 1 1. 950 I l50 7!) 69 25 
158 1,800 I 10 I 45 33 13 
152 j . I 1. 260 ! 20 I l'.:! 10 4 
15G ! ] , !li5 100 I • 37 32 13 
153 i 1, 675 'W I 18 ]] 5 
~~1- --··· ·· ··· 830 I , 398 326 119 
• One hundred and sixty-two new s pecies an d 30 new genera were not obtained outsille this Ant-
a rctie area durin g the cruise. 
It is most probable, indeed almost certain, that the floor of the ocean, 
as well as all pelagic waters, have been peopled from the shallow waters 
surrounding continental land; and here in the deep waters of the Ant-
arctic we appear to have very clear indications of the existence of the 
descendants of animals that once inhabited the shallow water along 
tlle shores of Antarctica, while in other regions of the ocean the descend-
ants of the shallow water organisms of the northern continents prevail. 
This is a subject of great interest to all biologists, and can best be 
studied by a more efficient exploration of these southern latitudes. 
'l'bis rapid review of the present state of our knowledge concerning 
the Antarctic should, if in any way successful, have at the same time 
furnished distinct indications as to the great extent of our .ignorance 
concerning all that obtains within the South Polar regions. It should 
likewise have.enabled you to appreciate the great advantages which 
would fl.ow from successful exploration in the immediate future. 
Within the, past few mop.tbs I have been in communication with 
geographers and scientific men in many parts of the world, and among 
tLem tltere is complete unanimity as to the desira}Jility, nay, necessity., 
for South Polar exploration, 8,nd wonder is expressed that an expedition 
ha,s not long since been fitted out to undertake investigations which, it 
is admitted on all sides, would be of the greatest value in the progress 
of so mauy branches of natural knowledge. Prof. Neumayer, who bas 
so long ad vacated South Polar exploration, says: "It is certain that 
without an examination and a survey of the magnetic properd.es of the 
A11tarctic regions, it is utterly hopeless to strive, " ·ith prospects of.suc-
cess, at the advancement of the theory of the earth's magnetism." 
Otlter eminent geographers and scientific men urge the ad vantages 
w liiclt would accrue to other branches of science.* 
" Prof. Ale, llnc1et Agai:1siz writes: " I wish yon tho Lest success wjth ,Your pro-
posed Antarctic expedition . . What yon propose doin g is the right thiug to ·c10, a,nd 
the results ought to uc most interesting, judg ing from the little we know of the fow 
SM:93-24 
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To determine the nature and extent of the Antarctic continent; to 
penetrate into the interior; to ascertain the depth and n~ture of th 
ice-cap; to observe the · character of the underlying rocks and their 
fossils; to take magnetical and meteorological observations bot.h at sea 
islands which have been ha11tily visited. Your scheme of having the ships kept at 
-work, sounding, dredging, etc., while the land parties are exploring the land, is tho 
most practical and economical way of carrying on such an expedition. It has alwayH 
seemed to me such a waste of time and money to h~ve the ships and their crews wait 
on thelandsmen." 
Prof. Ernest Haeckel writes: " "I have heard with great interest that England 
has the design of setting on foot a great scientific expedition for the exploration of 
the Antarctic Ocean. The task is in fact as interesting as it is pressing and impor-
tant. It is remarkable how much money and how many lives have been offered by 
Europe and North America for North Polar expeditions, while the much less known 
South Pole has seemed almost forgotten since Ross's time. And how many great 
and importa.nt problems await solution there! The British nation seems to me called 
upon before all others to carry out this great task, and to send a ship for several 
years (including wintering at a station) to the South Polar Sea. The frnits of such 
an expedition would certainly form a worthy sequel to those which you have attaineu 
through the incomparable Cilallenge1' expedition with its wealth of results. It would 
· 1ay the foundation for all time. I hope and wish from my heart that the Engli h 
Government views it in this light, and will grant the large suppli es necessary for 
this expedition. I send you my best wishes for the speedy completion of the con-
cluding volume of the great Challenger work. This 'standard work' will remain 
for all time the foundation for all biological and thalassographical investigations, 
in relation to Plankton and Benthos alike, .especially of the deep sea. The thorough 
investigation of the Antarctic Ocean with its fauua and flora seems to me a necessa,ry 
supplement to the Challenger work." 
Prof. ·F. E. Schultze writes:* "You wish for my opinion on the subject of a. more 
extensive exploration of the Antarctic region. I l>elieve I shall be in agreement, 
not only with Sill representatives of physical geography, bnt especially with all tho 
biologists in the world, when I say that there is no region of the snrface of our ()'lobe 
which is so little known, but so much deserves a thorough investigation as preci ely 
this of the Antarctic. Allow me a.lso to call your atte11tion to the fact that, of all the 
oceans, the southern and central part of the Indian Ccean has hitberto been.least 
explored, and that therefore it might be advisable, if opportunity offered-say', during 
a winter-to make an excursion to the central part of the Indian Ocean . In the hope 
that to the great Challenger expedition may be a.ddetl one similar a.ml equally rich in 
results for the exploration of the Antarctic, I wish s1~ccess to this important under-
taking from my heart." 
Prof. J. Thoulet writes:,. "There is only one way in which to ans wer the letter 
you have been so good as to write to me, namely to send yon my warmest enconr-
agement to continue the great and noble t ask of discovering tl.Je secrets of the Ant-
arctic r gions. May you succeed in accomplishing this glorious work, which i not 
only scientific but also humanitarian. . . . All who are occupied on science in 
th whole world earn stly wish for yonr success. To tell you tho trutll, I have never 
b en very enamoured of Arctic expeditions; the North Pole is continenta.l, and is in 
on qu n e th domain of irregularity, and iu my opinion its conque ti not worth 
th ffort whi hit ha already co t. But it is quite otherwise with the Antarctic 
r gion whi ·h ar oceanic, and th refore subject to rule. The Ar ctic phenom na. 
mplica ion or exc ption ; tbe Antarctic are genflral phenomena, and their 
very is bound to conduce to the formulation of natural laws-the final aim of 
i nc . ' 
~ Tran lation. 
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and on land; to observe the temperature of the ocean at all depths and 
seasons of the year; to take pendulum observa.tions on laud, an<l possi-
bly also to make gravity observations at great depths in the ocean; to 
bore through tile deposits on the floor of the ocean at certain points to 
ascertaiu tlle condition of the deeper layers;* to sound, trawl, arnl 
dredge, and study the character an<l distribution of marine ·organisms. 
All this should be the work of a modern Antarctic expedition. Fo;~ 
the more definite determination of the distribution of la,nd an<l watP,r 
on our planet; for the solution of many problems concerning the ice 
age; for the better determination of the internal constitutiou and 
superficial form of the earth; for a more -complete kuowle<lge of the 
laws which govern the motions of the atmosphere and hydrosphere; for 
more trustworthy indications as to the origin of terrestrial and marine 
plants and animals, all these observations are earnestly demanded by 
the science of our day. 
How then, and by whom, is this great work to be undertaken¥ I' 
can never forget my sensations when once in the Arctic I was for several 
hours lost in a small boat in a fog, and at one time there seeme<l little 
chance that I would ever regain the ship.. Nor again can I forget one 
night in the Antarctic when, with .much anxiety, Capt.Nares, his officers, · 
and men, piloted the Challenger during a gale through blinding snow, 
ice, icebergs, darkness, and an angry sea. The remembrance of these 
experiences makes one almost fear to eucourage good and brave men 
to penetrate these forbidden regions. But it is not all gloom and 
depression beyond the Polar circles. Sunshine and lively hope soon 
return. 
A few months ago I bade good-bye to Nansen and said, I expected 
within two years to welcome him on his return from the Arctic; but I 
expressed some doubt if I ·shoul<J. a.gain see. the Fram . . "I think you 
are wrong," was the reply; "I believe you will welcome me Ol! this very 
deck, and, after my return from the Arctic, 1 will go to the South Pole, 
and then my life's work will be finished." This is a spirit we must all 
admire. We feel it deserves, aucl is most likely to command, success. 
All houor to those who venture iuto the far north or far south with 
slender resources and briug back with them a burden of new observa-
tions. 
A dash at the South Pole is not however wha't I now advpcate, nor 
do I believe that is what British science, at the present time, desires. 
It demands rather a steady, continuous, laborious, and systematic 
exploration of the whole southern region wi.th all the appliances of the 
modern investigator. 
This exploration should be undertaken by the Royal Navy. Two 
ships, not exceeding 1,000 tons, should, it seems to me, be fitted out 
" It is believed t hat gravity determinations might be made, as well as the lleposits 
bored into hy specially constructed instruments let down to the bottom from the 
ships. 
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for a whole commission, so as to extend over three summers aml two 
winters. Early in tlrn first season a wintering party of about teu llleu 
shonl<l. be lauded somewhere to the south of Cape Horn, probably about 
Bismarck Strait at Graham's Land. The expedition should then pro-
ceed to Victoria Land, where a second similar party should wint r, 
probably in Macmurdo Bay, near Mount Erebus. The ships should 
Hot become frozen in, nor attempt to ,vinter in the far south, l>ut 
should return toward the nor-th, conducting observations of various 
kinds along the outer margins of the ice. After the needful rest aud 
outfit at the Fa,lklanch, or Australia, the position of the ice a11cl tbe 
temperature of the ocean should be observed in the early spri11g, au<l. 
later the wintering parties should be communicated with, and, if neces· 
sary, reinforced with men aud s11.pplies for auotber winter. During the 
second winter the deep-sea observations should. be continued north-
ward, and in the third season the wintering parties should be pick.eel 
up and the expedition return to England. Tbe wintering parties 
might largely be composed of civilians, and 011e or two civilians might 
be attached to each ship; this plan . worked admirably during the 
Challenger expedition. 
What, it may be asked, would be the advantages to trade and com-
merce of such an expedition 1 It must be confessed tbat no definite or 
very encouraging answer can he given. We know of no extensive 
fisheries in these regions. For a loug time seal aud sea-elephant fish-
eries have been carried on about the islauds of the Southern Ocean, 
but we_ have no indication of large herds or rookeries within the Aut-
arctic Circle. A whale fishery was at one timt:: carried on in the neigh-
borhood of Kergueleu, but this right whale, if dii;;tinct from or ideutical 
with Balccna australis, appears to have become nearly, if not quite, 
extinct. Some expressions of Ross would lead one to suppose that a 
wh ale corresponding -to the Greenland right whale inhabits the seas 
within the Antarctic ice, but we have no definite knowledge of the 
existence of such a species. Although "sulphur bottoms" (Balcenop-
tera muscul.us), "fi.nbacks" (Ba.lrenoptera sibbaldii), and "humpbacks'7 
(1lfegaptera boops) are undoubtedly abundant, they do not repay cap-
ture. Ros. aud McCormick report the sperm w·hale within the Antarctic 
ic , but there is some doubt on this point. Though penguins exi ·t in 
countle :· numbers they are at pre en t ofno commercial value. Depo it 
of guauo are notlike1y to be of any great extent. But it is impo ible 
t ,: p , k with confidence on tile commercial a ' pects of such an expedi-
ti n- he nnexpecte(l may quite w 11 happen in the way of di covery. 
\\ i h gr at onfideuce, however, it may be tated that the re" ult' of 
~ w 11-organiz d exp dition would be of ·apital importance to Bri i h 
, ·i u · . \V ar ft n told how much more forei ·n government 1o for 
· ·i n · than nr wn. lt i · a:.· rt l bat we ar being out tripp d by 
Lr i u I"' in h ·ultivati n f alm :t all d I artments of ci ntifi.c 
o u in th practical study of all that concerns the ocean this is 
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certainly not the case, for Lowever closely we may now be pressed by 
some foreign nations, we have had up to the present time to acknowl-
~dge neither superiors, uor even equals in this branch of investigation, 
and, if we be a wise and progressive people, British science will always 
lead the way in this direction. · When Queen Victoria ascended the 
throne we were in profound ignorance as to tlle condition of all the 
deeper parts of the great ocean basins; now we have a very accurate 
knowledge of the conditions which obtain over the three-fourths of the 
earth's surface covered by the waters of the ocean. This-the most 
splendid addition to earth-knowledge since the circumnavigation of tbe 
.world-is largely due to the work and exertions of the Royal Navy in 
the Challenger and other deep-sea expeditions, and the mercantile navy 
in our telegraph ships. 
This country has frequently sent forth expeditions, the primary 
object of which wa·s t he acquisition of 11ew knowJedge,-such were the 
expeditions of Cook, Ross, and the Challenger; and the nation as a 
whole has always approved such action and has been proud of the 
results, although t ll ey yielded no immediate retum. Shall it be said 
that there is to be no successor to tl1ese great expeditions 1 The pres-
tige of the navy does not alone consist in its powers of defense and 
attack. It has in t imes of peace made glorious conquests over the 
powers of nature, and we ask that the officers and men of the present 
generation be afforded the same oppoi~tunities as their predecessors 
There sllould be no observations, no experiments, no investigations, 
no work of any kind, no knowledge of any kind, with reference to the 
ocean, of which the navy bas not bad practical experience. And what 
better training for officer and man than in an expedition such as that 
now advocated 1 
A preliminary responsibility rests on the geographers and represent-
atives of science iu t his country. It is necessary to show that we have 
clear ideas as to what is wanted, to show that a good, workable scheme 
can be drawn up. When this has been done it should be presented to 
the Government with the unanimous voice of all our scientific eorpora-
ti~ns. Then, I have little doubt that a minister will be found sufficiently 
alive to the spirit of the times, and with sufficient courage to add a few 
thousand pounds to the navy vote for three successive years, in order to 
carry through an underta.ldng worthy of the maritime position and the 
scientific reputation of this great Empire. 

THE NORTH POLAR BASIN.* 
By HENRY SEEBOHM, F. L. s., F. z. s. 
Geography, the child of Mathematics and Astronomy, stands in the 
relation of mother to half a dozen other sciences, which ha.ve long a.go 
left the parental roof to establish sections of their own. Like every 
other science, geography is so closely connected with, and dependent 
011, its allied sciences that it is impossible to treat of the one with-0ut 
invading the province of the others. No one supposes that the mak-
ing of maps is the whole duty of the geographer. The accurate delin-
eation of the trend of coast lines, the courses of rivers, the heights of 
mountains, the depths of seas, or the position of towns is only the skel-
eton which underlies the real science of geography. 
The study of geography may be divided into various sections, but it 
must always be remembered that they dovetail into each other, as well 
as into the allied sciences , to such a11 extent that no hard-and-fast line 
can be drawn between them. The object of dividing so comprehensive 
a section as that of geography into sub-sections is more practical than 
scientific. The classification of facts is an important aid to memory, 
and introduces order into what might otherwise seem to be a chaos of 
knowledge. 
The foundation of all geography is exploration; but before the trav-
eller can do good geographical work be must acquire the necessary 
knowledge embraced in the science of cartography. This includes a 
practical acquaintance with the various· instruments used in making 
a survey, the necessary mathematical and astronomical knowledge 
required for their use, and a familiarity with the accepted mode of 
expressing the geographical facts that may be acquired on a chart or 
map. Exploratfon may then be undertaken with some chance of ulti-
mate success, but the object of exploration must be something more 
than the filling up of blanks in our maps. Many other subjects must 
receive attention, subjects which are collectively included in the term 
physical geography, but which require treatment under different heads. 
"Address to the geogra.phical section of the British Association for tlie Advance-
ment of Science, at Nottingham, by the president of tho section; Sept., 1893. (1'he 
Geographical JoU1·nal, London, October, 1893; vol. u, pp. 331-346.) 
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Of these the most obvious is the geographical distribution of light arnl 
heat, as well as tlrn more fitful alterations of wind a11d rain with calm 
and droutb; in other words, the numerous causes w-bich combine to 
produce climate. Meteorology or climatology, the geography of the 
air, is a most important branch of geography in general; and when we 
come to inquire into the ehanges ,yhich have taken place in the climate 
of different parts of the earth's surface, especially those which have 
· affected the Polar Basi11, we e11ter upon a subject which has claimed a 
large sbare of the attention of geologists, who have also made a vro-
found study of the geographical distribution of tho various kinds of 
rock which are found on the crust of the earth. A11other sub-section 
of great importance is the geographical distribution of organic life. 
The geographical ranges of the species and genera, both of plants and 
animals, have become a subject of.vastly increased importance since . o 
much attention has been directed to the theory of .evolution; and the 
parammint importance of the human race is so great that ethnological 
geography may fairly claim to be treated as a sub-section, apart from 
the study of the rest of the fauna of a country. Inasmuch as a,map 
with. the towns left out is only half a map, the geographer can not 
afford to neglect the races of men with which he comes in contact, nor 
the remains (architectural or otherwise) which existing nations have 
produced, or.past races have left behind them. 
I propose, on the present occasion, to elaborate these subjects at 
greater detail, and, with your permission, to take the ~olar Basin as 
an example. 
EXPLORATION OF THE POLAR BASIN. 
There is only one Polar Basin; the relative distrilmtion of land and 
water and the geographical distribution of light and heat in the Arctic 
region are absolutely unique. In no other part of the world is a similar 
climate to be found. The distribution of land and water round the 
South Pole is almost the converse of that round the North Pole. In 
the one we have a mountain of snow :'.l.nd ice covering-it may be a 
continent, it may be an archipelago, but in any cas~ a lofty mass of 
congealed water surrounded by an ocean stretching awa,y with very 
little interruption from land to the confines of the tropics. In the other 
we hav a basin of water surrounding a comparatively flat plain of 
vack ice, ome of- which i, probably permanent, but mo. t of which is 
driv n hither auu thither in . ummer by winds and currentR and i; 
wall <l in by ontin ntal and i land barrier broken only by the 1rnr-
ntl ,t. of ering Strait and Baffin Bay and the broader gulf 
h Atlanti Oc a11, and ven that interrupted by I· -
1itz erg n and iranz Jo ef Land. When we furth r remem-
h r h, thi.· p:ulf i.· · n. i ant1y onv ying th hot water of the tropi · 
h r ·ti<' arnl th, t v -ry ,·umm r gigantic riv )r, are ponr-
1 rati ly warm , ater into thh:1 oc an, we cau not 
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bt .. t admit that tlie climatic conditions near the two poles differ widely 
from each other. 
In looking at a map of tlie Polar Basin one can not help remarking 
the curious fact that the North Pole is so very nearly central, and a 
glance at the Southern Hemisphere also shows a rough sort of symmetry 
in the distribution of land and water round the South Pole. It is a 
curious coincidence, if this be only accident. 
'l'be history of the exploration of the Polar Basin is a very long and 
a very tragic story. Much has been done, but much remains to do. 
T_he unexplored regions of tlie Polar Basin may be estirna:ted at 1,000 000 
square miles. No part of the world presents greater difficultie8 to the 
explorer. Many brave men have perished iu. the enterprise, a1?d m9re 
have on]y just succeeded in passing through the ordeal of hnnger and 
cold with their lives. For the most part tf1e heroic endurance of the 
tortures of · famine has shown a marvel of discipline, though occasion-
ally tlrn commanders of the expeditions have had to enforce obedie11ce 
to the verge of cruelty, both in the case of men and of dogs. There 
are indeed a few ghastly storie_s, but the records of Arctic explora-
tion are records of which any nation might be proud. 
Of recent years there has been but little done to explore the unknown 
parts of the Polar Basin. Adventurous journeys in Central Africa and 
Central Asia have Romewhat eclipsed the exploration of the Arctic 
regions. Two visits to Greenland can not however be entirely passed 
by in silence. In the summer of last year an expedition went to the 
north of Greenland under the command of Lieut. Peary, succeeded in 
reaching latitude 82° , and added material evidence to prove that 
Greenland is an island. The expedition sailed on June 6, 1891, steamed 
up 13affins Bay and Smiths Sound, and on July 25 dismissed the ship 
and established themselves in winter quarters in McCormick Bay, on 
the north side of Murchison Sound, in latitude 78° . They laid in a 
stock of game for the winter, guillemots and reindeer. A most inter-
esting proof of the ~mccessful organization of the expedition is the fact 
that Mrs. ;Feary was one of the party, and was able to accompany her 
husband on bis sledg.e trip, which started on the 18th of the following 
April. 
It took the party a week in tlieir dog sledges to round Inglefield Gulf, 
during which they discovered 30 glaciers, 10 of them of the first mag-
nitude. During- the next tluee months they explored the north coast 
of Greenland, as far east as longitude 34° west, when a, great bay was 
reached, which they named Independence Bay, as they discovered it on 
,July 4. The northern shore of this bay was free from snow and ice. 
Ou August 6 they regained their winter quarters in McUormick Bay. 
On the 8th the steamer arrived, and on the 24th they started for borne, 
reaching Pl1ilaclelphia on September 23. During the sledge journey 
they traveled for a fortnight at an average elevation of 8,000 feet above 
the ea. Besides their important additions to the map of Greenland, 
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the suggestive fact that the thermometer can rise to 410 F., and tor. 
rents of rain can fall in the middle of February as far north as latitude 
78°, must be regarded as a valuabfo discovery. 
It was irardly to be· expected -that so successful a journey sh~uld not 
-be followed by a second attempt in order to follow up the discoveries 
of the first. ·Peary has started for the north of Greenhmd with a more 
carefully organized staff for a longer expedition, and has already reached 
his winter quarters. They expect to be absent two years or more. .In 
March they hope to st~rt for Independence Bay, which was discovered 
on the previous expedition, and there the party will aivide, with the 
object of completing the survey of the coast-line.of Greenland by reach-
ing Cape Bismarck, if possible, and at the same time to explore the 
northern coast-line of Independence · Bay, hoping that it may land 
them farther north than the highest point yet reache(l by any Arctic 
kMcl~ . 
In the summer of 1888 Dr. Nanf:.en was bold enoug·h to cross the con-
tinent of Greenland about latitude 64°, reaching au altitude of !J,000 
feet, and be told his story to this section · in his own simple words ou 
his return. The .distance across was about 10 degrees, and the highest 
point was about one-third of the way across from the east coast. If 
the scientific results were necessarily somewhat meager, Dr. Nansen 
established a reputation for bravery and physical endurance, whicl.l he 
hopes to increase by an attempt to reach the North Pole. The Fram 
has already started from Hammerfest, and was telegraphed a few weeks 
ago from Waigatz Island. The intention is to enter the Kara Sea and 
to push northwa,rd and eastward,hoping that the warm currents caused 
by the great Siberian rivers wiil enable them to get well into the ice 
before winter begins. Once frozen into the pack ice, N anseu hopes to 
be carried bytbe currents somewhere near the North Pole, and, after 
drifting for two or three years, .he .hopes :finally to emerge from his ice 
prison somewhere on the east coast of Greenland. Foolhardy a the 
expedition appears, it is nevertheless planned with great skill, and it 
chances of success are supposed to be based upon a sufficiently accurate 
knowledge of the ocean currents of the Polar Basin. 
The e currents, so far as they are known, are very interesting. The 
Mackenzie and the great Siberian rivers flow into the Polar Ba in, and 
the current through Bering Strait is supposed to do the same; but 
bot-h th e ource of upply can only be regarded a,s of minor import-
anc . Between Spitzbergeu and Finmark, however, the Gulf Stream 
nter the Polar Basin 300 or 400 miles wide. To compensate for the e 
inward nrr nt , th re are two outward currents, one ou each side of 
r enlancl whi h, oming from the enter of cold, do their best to 
int n if h ri r of bat mountainou i land. 
n.- n h p ha th urrent which carried the J eannette from Her-
l, n 11 r h of ri1 1 trait, in an rthwe terly dire tiou for G 0 
i1 h ,·a urr nt th, t fl w · down tlie ea t oa t of 
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Greenland 1 and he bases his hopes upon three facts. First, that many 
articleR from the wreck of the Jeannrdte were found on an ice-floe off 
the south coast of Greenland tiuee years afterward; second, that a 
harpoon-thrower of a pattern unknown except in Alaska was picked 
up on the southwest coast of Greenland; and, third, tbat driftwoocl 
supposed to be of Siberian origin is stranded regularly in consider-
able quantity on the coasts of Greenland. The Norwegian at Hamrner-
fest, about latitude 70 -:i , is dependent for his firewood upon the Gulf 
Stream, which brings him an ample supply from . the Gulf of Mexico, 
whilst the Eskimo on the Greenland coast, in th<~-same latitude, trusts 
to a current from the opposite direction to briug him his necessary store 
of wood from the Siberian forests. 
We can only hope that Nansen will find tlle currents as favorable to 
his needs, and that so much bravery may be supported by good luck. 
'l'HE RIVER SYSTE:i.\'IS. 
By no means the least important physical feature of the Polar Basin 
is its gigantic river systems. 
The rivers which flow into the Arctic Ocean are some of them amongst 
the greatest in the world. 
Some idea of the relative sizes of the drainage areas of a few of the 
best known rivers may be ]earned from the following table, in which the 
Thames, with a drainage area of G,000 square miles, is the unit: 
9 Thames . ........ ______ . .. _ .. ____ .. = 1 Elbe (54,000). 
2 Elbes ..... _______ _____ ------ ______ = 1 Pechora (103,000) . 
2½ P echoms ___ _____ ____ . ......... ____ = 1 Danube (270,000), 
2 Danubes ...... . . ..... ... ........ _. = 1 Mackenzie (540,000). 
2 Mackenzies ____ _________ .... ______ . = l Yenisei (1,080,000). 
2 Yeniseis .. ___ ... ___ . __ . _ . .. ..... ... = 1 Amazon (2,160,000). 
Perhaps a more scientific classification of i0 ivers would· be to call 
those with a drainage area between 2,560 000 and 1,280 000 square miles 
rivers of the first magnitude, a category which co11tai11s the Amazon 
alone. There are ten dvers of the second magnitude, witli drainage 
areas between 1,280,000 and 640,000 square miles (Ob, Congo, Missis-
sippi, La Plata, Yenisei, Nile, Lena, Niger, Amur, Yangtse). Tliere 
are twelve rivers of the third magnitude, with drainage areas between 
G40,000 ~ind 320,000 square miles (Mackenzie, Volga, Murray, Zambesi, 
Saskatchewan, Ganges, St. Lawrence, Orange, Orinoco, Hoang Ho, 
Indus, and Bramaputra) . There are more than a dozen rivers of the 
fourth magnitude, with drainage areas between 320,000, and 160,000 
Rquare miles, but none of them empties itself into the Arctic Ocean. 
They include the Danube, Euphrates, and seve.ral of the African and 
South American rivers. Oft.Le numerous rivers whicL are of the fifth 
magnitude, with drainage areas between 160,000 and 80,000 ::-;quare 
miles, the Pechora belongs to the Polar Basin . . The number of rivers 
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of lesser magnitude is legion, and it is only necessary to quote one of 
each as an example. 
Sixth magnitude (80,000 to 40,000), Rhin e. 
Seventh magnitude (40,000 to 20,000), RL one. 
Eighth magnitnde (20,000 to 10,000), Garonne. 
Ninth magnitude (10,000 to 5,000), TLames. 
There is nothing that makes a greater impression upon tbe Arctic 
traveller than the enormous width of the rivers. The P eclwrn is only 
a 1;iver of the fifth magnitude, hut it iR more than 1 mile wide for ..,ev-
eral hundred miles of its course. The Yenisei is more than 3 miles wide 
for at least 1,000 miles, and 1 mile wide for nearly another thousand. 
Whymper describes the Yukon as varying from 1 mile to 4 miles in 
width for 300 or 400 miles of its length. The Mackenzie is described a.s 
averaging 1 mile in width for more than 1,000 miles, with occasional 
expansions for long distari_ces to twice that size. 
The drainage area does not measure the size of th e Arctic rivers at 
all adequately. Though the rainfall of many of them is comparatively 
small, the size of the rivers is relatively very large, owi11g to the sud-
den melting of the winter's accum1i.lation of snow, which causes an 
annual flood o~ great magnitude, like ~Ile rising of the Nile. Even on 
the Amur in eastern Siberia aud on the Yukon in Alaska tlrn annual 
flood. is important enough, but on the rivers which flow north into the 
Polar Sea the damming up of the mouths by tlie accurnulatious of ice 
produces an annual deluge, frequently extending over thousands of 
square miles,-a catastroplie the effects of which have beeu mncll under-
rated and never adequately described. 
If we assume that the unknown regions are principally sea, tlien tlie 
Polar Basin, -including the area <lrained by.all rivers flowing into the 
Arctic Sea, may be roughly estimated to contain about 14,000,000 
square miles, of which ha~f is land and half water. In the coldest part 
of the basin the land is either glacier or tun<lra, and in the warmer 
parts it is either forest or steppe. 
GREE LAND GLACIERS. 
Greenland, the borne of the glacier and the .-:1other of tho icebergs of 
the Nortbem Atlantic, rises 9,000 or 10,000 feet above sea level, wlJil t 
the ea between tbat lofty plateau and Scandinavia is the deepest 
kuown in th Polar Ba in, though it is .·eparated from the re. t of the 
Atlc nti by a br ad b lt or submarine l)lat an counecting Greenlan<l. 
l land and the Faroe.· with the Briti. h islands and Europe. 
pitzb 1· n, an(l ovaya-Z mlia, the latter a continuation of 
.,. 1·c I.· r all mom tainou. and full of gla ier . Tlte glacier of 
b rn la ka ar of th large.t in tho world. The glaci r 
, 11 l h i · 1 rg: ha of h ir wll, and w ruu.- pa · them 
Y t ·, y a, r undra. 
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THE TUNDRA. 
The Arctic Sea, w4ich lies at the bottom of tlie Polar Basin, is fri11ged 
with a belt of bare country, sometimes steep and rocky, descending in 
more or less abrupt cliffs and pi}es of precipices to the sea, but more often 
slopi11g gently down in mud banks and sand hills representing the 
accumulated spoils of countless ages of anuual floods, which· tear up 
the banks of the rivers and deposit shoals of detritus at their ruouths, 
compelling them to ma,ke deltas in tbeir eficH'ts to force a passage to 
the s·ea. In Norway thb belt of bare -country is called the fjeld, in 
Russia it is known as the tuudra, and iu America its techuical name is 
the barren grounds. Ju the language of science, it is the country 
beyond the limit of forest growth. 
In exposed situations, especial1y iu the higher latitudes; the tmidra 
does really merit its American name of barren ground, being little else 
than gravel beds interspersed with ba,re· patcbes of peat or clay, and 
with scarcely a rush or a sedge to break tile monotony. In Siberia, at 
least, this is very exceptional. By .far the greater part of the tundra, 
botll east aud west of the Ural Mountains, is a gently undulatiug pla.in, 
full of lakes, rivers, swamps, and bogs. The lakes are diversified witli 
patcLes of greeu water plants, amongst which ducks and swans float 
and dive; the little rivers flow betweeu bauks of· rush and sedge; the 
swamps are masses of tall .rushes all{l sed.ges of various species, where 
phalaropes and ruffs breed, and the bogs are brilliant with .the white 
flufly seeds of the cotton grass. The ground work of all this variegated 
scenery is more beautiful and varied still,-liclrnns and moss of almost 
every conceivable. color, from the cream-colored reindeer moss to the 
scarlet-cupped trumpet moss, illtersperRed with a brilliant alpfue flora, 
geutians, anemones, saxifrages, and llundreds of plants, each a picture in 
i.tself, the tall acouites, both the blue and yellow species, the beautiful 
eloudberry, with its gay white blossom all(l amber fruit, the fragrant 
Ledum palustre, and tlle delicate pink Andromeda poUfolia. In t.he 
sheltere<l valleys and deep water courses a few stunted birches, and 
sometimes large p~1tches of willow scrub, survive the long severe win-
ter, aud serve as cover for willow grouse 01· ptarmigan. Tl.le Lapland 
bunting and red-throated pipit are everywhere to be seen, and certain 
favored places are the breeding-groun<ls of plovers and sandpipers of 
many species. So far from meriting the name of barren ground, the 
tundra is for the most part a veritable paradise in summer. But it has 
oue almost fatal drawback-it swarms with millions of ruosquitoes.· 
ARCTIC FORESTS. 
The tundra melts away insensibly into tlrn forest, but isolated trees 
arc rare, and in Siberia there is au absence of young wood on the con-
iiu of tlte tundra. The limit of forest growth appears to be retirin·g 
southward, if we may judge from the number of dead aud dyir~g· stumps; 
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but this may be a, temporary or local variation cau sed by exceptiouall 
severe winters. The limit of forest growth does not coincide with th 
isotherms of mean ·anuual temperature, nor with the mean temperatur 
for January nearly so closely as it does with the mean temperature for 
July. It may be said to approximate very nearly to the July isotherm 
of 53° F. We may therefore assume that a 6-foot blanket of snow pre-
vents the winter frosts from killing the trees so long as they can be 
revivified by a couple of months of summer heat above 50° F. 
The limit of forest growth is thus directly determined by geograph-
ical causes. In Alaska and in the Mackenzie Basin it extends about 
300 miles above the Arctic Circle, but in eastern Canada the depres-
sion of Hudson Bay acts as a vast ice-house, and the forest line fall 
500 miles below the Arctic Circle, whilst on the east coast of Labrador 
the Arctic current from Baffins Bay sends it down nearly as far again. 
On the other side of the Atlantic the limit of forest growth begins ou 
the Norwegian coast on the .Arctic Circle, gradually rises until it 
reaches 200 miles farther north in Lapland, is depressed a.gain by the 
ice-house of ~he White Sea., but has recovered its position in the valley 
of the Pechora, which is rather more than maintained until a second 
vast ice-house, the Sea of Okotsk, combined with Arctic current , 
repeat~ the depression of Labrador in Chuski Land and Kamchatka. 
There are no trees on NoYaya-Zemli&. Two or three species of wil-
l<)W grow there, but they are dwarfs, seldom attainiu g a height of 3 
inches. Novaya-Zemlia enjoys a comparatively mild winter, the mean 
t emperature of January, thanks to the influence of the Gulf Stream, 
being 15° F. above zero in the south and only 5° F. below zero in the 
north. The ~bsence of trees 1s due to the cold summers, the mean tem-
perature of July not reaching higher than 45° F. in the south, whil t 
in the north it only reaches 38° F. . _ 
The Indians of Canada have discovered that when they waut to fiucl 
water in winter it is easiest reached under thick snow, the thiune t ice 
on the river or lake being found under the thickest blanket of suow. 
On the same principle tlrn tree roots defy the severe winters protected 
by their snow shields; but they must bave a certain temperature (above 
50° F.) to hold their own in summer. 
The influence of the snow blanket is very marked iu determining the 
depth to which the frost penetrates beneath it. Thus we find tlJat a 
orwegian writer, alludiug to latitude 620, remarks "that tlie ground 
i frozen from 1 to 2½ feet in winter, but this depends upon how o n 
th now fall ·. High r up the mountains the ground is scar ely froz n 
t all, owing t the now fallino- oon r, an l iu fact if the now fall 
v ry early lo, er d wn it i ·care ly frozen to any depth." imilar 
r~ ct hav be n r ordecl from an au.a in latitude 53° . "On tbi 
b r i' a ·ood fall of . n w when the wint r et ' in 
n rat o tl pa, when there i no now till la.t .' 
little farther outb, in latitude 51 o, ays: "I am afo 
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in saying that the frost penetrates here to an averR ge of 5 feet, except 
when we have bad a great depth of snow in the beginning of winter, 
in which case it does not penetrate nearly so far." 
THE · S'l'EPPE REGIONS. 
It is not so easy to exp~ain the boundary line between the forest and 
the steppe. Tllere are two great steppe regions in the Polar Basin, 
oue in Asia ahd the other in America. The great Barabinski Steppe 
in southwest Siberia stretches with but slight intermptions across 
southern Russia into Bulgaria. The great prairie region of Minnesota 
and Manitoba reaches the .McKenzie Basin, and outlying plains are 
found almost up to tlle Great Slave Lake. The cause of the treeless 
condition of the steppes or prairies has given rise to much controver~y. 
My own experience in Siberia convinced m~ that the forests were rocky 
and the steppes covered with a deep layer of loose earth, and I came 
to the conclusion that on the rocky ground theroots of the trees were 
able to establish themselves firmly so as to defy the strougest gales, 
which tore them up when they were planted in li_ght soil. Other trav-
ellers have form ed other opinions. Some suppose that the prairie.s were 
once covered with trees, which have been gradually destroyed by fires. 
Others suggest that the earth on the treeless plaius contains too much 
salt o_r too little organic matter to be fa.vorable to the growth of trees. 
No one, so far as I know, bas suggested a climatic explanation of the 
circumstance. Want of drainage may produce a swamp and the defi-
ciency of rainfall may cause a desert, both conditions being fa.tal to 
forest growth, but no on~ can mistake either of these treeless cfa,tricts 
for a steppe or prairie. 
ARC'l'IC ANTHROPOLOGY. 
The anthropology of the Polar Basin presents many points of inter-
est. On the American coasts of the Arctic Ocean the Eskimo Ii vcs a 
very similar life to the Lapp iu Norway and the Samoyede in the tun-
dras of Siberia. These races of men resemble each other very much 
in their personal appearance, and still more so in their habits. · Their 
straight black hair, with little or no beard, their dark and obliquely 
set eyes, their high cheek bones and flat noses, and their small bands 
and feet, testify to their Mongoloid origin. They are all indebted to 
the reindeer for some of their winter dress and for much of their food, 
and they all have dogs; but the Eskimo travels only with dogs, and 
the Lapp only with reindeer, whilst the ·samoyede uses both dog 
sledges and reindeer sledges. They all lead a nomadic life, trapping 
fur-bearing · auimalH in winter and fishing in summer; they resemble 
each other in many other customs and beliefs, but they are neverthe-
less supposed to have emigrated to the Arctic regions from independ-
ent. sources, and many cha,·acters in which they resemble each other 
are supposed to have been independently acquired. 
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The _various races which inllabit the Polar Ba~in below tlle limit of 
forest growth are too numerous to be considered in detail. 
ARC'l'IC ZOOLOGY. 
Most zoologists divide the Polar Basin into two zoological regiou ,, or, 
to be strictly accurate, they include the Old Worlu Lalf of tlle Polar 
Basin in what they call the PalIBarctic regiou, and tlle New World 
half in the Nearctic region; but recent investigations Lave shown that 
these divisions are unnatural and can not be maintained. Some 
writers unite the two regions together under the uame of tlle Holarctic 
region, whilst others recognize a circumpolar Arctic region above the 
limit of forest growth, and unite in a second region the temperate por-
tions of the Northern Hemisphere. In the opinion of tlle last-mentioned 
writers the circumpolar Arctic region differs more from the temperate 
regions.of the Northern Hemisphere than the American portion of the 
latter does from the Eurasian portion. 
The fact is that life areas, or zoo-geogra.phical regions, are more or 
less fanciful generalizations. Tl.le geographical distribution of animals, 
and probably also that of plants, is almost entirely dependeut upon two 
factors, cliniate and isolation, the one playing quite as importaut a part 
as the other. The climate varies in respect of rain-fall and tempera-
ture, and species are isolated from each other by seas and mountain 
ranges. 'rhe geographical facts which govern the zoological proviuces 
consequently r-auge themselves under these four heads. It is at once 
obvious that the influences which determine the geographical distribu-
tion of fishes must be quite different from those which determine the 
distribution of mammals, since the geographical features w.llich isolate 
the species in the one case are totally different from those which form 
impassable ba,rriers in the other. It is equally obvious that tllc climate 
conditions which mfluence -the geographical rauge of mammals mu t 
include the wi11ter cold as well as tile summer heat, wlnlst those which 
determine the geographical di.:tributiou of birds (most of which are 
migratory iu the Arctic regions) are entirely independent of any amount 
of cold which may descend upou their breeding grounch; during the 
month· which they pend in ~heir tropic or sub-tropic winter qua,rter , 
Bence all attempts to divide the Polar Basin into zoological regio11 
r province are futile. Nearly every group of animal has zoologi ·al 
r ion · of it wn, deterrniued by geographical features peculiar to 
i · lf, and auy g neralizatiou from tbmm different regio11 can be little 
r than a ·mio ·ity of ·ience. The rneau temperature or di ' tribu-
i n f h at ·an be ea ' ily a. ·certai11 •d . It is ea ·y to generalize so a, 
rrivc at an av rage b t'i' 1 en tbc mnrner b at aud tlle winter cold, 
' ·au. ~ th both xpr .·: d in tbe arne term . \\ Leu h W· 
r w ; k t ,. 11 •1·nliz 111 nth di ·tribution of animal or veget:-1ble 
life, h w i · it p<• · ·1ble t arrive at a meau geographical distribution of 
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animals~ How many genera of mollusks are equal to a genus of 
mammals, or how many butterflies are equal to a bird~ 
Jf there be any region of the world with any claim to be a life area, 
it is that part of the Polar Basin which lies between the July isotherm 
of 50° or 53° F. and the northern limit of organic life. The former 
corresponds very nearly with the northern limit of forest growth, and 
they comprise .between them the barren gi·ounds of America and the 
tundras of Arctic Europe and Siberia. 
The fauna and flora of this circumpolar belt is practically horno-
geneous; many species of ~oth plants and animals range throughout 
its whole extent. It constitu tes a circumpolar Arctic region, and cau 
not consistently be separated at Bering Strait into two parts of suffi-
cient importance to rank even as sub-regions. · 
Animals recognize facts and are governed by them in the extension 
of their ranges; they care little or nothing about generalizations. The 
mean temp~rature of a province is a matter of indifference to some 
plants and to most animals. The facts which govern their distribution 
are various, and vary according to the needs of the plant or animal 
concerned. To a migratory bird the mean annual temperature is a 
matter of supreme indifference. To a resident bird the question is 
equally beside the mark. The facts which govern the geographical 
distribution of birds are the extremes of temperature,. not the means . 
. Arctic birds are nearly all migratory. Their distribution during the 
breeding season depends primarily on the temperature of July, which 
must range between 53° and 35° F. It is very important however to 
remember that it is actual temperature that governs them, not iso-
therms corrected to sea level. If an Arctic bird can :find a correct iso-
therm below the Arctic Circle by ascending to an elevation of 5,000 or 
6,000 feet above the level of the sea, it avails itself of the opportunity. 
Thus the region of the Dovrefeld above the limit of foreRt growth is 
the breeding place of many absolutely Arctic birds; but this is not 
nearly so much the case on the Alps, because the cold nights vary too 
much from the hot days to come within the range of the birds' breed-
fog grounds. Here, again, the mean daily tempetature is of no impor-
tance. It is the extreme of cold which is the most potent factor in this 
case, and no extreme of heat can counter-balance its effect. 
POLAR ISOTHERM.A.LS. 
In estimating the influence of elevation upon temperature it lias been 
~~seertained that it is necessary to deduct about 3° F. for every thou-
sand feet. The isothermal lines are very eccentric in the Polar Basin. 
The mean temperature of summer is quite independent of that of 
winter. The isothermal lines of July are regulated by geographical 
causes which do not affect those of December or operate in .a contrary 
direetion. The Gulf Stream raises the mean temperature of Icelarnl 
during winter to the highest point which it rea,ches in the Pola,r Basin, 
SM93-25 
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viz, 30° to 35° F., whilst in summer it prevents it from rising above 
45° and 50° F., a range of only 15°. In the valley of the Lena, in the 
same latitude, the mean temperature of January is 55° to 500 F. below 
zero, wllilst that of July is 6()0 to 65° F. above zero, a range 1150_ 
The close proximity of the Pacific Ocean bas a much less effect on 
the mean temperature at Bering Strait, which is in the same latitude 
as the north of Iceland. The mean temperature for J anuary is zero, 
whilst that for July is 40° F. The mean temperature for January in 
the.same latitude in the valley of the Mackenzie is 25° be]ow zero, 
w.hilst that for J u}y is 55° F. In this case the contrast of the range 
is 40 and 80, which compared with 15 · and 115 ia small, but the geo-
graphical conditions are not the same. Bering Sea is so protected by 
the Aleutian chain of islands that very little of the warm current 
from Japan reaches the straits. _ It is deflected southward, so the 
Aleutian Islands form a, better basis for comparison. Their mean tem-
perature for January is 35° F., whilst that for July is 50° F., precisely 
the same difference as that to be found in Iceland. 
The influence of geographical causes upon climate being at pre ent 
so great, it is easy to imagine that changes in the distribution of land 
and.water may have had an equally important influence upon the cli-
mate of the Polar Basin during the recent cold age, which geologi ts 
call the Pleistocene period. It is impossible for the traveler to over. 
look the evidences of this so-called Glacial period in the Polar Basin; 
and whether we seek an explanation of the geographical phenomena 
from the astronomer or the geologist, or both, it is impossible to ignore 
the geographical interest of the subject.-
ARCTIC GEOLOGY. 
No sciences can be more intimately connected than geography and 
geology. A knowledge of geography is absolutely essental to the geol-
ogist. To discriminate between one kind of rock and another i ' a 
comparatively small part -of the work of the geologist. To ascertam 
the geographical distribution of the various rocks is a study of pro-
found interest. If the geologist owes much to the geographer, the lat-
ter i also largely indebted to the labors of the former. The geology of 
a mountain range or an extended plain is as important to the phy,' i ·al 
ge grapher a the knowledge of anatomy is to the figure painter. 
'rhe 'eology of the Polar Ba in is not very accurately known, and 
th ubje t i one too va :t to be more than mentioned on an occa~ ion 
h pr nt; but the evidence of a comparatively recent ice a ein 
a t m m rica an we tern Europe are too important to be pa sed by 
with u aw r 
In h regi n f the world there i, much evidence to 
.-h w l ·hmat ha . in omparativ ly recent time be n Arctic. 
h re eut gla ·iers of , ntral Europe were once much grea~er than 
I 
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they are now, and even in the British Islands glaciers existed during 
what has been called the ice age, and the evidence of their existence 
in the form of rocks, upon which they have left their scratches, and 
heaps of stones which they have deposited. in their retreat, are so obvious 
that he who runs may read. Similar evidence of an ice age is found iu 
North America, and to a limited extent in the Himalayas, but in the 
alluvial plains of Siberia and North Alaska, as might be expected, no 
trace of an ice age can be found. 
Croll's hypothesis that an ice age is produced when the eccentricity 
of the earth's orbit is unusually great, has been generally accepted as 
the most plausible explanation of the facts. It is assumed that during 
the months of summer perihelion evaporation is extreme, and that 
during the months of winter aphelion the snow-fall is considerably 
increased. The effect of the last period of high eccentricity is supposed 
to have been much increased by geographical changes. The elevation 
of the shallow sea which connects Iceland with Greenland on the o·ne_ 
hand, and the south of Norway and the British Islands on the other, 
woulrl. greatly increase the accumulation of snow and ice in those parts 
of the Polar Basin where evidence of a recent ice age is now to be 
found; whilst the depression of the lowlands on either side of the Ural 
Mountains so as to admit the waters of the Mediterranean through the 
Black and Caspian Seas, might prevent any glaciation.in those parts 
of tlle Polar Basin where no evidence of such a condition is now dis-
coverable. But this is a question that must be left to the geologist to 
decid~ · 
The extreme views of the early advocates _of the theory of an ice age 
have been to a large extent abandoned. No one now helieves in the 
former existence of a Polar ice cap, and possibly, when the irresistible 
force of ice-dammed rivers has been fully realized, the estimated area 
of glaciation may be considerably reduced. The so-called great ice age 
may have been a great snow age, with local centers of glaciation on 
the higher grounds. 
The zoological evidence as to the nature, extent, and duration of the 
ice age has never been carefully collected. The attention of zoologists 
has unfortunately been too exclusively devoted to the almost hoveless 
task of theorizing upon th~ causes of evolution, instead of patiently 
cataloguing its eff-ects. 
There is a mass of evidence bearing directly upon the recent changes 
in the climate of the Polar Basin to be found in the study of the 
present geographical distribution of birds. The absence of certain 
common British forest birds ( some of them of circumpolar range sub-
generically, if not specifically) from Ireland and the north of Scotland 
is strong confirmation of the theory that the latter countries were r..ot 
very long ago outside tbe limit of forest growth. 
The presence of species belonging to Arctic and sub-Arctic general 
on many of the South Pacitlc islands is strong evidence that they were-
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compelled to emigrate in search of food by some great catastrophe, such 
as an abnormally heavy snow-fall, and the fact that no island contains 
more than one species is strong evidence that this great catastrophe 
has only occurred once in recent times. The occurrence of a wellrec-
ognized line of migration from Greenland across Iceland, the Faroes, 
and the British Islands to Europe is strongly suggestive of a recent 
elevation of the land where the more shallow sea now extends in this 
locality. The extraordinary s imilarity of the fauna and flora of the 
Arctic regions of the Old and the New Worlds can only be found else- . 
where in continuous areas, and had it not been for the unfortunate 
division of the Arctic region into two 'halves, Pahearctic and Nearctic, 
would have attracted much more attention than it has hitherto 
received. 
ARO'l'IC CLIM.A.TE. 
The rain-fall of the Polar Basin is small compared to that with which 
we are familiar, but its visible effects are enormous. In Arctic Europe 
and Siberia it is suppose_d to average about 13 inches per annum; in 
Arctic America not more than _!) inches. The secret of its power is tbat 
about a third of the rain-_fall descends in the form of snow, which melts 
with great suddenness. 
The stealthy approach of winter on the confines of the Polar Basin is 
in strong contrast to the catastrophe which accompanies the sudden 
onrush of summer. One by one the flowers fade, and go to seed if they 
have been fortunate enough to attract by their brilliancy a bee or other 
suitable pollen-bearing visitor. The birds gradually co1lect into flocks 
and prepare to wing their way to southern climes. Strange to say, itis 
the young birds of each species that set the example. They are not many 
weeks old. They have no personal experience of migration, but nature 
has endowed them with an inherited impulse to leave the land of their 
birth before their parents. Probably they inherit the impulse to migrate 
without inheriting any knowledge of where their winter quarters are to 
be found, and by what route they are to be sought. They are sometimes, 
if not always, accompanied by one or two adults; it may be barren 
bird ', or birds who e eggs or young l1ave b een destroyed, or who may 
therefore get over their autumn molt earlier than usual, or molt slowly 
as th y trav l southward. Of, most species the adult males are the next 
to leave, to be followed per hap a w ek later by the adult female . One 
by on the variou migratory species _disappear, until only the few resi-
d n ir are l ft, and the Arctic fore t and tundra re ume the silence 
pi u u in wint r. A the night get longer the frost bring 
h 1 from h bir h and the larch trees. Summer gently 
1 ancl winter a. ntly teal a march upon her, with no wind 
n i.l th fr t il ntly lay it iron grip upon the river, 
f w im1 ot nt, rug 1 yi lcl to i fate. Tbe:fir t, and 
n r ken u , and when th eia.rreeter _ f the 
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village sames forth to peg out with rows of birch trees the winter road 
down the river to the next village, for which be is responsible, he has 
frequently to deviate widely from the direct course in his efforts to 
choose the smoothest ice, and find a channel between the hummocks 
t hat coutinua1ly block the way. · 
The date upon which winter resumes his sway varies greatly in diffe:r-
ent localities, and probably the margin between an early and a late 
season is considerable. In 1876, Capt. Wiggins was froien up in winter· 
quarters on the Yenisei, in latitude 66½0 , on October 17. In 1878 Capt. 
Palander was frozen up on the coast 120 miles west of Bering Strait, in 
latitude 67i0 , on September 28. 
The sudden arrival of summer on the Arctic Circle appears to occur 
nearly at the same date in all the great river basins, but the number 
of recorded observations is so small that the sli-ght variation may pos-
sibly be seasonal and not local. The ice on the Mackenzie River is 
stated by one authority to have broken up on May 13, in latitude 62°, 
and by another on May 9 in latitude 67°. If the Mackenzie breaks up 
as fast as the Yenisei-that is to say at the rate of a degree a day, 
an assumption which is supported by what little evidence can be fom1d-
then the difference between these two seasons would. be nine days. My 
own experience has been that the ice of the Pechora breaks up ten days 
before that of the Yenisei, but as I have only wit,nessed one ::;uch event 
in each valley, too much importance must not be attached to the dates. 
According to the Challenger tables of isothermal lines, the mean 
temperatures of January and July on the Arctic Circle in the valleys of 
the Mackenzie and the Yenisei scarcely differ, the summer tempera-
ture in each case being about 55° F., and that of winter -25° F., a dif-
ference of 80° F. 
On the American side of the Polar Basin summer comes almost as sud-
denly as it does on the Asiatic side, but the change appears to be less 
of the nature of a catastrophe. The geographical causes which produce 
this result are the smaller area.of the river basins and the less amount 
of rain-fall. There is only one large river which empties itself into the 
Arctic Ocean on the American side, the Mackenzie, with which may be 
associated the Saskatchewan, which discharges into Hudson Bay far 
away to the south. The basin of the Mackenzie is estimated at 590,000 
square miles, whilst that of the Yenisei is supposed to be exactly twice 
tbat area.. The comparative dimensions of the two summer :floods are 
still more diminished by the difference in the quantity of snow. 
The snow in the Mackenzie basin is said to be from 2 to 3 feet deep, 
whilst that in the Yenisei. basin is from 5 to 6 feet deep, so that the 
spring flood in the. latter river must be about five times as large as that 
of the former. 
Another feature in which the basin of the Mackenzie differs from 
those of the rivers in the Arctic regious of the Old World is the number 
of rapid8 and lakes contained iu it~ The ice in the large lake8 attains 
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a thickness at least twice as great as that of the rapid stream, and con-
sequently breaks up much later. In the Great Slave Lake theiceattaiu. 
a depth of 6 to 7 feet, and even in the A tba bask a Lake, in latitude 5 o, 
it reaches 4 feet. The rapids between these two lakes extend for lo 
miles. The ice on the river breaks up a month before that on the lake , 
so that the drainage area of the first summer flood is much restricted. 
The arrival of summer in the Arctic regions happens so late that the 
inexperienced traveller may be excused for sometimes doubting whether 
it really is going to come at all. When continuous night has become 
continuous da,y without any perceptible approach to spring, an Alpi11e 
traveller naturally asks whether he has not reached the limit of perpet-
ual snow. lt is true that here and there a few bare patches are to be 
.found on the steepest slopes where most of the snow•has beeu blown 
away by the wind, especially if these slopes face the south, where even 
an Arctic sun has more potency than it has elsewhere. It is also true 
_that small flocks of little birds-at first snow buntings and mealy red-
poles, and later shore larks and Lapland buntings-may be observed to flit 
from one of these bare places to another looking for seeds or some other 
.kind of food, bnt after all, evidentlyfinu.ing most of it in the droppings 
of the peasants'hor_se3 on the haru snow-covered roads. Tlle appearance 
of these little birds does not however ·give the same confidence in the 
eventual coming of summer to the Arctic naturalist as the arrival of the 
swallow or the cucko; does to his brethren in the sub-arctic and sub-
tropic climates. The four little birds just mentioned are only gip. Y 
migra,nts that are perpetually flitting to a.nd fro on the confines of the 
frost, continually being driven south by snow-storms, but ever ready to 
take advantage of the slightest thaw to press northward again to their 
favorite Arctic home. They are all circumpolar in their distribution", 
are as common in Siberia as in Lapland, and range a,cross Canada, to 
Alaska, as well as to Greenland. In sub-a,rctic climates we see them 
only in winter, so that their appearance does not in the least degree 
suggest the arrival of summer to the traveller from the south. 
The gradnal rise in the level of the river inspires no more confidence 
in the final melting away of tbe snow and the disruption of the ice 
wllich upports it. In Siberia the rivers are so enormous that a rise 
of 5 or 6 t'eet is scarcely perceptible. The Yenisei is 3 mile. wi<le at 
the Arcti · Circle, and as fast as it rise. the open water at the ma1gin 
fr eze~ up again and i soon covered with the driftin g snow. Dnring 
the umm r which I, pent in the valley of the Y rnisei we ha,d 6 fi et of 
,·11 , n h ground until the 1 t of June. To all intents and purpo ·e 
it wa. mi 1-winter illuminated for th , nonce with what amounted to 011 -
i n n da,yli ht. The light wa. a, little duller at midnight, but not o 
mn h O a lurin th oc ·a i nal now torm that wept thronglJ th 
f r t, n<l drift up th broad riv r bed. During the month of May 
f th Io .. ibility of .·om mitigation of the 
lt n here wa. a littl rain, but it wa 
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always followed by frost. If it thawed one day, it froze the next, and 
little or no impression was made on the snow. The most tangible sign 
of coming summer was an increase in the number of birds, but they 
were nearly all forest birds, which could enjoy the sunshine in the 
pines and birches, and which were by no means dependent on the melt-
ing away of the snow for their supply of food. Between May 16 and 
30 we had more definite evidence of our being within bird flight of .bare 
grass or open water. Migratory flocks of wild geese passed over our 
winter quarters, but if they were flying north one day they were flying 
south the next, proving beyond all doubt that their migration was 
premature. The geese evidently agreed with us that it ought to be 
summer, but it was as clear to the geese as to us that it really was 
winter. 
We afterward learned that during the last ten days of May a tre-
mendous battle had been raging 600 miles, as the crow flies, to the 
southward of our position on the A.retie Circle. Summer in league 
with the sun had been fighting winter and the north wind all along 
the line, and bad been as hopelessly beaten everywhere as we were 
witues es that it bad been in our part of the river. A.t length, when 
the final victory of summer looked tLe most hopeless, a change was 
made in tbe command of the forces. Summer entered into an alliance 
with the south wind. The sun retired in ·dudgeon to his tent behind 
the clouds; mists obscured tile landscape; a soft so1~th wi11d played 
gently on the snow, which melted under its all-powerful influence like 
butter upon hot toast; the tirle of battle was suddenly turned; the 
armies of winter soon vanished into thin water and beat a hasty retreat 
toward the pole. The effect on the great river was magical. Its thick 
armor of ice cracked with a loud noise like the rattling of tLunder; 
every twenty-four hours it was lifted up a fathom above its former 
level, broken up, first into ice floes and then into pack ice, and marched 
downstream at ]east 100 miles. Even at this great speed it was more 
than a fortnight before the last straggling ice blocks passed our post of 
observation on tlle A.retie Circle; but duri11g that time the river had 
risen 70 feet above its winter level, although it was 3 miles wide and 
we were in the middle of a blazing hot summer, picking flowers of a 
hundred different kinds and feasting upon wild ducks' eggs of various 
species. Birds abounded to an incredible extent. Between May 29 
and June 18 I identified sixty-four species which I had not seen before 
the break-up of the ice. Some of them stopped to breed and already 
had eggs, but many of them followed the retreating ice to the tundra., 
a.ud we saw them no more nntil, many weeks afterward, we bad sailed 
down tbe river beyond the limit of forest growtL. 
The victory of the south wind was absolute, but not entirely unin~ · 
terrupted. Occa ionally the winter made a desperate stand against 
the sudden onrush of summer. The Horth wind rallied its beaten 
force for day together, the clouds and the rain were driven back, and 
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the half-melted snow frozen on the surface . . But it was too late; there 
_were many large patches of dark ground which r apidly absorbed the 
sun's heat, the · snow melted under the frozen crust, and its fiual col-
lapse was as rapid as it was complete. 
In the basin of the Yenisei the average thickness of the snow at the 
end of winter is about 5 feet. The sudden transformation of thi 
immense continent of snow, which lies as gently on the earth as an 
eider-down quilt upon a bed, into an ocean of water rushing madly 
down to the sea, tearing everything up that comes into its way, is a 
gigantic display of power, compared with which an earthquake sinks 
into insignificance. It is difficult to imagine the chaos of water wl1ich 
must have deluged the country before the river beds were worn wide 
enough and deep enough to carry the water away as quickly as is the 
·case now. If we take the Lower Yenisei as an example, it maybe pos-
sible.to form some conception of the work which has already been clone. 
At Yeniseisk the channel is about a mile wide; 800 miles lower down 
(measuring the windings of the river"), at the village of Kureika, it i 
about 3 miles wide; and following the mighty_stream for about another 
800 miles down to the Brekoffsky Islands, it is nearly 6 miles wide. 
The depth of the channel varies from 50 to 100 feet above the winter 
level of the ice. This ice is about 3 feet thick, covered with 6 feet of 
snow, which becomes flooded shortly before the break-up and con-
verted into about 3 feet of ice, white as marble, which lies above the 
winter blue ice. When the :final crash comes, this field of thick ice is 
shattered like glass. The irresistible force of the flood behind tear, 
it up at an average rate of 4 miles au hour, or about 100 miles a day, 
and drives it down to the sea in the form of ice floes and pack ice. 
Occasionally a narrow part of the channel or a sharp bend of the river 
causes a temporary check; but the pressure from behind is irresistible, 
the pack ice is piled into heaps, and the foe floes are doubled up into 
little mountains, which rapidly freeze together into icebergs, which float 
off the banks as the water rises. Meanwhile, other ice floes come up 
behind; orne are driven into the forests, where the largest trees are 
mown down by them like gras , whilst others press on until the barrier 
giv way and the waters, suddenly let loo e, rush along at double 
' pe d carrying the icebergs with them with irre istible force, the 
pent-up dam which ha accumulated in the rear often covering hun-
dr tl, of ·quare mil . In very little more than a week the ice on the 
0 mile , fr m Y ni "ei k to the Kureika, i com pl tely broken up, and 
in Ii 1 m r ~ han another week the cond 00 mil s, from the Kureika 
b. r koff ky I land , i in the ame condition. 
urin <t the 1, ·i , l p ·h the annual fight between winter and the 
un n rl lw 7 ,' ncl ,a in th i tory of the former. Even now the 
fi b i. , v ry l p n • within th ol r ir le and i ubject to 
mnc·h phi · L 1 ion. h un alone h lit le or n chanc . 
h f win ·1 din , I.lit arm r, ab lutely proof again t 
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the sun's darts, which glance harmlessly on 6 feet of snow. In these 
high latitudes the angle of incidence is very small, even at midday in 
midsummer. The sun's rays are reflected back into the dry air with as 
little effect as a shell which strikes obliquely ag~inst an armor. plate. 
But the sun does not fight his battle alone. He bas allies which, like 
the arrival of the Prussians on the field of Waterloo, finally determine 
the issue of the battle in his favor. The tide of victory turns earliest 
in Norway, although the Scandinavian Fjeld forms a magnificent for-
t ress, in which the forces of winter intrench themselves in vain. This 
fortres~ looks as impregnable as that on the opposite coast, and would 
doubtless prove so were it not for the fact that in this part of the Polar 
Basin the sun has a most potent ally in the Gulf Stream, which soon 
routs the armies of winter and compels the fortress to capitulate. 
The suddenness of the arrival of summer in Siberia is probably largely 
due to the geographical features of the country. In consequence of 
the vastness of the area which is drained by the great rive1~s, and the 
immense volume of water which they have to carry to the sea, the 
break up of the ice in their lower valleys precedes, instead of being 
caused by, the melting of the snow toward the limit of forest growth. 
The ice on the effluents either breaks up after that on the main river, 
or is broken up by irresistible currents from it which :flow up strearn,-
a:n anomaly for which the pioneer voyager is seldom prepared; and 
when the captain bas escaped the danger of battling against an attack 
of pack ice and ice floes from a quarter whence it was entirely unex-
pected, he may be suddenly called upon to face a second army of more 
formidable ice floes and pack iee from the great river itself, and if his 
ship survive the second attack a third danger awaits him in the alter-
, uate rise arnl fall of the tributa.ry as each successive barrier where the 
ice gets jammed in its march d.own the main stream below the jnnction 
of the river accumulates until the pressure from behind becomes irre-
sistible, when 'it suddenly gives way. This alternate advance and 
retreat of the beaten armies of winter continued. for about ten days 
d_uring the battle between summer and winter of which I was a witness 
in the valley of the Yenisei. On one occasion I calculated that at least 
50,000 acres of pack ice and ice floes had been marched up the Kureika. · 
The marvel is what oecame of it. To all appearance half of it never 
came back. Some of it uo doubt melted. away during the ten days' 
marches and countermarches; some drifted away from the river on the 
flooded places,_ which are often many square miles in extent; some got 
lm,t in the adjoining forests, and was doubtless stranded among the 
trees when the flood subsided; and. some were piled up in layers one 
upon the top of the other, which more or less imperfectly froze together 
and formed iceb~rgs_of various shapes and sizes. Some of th~ icebergs 
which we saw going down the main stream were of great size, and as 
nearly as we could estimate stood from 20 to 30 feet above the surface 
of the water. These immense blocks appeared to be movillg at the 
rate of from 10 to 20 miles an hour. The grinding togetber of the 
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sharp edges of the innumerable masses of ice as they were driv n 
down stream by the irresistible pressure from behind produced a shrill 
rustling sound that could be beard a mile from th e river. 
The alternate marching of tlns immense quantity of ice up and down 
the Kureika was a most curious phenomenon. To see a strong current 
up stream for many hours is so contrary to all previous experience of 
the behavior of rivers that oue can not help feelin g continuous aston-
ishment at the novel sight. The monotony which might otherwise have 
intervened in a ten days' march .past ot ice was continually broken by 
complete change·s in the scene. Sometimes the current was up stream, 
sometimes , it was down, a,nd occas10nally there was no current at all. 
Frequently the pack ice and ice tloes were so closely jammed together 
that there was no apparent difficulty in scrambling across them, and 
occasionally the river was fr<~e from ice for a short time. At other 
times the 1-hrer was thinly sprinkled o~er with ice blocks and little ice-
bergs, which occasionally '£calved " as they travelled on, with much 
commotion and ~plashing. The phenomenon technically called "calv-
ing" is curious, and sometimes qmte startling. lt takes place wbeu a 
number of sc~tttered ice blocks are q 11ietly floating- down str~am. All 
atfonce a loud splash is heard as a huge lump of ice rises out of tbe 
water, evidently from a considerable depth) like a young whale coming 
up to breathe, noisily beats back the waves that the sudden upbea"'el 
bas caused, and rockR to and fro for some time before it :finally settles 
down to its floating level. There can be little doubt that what look~ 
like a comparatively small ice block tloating innocently along iR really 
the top of a formidable iceberg, the greater part of which is a snb-
merged mass of layers of ice piled one on the top of the other, and in 
many places very ·imperfectly frozen together. By some accident, per-
haps by grounding on a hidden sandbank, perh~,ps by the water get-
ting between the layers and thawing the few places where they are 
frozen together, the bottom layer becomes detached, escapes to the 
surface, an<l. loudly a serts its commencement of an independent exi ·t-
ence with the commotion in the water which generally procfairnR t.l, e 
fact that an iceberg bas calved. 
Finally comes tbe last march-past of tbe beaten forces of winter, ilie 
ragtag and bobtail of tbe great Arctic army that comes straggling down 
th river when th . campaign i a ll over-worn an<l weather-beaten lit-
tl ic b rrr ·, tlil'ty i ·e floes that look like floating andbanks, and tr,ig-
gling padc ice in the la t ,' tages of consumption that look. strano· 1y 
on of plare und r a, burning ' nn between bank. gay with the gay ' t 
fl w 1-.· amid,'t b buzz f rno ' quitoe , the mu. ic of Rong bird , a1Hl 
th bar ·h r f gull , di v rs duck , and and piper. of variou peci · · 
ha 11 lm.· diffa e in de. cribing th e c nes, in the :fir t pla · , 
v r Tan<l · in t h econcl pla ·e, becau e tbey b (tY 
, rin n1 on <-limate, on of th e gr at factor wlii ·h 
rrra hita l <li : ri uti01 of animal~ mid plant. ; ancl in 
h v b n v r b n . ·uffi iently erupba iz d. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893 . 
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TIIE PRESENT STANDPOIWr OF GEOGRAPHY.* 
By CLEMENTS R. MARKHAM, F'. R. S. 
The work of geographical di scovery, during living memory, has pro-
ceeded with such rapidity that ma11y ot' ns haYe been half inclined to 
thiuk tlrn,t there 1s little left to be done. Brilliantly Ruccessful expedi-
tiorn; Juwe traversed the uulrnowu parts of the great, continents, blank 
8pa<'es on our map. have been fi11ed up year after year, entrancing uar-
rnti ve or pcrilon adventure haYe lie1<l us in ra,pt attention during 
ead1 ucceeding s ::;~ion, until we are tempted to believe tha,t the glori-
on.· tal i: n arly told. But this iK very far ind(1ed from beillg the case. 
Th r al'e still wide tract1-s, in all the grea,t <livisiorn.;; of the earth, which 
ar unk11ow11 to nR, a11d which will fnrni~h work to explorers for many 
y ars to com , whil the exami11atio11 of oeean depths iH an important 
ta k which J1a. lrnt lat ly l>ee11 commence<l. .Moreover, there are regions 
of va:t xt 11t which are only very partially lrnow11 to m~, the more 
d tail cl xamillation of which will enable explorer8 to collect geo-
graphi •al inf rmation of th ltigbei--t value and of tl1c greatest interest. 
1t i.- fro111 th llletho<liC'al i--tu<ly or limited m·(•a:-; that Rcienre deriveR the 
moH ,• a tisf'aetor. 1· snltH. When 1rncl1 i11veHtig~1tio11s are commenced 
jt ii-- foun<l !tow 111 •ag •r and i1mcc:urat<i pn•vionH k11owledge derived 
from tit' cun.;ory informa,tion, pi<·krnl up ,l11ri11g· :.;;0111e rapi<l march, had 
l.> 11. cl tail cl ci 'ntdic 11101rn gTa,pJ1 011 a little known region of 
c· 111parat1v ly :mall ext >11t i--npplies work of' a bRorbi11g interest to the 
xplor r, wltil "· he ha, the atisf'a,<'tio11 of knowing tliat hiH labors will 
be of la :,:;ting valu a11d utility. 'l1lwrc ii-- Huffi<'ient work of this less 
a 111bitiotrn, bnt uot l s serviceable kiud to oecnpy n, whole a,rmy of field 
0 · ographer for many decaclcs. Exact delineation, by trigonometrical 
rnea. m·rm nt, i our crowning work. It is barely commenced. With 
tl1e exception of countries i11 Europe, Briti::;h ludia,, tl1e coast of the 
United tates, and a, mall part of its interior, the whole world is still 
m1mapped. Suppo ing that the surface of the earth does not nndergo 
cbauge ·, our 'fOrk will be completed centuries heuce, when all the 
regions of the earth have been discovered, have been explored in detail, 
" Opening address of the pres ident, <lcliver<'<l at the meet ing of the Royal Geo-
graphical Society,~ ovember 13, 1893. ( Tll e Geographical Journal, Lon,lon, vol. u, · 
pp. 481-504.) 
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and have been scientifically mapped. As the earth's surface is m con-
stant process of change, our work will never be completed, and we mu t 
as a race of _men labor .at it without ceasing. We of this generation 
have received the torch of geographical knowledge from our father . 
It is for us to diftuse its light over a wider and wider circle while we 
live, and to hand ,it on, still burning brightly, to our descendants. 
All of us, all the Fellows of this great Society, ought t o work in our 
several lines .and capacities, for all can help in the diffusion of the light 
of knowledge, some in · one way, some in another. I have thought, 
therefore, that we might usefully set apart the opening night of our 
present session for taking a survey; it must necessarily be a, rough and 
incomplete survey, but still a general survey of some of the work that 
is before us; of the regions that are still unknown and await discov-
ery, of the tracts that seem most to need more detailed exploration, 
and of the principal geographical problems that remain to be solved. 
We may also glance at the ways in which our society has furnished in 
the past, and may still more in the future furnish aid toward further-
ing and helping in the great work that is a lways before us. 
The Polar areas contain by far the most extensive unknown tracts 
on the globe. Explorers and geographers h ave been occupied with the 
Arctic regions for the last three centuries, and more especially during 
the last century. Their labors have added a very bright page to the 
story of British maritime achievement. The expeditions have brought 
back abundant valuable results in all branches of science, and by open-
iug th~ way to lucrative fisheries have increased the wealth of the 
nation. But their great u se has been that to which Lord Beaconsfield 
referred in 1874, "the importance of encouraging that spirit of enter-
prise which has ever distinguished the English people." At present 
it is our watch below as regards the Arctic regions. We have taken a 
back seat , from which we look on while others do the work. Mr. Peary, 
after a ver y perilous and adventurous reconnaissance last year, is now 
preparing, amidst all the hardships of an Arctic winter, for a supreme 
effort to olve one of the great remaining geographic~! problem ., the 
in ularity of Greenland. Our gallant friend Nansen is engaged upon a 
still more heroic enterprise. I believe that the argument on which bi 
proce clings are ba ed is sound. I know tha,t if thorough knowledge, 
matur reflection , courage of the highest order, indomitable persever-
an e and th fa ulty f r ommand can ecure ucce s Nan en i , the 
man to a bieve it. But the natural ob tacle · are very great, and it 
may w 11 b bey lid human power to overcome them. We can only 
th ·allant m n our warm t ympathy, and r olve tlrn.t our 
n h ir return hall e b arty and ordial. 
nwbe11 b gr at · raphi alprobl m withwhi hNan enand 
ary r n w r r plin ha lJ n fully, olv d th re will till be a va t 
11kn , t wi bin th ~ r ti 'ircl , and mueh imp rta11t w rk to 
d 11 • · n. I h Ii , , that tb r iR land l> tw en Prill e 
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P a.trick Island and Siberia which ought to be discovered. The extent 
of the ancient ice ought to be ascertained by-an expedition up Jones 
Sound. Franz Josef Land, particularly the coasts and islands on its 
northern face, offer materials of peculiar interest to the explorer. Mr. 
Jackson, who left last summer to explore the Yalmal Peninsula, has 
proposed to lead an expedition in this direction. The difficulties will 
be formidal>le and ought not to be disguised, but the value of the scien-
tific results to be attained are well worth the unavoidable risk. Another 
direction for research is the area immediately to the north of Cape 
Chelyuskin, in Siberia, where Lieut. Hovgaard, on plausible grounds, 
believes that there is extensive land. It will occupy at least five suc-
('.f'Ssive Arctic expeditions, all entirely successful, to complete our knowl-
edge of the North Polar area, and this society ought never to rest satis-
fied until the work is thoroughly done. For it must be borne in mind 
that this work will not only unfold to us the varied phenomena of the 
unknown regions. The earth's surface is a connected whole and its 
. phenomena are inter-dependent. For example, the climate of Europe, 
as was pointed out in 1873, in no small degree depends on the atmos-
pheric conditions of the Polar area. For the satisfactory appreciation 
of these phenomena a precise acquaintance with the distribution of land 
and water north of the Arctic Circle is quite necessary, and of that our 
knowledge is still very unlimited. 
If a vast extent of the North Polar area is still unknown, and if, 
as is undoubtedly the case, its complete examination is a scientific 
desideratum; how much more is this the case within the South Polar 
area 1 The Antarctic regions, with millions of unknown square miles 
full of geographical work, and teeming with the most interesting 
scientific problems, have been totally neglected by us for half a century. 
It is not necessary that I should say more, because at our next meeting 
Dr. J ohn Murray will address us fully on the important results to be 
derived from Antarctic discovery, and stir up our enthusiasm as ge<lg-
raphers and onr patriotism as Britons so that we may all combine in a , 
hearty effort to procure the renewal of Antarctic research. Certainly 
fifty years is a long time for us to have totally neglected so vast and so 
important a field for geographical discovery. We may now look forward 
to a most interesting Antarctic meeting on November 27, and, mean-
while, we will continue our survey of the other parts of the world, which 
either need further exploration or are entirely unknown. 
There is plenty of interesting work even in our quarter of the globe, 
although there are now no discoveries to be made. Even in our own islands 
some of the lakes are unsurveyed and were ·not systematically sounded 
until our accomplished librarian began the useful work in Cumberland 
this year. The topography of the Alps may be considered to be fairly 
complete, but there are still physical inquiries of great interest which 
commend themselves to scientific Alpine travelers, such as the extent 
Pind action of ice, the oscillations of gl~~l~rs, th<? 9ri~iq. of t4() Fq~ij 
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wind, aud t~e effects of the destruction of forests. The historical geogra-
phy of the Alps is also in process of elucidation, and in this department 
our associate, the Rev. ,v. B. Coolidge, of Magdalen College, Oxford, 
is one of the most industrious workers, but much remains to be <lone. 
It will be rern:embered too that our secretary, Mr. Douglas Fresh:fiekl, 
has written a paper on the long-disputed passage of the Alps by Han-
nibal, and, although his solution of the question has not been univer-
sally accepted, it is adopted in the latest edition of Arnold's "Rome." 
Beyond the Alps there is need of a fuller description of the Cantabrian 
Highlands along the north of Spain, but it is the Balkan Peninsula 
which offers the best new ground in Europe for mountain travelers. 
rrhis year our Oxford travelling scholar, Mr. Cozens-Hardy, has beeu 
investigating one of the least-explored and worst-mapped regions in 
Europe, that on the frontiers of J\fontenegro. The va,lue of his work is 
best shown by the fact that the intelligence department bas un<ler-
taken the production of a, map based on his observations. On the 
border-land of Europe aucl Asia the Caucasus has been revealed to us, 
. and we have been made familiar with the splendor of its fore1:,ts aud 
frozen crests within the last quar ter of a century, thanks to our gold 
medallist, Dr. Radde, and other Alpine climbers. In this region Signor 
w·. Sella, our honorary associate, M. de Decby, and Mr. H. Woolley 
have conspicuously proved what photography can do to present a Jiving 
picture of the physical features and of the i11ha1Jitai1ts of a hitherto 
little known country. Recently the Russian Government has under-
taken a survey of the Caucasus, and the reRults, as far af; they are 
available, reflect the highest credit ou the officers employed; bnt the 
r;:i,uge is of great extent, aud here there is plenty of room for mountain 
· travelers to break new g-rouud. 
The regions not yet traversed by explorers on the coutiueut of Africa 
have i:;hrunk very considerably since I became a, fellow of t l11s society. 
Barth and Vogel were then at work iu the direction of Timbuctoo aud 
Lake. Chad, Dr. Baikie ,,Tas on the Niger, Dr. Livingstone was rnakiug 
hi. way to the coast at Loan do, and Mr. Gal ton's companion, Anderssen, 
l1ad reached Lake Ngami; Burton had just proposed Jus expedition to 
H arar. 'I anganyika, Vi ·toria Nyanza, and Nyasa, the fa,l l of the 
Zambe i, the heights of Kilirnaujaro au<l Kenia had not been heard of. 
In t ho e day almost every expedition that was sent into Africa revealed 
t u · , om geo0·niphi al feature of commanding importance corroborat-
in 0· r r futing t h theori aud. peculation of tudent . 
t Ir t th r are oul_y three region , in Africa, of con iderable 
ar , whi h ff r pportunitie f r di covery on a large scale, namely, 
b , b ra h recr ion a joinin g it to th e outh, and extending aero . 
adai tb wa r h f th ,ong and ile, and the r gion to the 
f ~il . r tching uth of Aby . inia, throu h the land 
omali ·, to th astern eaboard of the i::ontinent. 
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In the Sahara there are more especially two districts which would 
reward an enterprising explorer. One has for its center the highlands 
of Tibesti, for our knowledge of which we are solely dependent on the 
reports of Nachtigal and Gerhard Rohlfs. The other is the highland of 
Ahaggar. Col. Flatters lost his life in an attempt to explore it in 1881, 
yet the difficulties can not be insurmountable. Great interest at.taches-
to a thorough examination of the Atlas Mountains, but they are still 
rendered inaccessible in some parts by fanatical tribes. 
The second large unknown African region includes Wadai and the 
districts lying between the scene of Junker's exploration in _the east 
and the route recently taken by M. Maistre, in bis journey from the 
Ubangi to the Shari. Wadai has only been visited by three Europeans. 
Dr. Vogel was murdered at Wara in 1856, a,nd his diaries have never 
been recovered. N achtigal crossed the country from west to east in 
1873. Lieut. Masari did so in the opposite direction in 1880. A Euro-
pean traveller would doub~less meet with considerable difficulties in an 
exploration of Wadai proper, but the outlying districts of this region 
certainly deserve attention, and they are now much more easily acces-
sible from the Ubagni-Welle, or the upper Benne, than they were some 
years ago. 
Far more interesting, however, fo the vast region, the greater part of 
which is unexplored, which stretches from the Upper Nile to the Indian 
Ocean. It includes uot only the territories of the Galla anrl Somali, but 
also those highlands to the south of Abyssinia, where little progress 
has been made since the visit of D' Abbadie to Kaffa in 1843. There 
are commercial as well as geographical motives for opening up these 
almost unknown highlands. When I was at Senafe, in Abyssinia, a 
merchant arrived from Kaffa or Enarea with donkeys laden with coffee. 
I had an interesting conversation with him, Dr. Krapf acting as my 
interpreter. The man said that he had crossed the whole of Abyssinia 
to find a market for his goods, and that be was on his way to Massawa. 
We afterward heard that he was robbed and murdered in the Dagonta 
Pass; so that be 11ever reached his market. This incident has always 
given me a special interest in the highlands south of Abyssinia; and 
pa,rts of them have recently been visited by Italian travellers. Chiarini 
a,nd Cecchi made their way from Sboa to Kaffa, Solei1let reached Kaffa 
in 1882, Borelli explored the sources of the Hawash in 1888, and 
reached the Omo flowing to Lake Rudolf, and Dr. Traversi examined 
the upper Ha.wash, and Dr. Stecker reached Lake Zuway. The inter-
esting lake di:,trict to the south of Shoa is probably most accessible 
from the north. But assaults should be made on the southern extremity 
of the grea,t· Abyssinian Mountain plateau from the east or the south, 
by expeditions starting from Kisimayu or Lake Rudolf. Mr. Chanler, 
with Lieut. Hohnel and Capt. Bottego, who are at pre.sent in_ the field, 
may possibly solve the problem of the sources of the Jub, but even if 
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they do succeed there will still remain splendid opportunities for future 
expeditions.* 
The Italians have recently made great efforts to ascertain the geo-
graphical featureB of the Somali country. Signor Bricchetti-Robecchi, 
especially, has travelled along th~ whole coast from Mukadisho to 
Allula, and has also crossed the Somali country from Obbia on the shore 
of the -Indian Ocean to Berbera on the Gulf of Aden. We had the 
pleasure of welcoming this ardent explorer in the autumn. He ha<l 
previously written a charming book describing his visit to the oasis of 
Jupiter Ammon. 
The country west of the Jub lies within the British sphere of influ-
ence, and the interests of geography, no less than those of commerce, 
make it desirable that its exploration should be undertaken by British 
travelers. As soon as friendly relations can be established with the 
Somali and Galla living at the back of Kisimayu, an expedition into 
the country of the Borana Galla ought :not to meet with insuperable 
difficulties. Camels, horses, and donkeys are procurable there, so that 
the work of explorers would be much facilitated. A depot might be 
established on or near Lake Rudolf, a _district which is said to be rich 
in ivory, and relations might then be established with the tribes inter-
vening between that lakt:, and.the highlands south of Abyssinia, includ-
ing Kaffa and Enarea. Exploring journeys both from the Shoa coun-
try to the south, or northward from Lake Rudolf, would lead to a region 
which, although the last to be taken in hand, is certainly one of the 
most interesting in the interior of Africa. 
Outside the regions just referred to we may be said to have obtained 
a fair kno--;vledge of the general geographical features of the African 
continent. Much detail remains to be filled in, and much of the work, 
executed in a hasty and superficial manner, requires to be done over 
again. There are also regions of great interest which have been 
vi ited, but which will well repay detailed ~xamination. The moun-
ta,ins of Ruwenzori were discovered by Stanley, and have since been 
passed on the west side by Stuhlmaun. Capt. Lugard, whom you had 
the pleasure of welcoming from U gancla in the last session, was the 
fir t to pass them on the eastern side. These mountains and the coun-
try b tween them and Lake Tanganyika comprise a piece of work which 
Mr. cott Elliot ha just set out with the intention of carefully exe 
cuting. Mo t valuable re ult may, I think, be anticipated from hir.. 
la r . 
Ex ell nt work of the ame character has just been completed by our 
rr p u ent, Dr. Gregory, on Mount Kenia, and we anticipate a most 
ting paper from thi accompli hed explorer in the cour e of the 
n. 
map are ba ed 
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upon very imperfect materials. Mr. Ravenstein, ·whose unrivalled 
knowledge of all that concerns the mapping of Africa is well known, 
bas pointed out to me the want of reliable scientific obseryations even 
on routes which have been traversed several times. It is not pos-
sible to lay them down on a map with confidence in consequence of 
th~se deficiencies. The Victoria li'alls of the Zambesi, for instance,. 
have been visited by scores of travellers, but their exact geographical 
position is still uncertain. Careful astronomical observations have 
never been taken there. Then, again, the statements as to the height 
of Lake N gami above the sea actually vary between 2;260 and 3,700 feet . 
. The Tioge, which enters that lake on the north, bas been repeatedly 
ascended, but observations for latitude have never been taken. Sim-
ilar in stances of opportunities neglected might be adduced from all 
parts of Africa, the most deplorable one being that of the now aban-
doned Egyptian Sudan, where an extensive net of telegraphic wires. 
was never utilized for determining the longitudes of Khartoom and 
other places of importance. 
On the other band, we must remember the admirable work done by 
our distinguished gold-medallist, Mr. O'Neill, in fixiug the position of · 
Blantyre. Equally careful observations have been taken by the Belgian 
officers in the basin of the Congo and on the shores of Lake Tanganyika, 
Nor must I fail to record the good work of the members of the Anglo- . 
Portuguese, Anglo-French, and Anglo-German boundary commissions, 
and of the officers of the Royal Engineers who carried out the surveys 
for a proposed Mombasa-Victoria railway. We must recognize estal>-
lished facts . It is the work of scientific and carefully trained explorers · 
that we now need in Africa. The time for desultory exploring expe-
ditions is past. Some parts of Africa, including Algeria arid Tm1is, · 
Cape Colony, Natal, and Eritrea are now actually being surveyed. An 
extension of such surveys, on the system proposed by Col. Trotter at 
the Cardi~ meeting of the British Association, to other districts already 
occupied by Europeans is much to be desired. In the end they would · 
prove cheaper than repeated expeditions yielding imperfect or unreha- : 
ble materials for the map-maker. 
Their extension over the greater part of Africa can not of course 
be thought of for many years to come. But I believe that it would be 
quite possible to drive certain carefully selected trunk lines across the · 
continent which would serve as bases for all future exploration, and ·. 
which would enable us to utilize. existing materials far more efficiently . 
than can be done at present. The positions of the main stations on 
these trunk lines would be carefully fixed by astronomical observations, 
and there should be a number of meteorological stations supplied with 
standard barometers, so that we may be able to compute our aneroid 
observations with some confidence in the results. 
Such is the work of the future as regards the African continent. There · 
are two _great areas of the Sahara to be discovered. There is W adai 
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to be explored. We hope that a welf-equipped English expedition 
will, before very long, set out from a base on Lake Rudolf and penetrate 
the highland regions south of Abyssinia. We also. hope to receive much 
valuable geographical information from the contemplated work of the 
Hausa Association. There are numerous pieces of local exploration, 
such as the work · undertaken by Mr. Scott Elliot in the Ruwenzori, 
which are both interesting and important. Lastly, there is the estab-
lishment of lines of fixed positions and of meteorological stations 
which ought to be kept steadily in view by us and pushed forward as 
opportunity offers. This is the pioneer work which will keep well in 
advance of the regular surveys. The pace of African discovery, during 
my time, bas been fast and furious. Hereafter it will be more steady 
and the ~ork will be more scientific. We are proud, as a nation, of the 
illustrious men who, in the face of appalling sufferings and hardships, 
and in spite of what might well appear insuperable difficulties, have 
supplied us, in a comparatively short number of years, with a general 
knowledge of the interior of Africa. We shall have to ask for equally 
high qualifications as · travellers from those who will, in the future, 
emulate the exampies of Livingstone and Burton, of Speke and Grant, 
of Cameron and Stanley, and also for scientific attainments of a high 
order. That the right men will come to the front, who can doubt? 
Some, indeed, are already in the field. We must not, however, forget 
the warning voice of my illustrious predecessor, Sir Bartle Frere. ~, No 
country," he said, "possesses the best raw material in such perfection 
as Great Britain. The strong physical constitution, the buoyant 
energy, the keen power of observation, the good-humored indifference 
to opposition aud danger, the determination not to be beaten, aremore 
common among our ·youth, more lasting among our seniors, than · in 
most other races.. But this very abundance of natural gifts is apt to 
give us a dangerous contempt for artificial culture. How often have 
our working geographers lamented the neglect of systematic training 
by some of our niost entei·prising travellers." These wise words were 
addressed to you twenty years ago, and I believe they were taken to 
heart. Our young explorers now pay much more attention to their 
scientific training than they did formerly. There is plenty of important 
work and plenty of very bard work in Africa still, and I am confident 
that Britain will produce the right men to do it, and to do it well. If 
there are 'ucking Wellingtons and Nelsons among us, there are also 
sucking Burtons and Livingstones. The magnificent raw material sur-
rounds us, and the men who possess the physical advantages enumer-
ated by Sir Bartle Frere will surely add to them the needful scientific 
knowledge when they find that they must qualify to become good 
explorer . A our country bas produced great Afriean t,ravellers in the 
past, o be will send them forth in the future. A~ long as there is 
work to be done, ~ ay again that there will be no lack of volunteers. 
In the continent of A. ia British geographers have been very active 
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during the present century. They have made a trigonometrical survey 
of India, and we know what those few words signify, what high scientific 
attainmeuts were required, what hardships and dangers had to be 
encountered, what heavy loss of life was entailed, and we also know how 
fruitful were the results. The names of Rennell,of Everest, of Waugh, 
of Montgomerie, and of our.eminent colleagues Gens. James T. Walker 
a,nd Sir Henry Thuillier, will forever occupy very honorable niches in 
our geographical temple. British explorers have also surveyed and 
mapped l\Iesopotamia and Syria, Persia and Afghanistan; they have 
navigated the Chinese rivers, penetrated over the passes of the Hima-
laya, traversed the deserts of Manchuria and Turkistan, and discovered 
the source of the Oxus . . Still they have left a great deal for their suc-
cessors to do. 
Perhaps the most inte;resting and important unknown Asiatic region 
is the southern part of Arabia, from Yemen on the west to Oman on the 
east, and between the sea coa,s.t and the states of Nejd in the interior. · 
This unknown region is upward Q( 450 miles in extent, both in length 
and breadth. Hadramaut, with it~ lofty mountaJns and cultivated 
ravines, its settled population and hlstoric past, is almost a sealed 
book to us. The little we know is derived from the narrative of 
journeys made by Baron ~on Wrede in 1843,_ ~nd from the more recent 
excursion of Col. Miles in 1870; Wrede's stories Qf Himyaritic inscrip-
tions, wild mountain passes, mysterious quicksand.s,_ and terraced cul-
tivation only quicken our longing to know more. Ba-dramaut, like the 
Antarctic continent, bas been totally neglected by us fw- half a century. 
I am happy to be able to announce to you that our accomplished asso-
ciates, Mr. and Mrs. Bent, accompanied by a Mohammeda.n surveyor 
from India and other assistants, are about to undertake the explora-
tion of this practically unknown region. The excellent work they have 
already acc0mplished gives us the assurance that when we welcome 
their return we shall find that they have brought back a rich store of 
valuable and interesting information. 
Leaving Arabia and Syria, we find much work yet to be done in 
Asia Minor. The most important unexplored field includes tlie upper 
valley of the Euphrates and Eastern Cappadocia, and toward this part 
of the work our society has already made a liberal contribution. Next, 
turn ing our attention to Persia, we come to a country which has been 
explored and reported upon by many of our countrymen since the days 
of Sir John Malcolm, and which has now, thanks to our colleague, 
Mr. Curzon, been admirably mapped. Yet even here, as I am informed 
by Mr. 0urzon, plenty of useful geographical work remains to be done; 
while a good deal of information that has been collected by officers 
dispatched by the intelligence department at Simla continues to be 
"secret and confidential." Thus there are several gaps which it is in 
the power of private travelers to fill in, so that Persia still affords an 
interesting and far from exhausted field for geographers. 
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Entering from the west, although the frontier province of Azerbaijan 
has, in its 11orthern half, been systematically .explored and mapped by 
Russian surveyors, in its southern parts and on the Turkish border 
attention might usefully be paid to the Persian Kurds, both nomad 
and sendentary, the former mostly in the mountaius, the latter in the 
triangle of which the three points are Suj-Bulah, Bijar, and Sinna. 
Farther south, Luristan still remains unexplored in many parts, espe-
cially in the western subdivision called Pusht-i-Kuh, the home of the 
Feili Lurs. Since Sir Henry Rawlinson and Sir A. Layard were there 
:fifty years ago these regions have been almost unvisited. Again, ~o 
the west of the route, from Tehran to Ispahan, there is a number of 
small districts which are very imperfectly known; while west of the 
road from Ispahan to Shiraz there is an absolute blank on the thirty-
third parallel, ·between Kumishah and Yezd. J:i.,arther south, the Basha-
kerd province and Persian Baluchistan are very little known and largely 
unexplored, and in Luristan there is a blank space on the maps between 
the coast range and the caravan route from Faizabad to Lar. So that 
it will be seen that there is a great deal to which a young geographer 
might devote his energies in Persia. The same may be said of Balu-
chistan, where, between Kharan and the Mekran coast, except along 
the old Kafilah route from Lus-Beia to Paujgur (which was traversed 
by Sir R. Sandeman in 1890), the map is almost a blank. 
Parts · of Afghanistan are very dangerous for Europeans to be 
employed in, and our knowledge of the mountain ranges between 
Kabul and Herat, which are occupied by the Hazara and other tribes, 
is most inadequate. Our ignorance of Kafiristan is complete. vVe still 
know nothing whatever of that interesting country, and its explora-
tion is very desirable. Officers have beeu on its frontier-Col. Tanner 
on the side of the Kunar River, my old friend, Sir William Lockhart, 
on the north, and the late Mr. McN air from the side of Chitral. But 
the country itself, from the passes of the Hi~du Kush to the banks of 
the Kuuar, is unknown. Its exploration is one of the great geograph-
ical achievements that remain to lJe done in Asia. The results would 
be important both from a polibcal , a geographical, and possibly a com-
mercial point of view, aud there could be few nobler ambitions for a 
young aspirant than to be the first explorer of Kafiristau. In south-
ern Afghanistan much also rei:nai11s to be done, as, for instauce, in tlrn 
tracts to the west of the British frontier, between the Zllob and Kur-
ram valleys. 
The Pamir table-laud Las been largely exp~ored by several European 
traveler ;, but there is plenty of room for further work, and a sy:-.;-
tematic urvey of the whole region would be a valuable contribution to 
ograpby. Farther to the east the plain of Turkista11 have been 
laborately xploretl, and ar ufficiently well known. The mou11tains 
and bill,· to the ,·outh, however, beiug spurs from the Mustagh-Hima-
layau range , are very imperfectly understood. It is doubtful, for 
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instq,nce, whether the YarkandRiver, which rises in those ranges, flows 
some distance westward before it enters the plain, or whether it breaks 
through the mountains 30 or 40 miles to the east and proceeds direct 
to Yarkand. A fairly accurate survey of the northern slopes of the 
H imalayan Ranges and the adjoining portions of eastern Turkistan is 
much needed, although a great deal of good work has quite recently been 
executed in the loftier parts of those ranges. 
The recent journey of Mr. Conway among the glaciers and higher 
passes of the Mustagh-Himalayas is an example of what the courage 
and skill of an able private explorer may do under the most difficult 
circumstances. Starting from Hunza and Nagar, he surveyed a con-
siderable area of country at great altitudes, and he has been able to 
correct and add to the survey of this region, which was executed by 
Col. Godwin Austen. Fe1lows of the society have already listened to 
Mr. Conway's graphic narratives, and before long his painstaking and 
minutely accurate map of one of the most remarkable portions of the 
Himalayan glacier region will be in your hands. In the same region, 
but still farther north, officers of the Indian 8urvey are pushing the1r 
observations, and we may hope in due time to. be furnished ~ith the 
results. Another surveyor, Mr. Senior, has done much valuable work 
under circumstances of unusual difficulty, among the higher ranges of 
Kula and Lahaul. His merits have been recognized by our council, 
and he has been awarded our Murchison Grant . 
.... ,_ Farther to the east, along the Himalayan chains, the kingdom of 
Nepal covers a tra<;t of country about 500 miles long and 100 miles 
broad, lying bet~~e,n the crests of the mountains and the British fron -
tier. This is still almost a blank upon our maps. Europeans, except 
a few officers at the capital, are debarred by treaty from entering Nepal 
so that the country is very imperfectly known. The passes from Nepal 
into Tibet have a special interest for us, because the only great army 
that has invaded India since the commencement of British rule in 
Bengal marched through one of them, the Kirong Pass, and so 
descended from the valley of the Tsanpo into Nepal. It has never, I 
believ_e, been visited by any European. 
Lhasa, the capital of Tibet, has never been visited by any English-
man since the days of Manning. There is also a vast and wholly unex-
plored region of Tibet on the north west, between the parallels of 34° 
and 36° and the meridians of 82° and 90° . It lies between the explo-
rations of Capt. Bower on the south side and those of Col. Pevtsof and 
M . Bogdanovich on the north. In southwest Tibet there are also great 
belts of unknown country between the routes of Pundit N ain Sing from 
Ladak to Lhasa, and his route along the upper course of the Y aro-
Tsanpo River; also between that river and the crests of the Himalayan 
ranges, which form the border of Western Nepal. The course of the 
Tsanpo and the adjoining country on both banks are well known as far 
as the meridian of 93° , and fairly well, but with some uncertainty, to 
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94° 10'. But from that point down to its entrance into the Assam Val-
ley, under the name of the Dihong River, it is wholly unknown. So 
also is the country eastward up to the meridian of 97°-a region whicl1 
is probably the basin of the tributaries of the Dibong River, wllicl1 
flows into the Lohit-Brahi11aputra a - few miles above the point where 
the latter river joins the Dihong or 'l,sanpo. 
The great rivers of central and eastern Tibet-the Giama-Nn-Chu, 
the Lantsan, and the Di-Chu-are fairly well known in parts; but tbert'. 
~re considerable portions of the first river, more particularly, which 
need further exploration. There is considerable uncertainty whether, 
below where t,here is a ferry on the road from Dayul to Kimn,, the 
Giama-Nu-Chu tlows southward as the source of the Sal~in, or south- _ 
westward and is the principal source of the Irawadi. This is a geo-
graphical problem of great iuterest, and offers a splendid oppor-
tunity for ambitious young explorers to win their spurs. This whole 
regio·n of complicated mountain and river systems, which still conceals 
the sources of the great Burmese streams, urgentiy ealls for bold and 
hardy explorers to diseutangle it. It is the borderland of several 
races, mostly broken up into minute trib~l divisions, which present the 
same interest to the anthropologist as their country does to the geogra-
pher. · 
In Burma itself much information is still needed to complete onr 
knowledge of its geography; but this desideratum is being system-
atically /attended to by. the Indian survey department. In Siam l\lr. 
McCarthy bas recently constructed a map, and the trade routes between 
Chieng Mai and the Upper Mekong have been traversed by Holt Hal-
lett, Carl Boch, Archer, and others. But the region lying to the south, 
between the Menam Valley and the lower Mekong,. 1s almost unknown 
to Englishmen. A thorough acquaintance with the country on the 
western side of the Mekong is very desirable: such as the cis-Mekong 
parts of Luang Prabong and of Nan, and the parts intended to be 
opened up by the pr~jected railway from Bangkok to Korat. I may 
here mention that a valuable communication has just been received 
from Mr. H. Warington Smyth, describing his voyage up the Menam 
and his journeys in the mountainous country to the west of the Mek011g. 
Our young conespondent is a son of our former colleague, the late Sir 
Warington Smyth, and a grandson of our President Admiral Smyth, 
to whom the society owes so much, and was one of our seven founders. 
Mr. W arington Smyth's narrati~e is of geographical value a_11d i:--; 
charmingly written, and it is pleasant to find that in this instance tl.w 
geographical mantle of my distinguished predecessor bas so wortliily 
de cended on his grandson. In the Malay Peninsula there is ~h;o 
much to be done; and Mr. Lake has just brought home some good snr-
veying work of previously unexplored country in the territory of Joh ore. 
But we have to deplore the death of Mr. Becher, who unfortunately 
lo this life in a river in the southern part of the Malay Penirnmla just 
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after he had entered upon what promised to be a useful piece of geo-
graphical work. 
Passing over the great Empire of China, which has been _traversed 
in numerous directions, and the geography of which is tolerably well 
understood, we come to Korea. In this peninsula, which until lately 
had scarcely been visited, the pack roads between the principal towns 
are now pretty well know_n, but there remain a number of routes on'the 
western side, from Seoul down to the south coast, and on the east Ride 
between Gensan and Fusan, which Mr. Cnzron informs me have either 
not been traversed in modern times or are wholly unexplored. · Tllere 
is very great need of a survey and map of Korea, and, apart from the 
pack roads, the mountainous parts of the country are quite unknown. 
There is thus very considerable scope for geographical enterprise in this 
great peninsula, w~ich may be looked upon as one of the numerous 
allurements which the unknown parts of the . world present to the 
explorer. 
Leaving the great Asiatic continent, and turning our attentiou to the 
mass of islands to the south, and stretching away eastward to the 
Pacific, we shall find that the most important future work will have to 
be done by the hydrograpber rather than by the geographer. Doubt-
less there are many unreported reefs and shoals, and others whose 
recorded positions require verification. Yet when we think of I he 
splendid work of Mr. Wallace in the Malay Archipelago, and ot tho 
lonely residence of Mr. Forbes on 'rimor Laut, there can be no don ht 
that much is also left for the explorer to do on land among those lovrly 
islands . . Sir William Macgregor will steadily proceed with the exam-
ination of British New Guinea, and will encourage all well-conceived 
schemes of discovery. Mr. Woodford tells me that, in bis opinion, a 
properly equipped expedition would have little difficulty in passing 
from the bead waters of the Fly to those of the Empress Augusta 
River, and so crossing New Guinea in its broadest part. l\{eanwhile 
the interior of Dutch New Guinea is a complete blank-:arfother of the 
vast tracts which await discovery. Here there is an ext~nsive range 
marked on the maps as the Charles Louis Mountains, and ·attaining a 
height of 16,000 feet. The particular exploration of this range would 
offer work for geographers and naturalists for many years to come. 
Another interesting piece of work for a young explorer to undertake 
would be a definite solution of the question whether a passage exists 
right through the supposed isthmus from Maclure Gulf to Geelvink 
Bay, as has been reported. More knowledge of the islands to the 110rth 
of New Guinea is also needed, where the natives present the chief 
obstacle to exploration. In the Solomon Islands, Mr. Woodford wa8 
successful in visiting the interior of Guadalcanal, but Bougainville 
Island is still absolutely virgin ground, and I am informed by Mr. 
Woodford that there is a most interesting elevated coral lagoon to the 
north of the island of New Georgia, which has hitherto been unde-
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scribed; while Rennell and Bellona Islands, to the south of the Solo-
mon group, are said to be elevated about 400 feet above the sea, yet 
exclusively of coral formation. The natives are Polynesian, not of 
Melanesian race, and they would certainly well r~pay a visit. The 
whole question of the mingling of Polynesian and Melanesian types on 
these groups of islands calls for careful investigation, as well as further 
study of the formation of coral reefs. Mr. Woodford suggests that it 
would be desirable, if funds could be obtained for the purpose, to make 
an experimental bore with a diamond drill upon some island of purely 
c0ral formation, situated in very deep water, and as far removed as pos-
sible from any high land. He thinks one of the islands of the Gilbert 
or Ellice groups would be suitable for the experiment. 
It is · unlikely that there are now any undiscovered islands in the 
Pacific, although I well remember the time when we fully expected that 
there might ·be, and when we were ordered to enter in the deck log, 
dul'.'ing our watches, the visibility of distant objects. Thus our tracks 
formed belts varying from 10 to 15 miles wide, within which no new 
islands were to be found. 
Australia has now been explored in its whole extent. The work was 
watched with the deepest interest and sympathy by our society; and 
no less than twelve Australian explorers have received our gold medal. 
Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia proper 
are thoroughly well known; but in western Australia there are still 
large isolated tracts of the country in the interior which are uneY 
plored. The most important lies east of the one hundred and twe1 
tieth meridian and between about 21 o and 24° south. Mr . . Erne. 
Favenc points out that the important geographical fact to be det, 
mined by an examination of this tract would be the settlement of tt 
question whether Sturt's Creek again reformed, after having been for . 
time lost. Probably some patches of pastoral country and some mrno' 
nected water-channels and saline swamps would also be found. M 
Favenc considers that the geographical problem to be worked out · 
Australia, d~ring the ensuing years, is the evolution of a last rivP-1• 
system, which will fill up the gap between the heads of the west coar 
rivers and the Lake Eyre system. It is not likely that such a systt-
will exist in anything more than a fragmentary form, but certain fixe, 
drainage rules peculiar to that region may be found to exist whici: 
would dispel tbe present notion that the creeks there run at random fo 
all points of the compass. The northern coast regions are now we'.) 
known aud fairly well settled throughout by sheep farmers; and th( 
gold di coveries in the southwest of the continent are extending inland· 
and may reach the unexplored space, as belts of auriferous country ar~ 
known to xi t across the interior. 
In N w Zealand, as Mr. Douglas Freshfield has recently pointed out, 
a glori u fi ld is open for the mountaineer, for the so-calle<l Southern 
Alp, ha the glaci r of the lps, the forests of the Caucasus, and the 
I 
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fjords and waterfalls of Norway aH brought into close juxtaposition. 
Stirred by the success of Mr. Green's ascent of Mount Cook, the young 
New Zealanders have formed an Alpine club, under the presidency of 
Mr. Harper. The proper line of exploration would be to continue 
establishing huts on both sides of the range, so that the relation and 
divergences between the west and the east flanks may be fully investi-
gated. Hitherto the east side has been principally explored. 
Australia now has geographical societies of her own, active and 
learned bodies, which are doing good work. It bas been suggested by 
.Baron Sir Ferd. von Mueller, and his idea has been adopted by his col-
leagues in Australia, that, with the object of establishing close affilia-
tion between the parent society and all the branches, our council might 
annually elaborate a series of questions for transmission to our colonial 
and provincial colleagues. Such questions might refer to tidal obser-
vations, oceanic currents, the most important spots for additional hyp-
sometrical data, accurate determination of longitudes, and the settle-
ment of new projects for exploration. I am quite of opinion that this 
suggestion is well worthy of the consideration of our council. 
The New World, including the two continents of North -and South 
America, has been in process of discovery for the last four centuries. 
The nearer parts had to be s<:pttled before the more distant parts could 
be explored. The whole of the coasts, indeed, have been surveyed with 
more or less completeness, and the U. S. Coast Survey is a monument 
·- i r igorous accuracy. But much of the interior is still unknown or very 
tartially explored. This is certainly the case in the Dominion of 
· · m ada, and Dr. George M. Dawson recently said that we are far from ~ 
1riving acquired even a good general knowledge of fertile lands with a 
1¥gorous climate which will only yield hardy crops, although compara- _ 
vely little of the region capable of producing wheat is uow altogctbei· · . 
known. Then there are vast tracts of unknown country where possi-
mineral wealth would be the only material mcentive for their explor-
on. 
L Within the Arctic Circle there is an unknown area covering 9,500 
,! !:]_uare miles between the eastern boundary of Alaska, the Porcupine 
•w er, and the northern coast. Another area of 32,000 square miles of 
.· nsiderable interest, and probably containing the head waters of the 
JNh.ite and Tanana rivers, lies west of the Lewes and Yukon, and 
extends to the Alaska frontier. There is an unknown tract of 27,000 
' fquare miles between the Lewes, Pelly, and Stikiue rivers, which lies 
1n the direct line of the metalliferous belt of the Cordillera. Between 
the Pelly and Mackenzie rivers there are 100,000 unknown square miles, 
including nearly 600 miles iu length of tlte main range of the Rocky 
Mountains. Our back grant testimonia.Iist, the Abbe Petitot, has made 
a short journey into the north em part of this area from the Mackenzie 
River, but otherwise no published iuformation exists respecting it. 
Another Arctic area, between tlrn Great Bear Lake and the northern 
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coast, covering 50,000 square miles, is also unknown, and yet another 
of 35,000 square miles south of the Great Bear Lake, except for the 
journeys of the Abbe Petitot and Mr. Macfarlane. Farther south there 
is an unknown tract of 81,000 square miles between the . Stikine and 
Liard rivers to the north and the Skeena and Peace rivers to the south, 
and another of 7,500 square miles between the Peace, Athabasca, a,ud 
Loon rivers. An unexplored area south of the Athabasca Lake is 
35,000 square miles in extent. 
Turning again to the Arctic regions, there is an area of 7,500 square 
miles east of the Coppermine and west of Bathurst Inlet, and another of 
31,000 square miles between the Back River and the Arctic coast. I 
quote Dr. Dawson's ·figures, but I do not forget the work that has been 
done by M.r. Warburton Pike from the love of adventure, sometimes 
living on cariboo, at others on musk oxeu, at others on caches formed 
when game was abundant, and at others suffering from starvation: 
With no companions, save a few Indians, he has crossed and re-crossed 
the barren lands of America. We next come to the vast unknown tract 
of178,OOO square miles between the Back River and the west coast of 
Hudson Bay, part of which was wandered over but not mapped or 
explored by Hearne in 1869-1872, and I believe it has also been traversed 
by Mr. Pike. There are smaller unknown areas to the south of Hudson 
Bay, while the whole interior of Labrador, covering 289,000 square miles, 
is fmtirely unknown beyond the short. routes of Prof. Hind, Mr. Low a11d 
M.r. Holme, and Pere Lacasse. This tract is believed to be more or less 
wooded, and in some parts with timber of large growth, but the prac-
tical utility of its future exploration will probably be derived from its 
metalliferous ores. Dr. Dawson sums up his enumeration of unknown 
areas with tbe·calculation that out of the 3,470,287 square miles which 
form the area of the Dominion of Canada, 954,000 square miles, at tbe 
very least, are entirely unknown. In looking fonvard to the future 
examination of these areas, Dr. Dawson remarks that the explorers 
should be possessed of scientrnc training and be able to make intelligent 
and accurate observations. The work of Mr. Green and Mr. Topham 
in the Selkirk range of British Columbia bas been excellent, and it has 
brought to our notice a region of the greatest orographic and geological 
interest, part of whic1;i is still unmapped and unvisited. 
In the United States there is much that remains to be done in Ala~ka, 
although the labors of Mr. Fred. Wbymper, Seton-Karr, Topham, N el-
son, and Ogilvie have thrown light on the alpine regions with theie 
ext nsive glaciers, which culminate at M.ount St. Elias and on the basin 
of the Yukon. In the va t territory of the Union itself surveying work 
of a more exact and rigorous character is making progress, and the 
atlmirabl coa t survey from the Bay of Fundy to the mouth of the 
Rio ran de on the ea t side and from the Strait of Juan de Fuca to 
an i go on tbe Pacific ·ide i complet d. Its merits were cordially 
recognized by thi ociety when our go1d medal was conferred upon 
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Prof. Bache in 1858. Inland topography however owes most to the 
geologists, for Powell in the Rocky Mountains region, Hayden in the 
t erritories, and Clarence King on the fortieth -parallel have been obliged 
to make their maps as they proceeded with their geological inve8tiga-
tions. The triangulation iu the interior of the States was commenced 
late and its progress bas been slow. 
'fbere is a great deal of work for an ex1Jlorer in Central America., 
where our associate, Mr. Maudslay, bas done so much excellent service, 
and where we are also indebted to the researches of officers from 
British Honduras. But it is in South America-that the most extensirn 
unexplored regions are still awaiting the visits of scientific travelers. 
Many parts . of the Columbian Andes need exploration, as well as the 
basins of the great rivers Japura and Putumayo and some of the 
smaller affluents of the Amazon, such as the ·Pastasa, Morona, San-
tiago, N apo, and Tigre. There i3 an enormous tract in Colombia, bounded 
by the slopes of the Andes on the west, by the Orinoco and Rio Negro 
on the east, on the north by the Meta, and on the south by the U aupes 
and Japura, which is practically unknown. I have called attention to 
this region on previous occasions in the hope that some one would 
undertake its exploration. · For it was here that the old conquerors of 
the sixteenth century, without watch or compass, sought for El Dorado. 
Another unknown region lies letween Guiana and the Amazon, wllile 
the rivers Jurus, Jutay, and Teffe are uuexplored. The ad~irable sur-
vey of the great River Purus and its main tributary secured. for Mr. 
Chandless the gold medal of our society, but many of the affluents of 
the Beni, flowing from the Andes of Cuzco, still require scientific 
exploration. 
The mighty Cordilleras of the Andes have only beeh· very partially 
examined. From Mr. Whymper's delightful book, with its superb illus-
trations, we learnt much about the famous peaks of E cuador, and some 
of our ideas received correction; while the surveying labors of Mr. 
Wolf in the same region have led to the examination of the little 
known provinces between the Andes and the Pacific and to the pro-
cl uction of a most valuable map of Ecuador. In Pe:i;:u the learned presi-
dent of the Lima Geographical Society, our honorary associate, Dr. 
Luis Carranza, has admirably described the geography of some of the 
provinces of the Andes. Still there is an undescribed Andean region, 
comprised in the provinces of Lucanas, Parinacochas, Cangallo, Ayrna-
raes, and Cotabamba, and in the coast valleys and deserts betwel'!:l 
Nasca and Lajes. Forbes, Minchin, and Weiner have ascended 111i-
mani aud Illampu, but the mountains of the coast range farther sout!J 
are almost unknown, and the great peaks of Sajama and Pallahnari 
are still unmeasured. 
Indeed, the whole orography of western South America is very imper-
fectly understood, and would wen repay further scientific examination. 
The great rivers of the Gran Cbacu, ti owing from the Bolivian Andes 
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to the Paraguay, are still incompletely explored, especially the more 
northern streams. Capt. Page read a, most interesting paper on the 
subject at our meeting on January 28, 1889. In the discussion which 
followed I mentioned that the Gran Ohacu was one of those regions to 
which geographers might point when they were tauntingly asked what 
was left for them to discover. Oapt. Page has since lost his life-a 
martyr to science and to duty. His work will be taken up by others 
where he has left it. The exploration of these streams, especially of 
the Utuquis, and the region through which they pass, must needs be 
completed; for some day they will form great flu vial highways of com-
merce. Farther south there are tracts needing examination , especially 
along both sides of the dividing line between Chile and the Argentine 
Republic, as well as in Patagonia. The government of Neuquen is one 
of these, a region with mountain slopes covered with beech (Fagus Ant-
arctica) and pine (Araucaria Brasiliensis) forests ai;id with active vol-
canoes along its summits, while its rocks abound in fossil shells and 
wood and send forth thermal springs. The belief . that in this district 
the Oollon-cua (called in its upper part the Mumini), flowing to the 
Atlantic, has its source in the same lake as the Rio Bio, flowing to the 
Pacific, would be an interesting point for a,n explorer to clear up. I 
rejoice to find, from an interesting memorandum furnished me by Capt. 
Don Benjamin Garcia Aparicio, of the Argentine corps of engineers, 
that exploration is being zealously promoted and encour~ged by our 
sister geographic society at Buenos Ayres. 
We have now made a general survey of the unexplored and undis-
covered land,s of our globe. But the work of geographers is by no means 
confined to the land. 
It is nearly forty years since· Maury published the first edition of bis 
"Physical Geography of the Sea." He was the founder of a new and 
most interesting branch of our science, which treats of the ocean depths, 
of the currents and temperatures of the sea, of its biology, and of the 
surface of the ocean bottoms. In 1855 this was a new field of research, 
when the Arctic and ·the Cyclops were running their first lines of sound-
ings across the North Atlantic, and when Brooke and Wallich were 
inventing the first apparatus for bringing up samples from great 
depths. Since then, through the labors of scientific officers of several 
nationalities, the gates of this new field have been opened wider and 
wider. The result is due to the invention of improved appliances and 
to tbe persevering work of deep-sea soundings and dredgings as well 
in narrow seas as in the great oceans. This of course is not work for 
individual explorers, but rather for the governments of .maritime 
nation . Yet I would urge upon the attention of naval officers, af officers 
of the naval re erve, and of the mercantile marine that they all have 
fre u nt opportunities of adding to our knowledge, and of doing useful 
worlr in:£ rwarding th xami11ations of the depths of the sea and in 
coutribu ing to our knowl <lg of meteorology. 
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. An immense mass of work remains to be done to enable us to have 
even a rough and general knowledge of the ocean depths. Additional 
lines of soundings are needed in all directions, e~ecially in the 
Southern Ocean and in the central Pacific, to bring out their general 
configuration. We now have a rough idea of the areas of greatest 
depths, t he greatest of all having been obtained off the coast of Japan 
_by the Tuscarora in 4,655 fathoms; but the soundings of the Oha,llen,qer 
between St. Thomas and Bermuda and of the Egeria in the Pacific come 
very near to it. The discovery of the very greatest ocean depth will be 
most interesting, but it would be still more so to discover and map the 
submarine ranges and peaks to within, say, 500 fathoms of the surface. 
I remem ber that when the Vcilorous ran a line of soundings across the 
North Atlantic in August, 1875, we got 1,860 fathoms on one day, 1,450 
on the next, and only 690 on the next, bringing up pieces of black vol-
canic stone. On t~e two following days the depth increased to 1,250 
and 1,485 fathoms. Here there was clearly either a volcanic peak or a 
ridge; and wherever these are known to occur I think that it would be 
very desirable to explore the Emrrounding ocean bed and ascertain 
their extent and character. We want also the establishment of a more 
complete study of the system of ocean currents by a very extensive 
use of fl.oats adapted to swim at various depths, and also a fuller inves-
tigation of the temperature and density of the water surrounding the 
shores of all the continents. The work hitherto done iu the North Sea 
and the neighboring Atlantic is practically confined to the summer 
months, and a detailed examination at all seasons is needed. Such 
work is now being done under the auspices of Profs. Petterssen, of 
Sweden, and Mohn, uf Christiania, Krummel, of Kiel, and the fishery 
board of Scotland. We also require a determination of the isotherms 
and isobars on land and sea at all seasons, which will primarily 
involve prolonged observations in the South Polar region, and a more 
complete knowledge of the variation of atmospheric pressure with 
height, and its independent variation in different horizontal planes. 
Such an investigation embraces the whole question of the use of the 
barometer or boiling-point thermometer in measuring heights. 
This will conclude my enumeration of the geographical desiderata in 
the field. It is a iong and formidable list, affording work for many 
decades of years to come. But.many of my associates know very well, 
and the rest must now clearly understand. that it is by no means an 
exhaustive list, but only such an enumeration as our limited time will 
admit of our making, merely a rough general survey of the work in the 
field that remains to be done. 
The work of explorers is co-ordinated and rendered useful in many 
ways by geographical students, whose valuable labors desire equal 
attention and encouragement. There are many geographical problems 
which must be solved as well by the examination and intercomparison 
of the work of numerous explorers in different regions as by the care-
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ful study and application of the achievements of the devotees of our 
science in past centuries. The advance and extension of geography 
depends as much upon its students and sch.olars as upon its discoverers 
and explorers. Comparative geography is indeed one o-f tbe highest 
lmu1ehes of our science. By identifying sites, c·omparing d&scriptious 
Wl'itten long ago with the actual surface of the grmmd, and by demon-
strating tlte changes which have taken place within historical times, it 
is an indispensable auxiliary to physical geography. We shall, I am 
sure, all be glad to receive the results of the invest,igations of our 
Oxford traYelling scholar, Mr. Gruudy, who has compared the narrative 
of Herodotus with the actual ground where the battle of Platrea was 
fought. Comparative geography a.lso enables us to comprehend the 
gradual evolution of our science through the discoveriet:i and lifelong 
studies of a long series of devoted men during· a succession of ages. 
Such knowledge is of the deepest interest. We tgerefore welcomed, 
in 1891, Dr. Schlichter's ably reasoned paper on Ptolemy's topography 
of eastern equatorial Africa, and we shall be glad to receive further 
results of his researches. Mr. Ryland's long and careful bibliogr-aphi-
cal and rnatl1ematical study of Ptolemy and his laborious corrections 
and verifications have also resulted in an important addition to Ptole-
. maic literature. 
The spirit in which geographical students enter upon their researebes 
and the methods they adopt have a special interest at a time when the 
educational efforts of the society justify the expectation that their num-
bers will soon increase. · Dr. H. S. Schlichter, who has already com-
municated the most interesting paper on Ptolemy's geography of 
Africa-to which I have just alluded-bas explained to me his system 
of investigation. He not only uses history for the solution of physical 
phenomena, but also resorts to physical facts and observatious for 
solving qu_estions of historical geography. By looking at the problem 
under consideration in all its bearings and the various ways wl1ich 
seem to lead to its soluti011 an insight is obtained into the nature of the 
questions we have to deal with and into the trustworthiness of the 
sources. of our information. Such studies lea,d from one problem to 
another. They open up 11ew questions and lines of research, and not only 
connect physical and historical facts of all times aud ages, out also join 
our own minds and thoughts with those of men who lived and worked 
centurie before us. Hardly any branch of science is of greater inter-
est in this respect than comparative geography, because wherever we 
turn we discover links which connect the development of our race with 
tlle change on the urface of our planet. 
Dr. Schlic11ter is now engaged in studying the desiccation of part of 
Africa, and he ha , with great labor and research, drawn a series of 
tion,... aero that continent. The subjects, in physical geography, 
which offer th m elve for the inve tigation of the student are, indeed, 
a numer u a th y are fa cinating. The process of denudation of 
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erosion and of transportation may be studied and compared; while, as 
Prof. Lapworth has pointed out, tbe agencies which rille in tlrn pro-
cesses of upheaval and depression are still almost untirely uuknown to 
us. The professor's address, delivered at Edinburgh last year, on the 
crests aud-troughs which succeed each other on the earth's surface in 
endless sequence, of every gradation of size, of every degr<'e of com-
plexity, offers much matter for reflection to the student of geography. 
Th e geological fold, as described in Prof. Lapworth's address, should 
recei,,e the attention of physical geographers who can take advantage 
of their great opportunities as explorers and as students, by investi-
gating as well the simple fol<l, often under altered conditions caused 
by erosion, as the tangential pressures and other influences that have 
been at work on it. Thus we should combine with geologists in work-
. in g out nature's problems while we study the earth's past history in 
order to understaJ;!d its present condition; for, although the limits 
between the sciences of geography and geology liave been clearly 
defined, the difference between our studies consists rather in our 
methods and objects than in the materials on which ,rn work. We 
are t herefore prepared to give a cordial ·welcome to Mr. Oldham's 
proniisell pa,per on the present condition of the surface of British India, 
as explained by its former geological history: 
lf a competent acquaintance with geology is required for an accom-
plished geographical expiorer, a knowledge of biology is equally desira-
ble. For instance, the study of the fauna of inland lakes and rivers 
bas been pointed out by Darwin and Peschel as important in connec-
tion with many problems in physical geography. lt is two thousand 
years ago since Hratosthenes, ·who presided over geographical science 
at Alexandria, drew scientific conclusions from the fact that certain 
shells were found near the oasis of Jupiter Ammon. It was by the 
stU<ly of the fauna of large lakes in North America and in Asia that 
thei r marine origin was established, while we deduce the former exi~t-
ence of lands Iiow submerged from the comparison of fossil animals. 
Plants have acted an equally important, part, both in effecting the 
coudition of the earth's surface and in revealing to us its former bis-
tory. 
I anticipate that such investigations will occupy some of our present 
aud future students and explorers as they baye occupied their prede-
cessors ; but they will, I trust, always bear in mind that the basis of 
all geographical work, if it is to be really valuable, is the fixing of 
positions astronomically. Accuracy and reliability can alone make 
their work permanently useful. Much attention ought therefore to 
uc given to the handling and adjustment of instruments and to their 
improvement. · Experience in the field often leads to suggestions whieh 
bear fruit when they are carefully thought out. Thus there have been 
several forms of range-finders invented iu recent years which might be 
used in making rough surveys. Both Sir George Airy and Mr. Merri-
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field have introduced new methods of computing lunars, and a method 
of semiazimuths, invented by a yachtsman, is now under discussion. 
Dr. Schlichter has recommended the use of an apparatus for photo- -
graphing moon and stars for lunars which is described in the Novem-
ber number of our Journal, and Col. Stew-art invented another appa-
ratus for surveying by photography. Improvements are sure to sug-
gest themselves to intelligent workers. Maj. Watkin has improved on 
the aneroid. Several attempts have been made to improve the arti-
ficial horizon. Maj. Verner has invented a compass to be used for 
travelling at night. 
Photography now oecnpies an important place in relation to geog-
raphy, and a photograp1uc camera should form part of the equipment 
of all explorers engaged in original geographical work. It is to be 
regretted that travellers have not taken more advantage of the facilities 
afforded by the society, as the use of an instrument should be thor-
oughly mastered before a traveller proceeds on a journey. In pho-
tometry it is necessary that objects represented on the plate should be 
cl~ar and well-defined to facilitate the taking of measurements from 
them; and this has now become specially important since the invention 
of the new method of taking lunars. 
It is in the direction of the improvemeut of instruments, cameras, 
and other appliances used by the traveller, and of methods of observing 
and computing, tb_at experienced and ingenious men should continue 
to turn their inventive faculties. Very often an improvement occurs 
to an observer while using an instrument in the field, which after-
wards, by following up the train of thought, leads to the perfection of 
a practically useful invention. 1'his has been the case from the days 
of Martin Behaim to those of Leigh Smith. 
· Many of the rising generation of geographers, whose talents lie in 
that directiori, will also, it is to be hoped. master the beautiful and 
most useful art of the cartographer, including the work of the compiler 
and of the draftsman. At present there are none too many in this 
country. When we reflect on the exquisite specimens of Italian and 
Catalan portolani which are preserved in the British Museum, and on 
the great geographical interest attaching to early examples of cartog-
mphy, it is impossible not to regret that we are unable to produce an 
atlas such as the Berlin Geographical Society brought out last year. 
There are as yet no adequate opportunities in this country for devel-
oping the latent powers of the potential Krctschmers who doubtless 
exi t among our young English geographers, but I trust that every 
encouragement will be given to those who, in the future, give their 
attention to this branch of our work. 
Turning once more to the qualifications of an explorer, Mr. Galton 
ha suggested to me that the art of geographical description is a very 
needful one. It i eldom that a country resembles what the visitor 
ha been led to expect from readrng recent description of it, It is not 
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the ,-;o-called "word painting," now so elaborately employed, that con-
. veys the most correct picture; but rather pithy epithets and sharp; 
clear touches. The (l]d writers were often excellent in doing this, with 
their forcible homely language; and they should be read until some 
echo of thefr pure vigorous style has been caught. The necessity 
for cultivating the describing faculty, and for studying the general 
principles underlying all good description should be inculcated by' 
those who train men as geographical explorers; for a traveller is of no 
use if, when he comes back, he fails to convey to others a correct idea 
of what he has seen. 
The va.rions subjects to whfoh a geographical student or explorer can 
give his attention are as fascinating as they are numerous; and whether 
he devotes his talents to the improvement of instruments, or to .the 
work of the draftsman and map-maker, or to the manifold phases of 
physical geography, or to discovery in distant lands, or to the elucida-
tion and illustration of the history a11d progress of our science, he will 
alike be furthering and advancing our objects and will have a right to 
claim our assistance and our sympathy. 
We do not invite geographers to enter upon any of these difficult 
uudertakings without being prepared to supply them with a suitable 
training, and to give them all the sympathy and encouragement in our 
po\ver. This was not always the case. I well remember that a young 
officer in command of the Hausa volice force came to me for advice, 
just twenty years ago. He wante.d to learn the use of the sextant and 
artificial horizon. At first I bad no answer to give him; but afterward 
I found out that a widow named J nnet Taylo·r gave the requfrcd instruc-
tion in the Minories to mates of merchant ships. It was this dearth of 
the means of learning the work of an explorer that forced my attention 
on the duty of finding a remedy. Mrs. Taylor was an efficient teacher, 
I believe, but the Minories are far off, and her single efforts could not 
supply what was needed. It was then that I submitted proposals that 
the society should appoint an instructor and furnish the necessary facil-
ities for enabling explorers to learn their work. Our council sa,v the 
importance of supplying a great need, and Mr. Coles was appointed to 
instruct intending travelers in practical astronomy and surveying. My 
proposal included instruction in geology and biolo ·y, and now arrange-
ments are made for teaching what an explorer would need in these 
branches of knowledge also, as wel1 as in photography. I look upon this 
as the most successful measure that bas been adopted by this society in 
recent years and the one which has done most to advance the interests 
of geography. Since Mr. Coles began to give instructio1i. in si.uveyiug 
and nautical astronomy, he has taught 239 pupils; including officers in 
the army and navy, in the consular and colonial services, missionaries, 
civil engineers, and private travellers. These instructed explorers have 
done valuable geographical work in all parts of the world-in Africa, 
Asia, North and South America, the Malay Archipelago and Pacific 
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Islands, and in the Arctic regions. Of the 239 pupils, 20 have studied 
l)hotography, 18 botany, and 40 geology, in addition to surveying and 
nautical astronomy. It is of the utmost importance that explorers 
should be thoroughly trained for their work, and their instruction is 
consequently one of the most indispensable duties of our society. 
In this imperfect survey of our geographical desiderata l have endeav-
ored to draw the attention of my associates, not only to the extent of 
unknown country to b~ discovered and explored, and to the numerous 
problems and questions of interest which await solution, but .also to 
the duty that is laid upon us-each one of us-to take his share of the 
task, some by useful advice and co-operation:, some by encouragement, 
all by a hearty determination to work together for one great end-the 
usefulness and prosperity of our society. 
/ 
HOW MAPS ARE MADE.s:, 
By W. B. BLAKIE. 
The subject on which I am deputed to address you to-night is what, 
in the slang of the day, may be described as "a, very large order." 
T hough the title seems simple enough, tlie subject itself is so large a.J?d 
it sp:-eads and ramifies itself through so many arts and sciences, that 
the temptation to go off from tile distinct line of my subject into the 
different branches that introduce themselves is great, and all these 
branches are to me so interesting, that I llave found great difficulty in 
confining myself strictly to the story of how a ma1~ is made. I have 
forced myself, however, to stay on tlle center line of map-making, and 
I hope, before the evening is over, to give you a clear and distinct idea 
of the principles on which a map is made, for the subject of my paper 
is not "How maps are drawn," but "How maps are made;" and I 
will attempt to show you the naked machinery of the process. 
I have often been a.mazed at tl e popular ignorance of what would 
seem to be the very first principles of geography and of map-making, 
· and this has induced me to begin at the very A B C of the subject. I 
intend throughout this paper to avoid · technical phrases and mathe-
matical terms. I have nothing new to tell you; much that I am about 
to say is known to every person here present, and I ask you to bear 
with me if occasionally I seem childish in my descriptions. 
One t,hing more I should like to premise, and that is, that in this 
paper I do not propose to go into any great detail, or to confuse any~ 
one here with the numberless scientific corrections and modifications 
that have to be made in all scientific calculations. I will speak only 
on general principles; tllose who know the science thoroughly will 
umlerstand the modifications necessary, while those who have not the 
same advantage will, I trust, be able to grasp the principles of what is 
shown. 
My intention to-night is to show (1) how-a spectator finds his position 
on the earth's surface; (2) how he defines and records that position; 
(3) how he makes a map from the information he has found; (4) how he 
fills up the details of that map; and (5) brietly to describe how the map 
·---·--···-··--------
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so made is drawn and printed, and incidenta1ly to show the use of the 
various tools and instruments employed in these opern tions. 
I assume that we all know that the earth is (rou ghly speaking) a 
sphere, spinning round on its axis once in twenty-four hours. Now, if 
we take up a sphere, like this ball, and mark a spot on it, there is noth-
ing whatever to define its position; no north, no south; nothing to 
. guide us. One point on this sphere is the same as any other point, 
until we find some reference spot to measure from; lmt we have assumed 
that we k1iow that the earth spins round on its axis, and here we at 
once discover something we caH measure from. Tlte ends. of the axis 
of the ba1l, which we call the poles, are, we see, at rest compared with · 
the rest of the surface of the spinning bali. 
Now, thh; so-called polarity gives us at once two points of reference. 
Although no one bas ever been at efther of the poles, tl10 study of the 
subject for hundreds of years l1as proved their exi~tence as snrely as if 
the poles bad been visited and been discovered marknl with upstand-
ing posts. Between these two points, which we call the poles, I can 
mark a point half-way, which, by spinning the ball in contact with the 
pencil, I eonvert into a line called the equator, tlie equa,l divider, 
popularly the line. You will observe that this middle line, this equator, 
is also the largest possible circle on this spherei and it is from this circle 
that all measurements and references north and south are made. We 
see on the globe and on maps a uumber of other circles parallel to the · 
equator to the north and south of it, and drawn at equal distances, 
These are called the parallels of la.t'ititde (or wideness), and they mark 
certain degrees of cingttlctr divergence from the equator. 
Consider for a moment what this means. In the first conception of 
them these lines have no specific dist~nce apart, because they really 
are angular measurements, anrl, it is this conception of them I wish to 
get bold of. A degree of latitude is not necessarily a number of miles, 
and until we know the ~ctual diameter of the earth we can not tell what 
the length of a degree is. It is a proportion of the circumference of a 
circle, a fractional measurement of it. We may speak of a half, a quar-
ter, of anything, but, until we say what it is a half or a quarter of, tbe 
phrase conveys no idea of magnitude. It. might be half a mile, or half 
a kingdom, or half an iuch, or half a crown. Similarly, a degree of a 
circle means nothing so far as length is concerned, until you know tbe 
ize of the circle, when you can at once calculate, with tlie proper 
mathematical knowledge, tlle numerical vahie of a degree at the earth's 
cir umference. 
ow, having marke<l these lines on the surface of the earth, we have 
ertain marks on our globe to which we can refer any and every point. 
It may be aid, ' Why mark these lin s on the map, They do not 
xi. t; they ar only imaginary.'' Quite true! But then the fir t prin-
i1 l of all map-making i to begin with imaginary lines, from which 
to mea. ur tb p i i n f every place on that map; and all snch imag-
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inary lines are carefully recorded, as we shall see later on, so that they 
can be accurately laid down at any momeu t by those who know bow to 
fin <l them. We find them a great convenience, an absolute necessity, 
ill(leed, so we leave them drawn on the · globe. Imagine a street-any 
street will do, but for a good analogy imagine a street built, like Moray 
Place, in a circle_. vVe ca,n say, speakiug of, say, a water plug, or any 
point in that street, that it is on the center line of the street, or the 
liue of the lamp-posts, or so many feet to one side or either of these 
lines: There is no visibly ma,rked center line or line of lamp-posts, but 
it can be filled up in a moment by human intelligence, and if there were 
to be frequei1t references to them these lines would be marked on a plan 
for coustant use. The parallels of latitude are similar lines drawn for 
convenience or reference. 
The circumference of the earth, like any other circle, is divisible into 
360 degrees, and we number the parall~ls by the number of degrees of 
angular divergence; only, instead of beginning at a pole and going 
right round, we, for convenience sake, begin at the equator anil. then 
number 90 degrees towards the North Pole and DO degrees towards the 
South Pole. 
But one set of reference lines is not ·enough; we must have another 
set, and we get them in the 1neridians of longitude. We draw these 
through the poles at right angles .to the equator. They are all" great 
circles;" that is, each circle is concentric with the globe. The equator 
being a circle, we divide it as b_efore into 360 degrees, and tLe meridians 
through the points of section from a second system of lines of reference. 
But, unlike the parallels of latitude, they are all the sa,me size. 01rn is 
the same as another. How are they to be numbered, Go back for a 
moment to Moray Place, and remember the liues we· drew-the center 
of the street, and the line of the lamp-posts. How are we to define a 
spot on one of these lines f They are circular, aud consequently have 
Ho beginning and 110 end. What we shonld do would be to mark a con-
venient spot with a flag, ur a ·peg, or a stone, and say "That is the 
begiuning; measure from that." · 
This is exactly what we must do in longitude. We must mark a 
stai·ting line on the earth, and call it zero; and as all nations have a 
free choice they have not chosen the same. We have chosen the meri-
dian of Greenwich~ the :B're11ch that of Paris, the Americans Washing-
ton, and the Russians Pulkova and the Germans used to use Ferro; 
but for all English maps, and now for most foreign ones, the meridian 
of Greenwich is the startiug line, the zero of longitude. 
. The custom bere again is not to reckon 360 degrees round the circle, 
but to reckon 180 degrees east and 180 degrees west. We saw that 
latitude was angular divergence from the equator; but what ar.e these 
degrees oflongitucle, Look at a ball spinniugroundoppositea candle. 
We assumed a knowledge that the earth spun round its axis in twenty-
four hours. Every pal't of it _comes iu tnrn opposite a heavenly body 
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(say the sun) once in twenty-four hours, just as every part of this ball 
comes opposite tue candle once in eacb revolution. Longitude is, then, 
angular divergence measured by the difference of tirne in coming oppo· 
site a heavenly body. As the circle is diviRible into 360 degrees, so the 
day,i. e., the revolution of the earth, is divisible into twenty-four hours, 
and one hour of longitnde is - consequently equal to 15 degrees. In .. 
maps longitude is marked in degrees, while in almanacs the clements 
given to reckon it are always written in hours, minutes, an d seconds. 
Remember once 1nore, that these degrees are not.lengths measured 
on the surface, bnt are the record of angular Mvergencc from the initial 
meridian. It is all the more necessary to bear this in mind, becai1-se · 
the length on tl;le surface of the earth of a · degree of longitude varies 
enormously~ being greatest at the equator and nothing at all at the 
pole, differing thus from degrees of latitude, which, roughly speaking 
and for the purposes of this paper, may be considered equal. 
The idea that latitude and Iongitude are the measures of angular 
divergence and not absolute disbrnce in miles or yards may be easily 
grasped by familiar illustration. If you can imagine two travellers leav-
ing Italy by road, the one over the St. Gothard pass and the other 
over Mount Cenis,' and two other travellers following them by rail -at 
such an interval of time that they are in the railway tumrnls at exac~ly 
the same moment that the pedestria11s attain the summits of the 
passes; the pedestrjaus on the mountain and the railway traveller in 
the tunnel of the St. Gothard pass will be in exactly the same latitude 
and longitude, and so will the travellers by the Mount Cenis routes. 
The pedestrians however will be about 60 yards farther apart from 
each other than the railway travellers. Tile reason of this of course is 
that the pedestrians are farther away from the earth's center, but their 
angular divergence from the equator and the earth's axis are precisely 
the same, wl1ether they are on the mountain or in the tunnel 5,000 
feet below. 
Now, having defined la,titnde and longitude and shown bow the lines 
representing them are drawn, we must see how hi practice the surveyor 
finds the latitude and longitude of a place, and thereby begins bis map. 
The poles, as we saw, are first points to measure from, and the equator 
the half-way line. It is evident he can not measure directly a line from 
pole to pole, find out the half an<l call it the equator, and leave pegs at 
each parallel in passing. He must look to things outside the earth 
it elf from which to r ckon, and he gets such reference points in tbe 
heavenly hodies. To bis eye these are situated in the great vault of t9,e 
heavens. He ee them as if on the surface of a hollow globe continu-
ally revolving around him, ri ing in the east till they reach their big-11-
e t point above him, alled the culminating point, then setting in the 
e t . Fo:r thou and of y ar. a tr011omers have studied these bodies, 
and fix d th ir appareut po ition in the celestial vault; antl these 
p iti n ar rel rd - wi h the utmo t po,· ihle accuracy in i:-1, l>ook, 
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compiled by Government, called the Nct:Utical Almancw, and, from the 
practical information given there, the surveyor finds his position. He 
may take the sun or he may take the stars, but the positions of _the 
sun being affected by the motion of the earth round it, I propose to 
take a star to illustrate my next remarks, as its movements are simp1er. 
The pole of the heavens is the end of the axis of the earth infinitely 
prolonged. The intersection of the plane of the equator with the celes·-
t ial vault is called the equinoctial, and as t·he angular divergence on 
t he surface of the earth is measured in degrees from the equator ~nd 
called latitude, so the angular divergence of a heavenly body from the 
equinoctial is called its declina,tion. As the angular divergence from 
the meridian of Greenwich was called longitude, so the divergence in 
t ime from a starting point in the heavens is called right ascension. We 
had to fix arbitrarily the meridian of Greenwich as a starting line on 
the earth. We have also to fix equally arbitrarily a starting point in 
the heavens, and that point may be most simply described as the 
point in the heavens in which the. sun is in spring, when the day and 
night are equal. 
The latitude of any place on the earth's crust is equal to the altitude 
of the celestial pole. You can see this in a moment if you imagiue 
yourself on the equator and look to the pole, marked, say, by the Pole 
Star. You will see it on the horizon and of no altitude at all; aud at 
the equator you have no lat ·tude, or it is called zero; but, as you 
approach the pole, the Pole Star will gradually appear to rise higher 
and higher until when you reach the North Pole it will be directly over 
your head, and consequently at right angles to, or 90 degrees from the 
horizon, and your latitude is then also 90 degrees. But though the 
Pole Star is very near the North Pole, it does not actualy coincide 
with it, and we must find some other way of finding our latitude accu-
rately. We get this by taking the altitude of any known star in vari-
ous ways. I will explain the simplest method, of which all others are 
only slight modifications: 
(1) Measure the meridian altitude of the star-that is, its highest alti-
tude above the horizon. 
(2) Deduct that altitude from 90 degrees, which gives its zenith dis- · 
tance, or the angular distance from a point exactly over your head. 
(3) Add (or substract) the decl-ination of the star (found in the Nau-
tica,l Almanac) to the zenith distance, and the result iR your latitude . . 
I have here a diagram showing how the latitude of Edinburgh would 
be found from the bright star Arcturus, which" culminates,'l or rea~hes 
its highest altitude, on our meridian a few minutes before 12 to-night. 
I measure first its altitude, which I find is 54 degrees. Deducti11g 
that from 90 degress gives its zenith distance -=- 36 degrees; to that I 
add its declination, which 1 find from the almanac is 20 degrees, and 
the result is 56 degrees = the iatitude of Edinburgh. 
Longitude is a more difficult matter, and I have no time to go into 
it anything like fully. You will find a l>eautiful description of it in 
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Herschel's Astronorny, the best by far of ali popular books on the sub-
ject. While latitude is absolute, longitude, being difference in time, 
is r_elative, for there is no such thing as absolute time ; and noon at 
any place is merely the moment when the sun culminates on the me-
ridian. If the observer has a ciock whose going he can depend · on, 
and he sets it to, and keeps it always at, Greenwich time, he knows 
from that clock or chronometer wliat time it is at Greenwich when any 
star comes to the meridian·. If then he can observe any astronomical 
phenomenon, such as the meridian passage of a star, he bas only to 
observe the difference of the times recorded on the clock set to Green-
wich time and on his local clock, and the difference is the longitude in 
time. This is the principle on . which longitudes are taken at sea, 
where chronometers can b!3 kept undisturbed, but for explorers on land 
it is more difficult. 
The moon, however, is a natural clock, very complicated, but still 
readable to the initiated.* It is continually moving through the stars, 
and its angular distance from prominent stars is carefully computed 
ior Greenwich, and recorded in the Nautical Almanac for every hour in 
the year. The observer then finding . the moon's position by observa-
tion, and recording its local time, can fiud in the Nautical Alma,nac 
when it had the same position at Greenwich, and the difference of tlie 
times is the measure of the longitude. 
In old days, when ships met, the first question was, Who are you~ 
the next, What's your longitude 1 'fhe invention of the · chrono1neter 
by Harrison one humlred and twenty years ago has however for sail-
ors at least, vastly simplified the finding oflongitude at sea : and I find 
from inquiry among sailors, that "1 unars" are practically a lost art. 
In illustration, I may state that I find from tlie NauUcal Almancw tliat 
Arcturus comes to tlie meridian of Greenwich at 11 :37 to-night. If I 
have a clock or chronometer marking true Greenwich time, I shall find 
that this star will come to our meridian at twelve minutes and forty 
seconds Jater; the difference of longitude in time is therefore twelve 
minutes and forty seconds, wbicli, .converted iuto angular measure-
ment, is 3 degrees 10~ minutes, the long·itude (we~t) of Edinburgli. 
Note here that at stations differing only in latitude the same star 
comes to the meridian at the same t,ime, but at different altitudes. At 
stations differing only in longitude it comes to fop, meridian at the 
ame altitude, but at · different times. The instrument genera1ly used 
for taking altitudes is the sextant.t At sea, where we have a visible 
" 'l'he student should read the beautiful explanation of longitude in Herschel 's 
.Aslronorny, ection 220 et seq. 
t lu r ading this paper the sextant, artificial horizon, tl1eodolite, l evel , plane 
table, and other instruments w re all shown ancl their u es doocribed. These descrip-
tion are omitted here, and the student is r fcrred for detailed :rnu illustrated 
t1 -ription . of th se and other in truments to I rof. Rankine's Manual of Civil 
En9ineeri119 ( 'riffiu, Bohn & o.), or :Mr. sill's Practical Surveying (Crosl>y, Lock-
wood & 'ou, 1 9). 
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horizon-the liue where the sea meets the sky-we measure altitudes 
from this horizon; but 011 land we have no true horizou, and then we 
ase, what is more accurate, an artificial horizon, which is a cup of 
mercury iu which the heavenly body is reflected. Measure the angle 
1Jet ween the real body in the sky and its reflection in the mercury, and 
half the angle is the true altitude. 
Pr~jection.-Having discovered our position on the surface of the 
globe, we come to the representation of it on a flat sbeet or map. 
Tile Latin dictionary tells us that ,: mappa" is a sheet or napkin. 
X ow, the surface of the globe is curved, and in a, map we have only a 
flat surface to represent it on, and we shall for a short while study how, 
aH it is the basis of all map-drawing. The conventional representation 
on a flat surface of the curved E;urface· of the earth is called projection, 
because in its fundamental i<lea it is a picture of the globe projected or 
thrown forward from tlle eye on to a flat P-heet; but this idea of it is so 
confusing to the mind unaccustomed to think out such things that, 
although it i-:; the invariable way of describing it in all text books, I 
have preferred to show you three forms of projertion without assuming 
any ideal throwing of the rays ou to planes. 
The first I show is tile modified stneogra.phic or equi-globular pro-
jection (Plate xxn), invented by Philip de Ja Hire about the end of the 
seventeenth century. A simple way of iuv~stigating this projection is 
to fit an iron ring over ~he center of the globe, and stretch tightly, from 
the North Pole to the Soutll, Indict-rubber bands that coincide with th~ 
meridians of longitude on the globe, fastening them :firmly to the ring 
at t he poles. Similarly stretch India-rubber bands over the paralleli;i. of 
latitude, fastening them to the iron ring ai1d to the meridians where 
t hey cross. While the ring is kept on the globe these ludia-rubber 
bands show the parallels and th~ meridians on the sphere. When the 
riug- is lifted off the globe the India-1 ubber shrinks to a plane and shows 
exa,ctly the lines of the stereographic projection. This is t!Je projMtion 
used in all atlases for the world iu hernispheres7 for contiuents, .and for 
large surfaces. It gives. indeed, a notion of rotundity and a general 
idea of projection, but the central portions are shrunk in, and the edges 
are distorted. · 
The next projection to be studied is Mercator's. Mercator was a 
. F lemin g who lived iu the sixteenth century. He was almost an exact 
contemporary of Jolm Knox. He was a writer on theology and geog-
raphy. Hi s real name was Gerard Kremer, whid.1 name, meaning mer-
chant, he Latinized, in accordance with the custom of the day, into 
Mercator. 
His invention is very clever. The construction of it is a little com-
plicated, and is generally shirk~d in text books, bu:t the actual idea is 
very simple, and I have here designed a piece of apparatus to illustrate 
exactly what I believe Mercator did wbeu he evolved his system. 
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· Though I have 110 direct evidence to show how Mercator argued out 
his system, I have not the least doubt that it was somewhat thus: 
Mercator was a globe-maker, and no doubt worked from the globe. 
Be stripped his gores off the globe, forming a map like this (Plate xxr, 
fig. 1), which was naturally very inconvenient, owing to the hiatuses 
between the meridians. He was obliged to join the gores along their 
meridians (Plate xx1, fig. 2). He then found that he bad distorted eve1..--y-
thiug, and the distortion increased in the bigher latitudes, owing to the 
gores being further apart towards the top of the map. In order ··to 
restore a balance of orientation ( or the relative position and direction 
of places), as he :Pad distorted in longitude, so he bad exactly in pro-
portion to distort in latitude, as shown in Plate xxr, fig. 3, a complete 
Mercator's map of half the N ortbern Hemisphere, in which you will 
observe that the parallels are farther and farther apart as the latitude 
gets higher. 
As these gores a,re not a familiar shape, I have a square here which 
will catch the eye at once (Plate xxr, fig. la). I distort it first by pull-
ing it out horizontally as Mercator did in joining the meridians, and 
_ it ceases to be a square and the orientation is changed (Plate xxr, fig. 
2a). I then distort it in height in the same proportion, and it becomes 
once more asquare with the true orientation but larger than the original 
square (Plate xx1, fig. 3a) . . This is exactly what we did before with the 
gores of the globe. 
Every parallel, in Mercator;s projection, is a ~traight line, and every 
meridian is also a straight line; ,Ve have, then, an excellent sailing 
line from point to point. As Sir George Grove puts it very neatly 
(though be shirks.the explanation of the projection)," Tliemostig11or-
ant sailor can lay down his course without calculatiou. In fact, the 
invention of this map has been justly called one of the most remarka-
ble and useful events of the sixteenth century; because it enables com-
mon, unlearned people to <lo easily and correctly what only clever, 
learned people could have done without it." 
Mercator's projection is that used in all nautical charts to this day, 
because to the sailor it is far more important to know his direction or 
coursr. thau his distance, wliich with ordinary nautical knowledge, or 
from nautical tables made for him, he can easily calculate, but he needs 
to see his conrse. 
In the conical projection (Plate xxu, fig. 5) we imagine a cone of paper 
to be .rolled round tlie globe, touching it on the middle line of the map. 
Near their line of contact the map coincides very nearly with the globe 
urface, and is fairly accurate; but as it gets farther away from tlle 
t u bing point the di tortion grows, the places being shown larger than 
in r eality. For comparatively mall areas, such as for maps of Eng-
Jan and }ranee it i .· faidy accurate, and is the projection used in 
at1a. ~ . . 
In th illu tratiou · {I late XXI xxu) we see tlle same globe projecte<l. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893, PLATE XXI. 
1. Gores from the globe. la 
2. The gores stretched out horizontfl.lly to meet in straight vertical lines. 2a 
3. The map distorted vertically in same proportion as horizontally 3a 
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on the same scale, but with very different proportions. Tllese three 
projections are typical ones and the most commonly used, but there are 
many others. For those desirous of studying the subjec;t the best 
work on it I know is tlle artiele by l\1r. Taylor, iu tlle June 1mmber of 
the Scottish Geographica,l Magazine of 1890, and to that article I refer 
them. 
Map-making.-We have now seen bow the traveller finds his _1>laC'e 
on the globe's surface, and how, when found, be can project or map that 
information on a :flat sheet. We _shall now see how. a map will grow. 
I magine a ship sailing into unexplored seas and coming to some 
land, say an island. The navigator at once fixes bis position in the 
ship in latitude and longtit~1de. The navigator's .instruments · are the 
sextant, the chronometer, and the mariner's ,compass. The g·eneral 
idea of the mariner's compass is that it always points to the north; 
bnt accurately this is not so. The general direction of the compass, or 
the magnetic pole, is not the true north, hut a spot yery considerably 
to the west of it, and, in fact, sldfts continually; not only in different 
places, but even in the same place, the direction changes from time to 
time, as there are many local causes of disturbance. The navigator, 
then, to fix true north, must find his meridian-that is, he must 
observe the direction of a star or the sun when it culminates or comes 
to the meridian, and from this observation be computes the amount of 
local variation of the compass. In practice it is not the moment of 
culmination he actually observes, but the statement is accurate enough 
for the purpose of this _popular description. Knowing the variation of 
the compass, he can then take accurate bearings or directions to any 
feature he desires to record. Two or ·more such bearings to (say) a 
mountain, crossing each other from different known places, fix its posi-
tion on the map. 
'l'he ncivigator.-We can now show how a country is mapped. Sup-
pm,e a ship visits this island, and fixes, by the ways already indicated, 
a few latitudes and longitudes, and sails round it, .fixing here and there 
points on the coast, and perhaps taking bearings of some mountain, 
then the island would be represented in an atlas with several points 
fixed and joined by dotted lines. Nautical surveying is always done 
with the sextant, which measures both vertical angles and horizontal. 
E xplo,rer.-Following in the wake of the sailor comes the explorer. I 
bad intended, when I first sketched out this paper, to give au imagiuary 
e~plorer's map of a journey across this island, but I have the privilege 
of showing you something so infinitely precious that I feel it would be 
a piece of bathos to concoct a sham map. Here I have two of Dr. Liv-
ingstoue's own original manuscript maps, made on liis last journey, 
kindly lent me for to-night by his daughter, Mrs. A. L. Bruce. Here 
we have no conjectures as to what the traveller might do; here are the 
real power, the actual ' materia]s of geogl'aphy. Instead of imagining· 
what an explorer should take with liirn, 1 may me1:tion Liviugstone's 
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actual' equipment: A. 6-iuch sextant, an ·artificial horizon, a, pocket 
chronometer, a prismatic compass, and a pocket compass; two boiliug-
poiut thermometers and two common thermometers; aneroid lrnrometer, 
a Nauticcil Almanac, and a book of m~.tbematical tables. 
'fLe sextant, as we have. seen, is for taking astronomical as well as 
terrestrial angles; the thermometer and barometer for taking heights. 
The principle on which the latter are calculated is the pressure of the 
atmosphere. The aneroid everybody knows; the boiling-point ther-
mometer is considered better and more accurate, though I observefrom 
Livingstone's notes, who was the most painstaking and thorough ob-
server, and who always observed with both, that there was little prac-
tical difference in the readings. Roughly speaking, water boils atsea-
level at 212°F., and the barometer stands at 30 inclrns, while at 5,000 
feet altitude water boils at 202·6°, and the. barometer falls to 24·7 
inches. 
The traveller in. unexplored parts generally estimates his distances 
from the time taken at the average rate of marching, just as on board 
ship distances co,~ered are ro:1ghly taken from the average rate of the 
ship indicated by the log. He takes compass bearings as he goes, aud 
keeps an itinerary, rncordirig all useful information gathered on the 
march. Be corrects bis reckoning by taking daily latitudes, and at 
greater iutervals, say once a fortnight, longitudes from moon observa-
tions if be can. He notes heights, gets reports from natives of esti-
mated distances, and in fact gathers all tlie information he can on every 
subject-rain-fall, botany, zoology, anthropology, and so fort li. Living-
stone did all these, and did them thoroughly. A. whole lecture could 
be written on the_se maps I hoid in my band. Here is one of his notes: 
"Eight days up this river 96 miles, then cross and.go three days, say 
3G miles, to Rtone houses 13~ miles-course southwest Lobula, comes to 
northeast, bas dark water." 
A. traveller with his wits about him can do much with very rough · 
instruments, or even with none ar, all. He can train himself to use his 
fiugers for rough a.ngular measurements, and he can improvit-\e in many 
ways. My own old chief, the late Col. W. B. Holmes, R. E., used to 
make wonderful surveys with bis watch alone. 
One great geographical problem--.--where does the huge river Sangpo, 
which flows in Tibet at the b ack of the Himalaya, discharge its waters 1-
was olved by a, native survfyor, A. K., sent out by the Government of 
India, ·who was obliged to conceal all bis observatio11s. I quote from 
the official account: 
"For l~ne~r mea urement A. K. trusted entirely to bis own pace or 
., tep, which, as hereafter hown, is conrnrtible into the unit of a foot, 
or any other unit de ired ; aud notwithstanding that in Mongolia be was 
look down upon a a particularly infedor individual, becam;e, u11like 
th Mong?l:, Le per ·i ted in w::t1kiug in tead of following tbe univer_sal 
c~ t m of the country, wbfoh enjoin riding a horse on allpossibleocca-
1 11 · , h Y t manfull rode alon g his travel ·, pleading poverty1 or 
Smithsonian Report , 1893 . PLATE XXII. 
4. STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTION. 
5. CONICAL PROJECTION. 
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otherwise, until at last, on bis return journey along _the ~as.tern flank ?f 
h is route, tbe Lama with whom he bad t aken serv1?e 111s1sted on his 
riding jf only to promote flight from robbers, especially tlie mounted 
bands' of Chiaruo-Goloks, of whom travelle:rs are in constant dread. 
Thus compe1led, A. K. mounted a hotse, btit her~ also he proved equal 
to the occasion, for be at once set to work count.mg the beast's paces as 
indicated by bis stepping with the right foreleg. In tliis way he reck-
oned his distances for nearly 230 miles, between Barong Cbaidam (lati-
t ude 350 5', longitude 97° 3'), aud Thuden Goml>ni (latitude 33° 17', 
longitude 950 43'), ~nd the results do credit alike to the explorer's 
ingenuity and to the horse's equability of pace." 
An account of his journey will be found in the Scottish Geographical 
Jlf agazine for 1885, p. 352. 
After the explorer comes the surveyor. His busines~ is to produce a 
detailed survey or map of the country. Tue operations of a cadastral* 
s1;rvey on a grand scale, generally made by tbe Government, are divided 
into two parts: (1) the great triangular survey, and (2) the topograph-
ical part, or the filling in of the details required for civil information. 
Before we go further we should gain a thorough idea of tbe principles 
of triangulation, because on it. are founded all the conditions of an accu-
rate map. The great property of a triangle is tllis, that of all plane 
geometrical figures it is the only one of which the form can not be 
altered if the sides remain constant, and that the three angles of a tri-
angle are together equal to two right angles, so that if we know two of 
the angles of any triangle we can at once calculate the third angle by 
t-ubtracting the number of degrees in the two known angles from 180 
degrees, which is the sum of two right angles. If also we know the 
length of one of the sides of the triangle a,s well as the number of 
degrees in the angles, a very simple mathematical formula enables us 
to calcu late the length of the other sides. 
Now this is exactly wbat is done in the great trigonometrical survey 
made in this country by the Ordnance Survey: The surveyor measures 
what is called a base line. He purposely selects an absolutely horizon-
tal plane otheewise conveniently situate.cl for the 1mrpose of measure-
ment. The base line is seldom more tbai1 5 or G miles long, but it is 
measured with "every refinement which ingenuity can devise or expense 
command." In the Ordnan0e Survey of the British Isles-to give an 
idea of the care with which such base lines are measured-the original 
base line, which was on Hounslow Heath, was measured in li91, first with 
a steel chain, then with deal rods, next glass tubes, and lastly, again 
with the chain; and w:as over 5 miles long. Another line was subse-
quently measured 7 miles long, on Salisbury Plain, in 1794, which is 
the base of the existing triangulation. The verification line at Lough 
*A cadastral survey is properly and etymologically a survey by a government for 
:fiscal purposes, the word being d.erived from the low Latin capitastrwn, a register 
for a poll tax. As such a survey was naturally carried out with the ntmost com-
pleteness, the term 1' Cadastral 8nrvey" came to be used eqnalJy with tlJo term 
"Ordnance Survey" for the great Goverument survey of Great Britain and Ireland. 
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Foyle, which was 7 miles long, was measured v1ith specially designed 
compound metaJ rods of brass and iron, 10 feet long, compensating like 
the balance and spring· of a chronometer, so as to be independent of 
expansion and contraction, auJ their-contact adjusted with microscopes. 
From this base once fixed, its latitude aud longitude being most care-
fully taken, the surveyor measures the angles of suitably laid out tri-
angles, and computes the length of their sides. Each of these sides 
in its turn becomes the base of a new triangle. The surveyor plants 
his instrument on the spot fixed on anci' measures new triangles, and 
gradually covers the· surface of his island with a network of great 
triangles. The length of these sides are all calculatec1 from the angles 
not measured, but, as a matter of fact, the lengths of these sides so 
computed from angular measurements are infinitely more accurate_than 
if they were actually measured with a chain. 
So accurate, indeed, was the triangulation of this country that when 
the ordnance surveys verified their calculations thirty-three years after, 
in 1827, by actually m'easuring the check base on LoughFoyle, as already 
described, the greatest possible error was found to be less than 5 
inches. This, be it remembered, was ca.lchlated from the base in Saiis-
bury Plain, on1y 7 miles long, at a distance of over 300 miles. The 
mean length of the sides of the triangles was 35 miles, and the longest 
side was 111 miles. The history of the triangulation is quite a romance, 
but Sir Charles Wilson referred to all this at length last month.* 
The instrument with which the angles are measured is the theodolite. 
This network of triangles so laid dowrl'is the back bone of all d~tails of 
; 
map-making. All these imaginary sides· of triangles are, like the par-
allels of latitudes and meridians on large maps, the lines to which all 
filling in of detail is referred. Every point on this network_ is abso-
lutely fixed, and from these points, as from the line of lamp-posts we 
considered at the beginning, all details are measured. The great trian, 
gulation in the Ordnance Survey being complete, the officers then lay 
off from tbe great triangles what are called secondary triangles, the 
sides of which are about 5 miles in length, and where necessary, ter-
tiary triangles, with sides of about 1 mile in length, and from them the 
surveyor breaks up the interior of the triangle with a network of cross 
lines, au self-checking when laid on the paper, and this is the begin-
ning of ordinary lan<l survey. 
La.nd surveying.-The filling in of a survey is like writing a book. 
Men work differently. No two surveyors use exactly the same method 
of working~ and it very much depends on the nature of the ground, the 
extent of his resources, and the accuracy of detail required what method 
the urveyor employ,· . In a theoretically perfect survey the triangular 
Y t m woul 1 be pur ued throughout, but in practice this is not neces-
ary, nor i it done. 
" The coltish Geogra1Jhical Magazine, YoL vu
1 
p. 248. An admirable popular 
a coun of th op ra.tion of the Ordnance Survev will l>c found in 1'/w Ordnance 
ur ey of the -nil d Kingclo1n1 hy Lieut., Col. T, P. "\Vhitc, R. E. (Blackwood1 1886. ) 
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Of the methods of filling up, which are several, I will briefly describe 
two or three of the principal: 
Traversing with tlie chain and theodolite.-A traverse is defined as a 
circuitous route performed on leaving any place on t4e earth's surface 
by stages in different directions and of various lengths with a view of 
arriving at any other place. The angles which the stages (or station 
lines) form with the meridian (i.e., the north and soutb line) are called 
beurings. In other words, it is a walking from point to point in 
straight lines, always recording your distance and your direction. · 
These traverse lines are measured with the chain. They are gener-
ally laid out round the country to. be surveyed; and are as multifarious 
as the necessities of the ground require. The bearings in a good per-
manent survey are measured with the theodolite, and when the traverse 
is complete it should be closed where begun, when, if no error is made; 
the bearing of the first line will read on the theodolite exactly as it 
read in the beginning. Cross checks and connecting lines are con-
stantly taken to test the accuracy of the work, and while the survey is 
going on the measurements of all the features of the country are set 
down in what is called the field book. Where the line does not cross 
the natural features perpendiculars, called offsets, are set off and meas-
ured from the traverse lil}-e to the bends and angles of all surface details, 
bends of streams, fences, houses, roads, and so on, and so the map gets 
filled in bit by bit. Either it.is set off at the beginning from the ord-
nance triangulation or subsequently joined to it by trigonometrical /" 
measurements. Such detail may be made piecemeal and fitted in like 
a Chinese puzzle to the main map of the country and altered or more 
minutely surveyed, aceording to requirements. For rapid and not very 
accurate purposes exactly the same methods may be adopted as for a 
military reconnoissance or sketch map by pacing the traverse lines and 
taking the beadngs with the prismatic compass, and this is what is gen-
emlly done in military sketches. All these operations and measure-
ments are noted in a :field book and are afterwards taken to the office 
and "plotted" on a sheet or sheets of paper. 
There is also a contrivance for filling in a survey, with which no 
field book is used, but by which very fairly accurate work may be 
obtained. It is very little used in thii:! country except for military pur-
poses, and then generally in a modified form shortly to be noticed; but 
it is much used for topographical work in India and on the continent 
and the United States. This instrument is the plane table. It serves 
itself as a theodolite, and the plan actu·any grows on the ground with-
out after office work. 
Contour lines.-A very important part of cadastral survey is the 
_plotting on the map of contour lines, or lines of equal height. This is 
done after the features of the surface have been mapped. To draw the 
contour lines we must have a starting pojnt, or, as jt is called, a datum 
level. Iu our Ordnance S1Jrvey- th~s is th~ lf;)yel of tne mean tide at 
Liverpool. 
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From the datum great lines and cross lines of levels are run all over 
tho c:mntry, covering it with a network; and at all convenient spots 
the heights are perin.anently recorded by the well-known broad arrow, 
and ca11ed bench marks. Wherever the broad. arrow is found engraved 
on the ground its height from the datum line will be found in tlte ord-
nance map of that part of the ground. A very common spot to find an 
ordnance bench mark is the keystone of the -arch of a bridge, which 
would naturallJ;. be the last thiug to be re.moved. These levels are got 
by spirit levelling. - When the rn ain levelling operations have been 
completed. the surveyor fixes at what intervals .of height his contours 
are to be drawn. · · 
The surveyor starts, let us say, to determine the line at 100 feet 
above datum. He goes to the nearest bench mark he has to this height, 
say it is 105 feet. He levels down until he finds a point 5 feet below 
this bench mark.- There he leaves a flag or a peg and goes on finding 
point after point at the same level; that is, he must read the same 
figure on the leveling staff. These points he then surveys as be would 
any natural feature, and permanently marks the imaginary lines join-
ing them on the map, thereby showing a line of equal heights. 
Military sketch or reconnaissance. is a form of map which ought not to 
pa.ss entirely undescribed. The object of a staff officer in making a . 
sketch is to give such a representation of the nature (?f the ground as 
will give useful information to his general. It maytalrn any amount of 
elaboration, may be as complete as a cadastral survey taken with 
instruments of precision, or it may be merely the roughest indication 
of the nature of the ground, taken with such instruments as may be 
carried in the pocket, or even improvised without instruments, and be 
a, mere eye sketch of the features of the ground. .As the military infor-
mation generally desired is the nature of the ground, whether suitable 
for maneuvering, for artillery, for cavalry, the nature of the roads, of 
the hills, of the rivers, should all be looked to, and rough contouring 
aiml hill shading is a very important part of the officer's work. He 
n1ust also get information of defensible · spo_ts, of the water supplies, 
the food supplies, and the resources of the country, and this should. i>e 
modified as much as possible on the plan or on the report attached to it. 
Though any degree of elaborateness may be used, any instruments of 
precision employed, the typfoal military sketch is made with a sketch-
ing case, which is mer.ely an improvised plane table. The main lines 
or traverses are taken from the bearings of the prismatic compass laid 
down on the ketch itself. The lines are generally paced or guessed, 
di tant object fixed by bearings from the station points, and the con-
touring rnea ured angularly by Abney's level, or sketch by the eye. 
'l'lie hading of the hills shows steepness by the lines used to indicate 
tbcm being drawn clo er or farther apart. 
Oartographer.-The plans and maps having been drawn, and all 
note m:ule of information, they reach the cartographer or atlas-maker. 
i duty i fir t to compare all ne, information with what is already 
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know11 ; to eliminate manifest errors, to red nee to scale and to projec-
tion uniform with his great maps of the same part of the world, and 
generally to make everything ship-shape for publication. 
Atlas-malcing.-1 do not , here refer to the Ordnance Survey maps, 
drawin gs, and prints, which were described with the utmost detail and 
precision by Sir Cha~les Wiison, but to the genera.I atlases, such as 
Johnston's and Bartholomew's. With the information so gleaned the 
cartographer is· able to make those beautiful orographical maps, which 
are now so common, showing different levels. · 
In our diagram I have colored the island orograpbically, which it::l 
done by drawing tbe contour lines and washing over the areas so 
marked with different variations of tint. But I shall not go far into 
this subject. Imagine the map drawn. It may be then engraved, 
like any other picture or line engraving, on a copper plate, and either 
printed from that plate or from lithographic stones, to which an im-
pression of the plate has been transferred. 
In the Ordnance Survey printing office, instead of lithographic stone, 
the maps are printed from sheets of zinc, which bas much the same 
property of absorbing greasy ink. 
By this time we have got into the printing office, and to . describe it 
in detail would be beyond my province. This part of the subject tlrnngh 
very interesting, really embraces the whole art of the engraver, the 
lithographer, and the printer. But there is one process I desire to 
show before closing. 
You see daily in books and newspapers, and in our own journal, maps 
printed in black along with the type. There are numberless processes 
for their productioh; one only I shall briefly note. It is in the type-
process of Messrs. Walker&. Boutall, who have kindly sent me a speci-
men in course of manufacture. 
On a brass plate a coating of a waxy composition is laid; the outlines 
of the map are either drawn on this coating or photographically trans-
ferred to it. The engraver then scratches through the wax down to 
the brass with a needle . . Be next takes suitable types and stamps in 
the names also down through the wax to the brass, and completes the · 
matrix with the necessary amount of detail, which may be great or 
little. After verification and correction the matrix is ready for electro-
typing . . You who know the appearance of stereotype molds will see 
that this resembles the mold of an ordinary stereotype or electrotype 
page. The mold is next · covered with black lead and an electrotype 
taken from it, when all the punctures that have been made through the 
wax to the level brass plate come out level-the scratches as lines and 
the type as lettering. Jt is then mounted on wood, and is ready to insert 
among type and be printed along with it. 
I have tried to give you very roughly an outline of bow rna11s a re 
made from the beginning to the end, in almost tbe same form tllat 
actual necessity forced me to learn it for practical use. 
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BIOLOGY IN RELA'rION 'J.1O OTHER NATURAL SCIENCES.* 
By J. s. BURDON-SANDERSON, F. R. s. 
We are assembled this evening as representatives of the sciences-
men and women who seek to advance knowledge by scientific methods. 
The common ground on which we stand is that of belief in the para-
mount value of the end for which we are striving, of its inherent power 
to make men wiser, happier, and better; and our common purpose is to 
strengthen and encourage one another in our efforts for its attainment. 
We have come to learn what progress has been made in departments 
of knowledge which lie outside of our own special scientific interests 
and occupations, to widen our views, and to correct whatever miscon-
ceptions may have arisen from the nec_essity which limits each of us 
to his own field of study; and, above all, we are here for the purpose 
of bringing our divided energies into effectual and combined. action. 
Probably few of the members of the association are fully aware of the 
influence which it has exercised during the last half century and more 
in fur thering the scientific development of this country. vVide as is 
the range of its activity, there bas been no great question in the field 
of scientific inquiry which it bas failed to discuss; no importaut line of 
investigation which it bas not promoted; no great discovery which it 
has not welcomed. After more than sixty years of existence it still 
finds itself in the. energy of middle life, lookiug back with satisfaction 
to what it has accomplished in its youth, and forward to an ev<>.u more 
efficient future. One of the first of the national associations which 
exist in different countries for the advancement of science, its influence 
has been more felt than that of its successors, because it is more 
wanted. The wealthiest country in the world, which bas profited more, 
vastly more, by science than any other, England stands alone in the 
discredit of refusing the necessary expenditure for its development, 
and cares not that other nations should reap the harvest for which her 
own sons have labored. 
It is surely our duty not to rest satisfied with the reflection that 
England in the past has accomplished so much, but rather to unite 
"Inaugural Presidential address b efore British Association, for the Advancement 
of Science; at Notingha.m, September 13, 1893. (Natu1·e, Sept. 14, 1893; vol. XLVIII, 
pp. 464-472.) 
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and agitate in· the con fideuce of eventual success. It is not the fault 
of governments, but of the nation, that the claims of science are 110t 
· recognized. '\Ve have against . us an overwhelming majority of the 
community, not merely of the ignorant-, but. of those who regard them-
selves as educated, who value science only iu so far as it can be turned 
into money; for we are still in great measure, in greater measure than 
any other, a nation of shop-keepers. Let us ,vho are of the minority-
the remnant who believe that truth is in itself of supreme value, and 
the "knowledge of it of supreme utility-do all th a t we can to bring 
public opinion to our side, so that tlrn century which has given Young, 
Faraday, Lyell, Darwin, Maxwell, and Thompson to Englaud may, 
before it closes, see as prepared to take our part with other countries 
in combined action for the full development of natural knowledge. 
Last year the necessity of an imperial observatory for physical sci-
ence was, as no doubt many are aware, the subject of a discussion in 
Section A, which derived its interest from the number of leading physi-
cists who took part in it, and especially from the presence and active 
participation of the distinguished man who is at the head of the 
National Physical Laboratory at Berlin. The equally pressing neces-
sity for a central iustitution for chemistry, on a scale commensurate 
with the practical importance of that science, has been insisted upon 
in this association and elsewhere by distinguished chemists. As 
regards biology, I shall have a word to say in the same direction this 
evening. Of these three requirements it may be that the first is the 
most pressing. .If so, let us all, whatever branch of science we repre-
sent, unite our efforts to realize it, in the assurance that if once the 
claim of science to liberal public support is admitted the rest will 
follow. 
In selecting a subject on which to address yon this evening, I have 
followed the example of my predecessors in _ limiting myself to matters 
more or less connected with my own scientific occupations, believing 
that in discussing what most interests myself I should have the best 
chance of interesting you. The circumstance that at the last meeting 
of the British Association in this town, Section D assumed for the first 
time the title which it has siuce held, · that of the Section of Biology, 
suggested to me that I might take the word "biology" as my starting 
point, giving you some account of its origin and first use, and of the 
relations which sub ·i t between biology and other branches of natural 
science. 
ORIGI A.ND MEANING OF 'l'HE 'l'ERM " BIOLOGY ." 
The term "biology," which i now so familiar as comprising the sum 
f th knowledge which ha as yet been acquired concerning living 
nature, wa unknown until after the beginnillg of the present century. 
Th t_ rm wa fir t ernr loye l by Treviran us, who proposetl to himself 
a. h~ · a k he d v lopm nt fa 11ew ·cience, th e aim of which bould 
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be to study the forms and phenomena of life, its origin, and tlie condi-
tious and laws of its existence, and embodied what was known on these 
subjects in a book of seven volumes, which he entitled Bio.logy, or the 
Philosophy of Living Nature. For its construction the material was 
very scanty, a,ud was chiefly derived from the anatomists and pliysiolo-
gists. For botanists were entirely occupied in completing the work 
which Linn::eus had begun, and the scope of zoology was in like man-
ner limited to the description and classification of animals. It was a 
new thing to regard the study.of living nature as a s-cience by itself, 
woi;-thy to occupy a place by the side of natural philosophy, and it was 
therefore necessary t_o vindicate its claim to such a position. Trevira-
nus declined to found this claim on its us~ful applications to the arts 
of agriculture and medicine, considering that to regard any subject of 
study in relation to our bodily wants-in other words, to utility-was to 
narrow it, but dwelt rather on its value as a discipline and on its sur-
passing interest. He commends biology to his readers as a study which, 
above all others, "nourishes and maintains the ta~te for simplicity and 
nobleness; which affords to tlie intellect ever new material for reflec-
tion, and to the imagination an inexhaustible source of attractive 
images." 
Being himself a mathematician as well as a naturalist, he approaches 
the subject both from the side of natural philosophy and from that of 
natmal history, and desires to found the new science on the funda-
mental distinction between living and non-living materials. In discuss-
ing this distinction, be takes as his poiut of departure tlle constancy 
with which the activities which manifest themselves in the universe. are 
balanced, emphasizing the impossibility of excluding from tha,t balance 
the vital activities of plants and animals. The difference between vital 
and physical processes he accordingly finds, not in the nature of the 
processes themselves, but in their co-ordination; that is, in their adapt-
edness to a given purpose, aud to the peculiar and special relation in 
which the organism stands to the external world. All of t.his is 
expressed in a proposition difficult to translate into English, in which 
be defines life as consisting in the reaction of the organism to external 
influences, and contrasts the . uniformity of vital · reactions with the 
variety of their exciting causes.,x, 
The purpose which I haYe in view in taking you back as I have done 
to the begining of the century is not merely to commemorate the work 
done by the wonderfully acute writer to whom we owe the first scien-
tific conception of the science of life as a whole, but to show that this 
conception, as expressed in the definition I have given you as its founda-
tion, can still be accepted as true. It suggests the idea of organisni as 
that to which all other biological ideas must relate. lt also suggests, 
" " Leben besteht in der Gleichformigkeit der Reaktiouen b ei ungleichformigen 
Ein wirkungen der Aussenwelt.''-Treviranus, Biologie odei· Philosophie clei· lebenden 
Natur, Gott engen, 1802, vol. 1, p. 83 , 
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although pe1·haps it does not express it, that act,ion is not an attribute 
to the organism but of its essence-that if, on the other band, proto-
plasm is the.basis of life, life is the basis of protoplasm . Their rela-
tions to eacJ:_t_ other are reciprocal. We think of the visible structure 
only in connection with the invisible process. The definition is also of 
value as indicating at once the two lines of inquiry into which the sci-
. ence has divided bi the natural evolution of knowledge. These two 
liries may be eas1ly educed from the general principle from which Tre-
viranus started, according to which it is the. fundamental characteristic 
of the organism that all that goes on in it is to the advantage of the 
whole. I need scarcely say that this fundamental conception of organ-
ism has at all times presented itself to the minds of those who ha,e 
sought to understand the distinction between living and non-living. 
·without going back to the true father and founder of biology, Aris-
totle, we may recall with interest the language employed in relation to 
it by the phy8iologists of three hundred years ago. It was at that time 
expressed by the term consensus partium-wbich was defined as the 
concurrence of parts in action, of such a nature that each does q?!,od 
suwni est, a.U combining to bring about one effect "as if they had been 
in secret council," but at the same time constanti quadam naturce lege.* 
Prof. Huxley has made familiar to us how a century later Descartes 
imagined to himself a mechanism to carry out this consensus, based on 
such scanty knowledge as was then available of the structure of the 
nervous system. The discoveries of the early part of the present cen-
tury relating to the reflex action and the functions of sensory and 
motor nerves, served to realize in a wonderful way his anticipations as 
to the channels of influence, afferent and efferent, by which the consen-
sus is maintained; and in recent times (as we hope to learn from Prof. 
Horsley's lecture on the physiology of the nervous system) these 
channels have been investigated with extraordinary minuteness and 
success. 
Whether with the old writers we speak about consensus, with Trevi-
ranus about adaptation, or are content to take organism as our point of 
departure, it means that, regarding a plant or an animal as an organ-
i m, we concern ourselves primarily with its activities, or, to use the 
word which best expresses it, its energies. Now the first thing that 
strikes us in beginning to think about the activities of .an organism is 
that they are naturally distinguishable into two kinds, according as we 
consider the action of the whole organism in its relation to the · external 
world or to other organisms, or the action of the parts or. organs in 
th ir re1ation to each other. The di tinction to which we are thus led 
b tw en the internal and externril relations of plants and animals bas 
of our alway exi ted, bnt has only lately come into such prominence 
that i li ide.' biologi ·t. more or let-s completely into two camps-on 
'on11 nBu Partiurn Hmna11i 01-poris, Arnst., 1556, Proof. ad lectorem, 
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the one hand those who make it their aim to investigate the actions of 
the organism and its parts by the accepted methods of physics and· 
chemistry, carrying this investigation as far as the conditions undet 
which each process manifests itself will permit,; on the other, those 
who interest themselves rather, in considering. 'the place which each 
organism occupies, and the part. which it plays in the economy of nature. 
It is apparent that the two lines of inquiry, althot:igh they eqt1ally relate 
to what the organism does, rather than to what it is, and therefore both · 
have equal right to be included in the one great science of life, or 
biology, yet lead in directions which are scarcely even parallel. So 
marked, indeed, is the distil_1ctiou, that Prof. Haeckel some twenty-
years ago proposed to separate the study of organisms w~th reference to 
their place in nature under the designation of'' cecology,'' defining it as 
comprising '' the relations of the animal to its organic as well as to its 
inorganic environmeut, particularly its friendly or hostile relations to 
those animals or plants with which it comes into direct contact."* 
Whether this term expresses it or not, the distinction is a . fundamental 
one. W hether with the recologist we regard the organism in relation 
to the world, or wHh the physiologist as a wonderful complex of vital 
energies, the two branches have this in common, that both studies fix 
their attention, not on stuffed animals, butterflies in cases, or even 
microscopical sections .of the animal or plant body-all of which relate 
to the framework of life-but 011 life itself. 
The conception of biology which was developed by Treviranus as far 
as the knowledge of plants and animals which then existed rendered 
possible, seems to me still to express the scope of the science. I should 
luwe liked, had it been within my power, to present to you both aspects 
of the subject in equal fulness; but I feel that I shall best profit by the 
present opportunity if I derive my illustrations chiefly from the division 
of biology to which I am attached-that which concerns the internal 
relations of the organism, it beiug my object not to specialize in eithe,r 
direction, but as Treviranus desired to do, to regard it as part-surely 
a very important pa.rt-of the great science of natm:e. 
The origin of life, the first transition from non-living to living, is a 
riddle which lies outside of our scope. No seriously-minded person 
however doubts that organized nature as it now presents itself to us 
has become what it is by a process of gradual perfecting or advance-
ment, brought about by thP- elimination of those organisms which failed 
to obey the fundamental principle of adapta.tion which Treviranus incli-
cated. Each step therefore in this evolution is a reaction to external 
influences, the motive of which is essentially the same as that by whiell 
*These he identifies with ''those complicatecl mutual relations which Darwin 
designates as conditions of the struggle for exist,ence." AloO:g with cborology-the 
distribution of animals-mcology constitutes what he calls Relations-physiologie. 
Haeckel: "Entwickelungsgang _u. Aufgaben der Zoologie," Jenaisehe Zeitsclw-. 1869, 
vol. v, p. 353. 
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from moment to moment the organism governs itself. And the whole 
process is a necessary outcome of the fact that those organisms are 
most prosperous which look best after their own welfare. As in that 
part of biology which deals with the internal relations of the organism, 
the interest of the individual is in like manner the sole motive by which · 
every energy is guided. We may take what Treviranus called selfish 
adaptation-Zweclcmassigkeit fiir sich selber~as a connecting link . · 
between the two branches of biological study. Out of this relation 
· springs another which .I need not say was uot recognized until after 
the Darwinian epoch;-,:-that, I meau, which subsists between the two . 
evolutions, that of the race and that of the iudividual. Treviranus, no 
less distinctly than his great contemporary L3tmarck, was well aware 
that the affinities of plants and animals must be -estimated according 
to their developmental value, and consequently that classification must 
be founded on development; but it occurred to no one what the real 
liuk was bet.ween descent and development; nor was it indeed until 
several years after the publication of the "Origin" that Haeckel enun-
ciated that "biogenetic law," according to which the development of 
any individual organism is but a memory, a recapitulation by the indi-
vidual of the development of the race-of the process for which Fritz 
Miiller had coiued the excellent word "pbylogenesis; " and that each 
stage of the former is but a transitory re-appearance of a bygone epoch 
in its ancestral history. If therefore we are right in regarding onto-
genesis as dependent on pbylogenesis, the origin of ·the forJ?er must 
correspond with that of the latter; that is, on the power which the race 
or the organism at every stage of its existence possesses of profiting by 
every condition or circumstance for its own advancement. 
From ·the short summary of the connection between different parts . 
of onr science you will see tha,t biology naturally falls into three divi-
sions, and these are even more sharply distinguished by their methods 
than by their subjects, namely, physiology, of which the methods are 
entirely experimental; morphology, the science which deal'3 with the 
forms and structure of plants and animals, and of which it may be said 
that the body is anatomy, the soul, development; and finally, recology, 
which u~es all the knowledge it can obtain from the other two, but 
chiefly rests on the exploration of the endless varied phenomena of ani-
mal and plant life as tlley manifest themselves under natural conditions. 
This last ·branch of biology-the science which concerns itself with the 
external relations of ! ]ants and animals to each other, and to the past 
aucl pre ent conditions of their existence-is by far the most attractive. 
In i tho qualWes of mind which especially distinguish the naturalist 
find th ir higl1e t exerci ·e, and it represents more than any other hranch 
ofth ,·ubjectwhatTreviranu termed the "pbilosophyofliving nature." 
otwitb tanding th very general intere ' t which several of its problems 
ex ·it at the 1 re nt moment I do not propose to discuss any of them, 
bu rather to limit my elf to the bumbler task of showing that the fun-
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damental idea which finds one form of expression in the world of living 
l>eings regarded as a whole-the prevalence of the best--manifests. 
itself with equal distinctness, and plays an equally essential part in the 
internal relations of the organism in the great science which treats of 
them-physiology. 
ORIGIN AND SCOPE OF MODERN PHYSIOLOGY. 
Just as there was no true pbiloso_phy of living nature until Darwin, 
we may with almost equal truth say that physiology did not exist as a 
science before Johannes Miiller. For although the sum of his numerous 
achievements in comparative anatomy and physiology, notwithstand-
ing their extraordinary number and importance, could not be comp~red 
for merit and fruitfuiness with the one .discovery which furnished the 
key to so many riddles, he, no less than Darwin, by bis influence on his 
successors, was the beginner of a new era. 
Miiller taught in Berlin from 1833 to 1857. During that time a grad-
nal change was in progress in the way in which biologists regarded the 
fundamental problem of life. Miiller himself, in common with Trevira-
nus and all the biological teachers of his time, was a vitalist, i. e. he 
regarded what was then called the vis vitalis-the Lebenskraft-as 
something capable of being correlated with the physical forces; and as 
a necessary consequence held that phenomena should be classified or 
distinguished, according to the forces which produced them, as vital or 
physical, and that all those processes-that is, groups or series of phe-
nomena in living organisms-for which, in the then very imperfect 
knowledge which existed, no obvious physical explanation could be 
found, were sufficiently explained when they were stated to be depen-
dent on so-called vital laws. But during the period of Mi.Uler's great-
est activity times were changing, and he was changing with them. 
During his long career as professor at Berlin be became more and more 
objective in his tendencies, and exercised an iu:fluence in the same direc-
tion on the men of the next generation, teaching them that it was bet-
ter and more useful to observe than to philosophize; so that, although 
be himself is truly regarded as the last of the vitalists-for )le was 
a vitalist to the last--his successors were adherents of what l1as been 
very inadequately designated the mechanistic view of the phenomen~ 
of life. The change thus brought about just before the middle of thiR 
century was a revolution. It was not a substitution of one point of 
view for anotller, but simply a frank abandonmeut of theory for fact, 
of speculation for experiment. Physiologists ceased to theorize because 
tbey found something better to do. May I try to give you a sketch of 
this era of progress°? · 
Great discoveries as to the structure of plants and animals had been 
made in the course of the previous decade, those especially which had . 
reRn~ted from the introduction of the microscope as an instrument of 
research. By its aid Schwa1m had been able to show that all organ-
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ized structures are built up of those particles of living substance which 
we now call cells, and recognize as the seats and sources of every kind 
of vital activity. Hugo Mohl, working in another direction, had given 
the name "protoplasm'' to a certain hyaline substance which forms 
the lining of the cells of plants, though no one as yet knew that it was 
the essential constituent of all living structures-the basis of life no 
less in animals than in _plants. And, finally, a new branch of study, 
histology, founded on ohservations which the microscope had for the 
first time rendered possible, had come into existence. Bowman, on'e of 
the earliest and most successful cultivators of this new science, cailed 
it physiological anatomy,* and justified the title by the very important 
inferences as to the secreting function of epithelial cells and as to the 
nature of muscular contraction, which he deducea from his admirable 
anatomical researches. From structure to function, from microscopical 
observation to physiological exp .. eriment, the transition was natural. 
Anatomy was able to answer some questions, but asked many more. 
Fifty years ago physiologists had microscopes but had no laboratories. 
English physiologists, Bowman, faget, Sharpey, were at the same time 
anatomis~s, and in Berlin, Johannes Mii.ller, along with anatomy and 
physiology, taught comparative anatomy and pathology. But soo~ that 
specialization which, however much we may regret its necessity, is an 
essential concomitant of progress, became more and more inevitable. 
The structural conditions on which the processes of life depend had 
become, if not known, at least acce8sible to investigation; but very 
little indeed bad been ascertained of the nature of the processes them-
selves, so little indeed, that if at this moment we could blot from the 
records of physiology the whole of the information which bad been 
acquired, say in 1840, the loss would be difficult to trace, not that the 
previously-known facts were of little value, but because every fact of 
moment has since been subjected to experimental verification. It is 
for this reason that, without any hesitation, we .accord to Mi:iller and to 
bis successors, Briicke, du Bois-Reymoncl, Helmholtz, who were his 
pupils, and Ludwig, in Germany, and to Claude Bernard tin France, 
the title of founders of our science. For it is the work which they began 
at that remarkable time (1845-1855), and which is HOW being carried 
on by their rmpils or their pupils' pupils in England, America, France, 
Germany,Denmark, Sweden, Italy, and even in that youngest contribu-
tor to the advancement of science, Japan, that physiology has been 
gradually built up to whatever completeness it has at present attained. 
What were the condition that brought about this great advance 
which oincided with the middle ot the centuryf There is but little 
.,. The first part of the Pliysiological .Anatomy appeared in 1843. It was concluded 
in 1 56 . 
. t It i wo1~thy of note tbat th se five distinguished men were merely contempora-
l'le.; Luclww crrn.dnat cl in 1 39; Bernarcl in 1 43; the other three between those 
dat . Thre ·nrvive-H lmboltz, Ludwig, dn Bois-Reyruond. 
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difficulty in answering the question. I have already said that the 
change was not one of doctrine, but of method. There wa.s however 
a leading idea in the mindR of those who were chiefly concerntd in_ 
bringing it about. That leading notion was that however complicated 
may be the conditions under which vital energies manifest themselves, 
they can be split into processes which are identical.in nature with those 
of the non-living world, and, as a corollary to this, that the analyzing 
of a vital proces~ into its physical and chemical constituents, so as to 
bring these constituents into measurable relation with physical or chem-
ical standards, is the only mode of investigating them which can lead 
to satisfacto1·y results. 
There were several circumstances which at that time tended to make 
the younger physiologists ( and all of the men to whom I have just 
referred were then young) sanguine-perhaps too sanguine, in the hope 
that the application of experimental methods derived from the exact 
sciences would afford solutions of many physiological problems. One 
of these was the progress which had been made iu the science of chem-
istry, and particularly the discovery that many of the compounds which 
before had been regarded as special products of vital proce.sses, could 
be produced in the laboratory, and the more complete knowledge which 
bad been thereby acquired of their chemical constitutions and rela-
tions. In like ma,nner the new school profited by the advances which 
had been made in physics, partly by borrowing from the physical lab-
oratory various improved methods of observing the phenomena of liv-
ing beings, but chiefly in consequence of the direct bearing of the 
crowning discovery of that epoch (that of the conservation of energy) 
on the discussions which tlrnn took place as to tµe relations between 
vital and physical forces; in connection with which it may be noted 
that two of those who (along with Mr. Joule and your president at the · 
la.st Nottingham meeting) took a prominent part fo that discovery-
Helmholtz and .T. R. Mayer-were physiologists as much as they were 
physicists. I will not attempt even to enumerate the achievements of 
that epoch of progress. I may however without risk of wearying you, 
indicate the lines along which research at first proceeded, and draw 
your attention to the contrast between then and now. At present a 
young observer who js zealous to engage in research finds himself pro-
vided with the most elaborate means of investigation, the chief obs.ta-
cle t.o his success being that the problems which have been left over by 
his predecessor-; are of extreme difficulty, all of the easier questions 
having beeu worked out. There were then also difficulties, but of an 
entirely different kind. The work to be done was in itself easier, but 
the means for doing it were wanting, and every investigator bad to 
depend on bis own resources. Consequently the -successful men were 
those who, in addition to scientific training, possessed the ingenuity to 
devise and the skill to carry out methods for themselves. The work by 
which du Bois-Reymond laid the foundation of animal electricity would 
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not have been possible bad not its author, besides being a trained phys-
icist, known bow to do as good work in a small room in the upper floor 
of the old university building at Berlin as any which is now done in 
his splendid laboratory. Had Ludwig not possessed mechanical apti-
tude, in addition to scientific knowledge, be would have been unable 
to devise the apparatus by which he measured aud recorded the varia-
tions of arterial pressure (1848), and verified the principles which 
Young ha<J_ laid down thirty years before as to the mechanics of the 
circulation. Nor, lastly, could Helmholtz, had he not been a great 
deal more than a mere physiologist, have made those measurements of 
the time relations of muscular and nervous responses to ·stimulation, 
which not only afford a solid foundation for all that bas been done 
since in the same direction, but has served as models of physiological 
experiment, and as evidence that perfect work was possible and was 
done by capable ·men, even when there were no physiological labora-
tories. 
Each of these examples relates to work done within a year or two of 
the middle of the century.* If it were possible to enter more fully on 
the scientific history of the time, we should, I think, find the clearest 
evidence, first, that the foundation was laid in anatomical discoveries, 
in which it is gratifying to remember that English ~natomists (Allen, 
Thomson, Bowman, Goodsir, Sharpey) took considerable share; sec-
ondly_, that progress was rendered possible by the rapid advances which, 
during the previous decade, had been made in physics and chemistry, 
and the participation of physiology in the general · awakening of the_ 
scientific spirit which these discoveries produced. I venture however 
to think that notwithstanding the operation of these two causes, or 
rather combinations of causes, the development of our science would 
·have been delayed had it not been for the exceptional endowments of 
the four or five young experimenters whose names I have mentioned, 
each of whom was capable of becoming a master in his own branch, and 
of guiding the future progress of inquiry. 
Just as the affinities of an organism can be best leamed from its 
development, so the scope of a science may be most easi ly judged of 
by the tendencies which it exhibits in its origin. I wish now to com-
plete the sketch I have endeavored to give of the way in which physi-
ology entered on the career it has since followed for the last half 
century, by a few words as to the influence exercised on general physi-
ological theory by the progress of research: ""Vi.Te have seen that no 
real advance was made until it became possible .to investigate the phe-
110mena of life by methods which approached more or less closely to 
t110 ·~ e of the phy i i t, in exactitude. The methods of investigation 
" The '' nt r ucbun rr n iiber thieriscbe Electriciti:it" appear ed in 1848 ; Ludwig's 
l' arche on th ircnlation, which included the first description of the "kymo-
grnph' antl rv cl aR the foundation of t h "graphic method" in 1847; Helmholtz's 
r ear ·h on the propagation in motor 11ervcs 111 1851, · 
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being physical or chemical, the organism itself naturally came to be 
considered as a complex of such processes, and nothing more. And h 
part.icul a1~ the idea of adaptation, which, as I lrnve endeavored to show, 
is not a consequence of organism, but its essence, was in great measure 
lost sight of. Not, I think, because it was any more possible than 
before to conceive _of the organism otherwise than as a working together 
of parts for the good of the whole, but ratlier that, if I may so express 
it, the minds of men were so occupied with new facts that they bad not 
time to elaborate theories. The old meaning of the term '' adaptation" 
as the equivalent of "design" had been abandoned, and no new mean-
ing had yet been given to it, and consequently the word "mechanism" 
came to be employed as the equivalent of "process," as if the constarit 
concomitance or sequence of two events was in 'itself a sufficient reason 
for assuming a mecbauical relation between them. .As in daily life so 
also in science, the misuse of words leads to misconceptions. To assert 
that the link between a and bis mechanical, for no better reason than 
that b always follov;;s a, is an error of statement, which is apt to lead 
tbe incautious reader or hearer to imagine that the relation between a 
and b is understood, when in faet its nature may be wholly unknown. 
Whether or not at the time which we are co11sidering some physiolog-
ical writers showed a tendency to commit this error, I do not think that 
it found expression in any generally accepted theory of life. It may 
however be admitted that the rapid progress of experimental investi-
gation led to too confident anticipations, a.nd that· to some enthusiastic 
minds it appeared as if we were approaching wi_thin measurable dis-
, tance of the end of knowledge. Such a tendency is, I think, a natural 
result · of every signal advance. In an eloquent Harveian oration, 
delivered fast autumn by Dr. Bridges, it was. indicated bow, after Har-
vey's great discovery of the circulation, men were too apt to found upon 
it explanations of all phenomena whether of health or disease, to such 
an extent that the practice of medicine was even prejudicially affected 
by it. ~n respect of its scientific importance the epoch we are consid-
ering may well be compared with that of Harvey, and may have been 
followed by an undue preference of the new as compared with the old, 
but no mo_re permanent unfavorable results have shown themselves. 
As regards the science of medicine, we need only remember that it was 
during the years between 1845 and 1860, tliat Vircbow made those 
researches by which he brought the processes of disease into imme-
diate relation with the normal · processes of cell development and -
growth, and 1:,0, by making pathology a part of physiology, secured its 
subsequent progress and its influence on practical medrnine. Similarly 
in physiology, the achievement of those years led on without any inter-
ruption or drawback to those of the following generation; while in 
general biology the revolution in the mode of regarding the internal 
processes of the animal or plant orga11ism which resulted from these 
achievements, prepa,red the way for the acceptance of the still greater 
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revolution which the Darwinian epoch brought about in the views 
entertained by naturalists of the relations of plants and animals to 
each other and to their surroundiugs. 
It has been said that every science of observation begins by going 
out botanizing, by which, I suppose, is meant that collecting and record-
ing observations is the first thing to be done in entering on a new field 
of inquiry. The remark would scarcely be true of physiology, even at 
the earliest stage of its development, for the most elementary of its 
facts could scarcely be picked up as one gathers flowers in a wood. 
Each of the processes which go to make up the complex of life requires 
separate investigation, and in each case the investigation must consist 
in first splitting up the process into its constituent phenomena, and 
then dete.rmining their relation to each other, to the process of which 
they form part, and to the conditions under which they manifest them-
selves. It will, I think, be found tllat even in the simplest inquiry into 
the nature of vital processes some such order as this is followed. Thus, 
for example, if muscular contraction be the subject on which we seek 
information, it is obvious that, in order to measure its duration, the 
mechanical work it accomplishes, the heat wasted in doing it, the elec- · 
tro-motive forces which it develops, and the changes of form associated 
with these phenomena, special modes of observation must be used for 
each 0f them, that each measurement must be in the firs t insta11ce 
separately made, under special conditions, and by methods specially 
adapted to the required purpose. , In the synthetic part of the inquiry 
the guidance of experiment must again be sought for the purpose of 
discriminating between apparent and real causes, and of determiniug 
the order in which the phenomena occur. Even the simplest experi-
mental investigations of vital processes are beset with difficulties. For, 
in addition to the extreme complexity of the phenomena to be examined 
and the uncertainties which arise from the relative inconstancy of the 
conditions of all that goes on in the living organism, there is this addi-
tional drawback, that, whereas in the exact sciences experiment is 
guided by well-ascertained laws, here the ouly principle of universal . 
application is that of adaptation, and that even this can not, like a 
law of physics, be t aken as a basis for deductions, but only as a sum-
mary expression of that relation between external exciting causes and 
the reactions to which they give rise, which, in accordance with Tre-
viranu ' definition, is the essential character of vital activity. 
THE SPECIFIC ENERGIES OF THE ORGANISM. 
When, in 1826, J. Miiller was engaged in investigath1g the physiology 
of vi. iou and heariug, lie iutroduccd into the discussion a term, "spe-
cific en rgy," the u e of which by Helmholtz* in his physiological writ-
"Han db. d r -physiologisch n Optik," J 86, p. 233 , Helmholtz uses the word in 
1 h plul'a 1, th "energi ·s of the nerves of specia,l t:ieuse." 
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ings bas Tendered it familiar to all student.s. Both writers mean by 
the word energy, not the "capacity of doing work," but simply activityi 
using it in its old-fashioned meaning, that of the Greek word from 
which it is derived. vVith the qualification "specific," it serves, per-
haps, better than any 9ther expression to indicate the way in which 
adaptation mauifests itself. In this more extended sense the " specific 
energy'' of a part or organ-whether that part be a secreting cell, a 
motor cell of the brain or spinal cord, or one of the photogenous cells 
which produce the light of the glowworm, or the protoplasmic plate 
which generates the discharge of the torpedo-is simply the special 
. action which it normally performs, its norma or rule of action being in 
each instance the interest of the organi.<:mi as a whole of which it forms 
part, and the exciting cause some -influence outside of the excited struc-
ture, technically called a stimulus. It thus stands for a characteristic 
of living structures which ~eems to be universal. The apparent excep-
tions are to be found in those bodily activities which, following Bicbat, 
we call vegetative, because they go on, so to speak, as a matter of 
course; but the more closely we look into them the more does it appear 
that they form no exception to the general rule, that every link in the 
chain of living action, however uniform that action may be, is a response 
to an antecedent influence. Nor can i_t well be doubted that, as every 
living cell or tissue is called upon to act in the interest of _the whole, 
the organism must be capable of influencing every part so as to regu-
late its action. For, although there are some instances in which tlrn 
channels of this influence are as yet unknown, the tendency of recent 
investigations bas been to diminish tbe number of such iustances.· In 
general there is no difficulty in determining both the 11ature of the cen-
tral influence exercised anct. the relation between it and the normal 
function. It may help to illustrate this relation to refer to the express- -
ive word A.uslosung, by which it bas for many years been designated by 
German writers. This word stands for the performance of function by 
the "letting off" of "specific energies." Carrying out the notion of 
"letting off " as expressing the link between action and reaction, we 
might compare the whole process to the mode of working to a repeating 
clock (or other similar mechanism), iu which case the pressure of tl1e 
finger on the button would represent the external influence or stimulus, 
the striking of the clock, the normal reaction. And now may I ask 
you to consider in detail one or two illustrations of physiological 
reaction-of the letting off of specific energy? 
The repeater may serve as a good example, inasmuch as it is, in bio-
logical language, a highly differentiated structure, to which · a single 
function is assigned. So also in the living organism, we find the best 
examples of specific energy where Miiller fou11d them, namely, in the 
most differentiated, or, as we are apt to call them, tbe highest structures. 
rrhe retina, with the part of the brai11 which belongs to it, together con-
stitute such a structure, aud will a fford us therefore the illustration we 
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want, with this ad vantage for our present purpose, that the plteuomena 
a.re such as we all luwe it in .our power to ob1:,erve in ourselves. In the 
visual apparatus the principle of normality of reaction is fully exem-
plified. In the physical sense the word "light" stands fonether vibra-
tions, but in the sensuous or subjective sense for sensations. The swings 
are the stimulus, the sensations ai;-e the reaction. Between the two 
comes the link, the "letting off," which it is our business to understaJ?d, 
Here let us remember that the man who first recognized this distinction 
between the physical and the physiological was not a biologist, but a 
physicist. It was Young who first made clear (though bis doctrine fell 
on unappreciative ears) that, although in vision the external influences 
which -give rise to the sensation o-f light are infinitely varied, the 
responses need not be more than three in number, each being in Muller's 
language, a "specific energy " of some part of the visual apparatus. 
We speak of the organ of vision as highly differentiated, an expression 
which carries with it the suggestion of a distinction of rank between 
different vital processes. The suggestion is a true one, for it would be 
vossible to arrange all those parts or organs of which the bodies of the 
higher animals consist in a series7 placing at the lower end of the series 
those of which the functions are continuous, aud therefore called vege-
tative; at the other, those highly specialized structureR, as e.g., those, 
in the brain, which in respo11se to physical li ght produce physiological, 
that is subjective, light; or, to take another instance, the so-called motor 
cells of the surface of the brain, which in reRponse to a stimulus of much 
_ greater complexity produce voluntary motio11. And just as in civilized 
society an ir;idividual is valued according to his power of doing one 
thing well, so the high rank which is assigned to the struciure, or 
rather to the "specific energy" · which it represents, belongs to it by 
virtue of its specialization. And if it be asked how this conformity is 
manifested, the answer is, by the quality, intem;ity, duration, and exten-
- sion of the response, in all which respects vision serves as so good an 
an example, that we can readily understand how it happened that it 
was in this field that the relation between response and stimulus was 
first clearly recognized. I need scarcely say that, however interesting 
it might be to follow out the lines of inquiry thus indicated, we can not 
attempt it this evening. All that I can do is to mention one or two 
rece1it observations which, while they serve as illustration~, may per-
1:inps be , ufficiently novel to interest even those who are at home in tlle 
subject. 
Proba,bly every one i acquainted with some of the familiar proofs 
that an object i een for a much longer period than it is actually 
xpo.· d to view; that the visual reaction lasts much longer than its 
·au._ . More preci observations teach us tbat this response is regu-
lat d ac ording to laws which it has in common with all' the higher 
fnn ·ti us of an organi 'ID. If, for example, the cells in the bra.in of the 
t r d ar ' 1 t ff '-that i.·, awakeu d by an external stimulus-the 
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electrical discharge, which, as in the case of vision, follows after a cer-
tain interval, lasts a cer_tain time, first rapidly increasing to a maxi-
mum of intensity, then more slowly diminishing. In like manner, as 
regards the visual apparatus, we have, in the response to a sudden 
invasion of the eye by light, a rise and fall of a similar character. In 
the case of the electrical organ, and in many analogous mstances, it is 
easy to investigate the time relations of the successive phenomena, so 
as to represent them graphically. Again, it is found that in many 
physiological reactions, the period of risii:ig " energy" ( as Helmholtz 
called it) is followed by a period during which the responding struc-
ture . is not only inactive, but its capacity for energizing 1s so com-
pletely lost that the same exciting cause which a moment before '' let 
off" the characteristic response is now without effe.ct. As regards 
vision, it has long been believed that these general characteristics of 
physiological reaction have their counterpart in the visual process, the 
- most striking evidence being that in the contemplation of a lightning 
flash-or better, of an instantaneously illuminated white disk*-the 
eye seems to receive a double stroke, indicating that although the 
stimulus is single and instantaneous, the response is reduplicated. · · 
The most precise of the methods we until lately possessed for investi- -
gating the wax and wane of the visual reation, were not only difficult 
to carry out but left a large margin of uncertainty. It was therefore 
particularly satisfactory when M. Charpentier, of Nancy, whose merits 
as an investigator are perhaps less known than they deserve to be, 
devised an experiment of extreme simp hcity which enables us, not only 
to observe, but to measure with great facility both phases of the reac-
tion. It is difficult to explain even the simplest apparatus without 
diagrams; you wi 11 howeyer understaud the experiment if you will 
imagine that you are contemplating a disk, Hke those ordinarily used 
for color mixing; that it is divid eel by two radia,l lines which diverge 
from each other at an angle of 60°; that the sector which these lines 
inclose is white, the rest black; that the disk revolves slowly, about 
once in two seconds. You then see close to the front edge of the 
advancing sector, a black bar, followed by a second at the same dis-
tance from itself but much fainter. Now, the scientific valuP. of the 
experiment consists in this, that the angular distance of the bar from 
the black border L':i in proportion to the frequency of the revolutions-
the faster the wider. If, for example, when the disk makes a half rev-
olution in a second the distance is ten degrees, this obviously means 
that when light bursts into the eye, the extinction happens one-eight-
eenth of a second after the excitation.t 
"The phenomenon is best seen when, in a dark room, the light of a luminous 
spark is thrown onto a white screen with the aid of a suitable lens. 
tCharpentier "Reaction oscillatoire de la Retine sous l'influence des excitations 
lumineuses," A1'ckives de Physiol., vol. xxrv, p. 541, and Propagation de l'action osc'ila 
latoire, etc., p. 362. 
liM: 93-29 
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The fact thus demonstrated, that the visual reaction consequent on 
an instantaneous illumination exhibits the alternatiou s I have described, 
has enabled M. Charpentier to make out another fact in relation to the 
visual reaction which is, I think, of equal importance. In all ·the 
instances, excepting the retina, in which the physiological response to 
stimulus has a definite time limitation, a,nd in so far resembles an explo-
sion-in other words, in all the higher forms of specific energy, it can 
be shown experimentally that the process is propagated from the part 
first directly acted on to other contiguous parts of similar endowment. 
Thus, "in the simplest of all known phenomena of this kind, the elec-
trical change, by which the leaf of the Diomea plant responds to the 
slightest-touch of its sensitive hairs, is propagated from one side of the 
leaf to the other, so that in the opposite lobe the response occurs after 
a delay which is proportional to the distance between the spot excited 
and the spot observed. That in the retina there is also such propaga-
tion has not only been surmised from analogy, but inferred from certain 
observed facts. M. Charpentier bas no·w been able by a method which, 
although simple, I must not attempt to describe, not only to prove its 
existence, but to measure its rate of progress over the visual field. 
There is another aspect of the visual response to the-stimulus of light 
which, if I am not trespassing too long on your patience, may, I think, 
be interesting to consider. As the relations between the sensations of 
color and the physical properties of the light which excites them, are 
among the most certain and invariable in the whole range of vital reac-
tion·s, it is obvious that they afford as fruitful a field for physiologfoal 
investigation as those in which white light is concerned. We have on 
one side physical facts, that is, wave lengths or vibration-rates~ on the 
other, facts in consciousness-namely, sensations of color-so simple 
that notwithstanding their subjective character there is no difficulty in 
measuring either their intensity or their duration. Between these there 
are lines of influence, neither physical nor psychological, which pass 
from the former to the latter through the visual apparatus (retina, nerve, 
brain). It is these lines of influence which interest the physiologist. 
The structure of the visual apparatus affords us no clews to trace them 
by. The most important fact we know about them is that they must 
be at least three in number. 
It has been lately assumed by some that v1sion, like every other 
specific energy, having been developed progrBssively, objects were seen 
by the mo t elementary forms of eye only in chiaroscuro, that after-
wards ome colors were distinguished, eventually all. As regards 
hearing it is o. 'Ibe organ which, on structural grounds, we consider 
to r pre ent that of hearing in animals low in the scale of organiza-
tion-a , e. g., in the tenophora-has nothing to do with sound,* but 
* Verworn, "Gleichg wicbt u. Otolithenorgan," Pjliiger's .Archiv., vol. 1, 423; also 
,wald's Re arches on the Labyrinth as a Sense-orgun (" Ueber das Endorgan des 
ervus octavus," ·wiesbaden, 1892). 
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confers on its possessor the power of judging of the direction of its 
own movements in the water in wb.ich it swims, and of guiding these 
movememts accordingly. In the lowest vertebrates, as, e.g., in the 
dogfish, although the auditory apparatus is much more complicated 
in structure, and plainly corresponds with our own, we still :find the 
particular part which is concerned.in hearing scarcely traceable . . All 
that is provided for is that sixth sense, which the higher animals also 
possess, and which enables them to judge of the directiou of their own 
movements. But a stage higher in the vertebrate series we find the 
special mechanisms bywhfoh we ourselves appreciate sounds beginning 
to appear-not supplanting or taking the place of the i'mperfect organ, 
but added to it. As . regards hearing, therefore, a new function is 
acquired without any transformation or fusion of the old into it. We 
ourselves possess the sixth sense, by which we keep our balance and 
which serves as the guide to our bodily movements. It resides in the 
part of the internal ear which is called the labyrinth. At the same time 
we enjoy along with it the possession of the cochlea, that more compli-
cated apparatus by which we are able to hear sounds and to discriminate 
their vibration-rates. · 
As regards vision, evidence of this kind is wanting. There is, so far 
as I know, no proof that visual organs which are so imperfect as to be 
incapable of distinguishing the forms of objects, may not be affected 
differently by their colors. Even if it could be shown that the least 
perfect.forms of eye possess only the power of discriminating between 
light and d~rkness, the question whether in our own such a faculty 
exists separately from that of distinguishing colors is one which can 
only be settled by experiment. As in all sensations of color the sensation 
of brightness is mixed, it is obvious that one of the first points to be 
determined is whether the latter represents a "specific energy" or 
merely a certain combination of specific energies which are excited by 
colors. The question is not whether there is such a thing as white 
light, but whether we possess a separate faculty by which we judge of 
light and shade-a question which, although we have derived our 
knowledge of it chiefly from physical experiment, is one of eye and 
brain, not of wave-lengths or vibration-rates, and ' is therefore essen-
tially physiological. 
There is a German p:roverb which says, "Bei Nacht sind alle Katzen 
grau." The fact which this prover}? expresses presents itself experimen-
tally when a spectrum projected . on a white surface is watched, while 
the intensity of the light is gradually diminished. As .the colors fade 
away they become indistinguishable as such, the last ·seen being the 
primary red and green. Finally, they also disappear, but a gray band 
of light still remains, of which the most luminous part is that which 
.before was green.* Without entering into details let us consider what 
* Hering, "Untersuch. eines total Farbenblinden," PJUJ,qer's ..tfrch., 1891, vol. XLIX, 
p. 563. · 
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this tells us of the specific energy of the visual apparatus. Whether 
or not the faculty by which we see gray in the dark is one which we 
possess in common with animals of imperfectly developed vision, there 
seems little doubt that there are individuals of our own species, who, 
in the fullest sense of the expression, have no eye for color; in whom 
ail color sense is absent; persons who inhabit a world of gray, seeing 
all things as they might have done had they aud their ancestors always 
lived nocturnal. lives. In the theory of color vision, as it is commonly 
stated, no reference is made to such a faculty as we are now discussing. 
Prof. Hering., whose observations as to the dimiuished spectrum I 
referred to just now, who was among the first to subject the vision of 
the totally color-blind to accurate examination, is of opinion, on that 
and on other grounds, that the sensation of light and shade is a specific 
faculty. Very recently the same view has been advocated on a wide 
basis by a distinguished psychologist, Prof. Ebbinghaus.* Happily, as 
regards the actual experimental results relating to both these main 
subjects, there seems to be a complete coincidence of observation 
between observers who interpret them differently. Thus the recent 
elaborate investigations of Capt. Abneyt (with Gen. Festing), repre-
senting graphically the results of his measurements of the subjective 
values of the different parts of the dimiuished spectrum, as well as 
those of the fully illuminated spectrum as seen by the totally color-blind, 
are in the closest accord with the observations of Hering, and have 
moreover been substantially confirmed in both p.oints by the measure-
ments of Dr. Konig in Helmholtz' laboratory at Berlin.+ · That observ-
ers of such eminence as the three persons whom I have mentioned, 
employing different methods and with a different purpose in view, and 
witbout reference to each other's work, should arrive in so complicated 
an inquiry at coincident results, augurs well for the speedy settlement 
of tbis long-debated question. At present the inference seems to be 
that such a specific energy as Hering's theory of vision postulates actu-
ally exists, and that it has for associates the color-perceiving activities 
of the visual apparatus, provided that these are present; but that 
whenever the intensity of the illumination is below the chromatic 
threshold~that is, too feeble to awaken these activities-or when, as 
in the totally color-blind~ they are wanting, it manifests itself independ-
ently; all of which can be most easily understood on such a hypothesis 
as has lately been suggested in an ingenious paper by Mrs. Ladd 
"Ebbinghaus, "'fheorie des Farbensehens," Ztif.Bchr f. Psychol., 1893, vol. v, p. 
145. 
tAbney andFesting, Color Photometry, Partnr. Phil. Trans., 1891, vol. CLXXXIII, 
A, p. 531. 
t Konig," Ueber den Helligkeitwerth der Spectralfarben bei verschiedener absolu-
ter Int n itat," Beitriige zur Psychologie, etc., "Festschrift zu H. von Helmholtz, 70. 
Geburtatage," 18911 p, 309. 
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Franklin,* that each of the elements of the visual apparatus is made up 
of a central structure for the sensation of light and darkness, with 
collateral appendages for the sens~tions of color-it being of course 
understood that this is a mere diagrammatic representation, which 
serves no purposes beyond that of facilitating the conception of the 
relation between the several "specific energies." 
EXPERIMEN'.l'AL PSYCHOLOGY. 
Resisting the temptation to pursue this subject further, I will now 
ask you to follow me into a region which, although closely connected 
with the subjects we have been considering, is beset with greater diffi-
culties-the · subject in which, under the name of physiological or 
experimental psychology, physiologists and psychologists have of late 
years taken a common interes~a borderland not between fact and 
fancy, but between two methods of investigation of questions which 
are closely related, which here, though they do not overlap, at least 
interdigitate. It is manifest that, quite irrespectively of any foregone 
conclusion as to the dependence of mind on processes of which the 
biologist is accustomed to take cognizance, mind must be regarded as 
one of the "specific energies'' of the organism, and should on that 
ground be included in the subject-matter of physiology. As however 
our science, .li~e. other sciences, is limited not merely by its subject but · 
also by its method, it actually takes in only so much of psychology as 
is experimental. Thus sensation (although it is psychological), and the 
investigation of its relation to the special structures by which the mind 
keeps itself informed of what goes on in the outside world, have always 
been considered to be in the physiological sphere. And it is by ana-
tomical researches relating to the minute .structure and to the develop-
ment of the brain, by observation of the facts of disease, and, above all, 
by physiological experiment, that those changes in the ganglio.n cells 
of the brain and spinal cord which are the immediate antecedents of 
every kind of bodily action have been traced. Between the two (that 
is, between sensation and the beginning of action), there iS' an inter-
vening region which the physiologist has hitherto willingly resigned to 
psychology, feeling his incompetence to use the only instrument by 
which it can be explored-that of introspection. This consideration 
enables us to understand the course which the new study (I will not 
claim for it the title of a new science, regarding it as merely a part of 
the great science of life) has hitherto followed, and why physiologists 
have been unwilling to enter on it. The study of the less complicated 
internal relations of the organism has afforded so many difficult prob-
lems that the most difficult of all ha.ve been deferred; so that although 
the psycho-physical method was initiated by E. H. Weber in the mid-
"Christine Ladd Franklin, ·" Eine neue Theorie der Lichtempfi.ndnngen," Zeitscln· 
fu1· Psychologie, 1893, vol. 1v, p. 211; see also the Proceedings of the last Psycholog-
ical Congress in London, 1892. 
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dle of the present century, by investigations* which form ed part of the 
work done at that epoch of discovery, and although Prof. Wundt, also 
a physiologist, has taken a larger share in the more recent development 
of the new study, it is chiefly by psychologists that the researches 
which have given to it its importance . as a new discipline have been 
conducted. 
Although therefore experimental psychology has derived its methods 
from physical science, the result has been not so much tlrnt physiologists 
have become philosophers as that philosophers have become experi-
mental psychologists. In our own universities, in those of America, 
and still more in those of Germany, psychological students of mature 
age are to be found who are willing to place themselves in the dissect-
ing room side by side with beginners in anatomy, in order to acquire 
that exact knowledge of the framework of the organism without which 
no man can understand its working. Those therefore who are appre-
hensive lest the regions of mind should be invaded by the insaniens 
sapientia of the laboratory, may, I think, console themselves with the 
thought that the invaders are for the most part men who, before they 
-became laboratory workers, bad already given their allegiance to phil-
osophy; their purpose being not to relinquish definitely, but merely to 
lay aside for a time the weapons in the use of which they bad been 
·trained in order to learn the use of ours. The motive that has encour-
aged them has not been any hope of finding an experimental solution 
of any of the ultimate 1woblems of philosophy, but the conviction that 
inasmuch as the relation between mental stimuli and the mental pro-
cesses which they awaken is of the same order with the relation between 
every other vital process and its specific determinant, the only hope of 
ascertaining its nature must lie in the employment of the same methods 
of comparative measurement which the biologist uses for similar pur-
poses. Not that there is necessarily anything scientific in mere measure~ 
ment, but that measurement affords the only means by which it can be 
determined whether or not the same conformity in the relation between 
stimulus and reaction which we have accepted as the fundamental char-
acteristic of life is also to be found in mind, notwithstanding that 
mental processes have no known physical concomitants. The results 
of experimental psychology tend to show that it is so, and consequently 
that in so far, the processes in question are as truly functions of organ-
i m as the contractfon of a muscle, or as the changes produced iu the 
retinal pigment by light. 
I will make no attempt even to enumerate the special lines of inq~iry 
which during the la,· t decade have been conducted with such vigor in 
all part of the worlu all of them traceable to the influence of the 
L ipzi , h l, but will ont nt my elf with · aying that the gener~l 
"We1Jer's r searches were publish d iu Wagner's IIandwifrterbiich, I think, in 1849. 
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. . -
purpose of these investigations has been to determine with the utmost 
attainable precis1. the nature of psychical relations. Some ·of these 
investigations begin with those simpler reactions which- more or less 
resemble those of an automatic mechanism, proceeding to· those in 
which the resulting action or movement is modified by the influence of 
auxiliary or antagonistic conditions, or changed by the simultaneous 
or antecedent action on the reagent of other stimuli, in all of which 
cases the effect can be expressed quantitatively; others lead to results 
which do not so readily admit of measurement. In pursuing this 
course of inquiry the physiologist :finds himself as he proceeds more 
and more the cocidjutor of the psychologist, less and less his director; 
for whatever advantage the former may have in the mere technique of 
observation, the things with which he has to do are revealed only to intro-
spection, and can be studied only by methods which lie outside of his 
sphere. I might in illustration of this refer to many recent experi-
mental researches-such, for example, as those by which it has been 
sought to obtain exact data as to the physiological concomitants of 
pleasure and of pain, or as to the influence of weariness and recupera-
tion, as modifiers of psychological reactions. Another outwork of the 
mental citadel which has been invaded by the experimental method is 
that of memory. Even here it can be shown that in the comparison of 
transitory as compared witb permanent memory-as, for example., in 
the getting off ,by heart of a wholly uninteresting series of words, with 
subsequent oblivion and reacquisition-the la,bor of acquiring and reac~ 
quiring may be measured, and consequently the relation between them, 
and that this ratio varies according to a simple numerical law. 
I think it not unlikely that the only effect of what I have said may 
be to suggest to some of my hearers the question, What is the use of 
such inquiries, Experimental psychology has, to the best of · my 
knowledge, no technical application. The only satisfactory answer I 
can give is that it has exercised, and will exercise in .future, a helpful 
influence on the science of life. Every science of observation, and each 
branch of it, derives from the peculiarities of its methods certain ten-
dencies which are apt to predominate unduly. We speak of this as 
specialization, and are constantly striving to resist its influence. The 
most successful way of doing so is by availing ourselves of the counter-
acting influence which two opposite tendencies mutually exercise when 
they are simultaneous. He that is skilled in the methods of introspec-
tion naturally (if I may be permitted to say so) looks at the same thing 
from an opposite point of view to that of the experimentalist. It jg 
therefore good that the two should so work together that the tendeucy 
of the experimentalist to imagine the existence of mechanism where 
none is proved to exist-of the psychologist to approach·the phenomena 
of mind too exclusively from the suQjective side-may mutually correct 
and assist each other. 
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PH OT.OT AXIS AND CHEMIO'f AXIS. 
Considering that every organism must have sprung from a unicellular 
ancestor, some have thought that unless we are prepared to admit a 
deferred epigenesis of mind, we must look for psychical manifestations 
even among the lowest animals, and that as in the protozoon all the 
vital activities are blended together, mind should be present among 
them not merely potentially but actually, though in diminished degree. 
Such a hypothesis involves ultimate questions which it is unneces-
sary to enter upon. It will however be of interest in connection with 
our present subject to discuss the phenomena which served as a basis 
for it-those which relate to what may be termed the behavior of uni-
eellular organisms and of individual cells, in so far as these last are 
capable of reacting to external influences. The observations which 
afford us most information are those in which the stimuli employed !:'cm 
be easily measured, such as electrical currents, light, or chemical 
agents in solution. 
A single instance, or at most two, must suffice to illustrate the influ-
ence of light in directing the movements of fre(,ly moving cells, or, as it 
is termed, Phototaxis. The rod-like purple organism called by Engel-
mann Bacteriu_m photometricum* is such a light-lover that if you place 
a drop of water containing these organisms under the microscope, and 
focus the smallest possible beam of light on a particular spot in the 
field, the spot acts as a light trap and becomes so crowded with the 
little rodlets as to acquire a deep port-wine color. If, instead of mak-
ing his trap of white light, he projected on the field a microscopic 
spectrum, Engelmann found that the rodlets showed their preference 
for a spectral color, which is absorbed wh~n transmitted through their 
bodies. By the aid of a light trap of the same kind, the very well 
known spindle-shaped and flagellate cell of Euglena can be shown to 
have a similar power of discriminating color, but its preference i.s differ-
ent. This familiar organism advances with its flagellum forwards, the 
sharp end of the spindle having a red or orange eye point. Accordingly, 
the light it loves is again that which is most absorbed, viz, the plue of 
the spectrum (line F). 
These examples may serve as an introduction to a similar one in 
which the directing cause of movement is not physical but chemical. 
The pectral light ·trap is used iu the way already described; the 
organi ms to be observed are not colored, but bacteria_ of that common 
sort which twenty years ago we used to call Bacterium termo, and 
which is recognized as the ordinary determining cause of putrefaction. 
The e organi ms do not care for light, but are great oxygen-lovers. Con-
equently, if you illuminate with your spectrum a filament of a confer-
void alga, placed in water containing ba~teria, the assimilation of 
.. Eng lmann, "Bacterium pbotometricnm," Onde1·zoek. Physiol. Lab. Utrecht , vol. 
vu , p. 200; also Ueber Licht-n. Farbenperception niederster Organismen, Pfluger'" 
Arch., vol. xx.iv, -p. 387. 
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carbon and consequent disengagement of oxygen is most active in the 
part of the filament which receives the red rays (B to 0). 
To this part therefore where there is a. dark band of absorption, 
the bacteria which want oxygen are attracted in crowds. · The motive 
which bring_s them together is their desire for oxygen. Let us compa.re 
other instances in which the source of attraction is food. 
The plasmodia of the Myxomycetes, particularly one which has been 
recently investigated by Mr. Arthur Lister,* may be taken as a typical 
instance of what may be called the chemical allurement of living proto-
plasm. In this organism, which in the active state is an expal,lsion of 
labile living material, the delicacy of the reaction is comp-arable to that 
of the sense of smell in those animals in which the olfactory organs are 
adapted to an aquatic life. Just as for ex.ample the dogfish is attracted 
by food which it can not see, so the plasmodium of Badhamia becomes 
aware, as' if it smelled it, of the pres@ce of its food-a particular kind 
of fungus . . I have no diagram to explain this, but will ask you to 
imagine an expansion of living material, quite st.ructureless, spreading 
itself along a wet surface; that this expansion of transparent m~teria,1 
is bounded by an irregular coast line; aud that somewhere near the 
coast there bas bt>en placed a fragment of the material on which the 
Badhamia feeds. The presence of this bit of Stereum produces au 
excitement at the part of the plasmodium next to it. Towards this 
center of activity streams of living material converge. Soon the affl.ux 
leads to an outgrowth of the plasmodium, which in a few minuteR 
advances towards the desired fragment, envelops, and incorpo'rntes it. 
May I give you another example also derived from the pby_siolog-y of 
plants f Very shortly after the publication of Engelmann's obser·va-
tions of the attraction of bacteria by oxygen, Pfeffer made the remark-
able discovery that the moveme11ts of the' antherozoids of ferns and of · 
mosses are guided by impressions derived from chemical sources, by the 
allurement exercised upon them by certain chemical substances in solu-
tion-in one of the instances mentioned, by sugar, in the other by an 
organic acid. The ntethod consisted in introducing the .substance to be 
tested, in any required strength, into a minute capillary tube closed at ~ 
one end, a nd placing it under the microscope in water inhabited by 
antherozoids, which thereupon showed their predilection for the sub-
stance, or the contrary, by its effectou their movements. In ac.cordance 
with the principle followed in experimental psychology, Pfeffert made 
it his object to determine, not the relative effects of different doses, but 
the smallest perceptible increase of dose which the organism was able 
to detect, with this result-that, jµst as in measurements of the rela-
tion between stimulus and reaction in ourselves we find that the sensa-
.,, Lister, "On t he Plasmodium of Badhamia utricularis, et c. Annals of Botany, 
No. 5, June, 1888. 
t Pfeffer, Unte1·such. a. d. botan. I nsti tnte z . TUbingen, vol. 1, part 3, 1884. 
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tional value of a stimulus depends, not on its absolute intensity, but on 
the ratio between that intensity and the previous excitation, so in this 
simplest of vital reagents th'3 same so-called psycho-physical law mani-
fests itself. It is not however with a view to this interesting relation 
that I have referred to Pfeffer's discovery, but because it serves as a 
center around which other phenomena, observed alike in plants and 
animals, have been grouped. As a general designation of reactions of 
this kind Pfeffer devised the term Ohemotaxis, or, as we in England 
prefer to call it, Ohmniotaxis. Pfeffer's contrivance for chemiotactic 
. testing was borrowed from the pathologists, who have long used it for 
the purpose of determining the relation between a great variety of 
chemical compounds or products, and the colorless corpuscles of the 
blood. I need, I am sure, make no apology for referring to a question 
which, although purely pathological, is of very great biological inter-
est-the theory of the process by which, not only in man, but also, as 
Metschnikoff has strikingly shown, in animals far down in the scale of 
development, the organism protects itself against such harmful things 
as, whether particulate or not, are able to penetrate its framework. 
Since Cohnheim's great discovery in 1867 we have known that the 
central phenomenon of what is termed by pathologists inflammation is 
what would now be called a chemiota,ctic one; for it consists in the 
· gathering together, like that of vult.uroo to a carcass, of those migra-
tory cells which have their home in the blood stream and in the lym-
phatic system, to any point where the living tissue of the body has been 
injured or damaged, as if the products of disintegration which are set 
free where such damage occurs were attractive to them. . 
The fact of chemiotaxis therefore as a, constituent phenomenon of 
the process of inflammation, was familiar in pathology long before it 
was understood. Cohnheim himself attributed it to changes in the 
channels along which the cells moved, and this explanation was gener-
ally accepted, though some writers, at all events, recognized its incom-
pleteuess. But no sooner was Pfe:ffer's discovery known than Leber,* 
who for y~ars had been working on the subject from the pathological 
side, at once saw that the two processes were of similar nature. Then 
followed a variety of researches of great interest, by which the impor-
tance of chemiotaxis in relation to the dest.ruction of disease-producing 
inicrophytes was proved, that of Buchner t on the chemical excita-
bility of leucoc~tes being amoug the most irnporfant. Much discussion 
has taken place, as many present are aware, as to the kind of wander-
ing cells, or leucocyte , which in the first instance attack morbifi.c 
microbe ·, and how they deal with them. The question is not by any 
mean decid d. It has however I venture to think, been conclusively 
" L ber, " i Anh:iufnng der L eucocyten am Orte des Entziindungsreizes," etc ., 
i Entstelmng der Enztjindwng, etc., pp. 423-464. Leipzig, 1891. 
t Bu bn r, ' i chem. Reizbarkeit der Leucocyten," etc., Berliner kHn Woch:, 
o. 17. 
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shown that the process of destruction is a chemical one, that the 
destructive agent has its source in the chemiotactic cells-that is, cells 
which act under the orders of chemical stimuli. Two Cambridge 
observers, Mes~rs. Kanthack and Hardy,* have lately shown that, in 
the particular instance which they have investigated, the cells whicb 
are most directly concerned in the destruction of morbi:fic bacilli, 
although cbemiotactic, do not possess the power of iucorporating bacilli 
or particles of any other kind. While thereforA we must regard, the 
relation betw~en the process of devitalizing and that of incorporating 
as not yet sufficiently determined, it is now no longer possible to regard 
the latter as essential to the former. 
There seems therefore to be very little doubt that chemiotactic cells 
are among the agents by which the human or animal organism protects 
itself against infection. There are however many questions connected 
with this action which have not yet been answered. The first of these 
. are chemical ones-that of the nature of t,he attractive substance and 
that of the process by which the living carriers of infection are 
destroyed. Another point to be determined is how far the process 
admits of adaptation to the particular infection which is present in 
each case, and to the state ofliability or immunity of the infected indi-
vidual. The subj ect is therefore of great complication. None of the 
points I have suggested can be settled by experiments in glass tubes 
such as I have described to you. These serve only as indications of the 
course t o be follo wed in much more complicated and difficult investiga-
tions, when we have to do with acute diseases as they actually affect 
ourselves or animals of similar liability to ourselves, and find ourselves 
face to face with tlle question of thPir causes. 
It is possible that many members of the association are not aware of 
the unfavorable-I will not say discreditable-position that this coun-
try at present occupies in relation to the scientific study of this great 
subject-the causes and mode of prevention of infectious diseases. As 
regards administrative efficiency in matters relating to pu"f?lic health, 
England was at one time far ahead of all other countries, and still 
retains its superiority; but as regards scientific knowledge we are, in this 
subject as in others, content to borrow from our neighbors. Those who 
desire either to learn the methods of research or to carry out scientific 
inquiries, have to go t o Berlin, to Munich, to Breslau, or to the Pasteur 
Institute in Paris, to obtain what England ought long ago to have pro-
vided. For to us, from the spread of our race all over the world, 
the prevention of acute infectious diseases is more important than to 
any other nation. At the beginning of this address I urged the claims 
of pure science. If I could, I shoul1 feel inclined to speak even more 
strongly of t he application of science to the . discovery of the causes of 
acute diseases. May I express the hope that the effort which is now 
" Kant hack and Hardy, "On t he Charact ers and Behavior of t he Wandering Cells 
of t he F rog, Proceedings of the Eoyal Society , vol. ur, p . 267. 
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being made to establish in England an institution for this purpose, not 
inferior in efficiency to those of other countries, may have the sympathy 
of all present~ And now may I ask your attention for a few moments 
more to the subject that more immediately concerns us~ 
CONCLUSION. 
The purpose which I have had in view bas been to show that there 
is one principle~tbat of adaptation-which separates biology from the 
exact sciences, and that in the vast :field of biological inquiry the end 
we have is not merely, as in natural philosophy, to investigate the rela-
tion between the phenomenon and the antecedent and concomitant con-
ditions on whieh it depends, but to possess this knowledge in constant 
reference to the intere~t of the organism. It may perhaps be thought 
that this way of putting it is ·too teleological, and that in taking, as it 
were, as my text this evening so old-fashioned a biologist as Trevira-
nus, I am yielding to a retrogressi:ve tendency. It is not so. What I 
have desired to insist on is that orga,nism is a fact which encounters the 
biologist at every step in his investigations; that in referring jt to any 
general biological principle, such as adaptation, we are only referring it 
to itself, not explaining it;. that uo explanation will be attainable until 
the conditions of its coming into existence can be subjected to experi-
mental investigation so as to correlate them with those of processes in 
the non-living world. -
Those who were present at the meeting of the British Association at 
Liverpool, will remember that then, as well as at some subsequent 
m~etings, the question whether the conditions necessary for such an 
inquiry could be realized was a burning one. This is no longer the 
case. The patient endeavors which were made about that time to 
obtain experimental proof of what was called abiogenesis, although th~y · 
conduced materially to that better knowledge which we now possess of 
the conditions of life of bacteria, failed in the accomplishment of their 
purpose. The question still remains undetermined; it lrns, so to speak, 
been adjourned sine die. The only approach to it lies at present in the 
investigation of those ra.re instances in which, altbough the relations 
between a living organism and its environment ceases as a watch stops 
when it has not been wound, these relations can be re-established-the 
process oflife re-awakened-by the application of the required stimulus. 
I was also desirous to illustrate the relation between physiology and 
it two Mighbors on either side, natural philosophy (including chemis-
try), and p ychology. As regards the latter, I need ad<l nothing to 
what has already been aid. .As regards the former, it may be well to 
n ti e that, although phy iology can neYer become a mere branch of 
appli d phy ic or hemi try, there are parts of physiology wherein the 
prin iple of the e i nces may be app1ied directly. Thus, in the 
gi ing of th ntury, Y ung applied his inve tigations a to the 
ov m nt of 1iqui · in a y t m of ela tic tubes directly to the phe-
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nomena of the circulation; and a century before, Borelli successfully 
examined the mechanisms of locomoti.on and the action of muscles, 
without reference to any, excepting mechanical principles. Similarly, 
the foundation of our present knowledge of the process of nutrition w~s 
laid in the researches of Bidder and Schmidt, in 1851, by determiua-
t1ons of the weight and composition of the body, the daily gain of 
weight by food or oxygen, the daily loss by the respiratory and other 
discharges, all of wluch could be accomplished by chemical means. 
But in by far the greater number of physiological investigations, both 
methods (the physical or chemical and the physiological) must be 
brought to bear on the same question-to co-operate for the (,lucidation 
of the · same problem. In the researches, for example, which d~ring 
several years have occupied Prof. Bohr, of Oopeuhagen, relating to the 
exchange of gases in respiration, he has shown that factors purely 
physical-namely, the partial pressures of oxygen and carbon dioxide 
in the blood which flows through the pulmonary capillaries-:-are, so to 
speak, interfered with in their action by the "specific energy" of the 
pulmonary tissue in such a way as to render this fundamental process, 
which, since Lavoisier, bas justly been regarded as one of the most 
important in physiology, much more complicated than we for a long 
time supposed it to be. In like manner Heidenhain has proved that 
the process of lymphatic absorption, which before we regarded as 
dependent on purely mechanical causes-i. e., differences of pressure-is 
in great measure due to the specific energy of cells, and that in various 
processes of secretion the principal part is not, as we were inclined not 
many years ago to believe, attributable to liquid diffusion, but to the 
same agency. I wish that there had been time to have told you some-
thing of the discoveries which have been made in this particular field 
by Mr. Langley, who has . made the subject of " specific energy" of 
secreting cells his own. It is in investigations of this kind, of which 
any number of examples could be given, in which vital reactions mix 
themselves up with physical and chemical ones so intimately that it is 
difficult to draw the line between them, that the physiologist derives 
most aid from whatever chemical and physical training he may be 
fortunate enough to possess. 
There is therefore no doubt as to the .advantages which physiology 
derives from the exact sciences. It could scarcely be averred that they 
would benefit in anything like the same degree from closer association 
with the science of life. Nevertheless there are some points in respect 
of which that science may have usefully contributed to the advance-
ment of physics or of chemistry. The discovery of Graham as to the, 
characters of colloid substances and as to the diffusion of bodies in 
solution through membranes would never have been made had not 
Graham' ' plowed," so to speak, "with our heifer." The relations of 
certain coloring matters to oxygen and carbon dioxide would have been 
unknown had no experiments been made on 'the respiration of animals 
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and the assimilative process in plants; and, similarly, the vast amount 
of knowledge which relates to the chemical action of ferments must be 
claimed as of physiological origin. So, also, there are methods, botll 
physical and chemical, which were originally devised for physiological 
purposes. Thus the method by which meteorological phenomena are 
continuously recorded graphically origiuated from that used by Lud-
wig (184 7) in his "Researches on the Circulation ;" the mercurial pump, 
invented by Lothar Meyer, was perfected in the physiological labora-
tories of Bonn and Leipsic; the rendering the galvanometer needle 
aperiodic by damping was first realized by du Bois-Reymond-in all of 
which cases invention was prompted by the requirements of physiologi-
cal research. 
Let me conclude with one more instance of a different kind, which 
may serve to show how perhaps the wonderful ingenuity of contrivance 
which is displayed in certain organized structures-the eye, the ear, or 
the organ of voice-may be of no less interest to the physici8t than to 
the physiologist. Johannes Mi.Uler, as is well known, explained the 
compound eye of insects on the theory that an erect picture is formed 
on the convex retina, by the combination of pencils of light received 
from different parts of the visual field through the eyelets (ommatidia) 
directed to them. Years afterwards it was shown that in each eyelet 
an image is formed which is reversed. Consequently the mosaic theory 
of MU.Iler was for a long period discredited on the ground that an erect 
picture could not be made up of ''upside-down'' images. Lately the 
subject has been re-investigated, with the result that the mosaic theory 
has regained its authority. Prof. Exner* ha,s proved photographically 
that behind each part of the insect's eye an erect picture is formed of 
the objects towards which it is directed. There is therefore no longer 
any difficulty in understanding how the whole field of vision is mapped 
out as consistently as it is imaged on our own retina, with the differ-
ence, of course~ that the picture is erect. But behind this fact lies a 
physical question-that of the relation betweeu the erect picture which 
is photographed and the optical structure of the crystal cones which 
produce it-a question which, although we can not now enter upon it, 
is quite as interesting as the physiological one. 
With this history of a theory which, after having been for thirty 
years disbelieved, has been re-instated by the fortunate combination of 
methods derived from the two sciences, I will conclude. It may serve 
to show how, though physiology can never become a part of natural 
philo opby, the que tions we have to deal with are cognate. Without 
forgetting that every phenomenon has to be regarded with reference 
to its u. eful purpo e in the organism, the aim of the physiologist is not 
to inquire into final causes, but to investigate processes. His question 
i ever How rather than Why. 
*Exner, " ie Phy iologieder facettirten Augen von Krebsen u. Insecten," Leipsic, 
1 91. 
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May I illustrate this by a simple, perhaps too trivial, story, which . 
derives its interest from its having been told of the childhood of one 
of the greatest natural philosophers of the present century'* He was 
even then possessed by that insatiable curiosity which is the :first 
quality of the investigator, and it is related of him that his habitual 
question was, '' What is the go of it1" and, if the answer was unsatis-
factory, "What is the particular go of it1'' That north country boy 
bP,came Prof. Clerk Maxwell. The question " he asked are those which, 
in our various ways, we are a il trying- to answer. 
·~" Life of Clerk Maxwell" (Campbell and Garnett), p. 28. 

FIELD STUDY IN ORNITHOLOGY.* 
By B. ·B. TRISTRAM, P. R. s. 
It is difficult, for the mind to grasp the advance in biological science 
(I use the term biolbgy in its wide etymological, not its recently 
restricted sense) which has taken place since I first attended the 
meetings of the British Association, some forty years ago. In those 
days the now familiar expressions of "natural selection," "isolation," · 
'' the struggle for existencr," '' the survival of the fittest," were unheard 
of and unknown, thong~ many an observer was busied in culling the 
facts which were being poured into the lap of the philosopher · who 
should mold the first great epoch in natural science since the days 
of Linnams. 
It is to the importance and value of field observation that I would 
venture in the first place to direct your attention. 
My predecessors in this chair have been, of recent; years, distin-
guished men who have searched deeply into the abstrusest mysteries 
of physiology. Thither I do not presume to follow them. I rather 
come before you as a survivor of the old-world naturalist, as ·one 
whose researches have been, not in the labora:tory,or with the micro-
scope, but on the wide desert, the mountain side, and the isles of the 
sea. 
This year is the centenary of the death of Gilbert White, whom we 
may look upon as the father of field naturalists. It is true that Sir T. 
Browne, Will ugh by, and Ray had each, in the middle of the seventeenth 
century, committed various observations to print; but though Wil-
lughby, at least, recognized the importa,nce of the soft parts in afford-
ing a key to classification, as well as the osteology, as may be seen from 
his observation of the peculiar formations, in the Divers ( Colymbidce) of 
the tibia, with its prolonged procnemial process, of which he has given 
a figure, or his description of the elongation of the posterior branches 
of the woodpecker's tongue, as well as by hi:-; careful description of the 
intestines of all specimens which came under his notice in the flesh, 
"Opening a«ldress before the British Association for the Advancement of Science; 
at Notingham, September, 1893, by the president of the Section of Biology. · (From 
The Zoologist, Londo11, October, 1893, vol. xvn, pp. 361-386; and Na.ture, September 
21, 1893, vol. XLVIII, pp. MIO.) 
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none of these · systematically noted the habits of birds apart from an 
occasional mention· of their nidification, and very rarely do they even 
describe the eggs. But White was the first observer to recognize how 
much may be learned from the life habits of birds. He is generally 
content with recording his observations, leaving to others to speculate. 
Fond of Virgilian quotations (he was a fellow of Oriel of the last cen-
tury), his quotations are often _made with a view to prove the scrupu-
lous accuracy of the Roman poet, as tested by his (White's) own obser-
vations. 
In an age incredulous as to that which appears to break the uni-
formity of nature, but quick to recognize all the phenomena of life, a 
contrast arises before the mind's eye between the abiding· strength of 
the objective method, which brings Gilbert White in touch with the 
great writers whose works are for all t.ime and the transient feebleness 
of the modern introspective phil.osophies, vexed with the problems of 
psychology. The modern psychologist propounds his theory of man 
and the universe, and we read him and go on our way, and straightway 
forget. Herodotus aud Thucydides tell a plaiu tale in plain language, 
or the Curate of Selborne shows us the hawk on the wing, or the snake 
in the grass_, as he saw them day by day, and somehow the simple story 
lives and moves hiin who reads it long after the subtleties of this or 
that philosophical theory have ha,d their day and passed into the limbo 
of oblivion. But, invaluable as has been the example of Gilbert White 
in teaching us how to observe, bis :field was a very narrow one, circum-
scribed for the most part by the boundaries of a single parish, and on 
the subject of geographical distribution (as we know it now) he could 
contribute nothing, a7 subject on which even the best explorers of that 
day were strangely iuobservant and inexact . 
.A. VIAN DIS'.I.'RIBUTION. 
A century and a half ago, it had not come to be recognized that dis-
tribution is (along of course with morphology and physiology) a most 
important factor in determining the facts of biology. It is difficult to 
estimate what might have been gained ju the case of many species, now 
irreparably lost, had Forster and the otlier companions of Capt. Cook, 
to say nothing of many previous voyagers, bad the slightest conception 
of the importance of noting the exact locality of each specimen they 
collected. They seem scarcely to have recognized the specific distinc-
tion. of the characteristic genera of the Pacific I slands at all, or if they 
did, to have dismissed them with the remark, "On this island was 
found a :flycatcher, a pigeon, or a parrot similar to those found in New 
Holland, but with whitetail feathers instead of black, an orange instead 
of as arlet brea t, or red boulders instead of yellow." As we turn 
over the pag of Latham or haw, how often do we find for locality 
one f the i 0 land of the South Sear and, even where the locality is 
giv n, u ·equen re ear ·11 ha proved it erroneous, as though thespeci-
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mens had been subsequently ticketed; Le Vailla11t described many of 
his South African birds from memory. Thus Latham, after describing 
very accurately Rhipidum jiabellifera, from the south island of New 
Zealand, remarks, apparently on Forster's authority, that it is subject 
to variation; that in the island of Tanna another was met with, with a 
different tail, etc., and that there was another variety in the collection 
of Sir Joseph Banks. Endless perplexity has been caused by the Psit-
tacu8 pygrnceus of Gmelin ( of which Lat ham's type is at Vienna) being 
stated in the inventory as from Botany Bay, by Latham from Otaheite, 
and in his book as inhabiting several of the islands of the South Seas, 
and now it proves to be the female Psittacus palnia.runi from the New 
Hebrides. These are but samples of the confusion caused by the inac-
curacies of the old voyagers. Had there been in the first crew who 
landed on the islaJ?d of Bourbon, I will not say a naturalist, but even a 
simple-hearted Leguat, to tell the artless tale of what he saw, or had 
there been among the Portuguese discoverers of Mauritius one who 
could note and describe the habits of its birds with the accuracy with 
which a Poulton could record the ways and doings of our Lepidoptera, 
bow vastly would our know ledge of a perished fauna have been enriched! 
It is only since we learned from Darwin and Wallace the power of iso-
lation in the differentiation of species, that special attention has been, 
paid to the peculiarities of insular forms. Here the field naturalist 
eom.es in as the helpful servant of the philosopher and the systematist, 
by illustrating the operation of isolation in the differentiationof species. 
I may take the typical examples of two ·groups of oceanic islands, dif-
fering as widely as possible in their position on the globe-the Sand-
wich Islands, in the center of the Pacific, thousands of miles from the 
nearest continent, and the Canaries, within sight of theAfrican coast--
but agreeing in origin, the ocean depths close to the Canaries and 
between the different islands varying' from 1,500 to 2,000 fathoms. In 
the one we may study the expiring relics of an avifauna completely dif-
ferentiated by isolation; in the other we have the opportunity of trac-
ing theincipient stages of the same process. 
The Sandwich Islands have long been known as possessing an avi-
fauna not surpassed in interesting peculiarity by that of New Zealand 
or Madagascar; in fact, it seems as though tbP-ir vast distance from 
the continent had iutensified the · influences of isolation. There is 
scarcely a passerine bird in its indigenous fauna which can be referred 
to any genus known elsewhere. But until the very recent researches 
of Mr. Scott Wilson and the explorations of the Hon. W. Rothschild's 
collectors it was not known that almost every island of the group pos-
sessed one or more representatives of each of these peculiar genera. 
Thus every island which has been thoroughly explored, and in which 
any extent of the primeval forest remains, possesses or has possessed 
its own peculiar species of Hernignathus, Hirnatione, Phceornis, Acrulo-
cercus, Loxops, Drepanis, as well as of the massive-beaked finches, 
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which emulate the Gem1piza of the Galapagos. Prof. Newton has shown 
that while the greater number of those are probably of American origin, 
yet the South Pacific has contributed its quota to this museum of orni-
tholobical rarities, which Mr. Clarke very justly proposes to make a 
distinct biological subregion. 
That each of the islands of this group, however small; should pos-
sess a flora specifically distinct suggests thoughts of the vast periods 
occupied in their differentiation. 
In the Canary Islands, either because they are geologically more 
recent or because of their proximity to the· African coast, which has 
facilitated frequent immigrations from the. continent, the process of 
differentiation is only_ partially accomplished. Yet there is scarcely a 
resident species which is not more <>r less modified, and this modifica-
tion is yet further advanced in the westernmost islands than in those 
nearest to Africa. In Fuertaventura and Lanzarote, waterless and 
treeless, there is little change, and the fauna is almost identical with 
that of the neighbouring Sahar~. There is a · whinchat, Pratincola 
dacotiw, discovered by my companion, Mr. Meade-Waldo, peculiar to 
Fuertaventura., which may possibly be found on the opposite coast, 
though it bas not yet been met with by any collect.ors there. Now, our 
whinchat is a common winter visitant all down the West African coast, 
and it seems probable that isolation has produced the very marked 
characters of the Canaries form, while the continental ind ividuals have 
been restrained from variation -by their frequent association. with their 
migratory relations. A similar cause may explain why the blackbird, 
an extremely common resident in all the Canary Islands, bas not been 
modified in the least, since many migratory individuals of the same 
species sojourn every winter in the islands. Or take the blue titmouse. 
Our familiar resident is replaced along the coast of North Africa by a 
rep,resentative species, Parus ultra-rncirinus, differentiated chiefly by a 
black instead of a blue cap and a slate-colored instead of a green back. 
The titmouse of Lanzarote and Fuertaventura is barely separable from 
that of Algeria, but is much smaller and paler, probably owing to 
scarcity of food and a dry desert climate. Passing 100 miles farther 
to sea, to Grand Canary, we find in the woods and forests a bird in an 
respects similar to the Algerian in color and dimensions, witll one 
e:xceytion: the gl'eater wing coverts of the Algerian are tipped with 
wl1ite, forming a broad b ar when the wing is closed. Thh,, present in 
the Fuertaventura form, is represented in the Ca.narian by the faintest 
white tips, and in the birds from the next islands, Teneriff:e and Gomera, 
thi i altogether ab ent. Thjs form ha been recognized as Parus 
teneri.ffce. Proceeding to the northwest outermost island, Palma, we 
find av ry di tinct pecies, with diffuei1t proportions, a longer tail, 
an 1 white abdomen irh tead of yellow. In the ultima Thule, Hierro, 
w fin a· e ond ry di tinct pecieH, re embliu g that·of Teneriffe in 
f the wing bar, and in al1 othel' respects, except that the 
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back is green, like the Europeau, instead of slate, as in all the other 
spe~ies. Thus we find iu this group a uniform graduation of variation 
as we proceed further from the crad]e of the race. 
A similar series of modifications may be traced iu the chaffinch ( Frin-
gilla ), which.bas beeu in like manper derived from the North African 
F. spodiogena, and in which the extreme variati0n is to be found in the 
westernmost islands of Palma and Hierro. The willow wreu ( Phyllos-
copus trochilus), extremely numerous and resident, bas entirely changed 
its habits, though not its plumage, and I have felt justified in distin-
guishing it as Ph.fort·unat·us. In note and habits it is entirely different 
from our bird, and though it builds a domed nest it is always near the 
top of lofty trees, most frequently in palm trees. The only external 
difference from our bird consists in its paler tarsi and more rounded 
wing, so that its power of flight is weaker, but, were it not for the 
marked difference in his habits and voice, I should have hesitated to 
differentiate it. In the kestr.al and the great spotted woodpecker 
there are differences which suggest incipient species, while the forests 
of the wooded western islands yield two very peculiar pigeons, differ-
ing entirely from each other in their habits, both probably derived 
from our woodpigeon, but even further removed from it· than the 
Colmnba trocaz of Madeira, and by their dark chestnut coloration sug-_ 
gesting that peculiar food, in this case the berries of the tree laurel, 
has its full share in the differentiation of isolated forms. If we remem-
ber the variability of the pigments in the food of birds and the amount 
absorbed and transferred to the skin and plumage, the variability in 
. the tints and patterns of many animals can be more readily under-
stood. 
One other bird deserves notice, the Oaccabis, or red-legged partridge, 
for here, and here alone, we have chronological data. The Spaniards 
introduced Oacca,bis rufa into Canary and 0. petrosa into Teneriffe and 
Gomera, and they have never spread from their respective localities. 
Now, both species, after a residence of only four hundred years, have 
become distinctly modified. 0. rufa was introduced ~nto the Azores 
also, and changed exactly in the same manner, -so much so that Mr: 
Godrnan, some years ago, would have described it as distinct, but that 
the only specimen he procured was in molt and mutilated, and his 
specimen proved identical with the Canarian bird. Besides minor dif-
ferences, the back is one-fourth stouter . and longer than in the Euro-
pean bird, and the tarsus very much stouter and longer, and the back 
is gray rather than russet. The gray back harmonizes with the vol-
canic dark soil of the rocks of the Canaries, as the russet does with 
the cJay of the plains of England and France. In the Canaries the 
bird lives under different conditions from those of Europe. It is on 
the mountain sides and among rocks that the stouter beak and. 
stronger legs are indispensable to its vigorous existence. It is need-
less to go into the details of many other species. We have here the 
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·effect of changed conditions of life in four hundred years. What may 
they not have been in four hundred centuries 1 We have the result of 
peculiar food in the pigeons and of isolation in all the cases I have 
mentioned. Such facts can only be supplied to the generalizer and 
the systematist through the accurate and minute observations of the 
field naturalist. 
The character of the a vi-fauna of the Comoro Islands, to take another 
insular group, seems to stand midway in the differentiating process 
between the Canaries and the Sandwich Islands. From the researches 
of M. Humblot, worked out by MM. Milne-Edwards and Oustalet, we 
find that there are 29 species acknowledged as peculiar; 2 species from 
South Africa and 22 from Madagascar in process of specification, called 
by M. Milne-Edwards secondary, or derived, species. 
The little Christmas Island, an isolated rock 200 miles south of Java, 
only 12 miles in length, has been shown by Mr. Lister to produce dis-
tinct and peculiar forms of every class of life, vegetable and animal. 
Though the species are few in number, yet every mammal and land 
bird is endemic; but, as Darwin remarks, to ascertain whether a, small 
isolated area or a large open area like a contineut has been more fav-
orable for the production of new organic forms, we ought to make tile 
comparison between equal times, and this we are incapable of doing. 
· My own attention was· first directed to this subject when, in the year 
1857-'58, I spent many months in the Algerian Sahara, and noticed the 
rema,rkable variations in different groups according to elevation from 
the sea and the · difference of soil and vegetation. The Origin of 
Species had not then appeared, but on· my return my attention '!as 
called to the communication of Darwin and Wallace to the Linnrean 
Society on the tendencies of species to form varieties and on the per-
pe~uation of varieties and species by m·eans of natural selection. I then 
wrote (Ibis, 1859, pp. 429-433): 
"It is hardly possible~ I should think, to illustrate this theory better 
than by the larks and chats of North Africa. In all these, in the con-
geners of the wheatear, of the rock chat, of the crested lark, we trace 
grarlual modifications of coloration and of anatomical structure, deflect-
ing by very gentle gradations from the ordinary type, but when we to,ke 
the extremes presenting the most marked differences. - - - In the 
~eRert, where neither trees, brushwood, nor even undulations of su~-
tace afford the slightest protection to an animal from its foes, a mod1-
fica,tiou of colors, which shall be assimilated to tbat of the surround-
ing country, is absolutely necessary. Hence, without exception, the 
upper plumage of every bird-whether lark, chat, sylvan, or land 
grou, e-aud al o the fur of all the small mammal. and the skin of an 
11 , nake.' and lizard , i of the uniform isabelline or sand color. It is 
. ry po, ·ible that ome furth r purpose may be served by the prevail-
n g c lor , ut thi appear of itself a sufficient explanation. There 
ar indi idual varieties of d pth of hue among all creatures. In the 
•' . u gle for Ii£ whi ·h we know to be goi1w on among all pecies a very 
h 11 ·l1ang . f r th. b tt r u has improved mean of escape from its 
nat ral u mie (, hich would be th ffect of an alteration from a on-
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~picuous color to one resembling the hue of the surrounding objects), 
would give the variety that possessed it a decided advantage over the 
t.ypical or other forms of tbe species. - - - To apply tbe theory to 
the case of the Sahara. If the Algerian desert were colonized by a 
few pairs of crested larks-putting aside the ascertained fact of t,he 
tendency of an arid, hot climate to bleach all dark colors-we know 
that the probability is that one or two pairs would be likely to lie of a 
darker complexion than the others. These and such of the offspring 
as most resembled them would become more liable to capture by their 
natural enemies-hawks and can1ivorous beasts. Tbe lighter colored 
ones would enjoy more or less immunity from such attacks. Let this 
state of things continue for a few hundred years and the dark-colored 
individuals would be exterimated, the light-colored remain and inherit 
the land. This process, aided by the above-mentioned tendency of the 
climate to bleach the coloration 8till more, would, in a few centuries, 
produce the Galerida, abyssinica as the typical form; and it · must be 
noted that between it and the European G. cr'istatci tl:iere is no distinc-
tion but that of color. 
"But when we turn to Galerida isabellina, G. cirenicola, and G. mac-
rorhyncha, we have differences not only of color, but of structure. 
These differences are most marked in the form of tbe bill. Now, to 
take the two former :first, G. arenicola bas a very long bill, G. isabellina, 
a very short one. The former resorts exclusively to the deep, loose, 
sandy tracts; the latter haunts the hard and rocky districts. It is man-
ifest that a bird whose food bas to be sought for in deep sand derives 
agreatadvantage from any elongation, however slight, ofits bill. The 
other, who feeds among stones and rocks, requires strength rather than 
length. We know that even in the type species the size of the bill 
varies in individuals-in the lark as well as in the snipe. Now, in the 
desert the shorter-billed varieties would undergo cornparati ve difficulty 
in :finding food where it was not abundant, and consequently would not 
be in such vigorous condition as their longer-billed relation. In the 
breeding season, therefore, they would have fewer eggs and a weaker 
progeny. Often, as we know, a weakly bird will abstain from mat-
rimony altogether. The natural result of these causes would be that 
in course of time the longest-billed variety would steadily predominate 
over the shorter, and in a few centuries they would be the sole exist-
ing race, their shorter-billed fellows dying out until that race is extinct .. 
The converse will still hold good of the stout billed and weaker-billed 
varieties in a rocky district. 
"Here are only two causes enumerated which might serve to create, 
as it were, a new species from an old one. Yet they are perfectly nat-
ural causes, and such as I think must have occurred and are possibly 
occurring still. We know so very little of the causes which, in the m~jor-
ity of cases, make species rare or common that there may be huudreds 
of others at work, some even more powerful than these, which go to per-
petuate and eliminate certain forms ' according to natural means of 
selection.'" 
It would appear that those species in continental areas are equally 
liable to variation with those which are isolated in limited areas, yet 
that there are many counteracting influences which operate to check 
this tendency. It is often assumed, where we :find closely allied species · 
apparently interbreeding at the center of their area, that the blend-
ing of forms is caused by the two races commingling. Judging from 
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insular experience, I should be inclined to believe that the theory of 
interbreeding is beginning at the wrong end, but rather that, while 
the generalized forms remain· in the center of distribution, we find 
more decidedly distinct species at the extremes of the range, caused 
not by interbreeding, but by differentiation. To illustrate this by the 
group ·of the blue titmouse. We find in Central Russia, in tlie center 
of distribution of the family, the most generalized form, Parus pleslcii, 
partaking of the characters of the various species east, west, and south. 
In the northeast and north it becomes differentiated as P. cyaneusj to 
the southwest and south into P. cmruleus and its various subspecies, 
while a branch extending due east has assumed the form of Pflavipec-
eus, bearing traces of affinity to its neighbor P. cyaneus in the nort)l, 
which seems evidently to have been derived from it. 
But the scope of field observation does not cease with geographical 
distribution and modification of form. The closest systernatist is very 
apt to overlook ·or·to take no count of habits, voice, modification, and 
other features of life w bicb have an important bearing on the modifica-
tion of species. To take one instance, the short-toed lark { Oalandrella 
brachydacty.la) is spread over the countries bordering on the Mediterra-
nean; but along with it, in Andalusia alone is found another species, 
Cal. bretida, of a rather darker color, and with the secondaries generally 
somewhat shorter. Without further knowledge than that obtained from 
a comparison of skins, ·it might be put down as an accidental variety. 
But the field naturalist soon recognizes it as a most distinct species. 
It has a different voice, a differently shaped nest; and, while the com-
mon species breeds in the plains, tllis one always resorts to the hills, 
The Spanish shepherds on tlle spot_ recognize their distinctness, and 
have a name for each species. Take, again, the eastern form of the 
common song thrush. Th e bird of North China, Turdus aitritus, closely 
resembles our familiar species, bnt is slightly larger, and there is a 
minute difference in the wing formula. But the field naturalist has 
ascertained that it lays eggs like those of the ·missel-thrush , and it is 
the only species closely allied to our bird which does not lay eggs of a 
blue ground color. The hedge accentor of Japan (Accentor rubidus) is 
distinguished from our most familiar friend, Accentor mod1,1,laris, by 
delicate differences of hue. _But, though in gait and manner it closely 
resembles it, I was urpri ~ed to flue the Japanese bird strikingly dis-
tinct in habits and life, being found only in forest and brushwood sev-
eral thou a11d feet above the sea.. I met with it first at Ohinsenze-
6,000 feet, before the Rnow Lad left the ground, and in summer it goes 
high r strn, but ne, er de end, to the cultivated land. If both species 
a,r d rive , a em probable, from Accentor immacula,tus of the Hima-
laya , then the ·ontra tin habit is asily explained. The lofty moun-
tain range f Japan ha enabled the ettlers there to retain their 
rigiual habit· for which our humbler elevations have afforded no 
. p. 
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BIRD MIGRATION. 
On the solution of the problem of the migration of -birds, the most 
remarkable of all the phenomena of animal life, much lesi aid has been 
contributed by the observations of field naturalists that might reasona-
bly have been expected. The facts of migration have, of course, been 
· recognized from the earliest ·times, and have afforded a theme for 
Hebrew and Greek poets three thousand years ' ago. Theories which 
would explain it are rife enough, but it is only of late years tha,t any 
systematic effort has been made to classify and summarize the thou-
sands of data and notes which are needed in order to draw ~my satis-
factory conclusion. The observable facts may be classified as to their 
bearing on the whither, when, an·d how, of migration, and after this we 
· may possibly arrive at a true answer to the WJ;iy~ Observation ha.s 
sufficiently answered the first question, Whithed 
There are scarcely any feathered denizens of earth or sea to the 
summer and winter ranges of which we can not now point. Of almost 
all the birds of the bolo-arctic fauna, we bave ascertained the breed-
ing places and the winter reHorts. Now that the knot aud the sander-
ling have been successfully pursued even to Grinnell l,iand, there 
remains but the curlew sandpiper (Tringa subarq1,tata), of all the knoW11 
European birds, whose breeding ground is a virgin soil, to be trodden, 
let us hope, in a successful exploration by Nan sen, on one side or other 
of the North Pole. Equally clearly ascertained are the winter quarters 
of all the migrauts_. The most casual observer can not fail to notice in 
any part of Africa, north or sou:th, west coast or interior, the myriads of 
fami]_iar species which wiuter t.h~re. As to the time of migration, the -
earliest notes of field naturalists have been the records of the datP-s of 
arrival of the feathered visitors. We possess them for· some localities, 
as for Norfolk by the Marsham family, so far back as 1736. In recent 
years these observations have been carried out on a larger and more 
systematic scale by Middendorf, who, forty years ago, devoted himself 
to the study of the lines of migration in the Russian Empire, tracing 
what be called the isopipteses, the lines of similtaneous arrivalofparticu--
lar species, and by Prof. Palmen, of Finland, who, twerity years later, 
pursued a similar course of investigation; and by Prof. Baird on the 
migration of North American birds; and subsequently by Severtzoffas 
regards central Asia., and Menzbier as regards eastern Europe. As 
respects our own coasts, a vast mass of statistics bas been collected by 
the laboris of the migration committee appointed by the British Asso 0 
ciation in 1880, for which our thanks are due to the indefatigable zeal 
of Mr. John Cordeaux and bis colleague Mr. John Harvie Brown, the 
originators of the scheme by which the light-houses were for nine years 
used as posts of observation on migration. The reports of that com-
mittee are familiar to us, but the inferences are not yet worked out. I 
can not but regret that the committee has been allowed to drop. Prof. 
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W.W. Cooke has been carrying on similar observations in the Missis-
sippi Valley, and others, too numerous to mention, have done the same 
elsewhere. But, as Prof. Newton has truly said, all these efforts may 
be said to pale before the stupendous amount of information amassed 
during more than :fifty years by the venerable Herr Gatke, of Heligo-
land, whose work we earnestly desire may soon appear in an English 
version. 
We have, through the labors of the writers I have named, and many 
others, arrived at a fair knowledge of the When, of migration. Of the 
How~ we have ascertain~d a little, but very little. The lines of migra-
tion vary widely in different species1 and in different longitudes. The 
theory of migration being directed toward the magnetic pole, first 
started by Middendorff, seems to be refuted by Baird, who bas shown 
that in North America the theory will not bold. Yet, in some instances, 
· there is evidently a converging tendency in northward migrations. 
The line, according to Middendorfl:0, in middle Siberia is due north, in 
eastern Siberia southeast to nortbwe.st, and in western Siberia from 
southwest to northeast. In European Russia Menzbier traces four 
northward routes: (1) A coast line coming up from Norway round the 
North Cape to Nova Zembla. (2) The Baltic line with bifurcation, one 
proceeding by the Gulf of Botbnia, and the other by the Gulf of Fin-
land, which is afterwards again subdivided. (3) A Black Sea line, 
reaching nearly as far north as the valley of the PAtchora; and (4) the 
Caspian line, passing up the Volga, and .reaching as far east as the val-
ley of the Obi by other anastomosing streams. 
Palmen has endeavored to trace the lines of migration on the return 
autumnaljourney in the Eastern Hemisphere, and has arranged them in 
nine routes: (1) From Nova Zem bla, round the west of Norway, to the 
British Isles. (2) From Spitzbergen, by Norway, to Britain, France, 
Portugal, aDd West Africa. (3) From North Russia, by the Gulf of 
Finland, Holstein, and Holland, and then bifurcating to the west coast 
of France on the one side, and on the other up the Rhine to Italy and 
North Africa. (4a) Down the Volga by the Sea of Azof, Asia Minor, 
and Egypt, while the other portion (4b), trending east, passes by the 
Caspian and Tigris to the Persian Gulf. (5) By the Yenesei to Lake 
Baikal and Mongolia. (6) By the Lena on to the Amoor and Japan. 
(7) From East Siberia to the Corea and Japan. (8) Kamschatka to 
Japan and the Chinese coast. (9) From Greenland, Iceland, and the 
Farohs, to Britain, where it joins line 2. 
All cour e of rivers of importance from minor routes, and consider-
ation of these lines of migration might serve to explain the fact of North 
American stragglers, the waifs and strays which have fallen in with 
great flight of the r gular migrants and been more frequently shot qn 
h a t coa t of i ngland and Scotland than on the west coast or in 
Ir lan . Tb Y ba e not ·ro , d the Atlantic but have come from the 
' far n 'th wh r -· v 1·y 1i ht d flection east or west might alter their 
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whole course, and in that case they would naturally strike either Ice-
land or the west coast of Norway, and in either case would reach the 
east coast of Britain. But, if by storms, and the prevailing winds of 
the North Atlantic coming from the west, they bad been driven out of 
their usual course, they would strike the coast of Norway, and so find 
their way hither in the company of their congeners. 
As to tlle elevation at which migratory :flights are carried on, Herr 
Gatke, as well as many American observers, holds that it is generally 
far above our ken, at least in normal conditions of the atmosphere, and 
that the opportunities of observation, apart from seasons and unusual 
atmosph eric disturbance, are confined chiefly to unsuccessful and abor-
tive attempts. It is maintained that the height of flight is some 1,500 
to 15,000 feet, and if this be so, as there seems ev:ery reason to admit, 
the aid of land bridges and river valleys becomes of very slight impor-
tance. A trivial instance will illustrate this. There are two species of 
blue-throat, Gyanemtla suecica and 0. leucocyanaj the former with its 
red-breast patch is abundant in Sweden in summer, but is never found 
in Germany, except most accidentally, as the other is the common form 
of central Europe. Yet both are abundant in Egypt and Syria, where 
tlrny winter, and I have on several occasions obtained both species out 
of the same flock. Hence we infer that the Swedish bird makes its jour-
ney from its winter quarters with scarcely a halt, while the other proceeds 
leisurely to its nearer summer quarters. On the other hand, I have 
more than once seen myriads of swallows, martins, sand-martins, and, 
later in the season, swifts, passing up the Jordan Valley and along the 
Bukoa of central Syria, at so slight a.n elevation that I was able to 
distinguish at once that the flight consisted of swallows or house-mar-
tins. This was in perfectly calm, clear weather. One stream of swal-
lows, cer tainly not less than a quarter of a mile wide, occupied more 
,tJia,n half an hour in passing over one spot, and flights of house-martins, 
and then of sand-martins, the nPxt day, were scarcely less numerous. 
These fl ights must have been straight up from the Red Sea, aud may 
have been the general assembly of all those which had wintered in 
East Africa. I can not think that these flights were more than 1,000 
feet high . On the other band, when standing on the highest peak in 
the island of Palma, 6,500 feet, with a dense mass of clouds beneath 
us, leaving nothing of land or sea visible, save the distant Peak of 
Tenerife, 13,000 feet, I have watched a flock of Cornish choughs soaring 
above us, till at length they were absolutely indistinguishable by us 
except with field-glasses. 
A s to the speed with which the migration flights are accomplished, 
they require much further observation. Herr Gatke maintains that 
god wits and plovers can fly at the rate of 240 miles an hour ( !), and 
the late Dr. Jerdon stated tlrnt the spine-tailed swift (Acanthyllis cauda-
cutus), roosting in Ceylou, would reach the Himalayas (1,200 miles) 
before sunset. Certainly in their ordinary flight the swift is the only 
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bird I have ever noticed to outstrip an express t rain on the Great 
Northern Railway. 
Observation has shown us that, while there is a regular and uniform 
migration in the case of some .~pecies, yet tbat, beyond these, there 
comes a partial migration of some species, immigrants and emigrants 
simultaneously, and this, besides the familiar vertical emigration from 
higher to lower altitudes and vice versa, as in the familiar instance of 
the lapwing and golden plover. There is still much srcope for the field 
naturalist in observation of these partial migrations. There are also 
species in which some individuals migrate and s-ome are sedentary, e.g., 
in the few primeval forests which still remain in the Canary Islands, 
and which are enshrouded in almost perpetual mist, the woodcock is 
sedentary and not uncommon. I have often put up the bird and seen 
the eggs; but in winter the number is va;Stlyincreased, and the visitors 
are easily to be distinguished from tlrn residents by their lighter color 
· and larger size. The resid.ent .never leaves the cover of the dense for-
est, where the growth of ferns and shrubs is perpetual and fosters a 
moist, rich, semipeaty soil, in which the woodcock finds abundant food 
all the year, and has thus lost its migratory instincts. 
But why do birds migrate, Observation has brought to light many 
facts which seem to increase the difficulties of a satisfactory answer to 
the question. Tbe autumnal retreat from the breeding quarters might 
be explained by a warit of sufficient sustenance as winter approaches 
in the higher latitudes, but this will not ·account for tbe return migra-
tion in the spring, since there is no perceptible diminution of supplies_ 
in the winter quarters. A friend of mine, who was for sometime sta-. 
tione.d at an infirmary at Kikombo, on the high plateau soutbeast o~ 
Victoria Nyanza Lake, almost under the equator, where there is no 
variation in the season·s, wrote to me that from November to March the_ 
country• swarmed with swallows and martins, which seemed to the 
casual observer to consist almost wholly of our three species, though 
. occasionally a few birds of different type might be noticed in the larger 
flock£. Towards the end of March, without any observable cbange in 
climatic or atmospheric conditions, nine-tenths of the birds suddenly 
disappeared, and only a sprinkling remained. These, which bad pre-
viou ly been lost amid the myriad of winter visitants, seemed to consist 
of fom; species, of which I received Rpecimens of two, Hirundo puella 
and H. senegalensis. One, <lescribed as white underneath, is probably 
H. cethiopica; and the fourth, very small and quite black, must be a 
Psalidoprocnc. All th se remained through spring and summer. The 
northward movement of all the others must be tu.rough some impulse 
not yet a certained. [n many other instances ob~ervation has shown 
that th impul e of movement i not dependent on the weather at the 
rn e . Thi i p ially th ca ·e with sea bir<ls. Prof. Newton 
b r ., tlrnt they an b tru ted a tbe almanac it elf. Foul weather 
r fair, b r 1d, th 1 uffin Fratercula arctica, repair to some of 
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their stations punctually on a given day, as if their· movements were 
regulated by clock-work. In like manner, whether the summer be cold 
or hot, the swiftis leave their summer home in England about the first 
week in August, only occasional stragglers ever being seen after that 
date. So in three different sears I noticed tht} appearance of the com-
mon swift ( Oypselits apus) in myriads on oue day in the first week in 
April. In the case of almost all the land birds it has been ascertained 
by repeated observations that the male birds arrive some days before 
the hens. I do not think it is proved that they start earlier; but being 
generally stronger thau the females, it is very natural that they should 
. outstrip their weaker mates. I think, too, that there is evidence that 
those species which have the most extended southerly, have also the 
most extended northerly range. The same may hold good of individ-
uals of the same species, and may _be accounted for by, or account for, · 
the fact that, e. g., the individuals of the wheatear or the willow wren 
which penetrate farthest north have longer and stronger wings than 
those individuals which termiuate their journey in more southern lati-
tudes. The length of wing of two specimens of Saxicola renanthe in my 
collection from Greenland and Labrador exceeds by 0·6 inch the length 
of the British and Syrian specimens, and the next longest, exceeding 
them by 0·5 inch, is from the Gambia. So the sedentary Phylloscopus 
trochilus of the Canaries has a perceptibly shorter wing than European 
specimens. 
To say that migration is performed by instinct is no explanation of 
the marvellous faculty; it is an evasion of the difficulty. Prof. Mobius 
holds that birds crossing the ocean may be guided by observing the 
rolling of the waves, but this will not hold good in the varying storms 
of the Atlantic; still le~s in the vast stretch of stormy and landless 
ocean crossed by the bronze cuckoo ( Ohrysococcyx lucidus) in its pas- · 
sage from New Guinea to New Zealand. Prof. Palmen ascribes the due 
performance of the flight to experience, but this is not confirmed by 
field observers. He assumes that the flights are led by the oldest and 
strongest, but observation by Herr Gatke has shown that among 
migrants, as the young and old journey apart and by different routes, 
the former can have had no experience. All ornithologists are aware 
that the parent cuckoos leave this country long before their young ones 
are hatched by their foster-parents. The sense of sight can not guide 
birds which travel by night, or span oceans or continents in a single 
flight. In noticing all the phenomena of migration, there yet remains 
a vast untilled region for the field naturalist. 
What Prof. Newton terms the sense of direction, unconsciously 
exercised, is the nearest approach yet made to a solution of the prob-
lem. He remarks bow vastly the sense of direction varies in human 
beings, contrasting its absence in the dwellers in towns compared with 
the power of the shepherd and the countryman, anrl, infinitely more, 
,, with the power of the savage or the Arab, He adduces the experience 
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of Middendorff among the Samojeds, who know how to reach their 
goal by the shortest way thr01.~gh places wholly strange to them. 
He had known it among dogs and horses (as we may constantly per-
ceive), but was surprised to find the same incomprehensible animal 
faculty unweakened among uncivilized men. Nor could the Samojeds 
understand his inquiry how they did it. They disarmed him by the 
question, How now does the Arctic fox find its way aright on the tun-
dra, and never go astray1 And Middendorff adds, "I was thrown 
back on the unconscious performance of an inherited animal faculty;" 
and so are we ! 
There is one more kind of migration, of which we know nothing, and 
· where the field naturalist has still abundant scope for the exercise of 
observation. I mean what is called exceptional migration-not the 
· mere wanderings of waifs and strays, nor yet the uncertain travels of 
some species, as the crossbill in search of food, but the colonizing 
parties of many gregarious species, which generally, so far as we know 
in our own hemisphere, travel from east to west, or from southeast to 
northwest. Such are the waxwing (Arnpelis ' garrula), the pastor star-
ling (Pastor roseus), and Pallas's sand grouse, after intervals sometimes 
of many years, or sometimes for two or three years in succession. The 
waxwing will overspread western Europe in winter for a short time. 
It app~ars to be equally inconstant in its choice of summer quarters, 
as was shown by J. _Wolley in Lapland. The rose pastor regularly 
winters in India, but never remains to breed. For this purpose the 
whole race seems to collect and travel northwest, but rarely, or after 
iutervals of many years, returns to the same quarters. Verona, 
Broussa, Smyrna, Odessa, the Dobrudscha have all during the last 
half century -been visited for one summer by tens of thousands, who 
an~ attra.cted by the visitations of locusts, on which they feed, rear 
their young, and go. These irruptions, however, can not be classed 
under the laws of ordinary migration. Not less inexplicable are such 
migrations .as those of the African darter, which, though never yet 
observed to the north of the African lakes, contrives to pass, every 
spring, unobserved to the lake of Antioch · in North Syria, where I 
found a large colony rearing their young, which, so soon as their 
progeny was able to fly, disappeared to the southeast as suddenly as 
they had arrived. 
There is one possible explanation of the sense of direction uncon-
sciously exercised, which I submit as a workiug hypothesis. We are 
an aware of the instinct, strong both in mammals and birds without 
exception, which attracts them to the place of their nativity. When 
the increa ing cold of the northern regions, in which they all ·had their 
orjgin, drove the mammals southward, they could not retrace their 
tep , b cause the increa ing polar sea, as the Arctic continent sank, 
barr d their way. The bird reluctantly left. their homes as winter 
ca on, and followed the supply of food. But as the seasou in _their 
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new residence became hotter in summer, they instinctively returned to 
their birthplaces, and there reared their young, retiring with them 
when the recurring winter impelled them to seek a warmer climate. 
Those species which, unfitted for a greater amount of heat by their 
more protracted sojourn in the northern regions, persisted in re-visiting 
· their ancestral homes, or getting as near to them as they could, retained 
a capacity for enjoying a t emperate climate, which, very gradually, 
was lost by the species which settled down more permanently in their 
new quarters, and t hus a law of migration became established on the 
one side, and sedentary habits on the other. 
MIMICRY. 
If there be one question on which the field naturalist may contri-
bute-as lion's provider to the philosopher more than another, it is on 
the now much disputed topic of "mimicry," whether protective or 
aggressive. As Mr. Beddard has remarked on this subject, '' The field 
of hypothesis has no limits, and what we need is more study"-and, 
may we not add, more accurate observation of facts. The theory of 
protective mimicry was first propounded by Mr. H. W. Bates, from his 
observations on the Amazon. He found that the grol~p of butterflies, 
Heliconiidm, conspicuously banded with yellow and black, were pro-
vided with certain glands which secrete a nauseating fluid, ~mpposed 
to render them unpalatable to birds. In the sand districts he found 
also similarly colored butterflies, belonging to the family Pieridce, 
which so closely r esembled the others in shape and markings as to be 
easily mist aken for them, but which, unprovided with such secreting 
glands, were unprotected from the attacks of birds. The resemblance, 
he thought, was brought about by natural select:ion for the protection 
of the edible butterflies, through the birds mistaking them for the 
inedible kind. Other cases of mimicry among a great variety of insects 
have since been pointed out, and the theory of protective mimicry has 
gained many adherents. Among birds, many instances have been 
adduced. Mr. Wallace has described the extraordinary similarity 
between birds of very different families, Oriol·us bour1.wnsis and Phile-
mon moluccensis, both peculiar to the island of Bourn. Mr. H. 0. Forbes 
has discovered a similar brown oriole, Oriolus decipiens, as closely 
imitating t he appearance of the Philemon tirnorlacensis of Timor-laut. 
A similar instance occurs in Ceram. But Mr. Wallace observes that, 
while usually the mimicking species is less numerous than the mimicked, 
the contrary appears to be the case in Bourn, and it is difficult to see 
what advantage -has been gained by the mimicry. Now, all the species 
of Philernon are remarkably somber-colored birds, and the mimicry 
can not be on their side. But there are other brown 'orioles, more 
closely resembling those named, in other Moluccan islands, and · yet 
haviug no resemblance to the Phile·mon of the same island, as may be 
seen in the case of the Oriolus phceochr01nus and Philemon, gilolensis 
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from Gilolo. Yet the oriole has adopted the same livery which else-
where is a perfect mimicry. May it uot therefore be that we have, in 
this group of brown orioles, the original type of the family undiffer-
entiated i As they spread east and south we may trace the gradation, 
through the brown striation of the New Guinea bird to the brighter, 
green-tinged form of the West Australian and the green plumage of 
the Southern Australian, while westward the brilliant yellows of the 
numerous Indian and African species were developed, and another 
group, pa-e.ferring high elevations, passing throu gh the mountain ranges 
of Gava, Sumatra, and Borneo, intensified the aboriginal brown into 
black, and hence were evolved the deep reds of the various species 
which culminate in the crhnso·n of Formosa, Oriolus ardens, and the 
still (,leeper crimsons of 0. trailli of the Himalayas. 
It is possible that there may be similarity without mimicry, and, by 
the five laws of mimicry as laid down by .Wallace,very many suggested 
cases must be.eliminated. We all know that it is quite possible to find 
between species of very different genera extraordinary similarity which 
is not mimetic. Take, for instance, the remarkable identity of colora-
tion in the case of some of the African species Macronyx and the 
American Sturnella, or, again, of some of the African Campophagce and 
the American Agelreus. The outward resemblance occurs in both cases 
in the red as well as in the yellow-colored spedes of all four groups. 
But we find that the Macronyx of America and the Ccimpopha,gce of 
Africa, in acquiring this coloration, ha~ departed widely from the plain 
color found in their immediate relatives. If we applied Mr. Scudder's 
theory on insects, we must imagine that the prototype form bas become 
extinct, while the mimicker bas established its position. This is an 
hypothesis which is easier to suggest than either to prove or to disprove. 
Similar cases may frequently be found in botany. Thestrawberryis not 
indigenous in Japan, but in the mountains there I found a potentilla in 
fruit which absolutely mimicked the Alpine strawberry in the minutest 
particµlars, iu its runners, its blossoms, and fruit; but the fruit was simply 
dl'y pith, supportiug the !3eeds and retait'1ingits color without shrinking 
or falling· from the stalks fol' weeks-a remarkable case, we can not say 
of unconscious mimicry, but of unoonscious re~emblance. Mimicry iu 
birds is comparatively rare, and still rarer in mamm_als, which is not 
surprising when we col}si~er how small is the total number of the mam-
malia, and even of birds, compared with the countless species of inver-
tebrates. Out of the va t assemblage of insects, with their varied 
color and pattern , it would be strange if there were not many cases 
of aceidental re emblance. A strict application of Wallace's iivelaws 
would p rbap , if all the circumstances were known, eliminate many 
a · epted in fance . 
, to a e. of edible in eet. mimicking inedible., Mr: Poulton admits 
tha v n unpalatable animal have their pecial enemies, and that the 
u mi of 1 ala,tabl animal are not indefinit ly numerous. 
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Mr. Beddard gives ,tables of the results obtained by Weismann, Poul- · 
ton, and others, which show that it is impossible to lay down any defi-
nite law upon the subject, and that the likes and dislikes of insect-
eating animals are purely relative. 
One of the most, interesting cases of mimicry is that of the Voliwella, 
a genus of Diptem, whose larvre live on the larvre of Rymenoptera, and 
of which the perfect insect closely resembles some species of bumble-
bee. Though this fact is unquestioned, yet it bas · recently given rise 
to a controversy, which, so far as one who has no claim to be an ento-
mologist canjudge, proves that while there is much that can be explained 
by mimicry, there is, nevertheless, a danger of its advocates pressing it 
too far. Volucella bombylans occurs in two varieties, which prey upon 
the humble-bees, Bombus muscorum and B. lapidarius, which they 
respectively resemble. Mr. Bateson does not question the behavior of 
the Volucella, but states that neither variety specially represents B. 
m_uscorum, and yet that they deposit their eggs more frequently in their 
nests than in the nests of other species which they resemble more closely. 
He also states that in a show case in the Royal College of Surgeons, to 
illustrate mining, two specimens of another species, B. sylva-rum, were 
placed alongside of the Volucella, which they do resemble, but were 
labeled B. muscorum. 
But Mr. Hart explains the parasitism in another way. He states 
that a nest of B. 1nuscorum is made on the surface, without much 
attempt at concealment, and that the bee is a peculiarly gentle specie~, 
with a very feeble sting; but that the species which the Volucella most 
resemble are irascible, and therefore more dangerous to intruders.-
If this be so, it is difficult to see why the Volucella should mimic the 
bee, which it does not affect, more closely than the one which is gener- . 
ally its victim. I do not presume to express any opinion further than 
this, that the instances I have cited show that there is much reason 
for further careful observation by the :field naturalist, and much yet to 
be discovered by the physiologist and the chemist, as to the composi-
tion and nature of animal pigments. 
HEREDITARY ACQUISITIONS. 
I had proposed to occupy a considerable portion of my address with 
a statement of the present position of the controversy on heredity, by 
far the most difficult a~d important of all those subjects which at 
present attract the attention of the biologist; but an attack of ill-
ness bas compelled me to abandon my purpose. Not that I proposed 
to venture to express any opinions of my own, for with such prota-
gonists in the :field as Weisman, Wallace, Roman es, and Poulton on 
the 011e sicle, and Herbert Spencer and Hartog on the other, "Non nos-
trmn inter vos tantas componere lites." 
So far as I can understand Weisman's theory, he assumes the separa-
tion of germ ce11s and somatic cells, and that each germ cell contains 
,$M 93-31 , 
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in its nucleus a number of " ids," each ''id" representing the personal-
ity of an ancestral member of the species, or of an antecedent species. 
"Thlj first multicellular organism was probably a cluster of similar 
ce1ls, but these units soon lost their original homogeneity. .As the 
result of mere relative position, some of the cells were especially fitted 
to provide for the nutrition of the colony, while · others undertook the 
work of reproduction." The latter, or germ-plasm, he assumes to 
possess an unlimited power of continuance, and that life is endowed 
with a :fixed duration, not because it is contrary to its nature to be 
unlimited, but because the unlimited existence of individuals would be 
a luxury without any corresponding advantage. 
Herbert Spencer remarks upon this: "The changes of every aggre-
gate, no matter of what kind, inevitably end in a state of equilibrium. 
Suns and planets die, as well as organisms." But has the theory been 
proved, either by the histologist, the microscopist, or the chemist 1 
Spencer presses the point that the immortality of the protozoa has not 
been proved. And, after all, when W eismann makes a continuity of 
the germ plasm the foundation of a theory of heredity, he is building 
upon a pure hypothesis. 
From the continuity of the germ-plasm, and its relative segregation 
from the body at large, save with respect to nutrition, he deduces, a, 
priori, the impossibility of characters acquired by the body being trans-
mitted through the germ-plasm to the offspl'ing. From this he implies 
that where we find no intelligible mechanism to convey an imprint from 
the body to the germ, there no imprint can be conveyed. Romanes 
bas brought forward many instances which seem to contradict this 
theory, and Herbert Spencer remarks that '' a recognized principle of 
rea oning_:__, the law of parsimony '-forbids the assumption of more 
cau e than are needful for the explanation of phenomena. We have 
e~~ent can es which arrest the cell multiplication; therefore it is ille-
gitimate to ascribe this arrest to some property inherent in the cells." 
With regard to the reduction or disappearance of an organ, he states 
"that when natural selection, either direct or reversed, is set aside, 
wh the mere ces'ation of selection should cause decrease of an organ, 
tiv of the direct effects of disease, I am unable to see. Beyond 
th ~roduction of changes in the size of parts, by .the selection of 
f, rtmt u ly ari ing variation I can see but one other cause for the 
l r lu tion of them-the co.:ripetition among the parts for nutri-
m n · · . · · The active parts are well supplied, while the inactive 
1>art. ar ill upplied and dwindle as does the arm of the Hindu fakir. . . . ' 
mp 1 1 u 1 the cause of economy of growth-this is the caus 
,r a fr m di ea e." 
. . ma: i!ln r _t. fr. erbel't Spencer's remark by the fa,ruiliar 
Ill '
11 <·1' >f h rnrnn.· of the Kakapo (Rtrinqops)-still remail1in g, hut 
1 >\\ rl . c r fli b . · 
\ ~ r a ·c1 uir h it · q ·4 a.· the 111odiqcation of };)ird l:\,rcbitecture 
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by the same species under changed circumstances, how they can be 
better accounted for than by hereditary transmitted instinct, I do not 
see. I mean such cases as the ground-nesting Didunculus in Samoa 
having saved itself from extinction, since the introduction of cats, by 
roosting and nesting in trees; or the extraordinary acquired habit of 
the blackcap in the Canaries, observed by Dr. Lowe, of piercing th~ 
calyx of Hibiscus rosasinensis-an introduced plant.,-to attract insects, 
for which he quietly sits waiting. So the lying low of a covey of par-
tridges under an artificial kite would seem to be a transmitted instinct 
from a far-off ancestry not yet lost; for many generations of partridges, 
I fear, must have passed since the last kite hovered over the fore-
fathers of . an En~lish partridge, save in very few parts of the island. 
I can not conclude without recalling that the past year has witnessed 
the severance of the last link with the pre-Darwinian naturalists in the 
death of Sir Richard Owen. Though never himself a :field-worker or 
the discoverer of a single animal living or extinct, bis career extends 
over the whole history of paheontology. I say paheontology, for he was 
not a geologist in the sense of studying the order, succession, area, 
structure, and disturbance of strata. But be accumulated facts on the 
fossil remains that came to his bands, till be won the fame of being the 
greatest comparative anatomist of the age. To him we owe the build-
i11g up of the skeletons of the giant Dinornithidce and many other of 
the perished forms of the · gigantic sloths, armadillos, and mastodons 
of South America, Australia, and Europe. H~ was himself a colossal 
worker, and he never worked for popularity. He had lived and worked 
too long before the Victorian age to accept readily the doctrines which 
have revolutionized that science, though none has had a l:;:t,rger share 
in accumulating the facts, the combination of which of necessity pro-
duced that transformation. But, though he clung fondly to bis old idea 
of th e archetype, no man did more than Owen to explode tlrn rival 
theories of both Wernerians and Huttonians, till the controversies of 
Plutouians and Neptunians came to us from the far past with as little 
to move our interest as the blue and green controversies of Constanti-
nople. -
Nor can we forget that it is to Sir Richard's indomitable perseverance 
that we owe the magnificent palace which contains the national collec-
tions, in Cromwell Road. For many years he fought the battle almost 
alone. His demand for a °building of two stories, covering 5 acres, was 
denounced as audacious. The scheme was pronounced foolish, crazy, 
and extravagant; but, after twenty years' Rtruggle, he was victorious, 
and in 1872 the act was passed which gave not 5, but more than 7 acres 
for the purpose. Owen retired from its direction in 1883, having 
achieved the crowning victory of his life. Looking back in his old age 
on the scientific achievements of the past, he fully recognized the pros-
pects of still further advances, and observed, "The known is very small 
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compared with the knowable, and we may trust in the Author of all 
truth, who, I tb.ink, will not let that truth remain forever hidden." 
I have endeavored to show that there is st ill room for all workers, 
that the naturalist has his place, though the morphologist and the pby. 
siologist have rightly come into far greater prominence, and we need 
not yet abandon the field glass and the lens for the microscope and the 
scalpel. The studies of the laboratory still leave room for the observa-
tions of the field. The investigation of muscles, the analysis of brain 
tissue, the research into the chemical properties of pigment, have not 
rendered worthless the study and observation of life and habits. As 
you can not diagnose the red Indian and the Anglo-Saxon by a com-
parison of their respective skeletons or researches into their muscular 
structure, but require to know the habits, the language, the modes of 
thought of each; so the mammal, the bird, and even the invertebrate, 
has his character, his voice, his impulses, aye, I will add, his ideas. to 
be taken into account in order to discriminate him. There is something 
beyond matter in life, even in its lowest forms. I may quote on this 
the caution uttered by a predecessor of mine in this chair (Prof. Milnes 
Marshall): " One thing above all is apparent, t hat embryologists must 
.not work single-handed; must not be satisfied with an acquaintance, 
however exact, with animals from the side of development only; for 
embryos have this in common with maps, that too close and too exclu-
sive a study of them is apt to disturb a ma n's r easoning power." 
The ancient Greek philosopher gives us a threefold division of the 
intellectual faculties-q,p6ll1Jl1'i~, ~;wr,rjfl.1J, r,[mm-;- and I t hink we may 
apply it to the subdivision of labor in natural science: cppol11Jff; , ~ ra xo.O' 
f xar,ra pwpi(o u(la, is the power that divides, discerns, distinguishes-i. e., 
the naturalist; (luv~(j, -; , the · operation of the closest zoologist, who in-
vestigates and experiments; and bi(j,rJµ1J, the faculty of the philoso-
pher, who draws his conclusions from facts and observations. 
The older naturalists lost much from lack of the records of previous 
observations ; their difficulties were not ours, but they went to nature 
for their t eachings rather than to books. Now we find it hard to avoid 
being smothered with the literature on the subject, and being choked 
with the dust of libraries. The danger against which P rof. Mar shall 
warns the embryologist is not confined to him alone; the observer of 
facts is equally exposed to it, and he must beware of the danger , else he 
may become a mere materialist. The poetic, the imaginative, the emo-
t ion al, the spiritual, aU go to make up the man; and if one of these 
is mis ing, h e i incomplete. 
I can not but feel that the danger of this concentration upon one side 
only of nature i painfully illustrated in the life of our great master , 
Darwin . In hi early day, he wa. a lover of literature, be delighted in 
he k p , re a1 d oth r poet ; b ut after years of scientific activity and 
i11 t r h £ und 11 taking them up again that he had not only g rown 
iudifl' r nt t hem, but that they were even distasteful to him, He 
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had suffered a sort of atrophy on that side of his m1iture, as the dis-
used pinions of the Kakapo have become powerless,-the spiritual, the 
imaginative, the emotional; we may call it. 
The case of Dttrwin illustrates a law-a principle we may call it-= 
namely, that the spiritual faculty lives or dies by exercise or the want 
of it even as does the bodily. Yet the atrophy was unconscious. }1.,ar 
was it from Darwin to ignore or depreciate studies not his own. Be 
has shown us this when he pre.fixed to the title-page of his great work 
the following extract from Lo_rd Chancellor Bacon: "To conclude, 
therefore, let no man, out of a weak conceit of sobriety, or an ill-applied 
moderation, think or maintain that a man can search too far, or be too 
well studied in the book of God's word, or in the book of God's works, 
· divinity or philosophy, but rather let men endeavor an endless progress 
or proficience in both." In true harmony this with the spirit of the · 
father of natural history, concluding with the words, '' 0 Lord, how 
manifold are Thy works, in wisdom hast Thon made them all, the earth 
is full of Thy riches." ·' · 

THE SO-CALLED BUGONIA OF THE ANCIENTS, 
AND ITS RELATION TO A BEE-LIKE FLY,-ERISTALIS TENAX." 
By C. R. OSTEN S.A.CKEN. 
For more than _two thousand years a superstitfon has been prevalefl.t 
in the minds of the masses, as well as in books, to the effect that, 
besides the usual production of honey bees in hives, they originated 
by spontaneous generation from carcasses of dead animals, and prin-
cipally from those of oxen. Thus arose in Greece the term B ,ugonict 
(from (3ouc; an ox, and ruvrJ, progeny), as well as the expression bugenes 
melissae, taurigenm apes, that is, oxen-born bees, in the Greek and Latin 
literature. lhis superstition prevailed also in northern ·Africa and in 
some parts of Asia; it continued through the Middle Ages, and found 
expression even in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The friend 
of Luther, the learned and pious Melanchthon, considered it as a 
divine provision; an I;talian poet of the sixteenth century put it into 
verse ;t the great naturalist Aldrovandi (1602) accepted it without con-
tradiction; the English naturalist Moufet (Theatren Insectorum, 1634)t 
spoke of it as a common occurrence ( ea.:perientia rustica et vulgaris, l. 
c., p. 12); and, finally, the learned Bochart (1663) § admitted it as an 
undoubted truth. 
* Extracts from article in Bulletino della Societa Entomologica Italiana, 1893. 
t Giovanni Rucellai (1475-1525), in Florence and Rome, died as Governer of S. 
Angelo . His poem: Le A.pi, Amsterd. la tin edit. 1681, p. 68, contains ail account 
of the Bugonia. 
t Moufet was a contemporary of Queen Elizabeth, and died without publishing his 
work. "It fell into the hands of Sir Theod. Mayerne, Baron d' Au born~, one of the 
court physicians in the time of Charles I, who at length published it, prefixing a 
dedication to Sir Wm. Paddy, M. D., in 1634." (This passage, as well as the pre• 
vious history of the" Theatrum Insectorum," will be found in Kirby and Spence, 
Introd. IV, p. 429-430.) I spell Moi1fet (K. and S. have Mou,ffet) as I find it on the 
title-page of my copy of the "Theatrum," 1634. By a strange ancl perhaps signifi-
cant coincidence, such works as Moufet's, Swammerdam's, and Lyonet's "Recher-
ches," were neglected by their contemporaries, and published long after the death 
of their authors. 
§ Samuel Bochart, Hierozoicon, sive opus bipartiturn de a.nirnalibus eacrce script'Urm, 
London, 1663. This stupendous monument of erudition was my principal source 
for all the references on the Bugonia from Greek and Roman authors (Z. c. vol. u, 
p. 502-505). I have also used Aldrovandi, De anirnalibus insectis, Bologna, 1602 (pp. 
8-60. . 
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The origiual cause of tliis delusiou lies in the fact that. a very com-
mon fly, scientifically called Eristalis tenax (popularly the drone fly), 
lays its eggs upon carcasses of animals, that its larvIB develop within 
the- putrescent mass, and finally change in to a swarm of flies which, in 
their shape, hairy clothing and color, look exactly like bees, although 
tbey belong to a totally different order of insects. Bees belong to the 
Order Hymenoptera, and have four wings; the female is provided with 
a sting at the end of the body; the fly Eristalis belongs to the Order 
Diptera, has only 'two wings and no sting. 
The final extinction of this absurd notion among civilized nations 
was due to two causes: 
(1) Among scientific men, to the confutation of the old belief in spon-
taneous generation, and the general recognition of the principle: omne 
vivum ex ovo, proclaimed by William Harvey (1651), and by the great 
Italian naturalist, Redi (1668).* 
(2) Among the ignorant crowd, to the introduction of a sanitary 
· police, which prevents carcasses from lying about and affording the 
spectacle of bee-like flies swarming around them. 
Modern commentators of Greek and Latin authors have treated the 
Bugonia· with a contemptuous sneer, t without taking into consideration 
that a superstition so uuiversal and so persistent can not be dismissed 
so easily, and roust necessarily have some foundation in fact. The 
refutation of an error is not complete until the source of t.he error is 
revealed. In a short paper on the geographic!itl distributioL of the fly, 
. Eristalis tenex (Entom. ·M. Mag., xxnr, p. 97-99, London, }886), I intro-
duced incidentally the explanation of the Bugonia, founded upon a 
resemblance of this fly to the honey-bee. Already at that time it seemed 
strange to me that such an obvious and simple explanation had never 
been proposed before. Since then I have undertaken a regular search 
in entomological literature in order to ascertain if any approach to such 
a solution could be found in previous writers, and to inquire into the 
causes that had delayed it so long. I shall now attempt to give an 
account of myinquiry and to show that, as soon as certain conditions, 
necessary for the confutation of that error were fulfilled, the error dis-
appeared of itself. 
The principal factor underlying the whole intellectual phenomenon __ ,_________ _ 
" Francesco Redi's work, Esperienze into mo alla, generazione degl'insetf.i, appeared i u 
Florence, 1668. F. Redi, born in Arezzo, 1626; died in Pisa, 1697. He was the phy-
sician ofthe Grand Duke ot Tuscany, and at'the same time a naturalist, a poet all(l 
a literary personage in general. His letters are ch arming. I possess a ,Neapolitan 
edition of his complete works in seven volumes, dated 1778: and shall quote from it, 
tFor in tance, Job. Beckmann, commentator of Antigonus Caristius, Job. H, 
V s , tran lator an<l commentator of the G orgies, etc, I owe my acqnainta.nce 
with these books to Prof. Zangemeister, director of the University Library in Hei-
delb rg. Th omm ntari s of Prof, Martyn on the Georgica (London, 1741), which 
I fincl quoteu in ,'mith' Diction. Biogr. ancl MytboL, tc,, I have not been able to 
con ult. 
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we are iuquiriug into i::i the well-knowu iutlueuce which prevaih; in all 
hum~n matters, and this factor is roiitine. 
"Think ing is difficult., and acting according to reason is irksome,"* 
said Goethe. People see, and believe in what they see, and the belief 
easily becomes a tradition. It may be asked, If those people had 
that belief, why did they not try to verify it by experiment, the more 
so as an economical interest seemed to be connected with it. 
The answer is that they probably did try the experiment, and did 
obtain something that looked like a bee; but that there was a second 
pa.rt of t he experiment, which, if they ever tried it, never succeeded, 
and that was to make the bee-like something produce honey. If they 
did not care much about this failure-, and did not prosecute the experi-
ment any further, it is probably because, in most cases, they fouud 
that it was much easier to procure bees in the ordinary way. That 
such was really the kind of reasoning which prevailed in those times 
clearly results from the collation of the passages of ancient authors 
about the B ugonia. There were different recipes for it; one wanted the 
ox to lJe buried with projecting horns, through which, after they 
were cut off, bees would emerge·; another (and no less a 11ersonage 
than Pliny), contended that it is sufficient to use the entrails of 
an ox, and to cover them with dung, etc. Florentinus, an obscure 
writer in the Geopouicat gives ·an account of the process that was 
used by Juba, King of Mauritania: ''Build a house: 10 cubits high, 
with all the sides of equal dimensions, with one door, and four 
windows, one on each side; put an ox into it, thirty months old, very 
fat and fleshy; let a number of young men kill him by beating him 
violently with clubs, so as to mangle both flesh. and bones, but taking 
care not to shed any blood; let all the orifices, mouth, eyes, nose, etc., 
be stopped up with clean and fine linen, impregnated with pitch; let a 
quantity of thyme be strewed under the reclining animal, and then let 
windows and doors be closed and covered with a thick coating of clay, 
to prevent the access of air or wind. Three weeks later Jet the house 
be opened, and let light and fresh air get access to it, except from the 
* "Denken ist schwer1 n ach dern Gedachten h ancleln unbequern." Goethe. 
tThe Geoponica, or ·work of Agriculture, was a compilation of old Greek and 
Roman authors on the same subj ect, ordered by the Emperor Constantine Porphy-
rogeneta, and executed in all probability by Cassian us Bass us, a conternporary writer 
(I quote from W. Smith, Diet. of Gr. and Rom. Biogr. and Mythol., sub voce Bassus). 
Florent inus, to all appearances, is on<: of the authors made use of in the Geoponica, 
but n othing more seems to be ]mown about him ( compare 7. c. s11b voce Florentinus; 
the statement of this article, by a different author, is not in entire agreement with 
that on Bassus. )-Prof. A. Merx, of H eidelberg, the celebrated Syriac scholar, told 
me of an old Syriac translation of the Geoponica, which may possibly have been the 
channel through which the nation of the B-ugonili spread eastwards. He added that 
the Hayat el-haiwan (the Life of Animals) by Damiri (or Demiri): and other Arabic 
works, may contain allusions to the Bugonia. It is J,e;yond my proviµce to follow -up 
these s uggestions, but I t ak e adva ntage of this opportunity to express to Prof. 
Merx my sincere t h anks for the i nterest h e took in my researcl1. 
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side from which the wind blows strongest. After eleven days you 
will find the house full of bees, hanging together in clusters, and 
nothing left of the ox but horns, bones, and hair." (Aldrovandi, 
l. c. p. 58; also a mention in Redi, Z. c. 1, p. 53.) Some authors, like 
Celus, and afterwards Columella, show their common sense in declar-
ing that is useless to take all this trouble~ when hive-born bees can be 
so easily obtained. I shall return to this subject in treating of the 
literature of the Bugonici. 
· All these errors would have been avoided if the people from the very 
beginning, had known how to distinguish a honey-bee from a bee-like 
fly. Until this knowledge was forthcoming there was no reason for not 
believing in the Bugonia. 
,Aristotle* knew that four-winged insects have the sting in the tail 
and the two-winged ones in the front of the head; and for this reasou, 
if he ever came in contact with Eristalis tena,x, he would have recog-
nized a fly, and -not a bee, in it. At any rate, although he was a 
believer in spontaneous generation, he never mentioned. the Bugonia 
in his paragraphs about bees. 
But after Aristotle, for a period of·about twenty centuries, the ques-
tion of Bugonia remained in abeyance, and the belief was accepted 
even by men of learning. I will show in the sequel that, as late as 
1662, there was a Dutch savant, in whose presence an E. tena-x was pro-
duced from putrescent matter, and who actually took it for a honey-
bee, and the case before him as an instance of Biigonia! · 
The thesis which I maintain is', that it is to E. tenax alone, and no 
other bee-like or wasp-like flies ( (Estridre, Helophilus, etc.) that the 
origin of the belief in tbe Bugonia is clue; in other words, that if this 
particular :fly had not existed the belief would never have arisen. 
E. tenax has several attributes which make it pre-eminently fitted for 
assuming the role of an oxen-born bee: 
(1) It is more like a honey-bee than any other fly; the other flies, 
which have been named in connection with the Bugonia, have a differ-
ent aspect; the (Estridce are more like humble-bees; Helophilus is more 
like a wasp. 
(2) It oviposits on carcasses in a sta,te of far advanced decomposition 
in which its larvre thrive, and these habits correspond to the tradition 
of the oxen-born bee. The larvre of (Estrus (genus Hypoderma,) live 
in the skin of living animals; the wasp-like Helophilus, although a close 
relative of Eristalis in the zoological system, and developing, like that 
" Ari totel, , Hist. Anim,. IV, 7, 4 : "The winged ones among insects, are either two-
winged, like flies, or four-winged, like bees; but none of those which have a sting 
in the tail are two-winged." And Z. c. IV, 7, 3: "Also the myops (probably Hrema-
to11ota C(P,CLLtiens) and the res trWJ (Tabanu ) have a hard tongue - - - because 
all that hav no tail ting u e th tongue as a weapon." Also in tne De partibus 
anini. Iv, 6, 3--4-, where Aristot les ay that Diptera have but two wings, because 
h Y ar light r than Hym nopt ra. I. B. Meyer, Aristoteles Thierkunde, Berlin, 1855, 
p. 2 has . m critical remarks about the e pas ages. 
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fly, from a rat-tailed larva, is, in comparison to .E. tenax, of rapher rare 
occurrence, and would not have been noticed so easily and so generally. 
(3) The very common occurrence of Eristcilis tenax, and (as I will 
show in the paragraph about its geographical distribution) the truly 
fabulous rapidity of its propagation under favorable circumstances, 
must have struck, from the earliest times, the eyes and the imagina-
tion of the ignorant crowd, and this obtrusiveness, combined with the 
swarming of the fly round carcasses, and its bee-like aspect led quite 
naturally towards the belief in the Bugonia,. 
This thesis, that Eristalis tenax alone is the cause of the Biigonia 
craze, being given, what remains for me to do is to show how, at the 
end of those twenty centuries of iner;tia~ the question about the Bugonia 
came up again, and after some uncertainty and groping, found its solu-
tion in the recognition of that truth. 
A group of men, almost contemporaries, brought about that solution 
in the seventeenth century, by dint of observing insects in life, and not 
by merely compiling authorities. These men were: Goedart (1620-
1668), Blankaart (his work appeared in 1688), Swammerdam(l637-1680), 
all three in Holland; Redi (1626-1697) and Vallisnieri (1661-1730) in 
Italy, and finally Reaumur (1683-1757) in France. 
Goedart (Metcimorphosis insectorum, etc., 1662; edition in Dutch 1669) 
gives rough but distinct figures of the larva, pupa, and imago of E. 
tenax ( l. c., Tab. n, p. 25). He calls the larva vermiculus porcinus. The 
ima,go is distinctly figured as a two-winged fly, a,nd the letterpress also 
speaks of two wings; nevertheless, for some unknown reason, Goedart 
calls it apis (bee). 
That so careful and conscientious an observer should have taken a 
fly for a bee is out of the question. Swammerdam, who reproached him 
with this mistake (Bibl. Nat. G·erm., ed. 1758, p. 212), changed his mind 
in another part of his work (Z. c., p. 257), and took to task Dr. de Mey, 
Goedart's commentator, as the guilty party. Goedart was not a class-
ical scholar; Reaumur (vol. 1, p. 29) notices it in a passage, ·which is a 
choice specimen of French finesse and urbanity: " Ceux meme (les 
naturalistes) qui, par une ignorance peut-etre heureuse, n'etaient pas 
en etat de lire les anciens, comme Goedart et Mlle. Merian, ont travaille 
utilement." It was the classically learned de Mey who saw in Goedart's 
observation an actual case of Bugonia. He took the Eristalis for a 
honey-bee, and composed a preposterous Annotation about it. Swam-
merdam, the represent~tive of the new scie~ce, was seized with an 
almost ludicrous fit of wrath about this piece of presumption. "The 
fuss, says he (Z. c.) de Mey makes about this story is truly astonishing, 
and plainly shows that he is equally ignorant of the nature of the bee, as 
of the nature of the fly. This is one of the bad habits of our day that 
statements are made on matters about which one knows nothing, for the 
mere purpose of getting a reputation of wisdom and knowledge." An 
amusing instance of the collision between the old and the new learning. 
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Blaukaart (Schaitplatz der Rciitpen, Wimne,·, etc.; Dutch edit., 1688; 
German edit., 1690) describes and figures the larva, pupa, and imago 
of E. tenax. The iarva he calls (after Goedart) Schwei1i-llfade. Of tl.te 
jmago, he says, '' eine .Art von zahmen Bienen (Muscci apiforrni:s) mit 
zwei Flii.geln," etc. ("A kind of tame bees with wings".) He adds: 
"Quite different from what Goedart taught us," a reproach which, I 
haye shown, is undeserved. 
Swammerdam's (1637-1680) principal work, the "Biblia natune" 
(Leyden, 1737~38; in German, Leipzig, 1858), was published more than 
half a century after his death. 
Swammerdam, in two passages of his "Biblia," comes very near con-
necting Eristalis tenax with the Bitgonia, and it is only his bias for a 
literary interpretation of a scriptural text which prevents him from 
. taking the last step that was needed. In his chapter on bees (pp. 
210-212) he says that because bees are cleanly animals, and never alight 
on carcasses, the story of Samson bas appeared to many strange and 
jncredible. He offers an explanation very similar to that of Bochart* 
(whom be does not quote and does not seem to know), that the lion was 
not a corpse, but a skeleton. It was in the height of summer; the 
larvm of certain flies always occurring in carcasses have, in a very short 
time, devoured all the flesh; the remaining skeleton was soon freed 
from all bad smells by the combined action of sun, rain, and dew; 
under such circumstances it is possible (" es lasst sich obnscbwer 
begreifen ") that the skeleton may have become the habitation of bees 
<luring the swarming season (l. c., p. 211, right column). On page 212, 
Swammerdam continues: " This story of Samson and his bees, mis-
understood as it was, has undoubtedly given rise to the common ignor-
ant craze that bees originate from lions, oxen, and horses. The craze 
was probably confirmed by the sight of the great mass of worms which 
occur in su·ch carcasses in summer, the more so as these worms are 
somewhat (" einigermassen ") like the larvm of bees. This apparent 
resemblance bas undoubtedly fortified this error, which, ridiculous and 
groundless as it is, has found advocates even among the most learned 
men. 'rhe laborious Goedart bas not hesitated to make bees breed 
from dung-worms, and the learned De Mey bas shared his opinion, 
although what he took for a bee was notbing but a fly, which looked 
somewhat bee-like," etc. 
In a later part of this work (Z. c., pp. 256-257) Swammerdam gives a 
detailed description (with figures) of the three stages of Eristalis tenfix. 
Ile notice (l . c., p. 257 at the bottom) that the fly bas bee11 frequently 
taken for a b e, and that Augeri us Clutius, t in his little work on bees, 
.,, Bocbart's explanation will b given further ou. 
t Th o<lol' Augur 'lutius, also called Dirck Cluyt, apothecary and botanist in 
L yden, at tb end of tb sixteenth and the beginning of the n ext century. His 
1, ok: n B s (Vande Hi n, etc.), app ared in Leyden in 1597 ancl hacl seven edi-
tion , tb last in 17 5. I borrow th s statements from II. A. Hagen's Bibliotheca 
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has deuounced this error, He exonerates . Goedart of his supposed 
mistake and charges De Mey with it (as I have already explained 
above). 
It follows from these statements that Swammerdam was fully aware 
of the absurdity of the Bugonia craze, but that he did not quite grasp 
tbe part played by E. tenax in it, and would not, even in the presence 
of sufficient evidence, give up his basis for a literal interpretation of 
tlie Holy Scriptures. In fact he connects the belief in the Biigonia 
with the story of the bees of Samson, as if the ancients (Greeks and 
Romans) knew anything about Samson! · 
Redi, a contemporary of Swammerdam, stood on the same level with 
him on the question of the Bugonia. Both were adversaries of sponta-
neous generation, and nevertheless both misunderstood the story of 
Samson. Redi (Esperienze, etc., p. 58) accepts the interpretation of Boc-
hart. A.nd with regard to the relation of bee-like flies, and especially 
of E. tenax to the Bugonia, both seem to have been in the dark. My 
Neapolitan edition of Redi (1778) contains a supplement by Girolamo 
Gaspari':« from Verona,(l. c., p.149),who states quite distinctly that Redi 
only denounced the error, and that it was Vallisnieri who explained its 
origin by discovering certain ·bee-like flies which insert their eggs into 
the skins of animals. But this discovery of Vallisnieri was not quite 
up to the mark; what he discovered were Oestridre of the genus Hypo-
derrna, and not E. tenax. Hypodermre are bot flies, some of which look 
more like humble bees than honeybees; their larvre occur in the skin 
of oxen and of different kinds of deer, including reindeer. V ~llisnieri 
was also mistaken when he took the bot of the horse ( Gastrus equi), whose 
larva lives in the stomach of this animal, for the representative of the 
wasp, which the ancient writers thought was generated from carcasses 
of horses. It is a fly of the genus Helophilus, which passed for a wasp 
among the ancients; Helophilus is a close relative of Eristalis; it has, 
like Eristalis, a rat~tailed larva, which live in putrescent matter. But 
in its coloring Helophilus resembles a wasp (black, with yellow stripes 
and spots), while Eristalis resembles a bee. And yet that Vallisnieri 
knew E. tenax may be inferred from his words: "That stout and -stupid 
fly, which is bred from certain worms, provided with a tail, and some-
times called aquatic intestines (intestini aqua,tid)" (Vallisnieri Esperi-
enze, etc., p., 149). On the same page Vallisnieri gives instances of the 
confusion between the terms of bees and flies in ancient authors, and 
quotes, among others, Lampridius Life of Heliogabalus, chap. 26. I 
entomologica, 1, p. 133. I have consulted the fifth edition (1648 which was kindly 
lent to me by the Grand Ducal Library in Carlsruhe. Clutius also speaks of the 
Vestriclce (p.101. The "Augerius" (misprinted Augenius) referred to by Vallisnieri, 
Esperien ze, etc., p.14 (1726), is evidently the same Clntius. 
" Dr. G. Gaspari (l. c.) qnotes from Vallisnieri's Dialogo jrlr, 'l Malpighi, e Plinio, 
Venezia, 1700. I have not seen this work, bnt I possess his, Esperienze ed Osse1"1:a-
zioni, etc., second edition, 1726. Antonio Va,llisniel'i (1661-1730) was professor in 
Padua. 
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translate this passage of Lampridius: "As a gift to his parasites, 
Heliogabalus oftentimes sent them vessels· filled with frogs, scorpions, 
snakes, and other disgusting animals. Such were sometimes filled with 
numerous flies, which he called tame bees.'' These tame bees were 
undo-qbtedly Er-istalis tenax, and the practical joke of the Roman 
Emperor consisted in frightening his friends with them. 
Reaumur (Meni., vol. IV, 439, quarto edit, 1738) came a little fater 
than the above-quoted authors and made use of their works. (Compare 
vol 1, p. 29, and vol. rv, p. 519, about Vallisnieri.) . It is Reaumur who, 
for the first time, brought the Bugonia and E. tencix distinctly together. 
At the very beginning of the chapter, "Of two-winged flies which 
look like bees,'' in which he gives the life history of this fly, the follow-
ing passage occurs: "Such resemblances (between certain hymeno.ptera 
and diptera) have deceived people at a time when observations were 
not very accurate; such resemblances have made people believe that 
honey-bees, humble-bees, hornets, and wasps originate in putrescent 
matter upon which those other flies occur:' (" Ce sont ces memes 
r.essemblances qui en ont impose dans des temps on l'on n'y regardait 
pas d'assez pres; ce sont ces ressemblances qui ont fait croire que les 
abeilles, que les bourdons, que les frelons et les guepes venaient de cer-
taines matieres·pourries sur lesquelles on trouvait les autres mouches.") 
This is the explanation of the Bugonia in a nutshell. 
But Reaumur was working at a time when a systematic nomencla-
ture of entomology was not yet introduced, and that prevented him 
from expressing his meaning with more precision; in other words, from 
naming the species which he meant. Thus it happened that the very 
important, but perhaps too concise passage which I quote has ever 
since been entirely overlooked, as if it had never existed. I have 
searched in vain i~ Kirby and , Spence, in Westwood's Introduction,* 
and in other entomological works for any other passage, either allud-
ing to Reaumur or offering an independent explanation of the origin 
of the Bugonia. · 
This apparent missing link in entomological literature eneourages me 
to put the whole case before the public, although I feel very unequal 
to the task, especially in its philological"and literary aspect. I consider 
the story of the Bugonia principally as an interesting episode in the 
hi. tory of cience; a remarkable instance of the ten·tcity of ignorance 
and of the in. ufficiency of the testimony of the senses alone, without 
the control of previou ly acquired knowledge. 
The origin of the belief in the Bugonia must be sought in pre-historic 
time when country people, keeping cattle and bees, observed bee-like 
:fli · , warming about dead animals. The earliest appearance of the 
The pa ag in TVestwoorl, Introcl., 11, p. 557: "Man,\· spe ies so murh resemble 
humhl -b , wa. p , and oth r cliptera that tbey are cons tan t]y mistaken for them 
by b in xperi n d,' contains no ref ren e whi:l,tever to the Bugonia. 
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belief in literature is found in the story of Samson (Judges, XIV, 8), of 
which I have already spoken in the paragraph about Swammerdam. 
In the vineyards of Timnah · Samson had killed a lion, and, "after 
awhile," on his way to fetch his bride, "he turned aside to see the car-
cass of the lion: and behold, there was a swarm of bees in the body 
of the lion, and honey; and he took it into his hands, and went on, 
eating as be went," etc. As soon as a myth is started it begins to 
_grow. The Se(3ing of a swarm of bee-like flies was a fact; the finding 
and _ eating the hon~y was the myth grown out of the misconceived 
fact. The riddle, which Samson proposes afterwards, affords the 
proof of another fact: that the belief in the Bugonia was current 
among the people at that time; because, without that substratum, the 
riddle would not have had any meaning: · 
Out of the eater came forth meat 
And out of the strong came forth sweetness. 
The narrator of the tale arranges it so as to make it a preamble to 
the riddle: When Samson gave the honey to his parents he did not 
tell them that he bad taken it from the body of the lion; because if he 
told them, they (as believers in the. Bugonia) would have solved the 
riddle immediately, without the necessity of guessing. The story, 
therefore, represents a real occurrence, based upon a well-observed but 
wrongly interpreted natural phenomenon. 
It is curious to notice how Samuel Boshart (vol.· n, p. 502) comments 
on this passage of the Book of Judges in order to meet possible objec-
tions. He admits that bees, besides their natural origin in hives, are 
prodnced from dead oxen, in conformity to the opinion of numermi.s 
ancient authors; but he scoffs at the ignorance of those who, relying 
on the scriptur.al text, admit two kinds of animal-bred bees, and attacks 
especially Moufet on that matter: '' N ec audiendus Mufetus Anglus qui 
in Insectormn Theatro, alias apes scribit esse leontogenes, alias tauro-
genes." In order to explain the appearance of bees in Samson's lion, 
Bochart establishes three propositions: 
(1) Although it is stated in the text that the bees were in the carcass, 
it is not stated that they were born there('' apes in leonis corpore fuisse 
repertas, non tam en ibi natas "). 
(2) That between the killing of the lion and the finding of his 
remains a whole· year had elapsed, because the expression " after a 
while" (post diem ) in Hebrew must be understood to mean a whole 
year. A 1wst of authorities are adduced by Bochart to sustain this 
strange proposition. 
(3) That at the end of a year the corpse was reduced to the state of 
a clean skeleton, in which the bees could take shelter without rep~1g-
nauce, the bees being clean animals . . 
Bnt Bochart does not explain . how those cleanly bees which could 
not stand a rotten lion, could be born from rotten oxen. 
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All this display of learning and acute reasoning would have been 
unnecessary if Bochart had known that his pretended honey-bees were 
not bees at all, but two-winged flies. And it is interesting to notice 
how both Swammerdam and Bochart were led astray by their intense 
desire to give a literal interpretation to the scriptural text, and to save 
Samson's bees at any price, although their starting point was quite 
different, because Bochart believed in the Bugonia and Swammerdam 
did not. The former was hampered by the authority of the ancient 
writers, as well as by that of the Holy Scriptures; Swammerdam by 
the Scriptures alone. 
About the time when I published my above quoted article in the 
Ent01nologiccil Monthly Magazine I communicated my solution of the 
question of the Bugonici, and its possible applicatioii to the story of 
Samson, to the eminent professor of scriptural exegesis in Heidelberg, 
Dr. Adalbert Merx. At the same time I handed to him a box, con-
taining about half a dozen of pinned specimens of Erista,Z.is tenax. He 
received this communication with evident delight, and recognized that 
it offered a simple solution of a text which had been discussed for cen-
turies. -Soon afterwards, he published in foe German Protestantische 
Kirchenzeitung No. 17, 1887, pp. 389-392, a lea,rned article entitled: 
"Der Honig im Cadaver des Lowen" (The honey in the carcass of the 
lion). It contains a summary of the discussions provoked by Saru-
son's bees, and thecontrover~ies of Alphons Tostatus, Bishop of Avila 
( + 1454), of Lorinus ·of Avignon (1559-1634), and the Jesuit Bonfrere 
(1573-1643). Professor Merx concludes by accepting the resemblance 
of E. tenax to a bee as a natural solution of the question "All the per-
sons, _ says he, to whom I showed the specimens of Eristalis at once 
recognized bees in them, except a medical man who bad some knowl-
edge of Entomology."~ 
It is now time for me to say something about Eristalis tenax Linne, 
that bee-like fly, the resemblance of which to a honey-bee, has confused 
the brains of the scientific and unscientific world for so many centuries. 
I shall give a short account of its outward appearance, its metarnor-
. phosis from the larva, and of some remarkable circumstances con-
nected with its geographical distribution. It belongs to the large 
family Syrphidre which contains a considerable number of handsomely 
colored flies, very fond of flowers; "they fly with amazing rapidity, 
and many delight to hover immovably over certain spots, to which 
they will return if disturbed for a considerable number of times." 
(We tw. Intro<l., n, p. 557.) Their coloring consists in many cases of 
yellow cros bands and spots on the ab<lomen, aud also of similar 
" John 'uri,is, Brit. Ent. Diptera, N. 432. Eristalis nubilipennis, says: "I have bad 
om c1iffi ulty to convinc per ons totally ignorant of entomology, that the Eris-
tales w re not he s, ancl it i, worthy of observation tliat, when resting, tlie Eristalis 
t na.r, ancl pr bably th wbol" genus, heave their bodies up and down as bees do, as, 
if th y w re panting," 
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marks ·on the thorax; or else they are clothed with a hairy covering 
of different colors. 
E. tenax is of a duller coloring than most of the species of the family 
and, in that respect, it has remarkable resemblance to a honeybee. 
"This resemblance is so great (says Reaumur, ~v, p. 440)* that, accus-
tomed as I am to see bees, I hardly ever dared to take one of those 
flies in my hand without hesitation. - - The colors, the size, 
the conformation, and the proportions of the different parts of the 
body of these two insects, belonging to two different orders, are very 
much alike. The bees have a slightly more elongated body, and their 
head is proportionally smaller. The fly keeps the wings more or less 
divaricated; on the contrary bees at rest.keep them above the abdo--
men, the one covering them over; but in sucking :flowers, or collecting 
wax, they often have them divaricated. Both insects frequent flowers, 
and behave upon them in more or less the same manner," etc. 
The coloring of the abdomen of the honey bees is variable; some 
varieties have very distfoct brownish-yellow crossbands at its base. 
Just the same varieties occur in the coloring of the fly E. tenax. 
The fly appears in great abundance principally in autumn and, when 
the days become chilly, in a semitorpid state, either sucking flowers or 
crawling ·slowly upon walls and fences. 
The larva of E. tenctx is the well-known rat-tailed larva (ver a queue cle 
mt, so called for the first time by Reaumur, l. c. IV, p. 443); it is figured 
in the same volume, plate xxx. A long tail, with a telescopic arrange-
ment tor prolongmg or shortening it, enables the larvm to live several 
inches deep in the water and to pump air from the surface. They 
frequent putrid waters, sewers, etc., and crawl out of them to change 
into pupm in the vicinity. The vitality of these larvm is said to be 
extraordinary, and for this reason Linne gave it the name tcnax "Hab-
itat in fimetis, cloacis, aquis putrescentibus vix prelo t destruenda 
Jarva" (Linne, Syst. Nat., 12th edit., p. 984, 1766). Kirby and Spence : 
(vol. IV, p. 189) say: "An inhabitant of muddy pools, it has occasion-
ally been taken up with the water used in paper-making, and, strange 
to say, according to Linne (Fauna Suecica) resisted without injury to 
immense pressure given to the surrounding pulp; ·like leather-coat Jack, 
me11tioned by Mr. Bell (Anatomy of Expression iri Painting, 170), who, 
from a similar force of muscle, could suffer carriages to drive over him., 
without receiving any injury." Geoffroy (vol. Ii, p. 521, 1762) repea.ts 
the same story: " This larva also occurs in the pulp of rags from which 
· *There is an evident error in Reaumur, l. c. in the reference to the plate xxxr, ' 
fig. 8. The true E. fenax is represented (rather indifferently) on Pl. xx, f. 7; com-
pare the explanation of this figure on p. 283, Mouche en for:me d'abeille, etc. J'late 
xxxr, f. 8, is correctly quoted, l. c., p. 474, and represents Er-istalis arbustorum ~, 
or some alli ed species. 
tTranslatiorr. "Lives in dung heaps, cesspools, putrescent waters; a roller eve:q 
will not kill it." · · 
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paper is made; when this pulp is beaten for the manufacture of paper 
the Ia,rva although badly struck by the hammers, is not crushed, but 
survives and produces a fly. This fact would seem incredible, if it was 
not affirmed by the great naturalist." 
This tenacity may have been the cause of the success of this fly in 
the so-call~d struggle for existence. It has attained an almost univer-
sal distribution, and the progress of civilization has only increased its 
opportunities. In ancient times it had to look out for stray carcasses; 
civilization offers it its drains, canalizations, cesspools, and dung-heaps, 
in which it can wallow in abundance, and perhaps better protected 
against possible enemies. Different in this from other kinds of insects, 
·which disappear with the culture of the land, E. tenax thus g3!ined a 
new impulse, and spread in new cotmtries with an astounding rapidity. 
It entered into a kind of commensalism with man, like the Musca domes-
tioa, Teichomyzafusca, and some other dipterous insects, which are at 
present hardly found anywhere except among human habitations. It 
is'very rare now to come across a carcass, and to see E. tenax hovering 
about it, The only instance I have found in the literature consulted 
by me concerns another species of Eristalis, E. · anthophorinu,s Zett., 
and that case occurred in a distant and primitive country. Zetter-
stedt (Dipt. Scand. rr, 666), being in Lapland, observed a small swarm 
of flies of this species round the carcass of a sheep: " A d cadaver ovis 
putridissimu, aqure stagnanti maximam partem immersum, odore freti-
dissimum~ individua 7 vel 8 sono pipiente celerrime circumvolan~o con-
gregantia, et in cadaveris parte supra aquam elevata interdum seden-
tia, die 16 Junii in Lapponia observavi, ova in cadavere sine dnbio 
depositura. "* 
'11:ie occurrence of this fly is reported from all parts of the Old World 
with the exception of South Africa and the East Indies, about which 
I have no certain data. It occurs in the whole of Europe, as far nor~h 
as Lapland, the northern and central Asia, beginning with Syria and 
P~rsia, through China to Japan; in northern Africa (Algiers) awl on 
the islands surrounding Africa (Madeira, the Canary Islands, and, on 
the eastern side, Madagascar and Bourbon). During my twenty years 
of resideuce in North America, spent in collecting diptera and receiv-
ing collections from many other entomologists, I never met with a spec-
imen of E. tenax until November 5, 1875, when, to my great astonish-
ment, I found one on a window in · Dr. Hagen's house in Cambridge, 
Mas . A year later (October-November, 1876) I observed several 
pecimens on the fences of Newport, R. I. In June, 1877, I sailed for 
Europe, but I heard afterwards that during the same year the fly had 
" (Tran lation). In Lapland, on the 16th of June, near a very putrid carcass of a 
~beep, the greater part of which was immersed in stagnant, mo t offensively smell-
iu' wat r, Ip rceiv cl sev n or eight pecimens flyiug about rapidly a.nd emitting a 
pipiuO' souncl, aud Kometim s alighting on the portion of the carcai,s above the water, 
evidently for the purpo of depositing their egg , 
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become so common that "hundreds were caught." .A few years later 
the species was reported from nearly all the States of the Union, includ-
ing California and Washington Territory; also from Canada (Montreal, 
common, as stated by Mr. Caulfield in Canad. Entom., 1884, p. 138). 
A communication made by the American dipterologist, Dr. Williston, 
proves that the invasion has gone, not from the .Atlantic border to the 
West, as one might have expected, but, on the contrary, from West to 
East. Dr. Williston had seen a specimen of E. tenax hidden among a 
lot of duplicates in Prof. Riley's collection, bearing a label St. Louis, 
August, 1870. Upon drawing Prof. Riley's attention to the fly (which 
tlie latter did not previously kµow by name) he was assured that the 
species had long been familiar to Mr. Riley in outhouses about St. Louis. 
The surprising rapidity however with which the species spread along 
the Atlantic coast soon after its first appearance renders it probable 
that it can not have existed in St. Louis very long before 1870, other-
wise it would have reached the Atlantic sooner. We ·are thus driven 
to accept the following outline of its history. We know that it exists 
in Japan and eastern Siberia; from there it must have migrated to the 
North American Pacific coast perhaps long ago. It did not spread 
eastward at once, because the necessary conditions for its existence 
were wanting on the immense plains it had to cross, just as the Colo-
rado beetle lived in the Rocky Mountains on Solanum rostratum, and did 
not spread eastwards until civilization brought the potato plant ( Sola-
nwni tuberosum) with it, and thus bridged over for that beetle the dis-
tance between its native mountains and the Atlantic coai:;t. The con -
dition which civilization brought, and which favored the rapid east-
ward progress of E. tenax, consisted in the drains, sewers, and cess-
pools, those necessary concomitants of crowded centers and the usual 
abodes of the larva of Eristalis.* 
The immigration of E. tenax into New Zealand is of a still more 
recent date than that in North America. The Catalogues of the New 
Zealand Diptera, by Nowicky (1875) and Prof. J. W. Hutton (1881) do 
not mention it. It was first noticed in Wellington (North Island) in 
October and November, 1888. In June, 1890, Mr. W.W. Smith (A.sh-
burton, South Island) writes: "It is now widely dispersed and very 
plentiful in thP, South Island." (Notes on Eristalis tenax in New Zea-
land, by W. W. Smith, in the Entom. M. Mag., London, 1890, pp, 240-
242.) 
About Australia, with regard to E. · tenax, I am sorry to say, I have 
110 information wbatever. 
* All the details and references about the geographical distribution of Eristalis 
tenax will be found in my two articles: 
1. F acts concerning the · importation or non-importation of diptera into distant 
countr ies (Trans.Ent. Soc., London, 1884, pp. 489-496). 
2. Some new facts concerning Eristales tenax (Entorn. Monthly Mag., Londou, 1886, 
xxm, pp. 97-99). · 
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Except the silk-worm and the honey-bee, I hardly know of any insect 
that can show an historical record equal to that of Eristalis tenax. The 
record begins in the dusk of the pre-historic times, and continues upto 
the present date. In its earliest days E. tenax appears like a myth, a 
misunderstood and unnamed being, praised for qualities which it never 
possessed, a theme for mythology in prose and poetry; later on, the bub-
ble of its glory having burst, it gradually settles into a kind of com-
mensalism with man, it obtains from him "a local habitation and a 
name," it joins the Anglo-Saxon race in its immense colonial develop-
ment, it vies with it iu prodigies of fecundity , and at present render.5 
hitherto unrecognized services in corwerting " atrocious stuff" into 
pure and clean living matter. 
I close this chapter on the Bugonia-craze with the moral of it, con-
tained in another sentence from Goethe: 
" Man sieht nur was rnan weiss." ' 
HEIDELBERG, June, 1893. 
" We see only what we know. 
COMPARATIVE LOCOMOTION OF DIFFERENT ANIMALS.* 
By E. J. M.AREY, 
J1fernbe1· of Institute of Prance. 
In the study of organized beings, it is a matter of special interest to 
seek for the tie which exists between the special structure of each spe-
cies and its characteristic functions. The more and more intimate 
uuion of anatomy and comr.ara.tive physiology will, without doubt, lead 
to the discovery of the fundamental laws of rnorphogeny, laws which 
will permit us from the form of an oi·gan, to foresee its peculiar uses. 
These relations are already partially within our grasp, so far as the 
locomotor apparatus of vertebrates is concerned. The volume and length 
of muscles, the relative dimensions of the bony rays of the limbs, ,-the 
form and extent of the articular surfaces, permit us, to predict the gait 
of a mammal. And, on the other hand, the correctness of these predic-
tions may be tested by means of chrono-photography, which fixes the 
character of these movements in a series of instantaneous images. 
The readers of this journal already know how the gait of man, of 
the horse, and of the principal mammals may be represented by true 
geometrical diagrams on which one can readily trace the anguJar 
motions of the different segments of the limbs, and the speed of each 
part of the body, at every instant and for each gait. 
The different types of flight among birds and insects have also been 
studied by means of chrono-photography. This method can be extended 
to the analysis of the locomotion of all living beings, even to those mov-
ing in the :field of the microscope. This done, it will then be possible 
to unite and classify in a pictorial atlas a series of types of animal loco-
motion. These types, compared with the anatomical descriptions of 
the various species will furnish the necessary elements for the compar-
ison which we wish to make. 
It will be a work of time to gather and compare all these anatomical 
and physiological data. The principal difficulty in the way of studying 
. " Translated from La Natiwe, September 2, 1893; vol. xx1, pp. 215-218. 
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different types of locomotion is encountered not so much in obtaining 
great numbers of species of animals alive, but in fh1ding suitable 
methods for photographing each of them in its normai gait. 
The greater part of domestic animals lend themselves very well to 
these studies; they are readily led to a track prepared and wiU travel 
over it regularly. With wild birds the difficulty is greater; we have 
however succeeded in obtaining a number of types. 
Fishes, reptiles, mollusks, and insects are more difficult to manage; 
it is necessary to devise for each species some method which will com-
pel it to travel regularly before the camera. Mo,reover, we must, accord-
ing to circumstances, so vary the conditions of illumination tbat the 
animal will sometimes show dark on a light ground, and sometimes 
appear light upon a, dark background. I have succeeded, nevertheless, 
in obtaining good pictures of a considerable number of different species, 
as may be judged from the illustrations (Pl. xxm--xxv). This series 
of figures shows certain analogies in the mode of progress of species 
which approach each other in their anatomical characters. Thus 
the adder and the eel both progress by means of horizontal undulations 
which move over the entire length of the body from the head to the 
tail (Pl. xxrn). The analogy would be still greater if the eel and 
the serpent both swam in the water, or crawled upon . the earth, for 
it is the resistance of the medium, or in other words the nature of 
the point of support, which governs the motions of crawling. In water 
the undulations of the body are mor·e regular and more efficacious than 
on the ground, while at the same time they are less extended, and the 
retrograde speed of what we may call the wave of motion is but little 
less than the animal's rate of progress. That is, by the time an undu-
lation has run from bead to tail the animal has advanced by nearly the 
length of its body. On level ground, and still more on a slippery sur-
face, the undulations of the serpent and eel are very much extended 
and progress is slow. 
Among coleopterous and orthovterous insects progress is much as it 
bas been described by naturalists. Carlet and M. de Moore have shown 
that insects rest on three legs while the other three move. The sup-
porting legs constitute a triangular base, formed by the first and third 
leg of one side, and the middle leg of the opposite side. (Pl. xxm, 
XXIV.) 
Among arachnid,· there are on either side two supporting legs, and 
two legs rai ed at the sam time. But in the spider and scorpion which 
we have taken as types, the walk is so rapid that it is not easy to follow 
tb ucce ive motions in their proper order although they were pho~o-
graphed at the rate of 60 a second. In such cases it is necessary to 
incr a e th number of figures, and above all, to resort to such methods 
of illumination a we have adopted in studying the spider. This con-
i t in o illuminating the animal above and below, that while it is 
cl arly ~own in utline, it shadow L projected upon the track over 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. PLATE XXIII. 
1. SNAKE CREEPING. (Succession of figures from left to right.) 
2. EEL SwnmING. (Succession of figures from right to left.) 
3. CoLEOPTERUS INSECT WALKING. (Succession of figures from left to right.) 
(Reproduced from "La Nature.") 
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which it runs. This shadow gives much information in regard to the 
position of the legs for when the feet are resting on the ground the leg 
and its shadow touch at their extremities, (Pl. xxrv.) 
One of the most interesting points in these physiolog·ical comparisons 
is t o see how the anatomical resemblances of different animals corre-
spond with their functional resemblances. 
Among fishes, for exaniple, we meet in varying degree, with the reptil-
ian undulation which forms ·the eel's sole mode of progress; but find 
tbat it has lost much of its importance. Stili very apparent in the dog-
fish (Pl. xxv) it is found only in the caudal tegion of those fishes whose 
thick set bodies have lost the greater part of their flexibility, but in 
tli ese cases the widened tail acts more efficiently for it meets with. 
great resistance in the water. 
Batrachians in different phases of their development have modes of 
locomotion corresponding to the state of their organs. The tadpole of 
a toad, in which the feet are still imperfectly developed (Pl. xxv, fig. ~, 
npper line) swims with Hs tail after the fashion of a fish. Later on 
(lower line) the legs begin to be used for locomotion, but the tail still 
keeps up its energetic action and vibrates continually, while the legs 
move in alternate jerks. Still later (middle line) the tail has disappeared 
and the hind legs are alone used in progression. This role of the hind 
limbs which presents so striking an analogy to the swimming of man 
is effected in the following manner.* 
The animal flexes its legs, bringing them well under the body, then 
spreads them wide apart in such manner that the two legs, directed 
laterally, form a right angle with the axis of the body. Propulsion is 
effected by bringing the outstretched feet quickly tog·ether, after which 
they are gradually flexed and brought towards the body, and the series 
of movements recommences. 
The lizards, which anatomically approach the serpents, also pre-
serve in their pro~rression something of the undulatory movement 
which we have represented above, but this undulation is complicated 
by the action of the limbs, which play the leading part in the crawling 
of these reptiles (Pl. xxv). In the gecko (Pl. xxv) the undulation of the 
body is plainly to be seen; it is scarcely apparent in the gray lizard. 
In both species it is impossible for the eye to follow the incessive move-
ments of the feet, and to compare them with those of other quadru-
peds, bnt from t11eir chrono-photographic images it is easy to see that, 
t aking the order of the movements of the limbs as a standard, the 
lizards are tro~ting animals. The limbs, in short, move diagonally-
th at is, the right fore leg and left hind leg, move simultaneously. 
The . undulations of the body are so combined with the movements 
of the legs that the feet are brought close together on the concave side 
" Several of the views shown in the illustrations have been reversed. 
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of_ the wave, and widely separated on its couvex side. This implies 
an absolute agreement between the number · of undulations of the body 
and the steps of the animal. -
It is easy to see from the examples just cited that chrono-photogra-
phy gives us vastly more information on the subject of animal locomo-
tion than we can gain by the closest observation, and that, thanks to 
this method, we can, as previously said, compare the anatomical struc-
ture and the functional characters among the different species of ani-
mals. . · 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. PLATE XXIV. 
1. ORTHOPERUS INSECT WALKING. (Succession of figures from right to left.) 
2. SPIDER WALKING. (Succession of figures from left to right. ) 
3. LOCOMOTION OF A SCORPION. (Succession of figurns from left to right.) 
(Reproduced from "La Nature.") 

1. DOGFISH SWIMMING. (Succession of figures from right to left.) 
2. Swimming of a toad and a tadpole in different stages of development. 
3. GRAY LIZARD. (Succession of figures from right to left.) 
4. GECKO. (Succession of figures from left to right.) 
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THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL STATIONS OF EUROPE.* 
By BASHFORD DEAN, 
Co/.1.1,rnbia College, New Y01·k. 
Among European nations the marine laboratory has long been rec 
ognized as an important aid to the advancement of biological studies. 
Groups of universities, centralizing their marine work in convenient 
localities, have caused the entire coast line of Europe to become dotted 
with stations, well equipped and well maintained. Societies, individu-
als, and not infrequently governments contribute to their support. 
Marine stations have become distributing centers, important eqnally 
in every grade of biological work or training. A student, for example, 
should he visit a small ~niversityin th'e interior of France, would receive 
his first lessons, aided by material sent regularly from Roscoff or Ban-
yuls; he would examine living sponges, pennatulids, beroes, hydroids, 
Loxosoma, Oomatnla, Amphioxus. Or, at Munich, remote from the 
coast, as in the laboratory of Prof. Richard Hertwig, he is enabled by 
, mean s of material from Naples to demonstrate the larval characters of 
- ascidians or the fertilization processes of the sea-urchin. During his 
winter studies the marine station would thus provide him with the best 
material-sometimes preserved and well fixed, sometimes living, to be 
prepared according to his wants. In summer it affords him the best 
opportunities to see aud collect his study types without physical dis-
co·mforts and with the greatest economy of time. To the investigator _ 
the station bas become, in the broadest sense, a university~ He may 
there meet the representative students of far and wide, fellow-workers 
perhaps in the very line of his own research; and must himself unknow-
iugly teach and learn. He finds out gradually of recent work, of 
technical methods which often happen most pertinent to his needs, 
He carries on his work quietly and thoroughly; his works of reference 
are at hand; he has the most necessary comforts in working, and is 
untroubled by the rigid hours of demonstrations or lectures. The sta-
tion becoming a literal emporium, cosmopolitan, bringing together sjde 
by side the best workers of many universities, tends moreover to make 
" In t h e main as publish ed in the Biological Lectures, 1893, of the -woods Holl 
Marine Laboratory. (Bostou: Giuu & Co.) 
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observations upon the l>est material sharpBr by criticism, most fruitful 
in results. It has often been remarked how large a proportion of 
recently published researches was dependent, <l.irectly or indirectly, 
upon marine laboratories. 
A brief account of the more important of these stations should not 
prove lacking in suggestions; especially as in America the work of the 
marine laboratory is often imperfectly understood. Its aims l1ave been· 
associated popularly with those of. practical fish culture; and even 
among the trustees of universities a disposition has often been to regard 
an annual subscription for a work place in a summer school as among 
the little-needed expenditures of a . biological department. So little 
important has a marine station seemed that the greatest difficulties 
have ever been encountered to insure the support of an American table 
at Naples, although it was well known how large a nu)llber of our inves-
tigators were each year indebted to foreign courtesy for the privileges 
of this station . 
General interest in the advancement of pure science has in Europe 
become a prominent feature of the past decade, and there can be uo 
doubt of the importance that has come to be attached to studies bearing 
upon the problems of life, evolution, heredity. Nor, at the same time, 
does it appear that matters relating to practical fisheries havein any 
way lost their interest or support. To these, on the contrary, the rise 
of pure biology has often given important aids. What has-appeared 
ab trac theory to-day ha often been converted into practice to-morrow. 
And even o ardent a parti an of pure biology as Prof. de Lacaze-
utbier doe not hesitate to urge this, a. sufficiently important in gen-
ra,l argum nt, t vindi ate the governmental s11pport of the labora-
tori f ff n Banyul . "Fact have b een foand at every step 
f, i n ·e whi h w r valuel at th ir diRcovery, but which, little by 
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little, fell into line and led to applications of the highest importance-
how the observation of the tarnishing of silver or the twitching leg of 
the frog was the origin of photography or telegraphy-how the purely 
· abstract problem of _spontaneous generation gave rise to the antiseptics 
of surgery. . 
As a preface to the present _discussion the general number and loca-
tion of the European marine stations might conveniently be indicated 
in the accompanying outline map. · 
!.-FRANCE. 
The extended sea-coast has ever been of the greatest aid to the French 
student. Along the entire northern coast the channel is not unlike our 
Bay of Fundy in the· way· it sweeps the waters out at the lunar tides. 
The rocks on the coast of Brittany, massive bowlders, swept and rounded 
by swift running waters, will at these times become exposed to a depth 
as great as 40 feet. This is the harvest time of the collector. He is 
enabled to secure the animals of the deep with his own band, to take 
tl.tem carefully from the rocky crevices where they would ever have 
avoided the ~ollecting dredge. From_ earliest times this region has not 
unreas0nably been the field of the naturalist. It was here that Cuvier, 
during the Reign of Terror, made bis studies on marine invertebrates 
which were to precede his R egne Animal. The extreme westernmost 
promontories of Brittany have, for the last half century, been the sum-
mer homes of de Quatrefages; Coste, Audouin, Milne-Edwards, and de 
Lacaze-Duthiers. Coste created a laboratory at Concarneau, but this 
has come to be devoted to practical fish culture, and is, at the present 
day, of Httle scientific interest. It is owing to the exertions of Prof. 
de Lacaze-Duthiers, of the Sorbonne, that the two governmental stations 
of biology have since been founded. The first was established at Ros-
coff, in one of the most attractive and favorable collecting regions in 
Brittany, and has continued to grow in importance for the last twenty 
years. As this station, however, could be serviceable during summer 
only, it gave rise to a smaller dependency of the Sorbonne in the south-
ernmost part of France, on the Mediterranean, at Banyuls, which had 
the additional advantage of a Mediterranean fauna. 
To these French stations should be added that of Prof. Giard, at 
Wimereux, near Boulogne, in the rich collecting funnel of the Straits 
of Dover; that of Prof. Sabatier, at Cette, not far from Banyuls, a 
dependency of the University of Montpelier; that of Marseilles, and the 
Russian station at Ville-Franche, near the Italian frontier. An interest-
ing st ation, in addition, is that at Arcachon, near Bordeaux, founded 
by a local scientific society. Smaller stations are not wanting, as at the 
Sables d'Olonne. 
At Roscoff the laboratory building looks directly out upon the chan-
nel. (Pl. XXVI.) In its main room, on the ground :floor, work places are 
par titioned off for a dozen inyestigators ; this on the one hand leads to 
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a large glass-walled aquarium room, seeu in the accompanying figure, 
while on the other opens directly to adjoining buildings, which include 
lodging quarters, a well-furnished library, and a laboratory for ele-
mentary students. Surrounding the building is an attractive garden, 
which gives one anything but a just idea of the barrenness of the soil 
of Brittany. From the sea wall of the laboratory one looks out over 
the rocks that are becoming exposed by the receding tide. A strong 
inclosure of masonry serves as a vivier to be used ·for experiments as 
well as to retain water for _supplying the laboratory. The students 
are, in the main, those of the Sorbonne, and under the direction of Dr. 
Prouho, their maitre de conferences. They are given every oppor-
tunity to take part in the collecting excursions, frequently made in 
the laboratory's small sailing vessels, among the rocky islands of the 
neighboring coast. Strangers, too, are not infrequent, and are gen-
erously granted every privilege of the French student. Liberality is 
one of the characteristic features of Roscoff. The stranger wh'o writes 
to Prof. de Lacaze-Duthiers is accorded a work place which entitles 
him gratuitously to every .privilege of the laboratory-his microscope, 
his reagents, even his lodging-room should a place be vacant. It 
seems,in fact, to be a point of pride with Prof. Lacaze that the stranger 
shall be welcomed to Roscoff, and upon entering the laboratory for the 
first time, feel entirely at home. He finds his table in order, bis 
microscope awaiting him, and . the material for which he had written 
displayed in stately array in the glass jars and dishes of his work 
place. So, too, he may have been assigned one of the large aquaria in 
the glass aquarium room-massive stone-base stands, aerated by a 
constant jet of sea water. He finds a surprising wealth of material at 
Roscoff, and his wants are promptly supplied. 
At Banyuls (Pl. xxvn), the second sfa,tion of the Sorbonne, the build-
ings are less imposif!g than those of Roscoff. It is a plain, three-story 
building facing the north, at the edge of the promontory which shelters 
the harbor at Banyuls. The vivier is in front of the station, behind is 
a reservoir cut in the solid rock, receiving the waters of the Mediterra-
nean and distributing it throughout the building. On the first floor is 
a large aquarium room lighted by electricity, well supplied ,vith tanks 
and decorated not a little with statu~ry donated by the administration 
of the beaux-arts. The bust of Arago occupies au important place, as 
the laboratory has been named in his honor. A suit of a diver sug-
gests tlle different tactics in collecting made necessary by the slightly-
falling tides of the Mediterranean. The wealth of living forms in the 
aquaria hows at once by variety of bright colors the richness of south-
ern fauna. Sea lilies are in profusion, and are gathered at the very 
st P of the laboratory. The work rooms of the students are on the 
con floor, equipped in a mallner similar to those of Roscoff. The 
dir ct r of thi. tati n i Dr. Frederic Guitel. It is usual during the 
Smithso nian Re port , 1893. 
PLATE XXVI. 
ROSCOFF. INTERIOR OF AQUARIUM ROOM, (JULY, 1891.) 
FRENCH MARINE STATION AT ROSCOFF. 
• 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. PLATE XXVII. 
BANYULS-SUR-MER. INTERIOR OF AQUARIUM ROOM . (OCTOBER, 1891.) 
FREN CH MARINE STATION AT 8ANYULS-S 11 R-MER . (OCTOBER, 1891.) 
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holidays at fall or winter for the entire classes of the Sorbonne to spend 
several days in collecting trips in tbe neighborhood. The region with 
its little port is famous for its :fisheries, and one in especial is that of 
the angler, Lophiits, a fish that would not be regarded as especially 
dainty on our side of the Atlantic. 
The station on the Straits of Dover, at Wimereux, has earned a 
European reputation in the work of Prof. Giard. It is but a small 
frame building, scarcely large enough to include the advanced students 
selected from the Sorbonne. The laboratory is, in a way, a rival of 
Roscoff, and it is noteworthy that its workers seem to make a point of 
studying the laboratory details of the German universities. 
The marine laboratory of Arcachon, one of the oldest of France, was 
built in 1867 by the local scientific society, and was carried on inde-
pendently until the time of the losses of the Franco-Prussian war. Its 
management was then fused with that of the faculty of medicine of 
Bordeaux, with whm;e assistance, aided by that of a small subsidy from 
the G~JVernment, the work of the institution was carried on. · Arcachon, 
near Bordeaux, is in itself a most interesting locality. It has become a 
summering place, noted for its pine lands and the broad, sandy plage, 
picturesque in summer with swarms of quaintly dressed children, the 
local headdress of the peasant mingling with the latest toilet from 
Paris. Here and there is to be seen that accompaniment of every 
French watering place, the goat boy in his smock and berret, fluting to 
his dozen charges, who walk in a stately way before him. The Bay of 
Arcachon is a small, tranquil, inland sea, long known for its rich fauna. 
In large part it is laid out in oyster parks, which constitute to no small 
degree the source of wealth of the entire region. Shallow and warm 
waters seem to give the marine life the best conditions for growth and 
development. The laboratory is placed just at the margin of the water. 
It includes a dozen or more work-places for investigators, well supplied 
with . aquaria, a, library on the second :floor, a small museum containing 
collections of local fauna, including numerous relics of Cetaceans that 
have found their way into this inland sea. A s1nall aquarium room, 
opened to the public, is well provided with focal forms of fishes, and 
like that of Naples, is eagerly visited. Those wbo are entitled freely 
to the use of the work-places are instructors in French colleges, mem-
bers of the society, and all the advanced students from the colleges 
of the State. For other students work-place is given upon the pay-
ment of a fee whose amount is regulated each year by the trustees. 
As at Roscoff, material is plentifully supplied. 
The zoological station at Cette is a direct annex of the University 
of Montpelier, and it will be gladly learned that its temporary building 
is being replacecl by one of stone, which will enable Prof. Sabatier to 
add in no little way to the working facilities of bis students. The 
region, in every essential regard, is similar to tbat of Banyuls. 
The station at Marseilles is devoted in a great part to questions relat-
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ing to the Mediterranean fisheries, and owes, in a measure, its financial 
support to this practical work. 
Villa Franca (Ville-Franche), between Nice and Mentone, is one of 
the most interest~ng points of the Riviera. Its laboratory is situated 
directly on the mole, a large one-storied building of masonry, with a 
small garden, and with several shops and out-hom,es. It is supported 
essentially by Russians, and its description has recently been published 
by Prof. Alexis Korotneff (Russian text, Oracow), one of whose :figures 
is here reproduced. The . station has had as a constant visitor Prof. 
Carl Vogt, of Geneva, and is well known through the work of . Dr. 
Bolles Lee. 
II.-ENGLAND. 
. The laboratory at Plymouth is quite a recent one, its foundation due 
in the first ii;tstance to the efforts of Prof. Ray La,nkester. Its buil<ling, 
first opened in 1888, is, in many regards, hardly second to Naples. This 
locality was found well suited for the needs of an extensive marine 
station. Opposite Brittany it takes advantage of the same extremes 
of tide, and the rocky Devonshire coast affords one of the richest col-
lecting grounds. The situation of the building is a remarkable one; 
it stands at one en-d of the ancient Hoe of Plymouth-a broad, level park 
whose high situation looks far off over the channel. At the rear of the 
building are the old fortifications of the town. As shown in th~ illus-
tration (Pl. xxrx, fig. 2), the building is, at the ends, three-storied. On 
. the ground :floor is the general aquarium room, well supplied with local 
marine fauna, and open to the public. The laboratory proper is upon 
the second floor, divided into eleven compartments, the work places of 
the students. A series of small tanks passes down the middle of the 
room. In the western end are the library, the museum, the chemical, 
photographic, and physiological rooms; in the eastern are the livipg 
quarters of the director. The water supply of the laboratory is con-
tained in two small reservoirs directly between the building anc;t. the 
fortifications, and is carried throughout the building by gas engines. 
Tidal aquaria are in constant use for <levelopmental studies. The col-
lecting for the laboratory is aided by a 38-foot steam launch. 
The present support of the station is not, unfortunately, as generous 
a one as might be desired. The station i~ obliged to consider in the 
work of its director matters relating to public fisheries, and is only 
enabled by thi mean to secure governmental assistance. The build-
jt e1f was constructed by the efforts of the Marine Biological Associa-
tion of th nite.d Kingdom, under whose auspices the present work is 
b in · carried on. The inve tigators' tables are occupied by any founder 
of th a ociation, or his represe11tative, by the naturalist, or institutions 
wh aver nted th m. The ub cription price per year of an inve ti-
t r · pl · i £4 but table, may be 1 ased for as short a time a a 
m n h. Th laboratory provide, material for investigation and t,he 
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ordinary apparatus of the marine laboratory, excluding microscopes 
and accessories. The use of the larger tanks of the main aquarium 
is also permitted to the working student~ The work of the laboratory 
includes investigation of fishery matters, the preservation of animals 
to supply the classes of zoology in the universities and the formation 
o.f type collections of the British marine fauna. The naturalist of this 
station has been for a number of years Mr. J. T. Cunningham, whose 
experiments upon the hatching of the sole have here been carried on. 
Other British marine stations are those of Puffin Island, Liverpool, 
' and St. Andrews,_northeast, and Dunbar, southeast, of Edinburgh. The 
work of these stations, it is understood, is only in part purely biological. 
The practical matters of fisheries must be considered to insure financial 
support. In addition to these is to be mentioned a station, receiitly 
equipped, on the Isle of Man. Still another bas recently (the latter 
months of 1893) been established at Jersey, in the Channel Islands. 
Zoological station at St. R elier, Isle of .Jersey. 
Tb e foundation of this station has been entirely due to private enter-
prise, an d its management seems both independent and practical. The 
proprietors, Messrs. Sinel and Hornell, add to the station's revenue by 
providing alcoholic material for class work, anatomical preparations, 
serial sections: They also edit and publish an interesting little quar-
t erly, Journal of Marine Zoology and Microscopy. 
The station will doubtless· prove a welcome need to the traveling 
biologi_st who finds, at a half day's journey from England, a richer 
fauna than even Plymouth can offer. It is readily open to investi-
gat-Ors upon payment of a small weekly fee. Of the building and its 
equipment, a brief description might here be given. It is situated 
east of St. Relier, at a ten-minute's walk from the town, facing the main 
road~ La Collette, overlooking a picturesque and rugg·ed shore. It is 
but 18 feet above t,idal mark, and at low water, especially at lunar 
tides, i. immediately adjaceut to a rich collecting ground. Twelve 
square miles of "zostera prairie" are there exposed, and may be visited 
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afoot. And the Minquier reefs, of-especial biological interest, are but 
9 miles to the southward. · · 
The station is a stone building of three stories. The aquarium, on 
t.he ground floor, is mainly for purposes of exhibition, its adjoining 
room serves to receive and assort the collected material. The second 
story contains the museum and library, serving at the same time as a 
demonstration hall, and upon the third floor are the partitioned com-
partments for the use of students and investigators. 
At St. Andrews, Prof. Macintosh has studied t he questions relating 
to the hatching and development of the North Sea fishes. · Its situa-
tion upon the promontory leading into the Firth of .Forth seems to have 
been especially favorable for the study of the North Sea fauna, notably 
of larval and embryonic stages of fishes, and the locality, moreover, 
from its northern position represents a number of boreal forms. The 
importance of St. Andrews is at length better recognized, and a sub-
stantial grant from the Government will enable a large and permanent 
marine statioll' to be here constructed. The facilities for work have, 
up to the present time, been somewhat primitive-a simple woo.den 
building, single-storie~, has been partitioned off into small rooms, a 
general laboratory, with work places for half a dozen invest~gators, a 
director's room, aquarium, and a small out-lying engine house with 
storage tanks. To the laboratory belongs a small sailboat to assist in 
the work of collecting. 
UL-HOLLAND. 
Holland, in the summer of 1890, opened its zoological station in the 
Helder, a locality which, for this purpose, had long been looked upon with 
the greatest favor. (Pl. xxx, :fig. 2.) There is here an old town at 
the mouth of the Zuyder Zee, the naval stronghold of Holland, a station 
favorable for biological work on account of the rapid-running current 
renewing the waters of the Zee. The station was founded by the support 
of the Zoological Society of the Netherlands, whose valuable work bytbe 
contributions of Hubrecht, Hoek, and Hor~t, has long been known in 
connection with the development of the oyster industry of Holla11d. 
The work of the society had formerly been carried on by means of a 
portable zoological station which the investigators caused to be trans-
plante_d to different points along the East Schelde, favorable on account 
of their :nearness to the supplies of spawning oysters. The present sta-
ion at the Heluer is situated directly adjoining the great dike, a small 
tone building, two story, surrounded by a small park, as seen in the 
adjacent :figure. In it elf the laboratory is a, model one. The rooms 
ar carefully :finished, and every arrangement has been made to ·ecure 
working convenien e . ..f\.. large vestibule leads directly into two labo-
r~tory room and, by a hallway, communicates with the large, well-
lighte li rary and he room of the director. The aquarium room has1 
Smithsonian Report, ,1893. PLATE XXVIII. 
RUSSIAN STATI ON AT VILLE-FRANCHE, FRANCE, NEAR THE ITALIAN FRONTIER. 
RoSCOFF, BRITANY. VIEW OF COURT YARD OF BIOLOGICAL STATION. 
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for convenience, been placed in a small adjacent bunding. The director . 
of this station is Prof. Hoek, and the president of the society is Prof. 
Hubrecht. 
IV.-N.A.PLES. 
The Stazione Zoologica at Naples during the past twenty years has 
earned its reputation as the center of marine biological work, publishing 
in its Mittheilungen the results of its researches, and in its Jahrsberichte 
a summary of the year's contributions to biological sciences. It has 
afforded a locality most favorable for marine research, and has offered 
every convenience for continued studies; it has been the supply center 
for living. and preserved material for the majority of the European 
universities; it has published the results of its investigations in its 
monographs and bulletin in a way that ha.s left little to be desired; 
the range of its researches bas been of the widest and most varied 
interest, botanical, zoological, developmental, physiological, morpho-
logical. Indeed it may strictly be 8aid that wit.bin an equal period of 
time it has coutrilmted more to the advancement of pure biology than 
has any other institution in the worhl. 
The success of the Naples station has doubtless been aided by the 
richness of the fauna of the gulf, but is mainly and unquestionably 
due to its energetic aud car0ful administration. The director of the 
· station, Prof. Dohrn, deserves uo little gratitude from every worker in 
science for his untiring efforts in securing its foundation and system-
atic managemen t. Partly by his private generosity and partly by the 
financial support he obtaiued, the original or eastern building was 
constructed. Its annual maintenance was next assured by the aic~ he 
obtained throughout (mainly) Germany and Austria. By the leasing 
of work tables to be used by the representatives of universities a 
sufficient income was maiu tai11ed to carry on the work of tbe station 
most efficiently. A gift by the German Government of a small steam 
launch added not a little to tl1e collecting facilities. 
Attractiveness is one of the striking features of the Naples station. 
It has nothing of the dusty, uncomfortable, gloomy air of the average 
university laboratory. Its situation is one of the brightest; it bas the 
gulf directly in front, about it the city gardens rich in palm trees and 
bolm oaks. The building itself rises out of beds of century plant and 
cactus· Uke a white palace; the fashionable ·driveway alone separates 
it from the water's edge. In full view is the island of Capri, to the 
eastward is Vesuvius-a·bright aud restful picture to one who leaves 
his work for a five miuutei:;' stroll on the long covered balcony which 
looks out over the sea. 
The student, in fact, knows the Naples station before be visits it, 
although be can hardly anticipate the busy and profitable stay tliat 
there awaits him. He ha,s received the circular from the secretary of 
SM.93-33 
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the laboratory while perhaps in Germany, when he secured the privi-
lege of a table. He is told of the best method of reaching Naples, the 
precautions he must take to secure the safe arrival of his boxes and 
instruments. He is told to · send dire·ctions as to the material ho desires 
for stTidy; he is notified of the suppiies which will be allowe<i him, and 
of the matters of hotels, lodging, and banking, necessary even to a 
biologist. At the first sight of the building he is impressed most fav-
orably, and it is not long before he comes to look upon his work-place 
as bis particular home, open to bim day, night, and holiday. ~e likes 
the general air of quietness-in 110 little way significant of system in 
every branch of the station's organization; his neighbors are friendly, 
and he feels that even the attendants are willing, often anxious to give 
him help. 
At present the station at Naples consists of two buildings, the :first, 
shown in the foreground in tbe accompanying illustration (Pl. xxxr), 
is the older, the main building; behind it is tht newly built physiological 
laboratory. In _the basement of the main building is t.he aquarium, 
well managed, open to the public, and eagerly visited. Passing into 
the aquarium room from the main entrance, one descends into a long, 
dark, concreted room, lighted only through wall tanks brilliant on 
every side with varied forms of life. There are in all about two dozen 
large aquaria embedded in the walls of the sides and of the main par-
tition of the room. The water is clear and blue. The backgrouud in 
each aquaria, built of rock work, catches the light from above and 
throws in clear relief the living inmates. The first tank will perhaps 
be full of starfish and sea urchins, bright in color, often clustered on 
the_ glass each with a dim halo of pale, thread-like feet. In the back-
ground may be a living clump of crinoids, flowering out like a garden 
of bright-colored lilies. 
In a neighboring tank,-rich with dark-colored seaweeds, will be a 
group of flying gurnards, reddish and brilliantly spotted, feeling cau-
tiously along the bottom with the finger-like rays of their wing-shaped 
fins. Here, too, may be squids, delicate and fish-like, swimming timidly 
up and down; perhaps a series of huge triton snails below amid clustered 
eggs of cuttlefish. In another tank would be a, bank of sea anemones 
with all the large and brilliant forms common to southern waters. 
Here may be corl:l,ls in the background and a forest of sea fans in orange, 
red, and yellow, with a precious fringe of pink coral, flowering out in 
yellow, tar-like polyps. There may again be a host of ascidians, deli-
cate, tran parent, solitary forms, the lanky Oiona, the brilliantly crim-
son Cynthia, and huge ma ses of varied, compound forms. Swimming 
in tbe wat r may be cuain of Sal pa and occasionally a number of 
A pbio::rn ; th latter, a they from time to time emerge from the andy 
tom flurry about a if with udden fright, quickly t.o disappear. 
V ri y i n of b triking character of neighboring tanks.· In one, 
brilliant:£ rm will outviethe colors of their neighbors; in another, the 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. PLATE XXIX. 
PLYMOUTH. INTERIOR OF AQUARIUM ROOM. 
BRITISH MARINE LABORATORY, PLYMOUTH. (AUGUST, 1892.) 
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least obtrusive mimicry ill h xernplified. The tranger has often to 
examine carefully befor , in the eemi1wly mpty tank, be can deter-
mine on every side t he living forms who, e color characters screen them 
effectively. Thus h will see sand-colored ray, and :flounders, the 
upturned eyes of the curious star-gazer almost buried in the sand, a 
series of mottled crn tacean s wedged in a rocky background, an occa-
sional crab wa11deri11 g rn-1iutiom;ly about, carrying a protective garden 
of seaweeds on his broad back ; odd sec.L horses po, ing motionless mim-
icking the rough stems of the seaweeds. In the larger tank sea turtles 
float sluggishly about; and coiled amid broken earthern jars are the 
sharp-jawed murrys, suggestive of Roman dinners and of the cultural 
experiments of Pollio. Aeration in the aquaria is secured effectively 
by streams of air which are forced in at the water surface and subdi-
vide into bright clouds of minute silvery bubbles. The tanks are 
cared for from the rear passageways; attendants are never seen by 
visitors, a11d constant attention has given tbe aquaria a well-earned 
- reputation . Well-illustrated catalogues in French, German, English, 
and Italian enable the stranger to be better appreciate the aquarium. 
To the remainder of the builcliug strallgers are not admitted.. A 
marble st airway leads from tbe door of the aquarium to a loggiarwhich 
opens into t.be territor y of the students. A long pathway of grating 
extends aeross the open center of the building-whose skylight top 
admits the light to the aqu_ariuru below. On the one band is the main 
laboratory room, on the other the _library and separate rooms intended 
for more for tuna,te investigators. One enters the main laboratory, 
.passes a wall of student aquaria, and sees a series of alcoves formed by 
low partitions, each work-place with its occupant, his apparatus, his 
books, his j ars- altogether often a pictnre not of the utmost tidiness. 
A small iron staircase leads to :-:i, gallery, which gives a second tier of 
work-places and doubles the working capacity of the room. Here, side 
by side, will be representative workerR from universities of every coun-
try of Europe. 
The library room adds not a little to the attractiveness of the Naples 
stati011. ( Pl. xxx1, fig .1.) It is a long· room, and, as shown in the figure, 
is adorned with frescoes in a tmly Italian style. It ·looks out into a 
long loggia with view of tlle sea and Caprj, where the student is wont to 
retire in after 1 uneheon hour with easy eh air and book. The working 
library is of the best, and is sure to contain the results of the most recei~t 
researcheR. The desk shown in the figure is one on which each day is 
to be found the latest publications. In the upper pigeon holes are the 
cards prepared for each investigator on his advent to Naples; with 
these he replaces the volumes which be has taken to his work place. 
Every division of the laboratory is carefully organized, and is under 
the charge of a special assistant. Prof. Hugo Eisig, the . assistant 
director, has ta ken the welfare of each student under his personal 
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charge, and it is not until the end of his stay that the visitor recognizes 
how much bas been done for him. 
·There is no more interesting department of the station than that of 
receiving and distributing the material. Jt.s headquarters is iu the 
basement of the physiological laboratory, and here Cav. Lo Bianco is 
to be found bu:sy with his aids a·nd attendants amid a confusion of 
pans, dishes, and tables, encountering the Neapolitan fishermen who 
have learned to briug-all of their rarities to the station. The specimens 
are quickly assorted by the attendants; such as may not be needed for 
the immediate use of the iuvestigators are retained and prepared for 
shipment to the n11iversities throughout Europe. The methods of kill-
ing and preserving marine forms have been made a most careful study 
by Lo Bianco, and his preparations have gained him a world-wide rep-
utation. Delicate jelly-fish· are to be preserved distended, and the frail 
, form8 of almost every group have been successfully fixed. The methods 
of the Naples station were kept secret only un til it was possible to 
verify and improve them, as it was not deemed desirable to have them 
given out in a scattered way by a number of investigators. 
· Lo Bianco has made the best use of the rich material passing daily 
through his department, and has been enabled to prepare the most 
valuable records as to spawning seasons and as to larval conditions. 
He knows the exact station of the rarest species, and it seems to the 
stranger a difficult matter to ask for a form which can not be directly 
or iudirectly procured. It, adds no little to the time saving of the 
student to find each morning at his work place the fresh material 
which be bas ordered the day before, often in embarrassment rather 
than dearth of riches. 
A collecting trip o,ften occurs as a pleasant change from the indoor 
work of the investigator. An excursion to Capri may be planned; the 
launch will l)e brought to the quay near the station, and the party will 
embark. The collecting tubs .are soon sca,ttered over the deck, and 
filled with the dredge contents. Some of the passengers are quickly 
at work sorting out their material, one seizing brachiopods, anotller 
compound a~cidians, another sponges. Others will wait until the sur-
face nets have been brought in and the coutents tume<l into jars. All 
will depend upon Lo Bianco as an appellate judge in matters of identi-
fication. 
Many American · have availed themselves of the privileges of Naples, 
and t lt~ former lack of , upport of :111 American table needs little com-
me11t. Of those who have hitberto visited Naples more than three-
quart r have been indebted to the courtesies of German universities. 
At pr nt of the wo American tables one is npported by the Smith-
'Ouian In titution the other by gift of Mr. Agassiz. 
Th ntir Italian oa:t i ,· o rich in its fauna that it is due perhaps 
11 1 to Ii T ,atn of ..... apl that, o few stations have been founded. 
e :iua ha · it. rnt r ting laboratory well known in the work of its 
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director, Prof. Kleinenberg. The Adriatic, especially favorable for 
collecting, has at Istria a small station on the Dalmatian coast, and at 
Trieste is the .Austrian station. 
V.-TRIESTE. 
Trieste possesses one of the oldest and most honored of marine 
observatories, although its station is but small in comparison with that 
of N aples
1 
Plymouth, or Roscoff. Its work has in no small way been' 
limited by scanty income; it has offered the investigator fewer 
advantages and bas therefore become outrivalled. ·During the greater 
part of the year if is but little · more than _the supply station of the 
University of Vienna, providing fresh material for the students of 
Prof. Claus. Its percentage of foreign investigators appears small; its 
visitors are usually from Vienna and of its university. 
Trieste is, in itself, a small but busy city; growing in active commerce. 
Its quays are massive and bristle with odd-shaped shipping of the 
eastern Mediterranean. Its deep and basin-like harbor affords a col-
lecting ground as rich as the Gulf of Naples. 
The station has been located at a quiet corner of the harbor, just 
beyond tbe edge of the light-house. (Pl. xxxn, fig. 2.) I ts building is 
somewhat chftlet-like, sitmited on a small, well-wooded knoll, as seen in 
the adja,cent :figmt>. About it are trellis-covered grounds inclosed hy 
high walls, and separated ·from the harbor only by the main roadway 
of the quays. One enters the laboratory garden through a large gate-
way and passes into a courtyard whose outhouses disclose the pails 
a11 d nets of the marine laboratory . . Perhaps an attendant 'fill here be 
sortiug out the rarities which a bronze-legged fisherman bas just 
brought in . 
.A library and the rooms of the director, Dr. Graeffe, are close by the 
entrance of the building. In the basement is the aquarium room-some-
what dark and cellar-like; its tanks small and shallow, their inmates 
representing especially stages of Adriatic bydroids and anthozoa11s. 
On the second story are the investigator's rooms-large, well lighted, 
looking out over garden and sea. Near by is a museum of local fauna, 
rich in crustaceans and in the l~rval stages of Adriatic fishes. 
VI-IX.-GERMANY, NORWAY, SWEDEN, RUSSIA. 
The German universities havP, contributed to such a degree to the 
building up of the station at Naples that they have hitherto been little 
able to avail themselves of the more convenient but less favorable region 
of German coasts. The collecting resources of the North Sea and of 
the Baltic have perhaps been not sufficiently rich to warrant the estab-
lishment of a central station. On the side of the Baltic, the University 
of Kiel, directly on the coast~ may itself be regarded as a marine sta-
tion. At present the interest in founding local marine laboratories has, 
however, become stronger. The newly acquired Heligoland has become 
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the se·at of a well-equipped governmeutal statiou. (Plate xxxm.) 
The island has been long known as most favorable in collecting regious, 
and its position in the midst of the North Sea fisheries gives it especial 
importance. Its . present building is three-storied, of stone, situated 
near the water in the small town on the Jutland side of the island. As 
yet the station has not to compete with its larger rivals, but its work 
has been so designed on the sides of pure biology, botany, and practi-
cal fisheries, that its growth seems an assured and speedy one. Work-
places are provided for four investigators. Its director is Dr. F. 
Heinke; his assistants, Drs. Hart,laub, Ehrenbaum, and Kuckuck. 
The Istrian laboratory . at Rovingo, a favorable collecting point on 
the Adriatic, is to be included among tbe German stations. It was 
destined by Dr. Hermes, its founder, as the supply depot of the Berlin 
aquarium. -Of its work-places, two have been rented by the Prussian 
Government, and a tbird is at the disposal of Dr. Hermes. 
Germany, however, is facile princeps in its active ai<l. in the prow.otion 
of fresh water stations; that situated on the margin of the lake of Pion, 
in Holstein, near the Baltic, deserves, even in t.J.lis connection, a passing 
notice. Its building and equipment are certainly as complete as of the 
best class of marine laboratories (Pl. xxx1v); its management is an 
entirely similar one, and its director, Dr. Otto Zacharias, has given it 
every care to make its success permanent and increasing. The publi-
cation of its Forsclmngsberichte has already given it a prominent 
place among the stations of biological research. 
Norway, like Germany, is strengthening its interest in local marine 
laboratories. Two permanent stations have quite recently been estab-
lished, one at Bergen, the other at Drobak, a dvzen miles south of 
Christiana. The former is the larger, a dependency of the museum of 
Bergen. It is under the charge of Dr. Brunchorst, to whom its foun-
dation is due, and Drs. Appellof and Hansen. Its two-storied villa-like 
building provides work places for eight investigators. A well-main-
tained aquarium on the first floor is open to the public. The second and 
smaller station is devoted almost exclusl vely to research in morphology. 
It is a dependency of the University of Christiana and is under the 
directorship of one of its professors, Dr. Johan Hjort. With the rich-
est collecting resource~ these uew stations may naturally be expected to 
yield most important results. 
The Swedish station has long· been associated with the work of its 
late director, Prof. Loven. It is situated on the west coast 1iear the 
city of Gothenburg. Its three original buildings, a laboratory aud two 
dwelling hou e, , were constructed about fifteen years ago by a gift of 
Dr. Regn ll, of Stockholm. The laboratory is a wooden building well 
furni h d with aquaria, provided iu its second story with separate work-
plac for inve, ti rator . It is at pre ent maintained by governmental 
ub i y. I r ·ently app0inted dire('tor i Dr. Hjalmar Theel, of the 
tat fo · um a t ckllolm. lti,.; ·tudent · are mainly from the Uni-
Smi thsonian Report, 1893. PLATE XXX. 
ZOOLOGICAL . STATION AT ST. ANDREWS, SCOTLAND. 
DUTCH ZOOLOGICAL STATION AT THE HELDER. 
Figure from Tijdschr. d . Ned. Dierk. Vereen, 5 Juli, 1890. 

Smithsonian Report, 1893. PLATE XXXI. 
THE LIBRARY OF THE NAPLES STATION. (JUNE, 1892.) 
THE ZOOLOGICAL STATION AT NAPLES. (MAY, 1892.) 
··~ I· 
Smithson ian Report, 1893, PLATE XXXII. 
BIOLOGICAL STATION AT BERGEN, NORWAY. 
THE STATION AT TRIESTE. 

Smithsonian Report, 1893. PLATE XXXIII. 
THE STATION AT HELIGOLAND. 

Smithsonian Report , 1893 . PLATE XXXIV. 
BIOLOGICAL STATION ON LAKE OF PLON (HOLSTEIN) NEAR KIEL. 
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versity of Upsala. Up to the present time foreigners have not been 
admitted. 
Russians have ever be~n most enthusia,stic in marine research, and 
their investigait'ors are to be found in neady every marine station of 
Europe. The French laboratory 011 the Mediterranean at Ville-Franche 
is essentia,lly s11pported by Russians. At Naples they are often next 
in numbers to the Germans and Austrians. The learned societies of 
Moscow and St. Petersburg have contributed in no little way to marine 
research. The station at Sebastopol, 611 the Black Sea:, has become 
permanent, possessing an assured income. That near the Convent 
Solovetsky, on the White Sea, though small, is of marked importance. 
It is already in its thirteent,h year. Prof. Wagner, of St. Petersburg, 
has been its most earnest promoter as well as constant visitor. He, 
in faet, caused the superior of the convent to become interested in its 
work and secured a permanent building by the convent's grant; he was 
then fmabled by an appropriation from the Government to provide an 
equipment and is now agitating the matter of the appointment .of a 
permanent director. The annual maintenance of the station is due to 
the Society of Naturalists of St. Petersburg. Solovetskaia is said to 
possess the richest collecting region of the Russian coasts. Its lab-
ratory is certainly the only one which has at its ~ommand a truly Arctic 
fauna. 

THE AIR AND LIFE.* 
By HENRY DE V ARIGNY. 
Every living thing breathes, and to maintain life air is as essential 
as .water and food and a certain degree of heat. This sounds like an 
altogether commonplace idea, and one over ;.hich there would be no 
reason to linger were it not that modern science in its exact analysis of 
phenomena has brought to light many curious facts which show how 
varied are the relations between the living organism and its environ-
ment. 
Before we discuss these various relations, let us Ray a few words 
about the air itself. It surrounds our globe on all sides to a height 
not actually kuown, but as life probably can not be maintained beyond 
10,000 or 15,000 meters, the air beyond that distance is of no interest 
for our present purpose. It appears, also, that there is no life in our 
seas at a depth greater than 8,000 or 10,000 meters, so that we may 
say that all living things are contained in a stratum not more than 
20,000 or 25,000 kilometers thick. In this thin layer, wherein life attains 
its maximum density at its central part, represented by the sea Im·el, 
all living organisms are contained. It. is small when compared with 
the dimensions of the earth and the immensities of celestial space, but 
it becomes all the more wonderful in view of the variety of the 
forms evolved in it and the development attafoed by some of them. 
Each organism bears its portion of the weight of this atmosphere, 
a person of average stature supporting several thousand kilograms. 
The air contains aqueous vapor, bolds in suspension different sorts of 
dust, is stirred by numberless motions; and each of these qualities has 
an effect upon life. 
Chemically considered, air is composed of varions elements. It is 
not a simple body, as was supposed up to the end of the last century, 
but a mixture of gaseous bodies, susceptible of analysis and separa-
tion. It is a mixture and not a combinad.on, for its elements unite 
without electric or thermic phenomena, and it is a mixture in which 
the relative proportio11s of the component parts may be considered as 
practically constant. 
Three of its elements preponderate either as to quantity or in physi-
" T-r:anslated from Re1:11 e des Deux Mo11des, July, 1893; vol. cxvnr, pp. 95-124. 
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ological importance, viz, oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid. Where do 
these el6ments come from, What is their proportion, What becomes 
of them, We naturally ask these questions, and it does not seem out 
of place to consider them here. In our examination of the relations 
between the atmosphere and the living being our chief concern will be 
the influence of organisms on the air, although in the course of our 
study the influence of air upon organisms will also come under notice. 
I.-CONSTITUEN'l'S OF '.fHE A'l'MOS PHERE. 
Oxygen was discovered by Priestley and Scheele in 1774:. Not long 
after, Lavoisier proved by very simple experiments that oxygen is one 
of the constituent elements of air and that air itself is a compound-a 
mixture of gases. The reader could not do better than to consult· on 
this point Mr. Berthelot;s interesting book, L a Rei1olution Ohimique. 
The term oxygen was invented · by Lavoisier. Its discovery made a 
r_evolution in chemistry and in pliysiology and was the beginning of an 
era which has been fertile iu wonderful results. 
Oxygen is a gas heavier1 than air and is specially favorable to com-
bustion and respiration. In 1,000 liters of air there are 208 liters of 
oxygen and 702 liters of nitrogen. These figures have been obtained by 
the numerous and very exact methods now used in chemistry, and the 
same methods have been employed to determine the constancy of the 
· proportion of oxygen. Such investigations were necessary, because 
certain chemists, Dalton and Babinet among others, thought that from 
theoretical considerations the proportion of oxygen in tbe air ought to 
decrease as the elevation increases, that · at the surface of the earth 
there ought to be a little less oxygen and a little more nitrogen, while 
. in the upper regions of the atmosphere the relative proportions would 
be reversed, so that at an altitude of 10 kilometers, for example, the 
volume of oxygen would be 184 to 816 of nitrogen. Direct analysi , 
however, made by Thenard of air obtained by Gay-Lussac at an altitude 
of 7,000 meters, and the experiments of Dumas and Boussingault made 
by means of the weighing mothod, have proved that the facts do uot 
confirm those theories. The relative proportions of oxygen and nitro-
gen iu the air, then, may be said to be uniform and coustant, except 
for slight Ol;easional variations. 
Duma and Boussingault, who studied the air for oxygen in different 
kinds of weather at different aititudes, in different pla.ces and at differ-
ent sea on , obtained practically identical results, with the usual allow-
ance for error . 0th 1· chernistH, Brunner, Regnault, Reiset, Doyere, 
and Bun. en, have all by different methods reached the same conclu ion, 
whi ·b may, therefore, be con 'idered a,s firmly cfl tablisbed. 
Our fir. t que tion i where does thi oxygen in the air come from· 
What a,r it · om· .- ? The p rmaHe11 ·e of the proportion of the ga 
i h • air a111 h normou,' q11antity of it consum cl by living b ing 
au in ·om bu ion uaturall lead u:-; to de.· i l'C an a11 wer on this point. 
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What we know ·about it is that more _ than a trilliou kilograms are 
contained in t he air; that it constitutes nearly half the weight of the 
minerals of the globe and eight-ninths of tlle weight of water, and that 
it abounds in the tissues of all living thing::;. At · present, however, 
but one source of oxygen is known, viz, plants, n, discovery made by 
Priestley aud explained by Perceval and Senebier. Vegetables have 
the property, due to their cblorophyil, of decomposing carbonic acid 
into its elements, carbon, which becomes fixed in their tissues, and 
oxygen, which, on being freed, diffuses its~lf through the atmosphere. 
There are, of course, many chemical reactions which effect a.liberation of 
o~ygen, such as the electrolysis of water, the decomposition of chlorate 
of potassium, or sulphuric acid by Leat, but is .it from 1::mch reactions 
as these or from otbers which occur natuFally, that this gas is liberated 
into the atmosphere1 ,ve do not know. But the fact being accepted 
that the composition of the air remains constant, there must be some 
processes by which the enormous volume of oxygen, absorbed as it is 
by organic and inorganic combustions at every second in every portion 
of the globe, is restored sooner or later to the a tmospbere. J sit possible 
for plants to perform all this chemical laborf This is a question we ask 
without being as yet able to answer. Everything seems to indicate 
however that they do suffice for it . 
.Although the proportion of oxygeu in tlle air is constant, or practi-
cally so, yet it must not be forgotten that certain local conditiom; tend 
to increase or diminish its usual ratio. The air loses oxygen in places 
crowded with living beings, in places where .substances oxidize either 
slowly or rapidly, as in public balls, for instance, or in mines, and a 
cbernica.l analysis of air quickly shows its condition. Wherever there 
is consumption of oxygen without sufficient circulation of air the pro-
portion of oxygen is lessened. These local variations, however, do not 
affect the composition of the whole any more than it is affected by 
forests, where there is abundant production of oxygen. 
Let us now proceed to consider nitrogen. Tltis gas was discovered 
by Rutl:J.Brford in 1772, and was proved by Lavoisier to enter into the 
mixture wbieb we know under the name of air. It is lighter than air 
and forms seventy-nine one-hundredths _of its bulk. It neither burns 
nor is it combustible. It does not serve for respiration, nor can it sustain 
life. It is ·not toxic, but merely inert, indifferent, and for respiratory 
purposes inactive. Our knowledge of its origin js limited. We know 
that it is produced by certain thermal springs, the sulphurous ones in 
partfoular. We know that it is contained in tbe excretions of animals 
and that t.hey have absorbed it from the air they have breathed. Like 
oxygen, it seems to be present in air everywhere in the same propor-
tions. 
These two elements, oxygen .and nitrogen, form the largest and the 
most essential parts of the air. The elements which we shall now con-
sider are only small and variable portions, we might almost say acces-
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sories were it not that analysis shows their part in life to be almost as 
important as the fundamental and essential elements. 
The chief of the accessory elements is carbonic acid. Very small 
quantities of it exist in the air in proportions of 4 or 5 to 10,000 vol-
umes of air. Relatively it is a heavy gas and distinctly unfavorable 
to respiration or combustion, as Priestley' discovered. Its proportionin 
the air is not fixed, but varies according to place and. condition much 
more than does that of the other gases. De Saussure discovered very 
marked variations as long ago as 1827, varying betweer1 3·15 and 15·74 
per 10,000. Boussingault and Levy found a difference between Paris 
and .Andilly of 3·19 in the town and 2·99 in the village. Roscoe and 
McDougall found not so much difference between Manchester and its 
environs, but at Olermont•Ferrand M. Truchot gives figures of 3·15 
per 10,000; at Puy de Dome, of 2·03, and at Pie de Sancey, 1·72. These 
examples are enough to show that the quantity of carbonic acid in the 
air varies considerably and that the air of high places and of the 
country is much purer than in towns. .A variation also is produced by 
the seasons, the month, and the year, and De Saussure notes an increase 
of the gas at night and in cloudy weather. But these variations occur 
in an irregular manner from day to day, although they seem less marked 
above the sea, the air being purer there, as on high mountains. A.gain, 
these variations are much greater in places "\\here the air does not cir-
culate freely and where organic or inorganic combustions are taking 
place. This is not a matter of surprise when we remember that the air 
we have this moment exhaled contains 100 times more carbonic acid 
than the same air when we inhaled it some seconds ag~. This being 
the case, we have only to take a close room with 0ne or more persons in 
it, and in time we could note all the possible proportions of carbonic 
acid were it not that the experiment is self limited. The 110rmal pro-
portion of carbonic acid, as stated by Pettenkoffer, is 0·04 or 0·05 per 
1,000. This may increase in an ill-aired room to 0·54 or 0·70, and in an 
ill-ventilated sick room to 2·4. In a lecture room it may go up to 3·2, 
in a schoolroom to 7·2, and even to 21 in an .Alpine stable, where men 
and beasts huddle together in winter, stopping the chinks against the 
cold. But there soon comes a limit; the men or the animals die sooner 
or later and the production of carbonic acid ceases. They die, killed 
by excess of carbonic acid and by lack of oxygen . · A plnce containing 
more than 4 per cent of carbonic acid and less than 16 per cent of oxygen 
wliich are the proportfons in expired air, becomes rapidly fatal to life. 
But we shall take up this point again when we come to speak of the 
r lation of carbonic acid to life. Our object here is to point out that 
b proportion of carbonic acid increaRes largely in a, confined locality 
an l that it pro rtion vary more than tho e of oxygen and nitrogen. 
The variation d pend upon the rate of production of the ga in 
u -' i n, an on that point w know relatively a good deal. Carbonic 
acid b many urce , one of \ hich we liave mentioned in pa, sing. 
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.All living beings are producers of carbonic acid, and all breathe, 
although with varied force. Respiration, chemically 'considered, is the 
wmbination of a certain quantity of carbon of the body and a certain 
quantity of oxygen of the air; it is a manufacture of carbonic acid 
which is expelled by the lungs. This constant evolution of carbonic 
ucid by animals and also by plants, which breathe like animals, cer-
tainly varies in intensity; and we know that in the same species of 
animal, for example, the male produces more than the female, the adult 
more than the very young or the very old, the strong more than the 
weak, etc. Everyone knows also that this production is increased by 
exercise, by movement, by sunlight, by the taking of food; diminished 
by rest, by darkness, by want of food. It may be said that on the aver-
age man exhales 20 liters of carbonic acid every hour, or nearly a kilo-
gram in the ,twenty-four. The sheep produces more and the bull about 
7 and 8 kilograms. To fully appreciate, however, the rate of produc-
tion of carbonic acid by animals, let 'us state it differently and bring it 
down to a common unit, the kilogram of the weight of an animal. 
The total amount produc~d will then be compared with the number of 
kilograms that the animal weighs, and we can say that a kilogram of 
horse or ox, or of duck, produces such and such a quantity every 
twenty-four hours_. By this method we find that birds are the grea~est 
producers of carbonic acid. A kilogram of ox excretes from 3 to 7 
grams of carbon every twenty-four hours, a kilogram of turkey about 
20 grams, a kilogram of newly-hatched chicks 56 grams, and of spar-
rows nearly 60 grams. · This ought not to surprise us, for we know that 
the respiratory activity of birds is very great, and the consequent pro-
duction of carbonic acid necessarily large. 
Boussingault made the calculation, some time ago, that the city of 
Paris alone produces from men and horses about a half a million cubic 
meters every twenty-four hours. At the present time these figures 
would be much larger, and if we estimate the total population of the 
globe at a thousand million, the conclusion is evident that man alone 
casts off 480,000,000 of cubic meters of carbonic acid per day into the 
atmosphere; in other. words, 175,200,000,000 of cubic meters per year! 
It is difficult to calculate the exact productio11 for animals, but it is cer-
tainly double or triple, according to Girardin. We may call the amount 
produced by auimals and men together 700,000,000,000 of cubic meters 
per year. If we add to this the productions from plants, frDm the com-
bustion of wood and coal, the slow production from the whole terres-
trial surface where vegetable matter is decaying, from mineral sources, 
from volcanoes and their surrouudings (Cotopa,xi exhales, according to 
Boussingault, more than all Paris), from natural spriugs, from terres-
trial depths, it will not surprise us that Mr . .Armand Gautier concludes 
that 2,500,000,000,000 [2½ billion I -of cubic meters of carbonic acid is 
produced every year. And even that enormou~ su.oi is certainly less 
thau the a.,ctual fact, 
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With this formidable amount of production in view, we may well be 
astonished that the proportion of carbonic acid in the atmosphere 
remains so slight, for we can easily calculate what proportions it would 
reach in ten, twenty, or a hundred years, and how fatal such propor-
tions would be to life, were there not some cause constantly at work 
destroying this gas. We are sure therefore that some powerful means 
eliminates this gas from the atmosphere in about the proportion in 
which it is produced. Three of these means we know, viz, animals, 
plants, and the sea. 
Although plants by their respiratory function are exhalers of car-
bonic acid, they absorb a much larger quantity of it for their nutrition. 
They absorb this gas and decompose it into its elements, carbon, which 
becomes pa,rt of their tissues, and oxygen, which they restore to the 
air. Plants are great producers of oxygen. 
Next in order of carbonic-acid destroyers are animals having skele-
tons or calcareous carapaces, such as shellfish, corals, nearly,allma,rine 
and terrestrial animals which form carbonate of lime. Van Dechen 
has estimated that the calcareous strata of the carboniferous rocks 
alone contain six times more carbon than the atmosphere now has, a fact 
which suggested to Sterry Hunt, the American geologist, that there 
must be some other source of carbonic acid, namely, interstellar space. 
Indeed, if the carboniferous rocks should liberate i11to the ~.tmosphere 
all the carbonic acid they contain, the pressure upon that gas would 
be so great that a large part of it would be soon liquified or even 
solidified. (Stanislas Meunier.) 
Lastly, the sea has a most impo~tant part in the absorption and 
regulation of the production of carbonic acid, and thus prevents its 
accumulation in the air beyond certain limits. Experiments made by 
Mr. cbloe ·ing prove that sea-water holds in solution a much larger 
quantity of carbonic acid than the air contains. vVhen · carbonic acid 
iucr ai-:.e in the air on account of a production in excess of the destruc-
tion, a portion of it becomes dissolved in the sea water and unites 
with th neutral in, oluble carbonate of lime that tllat water always 
ntain · to form a soluble bicarbonate. Inversely, when the quantity 
f ·arb ni acid diminishes in the atmosphere, the soluble bicarbo-
n t cl ompo e into the neutral carbonate which remains in the 
, nd into carbonic acid; which penetrates into the atmosphere. 
In_ hor w en there is equilibrium of tension between the carbonic 
a ·11 f h atmo phere and the acid of the sea water, nothing is 
pr 1 · but the moment the equilibrium of tem,ion is destroyed the 
'. pr · d, Y thi irnple chemical proce ~, to restore it. This 
:1u. rn nt n tautly going on, is made po sible because the sea con-
m ·. m 1 h great r amount of carbonic acid thau the atmospbere-
n nn m r a rding to a calculation of Mr. Schloesing. However 
rrh ' t • 1 n h pr du tion of carbonic acid may be on the urface of 
t Tl l 11 1 ie g ut we hav enumerated, we are certain that 
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the proportions of this gas in the atmosphere as a whole ~an vary 
but slightly, owing to the power of the sea to absorb the gas and main-
tain the equilibrium. 
There is no doubt that oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid are the 
most important elements of the air from a chemical standpoint. Other 
bodies, however, are normal in the atmosphere. Ammonia is one of. 
. them. It bas beefffound by G. Ville in the extremely small proportion of , 
24 grams per 1,000,000 kilograms of air. Nitric acid is another which 
bas been discovered in rain water in the proportion of 1 to 10 mirngrams . 
in a liter of water. Ozone also is found, oxygen that has become con-
densed or in some way more potent under the influence of atmospheric 
electricity. But as a matter of fact these bodies exist in the air in 
very trifling proportions and there is no need to consider them further 
at present. Their functions with regard to life are, however, clea_', 
and we will mention them again further on. 
II.-CHEMICAL EFFEC'l'S OF ATMOSPHERIC GASES. 
Having now become acquainted with the elements of the atmos-
phere, their' relative proportions in the aerial mixtm~e~ the manner in 
which they are produced and destroyed, and assuming that it is a 
fairly well established principle that the composition of air varies but 
little, remaining the same within the above indicated limits, and having 
shown the part performed by animate life in maintaining the composi-
tion of the atmosphere, we may now discuss the functions of the atmos-
phere with reference to animate life. ' 
For simplification we shall make a separate examination of the func-
tion performed by the several constituent elements of air. Oxygen is, 
to all appearances, the vital gas par excellence, and with it we shall 
begiu. It is universally known to be necessary for the respiration of 
animals and men, and its great usefulness has been clearly demon-
strated by physiology. Man is a great consumer of it, inhaled air con-
tainin g on an average from 20 to 21 volumes of oxygen while there are 
but 16 volumes in exhaled air, the organism therefore has absorbed 4 
volumes. In twenty-four hours the human body retains over 740 grams, 
or 51G,500 cubic centimeters, representing for all manki11d an aggregate 
of 500,000,000 cubic meters per day. Children and aged people con-
sume less oxygen than the middle aged~ the latter absorbing 914 grams 
ih twenty-four hours, while 375 gTams suffice for a child of 8 years. 
Various other conditions also exert a perceptible influence, a person's 
vigor, sex, external temperature, inaction or activity either increasing 
or diminishiug the consumption of oxygen. The gas is absorbed by the 
tissues which it reaches chiefly through the lungs and blood, although 
one.eightieth as much as is taken up by the lungs is absorbed by the skin. 
All living tissues require oxygen, for all breathe, and the lungs are noth-
ing but the instrument ofrespiration. The chemical operation by which 
respiration is essentially con8tituted is performed elsewhere, in the 
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tissues themselves. '.rhe lungs, notwithstanding the opinion of physiolo-
gists ofthelastcenturyand of Lavoisier himself, are but the inlet through 
which the vital gas is admitted. Respiration is an operation essentially 
chemical; the oxygen in air passes through the walls of the exceedingly 
fine capillaries of the lungs, where it finds in the red globules of blood a 
certain substance, hemoglobin, which unites with it by virtue of its 
chemical affinity and transports it to every part of tlie organism, there 
to assist fn the chemical operations, especially the oxidations which 
attend life in the cells and tissues or in the organs formed by them. 
The result is a production of carbonic acid, the oxygen of which is 
supplied by th~ air and the carbon by the tissues. Blood is then noth-
ing but a vehicle; it brings the requisite oxygen to the tissue~ and 
carries off the carbonic acid which would soon cause death, if allowed 
to accumulate there. 
While r espiration is common to all animals, it is far from being 
equally active in all; it is more intense in birds than in rna.mmals, in 
mammals than in reptiles and mollusks; on the other baud, an active 
animal will consume more oxygen than a slothful one or one plunged in 
sleep, lethargy or hibema.tion. Yet all animals breathe ; none can dis-
pense with oxygen, and if that· gas fails them, they die. 
It is not otherwise with vegetables. True, plants exhale oxygen 
through their function of nutrition, but, as was pointed out by Priestley, 
they absorb some through their function of respiration. With them also 
this function may vary in intensity. During germiuation a large quau 
_tity of oxygen is required and we thus understand why so many seeds 
can not germinate under water where the supply of oxygen is insuffi-
cient, or in compact soils that are not easily penetrated by air. One 
seed may demand one-hundredth of its weight in oxygen, another seed 
will thrive on one-thousandth or one-half of one-t,housa.udth, but all 
need some, Plants also require oxygen during growth; they consume 
it in large quantities when blooming, at which time chemical operations 
are so rapid and so intense as to give rise to quite a perceptible produc-
tion of heat. At every iustant in their lives they consume oxygen, and 
it is for thi reason that large quantities are not kept in our dwellings, 
especially at night, when they produce carbonic acid, oxygen lJeing 
exhaled only by day. Even when apparently dead, plants still breathe; 
their eparated parts-blossomsr leaves, fruits-in closed in a vase filled 
with air, consume oxygen and produce carbonic acid. If placed in a 
medium devoid of oxygen, death speedily follows. 
So th n, no life i. ·po· ible without oxygen, neither for animal nor 
for plant . Thi much bas been determined by science sinee the day 
of Lavoi i r' di. cov ry. 
The ha ty conclu ion might be reached by ome that an unu ·ual pro-
rtion of oxygen mak life more in ten e, and that wherever there is 
a la k of air life i al o ab,· nt. InveHtigations by Paul Bert, and 
· iall y 'f. a:t ur during the ht. t fift en or twenty years, have 
uch c n ·lu i n , 
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Living beings are adapted for life in a11 atmosphere containing one-
fourth oxygen and three-fourths nitrogen. Experiments show that if 
the proportion of oxygen be decreased even by one-fourth the air can 
not Rustain life. The adaptation of living beings to the atmosphere is 
thus confined within narrow bounds, and it is therefore proper to ask 
wheth er a yariation in the opposite dfrection, that is, by excess of ox-:i-
gen, wonld not likewise be injurious to life. Paul Bert contributed 
much toward a solution of this problem. Experiments have established 
a fact that seems very strange at :first, but which will less surprise those 
accustorn e-1 to consider the adaptation of living beings to their envir-
onment. Oxygen, the vital and pre-eminently vivifying gas, is also a 
virulent poison, not only for animals, but for plants; for cells as well as 
for the entire organism. If the tension of the oxygen of the air be -
raised t o a certain degree, or, what amounts to the same thing, if its 
volume be increased to a certain proportion, that air becomes at 
on ce a death-dealing agent. This can be demonstrated in two ways, 
either by subjecting the animal or plant to an abllormal atmospheric 
pressure or by placing it in air in which the proportion of oxygen 
has been artificial1y increased. In both instances the same phenomena 
t ake place and death soon supervenes. The cause for this is not well 
known as r egards plants, but Paul Bert has shown that animals die in 
au atmosphere overcharged with oxygen as soon.as their blood cont.aiµs 
one-tL.ir<l more than the normal proportion of oxygen. The reason for 
this is that the hemoglobin in the blood, coming in contact with such 
atmosphere, becomes saturated _with_ oxygen, and after that a por- . 
tion of that gas at once dissolves in the blood, or rather in its liquid 
serum. Therein lies the cause of all the mischief, that oxygen carried 
in the serum is dissolved, free, uncombined, and on coming in contact 
with the tissues it kills tbem. Here we have the method of the proc-
ess, but the cause is not yet understood. We can only ~tate the fac't 
that tissues ca'1. not stand free oxygen and wi11 take and utilize that 
gas only by borrowing it from the red globules which convey it in their 
hemoglobin as already explained. In ot,ber words living tissues absorb 
oxygen indirectly and will not tolerate it when directly supplied. 
Notwithstanding all this, oxygen is none the less a powerful thera-
peutic agent. Like all poisons, it may be administered in beneficial 
doses and a salutary latitude exists between the normal quantity found 
in blood and that at which danger would begin. 
This poisonous property of excessive oxygen is one of the most curi-
ous facts that recent years have brought to our notice, and it is so 
clear, so marked, that it can be no longer open to doubt. 
On the other hand, a genera.I statement that without oxygen there 
can be no life would be quite incorrect. Pasteur's investigations have 
shown that while certain microbes can live only with air and oxygen, 
there are others, which he has called "anaerobic," that thrive best 
wl;t~n deprived of air. It is so with the micro-orga,nisms which c<1use 
_SM 93--34 
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fermentation. They produce fermentation 011ly when in a medium 
devoid of oxygen, and M. Pasteur was fully justified in saying that fer-
mentation is a consequence of life without air. What, then, occurs in a 
fermenting medium~ A particular kind of microbe ( each kind of fer-
m.entation being caused by a special microbe) transported by air or water, 
or intentionally introduced, has been living in that medium for some 
timeon the oxygen therein contained. After a time, the free oxygen hav-
ing been consumed by the microbe, the supply is practica11y exhausted. 
Some oxygen, however, is left in the medium, not free, but in combi-
nation with elements of the latter; and the microbe has the power of 
extracting or decombining that gas and of applying it to its own use. 
As this can only be done by destroying an existing chemical combina-
tion, the elements are released and, in the process of disengagement, 
· cause the characteristic phenomena of fermentation. Thus, in the alco-
holic fermentation of saccharine substances, as cane or grape sugar, the 
microbe removes from the sugar a portion of its component oxygen, 
thus decomposing it into free carbonic acid and alcohol. This is 
one illustration out of a hundred useless to enumerate. All experiments 
prove that wherever fermentation takes place a microbe is present, 
which, unable to find its requisite supply of oxygen, takes it from the 
surrounding substances by decomposing them and changing them into 
new compounds containing in part the same elements as the original, 
but differently united. Thus those microbes that are apparently most 
averse to the contact of air, the anaerobies, breathe oxygen like all 
other beings. We may practically conclude that life is not impossible 
in the absence of free oxygen, and at tlie same time we may assert that 
wherever there is life there is some means by which the living being 
can procure its supply of oxygen. The apparent exception in the case 
of the anaerobic microbes is therefore no exception. 
Between.the essentially anaerobic microbes and those that are aero-
bic, that require free oxygen, there are of course alr the stages of 
transition and it would not be possible here to enter into all the partic-
ulars by which to show that differences exist only in degree. A 
reminder that vegetal!le cells, by reason of their aptitude to cause 
alcoholic fermentation, for instance, are both aerobic and anaerobic 
will suffice. "Let us put a beet in carbonic acid," says Mr. Duclaux, 
"we shall see it make alcohol. Let us also put cherries, plums, apples, 
auy kiud of sweet fruit, whole sacchariferous plants, again their sugar 
i partly turned into alcohol and carbonic acid. Under these · novel 
condition.· of life they in nowiRc differ from yeast, except that they are 
le, abl to endure 1ife without air, that they do not carry fermentation 
o far and that life cec e.· before a complete transformation of their 
ugar i a ·compli. hed. But these are mere difference in degree." We 
·hnll le ' urpri ed at the ·e diffi rence if we recall the di coveries 
of ul rt m n i n d abov , for we found that even animal ti ues 
r bi ·. id w . not ee that ti ue are killed by free oxygen 
rum of blood, and that they derive no advantage from 
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that gas unless they take it from the combiuat.ion of oxygen with hem-
oglobin 1 Anaerobism is then a characteristic of animal tissues no less 
than of certain microbes, and yet none of them can dispense with oxygen. 
There is no life without oxygen; yet, 110 life with too much oxygen. 
Such is the conclusion that has bee,u established by actual fads. 
We sball uow discuss nitrogen. As may be inferre1l from its other 
name, "azote," nitrogen is unfit for the sustenance of life, and any 
animal or plant placed in an atmosphere of nitrogen will die a speedy 
death. Not that this gas is poisonous, for we inhale it in large quan-
tities without feeling its influence, but it is inert, ineffective, neither 
an agent in-nor a subject for-combustion. It has no share in respir-
ation ,and it would seem that its only function in the atmosphere is to mit-
igate the action of oxygen. Death would soon follow in an atmosphere 
of oxygen alone, through injury to the lungs and poisoning of the tis-
sues, but when mixed with an inert gas the oxygen penetrates the ogan-
ism in moderate quantities only. Oxygen is tempered by nitrogen in 
the same manner as tbe alcohol in wine is tempered by water. That 
is, to be sure, a very useful function, but of a negative order. And yet 
what else can be expected of an inert gaH l If however some account 
be taken of the chemical constitution of living beings and of the 
aburnfa,nce of nitrogen they contain; if also account be taken of the 
fact that four-fifths of the atmosphere consists of nitrogen and that 
animals will die when deprived of nitrogenous food, as was shown by 
Magendie, it would seem that that gas must perform some other more 
important and active function. Let us take this well-established fact 
for a starting point: Nitrogenous food is indispensable to maintain life 
in beings of the higlier orders. How can plants which directly or 
indirectly provide the nutriment. of those beings, lay up a supply of 
nitrogeu ¥ The natural answer is, they take it from the atmosphere. 
But bow1 
That question is oue that has engrossed the earnest attention of 
chemists a11d agriculturiRts, and in France, notably, Boussingault, 
Berthelot, Deherain, and George Ville have devoted considerable time to 
its study. They ascertained that certain plants obtain nitrogen eithe~ 
in the form of nitrates produced by combination of the nitric acid of the 
air with substances in the soil, or in the form of ammoniacal vapors 
But M. Berthelot several years ago showed that there was another 
factor in the problem, that the soil doubtless contains microbes endowed 
with the power of so treatiug the nitrogen of air that it can be a8simi- . 
lated by plants. This theory has lJeen fully confirmed by two German 
scientists, Messrs. Hellriegel and Wilfa,rth, whose most valuable inves-
tigations have beeu re9ently pubfo;hed. They discovered that certain 
plants, and especially leguminous ones, possess the property of thriving 
in soil poor in nitrates, and of taking the requisite quantity of nitrogen 
from the ail' by means of special microbes that live on their roots. If 
the microbes are destroyed, the growth of the ph1nt will be stunted, if 
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they are aided in reaching the roots by means of sprinkling with water 
in which rich earth has been kept for a few hours, the plant will at 
once prosper. Better still, if two leguminous plants are put in sterilized 
soil, and if, as was done by M. Brea.l of tlle Museum, a small quantity 
of the liquid, charged with microbes that fills the nodes of any thriving 
· leguminous plant, be injected in to tbe root of one of the two plants, 
it flouris~es at once, whilst the other that was not inoculated remains 
stunted. There is :i:lo controverting this demonstration. The microbes 
on the roots of legu1ninous plants are agents through which plants 
assimilate nitrogen. A new stndy is open to agrieulturists and there 
is no doubt that other facts of tbe same purport will be discovered 
in this unsuspected field of investigation. In our present discussion 
we need . only know that atmospheric nitrogen is retained by plants, 
and, as we know that nitrogenous food is necessary to higher beings, 
and that the supply of such food can invariably be traced. back to plants, 
we may conclude that the nitrogen of air is an indispensable agent in 
animal as well as vegetable life. Though an inert, and at first glance 
useless gas, it nevertheless perforrris an essential function in nutrition 
of all beings. Our legitimate conclusion therefore is tha t without nitro-
gen there can be no food, no plants, no life. It is proper to add that 
plants derive nitrogen not exclusivdy.f'rom air, for nitrates and ammo-
nia a]so supply some, but these compournls are themselves drawn from 
atmospheric nitrogen and our proposition remains true. 
We now come to carbonic acid.. That gas, as we know, is in the 
highest degree a noxious element, and without doubt we shall find 
nothing but mischief to charge to its account. It is indeed noxious, 
and we lose no time in expellin g it from our organism; it is irrespira-
ble, and plants as well as animals soon die wlJen placed in a medium 
containing even a comparatively slight prnportion of jt, Even 1 per 
cent of carbonic acid in air causes perceptible disorders to life, and 
when there is 10 per cent life is in danger, aud death is but a question 
of time. The tissues are injured by blood charged with carbonic acid, 
and when we breathe an atmosphere rich with tbi8 gas the blood glob-
ules only imperfectly discharge the carbonic acid that they gathered 
from the tissues, an<'I on returning to these tissues the blood is there-
fore charged with that gas and · lacks oxyge11, or, iu other words, is 
quite unfit to support life. The reason why these bloocl globules retain 
the carbonic acid when coming in contact with impure atmosphere is 
that they are unable to throw it off nnle" sits tension in the atmo phere 
e le than in the globule, . Now, when tlJat g·as is superabundant 
in the. atmo. pher , it. ten ion i greater there than in the globule , 
and in t11 a.b · nee of any can. e inciting separation from the globule , 
th ga. i r tained and uffocate · the animal · by killing its ti ue . 
for roclu ing d ath t11er' iR a decided amestbesia which Bichat 
fully pr d by x riment. in which he injected into the carotid 
and r u c nt r of an a11ima] v nou blood clmrged with carbonic 
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acid and taken from another animal of the same species. It also pro-
duces insensibility when locally applied to the skin, a, form of anms-
. thesia that has beeil long known and frequently utilized. Indeed, 
Pliny tells us, in his Ncitural History, that marble and viuegar benumb 
the parts to which they are applied, so that these may be cut ,)r cau-
terized without causing pain. In this case the a11msthetizing agent is 
the carbonic acid set free by the action of tlie aceUc acid of the vinegar 
on the carbonate of lime. 
When carbonic acid acts upon tile entire organism, instead of on a 
portion of it, as when inhaled into the lungs, it brings about a general 
anmsthesia which has been investigated by several scientists. One of 
these, M. Ozanam, was so well pleased with the result that he did not 
hesitate to recommend that carbonic acid be used for an anmsthetic 
instead of ether or chloroform. So far as we kuow bis advice has not 
been followed and it is unlikely that surgeons will ever avail themselves 
of so dangerous aii agent. Yet a number of eases are known wliere meu 
were thoroughly infected with carbollic acid without suffering death. 
In all such cases, there bas been complete a11msthesia, before which, 
as reported by some of the patients, they passed through a most enchant-
ing stage, when they fancied themselves in 1he . midst of enrapturing 
music and refulgent light. But this stage is soon followed by absolute 
loss of consciousness , and if the poisonous agent continues to pervade 
the blood or fails to separate from it, everlasting sleep is the resalt. 
Accidental de~ths caused by carbonic acid are not rare, and have 
been noted wherever alcoholic fermentation runs its course as in brew-
eries and wine vaults, and where there is a 11atnral or artificial emis-
sion of carbonic acid gas as iu caves or in close or poorly ventilated 
rooms crowded with men or animals. The air in public halls becomes 
rapidly vitiated. As much as 10 parts ·of carl>0nic acid per thousand 
have been found in theaters, i11 school-rooms, and in lecture-halls, and 
in a crowded stable on the Alps the proportiou was as great as 21 parts 
of carbonic acid iu 1 000 parts of air. Atmospheres of this description 
are poisonous, as has ueeu proved. Thns1 during the war in India, 146 
prisoners were confined in a small room at 8 o'clock in the eveuing. 
At 2 in the morning only 50 were living, and at daybreak there 
remained only 23, and these were in a dying condition . In like mauner, 
out of 300 prisoners locked in a poorly ventilated cellar after the battle of 
Austerlitz 260 were suffocated by carbonic acid after a few hour:s. A 
similar accident happened at the celebrated assizes of Oxford, when the 
judges and a portion of the audience were suffocated through the same 
agency. It may be that in those cases the influence of another poison, 
which in the opinion of M. Brown Sequard, is exhaled from the lungs, 
was superaddecl to that of the carbonic add; but it must be conceded 
that the existeuce of such a poison is by no means certain although 
it seems probable. To return to cases of suffocation by carbonic 
acid, we may mention those in which wen and animals are killed by 
gas that, after flowing from JJatural spriugs, accuumlates in neighbor-
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· ing hollows. These "valleys of death" have been described by several 
explorers. No vegetation, no shrubs, not a blade of grass grows there, 
the sterility is absolute. 'l1he ground is bare, stony, and as if under the 
stroke of death. Here and there are scattered the bleaching bones of 
birds, mammals, or even of men, who unaware of the deadly properties 
of those accursed places, have attempted to cross them and have been 
overcome by the .carbonic acid which, heavier than air, ha,s accumulated 
in places sheltered from the winds. · 
Deadly alike for animals and plants, by which it is thro wn off as soon 
as it has been formed in their tissues, the carbonic acid presents indeed 
the appearance of a death-dealing agent, the m·ost noxious of all gases. 
The best that can be said is that it m:1,y act a kindly par t in the hour 
of death of ·superior beings. It accumulates in the organism by slow 
degrees on the approach of death, which is almost invariably by 
asphyxia, and it may be that. when man is. falling into his last sleep, 
when his body is about to undergo the final dissolution, tlns gas serves 
to lull his intelligence, gently produce insen sibility, and assist him 
through the final act of physical life. In any event, this is a likely 
supposition, and it would thus appear that this gas, which is sai<l by 
some physiologists to usher us into thiR world by promoting child-birth, 
intervenes again to facilitate our exit. 
This. is not however the ·sum total of the action of carbonic acid in 
life. It has another function, more active, more essential, of deep inter-
est, and which we ought not to overlook. 
All anima1s, whether directly or indirectly, feed on _plants, and 
plants take from th~ soil the greatest part of their mineral elements. 
Nitrogen and oxygen they take from the atmosphere, but whence 
do they draw the carbon that is so abundant in their t,iE\s ues 1 Two 
sources of supply are known. · Carbonic acid exists in the ground in 
the shape of carbonates formed by its combination with vmfous sub-
stances, and in humus or surface soil co :nposed chiefly of fragments of 
vegetation dead and decomposed. But iuasmuch as lmmus was not 
:wailaule for the first plants, its carbon can not be taken into acc.ount. 
The carbonates in the ground seem therefore in accordance with the 
opinion of Mathieu de Dombasle and a number of agriculturists and 
chemi ts who followed him, to be the only purveyors of carbon necessary 
to plant . Still the experiments of Sprengel, of Saussure aud of others, 
have ._ hown that carbonates were credited with more importance than 
tlley really po ess, aud at a more recent date it has been proved by 
Liebig that plant· thrive well in a soil destitute of carbonates. But 
wbeu e th n do they drive their carbon 1 We now know that they 
take i fr m t lrn atmo ' phere. They possess the property of decompos-
ing th car onic acid of the air and of etting its elements free, releasing 
tb ox n n<l r taining the carbon in their ti 'sues. The 41,000,000 
b c ar . f cul ti vat d land in France ab orb at least sixty millions of 
n · f carb 11 ach year. There are however two conditions ·without 
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which this important operation ~an not be accomplished; the plant 
must be supplied with chlorophyll, the green matter which imparts 
color to the leaves; there must also be solar Hght, and the tempera-
ture must not be too low. As a matter of fact, chlorophyll can only 
decompose carbonic acid in the light and under certain conditions of 
temperature; it ceases to operate in cold weather or in darkness, and 
when it is deficient, when there is a lack of leaves, the plant droops 
and dies from starvation. For it is a point worthy of our careful notice 
that the function of chlorophyll is one of nutrition, decidedly distinct 
from that of respiration, by the operation of which plants, after the man-
ner of animals, absorb oxygen and throw off carbonic acid. These two 
functions are not equally active, the former being much more so· than 
the latter, although it only operates by day. If it were not so and 
if the two functions were exactly balanced, it would be impossible for 
the plant to grow, as it would lose through t.he one what it gained 
through the other. 
It is then chiefly by the medium of the leaves, and in a less degree 
by the roots, that the carbonic acid of the atmosphere is absorbed, and 
in any event, that gas must pass through the leaves, the gl'een parts 
fed with chlorophyll, in order to be utilized by the plant. 
We now see .that this virulent poison, so decidedly noxious that it 
destroys animal life as soon as it accumulates even to a slight degree 
in the atmosphere, is one of the essential foundations of life on the 
globe. If it should disappear from air, vegetation would immediately 
die, and a few days would suffice to accomplish the death of all that 
breathes and moves on the surface of our planet. True, carbonic acid 
by itself is a most noxious substance to life; but when in normal pro-
portions in the atmosphere it is as necessary and indispensable to life 
as it is fatal when the air is surcharged with it. 
The foregoing are the relations of air, studied from the standpoint of 
its chemical compositfon, to 1ife as it manifests itself on earth-of the 
normal air studied without regard to any artificial cause by which it 
may be vitiated-of physiological air, so to speak. 
III.-MECHANICAL EFFEC1.'S OF THE A'l'WfOSPHERE. 
We shall now discuss another phase of this complex question and 
turn our attention to air in connection with its weight. This aspect 
is quite as worthy of investigation as the foregoing, for there is a very 
positive relationship between life and atmospheric pressure. 
As already said, the atmosphere has weight and air exerts a pressure 
on the earth and on all living be_ings. The pressure varies according to 
the level, being lighter in elevated regions and greater in low regions. 
As the barometer is carried from monntain tops toward the plains, 
then to the level of the sea and finally into the depths of mines, it 
plainly shows tlle increase in pressnre. Slight variations of pressure 
have little effect on living beings; but :when the difference is great, 
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when man rises in a balloon or cl imbs mountains, or betakes him elf 
to places where the pressure is naturally or artificially great, he 
. experiences certain effects which deserve some mention. Animals 
as well as men are sensitive to barometric variations, as may be ea~ily 
verified by observation arnl experiment. It is not always essential to 
carry animals up in the air, or to take them down in diving bells that we 
may observe the rnaDner in which they are affected by an increase or 
decrease of pressure, for the experimenter will also experience the 
same effects, the nature of which is such as to m~ke the experiment 
superfluous; investigation may b e conducted in the laboratory where, 
by means of special apparatus, it is possible to lessen the pres-
sure of air to any desired degree, or again to enhance it to points 
which ::--tartle imagination, to such points tbat the air is liquefied, even 
solidified. With proper apparatus we cap. at will obtain a virtually 
absolute vacuum, or pressures of from 800 to 1,000 atmospheres; and 
thus Lave no difficulty in ascertaining the influence of atmospheric 
pressure on animate life, and in confirming th e conclusions drawn from 
the valuable researches made in this field by J ourdanet, Paul Bert, and 
others. · 
A circumstance that should b e noted from the very outset is that all 
beings, whether on . land or in water, can stand without evil conse-
quences certain variations in atmospheric pressure. Man, for instance, 
may work underground at a depth of 1 kilometer without suffering 
inconvenience from the increased pressure, and may rise to altitudes of 
5 or 6 kilometers in the air without fatal results from decreased pres-
sure. The same is true for birds and most mammals, and on the other 
band fish that live in great depths can rise to a certain level without en-
dangering life by lessened pressure, without bursting as they do when 
they rise too near the surface. But it is none the less certain that in 
variations of pressure there are limits beyond which no living beings can 
safely go, and that outsi<le of such limits, which yary somewliat accord-
ing to species or groups, all beings die when the pressure is increased or 
decreased. What is the process of death in both cases~ That is the 
question that co~fronts u s. Let u s first consider the .case of decreased 
pre8sure: what are the symptoms exhibited~ Four hundred years ago 
the J e'uit missionary, Acosta, gave us an excelleut account of the 
effe<:ts attending the ascent of high mountains, arnl consequently the 
effect of rarefactiou of air and decreased pressure. " While climbing a 
mountain ia Peru," ay he, "I was suddenly seized and surprised by 
a, di ' temper , o d atbly arn.l so 'trange that I well nigh dropped from 
my saddl to the g1 ouu<l. - - - Happening then to be alone with 
an Ill(lian, whom I b gg d to a.· i t me in keeping- astride of my horse, 
I was tak u with u ·h a paroxy m of obbing and vomiting that I 
huugLt I would ur ly di . - - - J t only lasted for three or four 
b UI" until we r a ·hell ~L mucJ1 lower region. - And these 
iujuri u.' eff ·t · ar., :£ 1t not nly by me11, but also by beaRts." - - -
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.And further : '' I am inclined to believe that the air m ·that region is 
so subtle and delicate that it is not adapted for human breathing which 
requires it to be coarser and more temperate." The correctness of 
these last words, uttered three hundred years before the time of 
Priestley and Lavoisier, is striking. Tlie ail' at high elevations is 
indeed too rare, too subtle for superior beiugs to breathe. The dis-
te.mper described by Acosta is that which, in different localities, is called 
p·una, soroche, vetci, mountain or balloon sickness. More recent descrip-
tion s of it lrnve been girnn by Tschudi, Lortet, and many others; all 
have observed the dizziness, the vomiting, the anxiety, the fainting by 
whicll it is characterized. Certain experiments by Lortet and by Chau-
veau and others have shown that respiration is abated and at the same 
time quickened. There have been noted intense muscular pain, and 
circulatory and nervous disorders which end in paralysis and death, if, 
as happened in the disaster of the "Zenith," these disorders occur · 
simultaneously for some time. 
Without describing tbe opinions held at various times ~n regard to 
the cause of these dreadful accidents, we shall confine ourselves to 
recalling the explanation recently given by Paul Bert and other physi-
o1ogists. It is a very simple oue; the deadly disorders are brought 
about by a diminution of tbe te11sion of oxygen, the diminution grow-
ing out of the relative rarefaction of that gas, the air being more rari~ 
fled, more dilated, as it were, in eleva,ted than in intermediate regions. 
In truth, Paul Bert's researclies show tliat in these cases the diminution 
of pressure kill::, organisms not by its mechanical effect, but by a chem-
ical effect, by the 8carcity of oxygen, by producing anoxyhemia, or 
deficiency of oxygen i11 the blood. An animal irnmersed iri a rarifi.ed 
atmosphere dies from the same cause as an animal breathing in a close 
non-ventilated space; both die for Jack of oxygen. In the case of fish 
living in great depths, w heu they come too near the surface the gases 
which exists in their bodies in a state of powerful tension easily l;mrst 
the tissues asunder as soon as the exterior pressure becomes notably 
less than the interior. This same thing sometimes happens to man, as 
we shall see presently. 
The case we have just examiued is that of an animal, or man, pas.sing 
gradually from a low or intermediate level to a very high one. We have 
now to collsider another case, that in which the transition from a · 
normal or high pressure to a low one takes place suddenly. Instances 
of this occur wLeu a man working under a pressure of 3 or 4 atmos-
pheres in the caisson ofa bridge pier suddenly returns to tile surface; or 
when a <.liver is too hasty in coming out of the water, or when an reronaut 
is accidentally lifted to high elevations by a ba}Joon overcharged with 
gas. In cases when pressure is rapidly dimiuished death is known to 
supervene in a very short time. An animal placed in a bell glass in 
which the pressure, normal at. first, is suddenly lowered by means of a 
few strokes of the air-pump, will be prostrated and die forthwith, 
although the final pressure may not be at all incompatible with life, if 
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the diminution be brought on by degrees. We see here some diffuence 
between the phenomena presented and those which occur in the case of 
gradual reduction of pressure, a difference which is explained when we 
examine the bodies of the victims by the fact that there are found 
under the skin, in the tissues and in the vessels, free gases, a condi-
tion that never occurs normally. The cause of death is revealed by 
these gases. Blood and all the tissues constantly contain, as we know, 
gases sucb as oxygen, i1itrogen, etc., that are either free or combined 
with the globules, and in proportions which vary with tb.e external 
pressure; that is, according to the degree of tension of the same gases 
in. the atmosphere. If the barometric pressure gradually decreases, 
the tension of the gases in the organism decreases in the same manner. 
The gases gradually pass from the blood into the atmosphere without 
causing any disorder. But if the rarefaction is sudden, this gradual 
operation can not be accomplished, and the result is that the gases in 
the blood and tissues, being in con tact with an atmosphere in which 
the pressure is much less than in the blood, are suddenly released in 
the shape of bubbles and the circulation h, paralyzed. To avoid acci-
dents of this kiud men working in compressed air are always cautioned 
against a too sudden return to the open air: They have little to fear 
from the compressed air; an the danger lies in the removal of this com-
pression. "We pay as we go out,'' as they put it in their picturesque 
language. 
So mu9h for a decrease of pressure, whether rapid or slow. In the 
case of slow depression the harm is done by a deficiency of oxygen, by 
anoxyhemia, and it is for this reason that aeronauts take oxygen along, 
so as to counteract the rarity of the atmospherea,tgreatheights. In the 
case of rapid ·depression, whether the transition be from a high to an 
intermediate or normal pressure, or from an intermediate to a low 
pressure, the trouble arises from another cause, of a mechanical nature, 
from the swift release of tlie gases ·contained in tb~ tissues, and espe-
cially in the blood, therel>y producing a stoppage of the circula-
tion. The presence of free air or of any other gas in the vessels is 
known to quickly produce paralysis of the heart. "Nhenever the sud-
den change of pressure is from high to intermediate, anoxyhemia does 
not intervene and the mechanical cause prevails. If the intermediate 
pressure changes to a, low pressure, anoxyheruia takes place if the 
change is slow. Both anoxyhemia and disengagement of gases occur 
if the cbange is sudden. 
Let· us now couRider the cases in which the preRsure is increased 
That which takes place in the depths of mines need not be discussed, 
for the incr a ·e i in ignifi.cant, and its physiological effects may be left 
out of account. The influence of an increa ed pressure is best studied 
a afl:' ting diver for in tance, and men engaged in sinking bridge 
Th ' m n work in a medium where the barometric pres.sure is 
u h hig·h r han in the <leepe~t mines, for tlle reason that the 
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pressure of water, which is much denser than air, must be offset by a 
considerable compression of air, equal to 3 or 4 atmospheres. When 
that compression is moderate the disorders are slight, and are confined 
to a buzzing sensation in the ears, bleeding of the nose, and benumbing 
of the limbs ; but breathing becomes sfower aud the pulse more lag-
gard. In some cases the nervous system exhibits abnormal excite-
ment, similar to that produced by intoxication. It is quite natural to 
infer that t hese accidents are the result of an increase in the tension 
of carbonic acid and indeed that gas does produce the misGllief so 
long· as the compression does not go beyond_ certain limits, for it accu-
mulates in the organism, and, as a natural consequence~ suffocates aud 
poisons it. But if heavy pressures are brougllt iuto play, as was done 
by P aul Bert, a very uncommon and quite different result is reached. 
That lamented physiologist, laboring under the ' impression that he 
woulrl retard the fatal effect of compression, charged the air with a 
large proportion of oxygen for the purpose of combatting the poisonous 
action of carbonic acid, and was not a little surprised to find that his 
attempts only resulted in precipitating the catastrophe. By analyzing 
the pllenomena he found that under considerable pressure, over 6 
atmospheres, the oxygen of air, by acquiring a very strong tension, 
becomes a poison in the same manner as it does for an animal breath-
ing under normal pressure in a medium abounding in that gas. And 
the evidence of the injurious effects of oxygen is furnished by the fact 
that an animal can easily stand a pressure of 20 atmospheres if the air 
js poor in oxygen, if that gas, being more rare, attains a tension but 
little higher than that which it possesses in the normal air under ordi-
nary pressure. When under excessive tension, or in too great abun-
dance, which amounts to the same thing, oxygen always proves to be a 
poison of the most dangerous kind, and it is for this reason that ani-
mals and men die in a normal atmospheric medium so soon as the pres-
sure increases beyond certain limits. Whether the compression be 
swift or slow, it is the excess of oxygen that is fatal. If we leave out 
of consideration all cases in which the changes of pressure are rapid, 
and in which, as when the pressure is suddenly lessened, a purely 
mechanical agent intervenes, we shall generally find that the action of 
gradual variations is not of a physical nature, but exclusively a chem-
ical one, induced by putting the organism in contact with air that is 
either too rich or too poor in oxygen. 
It is proper to add that habit, here as elsewhere, plays an important 
part.* For inst a-nce, Indians and animals in the Cordilleras are proof 
aga.inst the mountain sickness that attacks travellers, and animals living 
in great depths undergo pressures that no being on land or in shallow 
* Recent investigations conduct ed b y J\;fe8srs. Muntz and Regnarcl have proye(l 
that when carried t o elevat ed r egions or subj ected fur some time to experimental 
r arefaction , a person a cquires t lle p ower of absorbing larger quantities of oxygen; 
This explains the beneficia l effect of a sojourn in the mountains. 
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waters could stand. This however adds no new phase to the que tion. 
There are for all, without exception, certain increases or decreases of 
pressure that prove fatal, and from a general standpoint there is no 
importance in the fact that their adaptations are different, for the differ-
ences are in degree, not in kind, and the nature of the phenomena 
remains uncbauged. 
We are then justified in saying that while tbe influence exerted by 
variations of pressure over animate life is apparently mechanical it is 
actually a chemical one. Does this also apply to t he action of atmos-
pheric movements, If we leave out of consideration the effect ou the 
chemical composition of air had by the winds and other atmospheric 
motions in promotiug a diffusion of such gases as are produced in abund-
ance at various places, together with the regulating action of the ocean, 
we shall satisfy ourselves that the influence of these movements is purely 
physical. Looking at this question from the particular point of view 
of this discussion, these movements must be considered as regulators of 
temperature and as propagators of certain forms of life. · They must of 
necessity be the former, since winds are chiefly caused by unequal heat-
ing of tbe gl'ound and air in diff~rent places, and, if there were no wind, 
the temperature would soon become unbearable and noxious to life. 
Without winds, the water from the ocean wonlrl not be carried overland 
by the clouds, and great droughts would follow. W ithout winds, air 
vitiated by local causes would remain iu that condition; imp~re gases 
from natural or artificial sources would disperse but slowly. Wind is 
the cleaner, the sweeper of the air; it drives it, stirs it, mixes it, trans-
ports it over every land and every sea, aud insures a general distribution 
in the whole atmosphere of such elements as are produced in 1:mper-
abunda,nce at any one point. It maintaius the purity of the :1tmosphere, 
or at least its homogeneous composition, and aids in preventing exces-
sive in~quality of temperature. 
Atmospheric movements also assist.in regulating the individual tem-
perature of men and h.omeothermic a,nimals. Wind keeps air from . 
becoming saturated with moisture. We all know how oppressive beat 
is in a warm and moist atmosphere when perspiration is not easily evap-
orated, and ou the other band, absolutely dry air is not without its incon-
venience and irritates the lungs. By distributing in every part of the 
atmosphere the moisture which is plentifully produced iu some of its 
parts, wind does living beings a grea.t service. It is also useful in pro-
moting the di persion of a number of insects and vegetables, which it 
carrie afar, ueyond tbe sea, to distant islands and continents. But it 
al o i objectionable, in that it scatters at the same time the l)atlrngenic 
microbe and ·pread di eases of which they are the cau e. I sLall not 
now <l well on thi point, for it will claim our attention later. It i , 
n ugh n w to note th imultaneous influence for good and evil wbieh 
x r ·i u by atmo. h ric movemeutR, the nature of ·uch iuflu nee 
in ,n i1· 1 u to that of the objects tran sported by tbern. 
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IV.-SECONDARY INGREDIENTS OF THE ATMOSPHERE. 
We ha,ve now examine<l tbe relationship of animate life with the 
chemical composition of air, with its pressure and its movements. It 
remains for us to consider the relationship with air contents. There 
are many accidental, secondary. inconstant . elements in air. Some are 
gaseous, of natural or artifieiaJ origin, such as carbonic oxide, carburetted 
hydrogen, and hundreds of others. We shall say nothing of these here, 
for after all every substance known in chemistry may, according to 
locality and circumstances, be found in air, and their presence-is always 
accidental. Those of which we propose to speak are regular although 
unessential elements of air. Among these we sha11 especially exam-
ine vaporized water or moisture and certain solid substances, animate 
and inanimate, not mentioning for the present pulverized minerals cast 
forth by volcanoes, produced by industries, or drawn from the earth. 
Moisture is at all times disseminated through the atmosphere in the 
shape of cloud8 or fogs and also in the form of invisible vapor. It is 
concerning the latter that we propose especially to speak. It has a 
dual origin. One part is supplied through evaporation by the water 
contained in the seas, the rivers, and the ground. This evaporation is 
determined by both the temperature of the air and the quantity of 
moisture already contained in it. Another part comes from living 
beings, from transpiration through tbe pulmonary and cutaneous sur-
·faces of animals and from evaporation normally going on from the 
leaves of plants. This production of watery vapor by living beings is 
very variable a.ud is considerably modified by external conditions. An 
animal or man breathing in very dry air will produce a much greater 
quantity of vapor, for the breath when exhaled is saturated with it; but 
if very moist air be inhaled the production is very small and merely 
restores to the atmosphere the moisture taken from it. All mankind 
produces about 15,ooo,ooo,ooo kilograms of wator in twenty-four hours: 
but this is much more a restitution than a creation. In like marn1er 
plants add but little to the supply of moisture in tbe air if it already 
abounds; but in dry air they emit enormous quantities. It has been 
possible_ to estimate, for instance, that a grove of 500 full-grown, healthy 
trees emits nearly 4,000 tons of moisture in twelve hours of daylight. 
Vegetal transpiration is less by night and barely equals one-fifth 6f tbe 
evaporation by day. Thi s single illustration will suffice to show how . 
great is tlrn production of moisture l>y vegetation. Now, if one stops to 
consider that in the United States, for instance, tbe surface a,rea of 
foliage is, according to lVlr. J. M. Anders, at least four times as great 
as th at of the land, one ,vill realize how important a part is filled by 
vegetation in connection with tbe question we are now studying, and 
will not wonder that certain physicists have estimated tbe quantity of 
water in the form of vapor contained in the atmosphere at 72 thousand 
billions of tons or cubic meters. 
This moisture which is diffused in air in greatly variable proportions, 
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depending on locality, time, and many other conditions which I shall 
not enumerate, is of considerable importance with regard to· life. Air, 
when too dry, iritates the respiratory organs; when too moist it impede 
transpiration, or rather checks its beneficent effects. Vaporized mojst-
ure performs still another function of greater importance. It inter-
poses between the ground and the sky a beneficent screen which during 
the day mitigates the sun's beat by absorbing a portion of the rays 
and prevents it from scorching the ground and vegetation; and at 
night, inversely, it precludes excessive cooling by radiation. In fiue, 
moisture allows the luminous rays of heat to pass, but absorbs a great 
portion of the dark rays, whether they come from the sun, the earth, 
or any other source. The experiments of Tyndall, and especially of 
Pouillet, have proved that air, through the medium of its moisture, 
absorbs nearly one-fourth of tlle solar beat, and allows only three-
fourths of it to reach the earth. If it were not for this screen, this 
strainer, our summer days would be at the same time much warmer 
and much colder, as is the temperature on high peaks or tJJat which 
is encountered at high altitudes in balloon ascensions. For the higher 
the altitude the thinner the layer of vaporized water lying l>etween 
· the sun and the observer, and under such circumstances the sun is 
scorching. Its rays, meeting less obstruction, overheat everythmg, 
and on the other hand the surrounding air is extremely cold, since it 
contains but little moisture and absorbs very little beat. So that if 
there were no moisture, our summer days would be torrid and at the 
same time icy cold; we would be scorcheJ by the sun, but the air 
would remain cold, and in the shade very low temperatures would be 
occasioned by the great radiation. 
At night moisture moderates radiation. The earth, heated during the 
day, tends during the night to relinquish that heat and to return it to 
the interplanetary spaces. This radiation is considerable when tbe 
sky is very clear and the weather very dry; a clear night is colder 
than a cloudy one; it is colder on summits having but a thin layer of 
atmosphere and vaporized water above than in low lands, over which 
is spread a thicker atmospheric layer. Radiation is a phenomeuon tl1at 
can not be avoided considering that the temperature prevailing in 
celestial space is infinitely low, probably less than 100° below zero; but 
it increa ·e a· the ai.r becom s drier, and contains less moisture by 
which the <lark heat rays emitted by the earth can be absorbed. I11 
the ab en ·e of moi t ure, the un would no sooner set than considerable 
refrigera ion would take place, as it does on high mountains, on elevated 
tabl -Ian , in Thibet for in tance, or even in deserts like Sahara, where 
tll atm I Lere i very dry; and 'uch refrigeration would prove very 
iujuriou and v n fatal to many animals and plant~. Moisture, there-
£ r_ mi~i n-ate. ' t he h at of day and the cold of night; it establi he ome 
umfor 1ty wh re x r m unfavorable to life would otherwi e alter-
11 t · L u.· al point t th part it fill:-; in preventing total darkness 
during h night by r ceiv iug light, iu altitudes which th olar rays. 
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still penetrate after the orb has left us. It may be said that many forms 
of auimal and vegetable life would disappear but for the vaporized 
water in the air; this will be enough to convey an idea of its importance. 
The action of the numerous solid substances found in the atmos-
phere is as varied as their nature. Physically pure air is, in fact, a 
myth, and can only be obtained in laboratories by usiug certain pre- · 
cautions. Even at the highest altitudes in which the uumber of air-
microbes is small and where they are in most cases actually absent, as 
are also vegetable or animal particles, there are always to be found 
mineral dusts, very finely pulverized, to be sure, some of which comes 
from the ashes ejected by volcanoes or from the soil itself, and some 
from the infinitesimal fragments of aerolites that have crossed our 
atmosphere. We can easily perceive these dusts with the naked eye 
on looking at a ray of the sun when it strikes across a room. But if we 
wish to thoroughly analyze them, we must resort to the microscope 
and the aeroscope. We shall then find the most diverse elements; 
desiccated animalculre, worms, rotifers, etc., vibriones, infusoria, frag-
ments of insects, of wool, scales from butterflies' wings, hairs, feathers, 
vegetable fibers, mushroom spores, particles of pollen, of flour, of 
dust from the soil, and finally microbes. But little interest attaches to 
many of these fragments considered from the present standpoint, 
although it is an interesting fact to know that pulverized matter of 
volcanic origin, like that which was recently cast off by Krakatoa, can 
remain for years floating in the air at very high altitudes and, by the 
action of the winds, move around the earth and produce the luminous 
phenomena of so great interest that have been noticed by the physi-
cists of every country and that we all saw for ourselves a few years 
ago. With regard to life, a matter of interest is the presence of grains 
of pollen whicp. being carried to great distances by the wind may event-
ually fecundate flowers of the same species; the presence of the spores 
of cryptograms which promote the dispersion of that group; again, 
the presence of numerous seeds so constructed as to be easily tra.ns-
portecl by air, thus promoting their dissemination. These seeds are 
very light and provided with appendices that enable them to float in 
air for a long time and to travel over immense distances, and finally to 
be sown far away and thus expand the ·domain and habitat of the 
species from which they sprang. Jni,,;tances of this kind are plentiful 
and it were idle to attempt a longer recital. Another matter of inter-
est is the presence of microbes. Many among them are innocuous, but 
there are also some that are deadly. Cast off into the air by patients 
affected by tuberculosis, smallpox, scarlet fever, measles, diphtheria, 
or any microbian disease, ta~en from the grounci on · which contami-
nated matter has been thrown, these microbes are lifted and 1",ransported 
by the air and scattered in every direction, near and far, in a trail of 
death. They are particularly numerous in inhabited places. At Mont-
souris, M. Miquel found from 30 to 770 per cubic meter, according to 
wind, season, etc., 5,500 in the Rue de Rivoli, from 40 to 80,000 in hos-
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pital wards, whilst at 7,000 meters above the sea and at a distauce 
from land none at all are found. These figures will sufficiently in<li-
ca.te how dangerous an agent air may be under certain circumstances 
and bow it transmits death. 
As.we have seen, air carries at once both Jife and death. Each one 
of its elements is indispensable to life, aud each one is a death-dealing 
agent according to co nditions and doses. That element which appears 
to be the best supporter of life becorneR at times a dangerous poison; 
while the elem011t that is apparently useless and most noxious is shown 
by analysis to be one of the essential foundations of life. The con-
clusion must be that not one of them could disappear or change its 
condition without at once turning the earth into a 11aked and barren 
globe, deprived of all animate life. 
On closer examination another fact is disclosed to us. In the very 
felicitous words of J. B. Dumas, all living beings are nothing bnt con-
densed air. The plants owe their existence to air, and animals could 
not exist without plants. The elements of plants are themselves air, 
and as animals depend on plants, the connection is dose, io.timate, 
and direct; man is condensed air. And since throughout the centuries 
during which human-kind has existed, that same air has done nothing 
but pass without intermission through the bodies of our aucestors, 
forming a part of them for a time and then becoming disengaged, 01u 
present body is composed of the same elements as was that of our fore-
fathers. Our substance is the same as theirs. And that substance 
which is also that of the plants of yore, is incessa~tly moving through 
space in a ceaseless tide. To-day or to-morrow, a flower or a fruit, it 
will unite at one time with the sluggish organism of a mollusk, at 
another with the brain of a Descartes, a Pascal, a Joan of Arc, or a 
Shakm:,peare. It never stops; its cycle, of which no human eye ever 
saw the beginning and no human mind can imagine the end, seems to 
be infinite; alternating from life to death, as old a.R the worl<l and, 
withal, e~ernally young, it wonld, if it only were conscious, h ave ex-
ham;tecl all tbe joy and an the grief that life cau afford and experienced 
all the emotions, the most 11oble and the basest. 
The air tbat lately gently fanned our faces is the sum tot.al of all 
life that bas been, it i a myriad of lives; it is those who preceded u. ; 1t 
i the dear dead for whom we mourn; it is now a part of ourselves, to-
morrow it will proceed on it way, going through incessa11t meta-
rnorpho e , passing from one orga,nism to another without choice or 
favor, until the time come when our planet shall die all(l the snh-
tance of all that wa life shall return to the cold earth-, a gigantic 
ave that will r volve in .·i]euce and de. olation through the unfath-
omabl d pth of th darkened heaven s. 
nd th 
DEEP-SEA DEPOSITS.* 
By A. DAUBREE. 
The expedition of the Challenger will rank as among the most famous 
ever undertaken in the interests of science. The new and weighty facts 
· which the expedition disclosed, as well as their thorough investigation, 
are admirably set forth in the published reports. 
For a long time naturalists believed that the existence of any life in 
the great sea depths was rendered impossible by the enormous pressure 
and the total absence of light. 
Although Capt. John Ross and Lieut. (since General) Sabine declared, 
in 1829, that in exploring Baffin Bay living animals had been drawn 
from a depth of more than 1,800 meters, this assertion as well as similar 
ones which came from no less reliable ~ources, did not meet the credit 
which they deserved. Not until 1860, when Dr. Wallich returned from 
an expedition to Greenland and Newfoundland, was justice done to 
these assertions which ran counter to current theory. 
About the same time, as early as 1858, the laying of a sub-marine tel-
egraphic cable between Europe and America led numerous and syste- -
matic souudings to be takeu. These brought new ideas into biology 
and geology, and the importance of a thorough exploration of the great 
ocean basins began to be better understood. 
An observation made by Mr. Alphonse Milne-Edwards upon the 
fragments of a sub-marine cable intended to unite Algeria aud Sardinia, 
which had remained at a depth of 2,000 to 2,200 meters, should be men-
tioned here as of substantive value on the question in point. He noted 
coral and shells which bad evidently attached themselves to this cable 
at their first growth, as several of them had taken its exact shape and 
were still alive when taken from the water. 
The impulse thus given, scientists of various nationalities, from Nor-
way, England, and the United States began to organize expeditions for 
the special purpose of exploring the deeper regions of the sea. Michael 
Sars on the coast of Norway, Louis Agassiz and Count Pourtales in 
the Atlantic (1867 to 1869 an4 again i~1 1872), published results of very 
"A review of work of the Challenger Expedition. (Translated from Jonrnal des 
Sam~,nts, Decem ber, 1892, pp. 733-743, January, 1893, pp. 37-54.) 
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great interest, and equally remarkable results were reached by Wyville 
Thomson and Carpenter who explored first in the neighborhood of the 
Faroe Islands aud afterwards iu the Mediterranean. 
Perceiving in the data ali·eady acquired the promise of future dis-
coveries, several English scientists conceived the project of a voyage 
around the world for this special object, a vast scheme and one to 
which they devoted all their efforts. The admiralty, after conferring 
with the Royal Society, put at tb,eir disposal a screw steam corvet of 
1,200 horse power, the Challenger, which swept with its dredge the 
bott,om of all oceans, and whose name will last forever in the history 
of science. The scientific commission on board was provided with 
machines, laboratories,- and every resource that could be desired, and 
was presided over by Sir Wyville Thomson, who, as we have seen, had 
previously undertaken similar explorations . 
. The expedition of the Challenger, like several of those which pre-
ceded it, was specially designed to search for living things at great 
depths, but it was also proposed in the programme to study with care, 
by soundings and with the dredge, the forms and the mineral constitu-
tion of the great ocean bottmns. 
The relatively small quantity of sediments heretofore collected in 
previous cruises, and the very limited areas to which the investigations 
had been confined, did not permit the statement of general laws con-
cerning the distribution of the deposits formed in the abysses of the 
sea. Their geological importance, nowever, was perceived from the 
early researches, and t,hey thus opened the way for special explorations 
in this new realm. 
The voyage of the Challenger lasted for three years and a half, from 
December 7, 1872, to the 27th of May, 1876. It was made under t.he 
command of Sir George S. Nares, who in January, 1875, left the ship 
to the command of Capt. Frank Thomson, in order that be himself 
might direct the Alert and the Discovery to the .Arctic seas . 
.A publication composed of thirty-nine large volumes has acquainted 
us with the numerous conquests which science owes to this memorable 
enterprise, specially in zoology, botany, physics, and chemistry. The 
magnificence of the edition, the beauty of the maps and of the plates, 
many of which are colored, leave nothing to be desired. The last vol-
ume,* under the title of Deep-Sea Deposits, describes the nature of tbe 
bed of the eas at their greatest depths. It is a collection of informa-
tion for the mo t part entirely new, and the things brought to light are 
of -a nature which greatly stimulates the imagination. 
If we con ider how rich is the array of observations contained in 
hi volum , it will not seem a ·tonishing that its authors have made u 
* ?ort on the scientific results of the voyage of H. M. S. Challenger. Deep-Sea 
1:epofl ils, hy John Murray and Rev. A. F. Renard. Published by order of the English 
_ 'V rument, London. 1 91. Large quarto. (:u:ix and 396 p ages with 43 maps 22 
chagraru , and 29 lith graphed plates.) 
1 
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wait more than sixteen years for it. They had however already par-
tially satisfied the impatience of the world of learning by publishing 
the principal results as separate memoirs. 
Mr. John Murray, on board the exploring ship, had the duty of col-
lectiu g·~ examining, preserving, and classifying all the specimens brought 
to the surface by soundings or the dredge, and of making all the notes 
relat,in g to their derivation. Since his return to England this scientist 
has devoted himself entirely to the examination of this large quantity 
. of material. 
In 1878 Sir Wyvil1e Thomson* and Mr. Murray were happily led to 
ask the collaboration of the eminent Belgian petrologist, the Abbe 
Renard, profess~r at the· U niversiliy of Ghent, whose microscopic inves-
tigations of rocks had already contributed. much to the progress of 
science, and had secured him special authority in that study. 
Among the difficulties presented to these gentlemen were the tenuity 
of the dusts, often extreme, the almost constant fragmentary form of 
the particles, and the change in their nature, effected by the chemical 
actiou of the sea. 
In another portion of the work Mr. Renard had given a description 
of the rocks, mostly of a volcanic nature, collected in the Oceanic 
Islands, and bad determined with precision their crystalline elements.t 
Tllese rocks were to serve as terms of comparison with the debris of 
the same nature which occupies so large a space in the great ocean 
depths. 
In addition to the collections of the Challenger, Messrs. Murray and 
Renard ba.d at their disposal the sediments gathered by several other 
English expeditions. Prof. Mohn, of Christiana, gave them the depe>sits 
dredged in the North Atlantic by the Norwegian expedition, whose 
beautiful and important publications are known tu all naturalists. 
Besides these, the Coast Survey of the United States and Mr. Alex-
ander Agassiz consigned to them a series of specimens of soundings, 
obtained by various American ships. Thus, the material gathered by 
almost all the sub-marine explorations, were used in the investigations, 
the results of which we are about to consider. 
The two grea·t French expeditions, so well known from their splendid 
discoveries in the deep seas, are not spoken of in this article, because 
they were of a subsequent date to that of the Challenger and because 
their purpose was essentially zoological. That of the Tra,vailleur was 
from 1880 to 1882, and that of the Talisman in 1883. Of the studies 
made by Albert First, sovereign prince of Monaco, the first date from 
1885. 
Before noting the discoveries relative to the great depths of the sea, 
it is well to recall in a succinct manner the knowledge already possessed, 
* Sir Wyville Thomson died in 1882. 
t Report on the Pet:i-ology of Ocea,nic Islands11889 i 180 pages1 7 maps, and numerous 
dia~rams, · 
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after innumerable examinations, of marine sediments in comparatively 
sha1low regions, bordering continents and islands, and which we shall 
designate here under the name of marginal. 
MARGINAL SEDIMEN'l'S OF THE SE.A.. 
The configuration of the bottom of the ocean had drawn the atten-
tion of the ancients, and their observations on this subject, as upou 
many others, proves the sagacity of the Greek philosophers. In a, 
spHcial work Posidonius adopts the opinion expressed more than a 
century before by the great "geometrician, astrouorner, and geographer, 
EratostheneR, that the earth, save for accidents which are imperceptible 
in such dimensions, is spherical.* 
.After having studied the three voyages of Eudoxus of Cyzique, Posi-
doni us concludes that the ocean surrounds the inhabitable land, and 
that a ship leaving the west with Eurus at the stern would arrive in 
India after traversing a · distance estimated by him at 70,000 stadia.t 
The same author states that the depth of the sea near Sardinia reaches 
nearly 1,000 orgyes, or Greek fathoms. (About 1850m.) This is proba-
bly the oldest notice of a deep sea sounding, and it is to be regretted 
that the process by which it was obtaine·d is not known. 
After the immortal discoveries of Christopher Columbus, of Vasco 
. de Gama, ~nd Magellan, had added a hemisphere to the map of the 
world, the knowledge of the &_phericity of the earth, of the existr.nce 
of the antipodes, gave rise to many ne~ ideas. Magellan tried in his 
voyage across the Pacific to measure its · depth, but in vain. Up to 
that time, that is to say, until the rnitldle ot the sixteenth century, a 
depth greater than 400 meters had not been sounded. 
It is but just to recall here the name of Buache,t member of the 
Academy of Sciences, who made in 1737 a first attempt to represent 
the bed of the sea by the aid of contours. In a memoir published 
in 1752 he says: "The use I have made of soundings, which no one 
before myself had ever employed to represent the bottom of the sea, 
seems to me very proper to show in an obvious manner the slopes or 
declivities of the coasts, and carries us by degrees to the bed of the 
basins of the sea." 
The nature of the material constituting the bed of the sea, Herod-
otus tells us had also been the subject of his meditations. 
Strabo, with the penetration and certainty of his judgment,§ remark 
that the sea continues to receive without interruption the alluvium of 
* trabo: Geograpl,;y, Translation of Mr. Tardieu; vol. 1, p. 85. 
t ame work, vol. 1., p. 92. 
t Es ay of Physical eography, in which general views are stated upou the 
fram -work of the glob , composed of chains of mountains which traverse both 
sea and lands, with ome pecial considerations on the various basins of the ea 
and up n its interior con.figuration. (History of the Academy of Sci<1nccs1 17t>2, 
;p. 3 .) 
~ trabo's Geography, ttausli!itiou above quoted, p. 92, 
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the rivers and tends thus to fill itself up. He considers however that 
the sediments of the rivers, instead of extending over all the ocean 
bottom, are deposited near the mouth. Strabo attributes to the move-
ment of the sea, to its respiration, as it was then called, the impossi-
bility for the sediment to extend -a great distance from the shore. The 
wave, says he, expels all foreign bodies from its bosom, producing thus 
a pitrijication. On the other hand, the presence of deposits of shells 
in t he interior of continents had not remained unperceived, and this 
important observation leads Strabo to say that "the sea has, during 
periods more or less long, covered, then left dry, by withdrawing itself, 
a goodly portion of the continents."* 
This different point of view may give a notion of ancient deposits 
of the sea, and consequently serve to 9lear up the history of present 
d~o~~- · 
The origin of organized fossil bodies, th.us vaguely seen by several 
philosophers of antiquity, was fully confirmed in the fifteenth and six-
t eenth centuries. By a flash of genius, Leonardo d~ Vinci saw the 
present sediment of the seas in the shell layers of the Apennines in 
which, as engipeer, he was making excavations. Bernard Palissy, on 
his side, without knowledge of this conclusion, was himself led to it 
through his observations in Saintonge. Simple potter as he was, he 
offered to prove against all the doctors of the Sorbonne that fossils 
are the debris of organi sms which have lived in the place where they are 
found, "while the rocks were nothing but water and mud, which became 
petrified after the water dried up." No one is ignorant how this resem-
blance has been since then clearly recognized and accepted in regard to 
the series of strata which succeed each other in enormous thicknesses in 
theiuterior of the continents. Thus for a long time we have been com-
pelled to admit that fossiliferous strata result from the sediment formed 
in ancient epochs of the history of the globe, during which time the 
sea covered vast r egions which bave now emerged. 
The deposits which we see to-day forming in the ocean are the con-
tinuation of those which have accumulated there through the ages since 
the epoch when the mass of water condensed upon our globe and sur-
rounded it with a, liquid envelope. 
The rocks continually attacked by atmospheric agencies are reduced 
little by little to small fragments. The chemical action of the air, the 
physical part performed by the water, the physiological influence of 
. pl ants concur to produce their more or less complete disintegration. 
Continent s, upon the surface of which this work is going on every-
where, are thus covered with the de.bris of the rocks which running 
water ca.n easily take hold of. Whether such waters are rivulets, tor-
rents,. streams, or rivers, they seize, carry off, and drift toward the 
ocean t11 e mineral particles. This happens even with the most tena-
cious Tocks, such as granite. This detritus is partially arrested in the 
*Work cited, p. 86. 
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course of riveT's, hence the accumulations of ooze, sand, and gravel, well 
known under the name of alluvium, which border different portion · of 
their course1 and the even and level surface of which recall the cover-
ing of water ·which has spread them out. 
At the mouth of the rivers, in the sea as in lakes, the retard in 
velocity of the waters effects the operation in the most marked man-
ner; therefore plains of alluvium are specially developed in the'e 
places. 
The alluvium is not restricted to this border; 'it is formed in the open 
sea by the action of a transportation effected by waves_, tides, and 
currents more or less constant. These motions affect also the deposits 
which come from the ocean coasts. We learn this from the marine 
- maps which give, together wit4 the ,ocean depths, the nature also of 
its bottom as it has been determined by soundings. Examination of 
these maps shows that the deposits in question are sprea<l out usually 
in flat form and constitute the real submarine plains, comparable with 
the slimy and even plains existing at the mouth of rivers. Such are, 
for example, the bottom of the English Channel and the deposits which 
border France in the ocean. 
Thus the sea may be considered as an immense work-room of tritu-
raf.ion, of transportation and depqsition. It produces on a large scale 
the same effect that takes place over a distance of a few kilometers in 
the bed of a torrent. DepositioP is finally effected in the relatively 
calm regions of the ocean basin. 
In this incessant work of demolition the liquid waters have also very 
active co-laborers whose importance is not recognized in temperate 
countries such as we dwell in. They are the masses of ice which 
accumufa,te in the valleys around the mountainous masses covered 
with perpetual snow. In spite of their apparent immobility, tbe e 
glaciers, of so imposing and ma,gnificent an aspect, have a descending 
movement, slow and continuous. Thus they' constitute, on accouut of 
their solid state and their enormous weight, ev@ more than liquid 
wa.ter, most energetic a,gents of wear and transportation. In the 
region not far from the pole, the part performed by glacial torrent and 
floating ice permeated with . fine detritus throughout their ma 
~ pecially recognizable 
Th orwegian expedition, the labors or'which have been published 
nnd r he <lirection of the eminent professor, Mohn,* has very clearly 
<let rmin d the fact in que tion, so far as concerns Spitzbergen, Ice-
land and 1· enland. The ooze from the glar.ial trituration extend 
ov r th whole bottom of the North At.lantic, and seems to form it 
·hi f dim nt a. far a 6° of latitud . The presence of imilar 
,·it ha b n a rtained along tbe coa t of North America,, and 
i tb uth rn IIemi .Ph'r a far a about-100. 
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Mr. Nordenskiold, in his second expedition to Greenland, plainly 
r~cognized also the abundance of dustR from the friction of the glaciers 
on their bottom. When this very fine clay has been dried by the sun, . 
it is put in motion by the least breeze, and the air is filled far around 
with clouds of dust, so that the rocks and plants are covered with a 
sort of grayish powder, which gives a somber appearance to the whole 
country. The eminent traveller saw, in transportations of this nature, 
not only-one of the elements of marine 8ediments, but al8o the probable 
origin of the diluvial ooze, known under the name of loess, in conformity 
with the views of Mr. Richthofen.* 
It must also be remarked that the currents of the atmosphere carry 
across the widest seas terrestrial dust of all kinds, volcanic and other. 
The deposits of the ocean find active collaboration in this aerial trans-
portation. 
Marine sediments are not composed merely of mjneral debris, more 
or less fine, pebbles, rnnds, and ooze. Solid remains wbfoh mollusks 
and other inhabitants of the sea leave after death, are associated 
with this debris in large numbers, and arP, sometim~s depo~ited in pre-
dominant proportion. Such remains often lose tbei:i; characteristic 
forms in consequence of dissolving chemical action so as to augment 
the mass of deposits_ apparently inorganic . 
. It is thus that these various accumulations gradually come to con- . 
stitute around continents a sort of belt which constantly increases. t 
In co-ordinating all that was known of these marginal deposits, the 
only mies which bad then been studied, Delesse published thirty years 
ago a lithological stndyof the sea bottom. The hydrograpbicmaps made 
by naval officers and engineers served as the basis for bis works.t In 
reg:;trd to the seas bordering France, which were the principal obje.ct of 
the author's studies, he himself examined all the specimens collected both 
on the shores and farther out. Tables of hundreds of deposits show 
their exact derivation, their physical, mineralogical, and organic char-
acteristics,§ and also their chemical composition. An atlas annexed 
to the text gives three lithological maps, very skillfuJly executed. 
representing, one, the seas of France, another the seas of Europe, and 
the third the seas of North America. 
In certain regions of the shore the nature of the sea bottom has been 
so completely studied in all its particulars that an idea almost as exact 
* The Second Swedish Expedition to Greenland. Trans. by Charles Rabot, 1888, pp. 
247 and 248. 
iThe width of this belt is calculated at an average of 250 kilomet~rs; it extends 
often to 600 ~nd 700 kilometers, for example on the coast of Brazil, opposite the 
Amazon. 
t Lithology of the Seas of Prance and of the principal seas of the Globe. Paris; 
1872. 
~ Dr. J<'ischer, who has studied the organic character of the deposits, has already 
recognized, among the interesting results, the importance of the bryozoa and of the 
foraminifera as they occur in many of the ancient sedimentary layers. 
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may be formed of it as if the bottom were not concealer!. from us by the 
covering of water above. Such is specially the case for the Straits of 
Dover. 
'l'home de Gamond, who was the initiator of the proposal to make a 
tunnel across the English Channel, saw the necessity of first making a 
study of the submarine ground.* Altboug·h he bad only his own personal 
resources and waR unprovided with any diving apparatus, the projector 
of this attempt, with a boldness which proves his excessive enthusiasm 
for his idea, did not hesitate to launch him self into the sea in a strange 
apparatus of bis own invention. _After diving with great intrepidity 
three times in one day, he managed to acquire useful data for a distance 
of a kilometer and a half from the shore. 
Later, when the same problem came to be studied in a more exact 
manner, the necessity of a basi~ of absolutely exact data was perceived. 
Ffrst of all, it was necessary to determine upon the sea bottom the con-
tinuity of the different strata of the cretaceous formation, which appear 
very much alike in both the French and English cliffs on both sides of 
the channel. A commission composed of Messrs. Larousse, Potier, and 
Lapparent made 7,000 soundings, of which nearly 3,000 returned deter-
minable specimens. Thus, thanks to geology, the .enterprfoe which at 
first appeared so doubtful, rested henceforth upon positive factR accu-
rately established. It was learned that tbe boring could be continuously 
carried on in a layer of so-called grey chalk soft enough to be easily 
worked, and sufficiently impervious not to a1low the penetration of 
water. 
Lastly, and quite recently, after having been forced to abandon a 
sub-marine pas:--age, it wa,s suggested to build a bridge across the straits 
of Dover. The bottom of the channel was again made the object of 
numerous careful investigations. This time the nature of the ground 
upon which the piles would rest had particularly to be known. The 
exploration made in 1890 by Mr. J. Renault, bydrographic engineer, 
furnished the data~ and in addition to tlle usual material foi.· sounding 
and dredging, he constructed special apparatus for drilling which was 
used. Four hundred clrillings were ma,de, and not fewer than 3,000 
soundings. 
'rhe marginal sediments of which we have just spoken, and to which 
Messrs. Murray and Renard give the name terrigenous, extend along 
the continent , over a zone which, measured from the shore, occupy the 
variable dimension' of from 100 to 500 kilometers. They also form the 
bottom of inland seas,, uch as the Mediterranean, the seas of North 
China, of Japan, and of the An till es. . 
B id the marginal depo 'it · that we have just mentioned: and the 
d p it.· of the gr at depth which we are a,bout to consider, there 
"Thom , le amond. St11dy Joi· a proposed subrnarine tunnel between England and 
Fran· , m1iting tli~ railt lLY/J of the tu•o countries witho1it breakin"r; bulk, by the line of 
rin z to Easlwar 1rith map of proposed direction ancl the profile of the tunnel crossing 
the geologi ·ai diagram of the subniel'yvd pier. 4to. Paris, 1 57. 
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exist some which form, as it were, an intermediary between them and to 
which the authors give the name littoral deep seci deposit.,;;. 
Terrigenous debris still form the principal part of these deposits. In 
fact, among the products carried off from terra firma, there are some 
which remain suspended long enough in the air or in the sea to be trans-
ported at last into the domain of the deep seas. It is thus that par-
ticles of quartz and of other rocks, the continental origin of which is 
easily recognized, have been met with at a depth of 7,000 meters. 
The blue muds must be specially noted: They are characterized by a 
slate color which comes from the presence of organic matter in a state 
of decomposition. · They often exhale an odor of sulphuretted hydrogen 
and in that case they are mixed with sulphide of iron. This often 
happens in the vicinity of a continent where large rivers bring in sus-
pension reducing organic substances. Fragments of minerals such as 
quartz, mica, and feldspar, in very fine grains ~f the diameter of half 
a millimeter at most, often appear in them. 
ABYSSAL SEA DEPOSITS. 
Until recent times no ocean sediments had been explored, except 
tho~e formed as we have just seen, in the vicinity of continents and 
islands, and which border them, like belts usually of small width com-
pared with the vast dimensions of the sea. 
Beyond a depth of 500 or 600 meters the waves and currents seem 
no longer to exercise au erosive influence. The agitation of the water 
and the mechanical action witnessed iri the vicinity of land are not 
felt in the abysses unless in exceptional cases. It appears from the 
thermometric observation of the Challenger, it is true, that the cold 
waters have a motion at the great ocean bottoms from the poles toward 
the equator, but the motion is very slow and could exercise but slight 
influence upon the distribution of marine sediment. 
Thousands of kilometers may be sailed over in certain directions 
across the Atlantic and the Pacific without seeing any land above the 
surface, but finding everywhere depths of several thousands of meters. 
Wbat takes place in these vast regions where the waves which toss the 
surface can not exercise a mechanical action on any solid mass~ This 
could not be known or even surmised before many soundings, made 
over large areas, had furnished their contingent of observations. To 
bring up specimens of the bottom from several thousand meters below 
tile surface was a difficult operation, and to do it successfully ingenious 
and powerful apparatus, skillfully manipulated, was needed. The expe-
dition of the Challenger surmounted all obstacles. 
The bottom deposits of the great oceanic basins which differ much 
from the marginal, have received the name pelagic. We prefer to use 
here the term abys8al, which expresses with greater precision the great 
depth which constitutes their essential .character. 
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However-worthy of interest the question of life in the abysses of the 
sea may be, we shall pass it by here, to study the strictly mineral sub-
stances with which these organized vestiges are usually associated. 
The thing to be noted before all others, in the central parts of the 
great · oceanic basins, is the gradual disappearance of terrigenous 
deposits, which are replaced by volcanic .debris. 
This contrast had been perceived as early as 1856, when the sound-
ings were made in the North Atla~tic for laying the telegraphic cable 
between Ireland and Newfoundland. The idea which had at first pre-
SeJ!.ted itself was that the scoriaceous silicates brought to the surface 
might be only the ashes thrown out by the steamers which cross that 
part of the sea in great numbers. But a more careful examination 
shows well-marked debris of pumice and obsidian. Hence they must 
be considered as substances thrown up by volcanoes and probably by 
those not distant from these regions, those of Iceland, the Azores, the 
Antilles, or of Central America. 
At the present time from numerous soundings, made in most varied 
regions, we learn that volcanic substances are spread generally over 
tlie great depths of the ocean. They oftenest form an incoherent, vitre-
ous, and spongy material, similar to that designated for a long time by 
the name of pumice, from the name of the islands where it was found in 
ancient times. Their spongy texture is due to the gases and vapors 
which were disengaged from them before their substance was cold or 
hardened. 
Often also, the substances brought by the dredges from the bottom 
of the sea are likewise of vitreous nature; but instead of being trachy-
tic in composition like the pumic~ fragments, they are nearer to the 
basalts. The small fragments or· lapilli are of the size of a nut or a 
pea. 
It is remarkable that the vitreous texture, comparatively rare in .the 
volcanoes of terra jirma, should be so frequent in the volcanic debris 
which occupy the bottom of the sea, which seems to indicate that cir-
cumstances are favorable to its production in submarine eruptions. 
Mr. Murray (in a communication made to the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh in 1876) was the first to bring to notice the jmportance and the 
large })lace that substances of volcanic origin occupy at great depths. 
The c;riginal character however of the igneous ejections becomes 
_more or le s modified under the prolonged action of sea water. While 
the pumice changes to an earthy and friable matter, the pyroxenic 
lapilli produce a sub tance of brilliant luster similar to that named 
palagonite by Sartoriu and Watterhausen. Some rock materials; such 
a the pumice fragment , from their porosity float for some time after 
r aching the urface of the ea before the water gradually penetrate 
th ir ore' and carri them to the bottom. It is thus that the Chal-
lenger oft n t und in it nets fragments of pumice varying in bulk from 
the ize of a an' head to that of a mu tard eed, and usually round 
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in shape. This pumice resembled that fro.m Lipari 'with elongated 
:fibers and silky in appearance. Isolated bits floated on the surface of 
the sea, partly covered with the marine animals which had fastened 
themselves on its surface. The frequency of its appearance is easily · 
explained, for the $ea receives an enormous quantity of rock fragments · 
of the same nature from many rivers flowing into it; such particularly 
is the case in New Zealand, in Japan, and in South America. 
As is easy to understand, pul verulent material in suspension, coming 
· from eruptions, has also been observed on the high seas. 
Let us add that at various times navigators have remarked on the 
surface of the sea an accumulation of pumice under the form of a float-
ing covering, sometimes so closely adhering a11d so extensive as to hin-
der the progress of ships. Such was the case in July, 1878, in the 
south of the Pacific Ocean, according to Capt. Turpey, and according 
to Capt. Harrington in March, 1879. The Challenger, however, did not 
observe in its passage any rafts of this sort. 
The circumstances which accompanied the eruption of Krakatau or 
Rakata on the 27th of August, 1883,* are siifficient to account for the 
abundance of pumice at the bottom of the, abyssal regions of the sea. 
At the time of this cataclysm the prodigious abundance of fine parti-
cles thrown out was such that the sky was obscured by them. An eye _ 
witness relates: '' The sun being in mid-heaven, there was no light in 
the sky nor even a diffuse trace at the horizon, and this horrible night 
lasted eighteen hours. The ship Loudon was obliged to remain still 
where it was in view of the peril awaiting it." Some hours later, _on the 
28th of August, 500 kilometers west of the Straits of Sunda, the ship 
le Salazie met a violent storm, accompanied with lightning and fearful 
claps of thunder; after an interval of a few minutes the rain was replaced 
for thirty-six hours with sand which blinded the travellers, and soon 
after that by a white and impalpable dust, composed of pumice, so that 
at daybreak the ship appeared as though covered with snow. 
The important share of fragmentary volcanic ejections in the depths 
of the sea thus receives an easy explanation as we shall see. 
In regard to volcanoes situated upon continents, the extremely small 
particles known under the erroneous name of ashes and the little peb- · 
bles, grains, or lapilli, on account of their small size, are often carried 
by atmospheric currents to considerable distances and a great part of 
them reach the sea where they are finally deposited. The transporta-
tion of very fine particles has so to speak no limit, both in the air and 
in water which is in motion. 
In addition to_ sub-aerial volcanoes, there are some whose opening or 
crater is submarine, so that tbe bottom of the sea is frequently the· 
* Comptes Rendus of the Academy of Sciences, 1883; vol. xcv1, p. 1100. 
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seat of the eruption. Rec~nt soundings have revealed in the Great 
Ocean the presence of isolated and conical mountains, having the form 
characteristic of volcanoes and rising from the deep without however 
reaching the surface. Although circumstances do not favor their obser-
vation, submarine eruptions seem to be numerous~ In many cases 
eruptions are betrayed by sulphurous emanations, columns of vapor, 
ejections of ashes, scori::e, and pumice. Sometimes there appear 
. islands formed of the incoherent debris which disappear later, as has 
been seen in the Mediterranean, as in the Atlantic-in the neighborhood 
of the Azores, and in the Pacific Ocean. 
Aft.er the eruption of- Krakatau a,n enormous deposit of this incohe-
rent matter covered the whole country; its thickness over a radius of 
15 kilometers was from 20 to 40 and sometimes 80 meters. Two islands, 
Stears-Eiland _and Oalmeyer-Eiland, formed by these ejections, were 
thrown up. There was formed also in a few hours an immense floating 
barrier of pumice, which closed the Bay of Kam pong in the Straits of 
Sfmda. The length of the barrier was nearly 30 kilometers by a width 
of more than 1 kilometer · and a depth of 4 to 5 meters, or 150,000,000 
of cubic meters of projectiles. It could then be seen bow the wear and 
trituration of this friable material rubbing together is effe<:ted in the sea. 
Hitting and rubbing against each other, the stones became round and 
acquired the form of rolled pebbles, as generally shown in the pumice 
fished or dredged from the oceall. On the other hand, this trituration 
cam~ed a multitude of very small splinters, similar in appearance and in 
mineralogical composition according to the examination made by Mr. 
Renard to the pulverized pumice brought up so abundantly by the 
dredges from the great depths. Mr. Verbeek estimates that the total 
volume of sand and cinders from this formidable cataclysm reached 18 
cubic kilometers. Enormous as is this volume, it was exceeded by that 
thrown up by Timboro, or Tambora, in 1815, the volume of which was 
at least, it is said, 150 cubic kilometers. 
The oceanic basins are favorably situated to receive from many 
points, and quite frequently, volcanic ejections; the general distribu-
tion of volca,noes on the surface of the globe explains the considerable 
part which their ejections occupy in the sea depths. In fact, the largei;;t 
number of them, about seven-eighths, are situated in the long lin eal 
. eries whieh wind about the Pacific Ocean as well aR about many islands 
in tllat ocean. The circumference of this immense mass of water may 
be compared to a ring of fire where the volcanic act.ion is scarcely ever 
iuterrupt d. The Atlantic shows also numerous centers of activity of 
he ame natm:e, both in the archipelagoes and in the continents which 
they border. 
It mu. t h refore happen that the small particles, a,shes, and lapilli, 
whi h a,r proj ct d from the eruptive openings of our planet, reach (for 
h m .·t part) by l' a on f their finene, , to the great oceans; if they do 
n fa11 dir tly into th m tb y are cani d to them by the current of 
air and f n t gr at di tante from the crater w heuce they issued. 
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MINERAL SUBSTANCES OF EXTRA-'l'ERRESTRIAL ORIGIN. 
Among the substances which have been met in deep-sea deposits, 
there are some to which it does not seem to the authors possible to 
attribute a terrestrial origin. On account of their rarity they form 
only an insignificant portion of the deposits; but the interest they 
present results from the cosmic origin which we are led to attribute to 
them. In 1876 Mr. Murray called attention to the singular character 
of these particles. 
In the midst of the portions which can be extracted by the magnet 
from certain muds of the abyss black micros_copic globules are found, 
the interior of which consists of metallic iron~ and they are covered 
with a pellicle of magnetic oxide. Traces of cobalt are found in them. , 
With these metallic spherules are associated others of the nature of 
stones; they are brown and of a bronze luster; their diameter aver-
ages a half a millimeter and never reaches twice that dimension. 
Microscopic examination proves that they are not strictly spherical, . 
that their surface instead of being smooth is striated, and that their 
structure is laminated, taking an eccentric arrangement. These small 
bodies have then the texture as well as the form of those which 
abound in stony meteorites and which are characteristic of them. 
Like the latter, wbieh Gustav Rose has designated under the name of 
chondrules, they consist of a silicate belonging to the species enstatite 
or bronzite. If we assume a meteorit) to fall into the sea. and become 
disintegrated, it will be easy for us to understand that such globules 
would be disengaged. 
The metallic globules resemble wholly, in exterior appearance, those 
which are produced when bits of iron at white heat fly into the air, 
such for instance as are produced by the blow of the hammer on the 
anvil. Similar ones are doubtless produced when meteorites throw off 
sparks in traversing the atmosphere with great rapidity heated to 
incandescence. Messrs. Murray and Renard consider themselves, there-
fore, authorized to designate the metallic dusts, as well as the stony 
globules, as cosmic dusts. 
It appears from a great number of examples that the cosmic dusts 
are found specially in the red clay which occupies the great depths of 
the Pacific, far from all continental land. Under these conditions the 
deposit seems to be of slight thickness and to be effected with extreme 
slowness. Facts which we witness daily render it easy to understand 
a cosmic co-operation in the building up of sub-marine deposts. 
Every one has noticed the abundance of dust contained in the atmos-
phere that a ray of sun entering a dark room suffices to reveal. Such 
dust is still more apparent in the layer which s.ettles upon all the objects 
in an uninhabited plaee, and even in the open country where the air is 
comparatively tranquil. It is more and more the unanimous opinion 
tliat the atmosphere is no less active a, vehicle tban wate1· in the fi rma-
tion of sedimentary deposits, 
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Many observers have catalogued the substances contained in atmos-
pheric dusts. We need not mfmtion here the organic and organized 
particles, among which, as Mr. Pasteur and his pupils have shown us, 
microbes occupy such a preponderant place. What interests us is that 
the mineral grains are also prodigiously abundant. This mineral por-
tion consists · principally in very minute debris of terrestrial rocks, 
which, in spite of their extremely small dimensions; can be exactly 
determined by the microscope.:_such as quartz, limestone, the volcanic 
silicates, and oxide of iron, which are easily diagnosed. 
In the course of these microscopie; examinations, minute substances 
have been found differing entirely by their spherical form from the 
small fragments produced by the crushing of rocks. The substances 
in qu<1stion resemble exactly the hollow globules or vesicles of oxide 
which the quick combustion of metallic iron gives for example, when the 
old-fashioned tinder box is used or when a horse's shoe strikes sparks 
from the pavement. It is legitimate, however, not to consider all these 
globules as having an artificial origin. 
Two classes of considerations may be appealed to on this subject. 
First, it is demonstrated that lumps formed of metallic iron or 
containing granules of that metal, reach us from celestial space and 
undergo in the higher regions of the atmosphere an artificial combus-
tion. The latter fact is manifested by the long trains of smoke, often 
persistent, which accompany the meteorites. They contain very prob-
ably globules analogous to those produced from horse-shoes on the 
pavement. 
· In several circumstances the enormous volume of the dust in question 
has been ascertained from the clouds or trails which have accompanied 
the fall of celestial bodies. By reason of the importance of the fact, 
we will cite several examples. 
At the time of the fall of the holosiderite, or iron of Hraschina, near 
Agram (May 26, 1731), there was perceived, after the explosion, a black 
cloud which lasted, it is said, for three hours and a half after tbe fall. 
At the moment of the fall of the iron of Braun.au, in Hungary, 
which took place July 14, 1847, many persons, warned by two violent 
reports, remarked a small black cloud which appeared horizontally, 
with the accompaniment of violent reports; two globes of fire, which 
issued from the cloud, fell upon the ground. The cloud became gray 
and then disappeared. 
The mass from which, on the 14th of May, 1863, chondritic meteorites 
fell in the environs of Orgueil (Tarn et Garonne), gave forth a jet of 
park ; then left behind it a trail, which was at first luminous, and then 
cban d to a cloud, lasting from eight to teri minutes. 
£ r the explosion of the meteorite to which we owe the aero-
lit ' which f 11 on th 9th of December, 1858, at Ausson and at Olarac, 
n r fontr j au ( aut Garonne), a cousiderable jet of incande cent 
m k wa en to e cape from the nucleus. A cloud of whitish 
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vapor formed in the center of the explosion, and a trail of the same 
· vapor lasted with this cloud over the whole line followed by the 
meteor. 
The fall at Aigle, May 26, 1803, according to the circumstantial nar-
. rative of Biot, was announced by a flaming globe accompanied by 
a violent explosion which lasted five or six minutes; it was at first 
like four cannon shots, then a discharge resembling a volley of mus-
ketry. This noise came from a small, very high cloud of a rectangular 
shape whieh seemed motionless all the time the phenomena lasted. 
Beside the fall of meteorites, properly so-called, it is certain that 
cosmic dusts also fall. They have not attracted as much atten~ 
tion as they should, for it js difficult to distinguish them from those of 
terrestrial origin, whi~h are incomparably the most numerous. They 
are recognized however, when preceded by the remarkable phenomena 
of light and noise which .we have just mentioned. The catalogue pub-
lished by Chladni in 1824 informs us of several examples, among which 
is the following: In 1819, in Montreal, Canada, a black rain was 
observed, accompanied by an extraordinary darkening of the sky, and 
reports like those from artillery, and very brilliant lights. At first it 
was supposed to be a fire in · a neighboring forest, coinciding with a 
violent storm. But the whole .phenomenon and the examination of the 
matter which fell proved that it was due to the arrival in the atmos-
phere of substances foreign to our globe. 
There fell at Lrebau, in Saxony, January 13, 1835, a powder formed 
of magnetic oxide. This fall followed the explosion of a bolide which 
moved, it was said, with extraordinary swiftness, and the flashes from 
which seemed to burn in passing through the atmosphere. 
The chondritic meteorites of Orgueil, the appearance of which in the 
atmosphere has been mentioned, and which are so interesting from 
many points of view, were very instructive with regard to the existence 
of meteorie dust. They are friable to such a degree that several speci-
mens were reduced to powder by simple pressure between the fingers. 
It is a matter of astonishment that they reached the surface of the globe 
whole. Perhaps this fact may be explained by presenting the two follow-
ing circumstances: At first each fragment was enveloped at the moment 
of fall with a vitrified crust more solid than the rest of the inass. 
Also, the various portions of the substance are cemented by alkaline 
salts. Water in dissolving this cement brings about the complete disin-
tegration of the meteorite, which turns to powder of the most extreme 
tenuity. So that if on the 14th of May,.1864, the sky, instead of being 
perfectly clear had been rainy, or merely covered with clouds through 
which the stones would have had to pass, nothing could have been 
gathered up but a viseous mud, the fall of which has been observed on 
several occasions. 
In addition to the facts derived from contemporary phenomena, a 
second argument for belief in the cosmic origin of certain ferruginous 
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globules collected in atmospheric dust arises from the discovery that 
has been made of quite similar globules in sediments anterior to the 
existence of man, several of which date even from very remote geolog-
ical periods. To limit our examples, we will mention, according to 
Messrs. G. Tissandier and Stanilas Meunier,* the abundance of the 
small bodies in question in the green sand and the clays under the sheet 
of bubbling water of the artesian wells of Paris. 
This cosmic origin makes it clear how similar dust would abound in 
regions far removed from any inhabited place. At the summit of the 
highest mountains, upon Mont Blanc, for example, the melted snow 
water gives a sediment in which the globules we speak of are not 
wanting. 
The presence of nickel in certain dust seems to confirm their extra-
terrestrial origin. Such was the case with those which Mr. Albert 
Tissandier collected on the col des Tours at 2,710 meters of altitude, on 
the occasion of his ascension iu 1877. 
From the limited number of falling meteorites, the products of which 
are collected each year, a very incomplete idea is formed of their fre-
quency. The enormous majority necessarily escapes the most eager 
search even in the midst of the densest populations, either being dis-
guised in the vegetation, on account of their usual smallness of size, or 
else because they enter the soil. The largest number also fall in unin-
habited or savage countries and spP-eially in the basin of the seas. 
It is thus recognized a priori that cosmic dusts must exist 11ot only 
on the surface of continents, but also on the basin of oceans. 
Without diminishing the incontestable importance of the facts just 
set forth, there must also be taken into account certain geological 
phenomena to which the mineral globules may owe their birth. Such 
is the opening of vertical canals like volcanic chimneys, which under 
the names of diatremes traverse the terrestrial crust, the production of 
which I have recently realized by the experimental method. t 
The perforation of different rocks, traversed by currents of gas which 
has at the same time a very strong pressure, a great swiftness~ and a 
hi gh temperature must have produced dusts, the spheroidal grains of 
which, often hollow, are very abundant. 
CHEMICAL AND MINERALOGICAL PRODU' TIONS FORMED ON THE 
GREA'l' OCEAN BOT'.l'OMS. 
We ee every <lay on the _continents rocks of very different kinds 
chemically modified under the mere action of air and water, and thu 
giving birth to new sub tances. In the same way the depo ·its formed 
in the d pth, of the ea have not escaped certain chemical actions, in 
pite of th temperature near zero which reigns there. A state of 
" omptes Rendus of thP. Academy of Sciences; 1878; vol. LXXXVI, p. 450. 
t Exp rim nt. upon th po sible effects of subterra,nean gasee, Comptes Rendus of 
the .loadf:-my of Scicncea1 1891; vols. cxr ancl CXlI. 
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extreme .fineness renders them a11 the more susceptible of influence. 
The mineral substances which sea, water holds in solution contribute 
no doubt actively in these modifications. 
Before the expedition of the Challenger the results of these reactions 
and the mineral species produced therefrom were, for the most part, 
unknown7 although such species occupy a large portion of the ocean 
bed. The exact study which has been made of them by the Challenger 
constitutes for geologists and mineralogists perhaps the most interest-
ing part of the exploration. We will review in succession the species 
which have been ascertained. 
R ed clay.-Of all marine sediments the type most widely spread over 
the deep seas ha!-! r eceived the name of red clay. It is essentially a 
hydrated silicate of alumina, the color of which is due to an intimate 
mixture of peroxide of iron; sometimes also it takes a brown color from 
the o·xide of manganese. Plastic, like most of the clays, greasy to the 
touch, it can be molded in the .fingers. When dry it adheres in a cohe-
rent mass, and subjected to the blow-pipe, it is fused into a black, mag-
netic globule. 
In spite of it8 homogeneous appearance it is rare that red clay is 11ot 
mixed with very small fragments of pumice and other volcanic produc-
tions. When they are not recognizable by the naked eye this d '3bris 
reveals its granular nature to the touch. Accidentally red clay may 
also contain detritus of continental origin, drifted by :floating ice or 
carried far by winds. ...::\.11 this debris is very .fine, and it rarely exceeds 
one-twen tieth of a millimeter. 
Usually red clay is associated with calcareous aud siliceous debris, 
coming from organisms of a microscopic size, which have been men-
tioued above. Tllese organisms are mixed in variable proportions, and 
sometimes predominate so as to greatly modify their aspect. Hence the 
names glob iger-inci ooze and radiolarian ooze, according as one or the 
other of th_ose beings characterize it. Each of these categories of 
deposits in the great bottoms occupies vast extents. (The area of the 
radiolarian ooze extends specially between latitudes 20 degrees north 
and 10 degrees sout h; the globiger.ina oozes occupy nearly 110 degrees 
of latitude, and a ttain sometimes 5,000 meters in depth. Both disap-
pear near the pofar regions.) The terrigenous deposits represent only 
14 per cent of the superficies of sea bottoms~ the red clay occupies 38 
per cent, and the globigerina mud 36 per cent. The diatomacea, a, sort · 
of algm wit h a siliceous skeleton, specially abound toward the polar 
regions. Thus, as we h ave said, these various organisms have lived 
for the most part i n the waters of the surface, whence their solid debris 
have fallen after death into the depths. Vast regions of the Pacific, of 
the Atlantic, and of the Indian Ocean are occupied with red clay, 
associated with microscopic organisms. According to a numerous 
series of soundin g$, as th e depth is greater, the calcareous shell of 
yarions org·anisms disappef_\,rs ~ra,,qually fro~ t4e slimy sediment, sq 
~NJ; ~3~--36 . . . 
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that finally, far from the surface nothing is found but the red clay, 
.entirely without lime, under organized form. The shells of pteropod 
disappear first, then the envelopes of the foraminifers, which a coating 
of organic matter seemed to protect. It seems probable that this elimi-
nation of carbonate of lime is due to the action of carbonic acid dis-
solved in the deep layers of oceanic waters, where its chemical activity 
is reinforced by the enormous pressure that reigns. The silica of the 
organisms resists the best, and it is thus that their skeletons, spicules, 
and other siliceous vestiges accumulate on the bottom. 
Everything seems to indicate that the formation of red clay is essen-
tially clue, like tliat of most of the other minerals which are to come 
under our notice, to the decomposition of the incoherent and very 
. tenuous volcanic productions which abound on all the great ocean beus. 
In the regions where red clay shows its most distinct characteristics 
this transformation of the volcanic rocks into clayey matter may be 
followed through its successive phases. The clayey matter is the direct 
product of a chemical decomposition, specially of the silicates, which 
are basic and in part represented by the pumice and the volcanic 
· glasses. 
Ebelmen,* so p;ematurely taken away from science, which he 
endowed with discoveries full of genius, was the first to show how 
the aluminous silicate rocks, principally those of eruptive origin, so 
frequent at the surface of the globe, are decomposed by the mere action 
of the atmosphere; their protoxides, such as lime and magnesia, are car-
ried off in a state of carbonate, while the alumina is concentrated with 
the silica, so as to form a hydrated silicate of the clay family. 
The same slow reactions seem to take place upon the ocean bottom at 
the expense of the volcanic silicates, aided perhaps by the chemical 
action of the sea water. Certain fusible muds contain, very probably, 
portions still undecomposed, but i:o. su·ch fine dust that they may be 
confounded with tbe clay. It has been so with the muds that I have 
obtained by experiments upon the trituration of feldspar; they are so 
finely divided that they are soft as clay to the touch and possess the 
same plasticity. 
Zeolites.-Notwithstanding the very low temperature which prevail 
at the ocean bed, the chemical reactions seem to produce sharpiy-cry -
talized minerals, the most remarkable of which, without doubt: belong 
to the double hydrated silicates, known under the name of zeolite . 
The e zeolites are met with in great abundance under the form of 
mall i olated crystal , simple or · grouped geometrically, often in 
ph rule of hardly a. half millimeter in diameter, and in all cases con-
fu ed with the clay. Orys-tallographic and chemical analyses show 
tbat th y mu t belong to the pecies called christianite or philipps-ite. 
Thi , di ·ov ry wa mad in tl1e center of the Pacific. It was repeated 
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in the Indian Ocea11. It might have been thought that these innu-
merable crystals of christianite came from the simple disintegra-
tion of volcanic rocks, with the paste of which they would have been 
associated ; but the foraminifers brought up from the deeps by the 
dredge are completely enveloped with crystalline coverings of this 
mineral, which proves the fact not to be so. The formation of the 
zeolite is posterior to the deposit of the sediments engenuered by the 
transformation of volcanic substances which cover the bed of the sea. 
Glauconite.-Among the mineral deposits found on the sea bottoms 
is -another hydrated silicate, known under the name of glauconite, which 
has for its bases aluminium, protoxide of irou, and other metals. Its 
mode of formation as well as the great extents on which it is found, 
specially call attention to it. It takes the form ,..of sma11 grains of a 
greeil color, and completely similar in form, dimension, and appearance, 
to the particles of the same mineral which abound in various geological 
periods of the series of stratified rocks from the most ancient times to 
the most rec611t. Glauconite thus plays an important part in space as 
well as in tim~. The formation of this mineral in the great sea deeps, 
brought to notice forty years ago by Bailey aud Pourtales, has been 
the object of many investigations, specially by Ehrenberg. 
Hydrated oxide of manganese ( wad); hydrated oxide of iron (liinonite).-
Two other species to be mentioned, which submarine chemistry has pro-
duced, and no doubt is still producing, are the hyd_rated oxides of rnan-
ganeHe and of iron, which are specially observed in nodules. These sub-
stances are disseminated over the whole surface of the sea-bottom, but 
specially in the red clay area. It is easy to understand this association; 
the volcanic rocks from which these clays are obtained containing 
abundance of iron and manganese in their mineral constituents, peri-
dot, pyroxcn, and others. In consequence of their decomposition the 
oxides are liberated in conformity with the reactions so ably demon-
stra.ted by Ebelmeu.* 
Among the organic and inorganic debris which in the red clay regions 
serve- as center to the ferro-rna,nganiferous concretions, the remains 
of vertebrates have been frequently found. The bones thus found are 
the most enduring portions of the skeleton, such as the tympanic bones 
of the cetacea and the teeth of the shark. · Just as we see the calcare-
ous organisms elimir).ated at great depths, so also it is found that, 
except these massive portions, all bones of vertebrates are missing in 
the deep sediments. Some of these remains of vertebrates belong to 
extinct sveeies. 
Phosphate of lime.-Off the cape of Good Hope, the dredge brought 
up from various depths of bet.ween 200 and 4,000 meters, quartzy and 
_glauconitic muds, charged with the remains of various organisms, some 
* In an appendix Mr. Gibson points out, by the aid of spectroscopic analysis, in tne 
manganese nodules, traces of various elements, barium, strontium, lithium, titanium 
v;+nadium, and thalliull'.!, · ' 
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of a caleareous nature, like the foraminifers, others of a siliceous nature, 
like the spiculrn of sponges, the radiolaria, and the diatomacea. 
In tliese muds are found solid concretions from 1 to 4 centimeters in 
diameter and embedding all the organic and inorganic elements of the 
sediment. Uhemical analysis has demonstrated that the cement of 
these concretions consists principally of phosphate of lime. 
The sediments with tbe pbosphatic nodules present the greatest 
resemblance to certa:in well-known strata belonging to various stages 
of certain series, especially of the cretaceous period 1 viz, the green 
sandstone, the glauconitic sandstone, the white chalk. The resem-
blance, which is not only in the nodules, but also in the sediments 
which contain them, is such that there is evident similarity in their 
mode of formation. 
In regard to the origin of this phosphate of lime, the simplest idea 
and the one that everything confirms is that it is derived immediately 
from the decomposition of animal debris buried in the sediment after 
death. Their form is destroyed by the effect of the reactions of the 
sea wa:,ter upon them. 
GENERAL OBSERV A'.rIONS. 
The expedition of the Challenger deserves the gratitude of science, 
not alone because it has shed light upon important facts in the province 
of physical geography, and because it bas furnished many new ideas 
of the animal and vegetable life that people the abysses of the ocean. 
The nature of the bed of those abysses, vast areas whose depth exceeds 
4,000 meters and sometimes attain more than 8,000 meters, was, but a 
short time ago, hardly known to us. Deposits formed from the terra 
firma observable not far from continents do not continue in the abys-
mal regions, where the motions of the sea, to which marginal deposits 
owe their'origin, exert no influen ce. 
In those regions, m111eral particles upon which the mechanical action 
of the water bas left an imprint are not to be found, but iustead vol-
canic and pulverize<l matter, as well as clayey substances produced by 
their chemical decomposition, the whole mixed with remains of micro-
scopic organisms. Such are the deposits which cover the largest part 
of the sub-marine crust of tbe globe. 
We see for tbe first time the principal outlines of a geological map 
of the , ea bottom, showing the manner in which the different types of 
deposit are di tributed upon the grPat ocean beds. This map is 
annexed to the volume; it contain , in synoptic form and in convention-
alized colors, the re ult · of more than two thousand soundings maue 
at pth gr ater than 21000 meters.* 
on · otb r fact which appear from tlie map in question, the fir t 
t attract th att nti n i how much the aby sal depo ·its exceed tbe 
undings iu the Atlantic 300 in tb,e Jnd,i1;1,,n Oc~an1 and 
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marginal deposits in extent. · The great predominahc~ of red cla.y and 
g1obigerina-mud ooze is noticed at first sight both in the Atlantic and 
iu the P acifie. In regard to the diatom ooze, it is seen to abound in 
the Antarctic Ocean beyond 50 degrees of latitude. 
The deposits in the abyssal regions are in complete contrast not only 
with the present deposits of seas less deep, but also in a marked way 
with those formed in the seas in ancient geological periods and which, 
laid down for a depth of thousands of meters, com,titute the series of 
stratified rocks. 
In these ancient formations the sediments of abyssal nature seem to 
be lacking, or to be at least very rare. Hence· the conclusion that the 
parts of the sea where sedimentary earths are successively formed are 
not, as to conditions of depth, comparable to those where the abyssal 
regions of the Atlantic and Pacific are found. They were not very far 
from the emerged portions or continents, and did not attain to very 
great depths. 
We are therefore led to the conclusion that from the most remote 
epochs the continental elevations have occupied very nearly the same 
parts of the globe. The prominences have been gradually modified by 
general upheavals1 as has happened on a small scale, for example, in the 
formation of the Alpine chain. The great depressions then go back to 
a great antiquity and the general configuration of the terrestrial sphe 0 
roid, with its vast and deep depressions as we now know them,must have 
l>eeu outlined from the most ancient epochs of its history. 
This is the confirmation of an idea which has been previously reached 
from other considerations. Agassiz formulated ·it in 1872, in discuss-
ing the observations made by Pourtales upon the deeps of the Atlantic, 
aud iu remarking that no vestiges of stratified earth, either ancient or 
modern, were to be found there. 
Various facts lead us to think that the clay which covers the bottom 
of the oceanic basins was deposited with extreme slowness. The 
deposit seems not to have been thick and seems to go back, at least 
in certain parts, to very remote periods. This explains the :i;elative 
abundance with which the cosmic dusts, as well as the more enduring 
of the cetaceous remains, are found there. The terrigenous deposits. 
accumulate upon an entirely different scale of rapidity. 
Now that we know the mode of formation of the deposits in the great 
deeps of the sea, and the chemical reactions producing the various. 
species of minerals, new horizons are opened to us with regard to phe-
nomena of which we formerly ba.d no idea, and which nevertheless bas 
for its stage more than half the Rolid crust of our planet. 
The examination· of the beautiful work under our notice shows how 
numerous are the facts upon which the conclmdons of the authors are 
based. It proves also tLe conscientious care which was bestowed upon 
the specimens procured which were examined by all the methods known 
to science. 
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Let us do honor then to the men who organized the expedition of the 
Challenger, to those men who carried it out with so much courage, 
energy, and skill, and let us render no less worthy homage to the two 
scientists Mr. John Murray and Mr. A. F. Renard, the important results 
of whose labors we nave endeavored to set forth. 
CHART I. OCEAN DEPOSITS. White space bordering lauds, Terrigeuous deposits; vertical lines, Globi-
gerina ooze; horizontal lines, Red clay; broken horizontal lines, Diatom ooze; two areas marked V 
are Radiolarian ooze; dotted spaces, Coral sands and muds; a few white spaces, Pteropod ooze. 
(Reproduced from "Knowledge," March 1, 1898.) 
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CHART II. OCEAN CONT01.-ns. White space bordering lands, shallow waters up to 1,000 fathoms; ver-
tical lines, 1,000 to 2,000 fathoms; horizontal lines. 2,000 to 3,000 fathoms; squares, 3,000 to 4,000 
fathoms; fine cross, over 4,00:) fathoms. 
(Reproduced from" Knowledge," March 1, 1893.) 
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THE MIGRATIONS OF THE R.AOES OF MbJN CONSIDERED 
HISTORIC.ALLY.* 
By Prof. J.AMES BRYCE. 
There are two senses in which we may claim for geography that it is a 
meeting point of the sciences. All the departments of research which 
deal with external nature touch one another in and through it-geology, 
botany, zoolog·y, meteorology, as well as, though less direct.Iy, the various 
branches of physics. · There is no onp, of these whose data are not, to a 
greater or less extent, also within the province of geography; none 
whose conclusions have not a material bearing on geographical prob-
lf\ms; and-geography is also the point of contact between the sciences 
of Nature, taken all together., and the branches of inquiry which deal 
with man and his institutions. Geography gathers up the results which 
the geologist, the botanist, the zoologist, and the meteorologist have 
obtained, and presents them to the student of history, of economics, of 
politics-we might, perhaps, add of law, of philology, an<l. of architec-
ture-as an important part of the data from which he must start, and 
of the materials to which he will have to refer at many points in the 
progress of his researches. Jt is with this second point of contact, this 
aspect of geography as the basis for history, that we are to occupy our-
selves to-night. Understanding that the Scottish Geographical Society 
desires not merely to present a current history of discovery, but to 
bring into prominence the economic, social, and political aspects of the 
science, and to inculcate its significance for those who devote them-
selves to the presently urgent problems which civilized man is called to 
deal with, I have chosen, as not unsuitable to an inaugural address, a 
subject which belongs almost equally to physical ·and descriptive geog-
raphy on the one side, to history and economics on the other. The 
movements of the races and tribes of mankind over the surface of our 
planet are in the first instance determined mainly by the physical con-
ditions of its surface and its atmosphere, but they become themselves 
a part, and, indeed, a great part, of history; they create nations and 
build up states; they determine the extension of languages and laws; 
" R ead at the inaugural meeting of the London branch of the Royal Scottish Geo-
graphical Society, April, 1892. ( The Scottish Geographical Magazine, August, 1892; 
vol. vm, pp. 400-421.) 
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they bring wealth to some regions and leave others neglected; they mark 
out the routes of commf>rce and affect the economic relations of differ-
ent countries. 
No line of historical inquiry set,s before us more clearly at every stage 
the connection between man as · an associative being-toiling, trading, 
warring, ruling, legislating:..._and that physical environment whose influ-
ence over bis development is none the less potent and constant because 
he has learned in obeying it to rule it and to make it yield to him con-
stantly increasing benefits. The topic is so large and branches off into 
so many other cognate inquiries tliat you will not expect me, within 
the narrow limits of an address, to do more than draw its outlines, 
enumerate the principal causes whose action it sets before us, touch 
upon the successive epochs which its history presents, and refer to a 
few out of the many problems its consideration raises. The migrations 
of peoples have been among the most potent factors in making the 
world of tn-day different from the world of thirty centuries ago. If 
they continue they will be scarcely less potent in their influence on the 
future of the race; if they pass into new phases, those phases will be 
the expression of new conditions of society; if they cease, that cessa-
tion will itself be a fact of the highest economic and social significance. 
l.-FORMS OF DIFFUSION. 
At the outset it is convenient to distinguish the different forms which 
movements of population have taken. These forms may be grouped 
under three heads, w bich I propose to. call by the names of Transfer-
ence, Dispersion, and Permeation-names which need a few words of 
illustration. 
1. By Transferenc·e I mean that form of migration in which the whole, 
or a large majority, of a race or tribe quits its ancient seats in a 
body and moves into some other region. Such migrations seldom occur 
except in the case of nomad peoples who are little attached to any par-
ticnlar piece of soil; but we may almost class among the nomads tribes 
who, like our own remote Teutonic ancestors, although they cultivate the 
oil, put no capital into it in the way of permanent improvements, and 
build no d wcllings of brick or stone. The prehistoric migrations usu-
ally belonged to this form, and so did that great series of movements 
which brought the northern races into the Roman Empire in the fifth 
and ·ixth ce11turies of our era. In modern ti1nes we find few instance 
of Tran. ference, becau e uch nomad races as remain are now shut up 
within narrow limit by the settled State that surround them, which 
have :po . e ·ed in e the invention of gunpowder and of standing 
armie enormou.Jy, uperior d fen ive trengtb.* We l10uld however 
ha ba i an inter tin ca:e to point to had the Dutch, when pre ed 
h w r of bilip II embra ed the offer that came to them from 
In 1771 a gr , t Kalmuk horde mov <1 n masse from the steppes of th a pian 
to th fr 11 i r of hina, l iog mor tbau half it· uumbers on the way. 
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England to migrate in a body and. establish th~mselves, their uairying, 
their flax culture, and their linen manufacture, in the rich paRtures and 
humid air of Ireland. 
2. Under the head of migrations by Dispersion I include those cases 
in which a tribe or race, while retaining its ancient seats, overflows into 
new lands, whether vacant or already ()Ccupied; in the latter event 
sometimes ejecting the original inhabitants, sometimes fusing with 
thein, sometimes dwelling among them, but remaining distinct. 
Examples are furnished by the case of the Norsemen, who found Ice-
land practically vacant, while in England they became easily, in Ire-
land. and Gaul more slowly, mingled with the previous inhabitants. 
When our own ancestors came from the Frisian coast they slew or drove 
out the bulk of the Celtic population of Eastern Britain; when the 
Franks rntered Gaul they became commingled with it. It is by such a 
process of dispersion that the British race has spread itself out over 
Nurth America and .Australasia. In much smaller numbers the Span-
iards diffused themselves over southern North America, and the north-
ern and western parts of South America; and by a similar process the 
Russian s have for two centuries been very slowly filling the better parts 
of Siberia. Whether in any case of dispersion the migrating popula-
tion becomes fused with tlrnt which it finds, depends chiefly on the dif-
ference between the level of civilization of the two races. Between 
the English settlei~s in North Ainerica and the native Indi:;1,ns there 
has been hardly any mixture of blood; between the French in Canada 
and the Indians tbere was a little more_; between the Spaniards and the 
less barbarous inhabitants of l\Iexico there has been so much that the 
present Mexican nation is a mixed one, the native blood doubtless pre -
dominatin g. Something however also depends on the relative num-
bers of the two races; and sometimes religion keeps a dispersed people 
from commingling with those among whom it dwells, as has happened 
in the case of the Jews, the Armenians, and the Parsees. These last 
are a remarkable instance of an extremely small nation-for there are 
not 80,000 of them all told-who, without any political organization, 
have, by virtue of tbeir religion, preserved their identity for mqre than 
a thousand years. Dispersion bas been the most widely operative form 
of migration in modern_times which have enabled. remote parts of our 
large world, separated by broad and stormy seas, to be colonized more 
easily than in the tiny world of ancient or inedireval times was possible 
either by land or by sea. 
3. The third form, which we may call Permeation or Assimilation, 
is not in strictness a form of migration at all, because it may exist where 
the number of persons changing their dwelling-place is extremely small; 
but it deserves to be reckoned with the other two forms because 
it produces effects closely resembling theirs in altering the char-
acter of a population. I use the term Permeation to cover those 
instances, both numerous and important, in which one race or nation 
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so spreads over another race or nation its language, its literature, 
its religion, its institutions, its customs, or some one or more of 
these sources of influence, as to impart its own character to the nation 
so influenced, and,tbi .. 1s to substitute its own for the original type. In 
sueh a process the infusion of new blood from the stronger people to 
the weaker may be comparatively slight, yet, if sufficient time be 
allowed, the process may enrl. by a virtual identification of the two. Of 
course, when there is much intermarriage, not only does the change 
proceed. faster, but it tells 9n the permeating as well as on the perme-
ated race. The earliest recorded instance of this diffusion of a civiliza-
tion with little immixture of blood is to be found in the action of the 
Greek language, ideas, and manners upon the countries round the east-
ern half of the Mediterranean, and particularly upon Asia Minor. 
The native languages, to some extent, held their ground for a while in 
the wilder parts of the interior, but the upper classes and the whole 
type of culture became everywhere Hellenic.. In the same way the 
Romans Romanized Gaul and Spain and the more fertile regions. of 
North Africa. In the same way the Arabs, in the centuries immedi-
ately after Mohammed, Arabized not only Egypt and Syria, but the 
whole of North Africa down to and including the maritime parts of 
Morocco, and have in later times, though to a far smaller extent, estab-
lished the influence of their language and religion on the coasts of 
East Africa and in parts of the East Indian Archipelago. There is 
reason to believe, though our data are scanty, that in somewhat simi-
lar way the Aryan tribes, who entered India at a very remote time, dif-
fused their language, religion, and customs over northern Hindustan 
as far as the Bay of Bengal, changing to some extent the dark races 
whom they found in possession of the country, but being also so com-
mingled with those more numerous races as to lose much of their own 
character. Hinduism and languages derived from Sanskrit came to 
prevail from the Indus to the Brahmaputra, although it would seem 
that to the east of the J umna the proportion of Aryan intruders was 
very small. We ourselves in India are giving to the educated and 
wealthier class so much that is English in the way of ideas and litera-
ture, that if the process continues for al1other century, our tongue may 
have become the lingua franoa of India, and our type of civilization 
have extinguished all others. Yet if this happens it will happen with 
no mixture of blood between the European aud the native races, pos i-
b1y witb little ocial intimacy between them. The in stances ju t men-
tion d show in what different way and varyi11g degrees assimilation 
may tak place. In ome of them the assimilated race still retains a 
di tin ·t national character. The Moor of Morocco, for instance, differ 
fr rn b rab mu ·ha the Greek- peaking Syrian and the Lat in- peak-
in Lu it nian diff red from a Greek of Attica or a Roman of Latium. 
ut th inni ht.rib f north rn and ea. tern Russia, Voguls, Tchere-
mi · · T huv ... an M r in , who have been gradually Rus ified 
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durin g tbe last two centuries, are on their way to become practically 
undistinguishable from the true Slavonic Russians of Kieff. And, to 
come nearer home, the Celts of Cornwall have been anglicized, and 
those of the H ighlands of Scotland have in many districts become 
assimilated to the Lowland Scotch, withno.gTeatintermi.xture of blood. 
It is worth while to be exact in distinguishing this process of Permea-
tion from cases of Dispersion, because the two often go together- that 
is to say, the migration of a certain, though perhaps a small , number 
of persons of a vigorous and masterful rate into a territory inhabited by 
another race of less force, or perbaps on a lower level of culture, is apt 
to be followed by a predominance of the stronger type, or at any rate 
by such a change in the character of the whole population as leadsmen 
in later times to assume that the number of migrating persons must 
have been large. The cases of the Greeks in Western Asia and the 
Spaniards iu the New World are in point. We talk of Asia Minor as 
if it bad become a Greek country under Alexander's successors, of 
Mexico and Peru as Spanish countries after the sixteenth century, yet 
iu both instances the native population must have largely preponder-
ated. If therefore, we were to look only a.t the changes which the 
speech, the customs, the ideas, and institutions of nations have under-
gone, we might be disposed to attribute too much to the mere move-
ment of races, too little to the influences which force of character, 
fertility of intellect, and command of scientific re$ourcehave exercised, 
and are still exercising, as the leading races become more and more the 
owners and rulers of the backward regions of the world. · 
II.-C.A.USES OF MIGRA'l'ION. 
vVe may now proceed to inquire what have been the main causes 
to which an outflow or an overflow of population from one region to 
another is due. Omitting, for the present, the cases of small colonies 
found ed for speeial purposes, these causes may be reduced to three. 
They are food, war, and labor. These three correspond in a sort of a 
rough way to three stages in the progress of mankind, the first belong-
ing especially to his savage and semi-civilized conditions, the second to 
that in which he organizes himselfin political communities, and uses his 
organization to prey upon or reduce to servitude his weaker neighbors; 
the third to that wherein industry and commerce have become the rul-
ing factors in his society and wealth the main object of his efforts: The 
correspondence however is far from exact, because the need of subsist-
ence remains through the 0ombatiVf, and industrial periods a potent 
cause of migration, while the love of war and plunder, active even 
among savages, is by no means extinct in the mature civilization of 
to-day. 
1. In speaking of food, or rather the want of food, as a cause, we must 
include several sets of cases. One is that in which sheer hunger, due 
perhaps to a drought or a hard winter, drives a tribe to move to some 
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new region where the beasts of chase are more numerous, or tbe pas· 
tures are not exhausted, or a more copious rain-fall favors agriculture.* 
Another is that of a tribe increasing so fast that the pre-existing meaus 
of subsistence no longersufficefor its wants. Anda third is that where, 
whether or not famine be present to spur its action, a people conceives 
the desire for life in a richer ~oil or a more genial climate. To one or 
other of these cases we may refer nearly all the movements of popula-
tions in primitive times, the · best known of which are those which 
brought the Teutonic and Slavonic tribes into the Roman Empire. 
They had a hard life in northern and eastern Europe ; their natural 
growth exceeded the resources which their pastoral or village area sup-
plied, and when once one or two had begun to press upon their neigh-
bors, the disturbance was felt by each in succession until s0me, pushed 
up against the very gates of the Empire, found those gates undefended, 
entered the tempting countries that lay towards the Mediterrane&in and 
the ocean, and drew others on to follow. Of modern instances themost 
remarkable is the stream of emigration. which began to swell out of Ire-
land :::tfter the great famine of 1846-'4 7, and which has not yet ceased 
to flow . 
.Among civilized peoples the same force is felt in a slightly differ-
ent form. As population increases the competition for the means of 
livelihood becomes more intense, while at the same time the standard of 
comfort tends to rise. Hence, those on whom the pressure falls heav-
iest (if they are not too shiftless to move), and those who have the 
keenest wish to better their condition, forsake their homes for lands 
that lie under another sun. It is thus that the Russian peasantry have 
been steadily moving from the north to the south of European Russia, 
till they have now occupied the soil down to the very foot of the Cau-
casus for some 500 miles from the point they had reached a century and 
a ha,if ago. It is thus that, on a smaller scale, the Greek-speaking pop-
ulation of the west coast of' .Asia Minor is creeping eastward up the 
river valleys, and beginning to re-colonize tlle interior of that ouce pros-
perous regiou. It is thus that North .America and Australasia have 
been filled by the overflow of Europe during the last sixty years, for 
before that time the growth of the United States and of Canada bad been 
mainly a home growth from the small seeds planted two hundred years 
.earlier. That the mere pirit of enterprise, apart from the in~rea e 0f 
populatiou, count for little as a cause of migration, seems to be show.p. 
not only by the light outflow from Europe during last century, but by 
the fa t that Fran ·e, where the population is practically stationary, 
nd · out no emigrant ave a few to .Algeria, while the steady move-
m ntf'rom orwayand wedeu doe little morethanrelievethenatural 
r wth of h popul tion of tho e countrie . A regards European 
.,. nc · ion of dry sea on , which may m rely diminish the harvestR of tl10 e 
' ho inh, bit tol rably humid r ions will pro luce snch ::i, famine in th inn r parts 
of a c ntin nt lik A ia a to £ r the people to seek some better dwelling-place. 
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emigration to America, it is worth noting that during the last thirty 
years it has been steadily extending, not only eastward towarp the 
inland parts of Europe, but also downward in tbe scale of civilization, 
tapping, so to speak, lower and lower strata,. Between 1840 and 1850 
the flow toward America was chiefly from the British Isles. From 1849 
onward, it began. to be considerable from Germany also, and very 
shortly afterward from Scandinavia, reaching a figure of hundreds of 
thousands from the European continent in each year. Irrom Germany 
the migratory tendency spread into Bohemia, Moravia, Poland, and the 
other Slavonic regions of the .A.ustro-Hungarian monarchy, as well as 
iuto Italy. To-day the people of the United States, who had welc~med 
industrious Germans aud hardy Scandinavia,ns because both made good 
citizens, become daily more restive under tbe ignorant and semi-civil-
ized masses whom Central Europe flings upon their shores. .A.t the 
other e11d of the world, the vast emigration from China is partly attrib-
utable to the need ot food; but to this I shall recur presently when wL 
come to. speak of labor. 
2. The second of our causes is war. In early times, or among the ruae. 
peoples, it is rather to be called plunder, for most of their wars '"'ei-e 
undertaken less for permanent conquest than for booty. The invas10ns 
of Britain by the English, of Gaul by the Franks, of Engla,nd and Scot-
land by the Norsemen and Danes, all began with mere piratical or raid-
ing expeditions, though ending in considerable transfers of population. 
Tbe same may be said of the conquest of Pegu and.A.rakan by the Bur-
mese in the last century, and (to a smaller extent) of that southward 
movement of the wild Chin and Kachin tribes whom our present rulers 
of Burm ah find so troublesome._ It was in war raids that the movement 
of the Bantu races to tLe southernmost parts of South.Africa, where they 
have so largely displaced the yellowish Hottentot race, seems to have 
begun. So the conquests of Egypt and Persia by the first successors 
of the Prophet, so the conquests of Mexico and Peru by the Spaniards, 
though tinged with religious propagandism, were primarfly expeditions 
in search of plunder. This character, indeed, belongs all through to 
the Spanish migrations to the New World. Apparently few people went 
from Spain meaning, like our colonists a century later, to make a living 
by their own labor from the soil or from commerce, which, indeed, the 
climate of Central and South America would have_ rendered a more dif-
ficult task. They went to enrich themselves by robbiug the natives or 
by getti1Jg tbe precious metals from the toil of natives in the mines, a 
form of commercial enterprise whose methods made it scarcely distin-
guishable from rapine. In modern times the discovery of the precious 
metals has helped to swell the stream of immigration, as when gold 
was discovered in California in 1846 and in Australia a little later; but 
in these insta11<'es, though enrichment is the object, rapine is no longer 
the means. There are, however, other senses in which we may caH war 
a sour_ce of movements of races. It was military policy which planted 
tlle Saxo~s in Transylvania anq the Fr~n,c~ ~n Lower Canada,. and th~ 
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Scotch and English settlers in the lower and more fertile parts of Ulscer; 
it is military policy which has settled Russian colonies, sometimes armed, 
sometimes of agricultural dissenters, along tlieTrans-caucasian frontiers 
and on the farther shore of the Caspian. It was military policy which 
led Shalmaneser and Nebuchadnezzar to carry off large parts of the 
. people of Israel and Judah to settle them in the cities of the Medes or 
by the waters of Baby Ion.* 
.As regards the more regular conquests made by civilized states in 
modern times, such as those of Finland, Poland, Transcaucasia, and 
Transcaspia by Russia, of Bosnia and Herzegovina by .Austria,oflndia 
and Cape Colony by Great Britain, of Cochin China and Annam by 
France, it may be said that they seldom result in any considerable trans-
fer of population. Such effects as they have are rather due to that 
process of Permeation which we have alre·ady considered. 
3. Labor (i.e., the need for labor) be~omes a potent cause of migration8 
in this wa,y-that the necessity for having in particular 1)arts of the 
world men who can undertake a given kind of toil under given climatic 
conditions draws such men to those countries from their previous dwell-
ing place. This set of cases differs from the cases of migrations in search 
of subsistence, because the migrating population may have been tolera-
bly well off at home. .As the food migrations have been described as an 
outflow from countries overstocked with inhabitants, so in these cases 
of labor migration what we remark is the inflow of masses of men to :fill 
a vacuum-that is, to supply the absence in the country to which tlley 
move of the s.ort of workpeople it requires. However, it often happens 
that the two phenomena coi11cide, the vacuum in one country helping 
to determine the direction of the influx from those other countries whose 
population is already superabundant. This has happened in the case 
of the most remarkahle of such recent overflows, that of the Chinese 
overthecoasts and island8 of the Pacific. TbeneedofWesteruAmerica 
for cheap labor to make railways and to cultivate large areas just 
brought under tillage, as well as to supply domestic service, drew the 
Chinese to California and Oregon, and but for the stringent prohibitions 
of recent legislation would have brought many thousands of them i11to 
the Mississippi Valley. Similar conditions were dtawing them in great 
numbers to Australia, and especially to North Queensland, who e cli-
mate is too hot for whites to work in the :fields; but here, also, the influx 
ha been stopped by law. Ten or twelve years ago they were begiuni11g 
to form o con i<lerable a proportion of the population of the Hawaiian 
I l s that public opinion there compelled the sugar-planters to cea 'e 
importing h rn, and, in order to balance them, _Portuguese labor was 
brou ht from the Azore , and Japa11ese from Japan. Into Siam and 
h Mala P nin .. ula and over the Ea tern .Arcbivelago, Chinese migra-
" o the, iam e, after their on quest of Tenasserim, cilrried off many oftbe Ta lain 
populati n and settl d tbem near Ran rkok, where th yremain as a distinct popular 
tion to thi day. · 
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tion goes on steadily; and it seems not improbable that in time this 
element may be the prevailing one in the whole of the Indo-China and 
the adjoining islands, for the Chinese are not only a more prolific but 
altogether a stronger and hardier stock than either their relatives the 
Shan_s, Burmese, and Anna,mese, or their less immediate neighbors the 
Malays. If in the distant future there comes to be a time in which 
the weaker races having been trodden down or absorbed by the more 
vigorous, few are left to strive for the mastery of the world, the Chinese 
will be one of those few. None bas a greater tenacity of life. · 
Not unlike these Chinese migrations, but on a smaller scale, is that 
of Santhah1 to Assam, and of South Indian coolies to Ceylon (where the 
native population was comparatively indolent), and latterly to the isles 
and coasts of the Carribbean Sea. Here there has been a deliberate 
importation of laborers by those who needed their labor; and, although 
the laborers have intended to return home after a few years' service, 
and are indeed under British regulations; supplied with return passage 
tickets, permanent settlements are likely to result, for the planters of 
Guiana, for instance, have little prospect of supplying themselves in 
any other way with the means of working their estates. The coolies 
would doubtless . be brought to tropical Australia also~ but for the dis-
like of the colonists to the regulations insisted on by the Indian Govern-
ment; so instead of them we see that importation of Pacific islanders into 
North Queensland which is now a matter of so much controversy. Under 
very rlifferent conditions we find the more spontaneous immigration of 
French Canadians into the northern United States, where they obtain 
employment in the factories, and are now becoming permanently resi-
dent. At first they came only to work till they ha<l earned something 
wherewith to live better at home; but it constantly happens that such 
• temporary migration is the prelude to permanent occupation. .So the 
Irish reapers used to come to England and Scotland before the migra-
tion from Irela.nd to the English and Scottish towps swelled to great pro-
portions in 1847. The Italians who now go to the Argentine Republic 
less frequently return than did their predecessors of twenty years ago. 
In all these instances the transfer of population due to a demand for 
labor has been, or at least has purported. ·to be, a voluntary transfer. 
But by far the largest of all such transfers, now happily at an end, was 
involuntary-I mean that of Africans carried to America to cultivate 
the soil there for the benefit of white proprietors.* From early iu the 
* I do not dwell on the slave trade in ancient ·times, because we have no trust-
worthy data as to its extent; but there can be no doubt that vast numbers of bar-
lmrians from the west, north, and east of Italy and Greece were brought in duriug 
five or six centuries, and they must have sensibly changed the character of the 
population of the countries ronnd the Adriatic and .£gea.n. Here of course there 
was no question of climate, but slaves were caught because their captors did not 
wish to work themselves. The slave trade practiced by the merchants of Bristol 
before the Norman Conquest and that practiced by the Turkoman, recently, resem-
ble these ancient forms of the practice, · · 
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sixteenth century, when the destruction of the Hative llldians by their 
Spanish taskmasters in the Antilles started the slave trade,* down to 
our own time~, when slavers still occasionally landed their cargoes in 
Brazil, the number of negroes carried from Africa io America must be 
reckoned by many millions. In 1791 it was estimated that 60,000were 
carried annually to the ·west Indies alone. '.r he change effected may 
be measured by-the fact that along the southern coasts of North 
America., in the West India islands, and in some districts of Brazil 
the negroes form the largest part of the population. Their total rmm-
ber, which in the United States alone exceeds 7,000,000, can not he less 
than from 13,000,000 to 16,000,000. They increase rapidly in South 
Carolina and the Gulf State8 of the Union, are stationary in Mexico 
and Peru, and in Central America seem to diminish. Though some 
have suggested their re-migration to Afrfoa, there is not the slightest 
reason to think that this will take place to_ any appreciable extent.. On 
the other hand, it is not likely that they will, except, perhaps, in the 
unsettled tropical interior of the less elevated parts of South America, 
spread beyond the area which they now occupy. The slave trade is 
unfortunately not yet extinct on the east coast of Africa, but it has 
caused so comparatively slight a transfer of population from that con-
tinent to Arabia, the Turkish dominions, and Persia as not to require 
discussion here. 
Before quitting this part of the subject a passing reference may be 
made to two other causes of migration , which, though their effects 
have been comparatively small, are not without interest-religion and 
the love of freedoui. Religion bas operated in two ways. Sometimes 
it bas led to the removal of persons of a particular faith, as in the case 
of the expulsion of the Jews from Spain by Ferdinand and Isabella, 
tbe OatLolic, an event which affected not only Spain but Europe gen-
era1ly, uy sending many capable Spanish Jews to Holland and others 
to the Turkish East. Similar motives led Philip III to expel the Moris-
coes in A. D. 1609. The present Jewish emigration ffom Russia is also 
partially, though only partially, traceable to this ca.use. In another 
class of cases religion bas been one of the motive forces in prompting 
war and c011quest, as when the Arabs overthrew the dominions of the 
Sa a11id king~, overran tLe eastern part of the East Roman Empire, 
Ru~jugated North Africa and Spain; and also in the case of the Spanish 
conque t in America, where the missionary spirit weut hand in hand 
with, and wa not felt to be incompatible with, the greed of gold and 
the bar b Rt mean of atisfying it. The latest American instance 
* The fir t 11 groes w re hrougbt from Morocco to Portugal in 1442, soon after 
which th y b gan to be brought in large nnmbers from the Guinea coasts. There 
w re already Bome in Hi paniola in 1502; anrl after 1517 the trade from Africa seem 
to hav set in r ecrnlarly, thongh it did not hocome large till a still later date. Las 
. a. a liv cl to bitt rly repent the qualified approval h e b ad given to it, in the 
mt r · t of b aborigiu of tb Antill , whom labor in t he mine wa swiftly 
tr yin~; but it i a ·ompl te rror to a ·cribe itl'I ori!Jiu to hi111'. 
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may be fouud h the occupation and government of Paraguay by the 
Jesuits. Finally, we sometimes find religious feeling the cause of 
peaceful emigrations. The case which has proved of most historical 
significance is th:-it of the Puritan settlement in Massachusetts and 
Connecticut; among those of less note may be reckoned the flight of 
the Pei'sian fire worshippers to Western India; the Huguenot set-
tlements in Brazil and on the southeastern coast of North America, 
destroyed soon after their foundation by the Portuguese and Spaniards, 
aud the later flight of th_e French Protestants after the revocation of 
the edict of Nantes ; the emigration of the Ulster Presbyterians to the 
United States in last century; the foundation of various German 
colouies at Tift.is and other places in the Russian dominions.* · Nor 
ought we to forget one striking instance of expatriation for the sake 
of freedom-that of the petty chieftains of ·western Norway, who set-
tled Iceland in the ninth century to escape the growing power of King 
Harold tbe Fairhaired. 
UL-CHANNELS OF MIGRA'l'ION. 
From this political side of our subjec~ we return to its physical 
aspects in considering the lines which m~gration has tended to follow. 
These have usually been the lines of least resistance, i. e., those in 
. which the fewest natural obstacles in the way of mountains, deserts, 
seas, and dense forests have had to be encountered. The march of 
warlike tribes in early times and the movements of groups of emi-
grants by land in modern tj.mes have generally been along river valleys 
and across the lowest and easiest passes in mountain ranges. The 
valley of the lower Danube has for this reason, from the fourth century · 
to the tenth , an immense historical importance, for it was along its 
levels that the Huns, Avars, and Magyars, besides several of the 
Slavonic tribes, moved in to occupy the countries between the Adriatic 
and the Theiss. While the impassable barrier of the Himalaya has at 
all times prevented any movements of ·population from Tibet and 
Eastern Turkistan , the passes to the west of the Indus, and especially 
the Khaiber and the Bolan, have given access to many invading or 
immigrating masses, from the days of the primitive Aryans to those 
of Ahmed Shah Durani in Jast century. So in Europe, the Alpine 
passes have had much to do with directing the course of streams of 
invaders to Italy. So in North America, while the northern line of 
settlement wa8 indicated by the valley of St. Lawrence and the Great 
Lakes, the chief among the more souther]y lines was that from Vir-
ginia into Tennessee and Kentucky over the Cumberland Gap, lou~t 
the only practicable route across the middle Alleghanies. 
" Th e TifHs Germans left Wiirtemberg in order to avoid the nse of an obnoxious 
h ymn book. The Mennonites went to Southern Rnssia to escape milita!.'y service, 
but the promise made to them b y Catherine II has r ecently been broken, and they 
have lately been departing to America lest they should be eompellecl to serve in the 
Russian army. 
SM93-37 
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Of migrations · by sea it has already been remarked that owing to 
improvements in navigation, they have now become practically inde-
pendent of distance or any'other obstacle. In earlie1· times also they 
played a considerable part, but only in the case of such seafaring peoples 
as the Phenicians, the Greeks, and the N orthmen,-instances .in which 
the number of persons transferred must have been comparatively small, 
though the historical results were profound. Those which most nearly · 
approach the character of national movements were tbe transfer of a 
vigorous Phenician shoot to Carthage, of a mass of Greeks to South 
Italy and Sicily, and of the Jute~, Saxons, and Angles to Britain. 
The most important physical factor in determining lines of movement 
has, however, been climate. Speaking broadly, migration follows the 
parallels of latitude, or more precisely, the lines of equal mean tem-
perature, and not so much, I think, of mean annual heat as of mean 
winter heat. Although the inhabitants of cold climates often evince a 
desire to move into warmer ones, they seem never to transfer themselves 
directly to one differing greatly from that to which they are accustomed.; 
while no people of the tropics has ever, so far as I know, settled in any 
part of the temperate zone . . There is one instance of a north European 
race establishing itself on the southern shores of the Mediterranean-
- the Vandals in North Africa; and the Bulgarians came to the banks 
of the lower Danube from the still sterner winters of the middle Volga. 
But fo the few cases of northward movement, as in that of the Lapps, 
the cause lies in the irresistible pressure of str~nger neighbors; and 
probably a similar pressure drove tho Fuegians into their inhospitable 
isle. 
The tendency to retain similar climatic conditions is illustrated by 
the colonization of North America. The Spaniards and Portuguese 
took the tropical and sub-tropical regions, neglecting the cooler parts. 
The French and the English settled in the temperate zone; and it was 
not till this century that the country toward the Gulf of Mexico began 
to be occupied by incomers from the Carolinas and northern Georgia. 
When the Scandinavian immigration.began, it flowed to the northwest, 
and bas filled the States of Wisconsiu, Minnesota, and Dakota. And 
when the Icelanders sought homes iu the New World, they chose the 
northernmost place they could find by the shores of Lake Winnipeg, 
in Manitoba. So the internal movements of population within the 
United States have been along the parallels of latitude. The men of 
w England have gone west into New York, Ohio, and Michigan, 
whence their children have gone still farther west to Illinois, Iowa, 
Ore · n, and Wa hington. Similarly tpe overflow of Virginia poured 
into Kentucky and Tenne. see, and tbeuce into southern Illinois and 
Ii ouri; whil it i: chiefly from the Caroliuas that Georgia, Alabama 
Ii i ippi. Arkan a , and Texas have been , ettled. The pre ent negro 
rnigra ion fr rn he ea~ tern tate of the South is into Arkansa and 
Texa . regon i the only Northern State that has received any con-
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siderable number of immigrants from the old slave States; and. western 
Oregon enjoys, in respect of its maritime position, an equable climate, 
with winters milder than those of Missouri. 
IV.-THE LARGER SERIES OF MIGRATIONS. 
Without attempting to present a chronological view of the prin-
cipal migrations by which the population of the world has been shifted, 
I will attempt to indicate very briefly the main epochs at which these 
have been most frequent or most important. They may be classed in 
five groups, correspon<l.ing to five periods in the history of those parts 
of the world of which we possess a history. The first epoch covers pre-
historic times, times known to us only by faint traditions and by the 
results of philological and archffiological inquiry. We are able to say 
that certain movements of races did take place before the date of our 
earliest written records, but unable to fix these movements to any point 
of time. Thus there is reason to believe that the Celtic races a<l.vanced 
from east to west, partly forcing into corners, partly fusing with, that 
ea'rlier population of Gaul and Britain which is usually called Iberian, 
and of which the Basques are supposed to be representatives. Thus 
the Etruscans descended. from the Alps into middle Italy, as the ances-
tors of the Latins and Sabellians would appear to have done at an 
earlier date. It seems probable that the Slavs and Letts came_ to the 
Oder and the Vistula from the southeast. Recent philological research 
lends weight to the view that the Phrygians and the Armenians, both 
races of the ludo-European family, were originally settled iu south-
eastern Europe, .and crossed the Bosphorns into the seats where authen-
tic history finds them. At some remote but quite undetermined time 
Aryan invaders entered north western India, and ::;lowly spread to the 
south and east from the Punjab; while, at a still earlier epoch, another 
race coming from the west passed through Beluchistan (where it has 
left a trace of its passage in the language · spoken by the Brahuis) and 
moved southeastward into the Dekkan and. southern India, in which 
its four great allied tongues, those we cal1 Dravid°ian, ~ arc now spoke~ 
by nearly 30,000,000 people. Nor have we any materials for ascertain-
ing the time at which the Polynesian Islands were occupied by the two 
races, the brown and the bJack or negroid, wbfoh now inhabit them, 
an<l both of which seem to have come from the East Indian Archipelago, 
passing from isle to isle in their canoes against the trade winds that 
blow from the American coast. Finally, it is_ to prehistoric and prob-
ably to very remote times that belongs the settlement of the two 
American continents by immigrants from Asia, immigrants who appear 
to have crossed. Bering Straits, or made their way along the line of the 
Aleutian Isles,t and thence to have slowly drifted southward from 
" Tn.mil, Telugu, Canarese, and Malayalam. 
tSome recent writers would refer the entrance of the present American races into 
their continent to a period so remote us that in which .Asia was joined by dry . land 
to America, 
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Alaska to Tierra del v""uego. That the process of settling these vast 
areas must have taken an enormous space of time is proved, not oDly 
by the archi:eological evidence drawn from hum au bones and other relics 
of primitive man, but also by the great differences, both physical and. 
linguistic, between the various American races-differences, however, 
which are nowise incompatible with the doctrine of a common Asiatic 
origin. , _ 
The first migrations of which we have distinct historical evidence, 
besides those of the Phcnicians and Israelites, are the movement of 
the Dorians into Peloponnesus and of the 1Eo1ians and Ionians to the 
west_ coast of Asia Minor. Somewhat later, in the seventh century, 
B. c., colliRious seemed to have occurred among the nomad tribes to the 
north of the Black and Caspian seas, which led to the irruption of a 
people called Cimrnerians, who advanced as far as Ephesus, arnl part 
of whom seem .to have permanently settled on the south coast of the 
Euxiue, and of a host of ~cythians who ravaged Western Asia for 
many years, and were bought off by King Psammetichus on the fron-
tiers of Egypt. Whether any permanent settlements followed these 
irruptions does not appear, but they are interesting as the first of the 
many instances in which the roving ·people of the steppe have descended 
on the settled States to the south, carrying slaughter a,ll(l rapi11e iu 
their train. 
Passing over such minor disturbances of population as the Celtic 
occupation of North Italy and of that part of Asia Minor which from 
them took the name of Galatia, and passin g over also the premature 
de~centof the Oimbri and the Tentones into the Roman world iu the days 
of Mariun, who slaughtered them at Aix · (in Provence) and Vercelli, we 
arrive at the third great epoch of movement-that which the Germans 
call par excellence tbe wandering of the peoples (Volkerwanderung). 
The usual account describes thh; movement to have begun from tbe 
nomads of l\.fongolia, living near the Great Wall of China, one trihe 
aggressing on or propel1ing another, until those who dwelt westward 
near the Caspian precipitated themselves on the Goths, then occupy-
ing the plains of the Dnieper and Dniester, and drove them across t he 
Danube. into tho Roman Empire. Whether this was the originating 
cam:.e, or whether it is rather to be sought in a lack of food and the 
natural increa e of tlle tribes between the Baltic and the Euxine, t here 
certainly did begin with the crossing of the Danube by t he Goths, in 
A. D. 377, an ra of unre t and displacement among all the people 
from the aspian to the Atlantic, which did not encl till the destruction 
of t h candinavian power in Ireland at Clontarf, in 1014, and the 
r Hing ba ·I' f the great Norwegian invasion of England, at Sta.rnford 
Bi-id , in 1 66. The Goth , the Vandals, Suabians, Burgundian 
a, n , L ru bard' s ttled in variom; provinces of the Roman 
mpir an fi uncled great kin do:11,. fiuor tribe such a, the Alan .. , 
. ' . 
ng1au · an ruliau ·, m v cl hithet' a,nd thither, without effecting 
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any distinct and permaueut settlement. A vast multitude of Huns 
ranged across Uentral Europe, carrying destruction as far as the Seine. 
Various Slavonic t ribes occupied the countries along the Danube and 
the east coast of the Adriatic; they even filled the isles lying off the 
Dalmatian coast (where only Sla,vonic is now spoken), aud descended 
into Greece, in the modern population of which they form a large ele-
ment. The Bulgarians, a Finnish people from the Volga, settled among 
the Danubian Slavs and adopted their language, while the Avars, 
penetrating farther west, held the great Hungarian plain for two cen-
turies. Last of all, at the end of the ninth century, came the Magyars, 
another Finnish tribe, who retained their old language and have played 
a brilliant part in history. A century before they entered Hungary , 
the Norsemen and D anes had begun those piratical expeditions wliich 
ultimately turued into migrations, largely changing the population of 
eastern Britain and of northern France. A.t one moment the North-
men of Iceland seemed on the point of spreadiug from their settlement 
on the coast of East Greenland into North America , where they made 
descents at points the most southern of which have been plausibly 
conjectured to lie in Massaclmsetts or Long Island. These expeditions 
met with so much resistance from the natives that the idea of perma-
uent settlement, apparently for a time entertained, was abandoned. 
'l'he Norsemen llad not, like the Spaniards five centuries later, and tlle 
E nglish of the seventeenth century, the advantage of :firearms, and 
they came from a very small nation, which could not afford to waste 
its men; so this case has to be added to that list of attempted coloniza-
tions which might, like the settlement of the Phoc:::eans in Uorsica and 
the Huguenots in Brazil, have changed the course of history had they 
but prospered . These seven centuries of unrest left no population in 
E urope unchanged, and gave birth not only to the states and uations 
of the middle a,ges and the modern world, but to modern civilization.as 
a whole, creating new tongues and new types of culture from the mix-
ture of the intruding races with the provincial subjects of Rome. 
The fourtll group of migration s overlaps in time that which we have 
just been considering, and in three countries overlaps it also in space-
viz, in North Africa, in Spa.in, and in the Thraco-DanuLia11 lands. 
But its origin was wholly di stinct and its character clifferent. It begins 
with the outbreak of the Arabs from their remote peninsula imme-
diately after the deatll of Mollammed-we may date it from the first 
defeats of the Romans in Syria in A. D. 632, and of the Persian in A.. D. 
635- and it did not quite end till tlle cession of Podolia to the Turks, 
ten centuries lat er, in A . D. 1695. It ehanged the face of .. Western and 
Southern Asia, as the Volkerwanderung changed that of Europe, yet 
it involved far less transfer of population, and worked more by way of 
permeative conquest t han of migration proper. The Arabs spread 
over I n 1k, Egypt, Syria, North Afri ca, Sicily, and the Iberian penin-
sula ; twice they laid theil' grasp on the southeastern corners of Gaul. 
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Their new religion gave an Arab tinge to the literature and habits of 
Persia and Western Tnrkistan; its influence is str0ng to-day in the 
East Indian Archipelago and on the coasts of East Africa, as well as 
in the vast inland region from Timbuctoo to Somali Land. After tlrnir 
conquering force had fully spent itself, the initiative passed to the 
Turks~ and an infusion of Turkoman blood and Musselman ideas helped 
to transmute the former subjects of the East ·Roman Empire in Asia, 
and Europe into the so-called Ottomans of to-day. The wave has for 
two centuries been visibly receding. Since 1878 we have seen the 
Mohammedan Beys retiring from Bosnia as they retired thirty years 
ago from Setvia; the Circassians, and still more recently, some of the 
tribes of Daghestan, have gone forth from their mountain · homes; the 
Poma.ks are beginning to leave Bulgaria; it is probable that in forty 
years more hardly a Musselman will be left on European soil, unless 
the jealousies of European powers should · still keep the barbarian 
enthroned in Constantinople. Not less remarkable than the movement 
of the Arabs to the Oxus and the Tagus, and of the Turk from the·. 
Oxus to the Adriatic, was the movement of the races from beyond the 
Indus and the Hindu Kush into In<lia. The irruptions which begin 
with the expedition of Mahmud of Ghazni in the eleventh century 
brought some of the mixed Central Asiatic races, who passed as 
Moguls, aud a probably greater number of Pathans (Afghans) into 
Upper India, in parts of which they sensibly affected the character of 
the population. Here too, more was done ju the way of assimilative 
influence than by an infusion of blood, for the Musselman bands car-
ried their religion to the shores of the Bay of Bengal and far into the 
Dekkan; they introduced a new and splendid style of building and an 
exquisite richness of decoration; their deeds were recorded by the first 
. regular chroniclers of India. In a fourth region, that of the countries 
north of the -Black Sea, the irruptions of Zinghis Khan and his sons 
brought about some permanent changes. But it is doub tful how far 
the pre ence of such Tartar and Mong·olic tribes as still remain in the 
Crimea and along the Volgo is due to those invasions; and since, 
whatever their consequence may have been, they are not due to Islam, 
for tbe Mongols were heathen, they do not fall witbiu the group of 
migration we are now con idering. 
The fifth group begins with the discovery of America in 1492; if we 
ouo-ht not rather to date it from the first long· voyages of the Portu-
gue , o ning with the pa . age of Cape Bojador in 1435 (under an 
En li h aptain) and culminating in the rounding of the Cape of Good 
Hop an openin · of th a route to India, by Bartholomew Diaz in 
14 6, foll w db r Va. o de Gama's voyag to Malabar twelve years 
lat r. 
ettlem nt belong to this group. The fir ti 
paniar 1 d o-rtugue ·e iu tropical America; the sec-
that which bring the negroes from Africa to America; the 
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third is the colonization of the ·temperate parts of the North American 
coast by the English, Fr.ench, and Dutch in t,he seventeenth century; 
the fourth is the immense outflow from Europe, not only to America · 
but also to Australasia, and-:-in a much smaller degree-to South Africa, 
anoverflowmainlydueto the progress of physical science; firstly, in intro-
ducing the use of steam for ocean voyages, and, secondly, in so acceler-
ating the growth of population in Europe that the impulse toward less 
crowded lands became stronger than ever before. The scale of this 
outflow of the last seventy years has been far larger than that of any 
previous time, and has indeed become possible only because ocean 
transit is now so swift, safe, aud cheap. The export of Chiuese to 
America, and of Indian coolies to and fro in the tropics, is in like man-
ner attributable to the cheapness with which they can now be carried 
for long distances, as well as (in the case of the coolies) to the increased 
demand for tropical products which the growth of population and of 
wealtll in the north ternperate zone has created. 
V.-'l'HE CORRELATIONS OF MIGRATION. 
Among· the many questions suggested by the facts we have noted, 
I will advert to two or three only. 
One of these bears on the analogy between the migrations of man- · 
kind and those of other animals and of plants. If the majority of our 
geologists are right in holding that man existed in those very remote 
times in which great changes _of climate were still takiug place, the 
analogy must then have been close. Races of men may, in palffiolithic 
times, have moved northward or southward, according to the recession 
or advance of the great ice sheet that once covered the northern part 
of the north temperate zone, just as we know that animals moved, and 
just as we find that certain species of plants have, in our latitude, 
sometimes occupied the low country, and sometimes retired to sub-
arctic regions or ascended to the . tops of the loftiest mountains. It 
has been lately maintained that the Eskimo of Arctic Am,erica are 
the descendants of the Cave men of Brita.in and Prance, driven north 
many thousands of years ago by the growing m1ldness of tlie climate. 
We know that changes in the level of the sea have produced re:volu-
tions in the fauna and flora of countries, not only by affecting the 
course of ocean current~, and thereby the climate, but also by bringing, 
when lands formerly separated became parts of the same continent, 
species from one land to another, where the incomers overpowered or 
expelled the old inl1al.,itants, or became, under new conditions and 
through the struggle between competing species, themselves so modi-
fied as to pass iu to new forms. If man existed at a time so distant as 
that wherein Bering Straits and the North Sea and part of the Medi-
terranean were dry land, we may conjecture, from the iufluence of these 
physical changes upon the animal and vegetable world, what their 
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influence may have been upou him iu causing tribes to move from place 
to place, and in bringing about alterations of racial types. 
The geological record supplies ample evidence how greatly the species 
of animals and plants have transferred themselves from one dwelling 
place to another in distant ages. The horse, iu his earlier forms, was 
abundant iu America, but he vanish0d chere, a,ncl bad been long extinct 
when the Spaniards of Cortez won Mexico by the terror he inspired. 
The camel, it appears, was originally a New World beast, and the 
gigantic Sequoia, of California, a ~uropean tree. But it is seldom that 
we are able to fix the causes which have brought about these transfer-
ences. And even with regard to those comparatively few mign1tions of 
animals which have occurred within recent times it is seldom t,hat any pal-
pably operative ground can be assigned. The latest instanceofauycon-
siderable migration, a11art, of course, trorn theagencyofman, is theiuva-
sion of Europe by the brown rat, a native, it seems, of East Central 
Asia, which lict,s practically expelled the black rat from Europe, just as 
the latter ha,s been ~jecting weaker rorlents from South America. 
In prehistoric times the movements of animals must have frequently 
told upon nrnn. It appears that some centuries before our colonists 
entered North America the buffalo had begun to move eastward from 
the prairie highla,n<ls in and near the Rocky Mountains tuwar<l the 
Mississippi; and in order to tempt him still farther eastward the Indians 
began to burn the forests which covered its banks and those of the 
Ohio River in what are now the States of Illinois, Indiana1 and Ken-
tucky. The abunclauee of animal food thus brought within their reach 
seems to have checkeu the progress of the tribes in the arts of seden-
tary life, throwing them back into the stage of hunters. 
Since man, in his advancing civilization, lrns begun to domesticate 
animals and to understand how to improve the soil aud make full use of 
1ts capacities, the chief transfers of animals and plants to new regions 
have been due to his action. He has peopled the New World ·and 
Australasia with the horses, cattle, and sheep of Eluo11e, turning to 
account tract-s which might otherwise have rema.iued a wilderness. The 
trees be Ila · brought from di ' tant regions have sometimes geown to for-
e ts an<l changed the aspect of whole countries. Thus, tl1e tops of the 
N eilgherry hills in Southern India have nearly lost their beautiful 
ancient wood , aud are now, since the Engfo;h took them in lland, cov-
. erecl with foe. omber Eucalyptus and Acacia 1nelanoxylon from Au,· tra-
lia, or witll plantations of tea from Oliina, or of quinine from Paraguay. 
Tlle land:cape of Egypt, a we . ee it, must be quite differeut from that 
which Mo:e or Herodotu: i,;aw ; for most of the trees belong to Gpecie ' 
which w r then unlrn wn on the "' ile. Many creature' aud many 
plant have al:o f 11 w <l man without hi . will. The rats which onr 
, 11ip.' '< rry and b m .·quitoe · who-e ego-,, lurk in the water barr 1., 
ti11cl th ir w , y to la1Hl and pla(Tuc new con11trie, ; the Engli b parrow 
uni.'an · iu .i.. rtll America, though. le , pernicious than the 
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English rabbit in Australia. Species of shrubs and herbaceous plants, 
the seeds of most of them brought accidentaily from .America or Asia, 
have thrice overrun the Hawaiian Islands, so that the present vegeta-
tion of the group is largely different from that which Cook found little 
more than a centnry ago. Thus the migrations of men, which nature 
once governed, have now come to l.>e followed by those of other crea-
tures, and are the source of many a change upon the face of nature 
herself. 
VI.-INFLUEN CES RESULTING FROM MIGRATION. 
If we ask what has been the result of the changes we have been 
considering on the political organizations of mankind, aud on the types 
of lrnman culture, tbe auswer must unquestionably he that they have 
become fewer and fewer. From the beginning of authentic history the 
process of reducing the number of tribes, of languages, of independent 
political communities, of forms of barbarism or of civilization, has gone 
on steadily, and indeed with growing speed. For many parts of the 
world our data do not go far back. But if we take the part for which 
the data are most complete, tlie basin of the Mediterranean, we find 
that now there arc only nine, or at the most ten, languages (excluding 
mere dialects) spoken on its coasts, while the number of States, count-
ing Montenegro, Egypt, Malta, and Morocco as States, is ten. In the 
time of Herodotus there must have beeu at least 30 lai1guages, while 
the independeut or semi-independent tribes, cities, and kingdoms were 
beyond all comparison more numerous. The result of migrations has 
been to overwhelm the small tribes and merge them in larger aggre-
gates, while the process of permeation, usually, though not always, a 
sequel of conquest, has assimilated even those among whom no consid-
erable number of intruders came. Sometimes the mere contiguity of 
the new and stronger race extinguishes tbe weak one, as in the case of 
the Tasmanian aborigin_es.* But more frequently the weaker is simply 
absorbed into and accepts the language and general type of the 
stronger, whi_ch is not necessarily the more gifted or the more civilized; 
and thus Britain has become Anglicized, the Celtic populatio11 retain-
ing its languages a11d some of its dtstinctive marks only in western 
and mountainous corner~; thus the Wends of North Germa11y have 
been Germanized, thus the Laps of the extreme north of Europe are 
being absorbed by the Norwegians. Finns, and Russians; tlms some of 
the A.lbauia11 claus are being Hellenized; thus the Talains of Pegu are 
becoming merge<l. in the Burmese, as possibly the latter may ultimately 
be in the Ohi11ese. The remarkable thing is that-neither this blending 
of races, nor the transfer of races to new climatic and economic condi-
tions, tends to develop n ew types to anything like the same extent as 
"· So the Guanches of Tenerife soon disappear ed as n, distinct r ace, though some of 
their bloo!l r mains; so t he Maories and nati ve H awaiians have become greatly 
reduced in numbers, and are likely to become before long extinct. 
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it destroys the old ones. The Crown is allowed to create one new Irish 
peerage for every three that die out. Nature uses her prerogative far 
more sparingly; she does not produce a new type for ten that vanish. 
Since the nations of modern Europe took their present distinct charac-
ters with their languages and their local seats between the sixth and 
the eleventh centuries, uo new nation bas appeared iu Europe, nor is 
there now the least likelihood that any will. Neither bas the settle-
ment of European man in the New World wrought any marked changes 
in national types even when there has been a blood-mingling on a great 
scale. The_ average Mexican, who is by extraction more than half an 
Indian, is for most practical purposes, religious, social, and ethical, a 
Spaniard. The man of Pennsylvania or Ohio is still more palpably an 
Englishman, no·r does theimmense infusion of Irish and German blood 
seem likely to affect the Anglo-American type as it fixed itself a cen-
tury ago. Nothing shows more clearly the strength which a well-estab-
lished racial character has than the fact that the climatic and economic 
conditions of America have so little altered the English settlers in 
body, so comparatively little even in mind. Nothin g better illustrates 
the assimilative power of a vigorous community than the way in wbich 
the immigrants into the United States melt like sugar in a cup of tea, 
and see their children grow up no longer Germans or Norwegians, or 
even Irish or Italians or Czechs, but Anglo-Americans. With the 
negroes, on the other band, there is practically no admixture; and so 
far as can be foreseen they will remain~ at least in the sub-tropical parts 
of the South, distin~tly African in their physical and mental cbaracter-
istics for centuries to come. The same remark holds true of the white 
and black races in South Africa, where the process of blood mixture, 
which went on to some extent between the Dutch and the Hottentots, 
has all but stopped. 
Will this process of extinguishrng and assimilating the weaker 
nationalities and their types of culture continue into a distant future, 
Have those movements of population which have been hitherto so 
powerful a factor in that process nearly reached their limit, Since a 
time long before the dawn of history the various races seem to have 
been always iu an unstable equilibrium, some consta11tly pressing upon 
other , or seeking to escape from crowded into vacant, from cold or 
sterile into more genial or more fertile, lands. Is the time near at band 
when they will bave ettled down in a permanent fashion, just as our 
globe it elf ba from a ga eous tate solidified by the combination of 
it, el ment iuto it pre ent table form 1 
0 r larg part of the earth thi time seems already withi11 a 
mea urable di, tance. Nearly all of the north temperate zone, except 
part of ·outhwe tern and outhea tern Siberia (e'pecially along the 
1 w r . m ur) an i part of We tern Canada, is now occupied and 
f i pr y·thi •kly o · ·upi <l. Di 'tri ·ts there are which may be 
ly packed: the e teru United States, for instance, though 
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all the best land has already been taken up; can support a far larger 
population than they now have, and the same may be said of large 
tracts a.long the Alleghanies. But the attractions to emigrants 
become daily slighter as the conditions of agriculture grow less favor-
able through the inferior quality of the untouched land and the approach- · 
ing exhaustion of that which has been tilled for two ~r three decades, 
not to speak of that vast natural increase of the population already on 
the spot, which intensifies the competition for employment. We may 
conjecture that within the lifetime of persons now living the outflow 
from Europe to North America, will have pradically stopped. A some-
what longer time will be required to fill not only the far less attractive 
parts of Northern Asia I have mentioned, but also such scantily 
inhabited though once flourishing regions as Asia Minor, Mesopotamia, . 
and Persia, because a more torrid sun, and atrocious misgovernment, 
keep these regions, so to speak, ·out of the market. In the Southern 
Hemisphere, whose land area is far smaller, there are the temperate 
districts of Australia and South Africa, of which, so far as our present 
knowledge extends, no very large part bas moisture enough to be 
available for tillage; while in South America there are La Plata, 
northern Patagonia, and the highlands of BoliYia, Peru and Ecuador.* 
The elevation above tbe sea of these latter tracts gives them a tolera-
ble climate, but their wealth lies chiefly in minerals, and the parts 
which are both healthy and fit for agriculture are of comparatively 
small extent. There remain the tropics. Vast regions of the tropics 
are at present scantily peopled. Most of-equatorial South America is a 
forest wilderness. Much of tropical Africa-where it is not condemned 
to sterility by the want of water-seems to have a population far 
below what it could support, owing not merely to tlle wars and slave 
raids which devastate tbe country, but also to the fact that peoples 
unskilled in tillage can not make the soil yield anything like its foll 
return of crops. The same remark applies to Borneo, Oelebes, New 
Guinea, Luzon. and some of the other isles of the Eastern Arehipelago, 
among which only Java has as yet seen its resources duly developed. 
That there will be considerable migrations and shiftings of population 
among the races that now inhabit the tropics is probable enough. 
India ( except the central provinces and Assam ) and China are both 
filled to overflowing, and will doubtless continue to send out streams 
of emigrants which may in time fill up the vacant spaces in the Eastern 
Archipelago, perhaps in South America, perhaps even in Africa, unless 
some of its indigenous races should ripen into a greater capacity for 
patient aud steady toil than any, except the Egyptian, has yet shown. 
But none of these tropical peoples, save the Op.inese-for Japan lies 
outside tbe tropics-has a native civilization, or is fitted to play any 
part in history either as a conquering or as a thinking force, or in any 
------------------------------
" The elevated parts of equatorial Africa are much smaller, though possibly large 
enough to support a European population of some few millions. 
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way, save as producers by physical labor of material wealth. None is 
likely to develop toward any higlwr condition than that in which it 
now stands, save under the tutelage, and by adopting so much as it 
_can of the culture, of the five or six European peoples which have 
practically appropriated the torrid zone, and are dividing its resources 
between them. Yet the vast numbers to which , under the conjoint 
stimuli of science and peace, these inferior black and yellow races may 
grow, coupled with the capacity some of them evince for assimilating 
the material side of European civilization, may enable them to play a 
larger part in the future of the world than they have played in the 
past. 
It is, of course, possible that the great Europeau peoples, or some of 
them, may, after a few generations, acquire the power of. thriving in 
the tropics, of re~isting malarial fevers, and of rearing an offspring 
which need not be sent home to a cold climate during the years of boy-
hood. We may call it possible, because our experience is still too 
short to justify us in calling it impossible. But it seems so far from 
probable that in considering the future of the leading and ruling races 
of the world we must practically leave their permanent settlement in 
the tropics out of the question, and restrict our view to the two tem-
perate zones. In these, as has been said, there is no longer room and 
verge for any great further removal of masses of men from one country 
to another. If, indeed, we were merely to look at a map indicating the 
comparative density of population in Northern Asia, Europe, and 
America, and see bow much denser it is in the agricultural parts of 
France or Germany, for instance, than in Southwestern Siberia or the 
no:::thwest of the United States and Canada, we might fancy the space 
remaining to be sufficient for many centuries to come. But if we were 
to compare such a map of to-day with a similar map of the world in 
1780, and note how much of what would then have been marked as 
empty space, including all the vast area between the Alleghanies and 
the :Pacific, has now been occupied, we shall realize the immense 
advance tha,t has been made towards the establishment of an equilib-
rium of population and the relative shortness of the future during 
which we can look to emigration as a remedy for the evils whicll afflict 
the toiling masses of Europe. In this respect, as in many others, the 
world eem to be entel'iug on a new era, whose phenomena will prove 
unlike any that have gone before. 
It may be thought that as ruigrations have been a frequent cause of 
war in the pa t, the e tablishment of such an equilibrium will make 
for p a ·e. But it mu t also be remembered that the pressure of each 
nation on it n ighbor,, and of the members of each nation on one 
an tb r t nd to grow more. evere with that severer struggle for sub-
i ~t n whi ·h in r a, in,g Humber involve, and which, after a few 
n rati n ·, the outlet that now still remain will no longer 
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BY DANIEL G. BRIN1'0N. 
The subject which I bring before yon is one which I have selected in 
order to impress upou you forciblJ the true breadth aud full meaning 
of the science toward the cultivation of which we have assembled at 
this .time. 
There is no other word which so thoroughly expresses the purpose of 
this branch of learning as that which we ha,ye adopted-Anthropology, 
the science of man, the study of the nature of man, the search for and 
eorrect expression of those laws, and all the laws, which govern the 
birth , growth. development,, and decay of all his traits, powers, and 
faculties. 
Anthropology means this, and nothing less than this. Its motto is 
that of the character in the Terentian drama-
'
1 A m,e nullum hnrnanurii al-i.en-urn puto." 
It embraces everything and excludes nothing which pertains to 
humanity, whether in the individual or in his various aggregations. It 
omits no part or function of him as unworthy of its notice; it admits 
the existence of none so superior or sacred as to be beyond the pale of 
its investigations . The field which it goes forth to reap is the world, 
and its harvest season covers all time since man first set foot upon it. 
It is signally unfortunate that the full connotation of the term has 
not been constantly present in the minds of those who_ have pursued 
the science. V\T ~ should not then have witnessed the cheerless spec-
tacle of one school of anthropologists claiming that man is nothing 
n1ore th an the highest mammal , an'd that the study of his anatomical 
and physiological relations exhausts the definition of their science, and 
tbat those w110 go " beyond these are merely "historfons and men of 
letters;" or that of anot11er school, which, disregarding the incalculable 
potency of man's physical conditions, seeks to erect the science exclu-
sively on the basis of the products of the m~mtal faculties, his arts, 
institution s, religions, and languages. 
"Presidential address before the International Congress of Anthropology at Chicago, 
1893. (From proceedings of the congress, pp. 19-34. ) 
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Each is equal_ly in error. No correct a·rnl comprehensive jdea can be 
formed of the various elem~µts which . have rendered man what he is, 
or any race or _stock of men what it is, unle~s all these phenomena 
receive due consideration, and the various agencies which influence 
them are weighed with impartial fairness. The historiau must become 
an anatomist, the anatomist a linguist, if he would reach positive results 
in this study. 
_You observe that the programme of this congress includes physical 
anthropology, archEeology, ethnology, folk-lore, religions, and linguis-
tics. It would be an epoch in the history of the science, a iwtable 
era in its development, if the labors we are about to enter upon should 
lastingly impress on all who pursue this branch that every one of these 
departments is equally important, that not one of them can be neglected 
or overlooked, that the richest in resultfl is still bnt primus inter pa,res, 
a brother among brethren. 
To illustra,te how closely the multitudinous influences which they 
represent are woven together, and how each lJears upon the whole 
nature of man, I shall consider with brevity in what manner that entity 
which we call a'' uation" appears a~ an element in an thropology. I 
bave been partly, though by no means wholly, led to make this selec-
tion because. this particular question bas been much misunderstood in 
some quarters and its bearings misconceived . As late a s at the cou-
gress at Moscow last year, a distinguishe<l writer in our branch of 
Rcience said, "Nationality has nothing to do ,vith anthropology. It is 
a product of history and concerns history only." 
- So far from this being correct, I shall endeavor to show that na,tion-
ality has ever been and is to-day an a.gent more powerful in modifying 
both the physical and the psychical elements of man than either race, 
climate, religion, or culture; and therefore that it must constantly 
occupy the attention of the anthropologist , whether his researches are 
in ·the purely physical or in the intellectual fields. 
I desire to emphasize the fact that the anthropologist will never 
fn11y comprehend the science which he professes to follow, will never 
att:1in the preception of it,s whole significan ce, if be omits from its 
·tu<ly, a not pertaining strictly to it, any influence whatever which 
bears upon aud modifies in any direction the evolution of the human 
pecies. This the nation does with a directne s and a potency which 
can not be mi under tood or called in question. 
Let us inquire what it i we mean by the exprpssion "a people" or 
' a 1rntion 'when w u e he e terms as ynouymous. I can find no 
m r I rofound and. trn d finition than that given by the most philo-
·ophi En li h poet of thi century, Robert Browning, in these word 
Tl1 i11· 
divi<l.ual 
"A p opl i but the attempt of many 
To ri to th comp] ter life of one." 
:. and imp rfectne , of th life of the i olated 
u · ·i u: or uncoo ·ciou a.'piration, for completion 
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and perfect ion, are the motives which have ever urged man to establish 
those r elations with his fellows which resvlt in what .we call social ties 
or bonds. . · 
.Although to the superficial observer these seem to have been most 
heterogeneous and fortuitous, a comprehensive analysis reduces them 
to a very few so far as their guiding principles are concerned. Here as 
elsewhere in ethnology we are impressed with the paucity, yes, I may 
eveu say the poverty, of the resources which have been utilized by man 
in his upward march to conscious culture. 
Wherever we find men united together under som·e form of social 
compact, we shall find also that this compact will fall under one of 
three categories. It is based upon community, either real or theoretical, 
of blood, of territorial area, or of purpose. These three forms are 
mutually incompatible ; they are exclusive of and in sharp contrast. 
with one another ; they react very differently upon the individual and 
the race; and they belong markedly to different periods in the history 
of a people, to d ifferent stages of its advancement in culture. 
It may be laid down as a rule with few or no exceptions that the 
earliest form of the social bond is one of blood, of kinship, of con-
sanguinity and affinity. The unit of the primitive horde is the family; 
the one cohesiv·e principle .which it recognizes as socially binding is 
purity of descent, 'the maintenance of the integrity of the stock, as its 
members understand it. Here then we see ~ mighty influence at 
work to preserve in primitive times and conditions the unity of the 
physical type. The visible aim of communities in the lower stages of 
culture is to preserve at all costs the characteristics of the race to 
which they belong, a11d the particular traits of tµe variety of that race 
as inherited from their ancestors. This is the guiding principle of 
what is known as matriarchy and the custom of tracing the genealogical 
line through the maternal and not through the paternal ancestry. 
Positive certainty as to parentage must in every case be limited to the 
mother, and for that reason the female line always insures a higher 
probabili ty of purity of descent. 
Of course the degree witb which the conservation of the type was 
really maintained under this system depended on, the local laws or 
customs regardin g marriage and the :fidelity required of married women. 
It is true that in both these respects there is considerable divergence 
in early condition s. In some places exogamous marriages prevailed; 
that is, t he wife mu~t not be an acknowledged relation of the husband; 
more frequently, marriages must be endogamous, that is, she must be 
of his recognized kin; though often this again is limited, as that she 
must not be an offspring of the same mother, or not be within certain 
degrees of kinship. Reminiscences of these restrictions stil1 prevail 
in civilized communities, in the laws prohibiting the marriage of near 
relation~, or, as in England, prohibiting marriage witlJ a deceased 
wife's sist er. · 
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In spite of these limitations, which differ widely in differeut tribes, 
the general influence of the principle of consanguinity as the basis of 
' the social compact unquestionably aided through countless ages to 
indiv:idualize the physical types of the human species, a,nd thus to 
develop and render permanent its races and varieties as we now know 
them. 
So powerful was this pr~iudice in favor of the ancestral type, that it 
was a general custom in primitive times to destroy at or shortly after 
birth any aberrant types, and to bring all into accord with the tribal 
idea. For instance, in certain parts of Mexico there is a frndency to 
congenital albinism in the native population; and before the conquest all 
children displaying this tendency were sacrificed to the gods before the 
age of puberty. Among the Papuans, when a ehil<l. is born of a lighter 
color than the average of the tribe, it is assiduously held in the smoke 
of green branches until it is tanned to the proper hue. Indeed, 
whenever there was any material variation from the received type, 
the infant was sure not to live to that period of life when lte or she 
could transmit it to offspring; and thus a potent factor in the evolution 
of the species toward modified forms was absent throughout all the 
childhood" of the human race, owing to the conditions of the prevailing 
social compact. 
The somatologist will objeet to this, that in tlrn very earliest times 
and within limited areas we find that a wide diversity of type prevailed. 
For instance, I suppose the oldest remains of the human race found up 
to the present have been unearthed in \i\T estern Europe. But these 
venerable relics show the existence there in remotest times and at no 
great distance apart (not more than a few days' walk of an active 
pedestrian ), of men with broad heads, and others with narrow heads, 
with narrow faces and with wide fac~s, with expanded flat noses and 
with narrow aquiline noses, of stature below the medium and others 
above the medium; and we may reasonably con elude from their descend-
ants that some were blonds with yellow hair, while others were swarthy 
brunettes with Jocks like the raven's wing. So that Prof. Kollmann, 
who has made this subject _a special study, can not see his way clear to 
admit less than four different races struggling for the soil of Western 
Europe in pre-historic times. 
Yet if we may judge from some historic ·data and all analogy, these 
ancient people , like all others, strove to retain in its purity the type 
of their ance tor<' by a social organization lookin g to that end. 
Tw u tom prevail everywhere in primitive life which largely 
c unteract the re. ult of con anguine marriage~; the one is ad.option, 
th 1J r oncubinag . ually, in their unceasing wars, the male of 
uqu r l trib : wer kill ed and the women taken as captive , thus_ 
th f mal(l: of another li11 e the peculiarities of 
h w ver, tlie males w r iu part pre ·erved and 
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adopted into the clans of the conqueni.ng tribe, either as members or as 
slaves. In either case they led to a modi.ficatiou of the ascen(~ant 
type. 
So varied were and are the customs and rules of primitive peoples in 
all these respects that it would be vain to attempt to establish a formula 
representing the degree in which the integrity of th(:} racial or ethnic 
type was maintained; but the aim of thei: institutions being always and 
definitely this, we may be sure that they tended very positively to pre-
serving tlie lineage undefiled, and fo perpetuating the physical and 
mental traits of each community. When this did not occur, it was in 
contradiction to the theory of the social compact, and aro8e from igno-
ranc~ of the natural conditions which insure perpetuity of type, or their 
disregard, owing to the cravings of individual appetite. 
In entire contrast to all this are both the theory and the practice which 
we find in the next higher step.in socfal relations, that which has for its 
basis a geographical or territorial concept.· 
, In this, it is not the notion of kinship but that of country which is pre-
dominant. The patriot of this epoch figltts no longer for his lineage, 
but for his land, not for his relations, but for tlle realm. He expresses 
in this the sentiment ~~bich actuates the nation, properly so called. 
Consanguine governments are tribal governments; with the birth of a 
genuine nationality, the family, tlie gens, the tribe, are all doomed to 
disappear, and with them the modifying influences they exerted on the 
race. 
rrlie intervening s~ep between the tribe and the nation is usually said 
to be the federation, in which several tribes agree to forget \heir jeal-
ousies and unite in defense or offense. 'l1his condition is transitory, and 
I shall pass it by, in order to consider the direct influence of nationality 
011 those elements of human nature which are the peculiar topics of 
anthropologic science. 
Tlie first object of nationality is unity, and this in the fullest sense of 
the term and in all the relations of national life. 
Almost the very first of its aims is physical unity. A visible contrast 
between the inhabitants of different areas under one rule is suggestive 
to the legislator of a lack of lrnrmony in other respect_s. The influence 
of a court, or of centralization generally, bas ever been to disseminate 
throughout the realm one standard of physical beauty, as also- one of 
costume and deportment; and this irrespective of how many discrepant 
varieti.es go to make up the body of the nation. 
In this, as in all other respects, the chief efforts of the nation through 
its rulers are directed toward destroying those iudiviclual and tribal 
trait which forms of government based on consanguinity make it their 
chief end to cherish. 
This contrast presents itself early. We find for instance that the 
native rulers of ancient Peru, the Inca:::;, were accustomed, a.s soon as 
they ha.cl subjugated a new proviuce, to deport large numbers of its 
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inhabitants to distant parts of their empire and supply their places 
with inhabitants of other tril>es who had been long subject to their 
rule. 
·This plan of partial dep-ortation and colonization was familiar to the 
Carthaginians, Romans, and other enterprising nations of the Mediter-
ranean Basin, and explains to a large extent the constant blending of 
extreme pl1ysical types which tl1~ somatologist discovers in the remains 
from the oldest cemeteries around that great interior sea. We know 
by history and tradition that the '' blond Libyans," the light-haired, 
blue-eyed natives of Northeru Africa, tall and dolichocephalic, were 
transported in large numbers across the sea to the north, and settled 
among the smaller, swarthy, and brachycephalic tribes, whom we 
vaguely hear of under the . names of Liguriaus, Aquitanians, and 
Iberians. 
Another physical lever which the nation, as distinct from the tribe, 
brings to bear on the physical traits of the species within its limit 
is its military organization. This is no longer classified by clans, or 
gentes, but is an :army, with its soldiers drawn indiscriminately from all 
parts of its territory, and moving indi fferently into all parts as occasion 
calls for. Iu earlier and more disturbed times, when social ethics were 
less regarded than to-day, the presence of large numbers of men can-
toned and quartered upon the inhabitan ts, often exercising over them 
a brutal authority, led to constant commingling of race types and the 
gradual extinction of local peculiarities. 
'The influence which the nation as an anthropologic element exerts on 
language. is one which demands our specfa,l attention. Wlien it i 
rightly understood, much of that contest which has been going on for 
years between ethnographers, as to the worth or worthlessne s of lan-
guage as a guide in ethnography, will nppear in a different hgltt. 
It is obvious tlrnt it would be consonant with the spirit of a gentile 
or con anguine society to preserve pertinaciously its own inherited 
speecli, and to oppose any changes in it. But it is just as much in its 
spirit to desire to confine its own tongue to its own members and to 
look with j ealousy on others than tbc,~e of tbe true blood making u e 
of it. Profe sioual linguists in the American field are well acquaiuted 
with the prevailing unwillingness of the natives to give much informa-
tion about their languages. They regard with suspicion and distrust 
inquirer into their own peculiar dialecti:;; it i · in the nature of a tre -
p,.,·, upon privat property. The federation, of tribe never go so far 
a to att mpt to ,·tabli h lingui tic or dialectic uuity. Ouly incident-
all and a id '-' utally doe · one tongue partly encroach upon another one 
in thi ,·ta of ·i ty. 
' r hi r a. on tb lingui tic ·la. ification in ethnography i a truly 
valm bl' 11 in all C'ondition oflife where tlie consa11guine rule prevails. 
Tb 1, U 0'lutp; L tlJ 11 n, tru: wor hy guide of affiliation, both exclu iv ly 
iudu. iv •ly u<l th iu?tance.· ar extremely rare, if auy indeed 
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exist, where one tribe had deliberately forced another to change its 
language as the eoudition of entering into an alliance. 
The so-called "Empire of .Anahuac," in Mexico, the organization of 
which had not wholly emerged from the consanguine condition, held as 
conqneretl and tributary many tribes of different speech, but had made 
no effort to impose upon any of them its own sonorous and beautiful 
language. On the other band, Peru, which had reached a condition of 
national existence, exerted constant and strong pressure, as its ltisto-
rian, Garcilaso de la Vega, assures us, to crush and extirpate all other 
tongues throughout its domains than the Kechua, that spoken by tlle 
Incas and their congeners. It was declared to be the official larigm1,ge, 
and there was no hope for promotion for one not familiar with it. In 
this respect, tlwse enlightened ru1ers of the Peruvian state displayed 
an insight into what constitutes the very strongest bond of national 
unity, which we here in the United States appreciate yet but imper-
fectly. It is within my own memory that the acts of assembly of my 
own State were issned in two languages, thus encouraging a long-
existing linguistic discrepancy between the citizens of that common-
wealth. Linguistic unity is the indispensable basis of national unity. 
When, as is the case wjth one of the present European empires, we 
hear of thirty-six different langua,ges being current under one rule, we 
may be sure there is no real coherence in the nation. 
The recognition of this fact, and the steady efforts directed toward 
the extermination of subordinate tongues and the substitution of a 
general or national one in their place, has led to the phenomenon of 
peoples of the same descent speaking different idioms, and those of 
alien origin expressing themselves through one .and the same medium. 
It remains true nevertheless-and this is an important point too 
often lost sight of in the discussion-that this substitution of one lan-
guage for another never takes place without an extensive admixture of 
blood; for there is no more potent and prompt method of attacking the 
integrity of a language than by inter-marriage. Indeed, except in 
cases of slavery, we may almost establish the formula that the adD?-ix-
ture of blood under such circumstances bears the fixed relation of one-
half to one; that is, that when a language has superseded another, 
one-half of the marriages in the latter have been with members of the 
former. Of course, by 'marriages in ' this relation we mean continued 
sexual unions, not necessarily legal ceremonies. 
Whatever the national form of government adopted, the principal 
maxims of jurisprudence and the ethical principles upon which they 
repose are profoundly modified by the substitution of the national in 
place of the tribal idea. 
I will illustrate this contrast by an example familiar to the students 
of the early history of this country. 
The European settlers in the colonies of Pennsylvania and New York 
could not understand why, when iu time of peace an Indian murdered 
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a white man, they could obtain no redress from the tribal government 
with whom they bad treaty relations. They regarded such indolence a 
breach of faith and proof of evil intention. It was nothing of the kind. 
A crime of blood was something which concerned the consanguine 
gens only; it was a family matter with which the tribal council had no 
concern and about which it could take no action ; it was in no sern,e a 
crime against the commonwealth. 
This view of the case was something wholly incomprehensible to the 
Europeans, who belonged to states where a felon y or a breach of the 
peace is an attack on the community. In other words, ethnic jurispru-
dence is something quite different when the nation appears on the stage 
of 11istory from what it is in the tribal condition. 
This contrast runs through the whole of ethics. In a thoughtful 
article, published some years ago in the Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie, Dr. 
Kulischer pointed out that in primitive conditions etllics presents a 
dualistic aspect: It demands the cultivation of kindness, protection, 
assistance, love, and peace to our friends, but quite as much does it 
prescribe hatred, enmity, robbery, murder, and deception tow.ard our 
enemy. The nation breaks down the walls of narrow tribal animosi-
ties; it increases the number of those whose p atriotic interests are in 
common, and thus widens the area of duty aud the conceptions of 
ethics; but who dares say that our own conceptions of ethies are much 
beyond the primitive stage when still the greatest h ero among us is the 
most skillful in murdering men-the most expert military commander~ 
Anything like a categorical imperative in ethics, a prescription of 
duty which should be the law of everyone toward all men would be 
-0ut of the question in a society based on relationship or on narrow 
territorial considerations. 
N owbere does this ethical contrast become more apparent than in 
the relations of the one to the many, of the individual to the mass, a 
feature in ethnic jurisprudence admirably brought out in his receiit 
masterly work on the subject by Dr. Albert Hermann Post. 
In the tribal, totemic; or consanguine condit.ion of government the 
individual is not regarded as an iudependent unit. The obligations he 
has to fulfill are those of his gens, aud bis actions are regarded, not as 
his own, but as those of a member of his gens. 
If be robs or murders, the punishment falls, not on him personally, 
but on the gen ; and if blood money or other compen ation is 
demanded, ,it i not from him that it i required, but from the gen . 
He in turn i · liable for any crime his fellow-clansmen may commit; 
and in thi. · vicariou expiation he see nothing in conflict with the 
prin i l of a :tra t ju. tice. He ha not yet reached to the cousciou -
n ,' · f bim If a · an individual. H accept the obligations of hi· 
·lan a: hi wn and i car ly aware that he suffer any diminution 
u.· h obligation.· ·him elfotherwise than in his po i-
f the Ian or gens. 
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This is also true of his civil rights and those which refer to prop-
erty. Wherever the consanguine theory is in force, the communal idea 
of property is also active. The land belongs in part or iu whole to the 
kith and kin, i11 the nature of common land, or is sublet by the heads 
of the community on longer or shorter tenures. Personal property is so 
only in the sense that it belongs to the members of an immediate family 
or subgens, not to an individual, and in many fostances passes iu the 
female line. 
It is obvious t hat in such a condition of society no idea of independ-
ent personal duty or individual morality could rise 1n the mind; and 
should any such enter through foreign instigation, it wquld be con-
demned as false, destructive, and treasonable. 
Pei-mit me to dwell on this point with some detail because of its 
prime importance. Those considerations which establish in a commu-
nity its moral code, its ideal standard of what is right, of conscience, 
aud of duty, pronounce the final sentence on the fate of that commn-
. nity. In all earlier conditions· the preservation of the gens or tribe 
rested more on measures of destruction than of protection. Hence, 
toward the alien and the stranger justice and mercy were out of place 
and actually prohibited. Oresar tells us of tbe ancient Germans, (and 
Nordenskjold repeats the same of the modern Tchuktches of Siberia,) 
that they respected no law of honesty in dealing; with strangers or 
those alien to their tribe. To cheat such in trade, to deceive and to 
plunder them, was actually meritorious. 
In such communities the stranger has no rights, and can claim no 
protection as a fellow human being. He can only attain such through 
some rite of adoption into the tribe, or through some ceremony by 
which he can claim the privileges of hospitality-what German writers 
can the Gastrecht. The gens, the clan, the tribe, is an isolated unit1 in 
natural antagonism to the race at large, aud recognizes no sort of soli-
darity with its other members, nay, regards them as foes. 
How different is all this in the developed system of the state 1 There 
the individual man is held accountable for his own actions. He is con-
sidered responsible for the deeds he commits and, therefore, feels that 
he is answerable to himself for the opinions and ethical theories which 
Jie at the basis of his life and direct bis conduct. For the first time 
in the history of the race he le~rns the meaning of p ersonality, the 
highest lesson which advancing civilization cau impress on humanity. 
He sees that by himself he must either stand or fall; that no vicarious 
_expiation can meet the demands of what is eternally right; that his 
responsibility does not beloug to another, nor can it be involved by the 
actions of another, but ever centers in his own thoughts and actions. 
Thus is be gradua1ly emancipated from that condition of tutelage and 
hereditary bondage in which he 'faS so long kept by the consanguine 
theory of government. 
I can not too strongly impress upon you that this concept of person-· 
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ality is a totally different condition from tbat of the isolated primitive 
man. We may imagine such an one,_ living alone with his one wife, his 
children around him, his househokl goods and gods all within his lonely 
lodge. That man's monogamy, his sense of property, his feelings of 
duty and responsibility, of association and independeuce, can in no 
way be assimilated to those of the man who is the free product of the 
state, developed through countless generatious of gradual culture. 
To the scientific anthropologist the one is the complete contrast to the 
other; they have nothing in common but their external membership of 
the same species and a vague resemblance of external conditions. 
The individual is indeed the true purpose of the state. Its aim dis-
tinctly is that he, or she, as an individual, shall be provided with, and 
protected in, the greatest possible amouut of personal liberty; in this 
being in the utmost con,trast to consanguine governments, where the 
individual is nothing, the tribe everything. 
The value of personal liberty is as a means toward the acquisition of 
personal happiness, and hence we are willing to accept the definition of 
the modern idea of justice as advanced by the eminent French anthro-
pologist, .Andre Lefevre-that it is the respect for every interest which 
contributes to the highest general happiness of humanity ; and we can 
not refuse to, acce11t the definition of morality which Hovelacque and 
Herve offer, as the only one which anthropologists can recognize; that 
it is the principle of organization for the purpose of satisfying the pllys-
ical and intellectual needs of all men; a principle which they justly 
add, can only be carried out sticcessfully by guaranteeing to the indi-
vidual the highest degree of personal liberty in every direction, limited 
by no other barrier than the enjoyment of similar liberty by every other 
individual. 
It is obvious 011 very slight reflection that the state as an element in 
antbropology has by no means worked out its full destiny in modifying 
the physical and psychical nature of man. .As a form of governl.l;lent 
it is far from covering the whole of the earth's surface, and where it is 
nominally present it is still further in many insta,nces from that per-
fected condition in which it bas thrown aside the clogs an<l. fetters of 
the con. anguine ystem to which it succeeded. 
Take the vast Empir of China for instance. It is ruled by a foreign 
dyna ty on general principles of statecraft. But throughout all the 
r a11y hin e portion of the empire the details of the family system 
retain d with won<l rful tenacity. 
u'" w n <l. not go ·o far for example.., . Wherever we find a y tern of 
c t ' r of pri il ged ·la , e , an hereditary nobility, or a state church, 
a ran mi il>l ommuni y of property, whether real 01· per 'Onal, any 
in qualit in th ri 0 ·ht. an l re. pon ibilitie of sane ad.ult individual 
b £ r h law an ·one ion which relieve ·la· , e , or per on , or 
r , ci ti ,' or , xe. of h ir full mea ure of liability, or confer 
n h rn l rivil · r n them right enjoy d by others, there we 
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are in the presence of a form of government still clinging in these 
respects to tlrn primitive theories of human society. The student of 
ethnological jurisprudence will class it to this extent with the totemic 
and gentile systems of the lower and earlier strata of human develop-
ment. 
Let me illustrate tllis by the relative position of woman in a tribe and 
in an eulightened State. I could not touch upon a weightier question 
to the somatologist, for none other ,so intimately relates to physical 
anthropology. 
ln s1t)ite of the matriarchal system, woman in all lower conditions of 
t-5oeiety is treated as inferior to man and it:i deprived of many rights 
which he enjoys. The exceptions to this are extremely rare, if any 
really exist. The cause of her inferiority is solely her less physical 
powers; it has ever been because she is bodily the weaker. The forms 
of marriage have made no difference. Whether a man could legally 
take to himself a multitude of wives, or whether, as in Thibet to-day, a 
woman could legally take a multitude of husbands; whether she was 
bought openly in the matrimonial market, or whether, as in this conn-
. try~ she co11la.' pick and choose at will from all her admirers; whether 
polygamy or monogamy prevails she has ever been treated as mau's 
inferior, disallowed equal rights, prevented from equal liberty. So it 
remains to-day, though with some improvement. 
At first she was but a slave and a beast of burden; at present, so far 
as the enjoyment of civic rights in modern states is concerned, she bas 
risen to be classed among idiots and children. Surely we may hope 
that she bas not yet attained the acme of her evolution. 
A peculiar interest is attached to the development of this iuquiry by 
the fact that it was originally an American contribution to our science. 
The first who clearly pointed out the distinction between gentile and 
political conditious of society, that is, between the tribe and the 
state, was the late Mr. Lewis H. Morgan; and, although we have been 
obliged. materially to modify many of his opinions, to him belongs the 
credit of being the earliest to preseut in scientific form this important 
truth in anthropology. He did not perceive very clearly its bearings 
on physical anthropology, to which I bavo referred above, but he was 
fully awake to the potent agency of the state, as distinguished frolll 
the tribe, on the psychical nature of man. The following sentence from 
his chapter on the evolution of Greek culture will show this: 
"That remarkable developmeut of genius and intelligence. which 
raised the Athenians to the hig11est emiuence among the bistbrical 
11ations of mankind occurred after they had adopted democratic insti-
tutions, and these gave its inspiration.'' 
By "democratic institutions" Mr. Morgan meant the substitution of 
a uati0nal for a tribal life. 
But it would be an error to consider the state as we now know it, 
even in its best examples, as the final form which this element will 
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take in molding the body and· the mind of man, his aspirations and 
his ethical instincts. Already there are evident signs that at no very 
distant future the human race will dutgrow the limits of nationality 
and will demand and find some guiding principle which will break 
down the barriers which the nation, under present conditi01;is, must 
perforce erect around itself; which will do away with the latent hos-
tility which now requires the maintenance of enormous military estab-
lishments, and will successfully solve the problem of absolutely con-
serving the rfghts of the individual without impairing the efficiency of 
the organization. 
It is easy to pr~d.ict from what direction and under what impulses 
this desirable result will be brought about. Every year is making it 
clearer to the eye of the attentive observer; and never anywhere or at 
any time bas there been in the hisLOry of humanity a grander example 
of its growth and potency than here, at this moment, we have spread 
before our admiring gaze. It is · by means of international action , 
through a~sociations and organizations formed for international pur-
poses, that the highest and ultimate efficiency of government will be 
reached; and then it will be discovered to be one with atttbropology, 
the sciooce of man, the di~overy of the laws which will lead him to 
the utmost symmetrical development of all his faculties, to his maxi-
1pum efficiency, to his highest happiness. 
SUlVIlVIARY OF PROGRESS JN ANTHROPOLOGY. 
By OTIS TUFT0N MASON. 
GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY . 
.Comprehensive works.-No great work appeared in 1893 iu whic4_ a 
distinguished anthropologist summed up the results of his studies upon 
the whole subject of the natural ];i.istory of mau. The annual address 
of the president of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and 
Ireland brings together the work done by that society in an orderly 
manner, and a, lecture bureau course of instruction was given by spe-
cialists through the_ United Kingdom under its auspices. 
The Anthropologicai Society in Washington conducted successfully 
twelve Saturday l~ctures by dis tin guisbed specialists, covering the 
ground of the whole science. Dr. Brinton, in Philadelphia, also con-
tilmed his comprehensive course. In most German universities there 
is some one professor ,vho delivers an encyclopailic series of lectu~·es 
on anthropology. 
During the year the program of the Ecole d'Anthropologie in Paris 
was as follows: 
Medical geo.graphy. _M. Bordier. 
Anthropogeny au<l. human embryology. M. Duval. 
Ethnology. Georges Herve. 
Linguistics and ethnography. Andre Lefevre. 
History of ci vilizatious. Ch. Letourneau. 
Zoological anthropology. P. G. Ma.houdeau. 
Physiological anthrop-ology. L . Mianouvrier. 
Comparative ethnography. .A. de Mortillet. 
Prehistoric anthropology. G. de Mortillet. 
Geographic anthropology. Fr. Schrader. 
These lectul'es are of the highest order, and are recuguized by the 
minister of public instruction as of general utility. 
In the New Standard Dictionary just issuing by Fuuk & Wagnalls, 
of New York, as much attention is paid to words iu this department of 
knowledge as in any other. Cassell, Johnston, the old 1-Jeliable diction-
aries, in their new editions, at last recognize the importance of this 
science. 
The clas8ificat.ion of anthropology in the British Association's Notes 
and Queries into anthropogra,pby and ethnology takes the last-named 
term out of the realm of biological anthropology and places it at the 
heacl of all the functional sciences of man. 
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Societies.-The name of societies organir,ed for the study of man 
alone is legion. Add to this the sections of academies and institutes 
of general science that have for their aim the study of whatever con-
cerns man, and with this combine the work of other special societies 
that bear in so:;ne fashion upon this latest of sciences, and the general 
student becomes bewildered. These societies publish journals, bulle-
tins, proceedings, memoirs, and even periodicals. 
Not satisfied with home societies, students in every enliglltenecl 
country combine in stated assemblies. Of these the chief are: Inter-
national Congress of Anthropology and Prehistoric ArcllIBology, lield 
in 1803 in Moscow; Society of _l\..mericanists; Cougress of Anthropology 
at the World's Columbian Exposition, aud the German Society of 
Anthropology, held annually. 
Furthermore, each national · association for the advancement of 
science has a section of anthropology. To these beloug Section H, 
American Association for the Advancement of Science ; Section of 
Anthropology in the British As·sociation; Section of Anthropology in 
the German Society of Naturalists and Physicians; Section of Anthro-
pology in the French Association for the Advancement of Science. 
Aud, of especial interest, the colonies of Germany, France, aud Eng-
land have organized associations in the Orient based on those at 
home. · 
At the American Association for the Advan0emeut of Science the 
chief contributions to anthropology were as follows: The Biloxi Indians 
of Louisiana, vice-presidential address by the Rev. J. Owen Dorsey, 
showing them to belong to the Siouan stock: The lecture of Dr. Brin-
ton upon "Early man," assigning to the human race as its birth-place 
the mountainous zone extending from the western foot-slopes of the 
Alps through the Himalayas nearly to the borderR of the Yellow Sea: 
The paper by Prof. W. H. Ilolmes on ,, Primal shaping arts;" tho 
phenomena of the shaping arts are classified by materials, processes, 
function of the product, culture stage of the artist, l>y order of develop-
ment, and by peoples or races. · 
The shaping art is set f~rth as follows : 
( a. Breaking. · 
I b. Splittiiw. 
1. Fracturmir processes . . < . 0 0 I c. Flakmg. 
L <l. Chipping. 
. { a. Brnising. 
2. Batterm T }Hoc sses . . . 
7 
p 
1 
. 
1. ee <111 g. 
l
a. Grinding. 
H. Ahrading pruC' ,'Hes.... b. Ruhll in o· . 
. Polisbiug. 
r a, 'uttinll'. 
,J. lucisin,~ pro '1'8 ' t' J b. ', rn.ping. · · · · 'le. Picki nµ;. 
d, lier ·iog or boring. 
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These processes and the order of evolution of the processes involved 
were shown in diagrams. The most excited discussion was with reference 
to the palreolithic problems. Other important communications were: 
Navajo songs of sequence. Dr. W. Matthews, U.S. A. 
Argillite quarries near Delaware River. H. C. Mercer. 
Indian migrations. C. Staniland Wake. 
Sense of taste among Indians. E. H. S. Baily. 
Caches of the Saginaw Valley. H . I. Smith. 
Is polysynthesis characteristi c of American languages 1 I. N. B. Hewitt. 
Psychology at the World's Fair. J. Jastrow. 
Evidence of glacial man in America. G. F . Wright. 
Antiquity of man in America. W. J. McGee. 
Sheet copper designs, Hopewell group. W. K. Moorehead. 
Mexican calendar system. D . G. Brintou. 
Necropoli~ ·of Ancon, Peru. G. A. Dorsey . 
Indian names of Four Winds. J. 0. Dorsey. 
Ceremony of the Quichua Indians. G. A. Dorsey. 
The French Association met at Besan9on. In the section of anthro-
pology the following papers were of general scope: 
Proportional weight of the cerebellum, the isthmus, aud of the bulb. L. 
Manou vrier. 
Prehistoric Algiers. P. Pallary. 
Ancient and modern weapons of South American Indians . Felix Regnault. 
The highest and the lowest natality in France; natality and masculinity; 
endogamy in rural districts. M. A. Dumont. 
On the Ligurians. M. Ploix. 
In J uue, 1893, the Societa Romana di Antropologia was organized in 
Rome, with one hundred founders. The society will devote itself to 
the science of man in all of its branches. Prof. Guiseppe Sergi, author 
of Principles and methods of classifying the human race, and Sys~ 
tematic catalogue of the varieties of man in Russia, was made presi-
dent. Florence boasts still of the most efficient anthropological society 
in Italy . 
.At Moscow, during the first three weeks ill August, the scientific 
people gave themselves to entertaining congresses, to wit: The Inter-
national Congress of .Anthropology and Prehistoric Archreology, eleventh 
session, and The International Congress of Zoology, second . session. 
Even in the last-named, papers were read that were of interest to an-
thropologists, such as ·PsychophyRical study on the memory of sensa-
tion, by N. Savelier, and study of the repartition of animals in vertical 
contours. 
Before the Congress of Anthropology many communic:J,tions of gen-
eral interest were made. 
Prehistoric r esear ches in Spain. L. Siret. 
The populations of the Caucasus. E. Chantre. 
Changes in the problems before the Congress . R. Virchow. 
Sculpture in France in the stone age. Baron A. <le Baye. 
Kourgans of the Kirghiz Steppes . Pb. Neveclov. 
Oriental origin of the Cloissonnee j ewelry and its introduction into the West 
by the Goths . Baron A: de Baye. 
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Anthropological types of Great Russia. N. Zograf. 
Anthropometr;, on the living as practised in Russia. N. Zograf. 
Influence of race and hygienic and social conditions on the physical develop-
ment <;>f man. E. Dementeer. -
AnthropometrJ' of Transcaucasian peoples (3 pls.) . E. Chantre. 
Temperament, from a psychologic and antllropologic point of view. N. Zee-
l and. 
Two anthropological types of the family; a study in heredity (8 pls. ). I. 
Orchansky. 
Tlle Mongoloids of Siberi a, their a~tual condition and their aptitude for civili-
zation. N. Iadrintsef. 
The primitive inhabitants of tlrn Mediterranean. G. Sergi. 
Cauuibalism and human sacific.e among the ancestors of t he eastern Fins: I. 
Smirnov. 
The World's Bair Congress of Anthropology aif. Chicago was opened 
with an address by the president, Dr. Brinton, on "the nation as an 
element in anthropology.;'*' Papers on physical anthropo]ogy were read 
by Franz Boas, Gerald M. West, and Manuel A. Muniz ; on ethnology 
communications were made by Dr. Brinton , Walter Hough, Miss 
Fletcher, Carl Lumholz, and 0. T. Mason. Dr. Brinton affirmed that 
no good evidence exists of contact between America and Asia in pre" 
Col{imbian times, but this was denied by Prof. Mason. Miss Fletcher's 
essay on Omaha musfo was a defense of the opinion that the 1.uusical 
. scales of civilization are found in savagery in an undeveloped state. 
Mr. Mason's paper wa,s a resume of American aboriginal tools, uses of 
natural power, metric apparatus, mechanics, engineering, and rnac_hi_nery. 
In archreology, the le2.ding paper was by Mrs. Zelia Nuttall on the 
Mexican calendar system, elaborately set forth in a series of charts. 
Communications on folk-lore and religion were made by W.W. Newell, 
Franz Boas, J. Walter Fewkes, G. F. Kunz, Morris Jastrow, Mrs Sara 
Y. Stevenson, and Mrs. Matilda 0. Stephenson. 
One of the most instructive performances at the Congress was the 
explanation of exhibits and visits paid by invitation to the various 
parts of the grounds. · 
The Columbin,n Historical .blxposition in Madrid was so far a success 
that there was brought together in the new national library and museum 
building the greatef:it collection of Americana ever under one roof. The 
Smithsonian Institution a~d many bureaus of the Gove1'llment iu 
Washingtou, the grec1t museums of Philadelphia, New York, Boston 
and ambridge1 and e pecially the Hemenway expedition, were well 
repr , ented. B icl , all the Latin American States sent their trea ure 
to mplete t!1e exhibition. Most of the valuable collection~ appeared 
ag in in hi ago. 
"ilJ ,u. ums.-Th urn. eum idea, wa prominent in the minds and the 
I u licati n f the \\ orld' Columbian Expo ition during its entir 
r · . Prof. F . '. Putnam who wa. appointed general manag r 
ll partmen of an hr pology, made mo.-t extended col1ection 
~1~ •11 d in vi w. Th r ult ,ra mo. t gratifying. ot only wa 
Thi papt·r is printe l in tb • pr seut volume. 
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prov1s10n made for a museum at the new University of Chicago, but 
tbe citizens, led by Mr. Fie1d with the munificent gift of $2,000 000, pro-
vided for a great museum in Jackson Park. l1o this will be attached 
a department of anthropology, including . arts, physical anthropology, 
ethnology, and archooology. The material is greater than. that upon 
which any other institution of the kind was ever founded. Other 
museums in the United States were greatly helped by the Exposition, 
the Peabody Museum in Cambridge, tpe Natural History Museum iu 
New York, especially with the Emmons colleetion from sou th east Alaska, 
· the National Museum in Washington, and tbe collections iu Philadel-
phia. There were also many private cabinets formed and enriched from 
the same source. It is fair to say that anthropology in America bas 
never before bad its activities so stimulated and increased. 
The development of laboratories for anthropological study, research, 
and inRtruction is slow._ ];>hysical anthropological apparatus will be 
noted further on. But, there could scarcely be said to exist in the 
world prior to 1893 a single building or institution where the material bad 
been set out to teach the whole ·history of mankind or the whole round 
of anthropological science. Therefore the assemblage of objects to iIIus-
trate anthropology toward which the eyes of students turned in 1893, 
.was .the World's Columbian Exposition. 'l'he material of the science 
manifested itself there in the following forms: 
(1) Representatives of living races in native garb and activities. 
(2) Things or objectlb connected with every phase of human life. 
(3) Pictorial representations of apparatus of life in action and repose. 
(4) Books and descriptive publications, throwin,g light on man and 
of his inventions. 
These exhibits were under the following auspices: 
. (1) The exposition authorities~ under the lead specially of Prof. F. W. 
Putnam, aided by Prof. Sargent, Dr. Fran½ Boas, Dr. 0. S. Wake, Miss 
Alice Fletcher, Mrs. Zelia Nuttall, Mr. Stuart Oulin, Mr. W. K. Moore-
head, Dr. West, Mr. G. A. Dorsey, and a larg_e corps of army and navy 
and civilian assist,ants who travelled especially oyer the countries~ 
involved in the Columbian period. 
(2) The Government of the United States, in the Government build-
ing especially installed by the Smithsonian Institution through the 
National Mu~eum, the Bureau of Ethnology, and other Depal:'tmeuts. 
(3) Foreign and home exhibitors, i]i, the foreign government build-
ings, in the exhibits from abroad and from home through all the great 
public structures. 
(4) Concessionaires in the Midway Plaisance and also in the bazaars 
everywhere throughout the grounds. Indeed, it would not be too 
much to say that the World's Columbian Exposition was one vast 
anthropological revelation. Not all mankind were there, but either in 
persons or pictures their representatives were. 
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Every technfoal, artistic, industrial thought that had ever entered 
human minds could be seen in their primitive or in their mosteloquent 
expression. From the rude human habitations about the anthropo-
logical building to the results of co-operative architectural dreams which 
constituted the White City, was a long way on the road of evolution in 
the builder's art. The same would be true of the arts of dress, adorn-
ment, food, rest, transportation, manipulation , and manufacture, com-
merce and exchange, heating aJ?d illumination, mechanics and mechan-
ical forces. 
The forlorn savage woman depicted on the doorway of the Transpor-
tation building at one end of a series of weary burden bearers was in 
strange contrast with the spirituelle paintings of angels on the walls 
above her head. But this was only one of a series of transformations 
which made the Chicago Exposition the most imposing anthropological 
exhibit the world has ever seen. The financial panic that seized the 
world prevented many thousands of scholars from studying the exposi-
tion and put back the science of man quite as much as it did his mate-
rial progress. · 
· Professor Putnam's department of the Exposition included all sub-
divisions of anthropology. It embraced ( 1) the etlrnograpbicalexhibitiou 
of native American peoples living in their native habitations on the 
groupds; (2) a general ethnographic exhibit in the building; (3) an 
arch::eological exhibit in the building and casts of ruins in Yucatan 
shown outside; (4) exhibit of ancient religions, folk- lore, and game ; 
(5) anthropological laboratories devoted to physical anth ropology, crimi-
nal anthropology, psychology, and neurology with apparatus and dia-
grams; (6) an anthropological library in. all branches of the science. 
The anthropological exhibit of the Government was devoted (1) espe-
cially to showing the relation of the material activities of North America 
to the linguistic classification that had been recently completed; (2) to 
the exposition of the recent explorations made by Prof. William H. 
Holmes in quarry sites of the aborigines in various portions of the 
Union. This was done iti a most creditable manner; (3) a synoptical 
view of the early history of mankind from the earliest stone a.ge to the 
first iron age, set out by Professor Thomas Wilson. 
Of great public interest among the foreign exhibits were the armor 
in th German village, the gold work fi·om Colombia, the Turkish and 
the Cairene bazaar, the Java village, the Samoan village, the Dahomey 
village, the J apane e and the Ilindoo bazaars. Indeed, only an ex-
t nd d catalogue will reveal the riches of the material. 
nrrent litera,ture.-Very frequ nt inquiries are made by those who 
wi . h to look up ome p cial qu e tion 01· to begin some new study in 
an hr pol _g·y . I i.· no longer po ·ibl to prepare for thi ~ ummary a 
r <lit l bibli o-raphy in tli pa ·e a igned ; but it i al o uot 
ud nt wh hav ace to the following publication 
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do not need any further belp in following up the literature of the 
science : 
(1) The American· Anthropologist, Washington; quarterly; Judd & 
Detweiler. Extended bibliography on all studies rela.ting to man. 
(2) The Index Medicus and the lnde.1J Catalogue of the Surgeon-Gen-
eral's Office, Washington, especially thorough in anthropo-biology. 
(3) The catalogues of the Literary Bureau, Boston. 
(4) Archiv fiir Anthropologie, Braunschweig:; quarterly. Most 
exhaustive lists, with short g}gests of books and papers. 
(5) M-itthe'ilungen der Anthropologischen Gesellschaft in Wien: Full 
bibliographies. 
(6) .Annuaire des Journaux, etc., Paris, 1892. 
Mr. G. W. Bloxam has placed anthropologists under lasting obliga,-
tions to him by his printing a complete index to the publications of the 
Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland (1843-1891). 
This includes also the journal and transactions of the Ethnological 
Society of London (1843-1871), the journal and memoirs of the Anthro-
pological Society of London (1863-1871), the Anthropological Review, 
and the journal of the Anthropological Institute (1871-1891). 
General literatitre.-The literature of the world has become impregnated 
with anthropology. Science, The American .Naturalist, and especially 
T_he Popular Science Monthly, in America, give a large share of their 
pages to this topic. Nature, The Academy, The Athenceum, and all the 
great quarterlies of London; Revue Scientifique in Paris; Globus aud a 
host of other journals in Germany, are common carriers of the best 
kind which send weekly, monthly, and quarterly cargoes of information 
to intelligent readers. 
Tlle gallery of an thropology is still in the future. At the World's 
Columbian Exposition, as mentioned, groups of lower races in costume 
were well set up, and photography was efficient in putting life into 
accounts of peoples inaccessible to the most of us. Gabriel de Mortillet 
bas advocated the extension of thf'. work of the camera, and irn Thurn 
make~ a good argument for its use in South America. 
There is no good guide to anthropological studies published in 
America. The reprint of the British Notes a,nd Queries was a timely 
piece of work by the British association. 
ANTHROPO-BIOLOGY. 
The sources of information concerning the biology of man are, first 
of all, the organs of the anthropological societies. In Germany and 
France far more attention is paid to craniology, measurement of the 
other parts of the body, the teeth, comparative anatomy of man and 
the lower animals, and greater stress is laid upon the importance of 
tlle e studies. In E nglaud and the United States craniological meas-
urements are discounted. .All the literature of this branch of the 
science may be sought in the bibliographies of Surgeon-General's 
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Index-Oatalog,ue and tbe Inclex- 1vledicus, Washington; the American 
Anthropo-logist, Washington; ArchiDfiir Anthropologie, Braunschweig; 
M ittheilungen rler A nthropologischen Gesellschaft in Wein. 
Dr. Brinton, in Science (February 24), enters a vigorous protest against 
tbe nmltiplication of jaw-breaking compounrls of Greek roots to repre-
sent different cranial measurements and indexes. 
Craniologists have differed in opinion concerning the orientation of 
the skull for the purposes of measurement. All agree th at it should be 
set as in life where the owner is lookin g straight ahead, To set up 
the skull after death in the position of the livin g l1ead gazing at the 
horizon is the problem. Dr. Eugene Hirtz to t!Jis end has utilized the 
cadaver as an intermediary between the liv-ing and the skeleton, since 
the eye remains fixed in its orbit after deatl1. The paresis of the mus-
cular system is then complete-the eyes are immobile. The problem is 
to compare the visual axis of the cadaver ,vitll the plane of the cranium 
as used by the experimenter and witli tLe gaze of the living fixed on 
the horizon. The conclusion is that the ''orbital axis " of Broca is 
nearly parallel to the plane of the visual axes, or the so-called horizon-
tal plane of the living. (Bull. Soc. d'Anthrop. de Paris , 4 s., IV, 38G-389.) 
Dr. Manouvrier, who has devoted years to the study of the long bones 
of the human body, communicated to the Paris Anthropological Society 
a memoir on the morpbologica.1 variations of the body of the femur in 
the human species. The conclusion reached is that platycnemy, retro-
version of the head of the tibia, and platymetry, seen in prehistoric 
remains, in savages, and among modern Europeans, do not represent 
anatomical survivals through atavism, but are all derived through 
physiological causes, allied to the kind of life and different external con-
ditions susceptible of exaggeration or modification .. (Bull . 8oc. d'An· 
throp. de Paris, 4 s., rv, 111-144.) 
MM. Azoulay and Regnault have made a comparison in the compar-
ative form of the incisors of apes and the various races of men. In 
the apes the outer enameled surface is wide mnd sb::1ped like a hoe, of 
the uncivilized races the edges are more nearly paralle l, and in the 
civilized races they are quite so. Measures -were taken of the lengt.b. 
of the free border and of the side of the enamel and the difference 
noted. The order of succession, a. regards tbe eJongation and rectau-
gular form of 'the enamel, is : apes (chimpanzee and gorilJa) , negroes, 
N w al doniau , Au tralian , Polynesian , Javanese, Aunarnite and 
hine e, Europ an , Indian , Bengale,e. (Bull. Soc. d'Anthrop. de 
Paris, 4 ., IV, 2G7-26 . ) 
Pr f. ope om y~r" ince affirmed that the tubercular form usual 
in h cu of human molar point to a rever ion to the lemurian 
d nti i n. In natomi ·cher Anzeiger (No. 24, 1 92), Dr. H. F. 0 born 
f C 11 ~g , pr . ent th re:ult of hi. own researche , with 
f ther work, in· Cope. The primitive mammalian 
fog le n , t w llich other ·u Is have been added, as 
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mauy as six appearing in some primates. The human molar, theJ.1~-
fore, is a reversion to the lemurine type. Brinton affirms that the study 
of these traits in rachtl auatomy hc1,s no definite result. 
Two essays iu the Contemporary Review, by Mr. Herbert Spencer, on 
the insufficiency of "natural selection," were the occasion of many 
papers by anthropologists representing a variety of points of view. 
Notable amo1ig these should be read Catt!3ll on Survival of the Fittest 
and Sensation Areas. 
Prof. Haetmaun published the second part of his second volume on 
the anthropological material in the Royal University at Berlin (Appen-
dix to Arch. J: Anthrop., xxn, pt. 3). The classes treated are: Old 
Egyptian skulls; Guanches, of Teneriffe; Nigritians; modern Egyp-
tians; Bantu, Kaffirs aud Bechuana; Khoi-Khoi, or Hottentots; San, 
or Bushmen; Germans from the interior of Austria;. Sloven; Finns. 
Upon the question of the color-sense among aborigines the experi-
ments of Blake and Franklin among American Indians are valuable. 
It has been frequently affirmed tllat Indians do not know colors by 
name, but Gatschet's researches contradict this. At Haskel Institute 
four huudred all(]. eighteen Indians of different tribes were tested, and 
only three cases of color blindness found to exist-two for red and one 
for green. These were males and all full blooded. This ratio of seven-
tenths of 1 per cent as compared with 5·36 per cent in Switzerland and 
4·12 in Germany would seem to argue the diminution of the faculty of 
color in civilization. (Science, New York,June 2.) Dr. J. Ambialet has 
studied with great care the artificial deformation of the head called 
Toulousian and published his results in L'anthropolog-ie (Paris, rv, 11-
27.) The paper is illustrated with many cuts, which add greatly to the 
clearness of the text. The people of Toulouse bandage the heads of 
their babies, aud that compels the · brain to grow out i-n other lines. 
These Toulousians are naturally short-headed, but by the effects of 
the constrictions mentioned tlley come to be dolichocephalic or long-
headed and the skulls to be elongatetl, oval, pitched up ·at the occiput, 
trapezoidal, bilobic, etc. 
The disastrous decrease of population in France has given rise to a 
national association termed "Congres de la repopulation de la France." 
This society lleld its session the current year in Paris, under the presi-
dency of Dr. Gustav Lagneau. Questions discussed were, assistance to 
poor children; protection to women with child; modifications of fiscal 
laws looking to increase of population; change of laws respecting 
illegitimates, etc. Resolutions denouncing war and advocating dis-
armament were passed. 
The Marquis de Na<laillac has published a short paper (Sc-ience, Jan-
uary 27) on the extremes of heat and cold endured by man. The fol-
. lowin¥· records in centigrade are quoted:-
English and Russian officers, Maruchak, Afghanistan, -20° C, 
Prince Henry, Central Asia, -4ou C. · 
SM:93-39 
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Captain Back, Fort Reliance, Cauada, -56° C. 
Captain Dawson; Fort Rae, .....!67° C. 
Abbe Petitot, Fort Good Hope,-35° to 420 C. 
M. Martin, E. Siberia, - 63° C. 
Gen. Greely, Discovery Bay, -66° F. 
Gilder, Northeast Canada,-71° C. 
Buveyvier, Tuare Country, +68° C. 
A differooce of nearly 250° F. 
PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY. 
In the International Congress of Experimental Psychology, of1892, 
reported in Jlfin(l, 1893, n, 42-G3, is printed a paper by Prof. A. Bain, 
on the respective spheres and mutual helps of introspection an<l]}sycho-
pbysim1l experiment in psychology. The author still bolds that intro-
spection, or the self-consciousness of each individual working apart 
must still remain at the head of the resources for imparting to psychol-
ogy a scientific character. A few of the researches where both methods 
are applicable are: 
· (1) The muscular mechanism, the primary instrument of our activ-
ities for all purposes whatever. 
(2) The theory of the intellect as expressed by such terms as mem-
ory, retentiveness; association, reproduction, and the like. 
(3) The momentary fluctuations of ideas in and out of consciousnes . 
Many phrases have come into use in connection with it, such a 
"threshold" of consciousness, recency of impressions, area of con-
sciousness, lapses of attention, etc. 
· (4) The determination of the condition of permanent association or 
enduring memory, as against temporary or so-called "cram." 
Among the great issues 110w awaiting solution Prof. Bain places in 
the foreground plurality of simultaneous impressions in every one of 
the enses. Attached to it is the questiou of the operative power of 
impressions while momentarily standing aside from the conscious area. 
For these problems introspection needs to be helped out by experi-
mentation, while the delicacy of tact jo the self.conscions ob erver i 
also of the utmost importance. One of the most pregnant i ue in 
tbe whole field of psychology is the swaying of the will by motive 
outside of plea ure and pain, otherwise called the "fi:sed idea." 
Until there ia a more general agreement than at pre ent on the 
ana1y.-is of the fundamental of the intellect, it is premature to recom-
mend a arching inve tigation into the working of similarity in diver-
·it , on which bang. the inventive power of the min<l, just a rnnch 
a.- · impl m mory repo the adhe 0 ion of coujunctions in time. For 
b pr . n tb r i.- abnndant cope for intro p'3ction in roaming or r 
b • , · · , . iu1 fa t f p y ·hi al life. By the nature of tbe ca e the 
ini ia iv in th m re fruitful inquirie will be most frequently tak 11 
b in r .-p · i n wliich al.· y it pow r of analr is will ti!l open 
th t th highe.' t g n r liti of our cience. 
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Prof. Sully published an appeal to parents relative to studying the 
child-mind, of which the following is a brief: 
1. Attention and observation.-Early attention and interest (in looking, touching, 
etc.) and gradually witleuing observation. Exact as well as hasty observation. 
2. Memory.-Earliest recognition of persons. ·what is remembered best. Out-of-
the-way facts, insignificant details, etc. Strength of verbal memory, new words 
introduced into a familiar story, and the like. 
3, bnagination and fancy.-Anthropomorphic fancy, child-myth, personifications 
of nature. How the unknown in space and time is filled. Child-lies. Imagination 
interfering with observation and producing "illusions of sense." 
4. Rea.soning.-First curiosity about the origin of things, himself, of the Deity, 
etc. Childish puzzles, things that seem strange and inspire thinking. Childish 
explanation. How it translates our explanations of things, puts its meaning into 
our worqs. · 
5. First use . of articulate sounds, characteristic omissions, alterations and trans-
positions of sounds in repeating words. Order of acquiring sounds. Invention of 
new word-sounds. Original applications of common words. 
6. Pleasu.re and pain.-First manifestation of pleasure and displeasure (smiling, 
frowning, etc.). Instinctive anll_acquired likes and dislikes. Favorite amusements. 
7 . .Fear.-First manifestation of fe::i.r-of the dark, of animals, of big moving 
things. Are they due to instinct or to experience or suggestion f , 
8. Self-feeling.-Self-pity, self-caressing, vanity, jealousy, property in toys; etc. 
9. Sympathy, ajfection.-Early feelings toward animals and human beings as bear-
ing on the question of innate sympathy. Cruelty of childroo. 
10. Arlistio taste.-Special preferences for colors, forms, rhythms, melodies, etc . . 
!(leas of prettiness, grandeur, etc. First signs of laughter, or of a sense of the comical 
or ludicrous. 
11. Moral and religions feeling.-Earliest signs of respect for authority. First 
exercise of judicial function by the child in scolding or commanding others or him-
self. First conception of right and wrong. Illustrations of feelings of justice in 
little children, of moral sensibility and of callousness. 
12. Volition.-Imitation of others in words, .gestures, etc. Effect of other's verbal 
suggestion on childish action. Examples of self-will, of defiance of commands. 
· Hesitation in acting and self-restraint. 
13 . .Al'listic productions.-Spontaneous dramatic invention (make-believe I in play. 
Original manual construction (building, etc;). Invention of stories. First <lrawing 
of animals, men, etc. (Preserve examples.) Noticeable grades of progress in these. 
Prof. Scripture contributes sound advice to those who would take 
graduate instruction in psychology (Science, New York, July 28). The 
student must begin with knowing the methods of making experiment8; 
this shoul<l. be followed by careful work iu the theory of measurements, 
treating of the probability integral, tlle mean variation, etc. One of 
the great differences between psychological and physical measurements 
is that the conditions can not be controlled as in physics; mean varia-
tions are thus greater and the ·deductiuns from the results not the same. 
Psychological experiments resemble those taken once on each of a 
number of persons. The study of the method~ of statistics has also to 
be made for the sake of mental statistics. The making of measure-
ments brings in the study of fundamental and derived units and the 
construction of apparatus. Th~ subject's touch, sight, bearing, etc., 
require a knowledge of the physical processes used in stimulation. 
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Hearing lectures will never make a psychologist; the fundamental 
course for all special instruction is the laboratory work. The student 
must be trained by repeated exercises in making the measurements 
explained in the lectures, including exercises on touch, t-emperature, 
hearing, ·sight, in the graphic method1 chronometry, dynamornetry, 
audiometry, photometry, colorimetry, etc. This should be followed 
by work in the construction of apparatus, elements of rnechanicai 
drawing, use of tools. 
Journals specially devoted to psychic studies are: 
The .A1rierican Journal of Psychology. ,Vorcester, Mass ., Vol. v in 1893. 
The Philosophical Review. Vol. r, in 1893. 
Revue des Sciences Psychologiques. Paris. Vol. IV. 
Journal of Jlforphology. Vol. VIII in 1893-'94. 
Revue Philosophiq71:e. 18me aunee in 1893. 
Zeitschrift fiir Psychologie und Physiologic der Sinnesol'gane. Bel. v in 1893. 
Viel'ieljahrsscl1rijt fiir wissenschaftliche Philosoph ie. 13<1. x VII m 1893. 
Philosophische Mon[ttshejte. Bel. xxvur in 1893. 
Zeitschrift fiii' Philosophie iincl Philosophisclte Krit-ilc. B <l. CII in 1893. 
Philosophische Stuclien. Vol. IX in 1893. 
Mincl. A quarterly Review. London, n. s. Vol. II in 1893. 
Revne in ternationale de Socivlogie. Vol. I in 1893. 
Rivista internaz-ionale di Scienze socicile e Discipline ausiiiare. Vol. r iu 1893. 
Philosophisches Jali'l'bueh. Bd. v in 1893. 
Ridsta Jtal-ianct di Filosofia. Anno VIII in 1893. 
Brain. London. Parts 61 and 62 in 1893. 
Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Resea rch. Vol. IX in 1893; also 
Journal. 
Revue cle M etaphysique et cle la Morale. Premiere annce iu i893. 
THE RACES OF MEN. 
In the United States the chief sources of publication on ethnological 
topics are: The reports and J)apers of the Peabody Museum, iu Cam-
bridge; the journals of the Hemenway Southwestern Expedition; the 
transactions of the American Philosophical Society; but, most extended 
of all, the reports and bulletins of the Bureau of Ethnology, and the pub-
lications of the Smithsonian Institution and of the National Mllsenm. 
Abroad the study is stimulated in a multitude of ways. The 
Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland is specially 
strong in thi · line of study through its colonial attachments. Besides 
this society, the Coloniai Museum, the British Museum, the Royal 
Asiatic Society, flood the world with good literature, especially con-
cerning the Eastern Hemisphere, Branche::; of these great societies 
ar tabli hed in Bomuay, Calcutta, Hongkong, ShauglJ.ai_, Sydney, 
Wellington I ubli ·bing al o literature on ethnology. 
nt r tin th , tudy of ethnology i kept alive in France partly by 
brin ino- to th city of ari.· famili and groups of colonial native . 
Iu h lai d .' rt liberaux, Champ de Mar , was opened in 1 93 
an x o, iti n f ·ol nial fri an tbnology. Be ides one hundred and 
thir y horn au., repre ·entative of the Ogowe, Whydah, Godome, 
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Cotonou, Porto Novo, Allada, Savi, and Abomey peoples, were exhibited 
in native dress aud habitations, working at their national trades. The_ 
chief source of information is L' Anthropologie, Paris, fo which excellent 
reviews of the literature of the subject will be found. -;, 
Every German city has an ethnographic museum. In Berlin, Dr. 
Bastian, with a competent force, has charge of the great Museum fiir 
Volkerkunde and in Dresden Dr. A. B. Meyer has his home. The 
Zeitschrijt fiir.Ethnologie, Berlin, is-a kind of diary or merchant's blotter, 
giving information concerning ethnological material as it comes to h_and, 
to be journalized and posted up later on. The publications of the l?res-
den Museum on the Melanesian islanders are works of great merit. 
In Holland the Interncttionales Archiv fiir .Ethnologie is published at 
great expense by J. D. E. Schmelz, with colored lithographic plates. 
~he work of Italian ethnologists must not be overlooked, especially in 
Central Africa. The Archivio per l' Antropologict di Firenze, organ of the 
Sod.eta di Antropologia, is the medium of publication. 
Interest in the study of Btruscau origins still continues. Apropos of 
Dr. Brinton's suggestion that this people are to be classed with the 
Libyans, Prof. Giuseppe Sergi, of Rome, announces in Nuova Anto-
logia, September, 1893, that from the side of physical anthropology this 
is true. In this connection should be read Dr. Kleinschmidt's refer-
ence of the Etruscans to the Aryan stock, nearest to Lithuanian and 
Lettish arid Gaetano Polari's comparison of the same language with the 
Basque. 
Dr. Zograf bas studied the people of Great and · Little Russia. They 
are not homogeneous, but result from the mixing of Slavo-Lithuanians 
and Uralo-Altaic elements. The people of Little Russia differ slightly 
from province to province in costume and manners. The region of the 
steppes which extend between the Qarpathian and the Don has been 
peopled by colonies from diverse sources, by Great and Little Russians, · 
Bulgarians, Servians, Moldavians, and Germans. The Nogais Tartars 
are cantoned in the Crimea. (L' Anthropologie, Paris, IV, 228.) 
Dr. Braislin has studied the human nasal canal as an ethnological-
characteristic with reference to the viability of the white and negro 
race in the same area. Hethinksthatthewider, shorter, and shallower 
canals in the negroes account for their being more subject to pulmonary 
diseases aud that they present characteristics specially adapted for pre-
paring the inspired air of a tropical climate for reception into the lung 
~tructures. (Science, New York, March 31..) 
Dr. Felix von Luschan, of Berlin, finds iu the modern Jews, descend. 
ants of three different races, the Hittites, the Aryan Amorites, and 
the Semitic nomads, who immigrated into Syria about the time of 
Abraham. (Science, New York, January 12.) 
The Veddahs of Ceylon were the subject of an exhaustive study by-
the brothers Sarasin. The census of the island gives 2,760,000 persons. 
Singhalese ( +Roclyias, 2,000) ________ . ____ . __________ 1,.847,000 
Tamils (430,000 sedentary) .. ____ . ___ . _. __ . _. __ . _. __ . 687,000 
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In_d9-irah (Moormeu, 168,000). ______ .. .... .. .... ... . 187,000 
Eurasians .. _ .............. _ ... _.......... . . . . . . . . . . 18,000 
Malays ................ _ .. ___ ........... _........... 9,000 
Afghans, Araos, Bcngalese.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,000 
Europeans ..... .... .......... ·.............. ......... 5,000 
Veddahs (males, 1,177; females, 1,051) .. . . . .. ... .... . 2,228 
An excellent review of this work. is in Archiv f. Anthropologie (xxri, 
31.6-327). 
The Khmers, of Cambodia, have been studied by Dr. Maurel, and 
the results of his investigations are made known in one of the Memoires 
de la, Societe d' Anthropologie de Paris. They are the easternmost branch 
of the Aryan stock arriving from India with their native culture and 
have become mixed with various other strains. 
The publishers of L' Anthropo.logie have brought together the papers 
of Dr. Eitel upon the Hak-ka (Paris, 1v, 129-181), the general title of 
the Chinese inhabiting the province · of Canton. These people have 
spread themselves throughout ludo-China. With diverse elements 
that are mutually antagonistic, they seem to be bound together by a 
common interest. The population of Canton is as mixed as was that 
of England after the Norman conquest. The Miao-tse aborigines have 
been corralled in the mountainous districts to the northwest by a 
migrating people, who came to occupy the entire province and who 
·entitled themselves the Aborigines (Pun-ti). Later, these had to 
defend themselves successively against two other invaders of different 
race. These last are the Hak-ka and the Tchao-Tcheow or Hok-lo. 
~he last named prefer the water and the Hak-ka the land. Both peo-
ples came from the northwest, one following the waters, the other the 
mountains. The monograph of Dr. Eitel is devoted to the Hak-ka, 
their ethnography and history. 
Dr. Michaut has published · a work on the A'inos. As was often 
pointed out, these people are neither Mongol nor Japanese, but 
approach astonishingly the Russian Moujik and are probably an aber-
rant branch of the white race. They arc remarkably pure in blood, and 
may foreshadow the coming of the Russian to the Pacific coast to claim 
their own. The language is absolutely special, but approaclles the 
Mantchoo in phrase and syntax. (Bull. Soc. d'Anthrop. de Paris, 4. ·: 
IV, 259-263.) . 
Tlle greate8t interest now centers in the ethnology of northeastern 
Aiiia ut ide tlle que tion of the identity of the present peoples with 
tho. of m ri a. The Kamchatkan , Ghiliaks, Koriaks, Yukaghir , 
h r ar uppo. ed to be the remnants of the aborigines of north-
ia an e en of the J a pane e I le . The studies of Schlegel in 
bin , of Mor in th h 11 h ap~ of Japan are thought to be con-
fo:mat r f hi. . Th rt of th , mall people agree in many re pect 
w1th h f th yp rbol' an Am rican . 
ht i thrown up n the African pigmie by the re. earch of 
iate of Emin Bey. In ta.ture tlley average 1·25 
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meters. They are very prognathic and brachycepLalic and the ~olor is 
brown or reddish yellmv rather than black. Stuhlniann looks upon the 
pigmies as relics of a peculiar variety of our species that once extended 
over Africa and parts of Asia. Dr. Brinton however, in a lecture 
before tLe Washington Anthropological Society affirmed that the size 
.of these people bad lJeen brought about through degeneration. 
Mr. G. F. Scott Elliot, at the end of his notes on native West African 
customs, has the good judgment to give a catalogue of the tribes_ on the 
upper Zambesi, with names, geographical locations, and definite posi-
tion by latitude and longitude. (J. ·Anthrop. Inst,,, xxrn, 85.) 
Dr. Karl Sapper publishes in Petermann's Jlfittheiliingen a, short 
account of the ethnography of Guatemala. The languages at presellt 
spoken or formerly used are: 
1. The Pipil of Salama .. 11. Aguacaiec. 
2. ..The .Pi pil of -Coma pa. 12. Jacalteca. 
3. The Pupulca. 13. Ixil. 
4. Tho- Carib. 1-1. Quiche. 
5. Sinca. 15. Cakchiquel. 
6. The language of Yupiltepec. 16. Jutuhil. 
7. The Maya. 17. Uspanteca. 
8. Language of tlJe Chujes. 18. Pokomam. 
9. The Chorti. 19. Pokomchi. 
10. Mame or Mam. 20. Kekchi. 
The second part of the paper relates to culture, and especial attention 
is given to the varieties of habitations,*' and an excellent map accom-
pauies, showing in color the location and spread of each language. · 
The Tierra del Fueg'ians 1"eceived more than their share of attention 
in a monograph published in the Archiv fiir Anthropologie (Braun-
schweig, xxn, 155-218, figs. and tables). These islanders are given 
under three stocks. 
(1) Ona (Wua; Jacaua-Kunny of Fitzroy; Aonik of Brinton) in the 
east. 
(2) Jabgan (Jagan or Japoos or Tekenika of Fitz Roy) in the south. 
(3) Alakaluf (Alekoolip) in the ·southwest. 
In every kind of cranial measurement these peoples~re compared 
with one another and with the rest of mankind. The author comes to 
the long deferred. conclusion that the Fuegians resemble Europeans 
most and came from that continent. 
The Polynesian Society of Wellington, New Zealand, takes up the 
problem of the Oceanic races with great vigor, publishing a quarterly 
journal. Necessarily the great majority of papers are in the graphic 
rather than in the logic stage, as should be. Papers of general value 
are: On Savage Island, E. Tregear and J. M. Ossmond; Asia tie origin 
of Oceanic numerals, E. Best; Asiatic gods in the Pacific, E. Tregear; 
Relationship of Malayan languages, T. L. Stevens, and many communi-
cations on the Maories. 
* Peterrn. Mittheil., Gotha, 1893, xxx1x, 1-14. 
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The Solomon islanders are in the midst of a series of archipelagoe 
whose population is often called rnelanoid or negroid. The studies of 
Hagen lead to the . conclusion that there is not here an unique type 
(L' Anthr(!)pologie, Paris, IV, 215). Emigrants from the west, Malays and 
Polynesians, or Malayo- Polynesians, according to the linguists, have 
continually arrived there, following the currents an d the winds, and 
have profoundly modiued the older elements, creati11g really a Melano-
. Polynesian type. 
GLOSSOLOGY. 
In the American Anthropologist (VI, 381-407) Messrs. Hewitt and 
Dorsey attack Duponceau's theory of polysynthesis in the Indian lan-
guages. Mr. Hewitt is a learned Iroquois, and Dr. Dorsey is as familiar 
with Siouan languages as with his own. Tb e former says : "The 
materials of the language of the Iroquois consists of notional words-
nonns, verbs, adjectives; representative words-prefixive and inde-
pendent pronouns; relational words-adverbs, conjunctions, and suffix-
ive prepositions; and derivative elements, formatives and flexio11s." 
The distinctive nature and characteristic functions of these elements 
can not be changed at will by any speaker. In the category of notional 
words noun stems may not indifferently assume the functions of verb 
stems or adjective stems. The compound sterns of word sentences may 
become parts of speech when the linguistic sense bas come to regard 
the separate meanings of the elements thus combiued. This is pa,ra-
synthesis. In the Iroquoian speech all the developments of the lan-
guage expressed by the terms, word-sentence, stem-formation, and 
inflection are based primarily on the well-known principle of juxtaposi-
tion and a more or less intimate fusion of elements, but the living an<l. 
traditional usage of the language has established the following mor-
phothetic canons: 
(1) The simple or compound stem of a notional word or of a word-
sentence may not be employed isolatedly without a prefixed simple or 
complex personal pronoun or a gender sign or flexion. 
(2) Only two notional stems may be combined in the same word-
sentence, and they must be of the same part of SP,eech. 
(3) The stem of a verb or adjective may be combined with tbe stem 
of a noun, and the stem of the verb or adjective must be placed aft.er 
and nev r before the noun stem. 
(4) _<\.n adjective tern may not be combined with a verb stem, but it 
may unite with the formative auxiliary tha', to cause or rnake, and with 
tb inchoati ve g. 
( ) quali:ficative or other word or element may not be interpo ed 
b tw en th two mbine,l t m of notional words, nor between the 
·impl r mp nn l notional tern and it simple or complex pronominal 
pr fi · cleri ati antl formative ch~l,llg being effected only by prefixing 
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or suffixing suitable flexions and formatives to the forms fixed by the 
foregoing canons. 
Dr. Washington Matthews, reviewing the new edition of the Riggs 
Dcilcotci dictioncwy, published by the Smithsonian Instituti'on as V oL 
rv of Contributions to Knowledge, pays a just tribute to the original · 
work and its author. Great and worthy praise is bestowed upon the 
Rev. J. Owen Dorsey for the editorial supervision of the new volume; 
and the reviewer says that the improvements are largely dialectic. This 
shows how thoroughly the pioneer members of the Dakota mission did 
their scholarly work (Am. Anthrop., Wash., vr, 96). 
The question of the phoneticism of the Maya is reviewed by Cyrus 
Thomas in the American Anthropologist (Washington, vr, 241-270), who 
says that their ideographic character is maintained by Forstemann, 
Schellhas, Seler, and Valentini; their phonetic character by Charency, 
de Rosny, and Thomas, and an intermediate ground is assumed by 
Brinton, who gives to them the name ikonomatic. 
A substantial contributicJn to the extension of ethnology tllrough 
linguistics has been mq;de by Rev. J. Owen Dorsey in a paper before 
the Madison meeting of the American Association proving that the 
Biloxis, a tribe on the southern border of Louisiana, belong to the 
Siou;rn or Dakotan linguistic s~oc_k. ~rhis family is nowt.raced along the 
western side of the Mississippi River from the gulf to its source, through-
out the en tire drainage of the Missouri and the Arkansas and along the 
eastern slopes of the Appalachians from Washington city to central 
South Carolina. 
Upon the study of American native languages abroad 1 Dr. Brinton 
draws attention to a report ou American linguistics made at a confer-
ence in l\ifadrid by Don Francisco de Fernandez y Gonzalez and printed 
by the Athenooum. Iu the Anales de la Universidad, of Santiago, 
Chile, is a paper entitled, "La lingufstica Americana, su historia y su 
estado actuai," by Diego Banos Arana ·and Rodolfo Lenz. 
A valuable addition to the resources of Mexican archooology is Dr. 
Seler's publication with textual explanation of Humboldt's collection of 
magueypaintin gs. In the city of Mexico, in 1803, Humboldt purchased 
sixteen hieroglyphic paintings collected by Boturini Benad'1,cci, 1740, 
confiscated by the Government and placed in the hand of Leon da 
Gama, to study. In 1806 these paintings were presented to the Ber-
lill Royal Library and there they remained until in 1888, they were 
exhibited to the Congress of Americani~ts. Photographic facsimiles 
were published by the Royal Library as a gift to the Columbus Cen-
tennial. 
But the remainder of Boturini's collections were scattered and lost 
sight of nearly a hundred years, until M. Aubin, 1830-1840, with assid: 
nous care gathered tllem and took them to Paris. Fifty years longer 
they w~re kept with miserly circumspection .from inquisitive eyes 
until M. Eugene Goupil- bought them and placed them in the hands 
of M. Bohan to catalogue. Already a volume has appeared entitled, 
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Documents p01.ir servir ci l' Bistoire clii Mexiq.ue, published by Leroux. 
Dr. Brinton furnish es in Science (Mar ch 10) a, good account of the mate-
rial, and says that all that has been previously written about Mexico 
has no more importance than the hist ories of Egypt, composed before 
the decipherment of the bieroglypllics. 
In Science Dr. Cresson shows the method pursued by liim h1 bis 
attempt to analyze the Maya hieratic and demotic scdpt by the pho-
netic elements of which it is composed . The Maya grapliic system 
seems to be based upon a primitive· ideographism, the elements derived 
from natural and artificial motives. Th ese symbols received phonetic 
meanings. This representation of ideas or words by pictures, whole 
or abbreviated, Dr. Brinton ca,11s the iconornatic stage of writing. 
Both Mexican and Maya were of this character. The Maya especially 
bad gotten beyond it towa,rd the higher stage. (Science, New York, 
December 15.) 
Canon. IsaacTaylor, reviewing a paper of von dcr Gabelentz on the 
probable connection between Basque and · Berber speech, says: "We 
may adhere to the old conclusion that in t he more essential points the 
affinities of the Basque are with the languages of tlle Ural-Altaic class, 
which are totally different from the B erber languages, which belong 
rather to the Hamitic family. (Accid. , 1893, July 29.) 
Since the appearance of Horatio Hale's paper on the possibilitv of 
inventiug language, much has b een written on child language. Clark 
University, at Worcester, has t ak en up th e matter seriously of making 
a collection of the secret languages of children, of which the old tim e 
"hog Latin" is only one example. 
TECHNOLOGY. 
The division s of primitive t echnology, out of which all useful human 
enterpr ises spring, are the followmg : 
(1) The study of ~ a terials, their qual ities and geographical distribu-
tion. 
(2) The study of the forces of n ature, power of man , beast , wind, 
water, elasticity of r igid sul>stances and gases, electricity,- as they 
have been subdued and put t o work by man. 
(3) Tool , utensils, apparatus, t he study of their working part', 
their manual and operati.Ve parts, t heir attachment· and consequent 
ma ·hine . 
(4) M chanic , t he gradnaJ working out of the inclined plane, lever 
r 11 r wh 1 and axl e, pully1 screw, and the like, for the conver ion of 
im iir :tion of motion, re ·i ta11ee, one into anotlier. 
(fi) h r ce,, , of work th manner in whicll the operation,~ of an 
in u: ry h, Y b n arri don from begimiing to end. 
( ) h pr <lnc·t. t' lie art: in th ir de ign , ,·tructure,, fu ,1ct10n 1 
1 infln n n h, whol body of human indu try. 
Th~ r u111 thr u h whi ·hall th : ac i itie go i : 
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(1) Exploitation of the earth for raw material in its three kingdoms; 
and in the case of plants and animals, increasing the supply through 
domestication and cultivation. 
(2) The application of tools and power to these substances so as to 
convert them .into forms to gratify human desire or to meet human 
needs. 
(3) The transfer of the material in any stage of its manipulation from 
place to place, on men, beasts, wagons, ships or trains, callecl trans-
portation and travel. 
(4) The buying and selliug of commodities involving weiglli.ng, meas-
uring, and valuing, or weights, measures, ancl money, the development · 
of the midclle man, the wholesale merchant, the retail mercllant, the 
broker,· the banker, etc. 
(5) The consumption of the ultimate product and all the utensils aud 
customs involved therein. 
Each one of these operations in its historic elaboration involves the 
growth of tlle areas involved from the smallest territory occupied by 
a self-s11pporting tribe to the occupation of the entire earth as a sing]e-
culture · area. It also includes tlie differentiation of labor among men, 
giving to every man a greater diversity of thought and action in each 
operation , and req_uiring at the same time the cooperation of a greatl·r 
number of men as specialists to accomplish the same kind of work. To 
unfold all arts of all peoples in all time and gather them into a single 
system of technic life is the purpose of technologic science. 
The effect of the earth on arts is techno-geography; the effect of races 
on arts is cthno-technography, and from each point of view that gives a 
different motive to studying man, the arts of life are classified on differ- . 
erent concepts. 
Nowadays every trade has its jourhal, an<l the publishers never lose 
an opportunity to explain and illustrate the evolution of tlleir craft. 
The Journal of the Society of Arts, London , is the first publication to 
consult upon this topic. 
Mr. E. H. Man gives an account of the technique of the Nicobar pot-
tery (J. Anthrop. Inst., xxrn, 21-27). The manufa.cture is confined to 
one small island named Chorora, and the entire work of. preparing the 
cl'ay ftud molding and firing the pots has to clevolve on tlle women of 
the community. It is related that a Chorora womau, while_ visiting 
anot.her island, attempted to make a cooking pot, but Rhe paid the pen-
alty with her life. Olay at Chorora havin g been exhausted, material 
must l>e had from other islands, demanding a sea trip of a few milf\R. 
Tli e duty of procuring t he clay and tlie sale of the finished articles 
devolves ou the men. (Compare Holmes and Cushing, G An. Rep. Bur. 
Etlrnol.) 
Ilaving prepared a quantity of clay by freeing it from small stones 
and other extraneous matter, and having kneaded it with fine sand 
until of a 11roper consistency, the operator seated herself on the ground 
and placecl before her a piece of board on which she laid a ring or hoop 
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a,bont 8 inclles in diameter made of cocoa11nt leaves neatly l>ouud 
together. This served as a stand for a . slrnllow dish, in which was 
placed a circular piece of plantain leaf to facilitate tlle handling of 
the clay and preventing its adhesion to the uusized platter. With oJte 
or more handfuls of clay, according to the size of the pot, tLe base of 
the utensil ,rns rougllly shaped on the dish; then rolls of clay of tlle 
required thickness and previously prepared were lmilt up layer after 
layer until the proper dimensions had been attained; the operator, 
the while turning the pot rouud and round, shaping it with her eye 
and baud. The vessels arc set aside on a raised platform to dry for 
oue or two days, according to the size of the pot and the state of the 
weather. When dry it is taken from the platform, superfluous clay 
on the iuside scraped off with a Cyrena shell, and the excess of material 
on the outside ·removed l>y means of a fine strip of bamboo moistened. 
The hands _of the potter moistened are gently passed over tbe inner and 
outer surfaces of the vessel to smooth them. The rim is finisbed oft with 
the bamboo strip. For firing a primitive kilu is prepared in some open 
space near the lrnt, and bits of hroken pottery are stuck in the ground a 
few inches apa,rt to serve as a stand. U uder the pot a layer of fine wood 
ashes and a quantity of cocoanut shells arnl scraps of firewood are 
heaped up aud a wheel-like object larger than the pot is laid on it, 
upturned base; against this are laid br:=wches and firewood, which are 
to l>e lighted outside the vessel but are not to come in contact witll it. 
The fuel is kindled and the fhune fanned, if necessary, by two or three 
women, wl10, armed with sticks iu both hands, act as stokers uutil the 
vessel is baked. It is removed with the sticks and left t.o cool upon a 
bed of fille sand, where it receives the necessary black stripes. The 
paiuting is accomplished by meaus of strips of unripe cocoanut husk 
1 to 2 inches broad, laid on the pot while bot. The stain produced by 
the acid juice turn~ black in a, moment. 'fo save her fingers from 
being burnt the artist keeps the pot in posWon by meaus of a cocoa-
nut-sbell cup. The entire surface is then rubbed with moist strips of 
1rnsk to give a light copper color to the whole surface. Makers' mark 
are added and the whole is completed. 
T1e Htudy of maize is the study of a large number of American 
Indian tribe:-i. Ethnologists will therefore l>e grateful to Dr. J. W. 
Har b b rger for lliH monograph on the origin and distribution of maize 
in America. Tlrn origin of the plant is sought in the highlauds of 
1\Iexi o, .·outb of the twenty- econd degree of north latitude. From 
tlii ource it got into the United "tates by two routes, through northern 
M xico and through tl1e We t Indian Is1andH. It was carried to South 
m ri ·al> tlrn I tlnnu.· of Panallla, extending, according to Briutou, 
al n tb gr at n<l an y. tem until it 1 a ·bed the Gran "baco, -wb re 
w find th 11atiY trih · no Wey relat d to the Keclmas of Pern l>or-
r wing it 11am" froID th ,· p opl . . outh American word8 for maiz 
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exten<led all over the West Indian Islands, showing- that it was intro7 
ducecl to this archipelago from the southern continent. 
Even in onr day the Mexicans excel in feather mosaics, some beauti-
ful examples of which are to be seen at the National l\'Iuseum. But in 
pre-Columbian times more attention still was paid to suLh matters. Of 
this we have evidence in the beautiful examples lately brought to light. 
Mrs. Nuttall, at the World's Congress of Arclueology, presented 
colored sketches of a great number, and Dr. Seler resumed the subject. 
(Ztschr.f . . Ethnol., Berlill, xxv, 44.) 
M. Adrien Mortillet, in a classification of weapons of offense, bases his 
subdivisions upon the relation of the action to th_e hand, (1) held in the 
_hand, (2) working by means of something held in the hand, or (3) thrown 
from the hand. Each one of the classes of bruising, slashing, and 
piercing weapons may again be thus subdivided. The Africans have 
developed the slashing projectile in two forms, the bladed arrmv and 
the tl}fown knife or trumbash. M. Dybowski read a paper before the 
Paris Anthropological Sodety upon tLe last-named weapon. (Bull. 
Soc. rl'Anthrop. de Paris, 4. s., IV, 97-100.) 
-Mr. J. D. McGui1~e, in the American Anthropologist (Washington, vr, 
307- 320), attacks the division of the stone age into paleolithic and neo-
lithic from a, new point of view. Unwittingly arcbIBologists have got-
ten into tlJe ha.bit of calling chipped stone by the former and battered 
and ground stone by the latter title. Mr. McGuire clearly shows that 
battering stoi:e is easier and therefore may be older than the chipping 
art. He shows that amoug the best-known writers there is no unanim-
ity of opinion as to the status of the chipped-stone age, and a,"ers that 
the weight of authority h, against the existence of any considerable 
period of time in which man live<l either in Europe or America, when 
his only implements were those that were chipped. 
The evidences of extensive preListoric irrigation are found in Ari-
zona. Mr. F. Webb Hodge brings them together in the Anierican 
Anthropologist (Washington, VI, 323-330). In the valleys of the Sal-
. ado and the Gila, iu southern Arizoua, the audent inhabitants engaged 
in agriculture Ly artifiC'ial irrigation to a vast extent. The principal 
canals constructed and used by tlrn nncient inlJabitauts of the Salado 
Valley controllt~tl tl1e irrigation of at least 250,000 acres. The outlines 
of at least 150 miles of aneieut main irrigating ditches ma,y be readily 
traced, some of which meander southwanl from the river a distance of 
14 miles. 
· From many hundreds of scattered sources Dr. Max Bartels bas gath-
ered the iiterature of the world upon the history of medicine among 
primitive peoples. It is not generally noticed that savages have a 
practice of medicine and surgery, notwithstanding their theory refers 
every <liscase to spirit influences. Indeed, there are in most tribes, 
besides the medicine man, wise women aIJd men who give themselves 
1 o the cure of disease by medicine and wounds by treatment. The 
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work of Bartels treats, :first, of the medicine man and his diagnoses and 
then discusses separately: (1) The phenomena and means of sickness; 
· (2) the physician and his social standing; (3) diagnosis and names of dis-
eases; ( 4) medicines and their applications; (5) forms of medical pre-
scription; (6) water cure, by bathing, sweating, and drinking; (7) mas-
sage as such and in sorcery; (8) , diet and other hygienic measures; (9) 
the methods of sorcery in healing; (10) special diseases, eye, ear, epi-
lepsy, etc.; (11) the prevention of diseases, epidemics ; (12) surgery, 
small and gross. The indexes and bibliography of the work are most 
useful to further study. 
Upon the question of the settlement of America the author of this 
summary at the W orld.'s Congress of Anthropology in Chicago took the 
ground that the peopling of the .American Continent from Asia is the 
only hypothesis teuable upon present data. There never was known 
to history a day in which commerce was not going on. Asiatic species 
of animals have migrated in the present epoch. A sedes of land-
locked seas he on a great circle from the Indian Ocean to Vancouver 
Island. These seas abound in the best food products of the world. 
Winds are favorable, oceanic movements are favorable, climate i:; 
favorable. 
It is easier now to follow the currents of the ocean and the trade winds 
· than it is to oppose them. Indeed, one of the advanced movements of 
civilization was in so doing. But tbe first migrants did not venture into 
the great aerial and. oceanic ·currents. They remained on the shallow 
and land-locked water, where the food was most ab undant and the 
danger least. Migration could have derived much momentum from 
the vis ci tergo, applied by hostile men or favoring winds and currents. 
But we must look for the strongest motive in the active desires for food, 
defense, shelter, adventure, etc. 
1ESTHOLOGY OR TI-IE SCIENCE OF BE.A.U 'l'Y. 
The arts of pleasure are now studied on the side of technic.al evolu-
tion or elaboration. 'rhe forms and colori.:; of art objects are derived 
from natural objects or from other art objects of Ri simpler culture stage. 
The departures from the lines of nature are referred to the want ()f 
skill in the arti."t, the want of vision or imagination, and the technical 
limitation or least-resistance lines of the rn ateria.1. 
· A in the evolution of the industrial arts, the invention, the inventor, 
and the publit; want grow and are dwarfed co-ordiuately, so in the fine 
art. ·. Tbe be t illustration of the union of minds in one complicated 
th ti ffect the world has ever Reen was the buildings of the Chicago 
Exp , ition. Th u11i n of the p1an of a dozen geniuses of structure 
an l l ration form d a kind of arti. t trust or combine, the last step 
yn h : i f the b autiful. 
b rm f thi arti, tic lim ax wa enhanced by the presence on 
. un , an in tbe buil liog, of all form of art-textile, fictile, 
1 no grap~ic, gl hi t uic, land cape, and architectural. These 
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represented the progress of taste-natioual taste, savage taste, barbaric 
taste, historic t aste, woven together like a lwautiful tapestry. 
In a former summary was given the tabulated. form of weapons and 
tools adopted by M . Adrien de Mortillct in l1i s lectures before the Ecole 
d' Anthropologie. The course in 1893 was devoted to dress an<l. adorn-
ment, their history and diversities, considered in relation to parts of 
the body. Adornment followed the parts of the body, as follows: 
Jewelry of t he head--crowns, diadems, and frontlets. Jewelry of 
tl1e ears-drops, pendants, and studs. Nose jewels, inserted· in the 
septum or alae. Labrets, pelele, botoque, lJezote, and labrets. Teeth 
jewelry. N eek jewelry, neck rings, _ collars, torques. Shoultler and 
breast jewelry, epaulets and gorgets. Waist decoration, bands flexible 
and rigid. Decoration of the lower part of the body. Arm jewels, 
armlets, bracelets. F inger jewelry. Leg decorations, leglets and ank-
lets. Foot j ewelry. J ewelry of the dothing. (Rev. 111.ensuelle, nr, 96.) 
No journal or magazine is devoted to this kind of study of compara-
tive art and the natural history of art. Tb'e work of Heriry Balfour 
on the evolut ion of decorative art and the papers of Holmes in the 
reports of the Bureau of Ethnology may be taken as text-books. 
SOCIOLO GY. 
The compamtive history of society is nowa<lays studied in the fol-
lowing aspect s: 
(1) The. family group, or really the groups of human beings that 
stand around the mother and child, their number and duration. 
(2) The governmental group, involving the structure and actions of 
hordes, tribes, confederacies, states, nations, and international agree-
ments. 
(3) The industrial group, commonly called guilds, unions, boards of 
trade, chambers, for mutual offense and defense in busiu es8. 
( 4) Social r;roups, fo r mutual entertainment, help, culture, etc. 
(5) Reli gious groups, studied in the comparative science of rehgions. 
The United Sta,tes in addition to its governmental assemblies under-
takes the study of the combinations of men as laborers and as business 
men. 
Every university has a school of political and social science, and in 
Philadelphia is published the journal devoted to th at subject with 
extended bibliographers. The Johns Hopkins University school issues 
series of studies of great value. A section of the American Associa-
tion is devoted to economics in the widest se1ise of the t erm. All 
periodicals are filled with sociology; it is the most attractive of all 
scientific hobbies. 
MYTHOLOGY AND FOLK-LORE. 
Prof. Caird cleffoes religion to b e ' ' man's ultimate attitude toward 
the universe." But, in t rying to arrange a nun;iber of objects in accord-
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ance with this definition it would be 11 ecessary further to explain its 
verbal elements.* 
Religiou, as it enters the field of comparative or scientific study, i 
what men think concerning a spirit world aud wh at they do in pmsu-
ance of such thi_nking. The thou ghts of a spirit world involve the fol-
lowing questions: · 
(1) Its location and physiography, system s of co&mogony. 
(2) Its peoples, their forms, ori gins, lives, thoughts, sayings, etc. 
(3) I ts government, including its entire social system. 
( 4) Its r elation to this world. 
The operative side of religion, or the cult, includes also 
(1) The place of worship and its fi ttin gs in all their details. 
(2) The organization of society on t he basis of religion and the place 
of each iudividual in the system. 
(3) The conduct in and with respect to tlie holy place, including 
prayer, sacrifice, fasting, incense, music, decorations, feasts, preaching. 
(4) Piety or every-day conduct t oward the gods, especially the con-
duct of the laity. 
(5) Sacred books or what took their place in more primitive soeiety. 
The Mrisee des Religions, or the Guimet Museum iu Paris, publishes 
La Revue des Religions and special mo110graphs. 
For American religions study the works of Brinton, Boas, Dorsey, 
Powell. 
At a meeting· of the Anthropological Society of Washin gton the sub-
ject of breakin g vases deposited with t he dead was discussed. Mr. 
Cushing said' tbat formerly the notion at the basis of the custom was 
to kill the vessel and send its spirit t o dwell with the owner in the 
other world. Iu modern times the custom also was a precaution 
against grave robbers. P rof. N . G. Poletis, of the University of 
Athens, works out the study of breaking vessels as a, fun eral rite of 
modern Greece. Vessels either specially dedicated to the deceased or 
having been used at fuu eral riks are broken at the grave. F ragments 
of vases have been discovered on the BaturOll, at the upper opeui11g 
of tombs at Mycenre ; huge heaps of potsuerds are found a t old Alex-
antlria, GreP,k, E gyptian , and Roman, belonging to various epoch~. 
The pre en t Greek custom is to break clay vessels upon the grave, aud 
also a. the remain s pass out iu front of the dead man's house. Some-
t ime ' the same thin g goes on alon g the whole road following the 
fun ~ra l. W hile the prie t pronounces t he words : '' Dust t hou art and 
u11 to du t halt thou return ," he ponrs water upon the grave from a 
ye: ,· l ,·p cially brought for the pnrpm;e. This do ne tue ve ·el i: 
in tautly broken while t h priest flil1 gs with it upon the grave a haud-
ful of arth. (,J. Anthrop. I n~.d., xx1n, 28-41. ) 
I n hi.· ·our: f I ture.· in the Ecole d ' Anthropologie, M. Andr ' 
- - - -------------
• ; lwarcl 'air 1. The evolution f r ligion . Gifford Lectures, 1890-'91 and 1891-
'92. Gla gow, 1 93, Maclehose, 2 vols., 400 and 334 pages. 
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Lefevre cllose for his theme: Beliefs of ancie11t Greece; the peoples and 
their gods. The order i11 wuich the argurneut proceeded was-
(1) H ellenic origi11s; (2) Animistic beliefs; (3) Cult of the procreative 
powers, fire a11d of heroes ; (4) Divine personages: the Dodonean 
group, the air and the earth; (f>) Primitive Asi:1tic influences, Phrygia, 
Phamicia; (G) Formation and recension of the Iliad and tbe Odys-
sey; (7) 'rhe Achaia.11 8, the two unfound groups; (8) The gods of 
Homer: Olympus, Zeus; (9) The gods of Homer: Hera, Athe11a and 
Odysseus, Poseidon; (10) The so lar group: Doriau Apollo, Hepbmstos; 
(11) Life and death according to tlie Homeric Aclu:eans (Patroelus ); 
(12) Tlrn Homeric lower world; ( 13) Hesiod : The poet and llis contem-
voraries aud their conception of life; (14) Hesiod: the Theogony; (15) 
Hesiod: The Chronids, rritans, Tartarus, physical notions; (1G) Her-
enles, the d emigod; (1 i) Dyonyssos, Bassareus, Bagaios, Zagreu~, 
Sac1rns; (18) Demeter auJ the mysteries; (19) Orphism; (20) Syucil -
tism a11<l decadence. - (Re-v. Mens .• Paris, III, 2G). 
The fifth annual rnreting of the American Folklore Society was 
l1eld in NlontreaJ, September 13. The t:iociety was incorporated, and 
rne;tsures taken to publh:ih t:ipecial monographs. The papers by Heli 
Chatelain on tLe retarded development of African civilization, by W. 
W. Ne\Yell on tue material and oujects of folklore, aud by Adolf Ger-
ber on Brer Rabbit, a comparative study, were of especial value. 
ARG Hh.;OLOGY. 
Dr. 1\foriz IToernes lays down with great care the fundamental prin-
ciples of a system of study and instruction in prehistoric archmology, 
of wlticL the following- js the sc1Jeme: 
•A. - 1.)Jl: FINITI'ON . 
1. The relatiou o f p rehistory to hi s tory a.ml to the histori ca l istutly of autiquities. 
2. The place of prehistory in t he sy llabns of a uthropology, it8 r elation to physical 
anthropology and et hnology . 
B.-ANALYSIS. 
1. Propredeuti cs. 
a. History of the sciei1ce. 
b. Study of resonrc:cs. 
a. Literary sources, uot h d irect and indirect. 
b. Monnments (attention, 1, to the topographic and, 2, museographi c order, 
b y meaus of examining localities an<l handling the objects). Classifica-
tiou of obj ects, both on the natural history and the archmological con-
cept. 
c. Criticism and explanat ion. 
:J, Systematic rnprcsentation. 
a. Fun<larueutal factors-: Culture areas and groups of manki11tl, 
b. Development fa,ctor,: Invention, borrowing, remodeling, trausmittiug. 
c. Separate forms or classes : Language, r eligion, jurispruden ce, tbe ffl,mil~·, th!:\ 
s tate, the house, and t ho hearth; food, clothing, omarnep.t1 w13apoq.s1 
tools, industries, trade, 11 ::ivigatiou, art, et c. 
J3,. '.].'yp,olog ical r eproseutation; Forms of (lwelling places, imlustrial places, forti~ 
· , ficn.tions, religious iuclosures, cemeteries, depots, a,lso apparatus, with 
their function and development, · 
SM:93-40 . 
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4 Historical representation. 
a . Natural his t,ory: Origin of men, stocks, original home, dispersions, forma, .. 
t,ion of races . 
IJ . Cllllture history: Iotellectual dorriiuation of men over animals; tertiary times, 
paheolithic and ueolithic periods, uronze period; the orient, its peculiar 
archmology and the . influence of its hi:,toric culture stages upon prehis-
toric Europe; first appearance of lat er peoples of Europe in their l.tis-
toric sequence. 
Tue year 1893 marks an epoch in American a,rclueolog·y and divides 
students into two sharply separated schools. The older school believes 
in the existence of paleolithic man in the United States, the new 
scuool does not. In the presence of such sites as Trenton, the former 
discovers geological evidence of the very great anti<]_uity of man.in the 
occurrence of rudely chipped objects iii situ , the other school says 
these ol>.ieets are in tlte talus alld llave rolled down from the surface 
above. The old school says, but these pieces are very rude and have 
na,cred surfaces. Men used very rude or paleolithic tools first, a.r1d 
after that came the finer-finished tools. The new school says tliese 
pieces are the rnbbish, the rejected mass of stone kn.appers. They are 
quarry refuse, and not tools at all. :Many hundreds of thousands of 
them have beeu picked up in the workshops of the rnodern ·Inclians. 
Mr. William H. Holmes, of the Bureau of Et\rnology, made most of the 
diggings by which this opinion is substantiateu. · 
In a paper by Holmes on the distribution of stoue implements in the 
tide water portions of Maryland and Virginia, the author has in view 
the whole history of each stone implement, from the source of the raw 
material to the finding of tbe specimen where it final ly left the hand of 
the savage. He speak:s of tbe origin and form of the stone, the pro-
cesses of manufacture, the rejection at the source of the stone of all 
piece~ tried and . found wanting, the transportation, the caching or stor-
rng, the specialization of form in after work an<l the uses or functions. 
Four mareriah, were used for chipped tools, quartzite bowlders, quartz 
pebbles,rhyoliteqria.rried in the mass,jasper quarried in the mass. Of 
these the author says: c It is of the utmost importance, in taking up the 
~tone implemenV, of n, region, that each material be traced to its source 
so that from this point of view a, study can be made of the work of quar 
ryi11 g, haping, trausporting, and fimshing." Holmes gives the follow-
ing classes of implements, in the order of distance from tlie quarry: 
b g-i1rnillg with the heaviest: 
1. lortars, an d many imprc,.vi sctl tools. 
2. • ' ba rpeneu b ow iders for ruue llULUlS anu ax es . 
3. 'otcbe(l an d sha rpened bowltlcrs for h a ftin g . 
-1. Pieks anrl hi ols for soap ton and other r1narries. 
5. X t s ink r., arri t1 aloug th streams . 
G. I estl , s lrnp <1 hy pi kinrr. 
7 · Hamm r ·t n . , t he bett r the shape tho furth er t hey were ·arried . 
. , 'oap ton ,· . , I , often 10 mil s from (]Uarr y . 
· 'l·oo,·Nl axe.,· ·Its, era en;, 1lrilL knive , pear points, arrow points, pipe ~ 
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. The paper is clearly illustrated. (Arn. Anthrop., Washington, vr, 
1-14 . 
. The Journal of Geology, published in Chicago, No.1, January-Fe!:>-
ruary, 1893, will have a department of arcbreologic geology, under the 
direction of Prof. William H. Holmes. Already papers on archmology 
· have appeared. 
Comparative study slowly unravels the tangle of American archmology 
and ethnology. Dr. J. Walter Fewkes witnessed alld became faniiliar 
witll the snake dance of the Hopi (lVloki) Indians, and in studying the 
old writers, Sahagun in particular, was struek with the wonderful simi-
larity of the Mexican pictures to the real dances in Arizona. This, with 
the co-operation of Dr. Ed. Seier, Dr. Fewkes has worked out in the 
American Anthropologist. (W ashingtou, v1, 285-306.) 
American arohroology was greatly enriched by the publication of a 
folio volume on the ruins of Tiabuanuco in the highlands of ancient 
Peru. The work consists of two parts, the text and 42 photolitllo-
graphic .plates. By means of maps, illustrations i11 the text, ground 
plans and sketches, the authors have placed themselves entirely at the 
serviee of the student. This work is of th e same excellent cliaracter 
as the Necropolis of ~neon, issued by Reiss and Stiibel a few years 
since. The authors discuss the ethnic origin of the sculptures, .the 
material, the dimensions of the blocks (weighing as much as 150 tons), 
the means of transport for many miles and across several inlets of 
Lake Titicaca; the skill in dressing, smoothing and polishing, and carv-
ing, with implements not much harder than the stone itself . 
. A great shock was given to Em1opeau archiliology by attacks upon the 
age of the Caustatt and the Neanderthal skull. It is well known that 
Prof. De Quatrefages went so far as to claim a Canstatt and a N eander-
thal race for early Europe. In the report of tlie German Anthropo-
logical Congress it was shown that the first-named skull was found 
associated with Roman pottery, and the last-named was picked up on 
the surface. At the same conference Prof. Virchow indorsed the 
opinion of Steeustrup that the evidence of contemporaneity of man 
and mammoth in Europe is not only inadequate, lrnt for dimatic and 
geologic reasons no such co-existence was possible. 
Oscar.Montelius began the publication of his great work, La civilisa-
tion _primitive en Italie depuis l'introductfon dit metal, upon which he l1as 
labored for twenty years. It will be an album of 300 plates grand 4to, 
with more than 3,500 woodcuts and explanatory text. His volu~e 
upon the history of the influence of Orientalism upon Europe during 
the Stone Age, the Bronze Age, and the Iron Age till about 500 B. c. 
is bis Civilization of Sweden in Heathen Times in new form, done into 
French by Salomon Reinach. 
The number of Natitre for August 10 contains the account of a suit 
for libel brought by H. Rassam against Dr. Budge of the British 
Museum growing out of assertions alleged to have been made by the 
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latter in connection with the former's disposal of certain finds in AsE-yria. 
The outcome ·was a jmlgment against Budge of £50, wllicll his confrere 
paid, because they believed he was acting alwn,ys ill the interests of the 
museum. (Nature, London, 1893, XLVIII, 343.) 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND ANTHROPOLOGY. 
All sciences are coming more an<l. more to contribute to anthropology. 
The International Geographic Conference iu Cllicago furnished an 
example of this statement. .Mr. Gardiner G. Hubbard selected as the 
topic ofhis presidential address: The relation of air aud water totem-
perature and life. 'l'lle following titles also show the current of thought: 
The relation of geography to History. Francis W. Parker. 
Nc,rway arnl the Vikings. Capt. Magnus Andersen. 
Geographic instruction in public schools. W. B. Powel l. 
The relation of geography to physiography in our educatiouul r;ystem. T. C. 
Chamberlain. 
Early voyages along the north west coast of America. George Davidson. 
In their responses to call; Gen. Eaton, Gen. Greely and Maj. Powell 
all dwelt upon this close bpu<l. between geography and hist'ory. 
Dr. F. Schrader delivered a, lecture before the Ecole cl' Anthropologie 
on the influence of terrestrial forms upon hum[tn development. In the 
order of sequence from tli.e North the author distinguishes five zones: 
(1) A boreal zoue, quasi continuous and littl e varied . 
(2) A north temperate zone, extended, much varied, preRenting for 
the development of humanity the greatest possible number of eondi-
tions. 
(3) A south temperate zone analogous but inferior to the last Hamed. 
More fit to receive culture tban to create it. 
(4) An inter-tropical or equatorial zone, hot, rainy, with alternations 
of aridity and continuity of heat. Less diversified in its ensemble than 
the temperate zone. 
(5) A frigid zone of the r,;outh, of no importance in the development 
of man. (Rev. Mens., Paris, III, 206-219.) 
The destruction of vast numbers of animals by the men of early times 
in tbe ea tern continent created a gap in the evidence upon which the 
knowledge of very early migrations is to be based. M. Ed ward Dupont 
bas brougbt together bi ·· tudies upon the famia an<l. man of the qua-
ter11ary epo h (Bull. Soc. Belge de geol., 1892). Especia1ly valuable i 
the paper on the tudy of man considered as a geological force. Spe-
ie di app ared b fore the coming of man, doubtless. Quite as true 
i it that they wer exterminated by man. But iu the earliest times 
tbi d tru tion wa, i eble and the author inclines to the view that the 
u t rnary fauna di.·app ared through natural causes. 
In h ,Journal of the 1lnthropologici1,l Society of Bombay* for 1 93, 
"Vol. lll, pp. 9-21, 
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is a paper on the trea.tment of cattle diseases. The original work was 
scratched on the leaf ofthePalmyra(Borassusflabelliforniis). Their use 
of drugs, especially thvse derived from the vegetable kingdom, was by 
no means inconsiderable. Forty-eigllt different plants are named, and 
in the essay identified, making it a valuable contribution tu knowledge. 

NORTH -AMERICAN BOWS, ARROWS, AND QUIVEH,S. 
By OTIS TUFTON M:ASON. 
" If the canopy of Heaven were a l.Jow, and the earth were the corcl tli!ereof; and. if c:tlam-
ities were the arrows, and m'.1nkind ·the marks for those arrows; and if Almighty God, tli<' 
tremendous and the glorious, were the unerring arcber, to whom could the sons of Adam flee 
for protection ? The sons of Adam must flee unto the Lord." -'.l'im.ur·s lnstit-utes, p. xlviii. 
In no series of museum specimens i s the natural history of human 
invention better exemplified than iu the apparatus of war and tlrn 
chase. The history of warfare especially involves the right understand- · 
ing of two words-offem;e and defense. · The perfecting of <lefensive · 
apparatus has l>een stimulated by the perfecting of weapons of offense, 
and on the contrary the ingenuity of the human mind has been taxed 
to make tbe offensive implement of war more powerful than the defen-
sive.* Protection of the body is secured by what is generally termed 
armor. TlJe protection of the family, the tribe~ the army corps, is 
acl1ievecl by fortification of some kind. 
Iu tlle modern art of war this conflict of defense agail'lst offense 
reaches its climax in the built-up steel rifle-cannon and the nickel and 
steel Harveyized armor plating. One of the modern guns will send its 
shot quite throngh a plate 20 inches thick. Now the primitive form of 
this terrible projectile was the arrow, and of 1..he steel plate the ances-
tor was the trifling hide and stick armor of savagery. 
Offensive implements in all ages and stages of culture are for three 
purposes-to brnise, to slash, and to pierce the body of the victim. 
Bruising weapons are fouud everywhere, but were highly developed 
jn the Polynesian area, because there abundance of hard wood exists . 
and little stone with conchoidal fracture for chipping. 
Among the African savages, because they possess iron which may 
be worked from the ore, edge or slashing weapons have been espe-
cially elaborated. · ,,. 
Among the American aborigines, where obsidian, jasper in all its 
varieties, chert, quartz, and other siliceous sto11es a.bound, piercing 
weapons seem to l1ave bee11 tbe favorite class. 
" These two subjects as developed l>y the American a,borigineR wj ] l l>e treated 
subsequently. Shields and armor will be descril,e<l by Mr. Walter Hough. 
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However, each of the .chief types of savagery possesses in some form 
the three great classes of bruising, slashin g, aud piercing weapon .. 
For instance, the Polynesians had the cluh, the spear, and the shark's-
teeth sword. The Africans fought with kuobsticks, assegais, bow1-1 
and arrows, and edge weapons in great variety. The Americans, 
especially the Mexicaus, developed a sword with obsidiau edge and tlie 
tomahawk. 
rrbe further sulJllivision of these three classes of weapons is based 
upon their manipulation. Every weapon and every tool consists of 
two parts-the working part and the manual or operative part,-that 
·which wounds or kills and that ~y which it is held or worked. lndectl, 
the fact is sometimes overlooked that the manual or operative part of 
a tool or weapon has undergone greater changes in the course of his-
tory than the working part. The bow therefore must be studied qnite 
.as carefully as tlle arrow. 
Iu the rudest form of tool or weapon a Kingle piece of stone or 
wood serves both pnrposes, but even 111 thi s s imple form 011e part tits 
the band better and the other is more ada,pted to t he work. A stone 
used for bruising generally bas one ·end better titted to tLe hand and the 
other shaped by nature to effect the purpose. The stick used as a spear, 
or a club, or a, sword, even in savagery, has the, differentiation of hold-
ing end and working end. 
This study of the manual end of a weapon gi\'eS rh,e to the elasHifi-
cation of Adrien de Mortillet into weapons hel<l and used in the ha11d, 
weapons thrown from the hand, and weapons worked by some interme-
diary apparatus between the Laud and the working part. 
Ballistic weapons of America a.re bolas, throwing-sticks or sling-
boards with their varied darts, ·slings and stones, blow-tubes aud darts, 
and bows and arrows. Some tribes are said to throw tl1e tomahawk 
with good effect. Each of these involves mechanical principles worthy 
of the most careful study. 
In this paper attention will be coufiued to tl1e types of bows, arrows, 
and quivers of the North American aborigines, withiuciclental references 
to imilar forms found eh,ewhere. It is true that the tribes inclu<leu 
witLin this area developed the greatest variety of formR of primitive 
bow and arrows. rrhe built up bows of Asia, studied and described 
by Mr. Balfour,* are of a higher order of invention and nee<l ouly be 
mentioned , 
foxi an bow , arrow , and hields have been carefully de ·cribed by 
Mr. d If Bandeli r. The South American area has been little inve · 
ti at cl but 1.J N ortlt Am rican Indian archery affords an exc llent 
pportunity for the ·on, iderat ion of all th e force and devi e which 
nt r 1 int human i11 nti 11 a, motiv , . 
Th g gn,phi cli tri1mtion of mat rials fm w :>:apon and of game 
• H ury Balfour, .four. Anllu·op. I11st., Lon<lo1~ ro l. XIX. 
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has given rise to an infinite variety of forms. The failure of certain 
kinds of trees in many places bas put the bowyers to their wit's end in 
devisi11g substitutes for producing the how's elasticity. The exigen-
cies of climate and the gloved hand modify the form of the arrow in 
some region s. The progress of culture, the demands of social customs, 
and skill of the manufacturer enter into the study of the bow and tlle 
arrow. In other words, in passing from the Mexican border northward. 
to the limit of human habitation, one finds the rudest arrow and the 
rudest l>ow and t he most elabor[l,te arrow and bow ever seen among 
savages. 
Again, in making this journey he will observe bow quickly bis passage 
between certain isotherms, forested regionR, deserts, tallies with a 
sensitiveness of the bow or the arrow, ~hicb take on new forms at 
every degree of latitude or temperature. 
Finally, if the student be observant, the arr?w will write for him long 
chapters al)Out the people, tlrn fishes, birds, and beasts of the separate 
regions and their peculiar habit~. 
The followin g scheme of weapons devised by M. Adrien de Mortillet 
is modified to fit the North American Are:1. 
A. -BRUISJNG ANO .MA~;G LING WEAPO~S 
1. Held in tlte hand .-Stones, clubs. 
· 2 . .At e11rl of hcmdle. -Pogamoggans and cassc t ~tes. 
3. 1'hrow11 jrJni hand.-Sling stones , ra.bbit sticks, bolas. 
B.-SLASHING AND TEARING W8APONS. 
4. Belcl in ha11d.-Sto11e daggers and swords. 
5. At encl of ha11dle.-Sionx war clubs, tomahawks. 
6. Thi-own frorn ha11d.-Little used . 
C.-PIERCIN G WJJ: APONS. 
7. H eld in hanrl.-Boue and stone daggers, slave killer8. 
8 . .dt encl of hancllc.-Lances of all kinds. 
9. Project-i !es .-Arrows, h arpoons, blow-tube darts. 
(J 
l.1 
Besides those t hrown from the hanu-stones, rabbit sticks, and 
bolas-there were four types of manual or operative apparatus used for 
propelliug mi ssile weapons l>y the North American aborigines,-the 
Low, the throwing-:stick, the sling, and the blow-tube. . 
'l'll e throwing -sti<.:k existed throughout the E skimo area, in south-
eastern Alaska, on the coast of California and in Mexico. It is not nec-
essary here to more than mention its occurrence in South Arneriea and 
Australia. 'l'his weapon has been described by the author at length iu 
the report of the Smithsonian In stitution (18S4), and this paper was 
the startin g poi11t of lialf a dozen by others which well-nigh exhausted 
that subject. 
The ' ling is found on t he California coast 11orth of San Francisco. 
The blow-tube ex isted 01!ly in those areas where the cane grew in 
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abundance, especially in the Southern States of tLe Union. One or 
two tribes of the Muskhogean stock and the Cherokees employ this wea-
pon for killing birds in swampy placeR. Tlrn Choctaws about New 
Orleans make still a compom1d blow-tu be by fasten ing four or five reed. 
together after the manne\' of the Paudean pipe. In Mexico a11d Central 
America this weapon was common. In tropical South America, how-
ever, much care was bestowed upon the manufacture of two yarieties 
of Zarabatana constructed of two pieces of wood grooved and fitted 
together aml the' Pucuna made l>y in serting one t ube iuside of another 
and tamping the intervening· places with wax. 
From the inventor's point of view, the blow-tube with.the dart, driven 
to the mark by the elasticity of the breath, should be the antecedent 
and parent of t,he gun, pistol, and cannon.* Historically the archer 
was the father of the cannonier. It is doubtful whetlJer the inventors 
· of gunpowder ever saw an American or Malayan blow-tube. 
The uuiversal projectin g device of North America vas the bow for 
propelling arrows and barbed harpoons. It is found in it~ simplest 
form in the south and east and becomes more complicated as we travel 
westward and uortlrn·anL rrhe followjng types are to be distingui ' lied: 
First. The plain or "self" bow, 'made of a single piece of lrnrd, ela ·tic 
wood, in each locality the best tl1nt could be found. (Plates LXI-LXIII.) 
Second. The compound bow made of two or more pieces of wood, 
baleen, antler, horn or bone fastened together. (Plates LXII, LXIV, LXV.) 
Third. TlJe siuew-lined bow, consisting of a single piece of yew or 
other wood, on the back of which shreclded _f:-inew is plastered by means 
of glue. (Plates LXI-LXIII. ) 
Fourth. The sinew-corded bow nsed almost exclusively by the 
E skimo. They are made from drift and other wood a,nd backed with 
fin ely tw'istcd or braicled sinew cord and rei11force<l witb wedges, 
·plints, and bridges. (Plates LXV-LXXIII.) 
Eaeh 011e of these fom ... types may be sub-ui vi<led according to the 
region or tribe. Every location furnishes a species of wood or material 
best suited for the bow-maker, and this has its effect upon the structure 
of the weapon. The game to oe killed is another cause of variation. Tlle 
tribal fashion , and material, and game, bring to pas.s a, goodly number 
of special forms of hows which will now l1aye to be stndi cl in more 
d tail, commencing at the south where the structure is simplest and 
procec lino· to the -north where it i~ mo ·t complex. Associated with 
ea ·h typ and structure and region of the bowwa it appropriate arrow . 
.... ~ th111 · ·ould be mor intimate tlJan this relati011 hip. It might almo. t 
with a£ ty b" aid tlJatthe arrowH of each culture region could be shot 
with littl eIB -t from the bow. of anotb r region. 
gain x · pting th littl pi rcer at th end, which doe. the killing, 
11, an w . l1af m1 l f , th r: and no ·k i- ally b long to the how that 
i. t tlt, rnauual r p rativ , part b fore me11tio11e<l. 
It i .. w 1th~· of not , hat el!Jniologicall!f " c:aunon," i a, <lcrivattv from the 
'r kK 1 11u-ar• d. 
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VOCABULARY OF ARCHERY. 
ARCHER, old French archier, Latin arca1'ius, from arcus, a bow; one wbo shoots with 
a bow; whence archery, shooting with a bow. 
AR:\1-GUAHD. The Japanese, in releasing, re,~ol ve the bow in the left hand j a guard 
is worn on the outer side of the forearm to catch the blow of tlle string. 
ARROW, a piercing, stunning, or cutting missile shot from a bow. The possible parts 
. arc the pile or hea<l, barb-piece, foreshaft, shaft or stele, feathering, nock, and seiz-
ings. 
ARROW CEMENT, substance used in fastening the arrow-head to the shaft. A few 
tribes use glue or cement in making tho sinew-backed bow. 
ARROWHEAD, tlie part of an arrow designed to produce a wound. 'The parts of the 
primitive stone nrrow-bead are tlie tip or npex, faces, sides or edges, base, shank 
or tang, and facettes . 
ARR.OW STRAIGHTENER, a piece of bone, horn, "·ood, or ivory, with a perfora,tion to 
Rerve as a wrench in straightening arrow-sliafts, barbs, etc. 
BACK (side), the part of the bow. away from the archer. 
BACKED. A bow is backed when along the outside are fastened strips of wood, 
bone, horn, rawhide, baleeu, sinew, or cord to increa~ethe clnsticit_y . 
BALDRIC, the strap snpporting a quiver or sheath, bein.g worn over one shonlder, 
across the breast, and under the opposite arm; generally much ornamented. 
BAHB-PIECE, tlit, piece of ivory, etc., on some arrows a.ttached to the true head, and 
liaving barbs on the sides. Tliis should uc carefully discrimina.t.ecl from the 
fornshaft, which has anot,her function altogether. · 
RASE of au nrrow-head, the portion which fits into the shaft. 
BELLY (inside), the part of a bow toward the archer, usuall,y rounded. 
Bow, nn elastic wet1.pon for casting an arrow front a string. ( See Self-bow, com: 
pound liow, backed bow, grafted uow, bnilt-up bow.) It is the manual part of 
the weapon. 
Bow ARM, the arm holding the bow. 
Bow CASI,, a long bag or case of wood, skin, leather, or cloth, in which the bow is kept 
when not in use. Same ns quiver. 
Bow STAVE, the uow in n, rough sta,te. Bow-staves were an iruportant item of com-
merce prior to the use of gun-powder and every thrifty Indian. kept several on 
band to ,,oi-k on at his leisure. · 
Bow-SHOT, the distance to which an arrow flies from a, bow. 
BOWSTRING, the string used in discharging a bow. The substances used, the method 
of treatment, aud of nocking arc important to notice. 
Bow WOOD, the substances nsecl for bows, generally wood, bnt horn, antler, bone, and 
metal have been employed. 
·BowY1m, a maker of bo\YS. In many tribes these were professional bowyers. 
BRACER (wrist-guard), a contrivance for protecting the archer's wrist from being 
galled by his 1Jow-string. 
BRA.CING (stringing), bending the bow and putting the eye of the string over the up-
per nock preparatory to shooting. The different methods of bracing throughout 
the world form an interesting stutly. 
BUILT-UP Bow; one made by glueing pieces of elastic wood and other substances 
together, as in Asiatic examples (H. Balfour, Jour . .Antln-op. Inst. vol. xix.) 
Burrs, p yramidal banks of earth used formerly for targets. 
BuTT-SHAI~T, a blunt arrow for shooting at a butt, the airnient style of targ·et. 
CnIPPING IIA;-.nrnH, called also hammer stone., a stone used for knocking off chips or 
spalls iu making stone arrowheads. There are really two kinds' of these ham-
mers, tbe hammer stone and the chipping hammer. 
CocK-FEATI-rnI{, that feather of an arrow which is uppermost wheu the bow is drawn. 
COMPOUND now, .made of two or more pieces of wood, bone, autler, horn, or whale-
bone lashed or riveted or spliced together. 
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EYE, the loop of a bowstring which passes over tl.JC upper nock in bracing. 
FACES, tlrn broad, fl.at portions of an arrowhead. 
FACETTES, the little surfaces left by chipping out a stone arrowhead. 
FEATHERING, the strips of feather at the butt of an arrow, including the metho<l of 
seizing or fastening. 
FLAirnR, the pointed implement ~f bone, a.ntler, etc., use<l for slrnping flint arrow-
heads, spearheads, et c., by pressure. 
FLETCHER, and arrow maker, akin to .fleche. 
FOOTING, a piece of wood inserted in the shaftmen t of au arrow at the nock. 
PORESHAFT, a piece of hard wood, bone, i vory, antl er , etc., at the front end of an 
arrow to giYe weight and to serve for the attachment of the head or movable 
barb. 
GRAFTED BOW, a species of compound _bow formed of tvrn pieces joined together at 
the handle or grip. 
GRIP, the part of a bow grasped in the band. The same term should be applied to 
the corresponding part of swor.ds, daggers, etc ., where it is differentiated in 
any manner. 
GUARD (wrist guard), a shield of leather or other substance fastened to the wrist of 
the left hand to prevent injury from the bowstring (see bracer). 
HonNs, (he ends of a bow called also ears. 
LIMBS, the parts of a bow above and below the handle or grip. 
NocK, properly the notch in the horn of the bow, but applied also to the whole of 
that part on which the string is fastened. Upper nock , the one held 11pwanl iu 
bracing; lower nock, the one on tho grou111l in bracing; a lso the notched part 
in the end of an arrow. 
NocKING, pla~ing the arrow on the string preparatory to shooting. 
Noc1nNG POINT, that place on a, bowstring where the uock of the arrow is to be 
:fitted, often whipped with silk. 
NoosE, the end of a string whi<:h occupies the lo wer horn of a bow. 
OVER ARROWS, those shot over the center of _the mark and beyond the target. 
OvmurAND, shooting overhand is to shoot at the mark over the bow hand, when the 
head of the arrow is drawn insidE> of the bow. 
PACKING, of leather, fish skin , or other soft substance nserl iu bin diug the nocks and 
the grip of bows. 
PILE, the bead of an archery arrow; any arrowhead may bear the same name, in 
which case we have a, one-pile, two-pile, three-pile arrow, etc . 
PITCHI TG TOOL, or knapping tool, n, column of antler or other hard substance, used 
between the hammer and the core in knockin g off flakes of stone. 
QUIVEH . . A case for holding the w eapons of the archer-1.!ow, arrows, fire-bag, et · 
REINFORCEMR "TS, splints of a rigid material bnild into a compound or sin w-
backed bow. 
RELEASR, letting go the bowstring in shooting. 
Prof. E. S. Morse characterizes the various releases as follows: 
1. Primary release, tburnh and first joiut of forefinger pinching the arrow 
uock. 
2. e ondary, tbnml., a111l s ond joint of forefinger , middle fino-er also on 
tring. 
3. T rtia.ry, thuml>, ancl tbrer fino·er on. the string. 
4. M <literran an, for and llliddle finger on the string. 
5. ~Ion<ro]ino, thumb on tring, with or without thumb ring. 
RET~IEYI. G AHH w, on with a barbed h ad cfo igned for retrieving fish or burrow-
mg gam . 
RrnA. ·n, at rm appli <1 to h' 1; 1·ipes painted ou arrow slrnfts, generally around the 
ha:tm nt. Th t) rib:wds Lan, h n called •lan marks, owner mark , game 
talh te. 
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SEFIN. (See Thumo ring.) 
SELF BOW (simple), made of a siugle piece of woo<l or other material. 
SHAFT, anciently an :1,rrow, but strictly the portion oehind tlrn hea<l, and in a fore-
shafted arrow the lighter portion oehind the foreshaft. 
SHAFT GROOVES, furrow cnts along an arrow shaft from the head. backward; tlley 
have been c::i,lled blood grooves atHl lightning grooves, but these names are 
objectionable as involving theories of function little nnderstood. 
SHAFTYIENT, the part of an arrow on which the feathering is laid. 
SHA;-,,K, the part of an arrowhead corresponding to the tang of the sword l>laue. 
SHORT ARROWS, those which fall short of the mark. 
SIDES of an arrowhc-ad, the sharpeuecl portions between tl.te apex aud tl.te base, also 
called the e<.l"ges. 
Sr:NEW-BACKED now, one whose elasticity is increa1i.ed oy the use of sinew along the 
back, either in a cable, as among the Eskimo, or laid on solid by nieans of glue, 
as in tho ,nstern United States. Wedges, bridges and splints arc a lso used. 
SLEIGHT, the facility w ith which an archer releases his oowstring. 
SPALL: a la·rge flaks of stone knocked off in blocking out arrow heads. 
STELE (stale, ehaft), the wooden part of an arrow, an arro,v without feather or 
head. 
STRING En, a maker of oowstrings. 
TARGFT, a <lisk of Rtraw covered ,-..,ith ca,nvas, _on which are painted coucentric 
rings, nse\1 in archery as a mark in lieu of tho ancient butt. 
THuMn RING, a ring worn on the thumo in archery by those peoples ~bat nse the 
Mongolian release; called sefin by the Persians. 
TIP, :;,., term app1ied to the sliarp apex of an arrowhead. 
TRAJECTOI:Y, the curve which an arrow de.scribes in space, may be flat, high , etc. 
VENEER, a thin strip of tough, elastic substance, glued to the b~ck of a bow. 
WEIGHT of a bow, thcnumberofpoundsrequ ired to <lr~w a bow until the arrow may 
stand between the string and the belly, ascertained by suspending the bow at 
its grip and drawing with a, spring scale. 
WHlPPl:s'G (seizing, serving), wrapping any part of a oow or arrow \vith cord or 
sinew regularly laid on. 
Wnm ARROWS, those shot to the right or left of the mark. 
Most of the words contaiued in this vocabulary staud for character-
istics which are important in tlie study of bows aud arrows according 
to m1itural history methods. By means of these terms any number of 
bows and arrows may be laid out so as to become types for all sub-
sequeut, accessions and classifications. Fa.lse information is thus 
eliminated, slowly, but tbe most scrupulous curator is not able to get 
rid of all that at once. 
In all times the bow and the arrow have been the basis of much art 
and metaphor. Not only is this true in higher culture, as in the Bible, 
the Homeric poems, or the "arrow-head" writing of the Mesopotami-
aus, but even among the North American Indiana. The charming 
Ute ditty, 
The llougbty ant marched over the bill 
With but one a rrow in his quiver, 
could easily be matched in other tongues. The Iudiam; of the South-
we t fasten an arrow dipped iu blood on the bodies of their stone 
feticbes and eaJl them the lightning. Aud Mr. Frank Cushing sug-
get-h, that the positions of the elements iu cuueiform writing are those 
. of arrows dropped from the haud iu divination, 
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'l'HE BOW.* 
In ancient times there was no other weapon into which a human 
being could throw so much of himself-his bands, his eyes, his whole 
mind, and body.t At any rate this is true of North America, where 
this ar_m was pre-eminent. In Polynesia aud iu Africa the case would 
be different. All of the early travellers in America speak of the ::,incere 
attachment of the warrior or the hunter to his artillery. 
The noteworthy parts or characteristics of a bow are-
1. Back, or part of the bow away from the archer . 
2. Belly, or part to,,rnrd the archer. 
3. Limbs, or parts above and below the grip. · Also called anus. 
4. Grip, or portion held in the hand. 
5. Nocks, or ends upon which the bowstring is attached. 
6. Horns, or parts projecting beyond the limbs, at the end are the nocks. 
7. String, made of sinew, babicbe or cord. 
8. Seizing, application of string to prevent the splitting of the wood. 
9. Backing, sinew or other substance laid ou to increase the elasticity. 
10. Wrist guard, any device to prevent the bow-string from wounding the wrist of 
the left hand .. 
Bows, as to structure, are-
1. Self bows, made of a single piece. · Of these the horns mtty be sepa1rate. 
~ in a cable. Called sinew corded bows. · l with sinew l glued on. Sinew lined bow. 
2. Backed bows . ( wrappecl about. Seized bows. 
with veneer many kinds .. 
3. Compound. 
Bows are to be studied also as to their materials, their shape, their 
strength, their history, and their tradition. (Plates LXI-XCV.) 
In every Indian wigwam were kept bow-staves on hand iu different 
stages of readiness for work. Indeed, it has been often averred that an 
Indian was always on t_he lookout for a good piece of wood or other raw 
material. This, thought he, will make me a good snow-sltow frame or bow 
or arrow and I will cut it clown. These treasures were put into careful 
training at once, bent, straightened, steamed, scraped, sltapecl, when-
ever a lehmre moment arrived. No thrifty Indian was ever caught 
without a stock of artillery stores. 
In, tance are on record where the wood for bows, the scions for arrow , 
the stones for beads, and even the plumage for the feathering were 
article of commerce. 
A a rule, however, the 'avao·e mind had as its problem, not tbat of 
th modern of ran ·a king the earth for material and transferring them 
to artificial ·enter · of con. umption but the development of the r . ource, 
* 'onsul t Henry alfonr. " Th , tructure and Affin ity of the Composite Bow ' 
J. ~nt!tr~p Inst., L nd. · rx · .John Murdoch, A tudy of the Eskimo bow · iu th 
· • · • ational l u um, 'mith on. Rep., 1 ,1, pt. ii; D. . Anuchin, Bow and 
A.rrowR, Tran . Tifl.i r h,col. 'onO'rc , , Mos ·ow, 1887; Lan Fox, Catalogue-
Burton ould cla im thi honor for the sword, 
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of each cult:ure area, to make thR bow and the ai·row that each region 
would best help him to create. His was an ·epoch of differentiation. 
'' The rule laid down by the Apaciles for making their bows and 
arrows ,vas the following says Bourke: 
"The leugtil of the bow or rather of the string should be 6ight times 
the span from tlrnmb to little finger of the warrior using it. 
"The curvature of the bow was determined almost entirely by indi-
vidual strength or caprice. · 
"The arrow Rhould equal in length the distance from the owner's arm-
pit to tlrn extremity of his thumb 11ail, measured on the inner side of his 
extended arm; the stem shouJd project beyond the reed to a distance 
equal to the span covered by the thumb and index fiuger. This meas-
urement included the barb when 1-irnde of sheet iron. The iron barb 
itself should be as long as the thumb from the end to the largest joint. 
"Torquemada says that the Ohichimecs, among whom he includes 
the Apaches, made bows according to their stature, a, very vague 
expression. (Mon. Ind. l-ib., xxr, introduction.) 
'' Gomara says that the Indians of Florida traen arcos de doce palmas. 
(Hist. de las Indias, 181.) 
"Landa describes the lndiaus of Yucatan as making bows and arrows 
in the mann er of the .Apaches; La largura del arco es siempre algo 
menos quc el que lo trae." (See Cosas de Yitoata·n, Brasseur de Bour-
bourg, Paris, 1864.*') . . 
Baegert says the bo,:vs of the Lower California Indiaus were more 
than six feet long, slightly curved, and made from the root of the wild 
willow. The modern cotton.wood bow, from the same region, is a long, 
clumsy affair, very near to the most primitive types. (Plate LXI, .fig. 1.) 
The bmv-stfo1gs were said to be made of the intestines of beasts. The 
shafts of arrows were common reeds strnightened in tlie fire, six spans 
long, feathered, fore-shafted with heavy wood, ·a span aud a half long, 
with triangular flint point.t (Plate XLI, fig. 2.) 
Coville says that the Panamint Indians of Death's Valley, Califorma, 
make their bows from the desert juniper (Juniperus oalifornioct ntahen-
sis). The Indian prefers a piece of wood from the trunk or a large lirrib 
of a tree that has died and seasoned wbile standing. In these desert 
mountai11s moist rot of dead wood never occurs. The bow rarely 
exceeds three feet in length and is strengthened by gluing to the back 
a covering composed of strips of deer sinew laid on length.wise. The 
striug is of twisted sinew or cord made from twisted hemp.:j: 
These Panamint belong to the Shosl10neau stoek, spread out over the 
Great Interior Basin, and all the tribes use the sinew-lined.bow, with 
transverse wrappings of shredded sinew. (Plate LXI, fig. 4.) 
The bow of the Ohemehuevis (Shoshonean) is characteristic of the 
· stock to which they belong, being of hard wood common in the region, 
elegantly backed with sinew and bound with shredded sinew, orna-
~ Capt. J. G. Bourke, letter. 
t Smithsonian RPport, 1863, p. 362. 
i Arn. Anthrop., Washington, 18921 vol. v 1 p. 360. 
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mented also at the end by the skin or rattle of tlle rattles11ake.• The 
type belongs to the stock everywhere. 
"The Apache bow was made always of the tough, elastic mountain 
mulberry, called par excellence, 'Iltin,' or bow wood. Octasionallytlte 
cedar was employed~ but the bows of born, such as were to be seen among 
the Crows and other tribes of the Yellowst011e region~ were uot to be 
found among the Apaches aud their neighbors of Arizona. 
"The elasticity of the fiber was increased by liberal applications of 
bear, or deer fat and sinew was, on rare occasions, glued to the back 
for the same purpose. t 
It is not probable that any southern tribes of the family: to whieh 
the Apache belong, ever dwelt east of the Rocky Mouutain:-;. The 
Athapascan sinew veneered bow is found strictly west of tlie Rockie1', 
the slender variety in the Basin and British Colurn.bia, the flat variety 
on the Pacific Slope. The Navajo also have adopted tbiR type of 
sinew-line<l. bow. 
'The Cherokees lived in the Piedmout portion of the Appalachian 
in Carolina, Georgia, and Tennessee. The finest oak, ash, and hickory 
abounds iu this region. These tribes used every variety of availa'l>le 
elastic wood for bows, the toughness of which they improved by dippiuO' 
t,hem in b.ear's oil and warming them before the fire.t Tbe Cherokee 
were Iroquoian and their bows may be taken as the counterpart oftho'e 
made by the Six Nations. The Algonquin bows were similar. 
The Pawnee warrior always preferred a bow of bois d'arc, and beside: 
the one in actua,l use he woul<l. often have in his lodge a stick of t~1e 
same material, which at his leisure he would be working into r-;bape a. 
a provision agarnst possible exigency. Bows of this wood were rarely 
traded away. Bois d)arc, howevcr1 wa,s to be obtained Ollly in the 
South, aml for the purpose of procm·ing- it a sort of commerce wa ' kept 
up with certain tribes living there. § 
The Blackfeet made their bows of the Osa,ge Orange, but they were 
compelle<l. to procure it by trade from the tribes down on the Arlurn a.· 
River. II The Blackfeet are Siouan in language and dwelt in the buffalo 
country iu northwestern Dakota. They were in the same mode of life 
as the Pawnees, who dwelt farther south and are of the Ca<l.doan "to ·k. 
The whole· l ngth of the Mi souri River was traver eel in this Blackfe t 
commer ·e. (Plate Lxxxrv, fig. 2.) 
Tlle 1 :.111tral E kimo, about Hudson Ba.y, haNC two kind:-4 of bow.~ 
(pitiqne) a, wooden one (Bous:K fig . 438 an<l. 439, i,. 502), and anoth r 
ma<le of reindc r antler. (Boa 's figs. 440 and 441, p. 503). Parry giv .· 
a very g-oo<l. de cri1 ion of the former (n, p. 510) : 
' n f the b . t of their bow of a ·ingle piece of fir, 4 fe t inehe 
in I 1wth tlaton th inner icle a11d rounded on the outer being 5 incl1e 
. . ' m g1r h about the middl where, how ver, it is treugthenecl on th 
· W hippl t<-. Pat. R.R. R p., vol. ur, p. 32, pl. 41, bow and qnivrr. 
t .J. '. Bonrk ', lo t,t·. Allio .J. . Morice, Tran . Cau, Jui-t., I\', -
t Timh rlak , cp1 t 1l hy ,Jon . , So. Indian , p. 252, 
Tb Pawn e Indian , J. B. Dunbar. 
\ 11aximilian Travel , p. 257. 
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concave side, when strung, by a piece of bone 10 inches long, firmiy 
secured by treenails of the same material.· At each end is a horn of 
bone, or sometimes of wood covered with leather, with a deep notch for 
the reception of the string. The only wood which they can procure 
not possessing sufficient elasticity combined with strength, they ingen-
iously remedy the defect by securing to the back of the bow, and to 
the horns at each end, a quantity of small lines, each composed of a 
plat or 4 ' sinnet" of three sinews. The number of lines thus reaching 
from end to end is generally about thirty; but, besides these, several 
others are fastened with hitches round the bow, in pairs, commencing 
8 inches from one end, and again united at the same distance from the 
other, making the whole number of strings in the middle of the bow 
sometimes amount to sixty. These being put on with the bow some-
what bent the contrary way, produce a spring so strong as to require · 
considerable force as well as knack in stringing it, and giving the 
requisite velocity to the arrow. The bow is completed by a woolding 
round the middle and a wedge or two here and there, driven in to 
tighten it. 
The bow represented in Boas's .fig. 439, p. 503, is from Cmnberland 
Sound and resembles the Iglulik pattern. The fastening of the s·inew 
lines is different and the piece of bone giving additional strength to the 
central part is wanting. In Cumberland Sound and farther south 
wooden bows each made of a single piece were not very rare; the wood 
necessary for their manufacture was found in abundance on Tri.djan (Res-
olution faland), whence it was brought to the more northern districts~ 
The bows which are made of antler generally consist of three pieces, 
a stout central one beveled on both ends and two limb pieces riveted 
to it. The central part is either below or above the limbs, as repre-
sented in Boas's fig. 440, p. 503. These bows are strengthened by 
sinew cord in the same way as the wooden ones, and generally the 
joints are secured by strong strings wound around them. A remark-
able bow made of antlers is represented in Boas's fig. 441, p. 503. The 
gripjs not beveled, but cut off straight at the ends. The joint is effected 
by two additional pieces on each side, a short stout one outside, a long 
thin one inside. These are firmly tied together with sinews. The short 
piece prevents the bow from breaking apart, the long one gives a 
powerful spring. The specimen figured by Boas was brought home by 
Hall from the Sinimiut of Pelly Bay, and a similar one was brought by 
Collinson from Victoria Land and deposited in _the British Museum. 
The strings are attached to these bows in the same way as to the 
wooden ones."* Plate Lxrv, fig. 4; LXV, figs. 1, 2. 
The compound Eskimo bow is found in a region where timber does 
not grow, where driftwood even does not come in such state as to be 
serviceable, and where whalei narwhal, caribou, and musk ox furnish 
"cf. Franz Boas, The Central Eskimo, Bep . Bur. Ethnol., vol. v1, pp. 502,503. 
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ideal material for the purp9se. Last of all came the whaler with plenty 
of hoop wood, and the ship's blacksmith. In the National Museum the 
material for the compound bow is baleen, antler, horn , ivory, and wood 
from whale ships. The grip is the foundation piece, round and rigid. 
Tbe limbs are worked to shape, splieed on to the ends of the grip and 
seized 1n place by a wrapping of sinew yarn or cord or sinnet. The 
notches are cut on both sides of the nock, which is often pegged on to 
the end of the limb with treenails. The whole class of projecting 
weapons must be looked upon as a lesson in tech110-geography and 
as a remarkable example of the power of human iugenuity to throw off 
all precedents and predilections under sufficient stress and re ·ort to 
tl1ose new methods which nature declares to be the only thing to do. 
As previously intimated every Indian boy learned to make a bow. 
Every Indian man had a certain amount of skill in the art,. and when 
he scoured about the forests, the capabilities of trees for bis purpose~ 
engaged his thoughts. He saved up good pieces for a rainy day and 
made the improvement of his artillery a pastime. When he became 
old, if tbe fortunes of his existence accorded him such a doubtful bless-
ing, he kept his hold on his tribe by becoming a bowyer when he 
could no longer take the field. Since tbe substances used in making 
bows are of the region, techno-geography finds an excellent mustration 
· in the study of the bows of North America, which may be on this basi 
thus divided: 
(l) The hard-wood, se~f-bow area. It embraced all North America 
east of the Rocky Mountains and south of Hudson Bay. Thi area 
extends beyond the mountains along the southern border, and 1s invaded 
by the compound bow at its northeastern extremity. Indeed, in tho e 
regions where more highly differentiated forms prevailed, it constantly 
occurs as the fundamental pattern. (Plates LXI-LXIV, LXXX, LXXXI 
LXXXIII-LXXXVI, LXXXIX.) 
(2) The compound-bow area. By the compound bow is meant one in 
which the grip and the two wings are separate pieces, or one in which 
the cupid's bow is made up of as many bits of hom as are neces ary. 
There are really two compound-bow a,reas, the northeast Eskimo and the 
Siouan. The former has been described by Boas. 
The compound bows of the Sioux. are made of buffalo and Rheep born 
and of the antler of the elk. Dr. Washington Matthews tate that he 
lia e u a bow made of a single piece of elk horn. All the exampl .' 
examin d by the writer are wrapped with flannel or buck ' kin o a t 
conceal every trace of tbe jojnt ' made by the union of the diff rent 
part . The c mp und bow.· of the ioux are the mo t beautiful in 
h p of any among . ava trib and recall the outline of the con-
n ti nal :£ r-m of arti t . In both typ th compound b w aro 
ar h f w ocl for making a elf-bow. (Plates LXII, LXI , LXV. ) 
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The horn bow was not confined to the parts of .America inhabited by 
the great ruminants. Pandarus' bow is thus described by Homer-
1Twas formed of horn, and smoothed with artful toil, 
A mountain goat designed the shining spoil, 
Who pierced long since, beneath his arrows bled, 
The f-ltately quarry on the cliffs lay dead, 
And sixteen palms his brows large honors spread. 
Tho workmen joined and shaped the bended horns, 
And b~aten gold each taper point adorns. 
(Balfour in the work quoted has exhausted this theme.) 
(3) The sinew-lined bow area.-By sinew-lined bow is meant one in 
which finely shredded sinew is mixed with glue and laid .on so that it · 
resembles bark. This area extends up and down the Sierras in the 
western United States and British Columbia, on both slopes, and 
reaches as far north as the headwaters of the Mackenzie. (Plate Lxr.) 
The occurrence of hard wood in the Great Interior Basin and of yew 
aucl other soft woods on the western slopes gives rise to the wide, thin 
bow in the latter, and the long, ovate, sectioned bow in the basin. 
The Shosbonean or narrow bow occupies the interior basin, and is 
found also in the hands of .Athapascaus in Canada, and .Apache, 
Navajo, and Pueblo tribes farther south. Its chief characteristic, in 
addition to the ovate section, is that in many examples, at intervals of 
a few inches, after the back was laid on, it was wrapped with narrow 
bands of sinew. These hold the backing to the wood and prevent split-
ting (Pl. LXI). This device seems necessary with these narrow exam-
ples. Scarcely one may be found an inch across .the back, affording not 
enough sticking space for the glue. With the broad California bows it 
was different. 
( 4) The sinew-corded bow area.-Where the bow has a backing made 
up of a, 1<5ng string or braid of sinew, passing to and fro along the back. 
This has been carefully studied and described by Murdoch.* 
He divides the bows into classes, and shows how each of these 
classes originated, partly by the resources and exigencies of the 
environment and partly through outside influences. There are i>racti-
cally four classes of this corded or laced pattern, to wit: 
(a) The Cumberland Gulf type.-In these the sinew cord, or yarn, is 
made fast to one nock, and passed backward and forward along the 
back of the compound bow forty or fifty times. In addition to this, 
additional strength is given by half turus and short excursions to and 
fro on the b ack of the grip. Mr. Murdoch considers this the primitive 
type of the sinew-backed bow. (Plates LXIV, LXV.) 
(b) The South Alaskan type.-The bow is of wood, broad, flat, and 
straight., but narrowed and thickened at the grip. The back is flat, 
and the belly often keeled, and frequently a stiffener of wood or ivory 
occurs under the sinew lining. There is a subtype of this bow from 
"Report of U. S. National Museum, 1884, p. 307-316. Plates I-XII. 
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the Kuskoquim area, in which the ends bend backward abruptly, so as 
to lie along the string, as in the Tatar bow. In this type the strands 
of sinew cord lie parallel, pass entirely from end to end, and the last 
one is wrapped spirally_ around the rest. The whole of the broad part 
cf the limbs is ·often seized down with spaced spiral turns of the cor<l. 
Next to the Cumberland type this is simplest, and is only a slight 
-departure from it. (Plates LXV-LXVII.) 
(c) The Arctic type.-The bow is shorter and uarrower, the ends are 
often bent as in the Tatar bow, and strips of sealskin are put under the 
backing. The cord is always braided sinew, passes from nock to nock, 
but is laid on in a much more complicated manner, and much more 
"incorporated with the bow." The whole process of laying on the 
backing is minutely described by. Mr. Murdoch. (Plates LXVIII-LXX.) 
(d) The Western ·type.-Bow broader and flatter than the last, but 
less contracted at the grip, eitLer straight or Tatar shape. The 
backing is in three parts, none of which extend as far as the nocks. 
The first cable goes from end to end near the nocks; the second from 
elbow to elbow, say afoot from each nock; the third along the straight 
part of the back. The cables become practically one along the grip. The 
method of laying down and knotting this intricate lashing must be 
studied from the figures (Plates Lxxr, LXXII,) so that in the Eskimo area 
we have: ( t) The plain or self-bow, of one piece; (2) the compound bow, 
of-whalebone, antler, bone, ivory or wood; (3) the compound and sinew-
corded bow; ( 4) the single-cabled straight bow; ( 5) the single-cabled 
Tatar or three-curved bow; (6) the complex-cabled straight bow; (7) 
the complex-cabled Tatar bow; (8) the three-cabled straigLt bow; (9) 
the three-cabled Tatar bow. 
The material of bows varies geographically. Beginning iu tbe south 
the regions may be roughly marked off-
(1) Mexican border: Cottonwood, willow, mezquit, bois d'arc, juniper. 
(2) Southern United States: Hickory, oak, ash, hornbeam, walnut. 
(3) Northeastern United States: Hickory, oak, asll, walnut, hornbeam, 
sycamore, dogwood, and, indeed, any of the many species of hard wood. 
(4) Mi si sippi Valley: Same as on the Atlantic slope. 
(5) Plain : Bois d'arc coffee tree and ash, wood procured iu commerce. 
(6) Interior basin: Mezqnit in tlte south, abundant wootls in the 
nor h hard aud ela tic; species not determined. 
(7) 1alifornia and Oregon: Evergreen wood~, yew, spruce. 
( ) olumbia I iv r: Same as California. 
( ) u h a t ru Ala ka,: Willow, spruce. 
(, ) "v e rn (. uada: Birch, willow, maple, pruce, cedar. 
(1 ) E kiruo: riftw od and timber from whale ships and wreck 
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The bow-string among the North American tribes was made of the 
following: 
(1) Strips of tough. rawhide plain or twisted. 
(2) String made of . the best fibers of the country-hemp, agave, etc. 
(3) The intestines of animals cut into strips and twisted. · 
( 4) But most frequently of sinew. 
The strip of gristle extending from the head along the back and serv-
ing to support the former, and those taken from the lower part of the 
legs of deer and other ruminants were selected. These ·were hung up to 
dry. For making bow-strings the gristle was shredded with the fingers 
in :fibers as :fine as sHk in some tribes, but coarser in others. These :fibers 
were twisted into yarn on the thigh by means of the palm of the hand, 
after the manner of the cobbler. For making the twine some tribes 
employed only the fingers. Taking two yarns by one end between tbe 
tips of the thumb and forefinger extended of the left hand, the twister 
seized one yarn with his right hand, gav~ it two or three twists and laid 
it down on the palm of the left where it was kept in place by the 
fingers. Seizing the other yarn he repeated the process, brought it 
over the :first yarn, laid it on the palm, caught the other yarn with the 
:fii1gers of the left and seized the yarn :first twisted with his right hand, 
all without losing a half turp_. The writer has seen this work done with 
great rapidi ty. New strands of shredded sinew or vegetable fiber may 
be introduced at any time. 
Both in New Mexico and in Alaska the natives make twine by means 
of a twister that works after the fashion of the watchman's rattle. But 
this deviee may be.an innovation.· The string of the Cherokee bow is 
said to have been· made of twisted bear's gut.* . The same material is 
mentioned in other connections east of the Mississippi River. There is 
a faint suspicion that in some instances the narrator mistakes the sinew 
cord for gut strings. 
The study of the knots of savages is yet incomplew. Again many 
bows are sent to museums without strings, or unstrung, or falsely strung. 
The lower end of a bow-string, technically called the noose, was fast-
ened on by the "timber-hitch," two half turns or hitches. There is no 
"eye," so called, wrought on the string, but the bow is strung by mak-
ing two or more half hitches around the notches at the upper end. 
Neither is there any nocking point seizing on the bow-string of any 
American tribe. 
The ancient bowyers made these ends of their bows of horn and 
trimmed and polished them in great fashion. l\fany examples from 
the Malayan and the Papuan area have the extremities very daintily 
carved. But the American bow has nothing appro~ching this. In a 
few Oregon examples the sinew backing is at the extremities gathered 
up_ in a hornlike extremity and :finished off with fur, beads, and the like . 
.,. Jones, So. Indians, 252. 
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Otherwise the end of the bow stave is roun<led, cut in on one side or 
on two for the bow-string. 
It was not the custom to apply a "packing" or a woolding on the 
grip of bows. The eastern tribes did not. But the compound bow of 
the Sioux, the flat yew bows of the California tribes, and the ellipsoidal 
sinew-backed bow of the Shoshonean tribes, were so treated. In 
addition to this, in many cases, the bows were painted in several colors, 
geometric figures were marked on them, and additions of beau-work 
made them quite fine. This decoration of the bow occurs among west 
coast tribes that manifest extraordinary artistic tastes in baskets and 
other work. 
The warrior and the hunter tended their bows with as much care as 
though they were children. Every time they were used they were care-
ful to oil them in order to preserve their elasticity. The western Eskimo 
wound up his bow when he desired to use it, and was careful to unwind 
and straighten it as soon as the hunt was over. This winding was done 
by twisting the sinew cable along the back by means of ivory levers 
making only a half turn, and then sliding their whole length through 
the cable before repeating the process. The orclinary self-bow when 
not in use was straightened and pushed into the bow case. (Plate 
XCIII.) 
The author can . find little authentic informat.ion concerning the 
bracing of the bow by the North American Indians. Those that be 
has seen perform the operation followed the old English method, placing 
the bottom horn against the hollow of the left foot, holcling the upper 
horn in the left hand, bending the bow with the left knee, and tying the 
bowstring with the right hand. There was ustially no eye in the bow-
string that slid down on the. bow and pushed up into the nock in 
bracing. 
Frequent reference is made to the bracer or wrist guard of the North 
Americans. In the far north the gloved band and the long sleeve made 
such device almost unnecessary, but a few specimens of carved bone or 
ivory objects in collections from the hyperborean area bear that name. 
The Indian, par excellence, wore upon his left wrist a band of rawhide, 
from 2 to 3 inches wide, as a guard against the bowstring. Many of 
the e come from the Southwest, where they are ornamented with silver 
and worn in ceremonies. 
"Among the Yurok bows and arrows were made by old men skilled 
in the art.'* As will be een further on in studying the arrow, there 
wa r ally no guild or craft of bowyers. In his childhood the Inclia,n 
mad the be t bow he could. Whatever iugenuity he expended upon 
i yi 1 d him an immediate pat nt. Ile not only had the exclu ive 
f i , ut v ry im rovement which he made u1 on it inured to hi , 
<llri ·u.n-n<~ng at n. in the form of ust nan ' flattery, and substantial 
• 1 1 r war . 
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So far as known the savages of America were right-handed. But 
there is nothing in any bow from the northern portion of the continent to 
show this fact. Left-handed archery was certainly quite uncommon. 
In a large number of darting boards or throwing sticks, which under 
. certain technical exigencies are used by the Eskimos in place of the bow, 
there are only two Rpecimens that are left-handed. Among the women 
of the same areas, not one implement has been found fitting the left 
baud. 
The conditions of sending an arrow into the vital part of any game 
are distance, wind, varying elasticity of the bow, varying weight of the 
arrow, proper shape of the weapon, JJenetrability of the game. Each 
one of these variables is rendered as constant as possible by the hunter, 
in skulkin g, getting to windward, using wood of the greatest strength 
for bows, and. making one's own arrows. The intellectual stimulus in 
the ,creation and using of the bow and arrow was incalculable. 
Oliver Marcy 'gives the following on arrow penetration: 
"I have in my possession the sixth dorsal vertebra of a buffalo, the 
spine ofw hich contains an iron arrow poi11t. 'J.1be arrow struck the spine 
about 2 inches above the center of the spinal canal, and penetrated the 
bone 0·82 of an iuch. The bone at the point struck is 0·55 of an inch 
thick, a.nd the point of the arrow protrudes beyond the bone 0·27 of an 
i-11ch. The arrow was shot from the right side of the animal and tlte 
plane of the point was horizontal. The animal was mature and the 
bones well ossified. Though the vertebra bas been much weathered, 
the epipbyses adhere closely. The animal was not as large as some 
individuals. The whole vertical le11gth of the vertebra iR 13 inches. 
"The arrow mu~t bave penetrated several inches of flesh before 
striking the bone." ,x, 
He does not take into consideration also the thick hide and matted 
woolly hair, both especially thick at the point struck. 
As it is customary in rating the stature of a people td 7disregard the 
giants and the dwarfs, so in rating the North American projectile we may 
as well omit the marvellous and exceptional successes in company wit.h 
the egregious shortcomings in order to know the importance· of the 
average. When these allowances are made, there is enough to show 
that for accurate and rapirl and effectual shooting· the bow and arrow 
in the hands of a skilled ,varrior or hunter were a creditable weapon. 
The distance at which an Indian bow will do execution bas not been 
studied among the tribes. As previously said, the design of the hunter 
or the warrior was to get close up. ·In all the sham battles which the 
writer has witnessed from his boyhood, the warriors almost touched 
each other. The <l.exterity with which they parried and fenced with 
tbe arm shield and the bow and arrow was marvellous. The absence of 
noise, the invention of game drives, the universality of decoys, the 
liumlre<.ls of disguises, the efficient skulking, the imitations of the cries 
of animals, all point to the intention of getting within a distance of 20 
yards or less. 
;, Science, vol. vn, p. 528. 
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The South American weapon-is half as long again and may do betoor 
farther off, 
At the request of the author the president of the Washington Arch-
ery Club, Mr. Maxon, made experiments in the penetrating power of 
Indian arrows and the propulsive power of Indian bows. The result 
was that the self or plain bows are not equal to the best archery bows. 
But the sinew-backed bows of the Pacific coast were capable of as great 
execution as man is capable of making.* 
"Constant practice," says Capt. John G. Bourke, "had made the 
Apaches dextrous in the use of the bow, arrow, and lance; their aim 
was excellent, and the range attained was perhaps as much as 150 yards. 
I am able from my own recollection to supply a number of illustrations of 
the great force with which the arrow was discharged, although a person 
observing for the first time an arrow coming toward him would be sur-
prised at its apparent lethargy. 
"In the summer ·of 1871 I was riding by the side of Gen. Crook on the 
summit of the elevated plateau known as the Mohollon Mountains, in 
Arizona. We were a short distance ahead of a large column of cavalry 
and onr immediate party was quite small. We ran into an Apache 
ambuscade. A number of arrows were discharged, two of them pierc-
ing pine trees to a depth of at least 6 inches. On another occasion a 
pine door three-eighths of an inch thick was penetrated. In July, 1870, 
a friend of mine, M. T. Kennedy, was mortally wounded by an Apache 
arrow which pierced his chest. The autopsy disclosed the fact that the 
arrow had no head." t 
"Mackenzie speaks of having driven a headless arrow 1 inch into a 
pine log on the Columbia River in 1793. (See Voyages, London, 1800, 
p. 269.) 
"Maltebrun speaks of the force with which the Apaches shot their 
arrows. 'At a distance of 300 paces they can pierce a man.' ( Univ. 
Geog., art. 'Mexico,' Eng. translation, Philadelphia, 1832, vol. nr, lib. 
or ca:p. 85th, p. 293.) I doubt this very much, as in my own experience 
I have limited their range to 150 yards. 
''Cabeza de Vaca seems to have been greatly impressed with the dex-
terity of the Inu..ians seen along his route from Florida to the Pacific 
coa t settlement . He tells us that with their arrows they could pierce 
through oak as thick as a man's thigh; that the range of the arrow 
wa 2 0 pace ; that Spaniards had been transfixed by arrow notwith· 
tanding hat they wore good armor. (Iu Ternaux, vol. vn, p. 107.) 
ntonio E p jo al o a erts that the wild tribe living in the 
of the Ri rande could pierce a coat of mail with their 
arrow'. ( ee l1i R la ion,' in Hakluyt, vol. nr, 460, p. 461, A. D. 
h ay ' th t the Indian, hav trial of kill with arrows and 
I t n in h air at n tim . (Deserts, vol. n, p.19 . ) Refer 
• For h ·on · be w n bow and mu ket, in 1792, at Pacton Green, Cumberland, 
an a1 tit 'halk Farm, at 100 yard , see Han ard, vol. 1x, p. xiii. 
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to Apache arrows sunk up to the feathers in the giant cactus on the 
side of.the Santa Uataliua Canyon in Arizona, 1870."* 
Marvellous stories are told of the precision with which the A.merican 
Indian could shoot. Cockburn said that the Indians of Darien could 
strike down with arrows the smallest flying bird. By shooting upward 
they were said to cause an arrow to pin a bird feeding on the ground. 
Sticking a shaft in the ground, they would shoot upward and the 
descending arrow would split the one sticking in the ground. t 
The use of the bow was a part of the education of a boy. Among 
the many hundreds in the National Museum a great number are marked 
"boy's bow." In handling them the student must often speculate on 
the deferred breakfast that hung on the action of these miniature imple-
ments. We are told also that boys were frequently called out to shoot 
for prizes. That was the predecessor of all manual training schools, 
wherein skill and support went hand in hand with the Indian lad. 
Indeed, their games and pastimes were spirited imitations of the suc-
cesses of their elders. 
The author is not able to obtain reliable information as to whether 
the American tribes shot always "overhand"-that is, over the bow 
hand, with the arrow drawn inside the bow. Dr. Shufeldt, in his prac-
tical experiments to ascertain the mode of arrow release amoug the 
Navajos, incidental1y remarks that the arrow was on the left side of 
the bo~ and rested on t];le top of the hand. In many description~, 
however, t he forefinger fa described as surrounding the arrow shaft. ·:.. 
At present the bow and the arrow have well nigh disappeared froi:n.· 
the face of the earth as an active weapon. Four hundred years ago it 
stood in the forefront, where it had remained during thousands of years. 
It might be properly question~d whether, in the long run, the arrow 
had not destroyed more human lives than the bullet. In Canada, and 
sparingly elsewhere, bow guns or rude arbalests are found in the hands 
of Indians, but they are without doubt introduced. The arrow, having 
reached its highest elaboration as such in America, was superseded by 
the musket of the Aryan race. 
The Iroquois tribes were among the first to receive firearms from the 
early settlers. On this account they soon abandoned the bow and the 
arrow. Colden says that they had entirely laid them aside in his da.y 
(i727). This abandonment of the bow for the gun has been spoken of 
as showing the Iroquois to have been a progressive people. Certain it 
is that this prompt adoption of the firearm put this confederacy at once 
at the head of the eastern Indians and made them a terror to the Algon-
quian tribes. 
The almost entire absence of noise in the movement of the arrow and 
the shooting of the bow is the greates_t differentiation from the gun, 
which alarmed the whole earth, man and beast. It may be said that 
* Capt. J . G. Bourke, letter . t Hansard, p. 26. 
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tbe noise of the gun put the man or beast to be killed quite a much 
out of the reach of tbat weapon as the little alarm created by the archer 
had moved the victim away from his weapon. 
THE ARROW. 
"The ancient arrow-maker 
Made his arrow-beads of sandstone, 
Arrow-beads of ct.alcedony, 
Arrow-beads of flint and jasper, 
Smooth and sharpened at the edge~, 
Harcl and polished, keen and costly." 
LONGFEtLOW. 
The continent of America furnishes excellent facilities for the study 
of the arrow. Every variety of clima,te, material, and land or water 
game are here, to create an indefinite diversity or structures. 
In its simplest form, the arrow is a straight rod pointed at one e11d, 
pe_rhaps in the fire, and notched at the other end for the bow- triug. 
But such a, missile would be of little worth; and so t,be arrow l1r1 
undergone many modifications in answer to the demands of the bunter. 
~he parts of a highly developed. arrow are the following : 
(1) The shaft; of which it is necessary to study the material, the 
technique, the form, the length, the grooves, and the ornamentation~. 
(2) The shaftment; which is that part of the shaft upon which th• 
feath er is fastened. This section of the arrow varies in Ieng-th, in form, 
and greatly in ornamentation, because it is the part of the weapon 
upon which bands and other ornamental marks are usually placed. 
(3) The feathering; or the strips of feather or other thin material laid 
on at the but.t of the arrow to give it directness of flight. The tudy 
of this feature includes the method of seizing; the attaching to the 
shaftrnent; the position of the feather, whether flat or perpendicular to 
the shaft ; the mann~r of trimming the plume; the line, whether straight 
or spiral, upon which each feather is laid, and the glue or cement. 
(4) The nock; or the posterior end of the arrow, seized by the finger, 
in ~elea ing. This is a very important feature in the stuuy of thi 
weapon. For instance, the Eskimo arrows have flat nocks, while all 
other arrows in the world seem to be more or less cylindrical or spuer-
i al. n , omc the form is top-shaped; iu others, bulbou ; in oth r" 
ylindrical; and in otben-1, spreading, like the tail of a :fish or swallow. 
In mod rn arrow. a footing i added to the nock. 
(5) The notch; or cut made at the end of the arrow to receive the 
bo, .·trinrr. Each tock of aborigines ha its own way of making tbi ' 
ut at tb 11d of th anow; and this chant teri. tic, born of the mate-
rial h ugh min ·ly unimpor ant, i:;i frequ ntly helpful to the tud nt 
·iclin · p nth trib to which the arrow beloncr,. 
( ) b for ' h f · r hat pie 'e of hard wood or bone or ivory or 
laid into h nt ri r portion of the . shaft and trimmed to a 
ric· l ha1 . It rv ,' th d ubl purpo e of making tue front 
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of the arrow heavier than the rear, and also affords a better means of 
attaching arrow-heads or harpoon barbs of special form. 
(7) The head; or that anterior part of an arrow which makes the 
wound or produces the result: Before contact with the white race, 
aborigines were wont to make their arrow-heads of stone, bone, wood, 
shell. and even of cold ba.mmered metal. The study of the arrow-head 
involves the poiut or blade, the faces of the blade, the facettes and 
serrations and notches of the expanding blade, the butt or ta.ng for 
attachment, the barbs, and sometimes the barb piece, which js an extra 
bit of bone or other substance fastened to the posterior end of the 
stone head to multiply the number of barbs. (Plate LV, figs. 2, 3.) 
Now, each one of these parts may be varied in number, in form, i~ 
material, in artistic firiish; or one or more may be wanting. It will be 
seen ·cherefore at once what an excellent instrument the arrow may be 
for the study of the natu_ral history of invention, how it bas been 
influenced by climate and by material resources, how it has been modi-
fied for definite functions, and has developed complexity with age. 
It will readily be seen from an examination of the foregoing analysis 
that the creation of an arrow involves a great many of our modern 
crafts. In every locality the arrow-maker Las shown, first of all, a 
wonderful acquaintance with the materials at hand, as though Le had 
searched all the resources of the mineral, vegetable, and animal 'Y'Orld, 
and after studying all there was, bad selected the best. We are not able 
now to discover that the savage could have found any better material 
within his own environment. For the selection and creation of the shaft 
there was demanded a knowledge of the best kind of woods, and the 
invention , of knives, straightening apparatus, "sandpaper," dyeing 
apparatus, and glue or cement of some kind. In fastening the various 
parts of the arrow together sinew was employed. The savage stripped 
from the leg or the neck of one of tb.e larger mammals a mass of sinew 
which he allowed to dry. It was tben carefollypounded and shredded. 
When he was ready to use this material he placed several of the strips or 
:fillets in bis m:mth until they became thoroughly soaked with saliva. 
Then, holding with his left hand the parts to be attached and one end of 
the sinew fillet, he held the other part of the sine.win his right hand and 
revolved the arrow shaft with the left, holding the parts still together 
until one or two turns were made. He could then use the fingers of 
his left hand in smoothing down the sinew and directing its cours·e, 
while with the right he held the unwound portions tight and directed 
the sinew to its position. When the wrapping or seizing wa,s nearly 
finished the loose end was carefully drawn under the last turn or two, 
pulled tight, and cut off, so that neither enu was visible. The whole 
was carefully rubbed down and allowed to dry. The sinew in drying 
slmmk very much and bound the parts firmly together. (Plater~ fig. 6.) 
The feathers of the arrow are usually taken from the wing or tail 
feathers of rapacious birds, though others are sometimes used. The 
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feather is carefully split from one end to the other, and the pith and 
unnecessary parts of the quill carefully removed, so as to leave the 
plume and only a strip of the midrib. In laying the feather upon the 
arrow-shaft differences of manipulation existed among the different 
tribes. In some of them the midrib was laid close to the shaftment 
and glued tight, while the ends were seized with sinew, and the plume 
was shorn either very close to the shaftment in a parallel line or into 
some other artistic form. Not only the know ledge of birds was necessary 
in the choice and the arrangement of the feather, but there.was a great 
deal of mythology connected with the proper bird whose feathers should 
be placed upon the arrow and the position and seizings connected with 
the feathering. (Plates XL-LX.) 
The manufacture of the head of the arrow and its various parts 
involves knowledge of bone, ivory, or horn ,. and also familiar acquaint-
ance . with stone and stone-working. Arrowheads differ from on.e 
another in material, in size, in form, and in metho<ls of attachment. 
The savage arrow-maker was a mineralogist. He not 011ly knew the 
qualities of rocks but also their best methods of working, as well as the 
best conditions in which they existed for his purposes in nature. In 
each country the material employed is in every case the best from that 
region. In a large collection from the United States arrow-heads have 
been made of every variety of quartz, chalcedony, agate, jasper, horn-
stone, chert, novaculite, slate, argillite, and obsidian. In rare cases even 
quartz crystal, carnelian, amethyst, and opal were used. In working 
these materials the savage inventor soon found that the physical 
pr·operties and availability of the material changed by natural sur-
roundings. He knew by experimentation that a stone lying in a brook 
yielded him better results than one exposed to the sun and the ,veatber 
on the open fields, and that a bowlder buried in the damp earth where 
it has laiu for many centuries gave him safer results with le s work 
than the brook pebble, so that he not only became a critical expert in 
the qualities of materials, but also was led to become a quarryman 
in order to exploit the proper materials. It has been very well shown 
by Profes or Holmes that many spots supposed to have beeu tbe 
refuse heaps of Indian camps for many years, are only the site of 
of ancient 'tone quarries, an<l the pieces found buried in these heap 
are the refuse of their manufacture. In places the necessary rock 
ould not b found in bowlders either on the surface or in tb.e trearn 
or in the gravel bed , but the materials were part of ancient ledge 
under ground, a.· in Ohio, Arkansa , and other places. It wa n ce -
ary there to remove the surface oil, to dig out great pits, and by 
m an · of l dge and fire and other means within the capabilitie of 
thi ndian workman, to deta h core and masses of material which 
uld b u n ly w rked up into arrow-head and other imple-
tb rrow-mak r bad ecured hi tock he began 
th ha d ir d, fir t, with a . ston hammer by 
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means of which he knocked off flakes or spalls of the proper size and 
shape. Sometimes be would introduce between his stone hammer and 
the block of material a '.' pitching ·tool" of antler or bard bone. As 
soon as the flake of proper dimeusions was removed, the next thing with 
the ~rtist was to bring this into proper form by means of the flaking 
tool or flaker. The method of dressing the chip of flint into shape 
varied from tribe to tribe; in some the pressure was downward; in 
others it was upward; and tbe method of holding the hand and doing 
the work will be described under the head of "arrow-makers' tools." 
.Arrow-head$ are frequently confounded with ~pear-heads and knife or 
dagger-blades. The smallest objects of this class are usually arrow-
heads, and the size alone would decide in . many cases, because, after 
reaching a certain weight, the blade would defeat its own purpose 
by being any larger. But. there is no difference in shape between 
the arrow-head and the other objects mentioned. A great deal of 
attention has been paid to the forms of arrow-heads, but they may be 
reduced to a few simple classes, such as the leaf-shaped, either com-
plete or truncated ; the triangul~r, and the stemmed. Sub-divisions of 
these classes have been formed by archeologists, but many of these 
are such as have resulted from tlrn limitations of the material in tbe 
hand of the artist. He has simply made that particular form because 
the material would yield to that and no other. Prof. Thomas Wilson, 
in classifying the arrows in the National Museum, mentions those, first: 
w_itb b_eveled edges, the. bevel being in one direction; second, with ser-
rated edges; third, with bifurcated stem~; fourth, with long barbs at 
the ends; fifth, triangular in section; sixth, broadest at the cutting, 
end; and, seyentb, all polished arrows. 
As will be seen in the general and special descriptions of arrrows, 
other substances besides stone w:ere used for the heads. In the north 
and among the Esquimanan stock, frequently bone, ivory, antler, horn, 
and wood are found taking the place of stone. In each case that 
material was selected which would bring about the best results. For 
instance, what is called the" rankling" arrow, for the destruction of 
the reindeer, bas its head made from the leg bones of. the deer, the 
barbs upon the side are very sharp, and the dowel, for th6 insertion 
into the shaft of the arrow, very small, so that when the animal is 
struck the head would easily come out of the shaft and at every move-
ment of the victim be carried further in toward its vital parts. Com-
ing south,vard along the Pacific Slope, slate replaces chipped stone, 
and for barbed arrows native copper, bone, and wood are used. A 
few arrows from this region have also heads of shell. . Along the 
Rocky Mountain slopes, in the land of the buffalo, before the days of 
iron beads, bone was used quite as often as stone in the fabrication of 
arrow-beads. Very few specimens are preserved in cur museums of 
arrows from the tribes of the Eastern States, but historians convince us 
they were not difforent from their Western relatives in the material and 
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form of their arrow-heads. Of the ancient inhabitants of this conti-
nent the perishable material of arrows constituting the shaft and other 
parts has rotted and left_ us naught but the stoue heads. Even those of 
bone and wood and other material have passed away, so as to leave the 
impression that the Indians of this eastern region used only stone; but 
all authorities agree that other substances were employed quite a 
frequently as the last named. 
There are as many ways of classifying arrows as there are part of 
the arrow, and more, some important parts f'urf1ishing several classi:fic 
concepts. These will be set down as they occur without regard to order, 
each time seeking to exhaust the arrow. 
Unbarbed-Desigued to be withdrawn from the wound . 
( . . j Fishing. . I Retnevrng .. ( Hunting. 
Barbed. ___ \ R kl' O" ) Hunting. I an mo ... ( War. 
l Entangling. 
The concept here is especially the existence and function of the 
barb, rather than number and structure of parts. 
Simple; ent,ire, monoxylic. 
( _ j Shaft . 
I 
Of two parts ... ---------·· · ( Fore-shaftand110int. 
. ~ Shaft. . 
Sh ft 
l Of three parts ....... ____ ... ) Loose-sb ~ft. . 
a - · - · ~ . ( Fore-sba.tt and pomt. 
I l Shaft. 
l Also .... ___ .... __ .. . _...... Fore_-shaft and point. Nock-piece footing. 
As to the feathering, arrows are (1) without feather; (2) two feathered; 
(3) three or more feathered; and, as to the attachments, (1) glued to 
the shaft; (2) fastened only at the ends; (3) with the ·quill inserted at 
its ends into the arrow shaft. The nock of American arrows are (1) 
flat as in the hyperborcan zone; (2) bulbous or spread, as in Canada 
and North United States; (3) cylindrical, as in California ancl the 
southern tier of States. (Plates XL-LX. ) 
There are innumerable references to ancient arrow-makers among 
the North American Indians, but the probability is that the life history 
of the bowyer is repeateu in that of the superannuated fletcher. Fir t 
comes the boy strnggling through bi:::; primitive in titute of technology, 
then the warrior or hunter, skillful in makin g an arrow and in wearing 
it out. La t of all he takes the wings of Hermes from hi feet au 1 
pend his clo. ing year in making arrows for bi:-; son:,; . 
Ther wa:, according to Chippewa tradition, a particular cla of 
men among ur orthern tribe , before tbe introduction of :firearm 
11 cl mak r of arrow-h ad . The ,·ame is related by otller Algon-
kiau .* L n ·t 11 w anci nt arrow-maker will occur to every read rat 
rati n f <· u. tmcting un of the more elaborate m rican 
· · boo! Taft, '. Rp., vol. ru, p. 81. 
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arrows led a man into many trades-quarryman, stone-cutter, mineralo· 
gist, sinew-dresser, and wood-worker. In the far North he must be 
also worker in bone, ivory, and horn. As a rule, in all savagery, bq_th 
with men and womeri, the user of an implement must be its manufac-
turer. Yet, the differentiation of trades is a necessary step in the 
progress· of culture, and our Indians had taken it more than once. 
The North American .savages were excellent quarrymen. In every 
region they knew the very best kinds of siliceous stones, the very best · 
places to find these sfones, the natural conditions under which they 
were kept in the most fracturable state, the best way to break, flake, 
and chip each stone into the . desired shape.'t The Indian was also a 
good lapidary, as nu merous sites examined by Holmes will attest. 
Arrow-head~ are found in immense numbers about the fields and al011g 
the banks of rivers in the CT nited States. lt would not be an error to 
say that they are numbered by millions. Tiley occur in great abundance 
upon the sites of ancient camps, near shell-heaps, fishing grounds, and 
about the fields where used to wander the deer and other game sought 
by the Aborigines. This is evidence that the making of an arrow-head 
was an easy matter, while the shaft required much time and patience 
to finish. 
It has been said that by means of the stone, the shape and artistic 
skill with which it is wrought, the edges, the tang, and the conse-
quent attachment to the shaft, arrows differ from tribe to tribe and 
individual makers show cert.ain•idiosyncrasies in the same tribe. Obert, . 
slate and ivory in Eskimo land, wood and lwne along the volcanic 
portions of the Pacific Slope, in British Columbia and Alaska; the 
most beautiful beads in tlte world of obsidian and jasper series in 
Oregon and California, coarser stone in the East at once proclaim 
what kind of arrows this or that tribe used. 
According to Holmes the stages in making an arrowhead are fractur-
ing, chipping, flaking. Fracturing is done at the quarry or wherever the . 
original stone is picked up. The simplest fashion is breaking one stone 
with another; but stone from a quarry works better than surface bowl-
ders. When the workable stone was in masses the Indian bad more con-
venient tools, stone hammers or sledges, picks of wood or antler, and even . 
:fire if be had need of it. The first operation is to break up the origiual 
bowlders or masses so as to get out of its interior spalls capable of 
being wrought into blades. Each kind of stone had its own best way 
of treatment, whether quartz, quartzite, rhyolite, chert, agate, jasper, 
chalcedony, obsidian, or what not. There did not exist in the United · 
States so pliable a form of flint as that occurring in great abundance 
in western Europe. Obsidian and jasper gave the best results. 
Chipping was also done with a hammer, but, this time, a pebble of 
hard stone, oblong, conveni ent for the thumb and two :fingers, and 
* See W. H. Holmes, Arn. Anthropologist, vols. v., vr.; J.C. McGuire, id., vol. v.; H. 
C. Mercer, Po11. Sc. Month; 
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somewhat bluntly pointed. The writer bas often seen arrow-makers 
hold a spall of stone in the left hand ootween the thumb and clo ed 
fore finger, and by means of a dainty hammer stone knock off flake 
with the greatest rapidity, barely touching the f'.dge of the spall at 
each blow. Arrow-heads for common use may be finished by this 
means. (Plate I.) 
The flaking of blades was done with a flaker. The ~implest form of 
the flaker is a piece of bone from the leg of a deer, pointed at one end. 
The essential characteristics of the working end of this tool are that it 
be stout enough to stand any amount of pressure that a man can give, 
and that 1t be of such a texture that it will " take bold" of the stone. 
The outer side of antler, bard bones from the legs of ruminants, and 
even soft iron are excellent, but ivory or steel are not good materials for 
flakers. (Plater.) 
The Eskimo* make the best flakers, working the point from antler of 
the caribou and the handle from ivory, carving the latter to fit the hand 
and to give to the workman the best "purchase." The point is set in 
the end of the handle and firmly lashed in place by means of rawhide. 
All tribes do not use the flaker similarly. If the reader will take a 
tooth-brush handle in his right hand and a chip of siliceous stone in the 
other, he may try the following methods: 
(1) Lay the spaU or chip on a table or bit of wood, holding it firmly 
in place with the left thumb and forefin ger. Grasp the tooth-brush 
firmly in the right hand, with the thumb on the top. The handle will 
work better ifit be sharpened like a husking peg. Press down the point 
near the edge of the spall firmly, and remove chips along the under side. 
(2) Lay tbe chip on the palm of the left hand gloved, or upon a bit 
of rawhide, holding it iu place with the fingers, but not the thumb. 
Press off flakes along the edge of the chip. 
(3) Grasp the chip between the thumb and forefinger, so that its 
outer edge will lie along the ball of the thumb. Hold firmly with 
fingers and press off flakes toward -the thumb. 
In all cases the operator needs confidence and knack. Wonderful 
results are achieved by good workmen in such brittle material as bottle 
glass, obsidian, and the jaspers. 
There are in Washington several men connected with the Bureau of 
Ethnology who are capable of producing the most beautiful arrow-
heads from bits of ob idian or glass. 
Within the pa t year or two a new light has been thrown upon the 
whole op ration of arrow-head-making. Extensive aucient quarrie.' 
hav n o en d in Wa, hington City, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Minne-
ota, Arkan. a , and the proce , es revealed. There were everal teps 
f 11 w rtainly y th ea t rn :fletcher. t 
(1) Th digging of moi t tone from the quarry. 
• 1nrdocb, xx, An. Rep. Bur. Ethnol., pp. 288,289. 
t See Holmes, ..dni . ..dnthropologiat, vols. v and VI, 
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(2) ·The making of blanks on the spot. 
(3) The finishing by the proc~sses named. 
Tl~e arrow-maker among the Virginia Indians, for making his 
shafts, used a knife with a blade of beaver tooth set in a wooden han-
dle. This served him for saw, knife, and chisel. John Smith tells us 
that he made the notch in his arrow-shaft by grating with this knife. 
For chipping bis arrow-heads of stone he used "a little bone, which 
he ever weareth at his bracer, or any splint of a stone or glasse in the 
forme of a hart." The arrow-head was fastened to the shaft with deer 
sinew, held firm by means of a glue made of the tops · of deer ·horns 
boiled to a jelly. This method is not unlike that of the Apache, _Utes, 
and other tribes of the great interior basin.* · 
This is a charming connecting lin~ between the prehistoric and the 
historic. The knife with a blade of beaver tooth may at this very day 
be seen in the hands of the Eskimos about the Yukon mouth. One 
could say that a grip or handle of wood or antler had a groove sunk 
into one ·end, the root of the tooth was laid in this, and the two lashed 
with wet· rawhide. At present the Eskimos use their beaver-tooth knife 
to put a fine edge on their blades of steel. The front enamel of the 
tooth is so much harder than the rear that it makes a perfect chisel, and 
would act well for knife or saw. "The little bone that he weareth at his 
bracer" for flaking his arrow-heads one might see any day in the hands 
of a Ute warrior a few years ago, and Maj. Powell collected and depos-
ited several in the National Museum. This is simply a little bit of the 
fibula of the deer. On the west coast and in Eskimo-land this tool has 
its grip and its working pa.rt distinct. Finally, in the administration of 
the sinew for seizing, and the glue for binding all tight, one had ouly 
to watch the Apache Indian described in this text. 
The arrows ( qaqi{jung) of the central Eskimos are made of round 
pieces of wood, generally t apering · a little toward the lower end, to 
which two feathers of an owl or some other bird are attached. · The 
bone heads of these arrows are joined to the shaft, as represented in 
Boas's fig. 443, p. 504. The difference in the methods used by the Mac-
kenzie aud the central tribes in fastening the point to the shaft is very 
striking. The arrow t ang of the former and of the western tribes is 
pointed and inserted in the shaft (Boas's fig. 444:, p. 505), while that of 
the latter is always beveled and lashed to it (Boas's figs. 442 and 443, 
p. 504). The direction of the bevel is either parallel or vertical to the 
edge (id. fig. 445, p. 505). Other forms of arrows are shown in. id. fig. 
446, p. 506. A similar ~difference between the fastenings of the foreshaft 
to the spear handle exist s in the two localities. Wes tern tribes give its 
base the form of a wedge (id. fig. 447, p. 506), which fs inserted -in the 
shaft, while the central Eskimos use a mortise. (Plates LII-LX.) 
Formerly slate heads were in general use ( id. fig. 448, p. 506); now the 
heads are almost everywhere made of iron or tin, riveted or tie~ to the. . . . . 
"E-ng. Scholar's Library. · Capt: J. Smith's works, No: 16, p. 68. 
Sl\193-42 
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point (id. fig. 446, p. 506). In ancient graves flint heads are frequently 
found, some of which are represented iu id. fig. 449, p. 507. On South-
ampton Island stone heads are in use even at the present time. Fig. 
423, p. 491, probably shows how they were attached to the shank.* 
The Panamint arrows are made from the stems of the reed (Phragmi-
tes vulgaris) and from willow shoots. The shafts are about 3½ feet 
long. Nearly mature,, but still green, reeds are cut, their leaves removed, 
and the stems dried and straightened in the hands before a fire. Use 
is also made of a small stone, across the face of which have been cut 
two grooves large enough to admit an arrow shaft. This stone is 
heated, and a portion of the crude arrow is laid h1 one of the grooves 
until it is hot. The cane is then straightened by holding '.it crosswise 
in the teeth and drawing the end downward. By repeating this pro-
cess throughout the whole length of the shaft .a marvelously straight 
arrow is produced. The bead of the arrow is a pin of very hard wood 
taken from some species of greasewood (Striplex). It is about 5 inches 
long, and tapers evenly to a blunt point. The base of the head is 
inserted about three-fourths of an inch into the hollow of the reed, 
and rests against the uppermost joint. It is bound in place by a .thin 
hand of sinew. A.t each joint of the arrow shaft is burned a ring of 
diagonal lines. The base of the shaft is notched to receive the bow-
string, and feathered with three half feathers, bound on with sinews 
and twisted so as to give to the arrow a rotary motion:r (Pl. XLI, fig. 1.) 
" The Spokane Indians laid a piece of buckskin on the hand, and from 
a flint pressed off flakes ,with a piece of deer's horn." These Indians 
belong to the Salisban family, and it is easy by means of the old material 
in the Museum to rehabilitate this ancient arrowmaker of Washington 
State. His process of flaking is that marked 4. in Plate I. The material 
on which he worked was incomparable, and his handiwork now forms 
the treasures of the Museum. 
"At the base of Mount Uncle Sam" says Dulog, "on the west of Ol~ar 
Lake, California, there is a tract 2 or 3 miles in extent covered with 
fragments of obsidian. 
'' With material so plentiful, the surrounding Indians are careful to 
choose only those pieces best shaped by nature for their purpose; but 
at places distant from the source of supply, the obsidian, which is often 
brought.in large blocks, is chipped off in flakes from around a central 
core by blows of a rock. 
"The old expert put on his left hand a piece of buckskin, with a hole 
·ut in it to_ let the thumb pass tbrough, something like the 'p_alm 
u e by sa1lmakers. Thi was of course to protect his band while a 
work. I~1 hi. right hand he took a tool of bone ground down to a 
blunt po1!1t .. The, e tool , made often from the leg bone of a deer, are 
a orted m 1ze , large ones being used for coarse work and small one, 
for fin w rk. 
'' . pi fob i ian of the right ize was held in the left hand, tben 
h r1 h thum wa pr . don the top of the tone, while the point of 
Fr nz oa . The Central Eskinio, vr Rep. Biir. Ethnol., pp. 504-508. 
t ovill , Am,, ~hlthrop., 1 92, vol. v, :p. 360. 
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the bone was strongly pressed against the under edge of the proposed 
arrowhead, and a little splinter of obsidian worked off. The operation 
was similar to the opening of a can with one of the old-fashioned can 
openers that work without leverage. Oftentimes material is spoiled in 
the sharpening. Around deserted camps piles of rejected fragments 
are sometimes found, either broken in putting on the edge or not being 
near enough t he desired shape to pay for working up. 1 
''A good deal of the sharpener's work, too, consisted in freshening up 
the edges of points blunted by use. 
"One arrow-head, weather-worn by exposure, was shown me, with a 
border of fresh fractures extending from one-eighth to one-fourth of an 
inch in from the edge, where the sharpener's tool had been. 
"There results from _ this process a serrated edge, which in the best 
specimens is beautifully fine and regular, but in rougher tools is often 
coarse. The old workman was careful of his stock in trade, and rolled 
up the fruit of his industry in a piece of ragged blanket to prevent its 
being injured while in transit from place to place."* 
In this charming bit of description the old man played the following 
roles-: 
(1) Discriminating t he best pieces of stone to work, mineralogist. 
(2) Obsidian knapper, stone-breaker. 
(3) Flaker, with deer-born tool working on the palm. 
(4) A s retouching injured blades, repairer of arrow-heads. 
(5) Preserver of forms, a kind of wild Vishnu, laying up against 
future work all bis stock in trade. 
There seems to be littie modern testimony to the assertion that the 
savage had learned to bevel the sides of bis arrow heads alternately, for 
the purpose of making his arrow revolve in the air. Mr. Cushing bas. 
shown that t his alternate beveling of the edges was a natural result of 
holding the piece of stone in a certain way along the thumb during the 
operation of chipping. 
Lieut. Ray was the first to actually send to the National Museum a 
bit of antler, 6 inches long and about three-quarters of an inch in 
diamete·r, to be used like a stonecutter's punch or pitching tool or a 
smith's punch in knocking off chips in the process of arrow-making. t 
But there are constant references to this intermediary tool. The writer, 
who bas experimei1ted in most aborginal stone-working methods, has 
not attempted to use t his apparatus in order to know its limits. 
The substitution of hoop iron and other metal and glass for arrow-
heads was one of the fi r st lessons of acculturation learned by the Ameri-
can tribes. No custom or fashion was violated by this; the shaft and 
feather, that is, the manual part of the arrow, and all social and mythic • 
portions remained unchanged.:j: This is the universal law of transfer 
from lower to higher grades. It is for the reason that woman's arts 
merely take better tools to do the very same wor.k that savage women 
are easier to elevate t han men. 
* H. G. Dulog, in Forest and Stream. 
t See Smithsonian Report, 1886. 
+ Cf, 'fimberla,ke, quoted °!)y Jones, So, Iud.ia,ns, 251 i Lawson, 252, 
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For straightening the shafts of a,rrows, and even the bone or ivory used 
for points, the aborigines employed a kind of wrench. In the south it 
was merely a convenient bit of wood, spindle-shaped, having a hole 
through the middle. The U tes used the encl of the horn of the moun-
tain sheep, perforated with holes of different sizes. The Plains Indians 
utilized the hard bones of the buffalo. The West Coast tribes made 
use of blocks of elk horn, and the Eskimo carved out of walrus ivory 
excellent tools for this purpose.* (Plate xxx1x.) 
. .F.or -grinding down and polishing arrow shafts the Indian had a 
special..set of tools. There are in the U. S. National Museum from sev-
eral localities small slabs of sandstone with a shallow groove running 
longitudinally in which the arrow shaft was laid a11 d drawn back and 
forward. The leaves of grass containing siliceous matter served for the 
smoothing process. Finally, a smooth stone or bit of bone served to rub 
9own · tne shaft and put oil the finishing touches. The term "shaft 
grooves " is preferable for those straight or serpentine or zigzag furrows 
cut .oil a1i arrow shaft between the shaftment and the head or the fore-
sbaft. · Theyh&ve been alleged to be symbolicaloftheligbtningto invoke 
· the spirit of destruction to dwell in the arrow. Others denominate them 
"blood-streaks," supposing they promote bleeding from a wound, so 
that the hunter could follow up bis game by the trail of blood. The 
reed shafts never bear such streaks; . the Eskimo do not ma-ke them, 
neither do the Northwest Coast Indians. Atbapascan, _Shosbonean, 
Siouan, Kaiowan tribes are especially given to this practice. The fur-
rows do uot al ways follow the same plan, and it would have been easy 
some years ago to work out series of patterns for these marks and 
determine their relation to tribes. They are in general : (1) straight and 
parallel; (2) wavy and sinuous; (3) zigzag, without design. (Pl. XLI, 
fig. 3.) 
The same tribe used arrows of about one length and weight,. as cor-
rect shooting, like good penmanship, is a balancing of a hundred sensi-
bilities. Every good archer drew his bow to the arrow-head every shot, 
for near or for far. If one's bow be drawn always to arrow-head, and 
one's arrows be ahvays of the same length, whether from his own quiver 
or from . another'., the· elemeuts of variability are much reduced. It 
mu t be from some uch cause that the arrows of each tribe agree so 
n arly in length. indeed, iuce neighboring tribes shoot one another's 
arrow ., ther i undoubted inter-tribal agreement in length within limits. 
It i not b re affirm d that the arrows of a tribe are exactly of a length. 
The variation are withiu certain narrow limits. 
The auth r ha m a ured a large number of quiver contents. The 
arr w of n quiv r agree ab olutely. The arrow of a, tribe agree 
within rr ;w .ID£ r iu. Oft n, e pecially in the buffalo region, there 
·ie f interna~ioual agreement in the length of the 
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the reed cane-that is, along the southern portion ofthe.Unit~1~ta.f!~f11 
It may then. be traced_ throu:g:h t!lose por~ions of Oalifornia wlfifre tJf , 
rhus, elder, and other pithy twigs abound. In the E kimo a1;ea iji p ~~." 
. . ,;,.) 
a multitude of structures and functions. . .· - __ . . : , -
The foreshaft in the Sonth and South,vest is a -slender bit _of ha1~d 
wood 'sharpened and let into the top of -the shaft and havingth~·.ar:~o\v-
head attached to the fore end. The reasons are two. .A holJow ·reed 
or a very pithy twig affords a very poor attachment for the _ar;r9~:head? 
and, secondly, this slenderer, . heavier rod aids .the directne~s of the. 
flight. Indeed, the very long reed arrows of the· Apache ahcJ.·, Mohl;l,V~ ·, 
tribes have for that reason fosignificant fe.athers. ' . _, 1 
In t_he Eskimo arrows the -heavy foreshaft. of bone or ivory. serU~i-
another purpose. Bone being heavier than wood, when one of t \\~f?~ 
arrows is shot at an object in the water and the head is detached, the 
.arrow stands perpendicular, and is dragged along by the divided line, 
the feather bobbing about and ena~ling t];le hunter to follow lip his 
g~me. 
In the harpoon arrow and the harpoon, the fore_shaft furnishes· an 
excellent socket piece for the barbed head or the "loose-shaft". ·There 
is no doubt, also, that its much greater specific gravity assists in the 
direct or straight-forward motion of the weapon. Many of these missiles 
, are discharged into the water, in which case the ivory foreshaft is of 
great assistance. 
It is often said by frontiersmen that the Plains Indians had two way's 
of mounting an arrow-head with relation to the notch at the nock. If 
the plane of the arrow-head be horizont~l when the arrow is in position 
for shooting-that is, at right angles to the notch, the missile is a war 
arrow~ to go between the ribs of men. But if th~ plane of the head be 
vertical when the bow is drawn, the missile is a hunting arrow for pass-
ing between the ribs of buffalo anu other mammals.* 
"Dodge .explains that the Comanches place the notch of the arrow 
in the same plane with the notch of the string so that it may surely 
pass between the ribs of the animal which are up and dowu; for the 
same reason, the blade of the war arrow is perpendicular to the notch, 
the ribs of the human enemy being horizontal. ( Wild Indians, San 
Francisco, 1882, 419.) 
Captain Bourke thinks this is a mistake. He sa_ys, "I hav~ seen all 
kinds in the same quiver." · 
There is more authority and reason for the assertion that the barbed 
arrowheads among these same Indians were for war and the leaf-shaped 
and rhomboidal beaus were for hunting, because they could be easily 
withdrawn from tbe wound and used again; but the Eskimo have a 
barbeu arrow, with ivory or bone barb piece, fitted into the head of the 
shaft in the most temporary fashion, s·o that when shot into an animal 
the head remains, rankles, and works its way. into the flesh. For ~he 
*On the p lane of the heau cj. -Hansard, 212. 
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same reason the foreshafted arrows of the South and Southwest are 
loosely put together. The coloring of the shaft of arrows is techni-
cally called the riband. The Eastern tribes, the Basin tribes, and the 
Eskimo paint their arrows very little. Not much stress could be laid 
on this characteristic except on the California and Oregon coast. Here 
the author finds the following to be true: The arrows in the same quiver 
have the same riband. The arrows in the same tribe have the same 
general type of riband, and the same colors occur in old arrows. From 
tribe to tribe there occur differences in riband , but they have not been 
studied out. 
The selling of prepared paints and dyes to the Indians by traders 
has introduced inextricable confusion into this characteristic. The 
riband on the arrow is generally in the shaftment or that portion of the 
arrow covered by the feathering. These bands and. stripes have been 
called clan marks, owner marks, tribal marks, and the like, but they 
, are not decisive in such matters. 
According to Mr. Hough "African arrow-heads and feathering are 
fastened on with grass, palm-leaf strips, and other vegetable fibers, and 
many · are tanged or socketed, and are not lashed at all."* Pa.puau 
arrows are served with vegetal fiber, the Ah10s use bark, and in 
South America many tribes lash with natural fibers. 
Most tribes of North America do not use any cement in fastening the 
head upon the shaft. The shrinking of the sinew is (fuite sufficient to 
bold all snugly in place. But in the Southwest of the 'Gnited States, 
the Algarobia glandulosa, t~e Prosopis jul·iflora, and the Laria mexicana 
yield excellent gum, which is used by the Shoshonean and Yuman 
tribes to attach the arrow-head, without the use of the sinew.t (Pl. 
rn, fig. 2.) Pine tree pitch and animal glue are also used. 
The feathering of an arrow is an interesting study from place to 
place. It is governed by a host of considerations. As to this char-
acteristic, arrows may be unfeathered, two feathered, three feathered, 
many featllered. The feathers vary in length from those only an inch 
to others a foot long; in adhesion, from those attached only at their 
extremities, and lyin g close or standing off, to others glued hard and 
fast to the shaftment their entire length. ln some tribes the strips of 
feather are laid fla.t along the shaftment, as among the Eskimo and 
the we t coa t tribes, but in the great majority the feathers radiate 
from the haft. In some tribes the strips of feathering are without 
ornament, in other' they are horn along the margins to be straight 
trian ular, and notched and a bit of downy feather is left at the nock 
a a tr amer. In thi. re. pect, when carefully cut, some of the we t-
a t arrow · r "ent a <l cidedly natty appearance. 
n 11 • a i n an Apache Indian came to the author' department 
tional fo:eum and, at hi reque t, placed the feath ring and 
t Arn. Naturalist, 1878, p. 595. 
/ 
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head upon an arr0w. The feathers were split carefully and any exces_ · 
sive pith or horny portion of the quill removed. The pieces to form 
the feathering were trimmed to the same length. The Indian next 
shredded some sinew, which had been sent to the Museum from Hupa 
Reservation in California, prepared by the relatives of the Apaches 
that had been separated from them for centuries. This he chewed 
until it was soft and pliant. He was now ready to lay on his feathers. 
They were placed on the shaftment, wrapped slightly at the ends with 
sinew to hold them in position until they could be adjusted to suit his 
rigorous taste, at equ~l distances apart and at the proper distance 
from the nock. Placing the shaft under his left arm and holding the 
soft sinew in his right arm, he revolved the arrow with the thumb and · 
fingers of his left hand and guided the wrapping with his right hand. 
Here was a primitive machine, with shaft and two bearings, used for 
the purpose of winding evenly a thread upon a spool. The wrapping· 
or ''seizing " of an Indian arrow is a very pretty and uniform piece of 
work. Mr. Hough calls attention to the operation of this Apache fletcher 
and gives drawing.* Among the northwestern Eskimos it.is common 
to neglect the seizing of sinew and to insert the ends of the quill poi'tion 
of the feather into the soft wood by means of a pointed ivory implement. 
As mentioned, very many Eskimo arrows are found without feathers 
at all, the very heavy foresbaft or foon head carrying the arrow forward 
with sufficient accuracy. On the other. band, many of the barbed har-
poons and bird tridents of the Eskimo are provided with feathers. In 
the feathering of an arrow one feather must be uppermost, called in 
archery the cock feather. In some beautiful specimens from Cooks 
Inlet and near by one feather is snow white. But the author has 
examined many hundreds of arrows without being able to detect that 
the arrow-maker had in mind to draw attention to any one of the 
feathers so as to create a true bottom and top to his missile. In the 
Eskimo two-feathered arrow there is, of course, always one feather on 
top and another under. 
The number of feathers on a North American arrow is an exceed-
ingly variable quantity. As a general rule the Eskimo have two and 
the Indians three. This will do pretty well as a rule, but many three-
feathered and no-feathered arrows occur in Eskimo land, and among 
Indain tribes no-feather arrows are common. The function of the 
f P-ather is to retard the rear end of the missile and cause the ~rrow to 
go straight. This object being capable of accomplishment in other 
ways the feather may be omitted. 
The feathering of au arrow must be studied: 
(1) The species of bird from which the feather is taken. 
(2) The number of feathers, two, three, many. 
(3) The shape and trimming of the feathers. 
* Arnerican Anthropologist, 1v, 61. 
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( 4) l\ilethod of attach went, by siezing, or gluing1 and to each of these 
there are many varieties. 
(5) The part -of the feather attached to the shaftment, close glued, 
standing off, or seized all along by a spiral sinew thread. In many 
museum specimens the glue - has disappeared and feathers appear 
stl:!,nding off that ought to be. close laid. 
The feathers of arrows are usually laid on in a line with the shaft, 
but many examples have come to light in which the feathers have a 
spiral direction on the shaftment. On one occasion t he writer saw an 
Apache Indian finish the feathering of an arrow by seizing the two 
ends of the feathering and giving them a twist, simply to make the 
feathers lie fiat on the arrow shaft. This goes for what it may be worth 
in accounting for the spiral position of many feathers . It is inconceiv-
able that any savage should grasp the problem of the rifle bullet and 
construct his missile accordingly. 
Captain J. G.Bourke, U.S . .A., furnishes the following: "The .Apaches 
use three hawk feathers, arranged equidistant along tlrn shaft in the 
direction of the longer axis, fastened with sinew. -
'' The U abes on the .Amazon u se three feathers spirally. (Wallace, 
Ania.zon, London, 1853, 403.) · 
"The Pimas of the Gila have two feathers instead of three. ( Vre-
mony, 103.) . 
"Mackenzie states that the Hare Indians of British North .Amenca 
who are, like the .Apaches, member·s of the greatTinneh family, use but 
two feathers. ( Voya.ges, Lo~don, 1800, 46.) · . 
".According to Morgan, the arrows of the Iroquois had but two 
feathers and ended at the power extremity in a, twist. (.League of the 
Iroq1.wis, N. Y., 1851, 306.) · 
"The arrows of the .Apache-Yumas are feathered spirally with three 
feathers making a quarter-turn around the shaft. (0orbusier, in Amer. 
Antiquarian, November, 1886.) 
"Maximilian, Priuce of Wied, speaks of the feathers of the Mandan 
arrows being tied on at both ends like those of the Brazilians; he also 
speaks of the spira.l line, either carved or painted red, which runs 
along the greater number of arrows, and says that it represents the 
lightning. (London, 1843, 389.) 
'' The explanation I received was that the runnel permitted the 
_escape of blood and reduced the chances of expelling the arrow or the 
shaft."* 
The nock of the .American arrow i far more important than that on 
the bow. A goo<l. cla ification may be based on this characteristic as 
p inted out long ~10-0 by thi writer. The following classes are ea ily 
r ognized: 
( l ) Th fiat noel, a,' in all E kimo arrow · and in very few others. 
(..,) Th <'ylindric,tl nock, mo t noteworthy on all reed arrow haft 
f the uth and in th , e of the far Orient. 
( ) Th ulb u ' no k exag rat d in size on the We t 0oa t, by cut-
d a rnurh a, it would permit, and then wrap-
" J . '.Bourk,lttcr. 
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ping the butt e~d of the arrow with a narrow riband of -birch bark until 
it resembled a small Turk's head knot. The Plains Indians also created 
a bulbous nock by whittling away the arrow shaft a fourth of an inch 
above the end, leavi~g a cylinder for a finger grip. 
(4) The swallow-tail nock, an exceedingly dainty form affording a 
wide open .notch and flaring finger grip, without waste of material. 
.(Examples in Plates XLIII-XLVII.) 
Notches for the bow-string were either very shallow, angular gashes, 
U-shaped cuts with parallel sides or gracefully curved incisions resem-
bling the horizontal portion of the Greek letter psi. 
Combining tbe notch with the nock the student bas a mark which is 
helpful in deciding the band or tribe. At any rate, American arrows 
differ in both. 
There is another characteristic noticeable at this point, the distance 
of the nock from the feathering . . In some tribes the latter crowds 
down over the nock. In ot];ler, more dainty specimens, the feathering is· 
several inches away. 
This special characteristic conne<:its itself with Prof. Morse's most 
interesting study respecting" arrow release." It will be easily seen 
that the thin, flat nock of the Eskimo lends itself easiest to the second 
or the third class of Prof. Morse, while the bulbous nock and the 
flaring nock conform mos~ easily to his first class, in which the thumb 
and first joint of the forefinger pinch the butt of the arrow. Coming 
south, into the reed arrow country, where the nock is cylindrical, the 
Tertiary release might be looked for. 
Dr. Shufeldt describes the method of arrow-release among tbe Nava-
. joes.* · 
''Havh1g read, with great interest, Prof. Morse's pamphlet on arrow-
relea.se, it was with no little curiosity that I banded a bow and two 
or three arrows to au old gray-headed warrior present, and asked 
him, 'Draw-as if you were about to kill the worst enemy you bad in 
the whole world.' The old fellow seized the bow and arrows, and 
immediately drew one of them to its very head. This is the position he 
stood in at the time: His left foot was slightly in advance of the right, 
the bow was firmly seized at its middle with the left hand, while it was 
held somewhat obliquely, the upper moiety inclining toward the right 
from the vertical line, aud, of course, the lower limb lrnving a correspond-
ing inclination toward the left side. The two spare arrows were held 
with the bow in the left band~ being confined by the fingers against its 
right outer aspect. W ith the right hand he seized the proximal end 
of the arrow in the string, using the thumb and index finger, at a point 
fully an inch or more above the notch, and consequently including the 
feathers. The ring finger bore against the string below this seizure, 
and its pressure was re-enforced by its being overlapped by the middle 
digit, the little finger being curled within the palm of the hand. 
"This corresponded to Prof. Morse's secondary release as figured on 
page 8, of the above referred-to pamphlet, with the exception that tlie 
middle finger should overlap the annularis, and was not of itself used 
"Am. Nat., vol. xxr, p. 784. 
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to draw back the string. I noticed, too, that the arrow at its head was 
on the left side of the bow and simply rested on top of bis clinclled 
hand. ·This man wore, in common with all the others who used the 
bow, a stiff leather bracer, fastened by buckskin strings about bis left 
wrist, the co1tar being about 2 inches deep, and this, in several others 
-who stood near and who wore them, was ornamented with silver but-
tons. He drew the arrow back and forth three or four times without 
c11anging the position of his finger or hands, when I suddenly asked 
him to shoot as if he were going to kill a squirrel running up ~t tree. 
He smiled at this and simply drew the bow the sarne ·way. Upon 
further questioning him, he told me that the Navajoes rarely held their 
~pa.re arrows in the bow hand, as he now had them, but carried. a scab-
bard (quiver of buckskin) full, in front of them, from which they could 
be removed with great rapidity while firing; this he immediately 
demonstrated to me from one of the scabbards worn by an Indian there 
present." 
In archery-arrows and in Asiatic examples a piece of bard wood is 
inserted at the ·uocking end of the arrow. But in American arrows 
the noclc is always a part of the wood of the shaft. This piece, in 
· technical language, is called the "footing," but it need not be here dis-
cussed. 
The subject of poisoned arrows in North America is a vexed one. 
A very high authority has said that the thing was unknown. But I 
have the testimony of Bourke to the contrary. No one avers that these 
aborigines prepared a vegetable poison, like the curari. But the toxic 
effect of putrid flesh was known, whether or not bitten freely by rattle-
snakes. Dr. W. J. Hoffman will bring together the evidence on this 
subject.'}!: 
Powiaken, a Salish chief, declared to Mrs. McBean that obsidian 
an<l glass points in arrows were poisonous (U. S. N. M. l_etter). 
The Koniagas poisoned their arrow and lance points with a prepara-
tion of aconite, by drying and pulverizing the root, mixing the powder 
with water and, when it fermented, applying it to their weaponf-. 
Bvurke furnishes the following: "Selecting the l'Oots of such plant, 
as grow alone, these are dried and pounded or grated." ( Sauer, Bil-
l-ing's Ex., 178.) . 
They made arrow point of copper, obtaining a supply from tbe 
Keuai of 1opperRiver; and the wood was a· :finely finished as if turned 
in a lath . 
Ei. en oder Kupfer ~rsteres erhalt.en ie 
von den Tutuen." (Baer, Stcit. u . .Ethn. 
ma,l .u formc d arpon, cortado contanta deli adeza como 
rlo l ma lie bil lapidario.' (Bodega y Qucidra, Nav ., .1JI · 
· ror :011 b rn Jn<lian., . .J oo,., p. 2-l . t 'ee Bancroft, ativ Race 1., 79. 
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THE QUIVER. 
The quiver is difficult to study, because collectors have paid little 
attention to it. Among all the Plains tribes they are objects of beauty, 
and have been gathered as bric~a-brac, with little information of their 
whereabouts. (Pl. Lxxvn-xcrv.) The same rules a;re to be observed 
in the study of the quiver that we apply to all other objects connected 
with aboriginal in<lustries. Tlie quiver is largely of the region. In 
the first place tlie material out of which each example is made must 
be furnished by nature; hence it is of sealskin in one place, of cedar 
wood in another, of soft pelt iu another, all(l in the south land is fre-
quently made of some kind of soft basketry: A.gain, the structure of 
the quiver must be adapted to its function, that is, to the bow and 
arrows to be carried; also to the exigencies of the weather and the 
surroundings The parts of a most elaborate quiver are: 
(1) The bow case, a long, slender bag, into which the bow is thrust. 
(2) The arrow case, a pocket in which the arrows are kept, points 
downward, as a rule. 
(3) The stiffener, a rod of wood attached along the outside of the 
arrow case, to keep it rigid. 
( 4) Baldric, a band of buckskin, or in the :finest examples, of elegant 
fur, lined and decorated with quill work, passing over the left shoulder, 
across the breast, and attached by its ends to the quiver. It is for 
carrying the quiver. 
(5) Fire bag, a leather pouch in which t~e Indian hunter kept his 
flints, steel, spunk, a,vl, and other subsidiary apparatus needful on his 
journey. It was tied to the mid<lle of the bow case or the stiffener. 
Among several of tlie mountain tribes the squaw lavished all her skill 
upon her husband's quiver. The costliest beaver, marten, otter, a.nd 
mountain lion pelt was invoked. It was lined with soft buckskin, or in 
later times with red stronding. Beads of every imaginable color were 
worked upon the border of the arrow case and upon the lining of the long 
peudant therefrom. Strips of fur, daintily cut in fringes, were sewed 
about the bottom of the bow case, aud every spot capable of rich 
decoration received it. Between this and the plain salmon-skin ~ap-
sule, into which the Eskimo thrust his arrows, there are many grada-
tions of quivers, as will appear in the treatment of the several tribes. 
"The quiver of the Central Eskimo, says Boas, is ma.de ot seal-skin, 
the hair of w11ich is remove<l. It comprises three divisions, a larger 
one containing· the bow and a smaller one containing 4 or 6 arrows, 
the head directed toward the lower end of the case. When extracted 
from the quiver they are ready for use. Between the two compartm~nts 
there is ali;;o a small pouch, in which tools and extra arrow-heads are 
carried. (Plate xcrn). 
"vVhen travelling the Eskimo carry the quiver by an ivory l.Jandle; 
\vhen in use it is bung over the Ien shoulder. Boas's fig. 451, p. 508, 
represents quiver handles, the first being fasliioned in imitation of an 
ermine."* 
~ F. Boas, The Central Eskirno, vr Rep. Bur. Ethnol., p. 508. .,,, 
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"The quiver of the Bla,ckfeet was made from tbe cougar ·skin and was 
frequently valued at one horse."* 
Throughout the area of fur-bearing animals the pelt of any one of 
them of sufficient size served as a quiver or arrow bag. These are, for 
the most part, slovenly in appearance. But the Blackfeet and other 
Plains tribes formerly made up their bow cases and quivers from large 
skins. In later times leather and cow's hide with tbe hair on were sub-
stitnted. The elaborate make-up was.preserved. 
"The Yurok quiver was made of the skin of the raccoon or marten 
turned wrongside out and suspended by a string. In the lower end 
moss was stuffed as a cushion for the arrow-heads. t The bow was 
stuffed into this bag with the arrows and the wonder is how a man 
could keep the bow from destroying. the arrows. In traveling, however, 
the bow was held in the left hand. 
NOTES ON THE BOWS, ARROWS, AND QUIVERS OF VARIO US TRIBES. 
Baegert says that the shafts of the Southern California arrows consist 
of reeds, which they straighten by the fire. They are above 6 spans 
long, and have, at the lower end, a notch to catch the string, and 3 or 4 
feathers about a finger long, not .much projecting, and let into slits made 
for tµat pnrpm:;e. At the upper end of the shaft a pointed piece of heavy 
wood, a span and a half long, is inserted, hearing usually at its extrem-
ity a flint of a triangular shape, alrpost resembling a serpent'.s tongue 
and indented like the edge of a saw. . The Californians carry their bows 
and arrows always with them, and as they commence at an early age 
to use these weapons many of them become skillful archers. t (Plate xcr, 
xcn.) 
The arms of the .Apaches according to Pik~ are the bow and arrow. 
Their bow forms two demicircles, with a shoulder in the middle; tbe 
back of it is entirely covered with sinews, which are laid on in so nfoe 
a manner by the use of some glutinous substance as to be almost 
imperceptible; this gives great elasticity to the weapon . Their arrow 
is more than the "cloth yard" of the English, being 3-½ feet long, the 
upper part consisting of some light rush or cane, into which is inserted 
a Shaft Of about 1 foot made of Some bard, seaRoned Jigbt WOOd; the 
point is of iron, bone, or stone, and when tbe arrow enters the body, in 
attempting to extract it the su.aft [foreshaft] comes out of it socket 
and the point remain in the wound. With this weapon they shoot 
with such force as to go through the body of n, man at a distance of 
10 yard . ; 
"The pa he arrow was compo ed of three distinct parts-the reed 
th , m, and the barb; the la. ·t affix d to the stem, and the tern, of 
"11la:rimilian, Trav ls, etc., 257. 
tP W<'TS 'ont. to N . .A. Ethnol., vol. nr, -p. 48. 
t B, rt Jar b boriginal Inhabilcrn ls of ctlifornian Penins1ila, Srn. Rep., 1863, 
p .. 2. 
~ Pike', Expedition, Phila., 1 1 , 10, Appendix to Part III. 
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hard wood, inserted in the reed, and both held firmly in place by liga-
tures of sinew. The stem was made of a hard wood called kk-ing, and 
the reed in Apache 'klo-ka,' meaning 'arrow grass.' There is a great 
advantage in the ·use of this reed, because. the arrow afterwards needs 
no straightening, whereas the arrows made by the Zunis and others 
must be subjected to a special process to make them shoot true. 
"The use of sinew for securing the barb to the stem was believed to 
be based upon the fact that after the arrow had entered the body the 
warm blood, :flowing from the wound, would soften and loosen the sinew, 
disengl;l,ge the barb, and increase the discomfort, pain, and danger to 
the victim. 
"It may be of interest to students of linguistics to know t4at the 
Apache word for bullet, ' ka,' is really the word for arrow, and much as 
the word h as survived the weapon itself has survived, because the 
cross section of a rifle bullet, taken along the greater axis, is all the 
same as the same section made on a double-tanged arrow."* 
'' In the American Naturalist, vol. XL, p. 264, Mr. Edwin A. Barber 
describes nine different kinds of arrow-heads-leaf-shaped, triangular, 
indented at base, stemmed, barbed, beveled, diamond-shaped, awl-
shaped, shaped like a serpent's head. 
"All the above forms may l>e found in use among the Apaches to-day. 
The same warrior may have in his quiver representatives of several 
types, sometimes serrated, sometimes non-serrated, but all J.eadly. 
Arrows intended simply for the killing of birds or small game were not 
always barbed, but were generally provided with a cross piece about 
2 inches below the tip. [This same stop. is found in Uanada.] 
''The arrow of the Apache sometimes terminates in a triangular 
piece of bard wood, which seems to be perfectly effective as a weapon. 
One set of these is now in my possession, made of Florida orange 
wood by Koth li, a Clliricalrna prisoner confined at Fort Marion. 
"Just such arrows were observed by Columbus upon first ·reaching 
this continent. 'They carry however in lieu of arms, canes dried in 
the suu, on the ends of which they fix heads of wood, dried and sharp-
ened to a point.' (Letters of Columbus, Hakluyt Soc., London, 1847, 
vol. u, p. 6.) * 
"Stone arrow-heads were made preferably of obsidian (dolguini), 
next of chalcedony, petrified wood, jasper, or other · siliceous rock, 
lastly of fragm ents of beer bottl~s; but if pieces of hoop iron could be 
picked up they were always utilized. 
"Arrows made out of dome1:;tic glass were described over a cen-
tury. ago by Lawson, in bis account of the Carolina Indians. He 
mentions having seen i11 an Indian town, 'very long arrows headed 
with pieces of glass which they had broken from bottles.' (Quoted by 
Squier and Davis, Mounds of the Mississippi Valley, in Smithsonfon 
Contributions, vol. vr, 213 ; but there the opinion is expressed that these 
may have been obsidian .) 
"lt may be well to remember that the Indians of the Southwest 
were perfectly familiar with obsidian, and that the Apache name for 
glass means obsidian. It may have been only a coincidence, but I do 
not at thfs moment remember any glass arrows that were not brown 
glass, the nearest approach in appearance to obsidian. I have seen 
t,he green arrows, but they were made of the s~mi-precious stone called 
aqua marina, found among the Navajoes. 
"Lyon, quoted by Bancroft (Nat. Races, vol. r, p. 342), refers to an 
"J. G. Bourke, letter. 
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Indian (tribe not given) who made him a glass arrow· from a fragment of 
porter bottle at the third trial, after he had learned the grain of the glass. 
4
' The process of manufacture was in each case the same, and con-
sisted in chipping small fragments from the edges of suitable pieces of 
material, the chipping implement being a portion of hardened deer or 
elk horn held in the right hand, the siliceous stone beiug held in the 
left over a flap of buckskin to protect the fingers. 
"I once made it my business to solve the problem bow long it would 
take Apaches whose village bad been captured and destroyed by troops 
to provide themselves anew with weapons whieh would render them a 
menace to the scattered settlements of the frontier. I singled out an 
Apache at random and stipulated that be should employ no tools of 
iron, but allowed him to gather from the ground such chips of chalced-
ony as be pleased. 
"He made a number of- barbs, the time as recorded in my note-books 
being :five, six, seven, and eight minutes; an expert might have done 
even better than that. 
"I can not understand what Powers meant when he said that a Pomo 
Indian will spend days and even weeks upou one piece, unless he_is 
alluding to some one making a 'medicine bow and arrows for _a special 
occasion'. (Bancroft, Ncit. Races, vol. 1, p. 342.) . 
''Gen. George Crook, who was a very close observer of the habits 
and customs of the wild tribes among w born he served, relates that the 
Indians of Oregon used obsidian and made the barbs with remarkable 
facility and rapidity, from fifty to sixty in an hour. (Smithsonian 
Report, 1871.) He a,lso states that the Klamaths were making their 
arrows of broken junk bottles, the tool u sed, a knife in place of a horn, 
and a blanket instead of a buckskin. 
[Captain Bourke is evidently thinking of the making of arrow heac~s. 
Every tribe of Indians spent days and even weeks upon arrow shaft, 
and bows. As in the manufacture of pottery the operation can not be 
:finished at a single sitting ?~s has been shown previously.] 
"The Hoopa Indian,who is a relative of the Apache, makes his arrows 
in much the same manner, but the obsidian or jasper head is untanged 
and lashed with sinew."* · 
"Catlin says that every Apache tribe bas its factory in which 
arrow-heads are made, and in those only certain adepts are allowed to 
make them for the use of the tribe. Erratic bowlders of flint are col-
lected (and sometimes brought an immense di.stance) and broken wi~h 
a sort of sledge-hammer, made of a rounded pebble of horustone, set m 
a twisted withe, holding the stone and forming a handle. . 
'' The stone, at the indiscriminate blows of the sledge, is broken mto 
a hundred pi ces, and such flakes selected a~, from the angles of their 
fracture and thickness, will answer as the basis of an arrow-head; and 
in the hands of the artisan they are shaped into the beautiful forms and 
prop rti.on ·which they desire, and which are to be seen in most of our 
mu um,. 
' Tl1 ma. ter workman, seated on the ground, lays one of these flake 
on the p, lm f bi 1 ft hand, holding it :firmly down with two or more 
finger of h ame hand and with hi right band, between the thumb 
and £ r ~ng r , pla · . hi bi el (or pm1ch) on the point that i . to 
b r k n fl· and, ·o-op ra or (a trik r) sitting in front of him, with 
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a mallet of very hard wood, strikes the chisel ( or punch) on the upper 
end, flaking the flint off on the under side, below each proj.ecting point 
that is struck. The flint is then turned and chipped in the same 
manner from the opposite side, and so turned and chipped until the 
required shape and dimensions are obtained, all the fractures being 
made on the palm of the hand. 
"In selecting a flake for the arrow-head a nice judgment must be 
used or the attempt will fail; a flake with two opposite parallel or 
nearly parallel planes is found, and of the thickness required for the 
center of the arrow-point. The :first chipping reaches near to the center 
. of these planes, but without quite breaking it away, and each chipping 
is shorter and shorter, until the shape and the edge of the arrow-head 
are formed. 
"The yielding elasticity of the palm of the band enables the chip to 
come off without brea,king the body of _the flii;i.t, which would be the 
case if they were broken on a, hard substance. These people have no 
metallic im,truments to ·work with, and the instrument (punch) which 
they use I was told was a piece of bone; but on examining it I found it 
to be a Sl}.bstance much l1arder, made of the tooth (incisor) of the sperm 
whale, or sea lion, which are often stranded on the coast of the Pacific. 
This,punch is about 6 or 7 inches in length and 1 inch in diameter, with 
one rounded side and two plane sides; therefore presenting one acute 
and two obtuse angles to suit the points to l>e broken. 
"This operation is very curious, both the bolder and the striker sing-
ing, and the strokes of the mallet given exactly in time with the music. 
and with a sharp and rebounding blow, in-which, the Indians tell us, is 
the great medicine (or mystery of the operation). 
''The bows alsc, of this tribe, as well as the arrow-beads, are made 
with great skill, either of wood and cover·ed on tirn back with sinew, or 
of bone, said to be brought from the sea-coast, and probably from the 
sperm whale. These weapons, much like those of the Sioux and 
Comanches, for use on horseback, are short, for convenience of hand-
ling, antj. of great power, generally of 2½ feet in length, .ancl their mode 
of using them in war and the chase is not surpassed by any Indians on 
the continent." * 
•'The bows of the Beothucs are all of sycamore, which being very 
scarce in their country, and the only wood it produces that is fit for 
this use, becomes very valuable. Mr. P.eyton informed Lloyd that their 
bows were roughly made of mountain ash or dogwood; they were formed 
by splitting the piece of wood selected for the purpose down the middle, 
the round side of which formed the back of the bow. The sticks are 
not chosen with any nicety, some of them being knotty and very rude 
in appearance, but they show a considerable amount of constructive 
skill. ,Except in the grasp the inside of them is cut flat, but so obli-
quely and with so much skill that the string will vibrate in a direc-
tion coinciding directly with the thicker edge of the bow. The bow 
is fully 5½ feet long. The string was made of deer's sinew. 
"13eotbuc arrows were made of pine (white) or sycamore, and were 
slender, light, and straight. The head was a two-edged lance about 6 
inches long, made of iron taken from the traps, and other objects of 
that metal, which they had stolen from the furriers and :fishermen. 
"Cartwright says, in his journal of a residence in Labrador, that the 
bead of the arrow was a barbed lance 6 inches long made out of an old 
* George Catlin, La8t Ra1nbles, pp. 187 to 1901 in Smithsonian Report, 1885, p. 743, 
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nail let into a cleft in the top of the shaft, and secured there by a thread 
of deer's sinew. The stock was about 3 feet in length. It was feathered 
with the 'gray goose wing.' They also use the feathers of tbe 'gripp,' 
or sea eagle, on their arrows."* · 
This testimony is of the same character as that relating to John 
Smith. The Beothucs did. not belong to any of the great Indian families 
known, but were a stock apart. The rudeness of manufacture is also 
noticeable in contrast with those of the Eskimo. 
'' The weapons used in tbe Ioway tribe, and of which these people 
have brought many, are very similar to those used in most of the 
uncivilized tribes of North America, consisting of tbe bow and arrows, 
the lance and the javelin, war-clubs, knives, etc., and with these, as a 
protection in battle, a leathern shield, made of the hide of the buffalo 
bull, sufficiently thick and hard to arrest an arrow or to turn the blade 
of a lance." t 
The Ioways belong to the Siouan stock and. their arrows are a shaft, 
iron head, and three tolerably long feathers. The nock is either bulbous 
or flaring, affording a grip for the thumb and fore finger. The quiver 
is an elaborate affair. Indeed the quivers of the Siouan and other 
stocks preying upon the buffalo were the most complicated on the con-
tinent. · 
The Blackfeet do not make bows of the horn of the elk or of the 
mountain sheep. Their country does not produce any wood suitable 
for bows, and they obtain by barter the bow wood, or yellow wood 
·(Maclura aura-ntiaca) from the river Arkansas. For their quivers they 
prefer the skin of the cougar (Felis concolor, Linn). The tail ha~gs 
down from the quiver, is trimmed with red cloth on the inner side, 
embroidered with white beads and ornamented at the end or elsewhere 
with strips of skin-like tassels. 
"I saw few lances among the Blackfeet, but many war clubs which 
they have taken from the Flatheads. Many have thick leather shields 
painted green and red, and hung with feathers and other things."+ 
All the Sioux tribes use a short arrow, with long shaftment bearing 
three eagle feathers. The shafts were marked with the lightning fur-
rows, and streaked in different colors. The Sioux procured iron cen-
turies ago and substituted it for the stone head. One of the rare t 
specimens in any mu eum is a Sioux arrow with a jasper point. 
Mr. Dor ey says that the Omaha use the following as their arrow-
mea ure : From the inner angle of the elbow to the tip of the middle 
finger, and thence over the back of the hand to the wrist bone. 
''Wh_en in ne d of arrow point the Sioux would take his rawhide or 
buck km a k or bag and go in earcb of the above-mentioned tones; 
~h n found woull take another heavy tone, and by triking and break-
mg th tone, w uld ather the fragment that would serve for arrow 
r ·p ar 1 int ~-'e flake which required le work in trimming or 
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chipping would be placed in his sack, and when enough were collected 
he would take them to bis lodge to .fashion. Holding the arrow, spear, 
or kuife piece in bis hand, he would chip carefully with another flint or 
iron rock, or placing the sharp edge against the projecting piece or par-
ticle to l>e removed, being careful in only chipping or forcing off sufficient 
to make the stone in proper shape, with sharp edge a11d point. -They 
made the grooves iu war clubs, axes, hammers, or bone break~rs by 
constant pecking. 
''There was another kind of arrow point they made of which I never 
heard before, and that was out of the trout part of the foreleg of an 
elk, between fetlock and knee joint. They would take that bone and 
break it, and slivers that would answer were made into arrow points 
by grinding them on a stone. They make a good arrow point, but not 
so strong as the flint points. · 
"The stone arrow points were each separately bound with sinews to 
protect them from breaking even in the quiver, and the arrows were 
unwrapped before starting after a herd of buffalo."* 
The unwrapping of the sinew·before shooting is quite new testimony, 
but Mr. Allen has lived on the frontier many years in Montana .. 
"Among the plains Indians," says Dodge "a good bow takes a long 
time and much labor in its construction. The best wood is the osage 
orange (' bo'is d'arc' of the old French trappers, corrupted into 'bow 
dark' by plains Americans). This wood grows in comparatively a lim-
ited area of country, and long journeys are sometimes made to obtain 
it. Only the best are selected, straight, and as free as possible from 
knots. The seasoning process is slow and very thorough. A little 
cutting, shapmg, and scraping with knife or piece of glass, then a hard 
rubbing with buffalo fat or brains, and the stick is put aside in a warm 
place, to be worked at again in a few days or ~ eeks. A · good bow 
with fair usage will last many years, but it is liable to be broken at 
any time by accident. Each warrior, therefore, possesses several sticks 
of bow wood in various stages of completion. 
"The strings are formed of closely-twisted fibers of the sinews of 
animals. These sinews are cut out their full length. Each is then sub-
divided longitudinal1y into st1ings, and these picked and re-picked into 
fibers as fine as hair and as long as possible. With the rnde means at 
their disposal it requires no little skill so to put and twist these fibers 
together as to form a string perfectly round and of precisely the same 
size and tension from end to end. 
"The arrows require in the aggregate much more labor than the 
bow. Any hard, tough, straight.grained wood is used. It is scraped 
to proper size and shape, and must he perfectly round. The head is 
eitber of stone or iron-of late years almost exclusively of iron, for stone 
of the necessary hardness is extremely difficult to work, and twenty or 
more stones are spoiled or broken for each arrow-head made. 
"Under the most favorable circumstances, however, the most skill-
ful Indian workman can not hope to complete more than a single arrow 
in a hard day's work. In a short fight, or an exciting dash after game, 
he will expend as many arrows as will keep him bnsily at work for a 
month to replace.t 
"The constructive industry of the men was confined principally to 
the making of arms, bowR, arrows, shields, and spears. These were all 
ob,;ects in which they took great pride. The fav 1 ~ ite material for bows 
" Letter from I. Allen, Stillwater, Mont. 
tDodge, PlainB of fh~ GrNt Wc~t, FqtnllJm118771 pp, 3481 34~. 
ijM, ~3-i;j 
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was bois d'arc (Maclura aura,ntiaca). When these could not be obtained 
hickory or coffee bean ( Gymnocladus Oanadensis) was used. The name 
ti-ra k-is, bow, seem .to indicate that bows were once made of bone, the 
ribs of the buffalo or other large animal, skillfully fitted and wrapped 
throughout with sinew. Forty years ago bows of this kind, and also 
of elk horn were occasionally found in use. Choice bows were some-
times made of red cedar, aud if carefully used answered well, but were 
extremely liable to be shattered by any rough handling. The making 
of a good bow was a ta.sk involving long and pai11staking labor .. It 
was wrought into shape only a little at a time, being repeatedly oiled 
meanwhile, and constantly haudled to keep the wood pliable. When 
:finished the bow was sometimes wrapped with sinew and its strength 
thereby gn•atly increased. The string was of sinew from the back of 
the buffalo. As soon as the sinew was taken from tbe animal the par-
ticles of flesh adhering were scraped off and the minute _fibres_ care-
fully separated. The best of these were selected and twisted mto a 
string of uniform size and elasticity. One end of t,his s_tring ~as 
fasteued securely in place upon the bow, and the other ft?.rmshed with 
a loop so adjusted that in an instant, as occasion reqmred, the bow 
might be strung or unstrung. . 
" .A.ccording to Dun bar much labor was spent by the Pawnees rn the 
construction of arrows . . The shafts were made from sprouts of dog-
wood ( Oornus stolonifera). The bark was removed and tbe rods "ere 
rubbed between two grooved stones, h eld firmly together in oue hand 
till reduc~d to a proper size and smoothness. The head, ma~e of ~~op 
iron, was then inserted in one end of the shaft and bound rn pos1~10n 
with sinew. The back end of the shaft was now furnished with a ~riple 
row of feathers attached by means of glue and sinew and the end 
notched to fit the bowsprirtg. With a small chisel-like instrument 
three :-,light grooves or channels were cut along the shaft between the 
head and the feathers and the arrow was complete. Various reasons 
~ere assigned for this channeling. SoCTe claimed that _it cause~ the 
arrow to adhere more firmly in the wound; others that 1t was simply 
designed to facilitate the flow of blood. The manufacture of arrow ' , 
as of bows, was a slow and irksome process. Three or four were prob-
ably the limit of a day's work, even after the rough material wa 
alreacly at band. So exact were they in making them that not only 
:"er_e . the arrows of different tribes readily distinguishable, but even 
rn_<l1v1duals could recognize their own arrows when thrown together 
with those of others of the same band. Disputes sometimes arose after 
t~1e sl~ughter of a herd of buffalo as to whose some particular carc~ss 
rightfully was. If the arrow still remained in the body the que t10n 
wa e~ i1 f decided by drawing it out and examining- the make of it. 
Some 1nuian made two kinds of arrows, one for hunting and another 
for,, ar. Iu the latt er the head was so fastened that, when an attempt 
-wa made t draw the haft from a wound the head wa detached and 
r main d in the body of the victim. 'fhe Pawnee never u .·ed u h. 
When on· 1,e bad po e "eu him elf of a good bow and a upply f 
arrow th Pawn wa, a olicitous in tb care of tllem a a hunter 
woul<~ b_ of a choi · rift . The bow, if not in actual ervice, wa kept 
1 · m1,. · ' ,anlthearrow,· inthequiver. Great pain weretak 11 
th t th ,· ]~ uld not become by any chance w t and mu h tim wa · 
.-p 11 han hug th m hat h bow hould not Jo'. e it 'pring and b 
1:r w, · 11 mld n >t. waq . h av rag length of the former wa 4 fi et; 
f h 1 r J inc· h , . • 
" J. B. Dunbar: Pawnee Indiansl 'C . 20. 
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The case for th_e bow and the quiver are of the skin of some animal, 
often of otter, fastened to each other; and to the latter the tail of the 
animal at full length is appended. The bow is partly covered with elk 
horn, has a very strong string of twisted sinews of animals, and is 
.wound round in different places with the same to strengthen it. The 
bow is oftdn adorned with colored cloth, porcupine quills and white 
strips of ermine.* 
"The Pawnee bow case and quiver were made of skin, dressed to be 
impervious to moisture. The mmal material was elk skin. Indians 
who could afford it sometimes made a quiver and case of the skin of au 
otter or panther. In removing a skin which was to be used for this 
purpose from the carcass, care was exercised that every particle of the 
skin, that of the head, tail, and even the claws, should be retained, 
and appear ju the case when finally made up. Cases of this make, 
with their heavy coating of fur virtually waterproof, were very highly 
prized.i7+ _ 
'' The bow-makers of both the Hupa and Klamath tribes,'' says Ray, 
"are specialists, and the trade is now confined to a very few old men. 
I have here seen no man under 40 years of age that could make a bow 
or an arrow, and only one old man who could make a stone arrow-head. 
"To make a bow, the wood of a yew sapling 2½ to 3 inches in diam-
eter is selected and rough-hewn to shape, the heart side inward and tlle 
back carefully smoothed to the form of the back of the bow. The sinew 
is laid on while the wood is green and held in place until dry by means 
of a twine wrapping. In this condition it is hung in the sweat house 
until the wood is thoroughly seasoned, when it is finished and strung, 
and in some cases the back is varnished and painted. The most deli-
cate part of the operation is to get the proper tension on the sinew 
backing. If too tight the wood crimps or splinters when the bow is 
strung, and a lack of proper tension leaves the bow weak and worth-
less. When · the bow is seasoned it has a, reverse curve of about 3 
inches. 
"The sinew for the backing and bow-string is taken · from the back 
and the hind leg of the deer at the time of killing, and dried for future 
use. When required it is soaked until pliable, stripped into fine shreds 
and laid on by commeucing at each end and terminating at the center 
of the bow. The sinew is slightly twisted and dried before it is placed 
ontbebow. · 
"The glue used to fix the backing is obtained by boiling the gland 
of the lower jaw and the nose of the sturgeon. This is dried iu_ balls 
and preserved for use, and is prepared by simply dipping it in warm 
water a11d rubbing it on the wood. 
"The arrow shafts 'are usually made from the wood of the wild cur-
rant, and are worked to shape with a knife and tried by the eye. After 
roughing they are allowed to season and are then :finished. Any curves 
are taken out with a straightener, made of a piece of hard wood, spindle 
shaped and perforated in the middle. The arrow-beads used in war 
and for big game are usually made from flint and obsidian, and more 
recently of iron and steel. The :flakes for the stoue heads are knocked 
off by means of a pitching tool of a deer antler. The stone heads are 
made with a chipper composed of a crooked handle, to which is lashed 
* Maximilian, Travel8, London, 1843, p. 195, mention& tl18tt the Sioux l>ows are, 
~~~ . 
tJ. B. Dunba.r: The Pf'.wnee Indiana. 
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a short piece of antler precisely similar to those which I collected at 
Point Barrow. The work is belcl in the left hand on a pad and flaked 
(?ff by pressure with a tool in tbe right band in exactly the same man-
ner as I found the lnnnits doing in northern Alaska. 
"The bows made by these people are effective for game up to 50 or 
75 yards, and would inflict a serious wound at 100 yards. At 50 ya,rds 
the arrows will penetrate a deer from 5 to 10 inches. I never heard of 
one passing entirely through a deer.* 
"Eells says that "bows and arrows are used at present by the Twana 
in Washington state only as playthings, and am very poor; but form-
erly they were very common. The bows were about 3 feet long, and 
were made of yew wood, the strings of sinews or the intestines of r~c-
coons. The arrows were about 2½ feet long, were made of cedar, ~v1th 
feathered shafts, and points of stone, and of nails, after they obtamed 
them; and the quiver of wolf skin. Arrow-heads are sometimes ma_de 
of brass or iron, 2 or 3 inches long, half an inch wide, and v~ry thm, 
and also of very hard wood, 5 inches long, aud round. Som_et1mes, for 
birds, they are made of iron-wood, about 5 inches long, with two prongs, 
one of them being half an inch shorter than the other."t 
According t.o Capt. Wilkes the Klamet bows and arrows are made 
the first of yew about 3 feet long, flat, 1½ to 2 inches wide, backed with 
sinew and painted. The arrows are over 30 inches long, some -of close-
grained wood, a species of Spiraea, others of reed. Feathers are 5 to 8 
inches long. The barbed bead of obsidian is inserted in a fore shaft 3 
to 5 inches long. This is left in the wound. Shallow blood channels 
are sometimes cut in the shaft. The bow is held horizontally, braced 
by the thumb of the left hand and drawn by the thumb and three fin-
gers of right hand. The chest is thrown back and the rigllt leg for-
ward in shooting. Quivers are of deer, raccoon, or wild-cat skin ·+ · 
The Clallam bows were short and small, made of yew. The arrows 
were small and pointed with bone or iron.§ The Clallams are one of 
the Salishan tribes from whom Wilkes gathered many bows and 
arrows, now in the National Museum. The arrow shafts are of cedar, 
and have a large, bulbous nock, wrapped with birch bark. Some of 
them have two-barbed points of wood, bone, or metal. 
Bows of the Shushwap were formerly made c11iefly of wood of the 
iuniper (Juniperus occidentalis), named poontlp. They were al ' O ~orne-
times made of yew ( Taxus brevifolia), named skin-ik, though this tree 
i scarcely to be found in the Shushwap country. It i reported how-
ever to grow far up in the North Thompson Valley. The bowwa often 
cover d on it outer surface with the skin of a rattlesnake, which wa, 
glu don in th ame mauner which was customary among some of the 
tribe f th Great Plain . rrows were made of the wood of the ·erv-
ic b rry. rrow-head and pear-head were made of variou kind 
f t alwa : cbipp d.11 
r. H. ] ay. 
t R •v .• I. EC'll.. Haycl n's B1dl., 1877, 3,pp.7~-79. 
t 'f. Wilk .· , ,.Ya1'1'alire vol. v., p. 239. 
§ \V1lke , .\arrativP, 1v, ~9!J. 
II '' eorle of riti h oluml.,ia." G. r. 1)11,w ou, J?· 17, 
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"The native bow ia Vancouver's jsland is beautifully formed. It is 
generally made of yew or crab-apple wood, and is 3½ feet long, with 
about 2 inches at each eurl turned sharply backward from the string. 
The string is a piece of dried seal gut, deer sinew, or twisted bark. · 
The arrows about 20 inches long, and are made of pine or cedar, tipped 
with 6 inches of serrated bo11e, or with two unba,rred bone or ~rou 
prongs. I have never seen an Abt arrow with a barbed head." (Sproat's 
Scenes, p. 82.) 
"Having now, to a great extent, discarded the use of the traditional 
tomahawk a11d spear. Many of these weapons are, howe-ver, still pre-
served as hbirlooms among them." (Barrett-Lennards Trav., p. 42.) 
"No bows and arrows. Generally :fight band to hand, and not with 
missiles." (Fitzwilliam's Evidence, in Hudson Bay Co., R ipt., 1857, 
115.) * . 
"The arrows and spears in Puget Sound were usually 11o!nted with 
borie; tbe bows were of yew, and though short, were of great power. 
Vancouver describes a superior bow used at Puget Som1d. It was 
from 2½ to 3 feet long, made from a naturally curved piece of yew, 
whose conc~ve side became the convex of tbe bow, and to ttie whole 
leugth of this side a strip of elastic hide or serpent skin was attached 
so firml y by a kind of cement as to become almost a part of the wood. 
TLis lining added greatly to the strength of the bow, and was not affec-
ted by moisture. The bowstring was made of sinew." Vancouver's 
Voy., vol. 1, p. 253. 
''At Gray Harbor the bowR were somewhat more circular than else-
where." (Vancouver's Voy., vol. n, p. 84; ·Wilkes's Nar. in U. S. Ex-
ploring Expedition, pp. 14, 319; Kane's Wand., pp. 209, 210.) t 
Lieut. A lleu, U.S. Army, has described too excessive pains which the 
Copper River Indiaus bestow upon the fashioning and caring for their 
bows. Tllere are no first rate, tough, elastic woods near them. Birch 
and willow and such soft i:,pecies are the only stock in trade. And yet, 
by dint of heatiug or toasting, boiling, greasing, and rubbing down 
they convert these poor materials into exJellent arms. It is here that 
th e wooded wrist gua,rd or bridge is attached to the grip on the inside. 
The Hong Kutchin Indians (Athapascan family) closely allied with 
Lieut. Allen's people, make their bows of wil1ow aft.er the same pains-
taki11 g fashion, and their arrows of pine. The bows are almost straight, 
a nd. in order to prevent t,he string from facernting the wrist they do not 
wear a wrist guard, but Jasll a bit of wood to the inside of the- grip ( see 
Plate n). Tbe Kutchin tribes all use a similar bow, bnt do without the 
guard. The quiver is simply a bag of skin worn under the left arm. 
It 1rn,R two loops for the bow and the arrows are inserte.d not~h down. t 
"The arrow-b eads of the Kutchin are of bone for wild fowl, or bone 
tipped. with iron for moose or deer; the bow is · about 5 feet Jong, and . 
that of the Hong-Kutchin is furnished with a small piece of woo<l 3 
iucheR long by 12" broad, and nearly 2 thick, which prQjects close to the 
part grasped by the hand.. This piece catclies the string and prevents 
it from striking the l1and, for the bow is not bent much. There are no 
imlividuab whose t r ade is to make spears, bows, 01· arrows." 
• See Bancroft, Native Races, vol. r, p. 188. 
t id. 214-215. 
i Jones, Srnithsonian Report, 1866, pp. 322, 324. 
6,.., 8 N n l On,Tl AMERICAN BOWS,_ ARROWS, AND QUIVERS. 
"The Kutchin st1ll · retain the bow, which is of tbe same shape 
through all the tribes, with the exception of the small guard in the 
Bong-Kutchin bow, mentioned before. The quiver is the same, and 
worn under the left arm; it, is furnished with two small loops to hold 
the bow, thus leaving the bunter both bands free to use bis gun. The 
arrows are placed iu the quiver with the notch downwards. The Kut-
chin are not expert with the bow; no doubt they were better shots 
before firearms were introduced among them. The bow is made of willow 
and will not send an arrow with suffident force to kill a deer more than 
from 50 to GO yards. The arrows are made of pine."* 
Father Morice say1:; that "the only pursuit for which our ·nene may be 
said to have been amply provided with home-made implements was 
war and its allied occupation, bunting. The offensive weapons in use 
among them were arrows, spears, lances? and casse-tetes. 
•• The only really polished stone implement of Dene manufacture 
was the eGlelh or casse tete. The specimen illustrated is of a hard gtau-
ite stone. A variety of that ,veapon, similar in form, but more elon-
gated (being at least twice as long) was usua,lly made of cariboo born. 
"Apart from the common arrows, the Carriers made use of two other 
varieties of missiles of Sekanais origin. The beads of both kinds were 
made from cariboo horn. The :first of these, called lcrcwhaenkwae~h (cut 
arrow) by the Carriers, was conical in form and not less than 6 mches 
fa length. 'l'he broader extremity thereof was hollowed out to receive 
a wooden shaft which served to dart it off from t1rn bow like a common 
ai·row, with this difference, however, that when in motion the h~rn point 
detached itself from the shaft. This projectile was deadly, and rnteuded 
only for use.aga.iBst an enemy or for killing large game. To shoots_maller 
game, snch as grouse, rabbits, etc., they bad recourse to a cur10usly-
wrougbt triple arrow bead consisting of three flat pieces of bone or born 
triangular in sbape and not unlike the feathers on a sea-_otter ar_row. 
These plates were seized to the arrow shaft in several places by srnew 
passing through the plates and around the wood. ':I1be manner of fast-
ening to the Rhaft was Rimilar to that delineated in Morfoe's fig. _14." 
The knives were ordinarily made of the common arrow-head fl.int, but 
those of "beaver teeth were more esteemed.. 
"Their arrow, common arrow l1eads, were of two kinds, bone and 
flint. 'l'be first were made of tbe front teeth of the beaver, r:educed 
b_y scra.ping to the required shape. They were reputed the most e~ec-
t~ve. Flint arrow-heads were of different sizes, forms, and _:materi_a1. 
'Ibey are produced in Morice's paper for the sake of companson with 
tho,' e u. ed by the mound-builclers of Illinois and other States of the 
Amer\can Uuiou with which they will be fouud identical in sliape an~ 
rn_aterial , though a distance of at least 2,000 miles separate the Abon-
gmes who made them. He says the 'two marked .A and B may be 
deH •ribed a the typical arrow-head. of the Western D neR, and are of 
t1!' blackiRh resona11t flint, generally u _ed in tlrn fabrication of ab~ri-
gmal w aponR. U and D are compo ·ed of a semi-translucent blm h 
ari ty of , il~teou. , tone not so co1nmon and consequently more prized 
tl1a1: tlt nlrnary arrow-flint. E repr ent' the mo, t beautiful of all 
th~ I n arrow-h ad: iu my po' . Rion. It ha' b n ingeniou, ly 
cl_np d fr m a l1ard cry follin ,·pecie of dillt and it form and fini 'h 
~1. ·pla vid 11 • . • of. I , Lould . ay, x ·1·ptioually goo<l workman, ~ip. 
l ar aL:o t rm d of a whi i, h ilieeou,· pebb] · but tbe pornt 
h r with arc• a. a ml, of a ra h r rough d ·ripti n. 
"J n •i;, . R. 1 66, p. 324.. 
NOR.TH AM~RiCAN BOWS,. ARROWS, ANb QUIVERS-: 619 
"The regular hunting or war bow of the Tse'kehne was of .mountain 
maple (Acer glabrum, Tow) and 5½ feet or more in length. The edges, 
both inner and outer, were smoothened over so as to permit of strips of 
unplaited sinew being twisted around to insure therefor the necessary 
strength. These pieces of sinew were fastened on with a glue obtained 
from the sturgeon sound, which also did service for all kinds of gluing 
purposes amoug each of the three tribes, while still in their prehistoric 
period. The central part of the bow, which was so thick as to appear 
almost rectangular, was finally covered with a iissue of difiere11tly-
tinged porcupine quills. 
•' Great care was taken to obtain a bow-string impermeable to snow 
and rain. With this object in view, delicate threads of sinew were 
twisted together and afterwards rubbed over with sturgeon glue. 
This first string was then gradually strengthened by additional sinew 
threads twisted around the first and main cord, each overlaying of 
sinew being thoroughly saturated with glue. Finally when .the string 
had attained a sufficient thickness for efficient service it was repeat-
edly rubbed over with gum of the black pine (Abies balsa1nea). 
'' A less elaborate bow (fig. 31) is still to this very day in use among 
the Tse'kebne in connection with . the blunt arrow already mentioned. 
It is of seasoned willow ( Salix longifolia), and being devoid of any 
sinew backing or other strengthening device, its edges are more angular . 
than those of fig. 30. Its string consists merely of a double line of 
cariboo skin slightly twisted together. The 8pecimen :figured above 
measures 4 feet 10 inches; . . 
"The Carrier bow was never much more than 4 feet in length, and 
the wooden part of it was invariably juniper (J. occidentalis). Jn:-,tead 
of being twisted around as in the Tse'kebi:J.e bow, tbe threads of sinew 
were glued on the back after tlic fashion of the Eskimo bow, with this 
difference, however, that in · the Carrier weapon the sinew was not 
plaited. When a layer of thin sinew strips had been fastened length-
wise on the entire back of the bow, it was allowed to dry, after which 
others were successively added until the desired strength had been 
obtained. A process analogous to that whereby the Tse'kehne bow-
string was made was followed iu cording the string of the Carriel' bow."* 
"The most powerful as well a,s most artistie weapon is the bow. 
It is made of beech or spruce in three pieces, curving in opposite 
direction, and ingeniously bound by twis ted sinews, ~o as to give the 
greatest possible strength. Arrows, as well as spears, lanceR, and 
darts, are of whjte sp111ce, and pointed with bone, ivory, fl.int, and 
slate. 
"They have two sorts of bows, arrows pointed with iron, fl.int, and 
bone, or blunt for birds. (Simpson Nar., 123.) 
"They ascended the Mackenzie in former times as far as the Ram-
parts. to obtain ·flinty slate for lance and arrow-points. (Richardson's 
Jour. , voJ. r, p. 213.) 
'·One weapon was a w;1Jrus tooth fixed to the end vf a wooden staff. 
(Beechey's Voy., vol. r, p. 343.) · 
"At Coppermine River arrows are pointed with slate or copper. 
(Hearne's Travels, pp. 161-169.") t 
" Fa.ther A. G. Morice, Trans. Crmcul. Inst., Toront,o, 1894, rv, 58, 59. 
t See Bancroft, N. R. vol. r, :p. 59. 


EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXX VII. 
THE MAKING AND MOUNTING OF AN ARROW POINT. 
FIG. 1. Knocking off chips from a core of obsidian by means of the stone hammer 
and pitching tool of antler; one person operath1g. 
FIG. 2. Knocking off chips from a core of obsidian by means of the stone hammer 
and pitching to0l of antler; two persons operating. 
FIG. 3. Pressing off flakes from a blade of siliceous stone by means of the bone flaker, 
the operator holding the blade against the ball of the thumb and press-
ing from him. 
FIG. 4. Pressing off flakes from a blade of siliceous stone by means of a bone flaker, 
the operator holding the blade on the palm of the hand and pressing 
downward. Frequently the hand is gloved or a bit of rawhide is first laid 
upon the palm. 
FIG. 5. Pressing off flakes from a bit of siliceous stone by means of the bone flaker, 
the operator holding the block upon a bit of wood with his left hand and 
pressing downward with the right. This is a very effectual mode of work-
ing. 
FIG. 6. Fastening the arrowhead upon the shaft by means of a :filameut of moist 
sinew. The shaft is held firmly under the left arm for a bearing, held 
and revolYed by the left hand, and the moist :filament of sinew is held 
tight and guided by the right hand. 
Smithsoni an Report, 1893 . 
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THE MAKING AND MOUNTING OF AN ARROW-POINT. 
(After Holmes and Hough. ) 
PLATE XXXVII. 
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RXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVIII. 
MATERIALS OF THE A1rnow-MAKER. 
This plate shows the typical collection of material as it is prepared for use by the 
Hupa arrow-maker (Athapascan stock), northern California. The same outfit would 
do for any other craftsman of this class throughout the temperate regions of North 
America, only the form of the tool would be changed. 
Fm. 1. THE SHAFT. A simple twig or rod or switch of auy suitable wood. If the 
pith be thick, the rod is treated much as a reed. If it lle meager the twig 
may be whittled away at certain parts to change the form. Among certain 
tribes the a.rrow shafts are made of sections split from iarge sticks. 
J<..,IG, 2. THE POINT. The material is as varied as stone with conchoidal fracture 
may be. Spalls are struck off a.nd made into a.rrowheads by a multitude 
of processes explained in the text. 
FIG. 8. StNEW FOR SEIZING. The :figure shows its appeanwce as it is dried and 
saved up for future use. 
Fw. ·L GUM. The exudations from trees or glue from fish or animal substances used 
to hold the feather to the shaft, the head in its place, or to smear over the 
sinew seizing to give it a smooth and homogeneous appearance. 
Fm. 5. PAINT MORTAR. The paint mortars of the American aborigines are uiscoidal 
stones usually, with a shallow cavity. In this cavity ochers and other 
paint substances are ground, mixed with the grease of animals or with 
water, and used in decorating both bows and arrows. 
Fw. 6. FEATHERS. The plume is stripped off with a small portion of the midrib, 
seized to the shaft, and trimmed in many ways. 
S mithsonian Report, 1893 . PLATE XXXVIII. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXCX. 
TOOL8 OF THl<~ AKROW-MAKF.R . 
. This plate shows the tools of the arrow-maker. 
:Fm. 1. SHAFT STRAIGHTENER. The example :figured is from the Hupa (Athapascan) 
tribe of California. It is a piece of yew ten inches long, spindle-shaped 
and having an oblong hole through the middle. The arrow shaft is drawn 
through the hole and straightened by pressure on the ends of the tool. 
:Fm. 2. THE GLUE STICK~ which is simply a bit of wood having one end covered with 
glue, used like a tinner's soldering iron. 
FIGS. 3 and 4. AIUtOWHEAD CHIPPERS. Showing :the primitive method of joining 
the working parts to the handle. One point is a bit of bone, th~ other a 
rod of soft iron, :which in this exaµiple replaces oue of bone or antl_et. 
Fm. 5. THE PITCHING TOOL. A column of antler used like a cold chisel in knocking 
off spalls or flakes or blades by means of some kind of hammer. 
FIGS. 6 and 7. RASPING AND POLISHING STONES. All the American tribes used coarse 
sandstone for wood rasps, and in the making of arrow shafts cut grooves in 
the rasp to give rotundity to the wood. The polishing was done with :finer 
sandstone, shagreen, siliceous grass, etc. 
FIG. 8. GLUE SHELL. An implement made of muscle shell worn over the :finger and 
employed in smoothing down glue and sinew on bows and arrows. 
Fm. 9. SAW. In this example an old case ·knife blade, . hacked on the edge. In 
primitive times wood saws were made of chipped siliceous stone. 
Sm ithson ian Report, 1893 . 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XL . 
THE PARTS OF AN ARROW. 
The dissected a.rrow is shown in such fashion that the parts of a, highly complex 
example may be understood. 
A COMPLETE ARROW. Foreshafted t;vpe, found among the tribes of Oregon and 
northern California. 
The ideas made specially prominent are: 
Fm. 1. The method of inserting the foresha.ft into the end of the sbaft. 
FIG. 2. The attachment of the head to the barb piece by dia,gonal lashing of sinew 
and the union of the stone bead with the barb piece of° bone attached to 
the foreshaft. 
FIG. 3. The laying on of the feathering in one example having what is called the 
"rifling" of the arrow. 
FIG. 4-. The foreshaft before the head is attached, showing especially the neat man-
ner of its union with the shaft. 
Fm. 5. The painted bands or ribands of the shaftment, called by a variety of names. 
l<~IG. 6. The relation of the nock to the pithy wood of the shaft. 
Smithsonian Report , 189 3. PLATE XL 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLI. 
ARROWS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND ARIZONA. 
FIG. 1. SHAl!'T of reed. Foreshaft, a rod of bard wood inserted into the end of the 
shaft, w llich is tapered down and seized with sinew. Head, of jasper 
insertecl into a deep notch in the end of the foreshaft and held in place by 
diagonal lashings of einew and mesquite gum. Feathers, three, seized at 
the ends with sinew. Shaft, 26½ inches ; foreshaft, 7½ inches. 
Cat. No. 11783. U.S. N. M. Mold Indians, Arizona. Collected liy Bureau of Eth-
nology. 
NoT~.-The Moki Indians are of Shoslwnean stock, live in pueblos, and use the 
Mohave type of arrows. 
Fm. 2. SHAFT, of reed. Foreshaft, a rod of Lard wood inserted iuto the end of the 
shaft and seized with sinew . Head of chalcedony, triangular, inserted into 
a ·" saw cut'' at the end of the foreshaft, and held in place by mesquit gum 
laid on so as t.o form au unbroken surface between the foreshaft and the 
head. The end of the foreshaft is seized with sinew. Shaftment ornamented 
with a band of red aud a spiral band in black. Nock, cylindrical. Notch, 
U-sbaped. Feathers, three, seized with untwisted si_new. Length, 37 
inches. 
Cat. No. 1796, U. S. N. M. Mob a Ye Indian,;, southern CaW:orni-tl. Collootetl. by 
Edwartl. Palmer. 
NOTE,__.:._To the right of this example is shown a shorter type of feathering and 
ornamented shaftment by the same tribe. 
FIG. 3. SHA.FT, rod of hard wood. Head made from a piece of au old pair of scissors 
inserted into the split end of the shaft. Feathers, three, lashe<l at the 
ends with sinew. Nock spreading, and notch a long deep incision. Length 
of arrow, 25 inches. 
Mohave Indians. 
Noni: .-This arrow, though acc~·edited to the Mohave Ind ians, belongs to a much 
more northern type, and if properly labeled by the collector shows the effect of com-
merce and migration. 
FIG. 4. SHAFT, a rod of hard wood. Shaftment daubed with 1,ands of red paint. 
F eathers, three, fastened at the ends with sinew. The nock is cylindrical. 
The notch, parallel sided. Foreshaft short, of har·<l wood, inserted neatly 
into the end of the shaft and daubed with brown paint. Head, ofbottle-
glass, inserted slightly into the foreshaft and held in place b y a diagon3.l 
seizing of sinew. Total leugth , 34½ inches. 
Cat. No. 128431, U. S.;.; . M. Yuma Indians. Collected liy Col. Jawes St,orn11:;ou. 
FIG. 5. SHAFT, of reed. The shaftment is ornamented with two bands of red paint 
connected by longitudinal stripes. Feathers, three, seized with sinew. 
ock, cylindrical. The sides of the notch are made p amllel b y cutting 
into the reed on either side and splitting out a little piece. The point and 
foreshaft of thi · a rrow are one, m3,de of a piece of hard wood inserted into 
the reed-shaft and seir,ed with sinew, and at the other extremity sharpened 
to a loner tapering point. Length of shaft, 2 feet 1¾ inches; foroshaft, 12 
in h s. 
Cat. o. 76176, . S. N. M. ocopa Indiam1, Mexico . Collected liy Edw.ird Palmer. 
1 ; , 6 . .'HAFT, of re d. F reshaft, square bit of mesquite wood iu erted into the 
ncl ftbe haft and· iz d with sin w. Feather , thre , la bed with inew 
at th ud . haftmeut rnamented with a band of red. This peclrnen 
i. rnd l y mad showing a deg n rate art. L ngth of shaft, 28 incbe ; 
fore haf, 10 inch s. 
· l. Yaquis Iu<liau~. Collected 1,y EllwMd Palru r. 
Smithsonian Report , 1893. PLATE XLI. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLA TE XLII. 
ARROWS OF THE PUEBLO REGION AND SOUTI-IWESTE.RN UNITED STATES, 
:Fm. 1. SHAFT, a small stem or twig, with very shallow and sinuous shaft streaks, 
Feathers, three, loosely held on and seized at either end with sinew. At 
the edges of the shaftment are hands of brown and biack. The nock is 
slightly spreadiug. The notch is U-shaped. Point, of iron, leaf-shaped 
and slender, the tang inserted in a notch at the end of the shaft and seized 
with sinew. This arrow, like most of those collected frorn this tribe,i 
very coarsely made. Total length of shaft, 24½ inches. 
Cat. No. 75678, U. S. N. M . Zuni Indians. Collecterl by James Stcve11~011. 
FIG. 2. SHAFT, of' reed. Foreshaft, a twig, perhaps of greasewood Ret into the 
end of the reed of the shaft and seized with sinew. The stone bead is 
sagittate, let into the head of the foreshaft, and fastened first with sinew 
and then covered with gum. The whole foreshaft is covered with dark 
gum. Feathers, three, seized at the ends with sinew and trimmed down 
along the margins. It is possible that these reed arrows of the Oraibi 
are derived from the Mohave or Apache further south. Length, shaft, 24 
inches; foreshaft, 12 inches. 
Cat. No. 11780, U. S. N. M. Hopi or Moki pueblo of Oraibi (Shosboneau) .Arizona. 
Collected by J. W. Powell. 
Fiu. 3. SHAFT, of twig; shaft streaks very wavy and crowded. In comparison 
with the size of the arrow the feathers are very wide and conspicuous. 
They are laid close to the shaftment and are seized with sinew. The nock 
is slightly expanding. Notch, angular; head of jasper, small, inserted 
into the end ot the shaft and seized with a diagonal lashing of si;new, 
which passes also once transversely. Total length, 26 inches. Especial 
attention is called to the existence of the reed arrow (fig. 2) and tlrn sim-
ple arrow in the same pueblo. 
Cat. No. 22594, U. S. N. M. Hopi or Moki Indians, .Arizona. Uollectecl by Maj. 
J. W. Powell. 
FIG. 4. SHAFT, a single rod bluntly pointed at tl.ie bead and seized with sinew. 
Feathers, three, ueatly seized with sinew at the fore end and by seven 
narrow bands of sinew behind. The feathers are far from the nock, which 
is also bound with sinew. This type of feathering is rare in America. 
Length, 30 inches. 
FIG. 5. 
Cat. No. 165573, U. S. N. M. Pima I11clians, Salaclo Valley, .Arizona. Collecte<l 
by F. Webl> Hodge. 
This arro,Y is similar to that showu in fig . 4, but differing from it in havi_n 11 
a small stone head wrapped crosswise, in having the feathers nearer ihe 
nock, and in the omission of the intervening wrappino- of sinew on the 
f; atb r. 
· Cat. o. 76021, . S. . M. Puno In<liaus. Collected by Dr. Edward Palmer. 
Smithsonian Report , 1893. PLATE XLII. 
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EXPLANATION OP PLAT E XLIII. 
ARROWS OF APACHE TRIBES, SOUTHWESTERN UNITED STATES. 
FIG. 1. The shaft is of osier, with shaft streaks nearly straight. Shaftment taper-
ing backwards and banded with red and green paint. Nock, swallow-tail 
shaped. Feathers, three, seized at their ends with sinew and extending 
off from the shaft at the middle. The front part of the feathering is orna-
mented with tufts of down. The delicate blade of iron forming the bead 
is inserted into a "saw cut" in the end of the shaft and seized with sinew. 
·Total length, 25½ inches. 
Cat. No. 6964, U .S. N. M . Comanche Indians, of Texas. Collected byDr.E.Palmer, 
U.S.Army. 
FIG. 2. SHAFT, of reed. The shaftment is ornamented with bands of red and black. 
Feathers, three, seized with sinew. Notch, parallel-sided. The foresbaft, 
of hard wood, fits into the end of the reed shaft and is seized with sinew. 
It is daubed with brown paint. Head, of jasper, incurved at the base and 
notched on the sides. It is inserted into the end of the foreshaft and fast-
ened by a diagonal seizing of sinew and further secured by mesquite gum. 
Total length of shaft, 37½ inches. 
Cat. No. 5519, U.S. N. M. .Apache Indians, of A rizona. Collected by Dr. Edward 
Palmer. 
FIG. 3. SHAFT, of rhns, painted red. Feathers, three, seized with sinew, standing 
off from the sbaftment. The nock is cylindrical and- the notch is rectan-
gular. Read, of old hoop iron, inserted in a notch in the end of the slrnft 
and seized with sinew. This specimen is ver y roughly made. The total 
length of the shaft is 25 inches. 
Cat. No. 25512, U. S. N. M. Apache Indians. Collected by Dr . .r. B. White, U. • 
Army. 
FIG. 4-. SHAFT, of hard wood. Iron head let in at the end of the shaft. Feathers, 
three, seized with sinew. Sh aft painted hlue. Shaftment bound with 
yellow, blue, and r ed streaks. Length, shaft, 2 feet 4 inches. 
Cat. No. 130307,' U. S. N . M. Apache Indians, Athapascan stock, Arizona. Col-
lected by Dr. T . C. Scantling, U.S . .Army. 
FIG. 5. SHAFT, of osier. Has three shaft streaks, two nearly straight and one a wavy 
line. The shaftment is ornamented with bands of red and blue. Feather 
three, attach ed at their ends by a seizing of sinew and glued to the shaft. 
Near the seizing is a bunch of downy feathers, left for the purpose of orna-
mentation. Nock, widely spr ead. Notch, angular. The b ead is a taper-
ing blade of iron, a portion of which, with the tang, is inserted into a'' aw 
cut" and neatly seized with sinew. Total length, 27 inches. 
l?IG. 6. This arrow i similar to No. 5 A exceptincr a little ornamentation on the 
front of t he shaft. Total length, 24½ inches. 
0TE.-Both of these arrows are perfect of their kind, It is difficult to con ei,e 
bow !l- more deadly missile cou ld be made. 
Cat. No. A and B 150450, U.S. N. M. ~11,vajo l11qi11,np. Collected by Dr. Wa bin 
wn Ma.tttiew I u . . ' µm-,. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. PLATE XLIII. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLIV. 
ARROWS FROM VARIOUS TRIBES OF THE GREAT INTERIOR BASIN. 
Frn. 1. SHAFT, of rhus. Shaftment painted with red and browu paint. .Feathers, 
three, laid on close to the shaftment ancl neatly seized with sinew. The 
nock is cylindrical and the notch U-shaped. Head, of chalcedony, in-
serted into a shallow notch at the end of the sbaftment, seized with sinew, 
and afterward cemented with mesquite gum. This is a beautifully made 
specimen. Total length of shaft, 27 inches. 
Cat. No. 14699, U. S. N. M. Piute Indians. Collected b y Major .r. W. Powell. 
FIG. 2. SHAI?T, of hard wood, trimmed down. Head, of hoop iron, fastened on with 
lashing of thread. Feathers, three, seized with sinew, glued down and 
trimmed along the margins. Nock, swallow-tailed, and the feathering 
extends beyond the nock. Length, shaft, 2 feet 3 inches. 
Cat. No. 131238, U.S. N. M. Shoshonean. Collected by G. Brown Goode. 
FIG. 3. Gambling arrow of the Apache Indians. Shaft, painted blue; three tolerably 
straight blood streaks. Feathers, three, seized w ith sinew. Nock in form 
of swallow's t ail. Notch, acute angular. The point of wood is a continua-
tion of the shaft, triangular in cross-section. The ornamentation on the 
point consists of lozenge-shaped cavities and furrows filled with red and 
blue paint. In a series of these arrows no two are ornamented exactly 
alike. Used in diviqation and gambling. Mr . Frank H. Cushing connects 
the divination by throwing a bunch of these arrows with the position of 
the arrows in the Assyria,n cuneiform inscriptions. 
Cat. No. 73268, U.S. N. M. Apache Indians. Collected by G. H. Leigh . 
:Fm. 4. A rude unfinished arrow with shaft unstraightmrnd. Three feathers loosely 
attached to the shaft with sinew, the whole showing the degeneration of 
the art of arrow~making in ceremonial usages. 
Cat. No. 1496, U . S. N. M. 
·FIG. 5. H AFT, of rhus. F eathers, three, seized with sinew. Nock, cylindrical; 
notch, angulal', There is no head. L ength, 23-½ inches. 
Cat. No. 22287, U. 8. N. M. Bannock Indians, Idaho. Collected b;v W. H. Danilson. 
FIG. 6. SHAFT, of osier. Blood streaks, slightly wavy. Feathers, three, seized with 
sinew . It is difficult to say whether they were formerly glued t o the shaft-
ment or not. Sbaftment, cylindrical. Notch, angular. Head of iron in-
serted into the end of the shaft and sei:i:ed with sinew. In other speci-
mens from the same tribe stone h ads are found fastened on with a diagonal 
lashing of sinew. Total length, 26 inche . 
Cat.· o. 9048, U. . . M. Snake Indians, Idaho. Collected by Dr. '. Moffat. 
Smithsonian Report , 1893. PLATE XLIV. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLV. 
ARROWS OF CADDOAN TRIBES, TEXAS AND NORTHWARD. 
FIG. 1. A simple rod or twig from which the arrow shaft is made. It was collected 
from one of the Indian tribes in the buffalo-hunting regions, and might 
have been the groundwork of any of the arrows upon this and the pre-
ceding plate. 
FIG. 2. THE SHAFT of this arrow is a twig of osier; the shaft streaks two, straight. 
The shaftment is banded with blue, green, r ed, and yellow. Feathers 
three, laid on flat and seized with sin ew at th e ends. The edges are shorn, 
so as to give the arrows a neat appearance. The nock is spreading; 
notch, angular. Head, leaf-shaped, of hoop iron, inserted into a deep notch 
at the end of the shaft and seized wit h sinew. Total length of shaft, 27½ 
inches. 
Cat . No. 8461, U.S. N. M. Tonkawa Indians, Texas. Collected by Dr. McElclerry, 
U.S. Army. 
FIG. 3. SHAFT, a slender rod of hard wood. F eath ers, t hree, held in place by seiz-
ing with sinew and trimmed straight on t he edge. Nock expanding ancl 
blood streaks straight and zigzag. Len gth, 2 feet 1 inch. 
Cat. No. 6965, U . S. N. M. Wichita Indians, Caddoan stock. Collected by E. 
Palmer . 
Fm. 4. SIIAFT, of hard wood; head let into the end of t he shaft and seized with sinew. 
Feathers, three, long, and glued down and seized smoothly at the ends 
with sinew. Nock, fi sh-tail. Shaft streak A, three in number, deep and 
sinuous. L ength of shaft, 2 feet 1 inch. 
Cat . No. 130795, U. S. N . M. Pawnee Indians, Cadcloa1J stock, N ebraska. 'ollected 
by E. F. Bernard . 
FIG. 5. SHAFT, a delicate twig, with blood streaks consi ting of wavy furrow , 
F eathers, three, seized down with sinew and gl1,1ed to the shaftment. 
Edge trimmed so as to form parallel lines. The front of the shaftment i 
ornamented with broad green bands. The shaftment is trimmed away at 
its extremity so as t o leave tho nock a cylindrical bulb. 'l'he notch is U-
shaped. The bead is a blade of iron inserted into a "saw cut" at the end 
of the shaft. The t a ng is serrat ed along t he b arb, securing the more effec-
tual fastening f t h e head. Total length of haft , 25 inch . 
'at. :Xo. 129873, r . S . • ' . M. P awn e Indians. Coll cted b y II. M . Cre l. 
PLATE XLV. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
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EX PLAN A'l'ION OF PLATE XLVI. 
SI0UAN ARROWS, DAKOTA TRIBES. 
FIG. 1. SHAFT, of osier. Shaftment, banded with red. Feathers, three, seized with 
sinew at the eud and shorn neatly on the outer edges. Near the nock of 
the arrow is an 9rnamental feather in the feathering, produced by leaving 
the plume on both sides of the rib of the feather for about an inch, so that 
the arrow at this point appears to have six feathers. The nock is slightly 
·spreading; notch, U-shaped. No head. Total length of shaft, 27¾ inches. 
Cat. No. 21286, U. S. N. M. Sioux Indians, Minnesota. Collected by° Rev. Geo. 
Ainslie. 
FIG. 2. On this arrow a pyramidal piece.of bone serves for a head, and tbe sbaftment 
is striped with blue and red. This specimen is figured for the purpose of 
showing oddities of form since the adoption of the rifle. Neither of these 
arrows, probably, was ever used. Among the Plains Indians the iron 
arrowhead was introduced many years ago, and samples with stone heads 
are extremely rare and quite open to suspicion. Length, 24 inches. 
Cat. No. 8439, U.S. N. M. Sioux Indians, Fort Berthold. Collected by Drs. Gray 
and Matthews, U.S. Army. 
Fm. 3. SHAFT, a rod of osier; blood streaks, very jagged. Feathers, three, seized 
with sinew, loosely wrapped, glued to the sbaftment, and there are streaks 
of blue paint drawn between the featherings. The nock is bulbous; the 
notch is widely angular. Head, of chalcedony, notched on the sides an<l 
glued into a notch in the end of the shaft. The seizing is gone from this 
arrow, but the notches in the side of the head, as well a~ the clean appear-
ance ot the shaft, indicate that it was once present. 
:Fw. 4. SHAFTMENT, a delicate rod of osier; blood streaks, wavy. Shaftment tapering 
toward the nock. Feathers, tlu:ee, seized at the end with si~ew and stand-
ing off from the shaftment. Nock, slightly expanding; notch, swallow-
tail-shaped. Head, a piece of wire driven into the end of the shaft, very 
neatly seized with sinew, and sharpened at the point. Length, 26 inches. 
Cat. No. 2466, U.S. N. M . Sioux Indians. Collected by Dr. Washington Matthewij, 
U.S.Army. 
FIG. 5. 'UA.l<"l', of osier. Shaftment, banchid with re<l. Feathers, three, seized at 
ach end with sinew and glued. The nock is swallowtail-shape<l; notch, 
angular. In the arrows of the Sionx the nock i8 usually very much 
wid necl out at the extremity, iriving the warrior a :firm grip in releasing. 
Head, of obsidian, rudely chipped and inserte<l into the notch in the end 
of the b.aft. In the companion to this arrow tho blood streaks are slightly 
jagg cl. Th head is of white jasper and the feather i 10-½ inches long. 
L ngth, 24. inches. Length of feath r , 10 inches. 
Cat. o. 8439, . . N. M. Sioux: Indian . Coll ctetl l,y Gray aucl Matth w , C 
Army. 
Smithsonian Report , 1893 . 
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EXPLANATION OF PL ATE XL VII. 
SIOUAN ARROWS, NEBRASKA AND DAKOTA. 
FIG. 1. SHAFT, of osier. The shaftment is decorated with alternate bands of red, 
blue, and yellow. The sbaftment is cut away at t he outer end so as to 
leave the nock a projecting cylinder and give a better grip to the fingers 
in discharging the arrow. Notch, U-sh aped. The head, a slender blade 
of iron let into a "saw cut" in the end of the shaft, the two lips of this cut 
being shaved down neatly so as to form no impediment to the progress of 
the arrow. This is a very delicate and effective weapon. The iron blade 
is slightly barbed at the base. Length of shaft, 26 inches. 
Cat. No. 76831, U. S. N . M. Sioux Indians, Nebrf,tska. Collected by Governor 
Furness. 
FIG. 2. SHAFT, of hard wood. Shaftment ornamented with yellow and red bands. 
Feathers, seized with sinew, held 'on spirally, and glued to the shaftment. 
It is difficult to say whether this spiral arrangement was designed to make 
the arrow spin through the air. Authorities differ on this point, and the 
object of direct flight at close range would be more than canceled by the 
disadvantage of untangling a revolving arrowhead in the hair of the buffalo 
or deer. The nock is bulbous; notch, angular. Head, a diamond-shaped 
blade of sheet iron, inserted into the end of the shaft, and seized with sinew. 
Length of feathers, 7½ inches; total length of shaft, 26 inches. 
·cat. No_. 131356, U. S. N. M. Collected by Mrs. A. C. Jackson. 
:Frn. 3. SHAFT, of hard.wood; point of iron', long triangle, inserted into the saw cut in 
the head and seized with sinew. Feathers, three; glued on, seized at the 
ends with sinew and trimmed down. The shaftment is ornamented with 
a blue band. The nock is fish-tail p attern. Shaft streaks sinuous. Other 
arrows from this same tribe have different colored bands in the shaftment. 
Length of shaft, 2 feet 3 inches. 
Cat. No. 8418, U . S. N. M . Gros Ventres, Siouan stock. Collected by Dr. Matthews, 
U.S. Army. 
FIG. 4. Blood streaks, quite straight. Feathers, three, glnecl to the shaft, and seized 
with sinew. The strips of sinew with which the Sioux Indians lash their 
featherings are much broader than those used by the West Coast Indians, 
and very often are laid on like an open spiral or coil. The feathers are 
shorn. Nock,spreading; notch, shallow. Head, diamond-sh ap ed, the mar-
gins of the inner half being filed like a saw. The head is inserted in the 
end of the shaft and seized with sinew. Total length of shaft1 25 foches. 
Cat. No. 23736, U. S. N. M. Sioux Indian s, Devil 's Lake. ollected by Paul Beck· 
with. 
FIG. 5. Example of arrows from the Sioux Indians by the U . S. ·weather Bureau. 
This large number of arrows promiscuously gathered afford an excellent 
opportunity for studying the lines within which the bands and tribes of 
the same family vary their arrows. The shafts are all slender, made of 
hard wood. ome have shaft streaks, others none. They vary also in the 
number of streaks on the shaft and their form, whether straight, sinuous, 
or zigzag. The e arrows differ al o in the length and form of the point , 
in the length, attachment, and ornamentation of the feath r, but all have 
th wid fish-tail nock, and this seems to b e an unvarying quality in ioux 
arro, s. 
at. To. 154-016, . , . . L ' ioux Indians, iouan stock. Collected by :M. :M. 
Raz n. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893 . 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE X LVIII. 
ARROWS OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA AND OREGON 
FIG. 1. SHAFT, beautifully smoothed. Shaftruent painted deep red. Feathers, three, 
g lued on, and delicately seized at either end with sinew. The ends of 
. the feathers project_at least an inch beyond the notch. The nock is cylin-
drical; notch, U-shap~d. Head, of obsidian, leaf-shaped, wjth notches near 
the hase, let into a notch at the end of the shaft, seized with sinew and 
transparent glue. Total length of shaft, 31½ inches. 
Cat. No.2807, U.S. N .M. Oregonindians. Collected byLieut.Wilkes, U.S. Navy. 
FIG. 2. SHAJ!'T, of rhus. Shaftmen t, striped with black, red, and brown. J<.,eathers, 
seized at the end with sinew, standing off from the shaftment, and shorn 
quite close to the midrib. Nock, cylindrical; notch, U-sbaped . Foreshaft, 
of bard wood, painted red, sharpened, inserted into the end of the shaft, 
and seized with sinew. Head, an extremely delicate point of obsidian, 
triangular, inserted into a notch in the end of the shaft, and seized with 
sinew diagonally l aid on notches on the sides of the arrowhead. Total 
l ength of shaft, 30 inches. 
Cat. No. 15127, U . S. N. M. Northern Califomia. Collecteil by Wm. Rieb. 
FIG. 3. SHAFT, a slender twig ofrhus, striped with red and blu e at its upper extrem-
ity. The shaftment is ornamented with zigzag lines in the same colors. 
Feathers, thrne, glued to the shaftment and seized at either end with sinew. 
Nock, cylindrical; notch, very slight. Head, of obsidian, slender, s2gittate 
in form; _the tang inserted ju a slit at the extremity of the shaft and seized 
with sinew. This shaft has a barb of very narrow regular grooves around 
the upper extremity, as though produced by a lathe. This feature is com-
mon to many California arrows. Total length of shaft, 29 inches. 
Cat. No. 126517, U. S. N. M. Hupa Indians, California. Collected by Capt. P.H. 
Ray, U . S . .Army. 
Frn. 4. SHAFT, a rod. Shaftment, striped with green. Feathers, three, seized at 
the ends with sinew and laid flat on the shaftment. Nock, cylindrical; 
notch, U-shaped. Head, of gray chert, long, and delicately inserted in the 
end of the shaft by a seizing which passes around the deep notches at the 
sides. Total length, 34 inches. The shafts of the California arrows are of 
wild currant, rhus, willow, and other straight twig-like stalks. 
Cat. No. 131110, U.S. N. M. Pitt Indians, California. Collected by N. J. Purcell. 
FIG. 5. SHAFT, a rod; striped with narrow bands of blue an<l. reel and the natural 
color of the wood. Feathers, three, neatly shorn, seized with s inew and 
glued fai:;t to the shaftment. The sinew is colored with a red paint 
resembling shellac. Nock, cylindrfoal; notch, shallow. I• oreslrnft, of bard 
wood, paintecl Mue, inserted in the encl of the shaft ancl seized with sinew. 
In many of the California arrows the foreshafts have been revolved between 
two coarse pieces of sa11dstone, or by means of a :file cut so as to give the 
appearance of beiug neatly seized with very :fine thread. It also confer a 
suspiriou of ma hinery on some of these later examples . The ]rnad is of 
jasp r, triann-nlar, delicate, tapering, deeply notched on the side, and held 
in plar , hy a clian-onnJ la. bing of sinew. Other specimens from the same 
quiv r liave h ads of ebalcedony, the edges of which are beautifully er-
rat d. Total l nn-tb, 31 inch s . 
. ,'. r. M. Hupa Imliam,, California. Collertrcl by P. IT. R:i.y. 
1 •· G. Thi fignrp l1ows h vari ty of arrow poiut in use amono- the Indian of 
lrpp r California. ' la . ob idiau st<- 1, iron points, and wooden for haft 
~harp_ n1•,1 to~ th r wi h oth rs in tlt e snm, plat , give an nod r tand-
111' f th· vario11 a., of att:wbing tl1e arrowlt ad to tb haft and for · 
Hhaft. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XL IX. 
ARROWS OF PACIFIC STATES, FR.OM CALIFORNIA TO vV ASHINGT0N, 
l?IG. 1. THE SHAFT is spindle-shaped, tapering to the nock. Feathers, two, helc1on 
flat and seized with pack thread. Nock, expanding; notch, angular. 
Head, a bit of iron wire, inserted in the end of the shaft, which has been 
pointed for the purpose, and expanded at the end into a leaf-shaped blade. 
In some samples the barbo have been cut into this leaf shape partly by 
means of a filing, to enable the bunter to retrieve bis game the better. 
The total length of the shaft is 28 inches. 
Cat: No. 127872, U.S. N. M. Quinaielt Indians, State of Washington. Collected by 
C. Willoughby. 
FIG. 2. Similar to fig. 1 in every respect, ex~epting the point. There are endless 
varieties in these. 
FIG. 3. STEM, a single rod or twig. Point of b,rown bottle glass inserted into a notch 
in the end of the shaft and held in place by a broad band of sinew. Feath-
ers, three, seized at the end with sinew. Sbaftment painted red. The 
notch similar to those of the Chinese arrows. Length of arrow, 31¼ inches. 
Cat. No. 76021, U.S. N. M. Tribe unknown, probably Central California, _ 
FIG. 4. SHAFT, of spruce. Feathers, three, seized with sinew. Nock, cylindrical; 
notch, angular. The point is a slender spindle of hard wood inserted into 
the end of the shaft, seized with sinew, and sharpened at the point. This 
is a very delicate and effective weapon. Total length, 25 inches. 
Cat. No. 649, U.S. N. M. Klamath Indians, California. Collected by George Gibbs. 
FIG. 5. SHAFT, of twig. Shaftment striped with narrow bands of red and blue. 
Feathers, three, glued to the shaftment. Nock, cylindrical; notch, very 
shallow. The head consists of a stone blade and a barb piece of bone. 
The barb piece is inserted in the end of the shaft and seized with sinew. 
The barbs are¼ of an inch long. The stone blade, of red jasper, is fastened 
to the bone barb piece by a diagonal lashing of sinew. This device is for 
the purpose of retrieving. If shot into a fish it enables the hunter to 
secure the animal and free the arrow. If shot at a burrowing animal and 
the creature escapes into its hole the bunter has a means of recovering the 
game. Total length of shaft, 30 inches. The adjoining figure on the left 
is of the same type with different ribbon. 
Cat. Nos. 21353, 126576, . S. N. M. Uroc Indians. Collected by Stephen Powers. 
FIG. 6. HAFT, of reed. haftment painted white. Feathers, three, 4¼ inches long, 
sei7.ed with sinew. The notch, a shallow cut. Foreshaft, of hard wood. 
H ad, of ob idian, let into the end of the foreshaft and neatly fastened ·with 
gum, which is molded to conform to the lines of the arrowhead and to 
imp de a little as possible its flight. This arrow i very neatly made. 
Length of shaft, 33 inches. 
at. o.19709, . , . . M. Indians, of '.rul River, California. 'ollecteu l.Jy tephen 
Powers. 
Smithson ian Report, 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE L. 
ARROWS OF TRIBES ABOUT PUGET SOUND, WASHINGTON, AND BRITISH COLUMBIA, 
FIG. 1. SHAFT, of cedar. Nofea~hers. Head, a triangular piece of hoop iron inserted 
into the end of the shaft and seized with twisted sinew. The shaft is 
ornamented with a spiral band of black. Length of shaft, 32½ inches. 
Cat. No. 650, U. S. N. M. Makah Indians, Cape Flattery. Collected hy J . G. 
Swan. 
Fm. 2. SHAl!"l', of spruce. Head, of iron, inserted into split end of the shaft. Seized 
with sinew cord. Feathers, three, lashed on with sinew thread. Nock, 
expanding. Length of arrow, 30 inches. 
Cat. No. 650, U. ::,. N. M. Makah Indians, Cape Flattery. Collected by George. 
Gibbs. 
FIG. 3. SHAFT, of cedar, tapering both ways from the middle. Seized at the front 
end with birch bark. Into this end is driven one or more barbed points, 
of brass or iron wire, pounded :flat at the point. One or two barbs filed 
upon the edges. Feathers, two, laid on flat and seized in pface by spruce 
or birch bark. The nock expands gradually from the feather to the end, 
where it is spread conspicuously. The noticeable features of this arrow 
are the following: First, the barbed metallic points taking the place of the 
ancient bone barbs of Wilkes's time; second, the seizing by means of nar-
row ribbons of spruce or birch bark; third, the feathers laid on flat, after 
the fashion of the Eskimo; fourth, exaggerated widening of the butt of 
the arrow at the nock. There are- many specimens of this type in the 
National Museum. Length: shaft, 2 feet 11 inches; foreshaft, 6t inches. 
Cat. No. 72656, U.S. N. M. Makah Indians, Wakashan stock, Washington. Col-
lected by J . G. Swan. 
FIG. 4. Similar to fig. 3, with difference in shape of metal point. 
FIG. 5. SHAFT, spindle-shaped. Feathers, two, faid flat, after the manner of the 
l~skirno, and seized with narrow strips of bark. Nock, angular, long; orna-
mented with a wrapping of red :flannel, the end of the feather being at 
least two inches from the end of the arrow. It widens out very rapidly 
toward the end. Notch, angular. The point, a long spindle of bone with 
its shallow barbs on one side inserted in a cavity at the end of the shaft 
and neatly seized with bark. Total length of shaft, 28 inches. 
Cat. No. 76295, U. S. N. M. Makah In<l.ians, Wakasban stock. Collected by J. G. 
Swan. 
FIG. 6. SHAFT, of cedar. Feathers, three, 10 inches long, closely shorn, seized with 
strips of bark and a bird's feather nicely laid on. The shaft of the arrow 
is thickest in the middle and tapers in both directions toward the nock 
where it is smallest, widening out toward the encl. Nock, angular. Two 
points of wood are fastened to the end of the shaft with a neat seizing of 
bark. In this sample one point is much longer than in the other and the 
barbs are on the outside. L ength, 30 inches. 
FIG. 7. SIIAFT, similar to that of fig. 6, but there is a single point of bone with barbs 
on one side. Feathers, two, laid on flat at their ends. :Feathering and 
nock have a separate seizing of bark. Length, 27 inches. 
Other samples in the same quiver are quite similar in characteristics, with varia-
tions in the barb . 
Cat. No. 2790, U. S. N. M. State of Wa1:1biugton. Collected by Capt. Charles 
Wilkes. 
Explanation of Plate L-Continued. 
FIG. 8. Quite similar to fig. 6 in general form, but the two feathers are laid on flat 
and spirally. The nock, however, is much ruder, and the point is a long 
delicate piece of bone, with small barbs on both sides, inserted into the 
split end of the shaft and seized with bark. Length, 32-½inches. 
Cat. No. 2787, U. S. N. M. Columbia River, Oreg. Collected by Capt. Charles 
Wilkes. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
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E X P :L AN AT I ON OF P LATE LI. 
ARROWS OF SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA Al~D WESTERN BRITISH COLUMBIA. 
Frns. 1 and 2. Four examples of Tlingit arrowheads, three of them with barbed pieces 
to which the metal beads are riveted. These -arrowheads have two func-
tions-that of r etri eving the game and that of parting ea,sily from the shaft 
and rankling in the victim until it dies. These should be compared care-
fully .with stone heads in Old World specimes having very long barbs. 
FIG. 3. All in one piece; which widens out into a large cone to form a beau; slightly 
expanding at the nock. The notch is formed by cutting off the end of the 
arrow into an expanding wedge and then making a very shallow incision 
. across the edge. Painted brow~ and streaked with red. · Length, 38 
inches. 
Cat. No. 63551 , 0. S. N. M. Sitka, Alaska. Collected liy J . J. McLean. 
FIG. 4. SHAFT, of cedar, tapering in two directions. The head is formed of a piece 
of wire sharpened ·at one end and driven into the shaft. The other end is 
flattened and filed. to a barb on one side. Similar to fig. 4, Pl. L. 
Cat. No. 73547, U. S. N. M. Raidas, Queen Charlotte L,lands . Collected '.Jy J·. G. 
Swan . 
FIG. 5. Similar to fig. 6, excepting the point is of shell. 
FIG. 6. SHAFT, of cedar. Foreshaft let in with a wedge-shaped dowel. Head, a 
thin sheet of bone, sagittate. Feathers, three, fastened at the ends with 
sinew covered with glue. Nock somewhat flat, as in the Eskimo arrow. 
The noticeable features of this arrow are the thin head of bone, the fore-
shaft, let into the shaft and the flattening nock. Length ofsbaft, 21 inches i 
foreshaft, 6 inches. 
Cat . No. 20694, U. R. N. M. Bella Coola Indiani., Ralishan stock, R. C. Coll ectecl by 
J.G.Swan. 
Fro. 7. SHAFT, of cedar, tapering both ways from the middle. Sbaftment painted 
black. Feathers, three, seized a't each end with sinew and glued fast 
to the shaftment. rock, bulbous; notch, U-sbapecl. l?oreshaft, of lrnrd 
wood neatly doweled into the encl of the cedar shaft, seized with sinew, and 
painted black. The head is a minutely-barbed thin b lade of iron, inserted 
into the foreshaft and seized with sinew. These a.re the smallest metal 
arrow-heads found on any arrow in the world. This arrow was fonnd in Mr. 
atlin' collection, after his death, without tbe name of the tribe; but the 
vood and the delicate fin i h point to Oregon as its source. Total length, 
32 inch . 
Not numb red. regon. Collected Liy Mr. Catlin. 
Smithson ian Report , 1893 . PLATE LI. 
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EXPLANATION OF PL.A.TE LII. 
BARBED AND HARPOON .ARROWS OF THE ESKIMO ABOUT THE .A.LASI{AN PENINSULA. 
FIG. 1. SHAFT, of cedar, 23½ inches long and t inch thick. .A streak of red around 
the middle and either end. The shaftment is somewhat fl.at, and orna-
mented with two narrow streaks of red and one bright streak of blue. 
F eathers, three, two black and one banded brown and white; the ends 
inserted into slits cut in the shaft and seized with sinew poorly laid on. 
The middle portions of the feathers are not glued to the arrow. The nock 
is flat, in a plane with the head, and is simply notched. The barb piece 
of bone is 8 inches long and is let into a socket in end of arrow shaft. It 
h as a strong barb on one side at right angles to the head. It is ornamented 
with deep longitudinal fnrrows. The triangular head of bone is a fl.at 
blade inserted neatly in n, deep slit at the head of the barb piece, which 
is smoothed down so as to present no impediment to the passage into the 
animal struck. 
Cat. No.127627, U. S. N. M. Alaska. Collected by J. W. Johnson. 
FIG. 2. SHAFT, of spruce, cylindrical; coarsely made; banded with red paint. Feath-
ers, three, seized with sinew, one of them at the middle of the fiat side 
and the other two at the round corners of the other side. .As usual with 
the Eskimo, the end. of these feathers is sunk into notches cut in the soft 
wood. The nock is flat; the notch, angular. There is a barb piece of 
bone set into the shaft, at the end, by a cylindrical tenon, and is seized 
with sin ew. Blade, of iron, set into the barb piece at right angles to the 
plane of its longest cliameter and cross section. One barb in the side of 
the barb piece. Total length, 28 inches. 
Cat. No. 12i627, U.S. N. M . Eskimo, Bristol Bay, Alaska. Collected by J. \V. 
J ohnson. 
FIG. 3. SHAFT, of cedar, c·ylindrical. Shaftmeut, fl.at, banded with blue stripes. 
FeatherA, three, seized with sinew thread and st.anding off quite a distance 
from t he sbaftment. The nock is flat; notch, angular. Blade, of slate, 
inser ted into the end of the barb piece of bone. The single barb is li 
inch es long and is formed on one side by a narrow notch. Two shallow 
gutters extend from this barb to the end of the Ahaft. The barb piece is 
fi t t ed into the end of the shaft by a dowel or peg made of bone and lashed 
with a fine sinew thread. The blade is covered by a cap made of two 
pieces of cedar n eatly cut for the blade and the end of the barb piece and 
joined together with a braid of sinew. This is a -very effective and neatly-
made weapon. Total length of shaft, 30 inches. 
Cat. No. 90404 , ·. S. N. M. Kadiak, Alaska. Collected by Wm. J. Fisher. 
FIG. 4. SIIA.FT, of cedar; about half au inch in diameter in the middle, tapering 
slightly forward to within two inches of the end, where it is cylindrical, 
and t apering b ackward gradually to the nock. Feathers, three, laid on 
at equal distances apart an<l. seized with fine sinew thread. The plume of 
the feather is neatly cu-t into a triangular shape. The shaftment is painted 
r ed. The noclc is a bulb of extraordinary size, which gi-ves the hunter all 
the grip he could ask. Notch, shallow and angular. Foreshaft, of bone, 
let int o the end of the shaft by a dowel cut on the end of the bone. A 
Explanation of Plate LIT-Continued. 
small wooden plug is inserted into the front end of this and perforated. 
The head is a small triangular piece of bone, barbed on one side, cut away 
at the butt to form a very short dowel to be inserted into the perforation 
in the shaftment, and perforated near the base to receive a lanyard or 
martingale of braided sinew, which, n ear the other extremity, has two 
branches, one of which is attachecl to the front of the shaft and t,he other 
towards the butt end. This arrow operat es iu the following manner: 
When this line is unrolled it resembles a kite's tail-the bird to which the 
barh is attached representing the tail and t he spreading bifurcation the 
point attached to the kite. This line is neatly rolled up on the shaft to 
the end of the foreshaft. The barbed head is then put in place; the line 
tucked under the coil and drawn tight, but not fastened. The hunter 
shoots the game with this arrow; tbe barb penetrates beneath the skin; 
the sudden movement of the sea otter withdraws the barb head from 
the foreshaft and loosens the slight fastening of the coil, which is then 
unrolled, and the bone head, being heavier, sinks in the water, while 
the light shaft supports the feather above the surface, the whole appa-
Tatus acting as a drag to the game and also as a buoy to enable the hunter 
to follow. Total length of shaft, 34¼ inches. 
Cat. No.16407, U.S. N. M. Kadiak, Alaska. Collected by W. H. Dall. 
FIG. 5. SHAFT, of spruce, cylindrical. Shaftment, flattened. Three black feath-
ers, seized with sinew. The nock is flat; notch, rectangular. The barbed 
head is leaf-shaped, with two small barbs on one side and one on the other. 
The head is fitted into the end of the shaft, which is seized with sinew. 
Length, 33½ inches. 
Cat. No. 19382, U.S. N. M. Eskimo, Cook's Inlet, Alaska. Collected by Mr. Early. 
FIG. 6. SRAFT, of spruce wood, cylindrical. Shaftruent, flattened. Feathers, three, 
seized at one end with sinew and at the other with sinew thread. The 
feathers a.re laid on at the round corners of the flattened shaftment, so that 
really there could have been another feather at one of the corners. The 
nock is tlat; the notch of the usual U shape. Foreshaft, of walrus ivory, 
one end cut into the shape of a tenon aml inserted in the end of the shaft 
and seized with sinew thread. The front end of this shaft is perforated 
ancl into this is inserted a plug of soft wood. The delicate head has two 
barbs on either side, and a perforation through the body for holding a 
sinew cord, which attaches it to the shaft. The head is loosely :fitted into 
the foresbaft by a conical tang. This weapon is shot from a bow into a 
sea otter or other game. The barbed head b ecomes fastened in the skin 
and withdraws from the foreshaft. The ivory bead sinks ju the water, 
leaving a feathered shaft bobbing in the air. The whole acts as a drag 
upon the game and also enables the hunter to follow. Length of shaft 
and forcsbaft, 31¾ inches. 
Cat. No. 72412, U.S. N. M. Eskimo, Bristol Bay. Collecte<l l>y Charles McKay. 
Smithso nian Report, 1893. PLATE LIi. 
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BXPLANA'l'ION OF PLATE LIII. 
ESKIMO A1rnows, WITH FLAT FEATI-llmS AND LONG Pol.NTS. 
Fm. 1. SHAFT, of spruce wood, tapering from the head backwards to a point, to 
which a single feather is fastened by a seizing of sinew. The point, of 
W}tlrus ivory, inserted in a split in the end of tbe shaft, and seized with 
sinew. Other specittlens of theAe darts are seized with a fine raw hide liue 
_ of babiehe. Length of shaft and point, 19 inches. 
Cat. No. 46476, U. s: N. M. Eskimo, Cape Nome, .Alaska. Collected by E.W. 
Nelson. 
]!'IG. 3. SHAFT, of pine, short and thick. Head, of bone, 1;1patulate and spliced on t-0 
the shaft and held in place by sinew. In the specimens of this type made 
after contuct ,with the whites the type of this spatulate point has a saw 
cut across the end, into which n, blade of iron it;i inserted nnd held in place 
uy a rivet. The connection between these two ,forms should be especially 
noted, n.s the more recent could not Le explaineclwithout comparison with 
the ancient form. Length. of shaft, 1 foot 5t. inches; foreshaft, 5 inches. 
Cat. Nos. 34052-G6, U.S. N. M. Eskimo of Oumbe~land Gulf, Collected by Lud· 
wig Ktunlien. 
Fm. 2, Similar to fig. ,3, except that the head is of iron. 
Fm. 4. SHAl"T, of spruce wood. Head, a fl.at blade of .iron, widened at the point 
:wd inserted into the split end of the shaft and held in place by the lash· 
ing of bJtbiche or rawhide ·string. Feathers, t~o, laid un flat, tho ends iu-
serted ip to the wood of the shaft. Nock, flat; notch, large and deep. 
Not numbered. St. Lawrence Island Eskimo. Collected by E. W. Nelson. 
FIG. 5. SHAFT, of spruce ,vood, spliced, owing to t110 s_ca,rcity of material. Two 
fetithers, laid on fl.at and seized witli si11ew. Nock, fl.at; notch, angular. 
The point, a bit of iron from a whaling ship, :flattened out and fastened 
. i11to a siit at the end of the shaft by a seizing of sinew thread. The point 
has been.hammered and file<l coarsely into cylindrical shape, Total length 
of s}iaft, 17 inches. 
at. No, 30016, U, s. N. 1\1, Uullect.ed J.,y w . .A. :Munster, 
Smithson ian Report , 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLA TE LIV. 
BIRD BOLT~ FROM VARIOUS AREAS. 
FIG. 1. Sr-IA:FT, cylindrical and flattened toward the notch. No feathers. Notch, 
with parallel sides. Head, a bullet-shaped piece of walrus ivory, perfo-
rated and fitted on the end of the shaft. Total length of shaft, 25 inches, 
Not numbered, U.S. N. M. St. Lawrence Islands. Collected by E.W. Nelson. 
FIG. 2. THE SHAFT, cylindrical and flattened toward the nock. Feathers, two, on 
inner ends, securely inserteu into gashes on the side of the shaft, itnd the 
outer extremity seized with sinew. Notch, shallow·. H ad, of bone or 
antler, blunt-shaped, like a flower bud, with seven nodes or projections 
around the margin. This style of arrow is very common in this region. 
The hea.d is founu in a great variety of shapes, but they are all used for 
the purpose of stunning birds without dra.wing blood. Total length, 27 
inches. 
Cat. No. 45432, U. S. N. M. Eskimo, Cape Darby. Alaska. Collected by E.W. 
Nelson . 
FIG. 3. SHAFT, of cedar; 25 inches long; narrow streak of red ocher around at upper 
extremity. Shaftment, flat; feather end near the nock without seizing; at 
the other extremity seized with sinew thread. Nock, flat; notch, very deep. 
The head is a cylinder of antler, hollowed at the lower extremity and 
fitted into the shaft with a conical tenon fitted into a cavity of the same 
shape. The head, at its upper extremity, is gashed, o as to have four 
pointed projections. 
Cat. 'No. 33833, U.S. N. M . Eskimos of Pastolik. Collected hy E.W. Nelsou. 
FIG. 4. SHAFT, a piece of hard wood, cut down so as to leave tlrn tip of tbe shaft 
aud the nock wide spreading. Feathers, three, long, fastene<l. to the shaft 
by wide strips of sinew. No ornamentation, lmt very carefully made. 
Length, 27 inches. 
Cat. No. 23736, U.S. . M. Indians of Devil's Lake. Collec tecl by l'aul Beckwith. 
FIG. 5. The who~e arrnw is of a single piece, without feathers. The b ead is a double 
pyramid. The nock is much expanding; the notch, shallow. In the com-
panion arrow to this o·ne the h ead is a double con e. Tota.llength of sbaft1 
24½ inches. 
Cat. os. 509 and 8508, U.S. N. M. Shoshones. Collectl'<l by Mr, ·waters, 
Smithsonian Report. 1893. PLATE LIV. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LV . 
.. WESTERN ESKIMO BARBJJ;D ARROWS. 
FIG. 1. THE SHAFT tapers both ways from' the middle and is flattened at the nock. 
Feathers, two, laid on spirally and seized at the end with sinew. Nock, 
flat; notch, U-shaped. The blade of the head is sagittate, and there are 
t wo barbs on each side of the tang, which is inserted in the end of the 
shaft and seized with sinew. Length, 29 inches. 
Cat. No. 72765, U. S. N. M.; also 72759. Ooglaamie Eskimo, Point Barrow. Col-
lected by Capt. P.H. Ray, U.S. Army. 
There is a great variety of foi·m ·in this class of ~rrows, the design · being a,lways 
the same. In one specimen the tang is cyliridrical and a series of barbs is ti.led on 
the edges of the blade. In another the tang is made of walrus ivory, nnd the iron 
blade inserted into the end of this tang has barbs on the lower edges of the blade. 
In another specimen one-half of a pair of scissors is used as a Lead. The part in 
front of the binge, filed with two edges, forms the blade, and the part behind the 
binge is filed and 8traightened out so as to form the tang and a very efficient barb. 
This is a remarkable specimen of the adaptive geniu..; of this people. In the shaping 
and :filing of this scissors blade all of the characteristics and marks of the barbed 
arrow with a stone head are preserved, except that the metal is substituted for the 
bone and stone. 
FIG. 2 . . SHAFT, of spruce wood, cylindrical. Shaftment, gradually :Jfattened toward 
the nock. Feathers, two, extending off from the shaft, and seized with 
sinew-twisted thread. The nock is flattened; notch, parallel-sided. The 
barb, a piece of antler, sharpened at one end, inserte<l into the end of the 
shaft, and seized with fine sinew thread. The four barbs are on one side 
of the barb piece, and they project from the shaft, as in a feather, and this 
effect is empbasized by a little furrow just where the barbs proceed from 
the shaft. The point, a formidable blade of iron, with jagged barbs at 
the lower extremities, inserted into a "saw cut" on the end of the barb 
piece and fastened with a copper rivet. 
Cat. No. A and B. 43352, U.S. :N. M. Eskimo, Upper Yukon. Collected by E.W. 
Nelson. 
FIG. 3. SHAFT, of spruce., cylindrical, flattened towards .the end. Feathers, two, 
seized with sinew twine. Nock, flat; notch, U-shaped. The head is in 
two parts. The shank is barbed on one side, inserted into the end of the 
shaft, and seize<l with twisted sinew. The head is sagittate; the tang 
inserted into a cut in the end of the shank and seized with sinew. Total 
length of shaft, 29½ inches. 
FIG. J. Similar to fig. 3, excepting that the head is all of iron. The long shank is 
serrated on the edges and the leaf-shaped blade has also barbs near the 
base. L ength, 25¼ inches. 
Cat. N o. 875, U. S. N. M. Mackenzie River. Collected by R. ·w. MacFarlane. 
FIG. 5. SHAl!'T, of spruce, cylindrical. Shaftment, flat. Feathers, two, seized at 
the end with twisted sinew, standing off from the shaftment. The nock 
is fl.at and seized w"ith twisted sinew; notch, U-shaped. The head is a 
piece of sheet iron inserted into a cut in the end of the shaft and seized 
with twisted sinew. Three abnormally large ba,rbs on each side of the 
head. Length, 30 inches. 
Cat. No.1966, U.S. N. M. Mackenzie River. Collected by R. W. MacFarlane. 
Explanation of Plate L V-Continued. 
FIG. 6. SHAFT of spruce. The head is of steel or iron. On each side of the head 
are six sharp barbs put in w it h a file, and a portion of the long tang pro-
truding from the shaft is also serrated. The head is splu.r. too. tang 
driven in and held in place by a lashing of sinew twine. Feathers, two, 
seized at the end by narrow bands -of s1new cord and standing off from 
the shaft . This t ype of arrow is evidently the direct descendant of the 
aboriginal form, in which the h ead consists of a barbed piece and the 
blade. These murderous heads of iron exist .in great variety over the 
Mack-enzie region and have evident ly been procured by the Eskimo from 
the Hudson Bay Company. A collection of them is a very interesting 
study iu the variation of the arrowhead. Length of shaft, 2 feet; fore-
sha.ft, 5 inches. 
Cat. No. 875, U. S. N. M . ~lackeuz ia River Eskimo. Collected by R. Kennicott. 
N0TE.-Speci111ens exist in the National Museum iu which the iron blade is 
attached to tbe bone barbed piece thus, and a lso specimens Ill which the blade is of 
bone. Thus counection between the three t ypes is established. 
Smithsoni an Report, 1893. PLATE LV . 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LVL 
NORTHWESTERX ESKIMO RANKLING ARROWS. 
FIG. 1. SHAFT, of spruce wood, cylindrical. Shaftment . flat. Feathers, two, seized 
with sinew. The nock is flat; the notch, U-shaped. The head is a 
triangular piece of ivory driven into the end of the shaft, aud is seized 
with sinew. The point is formed oy shaving off the sides of tile pyramid. 
T9tal length, 25 inches. 
Cat. No. 89904, U. (:,. N. M. Eskimo of Pomt Barrow. Alaska. Collect.et! by Lieut. 
Ray, U.S. Army. 
FIGS. 2, 3, 4. SHAFT, of spruce, the head is a piece of bone sharpened at tile point, 
and ou the sides are cut barbs, which vary in number among different 
examples. The head is set very loosely into a socket in the entl of the shaft, 
hy means of a tapering dowel, the object being to leave the head to rankle 
in the deer or other animal killed. There is a great variety of these ran-
kling arrows in the collection of the National Museum. Length of shaft, 
2 feet 11 inches; foreshaft, 8 inches. 
Cat. No. 2674, U.._ S. N. M . Eskimo o_f Fort Anderson Ri,·er. Collectetl by G. R. 
McFarlane. 
FIG. 5. SHAFT, cylindrical. Shaftment, flattened transversely to the plane of the 
arrowhead. Feathers, three, laid on flat and seized with twisted sinew. 
Notch, angular. The head of this arrow consists of two parts-the barb 
piece and the point. The barb piece is of bone or ant;er pointed and 
inserted into the end of the shaft and seized with sinew. Barbs, two, stand-
ing out from one sicle. The arrowhead, of chert, neatly chipped, hastate-
shaped, inserted into a slit in the encl of tile barb piece and seized with 
sinew, which is laid on in a groove. These points are very easily drawn 
out. Other specimens from this same quiver vary in size of the barb piece 
and the length an<l serrations of the chipped blade. Total length of shaft, 
. 30 inches. 
Cat. No. 72785, U.S. N. M . Eskimo of Point narrow. Collected by Capt. Ray , U. S. 
Army. 
PIG. 6. Sl·IA.1!'T, of spruce. Feathers, two, loosely laid on and fastened with sinew. 
Head, one blade of a pair of scissors driven into the shaft a,nd seized with 
rawhide. Length of Ah aft, 25 inches; foreshaft, 5 inches. 
Cat. o. 72757, 0 . S. N. M. Eskimo of Point narrow. Collected by P.H . Ray, U.S. 
Army. 
Srr.ithsonian Report, 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LVII. 
BIRD BOLTS 01<' NORTUWESTF.H~ ESKIMO._ 
FIG. 1. SHAFT, of wood, and the head, of bone, or ivory, or antler, is set on like the 
head of a cane and ronn<led . In one of the examples the end of the shaft 
is split and the head is helcl in by fl, wedge-shaped dowel. Bircl arrow. 
Length, about 21 inches. 
Cat. Noa. 24579-80, U.S. N. M. Eskimo, St. Michaels, Alaska. Collected us Lucien 
Turner. 
NOTE. -There is a great varhity of these bird a'ITows usecl for the purpose of stun-
ning water fowl. The shaft is a simple rod of differeut material, and the heacl is 
held on in various ways and seized with sinew. 
FIG. 2. SHAFT, cylindrical. Shaftment, flattened . Feathers, three, held on with 
t,•dsted sinew. Nock, flat; notch, U-shaped. The bead is in the conven-
tional form of the Eskimo bird arrowhRads, fitted on to the wedge-shaped 
end of the shaft and seized with sinew. · Length, 27 inches. 
Cat. No. 72772, U. S. N. M . . Point Barrow. Collected by Capt. P.H. Rny. U.S. 
Army. 
FIGS. 3, 5. SHAFT, of spruce, cylindrical. Shaftment, flattened at the en<l . Fenth-
ers, three, seized with twisted sinew. Nock, flat; notch, ang ular. Head, 
of iron, in imitation of the standard Eskimo bird arrow, the head of which 
is a club-shaped piece of ivory or bone with notches cnt in the cud so ~s 
to give the shape of a cross in section. This is designed to wonnd tho 
bird and bring him down without she•1ding his blood. 
FIG. 4. Precisely similar to fig. 3, excepting that the head is of ivory, and there are 
only two featherR. Length of both arrows, 27 inches. 
Cat. No. 1106, 0. S. N . :M. E!!kimo, Mackenzie River. Collected l.Jy R. MacFar-
laue. 
NOTE.-ln some samples umlcr this number the ivory or bone heatls are ornn-
mented with lines cut in. The shaft of the arrow is cnt wedge-shaped, inserted iuto 
the long notch at the base of the bead, n.nd nicely seized with sinew, which is lai<l 
on in a groove or countersink cut into the base of the bone head. The workman · 
ship of this arrow is excellent. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LVIII. 
CoMPOU~D ESKIMO ARRows, WITH Two FEATHERS, OR NONE, A..."{D FLAT NocKs. 
FIG. 1. SIIAFT, cylindrical. No feathers. Nock, flat; notch, large aud U-shaped. 
The bead consists of a Ion<,. shank of bone in the end of which an iron 
blade is inserted and held ~n place by an i~on rivet. The arrow shaft is 
cnt wedge-shaped and fitted into an angular notch in the bone shank, held 
in place by wooden rivets, and seized with sinew. Total length, 26½ 
inches. 
FIG. 3 is similar to fig. 1. 
Cat. No 2529, U. S N M . .Asiat;c Eskimo. Collected by Commodore Rudgers, U. 
S. Na\·y. 
FIG. 2. SHAFT, short and mdely madt . Head is in two parts; the long shank of 
iron, on the outer end of whi1.:b it blade of iron is riveted. Feathers, two, 
laid on flat and held i r, place by sinew. All of the specimens from this 
region are very poor, owing to the lack of wood, and they are also mucl.J 
modified by contact with the whit.es ( thanks to the early appearance in 
this region of wh~le ships). Compare fig-. 4. Length, shaft, 2 feet 2 
inches; foreshaft, 6 inches . 
Cat. No. 30016, U. 8. N. M. .Eskiruo of Cumberland Gulf. Collected by W. A.. 1\fiin 
st.er, U.S. Navy . 
FIG. 4. THE SHAFT is of pine. The head consists of two parts, a slJank of bone and 
a blade of iron let into the saw cut and riveted in place. Tho shank is 
spliced OHto the shaft and seized with sinew twine. Feathertl, two, laid 
on tlat and held in place by a rough wrapping of sine"·· 'ock, flat . In 
this same number are other specimens differing from the ono describP-<l in 
minute particulars. One specimen has a common nail for th(\ bead, with 
a piece of nail let in transversely as a stop. Other exampleH are nn:fin-
ishe<l. Length of shaft, 2 feet 1 inch. 
Cat . o. _90138, U . S. 'N. M. Whale River lucliawi , Eskiruo stuck , Labrador. Col· 
lecte1l by Lncien Turner. 
F1 , ;5. The type iH fully flescrihe<l a,Tl(l fignrerl i11 Pl. LIX. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LIX. 
THE DISSECTION OF A SEA-OTTEH ARROW, COO li'S lNu;T. 
This is tho most elaborate and ingenious arrow known, an<l all of its pal'ts, in 
every specimen1 are most delicately finished. 8uch a weapou may well have been 
used in hunting the most costly of fm·-bearing ammah,-the otter. 
The shaft is-of Rpruce, gently tapering t.owartl the nock, which is large and bell 
shape. Into the end of this shaft is iusertcd a foreshaft of bone, and iuto the enrl 
of this fits the barb, Feathers, threP,, symmetrically trimmed aud seized at both 
ends with delicately-twisted sinew thread. The barbed head is perforated, and 
through these perforations is attached a brai'ded line at least ten feet long. The 
other end of the line is attached to two points on the shaft by a martingale. When 
not in nse, the line is coiled neatly on the shaft and ·the barb is put in place in the 
foreshaft. When the arrow is shot, the b·arb enters the flesh of the otter, the loose 
fastening is undone, the line unrolled, the foreshaft drops into the arrow; the shaft, 
acts as a drag and the feathers as a, buoy to aid the bunter in traciug the auima-1. 
See fig. 4., Pl. LII. 
FIG. 1. Arrow with line unrolled showing relation of parts. 
FIG. 2. The shaftment. Attention is drawn to the delicate seizing with sinew thread, 
the natty trimming of the feather, tho most efficient nock. 
FIG. 3, The lines and knots. Notice ii:! - given of the elegance of the braid, the 
efficient manner of "doing up" the line, the peculiar knot for the mar-
tingale. 
l!'1G. 4, The arrow ready to be shot. 
This form of arrow with its southern type of sinew-backed l.>ow il:l found all:lo ou 
the Keuiles, where these were taken by Alen ts, carried over by the .Russians to hunt 
sea otter. 
Srr. ithsonian Report, 1893. 
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E X PLAN A 'l' ION O :F' PL A '.r _E .L X. 
,Am-wws WITH STOPS, RETRIEVING BARBS, OR COMPOUND PILJli. 
]?1µ. 1. Made of pine wood; the shaft, head, and point cut out of one piece. 
Feathers, three, 4t inches long, laid on flat in the following manner: 'l'he 
three feathers were :first attached to the butt of the arrow by a coiled 
wrapping of sinew, their other extremities pointed backward; then they 
were doubled backward and the ends seized with sinew. This makes 
a very secure fastening for the feather. The coiled wrapping is continued 
over the nock and fastened off in the notch. Nock, flat; notch, U-shaped. 
The head, bulbous. The po.int is cut ont of this by whittling away the 
wood so as to leave a, long projection li_ke a pail or spike. Total length, 
31½ inches. 
Cat. No. 90123, U.S. N. 1\'.t:. Eskimo, Ungava. Collected. uy L. M. Turner. 
Frn. 2. Very r udely made. Shaft, of spruce. Shaftment, flat. Feathers, two, laid 
on flat, seized with sinew. Tbenock is flat and the notch angular. Head, 
a common cut nail, driven into the end-of the shaft and seized with sinew. 
At the inner part of this seizing a piece of nail is lashed on crosswise so 
as t o prevent the an;ow going more than two inches into the body of the 
the game. Total length of shaft, 25 inches. 
Cat. No. 90138, u: S. N. M. Whale River, Hudson Bay. Collected uy Lucieµ Turner. 
FIG. 3. '1'1-rn SH AFT, of osier. There is no feather. The nock is tightly seized with 
sinew cord; notch, U-shaped. The peculiarity of this arrow is that tne 
point, of iron or hone, is lashed to the l>eveled end of the shaft and the 
tang is p rojected backwards -into a long barb. This arrow is used in 
sbootiug prairie dogs. It is said that the Navahoe uses now a little bit 
of mirror with which to throw the sunlight into the eyes of the .prairie 
dog unt il be can get near e_p.ough to drive one of these arrows into his 
body. Upou the least alarm or injury the creatures dive into their holes 
and th is arrow enables the hunter, if he strikes one of them, to retrieve 
his game. The action of this arrow is very similar to that of the vermin 
hook use<l by the Ute Indians, an!l also to those of the northwest coast. 
Total length of shaft, 33 inches (32¼ inches). 
Cat . No. 126740, U.S. N. M. Navahoe Indians. Collected bjy Thomas Kearn. 
FIG, 4. 'l'HE SHAFT is of spruce wood, ornamented here :md there with band of red 
paint, cylindrical. Shaftment, Hat. Feathers, three, seized at their ends 
with t wisted sinew thread. One feather is in the middle of one of the 
flat sides; the other two feathers are at the round corners of the other 
side. 'l'he flat nook flares a little upward, and .the notch is angular. 
This is a bident or clouble-J?Ointed arrow, lrnving two barbs of bone 
inserted into the end of the i:;haft, so as to give them a spread of three-
fourths of au inch at their points, one of which is a little longer than the 
other. They are held to the · shaft by a wrapping of sinew cord. The 
barbs face inward. Total leri.gth of shaftj 26 inches. 
Cat.N o. 70705, U. S. N. M. Eskimo, Bristol Bay; Fort Alexandra, .Alaska. Coliect11d 
by J. W . Johnson. 
Explanation of Plate LX-Continued. 
FIG. 5. SHAFT, of spruce, painted r ed. Feathers, three, roughly seized with sinew. 
Nock, flat; notch, U-shaped. The three barbs of the trident are inserted 
in the end of the shaft so as to be about an inch apart at the outer point. 
The barbs, of bone, are serrated on the insicle. They are held in place 
by a wrapping of s_inew cord at their lov•rnr extremities, a curions braid of 
the same cord attaching them to the tip of the shaft. and holding them in 
place. Length of shaft, 35 inches. 
Cat. No. 72413, IT. S . N. M . Southern Alaska. Collected b,v CharleR McKay. 
Fm '. 6. SHAFT, of spruce wood. The lower end bas been broken off. The upper 
portion of this weapon deserves especial study. A little band of ivory, 
fitted over the shaft, 1-½ inches from the npµer end. Precisely similar 
bands are frequently labeled ornaments. Into the extremity of the shaft 
. is inserted a deli cate point of walrus ivory, triangular in cross section. 
Two of the edges a,r e finely barbed. Three larger barbs, also triangular in 
section, have their lower ends driven into the shaft under the ivory band, 
and the edges lie· along in grooves extending to the end of the shaft. The 
barbs of these three points are on the inside. Just at the end of the shaft 
each of these outer barbs is perforated, and sinew thread attaches them 
together a,Il(l also to the central barb, and is also wrapped around the 
bases of the!le barbs just above the ivory band. Length of onter l,arbs, 6 
inches. 
This arrow represents a type Cat. No. 48342, 'O. 8. N. M. Nunivak I s lau,l. Col-
lected by E. W. Nelson. 
'r 
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Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
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}: X P L AN AT I ON O F PLATE L X.I . 
PLAIN Bows FROM THE SOUTHWEST, AND S1:-rnW-LINED, NARROW TYPJ•:. 
FIG. 1. Bow, of hard wood, rudely wb.ittl~d out of a pole, showing bark and knots 
on the back. Length, 4 feet 6 inches. Notice that bows equally rude are 
found at Tierra del Puego. 
Cat. No. 1976, U.S. !'I". M. · Dieguenos Indians, San Diego, C;lifornia. Collected 
by Dr. Edward Pa1mer. 
FIG . 2. Bow, of mesquit wood. Rectangular in cross section, tapering from the 
grip; single curve. Bow string of two-ply sinew cord. Length, 3 feet 6 
inches. 
Cat. No. 126643, U.S. N. M. Tarabumara, Chihuahua, Mexico. Collectecl by Dr. 
Edward Palmer. 
FIG. 3. Bow, of cotton wood, cut out of a rod leaving the back untrimmed; single 
curve. Bow string of sinew cord, ·two-ply. Length, 4 feet G inches. 
Cat. No. 70021, U. ·s. N. M. Pima Irnliam, , Arizona. Co1hicted by Dr. Palmer. 
It should be remarke(l that these plain uo'NH with r ·ounde<l and rectangular cross 
section represent the whole area sonthward to Cape Horn. 
FIG. ,1. SINEW-LINED now made of hard wood. Back 1ined ,vith sinew an'd laid on 
with glue; reenforeed by ftfteen trnnsverso bands of sinew. The grip 
wrapped with. bnckskin string. The bow string of sinew cord, two-ply. 
Length, 3 feet 8 inches. 
Cat . . o. 75156, U.S. N. :M. Nava,jo Imliao r1 , New Mexico. CollecLed liy Bureau 
of Ethnology. 
'Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXII. 
PLAIN, SINEW-LINED, AND COMPOUND Bows, THE LAST NAMED ALSO SINEW-LrnED. 
:Fw. 1. Bo.w of hard wood, ovoid in sE'ction, single curve; string of sinew cord. 
Length, 4 feet 1 inch. 
Cat. No. 130616, U.S. N. M. Crow Indians, Montana. Collected by Maj.C. S. Ben· 
dire, U. S. Army. 
FIG. 2. Bow, made of hickory, with a doub'le curYe--:-the lower curve larger than the 
other. The back neatly lined with sinew, and t he en<ls wrapped for two or 
three inches with shredded sinew. Grip bound with buckskin string. 
Bowstring, three·-ply sinew cord, back painted white. Length, 3 feet 5 
inches. 
Cat. No. 8418, U. S. N . M. Gros Ventres , Dakota. Collected by Dr. Washington 
Mathews, U.S. Amry. 
FIG. 3. COMPOUND BOW, made of two sections of cow's horn, spliced together in the 
middle and. held by three rivets. Lined on the back with sinew, which 
covers also the nocks. Curved in shape of Cupid's bow, bound at the grip 
and the curve of the limbs with bands of red flannel, which is held in pla.ce 
by seizings of buckskin string wrapped h ere and there with broad qnill, 
dyed yellow. Tho horns are also wrapped with shredded sinew. Bow-
string, a three-ply sinew cord E nd of the bow ornamented with tufts of 
horsehair and fur. Length, 3 feet. 
Cat. No.154015, U.S. N. M. Sioux Indians, Montana. Collected by Gen. Hazen, U. 
S . .Army. 
Special attention is called to the union of the compound and sinew lined bow 
in one specimen. 
l?IG. 4. Similar to No. 3, but was collected long ago from the Gros Ventres, Upper 
Missouri, by Dr. Washington Mathews, w ho spent a number of years among 
these people. Contact with the Great Interior Basin is shown by the 
union of the compound bow and the Shoshonean type of sine~-lined bow· 
L ength , 36 inches. 
Smithsonian Report , 1893. PLATE LXII. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXIII. 
SINEW-LINED Bows, BROAD TYPE. ONE Bow PLAIN. 
FIG. 1. Bow, made of yew. This is a bow with a single curve on the back, double 
curv~ on the inside, broad and flat. Constricted at the grip and narrow-
ing toward the nocks. Along the inside is a little furrow. The grip is 
ornamented with a tuft of long hair seized in place by a band of birch 
bark. This bow is exactly of the form of the sinew-lined bows farther 
south and inland. Perhap!:l the cold and dampness of the coast regions 
are unfavorable, affecting the glue. The bowstring is a single ribbon of 
sinew twist. Length, 3 feet 10 inches. 
Cat. No. 72656, U . S. N. M. Makah Indians, Capt1 Flattery. Collected by J . G. 
Swan. 
FIG. 2. Bow, made of yew and lined along the back with sinew, shredded and mixed 
with glue, which is wrapped around the horns of the bow and molued to 
form the nocks. Single curve, excepting at the ends where the lim Ls turn 
gracefully backward. The grip and horns are wrapped with buckski!l 
string. ;Bowstring, sinew cord, three-ply. Length, 3 feet 5 faches. 
Cat. No. 2058, U.S. N. M. Tejon Indians, California. Collected by John Xantb us. 
Fm. 3. Bow, ma de of yew wood. Broad and thin at the grip, tapering in width 
and thickness toward the nocks, which are turned outward. The back of 
the bow is lined with shredded smew, laid on closely like the bark on a 
tree, and painted green and decorated with tufts of otter skin and strip 
of dressed hide, seized with sinew. The grip is covered with a seizing of 
buckskin strmg. The horns of the bow turn outward. The bowstring is 
made of twisted sinew. Length, 3 feet ;t.O inches. 
Cat. No. 19322, U.S. N . M. McCloud River I ndians, Copehan stock , California. 
Collected by Livingston Stone . 
FIG. 4. SINEW -LINED now, made of yew. Broad and fiat , lined on the back with sinew 
laid on in glue and ornamented with fi gures painted green . Narrowed 
somewhat at t~e grip and bound with buckskin string. Arnun<l. the born 
buckskin is glued and bands of sinew wrapped and t he nocks ornament d 
with tufts of fur. Bowstring is a loose twine of sinew cord. Length, 3 
feet 8 inches. 
·cat. No. 131110, . S. N. M. Pitt River Indians, Northern California. Collected 
by N. J. Purcell. 
Smithsonian Report , 1893. PLATE LXIII . 
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-EX PLAN AT ION OF P LATE L XIV . 
PLAIN Bows. ONE EXAMPLE COMPOUND WITH SINEW CABLE BACl<ING. 
FIG. 1. Bow, of hickory. 
toward the ends. 
4 feet. 
Rectangular in cross-section. Double curve, tapering 
Bowstring of very thick three-ply sinew cord. Length , 
Cat. No. 129873, D.S. N. M. .Arapaho Indians. Nebraska. Collected by H. M. Creel. 
FIG. 2. Bow, of willow; oval in section, tapering toward the ends slightly, double 
curve, Chief characteristic is a piece of wood on the inside of the grip, 
fastened like the bridge of a violin, and held in place by a buckskin cor<l 
to catch the blow of the string in relaxing. The bowstring is a tough one 
of rawhide. Length, 4 feet 5 inches. 
Cat. No. 75455, U.S. N. M. Kutchin, Inlan<l .Alaska. Collected by J. J. McLean. 
FIG. 3. Bow, ofwiilow; similar to 75455. Evidently unfinished. It is a weak weapon, 
and the bowstring is made of cotton thread. Length, 4 feet 1 inch. 
Cat. No. 63552, U.S. N. M. Kur.chin IndiaDfi. Inlanrl Alaska. Collected by ,f. J. 
McLean. 
FIG. 4. COMPOUND now, made of three pieces of bone. 'fhe foundation ii- the grip 
or middle piece, to which the lirn bs are spliced and riveted. The back of 
this bow is slightly reenforced by five double strands of braided sinew 01· 
sennit, passing along the back from nock to nock, and held in place by a 
cross wrapping at the middle of the grip. Bowstring is made of four 
strands of sennit. The ends of this string are attached to loops of raw-
hide, which pass over the nocks. Length, 2 feet 8 inches. 
Cat. No. 34055, U. S . N. M . Eskimo, Cumberland Gulf. Collected by Ludwig 
Kumlien. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXV. 
SINEW-BACKED Bows OF ESKIMO. 
FIG. 1. Compound bow, made of reindeer antler and backed with sinew. The spec-
imen is from Cun"ilierland Gulf, the farthest point east at which sinew-
backed bows have been found. This is an interesting specimen also because 
it exhibits the method ·of making the compound bow after the advent of 
the whalers. The grip piece is spliced and riveted to the limbs. In the 
old regime these three pieces were fastened together by lashings of sinew 
cord or braid, very strongly at the points where the upper and lower seizing 
occur in this bow. Two views given. Murdoch says of this type: "The 
main part of the reenforcement or backing consists of a continuous piece 
of stout twine made of sinew, generally a 3-strand braid, but sometimes a 
twisted cord, and often very long (sometimes 40 or 50 yards in length). 
One-end of this is spliced or knotted into an eye, which is slipped round 
one 'nock' of the bow, usually the upper one. The strands then pass up 
and down the back and round the nocks. A comparatively short bow, 
having along its back some dozen or twenty such plain strands, and finished 
off by knotting the end about the 'handle,' appears to have been the origi-
nal pattern. The bow from Cumberland Gulf (fig. 1) is such a one, in 
which the strands have been given two or. three turns of twine from t,he 
middle. They are kept from untwisting by a 'stop' round the handle, 
which passes between and around the strands." 
Cat. No. 34053, U.S. N. M. Collected by L. Kumlieu. 
l<-,IG. 2. Southern type of sinew-backed bows of Murdoch. The essential features of 
these southern bows are-
F'i1·st. The substitution of a columnar for a breaking strain upon the wood secured 
by winding a great many yards of sinew twine or braid backward and forward 
along the back of the bow, from nock to nock. 
Second. The addition of strands in the cable inserted by means of half-hitches at 
various points, laid on as shown in the following plate. 
Third. Holding the strands together in a cable by a coiled twine running from end 
to end. 
Cat. No. 36032, U.S. N. M., Cape Romanzoff, collected by E.W. Nelson. Straight 
bow with the simplest form of southern backing. 
Smithsonian Report , 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PJ,A'l'R J,XVI. 
S1N1<:W-BACK1<:1> Bows oF ESKIMO . SouTttlf.KN 'l'YJ>t<:. 
l<'IG. 2,i. One end of fig. 2 in the last plate, showing the form of the nock, tbe char-
acter of the braid of sinew, the method in which the cable is built up, the 
half hitches made about the bow, and the coil laid about the cable. 
Cat. No. 36032, U.S. N. M. Eskimo of CapeRomarnr.off. Collected byR. vV. :Ke.Ison. 
(After Murdoch.) 
Pm. :~. Strai_gbt bow, with Murdoch's :,;onthern type of backing. The peculiarity of 
· this bow is shown in fig. 3a. After nearly all the filaments iu the cable 
have been passed from llOCk to DOCf, the bowyer, stopped with his braiJ. at 
a certain point, made two half hitches, and then added a strand to the 
cable by going to an equidistant point on the other side of the grip. 
This was repeated three times on this bow and the braid fastened off in 
the middle. The mark at the side of the bow denotes inches. 
Cat. No. 72408, U . S. N. M . ]~riRtol Ray. Collectecl by C. J,. McKay. 
Sm ithsonian Re port , 1893. 
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RXPLANA'l'IOK 01" PLATE LXVII. 
S1NF.W-RACKlf.1> RowH Ol<' RsKIMO. 
PLATY. J,XVII represents four examples of sinew-backed bows of Mm·doch's southern 
types. The following characteristics are to be noted: First, jn all oqhem 
the backing extends from nock to nock with here and there extra strands let 
into the cable by means of any number of half hitches passing around the 
llOW and into the cable. These have the additional value of keeping the 
wood from cracking. In the third example in the plate is exhibited the 
characteristics of the bent or Tatar pattern. The bow has really three 
ci1rves, the great one in the middle and two shorter ones near the end. 
The bends where the small curves meet the larger one are strengthened 
wjth bridges of wood and seizing of sinew. In three specimens on the page 
the cable or backing has been twistecl by means of a"° ivory lever described 
in the text and held thus by a seizing which is rove through one-half of 
the strands holding the whole in place. The twiAting of the sinew serves 
to tighten the bow. In figures ·4, 5, 7 the bow is shown with a device 
for keeping the cable from untwisting. In all examples excP.pt figure 6 
one-half of the bow ·is shown. 
In the order in which they appear upon the plate the bows an, numbered Cat. No. 
7972, U.S. N. M., from BPistolBay, collected by Dr. Minor; No. 15651, Nuniviak 
Island, collected by W. H.Dall; No. 36028, Kmikoquim, collected by R. W. Nel, 
son; N~. 360:U, collectecl hy R. W. Nelson . 
Smithson ian Report, 1893. 
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EXPLANATION 01" PLATE LXV III. 
SINEW-RAcKRD Hows oll' EsKIMO. 
Plate showing Murdoch's Arctic type of bow. The noteworthy featnres are-
First~ These bows are much shorter than those of. southern type and are said by 
Murdoch to be of very graceful shape. In some examples the ends are bound up as 
in some of the southern bows a·nd the hack reenforced with a short rounded splint of 
wood or antler in the bend. 
Second. The backing of these bows is always "of a very complicated and perfect 
pattern, usually very thoroughly incorporated with the bowby meaus ofhitcbes:1nd 
a very complete seizing of many turns running nearly the w hole length of the bow 
and servirtg to equalize the distribution of the strain and thus prevent cracking." 
Tl1ird. Another notable feature is in some examples the di vision of the backing into 
two cablei;; in which the twist runs in opposite directions so that when the two cables 
am sewed together neither one earl untwist. The examples shown in the plate are 
numbered as follow8: 
Fir11t. Cat . .No. 1972, U.S. N . M. A.retie bow from the Mackenzie region, back and 
side view. Collected by Ross. 
Second. Cat. No. 89245, U.S. N. M., from Point Barrow, collected by the U.S. Inter· 
natio:ual Polar Expedition. The wood is in shape of a Tatar l>ow. l<'igares 12 
and 13 show the left-banded and rigbt•handed " soldier's hitch." 
$mithsonian Report , 1893. 
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.E X PLAN A •r I ON OF PLATE L X IX . 
S1NEw-BACKKD Bows oir ESKIMO, ARCTIC TYPES. 
This plate exhibits the great variety of ways in which the sinew braid is admin-
istered upon the bow in the Arctic type for the purpose of minimizing the c.hances of 
breaking the very brittie wood of which they are made. The numbers upon tho 
sides of the figures refer to descriptions by Murdoch, :in the Report of the U. S. Na-
tional Museum for 1884. 
The first bow upon the plate, Fig.10, is Cat. No. 89245, U.S. N. M., and the second 
figure is Cat. No. 72771, U. S. N. M., from Wainwright's Inlet. Collected by U.S. 
International Polar Expedition . 
• 
Smithsonian Report , 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXX. 
SrNEW-BACKED Bows OF ESKIMO, ARCTIC AND SouTHERN TYPF.S. 
Upon this plate are rnpresented, first, a section of the Arctic bow to show the 
method in which short strands at the angles of the bow are administered in order to 
relieve the strain from the wood. 
First figure shows section of Arctic bow 1970, U. S. N. M., froni Ma,ckem,;ie region, 
collect.eel by B. R. _Ross. · 
The other figure ( 15), showing back and si<le, is a bow of the southern type corning 
from the Yukou Delta and exhibits therefore some of the Arctic cbaracteri, tics, imch 
as the splint along the grip and the precautions against splitting. 
Cat. No. 33867, U, S. N. M. Collected by E.W. Nelson on the delt,i of Llte Yukon 
River. 
Smithsonian Repo rt, 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PL ATE LXX I. 
SINEW-BACKED Bows OP Es1nMo. 
Th_e first two figures upon this plate, 16 and 17, illustrate a bow in which the south-
ern type of wood has administered upon it the b acking of the Arctic type. The 
method of administering the short strands by means of half hitches to prevent the 
splitting of the wood is exhibited in the second drawing, figure 17. . 
The last two figures upon this plate belong to what Murdoch calls the Western 
type. Perhaps it might be called the Chukchi typ.e. The most noticeable feature 
is that the backing does·not pass around the nocks at the ends of the bow, J>Ut the 
whole cable is held upon the back by means of a series of half hitches. The wood 
of the bow is either straight or of Tatar shape. 
These examples are Cat. Nos. 8822, from Yukon Delta, figures 16 and 17, collected 
by W. H. Dall, and 2505 from Siberia, figure 18, collect ed by the North Pacific Explor-
ing E xpedition, U.S. N. M. 
PLATE LXXI. 
Smithson ian Report , 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXI I. 
SINEW-BACKED Bows OF ESKIMO, vVEsTERN TYPE. 
The peculiarities of the bow· shown in the last plate and illustrated further on this 
plate are- . 
The extensions of their cables, one reaching nearly the whole length of the bow 
and attached close to the nocks, a second one further down upon the limbs, and a 
third one from the middle of the limbs. Between tbe8e two ]a.st-named points all 
tl.ie three cable8 are nnited iuto one passing acros8 the grip. 
'l his figure shows a portion of the fir8t cable (the longest cable)_ the pas8ing in 
strnuds of the second and third cables, and the union of all three into one. The 
second figure upon this plate (fig. 21) is a straight bow upon which the hacking bas 
npwanl of seventy strands twisted into three cables of Arctic type. In this exam-
ple also, the longest cable passes around the nocks. 
Section of Cat. No. 2505, U. S. N. M., and 2508, Eastern Siberia, collect.ed by North 
Pacific Exploring Expedition. 
, 
Smithson ian Report, 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLA TE LXX III. 
SINRW-BACKRD Bows OF EsKIMos, MIXED TYPES. 
The first figure upon this plate exhibits the methods of seizing and the variety 
of attachments in passing the braided cord from the function of wrapping the bow 
on to the function of strand in the treble cable on the back. With a little patience 
it is easy to trace with lihe eye each braid strand from one function to the other. 
The last two figures upon this plate represent a bow in which the backing is of 
the Arctic type and the shape of the bow approaches the Western type. 
The first figure is Cat. No. 2505, U.S. N. M. 
Second, Cat. No. 2506, E . Siberia. Collected by Northern Pacific Exploring Expe· 
dition. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
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J<jXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXIV . 
81NEW-BACK1<:u Bows 01,·_ EsK1Mo. 
The principal figure upon this plate shows the administration 9f the braideu line 
j 11st at the point where the third cable coming from the nock crosses the bend in the 
.bow. It is at this point tba,t the greatest strain occurs and there is more pressing 
need for additional protection. Of this bow Murdoch says that "it approaches very 
close to the Arctic type, bnt shows traces of the Western model in having the ends 
of the .long strnnds stretched across the bend and one single short strand returning 
to the tip from beyond the bend, while a fourth is precisely of the Arctic type, with 
a very large number of strands." The ivory levers shown upon the p1ate have lJeeu 
described, and are used in Cat. Nos. 2506 and 89466, U. S. N. M. 
Figures 25 and 26 illustrate a peculiar "clove hitch" and "soldier's hitch" em-
ployed in this examp!e. 
Point Barrow. CoUectticl h y U.S. Iuternat,ioual Pohtr J<'.xpeditio11 . 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
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SINEW-BACKED Bows OF ESKIMO, MIXED TYPE 
(After Murdoch.) 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXX V . 
TWISTING LEVERS .l<'OH. SINEW-BACKED Bows OF ESKIMO. 
This plate shows the manner in which the ivory levers are used in winding up the 
double cable on the back of an Eskimo bow. It will be seen that each lever bas a 
hook at each end, but on alternate sides. The end of each lever is thrust through 
the middle of a loose cable, hook side downward. It is then revolved through half 
a circle, as far as it will go, then pushed its entire length, which brings the hook 
at the other end in place for another half turn, and so on. A rawhide string is passed 
through both cables, wrapped about the grip and made fast. This prevents the 
cables from unwinding while the bow is in use. 
Smithsoni an Report, 1893. 
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TWISTING LEVERS FOR SINEW-BACKED Bows OF ESKIMO. 
(After l\'lurdoch.) 
PLATE LXXV. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXVI. 
A MAP TO ILLUSTRATE THE DISTRIBUTION 011' ESKIMO Bows. 
Prepared by John Murdoch to show the distribution of the three types of bows in 
Alaska. In "A Study of the Eskimo Bows in the U. S. National Museum," Report 
of the U.· S. National Museum, 1884. 
In the plan-
A. · stands for Arctic type. 
S. stands for Southern type. 
W. stands for Western type. 
Smithsoni an Repo rt, 1893. PLATE LXXVI. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXX VII. 
APACHE ARROW CASE AND ARROW . 
FIG. 1. QUIVER, deerskin, smoke-tanned; bow case wanting. Arrow case, long 
tapering sack, stiffen.ed at the back by means of a rod of wood sewed on 
with buckskin string. Decora,ted along the back and around the margins 
with scallops cut in red-flannel and skin. A narrow band of exactly 
the same pattern is painted down the outside, directly opposite and 
around the upper margin. Bandolier, simple string of buckskin attached 
to stiffener. Filled with typical reed-shaft arrows, with hardwood twig 
foreshafts and iron points, as shown on the right of the quiver. Length, 
35 inches. 
Cat. No. 21515, U.S. N. M. .A.pache Indians, .A.thapascan stock, .Arizona. Collected 
by J, B. White, U.S. Army. 
PLATE LXXVII. 
Smithson ian Re port , 1893. 
APACHE ARROW-CASE AND ARROW. 


EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXX VIII. 
APACHE ARROW CASE AND ARROW. 
FIG. 1. QUIVER, deerskin. Bow case, none. Arrow case, bag with a stiffener of wood 
attached by means of strings along the seam. About the middle of the 
quiver is a band of smoked deerskin leather, with a fringe characteristic 
of the tribe, in which the scallop before mentioned appears. The bando-
lier is a strip of cotton cloth and blue flannel. Length of quiver, 34 inches, 
Cat.No,17331,U.S.N.M. Apache, Indians, .A.thapascan stock, Arizona. Collectetl 
by Dr. H. C. Yarrow, U .S. Army. 
N0TE.-The arrows accompanying this quiver, of which an example is given, are 
o.f the characteristic Apache type, shaft of reed, foreshaft of hardwood, point of 
iron. The extra length of the quiver is due to the fact that the reed arrows are 
longer than those with shafts of hard wood. 
PLATE LXXVIII. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
APACHE ARROW-CASE AND ARROW. 


EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXIX. 
NAVAJO QUIVER, SINEW-LINED Bow AND ARROW, ALL OF NORTHERN TYPE. 
FIG. 1. QUIVER, mountain lion skin. Bow case made with hair side inwarcl; arrow 
case, hair side outward. There is also between the two, where they are 
joined, a stiffener of wood, which belongs especially to the arrow case, 
showing that the bow case is an afterthought. For decoration the ends 
of the bow case are adorned with a fringe of lion skin, and from the top 
of the arrow case the tail of the lion depends. Length: bow case: 44 inches; 
arrow case, 28 inches. · 
Cat. No. 70684, U. S. N. M. Navajo Indians, .A thapascan stock, Arizona. Col-
lected by Dr. Washington Matthews, U . S. Army. 
FIG. 2. Bow, made of mesquit wood, rounded on the back and oval in form, lined 
with sinew, which is strengthened by three bands of sinew. The grip is 
seized with a delicate wrapping of buckskin string. The ends of the 
horns of the bow are wrapped with sinew and there is no especial modifi-
cation of the ends for receiving the string. Tho bowstring is of two-ply 
twine, sinew cord. Length, 3 feet 11 inches. The Tacullies or Carrier 
of British Columbia, the Hupa of northern California, and the Navajo 
of Arizona, all Athapscans, use the sinew-lined bow. 
Cat. No. 76684, U. S. N. M. Navajo Indians, .A.thapascan stock , Arizona. Col-
lected by Dr. Matthews. 
PLATE LXXIX. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXX X. 
CHEYENNE QUIVER, SELF Bow AND ARROW, WITH SHAFT GROOVES. 
FIG. 1. QUIVER, mountain lion skin. Bow case and arrow case separate. Both 
made with hair outward, and _ornamented with fringes. From the bottom 
of the bow case depends one of the feet of the lion with claws. At the 
,bottom is another foot of the lion wrapped with a red :flannel cloth and 
slightly decorated with beads. Arrow case fringed at the top and bottom 
with strips of hide, and with along pendant from the upper border made 
of the lion's tail, faced with r ed flannel and decorated with beadwork 
and ribbon. A unique attachment to this quiver is a streamer consisting 
of one and a half yards of red and black calico sewed to the inner lining 
of the arrow case. Bandolier , of lion skin faced ·with tent cloth ( cotton 
duck). The bow shown in the plat e wHh its arrow is of the form common 
throughout the Plains of the Great West. It is made of ash, and has a 
slight double curve. L ength : bow case, 40 inches; arrow case, 25 inches. 
Cat. No.129873, U . S. N. M. Cheyenne Indians, Algonquian stock. Collected by H. 
M. Creel , U.S. Army. 
PLATE LXXX. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
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CHEYENNE QUIVER, SELF Bow AND ARR OW WITH SHAFT G ROOVES. 


EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXXI. 
CHIPPEWA SELF Bow, ARRow, AND QUIVER. 
FIG. 1. Bow, nearly rectangular in section, tapering toward the end; slightly 
double curve. One notch at each end and both on the same side of the 
bow for receiving the string, which is a 2-ply twine. Length: 3 feet 9 
inches. 
Cat. No. 9063, U.S. N. M. Chippewa Indian , .Algonquian, Dakota. Collectecl by 
Dr. W. H. Gardner, U.S . .Army 
FIG. 2. QUIVER, dressed buffalo hide. Bow case is a Jong narrow sack, :fitting bow; 
arrow case, wide bag tapering toward the bottom. Both ornamented 
slightly with fringe of rawhide, beads, and red flannel. The b_andolier is 
a narrow band of buffalo skin with the hair on. Length: bow case, 38 
inches;- arrow case, 24 inches. 
Cat. No. 9063, U.S. N. M. Chippewa, .Algonquian stock, Dakota. Collected by U. 
S. War Department. 
NOTE.-The Chippewa Indians are more civilized than their neighbors, and this 
specimen shows a degenerate style of doing their own work, and much borrowing 
from the whites. The arrow is of the common Plaint1 type. 
PLATE LXXXI. 
Smithson ian Report , 1893 . 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXXII. 
KIOWA QUIVER CONTAINING Bows AND ARROWS IN THEIR CASES, FrnR BAG, A..J.~D 
AWL CASE. 
Fm. 1. QUIVER, harness leather. The bow case is a long slender bag just :fitting the 
bow; the arrow case is a broad bag-both fringed at the bottom by cut-
ting pieces of leather into strings. The two pieces are attached at the 
margins with buckskin strings. Banclolier is a broad strip of rawhide. 
The bottoms and upper margins of the bow case and quiver, the awl case, 
the encl of the bandolier, and the bottom of the too 1 bag are decorated with 
leather cut in fringes. Length of the bow case, 44 inches; arrow case, 20 
inches. 
Cat. No. 152895, U. S. N. M. Kiowa Indians , Kiowan stock. Collected by James 
Mooney. 
FIG. 2. Bow, made of Osage orange. It is rounded on the back and inside, and 
square on the sides. Largest at the grip and tapering along the limbs 
toward the ends. The notches for the bowstring are cut in on alternate 
sides near the end. The bowstring is made of 4-ply sinew corcl. Double 
curve. Leng~h: 4 feet 4 inches. 
Cat. No.152895, U . S. N. M. Kiow11, Indians, Kiowan s toek, Indian 'Territory. Col-
lect11<.l by Jas. Mooney. 
This is a complete archery outfit. The bow case, arrow case, tool bag, and awl 
case are separate. The bow is made of Osage orange. The bowstring is 
of 4-ply twine or sinew cord; the arrows are of the original Plains type. 
Shaft of hard wood, worked down with straight shaft streaks. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. PLATE LXXXII. 
KIOWA QUIVER CONTAIN ING Bow AND ARROWS IN THEIR CASES FIRE BAG AND AWL CASE. 


EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXX III. 
DAKOTA QUIVER, SELF Bow AND ARROW, WITH SHAFT GROOVES. 
FIG. 1. Bow, hickory, rectangular in section, double curve, tapering toward the ends. 
Two notches at one end, and one at the other for receiving the string, 
which is a 2-ply twine of sinew. Length: 3 feet 7 inches. 
Cat. No.131356, U.S. N. M. Sioux Indians, Siouan stock, Dakota. Collected by Mrs. 
A. C. Jackson. 
FIG. 2. Qu1v1m, made of dressed buffalo hide. Bow case and arrow case separate. 
The former, a lorig narrow bag; the latter, a short sack, slightly tapering 
toward the bottom. Both are ornamented with rings of bird quill whipped 
on closely; the npper borders and the ends ornamented with finely-cut 
fringe. The bow case and outside sacks, top and bottom, decorated with 
P!l'tterns in bead work. Length: bow case, 38 inches; arrow case, 24 inches. 
Cat. No. 131356, U.S. N.1\:1. Sioux Indians, Siouan stock, Upper Missouri. Collected 
by Mrs. A. C. Jackson. 
The noticeable points on the arrow are the sinuous shaft streaks, the dainty feath-
ering projecting behind the nock and the flaring uock, which gives a perfect grip 
for the thumb and forefinger in the shooting by primary or secondary release. 
PLATE LXXXIII. 
Smithsonian Repo rt , 189J. 
DAKOTA QUIVER , SELF Bow, AND ARROW WITH SHAFT GROOVES. 


EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXX XIV. 
Sroux QUIVER, MADE OF Cow SKIN, ARROW AND Bow. 
FIG. 1. QUIVER, mottled cow skin. Bow case and arrow case are made after the 
usual pattern, ornamented at the top and bottom with fringes of hide with 
the hair on, and joine(l together by their margins. Bandolier of a strip of 
hide with fringes at the end. Length of bow ca·se, 43 inches; arrow case, 
26 inches. 
Cat. No. 154016, U. S. N. M. Sioux Indian~, Siouan stock, Dakota. Collected by 
Gen. Hazen, U.S. Army. 
PLATE LXXXIV. 
Smithsonian Re port, 1893 . 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXXV. 
DAKOTA QUIVER, SELF Bow AND ARROW, WJTH STRAIGHT SHAFT GROOVE. 
FIG. 1. QUJVl!:R, of buffalo skin; bow case and arrow case separate. Bow case, a nar-
row bag just fitting the bow. Arrow case., a wide sack tapering toward the 
bottom. Both cases adorned at upper and lower margins with long fringes 
~f bnckskin, at the bead of which is a band of red flannel decorated with 
"white-man's" patterns in bead work. BandoUer is a strip of buffalo skin 
witli hair left on. The bow and arrows are of the universal Siouan type . 
Length of bow case, 42 inches; arrow case, 26 inches. 
Cat. No. 23735, U.S. N . M. Sioux lnuians, Siouan stock, Dakota. Collected by 
P a ul Beckwith. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. PLATE LXXXV. 
DAKOTAN QUIVER, SELF Bow, AND ARROW WITH STRAIGHT SHAFT GROOVE. 


EX PL A N A TI ON O F PL A 'l' E L X X X V I . 
TONKAWA. 
FIG. 1. QUIVER, made of cow skin; bow case of mottle<l. cow skin with the hair left 
on, forming a long close sack. The arrow case is a short, wide sack. 
Bandolier, broad strip of cow skin. From the ends of bow case, arrow 
case, and bandolier fringes of cut skin depend. The bow case an<l. arrow 
case are sewed together at the margins or raw edges so that in the com-
pleted quiver the seams turn inward and are largely concealed. The tool 
bag is of rawhide and, singularly enough, contains a flint and steel and a 
powder charger made of the top of a Luffalo horn. Length of bow ca:ie, 
48 inches; arrow case, 28 inches,. 
Cat. No. 84-18, U.S. N. M . Tonka wit fncliaos, Tonka wan stock, Texas. Collected b,v 
H. McElderry, U. S. Army. 
NOTE.-After the Governwent entered into a treaty with the Indian tribes, am011g 
th.e annuities were cattle, and from that time cow skin very largely took the place ot' 
other hides in the making of quivers along the Plains of the great West, where buf-
falo and deer were less abundant. Numbers of Siouan, Caddoan, Kiowan, Algon-
quian, Shoshonean, an<l. Tonkawan tribes, all made their quivers of cow skin, either 
with the hair left on or tanned . The how case and the arrow case were made after 
the general plan of the example here described. 
FIG. 2. Bow, hard wood, hickory, the natural surface of the wood on the hack. 
Sectiou nearly square, tapering slightly t.owaru either end. No~ch single 
on alternate sides. Bowstring of 4-ply twil'le. Bow bas a single curve. 
Length: 3 feet 11 inches. The arrow is of the Plains type, showing that 
region and g;1me override social and other anthropological <li tinctions. 
Cat. No. 8448, . S. N. M. Tonkawa Indians, Caddoan stock, Texas. Co!lected !Jy H. 
M ·J~lderry. . S . .Army. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE J,XXXYII. 
SHOSHONEAN Qu1v1rn, PLAIN ARROW WITH SHAFT Gnoov1cs, A:\'D S1NEW- LI~ED 
Bow OF CALIFORNIA TYPE. 
~ FIG. 1. QUIVER, black bear skin, with hair left on; bow case an<l. arrow case sepa-
rate. The ornaments are tassels of ermine skin hanging from the ends of 
the bandolier, and long flaps of bearskin, lined on the outside with green 
cloth anu decorated with beadwork, ribbou, and gull feathers. The pat-
terns ou the green cloth arc copied from those of the whites. Length of 
bow case, 41 inches; arrow case, 27 inches. 
Cat. No. 904~, U.S. N. M. Snake Iurlian~. Sho,iltoncan sto<ik , I,lahn . Collectc,l by 
Dr. S. Wagner. 
Fm, 2. Bow, said to be Snake Indian bow from hlaho, lmt it belongs to the broad 
variety of sinew-lined bows of California. If usetl by the , nako In<lians 
it has been introduced as a matte.r of trade. The nocks are simply iaper-
ing at the ends an l no provisions for tho bowstring, which is 1-,imply 
caught over the tapering ends . Same as 19322. Length: 3 feet 4 inches. 
Cat. No. 0044, U.S. N. M . Snake Incliarni, Shoshonean stock, Idaho. Coll ected by 
Dr. C. Wagn~r. U.S. Army. 
Sm ithsonian Report , 1893 , PLATE LXXXVII. 
SHOSHONEAN QUIVER, PLAIN ARROW WITH SHAFT GROOVES, AND SINEW-LINED Bow OF 
CALI FORNIAN TYPE. 


EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXXVIII. 
NEZ P1mc(.: Qt::IVER A]l;D Bow. 
FIG. 1. QUIVER, of beaver skin; bow case an(l arrow case made separat.ely of beaver 
skin with the hair side out. Ornamented at the bottom with tassels of 
strips of skin, bird feathers and little bells, and with bands of bead work, 
and at the top with rings of bead work and long fla.PS of bea,·er skin, lined 
with red flannel and decorated with beadwork. B:rndolier missing. 
Length of bow case, 33 inches; arrow-case, 27 inches. 
Cat. No . . 23843, 0. S. N. :\1. Nez Perce Indians, Shahaptian Rtock , Idaho. Collectc<I 
by ,T. B. Monteitll. 
Non:.-Tribes of the Shabaptian stock <lisplayed a great deal of taste in all of· 
their work, and some of the quivers from that region which are accredited to t be 
Shosbonean and Salisban tribes have undoubtedly IJeen made nnder ti.Jc inflnenc" of 
these Indians. 
Smithsonian Report , 1893 , PLATE LXXXVIII. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE ' LXXXIX. 
Un: OR SH0SH0XEAN QGIVEB, Bow, AXD ARROW. 
QUIVER, deerskin; bow case, arrow case, and bandolier made of the same material, 
with the fur side outward. Adorned with fringes of the same skin cut, in strips 
and with tufts of split feathers in which the stiff mid-rib has been removed. Length: 
bow case, 34 inches; arrow case, 28 inches. 
Cat. No. 19843, U.S. N. M. Ute Indiant1. Sbosbonean stock. Utah . Collected by 
Maj. J. W. Powell. 
N0TE.-There is no tool bag, but depending from the top of the arrow case is a 
brush made of porcupine skin with the bristles left on. The bow is not sinew-lined, 
the arrow is of the universal Shoshonean type, a.nd resembles those of the eastern 
Rocky Mountain tribes. 
Smithson ian Report, 1893. 
UTE OR SHOSHO NEAN QUIV ER, Bow, AND ARR OW. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XC. 
NEz PERcf.: OR SHAHAPTIA~ QUIVER, Bow, AND ARROW, WITH S1Nuous SHAI•'T 
GROOVE. 
Fm. 1. Qu1v1rn, otter skin; bow case and arrow case separate. Each of these is a 
narrow b :1g with the fnr si(le of the bag outward. The bottom of the bow 
case has a broad band of buckskin with red flannel borders. The surface 
of the buckskin is covered .with red, blue, green, and white beads in beau-
tiful patterns. The bandolier is also of otter skin with a broad border of 
red flannel. On either side of the bandolier, and from the lower end of 
the bow case and arrow case, are long fringes made of strips of otter skin. 
The fringe of the bandol ier is also adorned with a band of bead work simi-
lar to that on the how case. The npper border of the bow case and the 
arrow case are al'lo decorated with beadwork, and long flaps of rawhide 
entirely covered with beaded patterns. This is a very beautiful object. 
Length of bow case, 20 inches; arrow case, 30 inches. Length ofbandolier, 
8 foct. 
Uat. No. 29886, U.S. N. M. Rocky Mountain Indians, tribe unknown. Collecte1'. by 
Dr. Fred. Kober . 
NoTR. -A great many of the most beautiful objects in the National Mus€um were 
gathered by Army officers, who did not always know the exact tribe from which 
specimen were obtained. Quivers of this t~·pe are made by the Algonquian 
Sio11an, Shoshouean, Salish an, and habaptiau tribes of Monta11a. 
Smithsonian Report , 1893, 
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EX PLAN AT ION OF PL AT E X C I . 
MCCLOUD RIVER (CAL.) QurVER, SINEW-LINED Bow, AND FORESHAFTED A1mow. 
FIG. 1. QUIVER, made of a whole deerskin with hair side inward. The skin of the 
legs has been left on and serve as pen<lants. The mouth is sewed np with 
buckskin strings and the ears protrude from the outside. - There is no 
distinction between the Low case and arrow case. The whole forms a 
hide sack iu which the uows and arrows are krpt together. The bando-
lier is a mere strip of bnckskin attached to tbe upper border and the mid-
dle of the quiver. Length: 40 inches. 
Cat. 'o. 19322, U.S. N. M. McCloud lth·er Indian,;, Copehan stock, Central Califor-
nia . Collecte(l by Li,·ingston Stone. 
From this point southward. the compounu quiver disappears. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XCII. 
Bow, AJ~Rows, AND Qu1V:1£R OF '1'1-1:J<: HUPA }NDIANS, OF CALIFOR!",' IA. 
Bow made of ;yew, broad aud thin iu tLe middle aud tapering toward the tmls, 
which are turned back. The nocks arn wrapped with lmckskin and trimmed with 
strips of otter skin. The back of the bow is lined with shredded sinew, laid on in 
glue and painte(l. The arrows have been described in the plate devoted to Califor-
nia types. 
The quiver is rua<l.e of the skin of the coyote, aud h, used as a. bag fur l.10l<li11g 
the bows and arrows. The method of finishing off the sinew at the end of the how 
to constitute the nock irnd of fastening the bowstring is shown in t,he plate. 
Smithsonian Report , 1893. 
PLATE XCII. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XCIII. 
CUMBERLAND GULF ESKIMO QurVEH, SINEW-BACinm Bow, AND Two-FLAT-FEATH · 
ERED ARROW. 
FIG. 1. QUIVER, made of seal skin deprived of hair. The bow case and arrow case 
are separate. Owiug to exigencies of the sinew-backed bow the bow case 
is very large, while the arrow case is very short. To the stiffener on the 
back, by means of two thongs of rawhide, is attached a wire handle, 
probably taken from an old pail. The bow case has a hood for inclosing 
the bow. Length: bow case, 37 inches; arrow case, 25 inches. 
Cat. No. 30015, U. S. N. M. Eskimo, Cumberland Gulf. Collected l>y W. A. 
Mintzer. 
It will be remembered that Mr. Murdoch calls attention to the greater simplicity 
of the eastern Eskimo bows. Notice also the purely typical Eskimo flat feathers, 
one on each side of the ilat uock, made for the Mediterranean release. 
. Smithsonian Report, 1893 . PLATE XCIII . 
CUMBERLAND GULF ESKIMO QUIVER, SINEW-BACKED Bow, AND TWO-FLAT-FEATHERED 
ARROW. 


EXPLANATION OF PLATE XCIV. 
FORT ANDRRSON ESKIMO QUIVER, SINEW-BACKED Bow, AND Two-FJMTHER BARBED 
Annow.· 
Fm. 1. QUIVER (model); bag of deerskin without the hair. Made in the shape of an 
ordinary arrow case with a hood. Along the short margin is a stiffener of 
wood. Along the outer or longer margin are decorations made by suspend-
ing the false hoofs of the deer to short thongs of buckskin. Bandol ier, 
simple string of rawhide attached to the stiffener. Length, 20 inches. 
Cat. No. 7481, U. S. N. M. Eskimo, Fort .Anderson. Canada . Collect.eel by Robt. 
McFarlane. 
NoTE.-This model of a quiver contains also miniature sinew-backeu how and 
arrows, but they are all correctly made in imitation of originals. Among the Eskimo, 
<]uivers o{ this form are very common and are long enough to contain the arrows 
and the bow within the hoo<l. 
Smithsonian Report, 1893. PLATE XCIV. 
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ORIENTAL scnoLARSifff> DURING 'l'RE PRESENT CEN-
TURY.* 
By Prof. FREDERICK MAX M-0-LLER. 
When we wish to expres·s something removed from us as far as 
it can be, we use the expression "So far as the East is from the West." 
Now what we who are assembled here are .aiming at, what may be called 
our real raison d'etre, is "to bring the East, whieh seems so far from us, 
so distant from us, nay, often so strange ai:ld indifferent to many of us, 
as near as possible-near to our thoughts, near to our hearts. It seems 
strange indeed that there should ever have hee11 a frontier line to sep-
erate the ·East from the West, nor is it easy to see at what time tba.t line 
was :first draw11, or whether there were any physical conditions which 
necessitated such a line of demarcation. The sun moves in unbroken 
continuity from East to West, there is no break in his triumphant prog-
ress. Why should there ever have been a break in the triumphant 
progress oftbe human race from East to West, and bow could that break 
have been brought about, It is quite true that as long as we know 
anything that deserves the name of history, that break exists. The 
Mediterranean with the Black Sea, tbe Caspian with the Ural Moun-
tains may be looked upon as the physical boundary that separates the 
East from the West. The whole history of the West seems so strongly 
determined by the Mediterranean, that Ewald was inclined·to include 
all Aryan nations under the name of Jlfed·iterranean. But the Mediter-
ranean ought to have formed not only the barrier, but likmvise the 
collnecting-link between Asia and Europe. Without that high-road 
leading to all the emporia of the wor!d, without the pure and refresh-
ing breezes, without the infinite laughter of the Mediterranean, there 
would nevf»r have been an Athens, a Rome; there would . uever have 
been that spirited and never-resting Europe, so different from the solid 
and slowly-changing Asiatic continent. Northern Africa, however, 
Egypt, Pale tine, Pheu.icia, and Ambia, though in close proximity to 
the Mediterranean, belong in their history to the East, quite as much as 
"Extracts from inangural·addre by the president of the International Congress 
of Orientali t , Lonc:lon, 1892. ( 11ransactio11s of the Congress, vol. I.) 
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Babylon, Assyria, Media, Persia, and India. Even Asia Minor formed 
only a temporary bridge between East and West, which was drawn up 
again when it had served its purpose. We ourselves have grown up so 
entirely in the atmosphere of Greek tltought that we hardly feel sur-
prised when we see nations such as the Phenicians and Persians, looked 
upon by the Greeks as strangers and barbarians, though in ancient times 
the former were far more advanced in civilization than the Greeks, and 
though the latter spoke a language closely allied to the language of 
Homer, and possessed a religion far more pure and elevated than that 
of the Homeric Greeks. The Romans were tbe heirs of the Greeks, and 
the whole of Europe succeeded afterwards to the intellectual inherit-
ance of Rome and Greece. Nor can we disguise the fact that we our-
selves have inherited from them something of that feeling of strange-
ness between the West and the East, between the white and the da,rk 
man, between the Aryan and the Sey.ifoe, which ought never to have 
arisen, and which is a disgrace to everybody who harbors it. No one 
in these Darwinian clays would venture to doubt tLe homogeneous-
ness of the human species, the brotherhood of the whole human race; 
hut there remains the fact that, as in ancient so in modern times, mem-
bers of that one human species, brothers of that one human fam ily, look 
upon each other, not as brothers, but as strangers, if not as enemies, 
divided not only by language ail'd religion, but also by what people call 
blood, whatever they may mean by that term. 
I wish to point out tltat it constitntes Olle of the greatest achievements 
of Oriental scholarship to ltave proved by irrefragable evidence that 
the complete break between East and West did not exist from the begin-
ning; that in prehistoric times language formed really a bond of union 
between the ancestors of many of tbe Eastem and Western nations, 
while more recent di ' coverie have proved that in historic times also, 
language, wbich seemed to separate the great nations of antiquity, 
never separated the most important among them so completely as to 
mak" all intellectual commerce and exchange between them impossible. 
These two di coverie · , eem to me to form the highest glory of Oriental 
s bolar hip during the pre.·ent century. -
I b gin with th prehistoric world which ha actually been brougltt 
to light for tlrn fir t time by Oriental ·clwlarship. 
I · of ,· · I <lo not like th expre, ~'ion prehistoric. It i a, vague term, 
an Imo t withdraw,· it elf from d finitio11. Ifreal bit-;tory begins only 
wi h b nt f whj ·h w p . , ·ontemporan om; witn · e ' , th n 
n cl u t h whol p ri d of whi •h w ar_, now spraking, and many 
l t •r p ri cl al. · wonl<l bav · t b calJ d pr hi. todc. But if bi ' tor 
m an: a i did ri foal] r ., ar ·hand l now] (lo· of r al vent bc1. eel 
It i ft n 
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is no such thing a,s "words only," that every new word represented 
really a most momentous event in the development of our race. What 
people call " mere words" are in truth the monuments of the fiercest 
intellectual battles, triumphal arches of the grandest victories won by 
the intellect of man. When man had formed names for body aud soul, 
for father and mother, and not till then did the :first act of human his-
tory begin. Not tili there were names for right and wrong, for God 
and man, could there be anything worthy of the name of human society. 
Every new word wa,s a discovery, and these early discoveries, if but 
properly understood, are more important to us than the gr·eatest con-
quests of the kings of Egypt and Babylon. 
Not one of our greatest explorers has unearthed with his spade or 
pick-axe more splendid palaces and temples, whether in Egypt or in 
Babylon, than the etymologist. Every word· is the palace of a human 
thought; and in scientific etymology we possess the charm with which 
to call these ancient thoughts back to life. It is the study of words, 
it is the Science of Language, that has withdrawn the curtain which 
formerly concealed these ancient times and their intellectual str-uggles 
from the sight of historiaus. Even now, when scholars speak of lan-
gnages, and families of lauguages, they often forget that languages -
mean speakers of languages, and families of speech pre-suppose real 
families, or classes, or powerful confederacies, which have struggled 
for their existence and held their ground against all enemies. Lan-
guages, as we read in the book of Daniel, are the same as nations that 
<lwell on all the earth. If, therefore, Greeks and Romans, Celts, Ger-
mans, Slavs, Persians, and Indians, speakh1g different languages, and 
each forming a sepa,rate nationality, coustitute, as long as we know 
them, a real historical fact, there is another fact equally real and his-
torical, though we may refer it to a prehistoric period, namely, that 
there was a time when the ancestors of all these nations and languages 
fol'tned oue compact body, speaking oue and the same language, a lan-
gua,ge so real, so trnly h1storical, that witliout it there.would never have 
been a real Gl'eek, a real Latin language; never a Greek republic, 
never a R,<>man empire; there would have been 110 Sanskrit, no Vedas, 
no Avesta, no Plato, no Greek New Testament. We know with the 
same certainty tba,t other nations and languages, also, which in histor-
ical times stand before us so isolated ~s Phenician, Hebrew, Babylon-
ian, and Arabic, pre-suppose a pre-hi toric, that is, an antecedent 
powerful Semitic confederacy, held together by the bouds of a common 
la11gnage, po. sibly by the same laws, and by a belief in tbe same gods. 
Unless the ancestors of these nations and languages had once lived 
a11<1 worked together there would have been 110 common arsenal from 
which the le,Lding nations of Semitic bi 'tory could have taken their 
armor and their 8words, the armor and swords which they wielded in 
their intellectnal struggles, and many of which we are still wielding 
our ·elve' in our war ' of liberation from error ~md in our conquests of 
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truth. These are stern, immovable facts, just as Mont Blanc is a 
stern, irremovable fact, though from a distance we must often be satis-
fied with seeing its gigantic outline only, not all its glaciers and all its 
crevasses. What I mean is that we must not attempt to discover too 
much of what happened thousands of years ago, or strain our sight to 
see what, from this distance in time, we can not see. 
Nothing has shaken the belief, for I do not call it more, that the old-
est home of the .Aryas was in the East. AH theories in favor of other 
localities, of which we have heard so much oflate, whether in favor of 
Scandinavia, Russia, or Germany, rest on evidence far more precarious 
than that which was collected by the founders of Com para ti ve Philology. 
Only we must remember, what is so often forgotten, that when we say 
.Aryas we predicate nothing-we can predicate nothing-but language. 
We know, of course, that .languages pre-suppose speakers, but when we 
say Aryas we say nothing about skulls, or hair, or eyes, or skin, as little 
as when we say Christians or Mohammedans, English or Americans. 
All that has been ;:;aid and written about the golden hair, the blue eyes, 
and the noble profile of the .Aryas, is pure invention, unless we are pre-
pared to say that Socrates, the wisest of the Greeks, was not an Arya, 
but a Mongolian. We ought, in fact, when we speak of .i:"\..ryas, to shut 
our eyes most carefully against skulls, whether dolichocephalic, or 
brachycephalic, or mesocephalic, ·wbether orthognathic, prognatbic, or 
mesognathic. We are completely agnostic as to an that, and we gladly 
leave it to others to discover, if they can, whether the ancestors of the 
Aryan speakers rejoiced in a Neanderthal or any other kind of skull 
that has been discovered in Europe or Asia. Till people will learn this 
simple lesson, which has been inculcated for years by such high authori-
ties as Horatio Hale, Powell, and Brinton, all discussions on the original 
home of the .Aryas are so much waste of time and temper. 
There i the same difference of opinion ai-; to the original home of the 
Semites, but all Semitic RCholats agree that it was ,, sornewliere in·Asia." 
The idea that the Semites proceeded from Armenia has hardly any 
defendei , left, though it is founded on an ancient tradition pre 'erved 
in Gene, is. a eminent,s holar, who at the last moment wa prevented 
by dome tic affli tion from attending our Congress, Prof. Guidi,* hold 
that th · emites came probably from the Lower Euphrates. Other 
cholar parti ularly Dr. 'preng 1·, placed the Semitic cradle in Arabia. 
rof. .J.. ··1 ke tak mu ·h th 'ame view with regard to the home of 
h mit whi h I take with regard to the borne of the Arya". We 
·an n wi h · rt· in y .fL on auy particular pot, but that it wa' '' ·om -
wh r in ' ia no .· ·lwhr w uld r <lonbt. 
I i w 11 kn , n al. hat m hi h authoritie , Dr. Hommel, fi r 
·bmi lt ]1 11 that th a,n · tor: of the Semit 'au 
ha\' liv rl i11 ·l .· proximit. , whi •h would b a 
lJ ll z 11t<ll pr-n iti,·a <l ·i l'opoli , · mitici. 'Proc·cecling f th· AC'c·ad mia clei liuc i," 
1 7 '7 . 
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new confirmation of the Asiatic origin of the Aryas. But we hardly 
want that additional support. Benfey's arguments in favor of a Euro-
pean origin of the Aryas were, no doubt, very ingenious. But, as his 
objections have now been answered by one,* the old arguments for an 
.. A .. siatic home seem to me to have considerably gained in strength . . I, 
at all events, can no longer join in the jubilant chorus that, like all 
good things, our noble ancestors, the Aryas, came from Germany. Dr. 
Schrader, who is often quoted as a decided supporter of a. European 
origin of the Aryas, ii; far too conscientious a scholar to say more than 
that all .he has written on the subject should be considered " as purely 
tentative." (Preface, p. vi.) 
With regard to time, our difficulties are gr.eater still, and to attempt 
to solve difficulties which can not ·be solved, seems to me .no better than 
the old attempt to square the circle. If people are satisfied with 
approximate estimates, such as we are accustomed to in geology, they 
may say that some of the Aryan languages, such as Sanskrit in India, 
Zend in Media, must have been finished and used metrical form about 
2000 B. C. Greek followp,d soon after. And when it is said that these 
languages were finished 2000 B. c., that means simply that they had 
become independent varieties of that typical Aryan language which 
bad itself reached a highly finished state long before it was broken up 
into these dialects. .This typical language·bas been called the Proto-
.Aryan language. We are often asked why it should be impossible to 
calculate how ma11y centuries it must have taken before that Proto-
.Aryan language could have become so differentiated and so widely diver-
gent as Sanskrit is from Greek, or Latin from Gothic. If argued 
geologically, we might say, no doubt, that it took a thousand years to 
produce so small a divergence as that between Italian and French, and 
that therefore many thousands of years would not suffice to account 
for Ruch a divergence as that between Sanskrit and Greek. We might, 
therefore, boldly place the first divergence of the Aryan languages at 
5000 B. c., and refer the united Aryan period to the time before 5000 
B. c. That period again would require many thousands of years, if we 
are to account for all that had already become dead and purely formal 
ill the Proto-Aryan language before it began to break up into its six 
ethnic va,rieties, that is, into Celtic, Teutonic, Slavonic, Greek, Latin, 
aud Inrlo-Eranic. 
If tben we must follow the example of geology and fix chronological 
limits for the growth of the Proto-Aryan language previous to the con-
olidation of the six national lang.iages 10,000 B. c. would by no means 
be too distant as to the probable limit of what I should call our his-
torical knowledge of the existence of Aryan speakers somewhere in 
Asia. 
nd what applies to tho e Aryan speakers applies with even greater 
force to the emitic, becansP. the earlie. t monuments of Semitic speech, 
jt "Three lectures on the science of .language," pp. 60 et Beq. 
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differentiated as Babylonian, Phenician, Hebrew, and Arabic, go back, 
as we are told, far beyond the earliest documents of Sanskrit or Greek. 
Here also 'we must admit a long period previo1is to the formation of tb.e 
great national languages, because thus only ca.n the fact be accounted 
for that on many points, so modern a iangnage as Arabic is more primi-
tive than Hebrew, while, in other grammatical formations Hebrew is more 
primitive than Arabic.* 
Whether it is possible that these two linguistic consolidations, the 
Aryan and Semitic, came originally from a common source is a question 
which scholars do not like to ask, because they know that it does not 
admit of a scholar-like answer. No scholar would deny the possibility 
of an original community between the two during their radic"al period, 
and previous to the development of any grammatical forms. But the 
handling of this kind of linguistic protoplasm is not congenial to the 
student of language, an-d must be left to other hands. Still, such an 
attempt should not be discouraged altogether, and if they are carried out 
in the same spirit in which in the last number of the -'Journal of the Ger-
man Oriental Society," Prof. Erman has tried to prove a close relation-
ship between Semitic and Egyptian, they deserve the highest credit. 
Another question also which carries us back still further into unknown 
antiquity-whether it is possible to account for the origin of languages, 
or rather _of human speech in general-is one which scholars eschew, 
because it is one to be handled by philosophers rather than by students 
of language. I must confess, the deeper we delve, the farther the solu-
tion of this problem seems to recede from our grasp; and we may here 
too learn the old lesson that our mind was not made to grasp begin-
nings. We know the beginnings of nothing in this world, and the prob-
lem of the origin of language, which is but another name for the origin 
of t,hought, evades our comprehension quite as much as the problem of 
the origin of our planet and of the life upon-it, or the origin of space 
and t.ime, whether without or within us. History can dig very deep, 
but, like the shafts of our mines, it is always arrested before it has 
reached the very lowest stratum. Students of language, and particu-
larly, tudent. of Oriental languages, have solved the problem of the 
origin of sp ie. in language, and they had done o long before the.days 
of Darwin; but like Darwin, they have to accept certain original germs 
a given, and they do not venture to pierce into the deepest mysteries 
of a ·tual creati n or co mic beginniILgs. 
nd. t, thou h a cepting thi. limitation of their labor, as the com-
n f t of all human kn wl dO'e, Oriental scholars have not altogether 
r in ain. o hi. tory of the , orlcl can in future be written 
wi h n it: intr du t ry ·hapt r on th gr at con olidation of the 
n<·i n r. an an l ~ mi i k r, . That cha.pt r may be ca,11 d 
r •hi:t ri bu th fa ·t: with whi hit deal. ; ar tlwr ughly l.JiRtori ·al 
; Y n · m i ' in h f h ,'tud nt f hwguag , they are 
, '<· l riv r, H ebrew Tenses 11. 132. 
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as real as the battle of Waterloo. They form the solid foundation of 
all later-history. Tbey determine the course of the principal nations 
of ancient history as the mountains determine the course of rivers. 
Try only to realize what is meant by the fact that there was a time and 
there was a place where the ancestors of the po.ets of the Veda and of 
tpe prophets of the Zend Avesta shook hands and conversed freely with 
the ancestors of Homer, nay, with our own linguistic ancestors, and 
you wm see what a shiftjng of scenery, what a real transformation 
scene Oriental students have produced on the historical stage of the 
world. They have brought together the most valuable and yet the 
.least expensive museum of antiquities, namely, the words which date 
from the time of an undivided Aryan and an undivided Semitic broth-
erhood; relics older than all Babylonian ta.blets or Egyptian papyri; 
. relics of their common thoughts, their common religion, their common 
mythology, tbeir common folk-lore, nay, as Las lately been shown 
by Leist, Kobler, and others, relics of their common jurisprudence 
also. 
At the present moment, wlien tbe whole world is preparing for the · 
celebration of the discovery of America, or what i13 called the New 
W: orl<l, let us not forget that the discoverers of that old, that prehis-
toric world of which I have been speaking, deserve our gratitude as 
much a,s Columbus and his companions. ~rhe discrveries of Sir William 
Jones, Schlegel, Humboldt, and of my own masters and fellow-workers, 
Bopp, Pott, Burn0uf, Benfey, Kuhn, and Curtius, will forever remain 
a landmark in the studies devoted to the history, that is, the knowl-
edge of our race, and, in the end, the knowledge of ourselves. If 
others have followed in their footsteps and have proved that these 
bold discoverers have sometimes been on a wrong track let them have 
full credit for what they have added, for what they have corrected, and 
what they have rejected; but a Moses who fights his way througli the 
wilderness, though he dies before be enters on the full possession of 
the promised land, is grea,ter tha,n all the J oshuas that cross the J or-
dau and divide the land. Many tnwellers now find their way easily to 
Africa and back; but the first who toiled alone to discover the sources 
of the Nile, ruen such as Burton, Speke, and Livings.tone, re,1uired 
often greater faith and greater pluck tha,n those who actually dis-
covered them. As long as I live I shall protest against all attempts 
to belittle the true founders of the Science of Language. Their very 
mistakes often display more genius than the corrections of their 
Epigoni. · 
It may be aid that thi great discovery of a whole act in the drama 
of the world, the very existence of which was unknown to our fore-
fathers, was due to the study of the Science of Language rather than to 
Oriental scholar hip. But where would the Science of Language have 
b 11 without the tud.ent of Sanskrit and Zend, of Hebrfw and Arabic 1 
At a Co1lgreRs of Orieutali ts we have a right to claim what is due to 
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them, and I doubt whether anybody here present would deny that itis 
due in the first place to Oriental scholars, such as Sir W. Jones, Cole. 
brooke, Schlegel, Bopp, Burnouf, Lassen, and Kuhn, if we now have a 
whole period added to the history of tbe world, if we now can prove 
that long before we knew anything of Homeric Gref\ce, of Vedic India, 
of Persia, Greece, Italy, and all the rest of Europe, there was a real 
historical community formed by the speakers of Aryan tongues, that 
they were closely held together by the honds of a common speech and 
common thoughts. 1t is equally due to the iudustry and genius of 
Oriental scholars, such as De Sacy, Gesenius, Ewald, and my friend 
the late Prof. Wright, if it can no longer be doubted that the ancestors 
of the speakers of Babylonian and Assyrian, Syriac, Hebrew, Pheni-
cian, and Arabic formed once one consolidated brotherhood of Semitic 
speech, and that however different they are when they appear for .the 
first time in their national costumes on the stage of history they could 
once understand their common words and common thoughts like mem-
bers of one and the same family. Surely this is an achievement on 
which Oriental scholarship has a right to take pride, when it is chal-
lenged to produce its title to the gratitude of the world at large. 
If we now turn our attention to another field of Oriental scholarship 
which has been fruitful of results of the greatest importance to the 
student of history, and to the world at large, we shall be able to sll.ow, 
not indeed that Oriental scholars have created a 'whole period of his-
tory, as in the case of the .Aryas and Semites, before their respective 
separation, but that they have inspired the oldest period in the history 
of the world with a new life and meauing. Instea.d of learning by 
heart the unmeanin g names of kings and the dates of their battles, 
whether in Egypt, or Babylon, in Syria and Palestine, we have been 
enableu, chiefly throngh the marvellous discoveries of Oriental scholar , 
to watch their most secret thoughts, to comprehend their motives, to 
listen to their prayers, to read even their private and confidential 
l tter~. Think only what ancie11t Egypt was to u a hundred years 
ao-o ! A pbinx buried in a de ert, with hardly any human features 
le.ft. And now, not only do we read the hieroglyphic, the hieratic, and 
demotic inscription', not ouly do w kuow the right names of king aud 
que n 4000 or 5000 year · n. ., but we know their god:-;, their worship; 
w know th ir law and h ir poetry; we know their folk-lore and even 
th ir no 1 . Th ir prayers are full of tho. · t u •he which make the 
wh 1 w rl f 1 akii1. Here i , th true I i here i,· Human Nature, 
pray r f Ba ylon are more formal; till, bow mu h 
mor Ii in o- i, h 1 i · ur . th ·ive u of th humanit of Babylon and 
~i11 • h, than 11 h :i pala · •: temp] ' , and hall ! nd a , to India, 
hink wh In ia wa.· t h ,' h I r. ' f th la t ntury ! name and 
an ·ient inhabitant 
een recog-nized a, 
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The Veda bas revealed to us the earliest phases iu the history of 
nat_ural i-eligion, and has placed in our hands the only safe key to the 
secrets of .Aryan mythology. Nay, I do not hesitate to say tllat there 
are rays of light in the Upanishads and in the ancient philosophy of 
the Vedauta which wm throw new light, even to-day, on some of the 
problems nearest to our own hearts. And not only has ea<.:h one of the 
aucient Oriental Kingdoms been reanimated and made to speak to us, 
like the gray, crumbling statue of Memnon, whe1t touched by the rayR 
of dawn, but we have also gained a new insight into the mutual rela-
tions of the principal nations of antiquity. Formerly, when we had to 
read the history of the world, every one of the great Kingdoms of the 
East seemed to stand by it:5elf, isolated from all the rest, having its 
own past, unconnected with the past history of other countries. 
China, for instance, w·as ni wod<l by itself. It had always been inhab-
ited by a, peculiar people, different in- thought, in language, and iu 
writing even from its nearest neighbors. 
Egypt, in the gray rnorning of antiquity, seemed to stand alone, like 
a pyramid in a desert, self contained, prou<l, and without any interest 
in the outside world , eutirely origillal m its langtrnge, its alphabet, its 
literature, its art, and its religion . 
.India, again, has· always been a world hy itself, eit}ler entirely 
unkuown to the Northern nations, or surrounded in their eyes by a 
golden mist of fal>le and mystery. 
Tlte same applies more or Jess to tLe great Mesopotamian Kingdollis, 
to Babylon and Nineveh. Tbey, too, have their own language, their 
own alpLabet, their own religion, tbeir own art. They seem to owe 
nothing to anybody else. 
It is somewliat different with .l!/.edia, and Persia·, but this is chiefly 
due to our knowi11g hardly anytbiug of tLese countries before they 
appear in conflict with their neighbors, either as conquerors or as con-
quered, on the ancient battle-fields of history. 
· In facr, jf we look at the old maps of the ancient world, we see them 
colored with different and strongly contrasting colors, which admit of 
no shading, of no trausition from one to the other. Every country 
seemed a world by itself, and, so far as we can judge from the earliest 
tradition~ which lrnYe reacbecl us, each nation claimed even its own 
independent creabou, whether from their own gods, or from their own 
native soil. China, knows nothing of what i1:, going on in Babylon all(]. 
Egypt; Egypt Lardly knows the name of India; India looks upon all 
that is beyond the Himalayan snows as fabulous, whi1e the.Jews, more 
thau all the r st, felt themselves a peculiar people, the chosen people 
of God. 
Until iately, if it waR a ked whether there was any communication 
at al] between the leading hi torical nations of the East, the answer 
was that 110 commuuication, 110 interchange of thought, 110 mutual 
influence wa ' po ~sible, becau ·e language placed. a barrier between 
SM 93--44 
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them which made communication, and more partieularly free i1 1tellec. 
tual iutercourse, -entirely impossible. 
If tlierefore it seemed that some of these ancient nations shared 
certain ideas, beliefs, 01· customs in common, the auswer alwa.ys was 
that they could not l1ave borrowed one from the other, uecause tliere 
was really no ehannel through which they coul<l bave communicated, or 
borrowe<l from each other by means of a rational aud continuous con-
verse. Thanks to the more recent researches of Oriental scholars, this 
is no longer so. One of tlrn first an<l one of the strongest proofs that 
there was, in very aneient times, a very active intelleetual iutercour.:-e 
between Aryan and Semitic 1iations, is the Greek .Alphabet. The Greeks 
never made any secret of their having borrowed their letters from 
Phenicia.n schoolmasters. They calle<l their letters Phenician, as we 
call our numerical figures Arabic, while the Arabs called thew Iudiau. 
The very na,me of Alphabet in Greek is the best proof that at the time 
when the Greeks were the pupils of Phenkian writing-masters, the 
· secondary names of tlie Semitic letters, Aleph, Beth, Gimel, Daleth, had 
· already been accepted. Ol'igiually the Aleph was the picture 11ot of a 
1ml], but of an eagle; Beth not of a house, but of another bird; Girnel 
11ot of a camel, but of_ a yessel with a handle; Daleth of a stretcbed 
out hand. TLis intercoun;e lJetween Phenicians and Greeks must have 
taken plaee previous to tL.e beginning of any written Jitera.t ure iu 
Gree<:e, previous therefore to the seventh century at least. W hen we 
spe.1 k of Gree.ks aml Phenicians in general, we must guard. agai11st 
tlii11 kiug of ,Yliole J iations, or of large numbers. The wo1:k of lmmauity 
in til e pa~t, more eYen than in the present, was carrie<l on by the fow, 
Dot by the mauy, by what Disraeli called "the men of ligLt and lead-
iug," the o-calle<l Path-makers of the ancient world.. They re.pre::ient 
unknown rni1lion~, standiug behind them, as a Uomnrnnder-in-chief rep-
reseuts a whole army that follows him. The importa1)t poiut i ::; that in 
the alpliab.et we liaYe before us a tangible document, attesting a real 
eomrnu11i ·atiou uetween these leaders of progress a11d dvilization in. 
the Ea ·t an<l in the West, a bridge between Pheuicia and Greece, 
betw n S mitic aud .Aryan people. The name of the letter Alpha in 
th Gr ek alphabet i a mor irr i tibl proof of Ph niciau inflnen ·e 
thau all th 1e0 • ncls ab ut Kadmo and 'J hebes, about a Pheuician 
II rakl ,' or a, Ph uician Aphrodite. It il'l tnwg that 11ot one of tl1 
written ou tlte trace· of Ph uician infl.ue11c 
y of r ece ·Loul<l La-Ye availf'd him"clf 
Ii palpable proof of a r al and mo,·t 
Pb ni fan and th early iubabitaut · 
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of the same bridge that led from Phenicia to Greece have been laid 
bare, aml they lead clearly from Phenicia back to Egypt. It is well 
known that even the ancients hardly ever doubted that the alphabet 
was originally discovered in Egypt and carried from thence by the 
Pbenicians to Greece and Italy. Plato, Diodorus Siculus, Plutarch, 
and Gellius, all speak of Egypt as the cradle of the alphabet, and Taci-
tus (Annals,xr.14), who seems to have taken a specialinterestin this sub-
ject, is mos~ exI_>licit on that poh1t. It was supposed for a time that the 
Egyptians simpiy took certain hieroglyphic signs; and made them stand 
for their initial letters. Tliis was caIIed the akrological theory, but it 
is no longer tenable. Tlie alphabet was never a discovery, in the usu_al 
sense of the word; it was like all the greatest dfacoveries, a natural 
growth. It arose, without any iutentional effort, from the employment 
of what are called complimentary hieroglyphics.* 
What the Vicomte de Rouge did, was to select the most ancient · 
forms of the Phenician alphabet, as they are found on the sarcophagus 
of Eshmunezar (or better still, on the Stone of l\fosha, which was not 
known in his time), and to show how near they came, not indeed to the 
most all"cient hieroglyphics, but to certain hieratic cursive signs which 
have the. same phonetic values as their corresponding Phenician letters. 
This was a most brilliant discovery, and I still possess a very scarce 
paper which he sent me in 1859. He never published a full accouut of 
his discovery himself, but after his death his notes were published by 
his son in 187 4. 
I know quite well that some scholars have remained ske1Jtical as to 
the Egyptian origin of the Phenician letters. My friend Lepsius was 
never quite convinced. Atteinpts have been made to derive the Pheoi-
cian letters from a cuneiform source or from the Oypriote letters, but 
the result bas hitherto been far from satisfactory. The Phenician let-
ters must have had ideographic autecedents. Where are we to look 
for tliem, if not in Egypt"? What has always made .me feel convinced 
that Houge was. right is tbe fact that we have to deal with a series, 
au<l that 15 ont of the 23 letters of this series are almost identical 
in Plienician and in Egyptian. We are perfectly justified, there-
fore, in making a certain allowance for some modificatiolls in the 
rest. These modifications are certainly not greater than the modifica-
tions which the Phenician letters underwent later in their travels over 
the whole civilized world. But t.l1ere is another argument ·iu Rouge's 
favor which has often been ignored, uarnely, the fact that the Egyptians, 
whenever they had to transcribe foreign words, have :fixed in many cases 
ou tbe identical letters which served as the prototypes of the Phenician 
alphabet. This fact, :fir t pointed out by Dr. Hincks, is one of the many 
valuable ervice which that i11genious scholar has rendered to hiero-
glyphic tudie ·; and the Vir-omte de Rouge has been the :first to 
ackuowle<lge how much hii:; own di covery owes to the labors of Dr. 
" Hincks, Egyptian Alphabet, p. 7. 
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Hinck;:;, particularly to his paper on the Egyptian alphabet published in 
"The Tra.nsactions of the Irish Academy in 184 7." .All the facts concern-
ing the history of the alphabet have been carefully put together in 
Lenormant's great -work, "Essa'i sur la Propagation de l' Alphabet Pheni-
cien." Here, then, we have a clear line of communication between 
Egypt, Phenicia, a,nd Greece, which Oriental scholarship has laid bare 
before our eyes. To judge from the character of the hieratic letters as 
copied by tbe Phenicians, the copying must have taken place about the 
nineteenth century B. c.*; according to others, even at au earlier date. 
It is well known that hieroglyphic writing for monumental purposes 
goes back in Egypt to tbe Fourth, or even the Second Dynasty+, and on 
these earliest inscriptions we not only :find the hieroglyphic system of 
writing fully developed, but we actually see hieroglyphic picture~ of 
papert and books,ofinkstands and pens. But here again the beginnings 
escape us, and the origin of wdting, though we know the conditions under 
which it took place withdraws itself from our sight almost as much as 
the origin oflanguage itself. The question has been asked whether, as 
the oldest cuneiform writing clearly betrays an ideographic origin , its 
first germs could be traced back to the ideographic ·alphabet of Egypt. 
This would make Egypt the schoolmaster, or at least the older school-
fellow of the Mesopotamian Kingdoms. But, whatever the fntme may 
disclose, at present Oriental scholarship has no evidence with which to 
confirm such a hypothesis. 
The same applies to another hypothesi::; which ha~ been advocated 
with great ingenuity by one of the members of our Congre8s, .:\1. Terrien 
de Lacouperie. He thinks it possible to show that the oldest Chine e 
letters, which, as is generally admitted, had an ideographic b eginning 
like that of the Egyptian hieroglyphics, owed their first origin to 
Babylon. It is generally supposed that the cuneiform a]pbal>et used 
by the Semitic iullabita11ts of Babylonia and .AsHyria wa,s invented by 
a 11on-Semitic race called Sumerian -, and .Acca<lians. Whether the 
Ubiue e borrowed from these raee::; or from the Babylonians is difficnlt 
to decide. It mu, t likewise rnmain for tbe pre' ut an open question 
wh ther the e S.umerian.' an l ccadia11 s can be identified with a ra ·e 
dwellin g original1y in the orth and East of .Ai;i,ia. There are scholar 
who plar tli original l1ome of the .Accadiaus on the Persian Gulf, 
tl10ugh th vidence for this v i w a,l o i ::; very weak. We mm,t uot 
forg t tbat id cwraph Huch as pi ·tnr · of th sun aml moon or of t he 
:up rin ·uml> 'nt ky: ·,f mountain and plant', of th mouth and no e, 
of c: ~: an ar, mu. of 11 c .. ·i y . bar cer ain feature: in common 
in what v r countr th y ar n: d for l1i roo·l.n,hi · purpo ·e . 'rh 
<·h 1ar l1a: h ling with 1· ·at l to th . , very o· u ral id o-
lta:, i h r' ·,ml t< th v ry ind finit roo of 
.J. ,1': Hon re fr111oin · Hill' l Oriaille Eyyplinrn • de /'A lplt<ibd f'h r!nicie,, , J 7°1 p. 10 . 
lu th,:.\ hmol,•an ~111 um at xfonl i . a ruonum nt of th , · coud Dyua ·ty. 
l OU 1. ·. 1'· JOH. 
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language which are supposed to be shared in 0ommou by the Semitic 
and Aryan families of speech. Both are too protoplastic, too jelly~ 
like, too indefinite for scientific handling.* 
StHl no researches, if only carried on methodically, should be dis-
couraged a priori, and we must always be willing to learn new lessons 
however much they may shock our inherited opinions. 
It is not so very long ago that the best Semitic scholars stood aghast 
at the i<lea that the cuneiform letters were borrowed from a non-Semitic 
race, and that some of the cuneiform inscriptions shou1d contain speci-
mens of a non-Semitic or Aecadian language. We have got over this 
surprise, and though there are still some formidable skeptics, the fact 
seems now generally recognized that there was in very ancient times 
an intercourse between the Semitic and non-Semitic races of Asia as 
there was between the Egyptians :md the Pbenicians, and between the 
Phenicians and Greeks, that is, between the greatest people of antiq-
uity, and that these non-Semitic people or Accadians were really the 
schoolmasters of the founders of the great .Mesopotamian kingdoms. 
But though we must for the present consi,der any connection between 
Chinese and Babylonian writing as extremely doubtful, there can be no 
doubt as to the rapid advance of the cuneiform system of writing itself 
from East. to West. This wonderful invention, more mysterious even 
than the hieroglyphic alphabet, soon overflowed the frontiers of the 
Mesopotamian kingdoms, and found its way into Persia and Armenia, 
wllere it was used, though for the purpose of inscriptions only, by 
people Rpeaking both Aryan and Hon-Aryan languages. Here, then, 
we see an ancient iutercourse between people who were formerly con-
sidered by all historians as entirely separate, and we are chiefly 
indebted to English scholars, such as Rawlim;on, Norris, Sayce, Pinches, 
and others, for having brought to light some of the ruins of that long 
buried bri<lge on which the thoughts of the distant East may have 
wandered toward the West. 
Few ge11erations have witnessed so many discoveries in Oriental 
s-:;holarship, and have lived through so many surprises, as our own. If 
any two countries seemed to have been totally separated in ancient 
times by the harrie.rs both of language and writing they were Egypt 
with its hieroglyphic and Babylon with it::; arrow-headed literature. 
We 01ily knew of one communication between Egypt and its powerful 
neighbors and enemies, carried on through the inarticulate and mur-
derou , language of war, of spears and arrows, but not of arrow-beaded 
writings. Who cou1<1 have supposed that the rows of wedges covering 
tu.e cylinders of Babylonian libraries, which have taxed the ingenuity 
of our clevere::,t drcipherer , were read without any apparent difficulty 
by scribes and scholars in Egypt about 1500 B. c. 1 Yet we possess 
' Professor Homme], in his paper submitted to our Congress, has pointed out strik-
iu<T similarities h •tw cnE(Typtian hieroglyphics ancl corresponding Babylonian ideo-
graph . \Vho wasi th inventor and who the borrower, adhuc sub judice lis est. 
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now in the tablets fonnd at Tel-el-Amarna,, in Egypt, a kind of diplo-
matic correspondence, carried on at that early time, tnore than a thou-
sand yeai·s before the invasion of Greece by Persia, between t he kings 
of Egypt and their friends and vassals in Babylon, Syria, and Palestine-
These letters were docketed in Egypt in hieratic writing, like tl!e dis-
patches in our Foreign Office. They throw much li ght on tbe political 
relations the:n existing between the Kings of Egypt and the Kings of 
western Asia, theie political and matrimonial alliauees, a,nd likewise 
on the traue carrjed on between different countries. They confirm 
statements known to us from hieroglyphic inscriptions in Egypt, more 
particularly those in the temple of Karnak. The spelling is chiefly 
syllabic, the language an Assyrian dialect. Doubtful Accadiau words 
are often followed and explained -by glosses in what may be called a 
Canaanite dialect, which comes very near to Hebrew. But bow did 
the kings of Egypt understand these cuneiform dispa,tches 1 It is true 
we meet sometimes with the express statement that those to whom 
tbese missives were addressed had understood tllem / as if this could 
not always be taken for granted. It is true also that .these letters were 
mostly brought by messengers who might h ave helped in interpreti11g 
them, provided they Jia,d learned to speak and read Egyptian . But 
what is more extra.ordinary still, the King of Egypt himself, Amenophis 
nr, when writing to a king whose daughter h e wishes to marry, writes 
a dispatch in cuneiform letters, and in a la11gun.ge not his own, unless 
we suppose that tlle t ablet wliich we possess was simply a tri:rnslatiou 
sent to the Ki11g Kallimma Sin, an<l as such kept in the archives of the 
Egyptian Foreign Office. 
It is cnriou to observe that the King of Egypt, though quite wil lil1g to 
marry the daughters of smaller potentates, is not at all disposed to send 
Egyptian princesseti to them. For be writes in Ids own lettert-l (p. 29) 
".A dangllter of the King of tlrn land of Egypt h as never bePn given to 
a ·Nobody.rn vVl.iatcver el ewe may learn from tl1e e letters, they are 
not pa,tterns of diplomatic language, if indeed the translation is in this 
case quite faitltful.t In the e dispatches, dati11g from 1400 B. c., a num-
b ~r of towns are mentioHed, many of which have the same name a 
tl10:-- known to u . from ]Ji "roglyphic inscriptions. Some of these name 
l1avr eYen urviv .d to our own time, such a Mi. ir'im for Egypt, Damas-
cu.· M gi<lc1o Tyr ( urrii), idon (S'.idCma), Byl>los (Guble), Beyrut 
(B1rf1ta), ,Joppa ( ftp fl ), mid o h r . Even the name of ,J em alern ha 
lw<·11 di:c· v r d 1> in h , 
A:. yriau th to n of p a 
tlH· J w took . ,'ion f 
b 
c·o11fin11 ·d for I f.(•e iu an ar id 1,y Prof. 
·ad<>rn.v hat thi tran. la' ion is not quit corr ct. 
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for having secured these treasure~ for the British Museum, and to 
Dr. Bezold and Mr. Budge for having translated and published them. 
To us this correspondence is of the greatest importance, as showing 
once more tlie existence of a literary and intellectual intercourse between 
western ARia and Egypt , of which historians had formerly no suspi-
cion. If we can once poiut to such an open channel as that through 
which cuneiform tablets travelled from Babylonia, and Syria to Egpyt, 
we shall be better prepared .to understand the presence in Egypt of 
products of a,rtistic worlrnrnnship also from western Asia, nay, from 
Cyprus, and even from Myceme. I possessed potsherds sent to me by 
Schliemann from lVIycenre, which might have been broken off from the 
same yesseh; of which frag·rnents have been found at Ia1ysos, and lately 
in Egypt by Mr. Flinders Petde. I have Rent these potsherds to the 
British Museum to be i)laced by the side of the pottery from Ialysos, 
and to our Un iversity Museum at Oxford. Mr. Flinders Petrie in the 
A cademy, June 25, 1892, writes: "Mykemean vase-types are found in 
Egypt with scarabs, etc., of the Eighteenth Dynasty, and conversely 
objects of the Eighteenth Dynasty, including a royal scarab, are found 
at Mykenre. And again, hundreds of piecer-:; of pottery; purely Myke-
nren in style, have been found in various <late.able discoveries in Egypt, 
and without exception every datum for snch, lies between 1500 and 1100 
B. c . and earlier rather tban later in that range.'' I do not mean to say 
that this fixes the <late of the Mykemean pottery, nor do I wish to rely 
on evidence which is contested by some of the best Egyptian scholars; 
otherwise, I should gladly have appealed to the na,me:-:i of the My13ians, 
Lycians, 0arians, Ionians, and Dardanians, discovered in the epic of 
Pantaur about 14no B. c.) in the reign of Rameses II; and to the name 
of ..Ach::eans1 reacl by certain Egyptian scholars in an inscription at 
Karnak, ascribed to the time of Meneptah, the son of Rarneses II. 
vVhat 1Ye sl1all have to learn more and more is that th_e people of antiq-
uity, even though they spoke different lauguages and used different 
alphabets, knew far moFe of each other, even at the time of Amenophis 
III, or 1400 B. c., t han was supposed by even the best historians. The 
ancient world was not RO large and wide as it seemed, and the number 
of representati ve men was evidently very small. The fr1tluence of 
Babylon extende<l far and wide. We know tllat several of the stra~ge 
gods worshiped by the J ews, such a,s Rimmon, Nebo, and Sin, came 
from Babylon. The authority of Egypt aL o was .felt in. Palestine, in 
Syria, n11cl likewise in Babylon. The authenticity of the cuneiform 
di patche~ found at Tel-el-Amarna in Egypt h as lately received an 
unexpected confi rmation from tablets found at Tel-el-Hesy, probably 
the ancient Lachisl1. Ilere a letter has been found addressed to Zim-
rida, who in the ~Pel-el-Arnarna tablets was mentioned as governor of 
Laehi 11 , wl1 re h wa murdered by bi s people.* In the same place 
cyliiiden, '" re found of Babylonian manufacture, between 2000 and 
".Acaclerny, July 9, 1892. 
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1500 B. c., and copies, evidently made of them in the West. Simi1ar 
cylinders occur in the tombs of Cyprus and Syria., h elping us to fix 
heir dates, and slwwing once more the iutercourse between East ,md 
West, and the an_cient migration of Eastern thought toward E urope. 
Nor should we, when looking for cha1inels of cornmunica,tion between 
the ancient ki11gdoms of Asia, forget the Jew8, who " -ere more or les8 
at home in every part of the world. We must remern ber that they 
came originally front Ur of the Chaldees, then migrated to Canaan . and 
afterwards sojourned in Egypt, before they settled in Palestine. Af'te 
that we know how they were led into ca,ptivity and lived in close pro:v 
imity and daily intercourse witii Medians, Persians, Babylonians, ancl 
Assyrians. They spoke of Cyrus, a, believer in Ormaz<l , as the a nointed 
and the shepherd of Jehovah, because he allowed them to return from 
Babylon to Jerusalem. Darius, Jikewise a follower of Zoroaster, was 
looked on by them as their patron, becaused he favored the re-building 
of the Temple at Jerusalem. When we consider these intimate rela-
tions between the Jews and t11eir neighbors and conquerors, we can 
easil y imagine what useful intermediaries they must always bave been 
iu the intellectual exchange of the ancient world. 
There are two countries only which really remained absolutely i.5o-
lated in the past, China and India. It is true that attempts 11aYe been 
made to show that the CLiuese i11fluenced the inhabitants of fodia iu 
very ancient times by imparting to them their earliest astrouomy. But 
Biot's arguments have hardly convinced ~nybody. And as to Chinese 
porcelain being found in ancient Egyptian tombs, this too h as long 
been surrendered for lack of trustworthy evidence. 
Nor h ave the attempts been more successful which were intended to 
show that tbe ancient astronomy of India was borrowe<l from Baby-
lon. It is well known that the Babylonians excelh=-d in u.stronomy, aud 
that in latter times they became the teac1rnrs of the Greeks, and indi-
rectly of the Indians. But tbe 27 Vedic Naksba.tr::ts or lunar station 
are perfectly intelligible as produced on Indian soi1, rrnd require llO 
for ign influencP-s for tlieir explanation. If the Indians ]iad in Vedic 
time ' been the pupils of tl1e Babylonian , otlwr traces of that iuter-
cour e could hardly be ab ent. It was indeed thonght for a time that 
on word r-it lea. t of Babylonian origin ba(l been di scovered in tlte l1yn111 
f th Rio--V ,aa, the Babylonian man a, a certain w ig·ht of go1t1. Tlii 
,rnrd h,1 ,· c rtai111 • travell d far and wid . We find it in th e tabl t, of 
i11g a · mm r ial iut .r-
P ihlr in L ~ p ian, Ztits,·hift cl r ]} . . illorgenl. Ge11rll1J. · yo]. -r;v1, p. 111. 
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course between India a11d Babylon. Sindhu, as my learned friend, 
Prof. Sayce, iuforms me, occurs in cuneiform texts as far back as 3000 
B. c. as the name of some textile fabric. In Sanskrit saindhava would 
mean- wh at grows on the Sindbu or the Indus,* and would therefore 
be a very good name for cotton or linen. But so long as this word 
stands alone, it would not be safe to build any conclusions on it as to 
an ancient trade between India and Babylon. 
For the present, therefore, we must continue to look upon Uhi11a and 
India as perfectly isolated countries duri1~g the period of which we are 
here speakilig. But though in the eyes of the historian the ancient 
literature of these two countries loses in consequence much of its inter-
est, it acquires a new and peculiar interest of its own in the eyes of the 
philosopher. It iR entirely home-grown .and home-·spun, and thus forms 
an independent parallel to all the other literature of the ·world. It has 
been truly said that the religion and the philosophy of India come upon 
us like meteors from a distant planet, perfectly independent in their 
origin and in their character. Bence, when they do agree with other 
religions and philosophies of the ancient world, they naturally inspire 
us with the same confidence as when two mathematicians, working 
quite indepeudently, arrive in tlJe f',nd at the same results.t 
It is true that in these days of unexpected discoveries we are never 
entirely safe from surprises. But as far as our evidence goes at pres-
ent-and we can uever say more-tlrn idea once generally entertained 
aud lately reviYed by Prof. Gruppe, that there was some connection 
betweeu the ancient religion of India and those of Egypt and Babylon 
1s, from a scholar's point of view, simply impossible. Before the time 
of Alexander the Great it would be very difficult to point out any 
foreign intellectual importation into tlie land of the Indus or the 
Seven Rivers. The kuowledge of the alphabet may have reached 
India a little before,Alexander's invasion. We know that Darius sent 
Sky lax on a scientifi c exp~clition down to the mouth of the Indus.- This 
expedition, like other scientific expeditious, wa.s the forerunner of Per-
sian conquest::-; a long the I]l(lus. The people called in the cuneiform 
in criptious Gada.rci and Hidhu, that is, in Sanskrit, Ganhda.ra and 
Sindhii, occur among the conquests of Darius, at least in his later 
in ... criptions. It is quite possible therefore that even at that early time 
a lmowleclge of reading and wdting may liave been communicated to 
Illdi a. Travellers from India were seen by Ktesias in Persia at the 
beginning of the fifth century B. c ., aud he describes some whom be 
b ad seen hi11~elf as being as fair, or actually as white, as any in the 
world. Oth0rs he describes a u]ack, not by expoRnre to the sun, but 
by nature. This was probably written at the sa,me time when Buddha, 
in a sermon which he delivered _(the Assalayana Sutta), said: ,, The 
- ---- ----- --------
' M. M., Physical Religion, p. 87. 
t Deus ll, Die Siitras des Vediinte, p. vi. 
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Brahmans are tbe white caste, the other castes are l>lack." This refers 
to their ,color ( varna), not, as has been supposed~ to their cbar:1cter. 
But we have as yet no real eviden<?-e of writing, not even of inscrip-
tions, in India before the time of Asoka, in the third century n. c. 
The Indian alphabets certainly came from a S<:'mitic a1plrnbet, which 
was adapted, Rystematically, to the requirements of an Aryan language. 
We can see it still in a state of fermentation in the local varieties t.llat 
have lately been pointed out by my friend, Prof. Bii.hler, t he highest 
authority on this subject. As to tl1e religion of Buddha being influ-
enced by foreign thought, no true scholar now dreams of that. 'rite 
religion of Buddha is the dangbter of the old Brahmanic religion, and 
a daughter in many respects more beautifui than the mother. On the 
contrary, it was through Buddhism that India for the first time stepped 
forth from its isolated position, and becam·e an actor in the historical 
drama of the world. A completely new idea in the history of the 
world was started at the third Buddhist Conncil in the third ceutury 
:i3. c., undf'r King Asoka, the idea of conquerfog other nations, not by 
force of arms, but by the power of truth. A 1e:-01uti011 was proposed 
arnl carried at that cou~cil to send mis:-;ionarief'l to all neighboring 
nations to preach the· new gospel of Buddha. Such a resolution would 
never have entered into the minds of tlie ancient Egypforns, Babylon-
ians, Assyrians, not even of the Brahmans. lt pre- supposed quite- a 
new conception of the world. It am1ounced for the first time a belief 
tha,t the <lifferen_t nations of the world, however separated from each 
other by language, religion, color, and customs, formed 11evertheless 
one united family; tba,t each of its members was resp01rnil>1e for the 
rest; in fact, that humanity was not an empty worcl. 
It is a curious coincidence, if no more, that the name of tlte missionary 
who, according to the chronicle of Ceylon, was sent to tlte North, to 
the H im alayan border lands, namely Madhyama,, shou1<l have been 
found in a Stf1pa near Sanchi, as well as. tbat of his fellow-worker, 
Kasyapa. Vle read in an inscription: "These are (the relics) of the 
gondma,n of the faomily of Kasyapa, the teacher of the whole Haimavata," 
that is, the Himalayan border land.* We. eldom :find such monumental 
·onfirmations in Indian hi tory. This important discovery, like . o 
man y oth 1 wa' due to Gen. Cunningham, in one of bis earlier work . 
(The Bhil.rn Topes, l)p. 119, 1 7, 3L 7.) _ 
'l1ina the oth r i. lat cl ountry of antiquity, was , oon tou b d by 
tli ri.·in · .·tr am of BuddhL m, and thu.· brought for the firRt time into 
11 a· \Yith India, and th r , t of th world. Tb fir. t "·aves of 
u dbi, m: <'m to he v r ach cl h fronU r · of 'hina a: early aR the 
tbinl c· ntnr .,. (.:.11 - n. '.) and , rapid and ·on.tant wa.· it progTC' ... , 
ha in l n. '. 1<lclhi.-m , as a p by the Emp ror l\Tin ti a· one 
r th f 1hina. \Y Uuddhi.-t. iu 
11av How arrived 
p. 2. ~, ancl p. xxxi>... 
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at a third period iu tlie lti~tory of antiquity 7 wh.ich may truly be 
caJJed the Alexandrian or Alexandrinian period., we ueed 11ot ,nmder 
that the military roads which have been opened from the Indus to the 
huphrates a11d to the Mediterranean were soon trodden by peaceful 
travellers also, carrying both industrial and intellectual merclrnudise 
from East to West. From Kashmir, Buddhist missionaries seem to have 
pe11etrated into Hellenised Bactri. Alexander Polyhistor, wlw ,vrote 
between 80 and GO B. c. attests their presence there under the name of 
Samanioi, which stands for the Pali name Sartiana, a Buddhist friar. 
Their presence in Bactria is attested somewhat la.ter, at t1ie beginning 
of the third century .A. D., by Clement of Alexandria, who speaks of 
the Sarnanaioi as powerful philosophers an:ong the Bactrians, and 
again by Eusebim;, at the beginning of the fourth century, who writes 
that among the Irnlians and Bactrians there are many tliousands of 
Bralnnans. With regard to Bactria this can ref er to Buddhists only, 
for the old ortliodox Brahmans <lid uot leave tlteir country, and 
Braltman has always been retai11ed by the R_uddhists as a title of honour 
for themselves. Early traces of the Budrlhi~t religion have been dis-
covered likewise in the countrie:-; north of Bactria, iu Tukhara, and in 
tlie towns of Khote11, Yarkarnl, and Kasbyar. lVI. Darmesteter has 
shown that in the second century B. c. Bnddhjst missionaries were 
hard at work in the western part of Persia, a.11d it is a significant fact 
that the 11ame of Gaiitarna, the founder of Buddhism, occurs in the 
Avesta, in the Fravardin Y~sht.* This shows how closely the most 
distant parts of tlie "-orld had been brought together by tLe genius of 
Alexander the Great, and by the genius of that still greater conqueror, 
Gautama Sakyarnuni. Here again, it h~ mainly due to the labors of 
Oriental scholars that so many traces of the work done by Alexander 
and his successors J1ave been rediscovered. With Alexander we have 
entered on a new period in the history of the world, a period marked 
by the first ~trong reaction of the West against the East, inaugurated 
ill tl1e fifth century B. c. by the victories of Marathon, Thermopylre, 
and Salamis, which were almost contemporary with the first vic_tories 
of Bu(hlha. Bnt while the victories of Miltiades, Leonidas, and 4--Iex-
ander the Great belong to history only, Buddha, the Gina or Victor, as 
Jie is ca11ed, is still the ruler of the majority of mankind. 
I have so far tried to show what Oriental scholarship 11as done for us · 
in helping us to a right appreciation of the historical development of 
tlie human race, beginning on the Asiatic continent and reaching its 
highest consummation on this small Asiatic pe11insuht of ours, which 
we call ~urope, nay, on tlds very spot where we are now assembled, 
which has truly bf'en called the center of the whole world. It is due 
to Oriental scholar ·hip that the gray twilight of ancient history bas 
been illuminated as if by the rays of an unsu pected sunrise. We see 
* "Sacred Books of the East;" vol. xxnr, p. 184-. 
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continuity and unity of purpose from beginnin g to end, when before 
we saw 11othing Lut an undecipherable chaos. ·with every new <li -
covery t.bat is made, whether in the royal libraries of Babylonia, or in 
the royal tombs of Egypt, .or in the sacred books of Persia a ud India, 
the rays of that sunrise are spreading wider and wider, aud under it-s 
light the ancient llistory of our race seems to crystallize, and to diR-
c1ose in the very forms of its crysta,llization , laws Ol.' 1mrposes running 
through the most distant ages of the world, of which our forefatheri,, 
bad no suspicion. H ere it is where Oriental studies appeal, not to 
specialists only, but to a,11 who see in the history of the human race 
the supreme problem of all philosophy, a problem which in the future 
will have to be studied, not as heretofore, by ci priori reasoning, but 
· chiefly by the light of historical evidence. The Science of Language, 
the Science of Mythology, the Science of Religion, aye, the Science of 
Thought, all have assumed ,1i new aspect, cliie:fly through the discoveries 
of Oriental schola,rs, who have placed facts in tlie pla,ce of theories and 
displayed before us the historical development of the lmman race a. 
a worthy rival of the development of nature, displayed before onr eyes 
by the genius and patieut labors of Darwin. 
But, before I conclude, may I be allowed to tax your patieHce a, 
few minutes longer, and to ask one more question, though I know 
that many here present are far more coinpetent to return au authorita-
tive }tnswer to it than your president. Is the benefit to be derived from 
Oriental studies to be confined to a better understanding of the paRt, 
to a truer insight into that marvellous drama, tlie llistory of the human 
race in the East and in the We t, whether in ]1istoric or prehistoric 
times i May not om· Oriental studies call for general sympathy and 
support, aR helping u s to a better understanding of the present, 1iay, 
of the future also, ·with regard to the ever-iucreasillg iHtercour e 
b tween the East a[J(l the West 1 Why should so man y practical men, 
·o many , tate men, and ruler , and admillistratorR of Eastern eouutrie , 
have joined our Congre ,·, if they did not <>xpect some important prac-
tical advantages from the Htud_v of Ea,'tern languages and Ea. tern lit-
eratur 1 
If th old pemiC'ion prejudice of the white man again . t tlic l>1ack, 
of h ryan again t the mitie race, of the Greek against the Bar-
arian 1ia. lJ en inherit d by our el ve., all(l there are few who can 1-,ay 
tua the•. ar e11ti1·c,1y fre from tha da mno.·a lirercditas, nothi11g, 1 
1 li Y ' lrn: , o pow ,rfully -h lp d to r move, or at least to 'often it as 
a UH r, wi lv, pr ad - u<ly f Ori ntal laugnag , a11<l literatur . 
STONB AGE BASIS FOR ORIENTAL STUDY.* 
By Prof. E. B. TYLOR, F. H,, S. 
It seems a, suitable introduction to the work of this section to sur-
vey broadly the rnees belonging to tlle vast Oriental region and to -
exami11e the information 110w available as to the order of their stages 
of civilization. In the · large definition adopted by this Congress, the 
Oriental world reaches its extreme limits. It .embraees the continent 
of Asia, stretching through Egypt over Africa, aud iuto Europe over 
Turke,; and Greece, while extending in the far East from group to 
gr, p of ocean islands, where Indonesia, Melanesia., Micronesia, and 
Polynesia lead on to the continent of Australia and its outlier, Tas- · 
mania. Immense also is the range of time through which the culture-
history of tllis Orie11tal region may be, if often but dimly, traced. · His-
tory illuminates its comparatively later periods. The earlier can only 
be inferentially reconstructed by comparison of the still representative 
races aucl languages, and their remains materially preserved in th~ soH 
and iutellectually in culture; tltat is, in the arts, institutiont::1, aud beliefs 
which have lasted on from the ancient world. On the maps which 
represent the Oriental world, as known to history, we see a band of 
civilized nations stretching from Egypt through Pheuicia, Babylonia, 
Assyria, Medo-Persia, India., China. This compact culture band is 
uuderlaicl by traces of former barbarism and geogra.phically skirted by 
barbaric border-lands, while a sava,ge regfou is either actually met with 
beyoml these limits, or its former existence inferrecl inside as well as 
outs-icle them. lu agreement with recognized principles of the develop 
rnent of culture, it may, I tllink, be taken that the low culture extending 
widest, represents the earliest platform of culture over the whole rngion; 
that an inner but· still vast inlying district rose to tlie barbaric level, 
and tbat within this again the higher culture al'ea was formed. Indeed, 
the terrace-temple of Babylonia, where terraces 11arrower, but more 
lofty, ri ' e one above another, seems to my mind a suggP-stive model of 
.- these tages of culture; where the higher degree covers the smaller area. 
,. Inaugural address of tlrn pre ident of the s ction of anthropolo 0-y and mythology, 
intl.t luternational Congress of Orientalists, London, September, 1892; Transactions, 
vol. u. 
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It is to the wide foundation pi'atform of Oriental culture that my remarks 
to-day spedally refer, not from any over-estimation of the importa1ice of 
this basis, as compared with the higher stages, but because these latter 
have, with the aid of historical record, become more familiar to the 
studious world; while as to the lowest and widest Oriental culture 
level, I have even _some new evidence to offer. 
The former presence of races of low culture in countries where none 
now remain is more than by any other symptom proved by the presence 
in the ground of stone implements and other objects characteristic of 
low culture among modern savages and barbarians, and doubtless also 
characteristic in the remote past. rrhus the Stone Age is practically 
identified with the savage and low barbaric periods. Moreover, the 
usual division of the Sto11e Age ·into . the later and higher Neolithic or 
ground stone period, and the earlier a_nd lower Paleolithic or chipped 
stone period, the evideue.c for which has been thoroughly threshed out, 
ma,y here be taken for grauted. As to the Paleolithic period, discov-
eries of tue last generation have established the preseu ce of tril>es of 
men over a large part of Europe whose high antiquity is shown by the 
geological position in which their relics are fournl in Quaternary gravel-
ueds and ca;ves, and by their association with that extinct fauna which 
giyes their age the concise name of the Mammoth period. That.tbeir 
stage of culture was that of savage hunters and fishers is obvious from 
the rude stone implerneuts themselves, a.11<1 from other objects of more 
or less Eskimo type, while at the same time, carvings and scratched 
outlines of animals , show au extraordiuary Rcnse of art. It has been 
proved also that the rude tribes, whose existeuce was argued from their 
rudely chipped stone instruments, were not confined to Eu.rope. Let 
us notice their few but important occurrences within our Oriental area. 
Egypt, it is importaut to 11otice, bas yielded implements of well-
marked Paleolithic type, a solid basis for its history of culture. They 
may be traced on into Syria, while the Jaterite beds of South India, 
by their similar quartzite implement ', testify to the former lial>itation 
of the Peninsula by tribes there repre e11ting the primitive savage life. 
In Siberia, where tlle remains of the mammotll have been pre ·erved HO 
perfectly, I hou1 thiuk that the weapou8 of coeval man mi ght prob-
ably b found in ·one ponding quantity, but, o far a. I kuow no 
thorough qu tfor them has yet b en mad .. 
t tl. huthe,'t xtr me of our Orieutal bou11<1ary in Ta:-;mania 
i111pl mc·11 .· ,vhi ·It mu. t be cla ·:ed. a .· low· Pal olitl1i · in type 
app nr. 'or •markahl ar tlt chara ·t •rnof the e implern ut :-; mid the 
·ircuni.tam· :ofth iroc··urr•ut thata.·tl1 yar•v ry,carc•in <., Ul'ope 
I J1,v • pla · c1 nth al all th · ·irneu I 11, bC' n a. y•t abl to 
tain . 11 I> in I ha· to r w att ntion t i hat tl 1ou ~-h of ru<le-
u : b 11 f h r mot · a 
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the Somersetshire Natural History Society at Taunton, which led me 
to make inquiry at the International Exhibition of 1862 of Dr. Milli-
gan and other representatives of Tasmania. Tbeir auswer I printed 
in 18651 with a comparison with the implements of the Paleolithic age. 
,, The Tasmanians sometimes used for cutting or notching wood a very 
rude iustrument. Eye-witnesses describe how they would pick np- a 
suitable fiat stone, knock off cliips from one side, partly or all round the 
edge, :rnd use it without more ado; and there is a specimen corre~poud-
ing exactly to this description in the Taunton-Museum. An implement 
found in the drift near Clermont would seem to be mucb like this,'7 
(Early History of .Mankind, p. 195). 'fliis, if not the earliest pubhslied 
notice of these Tasmanian i1nplernents wab one of the earliest; lmt it 
will be observed that it did not yet amount to stating that tbese rnde 
savages used no stone implements except such rudely chipped oues, for 
it was 11ot yet proved that they did so. This proof was required to 
bring the Tasrna.1iia11s i11to the position where I wish to place. them 
before you now, that of modern savage representatives of the remotely 
ancient Paleolithic ages. The requisite evidence has sine~ beeu sup-
plied. by the archreologists and geologists of the Royal Society of Tas-
mania. 
It wa8 not a question merely of studying the ·make of implements 
buried in tlrn gromtd, as the brne "·as not yet past for descriptions by 
Englishmen who had actually seen Low the natives made arnl used 
them rouguest of lmruau impl«:>meuts: They mjgilt l>e mere fh1gmei1ts 
picked up or detaclied l>y a blow from tlrn rock, but the more artificial 
tools were much irnproved upon l>y skillfully, with another stoue, strjk-
ing off cltips along the margin, so as to give a good cutting edge; but 
tlds edge-d1ippi11g was 01dy done on one side. rrI1e natives were uever 
knowu to gri11d an edge, nor to fix the chlpped stones in any kind of 
haudle. Of tbiH, the accounts of observers who _8aw the art canie<l on, 
and wl10, Olle would tlnuk, must have bee1t a\\·are if the natives could 
<lo anythi11g better, may be takeu as good testimony. At any rnte it 
i:::; proof po:::;jti.ve that snch specime1ls as· are here exhibited am char-
acteristic of tl1e general standard of the Tasmauian implement-maker's 
art. It is seen l>y compari:::;ou with ordinary Paleolithic implemeuts 
from the drift-gravel:; aud bone-cave tba,t th~ modern ~;:wage was dis-
tinctly lower tlrnu the ancieut. The pick of the Europeans of the 
Mammoth period, edged and pointed by alternate chipping on l>oth 
, ide,·, is far snperior to anything seeu or described in Tasma~ia. The 
typical "hatcLet" or '' tomahawk," as it is sometimes called, of Tas-
mania, is at mo t the equivalent of the one-side edged "scraper" of 
Paleolithic Europe. 
Thu. it appf'ars tbat in this far-off corner of the Oriental world Paleo-
litLic ma11 , uot even of the lligbe:t, bad survived within livrng memory. 
Tlw <in stion must of cour e be raised as to whether the low :;tage of 
Tasurn11ian rniplemeuts may he <lue to degeneration; but it is difficult, 
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without altering our co11ception of human nature, to suppose the n1de 
ancestors of the savages to have habitually edged th('ir chopping-stones 
on both sides, and given up this for the one-edged :flake, for many pm-
poses much Jess effective. Not less instructive is tlte fact tliat the Tas-
manians were not known to fix their chopping-stones iu auy kind of 
handle, but ouly to grasp them in their bare hands. vVhat was the 
practice in this respect among the Europeans of the Mammoth period 
is not yet quite conclusively known. Some ot tll,eir tools or weapons 
were obviom,ly made for g-ra,sping in the band. Others may llave beei1 
fixed to wooden liafts, tliough it is llanlly proved that they actuaJly 
were. At any rate, the Tasmanian example warns us not to rely on the 
argument that to pn t a handle to a hatchet must have suggested itself 
uaturally to the lowest savages, for it seems not to ham suggested itself 
to Tasmanians. When they saw the European Jiatchet all(l bow to use 
it, they "were transported with joy,'" and took to it at ouce. If their 
ancestors, having :fixed their chipped stoues in "'ithes or lJoughs, after-
wards held them iri their naked bands instead, man is a, less intelligent 
animal than other exper1euce of him. would ,rarrant. _Even if it should 
prove by furtller quest that stoue implements of higher fim sh, say equal 
to the Australian, occur in the ground or were made by the Tasma-
nians, this would not· much alter tbe inferences as to tl1eir culture-llis-
tory, but would still leave the Tasmanians as a people actually seen in 
modern times to pursue their life on a Paleolithic footin g under cir-
eumstances ·where Neolithic i..1an would have praetised hi s higher art. 
vYe can hardly over-estimate the anthropological impor1 auce of this 
negroid race, whose grievous extirpation :::o sadly clouds our.colonial his-
tory. 1n t11e light of these facts Paleolithic man ceases to be a mystery, 
now that ,rn can 8ee the portraits and examine the life of hi s far East-
ern counterpart.. They enable us to realize, at least in vague outline, 
a state ol man in geological antiquity which has lasted 01t into modern 
life. lt i:-; most iustructi veto examine w bat the condition of tlJese mod-
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bark. They ~ere string-makers, good plaiters, and basket-makers, · 
and it is noticed that some of their stitches and - plaits are familiar in 
our own basket~work and point-lace. They made fire with the ordinary 
fire-drill. Their wandering life accounts for the rudeness of their sim-
ple huts and wind-shelters of boughs and bark. Mentally, they have 
been well defined in the following words: · " Their intellectual character 
is low, yet not so inferior as often described. They appeared stupid 
when addressed on subjects which had no relation to, their mode of 
life, but they were quick and cunning within their own sphere." 
Morally, it is not difficult to understand how two kinds of state-
ments are made about them, which seem incompatible, but are. not 
re.ally so. Thefr inoffensiveness when not ill treated or alarmed or hos-
tile, gave place to sly and rancorous cruelty toward those they regarded 
as enemies. Their nomad life brought with it the ancient savage cus-
tom of abandoning the sick and aged. As nomad hunters they had 
but the first rudiments of government by tM strong man of the tribe; 
but as usual among such tribes, when war broke out, the authority of 
a leader or war chief was recognized. The two great tests, language 
and religion, hardly place the Tasmanians below recognized savage 
levels. Enough of their language is preserved to show it as simple 
and scanty, of an agglutinating type, mi-na=I, mi-to=to me; pugga-na= 
man, lowa-na=woman; timy=no; lugga-na=foot; compounds of these 
latter, lowa-timy (woman-no)=bachelor; pugga-lugga-na (black)=man's 
footstep. The numerals do not go. far, but reach to pugga-na mara=5, 
verbally man-one (obviously he held out one hand). There is a propor-
tion of emotional and imitative words, and no doubt it is true, as 
deseribed, that their sentences depended much on tone and gesture. 
It would have been most instructive to have had examples of how this 
was managed, but, unfortunately, here .the information fails. The Tas-
manian is distinctly a low orga!iized language, but not at all a language 
belonging to man in what is called "a state of nature." Still less is 
this the case with the Tasmanian religion, which is a well-marked 
animism, extending about as high in its development as among other 
savages. The accounts given by a number of Europeans, of whom 
some confused white man's ideas with native, require criticism; but 
the mistakes generally disappear on comparison, and the vocabularies, 
which show what religious ideas the natives had words for, are an 
excellent test. It is quite clear that the word warrawa=shadow 
served them to describe- the souls of the dead, who became guardian 
spirits of their friends and hostile ghosts to their enemies, so feared 
. that men would not willingly go out at night; that there was a good 
land of the dead, with life like this continuing, or that this land came 
to be identified with England, whence the dead came back as white · 
men; that demon spirits could possess men with epilepsy and o_tber 
spirits could expel them; that the land and forest swarmed with spirits, 
among whom is especially mentioned the echo, which they called 
SM 93--45 
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kulcanna wurrawina=talking shadow. The spirit or god Rediarapa, 
whose name was identified with thunder and lightning, and who was 
feared accordingly, is vouched for by full evidence; but the deity, 
"whom they call the g_ood spirit," and who presides over the day, is 
not to be found in the vocabularies, and collapses on comparison of 
documents. · 
Taken all together, there is definiteness in these accounts of a low 
Stone Age people seen in actual modern existence. How is it that 
modern s·avage man should differ so little from man at the highest 
geological antiquity, The answer seems to be that of possible perma-
nence as well as possible development in culture. Let a tribe arrive 
at a condition of equilibrium with surrounding nature, its "milieu 
environnant," to use the phrase of Lamarck, in which it can hold its 
own, this may be a condition which suggests no progress. As there 
were shells of the Tertiary period indistinguishable from those now 
living, so there are men . 'Behind the Paleolithic period lies that unde-
fined past which, whether keeping tribes unchanged under unchanged 
conditions or changing under changing conditions, has to account for 
the condition of savage man, which indeed is within a moderate inter-
val of our own. It is a question not of nature, but of degree. · 
The Oriental area thus presents a basis of man in the Paleolithic 
_stage of culture, relics of which remarkably occur in boundary districts. 
Let us now examine the Oriental area occupied by traces of the Neo-
lithic stage. 
The South Sea Islanders are the best known of high Stone Age 
peoples . . On the continent of Asia history knows of some people·, the 
Ichthyophagi of the Beluchistan coa t and the aboriginal tribes of China, 
as still using stone tools or weapons, but for the most part the former 
u e of these i only apparent by the celts and arrow-heads of stone 
found in the ground, and explained mystically by peoples who have 
forgotten their real purpo e. Hindus still worship a polished celt under 
a sacred tree as a ymbol of Mahadeva, and the Japanese see in the 
arrow-beads they pick up in the fields the spirit-arrows .of torm fight 
in the ky. Egypt here, a u ual, viudicateR its place as the mu ·eum 
of ulture-development. The flint arrow-heads and ceremonial flint-
knive have lo1JO' b n known, and now the re earch of Mr. Petrie 
h w Egypt, not in it remote t antiquity, actua1ly emerging from the 
f ton int tb t f copper and ronze, flint-flake remaining in 
pin tool and t arm tbe reaper' ickle. Thi 
n whi ·h may r mind n of that of Mexico b fore 
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tribes is far from being (so to speak) their own, so palpably has it been 
affected by the influence of foreigners of Ligher and, consequently, more 
powerful organization, thoughts, and arts. In the present state of 
anthropology it is particularly desirable to ask the opinions of special 
students of the ·great Oriental nations, from Egypt to China, as to 
what may be called the old trade-routes by which ideas bave been car-
ried over the barbaric world. It seems that this carrying has been 
actively going on within the limits of what is technically known as the 
Stone Age. Ever since Cook's voyages the Polynesians have stood, and 
rightly so, as especially representative of the Stone Age. And yet the 
traces of their communication with cultured Asia are shown by various 
symptoms. Playing on the jew's-harp and flying kites are the sports 
of Asiatic nations, but they spread continuously from Asia over Mela-
nesia and Polynesia. where they may have been before the late times 
in which they find their way into Europe. . 
Especial interest attaches to the system 'of t.he universe prevalent 
over the South Sea Islands, examined so as to show how far it differs 
from the simple doctrine of the three worlds, the triloka of earth, firma-
meut, bell-a system which, resting on the apparent direct evidence of 
the senses, belongs everywhere to man in the earliest stages of knowl-
edge. The Polynesian systems I take as so obviously belongiug to the 
borrowed and degenerate forms of the Babylonian planet-system that 
I think the questions open are merely in which form and bywhatroute 
they spread over the Pacific Islands. According to the ideas of the 
Mangaians themselves, the earth they live on is on the top of a vast hol-
low cocoanut shell, the interior of which is Avaiki, the under-world, 
into which the sun and moon descend by western openings and rise iu 
the East. Above, the teu heavens of the blessed spirits rise one above 
the other. Below, the dismal Hades is divided into stages of gloom 
and decay, down to mere notbinguess. 
In the New Zealand cosmology, as recorded by Mr. Jolm White in 
his Ancient History of the JJfaori, we have a system of the same source, 
only varying in details. Above the fiat earth the ten heavens rise in 
successive strata. The lowest three contain the clouds and · stotms, 
aud the lake, which by its overflow pour::; down rain and hail. Above 
these are seven heavens inhabited by human souls, other spirits, and 
gods, up to the highest, where Rehua dwells. The counterpart, ten 
hells, or rather, stages of the under-world, have the four .·uppermost 
under Hine-niu-te-po, Great Woman Night, so that it is there that the 
sun et . Below are six more dismal regions, in the lowest three of 
which i. the godde s Meru, the lowest of all being called Meto-that 
is, extinct or putrid. 
Now it is plain that the knowledge of astronomy of the Polynesians 
neither needed nor authorized these schemes of strata above and below, 
of which they could know nothing; but re-garded as degenerate ver-
sion of the Babylonian-Greek astronomy, where the orbits of the sun, 
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moon, and five planets were interpreted as indicating t he seven con-
centric spheres, with others for the :fixed stars, the difficulty is met. 
Even in the Hindu, Buddhist, and Moslem systems of the universe, 
though derived from this planetary source, the planetary part (all, 
indeed, that gives the system its value) has long since dropped out of 
sight, and the spaces the heavenly bodies occupied have been t urned to 
account in complex series of heavens and hells. :Both t he Indian and 
Moslem systems may be easily traced into the Indian .Archipelago., and 
it is a last, and I think not unreasonable, step to suppose them spread-
ing over. the Pacific Islands. The Mangaian and Maori schemes even 
bear a closer resemblance to the Hindu than to the Moslem, indicating 
Indian religions as their carriers. 
Thus I close this attempt to lay a Stone .Age basis (if I may use the 
expression) for the study of Oriental civilization. Not a ttempting here 
to rise to the Metal .Age and to begin the study of the higher stages, to 
which alone it has been habitual to confine the term civilization, I com-
mend to Oriental scholars the thought (of which it is well never to lose 
sight) of the humbler and more aucient stages of life which underlie it. 
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF HENRY. MILNE-EDWARDS,* 
MEMBER OF THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 
By 1\1. BERTHELOT,. 
Permanent Secretary of the Academy of Sciences. 
The learned man whom I present to your attention to-day-Henry 
Mi]ne-Edward~-is a peculiar and interesting figure among French nat-
uralists, equally distinguished by his origin, by the period to which he 
belonged, by his discoveries, his system of instruction, the pupils he 
trained, and by the lasting influence he exercised upon natural Listory 
during a long life entirely devoted to scil•nce and Lis country. He 
filled a great place in our academy and rendered service to zoology 
and to higher education that will not be forgotten. · 
His life exhibits many interesting changes. The son of a foreigner, 
an Englishman, he was eager to be identified with France, furnishing a 
new proof of that assimilating power whieh has always been one of the 
strong points of our nation. This proof was aU the more marked that 
the young Edwards appears to have been at first rich enough not to 
depend upon any special advantage he might derive from Lis title fo 
French citizenship. Afterwards, however, to the benefit of mankind 
and the honor of our country, necessity urged our future brother to the 
scientific career in which he was to fill so important a posit.ion. This 
was about the first third of the century which is now so near its end. 
The great founders of modern zoology of the nineteenth century, Cuvier 
and Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire, bad nearly reached the term of their careers. 
Aft.er a struggle, which will long be celebrated in the history of ·the 
sciences, Cuvier stood victorious, and bis pnpiJs were almost the sole 
leaders in the line of instruction, fo1lowing the methods of their mas-
ter and striving to complete, according to his principles, the framework 
of a theory which seemed henceforth to be based upon a strong and 
immovable foundation, with distinct boundary liues, in the permanence 
of species. The classification founded upon the so-called natural metbod 
and upported by observations of comparative anatomy was then COJl· 
idcred the ultimate end of zoology . 
.,. Read at the annual public session of the Academy of Sciences, helcl December 21. 
1891. Translated from Annales des Seiences Natu!·elles, 1892, Tome xrn, pp. 1-30. ., 
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Just at this ti-me appeared Milne-Edwards. His Natural History of 
Crustaceans appeared at first sightto be a · simple development of the 
teachings of Cuvier, but he infused into them an entire order of new 
and fruitful ideas drawn ' :from physiology which ;greatly modified the 
conception of the principle then held-that of the subordination of 
types. Milne-Edwards placed side by side with this another _principle 
prolific in consequences-that of the division oflabor-and it contributed 
to the inauguration of a great system of studies and theories which 
shivered ~he conventional fra.m~work of classification, placed in doubt 
and rendered purely relative that permanence of species-the corner-
stone of Cuvier's system-propounded in short the great problems of 
the origin and progress in evolution of the types of organized beings. If 
the light is not yet and never can be perfectly clear on the question of 
origin, it will not Jessen the glory of the scientific generations that 
have followed during the last fifty years, bringing these questions into 
the foremost rank aud breaking the mould of exclusive dogmatism. 
Without doubt the sagacious and temperate mind of Milne-Edwards 
sometimes refused to handle these problems in all their bearings, but 
no less has he the great and lasting honor of having t aken a personal 
share in their elaboration and of supplying some of their fundamental 
principles. Silence would be unjust to his memory, and I shall ask 
permission to express my sentiments later with regard to this work of 
his, as the time for hesitation is past. Everywhere iu the civilized 
world these questions are continually agitated, and an excess of timidity 
would enfeeble the authority even of the Academy and French science. 
However uncertain and obscure they may seem, their interest to phi-
losophy and human destiny is too great for us to refuse to present them 
here, with the gravity and reservations that respect for t ruth and the 
dignity of science demand. 
I.-HIS CAREER. 
Henry Milne-Edwards wa. born at Bruges,. October 23, 1800. We 
lost him on the 20th of July, 1885, bis long life having been full of work 
profitable to humanity. He was the twenty-eighth child of William 
Ed ward , pla~ter and colon 1 ofmiliti a at Jamaica.. His father was mar-
ri d twice. After leaving the colonies and then residing sometime in 
En gland he e tabli b~d him elf in Belgium. There our fellow scienti ,t 
orn and h to k advantage f th place of hi. birth, at that time 
f t claim h title of French citizen after 1814. The 
nd h 
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William's love for our country must have been very strong, for it had 
resisted a severe test, he having been imprisoned by the Imperial 
police for seven years for aiding in the escape of some Englishm_en 
incarcerated at Bruge~. As soon as he was released, in 1814, he weut 
to Paris to live, and reclaimed for ~is son tbe benefits of the law which 
recognized him as a Fre11ch citizen. 
Meanwhile, owing to his captivity, he had not been able to conduct 
the early education of bis son Henry; this was directed by a brother 
24 years older, and named William, ~,fter his father. This William 
Edwards also bas become prominent among the physiologists of his 
time. He is one of the founders of the Ethnological Society of Paris, 
and has left some interesting experiments as a memorial. There is no 
doubt that by his example and the bent of his mind he exercised a great 
influence on the vocation of Henry. It is ~aid that the latter, having 
received as a gift Bujfon's History of Aninwls, attempted to analyze it 
at the age of 11 years, the first indication of that inquiring spirit which 
at a later period constantly incited bis mind to new discoveries. 
Rearc'.d in ease, married at the age of 23 to an amiable and distin-
guished lady, Miss Laura Trezel, the daughter of a colonel who after 
ward became general and minister of war, it would appear that Henry 
Edwards under such circumstances need never have been called upon 
to expose himself to danger in the pursuit of the sciences. In the 
beginning of his career, if be took a diploma as doctor of medicine it 
was probably in consequence of the same principle by which his father, 
faithful to the ideas of Rousseau and the eighteenth century, made him 
learn a manual avoc::iJtion . Henry lived surrounded by friends of his 
own age who were well instructed and had inquiring minds like him-
self. He was then a rich young lover of art, interested in painting, 
and above all in music, and we know he retained these fine tastes 
through life, ma1lifesting them in the soirees be gave to men of letters 
at the museum. 
During the first years of the Restoration, the French mind, emerging 
from the long military repression of the Empire, took a new flight. 
Everywhere throughout the country and in all departments, intelligent 
men grouped together to take possession of the domain that was 
eukiudled anew to mental effort and liberty. Whilst William Edwards 
was more particularly allied with the learned physiologistR and anat-
omists, Beclard~ Laennec, Breschet, and Magendie, his brother Henry 
cult.ivated the society of physicians and artist8 . These last he met at 
the Sorbonne, where the present generation would not be likely to ·1ook 
for such associatio11 . 
This ancient refuge of theologians was at that time appropriated to 
lodging for artists and l:lcnlptors, later transformed into laboratories 
and dL secting rooms, which our timeR have in their turn torn down 
and rebuilt on a grander sca1e for other educational purposes. Perhaps 
we may b permitted to cast a parting regret at the old buildings 
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which for two centuries have sheltered generations animated uy a very 
different spirit, but equally devoted to the culture of the ideal. 
There Milne-Edwards enjoyed himself in the society of artists and 
seemed destined to pass his life in an elegant dilletantism, but fate had 
decreed otherwise, and the brilliant lover of art was to be tranformed 
into a savant of theJirst order. As is usually the case, this was effected 
by the pressure of necessity: Duris urgens in rebus egestas, the trans-
formation took place. In 1825, in consequence of family circumstances, 
Henry's situation suddenly changed. He was obliged to give up an 
inheritance that constituted the principal part of bis possessions, and 
to labor for the necessary means of support for his family. The publi-
cation of elementary works on :medicine and rnateria medi.ca seems to 
have at first sufficed. At that time he met with help from the circle of 
devoted friends he had so well known. how to make when he connected 
himself with distinguished young men like Dumas, Adolphe Brong-
niart, and Audouin, all of whom before very long became scientific lumi-
naries themselves. They all met later as fellow members in the bosom 
of our Academy. The friendly aid given to Ed wards manifested itself 
in the line of original research and in his career of instructor. 
To speak first of this latter calling, it became to him a real vocation. 
In 1832 Milne-Ed wards was appointed professor of hygiene and natural 
history in the Central School of Arts and Manufactures, a Rchool over 
which Dumas, as one of the original founders, exerted a powerful 
rnfluence. Milne-Edwards had declined the offer of a place in the 
school system of Belgium during the preceding year, at the time of the 
establishment of the new kingdom. 
For the last time he made a practical use of his medical knowledge 
in taking care of the sick, through a sentiment of pure devotion, dur-
ing the great cholera epidemic of 1832. But from that time he turned 
in another direction, displaying more and more his double talent of 
profe or and writer. At one time he gave a course in uatural history 
at nry IV ollege, but only to 1 he junior class. From the clo e of 
the year 1 37 he no longer taught, as I can certify from my per-
onal r colle ·tion a a pupil of that College; his merit and bis work 
call d him to a higher :sph re. In fact, on the 5th of November, 1 3 , 
h wa app inted a member of the Academy of ciences in the zoolog-
i al ection to replace Fr d ri k Cuvi r, and in: 1841 succeeded hi 
fri nd Victor ud uin in the hair of ntomo]ogy at the mu eum, 
whi ·b h x h n · din J fi r that of mamm logy. In 1844 be ad d<.•d 
i l f ·h irman f the 'Fa ulte cle 
. in · 1 : and hi: 11-kn wn pirit of ord 1 r 
l ·b · n cl an 111 1 4:0; L filled th doubl 
an at tll orboun up to th la t day f bi 
c.li' 11 r · d hi ubli an d private <luti with 
r o mu ·h a. r quiring 
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a substitute. Recall that to complete his cursum honorum he was 
made chevalier of the Legion of Honor in 1834, and grand officer in his 
old age; that he belonged to the Royal Society of London, to the 
Academies of St. Petersburg, Berlin, Vienna, Brussels, Boston, Phila-
delphia, etc., in brief, to most of the great societies of learned meri. 
Honors of every kind, some of them official, others more precious, com-
ing from savants his peers in different parts of the world, wer.e contin-
ually bestowed upon him, and day after day crowned this long life 
which had been consecrated to the search for truth. 
His private life was not always so happy; it was marked by more than 
one of those painful crises from which no man can be exempt. 
I have told you the first difficulties he encountered from a material 
point of view; and how these difficulties only gave a greater impetus 
and energy to the scientific education of our fellow-worker. What 
happy hours he enjoyed when, refreshing himself from his daily labors 
in holiday excursions, he dedicated bis journeys to Granville, the Chau-
sey Isles, St. Malo, Cancale, and Mount St. Michel, to original studies 
of marine animals in their native habitat on the seashore, making his 
observations direct from nature, dissecting fresh animals and sketching 
them with an accurate aud skillful hand. 
These labors were accomplished with all the more enthusiasm that they 
were undertaken with his friend .A.udouin, both of them young, ardent, 
and accompanied by devoted wives who had no other ideals than their . 
husbands, and who sketched and painted in water colors the animals 
that were captured each day. The Annals of Natural Sciences have 
preserved the record of th.is double collaboration by giving a place to 
· their most interesting works on crustaceans, annelids, ascidians, 
polyps, and various zoophytes. 
Milne-Edwards had. already explored the coast of Provence and 
Italy, and in 1834, through bis connection with General Trezel he was 
enabled to extend his investigations to Algiers. 
This domestic felicity was soon to become clouded by sorrow·. More 
than half of his ten children died at an early age. Though he had the 
happiness of seeing his son .Alphonse-first his pupil, then his com-
petitor-succeed him at the museum, and become a fellow member of 
the Academy, and though his daughters, who married, successively, 
the son of Dumas, gave him the satisfaction of seeing heirs to two 
illustrious names grow up around him, still his life was saddened by the 
ill health of his beloved wife; the partner of his struggles and successes 
for twenty years. In 1839 she was attacked by a serious lung trouble, 
which proved fatal at the close of three ye.ars in spite of the tender care 
lavished upon her by her devoted husband. 
He ought consolation in his work and in the friendship of the young 
avant around l1im whose studies be dfrected. Quatrefages, Blanch-
. ard, Lacaz -Duthiers, Marion, and many otheri:!, can bear witness to his 
sympathy for youth and bi constant and zealous encouragement. 
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If Milne-Edwards does not display the fervor of ]anguage and bold-
ness of theory of some of bis contemporaries, such as Blainville, none 
the less be roused a spirit of inquiry in his hearers, without which 
-there can be no really original research and an enthusiasm which sus-
tains the inquirer amidst tbe obscurities and disappointments of patient 
investigation. 
He made a tour of Sicily in 1844, in company with Quatrefages and 
Blanchard, that has l>ecome celebrated in the history of zoology. He 
did not hesitate to go down into the sea to a depth of 8 meters, by 
means of a diving apparatus, in order to study the life of marine 
animals. This practice has now be~ome customary at Roscoff's labora-
tory, under the direction of our co-worker, Lacaze-Duthiers, and the 
soundings of the Talisman revealed many other mysteries to .Alphonse 
Milne-Edwards; but :fifty years ago it was veuturesome to take the 
initiative, the apparatus being less perfect, the use of it Jess under-
stood, and it required considerable courage for a scientist to bury him-
se1f in this fashion for tbe :first time in the depths of the s~a in order 
to wrest from it the secrets of 1ife . 
.At the same time,in the course of his daily life at Paris, lVIilne-Ed,rnrds 
made bis home at the museum a center for learned men, gatberi11g 
th~m around him in social evening reunions which are still remembered 
by my contemporaries. o'ne was sure of meeting there the highest 
order of men, both .Frenchmen and foreigners. Englishmen, attracted 
by a common nationality, or at least ancestry, came willingly, and we 
listened with respect to these men so devoted to science, an honor •to 
their country; they were living models of tbe profession to which each 
of us intended to dedicate our Ii ves. l n the midst of this group the 
refined, pleasing figure of Milne-Edwards was always seen moving 
from one to another, ready to show bis sympathy with each by an 
appropriate wor.d to the young as well as the old, and to express bi 
opinion 1 near]y alwa,ys a characteristic one, in the scientific discus ion 
going on around him. 
This ocial and stirring life which he enjoyed, was interrupted in 1856 
y a serious affection -0f the stomach. Milne-Edwards bad a ll his life 
uff r d from a delicate con. titution Rtrugglirig to re ist di ea e. It 
wa. thou ·bt at fir t that the Cl'i ·i of this illne s would be fatal. I 
an till r call that fac , f;allow from jaundice, the eye bright with tlle 
fir of int 11 tual lif . 
11 inn <l in th of ien e and 
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in the career of teacher. At the museum, as at the Sorbonne, every-
where1 this little man was to be seen, firm, benevolent, always conversant, 
with the least, detail, whether administrative or scientific, ever ready 
t-0 practice what he preached. Those who knew him in the council 
board of the University will not forget his kindly interest in watching 
the development of young scholars; they r:emember those note books, 
those special memoranda of their work and standing that he filed each 
day so conscientiously. He had in the highest degree the, sentiment. 
and love of the good. 
In this way he left his impress on the history (!f the •' Faculte des 
Sciences," at Paris, and aided in the revolution effected in the last. 
twenty years, as well as in the entire system of higher instructi_on;: 
both have been re-constructed under _an impulse which more than one-
of my listeners has contribute<l to give by his support and devotion. 
I ·would cite as ain example of the pioneer efforts of Milne-Edwards. 
those scholarships for students which have proved so fruitful in the-
encouragement ot youthful talent in our public educational institutions. 
He started this system in 1849 by means of limited assistance, which 
was withdrawn, owing to the violent reaction of th.at period, but was 
continued on a larger scale thirty years later through the liberality of 
the republican government. 
Of a different but not less useful class, the scientific excursions of 
Milne-Edwards and his pupils to the sea-shore were the prelude to the-
creation of those stations of marine zoology now encircling our coast,. 
like a crown of honor, through the zeal of such men as Lacaze-Duthiers,. 
Pouchet, Bert, Sabatier, Marion, and Giard, foreign workers speedily 
fo11owing their example. 
Milne-,Edwards, belonging essentially to the . scientific class, never 
extended his services and authority to the areua of politics. He was. 
ready however to perform in a manly way the duties of a citizen in 
any emergency. When the gloomy days of the siege of Paris earner 
and the city was surrounded by the enemy, Milne-Edwards, already 
afflicted by the loss of one of his sons-in-law, who had been killed at 
Gravelotte, nevertheless brought to tbe natioual defense a patrotic 
band of learned men, whose unanimity of seutiment and act.ion will 
redound in history to the honor of French science and the Academy. 
When the shells were crashil1g against the museum be remained at, 
hi post, going back and forth from the Jardin des Plantes night and day 
to provide as quickly as possible for every contingency. There came a 
day still more distres, ing, when be bad to go to Fort .Bicetre and look 
for young De noyers, the son of a devoted friend, who had been mor-
tally wounded, and he himself held the reins and led the ambulance-
along a road whereon the enemy's shellR were raining fast. 
Such are the incident' that have diversified the lives of the men or 
our day, not le s troubled, perhap , than w,~re the savants of the six-
te nth century from for ign and civil wars. 
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Peace re-established, he resumed his course of instruction and the 
publication of his great work. When the work was .finished a well-
earned joy and. reward awaited him; his scholars, friends and. admirer ' , 
under the leadership of M. de Quatrefages, presented him with a medal 
of honor. Milne-Edwards was then an octogenari an, crowned with 
hol!.Of and years; he had made his literary debut in 1823, nearly sixty 
years back, and, continuing his labors for half a century, awaited the 
end of his mort3:l life with the sereni_ty of a wise man, offering us thi 
beautiful example of a career that was active and useful to the last, 
thus showing that tp.e constant exercise of the intellectual powers, in-
stead of exhausting a man, sustains him beyond the common term of 
years, and preserves him from decay by continually bringing his facul-
tieR into play in the strict fulfilment of daily duties. He also died, like 
the Roman emperor, repeating that noble word, Laboremus. 
II.-HIS SCIENTIFIC WORK. 
The time has come to examine the scientific work of Milne-Edwards. 
He was at the head of the French School of Natural History for many 
years. The greater number of the scientists constituting that body 
to-day were his pupils. It is necessary, then, to pass in review his spe-
cial works and those that in conjunction with this organization had 
established his reputation, also to note his share in the scientific move 
ment of his times and the general theories he supported, without sup-
pressing the gaps in certain directions, due to his spirit of precision in 
practical matters, and perhaps to a kind of theoretical timidity that 
-characterized his conclusions. 
I will speak first of his special work. It was chiefly directed to the 
study of marine animals, crustaceans, annelids, mollusks, and zoophyte ' . 
This work, undertaken at the start in collaboration with A.ndouin, wa 
afterward pursued alone by Milne-Edwards, giving the impulse to a 
vast serie of zoological tudies that have extended to our day with a 
fecundity inexhaustible as life itself. Up to that time it was the custom 
to tudy principally dead animals, dried or pre erved in alcohol. The 
inconvenience of tbi mode wa ·perhaps less with terrestrial animal , 
their hape being b tter defined and le s affected by the great differ-
en e of d n ity of their habitat. Marine organi m are otberwi -e 
.affe t d; their ti u and their organ , u taine<l during life by th water 
iu which th y r ubm rged aud ·care ly diffi ring from it in den it , 
u d af rd ab to gr at variati n of form and di men ion. p 
th im th r had al u n a, pr £ r nc for t he morpholo i al 
, tu Y f rt r k l ton . . ·u ha, th hell ofmollu k:, th 
h rt ' of radiate. . The interi r 
xamiu d aft r the m th d of 
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certain products. .All these objects remained little understood, and the 
functions of their organs were still more obscure. Thus a new order 
revealed itself when naturalists-Milne-Edwards, one of the first-
began to study marine organisms no longer iu collections but in their 
own habitat in the bosom of the sea, even in the active conditions of 
their existence. This new class of study marked one of the character-
istic features of the work of Milne-Edwards, and of those following him 
of the French school-I mean to say this intimate and consistent union 
of physiology with anatomy. Science has been re-created, owing to the 
gradual ascendancy of the points of view revealed by this union over 
questions of simple classification that had hitherto been dominantunder 
the influence of Linmeus, de J ussieu, and On vier. 
In 1827 Milne-Edwards published conjointly with .Audouin. his ".Ana-
tomical and Physiological Investigations of the Circulation of Crusta-
ceans," investigations that made a sensation and in 1828 gained the 
Academy's prize for experimental physiology. Studies on the respira-
tion of crustaceans and on the branchial modifications for the purpose 
of adapting crustaceans to life on the earth, investigations of the nerv-
ous and muscular systems of crustaceans, their geographical distribu-
ion being regulated, according to this author, by the double considera-
tion of the existence of several distinct centers of creation and by the 
unequal fitness of species for swimming, combined with purely physical 
conditions of temperat-me. The nearer we approach the equator the 
more varied and more highly organized species become. · 
The investigations of the organization and classification of decapoda 
crustaceans that Milne-Edwards had been making from the year 1831 
served as a prelude to a more extensive work-his Natural History of 
Crustaceans-of which I will presently speak. In 1851 he again took 
up the interesting morphology of these same decapodal crustaceans. 
The study o.f · annelids naturally accompanies that of crustaceans; 
the greater part have tlie same habits and often even serve them for 
prey. From 1820 Milne-Edwards and .Audouin were also engaged in 
describing the species that inhabit the coast of France and in reform-
i11g their classification. In 1837 Milne-Edwards was engaged in exam-
ining the structure and functions of the · circulatory system of anne-
lids. In 1845 he returned to the study of myrianids and he described 
the mode of multiplication of these singular organisms, showing how 
their penultinate ring is developed and divided iuto ~everal distinct 
rings, constituting a new animal which for a certain time remains 
united to its parent beforn separating from it to lead an independent 
exi tence. Often, even bef~re this separation takes place, it becomes 
in its own turn the point of departure of a similar section and for the 
production of a, third orgaui m like itself and its progenitor, a!]d so on; 
o that in this way as many as six young ones attached. fo a series niay 
be seen at the posterior extremity of the parent individual or stock 
which 'erve as common ancestor. 
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Between the years of 1826 and 1845 the history of mollusks, and 
,especially that of ascidians, equally owe important contributions to 
Milne-Edwards. Be particularly observed the .circulation of the e 
animals, which is more p~rfect and better developed than that of insect , 
and exhibits in some cases a remarkable peculiarity. Their blood 
does not only flow .in vessels with partitions strictly limited by special 
membranes, but c9ntinues to flow on into a system of openings placed 
between the different organ·s iu which the aiimentary juices mingle 
directly with the mass of nutritive fluid. De Quatrefages pursued 
the same system of observatio11s in works which it is not my present 
province to criticise with respect to their ·individual character and 
,originality. . A great discussion speedily took place between Tere-
boullet and other learned men on the question of "phlebenterisrn," 
the name Quatrefages gave to his discovery, and the result was impor-
tant modifications in the theories accepted up to that time as to the 
true character of the circulation and nutrition of the lower animals. 
Zoophytes could not escape the uew method inaugurated by the 
investigation of marine organisms. After starting with experiments 
-0n polyps, sea mats, and sponges, Milne-Edwards resumed his studies 
more thoroughly in 1833, 1835, and 1837. He first examined jelly-fish, 
hitherto regarded as a sort of gelatinous, nearly amorphous mass; in 
reality, their structure is one of the most complicated, tlleir translu-
cense ·preventing, at first sight at least, the multiplied details of their 
,organi~ation from being distinguished. · 
In his investigations of alcyonaria on the coast of Algiers this learned 
naturalist made apparent the singular structure of those polypiers, 
which contain both the organs ;belonging to the young individuals that 
:are placed at the termina.1 surface and the collective organs which 
.exist only for the beuefit of tlle community, but communicate with 
the digestive centers of the individuals in such a manner that all profit 
by the nourishment absorbed by each, thus establishing a common 
·Circulatory system between t1Je individuals of one colony. So diY r e 
.are modes of life that it is difficult to assign varied organizations to one 
·systematic formula. By hi studies of the anatomy of coral in 183 , 
and above all by hi ob ervations of the nature of coral reef: , Miln -
Edward paved the way for the admirable works which were the 
foundation of tbe reputation of our colleague, Lacaze-Duthier . 
But I mu t pau e in thi lon g enum ration of the pecial labor of 
Miln · i ward" to ta1 e th m up a a whole, to analyze them, ancl how 
tb ir hi· orical ·bar a11d importance in th dev lopment of tlle nat-
mal ·i n · f r hi; ( 1 ng r ti would r quired than I Ila, e 
a my <.li 1 o al t - a and I d n itate to ay a oice having ru re 
au h ri r I by in il u e two book which 
b rea. on of ntir ly i tin t 
t th roduction of b 
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the origin of the fat of animals, a dispute connected with a question of 
more extended bearing-that of the origin itself of the direct principles 
of human beings. Some thought that vegetables alone make fatty 
matter;. that introduced by food into the bodies of l.lerbivorous animals, 
it tllen passes into the tissues of those animals which are powerless of 
themselves to form it. Such was the opinion entertained in the dis-
cussion by the greater part of intelligent minds, especially by Boussin-
gault, justly considered an authority on these questions. Others, LieLig 
in particular, thought on the contrary that the fundamental chemical 
agencies which govern production of the. direct principles have the 
same source in vegetables and animals, and they advanced in support 
of this theory several proofs carefully deduced. from the production of 
fatty substances. But these proofs were indirect and were deemed 
insufficient by their opponents. A long controversy ensued; it was cut 
short, bnt not by the study of the agencies- which engender fatty sub-
stances-agencies still unknown. The definite result of the process 
however may be known by determining the relative weight of fatty 
substances contained in the orga.nism and. in the food of mammals and 
birds in various periods of their existence, particularly in the condi-
tions of fattening domestic animals. 
Milne-Edwards, associated with Dumas, made au ingenious and deli-
cate demonstration as a result of his study of insects. This related to 
the production of the honey which bees manufacture so abundantly. 
Determining by comparison the quantity of fatty matter that pre-exists 
in the bodies of bees-a quantity relatively minute-and by foed.iug a 
bi ve exclusively with the sugar necessary to the fabrication of their 
honeycombs, the authors established as a fact that wax is made at the 
expense of the saccharine element; that is to say, without the aid of a 
fatty substance furnished by alimentation. The test was exact ; added 
to others made in various places, it carried conviction to all, even to its 
opponents. 
There is another book of Milne-Edwards tµat should be taken up as 
a proof of the superior tendency of his mind; this work belongs to the 
early period of his career when he was dividing his energies between 
his medical vocation and his scientific studies. This was a publication 
made in 1829, in company with the philanthropic political ecouomist, 
Villerme, a11d related to the influence of temperature upon the mortal-
ity of newly-born infants. The authors showed how these infants are 
exposed to danger. under the fofluence of variations of temµerature, 
e ' pecjally of cold, their organs being as yet unaccustomed to react 
against the surrounding medium. Now the rules relating to obligatory 
r""e entation of newly-born infants before the officer of the civH govern-
ment, as well as to their baptism in church, expose them to a chill dan-
gerous in proportion to the low <legree oft he outside temperature. The 
authors proved this to be cause of mortality, by statistics compiled at 
different ea on and in di tiuct localitie~, and demanded a reform of 
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these murderous laws and the substitution of au authorized certificate 
for the actual presence of the infant. Their opinion was founded upon 
unanswerable proofs, but it is not easy to contend against the routine 
of established custom. This reform did not take place, still another 
generation was needed to receive it with tolerance; it i '.~ only in our day 
that the principle a,t stake has been definitely acknowledged. 
III.-HIS THEORE'l'ICAL VIEWS. 
Enough notice ha_s been given to the books and ''special work of 
Milne-Edwards. Surely th_e original a,11d special studies of a learned 
man are the necessary basis of his work, and it is principally by means 
of such that he acquires authority. However, these do riot constitute 
his entire work_, and often not the essential part of it. This last rests 
rather upon the labors accomplished as a whole by the author, by unit-
ing bis individual work with the bearing of the general ideas and theo-
ries he promoted. This confirmation is not wanting to Milne-Edwards. 
From the beginning of his career he wrote treatises on the diffusion of 
knowledge among the people, speciaily useful in lines of instruction 
. that set forth the views and natural laws for which his name still 
stands. 
These views were principally developed in works of a more original 
character that still remain to science, such as the Natural History of 
Crustaceans, which comprises this order as a whole, uniting and co-ordi-
nating the results of the first part of bis scientific career; the I ntroduc-
tion to General Zoology, and Lessons on the Physiology and Comparative 
Anatomy of Man and Animals, a vast encyclopedia of nature in four-
teen volumes, setting forth tlie labors of his contemporaries and treating 
the general systems that have held a place in the science of the nine-
teenth century. 
The Natural History of Crustaceans, was written in the :first years of 
the reign of Louis Philippe, a short time after the death of Cuvier, and 
under the inspiration of the lively disputes t)lat bad :first taken place 
between him and Geoffry Saint-Hilaire with regard to the unity and 
correlation of organic sy terns in animal species. Milne-Edwards con-
tribut d hi quota of new facts and original view to thetie theorie 
of natural philo ophy. He held to the anatomical structure of the 
tegumentary keleton of a great zoological type-the crustacean - a 
·k 1 n h, ving homologou parts that fulfil the most opposite func-
ti n.·, 1 moti n pr heu ion, ma tication, sight, touch, respiration. 
11 rati n, t . Ac rding t him the body of the cru tacean type i · 
e f tw n y- r el meutary animal , a ociat d so 
n ti u h ni al a a wh le; each of the e zoonite , ·ur · 
1 t m that i' nected with the olid framew rk or 
d t -' a c ntral ring with parts han in to 
, ri f mem r . If the z onite al way 
, ulu ha uni£ rm rgani m r peatmg 
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itself in every pa,rt like a myria1)0d, but this conformity may vary from · 
different causes so as to constitute a multiplicatiou of types. In cer-
tain families it ha,ppens sometimes that one or more of the zoonites 
failing to perfect normally causes important modifications of form and 
structure m the others of the same family, and. cousequently among 
neighboring zoonites. Sometimes the adjacent rings weld and mingle 
together, this blending remaining marked by the persistence of certain 
grooves or lines of less resistance; some among them lose at a certain 
period the organs tbat existed at an earlier stage of life. In this way 
the caudal fin of young crabs disappears in the adult. Crustaceans of 
the parasitic order present in this respect the strangest suppressions 
and malformations, retaining . at the end of a certain period only the 
organs of nutrition that are necessary to their particular kind of life; 
in compensation, also, sometimes becoming enormously developed. 
These abortions, arrests of development, aind atrophied parts not only 
appear among the zoonites but also in their anatomical elements them-
selves. In fact each zoonite in turn is formed of several distinct parts · 
or sclerodermites, which also, by welding together, produce arrests of 
development and atrophied members. In opposition to this it is observed 
that the determinate part has an excest;iive development and a rela-
tive preponderance, for, increasing in size, it extends and trespasses 
upon neighboring parts. It multiplies itself, sometimes by a simple 
repetition, sometimes by a redoubling, so to speak, of its typical parts. 
But nature does not limit herself to a single process to attain her 
end. It may also happen that this preponderating element grows by 
a general development th-at is simultaneous and uniform throughout 
the different parts. Thus there is an indefinite variety of natural com-
binations, all remaining subject to the limits of one same fundamental 
type and to a kind of economy in processes and modified elements. 
Crustaceans a11d marine animals of the lower orders in general offer a 
most suggestive spectacle of these phenomena to the philosophic 
mind. 
Nothing is more interesting than to survey, with Milne-Edwards, this 
extensive, at the same time homogeneous, group of crustaceans. From 
them may be learned not only the form and the nature of org·ans but 
the way these organs act; in other words, the study of structure is 
always intimately connected with that of function and its offices. This 
method is an innovation upon Cuvier's, which was to distribute the 
animal kingdom strictly acr,ord i11 g to its organization-that is to say, 
its anatomy. 
Milne-Edwards to a wonderful degree extended the limits of the zo-
ology of his time by introducing physiology as an essential part. This 
was an original characteristic and one of the consequences of the new 
method of study that he inaugurated in examinin g marine animals in 
their own place and in a li ving state. 
The examination of the lower animal offers immense re ources in 
)1 93--46 
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this respect that had uot been under~tood when ~aturalists devoted 
themselves chiefly to the study of vertebrates, the organic structure of 
which is usually distinct and specialized as to functions. In the lower 
orders offices become more and more simplified, the common organ Las 
multiple functions, the essential character of these functions tending 
to manifest itself more radically. 
While Milne-Edwards was pursuing his original investigations the 
character of his professorship at the "Faculte des Sciences '' led him to 
embrace the whole a11imal kingdom in his range, and he kept in con-
stant touch with the fresh discoveries of zoologists . . He thought it 
expedient to build upon his private note.s a more enduring work that 
would represent his method of instruction in a more definite manner. 
To this feeling was due the conception of his great wo1k, Lessons on 
the Physiology a,nd Cornparative Anatomy of .1l[an and Anirnals which 
does the highest honor to his conscientious methods and to the scope 
of his intellect. The publication of this book continued in fourteen 
volumes, over a term of twenty-four years, through critical periodA in 
Milne-Edward's personal health as well as in French society. 
In t11is masterwork the author approaclles first tLe study of all 
organized systems destined to divers functions in the animal cllain. 
He proceeds to follow a method of historical and progressive explana-
tion tllat is full of interest and worthy to exemplify the march of the 
human mind in the search for truth. Studying every organized system, 
Milue-Edwards shows their innumerable tra.nsformations and the prog-
ress or degradation of organization among general types according to 
the relative importance of the function to which the class is destined; 
in short, he shows its adaptation to the varied conditions of exi"tence. 
In this connection he treats successively the great problems offered by 
the study of life, its origin, and its manifestatiom,; problems that per-
haps no century has more incessantly and deeply agitated than our 
ow11 . Milne-Edwards might be reproached for .a want of boldne 
sometime in the discussion of these great questions, his wise and pru-
dent mind preferring to lend itself to the solution of lesser ones. It is 
certain that he did not refuse to recognize the evidence of facts and of 
their relation to origin revealed to us by geology; but he would not 
enrrage in th conjectural line of ystem and theories by whicl.l the 
attempt ha.' be n made to explain the descent of animals. While 
o nizin · the fa ·t that living animal are derived from animal that 
cl in tu · olo 0·ic, 1 p riod.·, h wa prompt to add that we could not 
un f r h p1· ducti n of organi,'m ·capabl of pre enting a form 
·ifi 11 ~ n w uit d for tran mi sion to their progeny. If he 
rm that he 'coul uot conne ·t him elf with tho e 
i oulding rut ma1,t r with hi hand in 
r iv f rm t a pr on · iv •d id a of oue organized b ing or 
h r au l r , hin°· int thi' till in rt m, chin the rin ·iple of 
t lmlan · t i · , a ·m nt he al.-o d .. that th known propertie 
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of ruat~er, whether inert or active, seems to him insufficient to give such 
a result, and that tlie intervention of a superior power to him appears 
necessary. To sum UJ! all, he remains loyal to the old conception 
which regards life as :, an organizing fore~ of ponderable matter,'' and 
the organization of tlte living being not the cause of the vital power it 
posseses, but, on tlte contrary, a consequence of the propenties of that 
force. · 
Milne-Edwardi::; did not take up these new views of our time. To use 
a comparison often made since the days of the ancient poets, the evolu-
lution of life was likened to a permanent flame, according to the theory 
of a purely kinematic creation by a system of co-ordinated impulses, 
centralized in some one direction by merely mechanical conditions, 
and sustained by a consummation of energy iudependent even of that 
direction. To this conception, founded on facts borrowed exclusively 
from the physical and material .world and tending to regard the individ-
uality of every human being as · an illusion and man himself the simple 
result of his organic construction, pbiloi::;ophers given to the study of the 
moral world oppose another and an apparently contradictory concep-
tion, wbich, founded on the existence of conscience, regards the psycho-
log·ical individual as primordial and the exterior world as determined 
by his own thoughts, having no intelligible existence outside of his 
mind. Between these contradictory views and. methods I can not 
decide here; tliis is not the p]ace to insist upon the solution of prob-
lems that must long, if not forever: remain veiled to the weakness of 
the human Ull(lersta,nding. Let us however guard against declining 
to investigate or refusing even to voice i::;uch questions, eithel' from the 
side of mysticism, which woulcl d.euy the fundamental object of all 
science, or from tlie si<le of the professed skepticism, which to-day 
threatens to ovbrtake so rnauy wearied minds. 
Whatever may be said and thought in regard to this su~ject, it was 
not these tremendous questions that our learned brother preferred to 
spend his time in considering, it was not upon these that he left his 
ma.rk. Such was not the design of a work that was based upon the 
research of other men. A book of reference, with whatever ability it 
may be com piled, requires a certaifr sentiment of sacrifice and self-abnega-
tion on the pal't of its author; if he rc11ders the greatest services to 
the present geueratiou. in the necessary course of years he seldom 
escapes fiodin;· hii::; work incomplete a11d old fashioned. D_uring the 
long series of years dedicated to its publication science undergoes 
varioui::; changes, that become still more acceutuated as earlier impres-
sions give way to otheri::; in tlie lapse of time. This is inevitable by 
r a on of the ever-increasing number of workers, the diversity of lan-
guages and nations, each looking at science from the point of view most 
nearly confol'rued to its own genius and tradition::;. Besides, this indi-
viduality ii::; more ~tggl'essive than it was formerly. A man after becom-
ing learned. aud familiar with methodi::; would often rather acknowledge 
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his indebtedness to them tha.n enroll himself un<1er the banner of a. 
master. · By reason of these manifold circumstances a book of a general 
character, a compilation with whatever care it may have been prepared, 
will seldom live beyond the generation for which it was compiled; 
sooner or later it will be replaced by one of the same kind more in 
touch with the works of the day a1;1d itself destined to a transient fa.me. 
IV.-HIS ZOOLOGICAL PHILOSOPHY. 
It is better to dwell upon the individual and original ideas of Milne-
Edwards that will remain associated with his name and to which he 
has given definite and lasting expression, if, indeed, any theory can 
lay claim to such a character in the incessant changes and revolutions 
of human knowledge. Milne-Edwards, in fact, had been led by liis 
indefatigable labors and hit, ever improving methods of instruction to 
explain certain general theories respecting the agencies which control 
the innumerable metamorphoses of orians and their correlative func-
tions. He took up these theories again in one of the most remark-
able of his smaller books, published in 1858, under the title of "An 
Introduction to General Zoology, or Notes on the Tendencies of Nature 
in the Constitution of the Animal Kingdom." 
This title itself is characteristic of the man and of hit, times. In 
fact, nature is now rarely spoken of as if it were regarded in the light 
of an actual personality having a character, tendencies, and caprices 
after the fashion of a moral being. Whether right or wrong, language 
implying that nature is a working machine has been substituted for 
these sentimental e~pressions, but at bottom these later ideas have no 
less significance. In reality, whatever the language used, the question 
in point is always to examine and ascertain the same essential rela-
tions between organic systems and functions; facts flow out of these 
relations, or, as I might say, out of the investigation of living beings 
awl the phenomena of which they are the seat. Only instead of seeking 
to di cover in them a, pre.conceived design for some special and often 
puerile purpose, the scientist recognizes with admiration the harmo11y 
and general co-ordination in the permanent regularity of 11atura,l law ·, 
the condition of the persistence of human beings, alike as individual 
type and as ucce,. ive generations. 
n of the impl ·t and mo t int re ting of these nece "ary rela-
ti u wa cli. cov r d by Miln -Edward , who traced its consequence 
wi h won erful qui kn , of perception. This wa the principle of the 
1vi 1 f la r whi h b fir t ob erved in hi:, tudie of cru tacean 
r t h in th d v 1 pm ,n of th typei::; of anima,l pecie. and 
rf ing f h , y 
,· , rt fr 1 hi. I in of <1 par nr ,, wo laws, a ordiug to Iilne-
"' r l. ar li, ' r 1 in animal organi. m. : a tenden y to varia-
1 w f ·h n h hw of conomy by vhtu of wl1ich 
k · 1 Ia· ' · ·b y within O'iven limit , xhau ·t-
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ing all the combinations comprised in those limits. But the variations 
themselves are not produced by chance,-a11d just at this point this 
author .begins to present original views,-they take place through a 
principle similar to that which governs the mechanical industry and 
organization of human societies, the principle of the division of labor. 
This is in a manner borrowed by political economy. 
When human societies are in their primitive stage each man is 
obliged to provide for his separate needs, he must procure bis food, 
construct his dwelling, manufacture his clotliing and all objects neces-
sary to his life, health, and personal defense. Among civilized peoples, 
on the contrary, each member of the association devotes himself to the 
accomplishment of a fixed portion of this labor, but he performs .this 
with a greater degree of economy and perfection; thus the social 
machine becomes co-ordinated and hierarchical while being perfected. 
To carry these ideas into the auimal order every-living creature is 
fitted to procure food and to reproduce its kinrl, these fundamental 
functions being common to vegetables and animals. The distinctive 
feature of the latter is that they are capable of feeling aud of motion, 
these functions being fulfilled in a way that leads to the persistence of 
the individual and of the species; it may be said that every animal is 
absolutely perfect. The human mind however conceives of different 
degrees in this perfection. At the foot of the ladder we perceive 
animals like sponges and certain zoophytes constituting a mass of 
uniform appearance qualified for the same functions throughout all 
the parts, while performing apparently automatic movements. The 
same tissue seizes the food to be digested, contracts, dilates, breathes 
at the expense of the surrounding watery medium, appears to be 
affected by the sensations of light and hea,t, is rnultiplierl and repro-
duced in the case of spontaneous or .accidental fracture. A hydroid 
·polyp may be cut in pieces and e~cll separate piece will be capable 
of carrying on without change au individual existence similar to that 
of the original body. By tbis it will be seen that the function 
existed before the organ; far from being· the product of the organ it 
serves to fit it for a special purpose. f 11 fact, by the si<le of these simple · 
animals, uch as sponges or hydroid polyps, we meet with others in 
which ea.ch function begins to be set apart for special purposes. Diges-
tion is performed in special cavities, generation is effected in a distinct 
manner; circulati011, 1·ei:;piration, power of. motion, all the sensations 
acquire in succeRsion their proper working apparatus, to be in turn 
divided into different parts tha,t are destined to the performance of one 
of the act of whfrh the whole constitutes the general function. 
Thu ' dige.' tion first taking place in an interior cavity provided with 
a ti ~ue similar to that which constitutes the general surface of the 
body, ·oon acquire · a ~pecial cavity, a stomach at first adventitious 
aucl temporary, bnt becoming permanent in other species. In propor 
tiou a the 'Cale of life a ' cell(ls the auimal is at the proper time pro-
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vided with orifices for receiving nourii;ihment and for throwing off wa te 
matter, also with fixed conditions of life and a definite form. Next, 
the digestive apparatus is divided into several regions, one designed 
for the introduction of food, another for its chemical overations, and 
still another for the absorption of nutritive juices. The form of eacb 
of these regions is again snbdivWed, prehensile organs are seen to 
appear employed for seizing prey, other organs emplbye<l in shal'ing 
and submitting i~ to a preliminary mechanical preparation. Special 
glands are observed that manufacture chemical agents designed to 
effect changes in the various kinds of food. In other cases the tran,-
portation of digested material im,tead of being effected by contact and 
by means of diffusion among the tissnes, gives place to a. Hew appara-
tus which carries them thoughont_:_thi s is the vascular system-and 
by virtue of a growing specializ~ition it develops a -double current for 
distributing the fluids even to the most remote organs, where they give 
up their nutritive elemeuts, and are brought back to the ce11 ter to again 
resume their first office; from this process the vessels a11d the heart 
result, which again separate into different parts, each performing a 
distinct act. 
In this may be observed all the applications of the new principle and 
its influence upon tlle division of organic labor as distributed into · 
multiplied functions, each 011e perf01;med by a suitable npparatus 
resulting from the specialized development of 011e part or a,nother, 
henceforth to be set apart for one sole purpose, wlJilst it becomes 
insufficient if not absolutely useless for all other purpo::ms. It mnst l>e 
understood in addition to thi.· that this partial function remains Mcrs-
sarily co-ordinated with other frrnctions in the general pliyRiolog'ieal 
action of which it performs one pl1rt, that is to say, that the complete 
system while centralizing more and more a,lwayR aR a whole, be('ome 
particularized into special organs . . 
The re ult of this provision is work better done and continually per-
fected, o that as a re ult of the principle of the <livision of la,bor w 
have the perfecting of particular organs for a special purpm; , a.long 
with he elevation of the gen ral a,nimal type anrl of the part i play 
in the ord r of nature. 
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We see from thi:-; how the new principle, slightly vague at the . .first 
glance~ acquires an ever-increasing clearness and importance by reason 
of its chain of deductions. The applications that may be made of this 
far-reachin.g principle are innumerable and infinitely varied; it may be 
said it controls the entire catalogue of animal' life. · 
°"re must not forget that this progress is often relative. If mollusks 
have a general superiority over insects because of their digestive appa-
ratus and circulation, they are on the contrary inferior in their organs 
of locomotion and the activity of their life in general. In a higher 
order, if man is superior in intelligeuce to the dog, he ha_s less highly 
developed olfactory orga11s; his sense of sight i8 ah:m equally inferior to 
that of most birds. 
Other examples still might be given. In fact, we have likened the 
principle of the division of labor in animal organisms to that which 
takes place in the history of humanity. But if we compare societies 
of animals to human societies we will see that the functional division of 
social work is often carried to a greater extent among the former than 
among men. Among ants and bees the work of reproduction of the 
speeies is distinct from the work of maintaining the colony. Certain 
individuals, sometimes one only, are set a-side for the generative office. 
There is only one female in a hive of bees, while the colony is fed and 
supported by the activity of the working bees that have become sterile 
by the atrophy of the organs of generation. To a systematic mind this 
feature of animal societies would seem to be a mark of superiority, but 
I shall not insist upon this claim. I have only wished to show the 
rf'.Jation the progress of the lower animali, bears to our own, and the · 
analogies that exist in certain respects. 
Whatever these analogies may be they add nothing to the impor-
tance of the principle of the division of labor, and the interest of the 
general deductions fl.owing therefrom. It is greatly to the honor of 
MUne-Edwards that he bas sliown the full bearing of this principle: 
and followed up its application with a keenness of perception, method of 
logic, and force of deduction that are incomparable. However exten-
sive the work of a learned man may be, whatever personal authority 
he may derive from bis timeR, his name rests with posterity only on 
what it stands fr,r, whether this be the discovery or explanation of 
some remarkable fact, or the demonstration of a ge11 eral theory and 
its bearing upon a science a,s a whole. This latter claim Milue-
Edwards ba<l the good fortm1e, t he tale11t, and t he lasting glory to 
establish, aud in consequence bis name will r ernai11 among those of 
the leadin g naturafo;ts of the nineteenth century. 
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